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HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE AND NURSE TRAINING ACT- OF I980

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON. HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT, '

COMMIITEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
_ Washington, D. C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m. in room
2123, Rayburn House -Office Building, Hon. Henry A.

p.m.,

chairman, presiding.
Mr. WAXMAN. The subcommittee will come to order.
This afte-rnoon the subcommittee begins its hearings on the ex-

tension of the authorization for the health professions educationassistance and nurse training programs. These programs ,are'im-
portant because the help assure that the Nation will be supplied
with highly skilled health professionals over a period running well
into the next century.

These hearings and the subsequent deliberations of ate subcom-mittee, are more significant this year than ever. Because of the
current efforts to balance the Federal budget we must be certain
that programs are well designed and carefully managed. This is notthe time for inefficiency or waste.

But beyond vigilance against waste, I iDelieve we mustzpe careful
to insure that the current concern with the budget does not lead us

Ito renege on our commitment to improve the health care available
to the American people. The health care which can be provided by
U.S. 'physicians, is the finest in the world, yet .for many of our
people this care-is out of reach.'

This subcommittee has, over the years, fashioned a variety of
programs, among them those assisting our health training pro-grams to guarantee that excellent health care is delivered to.all ofour people.

In particulars health manpower programs can improve 'the geo-
graphic distribution of health professionals. Programs such as the
National Health Seivides Corps and the Area Health Education
Centers can do much to increase the number of prOviders in rural
and inner-city areas. Manpower programs may also contribute to
the ipereased availability of primary care, the- kind of care most
people need most often.

Conditions for institutional support, special project grants and
changes in the health care payment system can all contribute to an
increase in the numBer of new physicians entering primary care
specialties.

Federal support can also assist our health training institutions
'and students. Institutional grants of both a general and special

(1)
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project nature contribute to the future fiscal viability of our health
training institutions Similarly in an inflationary time with tuition
increases announced each year; funds from scholarships, loans and
loan guarantees are critical to students. Qf special importance are
programs of training of students from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Without objection the text. of H.R. 6802 and H.R. 6800 and any
agency. reports thereon will, be placed at this point in the record.

[Testimony resumes on p. 104.]
[The-text of H.R. 6802 and, H.R. 6800 and agency report on.,H.R.

6800 follow:]

0

-r



96TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION

' H. R. 6802
To amend the Public Health Service Act to revise 'and extend the programs for

the National-Health Service Corps-and to revise and extend the programs of
assistance under titles VII and VIII of such Act for th(education oc health
professions personnel, and for other purposes.

IN nib HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCH 12, 1980

Mr. WAXMAN (for himself, M. PREYER, Mr. Mao,u1AE, Mr. LELAND, and Mr.
CARTER) introduced the following bills which was referred jointly to the
Committees. on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. and Ways aild itt,ons

d

A Bill%
To amen' he Public, Health Servide Act to revise and extend

the -Trogr for the National Health Service Corps and to
vise and,,axtend the proijrams of assistance under titles

of such Act or the education_ of health
sonnel,

,

and for other,purposes.

tea bj the.Senate.*and House of Represent'

1,0

yap
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1 TITLE INATIONAL 141. ALTH SERVICE CORPS

2 PROGRAMS ,

3 REVISION AND EXTENSION OF NATIONAL HEALTH

'SERVICE CORPS

5 SEC. 101. (a)(1) Section 331(a)(1) (42 U.S.C.

6 254d(a)(1)) is amended to read as follows: "(1)sllall consist

7 of--.

8 "(A) such officer's of the Regular and Reserve

9 Corps of the Service as the Secretary may designate,

10 "(B),such civilian employees oethe United States
e.

11 as the Secretary may appoint, and

12 "(C) such other, individuals who are not employ-.

13 ees of the United States And who tte Secretary has

14 designated under section 752(b)(4) to serve in a health

15 manpower shortage area as a member of the Corps to

satisfy the service obligation described in section

17 751(0(1)(43)0v),
_ .

18 (such officers, employees, and individuals hereinafter in this

19 subpart referred to as 'Corps members'), and".

20 (2)(A) Section 331(d)(1) is amended by inserting after

21 "each member of the corps"- the following: "(other than a

22 member described in subsection (a)(1)(C))".

23 (B) Section 331(d) is amended by adding at the end the
4

24 following:

15
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1 "(3) A -member of the Corps described in subparagraph

2 (C) of subsection (a)(1) shall when assigned to an entity under

3 section 333 be subject to the personnel system of such entity,

4 except that such member shall :be entitled to receive during

5 the period of assignment the income that the member wou ld

6 be entitled to receive if the member was a member of the

7 Corps described in subparagraph (B) of such subsection.".

8 (3).Section 331(h)(1) is amended by striking out ", Edu-

9 cation, and Welfart" and inserting in lieu thereof "and
10 Human Services ".

11 (b)(1) Subsection (a) of section 333 (42 U.S.C. 254f) is

412 amended by adding at the end the following:

13- "(3) In approving applications for assignment of mem-

14 bers 'of the Corps the Secretary shall.not discriminate against

15 apPlicatkons from entities which are not receiving Federal
at.> 16 financial assistance under this Act.".

17 (2) Section 333 is amended by redesignatiiig subsections
18 (d) through (h) as, subsections (e) through (i), respectively, and

19 by adding after subsection (c) the following new subsection:

20 "(d)(1) The Secretary may not approve an application
21 for the assignment. of a member, of the Corps described- in

22 subparagraph (C) 'of section 331(a)(1)(C) to an entity unless

23 the application of, the entity contains assurances satisfietory

24 to the. Secretary that the entity (A) has sufficient financial

25 resources to provide the niernbor of the Corps with an income

63-494 0 - 60. .4 2
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-1 of not less than the income-to which the member would be

2 entitled if the member was a member described in sultpara-.

3 graph (B) of section 331(a)(1), or (B) would have such finan-

4 cial, resources if a grant was made to th,e entity under
.

5 paragraph (2).

6 "S2)(A) If in approving an application of entity for

7 the assignment of a mernber. Of the Corps de in sub-

8 paragraph (C) of section 331(a)(1) :the' Secret y -,rmines

9 that the entity does not have sufficient 4am:hi resources to

10 provide the member of the Corps7with an income.of not less
r

11 than the income to which'the member wouldb 6fititled if the

12 member Waott: member described in subparagraph (B) Of sec-

13 tion 331(a)(1), the,Secretary may make a grant to the" entity

14 to assure that the-member of the Corps assigned to it will

15 ,receive during the period of assignment to the entity suchcan

16 income.

17. "(B) The amount of any grant under subparagraph (A)

18 shall be determined.by_the Secretary. ra7yments under such a

19 ant 'may be, made in advance or by way of reiinbui.seN t,

4 Z' 20 and at such intervals #nd on such conditions, as the Secre.
21 tary.findsnecessary. No grant may be made unleis an appli-

22 cation therefor' is submitted to and .approved by the .Secre-

23 tary. Such, anApPlication should be in such form, submitted

24 in such manner an'd. s'oritaXs. :liti;n4, as the Sucre-
:. ,_

25 tary -shall by r kulatioypresciilie:
-

!,
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7 ,f

(3) Subsection (g) (as so redesignated) of section 333 is
I

A2. 'amen* by Itchling at the end the following:

3 "(4) The Secretary:Aittll° conduct programs to demon-
,

4 strafe the improvement :that can be made in the assignment .J
.

5 of members of the Corps to health manpower shortage areas4
if-.

( 6/
and in the delivery of health care by-Cortis members in such

, .7 areas through coordination'with State and local governments

8 and other public and 'nonprofit private entities with seexper
..c?

9 in the plann,ng, development, and operation of centers Pk the,
f

10 delivery of primary health Demonstration programsI ,

11 under this paragraph shall at least include a program under.
,12 which the Secretary enters into an agreement with A State

.
.13 which Orbvides that if the State places in effect, in accord-

,14 ance with stand4rds prescribed by regulation'by the Secre-
18 tary, a program for the planning, development-1nd Operation .

16 of centers for the .delivery of primary health are in health
17 manpower' shortage' areas in the State,. the Secretary will

18 ,assign under this section members of the Corps to entities

19 within the State in accprdance with the State;pro
20 (c)(1) Sectien 334(a) (4 .S:U. 254g(a)) is amended by

2,1- inserting "for the assignment-of a member of the Corps"
22 after "section 333". . }
23 ' (2) Section 33443)(A) is amendell by indert4 Jirom

IC 24 the United States" after "received.by gtich member".
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1 (3) Section 334(a)(3)(C) is

2 a grant under section 333(d)(2)" and

(2) by inserting grant" after Bch ,inz :curs.

(4) -SuASection (e) of section nenci( -o .id as .

5 foliQws:

6 "(e)(1) There is established :1 the

7 United States a revolving and to called

8 Health Service. Corps Fund (hereinafter in this s;. 'ction re-

9 ferred to as the 'Fund') jhich be available' i e Secie-

10 tary, without fiscal 'y ar 7 carry -RI; this Ibpart.

11 "(2) there shall be. deposited in the Fun -sub, ct to
.

12 withdrawal by cheek by*the,Secretary-

13 '4,1A) funds received by the Seeretar ,f*er Sep-
isr

14 tember 30 1980, under an, agteement cnt; .ed into

15- under subsection (a), and I.,

16 "(B) ipterest which may be earned on investments

17 of the Fund..

"(3) If the Secretary deter.-;in,- 'at the mgr_ !ys of the.

19 Fund are in excess of current needs, the Secretar- may re-

20 quest theiinvestnient Of such amounts is -the SecrLfrx.;-y deems

" 214advisable by the iSecretary of the Treasury in obligati, as of,

22 or obligations guaranteed by the Government c ,1-_lited

(?,3
States, and, with dip approvala Of the. Seermr:e the

..) _

Treftsuoyin suet, other obligations or securitieE; sit .eems

.:25. appropriate.



1 " (4) Trith the ap,

2 the Secretf. of

3 moneys in the Fu:

4 posithry for publi .1.

5 manner as the

d the. Secretary of tl,(

7 "(5) The

8 subjeet to apps

9 Statutes (31 J.

10 (d)(1) Sub

11 redesignating

3384, an 33E resp

the subpart, in.-rting. s,

designating it as section

6

12

13

14

15

1 -a

the Secretary of the Treasury, !

ART_ Human Services may deposit

.ty Federal Reserve`bank, any de-.

>r in such other places and in such

of Health and Human Services and

,!!asury mayputually agree.

the funds credited to it shall not be

-nder `ion 3679 of the Revised
tl

ar Ale VI is amended by
)

.;3t 138 as sections 338,

:ra ['erring section 754..to

.ion after s2etion 385,.and,re-

,l,nd by addi.:_; after eectjon 336
(gs so redcsipatee following new Action:

16 ' "PREPABATION FOR FRACTICE

.

o
a.

17 "SEc. 337. '(a) The Secretary may make grants and
18 enter into contracts with public anc wivate nonprofit entities
19 for the, conduct of programs whic':_ ar_ee designed to prepare
20 indivicluals subject to a se7viee oblic:Aion under the Scholar -
21 ship Pi6gram to effer.-,:ive_- "provith health services in the
22 healih manpower slicrtz.ze ca to v--iu-ch they are'a,ssigned.

23 "(h) No giant :nay L -ade c- contract entered 'into
A I A24 under subsection (a) ess ziplicathon therefor is-submit-

-
,--25 ted to emend. approyed ..i-Ecretar... Such an- application

P
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1 si...Duld be in formsubMitted in such roanner, and con-

2 tLin such infor ioi as the Secretary shall by regulation
v

3 p

4 (2) Subsection a)( section 336 (as_so-redesignated)

5 i= ',oil by ins, 'at least two years of" after

kas .o redes:.,--nated) (42 U.S.C.

8 2r, , is ig o ard" after "1979;",,

9 any by addi et 3riod,a .,Jmicolon and the fol-

10 boy': 33,' trio Tiscal yelp. ending September

IA 3(i .206. )r theiiscaVear ending September

12 30, 1 . )00 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

13' tembe: i 983'

14 Ili-VISION 0 : NAT ONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPir/.
A". 'N

/ § t...

i SCHOLAESHIP PROGRAM . 0
% . . a

'3 :02. ,iec.-n: 751(a) is an-tended by striking ti,,,y-
,

17 o Lie Na , ..Iealth'Service Ciirp''s-",and irtbdts in
..., .

.

18 It . '...."16- he programs of the National Health,ServIce

1.9

20 (2) ,C4ions 751(b)(6). and 751(c)(2) are each amended

;1 by striking out "service In theCorps" and inserting in lieu

22 thereof "service in the program of the Corp;":',' -

23 (b)(1) Paragraphs through (4) of suction 752% (42

24 U.S.C. 294u(b)) are amen d to read-as follow's:

.
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'11
1 "(b)(1) An individual is required

2 to proiride service ifs ipepified -in sec:O-

3 fl(liereintifter in thissubsection referred'IO

4 iee'), the Secretary skill, not later than, aye
,5 date described in paYagraph (5); deterntine the math

6 shall provide such.service--

7 . (oA) as a member of the corps v:ho is a conr-__

sioned officer in the Regular or Reser--- C ^r s of _le
9 Service .01c who ,is ,a civilian employee T .7---,I a.

lo States, Or

11 -4;,(B) as a member of the Corr who i\ s -not clic:
-12 , .; an officer or employee, :,

,
13 .1ifid sh

,
notify in ". :thial otsuch determination. i-

-a 4(2)111 the Secr%tai'y deters es that .Zu individual shall,., . . : .
,

15 provide eleistte'd se as a member of th'e Corps who is a

16 comtnissiohed officer in ihe Service or a civilian employee of
17 the United. States, the Secretary shall, not later than 60 days-
8 before. th,e-datallesoribed in parakraph (5), peoxide such

19 "victual with sufficient information regaling the adVanta
..207antl disadvantags of service as such a OOMITIF.:2 ned officer

21 or civilian emplove to enable the individual to riake ardeci-
22 siort on an informed basis. To be.eligibleitrp-ide obligated
23 vservice4s a commissioned officer in the Service,lan individual
24 shall notify the Secretary, not later than 30 day before the
25 ditti described in paragraph (5), of the individual's: desire to

r
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1 provide such service as much an officer. If In individual quail-
.

le

2 fies for an appointment as such an officer,. the Secretaiy

3 shill.; as soon as possible ilk the date described in para-
?

(5), thp individual. as a commissioned officer of
4)

5 the Regular or Reserve Corps of the Service and shall desig-

'6 nate the individual as &member of the Corps.'.
-

7 "(3) If an individual provi ed notice by the Secietary
y..

t b , It 1,

c i
8 under paragraph .(2)...does not qualify for appointment as

9 commissioned officer in the Servkci, the SeCretary shall op-

,. 10 point such individual as a civilian emplOyee of the United

11 States and designate 'the individual as member 44The '-.
J , .

. ,
.

12 Corps. s. ' 1)
_ *- %

e 8'

ft.

3

14
J a

15 not an .emRloyee-of the Unite tates, .the'Secretary 'shall as
IV

-M soon fis rssible .afte the date desdibed in paragiaph (

-17 designate such individual as a ntimber or the Clcrrp90 pro-
, .

Ira 8 vide such service:4'. , r
-
- 19 - 0) Subsection (c)(1) of section 752 is amended by strik--

. _

20' ing out .`or as a member, ofthe Corps" and-inserting in lieu
. $

21 thereof "or as a ciVilian employee of the United State or is
. .

22, designated as a member of the National. Health Service

23 Corps under subsection (b)(4)".

24 (3) The second sentence of subsection (d) of ection 752

25 is amended by inserting after "written contract" the llow-
C3

"(4) If the Secretary determinei that an,individual shall

provide 'obligated service as a member the Cirp'S who is

.23
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1 ing: "and if such individual is an officer, in tpe Service or a

2 civilian employee of the United Stres".,

3 Subsection (e) of section 752 is amended to read as
4 follows:

5 "(e) Notwithstanding any :other provision Of this title,

6 service of an individual wider a National Research Service

7 Award awarded under subparagraph (A) or (B) of section

8. 472(a)(1) shall be counted against the obligated service which

9 the individual is required to perform under the Scholarship.

10 Program.". c
11 (c)(1rSubsection (a) .4f section r53 (42 U.S.C. 294v(a)).
12 is amended (A) by inserting "orJlinder section 225 (as in

13 effect on September 30, 1977)" after "section.752(a)", and'
4.1

' 14 (B) by striking out "which (A)" and all that follows' inthat

1p subsection and-inserting in lieu thereof aperiod.. . .-
\ 16 . (2)/Section 7530(1)(4 is amended (A) by inserting

17 "(i)nefore "shall not", and (B) by insertin ' before the semi-,'

18 colon a comma and the following: "and (ii shall agree to :

\
19 accept an assignment under section 1842(b)(3 )(B)(ii) of such

Act for all services for which payment may be made under

.2 part B of title XVIII and enter into an approp to agree- ,

22 ment with the State agency which adininisters the state plan

23 for medical assistance under title XIX of such Act to provide

,24 services to individuals entitled to medical assistance under

25 the plan"..

,

24
'1%
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14

1 (3) Section 753 is anrended by adding the following new

2 s'Osection:

3 "(c) If an individual biteaclms the dbntract entered into

4 under, section 751 by failing (for any reason) to begin his

5 ritvice obligation in accordance with an agreement entered:
.2.

6 into under subsection (a) or to complete suah service obliga-

7 tion, the Secretar may require such indivi'teal to $erform

8 ' such service obligat on'iks a member of the Corps." o

9 . (4) Section 754(c) (4§ 2D4w(c)) is a?nended (1),

10 by striking out "(c) If" and inserting in lieu thereof ".(c)(1).
11 Except as provided in paragraph (2), if and (2) by adding at

12 the end the following:
.2)

. 13 . "(2) If an individual is released 'under- sectiol9 3 from
9

14 a service obligation under- section 225 (as in Beet on Sep-

15 tombqr 30, 1977) and if the individual does not Meet the

19 service obligation incurred under section 753, subsectl9 (f)

17 of such sectiol 225 shall apply to such individual in lieu of

18 pars ph (1) ifrtltis subsection. .

19. (d)(1) The first sentence of section ,756(a) is amended

20 (A) by striking out "and" biter "1979 ," and (B) by inserting

21 before the period, the following: ", $93,500,000.for the fiscal
.

22 year ending September 30, 1981, $101,000,000 for the fiscal

23 year ending September 30, 1982, and $109,000,000 fenhe

24 fiscal year ending September 30, 1983".

25
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1 (2) The second serfience of such section is amended (1)

2 by striking "1981" and inserting in lieu thereof ."1984",

3 and (2) by striking out "1980" and inserting in heti thereof ;
t4 "194.". -, 1,..

VI

( r',5 EFFECTIVE DATE

,6 SE:c. 103. The amokiments made by section 102 ,(other
, ---

,7 an subsection (d) thereof) -shall apply with reipect to con-
: t

*4'. 4'8 tracts entered into under the National Health Sbrvice Corps.

9 Scholarship. Program under, subpart III of part C'of title VII

30 of the Public health Service Act after the-date of the enact-

11 ment of this Act. A indi.vidual who before such. date has
!-;' n

12 entered into such contract and who has not begun ,, the*
13 Oriodof obligated

_J

quired under such contract shall

14 'be given the opportunity to revise such contra4 t permit the

15 individual. to serve such period as a member of ti NatiOnal

16 -Health Service Corps who is not an employee of the United
c

17 St tps...

18 4' IT'LE II HEALTH PRO.tESSIONS PROGRAMS

19 UNDER TITLE V1T

20,1' PART .A.-=-COIISTRUCTION ASSISTANCE 6-

21 REPEAL OF ENROLLMENT INCREASE-REQUIREMENT

22 SEC. 201. (a) Paragraph (2) of section 721(c) is amend-

23 ed (1):by inserting "and" after "the facility,", ,and 12) by

iM striking out ", and (D)" and all that folloNV"s in thai paragraph

25 and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon.

r.,
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1 (b)7he Amendment made by. subsection (a) shall apply

2 with respect to entities which received a grant under section

3 720 of the Public Health Service Act before the date of the

'4 enactment of,this Act.

5 LOAN GUARANTEES

SEC. 202. Section 726(a) (412 293i(a)) is

7 amended (1) by striking out "construction projects for" in the

8 first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "projects for the
,

9 remodeling, renovation, or alteration or', (2) by striking out

10 "1980" and inserting, in lieu (hereof "1983 ",, and (3) by

11 striking out "cost of the construction of the project" in the

12 last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof "cost of the project,

13 including architect fees and the initial equipment of the re

14 modeled, renovated, t7. 3 Iterated teac ng falities".

15 PART BSTUDENT ASSISTANCE

16 EXTENSION AND REVISION OF INSURED STUpElkiTSLOAN.

17 PROGRAM

18 Sic. 205. (a)(1) The first sentence of section 128(a) (42

19 U.S.C. 294a(a)) is amended by inserting a comma before the

20 period and the following: "and for each of the next three

21 fiscal years".

22 (2) The second sentence of such section is amended by

. 23 striking out "1982" and inserting in lieu thereof "1985".

24 (b)(1) Section 731(a)(1)(A) (42 294d(a)(1)(A)) is

25 amended (A) by inserting "and" at.the end of clause kiv), and

27
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1 (B) by striking out clause (v) and redesignating clause (vi)'as
2 clause (v).

3 (2) Section 731(a)(2) is amended (A) by striking out "in-
4 stallments of principal need not be paid, but interest shall

5 accrue and be paid" in subparagraph (C) and inserting in lieu

6 thereof "installments of principal and interest need not be
7 paid, but interest shall accrue", (B) by inserting ".excepts
8 ovided in subparagraph (C)," ifter "period of the loan," in,

9 s bparagraph (1)), and (C) by striking out "otherwise payable. -

,110 (i) before the beginning of the repayment period, (ii) during
11 any period desclibed,. in subparagraph (C),. or (iii) during any
12 other period of forbearance of payment of principal," in sub-

13 paragiaph (I)).

14 (3) Section 731(N2) is amended (A) by redesignating

15 subparagraphs (E) and (F) as subparagraphs (F) and (G), and
16 (B) by inserting after subparagraph (D) the following:

1'7

18

19)

20

21

'22

23

24

"(E) offers,-in accordance with criteria pre-
,

scribed by regulation by the Secretary, a schedule;.

for repayment of principal and interest under
which payment of a portion of the principal and

interest otherwise payable at the beginning of the

repayment period (as defined in such regulations)

is deferred until a later time in the period;".

(4) Section 739(b) is amended to read as follows:
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1 "(b) The Secretary shall require an eligible institution to

2 record, and to make available to the lender and to4he Secre-

3 tary upon request, the name, address, postgraduate destina-

4 tion, and other reasonable identifying information for each

5 student of such institution who, has a loan insured under this

6 . subpart".

7 EXTENSION OF STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

8 SEC. 206. (a)(1) The first sentence of section 742(a) (42

9 U.S.C. 294b(a)) is amended (1) by striking out "and" after

( ..10 "1979,", and (2) by inserting before the period a comma and
.

11 the following: "$20000 for the fiscal yews' ending Sep-
,-

12 tember 30, 1981, $ 2,500,000 for the fiscal year. ending

13 September 30, 1982, and $25,000,000 for the fiscal year

14 ending September 30, 1983".

15 (2) The second sentence of such section is amended (A)

16 by striking out "1981" and inserting in lieu thereof "198 PP

17 and (B) by striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu th reof

18 "1983".

19 (b) Section 743 (42 U.S.C. 294c) is amended by striking

20 out "1983" each place it occurs and inserting in lieu thereof

21 "1986".

22 EXTENSION OF SCHOLARSHIPS FOR STUDENTS OF

23 EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED

24 SEC. 207. -(a) Section 758(d) (42 U.S.C. 294z(d)) is

25 amended (1) by striking out "and" after "1979v,", and (2) by
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1 inserting before the period a comma and- the following:

2 "$12,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981,

3 $14,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982,
4 and $16,00 0 for the fiscal year ending Septembei: 30,
5 1983".

6 (b) Section 758(c) is amended by striking out "distribute

7 grants under this section among all schools" of the health pro -
8 fessions, but 'shall".

.
9 PART CINSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

o

GRANTS

SEC. 211. Section 770 (42-U.S.C. 2950 is'ameAded to
12 read as follows: '

13 "INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

14 "SEc. 770. la) GR Secretary shallamake.
/ 15 annual grants in accordance with this sectiono to schOls of

16 medicine, osteoPathy, dentistry,, veterinary medictne,.cipam-
-

etry, pharmacy, and podiatry for_the support. of the education
.

cs,18 prograMs of such Schools.

"(b) GRANT COMPUTATION.The 4thcituit of tne
O

19

20'

21

22

23

24

is

r

a

annual grant under subsection (a) to be-made in a fiscalf
4-ear

. .

. .e,to a school with an approved Application `for such 'Weal year ..,, -'.; ..

shall be an amount which:bears. the same' ratio to the total
.... ,P.4

oamount appropriated for sut,11 flip ear under'subseddon (d). '0, .,
as the total' number of fulUrn dents enrolled in such

e .25 school in the school year bc, ing in such.fiscal year bears
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1 to the total number of full-time students enrolled in such

2 school year in 'all schools of the same category as such school

3 with approved applications for such fiscal year.

4 "(c) ENROLLMENT. DETERMINATIONS. -FOr purposes
.-

5 of this section:

6 "(1) Regulations °Otte Secretary under this sec-
,

7 tion relating to thVetermination of the number of full-

8 time students enrolled in a school eligible for a grant ,
O

9 under subsection (a) shall include (A) provisions relat-

10 ihg to the determirration of such number on the basis of.

11 estimates, on the basis of the number of students who

12 in an earlier year\were enrolled in a school, or on such

13 other basis as the Secretary deems appropriate for

14 making such determination, and (B) methods of making

15 such determination when a school was hot in existence

16 in an earlier year.

17 "(2) In determining the total number of full-time

18 students enrolled in a school of pharmacy with a

19 course of study pf rno-re than four years, only the full-

20 time students enrolled in the last four years of such

21 ' school shall be counted.

22 "(3) The term lull-time students' (whether such

23 term is used by itself or in connection with a particular

24 year - class) means students pursuing a full-time course,

25 of study leading to a- degree of doctor of medicine,



1 licetor of dentistry or an equivalent degree, doctor of
,,---

2 osteopathy, bachelor or master of science in pharmacy
,

3 or an equivalent degree, doctor of optorsetry or an .-'

4 equivaJent degree,' doctor of veterinary medicine orb an

5 equivalent degree, or doctor of podiatry or an a uiva-
6 lent degree. In the case of a training program of .a
7 school designed to rmit the students enrolled in such

8 program to complet , within six years after completing

9 seconVry school, the requiiements fordegreeof doctor
10 of medicine, doctor of dentistry or an equivalent
41 degree, or doctor ofosteopthy,,:the term 'full-time stu-

12 dents' shall only include students enrolled on a full-
13- time basis in the last four years of such program.

14 "(d) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIA 6NS.There

15 are authorized to be appropriated-

16 "41) $70,000,000 for the fiscal yeAr ending Sep-,

17 tember 30,. 1981, $77,000;000 for the ,fiscal year
18 ending. September 30, 1982, and $85,000,000 for the

19 ,fiscal year ending September 30,.1983, for payments

20 under grants under subsection (a) for schools of

21 medicine;

22 "(2) $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
23 tember 30, 1981, $5,500,000 for the fiscal year ending

24 September 30, 1982, and $6,000,000 for the fiscal

32
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1 year ending Septemberi86, 1983, forcayments under

2 grants under subsection (a) for schools of osteopathy;

3 "(3) $23,500,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

4 30, 1981, $26,000,000 for the fiscal year

5 ending September 30, 1982, and $28,500000 for the

6 fiAcal year ending September 30, 1983, for Nyments

under grants under 'subsection (a) for schools of

8 > dentistry;

9 ' "(4) $25,500,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
t

10 tember 30, 1981, $6,000,000 for the fiscal year ending

111 September 3Q, 1982, and $6,700,000 for the fiscal

12 year ending September 30, 1983, for pays ents under
.

13

14 medicine;

15 "(5) $1,700,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

16 tember 30, 1911, $1,900,000 for the fiscal year ending

17 . September 30, 1982, and $2,100,000- for the fiscal

18 year ending September 30, 1983, for payments under

19 -grants under subsOction (a) for schools of optometry;

20 "(6) $8,700,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

21 tember 30, 1981, $9,600,000.for the fiscal year ending

.22 September' 30, 1982, 'and $10,500,000 for the fiscal

'`%23 year ending September 30, 1983, for payments under

24 grants under subsection (a) for schools of phannitcy;

grants under subsection (a) for schools of veterinary

3S
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7 SEC. 212. (a)(1Effective with respect fo grants made

23
,

"(7) $11,200,000 for the 'fiscal year ending Sep,
-

tem4r 304 1981, $1,300,000 for the fiscal year ending

September 30, 1982, and $1,500,000' for the fiscal

year ending September 30, 1983, for payments under

grints under subsection (a) for schools oflpodiatry

GRANT REQUIREMEN*iso

8 under section 770 of the Public Health Service Act for the

9 fis year ending Sept ber 30, 1980, section 771(a)(1) (42

10 .S.C. 295f-34)4 is amended by inserting after "first-year

11 enrollment" the following: "(determined without regard to

12 any increase in such enrollment made'by the school to enable
6 9

13 jt to-qualify for financial assistance under cha-Ptier 82 of title

14 38, United States Code)".

15- (2) Effective with respect to grants made under. sectioit

16 770' of the Public Health Service Act for fiscal years begin-

-17 ning after September 30, 1980k subsection (a) of section 771

18 (4 U.S.C. 295f-1) is amended to read as follows:

19 "SEC. 771. (a),IN G NEAL. The Secretary shall not

20 make a grant under section 770(a) to any school in a fiscal

21 year beginning after September 30, 1980, unless the applica-

2* .1n for the grant contains, or is supported by, assurances

23 satisfactory to the Secretary that the applicant will expend in

24 carrying out its functions as a school ofmedicine, osteopathy,.

25 dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, pharmacy,_or po-

3 4
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1 diatry, as th;----ca; be, during the fiscal year for which

2 such grant is sought, an amount of funds (other than funds for

3 construction as determined by the..Secretary) fromcnon-Fed-

4 eral sources *high is at least as gre t. as the amt of funds

5 'expended by 'such applicant for such purpose (excluding ex-
-\

6 penditures of a' aonrecurting.nature) iu the fiscal year iieced-

the fiscal year fOr which such grant is sought.".
\

(b)(1) Subsectio (b)(1) of, section 771 is amended .13Y

9 striking out "p,aragrap s (2) a.nd(grand inserting in lieu

10. thereof "paragraph (2)",
1

11 x. (2)(A) bsection (b)(2)(A)(i) of section 771 is amended

12 (i) striking out "1977" and inserting in lieu thereof

13 "4980", (ii) by striking out "35 perrt" and inserting inieu

14 thereof "30 percent", and (C) by 'striking" out "1978" each

15 place it occurs and insertinig in lieu thereof " 981".

16 . (B) Subsection (b)(2)(A)(ii) of section 771 is amended (i)

17 by striking out "1978" and inserting in lieu thereof "1981",

18 (ii),1)y striking out "40 percent" and inserting in lieu thereof

19 ":2:", percent", and (Ei) by striking out "1979" each place it

20 cc :urs and mserting in lieu ereof "1982".

(C) Subsection (b)(2)( )(iii) of section 771 is amended (i)
, C

22 by striking out "1979"''and insertiog,in lieu thereof "1982",

23 and (ii) by striking out "50 percent" and inserting in lieu

24 thereof "40 percent "..

35
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I

1 (3)(A) The second sentence of subsection (b)(2)(B) 6f. -
.

2 section 771 is amended (j) by inserting "(i)'' after "deduct

3 'from, such number and (u) by inserting before the period a

4 comma and the following "and (ii) a number equal to the
\ 5 number of filled first -year positions in graduate m

6 cation. programpecialties_of internal mei:Line or pe-..

7 diatrics as of the July 15 for which the determination is to be

tk. 8 made under this sentence".

(B) The'first sentence of subsedtion (b)(2)(C) of section

10 771 is amended (i) by hisrting"(1)" fer "shall be reduced
11 by", and (ii) by inserting before the period a chnunf_ and the

fo/lfowirig "and (ii) the number of filled first-year Dositions..,:-.

13 graduate medical education programs of siich school in sun.

14' speCialties of internal medicine oc pediatrics as of the July 15

15 for which the determination is to be made under this sen-

,16 tence ,'
' a -

17 x)/c) Subsection.(e) of section 771 is repeded and subsec-
.

18 tionsf.(0, (g), (h), and (i) are redesignated as subsections (e),

19 (0, (0, and (h).

20 (ul)(1) Subsection (b) of section 772 (42, U.S.C. 2 5)

21 is amended by 4riking out "or suhsegtiim (or (b) ofsectiO.n

22 788".

23 (2)(A) ThefIrst sentence tf sebtion 788(a)(3) (42 U.S.C.
24 2 g-8(a)(3)) is amended by inserting "and tfie applicant

t

(P-
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1 meets the requirements of subsection (b) of section 772"

2 before the period. _

3 (B) section 788(b)(3) is amended by inserting before 1,)the

4 first- sentence the following: "No grant may be made under

5 paragraph (1) unless an application therefor has been submit-

6 ted to and approved by the Secretary and the applicant meets

7 the requireme s of subsection (b) of section 772.".

8 (3) Paragrap (2) of subsection (d) of section .772 is

9 amended by striking ut "under the section authorizing he

10 grant for which the application is made" and inserting in lieu.

11 thereof "underasection 770".

12 (e)(1) The heading for section 771.4; amended -to "-read

13 follows:

14 "ELIGIBILITY 'FOR INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT".

15

16 follows:

17 "APPLICATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT".

18 PAR't D-- PROJECT ORANTS AND CONTRA
'

19 DEPARTMENTS OF. FAMILY MEDICINE

20 SEC,.214,,Section 780(c) (42 U.S.C. 295g(c)) is amend-

21 ed (1)1;y st out "and" after "1979,", and (2) by insert-,
22 ing after ".1980"- the following: "; $15,b00,000 for the fiscal

23 year ending September 30, 1981, $20,000,000 for the fiscal

24 yearending September 30, 1982, and $25,000,000 for the

25 fiscal year ending September 30, 1983".

(2) The heading for section 772 is amended to read as

37
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AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTERS

SEC. 216: (a) Section 781(g) is amended (1) by striking
A

3 out "and" after "1979,", and (2) by inserting liter "1980"

4 the following: ", $21,000,000 for the fiscal year ending. Sep-

5 terber 30, 1981, $25,000,000 for the fiscal' year ending

6, September, 30, 1982, "and $27,000,000 for the fiscal year

7 ending September 30, 1983 "..

8 (b)' The last sentence of section 781(c) (42 U.S.C.

9 295g-1(e)) is amended by striking out "paragraph (3)" and,

10 inserting.in lieu thereof "paragraph (2) or (3) ".

11 (c) Section 781(d)(2)(E) is amended by striking out
12 "support services" and inserting in lieu. thereof "educational

13 support services".

14 ,(d) The authority to enter into contracts under section

15 781 of the Public Health Service Act is not authority to -
16 enter into coopeiative agreements under that section.

.
.

:.6., k17 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS AND DENTAL AUXILIARIES.
. -

18 SEC. 247. (a) . 83(e) (42 U.S.C. 295g-3(e)) is

19 amended (1) by striking out "and" after. "1979," and (2) by

20 inserting after "1980" the following: ", $14,000,000 for the
21 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, $ ,000,000 fo the

22 fiscal year ending September 30, 082, an 6,000,000 for
23 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983".

24 (b) Section 783(c) is amended by striking out "830" and

25 inserting in hen, aiCrc.,.)f "822".

c.
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1 GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE AND GENERAL PEDIATRICS

2 SEc. 218. (a) Section 784(b) (42 U.S;b. 295g-4(b)) is

3 amended (1) by striking out "and" after "1979,", and (2) by

4 inserting after "1980" the following: ", $23,000,000 for the

5 fiscal year ending September -80, 1981,. $30,000,000 for the

6 fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $32,000,000.for

7 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983,'oil

8 (b) Section 784(a) is aMended-

9 (1) by inserting ", public or private nonprOfitlios-
.

10 pital, or any other public or private nonpt entity"

11 after "Osteopathyli and

(2) by striking out "andat,-the end of 'paragraph

13 , (1), by striking out the period at the end, of paragraph

14 (2) and inserting a semicolon, and by adding at the end

15 the following:

"(3) to plan, develop, and operate a program for

171 the training of physicians who plan to teach in general

18 internal medicine and general pediatrics trainiirro-

/ 19 grams; and

20 "(4) to provide assistance (in the form of-trainee-

21 ships and fellowships) to physicians who are partici-
,

22 pants in any such program.".
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29
tl

1111.AAILY MED.I AND GENERAL PRACTICE OF

2 1 is DENTISTRY ;
. .

i ..

SEC. 216. (a) Section 786(d) (42 U.S.C. 295g-6(d)) is

t amended (1) by string out "and': Icr,"19,79,", and (2) by

5 inserting after "1980" tlrelollowing: ", 50,000,000'for the
-

6 fis,ce.year ending September 30, 1981, $75,909,00() for'the

7 fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $80,000,000 for

3

8 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983".

(b) The Secretary df Health and flutnan Services shall

10 conduct a study to determine the most dffective and bkficient
.

11 means of providing financial asistance. to graduate "nedical

education programs, in the United §tates.in primary medicine,1

13 pediatrics,.andfamily medicine. The Setietary shall'complete

14 such stu y'an# report, not later than one year after the date
.

. .

l'(11 of the en

16 and Forein Commerce of the House of Representatives and

17 the Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the

18 Senate the results of the study andrecommendations; if any,

19 for legislation:

20 ASSISTANCE TO INDIVIDUALS FROM,DISADVANTAGED

21 Ix 4. BACKGROUNDS

22

tment of this tt'Ct, to the Committee on Interstate

'13

- SEC.- 220. Section 787(b) (42 U.S.C. 295g-7(b)) is

23 amended (1) by striking out "and" after "1979,", and (2) by

24 inserting after "1980" the following: ", $25,000,000 for the

25 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, ;27,500,000 for the

P,
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1 'fiscal year ending.September 30, 1982, and $30,000,000 for

2 the fiscal year ending September 30k 1983".

3 STARTUP, FINANCIAL DISTRESS; INTERDISCIPLINARY

4 TRAINING, AND CURRICULUM GRANT'S

5 SEC. 221. (a)(1) Section 788(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 295g-8) is
6"M,-

6 amended by striking" out "medicine, osteopathy, dentistry".

7 (2) The amendment made by. paragraph (1) shall not

8 apply, with respect to a school of medicine, osteopathy, or

9 dentistry which received a grant under section 788(a)(1) of

10 the Public Health §ervice Act for the fiscal year ending Sep-
-2-

11 tember 30, 1980: Such a school may continue to receive

12 grants under such section in accordance with the require-

13 ments in'effect for grants _under the section for such fiscal

14 year.

15 (b) Section 788(e)(1) is amended (1) by striking out

16. "and" after "1979,", and (2) by inserting after "1980" the

17 following: ", $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-

18 ber 30, 1981, $22,500,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep

19 tember 30, 1982, and $25,00000 for the, fiscal year ending

20 September 30, 1983".

21 (c)(1) Subsection (c), (f), and '(g) of section 788 are re-

22 pealed and subsections (d) and (e) are redesignated as subsec-

23 tions (c) and (d), respectively.

41
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1 (2) Subsection (d)(1) (as so redesignated) of section: 788
4, '41

2 is amended by striking out "(other than the provisions of sub-

3 sections (f) and (g))".

4 PART EPUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL

5 INSTITUTIONAL<SUPPORT, TRAINEESHTPS, AND OTHER

PROGRAMS

7- SEC. 230. Subpart I of part G of title VIlis amended

8 as follows: '

9 (1) The follLwing section is inserted at the beginning of

10 the subpart:

11 "INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

12 » "SEc. 791. (a) GEANTB.The Secretary shall make

13 annual grants in accordance with this section to4public and

14 other nonprofit schools of pnbirthealth.

15 "(b) GRANT COMPUTATIO11LThe# amount of the

16 annual krant under subsection (a) to be made in a fiscal year
17 to a school with an approved application for, such fiscal year
18 shall be an amount which bears the same ratio to the total
19 amount appr riated for such fiscal year under subsection;(d)

-.20 as the su

21

,.22

23

24

25 time students in4stich school for such school year;

"(1) the total number. of full-time students en-

rolled in such school in the school year beginning in

such fiscal year, and

"(2) the number of full-time equivalents of part-

42
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1 bears to the sum of the total number of full-time students

2 enrolled in such school year and the number of such'

3 equivalents for such school year in all schOols of public health

4 with approved applications for such fiscal year.

5 "(c) ENROLLMENT ETERM NATIONS.For purposes

6 of this section:

7 "(1) Section 770(c) shall apply to regulations of

8 the Secretary under NI section relating to the deter-
{

9 kmination of the number of full-time students enrolled in

10 a school eligible-for a grant under subsection (a).

11 "(2) The number of full-time equivalents of part-

12 time students in a school of pud health ,for any

13 school year is a number equal to-

14 "(A) the total number of credit hours of in-

15 struction in such year for which3part-time stilt

16 dents in such school, who are pursuit% a course

.171 of study leading to a graduate degree in public

18

19

health or an equivalent figree, have enrolled, di-

vided by

20 "(B) the greater of (i) the number of credit

21 hours of instruction which a full-time student in

22 such school was r d to take in such year, or

23 60..9,
. R

24 \ rounded to the next highest whole number.r
1.A

v=
7



"(3) The term `full-time students' (whether such
2- term is used by itself or in 'connection with a particular
3 year-class) means students pursuing a full-time course
4 of study leading to a graduate degree in public health
5 or an equivalent degree.

6 "(d) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONELFor the

7 purpose of Making grants under subsection (a) there are au-
8 thorized to be appropriated $7,000,000 for the fiscal year

9 _ending September 30, 1981, $8,000,000 for the fiscal year
`,10 ending September 30, 1982, and .$9,000,000 for the fiscal

II 7

11 year ending September 30, 1983.

"(e) GRANT REQUIREMENTS.grhe Secretary shall notREQUIREMENT

.13 make a grant under subsection (a) to any school in a fiscal

14 lyear beginning after September 30,01980, unless-
15 "(1) the application for thegrant contains, or is
16 supported by, assurances satisfacrtory to the Secretary
17 that the applicant will expend in carrying out its func-
18 /ions as a- schbol of public health during the fiscal year
19 for which such grant is sought, an amount of fundsr,

20 . (other thin funds for ponstruction as determined by the
21 Secretary) from non-Federal sources which is at least
22 as gat as the amount of funds expend-cd by such ap-
23 illiant for such purpoie (excluding expenditures of a
24 nonrecurring nature). in the fiscal year preceding the
25 fiscal year for which such grant is sought; and

I
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"(2) the school maintains an enrollment of full-

2 time first-year students, for the school year Vginning

3 in the fiscal year for which a grant under subsection (a)

4 is sought, which exceeds the number of, full-time stu-

5 dents enrolled in such school in the school year begin-

6 ning in the fiscal year ending September 30, 1979

7 "(A) by 5 percent of such number if such

8 e number was not more than 100, or

"(B) by 2.5 percent of such °number, or 5

students, whichever is greater, if such number

was more than 100.

12 The Secretary may waive (in whole or in art) a plication of

.13 the requirements of paragraph (2) to a school if the Secretary

14 determines, after receiving the written recommendation of

15 the appropriate accreditation body or bodies (alwroved for°

16 sudh purposes by the Secretary of Education) thak coinpli-
,

17. ante by such school with- such- requirement will pre4,7t it

18 from maintaining its accreditation.

.19 . ,"(f) APPLICATIONS.-,
20 "(1) No grant may be made undo ,absection (a)

21 unless- an application therefor is submitted-to and ap-

22 proved by the SeCretary. The Secretary may from ,time

23. to time set dates (not earlier than in the 'fiscal year

24 preceding the year for which a grant is sought),by

25 which such applications must be filed.

45.
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"(2) to be eligible for a grant under subsection (a)
2 the applicant mi.; be accredited as determined in ac-
3 corance with section 772(b).

4 "(3) The Secretary 'shall not approve or disap-
5 prove any applicatibn for a grant under subsection (a)
6 except after cinsultation with the National Advisory

Council on Health Professionsi Education (established
7

8 by section 702).

9 "(4) A grant under subsection (a) may be made
ip > only if the application therefor-
11 "(A) is approved by the Secretary upon his
12 determination that the applicant (and its applica-
13 tion) meet the eligibility conditions, prescribed by
14 4ubsection (e) and paragraph (2) of this subsection;
15 "(B) contains such additional information as
16 the Secretary may require to make the determina-
17 tions required of 'him under subsection (a); and
18 "(C) provides for such fiscal control and ak-
19 counting procedures and reports, including the use
20 of such standard procedures for the recording and
21 reporting of fmancial information as the Secretary
22 may piescribe, and access to the records of the
23 applicant, as the Secretary may require to enable
24 him to determine the costs to the applicant of its'
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1 program for the education or training of

2 students.".

3 (2) ection 748 is transferred to the subpart;\inserted

4 after the section 791 added by paragraph (1), redesignated as

5 section 792, in subsection (a)(2) amended by /striking 'nut

6 "749" and inserting in lieu. thereof "794.134, akd inlubsecl'

7 tion (c) amended (A) by striking out "and" aftfir "1979;",

'.8 and (B) by inserting before the period-a semicolon and the

9 following: "$8,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September

10 30, 1981, $9,000,000 fore the fiscal year ending September

11 30, 1982, and $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-

tembei 30, 1983".

13 t(3) The section .792 entitled "Special Projects for Ac-

14 credited Schools of Public Health and Graduate Programs in

15' Health Admini ,Nation is inserted' after the section inserted

16: by paragraph (2), redesignated as section 793, and in subsec-

17 tion amended (A) by striking out "and" after "1979;",

18 and (B) by inserting after "1980" the following: ";

19 $5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981;

20 $5,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,,1982;

21 and $6,000,000 fOr the fiscal year ending September 30,

22 1983".

23 (4) The following section is inserted after section 793

24 (as so redesignated):

47
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1 "MIDCAREER TRAINING AND BDVCATION

2 "SEC. 794. (a) The Secretay may make grants to and
A 3 enter into contracts with public and nonprofit private entities

4 for the establishment, operation, and administration of cen-

5 ters to provide intensive, short-term, advanced training, to

6 individuals with demonstrated expertise in health policy and

7 management, in

"(1) health systems niLnagement,

"(2) health policy, pi_Lning, and regulation,
10 "(3) environmental pu_cy and management,

11 "(4) financial management and strategy in health
12 care,

.13 "(5) the management of collaboration between
14 health care entities,

15 "(6) the management of small health care entities
16 in inner cities and rural areas,, and

17 "(7) 'other maters which will increa,se the
18 bilities of such individuals and broaden their perspec-

N

19 tives in carrying out their functions.

20' "(b)(1) The amount of any grant or contract under sub-

.21, section (a) shall be determined by the Secretary, No grant

22 may be made or contract entered into unless an application

23 therefor is submitte and approved by the Secretary. Such

24 an application shall e in such form, submitted in such

63-494 0 - 00.- 4
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1 manner, and contain 'such_informatien, qg the Secretary shall

2 by regulation prescribe.

3 "(2) The See:: to the extent 'feasible, make

4, grant and enter int() L,-..tracfs under subsection (a) for cen-

5 ters in such a manner that there is an appropriate geographic
/

G distribution of the centers.

7 ' ."(c) For the purposes of making grants and contracts
rr ,

8 under stibsection (a) there are authorized to be appropriated

9 $1,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981,

10 $2,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30982,
11 and $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

12 1983.".

13 (5) The 'section 791 entitled "Grants for Graduate pro-

' 14 grams in Health Administration" is-inserted after the section

15 added by paragraph (4), redesignated as section 794A, and in

16 subsection (d) amended- (A) by striking out "and" after

, 17, "1979,", and (B) by nserting after "1980" the following: ",\ 18 $3,000,000 for the meal year ending September 30, 1981,

19 $3,250,000 for thejiscal year ending Aeptember 30, ;1982,

20 and $3,500,000 for the fisotil year ending September 3(1,

21 19

22 (6) Section 749 is inserted after the sekction inserted by

23 paragraph' (5), redesignated ap section 794B, and in subsec-

24 tion (c) amended (A) by striking out "aid" after "1979;",

25 and (B) by inserting before the period a semicolon and the

49
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1 follOwingi,"$2,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September

2 30, 1981, $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September

3 30, 1982; and' $3,500,000 for the fiscal Year ending Septem-

4 ber 30, 1983".

5 (7) iThe following sections are inserted after section

6 749B (amo redesignated):

7 "GRANTS TO DEPARTMENTS -OP PREVENTIVE OR

8 COMMUNITY MEDICINE OR. DENFISTRY'

9 "SEc. 794C. (a) The, Secretary may make grants to

10 schools of medicine, dentistry, and osteopathy for the costs of

11 .projects.

12 "(1) to establish, maintain, and imProve a8ademic

- 13' adminiStrative units in 'preventive or community in0i-

14 tine or dentistry;

15 ) "(2) to inipiove predoetorilt Postdoetn, in-
,

s'16 nstruction in preVentive, community, or. occupational

17 Medicine or dentistry;

18 ."(3), to plan, develop, and operate joint programs

. 19 hetWeen academic administrative units inpreventive or

20 community medicine' or dentistry . and such units in

2.1 other clinical specialties which)ntegrate the teaching

22 : of clinical TreVentive, community, or occupational,.
23 medicine or dentistry within clinical programs for ot,ker

24 medical or dental disciplines; and

5U
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1 "(4) to plan, develop, and operate special pro-

2 grams to train teachers and researchers in the fields of

3 preventive, community, or occupational= medicine or

4 dentistry.

5 "(b)(1) The amount of any grant under subsection (a)

6 shall be determined by the Secretary. No grantl may be made
.

7 unless an application therefor is submitted to and. approved

8 by the Secretary.. Such an application shall be in such form,

9 submitted in such manner, and contain such information, as

10 the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe.
%.- .

,..
11 "(2) To be eligible for a grant under subsection (a), an

: q applicant school must have, or demonstrate an intention to

13 establish, an academic administrative unit in preventive or

14 community medicine or dentistry or an academic- or adminis=

t15 trative unit which has the primary responsibility, within that

16 medical, dental, or ?osteopathic school, for teaching the princi-

17 pies of preventive or community medicine or dentistry.
d

18 "(c) For payments under giant under subsection (a);

19 there is authorized to be appropria d $2,000,000 for the

20 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981; $4000,000 for the

21 fiscal year ending September 30, 1982; and $4,000,00,6 for

22 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983.

i
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1 -TRAINING IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

2 "SEC. 794D. (a) The Secretary may make grants to
3 schools of medicine and schools of public health to meet the

4 costs of projects
.

5 "(1) to plan and develop new residency training
6 programs and to develop and expand accredited regi-

7 dency training programs in preventive medicine; and
8 "(2) to provide financial assistance to residency
9 , trainees enrolled in such programs.

10 "(b)(1) The amount of any grant under subsection (a)
11 shall be dlermined by the SeCretary. No grant may be made

12 unless an application therefor is submitted to and approved

13 by the Secretary. Such an application shall be in such form,

14 submitted in such manner, and contain such, information, as

15 the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe.

16 "(2) To be eligible for a grant under this section, the

17 applicant must demonstrate to the Secretary that it has or
18 will have available full-time faculty members with training

19 and experience in the fields of preventive medicine and sup-

20fOrt from other faculty members trained in public health and

21 other relevant specialties and disciplines.

22, "(c) .For paynients under grants under subsection (a),

23 there is authorized to be appropriated $6,000,000 for tie
24 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981; $7,000,000 for the

52
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1 fiscal year ,,ending September 304; 1982; and $8,00(000 for

2 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983."

Plio section 793 entitled "Statistics and Annual

4 Report" is inserted after section 794D and redesignated as

5 section 794E:

6 PART FALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL

7 PROJECT GRANTS

8 SEC. 235. Section 796(d)(1) (42 U.S.C. 295h-5) is

9 amended (1) by striking out "and" after-"1979;", and (2), by

10 inserting after "1980" the following: '"; $9,000,000 for the

11 fiscal year ending September '30, 1981; $9,500,000 for the

12, fiscal year ending September 30, 1982; and $10,000,000 for

13, the fiscal year ending SdPtember 30, 1983". ,

14 TRAINEESHH1S

15 SEC. 236. Section 797(c) (422U.S.C. 295h-6) is amend -

16 ed (1) by striking out "and" after "1979;", and (2) by insert-

17 ing after "1980" the following: "; $1,300,000 for the fiscal

18 year ending SepteMber 30, 1981; $1,400,000 for the fiscal

19 year ending September 30, 1982; and $1,500,000 for the

20 fiscal yhar ending'September 30, 1983".

21 ASSISTANCE TO DISADVANTAGED /INDIVIDUALS

22 'SEC, 231. Section 798(c) (42 U.S.C. 295h-7) is amqnd'

23 9c1 (1) by striking out 'and" after "1979,", and c2) by ins t-

24 ing after "1980" the'Jollowing:.", $1,000,000 for the fist 1

25 year ending September 30, 1981, $1,000,000 for the fis al
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1 year ending, September 30, 1982, and $1,000,000 .u, the
2 fiscal year ending September 30, 1983".

3 TITLE IIINURSE TRAINING
4 CONSTRUCTION

5 SEC. 301. (a)(1) Section 801 (42 U.S.C. N6) is amend-
,

6 ed (A) by inserting "in health manpower shortage areas des-.
7 igiutted under section 332" after "nursing", (B) by striking
8 'out ":and" after "1978, ", and (0) by inserting after "1980'
9 the following: .", $1,000,000 for the fiscal yew. ending Sep-

, 10 tember 30, 1981,. $1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep- 0
11 tem* 30, 1982, and $1,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
12 Septeniber 30, 1983"..

13 , (2) Section 802(b)(1) (42'S.C.'296a(b)IT. (1)) is amended
14 by rti g "in a health manpower shortage area designated
15 un

16

17

18

" before the semicolon,.

b) Sectio $05(a) (42 U.S.C. 296d(a)) is amended by
striking Mit "198Q" and ,inserting in lied, thereOf "1983 ".

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

19 SEC. 302.. (a) Section 810(a) (42 U.S.C. 296e(a)) is
20 a ended by triking out paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) and in-.

2 sert,ing iTlieu thereof, the following:

22 .%411 "(1)(A) For the .fiscal year ending Sege ber 30,
1981, each collegiate schoo if nursing shal receive an

24. , amount equal to the pro1uct of

"(i) $200, and
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1 "(ii) the sum of (I) the number of full-time

2 students enrolleil in each of the last two .years of

3 such school in the fiscal year for which the grant

4 is to be made, and (II) the number of full-time

5 equivalents of part-time students for such school

6 for such fiscal year.

7 "(B) For the fiscal year ending September 30,

8 1982, each collegiate school of nursing shall receive an

9 amount equal to the product of $210 and the,,,sum de-
,

10 scribed in subparagraph (A)(ii).

11 "(C)' For the fiNtlAfear 'ending Septe er 30,

12 1983, each collegiate school of nursing shall receive an

3 amount equal to the prOduct of $220 and the sum de-

14 scribed in subparagiaph(A)(ii).

:15 "(2)(A) For the fiscal year ending September 30,

16 -1981, each associate degree school of nursing and each

17 school; of nursing shall receive an amount

'18. 'equal to the product of

19 "(i) $200, and

20 "(ii), the sum of (I) the number of full-time

21 stndenteenrolled in such schoo the fiscal year

22 for which the grant is to be made, and (II) the

23

) 24

number of full-time equivalents of part-time stu-

' dents for, such school for such.,fiscalyear.
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1 "(B) For the fiscal year ending September 30,
2 , 1982, each such school of nursing shill receive an
3 amount equal to the product of $210 and the sum de-,

. 4 scribed in subparagraph (A)(ii).

5 "(0) For the fiscal year ending September 30,
6 1983, each such school of nursing shall receive, any
7 amount equal to the product of $220 and the sum de-

.
8 scribed in subparagraph (A)(ii).".

9 (b) Section 810(c)(2) is amended-

10 (1) in subparagraph (A), by striking out "June 30,..
11 19757 and all that folloWs in that subparagraph and
12 inserting in lieu therecif "September 30, 1979, by 5
13; potent or 5 students, whichever is greater.";
14 (2) by amending subpatagraph (B) to.,:read as fol-
15

,
16 "(B) In the.case.of af, collegiate school of nursing,
17 the school has provided reasonable assurances to the
18 Secretary that it will .:carry out, in accord ice with a
19 plan. submitte by the `school to the Secretary and ap-
20 proved by the Secretary, in the school year beginning
21 in the fiscal year in which such grant is to be made
22 L and in each school year thereafter beginning in a fiscal
23 year in which such a grant is made, a program for the
24 ,training of nurse practitioners (as defined in section
25 822),"; and



.

.1 (3) by adding after subparagraph (B) die follo'w-

2 ing: 1 El

3 "(C) T} applicatiori of the: school for such grant

4 contains or is 'supported by reasonable assurances-sat-

5 'isfactory to the 'Secretary that it will carry out, in ab

cordance with a plan submitted by the schoOl to the

Secretary and approved by the Secr'etary, in the school

, year beginning in the fiscal year in which such grant is

. 9 to be made and in each school year thereafter begin- -

10 ning in a fiscal year in which, such a grant is made, a

. 11 program to identify, recruit, enroll, retain, and gradu-

12., ate individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds (as de--

13 termined in accordance with criteria prescribed by the
,_

., 14 Secretaiy) writer which program at leak 20 percent of
t

,6 15 .. each year's entering class (or ten studeuts, whichever

j16 is greater) is comprised of such individuals.

18'

"(D) In the case of a collegiate Ichoof of"riursing,
4.

the application of the gf hool for: such grant contains or

19 is supported by reasonable assurances satisfactory to

20 the Secretary that in the school year beginning in the

21 fiscal year in which such grant iso be made and in

22

23

24 year's entering class of full-time students (or ten stu-

25 dents whichever is greater) shall be comprised,of indi-

=eh' school year thereafter beginning in a fiscal year in

which such,,9,grant is made at least 20 percent of each
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viduals, who have a degree from an associate degree.
. 2 school of nursingrbr a. diploma or equivalent indicia

`from, a diploma school of nursing.
t. 4 "(E) In the case .of an associate degree school-of

.5 nursing or a ,diploma school of nursing, the application

6 of the school for such grant 'contains or is supported by
7 reasonable assurances satisfactory to the Secretary
8 . that-in:the school year beginning m e fiscal year in
9 which such grant. is to be made and . m each school

.

10, .year thereafter beginning in afiscal year in whichk such

11 . a grant is made at. least 20. percent of each year's en-
,.

12. tering class . of full-time students (or ten students,
'13 whichever is greater) shall:be ,comprised of individuals

14 who are licensed.practical or vocational nurses.

15 "(F) The application Or the school for such grant.
16 contains 'or is supported by reasonable assurances sat-

. 17 ..isfactory...,to the. Secretary that in the school year be- X'
i.18 ginning in the fiscal year in which. such grant is to be

19 made .and in each school year thereafter beginning in .a
-20 . 'fiscal year in. which such a .grant is made the number.
21 of part -time students enrolled in the school in its pro.-

' gram leading to the degree or diploma or. equivalent in-

23 : dicia which it awards will be at least 20-percent of all
24 the students enrolled in the school in such program. ".'
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1 (c) Section 810(d) is amended (1) by striking out "part

2 D" each place it occurs and inserting' in lieu thereof "part

3 B", and (2)-bra'ading after'paragraph (2c the following:

4 "(3) The number of full-time equiva`Yents of part-

5 time students for, a schools of nursing for any school

6 year is a number equal to

'-'(A) the total number of credit hours of in-

struction in such year for, which part-time stu-

dents of, sueh school, who are pursuing, a course

of' study leading to a degree or diploma or equiva-

lent indicia, have enrolled, divided by

"(B) the number of credit hours of instruc-

tion which a full-time student of such school was

required to take in such year,...

.9
10.

.12

13

15 rounded ,to the next highest whole number."..

=16 (I) Section 810(f) is amended (1) by striking out "and"

17 after "1978, ", and (2) by inserting after "1980" the follow-

18, ", $25,000,000 for tl)e fiscal ,year. ending September 30,

19 1981 $27,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

20 1982, and $30,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September

21 '30, 1983".
eyo

22 (e) The hejing for se ctio n 810 is amended to read.ai

23 follows:

5 9
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"INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT".
. x

2 SPECIAL PROJECTS

:3 SEC. 303. (a)(1) Section 820(a) .(42 296k(a)) is
4

t-.
amended (A) by striking out paragraphs" (1), (2), and (8), (B)

5 by inserting "or" at the end of paragraph (6), (C) in para-
.

6 graph (7) by striking out ", nursing assistants, and other

7 paraprofessional nursing personnel; or" and inserting in lieu

8 thereof a period, and (D) by redesignating paragraphs (3);44),
9 (5), (6), and (7) as paragraphs (1), (2),T3), (4), and (5), respec-.

10 lively.

11. (2).Notwithstanding the amendmentAade by paragraph
12 (1), an entity which received4 grant kcontract under sec-

-13 tion 820(a) of the Public Health Service Act for the fiscal

14 }x ending September 30, 1980, fora project described in-

15 paragraph (1), (2), or (8) Of . such section may receive one

16 additional. grant or contract under such section= for such

17 project.

18 (b) Section 820(d).is amended--

19 (1) by striking -out "and" after "1978,", and by
20 inserting after "1986" -the" following: ", $15,000,000=4-

.21 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981,
22 $11,500,000 for the fiscal year ending September. 30,

23 1982, and $20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending Sep-
24 tember 30, 1983"; and

6 0
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(2) by amending-the last sentence to read as fol-

2 'lows: "Of the fulls appropriated under this subsection

3 for any fiscal year beginning after, September 30,

4 1980, not less than 20 percent of the funds- shall be

5 obligated for payments under grants and contracts for

6 special projects described in subsection (a)(1) and not

7 less than 20 percent of the funds shall be obligated for

8 payments under grants and contracts far special proj

9 ects described in subsection (a)(4).".

10 ADVANCED NURSE TRAINING

11 SEC. 304. (a) Section 821(a)(1) (42 U.S.C. 296I(a)(1)) is

12 amended_ by. striking out "to each" and inserting in lieu

13 thereof "to teach".

14 (b) Section 821(b) is amended (1) by striking out "and"

15 after "1978,", and (2) by inserting after "1980" the follow-
-

16 ing: ", $12,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,

17 1981, $13,500,000 for the' fiscal year ending September 30,

18 1982, and $15,000,000-for the fiscal' year ending September

19 30, 1983".

20 NURSE PRACTITIONER PROGRAMS -

21' SEC. 305. (a) Section 822(b)(1) (42. U.S.C. 296m(b)(1))'

22 is amended Cy striking out "who are residents of a ilealth

23' manpower shortage area (designated under section 332)" and

24 inserting 'in lieu thereof a period and the following: "In con-

25 sidering applications for grant or contract under this sub-
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1 section, the Secretary shall give special consideration to ap-

2 plications- for traineeships to train individuals who are. resi-

3 dents of health manpower shortage areas designated under

,4 section 332.".

5 (b)(I) Section 822(b)(3) is amend4 by inserting before

''. 6 the period the following: "for a period equal to one month for

7 each month for which the recipient receives such a trainee-'

8 ship7.

9 (2) Section 822(b) is amended by adding after paragraph

10 (3) the following:

11 "(4)(A) If, for any reason, an individual who receive)a
40-

12 traineeship under paragraph (1) fails to complete a service

13 'obligation under paragraph (3), such individual shall be liable

14 for the payment of an amount equal to the cost of tuition and

1,5 _other education expenses and other payments paid under the

16 traineeship, plus interest at the maximum legal prevailing

17 rate.

18 "(B) When an individual who received a traineeship is

19 academically ,diernissed or voluntarily terkinates academic

20 training, such individual shall be liable for repayment to the

21 Government for an amount equal to the cost of tuition and

22 other educational expenses paid to or for such individual from

23 Federal funds plus any other payments which were received

24 under the traineeship.

6 2
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"(C) Any amount which(the United Stafts is entitled to

2 recover under subparagraph (A). or (B) sliall, Within the

3 three-year period beginning on the date the United States

4 becomes entitled tp recover such amount, be paid to the

5 United States.

.6 "(D) The Secretary shall by regulation provide for the._

7 waiver or .suspension of any obliption under subparagraph

8 (A) or (B) applicable to any individual whenever compliance

9 by such individual is impossible or 'Would involve extreme

10 hardship fo such individual and if enfOrcement of such otliga-

11 lion with respect to any individual would be against equity

and good conscience.".

(113 (3) The amendments..made by paragraphs (1), and (2)

14 shall apply with respect to traineeships which are aw d

15 under section 822(t) of the Public Health Service Act after

16 the date of the,enactment of this Act.

'17 (c) Section 82(e) is amended (1) by striking out "and"

18, after "1578,", and (2) b-y inserting after "1980" the follow -

19. ing: $17,000,000 for the fiscal yeai. ending September 30,

20 1981, $18,500,000 forthe fiscal year 'ending:Septeniber 30,

21 1982, and $20,000,000 for. the fiscal year ending September

22 30, 1983".

2.1773, TRAINEESHIPS

24 SEC. 306. (a)(1) Subparagraph (C) of section 830(a)(1)
a

25 (44*T.S.C. 297(a)(1)) is amended to read as follows:
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1. "(0) to serve as nurse midwives, ,or".

2 . (2) An individual who received a traineeship under sec-

3 tit:41430(a) of the Public Health Service Act for the fiscal
-A-,4 year ending September 30, 1980, to receive training to serve

5 as a nurse practitioner may, notwithstanding,the amendment

made by paragraph (1), receive additional traineeships under

7 that section to complete the training to be a nurse
8 practitioner.

9 (b) Section 830(b) is amended-

10 (1) by striking out "and" after "1978,", and by
11 7 inserting after "1980" the following: ", $15,000,000
12 for the fiscal yep.r ending September 30, 1981,
13 $17,500,000 for the fiscal year ending. September 30,
14 1982, and $20,000,000.for the fiscal year ending Sep-
15 tember 30; 1983"; and

16 (2)' by adding at the end the folio g: "Not less
17 . than 50 percent of the funds approp ted under this
18 subsection for any fiscal year shall be obligated for.
19 traineeships described in. subsection (a)(1)(A , except

20 that if the obligation of that amount of the funds ap-
21 propriated under this subsection will prevent the Secre-
22 tary from continuing a traineeship to an individual who

23 received a traineeship under subsection (a) for the fiscal

24 year ending September 30, 1980, the Secretary shall

25 reduce the amount to be obligated for traineeships de-

6 4



1 scribed in subsection (a)(1XA) by such amount as may2 be necessary for the continuation of traineeships first3 awarded in such fiscal year.".
4

'NURSE ANESTHETISTS
5 SEC. 307. Section 831(b) (42 1.f.:S:C. 297-1(b)) is6 amended by inserting after "1986" the ' following: ",7 $2,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1981,8 $3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1982,9 and $4,000,000 for the fiscal year ending_Sepfimber 30,10 1983"..

11
STUDENT LOANS

12 SEC. 308. (arSection
835(bX4) (42 U.S.C. 297a(b)(4)) is13 amended by striking out "1980" and inserting in lieu thereof14 "1983".

,
15 (b)(1) Sectiok 836(b)(1XA) is amended by inserting after.16 "(A)" the following: "is in exceptionally needy circumstances17 or is from a low-income or disadvantaged family (as those18 terms are defined by regulations under subsection (j)) and".19 (2) The amendment made by paragraph (1) shall not20 apply with respect to any loan under subpart II of part B of21 title VIII of the Public Health. Service Act to studenti who22 received such a loan before the date of the enactment of this23 Arsi

24 (3) Section 836(b)(5) is amended by striking out "3" andtb inserting in lieu thereof "6".
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(c). Section 837 (42 U.S.C: 297c) is amended 41) by

2 striking out "and" 'after "1978,", (2) by inserting after "Sep-

3 tember 30, 1980" the following: ", $15,000,000 for the

4 fiscal year ending September 30, 1981, $17,500,000 for the

5 fiscal year ending September 30, 1982, and $20,000,000 for

6 the fiscal year ending September 30, 1983",.(3), by striking

7 otit,"1981" in the second sentence and inserting in lieu

8 thereof "1984", and (4) by striking out "October 1, 1980"

9 and inserting in lieu thereof "October 1, 1983".

10 (d):Section 839 (42 U.St.C. 297e) is amended by striking

11 out "1983' each place it'-occurs and inserting in lieu thereof

12 "1986".

13 SCHOLARSHIPS .

14 SEC. 309. Section 841 and subpart III of part BL of title

15 VIII are repealed.

16 TECHNICAL

17 ' SEC. 310. Section 851(a) (42 U.S.C..298(a)) is amended

18 by striking out ", and the Commissioner of Education, both

la of whom shall be ex officio 'members" and inserting in lieu
Ne' 1/-20 thereof "and an ex officio member"..

4
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1 TITLE IV- GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION''''2,-f

i NATIONAL AD fORY COMMITTEE

3 GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION NATIONAL ADVISORY

4 COMMITTEE .

5 SEC, 401. (a) Part A of title VII is amended by insert-

' 6 ing after section 711 the following:

7 "GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION NATIONAL ADVISORY

8 COMMITTEE

9 "Sec. 712. (a)(1) _There is established the .Graduate

10 Medical Education National Advisory Committee (lieTeinafter

11 in this section referred to as the 'Advisory Committee). The

12 Advisory Committee shall consist 'of 23 members as follows:

13 "(A) A representative of the Public Health Serv-

14 ice and a representative of the Health Care Financing C.,

15 Administration each designated by the Secretary, a
.

16 representative of the Department of Defense designz

17 ed by the Secretary o>M Defense, "a representative-of the

18 Veterans' Administration designated by the Adminis-

19 trator of the Veterans' Affairs, and the Chairman of

20 the Coordinating Council on Medical Education shall

21 each be ex officio'memberi- of the Advisvory Committee..

-22 "(B) The Secretary shall appoint ,18 members

23 from individuals who are representatikre, of providers of

24 health case, insurers and other payers-of health care,

25 and interested national atd local organizations.

7
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1 , "(2)(Allxcept as provided in: subparagraph (B), the

mber of the Advisii7 Committee shall2 term,pf office of a

3 be three years.

4 "(B) Of the 'members first appointed to th

5 Committee after the date of the enactment of

6 "(i) ,six members ,shall be appointed

7 terms of one year, and

8 "(ii) six members shall be appointed to

9 i terms of two years,

10 as designated by the Secretary at the time of appointment.

11 Any Member appointed to a h vacancy occurring before the

12 expiration of the term fsi which the member's predecessor

13 as appointed shall be appointed only for the remaindei. of

14 such term. A member may serve after the" expiration of the ,;
a

15 member's ternruntil a successor has taken office.

16 i 13) Members of the Advisory, Committee who are

17 cers Or\ employees of the United State§ slit 11, °serve without

18 pay. The other members of the Advisory Conimittee shall be

19 entitled to receive%the daily equivalent of the annual rate of
,1 r

20 basit,pay in effect for grade tl.S-18 of the general Schedule;:.

21 for each day (inCluding traveltime) during which they are en-

2:2 gaged in the..actual perforinance of the duties vested in the, ' 1

..,- . . .3 Commission.

t...
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1 '4(4) The'Chairperson of the Advisory Committee shall,

2 be designated by the Secretary from the appointed members

3 of the Advisory Committee.

4 "(5) The Advisory Committee shall meet at the call of

5 the Chairperson, except that the Adiisory Committee shall

6 meet at least'once every calendar quarter. Notice of meetings

7 of the Advisory Committee shall be made available to the

8 public and such meetings shall be open to the public.

9 "(6) The Secretary shall provide the Advisory Commit-

10 tee such support staff and administrative services as may be

11 necessary for the Advisory Committee to carry out its func-
,,

12 tions under subsection (b).

-P- v.odi be Advisory Committee

1::.!....a(136se,40101t.: nuike,FtWommenda-

to; the Secretary with respect to °.

.need for and, supply of physicians in

the various Medial Specialties (including,subspez

iet(?ialties). and with respect to the geoir aphic distri-

15:'

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

bution of physicians;

"(B) the factors which affect a physitian's.

choice of graduate medical training and the loca-

tion of the physician's practice;

"(C) the effect that=

J.
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"(i) .the 'rate of reimbursement for healthc

care 'service; irovided by Rhysicians in the

different medical specialties, and

114 the availability of financial support

for persons undergoing graduate' medical ..r
education;

7 has on the selecffin of a medical specia1\4, or sub-

specialty;

-10

"(D) the proportion of health services pro-
.

vided by persons undergoing graduate medical

education; and

"(E) such other matters relating to Ig)tduate

medical education as the Secretary ma specify'
\v 14 "(2) recommend to, the Secretary goals fo (A) the

16 distribution of physicians by medical specialh s and
16

17.

.18

subspecialties, kid (B) the number orauae.inedicalf gdt
education positions that should be available in each of

the medical cialtiesund subspecialties; and

"(3) rec end to *le SZi'cretary policies and pro-.

20 ce es t9 achieve such. goals.:

21 The Advisory Committee shall inform the Secretary of the ;),

under this
.

22 ata it. will need tcy-carry out

3 Subsection.
jk. 5 .

24 "(c)(1rThe Advisory Co gtee shall consult. with.ap-
%

25 propnate 'entities, including the Coordinating council on

its 'functions

44
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Medical Education and its constituent members; concerning

2 appropriate actions to attain the goals recommended under

'3 subsection (b)(2).

4 "(2) The Secretary may enter into contracts with public

5 and other nonprofit entities, including the Coordinating

6 Council on Medical Education and its constituent members,

7 to provide-assistance to the Advisory Committee in carrying

8 out.its functions under subsection (b).

9 "(d) The Adviso ry Cornmittee shall consult with the

10 Health Care Financing Administration and priVate health in-

11 surance carriers_ conicem g the changes in the ra of !Tim-
..

12 bursements for health ervices" provided physician& in

13 graduate medical education training programs and other

14 Practicing physicians necessary to proyjde incentives to

15 aehieve the goals recommended by the AdVisory Committee

. 16 for the distribution of ph$cians by medical specialties.

17' t;'(e).ThAdvisory Comniittee shall submit-to the Secre-

18 tary an annual 'report respecting the activities of the

19 Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee shall include

20 in such report a description of the consultations undertakep-

under subsection (c),".

22 (b) A member of t Graduate Medical Education

23 tional AdvisOry'Conunittee established by the Secretary of

24 Health, Education, and Welfare on May 1, 19713, shall eon-

25 tinue in office as a member of the Advisory Committee estab-



lished underi'',subilection,4
.

2 for that member.

3 TITLE VMEDICARE AND MEDICAID 'AMEND-

4 MENTS RELATING TO PRIMARY CARE RESI-

5 DENCY'PROGRAMS

6 OPTIONAL MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT OF PRIMARY CARE

7, RESIDENTS' SERVICES ON A CHARGE BASIS

8 SEC. 501. Section 1832 of the Social Security. Act is

9 amended-

10 (1) by inserting "(except as provided in subsection

11 (b))" in subsection (a)(2)(B)(i)(I), after "a resident";

12 (2) by redesignating subsectioh (b) as subsection

13 (c); and

. 14 (3) by inserting after subsection (a) the following

15 new subsection:

16 "(b) .A the election of a hospital, phySicians' services

17 furnished to outpatients of the hospital by a licensed physi-

18 clan who is a resident in an accredited residghcy program in

19 the hospital in family medicine, primary internal medicine, or

20 primary pediatrics (as defined .by 'the Secretary in regula-

21 tions) shall be treated, for purposes of thi4 part; as services

22 described in subsection. (a)(1) and not as services described in

23 subsection (a)(2)(B)(i)(I),- and the easonable costs of such a .

`. 24 hospital shall' not include (for purp sea of section 1861(v))
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1 costs which are determined to be properly allocable to the

2 furnishing of such services:".

3 OPTIONAL MEDICARE AND MEDICAIDIs.RELMBURSEMENT OF

4- PRIMARY CARE. RESIDENTS' SERVICES ON A COSTRE-

5 LATED BASIS .(/)

6 SEC. 502. (a)(1) Section 1832(a) of the Social Security

7 Act is amended-

8 (A) by striking out "subparagraphs (B) and (D)"

9 in paragraph (1) and inserting in lieu thereof "subpara-
)/

10 graphs (B), (D), and (E)";

11 (B) by inserting "(except. to the extent provided

12 724nderubparagraph (E))" in paragraifil2)(B)(i)(1) after

13 "a resident";

14 (C) by striking Out "and" at the end of subpara-

15

16

17

18

19

20

22

23

24

graph (C) of paragraph (2);

(D) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

paragraph IP) of paragraph (2) and inserting in lieu'

thereof "; and"; and

(E) by ad g at the end the f011owing new sub-/
paragraph;

"(E)- at the election of ae facility, primary

care residency training acility services (as dfined

in section 1861(bh)(2)).".

(2) Section 1833(a) of such Act is amended.
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1 (A) by striking out "subparagraph (D)" in park
2 graph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "subparagraphs

3 (D) and (E)";

.4 (B) by. striking Out the period at the end of para-

5 graph (3) and inserting in lieu thereof "; arid"; and

6 (C) by adding tffter paragraph (3) the following

new paragraph:

8 "(4) in the case of services oke scribed in ,,section

9 ,1832(a)(2)(E), 80\percent of costs (including educa.tion-

1.0 al and supervisory\physicians' costs) which are reason-

11' able and related to the cost of fiuniihing ,su5h services

12 or on such other tests of reasonableness as the Secre-

13 ,tary may prescribe in regulatiOns, including those au-

14 thorized under section 1861(v)(1)(A).".

15 (3) Section 1861 of such Act is amended by adding at

16 -the end thereof the following new subsection:

"Primary Care Residency Training Facility Services

"(bb)(1) The team' 'primary, care residency training fa-

19 cility services' means physicians' services and such services'

20 and supplies as are covered under subsection (s)(2)(A) if fur-

21 nished' as an incident to a physician's professional service,

22 when furnished to an individual 'as an outpatient of a primary

23 care residency training facility.

24 "(2) The term 'primary care residency training facility'

25 means a facility which
:-
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"(A) is primarily engaged 6) in furnishing to out-

patients physicians' services (and other services de-

3 scribed in paragraph (1)), and (ii) in operating an ap-

4 proved residency training program in family medicine,

5 primary internal medicine, or primary. pediatrics (as de-

6 termined by the Secretary in regulations); ,

7 "(B) has filed an agreeinent with the Secretary by. /

8 which- it-agrees, not to charge any individual or other.

9

10 entitled to have payment,made under this title, ex

11 for the amount of any deductible pr coinsuran

1)2- rl amount impose4 with respect to such items. or servi

13 (not in e ess of the amount customarily charged

14 such items a services by such .facility), pursuant to

person for items or services for which the individual is

.4 subsections (a) and sto of section 1833;;and

16 "(C) meets Tch oth equirements as th% Secre-

tary may fug necessary in e interest of the health

18" and safetySe individuals who are furnished services

19 by the facility.".

20 (4) Thell.mendments made by this gubsection shall'apply..
7.6" ( . '

21 to services furnished on or aftpr the first dtiy of the thir

22 month which begins after the date of the enactment of t
n.

e

23 Act.

214 (b)(1) Section 1905(a)(2) of such At is amended (A) b

25 striking out "and" before "(B)" and (B) by inserting,", and
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1 (C) primary care-residency training facility services (as de-

2 fined in section 1861(bb)(1))" before the semicolon at the find"
3 thereof.'

4 (2) Section 902(a) of such Act is amended by inserting.

_5 "and" after the semicolon at the end of paragraph (13) and

by-adding at the end of such paragraph the following new6

7 subparagraph;

",`(G) for payment for primary care residency

training facility services. (as defined in. section

1861(bb)(1)) of 1004ercent of costs (including10

11

12

13

14,

15

educational and supervisory physician costs)

which are, reasonable and related (to the cost

furnishing such services or based on such oth r

tests of reasonableness as the Secretary may pr

scribe in regulations under section 1833(a)(4);".

16 .(3)(A) The amendments made by this subsection shall
17 (except as otherwise provided in subparagraph (B)) a y to

V. V
18 medical assistance prOvided, under a' State pla ,approve4
1 under title XIX of the Social Secu ty.Act, on or ter the

20 first'day of the first calendar quarter thai egins more than ,t
21 six months after the date of the enactment of this Act.

22 ,(B) In the'case of k State, plan for medical assistance

under 4`,23 under title rIX of.the (social Security ACt, which the Sbc.re- ti

24.. tary of Health and Human Services determines requires
,

25 State legislation in order for the plan td meet the additional

76



1 requi ements imposed by, the amendments made by this sub-

2 secti n, tif State plan shall not be regariiied as failing to

3 comply with the requirements, of such title solely on the basis

4 of its failure to meet these additionalrequirements before the

5 first day of the first calendar quarter beginning after the close

6 of the first regular session of the State legislature that begins

7 after, the,date of the enactment.of this Act.

8 TITLE VIALIEN GRADUATES OF FOREIGN

9 MEDICAL SCHOOLS

10 ALIEN GRADUATES OF FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOLS

11 SEC. 601. (a) Section 212 of-Ile Immigration and Na-'

'12 tionality Act is amended by striking out the semicolon at the.

13 end of paragraph (32) of subsection (a) and inserting in lieu

14 thereof a period and tj following: "For the purpose of this

'15 paragraph and subsectign ')(1), an alien who is a graduate of

16 a medical School shall be. considered to have passed parts I

17 and II of the National Board of Medical Examiners Exami-

18 nation if the alien was fully and permanently licensed toy.

19 practice medicine in a State on January 9,:1977,- and -was'

20 practicing medicin n a State on that date;".

.21 ) Subsection (j) of such sectioris'amended-

22 (1) by striking out "(including any extension of

23 the duration thereof under subparagraph (D))" in pare;

24 graph (1)(p);
.

4
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(2) by striking out "Secretary of 'Health,

2 tion, and Welfar ' in paragraph (1)(C) and inserting in

3 lieu thereof " ecretary of Health and Human Serv-
4 ices";

5 (3) by amending subparagraph (D) of -paiagraph

6 (1) to read as follows:

7 -"(D) The duration of the alien's participation i,n

the program of graduate medical education or training
9 for which the alien is coming to the United States is

4
10 limited to the le ser of seven years or the /time typi-
11 Bally required to complete such program, as determined

12 eb7 the Director of the International Communication

13 Agency at the time 9f the alien's entry into the United,
. qt14 States, based on criteria established in coordination

15 with the,'. Secretary' of, Health and Huinan. Services.
16 except thit the alien /TO, once and not later than two,

1____ - ..17 years eafkei:the date. e alien enters the Ilnitell StatOs ,

.4.
1 .P.,18 :as an exchange visi or . or ' acquires exchange visitor ( .

),-
--,..... ., .,19 status,:cgange the alien 'designated program of gradu-,.

20
,
.ate medical education or training if the Direitor,_Ip-

'

t*.2.1 proves the change and if, a commitment andwrifpn tts-,

surance (with 'respeftto the alibn';- new proillun have

belen provided in accordance with subparagraph (P),";
.-:

1,
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1 (4) by strik.ing out "Macomber 31, 1980" in para-

2° graph (2)(A) and inserting in lieu thereof "December
.

r.

3 31, 1983".

4 (c)(I) l',,ariiendments ma4e by. aragraphs (1) and (2)

5 of subsection (b) shall apply to aliens entering the United'
. .

6 States as exchange visitors (or otherwise acquiringfixchange
4

',.,7 visitor status) bn or afte? Janughrii0, 1978."

8 (2) Section 602 of the jlealth Professions EduyKtional

9 Assistance Act of 1976 (Public Law 94 -484), 'added by sec-,

IQ lion 397(q)(3) of Triblic Law 95-33pisftamended by striking

11 ouk subsections (a) and (b). °

4

5
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L

96'rn CONGRESS
2D S,BBION Hio R216800

(
-

To amerta prASions of law concerned with health professions education.

4 r
14- \:.1 '0

117IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

.1aiiLcit--1Z, 1980 r
Mr. STAGGERS (by request) introduced the ,following bill; which was referred

the Committee on Interitate and Foreign gginmerc'e
y

a

A: BILL , tr,
- A

To amend pThvisigns ptjawsoncerned with health professions
education.

!!

1 Be it enacted4y the Senate and House of Reprernta-

2 tives 6f the United Stotts America in gress assernbled,A
.

'

3 SHORT TITLE AND REPS LACES IN ACT

4 SECTION 1. (a) This Act ma be cited as the "Health
I N.,

.5 -ProIessiona Education Amendments 431 198D "-.

6 .(b) WhCiever in this Act an amendment is expressed in'
q-

T

7 terms of an am,endrifent or repeal of, sectiOri or otherr------"sa.,
/

8 provision, the reference shall be considers to beimade to a
9 soon or other 14-arvisidn 'di the Public Health Service Act.,

10 unless 'otherwise specificalry stated. ,( .
, . ..(

43-494 0 - 80 X80,
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2

RFEAL OF CAPI\
2 SEC. 2. ( )(1) ,Paragraph (2) of sectio

TION AUTHOR IT I I

3 amended

4 (A) in the firstsentence; by striking out "For pur-
.

5 poses of this section, die" and inserting instead '"The",

.6 and

f.
770(c) is

\ - ,
. {

in in the last sentence, by st
,r
king, out "and. for

-, ;-_-,.,r, ,

,

. 8 purposes of. section 77'1, students enrolled, in the first
...: ,

it ... q
/ '

9, of, the ls.st ,four years of ancefsegram 'shall be 6onsid4
..

./10 . ered as first-year student".
, ..._ -

1/. (2) That paragraph is renumbered paragraph
,94

12 is transferred to the end of section 701,

(b)(1) Subsection (b) of section 772 is amended,
r

(A) by striking out "sectionr'770 or subse'ation (a)

15. or (b), section 788" and inserting instead "subsection

t16 ,(b) "f and
.

, inserting nursing," aftT\..1-'pharmacy,
o -

17

^.1

18' (2) That suseetion.is redesigoated as.subsectiorat) and

D 19. is transferred to the end Of section 788. '.
20 /c) Part VII is 'repealed.

21 (d) Subpart Hof, p4t A of title yin. is repealed:

22 atpEnREPEAL oPcoNsTauczioN AUTHORITIES
- it .

SEA 3. {a) Sectioif 7212 is amended to read as
0
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3
0
" "PAYMENTS -" v.

, . o

722. the Secretary shall reserve; from any ap-,

propriation available, foi a grant for i construction' project

710;:r, 4 under this part; the amount) of such grant; tjp amount so
;.1 ,

1 5 reserved may be paid in advance or;bY.'Way of. reimbise-
o

6' m ent, andoin suh,insta.11men'ts catsistimt with construction

7 . progress, as. the'Set tgry tfiay determine. The' Seciefaryiss

8 reservation of any lint under, this section MaY be 64...

,0_amended.by, him, lit '',npOn;app.rovals'of aiVsainendnient of
.:,,--' ,:

, i 0
: . 10 the- applicatiiinAeup. evi$Ion of the estimated cost' ,of coo- b:

,-,) . -t. , c .;A' .. ,

11 , struction of- icJil.cii,ity." -. *-T..
,_, , , .12 (b) Section 803 is,ame,,, read as folloWs:,

. ' 4
13" ,t -'''#J,Aizi'..NT i\

' . ...14 "`SEC. 803. The Sebretary 's resbrvefrom any ap-. - r;

'15: propriiitfoti available Jor a gr. ott, for a, construction; projeeta
, t7,

16 under this subPart,..the'anjOunt of such grant; the ,a,m1 nunt: so'
.. ...

17 reserved may be `paid imadvance or"13F ways. IA ieiintotirsej... 4..

and
l,- 4. . .

18,, nent, ana in,,gtacn installments .'consistent withtOmstruction

19 progress, as the Seeo ry thay determine: The Secretary's
- . A

20 'reservalion of any' n iteunt under
ta

this spction irk be ,,
.21 amended' by him,-,eitterupbn approval ofans,ainendfnent

' ot, .
..

" j ,,r. , .. .... i;;;'?.. . '''`.' 1.
22., the "applicatipn or upon revilionofIttlie gstimated cost of-On-

: ,I'
' p23 "strueiimi of the facility.". . ." I ' .4g' 4..v .

24 (e)
1

Sectiat 723 is abiended. ',.. .,
, . se

, ......, -, . ..,
.."

..,-
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11.!* (1) bp. inserting "foriner" before

720(a)(1)" and "section 720(a)(2) ",

74

"section

3 . (2) by striking out "section 722" and inserting in-
.

steal "foi;mir section 722(d)".,

5 (3) in subsection (a)(2), by. inserting "(including

6' the lack of further need for the teaching, research, or
,1-

7 other capacity)" after "good cause'', and
.--- t

- , 8.
(4) in subsection (13I(21, by inserting "(including

9 the lack of further need for the training capacity)"
c

.
.

10 after` "good cause'.'.

11 . (d) Section 804 is amended by inserting "(including the

12 lack of further need for the training :capacity)" after "good
.,

13 cause". ,
14 (e)-Section 724 is amended to read as Tolloivs1:-

t

15. "REGULATIONS,'
a

16 ."SEp 724. The Secretary may make subh regulations

17 as he fi nds necessary to 'carry out the provisions of his

18

..? 4 *.

pht.". )

19 (f) Sections 720, 721, 'p5,-801, and 8421'

20 (a), (b), (c), And (f) of section 726,, Arsubseetio

sestkon 80 .re repealed.

AL OF STATUP ASSISTANCE tlIVII:HORITY

S c.4. Sectren788(a) is repealed.

,

fp
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5

1 CONSOLIDATIONAND EXTENSION OF 'FINANCIAL DISTRESS

AUTHORIZATIONS .

SEC. 5. (a) Paragraphs (1) and (3) of section 788(b) are

Eseaa. amended by inserting "Miring" after "podiatry," each

occurs.

788(b), is amended by adding at the end the

- T "follo;Wing paragrapfis:

8. ' "(6) No school may Peceive a grant or contract under.

9 this subsection unless-

10 "(A) the, school has submitted to the Secretary a
11 plan to address the financials and management problems

12 leading to the need for the grant or contract and has
13' agreed to carry, out that plan, and

14 "(B) the Secretary determines that the plan has a

15 reasonable likelihood of success.

16 .."(7) Tgere are authorized to be appro ated to carry
17 ot4' tlte provisions of this subsection $9,200,000 for fiscal

18 year 1981, and such sums as may be necessary for the two

19 succeeding fiscal years.".

20 (c) Subpart HI of part A of title VIII is repealed.

21 ` (d)Sectio .701 is amended by addineat the earl the
22 fol)oviing par ragh>

23 ."(l2 )The terin''schoot of nursing' has the meaning as'-t°

-'2it signed by sectiou 853(2).t.5
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6
At-

l EXTENSIOtOF WAIVER OF SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS. FOR

2. MEDICAL EXCHANGE VIAORS TO PREVENT sus-
,

3 STANTIAL DISRUPTION IN HEALTH SERVICES

4 AEC. 6. Section 212(j)(2)(A) -ot the Immigration and Na-

5 tionality Act is amended by ,striking out "1980" and insert-

' 6 ing instead "1983".

_ -7 EXTENSION AND REVISION OF PRIMARY CARE SUPPORT

PROVISIONS

SEC. 7. (a) Section 780 is amended

- 10 (1) by striking-out "and" after'"1979,".

11' '(2) by inserting "$15,000,000 for the fiscal year-
. ,

12 ending Seitember 30, 1981 and such sums as may be

13 necessary for the two succeeding cal years," after

14 "1980".
\ .

15 (b) Section 784 is Nnended to read as follows:

16 "GENERAL INTERNAL MEDICINE AND GENERAL

17

-18 "SEC. '784. (at The Secretary may make, grants to, or

19 enter intotontracts with, any public or nonprofit private hog-
_

20 pital, school of medicine or osteopathy, or to or with a public

21 or private nonprofit entity (which tire. Secretary has deter-

22 mined is eapable«,Of carrying out such grant or contract)-

23: ^ "(1) to plan, develop, and operate, or participate

24 in, air approved professional training. program (includ-

25 ingna continuing' education progtam or .an approved

PEDIATRICS
.

,
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1 residency or internship program) in the field oE general

2 internal medicine or general pediatrics fdr-nledical and
3 osteopathic students, interns;(including,interns

4 ternships in osteopathic medicine), residents, or practiC-

5 ing physicians;

6 "(2) to proide financial assistance (in the form o
7 traineeships and fellowships), to medical-arid oateopkih-,

8 is students, interns (including interns in internships in.
9 osteopathic medicine), residents, or practicing physi-

-,
10 clans, who are in need thereof, who are participants' in'

;
11 any such program, and Who, if interns or residents,,

o

12 "plan to specialize or work in the practice of generaNn-
-,,

.
13 ternal medicine or general pediatrics;

"(3) to plan, develop, and:,operate a program for

the training of physicians (Aio plan to teach in general

internal pr. general pediatrics training -pro-

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

2"t'

.22

grains; or

"(4) to provide financial assistance (in the form of

traineeships and fellowships) to physicians who are'

participants in any such program and who plan td
,teach in a general internal mediciwu or general pediat

rics tra ograrn.
1

. -,
."(1i) T re ,are aPthorized to be appropriated for:grants

d contracts untlerqhis SeCtioxi'$22,235,0,Qp for fiscal year

86
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8

1 1981 and such sums as may be necessary for the two suc-

2 ceeding fiscal years.".

3 (c)(1) Section 786(a) is amended-

4 7(A) in paragraph (2), (i) by striking out "practic-

5 jng physicians, or other medical personnel" and insert-

6 ihg _instead_ "or practicing physicians ", and (ii) by in-

-7 serting ", if interns or residents," rafter "ai/d 'ho ",

8 and do

9 -:(B) in paragrailh (3), by striking nfit,,:tand" after

- 10 Ilhe semicolon and inserting instead "or".

11 (2) Subsectionp (b)., and (c) of section 786' are repealed.----_-_

12 (3) Section 786(d) is amended-

13 (A) by striking out "to make grants'

14 ing instead "for grants and contracts",

(li) by striking out "and",after "1979,"., and
, -

16 . (,0 by insertint", $46,000,000 for the fiscal year

17.- ending September 30, 1981, and such sums as may be
..- . . - 4,

18 , necessary for the two succeeding fiscal years" after
. .

19 1980".
4.

, .
20' . (4) The heading to section 786 is amended by string

4 ' . .

21 out "AND GENERAL PRACTICE OF DENTISTRY ". , -

22 EXTENSION AND REVISION OF NUR/SE PRACTITIONER AND
I ..Q

23 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT Auntortintfit'' ° *----5-.

24 , 1;1' d: d: tit '.
rz.,§Ec. 8. (a ection 822 is 0111 c tb re Aff 0 OW3: . .

--:,.
.-. I 4 :'

-..'. j _L--
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9

"NURSE PRACTITIONER PROGRAMS

2 "SEC..8,22. (a) The Secretary may make grants to andt
3 enter into contract's, ith.public or private schoot of nursing,

4 medicine, or_publio health, 'public:or nonprofit private hospi-

5 tali, and other public or nonprofit entities to establish and

6 operate traineeship program's to train 'nurse practiiioneritt

7 which give special consideration to individuals who are resi-

8 'dents of a health manpoWer shortage area (designated under

9 section 322).

10

11

12

"(b) No grant or contract may be mhe under subsection

(a) unless die application

assurances. satisfactory

13 entity receiving the gr

f:,nisms for placing gradua

15 spect Ito,which the appl

the5efor contains or is supported by

the Secretary that the school or

or contract has appropriate mecha-

s of the training program withre-

ation is.submitted, in positions for
x3;

16 which they have been tiained
°

"(c)(1) A, traineeship funde under,, phis section shalt not

18 be awarded,unless therecipient enters into a commitment, as

prescribed the etretary, to practice as a nurse practi-140;
tioner in a he

15

21

22

23

manpower shortage area (designated under
s

.

section_ 332).

"(2)-11 an individual breaches his committient tinder

paragraph (1) bY'failing (for any reason) either to begin snch'

24 individu'al's commitment or to complete such committhent

a
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.v

Iv 1. the United States.shall be entitled to recover.from the indi-

2 vidual an hmount determined in accordance with the formula

CP

-

t'.3 in which 'A' is the amount the United States_ is entitled to

. 4 recover; '4' is the sumsbf the amounts paid under this sub see-. /
5 tion to or on behalf of the individual and the interests on such .

6 amounts which would be payable if at the time the amounts

7 were,paid they were loans bearing interest at the private

8 consumer rates of interest, as determined by the Secretary of

the Treasury; 't' is the total number of months in the individ-

U) ual's commitment period; and ,'s' is the number of months of

11 such period serVed by him. Any amount of damages_which

12 the. United States is entitled to recover under this paragraph

13 shall4withipthe one-year period beginning on the date of

14 breach of the commitment,,btopaid ro the United'Stat s.

15 ._, "(34) Any obligation of an individual under his sub-

16 section for gervice or payment of damages shall be anceled
i.

17 upogihe death of the individual.

18 "(B).-The Secretary shall by regulation provide for the

19 witivee or suspension of any obligation of service or payment
.

20 by an individual under this subsection whenever compliance

21 by the individual is impossible or would involve extreme

22 hardship to the individual and if enforcement such obliga-

23 tion with respect-to any individual would be unconscionable.
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.

1 "(C) Any obligation of an individual under this subsec-

2 tion for paymot of damages may be released by a discharge

3 in bankruptcy under title II of the United States` Code only if

4 such discharge is granted after tl/e expiration of the five-year

5. period beginning on the first date that payment of such dam-

6 ages is required. ,

7 :,"(d) The costs for which a grant or contract under this

8 section may be made include costs of preparing faculty mem-

9 hers to teach infprograms for the training of nurse practi-

10 tioners.

1 "(e) For payments under grants and contracts under this

12 section there are authorized to be appropriated $18,000,000

13 for fiscal year 1981 and such sums- as may be necessary, for
.

14 the two succeeding fiscal years.'..

15 (b) Section 782 is amended to read as follows:

16 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT PRiaGRAM§

17 "SEc..182. (a) The,Secretary may make grants to and

18 enter into contracts with public or nonprofit private schools

.10 of medicine or osteopathy and, other public or nonprofit pri-

20 vate entitiefl to establish and operate- traineeship programs to

21 train physician assistls which give special consideration to

22 individuals who are residents.of a health rnanpo.wer shortagea

.23 area (designated'under section 332).4'

grant or'24 ',"(b) No ant contract may ade under subsection
Tire.

25 (a) unless the applicatiod therefor contains or is supported' by



'4%"/
1 assurances satisfactory, to the Secretary that the school or

3,

y receilling the grant or contract'has appropriate meeha-
--P.

3 mains for plying graduates of thettrainin prograewith re-

spect to which the application is -submitted, in po'sitions for

which they have been trained.,

6 ."(c)(1) A traineeshii funded under this section shall not

7 .be awarded ut;ress-tlaeiecipient enters into a commitment, as

8 prescribed by the Secretary, to ,practice as a physician assist-

9 ant in a health manpower shortage area (designated under

10 section 332).

11 "(2) If an individual breaches his commitment under

12- paragraph (24-by failing (tor any reason) either to begin such

13 individual's commitment or to complete; such commiiment;.

14 the United States shall be entitled to recover from-4A indi-

15 vidual an amount determined in accordance with the formula

A=3

. ,

16 in which 'A' is -the amount the United States is entitled to

17 recover; is the sum of the amounts paid under tiffs subsec-

18 tion to or on behalf of the individual and the interest on such
- ,
19 amounts -which would bepayable if at the time the amounts

20 were .
paid they were loanS bearing interest at the private

21 consumer rates of interest, as determined by the Secretary of

22 the Treasury; 't' is the total number of months in,ihe

23 ual's commitment period; and 's' is the number of months of
;
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1 -such period served b /-ti: Any amount of damages which
7 .

2' the linitgd Stalts ivIentitled;to recover under this aragA
2

3 shall, within the one year.periocfbeginiingnn the dt.

breach ofqhe Ronm7 itinetit; be iaid, to the United Statek.:_,

5 a "(3)(A)' Any obligation of an individual under this sub,:
6 section for service or payment of damages shall be canceled

7 upon the death of theaddividual,

8 "(B) ThaiSecretary shall by regulation provide ftnty-the,

/9' waiver or suspension of any obligation of service or pasRent

ld by an individual under this subsection whenever compliance 't

11 by the -individual is impossible or would involve extreme

la hardship to the individual and if enforcement of 'such obliga-,

13 tion. with 5esfiect to any individual Would be unconscionable.
, -

14 "(C) Any obligation of an inclividualiunder this subsec-

15 tion for pa.yment of damages may be released by a discharge
.16 i,n bankruptcy under title 11 of the United States Code duly if

17 such discharge is granted afte the expiration of the five-year

.18 period beginning on the fir, date that payment of such dam-
,

19 ages is>required.

20 "(d) The costs for which a grant or4contract under this
21 section pay be made include costs of preparing faculty mem-
22 bers to teach in programs for the training, of physician
23 assistants.a

24 "(e) For payments undcr grants and contracts tinder this

25 section there are authorized to be appropriated $7,500,000
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_,. .,f
1 for, fiscal year, 1981 and suciAlltuniy"Wrriay hf nee ssary for

---, - ..,(_t"-S4

V 2 the two succeeding fiscal years: ". , : .- ,--

-- -:- , - s, -, ,e,i-
3 . EXTEN ION OF AUTH IZATIONS FOR 5E,. .. .

4 FRAC ICE PROGyAMS

5 c. 9. (a) Section 7 (a), is amended to read as follows:

6 SEC. 783. (a) The Sec tary may make grants to and

7 en r into contracts with pu is or nonprofit private schools

8 of dentistry and other publi or nonprofit-private entities to

. 9 meet the costs of projects to plan, develop, and operate or

AL TRAM

program tatrain dental students in the organita-

11 tion and management of multiple auxiliary dental team prac-

,12 tice in accordance with regulations Of the Secretary.".,

'13 (b) Subsedion (c) and (d) of section\ 783 are repealed.
de

14 (c) Section 783(e),Is amended,

16' '.'and".(1) by striking out and . after "1979,", and

16 (2) by:inserting $2,000,000, for the 'fiscal year

17 ending September 30; 1981, and such sums as may be

18 necessary for the two succeeding fiscal years" after

19 "1980 ".

20 (d) The heading to7section 783 is amended by striking

.21 OW "PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS, EXPANDED FUNCTION

22 DENTAL AUXttiAlig.a:AND!,



1 REVISION- AND-;EirrENSION -OF AirE _NATIONAL. HEALTH °

SERVICE CORPS AND NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE

3 CORPS SCHOLAESHIP PROGRAM AUTHORITIES

4 SEC. 10. (a) Section 756 is amended
.

5 (1) by striking out subsection (b), and

6, - . (2) by striking out the subsection designation'
.7 ''(a)' P.

8 (b) Section 753(a) is amended.
9 fi (Win the matter prepeding paragraph (1), by in-

s
10 serting "(and may release an individual from all of part
11 of his service obligation under former section 22

0

12

13 (2) paragraph `(2), by striking out (A) the clause

designation "(A)", and (B) -everything after 0"section
,15 333(c)," but before the eriod, and

16 (3) by striking out the second sentence:

17 (c)'Section 755(a)(1) is amended by striking out "hia
.18: period of obligated service" and inserting instead "a period of

after "section 752(a) ",

19 at least two-years service".

.20 (d),Section751(d) is amended to read as follows: ti

21 ''(d) In determining which applications under the Schol-
.

22 arsh7Prograin to approve (and which contna,.cts:40.geept),

23. the Secretary shall give priority to applications made (and

24 contracts submitted) by imiividuals wbo have previously re-
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1 ceived scholarships under, the Scholarship Program or un e

4' section 758.!':

3 fe) Section 331(1) is amended by striking out "Sections'

4 214 and16r and inserting instead"Section 214".

5 (f 'Subpart IV of part C of title VII is amended by .

6 adding at the e following section:

7 "COOPER PTE AOEEEMENTS WITH STATES

"SEC. 757A. The Secretary may rater into cooperative

-, agreements with States under which,
10- "(1) a State shall developa plan for reducing geo-

11 graphic maldistributi6n of health professionals in the ,

12 State, utilizing a State health professionals placement
, _. _

.

..,

13 ',program as well as the Corps, find
i ,s ...

14 "(2) the Secretary, upon approval of the plan, shall

3i15
arrange for appropriate assignment of Corps personnel

.,-
,... ,.

16 to the .. tOristent with the plan and with avails-a . .,
17, '. r. ble Federal resources.

. z..

18 The Secretary shall give priority under this section to States, . - -
f a

19 that provide substantia). State 'financial suppOrt for health

20 'professionals placement programs . designed.53tO reduce geo;

21

23

24

25

graphic maldistribution:".

(g)(1) The' first Sentence of section 756 is ainended--7

(A) by-striking out "and" after "1979,", Sand

(B) by inserting."-, $93,500,000;for the fiscal year

.ending September 30,.'1981, and such sums. as miy be



;21;
-... -.--.4.. . .

necessary for .4 two. succeeding fiscal years" after,.ftr,.- ,"1980."1:: i ;-' '1 , ' ...,
_ . ..-.

. -
3 (2) The, secotta-sente54°,/of that-section is amended by

.1 #

4 strikini out -"4981" - inserting instead
II

5 "19843 'and"1983':, respective y

(h) Section 338is amended-="
,

(1)-byk strasini p'ut "tuid" after 1`1979, gild .
.

>42). by inserting.. -"; v$132,.696p00 for the fiscal

ar ending fler146p.1.981; and such 'Sums
.

rnay be leeeP succeeding fiscal years'!'

°
--

12 EXTENSION OPA'f3Et.1. fLE.X.L7H EbticATroN CENTER,
47/13. .. ! AUTIIORIZATION

-. 4

-14 SEC. H. 8ection 781(g) is

15 (1) by striking oUt'iand,',' after and
a

. .
16 "-'' : (2):'hy,,adding .",, *21,011),P00-1 ror the fiscal yva ,,.. 4 . '... / ... ' ' . `'. . .. :. e 5..) .

.:17 ending' Septerither. 30,.1. 1, 44,11::,ii:h sums as may be-' ', ..: 4', : .7. ; Iv :,:.,..,..!... ,.1,' .::-.. - ',37!'i, -.18' '4,',. I necessary 'Air the two .succe4ditig.ifiscal -years , ,?after,i : k-f.. '... 1-....,...: .:` '' s' ....s. . -,
(1.) "..198-0"`.

. ..- ' 4..
J... , - -.' ..2(3 } Xt'NM1 W.' Art 101I7ATIONS,FOl T1fE *:C1101.Ai§11EP

1

21 'AND 17:1;CCATIONAI, ASSISTANCE l'ItOffit1NLS**1'111: THEb.. -'.. "

22 IiISADA.NTAG`F:D 4 .

SEC. 12: (41). Socaoi27i5.8(e) is :arnnaed to read as
-1,,

.24 follows:
-t

1'

; .
v6 1.-

. : #

4°.

.-,

^a

.17

-494 0''.00 -n.7 .3.
..,

,,,.
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, 1 "(c) The Secretary shajt give special consideration in
A-

2 'making grants under this section to schools Of medicine, oste-

3 opathy, and dentistry.".

4 I, (2) Section 758(d) is amended

-(A) by.striking out "and" after "1979,", and

(B) by inserting ", $10,000,000for the fiseal year

7 ending September 30, 1981, and such sums as may be

8 necessary for the two succeeding fiscal yiars" after

10 (b)(1) Section 787(a)(1) is amended-

11 (A) by striking out "and enter into contracts

12 'with"
13 (B) by inserting ", and may enter into contracts

14 with public and private entities," after "edliational en-

15 tities", and

16 10) by adding at the end "The Secretary may

17 provide funding under this 'section for stipends: ".

18 (2) Section 787(b) is amended-

.19 (A) by striking out "and" after "1979,", and

20 (B) by inserting "$22,392;000 'fcrir the fiscal year

21 ending Septepber 30, 1981, and such sums as may be

22 necessary for the two succeeding fiscal years" after

9 "1980".

r

23 "1980,".
C.
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1 REVISION AND EXTENSION OF SPECIAt PROJECTS

2 AUTHORITIES

3 SEc. 13.(a)(1) Section 788(d) is amended-
4 by striking out "and enter -into contracts

5 with"! and

6 (B) by inserting " and may enter into contracts

with any public or private entity" al nonprofit pri-

8 vate entity". ,

9 (2) Section 788(d) is er amended by striking out

10 "such as" and all that follows and inserting instead the fol-

lowing: "(including, but not limited_ to, projects for public
1health and health administration training). An applicant for' a

13 grant or contract under thii subsection shall demonstrate,

14 where appropriate, that them project will be integrated into the

15 core curriculum of the applicant's training program, and shall

16 agree to provide a timktable and criteria for evaluating

17 the success .of the project in terms of meeting defined objec-

18 fi
'-%

ves. The Secretary may provide funding under this subset-

19 Lion for stipends.".

20 (3) Section 788(e) is 'amended to read as forllows:

21 "(e) There are authorized to be appropriated to carry

22 out the provisinns of subsection (d) $17,000,000 ;for 4fiscal

23 year 1981 and such sums as may be necessary for the two

24 succeeding fiscal years. ".

11

9 8
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1 (b)(1),Section 820(a) is amended. by striking out para-
. .

2 graphs (1) through (8) and inserting instead, the following:

3 "(1) improve the geographic diMribution of nurses,

4 with a focus on areas with low-incon\e populations,

5 "(41, increase nursing education opportunities for,

individuals from diadvantaged backgrounds,

7 "(3)-develop innovative nursing methods enipha-,

8 sizing primary care and prevention to help meet the

. 9 needs of high-risk groups, especially the elderly, chi'-

.10 dren, and pregnant women,

11 "(4) provide training (such as continuing efluca-

12 tion and advanced nurse training) enhance clinical

13 skills, with an emphasis on primary care and the needs

14 of high-risk groups, or

15 "(5) carry out, other , activities vtiiied to nurse

16 training.

17 An applicint'for a grant or contract under this section shall

18 demonstrate, where appropriaterthat the project will be inte-

19 grated into the core curriculm of the applicant's teaching pro-

2:0 gram, and shitll ee to provide a timetable and criteria for

21 evaluating, the Success of the project in terms of meeting de- .

22 fined objectives. The Secrets": Inay provide funding under

23 this secan for sti ends.".
)

24 (2) Section 820(d) is ame--

25 (A) by striking n 978,", and

9)
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(B) by inserting ", $9,600,000 for the fiscal year

ending September, 30, 1981, and:such:sums as may be
3 necessary 19i. the two 'succeeding fiscal years" after

4 "1980".

5 ABOLITION OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL 1.'IN

6 NURSE TRAINING

7 1 SEC'. 14. (a) Section 851 is repealed.

8 (b)(1). The first sentence of section 702(a) is amended---.

9 (A) by striking out "parts B, C, D, E, F,' and G
10

12 period.

and

(B) by inserting. "and 'title VIII" before the'

13 ; (2) The secolid sentence of ,section 702(a) is amended=
.14 (A) by inseit "or title,-V)II" after this title",
15

16'

17

and

(B) by striking out "and plblic health, dnd entities

which may receive. a., grant under section 791" and in-
18. 1":;erting instead "niftsing,.and public health":
19 s. (3) Subsections .(b) and (c) pf section 702 are each..., -... ,
20 amended by iriking out "jottier than subpart II of parti,V.

21 thereof) 2 ' and inserting instead ':andAitle.1711r.

22 EL MIN'ATION OF'UNt4CESSARY REPORTING

23 - , REQUIREMENTS

24 SEC. 15. Section 951 of' the Nurse Training. -Act of

)5 1975, and sections- 336 and.71(i) arerepealed.
)
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AMENDMENTS TO HEALTH EDOCATION-4138LSTANCE AND

r NUESING STUDENT v.uoIONS

SEC. 16. (a) The heading to su,bpari I of part d-of title .

VII is amended to read as follows;

``Subpart Education AssiStance Loans".

(b)(1) The second sentence of section/ 728) is
amended ' rj

.(A) by striking out "Thereafter"4M.n4 Inserting in-

stead "After September 30, 1983"; and

10 , (B) by striking out "September, 30, 1982" and in-

serting instead "September 30, 1985".

12 (2) Section 728(a) is amended by adding at the end the

13 following sentence: "Commitments to insure loans under this

14 subpart are authorized for any fiscal year only to the extent

15 or in such amounts as are provided in an a.ppropriation Act.".

.11

16 (c) Section 729(a) is amended

17 (1) in the first sentence, by E77.-l1c- -1g out everything

18 , after "$10,000" through "schtiol ::13:iumacy", and

19 (2)*.in the second sentence, 11: 3t-ihing out every-

20 thing after "50,000" throug 3f pharmacy".

21 (d)(1) The fin ,,entente of se J1:1) is amended

22 by inserting ", or (iegyne, dipif ::,-.71:.:-Jalent in nurs-

23 ing" before the period. ra

24 (2) Section,' 737(1) is amend- "nursing,"

25 after "vetvinarymedicit. .

1 Oi



,.1 (e) Section 731(a)(1)(A) is amended-

2 (1)_by adding "and" at the end of clause (iv),

3 (2) by 'striking-Out clause (v), and

4 (3) by renumbering clause (vi) as (v).

5 (0 Subparagraphs (B) and (C)(ii) of section 71(a)(2) are

6 each amended by. stilling out "accfedited" and inserting in-

7 stead "approved".

8 (g) Section 731(a)(2)(B) is amended by striking Out "(ii)

9 that the period of the loan may not exceed 23'years Wm the

10 .date of execution of the note or written agreement evidencing

11 it, Ind (iii)" andinsertinglinstead "and (ii)".

12 (h)(1) Section 731(b) is repealed.

13 (2) Section 731(a)(2)(D) is amended by striking out

14 "(within the limits set forth in subsection (b))".

15 (i) Section 731 "Ls amended by adding at the end the
16 following su (-

17 -) The of insure, under the provisions

-18 of this lubpart Ioa,: _In individual who is in default

5_9 on a i n mad( lubpart or undei part B of title IV
2.0 of the iigihlr ,;t of 1965.".

21 ( Sec

22 that v aile

23 who ids

amended by striking out ", and

-emains in'effect student.

before October 1, 1980, shall

.d established dinder section 20'/-24- receive loan

25 of the EcilL.:,tion Act of 1958".,
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24 I

MODIFICATIONS T9. HEALTH PROFFff3SIONIS DATA

2 PROVISIONS

SEC. 17. (a) Section 708(b) is amended by striking 'out

4 paragraphs (1) and (3) snit the paragraph dmignation "(2)".

5 (b) Section 708(f) is -repelled.

6 REPEAL OP OBSOLETE AND UNNEEDED PROVISIONS
. .

7 SEC. 28. Section 700, subpart DI of part C of title 77-11,

8 section 359, part D of title VH, section 785, subsections (c)

9 (f), and (g.;, of section 788, section 789, part G of title vu.
. 4 P.

10 . section 821, subpart I of part B of title, VIII, section

11' and sul-:part III of part B of title VIII are repealed.

12 -.HCIENICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

13 9. :.1.) Section 3Z1(g) is repealed.

c:zi!:.n 701 is amended

paragranh. (3), by striking out "which meets

ibility conditions set forth in section 721(1 )(1)",

by striking out paragraphs (5); (7), and (9),

-19 in paragraph (10)(br---,striking ou", Educa-

29 lnd. Welfare" and inserting instead .:`and Human

21 ryices".

22 (2) Section (2)(f) is amended by striking out "701(9),".

23 (c) Section 703 is amended
\

24 (1) by striking out subsection (b), and
. . '

1 0-3

4
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1 (2) by striking out the subsectiOn designation
2 "(a)".

3 (d) The first sentence Of fiee, on 704 is amended by in-.

4 serting "nursing," after "podiatry.".

5 (e) Section 708(c) -is amende -

`(1) by striking -out .the -kirk
. \

7 (2) by striking out "additiond. ' in sen-

tence.

9 '(f) Section 710-is amended bY\st: 011: Licept for

10 grants under section 770 ".'

11 (g) Section 731(a)(1)(A)(ii) is, amc..- by striking out

12 "(as defined in section 770(c)(2))".
-

13 (h) Section 735(c)(1) is amender; :1' Gut "clauses

14 (A) and (B of ".

15 (i) The first sentence of sectio: 13,',i(c)(:::) an 754(c) are

16 each amended-

17 ( 1 ) by striking out "ma._--nrium legal prevailing.

18 rate" and inserting instead "private consumer rates of
19 interest ", and _

20' (2) by striking out "Treasurer of the United
21 States" and inserting instead "Secrelaty of the
22 Treasury".

23 (j) Section 737(1) is amended by striking out everything

24 after "United Stites" and inserting instead a period.
fj

-,?"" 4

1

,
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1 (k) Th..: heading to section. 788 is amended read as

2 follows:

3 "Pitt/JEC T GRANT AUTHORITY FOR FINANCIAL DISTRESS

4 AND SPECIAL PROJECTS".

5 (1) Subsections (b) and (c) of section 820 and section

' 6 856(1) tare each amended by striking mit "Nurse Traink"

7 and inserting instead "Health Professimis Education".

8 (m) Section 853 is amended by striking out -Para-

g\kraph (1). - -

10 EFFECTIVE DATES

11 SEC. 19. (a) The amendments enacted-by section 16 Of

12 this Act are effective with respect to loans made after the

1S date of, enactment of this Act.

14 ' (b) The amendments enacted, by this Act (othe%ten by

15 section 16) are effective as of the date ofpnact,ment of this

16 Act, except that they shall not apply with respect to funds

e,-lopriated for any fiscal year before fiscal year 1981.
.

A.

I.
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The Honorable Harleik. 0. Staggers,
Chairman, Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce
Souse of Representatives
Washington, D.C1 20515

Dear Mr.,Chairman:

This is in response to your request for a report OnH.R. 6800. a bill "To amend provisions of law concerned with
health-professions education.'

.

H.R. 6800 is the Administration's
proposal concernedWith health professions educations The Department transmitted

the Proposal as a draft bill on March 6 to the Speaker'ofthe Hocre. A copy of our transmittal letter is enclosed.

urge that the ComMittee give $.R. 6800 its prompt aifavor e consideration.-:
, .

We are adviSed by the Office...of
Management and Budget thatena tment'of H.R. 6800 :would be in accord with the program ofth= President. a,

.

Sincerely yours.

Enclosure

"1" /40.0.,"`
Patricia Roberts-Harris

I
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The Honorable Th'omas P. O'Neill
Speaker of the House of Rep esentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

V.P. 1923

-Enclosed for consideration by the Congress is a draft bill
To amend provisions of law concerned with health professions
eaucatian." -

The draft bill would autborize appropriations of,5426
million for fiscal year 1981, and such sums as may be neces-
bary" for fiscal years 1982 and 1983, for various health pro-
fessions education authorities.: A detailed summary of the
draft enclosed.

The primary objectives of the draft bill are to --

4 -- remove incentives tor unwarranted growth..in.the aggre-
gate supply of health professionals, especially physi-
cians.

4
- - promote an increase, in the supply of primary care

health professionals, currently in short supply.
....

. -
-- assure the availability of health profeSsionals in

medically undersery d areas, largely by strengthening
the-role of the Na

t
onal Health Service Corps.

-- increase minority participation in the health profes-
sions. ' ,.,

- - target Federal resources to promtte other national pri-
orities, such as publics health training, cost-contain-
ment and efficiency in delivery of health care services,
and care for high-risk groups, such as the elderly,
pregnant women, and children.

The health professions education assistance authorities
of the last two decades focused primarily on 'Stimulating in-
creases in the aggregate supply, of health care professionals.
The nation!, training capacity has been significantly expanded
as a cgnslqlence., Current and projected aggregate supply

hellth professionals appears to be adequate tomeet the

LO7



-.requirements of our health care delivery system. However,there is a continued need to address the problems of geo-
graphic and specialty maldistribution.

This draft bill would serve as the vehicle to refine
our Federal health professions education assistance effOrtsfor promoting a balanced supply of health 'professionals
to"meet the health care needs of the American people.

First, termination of capitation grants, and elimina-tion of general construction grants and start-up assistance,
would remove incentives for unwarranted growth in the aggre-gate supply of health-professionals. However, short-term
findncial distreisfassisiance would continue to provide grants
to institutions experiencing serious financial difficulties.
and re4Uiring assistance for achieving fiscal stability andmanagerial reforms.

'

Second, continued ,targeted support for primary carephysician training (family medicine, general internal medi-cine; and general pedietrisr, nurse practitioner and physi-
cian assistant training, and training in dental team practice

-would promote increases in the supply of priplary care health
professionals.

.
-

Third,'ihe expansion of the National Health Service CorpsProgram wodld increase the availability of much needed health
professionals in,,health MS64wef-shortage areas., The draft
bill would also enact an adtV2tiy for deVeloping cooperative
agreements With States to ti'-ed,,24 geographic maldistrihutionof health professionals.

irciaidition,.the'draftbill would
perekt continuation of the Health Profestions Student Loan
Repayment Pragratt, Which encourages' individPals to,practicein a health-jnanpowerrshoytage area in return for partial loan

.forgiveness. To complement these program* and those in primarycare raining, the graft bill would continue support for areaal tM education centers, which provide remote site delivery
''''.0alth care services and primary.care training opportun-

n underserved areas.

rth, Ontinued support for the exceptional financial
larehips:program -11d-the,disadvantagek.,essistance
onlApromotaincreased training opportunities and

n Qf'minorities and lbw - income individuals in
ofessions. The disadvantaged_assistance.program

gettd.Administratively.to emphasize linkages be-p ienti.and enrichment rro9rams, aimed at attradting
-.Urged students and increasing their enrollment in the
tafessions schools. N

r ou2
`..);! ,_

411..

g 8
1
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Fifth,'special projects grants wouldAget resources
to complement initiatives in promoting a balancedpupply
of health professiOnals, focusing on public health and'primary

-Care trainin, especially fOr high riek-groups, and, promotion
of cost- containment and, efficiency in the Management and
delivery of he4th care services.

Sixth, the draft bill would.extend...kor three Mere years
the phase-in of the special immigration requirements for
medical exchange visitors, so as to prevent substantial dis

'9iuption,in the health, services provided by.specific.mediCal
training programs.

We urge that the Congress give the draft bill its prompt
and favorable consideration.

The Office of Management and,B6dget'advises.that enact-
ment of-the draft bill would be in accord with the prograM
of the President..

Sincerely yours,

1:. . 1.. .114 ....

'.'-.-

Enclosures

Patricia Roberts Harris
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PROPOSED HEALTH '0
AMENDMENTS OF

I. Appropriation Authorizations

The draft bill would authorize,
(in millions of dollars):

pssImis EDUCATION

he following appropriations

FY 1981 FY 1982

\ Financial distress 9.2

Departments of family
medicine i 15

.

General internal medicine
and gederal pediatrics

Family. medicine

.Nurse practitionersp

Physician assistants

22.235

46

18
o

75

Dental teampractice
jerograms 2

National Health' Service
Corps. Scholarship
Program- 93.5

National Health Service
COrps., 132.696

Area health education
cehters 21

Scholarships for the
disadvantaged

Educational assistance
for the disadvantaged

Special' Projects

,Nursing special. projects

10

22.392

17

11

"such sums as may
. be necessary"

FY 1983

D.

9.6 .

426.123



II. Other Provisions

The draft bill would --

102

repeal the authorities for making capitation payments
to, various health professions schools (sec. 2).

repeal the authorities for health professions facili-
ties construction grants, loan guarantees, and interest
subsidies (but would not affect the authority. of the
Secretary of Health, Education, and:Welfare to monitor
the continued compliance with conditions associated
with financial assistance previously received by .health
professions facilities, or to continue Ecpay'.interest
subsidies with respect to loans previously made) (sed. 3).

* -

repear.the start-up assistance authority (sec. A).

consolidate the nursiAg and other health professions
schools financial distteas authorities (sec. 5). .

permit waiver of the special immigration requireMehts
for medical' exchange visitors through calendar
yeak 1983 to prevent the substantial disruption in
the health services providel4in aJmedical training
program (sec. 6).

repeal. the general dentistry training authority (sec. 7).

- -modify the authority for the support of nurse practi-
tioner:training programs by-(1) permittingindividuals
Who do not reside in a. healthmanpower/shortage area.
to receive a traineeship, but providing for special
consideration for individuals who do reside in such an
area, (2) eliminating the requitement that traineeship
amounts must cover 100 percent of the recipient's costs,
(3) clarifying the Secretary's authority to determine
the service Commitment required of each beneficiary,
(4) specifying a triple payback penalty (with interest)
if a beneficiary fails to.carry out thecommitment.madei.

g4riid15,k,cohd1idatidg and simplifying current language
(sec. 8).

-- conform the requirements for ,the suppott Vf physician
assistant traininglprograMs to those (as modified by
the dtaft bill) .for the support of nurse. practitioners
(sec. 9)..

111



-- eliminate the 'required set - asides under the NationalHealth Servicecorps Scholarship Program for medical,osteopathic, and dent students; make clear thatthe private practice tion may be offered to individ-.'uaIs who received s olarships before October 1, 1977,.and elimin'ate.the quirtment that the Secretary deter-mine that each ' vate pipactice location provides a"Sufficient fi uncial base" for the individual wishingto engage A. rivate practice; permit special grants
for entering private practice to be made to any forme.rCorps member who'iberved at least two .year in theCorps, 'whether or. not the former member had-rbceived

-a scholarship; eliminate. the scholarship priority forfirst year student's; and permitcommissioned officersin the Corps.to besubject
to militarylaw in wartimecr.

pr in a national defense
emergency (sec. 10).

-- authorize the Secretary to enter into cooperative agree-ments with States under which a State would.,develop
plan.for reducing geographic

maldistributio0of healthprofessionalSin the State, utilizing a State health
. 'professionals placement program as well as the-Corps,and under which the SeCretary, upon approval of thePlan, would'arrange forappropriate assignment of Corpspersonnel to the. State (sec. 10).

111.a- eliminate the
regui,remerrObndey the schol'arsh'ip -pro --gram for the disadvantaged that

the Secretary mustdistribute the tcholarship'Arants among all schools'of the health professions
(sec. 1.2).

permit the Secretary to enter into contracts withforTprofit entities under the educational assistancefor the disadvantaged
program.(sec.

-- revise the special projects
authority by eliminatingthe current list of twenty-One specific examples.andby stating, instead that projects may include, butfarenot limited to, projects for public health and healthadministration training. In addition;'the Secretarycould enter intola contracts with for-profit entities(sec. 13).

.
.

revise the nursing special prOjects authority by. elimin7.ating the current list of eight kinds of projects andby stating:instead that projebts are to be for (1)
improving:thegeographic,distribution of nurses, (2)increasing'hursing

educatiion'opportunitieb'.for indi-viduals from disadvantaged
backgrounds, (3) developing

494 0 00 9'
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innovative nursil,, ods emphaaingprimary care,
and prevention.to h, meet the needs of high risk
groups,j4) prdViding. training to enhance clinical
skills; with An emphasis on primary care'and the
needs of' higb. risk groups, or (5) carrying out other
Activities related to nurse training (sec. 13).

abolish.:th6 National Advisory CoUnoilkl on Nurse
Training and assign its functions to the National
Advisory Council on Health profession's Education
(sec. 14).

eliminate a number of overlapplat reRorting require-
ments (sec: 15)..

amend the provisions of law oc.verning.the pealth
Education Assistance pbans pr. !ram (HEAL)9by (1).-'

extending the authority of t' "3ecretarl) to guarantee
loans through fiscal year 1S (2) increasing the
annual.boi.rowing limit'for -cy stude4s to
$10,000, and'the Aggegate . or such students
to $50,000, (3) making nurs. .udents eligible
for loans, (4) repealing'th,--, 1: :ardent coiling on
the interest rate, and (5) maki,y certain other
-relatively minor ehanges (sec. 16)'.

-- eliminate a restriction'that prevents certain nursing
students fromra-pplying Ior.tACional.Direct Student. -
Loans (sec..16).%

repeal, in relation to heal:h protessions'data, (1)
a requirement that the Secretary collect available
information from various scurces;.(,2) a grant and
contract authority for the State's or other entit,ies
to collect data, and (3) a provision exempting data
collection-from review by the Office of Management
and Budget (sec. 17).

eepeal a number Of remaining health
education authorities (sec. 18).

*

ofessions:

,
,

Mr. WAXMA/4. Today is the first of at least 4 days .of hearing on
this .legislation. We are looking forward to discussing all pf the
important' tissues in. this ''aregt With our many witnesses. Before I

.\*0
1"11 upon our first witness .would like to call upon...1)r. Carter for

any opening statements.
Mrc-CAratit. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. I too pleased to join you

ni holding thi set-of hearings over thenext faw days nn legislation
to reauthoria various health ;profesqions educational .assistance
programs.

Because the quality of health-care which our citizens receive is
6,0 closely linked. to the quality of training received by. our Nation's

. health ','care ProVidets,:j.believe''. that. the Federal Government does j'
ii-have ',reSjaonsibility`:;to Contribute. to the support 'of these institu-

tions :: I'haVe .jbine "a -Sponsstr..of .R. 6802 because of it_s%ommit=
inept 'to, that

chair#10;)we 411:r that these are troublesome times
for (Ai, Nat4owand ;661. conomy, and we all realize that diffi -.
bult.littagethry.decisionSiWill'i*e to be made. I would urge -as. we
review these health profeskons .programs in this context,' that we
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keep in mind the important national purposes which these pro-grams serve -and that we accord them appropriate priority in our. reauthorizations.
,. -°') In particular, I h e that we can look carefully at the best. waysCt

to address financial eeds of health professions students as well asthe needs' of the insti utions they attend. I also ho'pe that we canprvide -the necessary assistance for our minority institutions,whose,continued viability is essential to assuring access to healthcare for all AmerioanIV .

I trust, Mr. Chairman, that with the Federal aid which we havegiven over the yezfrs to the different medical schools in our coun-try, there has been an increase in the knowledge and the skills ofour graduates. However, sometimes I wonder, Mr. Chairman, sincejust now I asked a young doctor to name the bones ift the wrist and" he had difficulty doing so. Dr. RichMond, I am sure you would hagno trouble fiming, those bones.
.Dr. RICHMOND. I think I can still do it.

My. CthrEa. You think you know them? Wouldaou mind callingthem out? There is an old saying with which you are probablyfamiliar.
Dr. RIpHMOND.'Yes, I know the ditty. , "-s. ''Mr. CARTER. It isn't said really in polite society.
Dr. RICHMOND. Only ainong medical students.

.Mr! CARTER. But, youlslow, it is amazing to me that a medicalstudent today %mould not know the bones of the wrist. Thank youvery kindly. Thank yini, Mr.,Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Carter. I this the witnesses havenow some hint of questions .yet to come. But before we get intoque4ibns, I would like to vercome Dr. Julius Richmond, the Assist-ant Secretary for *Health- and the Surgeon General of the Depart -.!pent's:of Health,,Education, and Welfare. .
Dr. Richmond is a former member of the faculty at Harvard and1.4 well qualified to speak on manpowerissum AccompanYing, Dr.'Richmond is Dr. Foley, Dr. Edward Martin, and. Mr. ThomasHatch, who are

Henry
Fesponsible for the administration of the healthmanpower programs. ,

0We welcome you today. You may proceed in any way you wish.Your complete statement will be made a part,, of the repord-in'itentirety. If you su arize, that would be fmeagf you read it, thattoo will be accifpt,b
.,STATEMENT OF iULIUS RICHMOND, M:D., ZSISTA/NT. SECRE-TARY FOR HEALTH AND SURGEON GENERAL, PUBLICHEALTH. SERVICE, D PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, ei,AND WELFARE, -ACCOMPANIED BY HENRY A. FOLEY, *PH. D.,ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH, 'RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION;EDWARD. D. MARTIN, ,M.D., DIRECTOR; BUREAU OF .COMMUNI-TY HEALTH "SEJAVICES, HEALTH RVICESDA ; ADMINISTRATION; ° -AND THOMASP HATCH, ACTIN R gi,R,. 'BlUREAU OFHEALTH- PROFESSIONS,. HEALT RES° CES ADMINISTRA-TION .

Dr; RICHMOND. -Thank you, Mr Chairman.- I think you and Dr.Carter haVe already indicated t e significance of the issues whichwe ar,txonsidering today. I would like to pgesent in siome detail our
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policy for developing' adequate health personnel resources-for the
Nation. We have seen a very ron-)--itabli- ,,.-:rd of P llieVement for
the Nation.

You have already point_ _: -..._ L_. -..:: L efor.! you at a time
when uppermost in our nan- '-j n: .n concern of the Presi-.
dent and the Congress ove. Leo. An - --7entiai outgrowth of
that concern, of course, is t. :,--d to con L.-I- some reduction in
Federal spending. .-

.

I would point out and w lifi.....o7. .-___ ohasis that the bill.
which we recently submittee .:. r Con: ) renew. the authori-
ties' for 'health professions ed call:, odest Federal activi-
ties in this field: .We have

I

.-ratet --.n this modest role
because we believe that it -._ pprory_ - 7ederal poiture. We
-did not adopt it initially 7.1: beca,___ -. the concern about
Federal expenditures.

I would, emphasize that thi.: 'Dhilosop. the development of
4adequate resources leads us 1. , _tome, it elqments in our bill..

Simply stated, we hare concerned with ,e identification of the '
major shortcomings in Cie Nation's II :h personnel resources, -''
embracing the dete mina :ion by the F.,,i ,..i-ral Government to con- C

America's State, d private .-,ducaticna_ syst.Ars; aided by .supple- ,
, centrate on those deficiencies and le-- ';,_7"::" to the. operation of

. mentary Federal programs, the wide- .72._--:,:i -3 of other activities
needed to prepare health per innel. ! -

I would observe that this approach cori:inue the historical expe-
rience of The Federal Government in -: -, neLAh personnel field.
Only in the last two decades of the: Na- ..-_'s 200 -yes g lziStoty has
major 'Federal, legislation affecting_ heal-, , _ personnel Cfaining been
enacted, and each .of ;the series of statue: :,,- has been directed at
specific national problems. .

That is t -.F.., approach in .the legislation ve are now proposing.
This legislatidli represents our best thinking in this area. However,
I want to emphasize our qnterest in continuing to review carefully
other propqsals. developed by Members of Congress and our willing-

' . ness to work with you in shaping thiA important legislation.. .
,

Today wg identify three? major- imbalances in the personnel re-
o;sources for the. deliVery of health care to the American people:*

'There are too few professien,-.31s trainee in the provision of pri-
.

mary care. . r
There are too few personnel located iri a significant number of

7. . .. .
.rural and urban communities.

. , There are too ,few person's from minori-, backgroimds who'enter
the health profesSibns. '

.,
4.-- OUr bill. provides for programs to deal wit_i each of these defi-

ciencies. In' -1 addition' it piovides authcriTy .3 engage ' in special
prqjects that focus on other problems of 72itional importance. Later

will have some comments on provision_,___:_71, ....;:e current actdMich,

) r
dwe believe, should not be crewed.. - , . .

41,
.

-. . 'PRIMARY t i CAREPERE: NNE::

As .each individual and family eitte.m7.7.s :: -_ingage.in the healt
.' practices that prevent illness and to :iec-.-.1.:7: early me ca] care

when they become ill, they need. t6 rel:-- om a -primary eary,,Provid
er, the person who is their first and reg--_-_zia7 scarce of care. ..

...-

1.15
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This 7-, /4ser ,s.:(! i _. most effeCtive and the most efficient
, *s.

. for the nsumer, i ..',r -' Jr.- ctitioner add for the community. Thqadtilt 1, ks to the .:__ pnysician or the general internist, thechild koi-as to the . . physician or the general 'atrician, Or.
-,s he trained nurse practitioner or Physicianthe Lam :.-5T first r

assistan
nfor.,..unatel

dequate; thr
to al supply `c
producing me
expense of the p.

'lumber of these primary' care prOideis is
at represent a suffieiently large shade :of the

.,scians. Or, putting it another, way, vve are'iulists than we need in some fields at the
Lry care personnel we need.

In 1950 a-- lit of all physicians practiced primary ,care. By1977 the percei, in primary care had dropped to 39. Our bestjudgment is tha ve need to return to the 50-percent level. A study.by the. Institu',_, 'Medicine supports this conclusion.I know t' me studies have shown that specialistsf*spend
substantial s of their time providing primary care services.Although t, increas=1 the hasid-medical care for some, weqUestion wil ; the al, appropriate or cost-effective meansof providing: a-

Bagitc pri: a -4. by specialfits is more expensivethan that r ge- -ai...ts. Specialized internists charge 50_percent me 7 -,r a periodic examination and for a.1
.

7followup of: _ 4
_Generalif_ _ire ,c1, to treat qthe whole. patieht."

Specialists' _. 7,2 ,ital-oriented, relies more heavilyon high _uses specific pathology.
-We there,..p_re be -at it --, important to correct this ir'nbal-.-iance of specializatic.,;;;
In large part as a z of progr:.ms initipted under prior heeltil

professions legislati _uthoritY, s :me reverkal of the trend L..,.rsbegun to occur. Todaj -11 percen all iesidency positions offereii,.are in pnimar. :are. The Institute of Medicine suggests that up to60 a 70 perech.i, may be required to4achieve the balance we seek.For these reasons, we recommend continuation of the authoritiesto fund programs in medical and osteopathic schoOls to establish'and maintain 'departments of family medicine; to fund :residency,
programs in family:medicine, 'zeneral internal medicine, and generaal pediatrics; to fund training :or nul.se practitioners and physicianassistants; and to fund Programs for dental team practice training..II, addition we redommena new authority to fund medical and

` osteopathic schools, or hospi:a_s to plan and operate spe6a1 pro-grams for training m-ethcal practicing physicians and fac;,ultSrsingeneral imterna, medicine and general Pediatrics:
.

7.L. FOR UNDERSERVEO AREAS,

One of the intractaz1.-. DrOblems in assuring adequate health carefor the .Unifed S.:azes is the inadeqUak of personnel in
mdny communitia:: the country. Geographic maldistribugon, is one of our basi: iea persor_.-nel problems. j

. We estimate ti-LL: in up to 16,4Q0 additional phySinians and
midleyeleProfess.:c-nals z7.41d be needed in- Medically underserved

in =al areas, 5,200 in inner cities. and-3,700 in pri§on and rnH,r.tal ir_stitutiOns: These estimates assume
. .ice

s

'116
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tha, th, number of pl4sicians choosing to locate 'in ri.. areas
increase because more are. -entering practice in the aggregate.

Fortun tely.'there is evidence of'some increase in: the numbci of
physicidnoving ina smaller cities 'and towns over the past Ito
7 years. owev,r, most of the increase in physicia,n-popula:ion

7 ratios has occuLzi ed. in medium sized rural towns. Few o Li

nhysicians ave chosen to locate in the most underserved
irgely poo highly rural communities with few heaLi, 'e-
;ourcescipsignateC as high priority by the Federal. Govern m, t.

Wg are exatninil .7ays to improve this situation. We knc-,--
-'ou yourself and :bees of the committee have. expre-

In this re'r.: nd we hope to work with the C-
solutior

etwec 19r .c 171 the physician- population rat'
...%

--Ini ;7 3117- -Der"100,000. to 50 physicianS. per in,-
_____ ?hi.. compar-is with an increase- in .,t,io
"-.;n1 i:. . Der 100.nN; 4z.3 87 per 100,000 poputa._ :i in

. .
:,:iier rura -,:,.7- a: inc:.-?lse _n the ratio from.146, physicians
.7i. 100,00(' : 16,-. ---,:- z-ropoliz;Fin areas. In high poverty areas the

-. 'ffriscian-j: AD' -.-Io increased modestly from 68) physicians
.r- ` 000 .:.."1.. ;:hysic..ans per loo,opp population. '

or .1-1.:.--::-.L -1 Urban 'counties'', the problem is .ex'.:L:r..-2rbated
ma- : ;'' ianschoose not to accept medicaid.pc;tients; 22

:7-7-!-,- Of carer physicians have i no medicaid patients.
-.' - -: expectation that the*op'ortion.as 'well as tae

nt. - of ,-as.gbing to underserved areas will increase as
th. ri-_-;T:ly G ..s grows. Almost.14,000 physicians are adder : :!)
the : :,31 each t ": : , I

.. However, .,,i4gi,,,ate 'phyician-population ra_tioalave .increa..Jd
. m e than twice as fast in the ,1979's7 2.4 percent' annually21-"as Ln
t e 190's.--1 percent annuallyand, as I have...indicated. I:" Jil:':
rural and iz.00r. area; have. shown very small incres ..iat .

A! howgh very rur-il And p.obr counties have not .henefitesa' frOr
Icredis- ' fusion of physicians as yet,.24te-\pl n to monit:
ily fi:_:.:.. .:atterns. as the ,otal, supply oVphysi ians, dentist. -

_:her I: i.. -Ln professiOnals grows.' -.

-, Cony -_-ess. and the adminis
::-- rims_ listribution problem

___ . .._:.een taken to alleviate it. Th
nu:; een developed is the National
11-111i.__:ed scholarsh4t, Prograth, whic
.-rent ::linnneh ,

ation bave reeognized this ge,c,-
or. some years, and measure:"

most effective program whiC1
,health- Service Cos and, 47-1

provides a reliable- recall):

We are recommending the rcontini1ation of the .a t=nority_ .fe-
'theise prograrhs ,along with ovollinteer recruitment. -e were z

Arnaintainthe propOseor1981 scholarOlip,\leyels it NV 41 Le.ad to. al:
-expansion. in NHSC field trength. It wou d result in the lacen-rep-....:
of a total of.' roughly .9,60Q ia:ssignees: in udi physicians, nurs.-:
praCtitioneff.; physician assistants, dOntis re stered rnirses, and.

lathers by 1990. This plan assumes about, 300 service-cgmniittec
, practitioners and 2,300 vpluriteers.

I think it 'is important to. emeniber that ese :numbers are not
simply abstract statistics.. They repr ent ph [dans, dentistS and -

other health professionals actually, p &iding iigh quality health
care to people in need.

\117-
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This program. directly affeeta rili ij.,--- -- of' . millions o,people-4-people who not only leek (:.., ,.: dare- but whomay also often be poor, memhers'or 7, .)5 and living inmultiproblem areas: One cannot I: .;,L,;::::-,z---: : - - , rns,. its missionor its sprobleniS without an appr,,,,;Leir.lzr.. 91 . iman element.Many Stn es have developed,. t-ILeir: -s ':1( assistance andplacement programs' to improve t,:-_3 : ;.-:.,... . 7 :!:. I: health prOfes-. siorials in their States. The. plane:- _.7,y., -__.; -ement of these?,:. programs at the State level is often _ . .:.-e:.,:lvi, ,.We are. suggesting that the SeCre,L_ --., be tut: ;2d ta..ente,r intocooperative agreenienta witfi thosE, .rates tc -D'vick fOr closeraccord in the placement of Corps per.-- frank designatedshortage areas. This *ould target at Dro grail_ 'rard i6VroVingthe supply of health professionals in L..-:.criage are, i . t
In addition Ad the' Corp§ w6 v./wk. continue th program underwhich We repay a portion of a grF...auate's ethic tional loans inreturn for a commitment to. serve in a shortage ..re . Experiencehag' shown that an increasesi 'total supply of he` --h Ofessidnalsand improved financing of health care services ca.-.-..pot a one atfract, providers to underserved rural andinn -recL:. ',,Other problems found in these area--v-_. :: a1 isolation -andthe lack of..ctiltural and educational ;:r7.,-_--:..ze=:_i, are likely toaffect location choices 'as much as pote:: ta_L it: ',-.--,qs .7,re thereforeneed an rrangement to place phYsicie. c in t-:-.,,.....-. ,...- :as With thehope thitt many Will .remain. The Corn

\ provick., --3 with thatsystem., , , , , . P
Some of the needs in shortageateas can be me: b;-' L e services of.

nurse practitioners'and physician, assistants. For A-_-..,- reason, we .are proposingito Make, assistance in training for 'pow disciplines4 conditional, on a'colunitment for service M shortage =eas with, the- Same penalty for buy out at .09,ti the Corp:- ,.

'Anothej key Orogram f eeting' the staffing r.:,..s of health'manpower sho'rtage areas is the Area Health Edt,,,::ition Center
(AHEe) progranifYwhich provides for the enhancem 7-nt of healthprofebsions training opportunities- in areas remote frcm traditional

..-"..0i 'education centers. . , : -.The 21 AHEC programs .receiving Federal support -in fiseal year,1979 'Were operating of developing 39 regional centers serving over. 433 seunties in 22 States. Our initial evaluation indicates thatAUEC programs re effective in stimulhting better geographic dis- 7.irilyfition of prima care physicians. We would -coninti,e this pro-.., gram. , -" . ..
r f MINORITY AND.DIShiV4AGD PARTICIPATIO .

number of liValth professionals who cored from 'minority d disad-
%all)' r-. ,---- --).,-The'thlfcl significant imbalance is ti-re dispropOrtion tel trnall ,.

vantaded backgrounds. :Equity derma he correction bf his iiff-balance. The achievementof that equity/comes tboslOwly.
Blacke, Hispanics, and Native Americans comprise 18 percent of/he "`pc.pulation of the United States but only 7 percent- of the

pat 4 yearp.
physicuihs. First-year minority enroent in medical schools hasremained at about 9 percent for the

Also, individuals from low- income families continue to be Wider-\represented in health professions schools. In 19-77 the, entering'114tUdents in medical schools from families with incomes below

1 1 8
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$10,000k representedsa percent of all enterinwatudents. Fin. the
total U.S. papulation 27 percent of the familIs had incomes below ..,
$10,000. Three years earlier 8,4 percent of the students *'ere in this
income range, so-perhaps we have started a trend that is in a more
favorable direction. ,, ,

* The"barrierS or stud4nts from disadvantaged backgrounds in
enteringh,the4lealtharofesions are twofold. One is.financial access.

:Disadvatitaged studeN are likely to have fewer family resources
and to fac grealer difficulty in securing educational loans than
students filorn.Smore advantaged families.- Ab8ther obstacle is inad-

--1, equa`Vp, preparation for professional training, especially* in the sci-.
ences. This affect; entry into health professions school-as well as

4N,,..,.0retention. e,

. NWe recommend extension of the pcograms which foster participa-
t n;by jninority and disOvantaged students, The financial barrier
is partiallyoverconie by the,grant of the scholarship for .exception-

f ally financially needy in the 'first year of training With no service
commitments required, for that 1 yekr of training. /

This affords-the student the opportunity to eipbark on, a difficult :
first year -bef professional-:stkidy unfettered by ii`nmediate financial

l worries. He or she cilii then decide alter the rfrst successful year,
i.loan,

Whether* to seek a National HeaIth(Service Corps scholarship or a \. .
1 N.

We rely.;. primarily -on the disadvantaged ea-sista/lee authority in
.' the current, health professions education statute tvp,help bring more
g"4" minority candidates into the professions. The health careers oppor-

tunity program operated under this authority'allows us to increase
the size of the minority applica ,pool and to help-,entering stu-
dents'Opecome better prepared' to succeed in the professional

. -

schools. t,

We have found thiiWvei the last 9 years the Ekerage percent of
minority students enrolled ..in the first, year wa ,9.3 percent in
those,. nonminority .scbbols which received gra under .this pro-

) gra til compared with 6.8 percent for schools ich did not .receie
grants.

We'believe that ,legislative authority ".which we have re'cluest-.
,**ect will enable qsto s'pongor improved progqms to increase minorL

itparticipation..

SPECIAL .PROJECTS.OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE

,-The Federal Government and the'educatiOnal institutions have
joined in creative endeavors to improve the Preparation- of.person-
nel for health care services. SPeciaPproject funding has .supported
innovative activities such as curriculum experimentation - an4 de--
veloppent of newer' modes for delivery of services.
" We re seeking continuation of speeialproject authorities. It will
permit us to fund public health training, programs to redirect
nurse training toward priority nations eeds, projects to improve
preparation for service to high-risk. gro such as t elderly,
children, and pregnant vu then, and other special project, nation-
al significance.

I 1 9
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he maldistribution Of our Nation's health care pers,onnel whichI have described is set in'a larger context which is unique in recenthistory: a rapidly growing and adequat,e supply, of physicians andother professionals. Over the last 20 Srears the number of activephysicians in the United States increased from 251,904 to 44110-0;The ratio went from 1 physician per 692 people in 1960 o lAphysician per 510 people in 1979. The ratio of physiCians to popuja-
7--

tion 'increased ,liy. mare than .34 percent in the- last two decades.This is an unprecedented rate of growth in our country's'hist,Ory. Itis a clear,result of national policy, progiam, and funding:I might say, Mr. Chairman, it is , also. a great tribute to the,educational institution of this, country, which responded.so 'effec-tively and so dramatically to the expression of need of the Ameri-"can people and to the concerns orthe Congress. ./ Nearly 20 years ago there was a recognition of a sorious doctorshortage, which led to, Federal' programs to aid hr building andexpanding medical, nursing, and other health professions schools.Those programs succeeded and there is now in place and-function-ing a capacity to train a supply of professi nals which we antici- 'pate will be adequate to meet and exce our requirements.Estimates of need for physic' ns in ff rapge from 444;000 to574,000, or '180to 239 physici ns per 00,000 population. Wi ce--'projected-supply of 598;000 p ysicians,, there would, be be eon24,000 and .154,000 physicians above the estimated need.. ,in 1990 the supply, of dent' ts, pharmacists, and iveterina .ans '.may very well exceed requirements . f .. \The ratio of -physicians, to population is expected to increase by2.4 percent between 1979 and 1990. -.

You have no doubt recognized that r have disetissedthe nursingprofession in the same context as I.have discUssed the othfr healthprofessions7.--that is, the identification of (major irribitlances and ,-, legislative authority to deal with' those imbalantes-We believe that, the cqiptinued training of nurse practitioners is critical to progress .in mating the'prirdarycare needs of the poulation, e &hilly the"9rural population:.. 411 - .
- ,The total nuinhei Orregistered mirses has increased fi m 504,00in 19604t1,100,000 in 1979: This' has largely resulted from oursuccess in'building'.the training capacity. Given, current healthfinancing policies and utiliiation trends,. We estkina fin. 1985 that ..the -projected total supply -of, ii-egistered nu'rseg Will b in. balance'' with requirements.

, , , , - ,I :Smile hospitals will'ekperience difficulty in recruiting for theirfs, but Federal subsidies to ''expand theogregate supply are nonomical solutions tthat problem." .1-1;, - 0 . .:Cffe achievement -Of a general balance between supply and, re-quirements fOr health professions was recogrded.,-4 years ago.; *henthe Health Professibns Act was last amended in a major 'review.We 'reaffirm it now; it is` in. accord with th current reality.. We'lieve that no proVisions shoUld be enacted 'which would encour-e expansion of the' training. capacity for health profesSionard.We therefoi.e recommend th terminatiOn of-grants fornonstruc-don of teaching, facilities,' s artup assistance and capitationAirewould retain authority for fthort -term' financial distress a&istance
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to needy health profession and nurse training institutions,`includ-
ing those with high proportions ,of minority students. These grants
would beavailable`to promote fiscal stability and to make manage-

, ment improvements.' .

entry. In general we favor continued restriction on the entry of foreign
medical graduates (FMG). However, we recognize that-soma hospi-
lals,' heavily dependent upon FMG's,.may requir4 additional time
to adjust to the limitation 9n FMq's imposed by the Health Profes-

, sions Educational Assistance.Act of 1976, and 'we therefore recom-
mend continuation of authority for waivers for areas where' limits
on'FMG's would cause substantial disruption.,

,. ,,,, cocwsioN -

,1

1/4 1
P
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Mr. Chairman, I have attempted t d outline the cou'rse Sf Federal

activities whi h the administratton Believes iunost likely tO-lead to-,
a better balan e in the Nation's valuable resdIrce of health'person-
nel. The norm 1 unctioning of the country's St atk-and private
educationg,1 sys m. will, we believe, 'produce the aggregate supply
we peed. f 8 0 t ° °

If can take steps to'correct the imnalances of personnel od
--simultaneously act on the programs to cor ct the other ealth

care deficiencies which the President has idea tified--ex,pa sion of
primary care delivery programs nd broadeni g the financing base
as proPosed in the' national he 1th planwe will"put in place -a
well-balanced progrm 9 Otect and improve th health of the,__ ig.

people. -We can dot his hou ndue Federa CoMl nce..Wrare
,

eager to work'cooperativelY with you tow se end .' /
% . Mr. Chairmah, ,mv colleagues and I stall ready to respond to
,' questions. - . i ,y

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank- you very much, Doctor. I apprec to your
testimony. I am 'concerned that, while we agree on the bas rob-
le areasprimary care, underserved areas and disadvantaged

. students4we may disagree on the proper
I am especially concerned that you suggest Y modest Federal

activities are necessary. The prOblernA you enumerate are certainly
important, suspect they are unlikely to be resolved on their own,
so that a. tefully targeted -but substantial Federal effort would
stiVbe ne sary. -

, f wanted) to 'e.sk you, first of all, about the area of primary care.
Why don't we now train more primary care physicians and w t
are the incentives in our current training. program so we ca
produce more primary care physicians?

Dr. RICHMOND. Mr. Chairman, I think you have put your finger
on a very important problem, and I dealt -with it all too briefly in
my testimony. There was a historical trend in this country which
was part of the greatness of our medical, health professional educa-
tional system, a trend toward increasing sfiecialization, which all of
our institutions and our prOfessional associatrons tended .to em-
brace. . .

Over time, as our biomedical research contributions increased
and as our population came to recognize that there were some
benefits that accrued from specialization and indeed from subspe-
cialiiation, there was a,tendeficy for the educational institutions to

-focus on these developfnents and for students and trainees to ern-
,
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brace these developments and to move 'into the specialties. And, asI indicated in my testimony, in somewhat subtle ways we probablymoved too far.
One of the reasons why I say that cautiously is that I come backto the fact that specialization and subspecialization have b-,asso-ciated witTh improved medical care to a very considerable extent..What' we have been trying :to do in the past decade is to arrive, atan appropriate balance and an allocation of resources to, best serve $the needs of Our people.
WY and large, we think we have gone'down .he road, toviiatd,specialization and subspecialization as Jar is fdfictional;.ond,,indeed beyond it. So we are trYing.td redress that circumstancMid:'to strike a balance.
Mr. WAXMAN. Is tkere any organiZatioA, public or private, 9iiit t ;now looks at the overall balance of graduate training, programs andhysicians?
Dr. RICHMOND. Many of the profeasitinal assdciatiOhs -represent-ing the various disciplines and educationsl programs- in the Health,professions have clOne so. I think it Is important to note that,theInstitute of Medicine' has,' in some 'df its stadies; addressed thisproblem. And then we have.the. Graduate. Medical Education Na-Itional Advisory Committee, which is taking a very syste _made lookand ,probably, I think,. the. most detailed took at th:ValFocation.I think you. will recoggnnize, Mr. Chairman, that when . we' talkabout appropriate nuin of-specialists, we do at some points getinto areas of judgm t. And, as I have obs-erved; I can't help butadmire the systematic d detailed way thii- the Graduate. MedicalEducation National Ad ory Committee,, : approaching ita'twork.We anticipate.they will e reporting very ortly; they axe nearingthe conclusion of their pork. I think-14h t report will be 'very"helpful. ,

Mr. -WAXMAN. What Would you thint_ of the idea or thatGMENAC serving the role, of consulting with the private' 'sector'about improvements in the balance of training rirogfams?
Dr. RICHMOND. I think thkit after their report has been developedit .11. become important for' the,Congress to look at that° reportthe directions it points to. It will be, I think, useful for those ofhs in the executive branch, 'as well as all of the professional andinstitutional membership organizations to do that as well.So1. know me will be Idoking very, very carefully at how Orie,uproceeds tq act on the recommendations 'that they will make. Wecertainly will evaluate those recommendations.. tsiMr. WAXMAN. We' all look forward to the recommendations, but

my question to you was: 'What would your impression of keepingthe GME Committee in existence and assigning to it the role of .consulting with thie private sector about improvements in the bal-ance pf training programs',
. -Dr. RICHMOND. I think that could be a iuSeful role for that com-mittee. I think your earlier question- suggested involving, the insti-tutional membeyslup organizations and professional association as -well. I think that woujd be additionally valuable.

Mr. WAXMAN. What .have you done v#th respect, to the reim-hursenient system? I underStand that studies show doctors earnmore in well-supplied areas than in rural or inner-city areas, so.,
1 22
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our reimbursement system rather , discourages distribution geo-
graphically. Have you made proposals to change the reimburse-
ment system or do you have any suggestion's for: us to change it?

Dr. RiciimoND. I think that in an open society like ours, it is:Of
cqurse,"difficult to change patterns of reimbursement quickly; but
w,e have, in consultation with the Health Care Financing A,dminis-
tration, asked them to look at ways by which rural practitioners,
for example, would be reimbursed at rates that are not unfavOrable
compared to those who practioe in urban areas.

There has been a tendency,for even publicly funded reimburse-
nient,progimms to have the kind of discriminatory differential. We
aThq tynk the approach of health maintenance organizations,

.s\ whiakwe have been emphasizing, is another effort to move in the
directiOn of more equitable distribution. ..

Certainly tWe Rural Heakth,Clinic Act, which made it feasible for
the rural h th clinics to collect fees for service of nurse practi-
tioners and physician assistants, is a step in that direction as well.
So we do haite a number of developments under way that. I think
will be helpfa-in this connection.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you think that if we would \reimbur§e-providers
to go to underserved areas at a highei Tate, that would be more
attractive for physicians and other providers to go to these areas?

Dr. RICHMOND. We'ace not certain, unless one gets those differen-
tials up very high; that that would necessarily work. There are just
so many other aspects of how people*like to live and where they
like to live that create problems.

However, the program that Dr. Martin directs in the Bureau of
Community Health Services has made it possible to reimburse
physicians who go into rural areas. It, also makes it possible for us
to provide more attractive Tactite opportunities and continuity of
care opportunities-so that, f sotge physicians leave those centers,
we have new nes coming into centers.' Thus we are trying to
institutionalize patterns of practice in difficult-to-serve areas:

Mr. WAxmAN. I want to ask some questions about geographical,
distribution. But before I get to that, we were talking about prima-
ry care physicians and I would like to hear your-definition of
primary care physicians.
r Dr. RICHMOND. I would define a primary care _physician as,..4t
person who,js based in a community who provides first contact to
the medical care system, who is interested in comprehensive care
and who provides linkage& from that primary care setting to the
recondary and tertiary Medical care facilitiesin other words; con-
sultation with the secondary care System and tertiary care system
as patients present problems which are beAnd his degree of spe-
cialization and competence.

Mr. WAXMAIsr. Would you include, in primary care, elements of
continuity, psychologic support and prevention?

Dr. RICHMOND. Yes; those are the things I would put under my
term of comprehensive.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Martin, what do we know about the supply of
physicians in rural and inner-city areas?

Dr. MARTIN. There is a great deal of information that has been
discussed recently, much of which has been developed by' Dr..-
Foley's agency, HRA. I think the observations which Dr. Richmond

.1.?3



clearly discussed reg rding the differential gains over the last 10years, are importantssssues.
While there is clearly a -significant increase of physicians ingeneral, we have seen no increase in those areas which are.thepoorest served and often in many of these areas we have seen. asubstantial decrease in physicians available. That is particulai-lytrue in the worst inner-city _areas. There are, for example, parts ofHarlem,- parts of the south Bronx, parts of other urban citiesChicago, Los Angeleswhere there is a substantial out-migrationof physicians. A study done in Chicago recently; for example,.showed that the overall numbers showed no increase whatsoever.As I indicated, Dr. Foley's agency hai done numerous studies onthis, and I might defer to Dr. Foley to add or expand on myremarks.

Mr. WAXMAN. What about the trends. Are we seeing more youngphysicians going into 'the really underserved rural and inner-city,areas?
Dr. MARTIN. I think there are two important trendS. I thinkmany of us, particularly;young physicians, like to believe that thelast twO,generations' of young physicians not only went into thoseshortage areas but they saw patients who were the most desperate-ly in need of care.
A number' of studies have shown clearly that the proportion ofthose two generations of physicians going into those is strik-ingly less than three or four generations ago, and publishedstudy by Dr. Madison, for example, has shown that generally theygo in to practice with four or five other physicians.'It is unfortunate but I think it is a fair statement that the lasttwo generations of these trained physicians whom we are talkingabout generally are not on their own going into the isolated ruralareas as did their predecessors nor 'certainly into the inner cities.Now, the exception is when there are organized programs like-the' community health center program or the Indian Health Serv-ice. About two-thirds of the people eligible and receiving loan re-.payment, for example, in shortage areas are employed through the.NHSC and the IHS and only about one-third are in private prac-tice.

I think what is of most concern to us, in the communities vbe arelooking at is the proportion of young physicians accepting medicaidassignrrfent. The difference, for example, between practitioners inthe last decade accepting medicaid assignment and three decadesago is substantial.' Basically in three States where an in-depthstudy was done, only one - third' to one-fourth as many of the newgraduates were taking medicaid assignments, as were the olderphysicians who were well established in those communities.The impact, of course, of both of these factors is that, in spite ofour reluctance to want to believe ill of the generation of physicianswe represent, there is a serious problem for the future if, thepresent trend continues. And -there is certainly no evidence toindicate that there: is going to be a substantial change in that.Mr. WAXMAN.* In our bill H.R. 6802, we propose that the Nation-al Health Service Corps assign practitioners to public' and privateorganizations that agree to employ these individuals. Is this a
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reasonable, approach and would there be administrative difficulties
with this? j

Dr. MARTIN. I think the program feeks that it is a reasonable
approach,i partly because there has be an effort in the last 2
years by the Public Health Service to interpret the present -piivate
practice option broadly and because we age proposing in am-admin-
istration /bill to modify, and extend the private practice option.

Implicit. in the previous statute was the implication that it was
compatible with the intent of the statute for individuals to seek to
go into 1 shortage areas on a- salaried basis and work in group
practicT in high priority areas.. And this certainly was a priority
for the efforts that we were beginning to make in the program.

The administrative difficulties, I think, largely will arise otit of
possible specifics in the committee's proposal. We are looking at
those in some detail and the. Department will be responding to
those, II think, in the 'context of a response to the broader issues
within .,the bill.

Dr. RICHMOND. I think, Mr. Chairman, if I might interject here,
that we are concerned that these physicians not be drawn into
preddminantly athninistrative posts, which certainly with some of
the Dublic agencies could be a tendency. Our major effort is to try
to get these physicians into primary care settings, which we define
as having the greatest need.

Mi. WAXMAN. Could that be handled;administratively?
Di. RICHMOND. It is suggested that we keep monitoring this and

trying to minimize that trend.
Mr. WAXMAN.. Do you see any other administrative problems?
Dr. RICHMOND. No; I think this is a matter largely of making

certain that, regardless of the auspices under which the people
work, they are serving in the areas of greatest need.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Richmond, I would like to know your evalua-
tion of our existing disadvantaged programs as to whether to 3, are
a equately targeted. What about the mix betwe&I or com-
a nity groups and school§? I understand that s. e people suggest
t at a larger sh'are of the money go to the sc ois. I am interested

your impression.
Dr. RICHMOND. .I wonder if I might ask Dr. oley to make some

comments on this, and I might elaborate, too.
Dr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman, we have seen a profusion of groups
ho have applied for funds under the 'disadvantaged assistance
rogram. Many of them are doing quite well in terms of recruiting

and retention, particularly in the recruitment of minorities into
heir- schools.
But our concern is that the institution itselfthat is, the medical

school or the particular health profession school that the minor-
ities are being recruited forneeds to feel a sense of ownership
and poisession about the recruitment activity. --

So we have recommended that in the future the funds under this
programalthough continuing to go in parts to private nonprofit
groupS would go largely to institutions so the institutions them-
selves would, on an ongoing basis, recruit and retain minorities in
the health profession schools.

Our expectation would be that at a' certain point in time we
would no longer need to continue such activity each year nor

?5
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request funds from the Congress: I think that we are looking,"-- howsker, Or- perhaps a 5- to -10-year 'period to try. to get thoseinstitutions really' to move in a fairly aggressiVe way more thanthey have so far.

I think the data we shared with you today shows that, in those ,schools" which are not minority-doininated now, we have seen an: 7,1increase by funneling students into those schooLS in contrast. tothose' schools which did not have at program. That is why werecommended targeting of our funds. in. this program to the healthprofessions institutions themselves. .../
.Mr. AXMAN. What private' nonprofit groups have funds fordisadv ged student recruitment?

.Di. FOLEY. We have seen various organizations in the Hispanic,community and the black community as" well as the Native Ameri,can community receive funds and then go out and try to reach,through their organization& young students who would be basicallycandidates for the health professidns. . . .We think:tha that has reached a point where.we,hasically.havebeen saturatin quite well through ;that structure, kut now need toturn the fun more in the direction of tho-Anstitittions I have '
E

a 0 . :.mentioned e ier.
,,,Mr. WAXMAN. What kind of Monitoring do yOu''do of those pri-vate nonprofit groups_ that receive money? -
°Dr. FOLEY. We have, through ,the Office of Health. ResourcesOpportunitywhich is in-the Health Resources Administration. We -have a very active program to check on. projects 14 Olis:patsTseatwe have found, through a- cornbinatione.of inspections by thefor General's Office, our own, regional-office, And my. central office,a particular case in _which we felt that ft lids were not being.appropriately spent. - F:

We closed out the, grant' to that particitar community, group.' .because we felt the program, was -mdt approPriately supported byFederal funds and tndid not eer the .purposes 'oe, objectives -for-which the grant was made.
'1"`"
5)Mr. WAXMAN. Where was that? .

0 DDr. FOLEY. Kansas City;. Mo. ?)
5-4 -Mr. WAxmArt. So you think the bulk'of the .money ought to go. tothe institutions. And what.do you fore§gO the institutions, doingwith the money? ,

Dr. FOLEY. In some of the instrtuponsAn pmticlxlar schools"3.1r.the Northeasta prograni is of a rernedial,d,Oure Dn §asic sciences; ;54;;;for example, related --tti,either. medicine or ,osteopathy; We havesseen some_positive ,results, Particklarly with those schools 1/1-t,j4conduct summer piogramb, in, which. undergraduate college stti-a_dents, or in some canes :even high school students in ,thejr foarthyear, are brought in and e*posed, to the; basic sciences.. These'remedial programs Prepare the stbdents to take ekaminatiols to gointo medical oschooI and into other ,,health professions .sthooli /aswell. .

We think thar'sach prb ms: abetter tartdiuSe of. the.funds and result the th prbfesSional school develdning aVin,
sense that they tan f d 'recruit. and retain minorities.In one particular 'n the Sotithwestkstudentsfrdm minority -backgrounds w.ho- eady in the medical schobl.feceived ape-

x.26
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dal remedial training in the course of the year, not only in the 9
months but in the 3 summer months as well. These students'
success rate in medical school was much higher affltn that of minor-
ities in other schools in the same locale.

Mr. WAXMAN. What new programs do you think we might try to
improve -the number of disadvantaged students' going into the
health professions?

Dr. FOLEY. What programs?
Mr. WAXMAN. Do you have any idea of new programs or, aside

from giving the money to the institutions, are you satisfied with
the existing programs?

Dr. FOLEY. I think, a major challenge perhaps not only in this
area but in other areas, is to improve the public school systems in
this country and somistof the public university and community
college systems in which we are seeing lately a regression of the
kind of progress we saw in the fifties and sixties and perhaps even
in the early seventies, such that minorities arenot doing as well in
their entrance examinations for either college or graduate types of
educational programs. 0

I think we need to look at the quality of that education .because
we are oftentimes talking about the basic science curriculum of the
secondary school System as well as the undergraduate level and the'
exposure of minority populations to those systems. .-

I think the challenge is to focus on needs in the seconylary school,/
systems, the undergraduate school systems, and the Vommunity
colleges..

Mr. WAX;VIAN. Every time I asked about disadvantaged students,
you responded by talking about minority students. Do we have
economic disadvantage as the criterion for taking advantage of the
money under this program or is it solely whegier they come from a
group you would characterize as minority aside from whether they
have economic disadvantage?

Dr. FOLEY. We include non 'moray populations, although to be
candid, I think the record d s show that in the last couple of years
the program has reached o t more to minorities than to nonminor-
ities. We have a report from the GAO to that effect and we will be
in the process of correcting any imbalance in program emphasis.

there is no question that low-income populations of Anglo back-
ground or nonminority background in this country have some. of
the same legiqmate concerns as the minority populations. There
are areas of the rural Rocky Mountain region and certainly Appa-
lchia with populations needing exposure in terms a basic curricu-,

,
xp

m so that they can enter into the health professions.
Currently, we do have some programs in the Appalachian region

which reach out to low-income, econorklically disadvantaged non-
minority populations, and we will continue that work.'

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Foley, I know you runithe substantial disrup- .

tion waiver program. How does that work?
. Dr. FOLEY. We have conducted the program in the past 11/2 years

in crrieration with the immigration authority, and we have run it
rather tightly. Congress in 1976 indicated to us that there must be
substantial disruption of health care service for a 'waiver to be
granted for certain foreign medical graduate students coming to.
this country for graduate medical ecilucation.

.127
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graduates corning into the country. In this past year, the Substan-
tial Disruption Waiver Review Board, has grajited 300 waivers; 334
were requested; we turned down 34.

The waivers primarily are
and

in the New York City
health and hospital systems and iri\ the private hospitals there andjn New Jersey.

These foreign physicians are separate from the foreign gr ates
who qualify for entry through the visa qualifying exam ion.That is a separate program.

In terms of the substantial disruptioh wai_v authority, we have
run it very tightly. When we grant a waiv to a specific hospital
to accept this type of physician,. we require hat the hospital show
improvement in-the next year, that they no longer have as great a
dependency, if any at all, as in the Previous year.

So, in the case of the New York City health and hospital 'systemand the private ospitals in l w York State and New Jersey, wehave told them at, if they come, back next year requesting the
same or a higher umber of foreign physicians they will be twined
down. In fact, we have turned down several hospitals in that partof the country as well as in other parts of the country.

I think the amazing aspect of this is that there have been only
330 requests. I think the intent of Congress is being met. I think
that many of the hospitals in the large urban centers are reducing
their dependency, particularly in the areas of 'Chicago,' Cleveland,
and. Boston. We are showing progress, and we want to continue
thatprogress.'

Mr. WAXMAN. So those posts which- were previously, held by
FMG's are now being;held by U.S.' medical graduates?

Dr. FOLEY. That is correct.
Mr. WAXMAN. What experience you see, for program if the

waiver period is extended for 3 years, as 'the-administration pro-
poses?

Dr, FOLEY., We see a gradual reljuction of dtipendency by the
hospitals to which we have currently granted the waivers.Our
concern has been in the New York City area where, when Congress
passed the act, foreign medical graduates, represented in some
cases 95 percent of the house staff in the specialties of radiology;
anesthesiology, psychiatry, and child mental health services.

While we have seen some progress, we expect to see over the
next 4 to 5 years a further reduction of that dependency since we,
have the criterion that unless the hospitals reduce the number of
foreign graduates they-are using each year, we will not grant them
a waiver. We think the progress will be there.

But, at the same time, if we were to just simply stop the waivers
completely as the law expires, those hospitals in Nvw York and in
New. Jersey would not have the needed health care services, and
there would be disruption.

I think I should add that we have reached out to New York State,in regard to the eight or nine medical schools in the New York
City area, suggesting strongly that New York State itself has a
responsibility, since it is putting go much funding into those medi-cal schools, to try to encourage the deans and others to encourage

63-494. 0 - 00 -9
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Air students to `practice i I the hospitals in the New Y,ork City
and NeW Jersey areas,and ini Connecticut.

Mr. WAXMAN. In light of the fact that,a medicarstudent can look
to an income above the Orage in tips country, dot you think
unsubsidized market rate- 4oans-might be an appropriate approach
tothe" support of healtkprolissions students, particularly the medi-
cal-students?'

Dr. FOLEY. We do, Mr. Chairman. We estimate today that the
average family. of four has an income of approximately $20,000. Fon,
physicians who come into practice toddy who do not go into rural
areas in the United States, the average income is $60,000 plus. And
we expett that this income is going to increase, as it 114 over .the
last 5 years. I -

The-lie is no question, wel think; that physimians can incur an
indebtedness during their 7 Srears of training and pay it back fr
th; net income that they will receive in their first year and the

.subsequent 15 years.
We estimate that the average bite into a physician's income in

the first year would range anywhere from,8 to 10 percent, depend-
ing upon the part of the. country in which he-.or she would be
practicing.

Now, we do recognize that physicians who go into rural areas,
4nd into underserved -inner-city areas would not receive income as

/high as that of, physicians in other areas..:That is why we have
recornme.nded scholarship programs' that hre a service require -.-.
ment.,

We .also recognize that there will be further difficulty for these
physicians. In regard to -what you have asked uS, we are consider-
ing reimbursement changes. I expect -that in the near future the
Department, after some consideration, will come back with so e
recommendations to the committee and to the tither committees'in
the Congress. The reimbursement question is critical in this case,
particularly for rural areas and underserved areas.

Mr. WAxmAN. Do you .think an unsubsidized market -rate loan
would be the approach 'satisfactory for the education of other
!iv al th professionals? .

Dr. FOLEY. Not for nursing. There we see the programs in the
Departmentof Educationthe National Student,Defense Loan pro-
gram, the guaranteed student loan program, and the basic opportu-
nity grant programas being used by the nurses at the undergrad-
uate level.

. There is no question that to suggest nurses could absorb a tre-
mendous amount of 'loan indebtedness, given the payment they
receive after graduation, would be unrealistic. We have pushed
very strongly for la further opening to nurses of the programs
under the new DeOrtment of Education.

Also although the incomes of dentists are not as high as physi-
cians' incomes,. they are fairly high. We feel that dental students
can incur the-kind of indebtedness we have suggested.

In regard to other, areas, pharmacy students are basically under-
graduate students who can bb aided under the Department of
Education's programs. We do ecognize th t students who go on for
another yerar or two in clini 1 pharma y may have to seek out
other funding.
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Mr. CARTED. Mr. Chairman, if the distinguished gentleman would
yield on that, according to a study of the, health educational assist-
ance loan program, the so-c.5.11ed HEAL program, a Medical student
borrowing $8,000 a year at 12 percent interest *ould ha'e to repay
a total pt.$ ;10,00.0 or. $822 a month for 15 years stirting 3 years
after .graduation to order to liquidate the debt.

, That is, a tremendous amount of money for afiyone to have' to-
pay,backras I see it. And with-the interest rates going up as they,
are today, the repayment total is likely to go even higher. Thank
you; Mr. Chairman, for yielding.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank yeu, pr. Carter..
Dr. Foley or Dr. Richmond, what does the administration prose

to do about the HEAL prograni? Do you propose to locate it in the
Education Department or keep it ere it is? . .

Dti'cOLEY. We-expect it to come" ack the Department and to
be under the admin ation of the Public HealthService and the

-Health, Resources Ad inistration. We'are in the process of negbti-,ating now for staff t return to run that program and expect that'
this issue will be res ved in the near future.

There is some qu tion of whether the program will come back to .the' agency as 4di t program or whether it will come back on a
reimbursable 13/as. , as with the HUD 242 program. The Depart- ,
ment will be consulting 'with the committee as well as with others',
about tat in the future. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. Please keep in consideration during your negotia-
tions th6 fact that I offered an amendment to the/Department. of
Education bill which specifically -would exClnd& the health pro-

..(-- grams from the Department of tducation. We felt, and tile Con-
gress agreed, that those programs appropriately betng *HEW
and not in the Department of Education.

What about students from low-incorne background? Does the cur-
rent exceptional financing need prograin meet their needs?

0. Dr. F(.E11. We feel- that it does. We think that it allois the
student to have 1 year of 'experience in the health professiOns
school, particularly in medicine, and then provides,the opportunityfor that person to search, for other funds after the first year. We
hink the program is an excellent feeder program foi- students from
w-income and disadvantaged populations, into our health-profes-
ons schools.
Mr. WAXMAN.' Dr. Richmond,4 know that you are interested in

s rengthening our prevention programs. What about support for
schools of -public health? Are you really sure they, can get along
without some Federal assistance? ,

Dr. RICHMOND. No; I think this is one of the areas' in which we
have suggested some continued assistance. We do feel thAt, injthe
light of our 'expanding programs in prevention and our great need
for people who are trained in epidemiology and toxicology, we still
need to enhance the capacity of those institutions to turn out such
personnel. They are in very short supply. Se we would' propose
continuation of support for those schools.

Mr. WAXMAN. The last ,authorization of the Nurse Training Act
required HEW to arrange with the Nationaj Academy to study
nursing\ shortages and Federal programs to end them. The prelimi-
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nary 6-Month report is td come to -us by the end of April. Can we
expect that report,on time?

Dr. FOLEy. This April, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. WAxmAN. That is the provision in the law. .e'
Dr. FOLEy-The answer is no, and-the reason is as follows: Con-

gress passedAlae act rather late in the last session. We, have,
consistent with the congressional intent, m ved rather aggressively
with

are
Institute of Medicine. We have signed an 'agreement, and

we are now in the process of orking wit
The difficulty we have is at there no line-item in the

appropriation for, that report in the, last session of CongressWe
went .baccy to the Appropriaons Committees to ask for a repro- '
graming in a particular linatt pay jr- the stilAy-with the Institute
of Medicine. That reprOgraming wasjejected b'y,t1I-reAwiropriationg-
Committees in the Senate and the House...We Ivirl be'going back to..them with another request. \ . iWe will be looking at the \1- percent evaluation funds under our
program- in the Department to pay for the study. The practical
Kesult of those steps, we, believe, is that, the -Institute of Medicine
Will provide us a report the first week of November of this year,
whith we would forward to the Congress.

4 of edict will continue the study over the next 24 months and

It will more than just, a planning report; it will be a progreSs
report. o the" key issues, in the area of nursing. Then the Institute

c e in with a final report. .

So while we are. not going, to meet the specific, time frame set in
the conference report or in your discussion last /Year, both because
of the lateness of the paRsage and signing of the act and the

N. question of where we are going to get the funds to do the study we
have now worked those problems out and we are moving ahead.

Mr. WAXMAN. Just for the record, e bill was passed in Septem-
ber and the time %yes 6 months thereafter., So the lateness of
passing the act and having it si ed really should not have li!mi
any bearing. The 6 months didn't r until it-was passed. -' rDr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman, it is also the reprograming of the
money. You directed us to follow through on this and, when we

,..,,ere looking for a fairly sizable sum of money to pe form this
,tudy appropriazely with the Institute of Medicine, w had to go

' \ _broad) the appropriations process. .

Our flist suggestion for funding was reje ed for reasons that are
n the record, and we are, therefore, going ack to the Department

to ask to use the 1-penCent evaluation funds. OM is not part of the
Department's staff. We have to pay them for 'their activities, and .
funds had to come frprn the Health Resources Administration's .

budget within the Public Health Service. ,

Mr. WAxmXN. The administration proposal is predicated upon an
estimate of adequate nursing personnel through 1985. The report
might indicate otherwise but I have omer 1,200 news clippings all
ttaken within the last 6 months from newspapers in 40 States which
all point to significant local shortages of staff nurses. Would you
tell us the date and §ource of Your statistics and how you arrived
at the estimate?

Dr. FOLEY. Mr. Chairman, in cooperation with the various nurs- .
ing dssociations, particularly the League of Nursing and others, we

them.
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/have been, 'sharing' the same datNfor the last,7 years. There was a,
survey done with the base. year * 1972 and updated there
The latest data we-lkave are for' 1/977, lid that is the year we are
now. using. That, I believe, is 92e year which ,most oof the asseci-.
ations are using as well. Sy we are using the same datatsourcei

I think the, -question that has arisen is the question of the vacan-
cies viithin the hotitals ,rather than the aggregate number of

-nurses.
Mr. WAXMAN. The Division of Nursing reports that there are

111,000 nurses graduating each year and that 99 percent find jobs.
The division also reports that there is an annual net loss of only 1
Percent of the work force. How do you reconcile this high place-
ment and employ,nent rate with the Eazct there are not enough
nurses?

Dr. FoLtv. 'Ware looking at tworlevelE of nursing, both the RN's
and the LPN's, the licensed practical nurses. Our projections
c`Ste that with the capacity: we have built at the undergradte
level, particularly at the AA' evel as, well as the 4-year undergrad-
uate levpl, we are producing sufficipnt numbers of RN's. We also
have those persons -who-dre doming bill of the community colleges
in -the licensed ,praqical-nursing, program.

We 'do recognize that we hive vacancies within th,e hospitals,
Our Position has ,been that the hospitals themselves need to ,ad-
dress the matter of incentives, the ia.F )ns why nurses are not
staying within the 'work force within th,:se hose also, the pay
leVel needs to be considered by the hosp-tal adr_Ir_.:.,:t.ators 4 well
as themoraie factors that the nurses are being expo to.

We do recognize that there is a se is vacancy rate in some'
-hospita s, but we think the incentive systen within t-_ose hospitals
needs to e im.proved.to correct'that ii balance.

Mr. .W MAN. How, much was-zu fr,om the nur..-ailg loans and
scholarshi s in fiscal year 19791? 2.

Dr. 'FoLEv. Mr.',Chaivman, the budget ,for scholarships in 1979
was $9 million. glie loans would be $13,530,000.

123

f. Mr. WAXMAN. Do you tink that relates to the drop in enroll-
Tnients in nursing schools by 3,000 Students thiS year. the estimate
from ANA?

Dr. FOLEY. I think, candidly; we don't know at this point. We are
looking at that pretty carefully. We do t..:Ank.- that student support
needs to be available through the Department of Education and
that the officers in the colleges, including theNcommunity colleges,
where students need Support ought to avail thentselves of the funds
under those particular provisions.

Mr. WAxmm.i. Dr.. Carter.'
Mr. CATER. How much have you included in your ill fir finan-

k cial distregsgrants to tfediCal schools? , ti

Dr. FoLiv: For fiscal year 1980, $5 million, Dr. C er.
Mr. CARTER. $5 million? Do you think.:that ---
Dr. FOLEY. Excuse me. We also requested an additional

$2,400,000. the total is of $7,400,000.
Mr. CARTER. What was the total, please?

4Dr. FOLEY. $7,400,000...
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Mr. CARTER. I .thought it was a little more. Do you think that
would permit Meharry, Morehouse, and the other minority schools
to continue operations?

Dr. FOLEY. We think in those three cases of Meh rry, Tuskegee, k
and Xaviernot Morehotise-tthat we do have enoti funds to deal
with their requests at this point. Certainly in the e of Xavier /
and Tuskegee we do not see further difficulties. 'I t k in the case
of Meharry we do have.some concerns. ,.. .

Mr. CARTER. Are you concerned that there arednot e ough funds
for Meharry?

Dr., FOLEY. Ooncern reiterated by the National Advisory. Council
on Health Professions Education that with regard to whatever
funds go to Meharry there be appropriate management controls
and audit controls so that we know whether the funds that go
there'ar sufficient or insufficient. Dr. Carter, at this point we
don't kno

Mr. CAR I want to .tell- you that I have been in conference _

with several entlemen representing these different schools, and
My impression ter talking to them is that $7.4 million would not
be nearly enoug . So for that reason I introduded today a bill to
authorize $25 mi lion for financial distreRs grants. And even if this
proposal is appropriated to the full amount, I doubt teriously that
it will be enough. . <

Just as an. aside, J thought that I might tell you- about an
experience I had as an Appalachian do .cW.L.. FranklY, I am very
proud to be an Appalachian dcetor becausoPlike that area of the
country. I lik the hills, the mown *adows, the clear streams, and
the entrancin woods. I can't see why .people don't want to go
there. I have r ally enjoyed it. If I hAtl been made of steel, I ,would
have bt'en-there today. I am going back. .- r

"While I was there I had a rebsteked nurse who worked for me.
We had' an old gentlqinan .who had' arteriosclerotic gangrene of the
left leg and who refused, to go to the bospital-So we had to get into
what they call A canoe- and cross Big Sulfur Creek to go to his
house-13y the way, we rode across Big Sulfur in the canoe with
John Harris Harris, and. the. patient in question was Mr. Andrews.

It seerns;that Mr. 21.ndrews had divorc&his Wife and she was
then married to John Harris Harris, the man who rode us across
the Big Siilfur, if you follow me. And John Harris Harris ,had been
married to W. Andrews, ate daughter of Mr. AndreNys and Mrs.
Harris, who had been Mrs. Andrews: The present Mrs. Harris, who
was now married to Willie Hunter, was there, too. ,

Under local anesthesia we removed the left limb of Mr. Andress.
And,,you know, all, of those 4keople continued to live seemingly
happily ever after in that Hal five-room house on Sulfur Creek.

This is an authentic story a d, can be verified. I thought you
might be interested in that. Tat was just a little digression but
something that actually happened. I enjoyed it thoroughly. And,
you know, the old gentleman got along just famously. I was very
pleased at that even though his leg was removed on the kitchen
table. .

Returging now to our earlier discussion about loans, I was won- 1
dering, how students are going to cope with loans at such high
interest rates. I believe the prime rate is now 19 percent, yet you
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recommend that medical students borrow at that rate if it is neces-
sary, is.that correct?

Dr- FOLEY. I do not recommend that anybody -in this country,
.._ borrow. at 19 percent, Dr. Carter.

CARTER.Mr. ARTER. How are they going to medital school, then, i they '
need money?

Dr. FOLEY. When we made our projections, was assuming
either an 8-percent or 10-perdent inflation rate., When- the rate
starts getting up to 19 percent, we are seeing a. very difficult
situation.

Mr. CARTER. What is the prime rate at the present time?
Dr. FOLEY. The prinie rate 'today is' 19 percent.
Mr. CARTER. Now let us face facts. If a student chooses to go

medical school; that rate goes to only the best borrowei-s, doe it
not? ,

Dr. Fojxv. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. All right.. And instead of $8,000 a year if one goes

down here to Georgetown, the tuition would be very high. What is
the tuition there at the present time?

`Dr. FOLEY. The tuition is over $13,000. -

Mr. CARTER. $13,500 I believe. Instead of an annual cost of
$8,00p, you would project $13,500 over a period of 4 years and,
instead of Owing $140,000,' what do you project the Georgetown
graduate would owe then, under the HEAL program? I believe it
would be alinosttwiee as much, since the interest rate has doubled.

That is quite a large amount pf money, isn't it, for one to owe
even if he makes $60;000 v. year?

Dr. FOLEY. Dr. Carter, I would hope that we do not pass pro-
grams on the basis of our current inflation rate. I 'think you and
others are trying to bring itdoWn. It'is a very serious problem.
Take the student. who is going to go to Georgetown today. If his
tuition there .is $13,000 plus, I would. recommend that he move to
Texas, take up residence and go there for $600 and serve in some of
the underserved areas in that particular ate.

Mr. cARTER.I think so, but if you go school and have to
19-Percent interest, what are yotill charge going to be? Would the
charges have to increase? They'd have to go up, in order for stu-
dents to pay this debt.

Dr. F_ OLEY. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. What are you doing with that high interest rate?

You are firing the furnace of inflation right there, aren't you?
Dr. FOLEY. Doctor, we are 'trying to bring that inflationary rate

down with your help.
Mr. CARTER. Leave it to me and. I will do It today. I will bring it

down to 10 percent. As you know, the interest rate is determined by
the Director of tire Federal Reserve Bank. Currently he sets the
rates for loans at 13 percent for regular members and 16 percent
for frequent borrowers. Because most banks require a 2-percent,
margin, the actual rates would be either 15 percent for `the less-
frequent borrowers or 18 percent for the frequent borrowers, at
least that. Our larger banks would probably have to borrow at 19
percent.

The Only thing you' have to do, as Wrighr Patman from Texas
said, is to set the FeAral Reserve Board exchange rate. reasonably.
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I think Mr. Volcker could do that If he did, he would ease a lot of
pain in this country at the preserit.time, because there hays been an
increasing number of bankruptcies and an increasing nuMber of
small business failures. For young couples 'the vision of a home has
vanished into thin air with the economy as it is.

Yes, I want to help you control inflation and I want to help>dio
bring that interest rate down, not just for medical students but for-
everybody, and I believe it can be done.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. CARTER. I would be happy to.
Mr: DANNEMEYER. You know, there is another theory on w to

reduce interest rates, Dr. Carter, We in the C-origress ha v he
capacity to reduce interest rates in this country within 30 day by
at least 4 to 6 points. All we have to do is to exercise the political
discipline of cutting the fisCal year 180 budget by $40 to $60
billion. By so doing, the Federal Goverent would not be borrow-
ing the funds to cover the current deficit which would reduce the
pressure on the credit markets, which .in turn would drive down
interest rates for everybody in this country. .

The Congress of the United States is the agency responsible fo?
the high interest rate, not the Federal ReserveBoard.

Mr. CARTER. You know I hate to disagrogjrith you, but I think
you are entirely wrong. Usually you are very articulate but in this
case, I disagree. In My view the interest rate is exactly what the
Federal Reserve Board Chairman sa it is, contrary to what the
gentleman says.

Now,let's returnkto capitation. I understand it amounts to only 2
percent of the incovie which medical .schools have'today. Is that
correct? -

Dr. FOLEY. About 2 percent of their revenues.
Mr. CARTER. However, they receive other revenues, do they not?
Dr. FOLEY. Yes, they do, Dr. Carter.

4 Mr. CARTER. What percentage do 'they. get from biomedical re-
search, for instance?

Dr. FOLEY. I have those figures for you.
1 It is 19 percent.

Mr. CARTER. 19 percent? That figure has clecre --->d too, quite a
bit over the years, has it not?

Dr. FoLkv. Yes, it has. It has gone down. .

Mr. CARTER. Thank you very kindly. And, by the way, Bill, if you
will bring that interest rate down, as you said you would, I think
you ought to run for President. Tharik you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WAXMAN. And now the next President of the United States.'
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Am I next?
Mr. WAXMAN. I recognize Mr. Dannemeyer.
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairmant Dr., Foley, if I

understand this budget for 1981, you suggest that we spend $426-
million -plus to encourage and assist in of developing people for the
health care industry. Is that a fair statement?

Dr. FOLEY. The administration's bill has a total authorization
level of $426_,Inillion:

Mr. DANNEMEYER. And it is fair to say that this sum represents
taxpayers money designed to encourage the ,development of health
care in this country; is that a fair statement?
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LDr. FOLEY. y ,-to populations throughout the country who

' it. e ,4

l r.. DANNEMEY R. If that is ti}e policy we shouldaddipt,i -as- the
ess, I wdald e to contrast it with a statement made by the

Dr. Richmond on page 14, at the bottom of the page, where he
Says: "In general,: we favor continued restriction on the entry of
foreign medical graduates." ,t, ' ,

I am puzzled by that statement: If it is in the interest of ,the'
taxpayers of this -Country testoend $426 million of the taxpayers
money to encourage the dekeloPment of people trained'in delivet-
ing health care .'serwkes in the next fiscal year because we geed
those services, whys n the world should we, as a matter of policy,
Also,- follow this suggestion to place restrictions 'on foreign medical
graduates -who perhaps have achieved their'education'at their ex- s--pense andat no cost to the taxpayers? .. .- ,

Now,- as a consumer and a taxpayer in this country, 1 am'qnter-1
ested in your lOgic as to how you;reconcile those pqsitiOns. Since it
is Dr. Richmond's statement, Eerhaps he would ?eto answer.

... Dr. RICHMOND. I think, Congressman Danneineyer, hat'N:s.:e have ''
been striving for in this countty is to bring ui to the point of self-
sufficiency in terms of health'Petsonnel traiiiksd in ours institutions
and by our standards. We thinkythat we can aothal. We think that
the people in thiS countrSrovant that kind of health care.

:I think there has been'-the 'additional concern that we have had
that, by having unrestricted entry of &reign medical graduates toAelJnited States,'we are depriving ' -

Mr. pANNEMEYER: Wait a minute. My St<;te of California licenses .

"'graduates to deterniine that they have proficiencPin adniinistering
.heal cafe to people; right? .- i

, .tDr RICHMOND. Yes, the'State has the licensing
Mr. DANNEMEYER. If thp person canpass the test establishing

abilit to deliver services, -what difference does- it make where he
has b n trained, whether in Ti5et or Mexico or South. Carolina?

Dr. RI6HNIOND. Mr. Dannetneyer, what State licensure does, as
yob indicated, is to provide a floor "and it minimizes any possibility
of substandard care. But we think" that what the American people,
by nd large, have been striving for is excellent care. ,

I sthink there is a-oncern that the graduates of our institu-tio s, by an large, do provide a higher quality care than the
heterogeneity of backgrouatie that the foreign medical graduates .bring with them.

Mr. CARTER. Will the distinguished gentleman Yield?
Mr. DANNEMEYER. Surely. ' ' .

Mr. CARTER. I will tell you about a little incident. Not too long
ago I was in Laurel County and the county' clerk called me in
about a mak who was insane and who ought4o be committed. I
called up and I got an FMG. It was very, very difficult for me to .
understand him. He was a psychiatrist, and :I wonder how in the -
world he ever communicated with patients. If ..there ever was a
doctor who needs to communicate with a patient it is a psychia-
trist. And this man .had extreme difficuLy in communicating.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. Was he born in some other country? .--
.. Mr. CARTER. Yes; he was a FMG, foreign medical, graduate.
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Mr. DANNEMEYER. From the standpoidt of a consumer and tax-
payer, in my .home State of California We have a lest of students
who Can't meet the high standards of our medical, schools, so they
go down to Mexico and train down there. And conceptually I don't
see any reason why, if the function of examination is to determine
a proficiency to deliver a serviceand I think 'we have to agree
that is the functionand theVudent can pass it, `Nvh'at difference it
makes where he comes from?

It disturbs me that you, in 'your position would say that, from a
national policy standpoint, we should restrict the ability of these
young people to get into our medical service field in this country.
We are spending taxpayers' dollars on the one hand to encourage
the development of people to delivek health care while; on the
other hand, when we get a person who has sufficiently wanted to
be a doctor that he has gone to another country to study at his own
expense, you are saying we should not welcome that person.

Dr.. RICHMOND. There are two kinds of foreign medical graduates.
There are those who are U.S. citizens and have gone to medical

'schools abroad and come back and received their licensure. Some
have had excellent training but many have received their training
under great difficulties. And, while some of them may pass their
examinationsmany times their ,training hasn't been of the high
stancaud that we think the American people have wanted through iv
the kinds of educational institutions they have established.

The other point I would make is that in my testimony I point out
that we have arrived at the point where we are producing from our
own institutions sufficient numbers. And we see, little reason to go
in the direction of having students come from abroad.

-Mr. DANNEMEYER. hear you but I tell you that I am a consumer
and h taxpayer Representative around this place. And legislatively,
periodically we try` to repeal the -law of supply and demand. We
will never be able to do it politically but we keep trying.

Nobody is ever going to be able to convince me, no matter how
many statistics he has, that if we consumers Want to drive down
the cost of Medical care it would be wrong to have more people
working in the field and that the law of supply and demand would
not work to our benefit. That is the reason I am making the
statements I am.

Dr. FOLEY. I just want to clarify, consistent with what Dr. Rich-
mond mentioned, that in'his staterhent he is talking about foreign
medical 'graduates who are not U.S. citizens. We are not talking
about U.S. FMG's who do come back to this country and go basical-
ly through a fifth pathway, program into the medical schools so,
they can practice. The restriction is not in that area.

I think that Dr. Carter has identified a very deep concern that
we have about the consumers not being able to ii)3. ceive adequate
service from some of the foreign medical graduates. Second, after
much 'discussion here in these _balls and within previous admini's-
trations, we have come to the conclusion that it is about time we
quit taking other countries health professionals into this country
when those professionals are in developing countries that don't
have enough serviges.

I have just come back from India, where 80 percent of the popu-
lation is in 60,000 rural villages. They have malaria and filariasis
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and have fantastic cervical cancer rates..And t ey are king for
our help. The last thing we should be doing is taking p sicians
out of developing countries and bringing them ere. We should
encourage them W stay in their countries and pro needed
services time.

Mr. DANNEMEYER: I say that it is a good policy bjective to
encourage them. The way the market system shoul ncourage
them i,s by providing the incentives for them to stay in their
countries and work there. And they will do that. It is not the
function of a free society to restrict the movement of human beings
just because someone in a position of authority thinks he or she is
better able to determine how a person should invest his life no
matter what country he or she-comes from.

Mr. WAXMAN.. Would you, then, favor removing. all imr4ration
barriers into this country?

Mr. DANNEMEYER. I think economic incentive is a legitimatei
element that drives people. And if people can get into this country
within the confines of our existing 'needs, our immigration policy
shoUld permit that.

Mr. WAXMAN. The incentives are not just for our needs. The
incentives are for their needs. And I think if we were to open the
doors to all people everywhere who wished to come to the United
States, we would find-people flooding here.

M.r. DANNEMEYER. I am not suggesting that we modify_our r mi-
gration quotas by any means at all. I am just suggesting t at if
there is a need in India, for instance,. to keep doctors there,
response would be to make the incentive such in India' that gra
ates of medical schools will want to stay there and that they will
stay there and work.
-Dr. FOLEY. We hype that happens, but the statement on the

FMG's is consistent with our immigration policy, and that is why
we made it consistent and(constrictiveconsistent with the immi-
=ration policy you just mentioned'

Mr. CARTER. If the distinguished gentleman would yield, I would
li ask my good friend: Does your physician speak English?

r. DANNEMEYER. My physician? The last time I talked with him
he did. -,
.,*Mr. CARTER. I see you have made a good choice. I want to
complime t you on that.

Dr..R HIVIOND. Mr. Chairman, I would' like to just indicate ,that,
since ongressman Dannemeyer has suggested that perhaps we are
actin arbitrarily or through our own authority, I think, as Dr.
Fole has indicated, I believe, in considerable detail, wehave been
trying to carry out the intent .of Congress. This as .not our own
action that .we are taking; we are trying to impleMent what is a
statute of this Congress.

Mr. DANNEMEYER. I appreciate that. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Let me thank you very much for your presenta-

' tion to us today. We will look forward to working with you as we
address this' legislation and try to work to deal with those problems
which you describe in your statement, Dr. Richmond, with which
we concur, as ,we .see thesg problems we have in this country on
manpower needs. We might disagree on how we reach those objec-
tives but I certainly think our objectives are the same.
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Dr. RICHMOND. Thank you very much.
Mr. WAXMAN. Our next witnesses come from the schools of medi-

cine, osteopathy, and dentistry. Representing the Association of
American Medical Colleges is Dr. Edward Stemmler, dean of the
University of Pennsylvania School of 'Medicine. Representing the
schools of osteopathic medicine is Dr. Philip-Puri1 rantz, president
of the College of Osteopathic Medicine of the Pacill ia.

University School of Dentistry. in Philadelphia.
Representinf the schools of dentiStry is Dr. Dale F. Roeck, the dean
of the Tempe

I would like to welcome you to this hearing. We have many,
many witnesses, as ou might imagine, who are interested in the
health manpower 1 gislatio . So what we are asking each of you to
do is to summarize our epared statement, which will be made a
part of the record in i entirety, in approximately 5 minutes. I
understand that the st f has indicated that was our expectation.
We also want to leave time for questions and answers and general
theories on the econ y by members of the subcommittee.

Dr. Stemmler.

TATEMENTS OF EDWARD J. STEMMLER, M.D., ON BEHALF OF
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY JOHN SHERMAN; M.D.; PHILIP PUMERANTZ, PH. D.,
MEMBER, BOARD OF GOVERNORS, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
OF COLLEGES OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE AND ALSO ON
111311ALF OF. AMERICAN OSTIOPATHIC ASSOCIATION, AND
ANERICAN OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL, ASSOCIATION; AND
DALE F. ROECK, D.D.S., ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN DENTAL
ASSOCIATION /

Dr. STEMMLER. I am Dr. Edward J. Stemmler, dean'of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Dr, Sherman an I
represent the Association of American ,Medical olleges. I wd
like first to assure you that my testimony this aft+irnoon as well 'as
the lengthy backup statement to be submitted for the record reflect

/ the overwhelming consensus that prevails within the association.
Within this very hour the association's executive council re-

viewed and approved both drafts. The failure to provide you pre-
prints was due to our decision to first secure this executive council
approbation.

Let me summarize very briefly ouypositions on the financing of
medical education.

Medical schools must provide the public first-class physicians
through high-quality medical education.

Within the limits of available first-year places, access to medical
education should be determined only by the ability of the appli-
cants and their prob capacity to be conscientioug, competent,
and compassionate p yst 'ans. Adverse selection based 'on race,
creed, color, gender, andicap, or economic status should never
Occur.

The cost of the system for medical education should be equitably
borne by' all of the.,ibeneficiariesstudents, general public, and
political jUrisdictions and by local, ,State, and 'Fe ral Govern -

. ments. _

The schools stake their claim o'n Federal resOur es, on ihe fact
that they are engaged, perennially and to a signi cant degree, in

I
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public service activities that impact on the whole Nation. Ttiere-
fore the Feder 1 Government should provide a balanced pbrtfolio ofstudent assis nce programs, offer baiic support to educational in-stitutions and Make available cost reimbursement awards..for the
conduct of specific tasks to meet 'high-priority xi ational goals and
object fires.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

if
In, view of their., future high-in ome potential, medical students

should be expected, for the most art, to finance a substantial part
of their education, by either out -of- pocket, financing . or through
borrowing. The economically disadvantaged need support at thetime they enter medical school, and 'their access to medical educa-tion and choice of medical 'career will' depend on the program ofscholarships for exceptionally needy'students.

Student assistance programs should be needs-based, should
assure availability of support throughout the period of education,and 'Should be structured to keep'debt to reasonable and manage-able proportions until completion of residency training.

Service pay-back programs should not be viewed as, or used for,student assistance; loan eforgivenestt incentives should be exploredto meet service needs.
A aummary of the specific oothments on the provisions of thesebills is that the AAMC: Commends the retention in both of thescholarship programs for students in exceptional financial need;

approves the continuation of the health professions student loan
program provided in RR 402 and are dismayed by the adminis-
tration's proposal which not only does not extend the authority forthe program but implicitly.diverts, enormously useful educationalfunds in the revolving accounts of the schools to, the U.S. Treasury;
and urges a melding of the modifications that these-bills proposefor the health education assistance loan programa last-resort
source of student assistance7Tto make lending attractive to banksand to make money available to students.

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

I Institutional support is a critical need of the schools. Committed
to a myriad of educational, research, and patient care activities, allof which contribute to the improvement of the Nation's health;
schools require this to respond to a host of pressing national social

. problems. .

Without' that support to integrate their many discrete activitiesinto a more coherent, orderly and effective program or to compen-satVfor the failure of external program sponsors, especially the.Fed-al Government, 'to fully reimburse costs, they will be forcedto discontinue many, if not all, of their joint efforts with theGovernment.
Tuitidns, a theoretically available source for such funds in -pri-vate but .not public schools, are already staggeringly high in those

institutions. Medical education is so expensive that without institu-
tional subsidy it is beyond the economic reach of many altruistic
and well-motivated students. Placing the full burden on studentsWould effectively limit access to the profession to the affluent.
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Institutional support has Paid off handsomely to all parties
Government, schools, and public. For want of a relatively small
investment, the present administration would break a bond with
institutions whose power, as, agents of social change has been re-
peatedly demonstrated. . ,

The AAMC regret4 the failure of the- adininistration to provide
institutional support in any way, shape, or form for medical
schools.

The readjustment in primary care residency levels required of
schools by H.R. 6802 to be eligible for institutional awards cannot
be supported because it presumes that schools have the power to
influence decisions that are totally beyond their control, it is un-
necessary and even self-defeating in the face of the strong trends

. obvious today and it is premised on a flawed concept that primary
care, contrary to increasingl published widence,lhould be provided
by only physicians who e611 themselves pgimary care specialists.

Special project grant progranis complement the other mecha-
enisms for °Federal assistance tcs medical education. Solutions to
specific societal problems can be sought through mpetitive costc
reimbursement contracts with ,institutions capable f, doing the job. 5,

These programs are ideal for exploiting the rich diversity repre-
sented among the ;.schools. However, they seldom reimburse full
cost and require that the schools subsidize them from limitedinsti-
tutional resources.

Both bills incorporate a range of s ecial project programs. We
recommend that the list be broadened nd diversified and that the
authorization ceilings be increas

We do support the array of special project grants, and we would
suggest that we can wok with you in trying to identify areas in
which there may be voi s and in which we might be 'helpful in
identifying areas of great ioportunity.

We do hope that the construction authorities. can be retained.
There is a serious need for ambulatory teaching facilities in pH-

' mary care. In addition there is a gro*ing need to rehabilitate
substantial elements of the educational' plant. We are pleaged to
note that H.R. 6802 provides Federal loan guarantdes for this pur-
pose. e

On the foreign medical graduate point, both H.R. 6800 and H.R.
6802 propose, in part, to modify the Immigr f:ion and Nationalities

,Act in respect to exchange visitor vise for foreign medical gradu
ates. We suppoit the extension in ,iowable duration of stay for
J-visa holders but strongly oppose . provision that would extend
the VQE waiver period through 19.)..).

The latter change would be a grievous disservice' to medicine, to
medical education, to the general public and especially to the
urban poor, for 'whose sake they are putatively being "made.

We thank you and would like to work with you for the passage ofi
a 'satisfactory bill.

Mr. WAXMAN. We want to welcome you, Dr. Pumerantz.

STATEMENT. OF PHILIP PUMEIRAN'It, PH. D.
Dr. PUMERAKFZ. I bring you good news. There is no rain at this

point:- Let me also thank you for the efforts you have made on
behalf of health manpower. Your bill \is the only one from the
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House side that really has addressed the extention. We app eciatethat'.
My riamo Is Philip Pumerantz. I am president of the. Coll ge ofOsteopa is Medicine of the Pacific and I am a member of) theboard of overnors of AACOM. I watit to speak oh behalf of ourassociatio ar the two other national associationsthe AOA andthe Amer can Osteopathic. Hospital Association. Together we seek-

anoeffective continuation of Federal' support for health manpower
education.

My remarks here will bebrief and abbreviated in the interest oftime but I would like to submit a more comprehensive report,which I am SureTou have. [Seep. 136.] .. ' .

Common

afternoon I want to discuss briefly the concerns that areCommon to all health professioninernely, institutional supportand *student assistance. I also want to speak to some areas ofparticular significant to 4teopathic medical educationnamely,
predoctoral education, faculty development and remote: site ambu-latory care.

I thin it is a well-knoWn fact in this country that the osteopath-ic pro ssion, from, its very -beginning, has .been committed to pro-primary care and Community-based medicine and has had atremendous record of redressing geographic and specialty irnbal--ances and doctor shortages.
For example, at the present time there are approximately 17,000D.O.'s in practice in this country, and about 90 percent are engagedin primary care. They are using the ambulatory care approach,

which is efficient and which is cost effective.
Without question, this profession has an enviable record of re-sponding to national health care needs and even before these needs

became Federal policy. Indeed the public has come to expect
timely, quality care in the osteopathic tradition.You will be interested to learnI am sure you are aware ofthisthe fact, that in California the 'Office of Statewide Health
Planning several months ago confirmed the fact that there is asignificant shortage. The report said, in part, that the State needs
mor_e_gerteral practitioners to' treat the common cold rather thanmore specialists.

It is ironic that the State is facing a surplus of physicians w ileat the same time facing a lack of general practitioners. And it i tothis very purpose that our college in Pomona and the other, os eo-,pathic medical colleges in the country are 'dedicated. In fact, 'ourstudents are being trained from the very start of their medical
school education to become primiiry care physicians.

The growth of osteopathic education in recent years, we feel, is
eloquent testimony to the role this profession has in health Care..

,For,exarnple, in the last 10 years-the number of our cplleges has
doubled, going from 7 to 14 at the present time, and there is onemore on the horizon next year sprouting up in Florida. .

Our enrollment has more than doubled. Presently the number of'students enrolled in all of the 14 colleges is 4,284. The number of
women and minorities enrolled is rising steadily. By the time ourpresent freshman class grad to the total number of D.O.'s willhave risen 25 percent, withr, bulk of those in primary careservice.
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These achievements have enabled this profession to help, con-
front

'-

the problem of physician shortages and maldistribution.
At this point let me point out that these gains were made possi-

ble in large, measure through Federal suppoit, specifically Public
Law 94-484; yet let me als point out that it is this ery factor
which was most responsible i helping us .to respond to he nation-
al he lth care priorities, no under attack by the administration
and c rtain Members of t ea Congress. I refer, of course, to the
insti tonal support.

Mr. Chairman, if institutional support is terminati4.we believe
that the health professions education, as we know it now will be
severely affected. Therefore we are obviously delighted that H.R.
6802 proposes to continue current institutional support.

One of the most critical aspects of institutiopal support has been
the federally supported student assistance plograms. These pro-
grams have been successful in making doctors available in needy
areas and they have also made sure that being rich is not the
criteria for getting into medical schools. Without student support,
loan debts, and health care costs would become even worse. *

Let me take a moment, to outline some of the areas that' we are
interested in supporting; First of all, we favor a mix of scholarship,
subsidized loan, and ,conventional loan programs with a strong
emphasis on service-related forgii7eness options.

For example, we know that the NHCS scholarship program was
very, effective in channeling students into geographic and specialty
shortage 'areas and minimizing economic discrimination.

Also, we are delighted with the continuation authority for the
Health Professions Student Loan program. Incidentally this is at a
relatively low default rate,, about 2 percent. In other words, the
proposal to extend the HEAL program is fine so long as a gradu-
ated repayment schedule is included to offset the high interest
rates. .

But we otalit to oppose the limitation of deferral periods to 3
years foriMitig graduation since this discriminates against the os-
teopathic educational model by failing to conside'r the osteopathic
rotting internship which osteopathic graduates must have.

ith respect to the medicaid- medicare, reimbursement reforms
proposed in RR. 6802, it is good to see legislative initiatives in the
need to support primary care fesidency programs.

Another point I want to makethifkleals with the uniqueness of
osteopathic education, of osteopathic predoctoral education, whfch
is a level, by the way, that, has never received adequate Federal
supportit is interesting. to note that D.O.'s receive a major por-
tion of their training as undergraduates.

For 'this reason, the residency and training model on which
Public Law 94-484 and H.R. 6802 are based 'is of little relevance to
our curriculum. Not only does this -approach overlook a basic
strength of our educational model; it effectively discriminates
against our colleges in competing with allopathic colleges for sup-.
port, in a sense penalizing, our successes with the primary care
training model.

It is on this predoctoral level of osteopathic medical education
that the greatest potential exits to attract and educate significant
numbers of students in primarY care, and therefore it seems to me.
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that the flow of funds to this area °'s l ould be a matter of Federal
priority;

Let me summarize by just suggesting that the 14 colleges of
osteopathic medicine are collectivelyA national. resource. providing
the sole focus of instruction in oSteopfaChic princifiles and practices.We believe that the time has come for Congress to recognize the
unique contribution of osteopathic medical education by 'designing
legislation which will allow our colleges to move toward full real-
ization of their role as a separate and equal partner yin the federal-
ly supported manpower training programs..

Our colleges are sensitive to the continuing need to train prima-
ry care professionals and they are singularly qualified to meet thisneed.

We welcome this opportunity to meet with you as individuals
directly involved, in shaping the national health policy, and.we will
be happy to answer any T.:.:-.,stions. Thank you, Mi. Chahman.

[Testimony resumes on N. 14j.]
[Dr. Pumerantz' prepa-_-2:.L statement f011owsl
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Tetimony of the

, .

. .

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF colecEs.op-Os momplic MEDICINE

Mr. Chairm- am Dr. Philip Pumekantz, a member of the AACOM'Beard.

of Governor's and of the College of Osteopathic Medicine of the

Pacific. I an speaking todayli ehaif of the Association, and of the

two other national osteopathic p fessional organizations, the American

Osteopathic.Association and the AmeriCan Osteopathic HOsital.Association,

which join us in seeking a viable and effective continua ion of federal

support for health.manpower education. My.remarks toda .are abbreviated

in the interest of time; I would; however, likes o submit a moie`compre-

hensive statement for the record,

The issues I want to address this morning pertain to concerns com-
,

---,-

mon to all the health professionS relative to institutional support and

assistance, as well as matters of particular significance to

osteopathic medical education in the areas of predoctoral education;

-faculty development, and remote-site ambulatory care training.

1.,), .Conmlitment to primary care and to theredress'of geographical
.. .

specialty imoalances is no stranger to osteopathic medichl education"

and practice. Osteopathic medicine has' from its beginnings emphasize
.1

the preparation.of primary care practitioners for community-based ser-

vice: of the more than 17,000 osteopathic. physicians in the Unit

States today, more than 91 percent are engaged in the 14elivery of pri-.
y .

) mary care. Moreover, osteopathic physicianc,have ten bed to settle in

.health manpower shortage areas: G7 percent Of all practitioners live.

and work in,the nation's largest and's6llest communities, over half of

. 1 .
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these in communities of 50,000 or fewer.- The profession's caphasis An

ambu;atbry care has over the years'perpetulited a_model of

and cost-effectiveness,' In. short; osteopathic medicine has had a

proven record of responsiveness to national health care nc'is even

before they were articulated in terms of federal policy; and'oVer.the

years we have developed:considerable expertise in assuring al, Americans

access to timely, pertinent; quality primary health care.e.

Tqlay the osteopathic profession is on the threshold of unparal-

Jelled expansion. During the 1970's the number of colleges of osteo-

pathic medicine doubled (from 7 to 14), and enrollments more than

.doubled. The numbers of women and minorities entering'the profession
d

are;greater than before, and rising steadily. By the time the current

freshman class graduates, the total number of teopathic physicians

will have risen byllearly.25 percent, the bulk o whom will be pri-

mary care practitioners. Many:of these gains can b directly attributed

to the, impact of P.L. 84-484. Lacking the impetus of iudeizl support,

it is doubtful that air collegeS cord le undertaken-the dramatic

. .

)
increases in student,enrollment and- the developmu:

facilities required to address the acu- geographical and specialtyk,

maldistribution problems identified-by Congress. Yet is is precisely

thatjaCtor ma-SIimmediately responsible for encouraging our success

'respOnse to national health priorities which is, now under attack by the
A

I. refer,. of course,

s

-uision

Administration and in certain quartets of Congress:

. to institutional support:
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Mr. Chairman, the effect of a massive and abrupt disruption of

general institutional support on the quality Of:educational prograhming

and institutional stability cannot be overstated: without question, the .

failure to continue adequate core funtIng will spell the death of health

professions education as,we know it. We are thus highly gratified

that H.R. 6802 proposes to continue current institutional support author:

'ities, thereby recegniting the cruciaAcharacter of Such funding as a

major-building block of health manpower development.

Federally- supported student assistance prograMs have been hfghly

successful mechanisms for assuring the availability of an adequate prac-

titioner supply, while permitting students to enter t e health manpower

'work force regardless ofeConomic status. Without such support. studeht

debt loads- and Oiththem, health care costs - will skyrocket, and

economics rather than talent will determine the compositiOn of the stu-

dent pool, to the detriment of botkquality and equality of opportunity.

We advocate a pluralistic.mix of scholarship; subsidized ldan, and

conventional loan programs, with a rong emphasis On service-related

e

forgiveness options. Initiatives su as the MSC scholarship program

have been extremely effective methods,:of channeling students into geO-

graphical and specialty shortage areas while minimizing economic discrim-

ination. Such Mechanisms, especi lly if sustaine1 by the broad spectrum

of support services for practiti ers in underserved areas proposed in

both Senate bills, shoul4prov ighly effective in attracting and

retaining Health care personnel in thesareas.

141
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We are particularly pleased to see continuation authority for the

Healt Professions Student I.ban Program. This program, the only direct.

loan program targeted specifib4aly at health professions students at an

affordable interest rate, has just begun to recapitalize on the basis

of loan repayments, and has beeil experiencing an unusually low (less

than 2 perce*hYdefault rate. The proposal to extend the HEAL program

is acceptable provided that a graduated repayment schedule is included

to offset the high market interest rate at which the program is'capital-

flied:

We also endov'se continuation of interest subsidies and deferral,

particularly for students undertaking' postdoctoral training.in areas of

national need. However, we actively oppose the limitation of deferral
.

periods to three years following graduation, a practice which discrim-

inates against the psteopathic educational model by failing to take into

account the osteopathic rotating internship which must be completed by

.. all students in addition to residency training:

With respect to the Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement refbrms pro-

posed in H.R. 6502, we are plesed to observe tangible legislative re7

cognition of the need to support primary care residency training at a

level consistent with actual costs and with federal ambulatory care

'initiatives in other areas. Reimbursement of outpatient services,at-a

rate substantidlly'lower than for inpatient care has been a potent dis-

.. incentive to ambulatory treatment as a therapeutic option consistent

with the maintenance of institutional solvency. Inevitably, these

considerations influence training patterns as well, and medical students

148
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e are taught to view theVinpatient model as the predominant orientation

of their prqfessional practice.

If the federal goverDment is truly committed to lowering health

oxpoll,litures,'adequate reimbursement must be provided for primary

care services, thereby pefiiiitting teaching hospitals and the students

they train.to absorb both the lessons and the benefits of cost contain-.

went.

Let me now turn to several aspects of the ostepathic educatiOnal

model which we believe must receive legislative attention if the pro-

fession is to remain maximally responsive to national. health care

priorities.,

Foremost among these is osteopathic medicine's unique emphasis on

predoctoral education, a level of training which has never received

adequate federal support Osteopathic physicians.teeeive th major por-

tion of their primary care trainingas undergtaduates; for i is reason'

the residency training model on which P.L. 94 -484 and H.R. 630Z are

based bear little relevance to ouitcurriculum. Not only does this

k

approach overlook the primary strength of the educational mode,
,,

it

effeCtively discriminates against our college's in competing with allo-

pathic institutions, for support by penalizing our schools for .past sue-.

cesses in training primary care physicians under an alternate educa- -

,
.

tional model.' The flow of.funds to the predoctoral level ofo'steopathic

medical
taeducation should be a matter of federal priority, for it is here

that the gteatest.potential exists to attract and educate significant

/

V
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numbers of students in primary care practice. 11ie prrnosal under Sec-
.

tion 794(c) to direct a portion'ofjoreVentive medicin e. funds tO pre-

doctoral training is a step in the right direction, and should be con-'

si erably broadened to include all areas of primary care education. We

Similarly endorse the proposal to continue support to the ostoepathic

internship, the capstone of osteopathic family.medicine training.

A second area in which we are pleasedto :Nerve change i5 that

of faculty development and enIchment. The primary care faculty devel-

opment component of Section 21$ iS espeCially welcome, for-in the past,

due in:large measure to its linkage with primary care residencies under

.0 single training duthority, faculty develvffient in this area haS been

virtually ignored. As for facutly en hment, time and,site limitations

have acted'as disincentives to particiption in Contin g meeical edu-

catiohactivities, praticularly by clinician facUlty, embers with heavy,

practice commitments.' We are therefore.gratified to note a resurgence

of interest. in faculty develoPMentia Your bill, and we hope to see these

provis ns included in final legislation.

.
A thi ea in which the colleges Of 'osteopathic medicine have

succ sfully pied new aVenues, of.cIinical education is that of

remoie-site ambuialory care training. While we are pleased to "note con-
.

tinuatiOn Of the renote site roquirment under Section 770, we are'dis-

appointed thatH.R. 6802 fails to iclude. upport for clinical training,

an approach consistent with the preceptorsup and community-based train-:

ing components of osteopathic medical education as well as the profes-

sion's traditional cmphasi on service in,phySician shortage areas: One

a
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factor influencing our marked success in attracting and retaining prac-

titioners in underserved communities has been the exposure oVtudents

early andrepeatedly during their clinical training to practice in remote-

site ambulatory settings. Regrettably, until naw,relatively little fed-

eral support has been forthcoming for this4trainingLmodality... While remote-

Site training is unquestionably a cost-effective activity both in terms

of providing directs services in-shortage areas and in developing prac7

titioners iuierested in making a lang=term career commitment to thiS

type of practice, it is an expensive process whidh will require federal

assistance if it is to continue and grow_

The'fourteen colleges of osteopathid medicine are,collpetively a

national resource, providing the sole focus of instruction'in Okeopathic

and practice. We firmly believe thate time has come for

rongress:to:recognize the unique contribution Oteo c medical educa--

tion has Made by deSigTS gislition which will llow our c. eges to

move toward full realization of their role as a separate and eqUal part-

ner in federally-supported health manpower training programs. 06r.col- ,

leges aie sensitive to. the continuing need to train primary care profes-
7 .

sionals, and ares4nularly qualified to meeT that need. We welcome

this opportunity to meet with those individuals directly involved in

e,shapininational health manpower policy, and we will be happy to answer

any questions relative to OUT testimony.
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Mit WAXMAN. Thank you. I would like to call on Drr.)ale Roec
before addressing questions to you.or

.v
STATEMENT. OF DALE F. ROECK, D.D.S.

Dr. ROECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-committee. I am Dr. Dale F. Roeck and Ilrm dean of the TempleVniverSity School of Dentistry. I am appearing today on behalf ofthe American Dental Association.
- The association has prepared a detailed statement of its views onhealth manpower, which we wish to submit for the record. [See p.146,]

In the time available this afternoon would N;to briefly dis-miss several issues of particular importance to den istry which webelieve should be consideied in the development of any new healthmanpower law.
The dental education system rests upcin an extremely fragile.

economic base. Ten years ago the average annual cost to train aldental student amounted to about $10,000. Today the yearly educe-tional cost is estimated to 'exceed $21,000, one bf the highest of th-e''.health. p?Kessions.
.

Each source of public and private revenue which our schools areable to generate represents a critical element within this financial
matrix. For most dental schools, a viable program of Federal assist-
ance is not simply desirable; it is essential. Schools of dentistry arecurrently receiving over $21 million in annual institutional, drcapitation, grants. These funds sustain the basic instructional ac-tivities of our educational system with an average of-more than 56per,cent of this ifuppOrt utilized for faculty arfd staff salaries. Atsofne schools this figure exceeds 80 percent:

The association is concerned that, in the absence bf adequateFederal assistance; a large number of dental schools will be forcedto raise tuition to-unacceptably high levels. The consequence of thisaction is already; evident in the preciPitous decline in dental school
applicants which has occurred since 1974.

Between the academiC years 1973-74 and 1979-80 the average'tuition rate at all dentsschools increased by 126 percent. During' the same, period the number . of individuals applying to dentalschools fell by-26,percent. '
'We believe thatit ie. also necessary to recognize the link which-exists between a financially sound dental education 'system andimproved dental care _delivery. This subcommittee is aware of thelarge-scale enrollment increases which have been achieved sincethe inception of direct Federal support to,the health professions in1963:
It is frequebtly overlooked, -however, that the greatly expanded

dental education system is also a significantly improved system..The fiscal stability and financial incentives which previously were'assured under the health manpower statutes, have enabled schoolsof dentistry to improve faculty-student ratios, replace- outmodedteaching facilities and, of particular importance, launch new 'pro-grams emphasizing: dental disease prevention; increased productiv-ity;"''primary care; quality assurance and peer review; and thedental, care, needs of underserved populations, the elderly, handi-capped, and other special groups.
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These programs are, in the opinion of the American -Dental
Association, both effective and relevn't to the national issues
which have been.identified by Congress and the Executive. Similar-

- ly the apility of our dental schools to continue to respond to these
objectives is, we believe, unquestiona6ly tied to an adequate and
predictable level of direct Federal assistance.

If it is determined 'that such sport is to be accompanied. 15y
prudent le qiiirements, we: must insist that: .these conditions be ap-
propriate to dentistry and 'compatible') with the resources of the
dental schools. -

,..'There has been a perception in the past that problems which
may exist in, one delivery system are present in all disciplines. For
dentistry, this has occasionally led to the enactment of require-
ments for Federal grants which have been inappropriate and po-

.. tentially counterproductive.
The association's record' statement contains examples of projects

which the dental schools could establish and rnairrtajn within the
framework of an institutional. support. grant authority.

The ADA belipves that an improved program of student assist -.
ance must be accorded a high priority in any renewal of the health
manpower laity. Such a program should be responsive to the needs
of the student while in school rather than on a perception 'of
income earned in later professionaLlife...The. most recent informa-
tion available to the association indicates that. financial aid is
required by the majority of the .more t an 22,000 dental students
for completion of their education. It is e imated that for the 1978-
79 academic year the average cost to dental student for tuition,
fees, instruments, and living, expenses is above $12,000. ' r

The association has noted earlier -the negative effect of expand-
ing educational expenses on applicants to dental' schools. We also
foresee the possibility that increasingo student indebtedness will
ultimately. translate into higher fees and the establishment of pra.C-f
tices in economically attractive'areas, thu contribtating to the twin'
problems of rising health care costs and ographic maldistribution.

_of health personnel. The'association's ecommendations for student
assistance are outlined in our rec rd statement. : .1

Careful consideration should pe 'given to the period of authoriza-
tion for a new health manpower law. Over the papt 18 years, each
successive renewal of the manpower -statutes has produced new
"national pri&ities," revised levels of Fedelcal assistance arid, in
some instances, an abrupt termination of funding for ongoing pro-
grams. This experience prompts the association to recommend that
.Congress evaluate the feasibility, of a 5-year authorization for these
programs of support. Continriity and predictability`of revenues is as
important to dental education as it is for any other large and
complex enterprise. If this concept is carried through in new legis-
lation, a 5-year authority would provide dental schools with, an
initial.12 months in which to evaluate and qualify for assistance,
and 4 years in which they can assume,a measure of stability in the
requirements for such support.

The final iisue on which I wish to comment is the National
Health Service Corps. As our record statement will' indicate, the
association is particularly concerned over the cost, program philos-
.ophy, and projected size of the Corps. .

,
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The dental profession recognizes a Federal role in efforts to
improve access to .4 e. This recognition does not, however, include
the provision-of den : services in those areas where care is availa-ble from the private : r.

Briefly stated, he : iation objects to: the number of Corps
dental personnel ho ye been placed in areas of marginal need;the shift in emp asis away fr2,2m solo practice settings to the as-signment of Corps dentists tonxttd-site health centers: and thefailure to provide a meaningful role for local dental societies in thedesignation of shortage areas and the placement of Corps dental
personnel. 4 .

The ADA believes that the National Health Service Corps wasenacted as an interim measure, one that would serve as a catalyst
for the development of privateupractices in shortage areas. Unfortu-
nately this concept has. been largely abandoned as the Department`has-moved to create what appears to be a permanent Fedgial
health care delivery system.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my remarks. I would be happy toattempt to answer any questions which the subcommittee Nayhave.'
[Testimony resumes on 178.1 .

[Dr. Roeck's prepared statement and'attachments follow:]
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Record StateMe-nt of
The American Dental Association

on
Health Manpower Legislation

Before the
SUbcOmmittee on Health and theEnVironment
CoMMittee on Interstate ana Foreign Commerce

U.S. House of Rlpresentatives

-1
March 20,-1780

Mr. Chairman acid Members of. the, Subcommittee:,

The American' DentalAsiociatiom has prepared a lengthy series of

recommendations on the health manpower legislative proposals Which ate

. currently pending in Congress. These comments are contained in the body

of this statement and in the supplementary documents which are appended.

BeforeadClres'elng.the cifics of thesg bills, the Association wishes

to first dissuss of particular_ importance to dentistry

which it believes, should be considered ih the development of any new

a

health manpower law.

The dental education system rests upon an extremely fragile economid....,,

base: Ten years agO the average, annual cost to train a dental student

amounted to about $10,000. Today the yearly educatiohall cost.is

mated-to exceed $21,000 - one of the highest of. the health professions.
. 4

Each source of publi4 and private revenue which our schoolS are able to

geneFate representsa critical element withih this financial matrix.' For

most dental schools, a viable program of federal assistance is not simply

desitablelit is essential. Schools of dehtistry are .currently receiving

Over $21 million in annual institutional (capitation) grants. These

funds sustain the .basic:instructional activities of our educational sys-

tem with an average of more than,..ALBiioent of this suppereL.utilizeder

- .

Ir--.ao
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faculty and s ff salaries. At some schools this figure exceeds 30

percent.

-j The Association is- concerned that in the aSsenCe'of adequate' federal

assistance, a-large number of dental school-will be forced to raise

tuition to unacceptably4ligh leyels. The. consequence of this action is

already evident in the precipitous decline in dental school applicants

which has occurred since 1974. Between the academic years 1973-74 and

:197;-.0 the average tuition rate at all dental schbols increased by 126

percent. During this same period the number of individuals applying to

dental. school fell by 26 percent. (See attached analysis)

Tfie.relationship between increasing student indebtedness and future
V

practice patterns must also be examined. Data obtained by the AMerican

Association of Dental Schools ih separate surveys of 1978 and 1979 indi-

cates that an increasing number of graduating seniors are deferring the

establishment of 'self-employed-private*practicesandarefrIsteao seeking

to associate with existing practices or obtain salaried positions in the

military, Veterans Administration or U.S. Public Health Service. This

....concentration of dental resources produces an excess capacity in certain

segments of the delivery syitem while aggravating the problems of geo-

graphic maldistribution in areas without adequate access to dental care.

We also foresee the possibility that increased indebtedness'will uiti-.

mately translate into higher dental 'fees and the establishment' of prac-

tices in ecOnoicallitractilie areas, 'thus contributing to the twin

problems of rising health care costs and geographic maldistritiution of .

health personnel.

4o
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-- We believe/it is also necessary to recognize the link which exists

between a financially sound dental education system and improved dental

care delivery. This Subcommitteetis aware of the ,largZ scale enrbllment

increases which have b*n achieved since the inception of direct federal

support to the health professions in 1963. It is frequently overlooked, r

however, ,that the greatly expanded-dental education System is algo:a

significantly improved system. The fiscal stability and.financial incen-

tives which previously were assured under the health manpower statutes

have-enabled schools of dentistry to improve faculty- student ratios, re-

place outmoded teaching facilities and, of particular'importancei launch

new programs emphasizing:

- dental disease prevention

- .increased productivity

- primary care

- quality assurance and peer retriew, and

- the dental care needs of under3erved populations, the elderly,

handicapped and other special groups.

These programs are, in the opinion or the American Dental. Association,

both effective and relevant to the national issues which have been iden-

tified by Congress and the Executive. Similarly the 'ability'of our den-

tal schools to'continee to respond to these objectives is, we believe,

unquestionably tied to an adequ'ate and predictable levelof direct lederal

assistance.

-- -If it Is deterMined that such support is to be accompanied by prudent .

requirements, we most insist that these conditions be appropriate_. o

1:5
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dentistry and Caatible with the re ources of 'the dentaf' schools.

There has been a perception in the.past that problems which may.exist

in one delivery system are present in. all disciplines.For dentistry,
\

this has occasionally led to the enactment of requirements for federal

grants which have been inappropriate and potentially counterproductive.

Recognition that dentistry and dental education is separate and unique

from the othef health professions is Alereforc a necessary beginning in

the development of any new manpower law. A principal element which

should accord an independent status for dentistry is the ',national re-

source fuection of the d&ntal schools.. In contrast to medical education

witne125 schools, dentistry has only 60 degree granting institutions.

More importantly, 17 States do not have a dental school.'', Consideration
.

should also be given to,the high.cost to train a dental Tdent,.the

absence.of any significant private or philanthropic assistance for dental
tr,

education, limited federaland other third party .reimbursements for den-.

tal school clinical services and, the physical constraints which are

inherently present in dental instructional facilities.

Careful consideration should be given to the period.of authorization

for a new health manpower"law.. Over the past 18 years, each successive
ti

renewal of the manpower statutes has $roduced new "national prionities ",

revised levels'of federal assistance and, in'some inStanceL an abrupt
,

termination of funding for on-going p&)grams. This expert nce'prompts
, .

the Association to recommend that Congress evaluate the feasibility of a
1

..

five year authorization far these program) of Augport. Co tinuity and

predictability of, revenues is as-important tab dental cduc tion as it is

..
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for. any other large and complex enterprise. If this concept is carried

through in new legislation, a five year authority would provide dental

schools with an initial 12 months in Which'to-evaluate and qualify for

assistance, and lour years in which they can assume a measure of qlabil-

ity in the requirements for such support.

The remainder'of the Association's statement will address, within

the context. of selected programs, the health manpower bi /s which have

been introduced in Congress to date.

Institutional Support

The legislation to be introduced on behalf ofethe AdrOpistration

and the measure (S.2144) sponsored by Senator Richard Schweiker, pro- -

pose to terminate the authority for capitation grants. Although the ADA

believes that the capitation program, as. presently .Structured, must-be

substantially modified, it nevertheless remains committed to. the concept

of federal institutional support to the health professions schools. The

% Administration contends that earlier health manpower problems such as a

.shortage of health personnel have largely been resqlved and that others,

including a geographic maldistribution of practition s, ctn best- be

addressed through the National. Health Service.Corps, As a consequence,

it is argued, the capitation grant prograM has outlived its utility and

should be eliminated.

44,The ADA concurs that further mandatory enrollment increases are
: -

0
unnecessary, There i;leVery, indication that the dental care delivery

system has sufficiett flexibility to meet present and projected demand 1

for services. As We:have attempted to demonstrate, however, any abrupt

,
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decision to withdraw federal institutional support would have a profound,

negative effect on:effortslte improve access to.care.

The.Proposed elimination of institutional assistante in 5.2144 is

.....,/partially off-set by an expanded program of-highly targeted Special, Pro-.°

ject grants. Our objection to this aprach does not...stem from the

goals' which are expressed in these projects, but rather from-the inabil-?

ity of this funding mechanisM to.ensurean adequateand predictable

level of federal support.' As noted earlier, aehtal schools are currently'

receiving over $21 million in annual capitation.grants.4 Because a.'

majority of the schools would ba unable to generate replacement funds,

a benchmark by which we must evaluate any alternative grant program is
/ .

the extent to which it will provide a level-of assistance that,is at

least equal to that presently received by Schools of dentistry. The

Special Project Grant program as proposed in 5.2144 fails to meet this

standard.

As we understand the'provisions of S.t144 (Part C), it will be nec-

essary for dental and other health professions schools an entities to

compete for a limited amount of Special Project Grant funds allocated

dilemmalwhich would,among a number of discreet activities. The immediate

result from this concept is the uncerta nty as t the amount, if- any,

which an applicant-institution would a tually recei\ on a year to year

. basis. This problem is further compoun ed by the fact that the;otal

sums to be 'authorized and-available under th Special.and Supplemental

44

' Project Grants are considerably below the levels of assist ce curre tly

provided under P.L. 94-484. Of the ten categories of pro)ect grants/ or

63-'494 0 - 80 - 11
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which dental sehools,would be eligible to compete, two are presently

funded under the rxisting Special ?roject Grant authorities and cannot,

therefore, be considered as a partW. replacement for capitation grants.

'A third, Remote Site Training, is a requirement of capitation grants

and 33 dental schools have in fact exercised this option. A total"of

over .$15 million is currently awarded to these institutions for the sup-

port of remote site training wh -eas only 55.5 million, is authorized in

fiscal 1981 under S.2144 for this purpose for all health professions

schools. The remaining categories (7)' of Project grant assistance for

whiOh dental schools,may apply, in competition with medical and other

professional and allied health schools, have a combined fiscal year
\ ->--

authorization of less than 540 million - again underscoring Oe inade-

quacy of Special Project grants as d:meaningful replacement for institu-
, -

'tional support.

Section 730 of the bill would authorize a 20 percent increase in
4P

ca
the level of a school's Special Project grant(s).if certain conditions

. are met. There are three drawbacks to this approach. An' initial problem.

occurs because-the sums which'an institution could receive through these

"supplemental" awards are determined by applying a factor of one-fifth

to the amount of a school's Special Project award(s) r ther than on the

basis of what it will cost to meet the reqarementa outli ed in Section

731. Secondly, the uncertainties of support which are associated with

Special Project grants, described earlier, are careied forward in the .

funding mechanism for the proposed supplemental awards.- -In other words,

a school of dentistry would agree, presumably at the time of application

Y.
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RI
submission, to meet the conditions of Section 731 in return for an a.

.additional award to be calculated by applying 20 percent to a then un-

Imown level of Special Project grant(,assIstance. And, firialiy,. given°

the limited amount of funds to beauthorizea for Special Project grants,

many schools may simply conclude that an increaseJof 20 percent does not

justify the added expense which.wOuld be incurred in meeting the assur-

ances called for in Section 731.

The measure, 5,2375, sponsored by Senator Edyard Kennedy would te-
, .

place capitation assistance with a new National Priority IncenOve Grant
.

Program. As we understand the proposal, dental and other health proles-

ichools would be entitled to an annual base level of support

.(calculated) initially at $500per student) with iditional sums to be

added in return for meating,specified objectives. Conversely, the bill

provides for.decreases in the amount of such support 'if certain negative

factors areevidenced.ln a school's' teaching program. There is a degree

of merit in this approach, both in the fiscal stability which would re-

sult from annual entitlement grant's and in the flexibility that allows

derNal schools to respond to a serios of national goals in return for

additional financial assistance. Unfortunately a number of the incen-0

tives outlined -in SeCtion 772(0)(21) of the bill are either unrealistic

or inappropriate for the dental education system.

Two of the provisions of that section, establishing a reqUireMent

for a.15 and 40 percent'first-year enrollment, respectively, 'of minority

and female students are 'simply not achievable for most dental school,

Inadequate programs of student aid, inveaSifig tuition and_other.

162
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educational expenses, and a declining applicant pool are largely
e.

responsible for this situation. Even if these barriers Were to be
. . .

immediately addressed..in a 9ew manpower law - as-the Association is

urging - the lag tfhe befrre an appreciable nur4her of minority and fe-

male applicants seek admission to dental schools is still several years

away. A more positive appr6ach to thisr,issue would been incentive to

encourage and assist dental schools'to establish programs which are de-

-41
signed to identify, recruit and oxii1t minorities and females to pursue

a career in-dentistry. A third incentive to be met (772(e)(2)(c)), re-

garding primary care and public health, is not only unnecessary for den-
.

tistry, it is also potentially counterproductive. Because the dentSl

care delivery system has, until recently, been allowed to function with

a minimum of federal intervention, the professiocl has achieved a very

-N.

positive ratio of general,practitioners to specialists, In this, instance

a 9,to 1 distribution. -To arbitrarily establish this ratio as a national

standard for all dental. schools fails, initially, to recognize that an
a

overwhelming majority of the advanced training in general dentistry and

public heir occurs in hospitals and other set' which &r not affil--.,

iated with dental schools. More importantly, this requirement works to

the disadvantage of those developing schools which will serve areas of
. .

the Nation with an ynusually small percentagq of dental specialists. To .

cite an example, ofe new4Bental school is located in A State in which the

total supply of active,specialists numbers less than 70. What purpose

then would be served by encouraging such institutions to emphasize pri-

ary care when there may be a de4'Sstrated'need for dentists whb have

O

163
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received advanced training A specialized skills.. The Association
-:i.

.
.

believet,lhis issue_ can more proprly^he addressed within the provisions
, .

of Section786(b) E the current law Which provides grants and Other
.

assistance for den al general practice residency trainin m

kfourth ince tive o' S.2375-- call's for (A) a _iz-st-year dental

1 school'enrollment.inj4ich 10 percent of. the st dentS'are from health

manpower shortage areas designated under Sect n 332oithe.?FiS Act,
. -

and (B) the,establist-jment,oE off -site trainin= programs as required in

the_present law'. -With respect to the first c nditirfrr; Ct\ShoAdbe rec -.
.

ognized that only-861 areas tave been desiqnat under Section 332

dAtally underserved...Thus.the-goal of it) percen first year nrolime'nt..
i.

is unrealistically high; At the same time however there are presently

11 States without a d'ehtal,,school. Historically these 'States have re-',.
.k.

lied'upon prate dental schools to provide tiaining.opportunitiel;fOr'4 ,s, ,*
their resildents.4*As these pi-ivate institutions h4vebeen forced to ob

1)
....-.7:.'..-='''`). tarn State assistance in one form or another, the percentage of out-,

of.stake enrollment has declined eigpificantly. .Thepten.e of,this
..

shift in admissions raises a Serious concern as to the future availabil-

ity of student places for residents of states without dental'e .pication
.

-.

,,.. programs. In view of these .faCtorS we would reco4nd that the pl'opOsed
.

, .

.2. ..

L'.requirement be lowA.ed to 5 percent and applied to 4 combined -total Of

students from hoth underserved,aneas ( ecLon 332) and states rithOut

dental

Because of he cost 9f bstablj-shing.and mai7ritaini g.-an off-gd:t4'

training program, the Ass4iation believes'that this s nd.00nditiOri:
. ,

should be sep4rated from paragraph (D) and made an independerit inteStive..
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The ADA endorses, the' incentive outlined in paragraph E.. We would

also recommend that additional incentives he added to ,Section 772(0(2).

which provide experiences in .the provision of care to Special population
e

.gioupso i.e. handicappedkresidente of nursing homes, and ihstitutional7:

ized patients. To ensure' an equitable distribution of the limited :funds

which are to be authorized (Section 774(c)) for the proposed National

Priority Incentive Grant program; the Aasociation further recommends

that participating dental schools be limited toa maximum of fivejncen-

tives per institution/

gection 772(e)(3) of the, bill.proposestwo disincentive which; if

applied,-Would reduce the sums' available to a dental school-under this
''. .

program. The'Aseociation recognizee that, one of the penalty provisions,

resting to allowable tuition iricreases,.is a requirement of current law.:

We are not aware of anyla*uaeion in which this limitation has adyersalY

affected a dental School: Formany of our private schoolsi,

decline in federal funding of.instittitional.suppore'grants would leas

abternative 'to an increase intuition leVels. The:recOnt record of

Itiolis"forArth:410glppregraps.provides amble justifi6ation

ncern. We would afso note that for some institutions, d?ci-
.

a

sloes regarding.tuition are not a function of the .individUal 'professitinal.

,sOhOols u of the-unilrereity aAministration or :a higher authoritY:(4

in the case of CerEairi.,4tato edeeation systems), The American Dental
. .

Association certainly endorses efforts ed.:restrain tuition increases. In

our opinion, however, this should more appropriately occur gt a level,

where the most accurate assessment can be made of'a dektalsschoolis

165
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of S.2375.

Accordingly

157

we recommend the elimination of this.provisiOn

. " .

The'Association strongly supports the intent of thq second disin-

.centive relating 'to enreliment increases for sehools of dentistry.;

The final bill ,on which the AssoeiItion will comment, as it relates

.teinstitlenal shiPPett. is H.R. 6802. With':!the exception of certain

modifi ations,- this measure is for the most Part a three year'extensien

Of th current authOrities. CaPitation&nts for dental schools would,

;;.as'we undeistand the b}}'11, be continued with the same unnecessary and

burdensome requiremcnts tilikit exist today. We c;iiinot acceptthis proposal.
.

gt.
and therefore ui.qc its rejectiOn.

Student Assistance

The most recent information available to the Association' indicatgs

.thatsa'sizeable majo'vity of the more than 22,000 dental stedents require

financial assistance to complete their plucation. It is reasonable. ftO

'assume that bcith the absolUte number of students ingaidte as well as

the level of assistance 'required, will giow..in proport1on6-to the adds

,tional increases in'tuition which .can' be expected to occur All..the net

few years.'.As noted earlier, the average tuition

schools"has.exceeded 126 percent'-oVer the' ast five

ocrea.ise at all dental

yeai-d. The total

annUal cost.to.the7dental student ituition,,Tees;40hstruments and . .

11VinVprently average's about 512,000, In the, face of this financial

need, dentel'studeniri must re'ly upon a confusing, inadequate and at

times conflictiAray.oefederalHasSistance 6nograM4
.

:

In the op pion Of the ADA; a comprehensive and fiscally, viable pro-

4ram oNhealoil profesSiont'student.aldmesf he:accorded:priority:
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consideration in any renewal of the health,Manpowelair.'Such a progiam

shOUld be responsive for the needs of the participant while in schwal

rather than.on a perception of high income in later profell4onr(i life.

Basic elementi'of this'.authcrity should include:

- An extension of the Health Professions Student Loan 'program with:

an increased feaeral'capitalization. piredt:student loans which

are awarded under this authority should3e targetedfinan-

Cially needy" students with an overall ceiling on allowable stu-

dent indebtedness;

A new federally insured/guaranteed loan authority for health pro-

.'-f6Ssions students as a replacement for the existing. HEAL program..

Interest subsidies should be.available, initially to the borrower
.

while in training, and 'subsequently to the.lender, in order to

reduce the total cost of the loan while still generating. partici-

pation /from the private capital le ng market; and .

- A two year rogram 15f. scholar ps for minority and disadvantaged

students.

The position of the AdministraLon.on this issue is one in which.
4

students are 'exPected to assUme an..fficreasingly higher percentage of

their educational. costs. Little if any consideration has apparently

'been given to the effect of this policy on the applicant pool or the
-

practicvharacteristics ofzfuture'graduates4, F.ederally insured loans

mare offered by the Admini3tration as the principal mechanism for health'

professions students to finance their education. The ADA believes that

thin program (HEAL), as presently authorized, is so completely'inadequate

16



and unacceOfebieeLthet it

assistance program,- e

should not be considered as a viable student

,14

as weIlederitind-tl*
4we
illierStiStirin'henthe present 13; percent

interest ceiling be lifted on Insuredjoans is; .tdndY,.the_lesst; as-

tounding, The' effect Of an 18 to'20 Pdrcent interest rate on

professions educational system should be quickly apparent.. .

The Administration has' indicated that National Health Service CorOs

scholarships will provide a measure of financial assistance for dental.

and other heielth professions students.
We believe there is a fundamental

contradiction in the Administration's approach to this issue. Corps

upplemental,sonrl'Abf aid. TO propose,

scholarships are advocated at one level of HEW.as_a mechanism to address

the problem of access to care. This contrasts with the position of an-

other arm of the':Department which
suggests that these. scholaiships rep-

/
resent a student assistance program.

We respectfully submit that it

cannot serve both objectives. The dilemma which resultsfrom this dual-

ity is readily apparent when the folloWing
statistics are considered. it

is estimated that the 1979-80 entering class of the 60 dental schools

is 'in excess.ef 6,400 students, with a total dental school enrollment of

approximately 22,000. According to the Department, approximately 185

Raw NHSC scholarships pre available for dentistry this academic year.

As should be obvious, this number of dental corps scholarships is woe-

.' fully inadequate if the NHSC program is viewed aa A student aid mechanism.

Conversely, if the number of Corps/scholarships allocated for ntistry

were made .equal to the demonstrated financial needs of the en re dental

student body,.tho number ofgraduates obligated to serve in a underserved

area would be far in excess of the requirements of the-National Health

: r
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Service .Corps program. In:summary, the Association strongly recommends

that the Department administer:the NationalHealth Servide'COrps as it.

was tntendedf namely as a temporary alternative until Ake

perManent,solutions can besfoupd tene143Mnsd the problems of access to

care. The'factUal. humber'of Corp scholarships;which are 1,rovided to den-
s

tistry should, .in turn, reflect the':.present and projected need for dental

personnel in documented/hort,age areas.' Student aid should:more broperly

.be addressed within tie coli't4t of direct' loans, an improved guaranteed

loan program,. loan repayments, and scholarship's for minority and pther

disadvantaged students.

Twp measures:dealing with health prOfessions student assistance'

have been introdUded by -Senato'RiChard Schweiker,'S.1642and S.2144.

ThoADA would caution .against a r lance upon a single mechanism for stu-
.

. , 0
dent assistance as is.- proposed in 5.2l44. Although the bill has con4d--

. ..,

,
.

arable merit in.providing for in-mired student loans with in-training

tore,sksubsidy and roan forgiveness for 'shortage area service', the

advantage of 5si642'is the deciAon to improve the existing, complimen-

tary authorities for direct student loans, HEAL, and Exceptional Finan-

cial Need Schdlarships. Each of these programs is designed to meet the

particular needs of different segments of our student popglation. The
6

fact that certain authorities, such as HEAL, have been found lacking can
0

be remediedthrough int ?rest subsidies and Othhr improveMents which are

contained in S.1642. Direct loins (HT;SiS) hove beeran effectivestu:-

dont aid Approacill ixice the inception ,of federal health manpower support

few yearSthe individl school loan funds have the

b.

.1 69
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....potential to become self-sustdini!Ig Federal capital contributions'
.

Would. theiibecome unnecessaryl:tbus reai4 ?ing amajor cost saving. to .

the taxpayer. Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships should also be

'continued and indeed made available to needy students for at least two

years. For students from disWvantag d backgrounds, the expense of a

dental education and subsequent establishment of.a practice requires
1

"..federal support that is beyond direct or insured lOans. Scholarship..
assistance in the form presently authorized is, in our opinion, the most

equitable and effective mechanism.4°

The measure,: S.237S, proposes an aMbitiouo program of " ed-bases, ,

. campus-oriented loans"forkbe health professions. We belie there are'.

.several major defects in this concept> t.An unacceptably highNce

the initial years of operation will; in our opinion, have the unint nded
.

effect of placing severe financial pressure,on other health manpower

programs. The Association also questions rationale for'edding a
AS d.

service commitment to this loan program in view of the 'proposed
6

.

'sion and expad"sion of National Mealth Service Corps Scholarships,' as

as the continuation in.S.2375 of the loan repayment for shc&age area

service program. These.latter two authoritis
4

already provide an ample

pool of graduates for service in.undorserved communities. The creation

of yet a third Source k obligated students will have the unavoidable.'

consequence of plat g-large numbers of graduates in areas which:have

at'best a isarginaleneed for additional dental practitioners.

H.R. 6802 provides, with some modification, an 6ftension of the

student aid programs presently authorized under. P.L. 94-484., As the

a
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Association indicated earlier, there is considerable merit it'd expanding

and'improving the current assistance programs. ''In this case, we recom-

mend that the direct ()WSW loan authority serve as the pripcipalmech-

, anism for financial support. This would require a substantial increase

in the proposed thvels of expenditures over that 'contained in Section

206* the bill. With respect to federally' insured loans (HEAL), there

is an urgent need to enact an interest subsidy pi.ovision if thiSproqram

isto be of. any value: We do not regard the proposed amendment in'H.R.

6802, deferring interest paymenbre while in training; as 'a meaningful

improvement, Indeed this change may only serve to compound,AZ4problem

of indebtedness following graduation. Two changes are required in Sec-
.

tion 207.extending the authority for Exceptio4,11 1:11anc1,01 Need Scholar-

ships. Under. current law,:these scholarships are limited to first-year

:students .only. One Year of assistAnce,for atUde5ta isadvantagTd

backgrounds will accompliSO.little to inbrease minors .representation

in the health pAession, ..The Association therefore ectOmmends that a

minimum of wo years of support be authorized for sch 1fIrship.recipients.

rSimilarly, he ropbsed authorization levels in this s ction must be . '4,s;

raised tore realistic levels if the program is toehave any significant

3

impact.

Dental Project Gr.Nts

The existing law, as we/1 as the major health,manpower bills which

have been inZidcced, provide grants and contract support for a sillLee177'

of dontal and"dentally related demonstra.tibn type projects. These pro-

grams interdisciplipaTy training, TEAM, eX'pan d function dental

if
B



auxiliary training, and others. Because of the fiscal constraints that

will undoubtedly:infliffnct decisions regarding a new health manpower law,

the Asociation recommends that the authority for these activities be

terminated with the funds redirected to support n imeled'program ofo
r

ihititutional support te,the schools.This ensure a

more equitable distribution of federal assistance. Dental schools which

elect to participate in a new institutional support program would then

have the option...to continue or phase-out these demonstration projects

as circumstances dictate.

Dental General Practice Residencies

ectien 786 of the Public Health Service Act re uires that not less

than 10 percent of the amountd appropriated in each fiscal year for

grants to Family Medicine and General practice Dentistry shall be made

available for dental resieincy training. These programs have been par-
'.

ticularly effective in providing the future general practitioner with

the skills and experiences necessary fop/the provisim of wprehensive,

primary dental care. For reasons which we fail to u dersta'4d, the Admin-
.

istration is once again requestidg the elimination o funds for this

important program. Such action is particularly surprising in view of

the Administration's stated emphasis on the need to increase the number

of primary care practitioners. The Association accordingly recommends a

continuation of support for Section 786.

National Health Service Corps
4,

The American Dental Association hasa 1 n(2 standing recor of sup-
.

,port for.program2.to improve akss to dental care for uncierServe and

Other special population groups.' Aljst thirty Years apO the Association 0

a

I,2
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adopted policy urgitrg its constituent
societies to survey\the dental

needs of those populations, develop demonstration projects which address

ese needs, and implement broad-based
efforts to reduce or eliminate

' barriers to comprehensive dental care. 44'

MoiJo recently, the 1979 ADA Holum of Delegates approved a°1andmark

report titled, "Prevention and Control of Dental Disease Threugh /m-

proved Access to Comprehensive Care". The report contains a series of
1

32 significant recommendations which, we believe, can serve as a national

N.11:strategy for bringing all citizens into the mainstream of the dental care
L'EpleLOS.)4C.. tio 13

delivery system. Of particular importance is the decision to focus.

existing resources of the Association on five population segments: (1)

the poor and working poor, (2) .theolderly, (3) the underserved and 're-%

mote-area residents, (4) the
handicapped, institutionalized and home-

bound, and (5) the worker withonkdental
prepayment insurance.

° . Fundamental to the thrust of the "access" programCis the concept

that improved oral health of our citizens requires a shared reepdnsibil-

ity to be borne:cooperatively by the dental profession,-govern)6nt -at all

levels, the private ctor and the individuall. In recognition of an

appropriate fedcr 1 Tle in achieving. these objectives, the Aenocietion
)

is presently endorsing separate legislation to provide comprehenallte den-

tal care for the elderly under Medicare Part 8, (H.R. 1015)'and mandate

d4ntal services under Medicaid ',or children of low income families,

(H.R. 1962)..
4

This recognition of a federal 5o10.does not, hoWever, 'include the

provision, of dents seevices in those areas where 4prital'care is avail-

able from the pr vatc sector. Nord oes it extend to the support of those

4
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federal health care delivery4rograhs whose effectiveAss can no lOnger

be demonstrated. It is for this reason that the Association must ex-

,press a strong obje Lion to the projected size, cost and current pcogram

philosophy, of the tional Healthpervice Corps. 1

Recent stet ents by HEW officials indicate that the field strAgth

of the Corps,in 1990 will exceed 9,000 personnel. When this figure is

applied to the Department's current cost estimate of $110,000 to estab-

'LUsti and maintain,a medical or dental Corps practice for the first year,

the budget of the NIISC within 10 years will approach $1 billion. We do

not believe that'Congress or the American public. is prepared to under-

take such a costly venture.
4

The. Association is also concerned that the Department has unilater-

ally changed the thlust pf the Corps to such a degree that it bears

little resemblance the intent of the originll law. We are particu:-

lately disturbed over the apparent -shift in emphasis away from the solo

p.5actide dolivery'model to the promotion of a permanent federal prepence
, ',./.

\:1

hat a majority (808) of future Corps dental placements wilVLbe in "in-

in the form of fixed-site clinics. Department officials now, indicate.;

t gratesldelivery systems", i.e. CoMmunity Health Centers and other
''q''

fi edfktes: in. .additiohArpenalizing those UnderrTerved communities

which do not have theseyhtigith centers, this approach virtually pre-
. .,

.1,

cludee.the o,olution Oft ores sites into-self-sustairarig private'

pradtices.
-

i ,- 1.,
1,

,
%

s. r% .. /' ,

The'valtdity ~of the rIvate9 prad,tice model fOrtdentialky is clearly
c 'i so.-" . . .

ri-deMonstrett6 by t he eper °noes in Washington and
F c,

ti states included

/1

7

within HEW,Region 10. Of the eight National Healt1.57vice Corps, dental:
. -Nfte

.
..-

'
. . r,.,
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''. sites that have been established sigce 1972 10 private praotice Battik 40

seven have to independent practices, and the

6
eighth Corps site is expected(tO follow this pattern. .Despite, this im-

.!

.pressive record, Regioq 10 is under the same pressure as 911 'other HEW

Regional Offices to give prioriti-in dental Corps assignmentVio fixed-
e

. 1 . f' ' 4
site cetqrsi.

. .

--.,

..
.

ev,
, Anothiar.negativcrlepecCof the current operation of the National

_.

.

.

Health Set-Ince Corpa can be seen in the low pe centage of dental place-
,

. . 0--

mentscin'undersevied'areaos
`I

whkCh are desi4Aat d as having the greatest

need (priority 01 and 02). The Association- -uriderSande that almost-50"

. percent of all Coi:ps'dentil assignments have tote been"in areas with \

..
V

Ar4.sr

an 03 and 04' identification, the lowest quartile. . This results in part

/I\ ,.i

falure of Corps officials-tO work cooperatively,Iith, and ape into,'
4

4'

work

.,

. account the efforts of, locai public anikprivate groups in pregrams.to
,.

Improve access to care. By placing Jontists in ateas.of argi4pal'need,

9 - ,....' .

the Corps has placed itself in dkrect.andonwarranted 'competition with

Private practitioners., These, sAustiona..could be avoided,it' the Ideal

from-the emphasis oh fixed-sitedp)tcements and in the latitude allowed

for site seldction by'NHSC personnel. ' It is .also a reflection of the
,..

denbalaodiries re,given',1p more meaning ul role.in the designa6toeoi4e,

underservea a a and the possible placement Rf Corps-Personnel inled

-areas. At a minimum, there must"be a grellter opportunity for the local

( soci y tci-commeat.on proposed Corps assignments to their communities,

. 1 .

and 16 appropriate and feasIble,,to offer less costly anclmore lasting
. \ .

niternatives.teth; NHSC, 'The'Amiociation'strogly urges the adoption

4
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of amendMents which a ow a period' of not less than 90

f'profennional societieCto sit' their comments durfrig the deiignation
r

days for health 4 q

and'onsignment process.

-In'swmnary, the'ADA believes that the Naiional'Health Service Corns

was enacted as an inter* measure; one that would serve as 4.,4ntalyst
e -

.,for the developmenr-of private, practices. Unfortunately this-concept,--

'has la0ely been abandoned as the Department ,has"moved to create what

4p ears to be a pe5mament.tederal health care delivery syStem.

Senate bila S.2144 proposes, to shift the focus of servide*proqiams
0..r

Lc ...

front the fOderal.to the,,ttate 1 . This approach, at lea0. fncon-
s.. 4,

.--,... cep, deserves consideratioh.-'present federal policy in the health care'
1 ,.sector is toldardilocal esponschAlity through a ne,twork of h9alth sys-

'.

N...,

... ,

\
toms agencies established'under Public Law 93-641 and'continued under

P.L: 96a79. The basic assumptiat behind this thrut is that local plan-
....

nkng organizations are 'in better positionslpan federal agencieS,nt'
.s\

NI ;
';'' either a regional or national levegto undxstapd differing' needs and'-:-,e

..-/pitterns of care of.rOcal populations. ,A lOtical.extension. of this -'''"

,.
adnuMption, is that state health departments are in a better position

...

than the Department o4 Health and Human Services to evaluate- need.for
-

publicly subsidized health ftofessionals.

* , ''''+

A socondTconsideratien for the e'stalAishmene of statSu'otei'ated s r-J

vice programs, (in lieu of the NHSCIihvolven ;Illocatioblof intra:sta e -

.
.

7 4C2.
resources. Under t At' program,currt'rogram, professionaln areassighed to 2!':

,,.

1
..nh6rtage'areas.withOut regar to place of,training. Sin a majority of

e. \ NHSIC Oholarship recipients ar graduates of northern schools while a
I ' .4-

,Majority,CT shortage arcas'aro located in the south, this meann'hat most

/ .
.0 u

a.-
N. V

,.

, p
S. /
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4.

Corps professional's arts trained in one state for'four_or'more years and

subSequently'Assigned
.

.NHSC sit s in another state. Wherei.profea-,

sional schoolAa e .subsidized n part by state.reve les, this has the

effect of unfairly reallpc ting resources from_ one s ate to another a d

acts as a disincent ve to,states support training programs. Irra

program operated by the tirks, each state government could detetmine

need for publicly subsidized profeesionals and could then invest in tealn-

'Jig and placement Accordingly. This would have, the further Advantage'

that professionat ls dra/n from and trained i\ a given state hay be more

likely to re4n there and to effect lo aollitions to health'man'-

power shoitAges.

A third aclvantAge tb a state,operated progr .involves

of professionals serving ender public A continurng prolplem

encountered with the National' Health'tervice Corps has been the assign,-

Corps;profes-siOnals to sites in 'states in which they hold;do of hol
,

Y,an-appropriate'llAcanse to praCtece. This oCrcurs .wherk Pro SionAsiarel'

matched "05' Altos, in stat other than Ithdse"rb "wtiich.rEhey have prCviOitaly/

' 6 ...

trained or practiced. Cotps members a required
1*

to take the required

licensure examieatron at the earliest pos.ible tee, but this if' often

a significant Periociof time ,after the.-placement and in cAps in fvhich

'the professio faits, to pass the exam, allowance is made for ,retaking

4 it at -rho nex opportunity. The, result of this !situation is that in many

:Cases NHtiti\profess113n4s provide care fOr,Cxtended periqds of time

out holding thir-Appropridte license.' If indix\i.dual atetas tracagd 010
s e

rifessionals for.service in those reline Itates, it would be possible to

.

4

,

ce
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provide for -licensure arrar.gcracnts based upon knowledge'of ':.the'prOfesr
. sional'sed . ' /ationar foaCkg.:;:iind and OtherwAse ensure that publicly

stepor professionals meet the regUireme4s. for P''Vhcac,3.1rileach .in- . st,',

cli:Vrdual state. Ttris.would both''raSili*ate rilti4inshi.p9..w1th ii.O.VLites,' .,
, ,..prOfessiCirals arid inspire' coneidence;among potential pAtients regarding_ .

...:.9.,tire coripetence4of the public: service. prgfes-sizona a.
J

There are ,two major defi:cienCiils .in this ,prbgradies pidpo.ped in .

.., * ,/ . ', I ,0 ;S.2144. .4Tho, peocess o.f shdrtagir,.area ddsignatiOn would remtiiil for...

a federal, function. le the sicholarshypr program is

ti!i''responsibility, then it shocild ,folloW that the.,

sons unspecific

. to be largely', a at

designation proce7s

th'cliarvice

ing absence cif:Ci,Wr`or
kand operatkonil twir.

;whiO, \atimately, determines th6 ne`d for graduates

34ishould be a ,state,fenctionr: There.is a sttik-
\ati:ori in S.2144, regarding thee placement. probels

.nts rogram., Given the vide range of
proble-ms bneounteied in current fedlraf progrim,tt.'sCeMs necessary
to V that detailedlegiskativ idance,be provided for any ne initia-
tive in this area... Ite fa our e,\,.zynce that reliance on ritgulatery in-
terpretation difect service ±pflograms.

-..' The Association has deVeloped a detaildd set of on;. .' 0 ,, , ' ' ,
the existing MISC. program... We believe these suggested, revision (whitti"'.

.. . it .
are ikperrded, to th'I4 statement) can serve as.the bbsi.s'for statutory im-

): , . . . .

provements to Ole* current.- lhw and", where. appropriate.:.(V the tramerk..
N.. . e ' ^

ti for alternative approachSs such as proposed .tn 5.2144:
`.'..-- '

cdncludes 6 Association's .statement*. '
e' , . '
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'STATEMENT OF
THE AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

ON
THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS

(Stimmary. of Recommendations.)

-

The NHSC Scholarship Programt

-'1?e dumber of scholarship recipients must be linked-to-a careful
eysfuation of the need,for NHSC dentists in legitimate shortage
areas whi'ch cannot be served by existing private resources;

The selection, process must' be linked to the nature of the shortage
areas., Participants should be those most likely to:remain in
shortage areas rather than. those with greatest financial need.
Priprity for' granting or scholarships should be second year.students.

s .

(--
II. The. Health Manpower Shortage Area (HMSA) Designation Process:

- Require that all requestors of des&gnitions consult both the appro-
F4iate HSA and local professional society andAaclude.their.:com-0
menti when submitting the request;

.

- Informationrequested from the professional society op other
relevant organization; should allow, for a.reas le;COMM
iod - noteless than..90 days;.

-.The'criteria for designation.of HMSAs must be improved to inap
consistency 'in identificAlon of shortage areas and to assure &lat.
z),r:levant.factors are considered in evaluating designation.re-4, r

quests.
.

20,1,

.
III.' The NHSC Placement' Process:

%Al
- Require applicants for personnel to contact the appropriate profes-

sional society before application to request asais-
: tancein dealing,,with the gnorta4e14Prougnuse.of existing private

resources :: Require the professional societr!.s psponse to be in -o
cluded in. the application' 41,4,

' .

When recpesiing'cltormatiin from a professional, society or other
relevant organization, theCOrpe shouldcallow a reasonable period
in which to comment .- Are. not less than 90 days from date of
receipt)

- Prohibit placement's. which would preempt any efforts .initisted'by-
private resources to .deal. with the '1.1p gev



- Where NR$C dentists are ?4,hced to-deal
withspecial population .groups designated as having shortages,
require that such personnel.

may serve only.members of that population group.
_ .

- Require that placement. priorities
for dental personnel be basedOnly on degree of'shortage gronpingt. and that special efforts beundertaken to achieve plac4ments in areas in which no,dentiAts atala currently practice;
.

- Dental placements should'not be linked to the existence of integrated sites funded under section 330 the arguments for tying medicalplacements to integrated sites are not valid for dentistry;
.

--In areas where it can be demonstrated that private'dental practice-is an economically feasible way to reach the population at risk,require that Corps dental.placements be on the private practicemodel;

4"- Require that the local
professional society be involved in the pro-cess of recru.ting a Corps dentist to serve in an approved place-ment site;

- Require that-all Corps dentists obtain a license to practicein thestate in which placed at.theearliest
available opportunity.

1
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Detailed Recommendations

I. NHSC Scholarsiaip Program:
f

'

Officals of the NHSC. program have indicated.that, as ofDecember

arships. Several hun more scholarships are. expected to betallo-

1979, A total of 770 students have been awarded service schol-.

cated for lientistry.Overthe next five years. To date,, however, only
'.960dental manpower shortage areas have beendesignated as'eligible
foi the placement of.On0 or more'Corps dentist. There appeare\to be
little coordinatioh between the number of scholarships granted and
projected for dentistry, 'and the actual need for Corps members to

in shortage areas. It is also important to recognize that the
number of Corps dentipts required.is a function not of the number of
shortage areas but rather of the existence of a viable sponsor and a
site in which these dentists can effectively serve,

.past experience suggests that the scope of the Corps dental program
has not been determined by a careful 'analysis of the number of dentists
who.ean.be viably placed but by. the.number of scholarship students com-
pleting training. In the opinion of- the ADA, this has resulted in a
situation in-which considerable.Preasure is exerted on the NHSC regional
offiecaeo identify sites for sqholarship dentists, whether or not viable
sites actually exist. Because. the ,integrity of the site is crucfal to a

cej

successful placement, some Corps-dentists e thus placed in areas of
Marginal need, (Nearly half of all dental lacer:lents are in 03/04 pri0C-.
ity areas.) Ir. auldalso'appear that s areas have been .designated as :,

orientally underserved simply because those areas have & fixed -site health
center which could support Corps piaceMents.

I 1
.

', .

It ii-belearly not possible to forecast exactlyrehe number of placeMents -

in viable sites which win exist seVeral1ears;in the future.. It ,. :'
should be possible, howeyer, basedon'the Corps' experience with sev-
eral hundred dental. Placements, to make reasonably accurate projections
of the number of scholarshipgraduates which it can effectivelyutilize. .'
Establishing the number of scholarships to be graDteaon projected
placement opportunities would help to ease the pressurefor deekgnation
of marginal shortage sreat and would allow the COrps to cotcentfate 'its -
effortion meeting the.eeede of,,thesmo4 serious shortage areas.

.

k ;

. .

.

Ite National Health Service Corps was designed es a temporary-.mec7(aniftm
'

-to help meet the health care- needs ofiunderserved populations, many of.,
which are rural and/or face special ethnic, igaial, and language bar-.
rfers to access to existing resources., Clearly, .it-0.2 important that
Corps personnel be carefully selected fot characterihtics which would
kedable them to addreis pie special needs of the populations they will
serve. Suth matching would. result not only -in more effective services
during the.placement period eut. also in a greater probability for're-
tention in the shortage area once the serviee commitment has been com-
pleted'. .

.
.
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e.

In Selecting sch rarship recipients, the program does appropriately
give corusidebtt on to personal

background and work experience in shor-
tige areas as well as to career goals. However, priority Es given toentering frethmen. Unfortunately* freshmen with little die:t ex-.perience with the dental care system. may -"'"have career gdals,
which will change with exposure

to intensj.ve.clinical education', Itis certainly desirable to make contactwith
potential scholars at theearliest feasible date- It issalso Isspertant, hoWever, not to lockstudents into a service commitment before

.they,haye begun to develop
an understanding of what that commitment entail's. r z-

It would be advisable therefore,
to fochsen the solphomere year as the. . preferred point for granting scholarships. The freshrw year could

-then be utilized as a period-of
intensivvecruitment anA education sothat those seeking scholarshipt,in-the-soPhpOore

)i-Ott Would be equipped
.with a better understanding of

what that commitMeatAeans for them-upon graduation.
. This should result in fewer obligalpd graduates whofind'that service in the Corps is unsuitable to their personal or pro-

.

fessional goals.-

.

An additional problem idthe!selection of seholarsh44ip, recipients isthe issue of need for financial suppor t." In some cases, those students
4 who are most likely.td serve eifebtively in shortage Areaaray indeedbe those who ale° have-the greatest financial need. 'however, therealso appears to be-a correlation

between need for support and tuition
'posts of individual dental schools which is unrelated to the character-
istics of students. It is very important, therefore, that HAW sehol-
arships notbecome'a subsidy to those-.dental schools whose tuitionsare highest. llot4oniy is financial need an unreliable, indicator of
appropriateness for service in shOrtage trees, it is alsoa.selection
criteria which could have the undesirable effect of.pushing low-income
students into practices in underserved areas while more affluent, Stu
dente are able to pursue their,

respective careershunencumbered by:shortage area'service. There must bek,spfficient. alternative'sourcea .r
of finghdial supprNt to allow low- income students regspnable Choices
in selecting_career ori,entations. Financial need should be deempha7-sized as a gleition criteria for NHSC.scho, ship% and should, in. any
case, be determined independently qI differ ng.dental school

<CO

. .4

II. "The Health Manpower' ShortageArea
(HMSA) Desigdation Process:

The point atwhich sho tage areas are'actually designated.is perhapsv. theb.ingle most crucial poiat-in the entire National Health Sijr4Cd
Corps prograb, Corps personnel may only serve in areas which4have-been,e designated as Health Manpower,'ShortegaAreas for the appropriate.:tYpe
of care (e4.: medical, dental, ete.) .. It is thus of vital 4:1,6P4tancei
that areas designated as shortage areelakber:-those

which.unqueseionably.do not have adequate resources to.serve their populations. -The two
components of-thajlealth Care system Which are most likely to have.the
knowledge to assure thatsdesignations are appropriate,a% the Health
_Systems Agency and the local dental societv.or other relevant proles-
signal group.

. "
"di

.4
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Health Systems Agencies are invested with the responsibility for
'allocating Scarce resources and for.assuring that the health care system
within each health service area provides accessible high quality care
in the most cost-effective manne possible. As such, the HSA should
have a comprehensive view of the needs of its health service area. The
local dental society on the other hand, has the most complete view of
the situation in terms of providing high quality dental Care to the
population.

o
It has the best possible understanding of the local dental.,

manpower situation and of the utilization of those resources. The .

American Dental Association has encouraged its constituent (state) so-
cieties to identify true dental shortage areas within eacti:btate and
,toilatch such areas with those identified under the NatiOnal Health
'Service Corps Program.' It is absolutely essential, therefore, that
both the HSA and dental society perspectives be fully represented in
the designation process.

''''Existing regulations specify that the HSA must be consulted by the
'tage Area DeSignation Staff before a final decision. is made on desig-
nation. The regulations do rot recfuire that the,local dentali.:society
be involved at any point. in the designation pro6Ess.' 7"

- I
6Any applicant seeking designation of a dental. shortage area should, be

4..r.pquired to consult both the appropriate Health Sytems Agency allel the -

°'.,.: : local dbntal toCiety yrior'itc5-submission of. a designation
.-40-reqbest. "The applicant should be required to include in its designa-

tion request, documentation of that.prioi COneurtatiOn as well as of
ty the and the dental societies' positinni o,e#1-eapprobriatenets
of: the request:' Failure to do So-'should:Conatituterciunds for_Aenial*
of the designation request.

In order'to ensure that the input of the HSAand CheAvital society_i.S
,

based on .a. comprehensive investigation of theproposed':ddignatiOn-e each
of those organizations should be allowed a reasendblAri
evaluate the designation request - not less 0090:-'15ays froM
date of receipt: The Association respectfully recommends the adoption
of appropriate: statutory amendments:to effece these changes

, .: _ .

. The task of identifying areas 'with shortages of heattt' manpower is a
complex one. No two communities or populaiOn grOps are exactly the
same, n:o.do they have identical health care needs. ,Wherefore, it may ,

not be possible to develop criteria for identifying shortages which are:
compfetely abject' and quantifiable. The existing criteria for'des-
ignation of dentarThortele areas attempt to be objective in ways which
often produce limiting and inaccurate resultA:'while pro.viding too
'little objectivegui.dance certain'other'aea/: The tAsult-has been
,,considerable confusion and inconsistency fn interPretatAbn4;f;the,cri,
teti]a'ndjn. the characteristics Of the dental shoiageareas which
have actualy e designated.

No
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The American. Dental
Association's Bureau of Economic and BehavioralResearch has prepared
a detailed analysis of the criteria for designa, :-tion of dental shortage

areas, under. contract to-theDepartment of Health,Education and Welfare 'Assessing
Supply of Dental and Auxiliary Per-sonnel and Requirements for Dental Health Personnel by Specialty andGeographic Location,'). This analysis, which is included as an appendixto this statement offers

a critique of specific aspects of the criteriaand, suggestions for imOrlivements.
.-

III. The Placement of National
Health ServiclCorps Personnel:

Current,regulations specify that the NHSC must solicit the comments of.Health Syttems Agencies and
professional societies oe applica-tiOns for placement of Corps personnel. The present comment periodallOwed these organizations is 30 days. Ai in the case of applica-tions for designation of shortage_ areas,

this'regulated involvement ofHSAA and professional
societies is-too little and toy late. Aq

Just as it is crucial that
the appropriate HSA and local dental societybe involved throughout the process of identification of shortage areas.so too, it is vital that

they be involved in all efforti to alleviate .56 tc\ shortages. The placement of NHSC dentists-is'only
one of many potentialstrategies for meeting the needs of dental shortage areas. Among other:alternatives are the redistribution

of existing private dentists-andrthe recruitment-of
new private dentists. tThe ADA is sponsor of the.tia-tional Health Professions

placement NetwOrk, which is designed to help ',meettlust Auch needs.) .E.Arly
iniolveMent of both the HSA and the dentalsociety can assure that the need' of shortage areas are"met in the mostcostieffective'mannet,possle. It can also help to prevent costly

place an NHSC dentist in an area in which a private dentist,isplanning
./

Aplication of- resource'? early, At would be counterproductive to. ,, ,

to open a new prilottce;
yet sech'situations have occurred due to insuf-ficient communi tions and cooperation. This results in substitution

'' ,_ 0f:A .NHSC denti t for a'private dentist with no increase in supply of-.services and in higher costs.
.

Any epplicant-se king placement of NHSC dental personneLshould he re-quired to consul both the appropriate Health-Systems
Agency and thelocal dental soc ty prior to submission of a placement request. Theapplicant shoul e required to include in its placement applicationdoCumentatiOn o- that' consultation

as well as of the HSAS' and the dental4.-societies' positi
on the appropriateness of the proposed placement.' Failure to dots°

duld constitute grounds. for denial of the application.

In order to ensure -lha the input of the HSA'and the dental society is °based on comprohenTh, ivestigation of the pr000ied placement, thecurrent' law must be imended.to.:Anow each of thbse.drganizations a rea- 1schiable,period in which to evaluate the,applicationc
'

-ei.e., not lase -

'
than 90-days.from date of receipt. ?

...1
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The regulations now'reguire at the Corps also solicit the 'comments
of the State Health Ilannin d Development Agency on any placement
request. Compl.imentai5e to questing comment from the SNPDA, the state
dental society's comments should also be solicited. This would assure

. comPrehe ve input from planning agencies and the dental profession
at bo state and local levels. In addition.the Corpsonuld be well
advise to solisif. the input of the Dental Director in' teach state's
Department of Health. . .

The need to avoid duplication of private resources by NHSC personnel is
of Apostimportance. Therefore, the National Service Corps should be

!If

prelMuded fro lacing Corps dentists in areas which would preempt or'
compete with 'reasonable efforts which have been initiated to deal

lt with shortage situations through the use Of private resources. Dentists
who enter A shortage area to establish a private practice or 'to work in
a private facility are far more likely to remain in the area than are

.

identists placed by the NHSC. Such private dentists are a preferred al-
ternative for* relie,Ang shortages-wherever possible.

- -----
A similar problem of potential duplication of resources exists where
NHSC dentists are PlaceetO serve special population groups. ,Under the
regulations for designation, it ids possible tb designate shortage popu-
lation's as well as geographic. shortage areas. Such populations are
often located in geographic areas which have adequate numbe+s Of den-

., tists to meet the'needs of the majority of their populations. The
special populations, however, have inadequate access to services be
cause of sotio,-culturar factors.such as language barriers. (The diffi-
culties o4,i.accurately.ldentifying socio-cultural access barriers were
discussedrgailier), Where this type of shgrtage population`does- clearly
exist, care Must.be taken .to ensure that any federal resources intended
to alleviate the shortage are in fact utilized only by the shortage.
popUlation.

, .
. .

It is inappropriate for National. Health Service Corps dentists who air,

.

..

.

placid to seqe a special population to be utilized by membeN of other
groups who ha 7b access to private resources. Such a situation can re-
sult in unfair competition through providing care at lower than:market.:
prices and thus would force private dentists to leave the area. This
would havethe unacceptable effect of actually worsening the area's

e.

man-
powerpower situation at the same time phe,target populati receives:
less' than the maximum benefit intended by the carps dentis .. It should,
,ttfOlttefOrsk, be clearly specified in law that any NHSC -dents t who is

'placed fo serve a sluirpAglipopulatioh may provide now,emergency services
only to members of that popudation'grobp. ..

o ., 0
. . 4

'Congress must ale° ensure .that NHSC dentists are placed in those shor-
tage als which have. the greatest need. The existing criteria for HMSA

-.: -8651gna ionsprOvides for a syiteM of grouping areas by degree of ahor
sage, wisk the "01" classification representing the most critical
shot,tageland "04" the least. . In practice, however, the Department has
a;tpigned am unacceptably-high percentage of Cgrp dentists to) 't.hOse
areas designated' as having a lower-(03 and 04) iority. This,' results .
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in part from t.t4 latitude'allowed
for site selection by.NHSC deOtists

and, in particular, from the Corps! shift in emphasis to 'integrated"de14.very systems 47 fixed-site health centers as"the preferred deliverymode. The Department has recently indicated that a majority ,(80%) offuture Corps dental placements
will 'be in_Community Health Centers endother - fixed- apes.' Whatever

advantages may be perceived to exist by-adopting this approach, it is mitigated by the fact that, for dentist ,mostCbf these sites are in the 03/04.priority areas. This policy:has,in addition, the immediate
effect of penalizing those rural and urbancommunities which do not have fixed-site health centers. Of most im-portance is the fact that the-placement of Corps-dentists in these semi-permanent facilities vir4ually

precludes-the conversion of this form ofNisc delivery mechanism to a private practice; an objective which whs
a central feature of the original 'MSC legislation.

It is important to recognize that
the solo practice model is the'domi-

nant characteristic of the dental care delivery system. Because of theprofession's emphasis on primary care (almost 90 perceiftbf dentists
are general practitioners) referral

relationships and other linkages
which are necessary for medicine are less critical toldentistcy,: The
validity of the dental private practice model as ajong-term solution
to access problems is demonstrated by the experience of the National
Health Service Corps in HEW Region X (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washing-
ton). Of eight pr,ivate practice

model'OBSC sites established in Region Xsince 19,i2, seven have converted
teouccessful private practices and

.the eiglikkla expected to toll6w this pattern. Based on this experi-ence and on the nature of dental practice,
the National Health Service.

Corps sSeild.be required to utilize the private practice model for den- 'tal Aacements in all shortage areas in which it can be demonstrated
). that private dental practice is

an economically feasible way to reachthe population at risk. 7

National Health Service Corps dentists must also be effectively integre-
.

ted into their professional
communities and thus encouraged to remain

upon completibn of the.placement.

One way in whisch the professional
relationships of Corps prpviders

could be improved would be through greater involvement of local private
dentists in the recruitment procees.. This would permit experienced den-tists to bring their technical knowledge

and understanding to bear, in
the selectron process.. It would also ensure that. local prov.islefs we're
faMiliar with ant confident of the

new dentist at-the outset :Pf the
placement, 'facilitating integreition into'the community as a whole. The
NHSC should therefore be d&ected.wherever possible to involve represen7
tatives of the local professional community

inAnhe recruitment process..
.

AmOre spedific problem involves licensure. Each state has its Oinv.li-
censure requirements and it is essential that Corps dentists be liPensed'in the state of plaCementif they

are to be respected and supported ty(
their colleagues. In a number of cases, newly graduated dentists:ta;06,
been placed by the Corps and Save then been unable or unwillingto ob-tain their licenses.' The timing of graduation,placement:schedules,
and licensure exams may be such that dentists in some cases must beplaced prior to taking.the

11censure exam. 'However, Up Corps must doeverything sible to minimize such situations,
and lemdst not abidewith dentist

I
h6 are unable or unwilling to obtain their licenses, Aserious questi n must be.raised

about the quality of care provided bya dentist who cannot or will not obtain a license. All National HealthService Corps dentists
must be requiredAo.obtain a license to practicein the ate in which'placed,at the

earliest possible opportunity. NoA den t should be placdd-whcannot be
reasonebly expected to do so andal efforts should be made to see that licensure precedes final place-wherever-possible. Failure to obtain A license shodld be grounds '4 '''':

''.iemoval*Pm placement.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. '
The Federal Government has provided significant assistance to

schobls of the health profesgons aver the,wast .decadl. but this
assistance has -.always been tied Id a response to some national
problem. In 1971,. in particular the. schools were requkred to in-

ease their enrollments. More recently, in 1976, the 'legislation -
ice, perhaps inadequately, to concerns about priMary care. Dr..

iehmondlins suggested that primary care: geographic distribu-
tion, and disadvantaged Students ar& all-important national prob-
lems. . -

I would like to know from each of you how your proposals would
respond to each of these problems-. Dr. Stemmler. , .

',. Dr. STEMMLER. Let- us (talk _about the role of the school,as an
. instrument of innovation-and. change. It seems to Me, it is hard to

0 talk specifiCally about the programs that get mounted and directed,
using the wordwe-have heard here earlier, in. "targeted" ways.

The schools proghly are the most.resourceful apparatus availa-t
- ble to the Federal' Government to promote change in the health

scene, It seems tome that they have served that role very effective-
,ly. .

.

., The primary care movement, as we call it, evolved, in part,
through actions taken by the schools and, in part, through actions
taken by professional associations. Those actions were then imple-
mented cooperatively with schools. I am rqferring to, fol. example,
the family practice movement, the trend iin the establishment of
generarmedicine as a-A area of concern, the promotion and develop-
ment of residency programs in the community institutions, and ehe

, support of those institutions with .educational programs so that
they attracted. American graduates.

It is in all of those ways that the schools IfIve played a major
role and because of that we are now seeing trends in a very
positive direction. I would have to emphasize that we are in a
dynamic and positive situation t the present time. ,

In the area of minority recr itment--
Mr. WAXMAN. Before w leave that area, it seems that the

schools have played a role in the:trend in the other direction, the
specialization and concentration on subspecializatidn by so many of
the students, which has led to a surplus-in some of the specialties
while at the same time we have an insufficient number of general
practitioners. Do you agree? ,---.

Dr. STEMMLER. I don't think the schools can step aside from
being called to account. I am referring now to the period in the
early fifties and sixties, where there was a great emphasis on the
development of specialties, the definition of new specialties, and
the interest of students in pursuing careers there. . .

You recognize, of course, Mr. Chairman, that the schools address
4 years of education and then the students graduate and enter the

7 graduate years in which they elect to do things,,that are no longer
directly under_the control of 'the schools. Society has encouraged
them 'also to broaden their education and to go into greater deptIt

But it seems to me that if we define that as an adverse trend---
and I am not sure we shouldI think we Saw something grow that
had to grow to provide high-quality services and now we are in a
period where all of agree th it has to be adjusted for a, moreus ag,

178 Ti
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Tavorable
,

individuals whoa provide ,primacy fhealth seryices,but yithout trying coMprornise the strenith ofthat specialty system-.which is in place and w ch serves us so welt,;;-- Mr. WAlem.A.N: l)o you want to comment oh tlfe tither?. ' k "/
STEMmLEK.- I'ivanted to comment on mi *ty recruitmentand tetention because. I must sac `inet those us, in medicaleducation are:very much discouraged about, th -scene as -We zee it.

- The association of American -Medic Coll d really declared,,
as one-of-As missionar-to try to:,prpmote the n ry of indwkeluaLs :-who are ,bot-fi ,underpiivileged and representatives of groups flatare not well represented -in, medicine, and' Marry sejious attemptsthrough" a variety of programs have been made7

I can to our own experience at the University of Pennsyl-vania, where the tactic that we took was to try to generate a poolOf applicants through a prOgram that goes and visits undergrad-
uate_colleies: ,ry to promote ,or to encourage students to applyand, from'that pool, to accept a group that will come and join our.;,_class_

Within the last 5 or 6 years the pool of apiAitants has_proifiabl-?"
quadrupled but the numberof students who-chpose,to

,,P
school, despite the large number of acceptandes,-tas-detIintrd.There are a :xariety of factors and we try to look at Why studena fromturn way fro 'us. One of;the 'factors is finantial. Others relateopportunities that students perdeive are available in other carr
where there is a more immediate reward than pursuing trainin

.So, I -arn really very much distatisfied,fas are my colleague* mthat. the/ national applicant Pool has remained relatively constant.over the last 4 br 5 years and that; despite prograrris such.as thobe'-
that Dr. Richmond addressed, wer.haye not really increased the
number who appear to be applying;

.

I saw a study Or college freshmen recently from the American
Council on Education ':where students expresspd their:interest infuture-careers. In the -grOup of freshmen, generally there was adecline in the number interested- in medicine, but in the minority
group particularly there was even a further decline.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Roeck. .

ROECK. I welcome the opportunity to speak on the issue ofthe, primary care, as you mentioned, Mr. Chairman, because that isone of the areas where dentistry is quite different from medicine.Practitioners in dentistry are primary-care areas in an over-whelming majority. The number of specialists in-the practice. of
dentistry. is somewhere in the neighborhood of 10 or 12 percent. Icould get the accurate figures for you if you would like. But oursituation is almost an upside-doWn situation compared to what hasbeen true in the medical profession. .

.We support the continuation of support for the general practice
residency, prograth so that we will get into an area where mostof the graduates are attempting to go into specialty, programs. We
support the program that is currently in effect under the presentlaw encouraging .the. establishment .of_ general practice residency

a;program also programs in pedadontics, children's dentistry..On the subject of minority-- "

t 58



Mr. WAxiwArr. You dons objectto the provisionS that we have in
our-bill?, 474

br: Roick. No, sir. .1 fMr. WA.xmAri. Dr. Pulver -4z
Dr. PemERANTz. Mr.. C rijian, his is prob,a14- the happiest t,

question for the-oifteopathic rofessiorr to ah4secrbecause indecsl all
of osteopathic medicine has beep' e preparationidf prithaiy-care4
physicians. And,,ag I indicated in y r mar , this profession from-

o its v ry beginning as deVoted itself to he w sole -question ortrain-
rimary-care p ysicians.1

think our trac record i very effective in this regard. We are
ry happy to find at 80 percent of our graduates indeed goainto

p imary care and th other 20 percent go into osteopathic special-
..es, which is just the r verse of our allopathic brethren.

I think the whole q tion of devoting our attentions as a profeS:
sion to primary care as always been a happy occasion for us. We
are delighted to alwa s presenthat. Se we support the provisidns
in your bill on that.

On the question of t minorities, we; too, share the same prob-
lems of recruiting minorities, although our association of colleges
has developed a program on health careers, an opportunity pro-
grain that attenhts to recruit and to channel minority Students
into otlr'colleges: r

Mr. WAXMAN. HEW reports show that the percentage of primary-
care-residents and trainees- in each of the past 3 years has been 52
perCent. So no change has been shown. How would you explain
that;-Dr. Stemmler?

STEMMLER. This is the number that is determined by the I
number. of first year entry positions minus those who move out of
those positions, tassume. hi ,

Mr. WAXMAN. Yes..
Dr. STEMMLER. I guess the best way to respont to that is not to

"Challenge a number but to 'talk about whaewe would hope would
be a trend,` also to look at another'facet of it, and that is: How we
define the primary-care physician.

The issue really is not the deduction at the first year
but what happens a:s.the resident in mediCine, continues his or her
education and then at the third year of training elects to enter a
pecialty training. Of course, that IS the area to which your bill is
addressing itself as an additional deduction..

Now the questionand it is really the basis on Whir ,r' philos-
ophy of the bill is Constructedis whether there is su. , ring as k

a primary-care physician who is purely and simply primary care?
You would, on that assumption, reject the notiqn that the specialty
physiciaticprovides,,in*per,centage of his time,,significant primary
health care- serViees,:Se'ryices which have been shoWn to be pro-
vided by recent information, an assertion which had been argued
by the internists all albng: ' -

The concern we have is on that difference in perception. We do
not believe that we cart quantify now,., based upon a numerical
deduction, whether we are producing an a'dequate nUmber'of physi-
cians who are providing services that would be defined as primary
health care services for the Population,

S9
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74q believe that the information available shows that the trend isimprovingthat is, thartktere are more rvices provided througha diversified apparatus, net a pure apparatus, of only people called
priniary-care- physicians..H# therefore advise that we not disturb '- &make Federal intrusid57. "into that trend until we can watch:itareng and .° see that it contihueS to go in the correct dittction.

Mr. WAXI4AN. I assume that what you are saying is that thedirection in which it is going is the correct direction. , TDr: STEMMLER. Our' belief i that,-*.t least- as far as thet evidenceavailable to us can show, it-is going in .the correct direct on. I amreferring now to information that come, froin the Mendenhallstudy and the Linda Aiken study, also information that is in the -Rand report. These reports show some evidence that there is a. migration of-physicians and that there is a_significant fraction of 1-time provided.by specialists in the delivery of primary health serv-ices.
Mr. WAXMAN.' Do you think. it is a, mistake- to think that we

1 ought to have primary-care physicians to take care of a comprehen-sive and preventive approach for the family as opposed to justegpecting that specialists also will deliver some amount of primarycdre and it will all take `care of itself? \-',
.h.Dr. STEMMLER. I believe that every American ought to have aphysician available to that citizen for what we*.call the delivery ofprimary services, somebody who is personally'related and whoknows the nature of the care needed by that person..But my beliefis that that person does not necessarily have to be called a pri-re physician. It ought to be a pOrsician who provides thatservice nd, for people who have chronic illness, it may verY wellbe their cardiologist, their diabetologist or' their rheumatologistwho establishes tat long, close, personal relationship and knowsthe nature' of the care.that should.be provided. --

-Mr. WAXMAN. In recent years the amount capitation actually
, provided to schools has decreased. I wouldike to know from-eachof you: What are the current costs of education per student in eachof your schools, what 'percentage of that amount does capitationrepresent and what about tuition levels, what share of costs aremet from tuition?

. .Dr, STEMMLER. I will respond first, if that is all right, and that isto say that the relationship between the capitation and the-tuition. .level is clearly not a one-to -one relationship. We view the capita-tion or institutibnal support, as support that provides unreStricted
dollars for the variety of programs that schools deriver on behalf ofneional polity. And the evidence for that use is in a report by theGeneral Accounting Office.

.The funding of a school comes' from a variety' of sources.' What :h44hchanged over these years with-the.reduction of capitation hasbee changes that have been driven by the need to 'maintain thearray of programs expected by modern medical schools. For exam-ple, medical faculties now organize lhemselves to practice medidine
- and contribute Part' of what they earn in their practice toward the 'support of the,school. That is, in part, a: contribution made in aspecial way to the, educational institution Many StateS have in-,'creased the level' of funding to the schools because there has been adecline in the Federal dollars.

0
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'So, to answer quantitatively, I would have to'say that I guess the
capitation has dropped -something, like $1,300 since 'ut 1974 and'-
tuitions in the private schools hare,,isen by aboti $9'500 and In
the public schoolsby maybe $1,000. But again I w 1 't want to
tie those numbers directly to a one-to-one relationship with capita-
tion.

Dr. ROECK. At my oirn school, Mr. Chairman, the cost per stu-
dent is somewhat lower than it is on average throughout the_
country. ptir cost per student -runs roughly $15,000 per student per
ear.:Our capitation grants at the present time represent roughly 6

pertilt-oftour total operating budget.
T e tuition has increased regularly and,,as was just stated, not

'' in direct proportion to the capitation; there are many other factors
that' enter ', /_ that. But,our tuition has increased- over the past '2
years on a re 4 arbasis and increases each year to the point where
we are now c rging-residents of Pennsylvania $4,500 a year and
nonresidents ate paying $7,650 per year.

One thing -that Is would like to mention in -relatio.n- to dental
education is that our students have sizable" costs related to instru-
ments. and supplies that they must buy. Our freshman and .our

.§vphopore student instrument kits this year total $5,400 in .addi-
tion to their tuition requirements.

Dr. PumEi.Awrz. Mr. Chairman, our picture is essentially t
same. I am not sure we can tie our tuitionincreases directly to
decline in capitation. I don't have all of the-figures, which we will
get for yofi, but I do know that among our colleges the tuition
ranges all of the way from- ma in one of -our, State schools to
$10,000 in a couple of our private schools, which is very high.'
'-Ctearly the neecrtto' raise tuition ha4 been affected by the decline

in capitation ,The cost per student per year generally 1-,I don't.hav,e
the .figures but 'our staff can get them for yougenerally in osteo-

% pathic colleges they are, I think, lower than at; some of the other
medical sch i I. °.

Mr. WAx..4: . I am interested in knowing how your.schools.:use
the capitatio funds.

- Dr: STEMMLER. In the operation. of a. medical school the bulk, of.
-the funds:come in what we call restricted categories. Endowment
income, Fede4-al wearch grants, special project grants are all tar-
geted for specific purposes and can't be,used in a general way.

I represent a private school. The value of the institutional sup-:' .
port provided to,our schools is that it:provIdes a source 'of unre-
stricted funds that enable us' to initialse, innovate, td sort of glue
'together the areas' in which there are lapses of funding on the one '
hand and something. we have to do'-on the other.

That is the value. They are really funds of a special nature. As'
you point out, it is not a very high percentage of our total budget,
but it is The kind of fund that makes a- school run.

Dr. ROECK. The capitation . funds that we get at the Temple
University_ Dental School are used almest entirely fovsalaries for
faculty and staff,

Dr., PUMERANTZ. I think that, ))), and large, thqe are .nrestrict-
.ed funds that are used in operatinns, usually in operational
budgets. / °

'



Xr., WAXMAN: I6think -next: week .ve will hear abbut. student
Atsistance-from; the -stpdents' associations.. fBut .1am:interes141:in
your views' on this Sttuation: Do you -know what the median4ainily
income of .yonr--stpdents is'?- What about _the mix. of financing they
obtain?- 33o most of the student.1.0get =Some-- money. from families,. J.summer jobs,' or do they 'borrow the finidS? What about the,-, stu.-
denta,frorn-tge.- tewesdrfceme-farhilies? Are current- Federal efforts .targeted sPecifiCally'to'lliese-.Students?

Dr. rltrarai.R.- -Without .trying- to answer in sp4cific-.intiriabe*.):' -which. we Can'prOvideIthe financial aid-area is 'clearly an- area of.,vi al need in medical''edseation today...Weare'nta terrible. plight '
. whether or not there is institutidnalsuppOrt provided independent-xly df this question. : 2-- , .: :.

,,,r` The issies,rettlly.tie ;to. points- that. Dir. Carler made previously ini his queStihning :prithe administiation;The basic coststhat is, thehigh cost..-of and the liing .-Ocpenses-7-and the fact thaf.ed -.13tiiderits, typica,lly-;.can't engage in -Work-study kinds ofti; the ally committed in their. educe 'oriaLilirogiainti, so'don't eav, bility to engage in outside positions that,h ...to fund Ives. e_ere trying to provide,: access to medicaleduoati.tea4h. a- broad-distributiOn income.Most ofour.stu eri = by- the nature of the. cost ofpeducation,arev.need37. -st-tidinta,s...')-". e. great need the availability of
fmanCial,aid'.;Mfe'...agree_ t i.t.students ought to.defray the cost- of .

-- their educaTton -,toa t4sOnable extent. The oney.44ght to. beavailable 'arid it ifbikkt.tfir-be avail
rn

a 'at a'reaSonable interest coat.Students ought to be able m:tasm their: debt in.such nliznythat,
. it doetin:tilisi-upt their_ca.reer Ova pment.
[ We are talking. about ;stlitlents Who, by their nature and theirideals, are to be expected bperate at the-Very highest, of motives..-The financing _should net be -6,ouched hi..a way that distOrts thosemotives. At the Present: time -,t1*. nature 'of the` enyi ronmpt ; does-listorthigher motives. ; . .; . . ; .-Sb, speaking -ieryfflehefat.land * e would be td- provide "the-sPedific infd-rnititiod7--P.Notild*.say that, ofAill of the igsue

';',haVediscuseed,i,"Ininciati.htdis the areaof greateat need. ,Mr...WAXMAN.. We would like- to have inere.-sliecifi6informationfor . .!
C.followi g 'letter was received for the record'].. - a

.01
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AmericartAssocittionotCWWle ofOsumpelliclAmlicine 4720holonlgomen/Lairm,Suite609, INashinspon,D.Ct20014.(36)6545603

.,March 31; 1980-

'The HonorableHonorable Henry.-A. Waxman
. .

Chairman
Subcomdlittee on Health and

the Environment
House Interstate,and Foreign

Cobimerce Committee
2415 Rayburn House Office Building
IOshington,.DC 2U1S

'Dear Congressman Waxman: ' a
Testifying on March 20 before your subcommittee on H.R; 6802 Mfd re-

1 lated health manpower proposals, this organization was requested to
provide additional data concerning institutional and student educa-
tional costs. The following are our respons6s; should you require
further clarification,- we will be happy toprovideitinsofaras possible.

I. Institutional Costs

Educational costs to the institution, calculated on a per pupil/per
year basis,. average $17,000, in contrast to an average cost to stu-
dents of approximatelf $13,000 per year. Tuition in colleges of osteo-
pathic medicine- ranges from $300 to $9;000 for-instate students, and
from $900-to $9,000 for out -of -state students,.the wide variation re-
flecting tine differential between public and private institutions. The
mean and medran.tuitions for all 13 schools are $4',851and-$5,175 for
instate students; and $5,785 and $6,000 for out-of-sfate students re-
spoctively. CapitatiOn represents between 2 percent and 7 percent of
the total institutional budget for most schools, and most utilize such
funds primarily for general operating' expenses, although in atleast s,
one case capitation support is applied to various primary care program-,
maiic activities exclusively.

In Student Assistance

Students at the colleges of osteopathic medicine derive their income
from the following source*in the indicated average amounts; no6,
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II. Student Assistance (continued)

nformation.is available regarding median family income or parental
contribution as a percentage. of total student support, although we are.hopeful that we will'be able-to make this information available

185

the future.

Source Amount
-

%.Total

Earnings $2,601 20
Lams. ' .64275 48
Scholarships- 4,121 32

.

$124997 100%

0

Sincerely,

lama E: Levine; Director
.

Office of Wernmental Affairs
. .

LEL/wb

cc: Anthony J. McNevin
. Executive Director

7

Dr..RoEcie: We have a very serious concern. in the dental schoolsabout pricing ourselves' out of the 'market so that only studentsfrom upper level income families would be able to study dentistry.Areport was just published by the American Association of DentalSchools which indicates that roughly 8 or ..9 percent of the studentsin dental schools today come from fainilies with incomes of less'than $10,000. And, of course, the perientage of people in the popu-lation who have incomes of less than that is considerably. higher.Of all of the respondents to the questionnaire that was sent outby the American Association of Dental Schools, 77 percent of thestudents expected to have to apply for financial aid to cover someof their educational costs. The estimated 'debt at the end of theirdental school careers came to $22,500. There are many studentswhom. I know personally who are graduating ;with debts on theirhands of $45,000 to $50,000 at the present timei In addition to that,. the estimate on the cost of operating a. dental office today is$42,000.
So all of these extreine costs that the students are facing in,dental education undoubtedly are contributing to the reduciion in ,-the number of applicants to the dental schools.

4Dr. PUMERANTZ. Mr. Chairman, our association is in the processof completing .a survey and. I' will have that inf prmation for you 61na week,'but the whole question is ready probeLly the, most crucialand sensitive one that our colleges deal with. 'Ve are always con-cerned that we don't get students who are sma 17 enough to chooserich parents. That is always our major concern.
Mr. WAXMAN. I understand exactly what you mean. We will lookforward to hearing the result ofyour survey.

.1-9 4
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[The survey referred to was not available to the subcommittee at
the time of printing.]

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr.. Stemmler, do you feel that the curriculum of
the American medical schools places enough emphasis on the ef-
fects on human health by environmental contaminants? If not, how
do you suggest that we remedy the situation? Should we earmark
funds especially for section 788(dX8) project grant authority . for
startup assistance for environmental health edtication and preven-,
tive medicine?

Dr. STEMMLER. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly support the idea
that environment }tenth education represents the kind of a special
project: that deserves investment by the . Federal Gairernment.
There are many schools now attempting to draw into the schools of
.medicine programs that link to medical education the concerns
about health and the environment, the-toxicological, and epidemi-
ological preventive aspects of health. ..

The individuals who are faculty-qualified to assume those roles
in the schools of medicine are in short supply. We are probably
gOing to have to raise a generation of faculty who fit closely within
the structure of schools of medicine. And I would certainly encour-
age you to supPort a position on a special project that would
include that in the legislation.

Mr. WAXMAN. I know that the AAMC has recently issued a
,,report on graduate education. One of the points made there is that

it is easier to finance specialty education programs than primary
care programs. Have you or your people- had a chance to review
title V of our bill and do you think some changes ,in this area'
would be helpful?

Dr. STEMMLER...Yes,...we have had an opportunity, and we, certain-

1ClatiOn in the
ly agree and strongly support the notion that t is a 'need to
remedy the problem of inadequate, support for
primary care setting.

We are much much concerned about the specific proposal made
in title V, which we fear may set up a differentiation in class of
residents. We would like very much to, work with you, to try to
restructure that proposal in ways that lnight be helpful to address
a need on which we are very, much in agreement,with you.

Mr. WAXMAN. I will look forward to working with you on that.
Thank syou very much. Di- Carter.
. Mr.. CARTER. I notice ,tat you stated that dental student ex-

, penses are about $12,000 r tuition and board for 1 year.
ROECK. I quoted figures from my own school.

Mr. CARTER. Those are the figures,at your own school?
Dr. ROECK. And it dep ds on whe-_ner we are talking about a

resident student -01- a no, esident stu,_ ant. A ionresident student
has fixed school expenses o ly $1'...:,000 a ear without any of
his gersonal living expensesr

Mr. CARTER. $12,000 abov his pers
Dr. ROECK. Yes.
Mr. 'CARTER. What would you ,e total cost per
ar?

/ Dr. ROECK. I guess it has to of $18,000 to
$20,006.
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Mr. CARTER. $18,000 to $20,000.- And while the former interest
rate under HEAL was 12 percent, under the administration's pro7
posal it would be 19 percent; is that correct? And under 'this it
would be, I guess, 19 perdent; is that correct?

Dr. ROECK. Pardon? _ , ,
Mr. CARTER. Under-the adrninistration's proposed legislation the

interest rate would be about -19 percent: Do yOu have any estiniateof what the total cost, of a loan-to finance dental education would
be then? .

Dr. ROECK. I don't have exact figti s:but you have to include iii`
the figures the 8 years, the 4 ye of-predental education as well.
as the dental education, in the t cost. %

Mr. CARTER. Yes. WhatYwo '' you estimate' as the cost per year
at an ordinary, medical sc I for tuition, living expenses and all?

Dr. STEMMLER. Dr. Ca r; you have . to look at the difference
tetween the private- and the publicly supported sahools. In the
1Pfivate schooland I will use my 4wn as an exampleour tuition
next year will probably be $8,700, and we estimate that the, living
eipenSes in' Philadelphia as a student would be about $6,000.; ..

So, in round numberS, that the educational cost) for a medical
student in Philadelphia next year will be about $15,000. -4'

Mr. CARTER. That is total? , ,
Dr. STEmmuR,That is total.: , .

years,' Mr. CARTEL And it would be 'no lesS than $60,000 for the 4
/if yoU ignore the infIfition faCtor for,the moment.

Dr. STEMML,ER. That is correCt. "- ::' . f,
/

Mr. ,CARTER. And :what' Would-the interest rate be now acCording #
to the. proposed legislation?,Approximately 19 Percent? ;.- -:

Dr. STEMMLER. Tlie- administtation Says to go out on the open s, .7f,,,market, a suggestion whicll, is just absolutely unrealistic. It , is :'
unrealistic on two sides. One,- heoduse the, interest rates are .ex7'..
traordinarily high,' but on the second' side there is no assurance
that the banks will lend the money to medical students even at'
market rates , .' .;,,,'

Mr. CART R: Yes. I notice that in the "'Period 1978-74 to11979-80
the tuition for'dentat schools went, up d26 Percent. Can .you explain
why yolOiad! the drop there of applications of 22 percent during
that time?

-'

DrZR,OECK. I think, the' increase in tuition is one of the factors
affecting the decreaSe': in the number of applicants. A study was
done 'lb try to ,deterMirie all or the factors,_ and there,- viere a

,... nuinber =Of:things identified. Qn6 of .the other major onesYie that
oppoi-tuhifie4,,exist ip some other scientific fields today that-do not
'take as long to.. accomplish and are not as expensive as medicine
and dentistry. 'appealsthat many'bf the students who are inter-
este& in Scienc

)1
at-et% are turning to some other fields besides

medicine .and entistry.'
',, Mi. CARTER. Yes; I think 'th'at /night well be the reason with the-
cost Wing what it is for not jtist the 4 years of Medicine, internship
an residency butt also the-4-years previous to-that if;you countall

hat would 4be the likely .hehaVior of'a young doctor beginning
of in. That IS a tremendous jnyestment.

if;you

practice if heihad "tti repay:such a large loan? What about his

1 96 .
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'In faCt,; what would he have 'to do in order to pay baCk such =a
:large debt for the cost of his medical 'education? What would 13e k

have to de?
Dr. STEmmi.E.E.. I think we can sPeculate. ObyiOusly it will infin- .

ence a variety of areas, inchuling the one that you are addressing;.
that is the:billing of patiehia at some future time at an inflated
rate above the rate nowl-z--

Mr. CARTER. He would have to charge ,More; wouldn't
Dr. STEMMLER: That is correct. The second undesirable effect is

,that he or she may choose a career preference on the his of The
economic; ractorgl' We don't know whether that` shift toward high
income, specialties is operating as of yet but we will certainly be
watchink that very carefully. The third effect is that student May
not cemeinto medicine:

Mr. CARTER. I didn't understand that
- Dr.. STEMMLER. Students may not bontinuetO apply, in the same;

numberS. We are seeing a decline in applicants-lye haVe had a 15-
percent decline over the last few years. ""1

Mr. CARTER. I noticed that. At the present time we are supposed
to have 444,000 M.D.'s in this country. There_is,a prOjeCtion given
by pemons in authority that by 1990 there will be 574,000 physi-
ciang in this country. With conditions as they are, with tuition
increasing, with capitation being, removed .and with living -costs
going up,' ,do you think that we will reach that goal of 574,000
physicians by 1990?

Dr. STEMMLER. I don't, knout whether we will, but, I think that
there is.every evidence at the 'moment that we will. -

Mr.. CARTER. There is every evidence that we will reach that
number?

Dr. STEMMLER. There is evidence that we wiLl reach that number
if the enrollm6nt in the medical schools holds :constant.

Mr. CARTER. Will it hold 'constant with in.2reased tuition and
increased indebtedness?

Dr. STEMMLER: I don't know.
Mr. -CARTER. With the removal of capitation and the other things

which we have done to encourage increase:: ..r.:-ollment, what,do
you think, Dr. Sherman?

Dr.. SHERMAN. Dr. Carter, I think it is a as Dr. Stemmler
said, of speculation, but there haVe been :rir..7:1:1-ic..L1 cycles in terms
of the proportion of applicants to availab!,, aver a number of
decades. One could specuLate, I think, r ..-.:::::tidentry that we
probably could reach that figure--

Mr: CARTER. If, we con v-ith our incenti' .es. But if
we take them away, I bel.e that figure 7111 7.: down.

Dr. SHERMAN. Or we 7.--iii fill those i only qualified
individuals from the mOstrffluent fami]
- Mr. CARTER. That is the pcor, iii,saava:-.7.aged, would not
be given a chance.

Dr. SHERMAN. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. I am interestec' in your :he primary

care requiremen0 in our lezis_:.zior., spec .uld like to
know whether you feel that -ntag, would be
more viable if the following Jpzicr .re in the event
that the.national priniary ntag,- met in the
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aggregate, each medical school could still receive institutional sitp-port if it could show that it had-achieved a 5-percent growth in the- number of its first-year primary care residency-training positionsover thp previous year.
Schdols that could meet the' national goal would still be able -to, receive institutiongsupport but,- under this" modification, theschool would haye two ways to _qualify for funds. I believe that this

approach would encourage medical schools to take an active inter-est in primary care, without imposing unreasonable goals. Wouldyou -comment? , 7- .
Ur, STEMMLER. Dr. Carter, I think that that suggestion is animprovement over the position taken in the original writing of thebill; but the medical schools have a fundamental concern, and tis that the number of resident physicians and their distributio

not under the control of the medical schools?
Mr. CARTER. Absolutely. We know that.
Dr. STEMMLER. Therefore we are being asked -to accomplish achange that we are snot in a position to control. ,And it is on thosefundamental grounds that we express our concern.-

.s Mr. CARTER. I hgve a letter from Dean Clawsen, from the Uni-versity of Kentucky to that effect right now. I believe, Dr.' Keeney
from the University of Louisville would also probably agree withyou.

Gentlenien, it has bten very nice to have had you here today,
and I haVe enjoyed working with you over the years. Thank you.

Mr. WAXMAN- Thank you, Dr. Carter.
Gentlemen, thank ,3rou very much for your testimony. We look

forward to working with. you on this legislation and other problems
as they come up. We appreciate your being here.

Let me:announce that the subcommittee will continue its hear-ings on this legislation at -LO a.m. tomorrow morning in room 232-2.
[Whereupon, a -1.:s.o p.m. the, subcommittee adjourned, to recon- q.

/ vene at 10 a.m.,`F- :day, March
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HEALTH P ,ROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE AND NURSE TRAINING ACT OF 1980

FRIDAY, MARCH 21, 1980
I-

: HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman,chairman, presiding' . iMr. WAXMAN. The meeting Will come to order.,'WS are continu-
ing our hearings on the health manpower bill. Before I call upon
our first witnesses I -would like to call on our colleague, Congress-
man Lou StOke,..tL.,0 make a presentation to us and introduce c lirfirst witness: .

We are delighted t hie you with us this morning.
STATEMENT :.:4!, c' ,:IS STOKEI.z.), A REPRESENTATIVE E..

c,._,,,,.17,-, .;...;11 THE S'TATE OF OHIO ,
Mr. SToKr:i.,.. Tb...F.:-. much, Nrs. Chairman. 1
Mr. Ch22.1-man_ ar---,, -lei_ ,.. -:rs of the.subcommittee, I am deligtt-

4d this mtorning avc, _.tee opportunity to introduce to yo....ir
subc:ImnaLtte, 7)7 E;,7i -,,:_ Hines, who is the provost and executi-76
vice Dresir_.er. :. `,4,=i-7 ----. -iedical College, in Nashville, Tenn.,; arldDr. V. ...sw 1:.:,-..,w ..% the. School of:Veterinary Medicine at
TtiskeF.,..--, T--,-.!--..L.,..u-:e ?.gee, Ala. ..,

The- ., reorese . consortium of seven Minority /health
profelF,:.-ir-.7.-._ scholls .. includes in addition to their

minority /health
Chardv 7. Drev,-- P, -",'mate School of Medicipe, in Los Angeles;the --,cbc-ol of M,..- , at Morehouse College, in Atlanta; the
School of- Pharrn,- ..:_orida A. & M. University; in Tallahassee;

' Scheql off Phan-xi, as SOuthern University in Houston; and
Colic ge of Pharmac .

, ... avier University LOiiisiana in' New Orleans,
La. 4.

$ Wit,' ::,..: exception f' Howard Uriversity, which has a specidlFederal` relationship, e-Schools of the consortium are the princi-pal trainirig centre; in medicine, dentistry, veterinary' medicine,
and pharmacy for black students in the country. -

The Consortium of Minority Health Professions thools has been
,fOrmed because of the common goals, interests an needs of these -institution's. . , A.Their impact tin:. coatrilutions to the health care; deliverysystem, especially in underserved communities, is 'significant.Theseese schools ha been called national priority institutions ut that

MI) 4. .
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they are truly national resources and, as such, hive a special
relationship with tile Federal Government. -

I am pleased at this time to present these witnesses to you, Mr.,
Chairm,an.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for taking the time to come
before us, and to make that introduction and to express -ychir
interests, which I believe the members of this subcommittee also
share, that we not abandon these schoc::s in their time of financial
plight because a loss will not only, be those schools, but to the
country. _

Mr. STOKES. Thank yoU very mu:- 'ir. '...haki-fr An.
Mr. WAXMAN. We are pleased tc y us. We have your

complete statement, which will bF made f. the record. We
would appreciate it very much if \you_ c., .L10 ,.,11_:.-_narize in 5 mia-
utes., so we could have au opportunity DU.

,STATEMENT OF RALPH H. HINES, PH. 0., W. HALF OF CON-
SORTIUM OF MINORITY HEALTH PK:WEL:LIONS SCHOOLS.
ACCOMPANIED BY WALTER C. BOW' PH. D.
1)r. HINES. Thank you very much, Mr .-.1airmar_. members of the

committee. -
I ani Ralph Hines, exebutive vice pre -1J._174 and trovost, Meham-

MediCal College, Nashville, Tenn. Accc-_--_.; -lying me is Dr. Walter
Bowie, dean, School of. Veterinary Tuskegee institute,
Tuskegee, Ala. ,

I will summarize and not read :IL- .:_:nplete statement, Mr.
Chairman, in order 'to-stay within (=lute rule. [See p. 197.]

With the passage of the Health ,i-ssions Educational Assist-
ance Act 1963, CongresS declare the availability of high
quality health care to all AinericLi-c.i, is a national goal. Congress
declared that health professions pc,--70tuttel are a national resource
and that it is thereforeappropri_ provide support for the
education and training of such per.-: We seek to reach-this
national goal through a partnership Detween Feral Govern-
ment. and the health professions schoo_s; in order, to correct prob-
lems of geographic maldistribution; underrepresentation of minor-
ities, and Women; and,the need for health professionals trained in
primary 'Care.

In concert with the commitm nt of the Congress that the health
care system provide all Amer- ans equal access to health care, the
members of the Consortium f Minority Health Professions Schools
wish to highlight the ccntributions of our institutions in the train-
ing,of health professioi.als for poor and disadvantaged conimuni-
ties. Significant- numbers of our graduAtes provide health services
to communities with large numbers of persons who are socially and
economically disadVantaLed. However, much remains to be done.

.`For example, while black c9nerise ;almost 1.2 percent of they U.S.
population, blacks only redresent 1.7 percent of the physicians, 1.8
percent of the dentists, 2*2ercent of the pharmacists, and 0.7 per-
cent of the veterinarians in this country. Similar deficiencies exist
for other minority health. professionals: The criticakneed for more
minority health professionals is apparent. - )

Suprt from the Federal Government in the form, of cdpitation
and special project grants; has been. given to ificrease the number

A
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of physicians in the iJnited States. Health-professions schools have
npspbrided by doubling the number of physicians trained annually.

Although it has been projected', that the United States may have
A= an adequate number of physicians by 1990, serious deficienciesremain in health manpower in many areas of the country:

Some 40 millibn of our citizens still live in areas 'Officially recog-nized as inedidally underserved. A shortage of primary care physi-cians exists both in the inner cities and our urban areas. Federal'
support is therefore neededto address these nationalneeds.

Institutional support is an investment by the Nation to ekible
institutions to maintain -high standards. This investment is re-turned to the Netball. .. in the fOrm of uniquely qualified healthprofessionals to meet the following national needs:,

One: More individuals from underrepresented minorities.
Two: More individuals from socioeconomically and educationally

disadirantaged backgrounds. ," ,

Three: More wnmen for health professions careers,z _Four: A higher percentage of graduating medical students infamily medigi& residencies.,
.Five: Recruitment of students from health manpower shortage

Areas. -' :Six: Education in nutrition, geriatrics, preventive medicine and :
.cost containment. .

.

From the .6ohools of the consortium, 50 percent of the blackpharamacis6 in the United States have graduated; 90 percent of
all black veterinarians in the United States have graduated from
Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary Medicine; and 43 pe,ventof all black physicians and.. dentists in the United States Were
graduated from Meharry Medical College in Nashville;,and 76 -per-
cent of 'the graduates of Meharry Medical College are engaged inprimary care.

It is, critical. that the capacity of, institiltion-be strengthened
through new legislation, to educatO and train the apprdpriate kinds'
of physicians, dentists: ..pharmacis and lieterinanans.- needed by

. the Nation.''
.,J The training by 'our institutions, of the new kinds of health
professionals, needed by our Nation can be maintained if the new
legislatiorfauthorized support foninstitutions whiCh would enhanceth capability to meet the Nation's health manpower needs, in-chiding the need for primary care physicians in tinderserved rural
and urban communities.

Through a joint venture with the Federal Government, we sek
.........p investment to help us, train the kinds of physicians needed.forthe 1980's. This joint venture would signal a national commitment

to adequate healtlf"care for all-Americans, and access tp a career in ,,the health professions for all of our yduth.
Present data indicate ,a dilemma for the Nation to overcome

deficiencies in minority health professions manpower. While there
is an alleged oversupply of nonminority health professiogals, thereis no oversupply of mi ri. ty health profegsionalspRativr, there is aserious defici6nty of m nority health professionals, which repre- IA

sents a national cris's. ,.
Mr. Chairman, we -respectftilly urge tie committee to amend.

sectiqn 211 of H.R. 6802 in order to divide it, thdrefore, into two
.J-

.
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parts. We recommend the firtt,part_be enacted .as it is presently
proposed and in the same language and style except that the
amount of the authorization be r educed by one-half in each subsec-
tion of (D), the authorization apprc priation.

We further, recommend aitsd urgt. the committee to create a new
subsection of 211 which would use the remaining, amount proposed
for section 211for those schools who might wish to participate in
special programs and projects to cc rry out and to achieye certain
identifiable national purposes and goals:

Among these goals which have been highlighted in numerous
congressional and administrative findings, the following are in the
national interest; to promote an increase in priibary care; that is,
family medicine, internal, and pediatric; two, to Ensure an increase
of minority participation in the health profession; three, to assure
the availability of health professionals in medically underserved
areas by increasing the number of first-year students from health
manpower shortage areas; four, to assure ah increase of women in
the health professions.

We believe that the adoption of these special project purposes
and their inclusion in the bill. wou'ld.in no way; infringe upon an
institution's right to choose to participate or not participate in
these federally designated objectives. The need for more work to be
done4n these areas is critical for the Nation as a whole.

It is further recommended that the committee authorize the
remaining one -hall' of the proposed amount in each subsection by
each diScipline in the same proportionatfor each year of the bill's
intended periqd of authorization.

. The section of H.R. 6802 which -deals with startup, financial
distress, interdisciplinary training and curriculum grantssection
121gives us cause for grave concern. This is a most critical- sec-
tion, affecting the stitrviVtil of our institutions and the maintenance
of quality, educational programs.

Each of us has participated in the health manpower- program
since its inception in 1963. We are in financial distress now and
will be in financial distress in the future unless sig-nificarit help is
acquired. With mounting inflation, there is increased necessity to
maintain and to improve our educational base in order to remain
acgedited institutions; and in view of higher expectations and
demands, among minorities and. the disadvantaged for access to
health professicfns careers, we find ourselveslin the unt le posi-
tion in which income from traditional sources is simply no ffi-
cient.

Our situation is critical. The support of the Federal Governmen
in these institutions is a good investment to meet a national need.

We commend, and-applaud the subcommittee's recognition arid
-"support of the concept of financial distress programs to assist insti-

tutions in danger of loss of accreditation or subversion of quality
educational programs. We applaud Mr. Tim Lee Carter's amend-
menta.to support this section, and urge the committee adopt the
increased recommendation of $25 million for this, period and for
the succeeding 4 years.

We request two actions of the committee: That specificity be
giv,en to the amount authorized for each segment .of section 121;
and that substitute language be inserted to recognize two levels of
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financial distress of various institutions and to deal with these
needs differentially. We submit to the committee the specific lan-
guage we would wish to be adopted. h

Mr. Chairman, we are concerned about the increasing number of
'low- and middle-income students who cannot afford a health sci-
ences education. We have historically sought out and encouraged
young people to develop their tale is and to acquire needed skills. 'These skills are being used to ove the quality of life for all
Americans. Yet, the economics orthe 80's could force our institu-

.. tions to seek only those students who cou afford to pay from their
own resources for graduate and professional education. Therefore,
we support a student financial assistance program that would
maintain the deinocratic concept of choice. -

Given the financial need profiles of%students enrolled in the
institutiqns of our consortium, an effective student assistance pro-
grain is needed. We support the national health service scholarship
program and urge its continuation.

We urge that the exceptional financial need scholaiship program
to be extended to include second-year students in addition to first-
year students.

We recommend that interest subsidies be provided for loans to
needy students 'in order that these students have a more reason-
able fixed financial liability.

New health manpower legislation should insure that the health
careers opportunity program is upgraded and expanded. .

In the past, the Congress has authorized grants for the construc-
tion` of new facilities at health piofessions schools. It is now be-

. lieved that the need for additional health manpower has been met
and thus, additional facilities are not needed-. However, for minor-
ities, the facts do not support this belief.

We recommend that the subcommittee add a section to H.R. 6802
for the construction of .new medical education facilities, and the
language is included, in the longer text of this testimony.

To develop educational programs of quality in the health sci-
ences, it is essential that clinical experiences be provided. Since
1973, the Liaison - Committee on Medical EducationLCMhas
required, as a cond-tion for accreditation, that new 2-year schools
develop into LD degree granting institutions.

Conversion support uld assist the School of Medicine at More-
house. College in its pl to develop into a 4-year, M.D.-degree-
granting institution.

We recommend to the subcommittee the authorization of conver-
sion support for new 2-year schools of medicine to help them meet
the requirement of the LCME that they . become a M.D. - degree
granting institution. Language is suggested for that change.

Conversion assistance from the Federal Government has been
,established in previous health manpower bills, and has supported
the conversion of 2 year schools to degree-granting institutions.

In summary, we urge the following:
One: The enactment of authority for institutional support to:

assist health professional schools meet national priority needs.
Two:'' That "financial distress grants" be enacted with substitute

1;.nguage as recommended in this testimony.
Three: The enactment of the stu ent assistance provisions.

.203
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Four: The enactment of an improved health careers opportunity
prOgrarn.

Five: The 'inclusion of an authority for grants for
existing new 2-year schools of medicine.

Six: The "inclusion of an authority for "conversion projects" to
assist new 2 -year schools to develop into degree-granting programs,
as required for continued accreditation.

We thank you for the opportunity to present to thiS committee
vital issues concerning the health manpower needs of the Nation.
These legislative measures proposed and/or supported by the Cloy&
sortium of Minority Health Professions Schools) if enacted,
enable our institutions to continue their service to the Nation, in
meeting national priority needs.

[Testimony resumes on p. 211.] .

[Consortium of Minority Health Professions Schools prepared
,statement follows:]

(
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Chairman Waxman and members of the Committee, I am Ralph H. Hines. Executive

Vice President and Provost, Meharry Medical College, Nashville, TennesSee.

Accompanying meat the table is Dr, Walter C. Bowie, Dean, School of Veterinary
.

Medicine, Tuskegee Institute,'Tuskegee Institute, Alabama. We-are representing

the Consortium of Minority Health Profess4ns Schools, whiclfincludesthe Charles

R. Drew Post Graduate Medical College; the School of Medicineat Morehouse College;

Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary Medicine; Florida A E M University School

of Pharmacy;_ Medical College; Texas Southern University Sphool of Pharmacy;

and Xavier University College of Pharmacy.

A. Institutional Support

With the passage of the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of

1963, Congress declaNd that the availability of high quality'health care to all

American's is a national goal. Congress declared that health professions personnel

are a national.resource ana that it is therefore appropriateto provide support

for the education'and training of such personnel._ We 'Seek to reach this national

goal through a Ortnershipbetween the federal AWment and the health Pro-.

fesiions schools, in order, to correct problems of geographic maldistribution,

;underrepresentation.of minorities and women, and the needphforealth professionals'

trained in primary care.

.
knconcert.with the commitment of the Congress that the health care system

provide all Americans equal, access to health care, the members of the Consortium

of Minority Health Professions, Schools wishto highlight the contribuS,ons of

our institutions in the training of health professionals for poor and disadvantaged

communities. Significant numbers of .our graduates provide health services to

communities with large numbers of, persons who are socially and economically dis-
=

advantaged. However, much remains to be done. For example, whlle blacks comprise.
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almost 12 per cent of the U.S. population, blacks only represent per cent of

the physicians, 1.8 per cent o
fic

f the dentists, 2.0 per cent of the pharmacists

and 0.7 per ceneof the veterinarians in this country. Similar deficiencies exist

for other minority health professionals.
The critical need for more minority

health professionals is apparent. -

'SUpport from the federal gOvernment in the form of capitation and special

project grants, has been given to increase the number of physicians in theUnited
J

States. Health professions schools have responded by doubling the number of

physicians trained annually.

Although it has been projected that the
United Stairs may have an adequate

amber of physicians by 1990, serious deficiencies retain in health manpower in
c,many areas of the country.

Son 40 million of our citizens''still live.in
areas officially recognized

as medically underserved. A shortage of primary care Asicians,exists both in

the inner cities and our urban areas. Federal tupport is therefore needed to

address these national needs.
.

Institutional support,is an investment by the nation to enableIn titutions

to maintain high standards
This investmentis returned to the nation in the form

of uniquely. qualified health professionals
to meet the following national needs:

More individuals from underrepresented minorities

2. More individuals from socioeconomically and educationally
disadvantaged backgrotinds'

.

3. More women for itealth prOcessions careers

4. A higher percentage of graduating medical students in family .
medicine residencies

op\
5. Recruitment_of students from health manpower shortage areas..

6. Education in nutrition; geriatrics, preventive medicine and
cost containment.

63-494 0 - 80 - 14
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From the schools of the COnsortium50 per cent of the black PharMacists:in

the U.S0have. graduated, 90 per cent of all black veterinarians in the U.S. have

graduated (from Tuskegee Institute Schoolfbf Veterinary Medicine) and,43 per cent

of 'all black physicians and dentists in tit United States were graduated from

Meharry Medical CoIldge (and 76 per cent of the graduates of Meharry Medical

College are engaged in primary Ate.)

It is, critical that the capacity.of our institutions be strengthened through

new legislation, to educate add train the appropriate kinds of physicians,

dentists, pharmacists and veterinarians needed, by the nation.

The traihing.by our institutions,of the new kinds of health pollftssionals, .

needed by our nation can be maintained if the new legislation authorizedsopport

for institutions which would enhanoe'their capability to meet the,nation's hea;Ith ;.

magpower needs, including the need for primary care physicians in underserved.

rural and urban communities.

Through a joint venture with the.?ederai government we seek an investAent to

help us train the kinds of physicians needed for the 1980's. This joint venture4

would signal a national commitment to adequate health care.for all Americans, and

access to a career in the health professions for all, of ourlyouth.

/ '

Present data indicate a dilemma for the national to offercome.deficiences in

minorityhealth.professionsmanpower, while there is an alleged oversupply of

non- minority health professionals. There is no oversupply of minority health

professionals. ,Ratire, there is a serious deficiency of minority health pro-
-

fessionals, which represents a national crisis.

The facts are contained in the following fables

V
.

,
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TABLE I

BLACK ENROLLMENT IN FIRST . YEAR CLASSES IN U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOLS (1971-1978)

YEAR

4

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLMENT ° TOTALOST YEAR ENROLLMENTY
1971'1.72 882 7.1 12,361 .

1972-73 957 1.0°
.

..4- ,.

'11,4:1::
1973-74 1,0f7 7,3

1974 -75 1;1b6 , '7.5
t 14,763 .

1975 -76 .1436 6,§' . 15,295

1976-77 f 1,040 6:7 15,613

1977-78 1,085, 6.7 '6,136 -..

1978-79 1,061 6.4 5,501

.SOURCE: DATA. FROM PUBLICATIONS OF THE. ASSOCIATION c, AVA_ A MEDICAL COLLEGES,
ONE DUPONT CIRCLE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036

Poor and disadvantaged Americans,
including our minority citizens, shOuld.

if m
- not have their legitimate and serious needs For more

health professionals sub-
merged -inmerged,in the controversy concerning

the Overallhea':h manpower projections of

the 'Department of .Health and HuMan Services (DHSS).

. .He in poor and disadvantaged communities have con-

tribuied to an array of serious health problems in car rural and 'city conmunities

tof the nation: for example, a shortened life
expectancy,for.blacks (som2

1

6-8 years

less than for whites); higher
infant mortality rates; .a twofold gr ter incidence,

of high blood pressure; and'mpyipther
alarming statistics.

The institutions of the Consortium
are working diligently to supply needed

t.

'health manpower for our nation...

..-'`

.A fraction of thus graduates of all health profei-sio
s schools go into under -

servedserved "areas and Into primary care coreers.. . .
.

We therefore propose that all health professions schools receike institutional
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TABLE II

MINORITY STUDENTS, IN Fpf YEA OP DENTAL SCHOOL

ACADEMIC YEARS 1971-72 THROUGH 19178-79 1/

r

J

Ne
t

.

:le '

,

Academic
year

Total
first
year '

.students Black
American
Indian

4

5

, 12

12

22

21

10

15

Racihl/ethnic category .

Other
Minoritx

11 ;

10

34

43

68

2/

Total
Minority

.

412

475

529

551

637
l

65Q.

641

681

.

Mexican-
American

27

'53

64

68

64

81

2/

122*

. '...-

Puerto
Rican

13
:

3

, 5

7

.4%

!,1

'15

27

-c,

Oriental
(Asians)
.,

.1,12(2.4Z)

.138(2.62) :

141(2.6W

14,(2.5Z) 0

186(3.22)

..174(3.0%)

225(9.8Z)

26314..2Z) (

1971-72

1972-73 '

1973-74

1974-75
-

1975-76

1976-7)

1977-78

1978-79

cr. eiriP
4,70b 2456.2Z)

5728; 266(5.0Z)

'5,389 273(5.3Z)

'5;555 27145.2Z)

5.697 298(5.4.-1

5,869.. 291(5.0Z)

) ,5;390 296(5.0Z1

6,301 280(4.4X)

I

Percentage.

minority'
of totale \,.. ..."

first-year.
..

Students

8.8

9.0

9.8*.

11."2

11.1

10.9 C;.;

10.8
.,,

1/ Excludes Unluersity:of Puerto Rico. . , '

V '
2/ Thr data for 1977-78 differ from earlier years because o changoa in racial /ethnic categorierused fot data .

r "
collection. In there were 110 first -year studen .under a new category Hispanic ". Also, the

f
former category Other minority" was eliminated.

-7

a ft

* IncludAng Puerto Ricans in U. S. Schools.

NB Blacks 11.6Z' or totallp.S. population. 'Hispnnica - 5.6Z and Asian° (all tYPeD) 0.92

SOURCE: AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION, COUNCIL ON ITAL EDUCATION. MINORITY STUDENT ENROLLMEN; AND cmon47ii1e5
a .

s.

IN U.S. DENTAL SCHOOLS,FOR1911-12 AND FOR 1972-73... MINORITY REPORT; SUPPLEMENT OF ANNUAL REPORT ON

DENIAL EDUEATIONJ973-14, AND REPORTS, FOR SUBSEQUENT ACADEMIC YEARS: CENSUS OF POPULATION PART,I, U.S.

l'
SUVMARY 1970. BUREAU OP THE CENSUS POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES: 478. 0 1 ()



TABLE III
_

Minority Undergraduate Enrollment in Schools and Colleges of .Pharmbcy

AcademSc.Yr- ' '^77 '978 .30

!emir Total White :ks Hispanics % Native %
Enroll- Americans % Americans
ment

-197? 16,476 14,831 90.0 203 1.2 '8 ..04.

. .

2-1973 18,445. 16,205 88.3
', 3. 2 254 '1.37 29 9.1

4

3-1974 20,830 18,358 88.1 4 343 1.7
.. .

,25 0.1

:4-1975 22,688 19,899- 47.7 77 278 1.2' 32 0.1

ID
1975-1976) 23,836 20,741' 87.0 _ir, 1 3. 470 359 1.5 36 0.

.1976 -1977. ,23',465 20,552. 87.5
.

i 938

, .

481 353 . 1.5 37...t.-2, 0.2

J.

1977-1978 ' 23:273' 20,271 87 1 934 4 533 360 1.5 39 0.2

1978-.1979 23,978 . 20: 08 87.1 ' 942 57 376 1.6 34 0.1

,
A

Source: AmeriCan Journal of Pharmacy EdUcation 1979
%

ti/ )

.*TOtal number edrqlled in 'the traditionally black' college and Schools of Pharmacy.
acs 1 1

S

Asian % Foreign
,Ances6ry

816 4.9

0 '3.E

69 3.:

3.0 1,

799 3.2 1,

.761 '3.2

,309 ,3#4 8:1 3.S

911 3.4, 3.

F.



HEALT:1

PROFESF.AONAL 10:AL BLACKI,

2Physicians 3,443 6,106/1.7.

Dentists .12,000 2,098/1.d

TABLE

NATIONAL MIgbRITY HEALTft,PROFESSIONALS'.
0.

,A.

Optometrist 24,242 ,196/0.7

Pharmacists 122,500 2,501/2.0

Podiatrist!, 8,000 ' , . 250/3,1

Osteopath,: 15,000 250/1.6
....._

Veterinari. 36,0U_ 252/0.7'

Prepared I

PARITY

41,813

13,440

2,909

14,700

k
rte.-. .'',4. .

AI . Development, Program

7:0;i:_:_-:: S:f-eeto 322-A
1 u: '-'14 ''

9661

1,800

4,320

NEEDED/Z

35,707/10.3

"11,342/10.2

2,723/11:3

12,199/10.0

710/8'.9

1,550/10.4

1068/11.3

.BLACK/BLACK 6TITE/VKITE

POPULATION POPULATION

'1:4,001° 1:540

1:1,3,294 D:1:1,684

.1:49,951 1:7,695

1:11,151 1:1,542

1:111,564 1:23.

1:111,564 '\ 1:!

, 1:40,678

DATA FROM MI1: .:11Y . A IN THE HEALTH FILDS, SEPTEMBER,. 19751 HEALTH MANPOWER REFEREF'
A .. ,,t, .-0.<..

AND .iESOURC-A1S AND UTILIZATION. STATISTICS 1976; NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH

.

. ,. ..4-.

STAT: -7 ; A REPORT 70 THE PWIDENT AND CONGRESS ON-THr STATUS OF HEALTH PROFESSIC

, 1 ;1PERSONNZL IN THE U.7,S., 197o..

21.2
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supg.i.rt, based upon a percentage of the
cott of edifeation in thht particular

heals professionecip'

!e further propose tha incentive awards be given to health professions

schgny: which respond speci ca':! to identified national priority 'needs, 'as

list ,hour,. ?--
..

,, 8. ,ancial Distress Grants
,

N..

Tar, the sect. 6802 which deals w44h Start -up, Financial

. Dist .-di , 'Mina, 1and Curriculum drants (Section 121) giVes
f.,,s ,L ,, ,-lv sec. , a mssc critical section, affecting the.--

esurvi
le r.. -tenan,:, Lf luality educational programs.b t

F : of us 11.-:: p: t. 'Cali: 'i,.. rIve,er PrOgram singe its in- .

ceritio 1963. We in f stress r, ,, and will be in financial

distres :tur. .nl, :iv-,u _It help is acgutfl. With mounting

inflet::- s incr. ,--.7.- asityto maintain and tnifinprove'our educations'

bas if .i -'-. -mal
institiptiont,and, in view of higheruexpecta7,

ti ns ano : -an, and the disadvantaged for ;ccess-7to health' ..

profession . we ..fives in the Untenable P6iitiOn in which income0

frbm tradit. source: , endowment, fundraising( etc) is %imply not

soffitient. ' Reduced fui:.Ling af., rising. costs .have createdifinaticih+Thidships
,

'..

e
trich nonorof, uNan fe-d off.' We have addVessed these issues to the various

constituencies who have tradnnally, supported us: alumni; state legislatures v.,,

o,nd tie- ndilie fi.--e-sing lirograms.. They,have each,ftypon cd

an Sic:- insure : needs to 'be done. ..' )---- )
, .,

C. :nn is :ica.,

71 the Aer: government tnthese institutioht is a good invest-

'
ment :Ationa iced. .
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We-commend and applaud the Subcommitfe5,'

concept of financial diStress prograMs4o
r, , i 1

of accreditatic ur subversion of quality adLc..1
.

Wetreco;imendtwo actions':

(1 1. That speci ficity be given 'fa 1 .noL.;1

segmenttof'Section 121;

."2: That siSetItute language be'-in:d to,rcc.7
of finakjal diptessiof.variou:
these heeds differentially/

.

We therefore,relluesl. that the Cbmmittee _land this sec

1

has Wgreed'to carry out such a plan, '

k

carry out the financial distress activities of this -.I.-faction. there .

For the pupose'of makIno grants and entering Jnto' cor.tracts ,

are'abthorized to be appropriated $15,000,000 for the fiscal' year.
0 ending. September 30, 1981 and $200:100400 for: the succeeding four_

#. . fiscal 3'earS. _
1

For the purposes of making grants
°

to carry oOt t e start 'up
activities of this .section, dere are authorized'to be appropriated'
$54400,000; for interdisb/plinary trcining, $2,000,0 0; and for
curriculum grants S2,000,000;,for the 'scat. year ending September 30;
198.1 and for each of the succeeding cwo years". \ 4

1PThe Se6etary may make gran tolcri.c enter n racts
with schools of medicine; teopath,',dentistry, .ar ary
mbdicine, optometry, phaFiecy and podiatry that a- in rious
financial distresses for purposes of csisting such chools to 0,

1. Meet the cost of operation

2. Meet applicable accreditatic 11' such a
school has a special need-to me Ling
such a requirement, or

support of the

lcianger of loss e)

d for each

:a twoelev7els

.to deal with

i to, read;

3. CarrAutappropriate ope,atinel,,manacler-fl nd

financial-reforms.

In additior2;the Secretary may enter into cooperati eementso
for ncit'miirekthari five,;years wi'th schools of medici-,e. :step.
4)athy, dentis,spry, veterinary medicine, optometry, -c.aat7a:cy, and
pocliatrY,'ft _the purposes of'meeting the'COsts of cotrition and
of appropriate operati nal, manacerial and financial -77iprm if such
school is,sdn serious nancialdistresc and has preysly received
grafts support under 'on°788(s) (a- it existed p-'.,#77 to October
198G). Spch7a school must submit'to the Secretary d an providing
for the sch ol to-achieve financial solvency within -e yeas'and .

N. .`

12'

r -

"4'1 .



C. SttiOnV-Assistance'

g°17 -

i

(""

Mr. ChairMan,'-We are concerned
about the increasing number of low and. ,

..

middle income students who cannot afford a health sciences education: We have

historically sought oft and enqRzaged young peO))1e to develop their talents and
.., I. ,

.

to actluire needed skips.
Ihese sIZIlls.are being-used t6,4412rove the quality ,e..

....`lifelife for all Amdiicaqs: -Yet,
the, economics of the 1980s could

ttnir\__t.
t.. ,

.
,

-Ninstitutions 1/0seek.ori)y.theise students who coeld affordo pay from their Own ,

rersour es for,Oaduatb and profeisiOnal educafton.
.Therefore, 'we support a

!
.

student financial assistance,program4hat
would maintain the lemAcratic concept

.. -
of choice.

-e, i-.
b 4

...... I A student fiban0 ci6peed
profile was presented by Member inst titions ofr f. . ,

,the Consortium to. the SUbtommittee
on Hgalth and the Environment pf the House%,

\
'''.\--* ....-

-Commfttee on Interttate and Foreign Commerce,
uoUstoh, Texas,',October 5; 1W9.b

,
.1 The student financial heed profile reflects tie following:4 1....

I

Meharry Medical allege.- "In keeping with this historic and'. 1unique mistfbn the,college enrolls more disadvantaged.stUdents
than any other medical schopl in the-United StAtes. Somel'8.64. -.percent of our student body requests and receives financial aid -f to help them pay tuition and other;expenses."

' A
.--, School of Medicine at Morehouse Colle e -' "Seventeen of the students

io-the Charter Class {24 students) a recipiqnts of National Healtb
Service Corp ScholarshipS, one is tji recipient of an Exceptional Ne'epo°
ScholarsAp, another ' e recipie of an Armed Fat s Health Pro-
fessions So-Warship. . of theremaining student have received.1
schoTarships.and loans from various!private sources, incl ing medical. ,Ecbool,fusids." ,

Ximier University of Louisiana, School
of.Phamacy '- "Our current -

tuition rate of 42,40 per yeihr is well below, t Jaational averageof mipo for private schools of pharmacy, but.th e gnomic status of
our students .is proportiOnate4y far lower than that eir peers inIher ins'titotions.

Given the.finatIcial'Nleed profiles of- student' enrolled in the institutions of
tour Consortium, an effectOe stude7it assistance progrim is needed. We suppoft

the National Health Service.Scholarship
Program and urge its continuation.

21 5
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' , iv

We urge that the Exceptional Financial Treed Scholarship program to e

extended to include second year students in Odiion to first year students.

We recaurriend.that interest subsidies be rtroyided for loansnp needy students

in order that these students hav(i'a morgireasonable fixedfinancial liability.

D. The Health 5ireers Opportunity Program (HCOP) .

New Health Manpower legislation should insure that the Health Careers,6

Opportunity Program is upgraded .and expanded. This program is a significant

vehicle through which federal grants and contracts are made to health profession

to assisX young people who are socially% economically, add educationally

disadataged inter the health professiorrs.

In addit on to the on-going commitment of the institutions that have

traditionally perpargd disadvantaged students for careers in the health prbfes ons,

there is increasing interest by many other instituions and commOnity-based .

organizations-n developingrprograrps to ident f , recruit and retain disadvantaged

students.

The focus of these programs s beingl,roadened'.tomore fully servealativa

Americans, .17 addition'to blacks) Hispanics and other disadvantaged persons.

The Consortium believes, however, 80% of these grants be awarded to degree-

granting institutions. These institutions have proven thet they can eirrx gpt

the HCOP:mission in a more cost-effective manner.
/

rorillis Program, we recommend aUthorizationt of S40,000:009 fg'r FY 81,

V4,000,000 far FY 82,and148,000,000 for FY 83.

E. Facilities

In thepast, the Congress has authorized grants for the construction of

new facilities at health professions schools. It is now believed that the need

for additional health manpower has been met and thus, additional facilities are

°
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1-,not needed. However, for minorities, the facts do not support this,belief.

Tables I, II, III indicate tliat the
goals for the developMent of minority health

manpower have not been met. 1p,order that the institutions in the ConsortiumA

for Minority Health Professionsi'Schools
obtainand maintain their Acceditation,

facilities of acceptable standards must be constructed. Funds for. facilities

atkhese new and developing institutions are needed.

We recommend that the Subcommittee add a section to HR 6802 for the con -%

struction of new medical. education facilities. The suggested language for, these

sections:

1

The Secretary may make grants to a tchos.3. to assist in:

1. 'the c struction of facilities for use in the taining.
.and're earth activities of allopathic physicians, 1,4osteopa hi physicians, teripstsp.vqterinarians,
optomet ts, podiatrists, pharmacists, and professional ' N
public health personnel if, in the fiscal A-pr ending
September 30, 1998 or:thereafter such sc6odl received
or' was eligible to receive start up'assisthnce grants
under either section 788 (g). (as it existed prior to
October 1, 1980) or under section 713(a) (as it existed
On October 1, 198er.

t

2t tor grants under this section there
is authorized to be'

510,000,0 for the fiscal year-ending
'(September 30, ]1981 and fo Poch of. the succeeding three4,

fiscal years..

3. in considering applications for grants under s section.
the Secretary shall give just'consideratiop to applications

,

t..' ''1 .submitted bOredical schools for the expirston of a two-year
program to a degree granting program and by new schools that
anticipate,a highi3ercentage 0 minority st6dents."

' ' ..'

/

r.

4' et
F. Conversion Projects

To develop educational programs of quality in the health science is

essential that clinical experiences be provided. Since 1973, the Liaison Committee

on Medical EducatiORit E) has required, as a condition for accreditation, that

new two ye/ .choo9S:9evelop into M.D. degree granting institutions.

Conversion support would assist the School of Medicine-at Mor'ehouse College,

irk its plan to develovintoa four year, M.D. degree grahting institution.

We recommend to the Subcomytted the
authorizationofconveis4on support

for new two year schools of medicine to help theWmeet the.requIrement of the

LCME that they become a M.D. degree granting institution. Language suggested for

these sections follows:

7
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The Setretary may make a single vent to'a public or ,on- profit
private two year schooil of medicine that intends to become a School
accredited to grant the degree of doctor of medicine, The amount
of the grant to a school under this section shall be equal to the
product, of $50,000 and the number of third year students that will
be initially enrolled in such school. No school may recelyA,mwe
than one grant under this section." 1.

"Upon request of a school, a 'grant received under this section may.
'be Used in the year preceding the initial enrollment;of third year
students qin such school."

k
ConyersiOn assistants from the Federal GoveOment baf established in irgiqus

health manpower bills, and has supported 4he Conversion of two 'year schooi4Po

degree granting ins tutions.

In sunpary, we Nge the follOwing:

1. The enactment of authority.fcr institutional suppont to t

assist health professienal'sotabis meetviational7pilority
needs. % - 4 ..

. .

'.2. That "Financial )stress Grants', be enacted.with Substitute
,.

language, as'reco nded in -this testimony. .

:

'3. The enactment of the student assistance provisions,
CA

4. The enactment of an improved Healr- Careers Opplt,eltr
Program.,

4 5. The inclusion o'an.aythority fcr :onstruction grants'for
existing new.two year schools m - dicine.,

6. The in usion of an authority for Conversion Projects"

to assi new two. year school. Jevelop into degree

grantin programs,. as eequire('?ir- continued aecreditaitpo.

We thank you for the'opportunity to. iNsu to this tomnittee vital issues

:encerning the health manpower needs of the na' A. These legislative measures
°

proposed and/or supported by the Corisgrtium of Anorit9 Health Profe4ions-
, g

.ISChOols; if enacted, will enable our institutions to.continue their servjce to'

the nation, inzme2ting national priority needs.

a.

Respectfully submitted,

kouis W. Sullivan, M.O., Dean and oiretot=
School of Medicine at Morehouse Coillege.

Ralph H. Hines, Ph.D., Executive Vice President
Meharry Medical College

'Walter C. Bowie, D.V.M., Ph.D., D4n
School of Veterinary Medicine, Tuskegee Institute

M. Alfred Haynes, M.D., M.P.H., Dean
Chorles,R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School

:Charles A. Walker,'Ph.D., Dean
School of Pharmacy, Florida !A-le,'M University

Anthony 'Rachel, Executivelice President°
-Cole of Pharmacy, Xavier University of

Lorisiana

.Patrick Wells, Ph.D.,'Dean
College of Pharmacy, Texas, Southern University
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Mr. .WAXMAN. Thank you very much, for your testimony.What are the reasons for,the existing financial distress of thehealth institutions in the consortium, and what can be done afteryour req ested- 5 years of Federal assistance to assure financialviability nd fid stability?
-.4.

6
eDr. HI We believe, Mr. Chairman, that it will require 5 yearsof assistance for us in order to reach. a point of viability. In theinterim, a glod deal and good many-things can be done to improvethe financial base upon which the schools of this consortium oper-- ate.

will 1We iundeytake many measures ourselves through Publicfundraising,tr5ugh reorganization programs, through a variety ofactivities that-ore available to us to improve our own condition..However, it will require;tilne to do §o,
We have seen many/many years of benign neglect, if you will, oft,trying to get into the mainstream, which has caused us seriousfinancial difficulty vffiich we could not overcome because of thelimitation of our studint consistency and their inability to supportus, our alumni's inability to support us, and because we have noconnections to State largesse which other institutions may haveavailable to them. .
Mr. WAXMAN. What is the status of the various accreditations ofthe Schools involved in the consortium and other schools thatmight well be entitled to assistance. What is the quality of medicaleducation provided at these institutions?
Dr. Hirms. All 'of our institutions are accredited, but, again, theprovisions Of the various accrediting agencies have been madestronger, and there has been a greater insistence upon upgradingthe quality of educational program in o institutions in order -toremain accredited: As standards ar imp ved, witless we are ableto cope with' them financially and d with them in terms of cost, ,the loss of accreditation is imminent..
Mr. WAXMAN. Why would the loss of accreditation be imminent?Wouldn't it be because of financial problems or othez' problems?Dr. HINES. Because of financial problems' and our inability tomeet the higher standards of the newer requirements without thefinancial base to cover them.
Mr. WAxmAN. What is your evaluation of the .quality of thestudents that have been' going to the distressed medical schoolsover the last several years? Are you losing some of your beststudents from previous years to. other institutions now that wehopefully are seeing scerne greater' integration in the leading medi-cal school of the country? i
Dr. HINES. As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, we have notedover the last 10 years that the quality of our students has signifi-cantly improved rather than seeing any decline in that quality. Wesee' students doing much better' on' the admissions tests; we seestudents scoring much higher pn general aptitude levels; and wehave seen general improvement in-the student body. This is not tosay there is still not a good deal more to be done, but because ofo,pening opportunities I don't believe there has been a diminutionof the quality students applying to our minority institutions:Mr. WAXMAN. ank you very much.



Dr. -Carter? .
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. ChalTrnall.
Mr. Chairman, I have a short statement, if you will permit IL.
The witnesses today will be addressing two issues of particular

importance in our discussion of the health professions education
programs: nurse training and minority health profession education.
As I have indicated previously, it is my view that we don't have a
sufficient supply of nurses nationwide. I am especially concerned
about the reported drop in applications and the decline in the
number of graduates from basic nurse educatibn programs. I am
looking forward to hearing from our witnesses as to the most
appropriate role of the Federal Government in addressing these
concerns. Second, I am concerned about the need to maintain the
viability of our minority- health professions educational institu-
tions. These schools, represented by our witnesses today, constitute
a national resource, since they educate professionals not only for
their particular areas; but for the Nation at large.

As I indicated yesterday, I have introduced legislation that offers
one approach to -strengthen these institutions which would increase
the funding for financial distress grants to $25 million from the
current ceiling of $10 million. However, to solve this problem for
the longterm, we must find ways to strengthen the fiscal manage-
ment and planning capability of these institaios.

I have some questions now, if I might, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief.
As you know, the exceptional financial needs scholarship pro-

gram provides funds to first-year students in exceptional need, with
priority being given to students in medicine, osteopathy and den-
tistry. According to figures I have for 1979, the schools identified in
excess of 1,350 eligible students. To award funds to all these stu-
dents would have required $15 million, but only $7 million was,
appropriated that year. If the need continues to remain so grbat,
how can we best address the needs of these, students, given the
limited resources available?

Dr. FINES. I would like to ask my colleague, Dr. Bowie, to re-
spond to that question. -

Dr. BOWIE. Mr. Carter, I think you have raised a very appropri-
ate question; It is one that we obviously have expressed some real
concern about for some period of time.

I think the question that we are dealing with is one in which we
should be looking at ways in which we can increase the numbers of
underrepresented students who gain access to the health profes-
sions, and I think this question is a multifaceted question.

I think there are ways in which we can do a better job of
recruiting these students. We know that there is a problem in
terms of role models in the community so these students under
stand and appreciate these are fields that they also should have a
chance to attend.

There is the need to deal with the whole question of counseling.
The counseling services should really begin back at the junior high
school level and come through the high school levels. We are going
to have to provide additional funding, as I see it, adequate support
to those specific programs that are designed to attract and provide
entry into the health professichis of these students. We have to deal
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in many instances with some preliminary educational reinforce-ment needs of these students!.
.As I mentioned, we also need counseling, not only at the juniorhigh and high school level, but also at the college level, and even

into the professional schools. We find many of the academic pr.ob-
lerns that surface for these students have personal problems astheir base, and, therefore, the need for counseling even in the
professional schools is clear. .If you look again at H.R. 6802, the authorization level for excep-tional financial needs for our scholarship program is only $12.
million; $14 million for 1982; $16 million for 1983. This simply, inmy opinion, is not enough money. The present level in the fiscalyear 1981 budget of the administration for this category is $10million. That is the appropriation level, so there is a real concernthere as to whether or not we'are really losing ground.

The HCOP programs, as you well know; have been extremelyhelpful. I think there are a number of incentive reimbursement
'awards programs that we can provide which will try to encourageother institutions, not just the minority institutions, but the major-ity institutions as well, to become much more active in dealingwith this problem.

I' think we have to deal with the development of special kinds offaculty and staff to deal with this problem. I think we can lookvery' carefully at the ways in which we are now admitting ourstudents, our admissions process. I think we should have somespecial eduCatiorial incentive approaches, special project granth, ifyou will, for serving the underserved students to get more of thosestudents in/ the inner cities and from the rural areas, and we needto look at the admissions process to see to what extent we canmodify the admissions process so that it will, in fact, encourage
those students to come into these programs. .

ThiS is tb suggest that if these students come from these a sthere may well be more likelihood that they may wel urn tothese are . So I think the admissions process is a way n which wehave to 1 k at this.
I don't elieve the schools have really looked at it a carefully asthey show d. The HCOP programs, as you know, are a a level of$22 millio . That is in the .fiscal year 1981 budget. In .R: 6802,the recommendation of the authorization level begins at 1$25 mil-lion for the first year, $27.5 million, and then $30 million. Wealready are at an appropriation level of $22 million, so here again Iam suggeSting that these programs are totally underfunded.The figures- that came out of the House report last June would

suggest that we only are reaching 20,000 students with the HCOPprogram 4. That is not a large enough pool that' we should bedealing With.
ISo, Dr,. Carter, I think your question is very germane, and Ithink there are many things we have not done which we can do todeal with this problem.

Mr. CARTER. The bill. I introduced yesterday provides a multi-grant authority with advanced funding so the schools would nothave to reapply each year. This is for minority schools, as youknow. Will you comment on the advantages and disadvantages ofthis approach? f
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en HINES. I think I will comment, Mr, Carter. I think that is a
very important provision.

One of the problems in the passage of the financial distress
grants has- been because it was a reimbursement-type program;
schools found themselves in greater financial distress at the' end of
.the ,year than they were at the beginning of 'the year, simply',
because there was not advanced funding; there was not the possi-
bility of planning ahead. One had to borrow money in order to stay
alive, which meant paying an interest cost on top of the predictable
defic. t one would have.

This provision, I think, would greatly alleviate a problem and
would greatly allow the opportunity of enough forward planning
that financial distress:could be relieved.

I appreciate that suggestion and that portiOn of the bill which
takes this thoughtful' approach to helping to solve the problem.

Mr,. CARTER. You indicate that your institution has the highest°
percentage of graduates working among 'the Nation's urban and
rural poor. I want to congratulate you on that, gentleman. And
your testimonTindicated also that Tennesseeds prohibited by'State
constitutional'.law from providing, direct support to 'private or paro-
chial institutions. How many other health, profeSSionals schools are

,r2T
affected by such State laws? Do you know?' '

Dr. HINES. I believe the State,of Texas prohibits the same sort of
thing. Of tl..,States involved, Alabama, has an indirect prohibition
which would not allow then ,to'be given state ajd ,undersilly kind
of direct formula for which the proposals whiCh`We shave heard fly
increasing our. funding through State apprOpiliations'does ndt pro: "L7f.j
vide an adequate answer. ..

Mi. CARTER. Thank you' very kindly. Nlebarry is only 9.5 nilles
south of where t-live;so Phave a .vested iaerest,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -
a

Mr. Leland?
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, De:Carter. ^ ,,
Mr..LELAiln. I have a special interest in whatryou guyslirreTup to.

'wfor obvious reasons. I would like' to coup'l'ea coup'l'e clquestions.
One is, while you have, .referred minority ...schools afid your
interests in minority schools, you have .Phot been very specific,

Do you admit to your Minprity Health c.Professipn4Sehdols
dents other than minority students?,,. ;'

Dr. HIIIES. Yes, we do: The emlibEiSisin
our institutions haslgenerally beeiito, admit students from.: dissaV
vantaged backgrounds While the Majority of Pie students 01=
institutions are minority student. all oI tiur instittifions'?ate:con:
cerned about those studehth -who come from areas of great nepd,.
and who come from disadvantaged- backgrounds, edtiati3Onal and gs,
economic,, Sb, cqnsequently, the admission anti the 'goals. and pur-,`,1-t.'.,
-poses to Which, We:address .oUrsekves is 'a br.oader doneefil.' It hap-
pens that therniijont Cpersons involved are minorities, but. there
isapo exclusivity to poir'e y; there is no exalusivitptO!!'being in need,
and our institutiogiS. h se been-addressing oursehei,to'peopie who
are in need regar 1= of their race. .

Mr. LEeAND. an intern in clinical Pharmacy at Teas
Southern Uri' ty chool orPharrnaCy. Wo haa.-to have remedial
programs in t chvol of pharMacy there becaUse of the.problems
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that were expesienced by the students who had come to the school
of pharmacy id their public school educational backgrounds.

I understand that you have done basically the same thing, but
you would like to do more of that. ... -

What makes a minority institution or a large black institution
special compared to the other institutions that admit minority
institutions other than just the fact that these institutions are run
by black people or Mexican American peoble, or other minorities?

Dr. BOWIE. I think we are dealing with two things, Mr. Leland. I
think the environment is very important for these students. These
students feel that they are wanted at these institutions.

I 'think the second thing that is very important is the commit-
ment on the part of the faculty and the staff to deal with the
special needs of these stuts. I know that my faculty spends
untold hours in tutorials, in ecial kinds of reinforcement efforts
which really are above and beyond the call of duty. That is what is
required to deal with these students.

TheSe students, first of all, must feel that they are anted in the
programs; they Must feel there is someone there who is concerned
about their needs and attempts to address those needs, and there
must be a commitment clearly on the part of the faculty and the
staff tp deal with the special needs of these students.

Mr. LELAND. In that case, how competitive are your 'students -.

once they graduate with the rest of the professionals who gradu-
ated with the same degrees and supposedly the same certifications
in any given State?

Dr. BOWIE. Let me just cite the statistics for the school of veteri-
nary medicine, and I am sure there are similar ones for the other

...,schools we represent.
We have shoWn on the veterinary aptitude test, which is the

equivalent of the MCAT, that our students, as a whole, fall below
the 30th percentile upon admission to the program. On the other
hand, at the end of the period of 'fling, we have clear-cut evi-
dence that these students are ve .the national average, and t
these are on State board ex nations, on USDA accreditation
examinations and other measures, to determine the level at which
these students are finishing the program.

I could vgive you the data and Would be willing .to submit it to the
record. There is no question in my mind that we are able to take
these students at a level ithere, in many instances, they may not
gain access to other schools, but, on the other hand, the evidence is
clear that with the lands of programs tivit we have, we a're able to
work with these students, and these students are graduating at a
level that they clearly are competent professionfils. '6,

Dr. HINES. I would echo the same response, Mr. LelandIt is a
requirement of ,our institutions that the students pass the national
boards, parts 1 and 2, before they graduate, the same boards as,
administered and given in schools across the country nationwide,
andit is the same national boards for which the licensing proce-
dures take place. Without that competence, the students cannot
enter 'his profession. .

By the time he finishes the education program at an institution
in our consortium, he is as qualified as any other student.

223
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Mr. LELAND. You have taken a studefit who is probably disadVan-
taged because of the environment be or she grew up in, a poor
community with probably a poor family background-not in terms of
the quality of the family, itself, but in terms .of the family not
necessarily 'having the educational background to help to supple-.,
ment the student's educational process when he or she goes home

., from public school in the evenings. YoU have molded that person
into a .person who can graduate from an institution likejours, and
compete as well as anybody else, if -not better? VN1

Dr. HINES. That is exactly right.
Mr. LELAND. Ithank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very. much, . Leland.
Mr. Preyer? ; .
Mr. PREYER. Thank you. I just want to say it is a pleasure to

welcome Dr. Hints back, and ''you are an eloquent spokesman, as
always, for y ur cause., - _I don't thin I have had a chance to hear Dean Bewie before, but
you also mad a most impssive presentation.

I certainly gree with Dr. Carter that Meharry and T.u.skegee,
and More se aid Xavier .are national- resources, and I know in
this day of budget restraint, it is hard fo,r us to do everything we
would like to do; but I certainly hope that this is one area in which
we will go the extra mile to try to maintain or' improve on these
programs. '

Dean Bowie pointed Out the untold hours that .you .put in son
counseling for your Special needs of studentA, and I 'am -sure that
your jobs are a lot tougher than the average dean's job or a univer-
sity, and I thank you for what you are doing and wisyou. well,
and thank you for being here today.

with us, and your testimony as by pful. We look for-
ward

Dr. BOWIE. Thank you very'm c
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you ve much. We a recia yoUr being ,

een ver el
ward to Working with you on this legislation.

We will now turn to the provisions of H.R. 6802 that deal with'
the education of nurses. -'1% ,

Nurses make up the largest portion of the professional health
Work force in this country, and, while some would argue; that, this
'number of nurses is adequate, most observers and paKticipants
contend there is a shortage in hospitals and long-term card nursing
that is growing critical. Hospitals in California have stiff vacancies
that average 70 percent; in Texas, the rate is 14 percent, and in
New York hospitals the patient-nurse ratio is as high as 40 -to 1,
even on acute care wards. .

Historically, the Nurse Training Act has successfully helped to
supply the Nation's nursing needs. It is appropriate for the Federid
Government to.continue its role in aiding nurse education.

We are pleased to welcome our first panel of witnesses and hope
they can constructively comment on the educlition) and supply of
nurses. .

.

Before we- hear from the panel, I would like to recognize our
distinguished colleague, Congressmarchardson Preyer, for the
purposes of introduction.

Mr. PREYER. Thank you. I4particularly want to welcome all of
you, but especially Dean Wilson, from Duke University. We are

224
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Very proud of the -j b that she has done-there, and that Duke is
doin `in t a : area. I am sure your testimony will be good for the
country, Wilson.

Dr. WILSO . Thank you, Mr. ngressman.
Mr. : 51 . We are deligh to have ydu here.
Mr. WAXMAN. Our con e, Congressman Broyhill,. vas here

earlier, and. I think will be joining' us soon, and he pointed out to
me that you were going to be with us today and had especially kind
words to say about you and urged all of us to pay special attention
to what you had to say. I don't think that is because he is from lit
your area. jtti.ink it is because he has reviewed your testimony in
advance. -1 '

' I would 'like to call on Loretta Ford, dean School of NUysing,
University of Rochester, first.

-t
STATEMENTS OF LORETTA 'FORD: ED. D., RN., F.A.A.N., ON

BEHALF OF AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION; CAROLYNE K.
DAVIS,,A.N., PH. D., ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE
FOR 'NURSING; RUBY WILSON, RN., ED. 1)., ON BEHALF OF
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES, OF NURSING; AND
RUSSELL PERRX, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATION-
AL STUDENT NIIRSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.
DR. FORD . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

e would like to com'lnent briefly and ask that the full state-
it be included in the record.
r. WAXMAN. We will take the statement in its entirety and put

it in the 'record. [See p. 2101 We wbuld like td limit you to a-5-..
minute period to summarize your statements, and we will have

k opportunity for questions and answers. .
Dr. FORD. Thank you. To avoid repetition, I' will focus on the

nurse supply and trend issue.
First, we would like to -thank the members of this committee for

their concern for nursing education.
We are in general support of H.R. 6802, introduced by the chair-

man and several other members of the subcommittee.
We are'discOuraged by the .administration's inability or unwill-

catrto acknowledge the changing role of the nurse in -health
vs,1hile the demand for nursing services increases.

We also are 'disheartened with the administration's failure to ,

recommend the kind of assistance that is needed to strengthen
nursing's efforts to provide nursing services now and in the future.

The Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Wel-fare states flatly , that there is an adequate supply of nurses, and
that the only problem is to keep a higher proportion actively in the ,

profusion.
Shortages are not only a matter of numbers, nor are shortages

just a matter of retention of nurses in the profession. The problem
is far more complex.

According tcv our nationwide sample survey, there are some 1.4
million RNs with current licenses" to practice. Of-hose, over 70
percent are employed in nursing. This is considered a very high
proportion. It is much higher thtlk the labor force participation .
rate for all work-eligible women, which is 56 percent. For those
who have college, degrees, the figure is 61 percent.

3.
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Of the = less than 30 percent of nurses who are not employed in
nursing, the survey fouad only 62,000 to be working in another I.

field. More than 42,000 Mad children -Under- 6. years of age. Forty-
two thousand are seeking employment, and 104,000\ are. over 60
years of age/.

e re'ent years there has been a large (increase in the
sup ily of nurses, they have aLso been absorbed in the work force at
a very /high rate: HEW, itself, has again recently supported waivers'
in the. medicare program for rural- hospitals of 50 beds or less that ,±

cannot find RN's. ,Over 601,000 nurses work in hospitals, an increase of -nearly. 16
percent since 1972. Nearly 80,000 RN's- work in nursing homes and
extended care facilities, a 42-percent increase over 1972 when the
last previous survey of nurses was conducted. And the need for .

ndatses prepared for care of the,*derly is, continuing to expand as a
greater proportion of our population/rAches the older yeais. The
number of nurses orking in public health and other community
health agencies h nearly doubled since 1972. .

;
" The average s nurse salary is under $13,000, and after,years

of experience th cannot expect increases much beyond $17,0000
Maldistributio continues to be a matter of concern to us. Incen-

tives to schools to establish outreach programs, in underserved
areas have , a pert of the Nurse Training Act, and studies
show that a large proportion of nurse practitioners '..do provide
health services to the poor' and minority groups.

Effortsto provide more nursing care in undererved areas are
hampered by deficiencies in the present reimbursement policies

. which do not allow reimbursement for nursingiservices. In our full
statement we comment in defail on the administration's proposal
and H.R. 6802. Pnt

o ula in.We do have ,concerns about the institutional
be

gka
H.R. 6802 and request that changeS made to effect some of the

. .

differences in real costs of the three types of nursing education
. program. We are pleased with the full-time equivalent in the for-

mula. We strongly urge the continuance of the 'scholarship pro-
gram. Scholarship and availability of loan aid are. absolutely essen-
tial in this timeapf inteinse inflation if the disadvantaged are to be
able to obtain an education in nursing. We request.that the author-
ization amount for student loans could be increased.

As I have noted, additional comments on the bills, are included in
our full statement. We hope that our information and recommen-
dations will be, helpful to yote

Mr. Chairnian, I thank you for the opportunity to appear today,
and I would be happy to answer any questions along with my
colleagues. ,

[Testimony resumes on p. 227.] .

[Dr. Ford's prepared statement follows:] /
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

By

Loretta C. Ford, Ed.D, R.N., F.A.A.N.
Dean, School of Nursing

Director of Nursing Service
University of Rochester, N.Y-

= )

Mr. Chairman, we would like to tha the members of this contittee

: for their concern for nursing_. education. We greatly appreciated your
-. : :

-t' , : A
support last year in approving a new bill after the ,dident,.

...
.

vetoed the measure passed.overAhelmingly by Coftgress a978: And
C

vt nould like to. thank you for'holding this bearing.
1

We will make a few introductory remarks and then comment on the

''';AdMinistratiOn.hill. and on H.R. 6802, We are very discouraged by

6

the Administration's,,refusal to acknowledge nursing's present and potential

fugure rolein eeting national needs for, health care. There has bean

no real attempt Co study.or assess changes that have taken place in
. , .

t .

practice.and tn the increaSing demandkfor nursing serli
nurs

ides...
jS

The Secretary of HEW has stated that there is an adequate supply

of nurses.and that the only problem 3s- "to kee a higher proportion...

actively in the profession-."

The fact is that there is a very 4a1 shortage of nurses in many

parts of this country- We would agree that it is not only a matter

of n& -hers. The probler is'much mpre'complex., However, it is not

just .1 problem of retaining nurses in
the profession.' According to our

natimnal survey, there Lfe 1.4 million RNs.who hold current licenses'to

pracrice- Of those, over 70 percent are employed in nursing- 'This is

considered a very high proportion. It is much h (gher than the labor
.

force participation rate for all work-eligible women which is about 56

percent. For those who are college graduates, the figure is 61 percent.s
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Of 'the lets than 30 percent ofAnibes witare'not employed in nursing, (

the survey fclund.-6611Nabout 62,000fto be working another field; more th-sZ

42,000had children under six years of age;.42,000 were'seeking employment
4 ' 0

and about 104,000 we5e over 60.years ofAge.

While there hasCreen adarge increase in t he suppky of nurses in
N'

recent-years, they also are being absorbed into the work force at a

high rate. HEW itself has again recently supported waiversin!thelledicare

.program fOr rural hospitals of 50 beds or,les that,eaconE find RN's.
't.,

About 601,- nurses work in hospitals, .2.ri ir.orease, c: nearly 16
.

.percent since 1972. Nearly §0',000 RNs work Lo nursing bomos and extended

care facilities, a 42 percent increase over.1,972'vhenthe last previoust

survey of nurses was conducted. And the'need for nurses prepared for care
.

of the elderly is continuing-to expand as .a greater proportion' of our

population reachea:vie older years:: The number of nurses working in public

health and,other community health agenciet-has -early doubled since 1972.

'One cause of the shortages is'turnover ' .art.by the

very intensity of care..keipaired by today's :rleotratifs

about lack of autonomy, low salaries, sand poor employment zer-ditions. On
I-.

NeYork hospital executiO commenting' on recent strikes said ."We

fully understand the sentiments of the nursed and share Cc,: -custrations

/ that forced them to these' despeiate2easures ."

The, average staff nurselalry isunder $13,000, and lorrer. years of
. ,

experience-they .cannot expect Increases much beyond $17.0n.

Haldistribution continues.to-be a natter of-concern 1:: is. InCentives

to schools to establish outreach programs in br.ierserved as have been
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a part of the Nurse Training Act, and studies show that'a large proportion

4 of nurse practitioners do provide health services to the poor and minority.

groups.

Efforts to provide more nursing care in underservid areas are pered

by lack of employment sites resulting from present poli As'

-which do not all reimbursement for nursing services.

There also is a need for new criteria fa be developed by Health, ,,,

Education, and Welfare fOr designating nursing shortage areas. What /.

currenply is being used are medical, not nursing criteria. Inner-city,

\\,

hogptial and long term care settings, for example, should be included in

nursing shortage a eaq. .

Administration Bill, R. 6800 -

The Administration oposal is totally inadequate even in 4aling

with areas which it cites as priority, such as improving geographic die-
.

tribution 'and increasing the supply of, primary care health.prOfes4onals.
e

There is no provision,Nfor example.; for aid to advanced nursing eduCation
.

despite the fact that the need for more nurgis prepared a47.44.ectors and

supervisors of nursing ervice, educators, researchers and clinical

specialists is'well recognized.
4.

-The.Administration bill would eliminate nursing loans and 'scholarship*
,

an. important source of support for students from low incoMelfamilies and

for nurses hoping to achi.ve laccalUaureate preparation. Instead it4wOrild

make nurses eligible,for loans. eder the Health Education Assistance Loan

Program (HEAL), The'loan foigiveg!ess feature
of the NIA gitot Program is

one of the keymaldistribution efforts now in effect:

The HEAL program has not been notably effective in providing assistance

to health professions students chiefly because of the high interest rate:

2 2
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It even less effective in meeting the need of nursingjstudents

because of their relatively low income expectations and the'fact that

thole in particular need of loans come from low income families.

H.R. 6800 would merge certain titles of the Nurse Training Act

1

tb those-of the Health Professians Educational Assis9nce Act.

.0ther NTA authorities would be abolished. Also the National Advisory."..

Council on Nurse Training would be abolished and its functions assigned

41.

to the National Advisory Council on Health Professions.

-

Merger Opposed

We believe that the program for federalassistr.nce to nursing rch3ols,

and students should be retained as a separate entity and oppose'all'of

these changes recommended in Administration bill. As the largest of the

health professions, it is imperative that. nursing assistance be funded and

administered as a distinct entity. There are more than 1300 nursing education

programs eligible for funds under the various sections of the Nurse Training

Aet, and merger with'other programs is not appropriate.

Advisory Council ,-- e .

The proposal to eliminate the National Advisory Council on Nurse Training

assumes that the Health Professions Advisory Council could take onand-
,

effectively handle review of hundreas'of nursing eduCatiOn applications each

year. The National Advisory Council on the Health Professions is burdened

handling the programs which it already. is authorized to review. Also it

would not have adequate number of -nurse educators as members. We would be

very concerned if the intent is.that medicine, Podiatry, dentistry and

other professions should determine funding decisions for nursing education.

23



And if that is not the intent and the council membership to be increased

or reorganized o as to handle 'nursing Applications, then there seems

r for the merger.

Authorizations proposed by the Administration would retain funding

only for rse practitioner programs and nursing special projects. All

other as tance, includingestudent -assistance, except tha.loan program

already mentioned, would be eliminated and even in that area,oursimi) 7

students, a high percentage of whdM'come from relatively low income homgs,

would be competing with all other health professions students.

'Effect on Enrollment

There appears to be a basic assumption in the Adminigtration proposal

that decrease of federal funds will
not affect enrollments td schools of -

nursing. This is a false assumption. AdmIssionsIto nursing schools.Sralready showed a five percent drop in 19784.2 and applicat ns to RN,
f...

programs are decreasing. Figures for 1978 -79 also showed a drop in
1.

egraduations.
`-,..--,---/

. .

In summary, .we feel that this bill fails to address the needs of

nursing schools and students in any effective way and would do little

to strengthen efforts to provide
adequate nursing services for the country

now and certainly not'in the future.

H.R4 6802

r
. w7. are in gener support of R.R. 6802. we are pleased to-tee that

t.;" ---k

dr

the bill, introduced by Chairman Waxman and several members of the nmittee

would extend nursing education
assistance through 1983. In rece t years,

the short periods. of extension due to Presidential vetoes and other Adminis-

tration foot-dragging techniques plus uncertainty about appropriations have

caused serious problems for both schools and students. A longer period isz
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needed to give'prograns a fair chance to work.
e

In addition,the longer tine 415. would be appropriatein tikns

. N Of the anticipated completion of the InstLtUte of Medicine.study
'

.

rimed'under 12.L.°96-76 the Nurse Training Act amehdnents Of 1979. That

. A

allows for a Preliminary reportto the committee' with'a final report

two years latex. 'That" study has t yea gotten underway because it
o

has not been funded tj HEW, so it, prpbably will not be completed on its

original timetable:

Special-Projects

--We-would concur with changes in-the Special Projects section w/4Ch

would plate greater emphasis on indreasineedocational opportunities for
, .

individuals from disadvantagedthaEkgrounds and'imptnving tie' geogrAphfcal

and\sOecialty distribution of *ding personnel." We would only urgethlt
q

adequate prowfsion.be made to assoure the continuation of ongi3hg,projects.

Institutional Support ta

. ,

We also 'are pleased trosee that H.Rt 6802 will continue institutional

suppori. Most schools of nursing.lack endowmreOts and other sources of

'ins.available to other, schools, Therefore inAtittliional assistance

's been invaluable totqlfm In providing the. faculty and oche* support

n ded to carry out piOvistons of the Nurse Training Act:

We.do have concerns about the.institutional gran't formula proposed

; in Section 810. To,rhe past, 'computation of the°amountsof InstitutionalN
vtiistance related toentollment has-been based on the net education expense

per stodent per year. The net education expel -se consists oithe actual

cost of edwation, i.e. faculty salary, facilities,-educational materials,

equipment, etc., minus offseaVg.revenues. The revenues are monies

.

A,

1,
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. r

received from third-party reimbursement such as medicare for patient

care and instructional costs or tuition and-also includes research

monies.

In 1974, an Institute,of Medicine,ktudy, Cast of.EdUcatioLy(the

Health Profession, showed a wide variation.in educational coats among

:the three basic types of nursing education
programs,a4baccalaureate,

and associate degreewith diploma programs. recording the highest

cost. However, offsetting revenues in the form of cost reimbursement by

third-party payers to parent hospitals left the hospital schools with

considerably lower avernge annual -net eduCation expenditures.

For example, medicare reimbarses'hospitals.for
the costs incurred in

nursing' education activities. Those hospitals operating diploma schools

of nursing are reimbursed for the reasonable costs incurred in the operation

Of the-nursing school, It is estimated that in 1977, 26 percent of the

of nursing education activities was reimbursed by Medicare. This

. estl.mate include6 reimbursement to hospitals operating schools of nursing

as well as hospitals without schools that provide use of their facilities.

for clinical training of nursing students.

A few.baccaluareate programs receive small amounts of offsetting

research revenues. However, this has been estimated at less than two-7

perCent, insufficient to mate ally alter the net education expenditures

of the baccalaureate,nur i programa.

In addition, it sho Id be noted that baccalaureate program costs per

student tend to .be higher
ecause of generally higher faculty/student

ratios.

The proposed formula for instititutional
Stipport in H.R. 6802 would.

provide assistance to baccalaureate
schools only'for students enrolled in
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the last two years,:while diploma and associate degree programs wo

receive institutional support for the7full term of study of student

enrolled. win addition, the formula is based on the same amount,:$200

for 1981, $210'for 1982.and $220 for 1983, for all three types of programs.

We believe there is need-for closer assessment of the.real costs

of each type of program in determining the support formula, particularly

in light'of great need for baccalaureate prepared nurses.

AdvanCed Education
.

As noted, ddiancednur'Se training and nurse praCtitioher preparation

are Areas of priority need, and we are glad to see provisions for continuations

of these programs in H.R. 6802. We have, no. objection to the provision in

Section 222 providing'for "special consideration" for nurse practitioner

traineeships for residepts of health manpower shortage areas. However,:we

would refer tho committee to the cpmment earlier in this statement noting

difficulties encountered in placing nurses in shortage areas because of

current reimbursement policies and-the need for a clarification of nursing

shortage areas.

The continuation of traineeships also is important in Mak ng it

'possible for nurses to get advanced preparation. ANA ffilly supports

these grants, in fact,feels they are essential for those' who have,

real potential for leadership but do not have money to fully finance

their own graduate education. This includes single parents, older nurses

with, financial demands from families and many others.

- r Scholarships

We,strongly urge the continuation of.the scholarsHip program.
t>

Scholarships and the availability of loot aid are absolutely essential,

23g
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particularly in this time of intense inflation, if the disadvantaged

are to be able to obtain a nursing education. A report from the

Congressional Budget Office, Nursing Education.and Training Alternative

o Federal Approaches, showed that NTA scholarship go ;chiefly o exCeptionally

needy students. The CB0 study report concluded that "the ava

of NTA loans and scholarships may have been a major reason for minority

enrollment increases in nursing schoqls."

WS also would urge t the authorization amount for student loans

be increased. Rising tuition cats, living expenses, and the impact of

inflation clearly indicate th need for higher funding. Even in past years

loan es available have not been adequate to the need.. For the 1978-79

school year, for example, loans
went to approximately 1,189 programs with

A
26,180 steents participating: The amount actually expended was $22,300,000

j,gppared to the more .than $84 million requested by.the schools

Mr. Chairman, we thank you for the opportunity to appear here today,

and we would be happy to answer any questions.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I want' to commend you for
your testimony. Before we have questions, we want to hear from
the other witnesses on the panel.

Our next witness will be Dean Wilson, and I. want to recognize
for purposes of introducing her to us, Congressman Broyhill

Mr. BROYHILL: Mr. Chairman, we are just delighted to have Dr.
Wilson with us. She is well known in North Carolina for her
leadership capacity at the School of Nursing at Duke University.
She has appeared before this committee in the past, and has
always been most helpful, and we are delighted to have you here.

Dr. WILSON. Thank you,'Mr.,Congressman.
Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I may defer to one of my other

colleagues to precede me in the-presentation? I would like 'to defer
to Dr. Davis. .

Mr. WAXMAN: Certainly.

STATEMENT. OF CAROLYNE K. DAVIS, R.N., PH. D.. .

Dr. DAVIS. I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear
before the distinguished subcommittee representing the National
League' for Nursing, and full text has been submitted. I will
briefly highligh those comments. [See p. 230.]

First of all would like. to commend both Chairman Waxman
and the othe commItee members for the bill H.R. 6802. We be-
lieve that in recent years -this particular subcommittee has demon-

Nitrated a great deaI of therisitivity kto the needs of nurse training
programs, and H.R. 6802 is indeed no exception to that. We find
H.R. 6802 is fairly comprehenpive and represents e very rational
approach to recognizing the existing crisis conditions that we find

235
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now in term of%ooking at the availability of nurses to deliver °

nursing care.(
Frankly, tkie root of many of our problems is attested to in part

by the administration bill's failure to recognize the shortage of
nursing needs nationwide.

Why this need is not recognized, we are puzzled and unable' to
understand. But two factors do emerge if one studies the second
report to Congress on nursing. First is theoverestimption of the
supply of the nevi. registered nurses or the new graduates per year.
The chart here (fig. 1) indicates that the projections that were
actually made according to the second report to Congress had
estimated a continued growth until the year 1979, and then a
gradual decline. In actuality, however, in the year 1977, there was
a 4,000 difference between the actual and the projected number of
graduates. This figure increased to 6,000 in 1978, and is estimated
to be a 10,000 differential between the anticipated and actual grad-
uations by 1981.

Let me put this in a different perspective. In 1978, the total new
registered nurses graduating_ that year were under 78,000, so we

" had about an 8-percent error in that activity.
This is in face of the fact that we have had a very modest but

somewhat declining FEderal institutional support. The decline in
institutional support over thq Ilitste`Cpuple years may have contribut-
ed tp some of the decreases in enrollment as faculty members were
not rehired in anticipation of the losses in capitation in order to
alleviate the anticipated fiscal problems within one institution.

The second factor ihatfte beliee was at work was that there
was noVa recognition of the need in terms of the demand factor, an
underestimation of the demand. In the second report to the Con-
gress it was stated that there was only supposed to be a 22-percent.
increase in the utilization of nurses during this period of time by-
1985because, and I quote, "of the impact of the Strong cost con -
tainment' programs."

There was another study reported in that same report which
indicated there could be between a 48- and 104-percent increase in
the utilization of registered nurses by 1985 and, in fact, significant
changes have occurred in the health delivery system since 1972.
We have had an increase utilization of nurses in nursing homes,
home care agencies and industrial areas as well as in the acute
ca hospitals.

t me illustrate by my hospital at the. University of Michigan.
The staffing in our various intensive care units has almost doubled
in the lest several years and in the burn unit and our pediatrics
intensive care areas. We are not alone in this. I checked with
several Other hospitals, and they have reported similar circum-
stances because of the increase in the, intensity of care that is
demanded and the increase in the technological level of care.

We, like others, however, have not been without the problems of
acute staffing needs. We have a 22-percent budgeted vacancy 'at
this moment. We have closed beds; we have closed operating rooms.
We have resorted to the use of overtime of our already tired and
overworked nurses. We have used temporary part-time help; we
have tried to increase the utilization of licenied practical nurses
and aides, wherever possible, but such is not always possible, for

9
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intensive care units demand skilled monitoring by registered
nurses.

Because of the increase in technology and the need for increased
nurses' knowledge and skills, and the ability of the nurse to make
discriminating nursing judgments, we need more nurses at the
advanced level of preparation. We applaud the inclusion of the
-career mobility as one condition of receiving ipstifutiohal funds.
We also applaud the counting of the part-time registered nurse in
terms of determining equivalent full-time students.

We also would suggest, however, that the concept of additional
support to baccalaureate programs should be returned to the level
of $400 per student equivalent because the IOM study did, indicate
there 'was a net educational cost that, was higher for this program.

In summary, we would like to urge the committee to consider the
continuation of the 'nursing scholarship programs, and in this era
of fiscal constraint we believe the subcommittee shOuld not over-
look nursing's, contribution to cost effectiveness and health care
service. We believe the administration bill represents a short-term
saving and a long-term sacrifice.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Testimony resumes on p. 255.]
[Dr. Davis prepared statement and attachment follow:]

.1
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TESTIMONY( OF

CAROLYNEtK. DAVISP R.N., Ph.D.
ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ON BEHALF OF

THE NATIONAL LEAGUEFOR NURSING

I,am Carolyne K. Davis, Associate Vice President for

.Academic Affairs at the University of:Michigan, and formerly

Dean of our School of Nursing at the University of Michigan.

In my current role, I am responsible for coordination of

activities between our five Health Science Schools ofDentistry,

Medicine, Nursing, Public Health, and Pharmacy. In addition .

to'these.unite, I work, with our University HOspitai, a large

,teaching facility.

I am testifying fodayon behalf of the National League

for Nursing, the.largest American coalition of nurses and other

tiealth professionals, consumers and home care agencies dedicated

to developing and improving the standards of quality nursing

ed4cation,.nu±sing services and health care delivery in the

United States.

I appreciate the opportunity to'appear before this'

distinguished Subcommitteeto present our recommendations regard-7

ing the Nurse Training Act.

The basic tenent of our statement today is this: We

deem it imperative that the Federal Government provide additional.

' fiscal, support to both institutions and students engaged in

nursing education at appropriation levels equivalent to those

in existence in 1978 (as provided for in P.L. 94-63)'. The

alternative is to further exacerbate an already critical shortage

of nurses.
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The detrimental impact of the excessive reduction of

federalsupport to nursing education, initiated by the Administrative

budgetrequestssand proposed authorization levels for FY 1979 and

FY 1980, is already having a deleterious effect t

\

hreUghout our '

t health care delivery systeM.

The lietion is entering what may be the biggest nursing

shortage ever. Only a few of the nation's 6,732 hospitals and

13,417'nursing homes have a full.complement of registered nurses..

Critical nursing shortages are' being reported from all regions of

our country. Some institutions,, unable to find enough nurses

to fill required positions, have had to close beds, or even

entire wits, such as, operating rooms and spedial intensive
. ..

'care areas. The shortage of nurses in many states has hit crisis

proportions among hosOitals, nursinghomes.and.home health agencies.

The Gerican Hospital Association has stated that an additional

100,000 nurses are required now in order to fill current institutional

needs. EMpirical evi. l ce of shortages is available from all

areas oft Zaa! wspaper articles,'advertisemerits and

state sur e

/9'...

ys all provid evidencefofthe mounting crisis in

nursing upply. Data available froM a sample of states reporting

shortages are summarized below.

California -- In its moss recent survey, the California
zL9

HospitalAssOciation reported that unfilled budgeted vacancies

constitf4U 17 percent of the State's ful/-time nursing staff,

and that the projected number of openings state-wide .exceeds8000.

Nearly 90 percent of the hospitals respondingtotthis survey

63-494 0 - BO - 16



indicated that an addition;1 1,051,9,11 would be needed by

1982. Documented shortages of nurses have now surfaced in all

states except Rhode Island and Delaware.

New Jersey reports over 600 RN vacancies. .

Georgia -- In a November 1979 survey by the Georgia

Hospital Association, approximately one out ocevery eight full-
.

time budgeted RN positions is not filled. (1,800 budgeted

vacancies.) Shortages of nurses are reported throughout the

state, not only in the larger c nmunities, but the smaller' ones

as well.

Texas -- up.::. a January, 4979 survey, estima&s

indicate that there ar- .129 budgeted unfilled positions for

RNs in Texas'hospital... These unfilled positions represent

over 12 percent or positions for RNs. Specitic statistics

include:.

. Rosi=ons currently budgeted and unfilled 4,129

Additibnal positions for expansion of
existing facilities and/or new or expanded
services during the next twelve months 2,707

Additional positions for job reclassification
during the next twelve months , 854

Additional positions to replace those who
will die, or otherwise leave the hospital
industry during the next twelve months 1,327

Total positions anticipated now aid over
the next twelve months 9,017

mItyl4d -- In Maryland, the shortam escalating.

Specific examples include:

24 0



-4At the University Of Maryland, out of.750
budgeted RN positions, 75 are unfilled.

.At Sinai Hospital 1Baltimorel, 43 ¢ositiors
out of 340 FTE are unfilled.

'1

.At City Hospital (Baltiomre), 80 of 300
budgeted pr-..;itiche are unfilled.

.Prince GecI-: County (BaltimoA)4.83
of409 positic.-. .tee +'unfilled.

Ohio ---The Ohio Bureau of Employment Services reported

that shortages of registered nurseslw re reported in 50 Of. Ohio's

83 counties:

In general, smaller community hospitals'have fewer

staffing problems and lower_turnover.than hospitals in larger
cities: A notable exception is the large rural southeastern

Ohio area which has a very high percentage of vacancy and

turnover rates.

Pennsylvania The Pennsylvania State Hospital

Assocation iepOrted 1,550 budgeted vacancies.

Tennessee -- A THA' 1979 survey indi ated that there'

are 9,721 RNs gimped in hospitals, representing 60 percent of

the total nurses employed.
'Hospitals responding to the survey

1. -
stated that if they were able to,.and if the numbers would be

(available, they would like to employ an additional 1,997 RNs.

1.,f these figures are projected
five years hende,. the hospitals

wound need to employ an) additional 5,232 RNs.

The heaviest shortage areas are in West Tennessee

4 and Mideast Tennessee. The Memphis are;haa.the next highest

shortage of RNs. The Western Tehnessee'area's.need in fie

years is projected to increase by 152 percent:.1tUth Middle

s
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Tennessee 154 eroent, and Mideast Tennessee 107parcent:,

iand Memphis, .-9'percent.

With regard_to hospital:beds that have closed due to

the shortage, the City 'of Memphis Hospital has closed 127 beds;
.iJakson General Hospital in Jackson has closed 37 beds, and 7

Rutherford'Hospitalin Murfreesboro has wing. 'Vanderbilt

University is functioning on a staff consisipg of 2/3 temporary

placement nurses. With regard to registries, temporary pools

....have grown. In Nashville, for example, four such pools exist

'with three more scheduled to begin operation shortly.
-77.)

Indiana --' The Indiana HospitaA Association revealed

that 84'Indiana,hospitals.had 1,110 budgeted,vacl:tes for

full-time eguivaleht registered pUrses. The number of RM,vacancies

was 55 more than reported, last January, indicating a continued

increase,inthe demand.qor nurses.

Mississippi reports over.1,0 0 RN vacancies.

Iowa -- In an April, 1979, utv?7 11, the Iowa Hospital

Association, data indicated tha the greatest number of unfilled

positions for RNs occurs in institution-, 1200

# bUt.less than'400 beds. Th least numbe, u

for RNs is inyhospitls that ..,ve'101 -.200 beds.

Utah reports a state-wide.shortage with approxima el

,4,000 vacancies.

Virginia n a 1978surveY by the Virginia, Howital

Association,:15 p cent of the hospitals resli/onding.indicated
. . ,9

that beds have ben closed-due.to a lack of staff with a range

242
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Of beds closed from two to 52. Fifty-nine percent of the

hospitals responding,indicated that an additional 1,051 RNs

would be heeded by 1982, amounting to an 11 percent increase.

Louisiana reports 1,200 budgeted vacancies.
'

New York -- In the New York City area 'alone, 1,100

staff nurse vacancies are reported. One dramatic example is

Bellevue Hospital where it is reported that many times one

nurse, has the sole responsibility for 4O patients on any evening
IA

shift..

Illinois -- In the Chicago area, 86 hospitals have

reported a shortage of 1,083 RNs.

In the face of this Crisis, we find it uncOnicionable

that the preSent Administration is unyieldihg in its determination

to d Oimate Federal financing for nursing education programs.

The Administration, in its budget requesi for FY 1981, has

I*oposed slashing nurse training fundsn'from the present 1980
%

level of $106 million to $28.6 million. (This is even more

disconcerting when considered in the light of the.FY-1978

/authorization levels of $206 million.1 Embodied in the Adminis-

tra.tion's FY 1981 request is the, total elimination of support

for capitation grants, financi 1 dictiess grants, construction

Laassistance, advance nurse train g grants, traineeshrps, scholar-.

ships, student loans, and suppo for nursing researOh.

A May 1978 CBO rep t to Congress entitled, "Nursing

Educaticin and Training: Alternative FederAL Approaches," stated

the follOwing:
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"In fiscal.year 1979, $20.5 million would be
targeted to nurse practitioner programs and
special projects. All other programs would be
terminated.. As a result, substantial decreases
in the aggregate supply of RNs and a large drop
in the supply of RNs with graduate training,
might be expected." (Underlining added)...
-"In addition, nursing students would be forced
toassume a greater share of their educational
costs by paying higher tuition charges." ip.xv.)

In recent years, Congress has demonstrated its sensi-

tivity to the needs of nurse training programs by restoring much

of the funding support which the Administration has attempted

to eliminate. Apparently, as demo;lstrated by its FY 19E1 budget

request, the Administration has paid littit attention to the.

stated concerns of Congress. This Subcommittee, however, has

been°cohsistigntly suppostiva 6f Federal funding in the broad

areas of nurse training. 4

The profession of nursing is one of the oldest in this

country and indeed', the world itself. While many facetsof,

nursing have changed over the course of time, one factor remains

constant: it is the nurse who serves as the primary and cohesive

link which 'binds all of the health. professions and delivery

mechanisms in obtaining the ultimate goal -- the provision of

quality care to the patient. This'b sic function is one of the

pillars of strength of our health care system.. It is the nurse

wtie provides the 24-hour contact with the institutional patient-

monitoring,monitoring, assessing, treating, and coordination of care. It

is the nurse who functions as the basic' component in the delivery

of health services outside of our hospitals and nursing hbmes,

through home health agencies, community outreach programs,

school nursing, public health nursing, and numerous other voluntary.

organizations. It is the nurse who, within all of these levels
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of care, is responsible.. for the communication and coordination'
4

. between health professionals and4the' patient .

As the nation pays more attention to preventive medicine

and diseases of the aged, there is a donsensus'among health.

jp-mti.tr9'Lh:11._ curses can play an expanding role in the delivery

of these services. The role of the nurse as a "patient educator"

offers hope'for pur Nation's' health status through the day-to-day

repatterning of behaViors toward healthier values and activities.

The nurse is the only health care provider, prepared with a knowr

ledge base broad enough to.encompast the entire range of

,activities and behaviors related to the health of the individual.

Perhaps this role is of greatest consequence with

regard to the elderly of this country., The number of persons

age 65 and over increases by over 500,000 each year. Our senior

citizens, rely primarily on nursing services since: extensive'

nursing care - both .institutional and home based often the

main thrust of their treatment regimens. Already our long-t rm

care facilities report a_dire need for registered nurses., The.

Department Of Labor repor.t-sia shortage of about 150,000 nurses

in nursing homes alone. Current staffing levels indicate that.
4.

these elderly patients only receive an average of 12.5 minutes.

of nursing care per, patient per twenty-four hours. Theripeut.ic

and rehabilitative care demands more,adequate staffing with

nurses skilled in gerontological practice. The hardships that

will afflict the graying segment of this Nation because of a

\./ 245
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misguided Fpderalpolicy reducing both the numbers of available

nurses, and the quality of care that they are ,-ole to provide,

cannot be ignored. The elimination of existing F,Ieral support

to nursing education would have a devastating' affect on the

' elderly.

The increasing Federal role in the provision of primary,

cage services, through the establishment\of different diagnosis and

treatment incentives; the expanding-emphasis on health promotion and

.prevention as well as the continued expansion of HMOs,' through

their reliance on nursing Services, suggestsa furqer rise in the.

,scope and importance of nursing. Moreover, the consideration

of alternatives to costly institutional-based services points

towards -the expanded use of home health care, a concept initiated
J

and fostered by the nursing profession a 'century ago.

. w In this.era of economic uncertainty and fiscal constraint,
9

`-"it is often overlooked that the nurse is the most cost-effective

Provider.of94re within our healthcare system.e.ThrOugh, adyan-.

tSgeous rate differentials, and cost-saving levels of health
,

intervention, nursing id one of the basic 'cost containment tools

lable to our-country....

Research data is now available indicating that changes

in nuns' arecan affect recovery rates, recidivism and the,

success or preventive health measures. By.varying the .O'rganization

OfjCare, mqsing.studies have disilenstrated a 40 - 55percent'

reduction in the average length of stay of patients with abdominal

surgery find renal transplan. Nuy-delivered home and ambulatory

o.
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'clinic care, has demonstrated success in decreasing hospitat

utilization. As one example, .nurse clinic patients return

to employment at rates that re significantly higher:than

_.physician clinic patients even when corrected for types of

disease,: socioeconomic-baCkground, etc.

Nurse mddwiVea' haVe demonstrated their ability to

deliver safe high qUality.personalized maternity care which is

also markedly less:expensive than'tr-aditional hospital care.

Charges for nurse midWifery services at a New York City Child Bearing

Center are-37.6 percent of in-hospital care. An audit report

noted that the cost to Slue Cross foi families delineated at the

Canter is 66 percent-of the costCf the plan had the same family

Vne to a hospital setting..

FurthermOre, it should, be noted that decreasing -the.

-current ratio of professional nurses .to patients in direct

care settings has 'been shown to be a-costly-propositi ess

educated personnel, suchasIskrOggaidee may apped to be less

costly, but require so mech'Imore supervision that this practice

is actually more'costly; in addition to the risk that is posed

to the, patient's
Studiei show that aides average

4

about 25% "unoccupied timi" during the work day and thet"nurses
. .

spend 25.peucent of their time, supervising aides and teaching.

them what to do for pitipnts.

is difficult to .imagine how an AdMinistration so

Concerned with the containment of health care costs can ignore

the Cost-effective nature of nursing and proceed bn a course which

4
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.
endangers:the 'stability of the nursing profession.

The supply of and demand for- nurses has been a subject

of much controversy over recent years. The Admdnistration has

relied on repbrts that suggest that by 1985, the supply and

demand for nursing personnel. wi/l be in balanCe. Inherent

in this_ report. were several assumptions. First,. there would be

-F'
no major changes in the health care delivety system.and that

.staffing levels per'inptient would increase by only 22 percent.

Second, "due to data availability, the year. 197 was critical.'

In the case of the requirements model ,,incrL/eases noted for the

prOjection period are based upon .that year.

This same study concluded that ahoula.there be a

significant expansion of nurses' roles and responsibilities, ,
%i

the number of nurses,required by 1985 could be as high as 1.6
. ,

million...However, the. Report condluaedthat:::

"The overall Rtireguirement range projected for '
1985 is between 1,205,600-.and 1,716,400 based won
Vector.ReSeaich. The most likely case based upon
an assessment of the model assumptions compared with
preVailing Conditionsin the health care-system:and r

current policiei yield a reqUirement range of
1,295,600 to l,316,300 ana probably at the low, end.

-of the range:. It ii:ObnCluded that the aggregate
national requirement and supply -for .1485 will be iw
balance.",7 jp.94.) Second Rebort-to Congress Nurse
TieiningAct of 1975.. .;

_

. .

Other evaluations of.the situation have reached

substantially ditferent,00nciuSions. A. panel of expertS appointed.

to assist in supplying 4ata.necessary.to complete these studies

:predicted :that,.withinthe context of expected societal changes,

:the demand fok full -time RNs in 1.982 would increase from 48 percent

,.to 104 percent above 1976 figures. The panel included experts

2 4 8
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in the fields of nursing, tealth education, hospital and-health

administration, health research and economics.
. -

.DREW retorted that the chances of this assumption becoming

a realitxhowever, are very rrote. Increase' utilization of

health servies is inconsistent with the Administration's policiet..

!These.estimates," the DI1EW noted, "do not take into consideration

the potential impact of, strong coseContainment'effort." There is
,!indeed no simple answer to the complex problems of predicting future

.

.

requirements. However, one thing is certain, significant changes A.

In health care delivery have occurred since. 1972, especially.-in terms
of the nurse's tole. Ian most tertiary care settings, the number ofa

. RNs per patient has increased significantly as the total patient

care mix has moved closer toward intensive caredue to the signficant

-decline in the length o stay and increasing technological 'crmiplexity.

Let me illustrate this phenomenon by.two examples of .1.

nurse staffing with which Ian familiar. At-Johns Hopkint Hospital,
the nurse staffing, pattern for a 14 bed Pediatric Intensive _Care. Unit

Ilas changed dramatically in 'the last several years alone. /n.1976777,
thi; Unit was staffed with one headnurse,

specialist',

18 registered nurses and 10 nursingtechniciana. Current 'projhctions
foi.ihe 1980-81 year indicate :budgeted staff require7 as one head

nurses one Clinical nUrse'specialist,
and 36 registered. nurses,

.theelimination.of%the ten nursing technicians. This is an RN .5

staffing increase of 100 percent for that unit'alone.-

;At the University of Michigan University-Hospital, out'.

registered nurse staffing requirementsfor
the Newhall.' NtirSery %

Intensive Care Unit has gone froM 37 bUdgeted positiont in 1974 -75.

to62.4 for the 1979-80 budget year. Likewise, our Pediatric
,

Intensive Care Unit staffing
positions f7..,hursing have risen

411
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from 17 in 1974-75 to 45.8 in 1979-80, while'bur Bufh Unit.nOW

calls for 46.3 budgeted nursing positions in contrast to 1974-75

when we utilized only 28 nurses. Even'in our non-critical care

areas our nurse staffing has increased significantly as demoh-

strated by the following: a single surgical unit has increased

from 25 positions in 1974-75 to 38.6 in 1979-80. and a medical

unit has added 11.7 nursing positions to its budgeted nursing

staff since 1974-75.

Not only has the average daily occupancy rate in

.t.
creased in these units, but also, the intensity of care has

increased Significantly with more registered nurses needed to .

carry out such special care activities as monitoring vital fuhctions,

ventilation therapy, intravenous therapy with infusion Pumps, and
p

the handling of other special technological care.

- Modern advances.in treatment of patients with bone.'

transplants, radical surgical interventions, bUrn therapy, neu-

rosurgery and cardiac surgery require iintensive care on 1 twenty-

four"hour basis.' Many intensive care -areas now require .a 1:1,

nurse-Patient ratiA, in order to deliver safe and effective quality
O

tare.

.While the actual number of nurses needed to Meet today's
F

- t
requirements is the subject of great controversy, the faet,

remains that the supply of new graduates has now declined and the

s initial assumptions concerning the ability 'of the supply.to
.

adequately meet-the 1985 needs arderroneous. Let us examine now

some aspects' of the debate:-.

. ,

a



The.Second Report to Congress14urse Training Act

of 197.8, overestimated.the.nurber of graduates anticipated from

school's-of nursing from 1976-77 until 1985. (Figure one in the

Appendix showi these yrojections graphically. Along with the

actual,graduations according to NLN da(a.) -More accurate pro-2

. _

jections based upon actual admissions have recently been prepared

by the National League for'Nursing. This year for the first:time

in a decade, g aduations from basic nursing programs declfned

almost two per ent. Howeyer, the prediction of supPly:in the

Second Report to Congress, while anticipating a deCline,'did not

foresee its occurringeither this early or as abruptly, and

therefore,. we can already conclude that the pr6dictions on the

-supply side 'of the equation are too high. Moreover, this early,

error in prediCtion's will have a compOunding effect i-n the next
.

few years so that by 1985, the Administration's prediction and

the-actual supply Will, in all probabilities, beWidely divergent..

In 1977, the projection was too high by a'factor of 4,000; by

1979, the difference was 6,000; and the differences will continue
0

"to increase bir1981 to a difference that could approach 10,000.

These signs of decline in the output of-nursing education

go back to 1974 when the raie of increase in adbissions dropped'
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suddenly. Aggregate admissions haveilot grown significantly

since 1974; and in 1978, the derline.in growth. rate of admissions

was 5.6 percent. Applications to basid programs of nursing also

declined 16 percent between 1977 and 1978, the first such decline

since 1960. If this current downward trend in-applications and

admissions is allowed to continue, and the Administration succeeds
4

in eliminating. most Federal support for nursing education, the

existing shortage will grow worse.

How many nurses are currently availablefor.practice?

A September 1977 survey by the ANA indicated 1.4 million nurses

held a license to practice. Of that total, 70 percent or 978;324

were in active practice.' Of those in active_practice, 68 percent
C

worked full-time,and 328 worked part-tiMe: Approximately 23 percent -

Were not=employed in nursing and were not looking for nursing

employment. Three percent p, about 43,000 were. - actually seeking

employment, &figure which is well within the "frictional

unemployment" range.. About 4 Percent or 56,780 nurses were employed

in other fields. Through the same survey,, it was learned that about

25 percent of those not employed were pursuitig further education.

The Administration has suggested that the reason for

the nursing shortage is the inactive pool of.licensed registered

nurses. We believe it'isqunrealistic to expect much assistance'

'from this group for a variety of reasons, since.mostof those who

are inactive appear to have legitimate reasons for, this status.

The presence pf yOung children is probably the primary

reason for a change to inactive Status. 146,0E2 nurses or 34.5.

percent of those nurses who are inactive have children under the

'age of 17: Nurses of child bearing age have a greater tendency

to drop out of the work force and return ,later as their.children
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mature. The 1977 TrVey showed a decrease in activity rates

for nurses with children under the age of six and a concommitant

increase for those with children ages 6 - 17: More than 1/3

of the total inactive nurse work fgrce represent individuals

over the age of 50. With increased coMplexities of technological

nursing tate it can be- expected that the nurse over the Age of

may not be able to cope with the stress and physical fatigue

inherent in.modern acute care.nursing.
.,

The most current discussion of the required Federal

role in resolving nursing supply problems speaks solely .1% "numbers."

However, the National League for Nursing is also 'concerned with the

impact of insufficient Federal financial assistance on the ability

of schools of nursing to achieve an optimal level of quality in

the preparation of individual nursing students. This: preparation

includes both theoretical and clinical corponents, and is dependent

on adequate numbers of teachers, administrators, and ,other supportive

personnel, modern physical plants (e.g., classrooms, laboratories,

and libraries), and astable financial base that allows for' needed

flexibility in integrating the lateit concepts in. nursing education

and patterns of Ore. The AdministratiOn's proposed elimination of

what-is presently 10 percent of a nursing school's. annual budget

will place a school in the difficult position of combating inflation-

ary pressures Ad replacing a large portion of their fiscal

resources'. e/1
.

Institutional support to schools of nursing has provided

P 53
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_funds foraruitment of studen( as well as.remedial programs

for disadvantaged students. The cutbacks that schools have

experienced in capitation have already been reflected ip a decrease

in remedial p" gram activities. Talented students are now

being recrUited to-other professional schools, such as business,

engineering, and law.

There are serious categorical shortages of nurses as

well, and perhaps, the most seriouseproelem of all is the dearth
I

%of nurses in leadership positions. Presently, there is a shortage.

lof clinical specialists, teachers, researchers, and administrators

for-service agencies, educational institutions, and government.

DurriFg'the next decade, an increase in demand for these highly

. specialized workers is projected. For instance, the demand for

nurses with advanced training in community mental health is .

predicted to increase by 40% during this period. Advanced medical .

technology has resulted in the need for more highly skilred nurses, who arel

educated to provide leadership in patient care settings as diverse

as infants in high risk nurseries and elderly patients* nursing .

homes. Clinical nurse specialists are being educated in advanced

nurse training programs to assume the responsibility for develop-

ing a plan of care over a twenty-four hour period,' demonstrating

care to other nursing personnel, and providing health teaching

and counseling to patients and families.. I)he near future

nurses will need such skills as r.cmputer proficiency and

scientific and mathematical sophistication to adjust to rapidly

changing technologies in hospital settings.

Currently, over 900 budgeted faculty positions are
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vacant in educational prograMs preparing registered nurses.

Between1976 and 1978,-'there was a 3 percenttincrease in

unfilled faculty positions. Among faculsy.teachipg in all

three types. of programs which prepaie registered nurses,

only 58 percent of the faculty is prepared at the minimal: .

or master's level, with under five percentof all faculty having.

docto al preparati,on. Among directors of nursing services

a 1 rge proportion only have a basic diploma preparation. Only14!44

: 25 precent have a baccalaureate degree and even fet4er have

graduate lever preparation, yet these same individuals are r

responsible for large personnel budgets and significant

policy decisions within health care agencies.

Federal fundsall*ated foradvanced-nurse training

pregrams, currently support about 82 programs in a variety of

specialists areas, such as parent-child nursing, epidemiology,

'burn trauma, emergency care, gerontology, rehabilitation,

mid-wifery, community health, oncology (Cancer),ctiticalcare

and primary care. These funds help schools of nursing to

initiate new programs of study, extend, current program

s capabi.litiez and contribute to the development of new knowledge

in nursing and patj.ent care. These monies also

'strengthen the institution of higher education's at lity to

provide qualioty'training for advanced nursing practice, teaching
a

and administration.

To maintain the qui3ity of direct'patient care demands,

more nurses require more student financial aid. and better educated

faculty. Other educational fields learned long ago. ,the value of

';..
having students taught by individuals with advanced,degrees4,

z
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prepared to assist them Ln the synthesis Of:Knowledge. This

is especially true for.nursing, inview of the day -to -day

judgments being made by nurses that affect so many lives.

The number of graduates .with advance reparation in

.

a clinical specialty has greatly increased in the past ten years.

In.1968, 34 of all graduate students -elected advanced clinical

practice, while in 1"377,.75 percent-of all graduate nurses enrolled '

in clinical practice programs. Although the total enrollment of

graduate students has risen dramatically in the last decade, one

must also recognize that many more students are enrolled on a

part-time basis. Thus, the total number of.graduates from Master's

and doctoral programs has not increased at an adequate rate. If

,traineeships and fellowships for nurses seeking advanced training

are Curtailed, the resulting decrease in the number of graduate

students will have a deletericuseffect upon our health care system.

Assuming full- time -study for two years, the average

young person faces a cost of tuition and living expenses of $12
t,

$15,000, in addition to a loss ofincome--lor that period. At

the same time, salaries for most nursing positions have been

notoriously low. Clinical nurse specialistsscan anticipte an average

salary of ahout.$16000 - $18,0004yearly.' The salary exp4nditUre

curve in nursing is very flat and has a poor salary progression.

At anexpected salary range of $16100.- $18,000, a young pditson

who seeks to borroW for graduate education will find.a relatively few

low-cost options available, and the availability of commercial

loans is generally based on one's current or future earning/power.

256
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We believe the costs of Advanced Nurse'Training and traineeships

present a serious dilemma which will mitigate against the future

benefits of improVed health care if students do not receive .

Federal assistance. Graduate trained nurses representa

national resource and as such ought to have high priority in

FederaI.funding for nursing. Scholarships for exceptionally

needy students would complement minority recruitment and reten-

tion activities ai well .as reduce 'financial hardships for

students unable to secure adequate financial aid from other

Federal student assistance programs. ;

In addition, the current. nursing loan'program; with

its loan forgiveness provision, can-serve to encourage nurses

to practice in shortage areas. If this program is droppaV.,

we will lose another low 'cost incentive to provide for better

geographic distribUtion of nurses...

Loss of traineeship, scholarship and nursing loan

funds will surely exacerbate the already significant decline in

enrollments, especially at the advanced nurse training level.

This will Ultimately lead to a shortage of.qualified faculty pre7\....._4*

pared to teach basic nursing skills, as well a ,a shortage of
,. ,c---

a&Janced clinicians and practitioners who are being prepared to

delivercost effective health care services.

The health of Americans and the.healih financi g

responsibility of the Federal Government can benefitfrom ursing

research produced by doctorally prepared nurses. Little attention

has been devoted to mobilizing the knowledge and abilities of nurses,

41.
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which is the largest group of specially trained provi&rs in -

developing and implementing reform from Within the system;

Research-based changes in:nursing fare may:lead to saying's at

Least as great as those produced by utilization review: In addition,

.research-based emphasis on home health care built on nursing

services can achieve change but avoid the burdens of new

regulations or legislative Chsnges.

Sixteen universities now award doctoral degrees

in nursing but these 16 are graduating fewer doctorally prepargd

nurses this year than five years ago; when there were only nine

doctoril programs, °Although enrollments in doctoral programs

have continued to rise, the large number of part-time students

tins prolonged the completion time for this degree Pre - doctoral

National Research Service Awards currently support only 119

fellows. In many doctoral programs this is the only form of.

student assistance available for full-time students. Total funding .

forNursing Research has been at a $6 million level for 'the last'

four years (in contrast., this year's,budget.for NIHis over

$3 billion!. The benefits.that have been demonstrated from

nursing research merit expanded support,especially ih those

areas targeted to cost-effective clinical care.
0

Nursing makes a unique contribution that has been

long neglected both within nursing and the. Federal Government.

Health is a major concern for most of the nation's taxpayers.'

:Health care has become t)e third largest industry in the United

States and is grdwing rapidly. Registered nurses constitute.

the largest grouin.19f health professions and yet are grossly.'--
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4,
underrepresented in most Federal and State health policy and

planning councils. Now that nursing has a growing capability Oo
%

contribute research data to health care policy on a naticnalevel,

We urge that nurses be appointed /to more-national health policy-

Making councils.

We turn now to your distinguistdd.SubCommittee, as we
.

have in the past, to intervene. ,In recent-years, this

committee has demonstrated a sensitivity to the nursing profbsiion

and the needs of.nurse training-prograr

r The evidence that an acieguate supply of nurses Can only

be achieved by continued Federal support has shifted further in.,

4 --'

the past year toward fu.'-1 justification of the continuation and

) expansion of funds to Nurse Training.programs. The Subcommittee

has recognized the facts in prbicus years and has-continued to

r

recommend policy approaches that have the potential o alleviate

the'root causes oe present nursing problems. We applaud the Sub-

committee, and -staff, for"considering the Nurse Education proposal.-

And, Congressman Waxman is.to be commended for his diligent efforts

to insure that'the Nurse Training and Other Health Manpower'-

authorizations' are expeditiously extended by_thieSubcommittee. k,

In general, we find the proposal to be a comprehensive

and rational approach to existing crisis conditions. The continuation

of institutional support through baseline ldvels of Federal finIncial

support to nursing schools is a critical element,in resolv"ing
"ev

present problems. WittFout this subsistence level of ba%ic support,
-1
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. )

-many of the nursing Gr ans in cur country-Would :ace financial
P

haidihips so severe that the viability of their continued existence

weotl- ld open to.question,

e are -especially pleased' with-the inclusion of &career

mobility p ogram as one of the conditions for the receipt of

institutional funds: Many nurses who wish to continue their

eudcation,ap4cheads of single- parent families or are middle -aged

women who lack the financial resources to dose,. addition,

allowing part-time 'eg..livalents to be counted
I

in
,
the.institutions.

.

enrollment figuree will be of great assistaz5e.in.alleviating-the

fiscal burdens that schools presently. face. This chinge in the-

current law is surely an essential and justifiablg one, ,given the.

fact that part-time students assume their fair ihare.of-insti-':

tional expenditures,

We do hOve some concerns regarding the prbposed decreased -'

level of support.per student enrollee,from $400 to $200 in :coliegiate
I

v0

spools;1.f nursing. We feel that this decrease will be very,detri-
1) .

.mental to institutions of higjer education,. particularly because

the decrease occurs at a,time when these institutions face finahcial
- I

distress due to the withdrawal Of a variety Of otheo!,tundingsources.

We also strongly believe that the continuationdof a

nursing scholarship program, due to its .toatt;rict new,

nursing students from aacever-declining pool offeligible high
.

school graduates, is essential-to'insure an adequate supply of
II

nurse:in the future: 'There re, we respectfully reguest thl.the

4



Subcommittee giVe serious reconsideration.to the possibility of

retaining this vital program. Altheugh w..tre'Satisfied with the

proposal'i pro4ision Of .v)Oy -reasOnable interest rates in the

loan program, we feel that the high costr'oi nursing education

requires additional:inducements with which to attract the most

qualified qudehts. As a program which fosters the entry of

individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds into the nursingpro-

fession, nursing scholarships Would'also be a very key program'ici

Correcting the inadequate'current level of minority' representation

in the nursing field.

, We are very. pleased that the Advanced Nurse Training '

.authority has been retained since funding for these programs is

our highest priority... Graduates of these programs wili alleviate
.

the very serious shortage of nurses in leadership positions, which
.

..include adtinistrators, clinical nurse specialists, teachers and

:g;14researchers.

Finally, the continuation'of programs of support fore

Nurse Practitioner Training and Special Projects preserve viable
. d 4

ITICD4 i ms,through which the NatiOn's nursing supply and die't'ributioh

ti'nue to be'taddre_Ssesr,. 4

..&;z01,,,,
7!'

Of.fferaffoiain4 mp the opportunity to appear

the.National'League for NUrsing,.and the milliorfs of.'

yatients served y our embers.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Dean Wilson?

STATEMENT OF RUBY WILSON; R.N., ED. D.
Dr. WILSON. Today, I am representing the American AssOrtiation

of Colleges a Nursing, and we.wish to congratulate the committee
for its fine work. As has been alluded to, it has been my privilege
to work with the committee before, and it is so again.

The AACN wishes to thank the members of the subcommittee
for their support of nursing education, and my remarks will high-

.

light those sections of H.R. 6802 introduced by the chairman and,
several other members of the committee and will address partTcu-
larly the education of nurses.

The American Association of Colleges of Nursing represents 250
nursing programs located =in senior colleges and universities in the
United States, both priyate and public. These are responsible for
baccalaureate, master's,. and -doctoral education for nurses. This
includes baccalaureate education for graduate nurses, both diploma
and associate degree-prepared, as well as offering continuing educa-
tion for all nurses.

In coming before the subcommittee I am pleased to report that
Federal support has been a successful program. As a dean of nurs-
ing; I can speak to the cpst of good clinical education: The ratio of 1

255

to 8. or 1 to 10 must be
students. to assure patie
Since nursing is taukht
clinics or patients' horn
guided. This is particular
in an effort toss influence .s is to work in malserved areas as
graduate licensed nurses. This illustration is to underline the im-
portance of continuing institutional support for schools of nursing
during the years in which students receive their clinical training.

The- proposed legislation speak§ to the needs to offer incentives
for programs which facilitate career mobilityincrease the opportu-
nity for disadvantaged tr minority.. students to pursue careers in
nursing and make part-thije study a realistic option.

AmericAp Association" of:Colleges of Nursing supports these
.purpoftS and iffedges to work with the Congress toward the realiza-
tien of these goals:
`. The American Association of Colleges of Nursing recognizes that
the .support of the Federal Government for students of nursing has
been significant. The availability of low interest loans, ,schplar-.
ships, and the'support for advanced. training has made #`possible
for nursing students to pursue their education. Loss or a radical

b.hange in this support would decrease the numbers of nurses avail-
' -able to meet the health needs of the. American public and/or
significantly delay their%try into practice. -.

Advanced nurse training programs are in desPerate need of Fed-
eral support. Approximately 4 to 5, percent.of the total active nurse
force has completed graduate study in nursing.. From this small
group come nurse administrators, teachers, plinical nurse-special-
ists. and nurse' researchers. Nurses who have completed graduate
preparation in nursing are .truly a national resource. 'Augmenta-
tion. of their small numbers cdn be regarded as a Federal responsi-

*flay conjointly with the nursing profession program, and training

between the nurse-teacher and
t safety and effectiv student education.

ot only in classroo but also in hospitals,
s, students mus e closely supervised and

problematic when remote sites are used

263
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-stipport, for master and doctoral education is vitally needed for
continuing:-educa ion. It is for this reason that we make a strong
statement in_su" of continuing tft traineeship program for
advanced nurs ailure to, provide 'support through train-
eeslips will-CFC on a _serious-at ase in teachers, administrators,
specialists, and researchers. -,-,--,..,

There haye bpen public 'statement's tliat--Federal support, for
nursing edOcation, is no longer necessaiy. I disag?ee,---Tke serious
and already explained shortage of nurses in4hospitafs requffes,,thaf ,
Federal support for nurse education continue. We haveno-studieS'f,,,,
that demonstrate that education of nurses encourages nurses ,to
leave practice. On the contrary, the Congress of the United States
does have evidence that support for nursing education has encour-
aged more young people to enter nursing education programs and
nursing practice.

It has been my privilege to serve on the National Council of
Nurse. Training, and this has provided me with a rare knowledge. of
needs of nursing and to verify that the provisions initiated and
supported by this committee have been relevant and, effective in
influencing positively the preparation and practice of-nurses.

I urge the members of this subcommittee to continue to support
nursing .education programs. Mr. Chairman, I am grateful for the.
opportunity to appear here today and would be pleased to answer

nquestions with my colleagues.
Thank you. , 1.

. .
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dean Wilson.
I would like to call on Russell Perry, a nursing student at Tren-

ton State College and a member of the board of directors of the
National Student Nurses' Association.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL PERRY
Mr. PERRY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the

National Student Nurses Association is pleakd t have this oppor-
tunity to present testimony in support of the N rse Training Act
Amendments of 1980. NSNA is a 35,000-membe organization for
undergraduate students of nursing. I am Russel Perry, a nursing
student at Trenton State College in New Jersey nd member of the
NSNA board of directors.

NSNA clearly recognizes the spending restraints all of us, includ-
ing Congress, are living with. We feel that the Nurse Training Act
can provide for preparation of competent nurses who can work in
underserved areas and specialty areas. ,

In this statement we wish-tap focus on Nurse Training Act assist-
ance to undergraduate studentg, as well as the National Health
Service Corps.

Tuition costs to students have been rising sharply in the past few
years. However, tuiti n:alone is not enough to-cover the operating
costs of an educationa 'nstitution. Inclusion in the Nurse Training
Ad of an institutiona, 'support mechanism for schools meeting
specific enrollment objectives or educational priorities would assist
the schools as well as helping meet national health-needs.

I
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STIIbENT LOANS, ,

Loans have beconie the primary method for nursing students to
finande their educational costs. A 1979 survey of members by
NSNA showed that 52 percent 'Surveyed received some type of
Federal financial aid. . ,

Of those receiving Federal aid, 45 kgrcent; or almost half, were
recipients of tederal nursing student Saris. Eighty -four percent of
the students receiving Federal aid Itated that they could not.con-
tinue school without that assistance.

Nursing students are in an unusual situation as far as financial
aid is. concerned. Most nursing education programs that prepare a
student for initial licensu as an RN take place,at the undergrad-
uate level, in an associate degree, baccalaureate, or diploma pro-gram.

However, even though they are undergraduates, the cost of nuri-
ing education is higher than that of a liberal arts candidate be-
cause of clinical laboratory costs, uniforms, and higher tuition, due
to increased costs to the educational instiption.

In the NSNA survey cited aboVe, 54 percent of the total respond-
ents indicated that they paid $2,000 o more for their education per
year:- The survey also showed that 50 percent of the respondents
carne from families with incomes below $15,000 per year.

The situation of minority-students is one of particular concern to ,
NSNA. Minority enrollinents are -dropping. The December 1979'
HealtbkResources News cites distribution 'of 1974 nurse training
schnlEirShipe and loans. The distribution is far higher among minor

than tlipir actual representation in nursing education
programs, indicating proportionally greater nee&

The recent creation of -a separate cabinet-level Department of
Education has created some speculation that undergraduate nurs-
ing students' assistance shOuld come more under this department
with other undergraduate students. This would create several prob-
lems. .>'

Under present regulations, nursing programs participating in the`'
nursing student 'loan prograin cannot participEiteiin the guaranteed
student loan program: As already stated,.the cest of nursing educa-
tion is higher than the average. Undergraduatb nursing assistance

. should remain a pri -ty in the Nurse Training Act. Continuity
'between undergradu nursing student'assis

on era
tance and other provi-

sion insion of the act is Ortant, to avoid further dilution of Federalnur:e, training inceritiv s . .4,

Of ,course, NSNA realizes that Fed lel financial aSsiatance- to
'nursing students carries an expectatic that the recipients will usetheir . educational:. preparation tos meet national health priorities
and -needs. LOan-forgiveness for service in a geographically under-served area or specialty area is one method by which this can be
accomplished. In the NSNA survey, 72 percent of .the students
receiving Federal assistance said that they would be willing to
practice in an underserved areas as an option to repay 'a Federal
loan. Nursing students are n t asking for a free education at
Government expense; we are a ing for help to complete °our nurs-
ing education and enter into active 'wising practice!'

.....i:A
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SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS

There are stude94s with exceptional financial need for whom the
burden of debt resulting from large amounts of nursing student
loans is prohibitive. Scholarship grants enable qualified students in
financial distress to complete their education when it would other-
wise be. impossible. We urge the continuation of the scholarship
grants.

NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS

For the 1979-80 year, 80 NHSC scholarships were available to
haccalaureate nursing students, while 620 applications were re-
ceived. Obviously, nursing students wish to participate to a greater
extent than scholarships are available. .

The Natillna1, Health Service Corps has just begun placement of
health providers other than physicians in underserved areas:' These
providers may prove to be more cost effective, but more time is
needed to realistically evaluate this. `),

We urge the continuation of the National Healt Service Corps
scholarship program. In; adidition, we, ask that con ration be
given to increasing, the nurrTher of awards available t. baccalaure-
ate nursing\students.

In summa\y, NSNA feels that continued Federal suppo to nurs-
ing education through the Nurse Training Act is vital. Si e the
emphasis has shifted from simply increasing the numbers of Aurses
t increasing the number of nurse prepared to 'practice geo-
eaphic or specialty underserved areas, the need is more acute. No
one has yet found a guaranteed way to accomplish this, and nurs,
ing education programs and nursing students need financialeup-
port to explore new, more effective methods to meet, the health
problemS of the United States in the Most efficient and econoini
way.

[Testimony resumes 'on p. 2681_
[Mr. Perry's prepared statement follows:}
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STATEMENT OF RUSSELL PERRY, MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS,

NATIONAL 'STUDENT NURSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.

The National Student Nurses' Association is pleased to have

this opportunity to present'this statement in support of the

Nurse Training Amendments of 1980. NSNA is the 35,000

member organization for undergraduate students of nursing.

-1%

Now more than ever, nursing education stands in need of

federal support for its continuation and improvement. Thre'

has been a great.deal of controversy recently about whether

or not there is a nursing shortage. (An Institutg-of Medicine

study is in progress on this.subject). However, i' cannot,

be denied that there iS'aehortage of nurses prhotic in

nderserved areas and in certain specialty areas., rse

+ichning'Act can he] provide some remedies. for thi sltua-.

tion byincreaS the nurses' prepariction and ineen ives

fOriractico in the e areas-.

The National Student-Nurses' As °elation clearly recognizes
Cv

the spending restrain )-all o includJmg Congress,.are

lilAng with. "Cu re t expenditure of public unds must be

conservative and produceprov0)1e, cost-efie tive results.

We feel that the Nurse Training Act can Ipro Jde for pre-
CS

paration of OomPi5tOnt nurses Who can-work inginderserved

areas and specialty areas, to provide more-health care to
.y.,

the gehpral population at lower cast than some other eaath

professionals.
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In this,statement we wish to address the general'areas of

the Nurse Train4neAct, particularly assistance to students,.

as well as the .NatiOnal Health Service 'Corps

Institutional Support

_Tuition costs to students have been rising sharply in thei

past few years. However; tuition alone is not enough to

cover the operating costs of an educational institution.

Other sources of fundd for nursing educational .programs,

such 'as private philanthropy, are decreading as reliable

alternativei.sources of income. Schools of nursing who wish

to undertake innovative progAuns and enrollment activities

need.a source of financial support. Inclusion in the Nurse

Training Act of an institutional support mechanism for

schools meeting specified enrdilment obj ctivesor

rational priorities would assist the scho is asWell as

helping meet national health_needs. Of p rticular impor-

tance is institutional support aimed at an increase in the

number of B.S.N.,programs available to gradUates of dip'oma

and associate degree nursing progr 4 an increase in the

number ofgraduates,of nursing educat tut.programs:who

tice in underserved areas,

of minorityjdisadvdnled groups.
a'

1.

2. 68

4

-2-

ac-

in representation
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a
--Starlet cs indicp.te that admissions, enrollments, and m.d-

uations of blacks and men in basic pursing programs have

decreased between 1975 and 1978. The proportion of blacks

.admitted in 75 was nine and one tenth4percent, in_1978,

seVen. and ttyb tenths percent. Enrollment and graduation

fugures have declined similarly. (National League for
-

Nursing, Data Digest, Update on Nursing Education, 1979)'

. Special Projects Grants

This provision has provided funds for nursing education

programs to undertake projects to-increase.the numbers of

minerity.students.in nursing and also for ipnoVative,edu-,

cational programs for both forMTA,,and for continuing edu-

c4ion. It has encouraged creative. concepts to be. initiated
.

and evaluated in nersing eduCation. We urge its continua on..*.

Advanced Nurse Train

The health field is desperately .in need of nurses prepared

at.the'graduate, level. Presently, approximately four per-.
,

cent of, nurses are.prepared at the master's or doctoral

. level. Many geographic areas simply, do not have graduate
-,- ,I

nursing education ograms av-hilable. These programs are
^,

the source of nurs edUcators, administrators and nurse

whom epar ., clinicians, many of whom are pre in primary/as well,as
.,

.

.

.

i,269
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acute eare settings. As an undergraduate student associa-

tion, we strongly see the need for competent, qualified

nurse faculty members to educate today's'undergraduate

nursing btu ents.The need for nurses with administrative

and supervisory preparation is also acute.

Nurse Practitioner Programs
.r.

,This, in the past, provided for preparation of nurse practi-
.

. tioners with an emphasis on primary health. care in geograph-'

ically underserved areas. The nurse practitioner th able to
$

practice in sites without full time physicians, thus provi-
d 1!

din$,a sour of primary health care to t.inderserved popula-
i

tions. No. ecific cost data is'available, but eduCation of
.

A

r

a nurse practitioner is less expensive than that of physi-

. cian preparation' although the scope of practice does differ.,
. .

.
.

c

TraiSeeships

ASSISTANCE TO NURSING STUDENTS

A

for /Advanced Nurse Trhining.

. /
As stated abQv , the need for'nurseslpregared 9Xthe.,maa-.1

ter'se-apa,doctoral level ae:edUtators;"admifii4trators, and

prirtiWry carecl iclans is acute. Many nurses currently

enrolled in or planning to enter these e ucational grograms

are at'"midcareer, when it is extretheirMicult to cease ,/
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tuYl time professional employment "and enter on a further

educational preparation p ogram, both financially and .per-

sonally. These individua s need financial support, and rel

ineligible for the bulk.'of state and private financial aid

resources.
d °W

RStudent Loans

G °
1

For the 197,8 -79 school y'AEtr,4the nur>3ing student loan pro-
ram was used by approximately 1,189 nursing education

.progroams with 26,180 students participating / Ioans have'

becothe the primary. "method for nursing students to finance.. -,.,,
qtyy

theil educational costs: ` A,19 survey of members by the
Nptional Student Nurseg'..'Ad'sociation showed that fifty-two
(,

percont surveyed received bolo- type of federaf financial

aid. Of those receiving fedeeial tid, forty -five perc{t, or
althest half, were recipie:its of 'ecjeral nursing.studsrit
loans. Eighty -four percent of ,the students .receiving fed-

.

©xal aid stated thart't eycotild not continue school without .
that assistance. ( - ~` `, \ ,

irsing- students are in an unusual situation as far as( a
iLnanciaid is cohcerna8; Mdht nursing edtycation programs

that prepare a student 'for initial. licensure as an RN..take
\ ;'place at the undergraduate level, in an associatre degree,,

i.baccalureatei .or'diploma`p is i in cont qt tQ

s: f ...

tb
-`' `s
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(the health profes i 'ons'whosolnitial..preparation is at the
`

graduate level.--iloweeven ihoUg4.1hey are undergrad-

uates,
,

.

uates, the cost of nursing education
.

is higher than that of

.'

a liberal artSc.4, andidate.becaupe of cliniCal labOratory

costs,. uniforms,pn&higher tuition due to incroasdo costs

to the.educational institution. In the NSNA suryoycited._.

C .4 .

abOVei'fifty-four percent of the total respondents indicA-.

ed *that they paid $2000 or bore for their Of education per

yg fact, tweipty peTnt-Were paying $3500 or more to

meet the ost of :4).r nursing education. The survevalso

showed thpt the reepondAnts came from 4 ..

. N...

families wiihincomtzs beldw $15,00b:per year, andefiftt-four

percpnt were working 16 briti; orMore per week in,additiOn

to going to.School to meet tuitioiNcosts.

The situation of minority students is one of particUlar
4

,
, '

1 A
c eencrn to NSNA. For many yearsfwe carried\out,a minority,

44-;

recruitment project under Dililsion'ot Nursingrppecial'pro=
r

ject funding. /HOu'evelrminority'enrealments are#dropPing,

ctq.,.
to

. . ; ,.'-'-'

. .

The Decera er (1979 Health-Resources News, (Vol. 6, #1,2) pit s
',art

A
. N

distribjion.o,1974 Nurse Training sehOlar pis and
4
loa s:

. .

, ,. "'N,4- t
Of the schola-rships,!t-t'enty percent wont to llack stucileak

' P,;,. .

'four perceni tb Hief:a is students,"and one an three tenths
..,. ,,

,
percent to American Ina4an and Asian students. Eighteen '

,,

percont of the nursing student loans went to blackstddents,
.-:2., i_

The did2tri utioniridl far higher,

0,-
a:

;,-,--i-,

a n

.

he

..minor

i sudents '

;

7 t

V
.,_(

/ 1
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d

ing education programs, in-

dicating proportionally 9ater need.: '

4
\

The recent cr ation of a separate cabinet-level Depar went

of Education has created sot.:ie speculationiand suggestion

:that undergraduate. nursing students' assistance shOuld.:eome

more under this department with Otherundergraduate stud
. .

-'ar;a.that nursing students should mVte.increased use 04; t

Guaranteed fitudent Loan Program/ -T4i6 would create several t..

. . . .

-7'.?,problems. OnderWtesent-tegulations,'nursing programs
\

participating Iii the Stedent loan'Proqram bdundt .

' ,participate in.the. Guaranteedadent /roan PrograM... As
1 .

4 .
.

mltegay stated,,'tfie cost ofnutqing education is highe'r.than.

;the average. Additionally, nureinestudentscanaibt'ile 4.

squat @drwlth a basi libel al arty fatlaadni, because they wi/11,

. be preparlad to:,practice nursing upon gradbition and licens-'

rune, meeting a national need. If pe purpose...of.having a
- v

,..:Nurse Training Act is to prepare:hurses who can better meet
,

.--U.S. healtheelivery needs; undergraduate nursing assistance

should,remain a priority in the Nurse,Training 4ct.. con-
..-k,

1
.Linuity,abetwpen udergroduate nursin\student assistance and

S.f,
e.
,

A

% otherO of the Act is 1Mportant,1 to,avaa further
..4

dilution of feddial.NurseTrarding'ig ntives.
a

..

-

.

P

,

. .
r t

.

- ) .-.--" "...,....___.

:Df' cou se,'NSNA'realizes that federal financial 'Assistance
.1,,

,

0 . , . ,
torgi sing students, carries atiepectation tbat,th& reci-.

-1 ...

fr.'

-,....:

I.

j.).-7-
,
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..

pients will use thei educational. preps:ration- to meet na- '

tiorislYtfealth 'ftro itiewasidfncibdb. ,Iban'fbrOilOnesd for .;,.

(

.

vice in a geographically'dnder0erved kiew br.'7'6P'eciulty

' V
area is bne tribhod by which ;t4s can!". be:.acepmplished: :In

-IN -'q.` e

.
the-NSNA:surVei, seventy-twb:Tei-pent'of i.e-.-studebts. re'-':

. . o '-,,

..-

ceiving'iederia assistance said time they vibigd -belvilling,s. ,,-

4

to practice in an, underseiqied area..Wan ortioi-Ao repay ,.a

4 , . , 4

ed er al lodn.: Pr ef- e. rentl a lf availability of lo., lii. mo
n

ey to

. .studentd pl ning ep prnatice in"primarY care sreas, con-
,s-

tibUe ob4for ft}idup.te education :,141:nurtfing; or.ollnrspeci.
.

fled natier* ,Pril:;;r1-ties.lis-bnother optibn': Nursingstu--,..-

::.'4,:!..; ,:4,,.' - , -'.1. '' 4- -.... 'y

dent g I ar.el ',tail "' for a 'free encIttion' at go,yernment

. .=',-'.i'',"
% - - 1

,

. expenser; vi 1),kin for help -to ComPiete-;our miming
.., ..i,

t

..eAucAtfOhAridtb ex;%NO;acftre nursing practice
.. .. .',,,,.

G
.- ,

ISciaolarship Grants' %... A -;,_
..:,

0

.i--

'14bst:nursing students realize thrii stunt lOanelire the

?mainpain Mechanibm 'they can expect io.!'usertto finAce:iheir
, . . ,

,. .

. .

education. ..-tHowevery there are studehte. with exceptionil,

ilrianola'l jleecOfer wihomhle burn Of Aeht,resulting. ,from .

., . !I- v.

-

large amounts. otnursing.-stUdoni TehnS is.' rohibit"ive

SchelArshipXOts enable 4ualified,students in financial
,

disfre 144ompletetheirle400-ationwhen 'itymuld otheiqvise

ba/imposSileeurge th,e.cohqnuatiof tWbcholarship

granta,t 3, : ,' - , , - ,.-p.
:-.

'S i.' t' - IV; 4.

.Z i._ ,

. - - ',.

, .
), 4t., ' ' '..,49) . -8-

.....] . ' ql; A 14,
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National- Health Service Cores.

Only'recentAy hhve National kealth ServiCe Corps scholar-

Ships been .made available to baccalaureate nursing students.-

For#-the 197980 year, eighty NHSC.scholarships were avail-

able to baccalaureate nursing students, while-620'apPlica-

tions-were received. "..(Health Resources News, Vol. 6, No. 8,

Sept. 1979) Obviously, nursing students wish to-participate

to a greater extent than, scholarships are 'available.

The National Health Servidb Corps has.just begun,p1aCement

ofbealth providers other than physicians in underserved

areas. These Providei"S may prove to be-more cest e-ffegt
.

but more.time is neede0o reatisticaliyfevaltiat

Sufficient time has motelapsed-to determine whether the

health propssidnals,especiallynurseot will stay in these

underserved areas once their service perice has expired.

14eAlrgetbe:continudtiOn. of the Nationatkealth*ervice.

Ccirps scholarstip peOgram; Inadditionwe ask. that.con-
.

. a

sideratidn ..be given 'to increasing the number of awards

avitilathe to'baccalaereate nursing' students.

Summary

vO"

..The National Studel)Nurses'',As ciaiion feels thatcon-.0 ,

Untied federal support to nursing educatpa through the°

-9-
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Nurse Training Act is vital. .Since:the emphasit;'has shifted.

from simply increasing theNmbers of nurses to .increasing-

the number of nurses prepared to practice in geographic or

specialty underserved areas, thpneed is more acute. No one
c

has yet found a guaranteed way to acComplish,thist'and

:nursing edUcation programs and nursing studehts need finah-
.

cial support to explore new, more effective methods to meet
p

thehealih probleMs of the U.S. in the most efficient and

economic way... ..Nurses and nursing students recognize their

obligation tN4:7;-51-Members of the health delivety

system. Our gdals'cannot be achieved, however, without some

egieement on priOrities and systematic support.

Mr. WAXMAN.Thank you for your testimon . Much has been.
said about' the high turnover rate in nursing. While figures are in
.disgute;We/yone seems, to agree litre nurses leave the field each

. year than enter. What would you suggest the Federal Government
do, if anything, to improve the retention?

Dr. FORD. There are several reasons for this, One of them, of
course, is the problem of shortages. There are not enough staff to
accommodate the needs of patients. The nurses and Very: pushed,
both psychologically and physically, to' accommodate. the shortage..,
Another important 'consideration,4is the type and kind of people
that are available. Certainly the acute level of the patients today,

. agd the expanded of medical technology, 'require better and'more
affled nurses to care for patients in ambulatory serviees,,terti-

ary cafe centers and secondary re centers as well as-longAerm .
care.

The whole ,profile of any one staff impacts greatly on the'reten:
' tion of nurses. Nurses are often -required to da everything else but
take care of patients. Frequently nurses are supervising people who
are not qualified to do the kind or care that is,needed by patients

:Mr, WAXMAN. Many hospital adrhinistrators have commented`
that t e clinical and real world :experience of recent graduatee, is.
inSuffi Tent in staff Work. What: efforts are you' making cperhaps
with stitational support monde for special prbjects to improye

. the c nical education of purses? . ':-
D WILSON; Having been.innursing Practice and .education for

e time, the intervention and support systeMs necessary for the
delivery of patient care have been explosive, .arid that even though
Wec,real4; have not extended the length of the educatiOnal Pro-
grams;:k aretbeins. asked to put more and moN into the same
PeriOd'Ortirne. e ' ;

I' knOw° a, number of educational institutions ha een expand -
ing -the length of clinical time that is available forStu ents-fearing?
At Duke Unlyersity several years ago,; ye instituted during the



summer; 'between the "unior and. senior years, a professional, nurse:assistant program t t essentially provides the -students ;with ac'inical preCepliprshl for 2 or 3 stionths. Thus;-. they are havingsome additional nursing practite under supervision, but also during `",-----.the timhey are also nursing students.
I thin Tf. that as .we really .have more demand placed on us, as hasalready been cited by Dr. Ffa, of looking at. the complexity.Of care,,it means:that there is more'and more of a burden that is placed on -,the educational programs: to prepare students.:
I think; loo we have to: remember in the, baccalaureate\ Pro- .grams, as well as in the diploma and associate degree, that thesestudents are being prepared initially for practice. There are reallyso many and varied settings and opportunities for practice that itis nigh to impossible to, prepare every graduating senior student for h.being able to practice immediately and with competence in any,practice situation. .
I do know that within some of the larger. hospitals, especially the

major medical centers; there is more cooperation between theschools of nursing and the nursing service departments for provi-sion of staff orientation, intracollaboration of nurses for clinical
expenses, and acceptance of graduate nurses' desires to prepare to

,move into-a specialty area. Initial and cont. ued education as wellcony
progressive opportunities for the, learnin and practice of technical skills are increasingly being impare o nursed' really:can be

more competent and safe in the practice of care. ,
Dr.. FORD. Mr. Chairman, may I atld to that? At.the Universityof

Rochester wii, have an unusual- model of combining practieg educk
tion and research in the unification model. I :know "of 'only oneother in the country. What we could use are special 'project grantsto allow us to put on demonstration projects, such as unification orother models of collaboration and integration of nursing practice,
education and research.. . ,Mi. WAXmAN.- Dr..DaVis let me' address this question to you.Baccalaureate schools are more expensive to run than either of tip,
otheritypes of programs. If there is a critical nursing shortagevie
this country, and I believe there is, why 6hould we turn to the mostexpensive source? . , .

Dr. DAyn. I think one has' to think. in terms of the demand out
there, in terms ofTatient services. We believe that we do need anadditional supply of baccalaureate trained nurses because of thecomplexity of care, as I mentioned before, in particular, is increas-
ing tremendously. Not only in the acute care settings, but` in thehome health care agencies, and in the long-term health care agew.cies I believe the baccalaureate programs are the only ones .that
currently prepare nurses for -home health or community service-type activities. .

Dr. WILsoN: jf may add to that, I think, too, that as you reallyspeak with indiViduals who are primarily responsible for nursingservices, and as they do have experience with graduates from the
Associate, the diploma, and the baccalaureate programs, they attestit is true as far as some of the technical skills arc concerned that

. the giaduates most immediately from the ;associate, and I would
say snore;, partieularly the diplOm'a program, may feel they havemore experience in procedural skills.
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HOwever, within a 6-month period, they are alyvays commenting
that the graduates are being faced With complex situations that do
ihvolve decision making, problem-solving,_judgment, arid very much
involved in the unpredictable kinds of situations. I do believe that
everybody in this room probably know-g that, whether, or not

inhave been patients or have-been visitdrs Of patients, eap&cially in a
hoSpital, that it really is the nurse who -really provides the 24-hour
constant care of the patient, much. more thanat is the physician, if .

. you really look at the number orminutes that a physician really
spends with the patients::

So it means that within health care delivery,. it is becoming
paramount and more and more impoftant, for.,us..to be accountable
for really providing safe nursing care for dividuals throUgh
nurses whos can utilize ,problem-solying techniNeS for safeguards:

Mr. WAXMA.I4. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman. .4,,
I appreciate what you said. It is .true that you provide constant

care,-but on an.Srhoiir shift usually, with a doctor. on call all the
time, isn't that.corr&t?
*Dr. FORD. Nurses in primary nursing are also on call, sharing the

responsibility ;with you, sir.
Mr. CARTER. AS you know, I have °always supported your legisla-

tion. I think your profession is und6rpaid and . I always have
thought that. I certainly intend to continue supporting nurse train-
ing

I notice that the adminiStratiorovould di op Federal funding fob'
student loans, iiirder the Nurse. TrainineAct;and instead expect
them to borrow under the HEAL progrAins. But under. the Current
HEAL program,,nufses would have to borrow money with-12 Per-.,
cent interest. -.

Have many of thecrtaleen advantage of this?
Dr: WitsoN. It d pends on the situation. It depends or }lbw

.,.. severe that- is. I will say; hat ...within our own- stUdertt4opulatiOn,
we will find those.students going out and Working. As recently as 2

° Weeks agoI had a student come in to see me on theaclitice Of-her
instructor, because she: wasn't dote as well as she should Within
her learning experiences. I found out the student was Working 30
hours a week and carryinga full-time academic(oad. Within those
80 hours she was- working at three different.jobs.;Aiia her reason
was 'that she dici have brothers and sisters also in dolltte, that her
parents could not help but a certain amounticiWard her education-
al exPerienjces, and she did not feel she could' take on a very high
loan at that kind of a percgntage .when.slle was also aware of what
her lary WaA going .toe when she completed her program.

ARTER...I. believe under the HEAL program nurses copid
W money at.,12 percent, is that correctr r

Dr:. WILSON. That is a high percentage. , .

. Mr...-C'4kt:rEa. It is,,already a:high percentage et uncle!' the pro,
gram rtroposed by the admirristration, thera re Ily would be .no

7 ceiling on the interest rate that,could be charge is that correct?
\r .Dr.' WirsoN. That is my understanding from ur financia4 aid

officer.
..,
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Mr. CARTER. That is correct, I believe. So the interest rates thenwould go up for the going market rate. What does it cost a nurse togo to school pef year?
Dr. Wusow This varies as to whether or not the student is in apublic or private institution. As you know, I come from a privateinstitution, where tuition is high,' but it is not the highest ofcurrent tuitions. Tuition is increasing, even at public institutions.And as far ss,,tuition costs are concerned, they pi-obably vary themost.
It means it costs almost everybody the same amountta live asfar as ,room, board, books, and that kind of thing. I can say ourfinancial aid package, arid by that I mean that we have put togeth-er what we believe-a student would need for two semesters, tocbmplete two semesters at Duke University School. of Nursing, nextyear will be close to $10.000. The tuition will be almost $5,00k fortWo.seiniateit.' -E'en -with that, we have a differential tuition "forthe student in the, junior and senior years whtin they areln-- theclinical years, and these ira higher faculty/student ratio.Ms. CARTER. Let m-g understand you. Did you say it costs about$10400 a year?

IDCWasoN. Yes.
Mr. 'CARTER; If the nursing student, borrowed '$10000 e4ch yearat f2,percent, the interest on the loan would be4-1;200 per ye,ar,Which would compound and accumulate until after -thegot her degree and had other training, if she chose Whave

The total amount owed would be considerable =
Dr. WILSON- Yes, and, of course, those costs, would-ine4aSe each --one of those years that she is in school, and in 4accalauteateprogram that would be 4 years.
Mr. CARTER. Vo 'you favor the administration's proposal toremove the 12-percent ceiling on loans under the REAL programand'then bave nursing students, borrow under this "prograth at themarket rate? j expect the interest rate would be no less than 171/2 .percent? Do you favor this approach for your students?
Dr. WitsoN.- I thin he lowest rate that 'would be possible cei-tAinly would be the a=ferred one under whatever would be the .-loan program. I_ think that we have to recogniie a, fact that has notbeen mentioned in our discussion thue far, and that is tliatitvithinthe 'last 10. years we have had a 'very definite change ;as far aslooking career goals:and ifestyles of women. We ha'Ye had anumber of societal changes that have -inflifenced that, and withithe-last Several years we- are very much alAcare")of affirrnativtiaaction prOgrams that are necessary in order to obtain funds,,iandla women are being received and 'admitted into echools, of medicine,~law, business administration, and engineeting..-It means that Where,women have primarily moved phead ir, carders. in nursing and,education; .theve really is now ins: atittactibn:,,franf..muSing. intothose professions 7`,

It also means those incliviguals..-,look: at VIrtIt%t Might':be thei
and,ras has been led, it is mu ;h highef within' and every, one- lis-.4-N"

earning power upon completion; of ,ethitatibhal programs,̀ ="
those than nurein even if a nurse coutOies and olgainargradb- .

. ate degredi.
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Dr. DAVIS. I think-one of the advantages we'would see that is

represented by. the Waxman bill is the fact there is a loan forgive-
ness in that bill, which will obviously assist iri promoting nurses
moving into. the needed shortage areas.; I am afraid the HEAL
program would probably promote the opposite effect. I think the
nurses would obviously, because of the high interest payments, .feel
they would be compekled to fina jobs at the highest possible earn-.ing power.

Mr. CANER. How.would you, lilk to start over and have to pay
the money it took for,you to.attend nursing school at an interest
rate of 171/2 percent?

Dr. DAVIS. I am .afraid I wouldn't be a nurse. did not have a
family situation that could have understood and accepted that kind
of debt. I think that is true Of many young women whoncome from
middle- and families. The prApects ofRaving that
type of a loan to pay off is simply. not feasible Tor most nurses.

Mr. CARTER. Although we have a shortage of. nurses at the pres-.,a-z,.
ent time, this type of loan program would have a. depressing -effect
on applications and.enrollments. I believe it would furthecdinin-''
ish the numbers that enter our nursing schools. I

Dr. Wt.t.sor4. It would-not only influence the numbers, but.again,
as we are looking at the peofile and the composition of that nurs-
ing student body, it means, as. we heard earlier this morning -in
tbstiniony, as far as the disadvantaged students and the minoritie.s,
it would really be prohibitive for those individuals. ./

Mr. CARTERS It seems to me' it -would be almost prohibitive for
anyone.

What is th current percent of nursing students attending train-
ing'programs in a part-tithe basis? ,

Dr. WILSON. will say that has a very direct relationship r es'
and regulatio. regarding available financial aid. And cannt
speak for all nstitutions, but I know that in a number that stu-
dents must b full-time students. in order to qualify for financial
aid. $

This has beep sought to many people's attention by student's
who would like. to e able to work parCti,ine, go to school part time

-and' still be able to have. some financial aid on a part-time, basis..
DAVIS. I-believe, too, that the natiefil figure is something

like 4040.45 percent, because it great number of students that are
.ettrolled iri some of the associate degree's and some of the RN
baccalaureate programs, are going-part ti In addition, at the
graduate level approximately, 50 percent

In
are nky.i

pant tinge. That has been a significant increase lin the last several
years, sir. '

Mr.'QARTER, -Fifty -two percent of nursing students now receive
some Federal aid. Is that correct?).

PERRY. That is right. That is from fional Stuclent
Nurses Association survey.

Mr. CARTER. Since we know thi't one-third e .nursesre not
actively practicing, do you think requiring e ent incr pes as
a condition of. Federal support is efficei to about
solvitig the nursing shortage?

Dr. DAVIS: I have no iproblernAvith that -sir, because l believe
that although'some of the women do 'step out from their career in.

0
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nursing to raise fa:naies, 1 would submit that perhaps we are
looking at a national in terms of health education and
prevention that we. have not ought about before. We:are willing

;to put millions of dollars into health education and prevention
services, and-"I would submit that nurses who are married and

_raising families may well offer that type of service ,already. I see
them as a good national resource, because of their expertise in
health. . .

Mr. CARTER. How do you explain the decline in the number of
graduate frcim bc nurse training programs?

Ix Dr. WiLsom Itftk I spoke a bit to that earlier, When I indicated
that we are having other career opportunities available for women.
I, do believe that they are drawing women who ordinarily may have
purstied careers in nursing. ,

- Mr. CARTER. You have a rather distinguished altimnus from
Duke, a member of the faculty there, Juanita Kreps, who entered a
different profession. You might be referring to something like that.

What are the long-term trends k in nursing education, especially
in regard to the future viability of diploma schools?

Dr. WiLsoN. May I.make another comment on your earlier ques-
tion? I,think that you made a statement earlier as to the salaries
of. nurses. I think that really is a very vital factor as far as
individuals perhaps being more attracted, to other Careers. Even
though we are very interested, and we recruit heavily as far as
men into nursing, there again the salary issue is very much a
critical one. And in addition, I do know that there have been so.

.'articles in the U.S. News & World ePort, and in some of'the other
media, includingkthe newspagters, speaking to the environment in
which nurses are working. Nurses really are wanting.to beable to
be more of an advocate for patients for improved quality care, and
at times they really do fihd themselves in settings wh re they are
limited, as far as the influence that they can wield or tow. much a
certaltOorganizational systevi is willing to accept. I believe nurses
are gding to be more assertive to really support their principles,

;?their education-, what they believe the quality and kind of nursing
should be, 2; that if that really cannot be obtained, yes, they may
indeed deci 4 to seek employment elsewhere.

. Dr.-,DAvis. May I add one thing?. I believe that the significant
drop in. ourttstudent support programs has perhaps also 's: been a

'factor iin the decline in the enrollments in th; various programs.
.. Mr. PEatv: Can I add a comment, also?
.-Mr. WAXMAN. We will have other me* hers of the committee
that will want to ask questions. I know, 5r. Carter had a question
pentling. . . .

Mr. CARTER. No, that is all. .

Mi. WAxmAN. I want to thank you for your answers, but.I Alit.
to call this time to a close so we can recognize. other members for
their questions, and so we can hear other witnesses.

Mr. Leland?
Mr. LELAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . s.

. .

If all of the nurses or- nurse graduates in Texas were to gradate
and stay in Texas, I understand that even if therall went to work,

c, that only oile-thitii of the neea of nurses in Texas would be ful-
:filled. , _

}
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How common is that among other States? Do you have any idea
at all?

Dr. DAVIS. Theo longer testimony. that we are submitting speaks
to that in great detail with data from a, significant number of
States. In addition, we will submit an abstract of newspaperclip,
pings from 43 States that we shared with a Senate committee last
weel&This is very recent material. It does indicate serious staffing
shortages and indeed also indicates.there has been concern in some
hospitals in terms of their accreditation process, which may be in
jeopardy because of the significant shortages. [See p. 278.]

Mr. LELAND. I also am concerned, and I hope this is not an
embarrassing question, but Dr. Wilson somewhat alluded to it ear-

- lier, about the political implications about why nurses don't want.
- to practice after they have practiced for several--years; they some-

times get disillusioned because of the lack of ability to be recog-
nized as leaders in the health care profession because - of the impo-,
sition of primarily doctors, with all, due respect to aly great col-
league and friend, Dr. Carter. t

For whatever reason, doctors tend not to want the nurses to
assume that leadership position. In Texas, in particular, I know,
hiving served in the State legislature for 6 years. The Texas Medi-
cal Msodiation has made life pretty miserable for the majority of
nurses and particularly nursing students who have wanted to be
progressive and wanted to step out as nurse p&actitioners, and get
out and head up the field and work in parallel with the medical
profession. -

Can you just comment on those implications, if you will?
Dr. FORD. Yes; sir. I have long years of experience with that
Mr. LELAND. If you feel brave enough. '
Dr/Foin [continuing]. In terms of developing the nurse practi;

tioners Eifid the recognition of the contribution that nurses can
make to the unmet health needs in populations that are` now not
well served in health services.

One thing that is needed is reimbursement for those nursing
services so that indeed they are recogniAd, as professionals. Nurses
haVe a service to offer, and it can be delivered in conjunctive ways
or independent ways with physicians and other c011eigtes` on the
health care team, but the recognition of the nurse, as a true
professional who has a service to deliver through reimbursement,
is one aspect.

Many changes have been madeto allow nurses to function in
such a wads( within, the scope of nursingto deliver high quality care,
pairticularbl in relation and promotioh of hi.nith Also there is a
need for the preparation of leaders in nursingteachers, adminis-
trators, who provide the type and.kind of leadership in the delivery
of care that would these nurses tb functidn more expansively
in a variety of settings.,0,

Dr. WILSON. I would like to comment that I believe there indeed
not only.'-should be, but we really do haie to put forth more
concerted effort, on both the part of the nursing and the Medical,
professigns as far as increased collaboration in working together,/
because the ultimate goal is the same fo? both of, us, and that is
quality care for the paient.

2S
to,
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_ However, physician dominance has been very much a tradition,.
and one that .r,,ealfy gets-very hard to break,`: . yet al know from
even my own experience that when 3/Ou ie a qtililified
individual, you can develop a colleague relationship with tphysi-
cian.s.'But I would'also- say, as we are speaking At the preparation -

_ o_ f rses: it:cloes not mean that allaurses have as much a similar
of preparation 'as the physicians do. This makes it-difficult at
...A far even we are concerned within nursing, because we

re have more levels of-prei)aratios, and it is !Mich easier to
establish a colleagueship with someone who is a lieer. -

;Mr. LELAND. You are tough ladies. I am a pharmacist, and wehave the same problem, by the way, with doctors, Dr. Carter.
"Mr. CARTER. Will the distitiguished gentleman yield on that?
Mr. LELAND. J Will be happy'to yield to to my amigo. .

`o-Mr. CARTER. -Thank you. I resent the implications of my good
friend from Tex a3. have served on this committee for quite a fewyears, and never once -aye I in any way offended any nurse who
appeared before this committee. I have supported your profession,

'all the way. I have a friend over here who has served with me mostof the time I have been here, and he will state the same thing.White I am an -M.D., a physician, and I am thankful ,that I am, if
you go back to the hospital where I came from, I think you willfind that the nurses there won't say that I was arbitrary or any-
thing like that.

Certainly I want you to have yoUr place in the Sun. I think you
deserve it, and -have supported it for 16 years, and continueto do. it, just as I have supported pharmacy, and -assistance to
nurses and pharmacists. Show me once where I have departed frommy support for these professions.

And I thank the. distinguished gentleman' for is cutting re-marks.
Mr. LELAND. Mr. Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Yes. .

Mr.LELAND [continuing]. Let say if all doctors, particularly'those in Texas'who my limited experience has given me an oppor-tunity to learn a possible crude view, about the' medical profes-
sion-r-if all the doctors I wor,ked with in the past-syere-like you, I
thinkpharmacy and nursing would be much, much better off. My
remarks did not have any reflection on. my frierid, Dr. Carter, from
Kentucky,, at all. I was talking. more specifically...about the Texas
Medical. Association and, the, doctors in Houston; and those whohave fought to keep nursing and pharmacy and other medical
professions behind the professional veil because of the mystic that
was created by the medical profession for one- reason or, another.

I wish, by the way, that more of the doctors in Texas and those.
who run the Texas Medical.Association could be more closely asso-
ciated with you, as I am, so they could learn how exactly doctorsought to act. I think you are a model doctor, ansi- I yield thebalance of my time.

Mr. CARTER. Thank )fou, my friend. I
Mr. WAXMAN. Now, to defend, my profession -,' I would like to

recognize my colleague, Congressman Preyer.
PREYER.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I do want to ,thank all of you for your testimony.
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It has beeitlaftliAg to me how we continue to hear the4dea that
-there is not'a shortage of nurses or' thEt all we need id-do -is to
I retain A higher proportion of nurses. That is like saying ifla bull-

frog had wings, at- could fly. If we could ciange all the conclitiprw
...which keep us '1'rom retaining more,peopleypireat, but tojuSt say
because of that We don't neeeto'evelop any'thore.nurses i§ very',"
puzzling.-.1 hope we Willo end the argkun that. there is not a.

"§hortar of nurses-once-aridlorYall. :P
I was _at Cone'- Hospital, which Dean-' Wilson. is familial- 'th,":.a 2

tam weeks ago, and the administrator aril the 'heads b all e
departments, before we Could talk about- anything else, they wo ld
plead with me to get more nurses. That is the:thing-that islimitihg
their expansion of their services; and I take it hat-is probably not
unique -to that hospital;. that you would find' that at Duke, also.

Dr. IAIusopt Also, at"Duke, as you are aware-, we are about to
move into etew hospital complex, and even though we are only
adding about-100 'additional beds, it means that the complexity of
the care has increa.sed,so much that currently,, we are sittir4 with
200 nurse vacancies. .

Dr. DAVIS . It is a fact that many _others: besida nursirg 4-te-
worrying about this. I belong to a group ""'called the Association .of

' -the last year, it s
r

`to
Academic Health .centers, where the vice presidents for Ith
sciences !beet a couple times a year. In
,me, the main subject of conversation has been the whole iskde of
nurse staffing and recruitment,'how each of us are hanciflifg that
particular issue.

M'r. PREYER. On that, issue of the declining enrollment,'Which I
think we see -in derital, schools, even in medical schools, _although)
there are still far more applicants than places, and one' of the
reasons I:thinIc'in. the. nursing fieldsalary is certainly an impor-
tant one but g wider reason that seems to be affecting our society
generally is tie fact that people who go into health care tend to be
people who.would study the hard sciences chemistrY, biology; phys-
ics, and all of the ainiversities pow apparently are finding that A
there are plenty or, Jobs .out there in the private economy for
graduates in those fields.

I understand the figures are, there are five jobs for every one
applicant in the hard sciences for graduates of colleges and univer-
sities".

There. is one, job for every five applicants; just the reverie in
everything other than the ill* sciences out -in the economy. So
when you have that kind ofmarket situation operating, the people
who would normally be going to dental school and medical school
and nurse training are far apt to be drawn off to the higher paying
jobs.

I guess thatis something which will just right itself over a period
of time when we oversupply those fields.

The trouble is, as Lord Keynes said, in the long run we will all
be dead, so I hope 'we can correct something befdrehand.

One figure Dean Ford gave; which I would like to ask her to
expand on a little as to the significance of it, when you showed
your charts--7incidentally, I'hope thoseharts can be put in some
form that we can use in the record, which is helpful for people like

s.4
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m 'who don't read so well, soctbey can study thq charts. [See p.1
ou .rdentiotied that flier were 1,000 n Over 60 yeirif of-age. I am beginning to mate he.14unt w re I wouldn't denigratethe .abilities of anybody ove 60)330prs f agel but Athiit-is the 3,p,', significance of that in terms of, nilising? Is that ;inointisually -largg 1- :- "--I ptoportion, which means ,We_are, going,trqbe running Outi.df nurses, 4or what is the significan of it? '''4Ds., FORK All we kilo is it-tit -these are peopre who hold, anactive:lic . Even tho h they )iold ;in active license, we don'tknow w ther they are tively Practicing, so that looking at the-distribut on of ages is very portant in terms of the availability ofsupply. ere are certain rings where the older nurse can func-.lion wel , however, as a nurs on one of our units said to me theother d she is retiring at "you won't find many 62-year-olds. doing s nursing in a terti care center where the physical andpsycho ogical demands are s great one can't snaintain'the level ofe,nergy required for that. .

The expectation and hopes that. nurses would remain in thework force as long as they individually choose to do so, regardlessof their age, anArthen irnecdssary find the type and kind of settingwhich would match both limn' levels of-energy and interest.- I,.DAMS. rwould like to point out, too, that the great number --of those nurses that are about thai age level probably were educat-ed in the. Cadet Nurses Corps, which was a Federal program, .theinitial one and that group is now reaching thb, retirement age.That may be why there was such a lareg group.
th\

!. Dr: WILSON. It was during that tinie we took in two and threeclasses a year and the edugational process was speeded up to meetthe national defense demand. i,Mr. PREYER. Thank you. I- apprecialla you'r testimony, and I see"there is another distinguished Duke A.Minnu:s waiting in- the wingshere;Mit McMahon. This seems tQ be Duke day here.
Dr. Witsort. I would mention you have another:- individual who isgoing to appear who is a Duke. alumna, Sally Austin Toni, from theschool of nursing, who will be repreienting midwifery in a few 'minutes. Duke day was not planned.
Mr. WAXMAN. Those of us who did not go to Diike continue to beimpressed by its caliber of graduates. Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 287.]
[Thelollowing information was received for the record:]
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EVIDENCE SUBiAATIATINC3 THE ESCALATING

SHORTAGE OF REGISTERED NURSES AS

. - REPORTED BY^THE KATION'S..TRESSi
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'

Dramatic documentation for-a shortage of norses'in

-o

ESEARCH

the United States can

be found in a review of recent newspaper articles on the.subject.- Her'1ines

offering generous bounties leading to the hiring of a qualified nurse are com-

mon. (Indianapolis Star, 14 October 1979; Carson City, Nevada Appeal; 18

October 1979; Austin, Texas, Citizen, 15,0ctober 1979:) Small town weeklies
_ .

and big city dailies have devoted an-increasing amouncof attention to the
.

nursing manpower shortage that threatens'health care iNejilsommunitias.

Approximately 1,200 articles on the nurse shortage appeared in U.S. newspapers

rixi the six.month period between September. 1979 and February, 1980. Newspaper

articles on the nursing shortage have increased by nearly 300% compared to the

number of articles found, in the same time period one year ago. The evidence

(lira-national shortage of nurses emerged spontlifelbosly,in communities'all over

the country; these articles'offer a rather
differentpicture of the issue than

that being given byrthe Carter administration. Administration Ytatistigians

and officials have concluded that there is no nursing shortage.and that'there

will be an ample'supply in the forseeable future. Base& upon its Wounded

conclusions. the administration has determined to.reduce nurse training funds'

'by 75% in the coming year,

0

According to the article' reviewed, the geography of the-nurse Shortge

di
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has changed markedly in a short time. Last year, the states'of California,

Texas, and Florida -- areas of great popUlation growth -- repPth the'
..,

existence of a crisis in nursing manpower.I The crisis in thete states has

;"

only escalated in the,past'yedr. This year,_major.cities in the midwest

and along the eastern seaboard, not long ago a source-.of surplus nurses-.

.are.now,eperiencing critical shortages of nurses. Indiana, Illinois,

Utah, ayland. Massachusetts,'Minnesota,
Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Ohio, and Pennsyl
.;

. a have recognized the nursing shortage ei
,,a

matter of

. both atate-wide an i4 ational proportions. Especiaily'hard hit have been

. .Certain large cities: ,Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit, Baltfmore,.and Phila-.\.'",
--,.

.

delphq. In Chica6O alone*, there are an estimated 2,000 budgeted nursing
.,,4tions that cannot be filled. On a.national basis, thervare 100,000

.

vetafit'hursing jobs.
.

. . tr. -,

I -

A widely circulated review of the nursing Shortage written.by Patricia; 7.

McCormack'of UPI prompted many local newspapers to revielktheir own nursing

manpower SituatOon, -All reported concurrence with the.UPf.assertion that

"The-nation may be in the'bi,ggest.nursing shortage ever." (San Jose,

California, $an Jose Mercury,A October 1979; Winston-Salem, N.C.°, Journal,
.

30 SepteMber 1979;'Fort Wayne, Indiana, The Journal-Gazette, 30 October 14791.

,Rochester, N.Y., mocc-at and Oiroriicle, 23 September. 1979.) The
4

'

nursing shortage a fetis big metropolitan- areas, rural areas; Public hospi-
., *.

tals'and private onesthe East, the West, the South and the-North. Finding

qualified nurses is,no 4amer the problem only of poor or isolated regions,

but has become the headache'and worry of hospital administrators.and physi-.

clans all over the country. Nurse recruitment h0S become a permanent admini-

strative problem for hospitals and nu1csing,homes, and profesSiOnal nurse
_

0.



4. recruiters have been:, hired to . ease:the- problem.

. -Alinost e?ery newspaper article .on /he nursing shortage offe'redvt&variety

of xplanationS for ,the di'stulbi-g news tliatthereire not enough nurses
t .

to pravills the kind of care expe.ctte ed in.modEYn hospitals. -Nurses mos/
_ .* .

_ .

often cite Ve lack efc-adequate financial compensation and the unfavorable
.

,-. worklrig coalitions jraPosee Lrpoh hospital nurses. Denver nurses foLind thirh .
, v . _.

.. 4 & . -
th apprentice check;i'f,a,/ their local supernarket,s'wtre, earning more money, - -,--.- ...

_

77--' .. ;Per hour than experienced reg-steed nurses ( Rocky Mountain News, 27:Sep- .
A -

P.- tembec 1979.) One burse,.notf: !If I, d' college-educated nurse, get $6 or
-...,. .

ST-ad hour:; and.i. the guy who, puts' on the hubcaps in a factory gets nearly .

../...sc dauti'le. -- well, it's,a triune." (Ehicago' Tribune, 14 October 197,9.) Per-
....

--- haps e4.1.t. ,re Irsiub.lfrA to lurles than money are t,,,i-conctipons of Working'

in ic h o 1 p speciall .,if.tbe hosfrital is already understaffed, In
.,- -,,0 -, , . ;-*'''. ". s
addition to 't i.:{j'd -,. e 1 sfects of- hospital, work; such ayveekend work

e? i'.Vetr
4..:-...; ...4,. -

. and 'a, gi7"4"el.tng. rot ure-, pursesvpoini-out that there 1§--no incen- ...-

tive- toTtern11n a ivorii,,g hurse: There plaqe for a talented and am-
./

. "
bitious nurse tolo4-fila bespita4shb wants to remain inpitient Care..

a nurse wartts to..advlince it her 'prcifession an4. to earn more money., she

must quit patient cpre in igyor of administration or teaching.
Finally,Jn'a 6rowir1g nEller of uncle`rsta*ffed hospital even more

nurses qutew,hen, the:y toleratetolete working 12- and 1,t7
- Y,

hifts and knowing Aha,tthgir.
"
pptient44 are notreceivinlj good ',Pare. 4A11 of

-t ';
these issues contribute,p0. the'huge turnover problem' in nu,rsinii: California

reports a OO-SQ't turnoveren rtuising pos'l Lions every Yearo,4 wtil'a.co9Xs

terms f recruitment ani trafning, $187`mill ion golltirs aq,y_ea,rr

.Certa njrreversible Socialland rtechnologlCal changes haoe also con-

a
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tributed to the nursing shortage..
The women's movement tai opened the door

to traditionally male careers
such as medicine and the law: The "new breed,-

of nurse" with a college education and a new degree
oPself-confidence will

.

not accept - perceived deplorable
conditions imposed by hospital r4gimen5.

New opportunities for nurses outside the hospital have
drawn Many.nurses into

independent or iOanded rdlei. Advances in surgical, techniques and medical

technology ha created a hUgedemand for nurses with special training:-.

dionary care its, renal dialysis units, andburn centers requirenten-

sive and experie ed nursing if the patients
are to benefit from the medical

advances.

...;'Yet if everyone has an explanation for the nursing shortage, almost
no one haS offered a solution for the problem. The only consistent answers
have been costly,

short-term."Band-aid" remedies that attempt to stave off.!
crisis for a few more months.

Flashy recruitment campaigns are common

Procedures. Some estimates suggest that it costs between 37,000 and $8,000

to recruit a nurse; and hospital
administrators consider the money well-

spent if the nurse stays for only two years. In addition to bounties raging

from $100 to $1,000 per recruited nurse, hospitals pay for national and t

local advertisements, trips to recruit nurses from other areas, and they .

offer to find and subsidize
housing for nurses who accept jobs in distant

cities. None cif these efforts have been too successfuT. It is reported that

FilipincOurses brought.to the U.S. at great expense, especially in California

and Florida, do not remain for long and experience serious cultural)nd

language problems during their short tenures.

Temporary nurses fill up. to 20%
of nursing positions in some hospitals.

1
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Concurrently, temporary nursing employment agencies reap a hefty profit from

providing nurses to beleaguered hospitaTs at a very high rate. Staff nurses

at hospitals,.nt surprisinglyiresent the Pretence.Of-these temporary nurses

who earn considirably more per hour than they do and yet assume none of the*

major burdens of patient care such as the paperwork. Furthermore,, there

is no way that temporary nurses can be trained in hospital emergency pro-,
cedures leaving open the possibility of serious deficiencies in,safety

standards. (Los Angeles Times, 2 December.1979.)

2 '5The high-monefary cost of the nursing shortage is paid for by patiepts.

But patients also pay another. cost, potentfa ly higher; in the quality of

care they receive.' Administrators ins at despite the 10-20% nursing

vacancies in their hospitals, patient care is not jeopardized. Nurses and

physicians tell another story,j2At best, an understaffed nursing service means
.

that the'nurse has no time foi. the other essentials, such as offering emotional

support and education 'for her patients. At worst he nursing shortage

means that patients go without needed. supervision, whicteccasionally leads

,

to unnecessary complications. One'Florl heda,physician summed up 't situation

0
in his hospital., "We are not providing what we say we are -- quality care."

(1*tona, News, 15 January.1980.) Closing down beds and limiting admission
ao

has meant that doctors often must postpone admitting patients in need of care

or surgery. (Yucca Valley, California, Hi-Desert Star, 30..January 1980,

gortland, Oregon Journal. 7 February 1980, Waukegon, Ill, News-Sun, 7 Septem-

ber 1979.) A Minneapolis nurse recounted her nightmares coming true when

..she found herself making mistakes in patient care because of'the number and

severity of patients in her charge. (Minneapolis Tribune, 3 December 1979.)

The.prognosis for nursing manpower is not optimistic. Despite the

; .
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President's assurance that tbe matter is well in hind , experts recognize
.

a diffkrent trend. First, in addition to the current decline in nursing

-school admissions; there is thesimple-W4tter of a declining birth rate

which means fewer yoUng women will be'entering the employment market. Second,
>

all indications are that there
an ever-increasing need for registered

4
nurses In the comAng decadei, estimated as som12401,000 more nurses needed

1by 1985 according to tWepartment of kaborc The growing percentage of
.a

elderly in the population, with accompanying acute and chronic ,health care

.needs, demands the expansion of health care services'. The continuing im-

provements in, health tecipnologyalso require an expanding pobl of ski led

and experienced nurses to monitor and use this equipment. (Baltimore Evening

Sun, 1 NoveMber 1979.) The manpower needs of a possible national,health

6r ram have never been adequately addreSsed.

These newspapearticles eloquently testify to the existence.of a .

severe nursing shortage in the country.; As yet there has been no sciekific

study of the parameters of the issue, no systematic research into the con-,

tributing factors of .the nursing shortage. 'It remains something of a mystery

bow the President can recommend nearly terminating aid to nurses training

without any serious effort to understand the dimensions of the current protlem

or to face the future crisis in nursing manpower.. There "teen no

root support for the President's proposal; virtually all' local newspapers

negatively criticize the President's proposed cut-back in articles estabIlshing

the nursing shortage in their cities. .Even the most cursory review of theke

articles leads the reader to doubt.the widsom of the President's proposal

and to hope that Congress will, undertake to prevent the President from in-

tensifying-an already shortage of-nurses in the United States.

!.
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. Mr. WAxmAN. We have three remaining witnesses on the sched-'Id% and while they are not in any sense a panel, I would like toask each of them to come forward in the interest of time, and wehear Trom each witness before we go into the questions. Sally-,-"Austin Tom, nurse-midwifery educational program, School of Nurs-ing, Georgetown University; J. Alexander McMahon,. president,American Hospital Association; and LouisejEsiason, R.N., CastletonStite College.

STATEMENTS OF SALLY AUSTIN TON, ON BEHALF. OF _AMERI-CAN COLLEGE OF NURSE-MIDWIVES; JOHN ALEXANDER
McMAHON, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL M. HASH, ACTING DIR2CTOR,WASHINGTON OFFICE; AND LOUISE W. ESIASON, R.N., M.A.,ON BEHALF OF THE FEDERATION OF NURSES AND HEALTHPROFESSIONS, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACKERS.AMERICAN OE LABOR AND CONGRESS IN-. DUSTRIAL E:GANIZATIONS

Ms. Tom. My name is Sally Tom. I am a certified nurse-rnnwifeand am practicing nurse4nidwifery ,as a member of. are facultyGeorgetown University's nurselmidwiferw educational prorzat-represent the American College of Nurse-MidwiVes, the profe- on-al organization whose membership includes 85 percent of ay -Hfied hurse-mi
According o the ACNM'i.official 'definition, a certifmidwife is a todilicluareduCated in tire two disciplines.i:and midw,: possesses e-iclence of certification acL:prdingthe rec. .. ,,he ACNM. .

pnctice is tae independent manageinent of careof ,a) newborns and women, anthartally, intrapar-t pcsli _nd/or gynecologically, occurring within
-,thich provides for me

- ical consultation, col-
-,:.trient, or referral and is in accord with she Func-

1-ualifications for Nurse-Midwifery Practice asicon Coll*e of,Nurse-Midwives.
I /:wide .prenatal care, manage labcr, deliver ththe newborn, manage- the.immgdiate postpaaide family planning and routind gynecological

omen. Nurse- midwifery practice takes place
Mich -RrOvides for consultation, collaboration and,sicians, nurses, nutritionists, social workers andthe health care team.
vernment has a long history of support for nurse-rni&wifery ediacation and practilmost all of the financial sup-pn-f for n'irse- midwifery educalion has come from the Division ofursing of HEW, ,Because of this strong suppOrt from the Federal'Government, nurse-midwifery has grown substantially in the past10 years. From 4,931,. when the firdt nurse- midwifery school wasestablished. until 1970, approximately 600 people becanie nurse-'midwives. Since 1970, the number of schools has increased from 10to .22 basic and art additional 1,200 people have become nurse-midwives. Ali but,one of the nurse-midwifery educatiOnal progtamsare part of scnools nursing and all are associated with uniVersi-ties.

laaw.sativf-

1117:7,

penac
_arse to
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artier me
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Nurse-midWiyes have a proven record in reducing infant morta
ity.- Three nurse-midwives practicilg in an experimental progr
in rural Madera County,- Calif., reduced the. neonatal mortality rate
from 23.9 per 1,000 live births in 1959 .3 during the period
,January 1961 to Jur'il 1963. The nurse--inidwives at the North Cen-
tral Bronx Hospital in New York City have achieved a remarkable
neonatal death rate of 4.2 per 1,000 working with a population
which is severely economically distressed and which has a high
proport,ion of high risk clientele.

The 'riurse-miavifery seri 1,',-;11acN- County, Tex., pe--:rms
79.7 percent- Of all recorde county. The rpir:s-r--:- ...1-
wifery service clients had L :urir ate of 3.5 percent .;'7 4
Which compgiwith a z)f 7. 71e. for the Nation 7 .6
percent for Texas.\ \.The nurse- midwifery serace c City's .LinColn. HcrE ::al
staffs an adolescent pregnancy nurse-midwik.--' _are,
the average maternal weight ga.L.1 incrElasf--..-, to 27.916, the

t. newborn weight increased to 7 p-Junds, _ Dunces, low birth v-i:Ig-ht
infants decreased to 6.3 percent.

In addition tesupporting nun _ndwter- education, the
Government has aided extens.:_ of nurs-e-midwife :0'
-recipients of various Federal h plmi. including CILLZP1_73,
rural health.clinibs and the IndiZti health Service.

The `American College of. Nu-7, Midwives would like tc =ha
the. Subcommittee on Health - -le EnVf,ionment for yos. 5_

port of the inclusion of direr : JurSernent for nurse-mil ,-y.
services in'the medicaid prog

The American College of, N ivildwives supports-the pa sage
H.R. 6802. We are particul. pleased with, the change
residency requiiements for Lir:Lilit7 for traineeships. All c
nurse-midwifery education heve er.perienced the frustraz;n1- :f
trying to find money for st- 'nuts who were willing to La
widerserved areaslbut who , not currently living in. such
Crver half-51 percentof ca.:-.:.fied nurse-midwives work in c
munities of less than 50,000 people.

In addition, we feel the special note winch section 30/6 takes of
nurse-midwives will enhance the efforts of those Of us in education
to put as many new nurse:midwives into practice each year as,
possible. We believe that the SubcOminittee on Health and the
Environment is-.making a significant contribution to the health of
mothers and babies through your leadership in funding for nursing
and nurse - midwifery education.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr: McMahon, we welcome you 'to our committee and are

pleased you are with us today,

STATEMENT OF JOHN ALEXANDER McMAHON C-

Mr. MCMAHON. Thani you very much:
/Mr. WAxMAN. You have, a lengthy statement; and wewould like

you to summarize.
Mr. M,cMAtioN. I will summarize it-and-speak briefly about it and

keep within the time. [See p491.]

2 9 6)
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-t
,Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am Alexander McMahon, presi-dent of the American Hospital Association. I am, accompanied byMichael Hash, the acting director of our Washington office. I wantto emphasize that I am here representing the hpSpitaLs and notDuke University, bd: I can't pass up the opportunity, Mr. Chair-man, to point out that the gentleman orr'Your right, a professionalstaff meniber of this committee, Mr. Westnioreland, is a distin-- guishecl

4-recent:graduate of Duke University and a former trustee.at the institution;
Mr.,WAxidAN. If I didin, feel overwhelmed before, I Mainly donow.
Mr. MCMAHON. I thought, -Mr. Chairman, you were being appro-priately protected, both by the witnesses and by your counsel... " Chairman,Mr. Chairman in the ,introduction bf our statement we have,pointed out the need for manpower in hospitals, particularly in aday when"better-traihed and educated people are necessary morethan ever before. Hospitals, as all of you know, have been invorvedin manpower education, and we are here to swfthe termination ofeducatiRnal assistance progiams will have a number- of difficultconsequences; it will jeopardize health care programs; it will reduc,ethe .opportunity for young people for education, and it certainlywill affect the hospitals' ability to provide necessary health careservices. .
From pages 3 to 1 0, Mr. Chairman, we. have dealt with the. nursing education situation. We have -described the situation and,as Mr.'Preyer noted a few moments ago, I hope we can put aside,the question of whether a shortage exists or not. We have identi-fied the shortages as best we can from the hospital sidAnd wehave made the ease for continued support for nursing educationand particularly therffiloma'schools operated by over 300 bf ourhospitals.. .
Particularly we emphasize that because of the ability of thosediploma schools to turn out nurse's particularly competent at thebedside.
We, ave-expressed our preferences, I am sure you knqw, Mr.Chairman, and the other members of the'subcorurnittee wh joinedWith you in the intioduction of, H.R. 6802, we have expreded.ourpreference for that obviously, except we rnmented on the elimi-natihn- f the scholarship prcgram for ne dy students. We feel thatshould continued.
On pa e 10, -Mr. Chairman, we had comments on title 7, and we-have su orted capitation, of course, though we recognized in thetestimon that the institutional support approach that you pro-ytded for in H.R. 6802 seems to be a quite workable alternative:We ,ha e given attention to other' provisions of H.R. 6802, asnoted, an pirticularly the support of allied health education pro-granis. - ,

On pag
some of t

17, I would call the subcommittee's attention briefly toe problems with the provisions in title V of H.R. ,6802,with reference to modification of medicare mid 1nedicaid reim-,bursement. We are still in the proced of studyilig 'that. We thinkere are certain problems, and with the Subcommittee's pepnis-on, Mr. Chairman,, we would like to submit additional Commentsat the completion, of those studies.

9
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On page 19, we have given attention to one of- the problems in
this area, the foreign medical graduates, and we are pleased an
extension is proposed to the substantial disruption waiver.

As you noted in the introduction, Mr. Chairman, we hale 19.ade
comments about a number of other provisions. We will be glad to6 ; address 'ourselves to any questions you might have, but I don't
think an exploration of the individual ones in this oral testimony is
necessary at this stage. We stand ready to answer any questions or
provide you, the subcommittee members, or the staff, with any
additional information.

[Testimony resumes on p. 312.]
.[Mr. McMahorr's prepared statement follows:]

1
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AMEEICANI 110SPITA ASSOCIATION
44 NORTH CAPITOL STREET. N

SUITE SCO. WASHINGTON. DC. =01 TELEPHONE 2132-638.1100WASHINGTON OFFICE

STATEMENT OF 'TAE' AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION 4
BEFORE THE SUBCOFOUTTEE ON HEALTH AND /NE ENVIRONFFNT

dr THE

HOUSE INTEEsTATE m FOREIGN comp BCE COMMITTEEN-/
ON PENDING HEALTH MANPOWER PROPOSALS.

March 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman, I am John Alexander
McMahon, President ofat e American Hospital

Association.- With me is Michael M. Hash,. Acting p rector of the AMA's
Washington office. The AAA, which represents over 6,100 member hospitals Pad
health care institutions, as. well as more than 30,000 personal members, is
pleased to have this 'opportunity to present its views on health manpower

. legislation pending before this Subcommittee.

INTRODUCTION

Hospitals are sincerely committed to the delivery of high --quality,
cost-effective health care services to the patients they serve. In order to
accomplish this mission. there must be an adequate supply of highly qualified
health-professionals to meet the, sta4fing requirements of our nation's health
care institutions. Moreover, ma spitals are directly involved in educational
pograms Jai' health professional

sponsoring clinical programs for graduate
medical education, operating hospital-based nursivit education programa or
vsponeocing clinicai programs for

undergraduate and advanced nursing education;
and conducting a variety ofallied

health' education programs. At the present
time, more than 48,000 nursing students are enrolled in hospital schools,of
nursing, and all nursing students receive at least part of their clinical
training in hslopitala. In addition,

some 60,000 residents, and a substantial
number of allied health professionals, receive

significant portiona.of their
educational experiences in hospitals.

CABLE AOONESS AMERHOSP
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The hospital systed is, of course, a principal employer of such health

professionals and, as such, is vitally concerned with federal policies affecting

health manpower and, sore particularly, federal financial support to manpower
S

education.

C,

.

The delivery of health care services in the hospital, °setting: has changed

dramatically in recent years. Advancements in medical practite and technology,

utilization review, and the emergence_ of new . health. practitieners and

institutions have significantly affected hospital operations. Patients are

generall3 More acutely ill and their inpatient eta are shorter, and the
intensity and sophistication mf_75ervices have placed -/new demands on health

professionals. Now more than ever, the educational system must be capable of' -:
t

meeting these challetiges by having the resources to strengthen faculties, expand

opportunities foe clinical training, and recruit an adettuate supply oi.4Ualified ;

. '..

students.

. The AHA -has strongly supported existing 'authorities in Titles VII and VIII of

the Public Health Service-Act that are the foci of theSe hearings. We recognize

th significant con ;r.bution by the, federal government to the development and

enhancedent of Frogtams for health professions education, and we are here today

tb urge .continuation Ottenes*Commiiments. We are convinced that the cessation

Of,federai support ill...this area or a precipitous decline in such aid wodld have

'an'adverse.impact on the ability of hospitals to meet the health care needs of

their communftidi,and would exacerbate the proht.ems of manpower phortagls and'

.7*-mildistrib9fiOns.

While we are jaware of aggregate increases in the total supply of health'

profissionals. we would like to point out that in certain fields,'such as,
A dar .

nursing, cope medical specialties, and tfitallied health professioesthospitals
.

9.1ksr
.Ltre...eXpeilencing'severe and chronic shortages We take strong exceptiOn to. the 1

9 ition of the AdministraqoiLthae.federal fi assistance to.dLligal and

her heeilti; professions schools Should be dr ma ally reduced or terLinated:

The loss of these' federal funds would place many educational institutions'in
' e

.,..financ1 a1 jeopardy, price such"tducation out of the regch of most AmerIcans, and

scivirsely,affsqt the quality and accessibility of health care services.



In preparation lor these hearings, we have reviewed the Administration
proposal;

H.R.6809..the Health Professions Education Amendmenlrof
1980, and H.R.6802, the. ..-

Health Professions Educational
Assistance and Wurse Training Amendments af%1980;

introduced' by Representative. Waxman. In 'addition, we have examined the
recommendations pertaining to funding for health professions

education contained'
in the President's proposed Fiecel Year 1981 budget. Our sgecific comments onthis legislation.' will deal first. with proposals to revise Title

,,,authorities
relating to 'nursing education, and second with the proposed

reviisiona to some sections of Title
VII, relating-to medical' and allied health

education.
.

.

TITLE VIII

Nursing 'Education

The-Nursing,Ehortage

'Federal support'to nursing education is a national issue of great concern to the
Among ths_6.100 hospitals which ,comprise our membership, 344 conduct

educational programs to prepare stunentalarprofed"sional
nursing; of these, 249

form an AMA membership
group, the'Aseetbly of Hospital Sch'dols of Nursiag: Many

hospitals also ceatributeiignificLily.6
the education of nurses in both basic

and advanced educational .programs by serving as clinical facilities foXthe
. practical cqmponent of such programs. V

Moreover, hospitals are the major employers of nurses. A 1977 HEW-funded study
revealed that more then 61 percent of the natioh's praCticing

registered' nurses
(RNs) were employed in the. hospital setting: clear that, despite
alternative delivery systems and othetemployiont opportunities,

the Aajority of
today's nurses work in hospitals.

Contrary to Administration staments
that most programs of nursing education no4 :

longer require federal support because there are sufficient numbers of nurses,
hospitals across the cnuntry are reporting critical shortages of nursing
personnel. ARA member hospitals, indicate that they have between 90,000, and
100,000 vacancies, and 9 recent article in Nursing '79 stated that 80 percent of
the nation's hospitalseCurrently

have.nursing vacancies..

3 01
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Data from state hospital associations confirm this shortage. According to a
recent survey of these 'associations, virtually every state is affected. Far
example, the Maryland Hospital

Association reported.that the, state's community
hospitals are suffering an average 14

percent shortage., which ."cuts across all
kinds of .hospitals in all parts of the state." In the Haltimgre area., which
includes the city and five surrounding counties,

the shortage was pegged at 14.8
percent. California indicated a' 17 percent vacancy rate for full -time budgeted
positions in its hospitals; while Texas

reported that more than 12 ,percent of
, bUdgeted positions were unfilled: Virginia and Tennessee responded. that
hospitals in those states had been forced to close beds -127 in the City of
MemAis Hospital 'Syekkem alone in recent months due to the impossibility of
obtaining sufficient nurses to..provide adequate care. Georgia reported thaCone
in eight full-time, budgeted positions

in the state's hospitals was vacant, and
yet there were over 500 vacancies in sthools

of nursing this academic year.' In
Indiana, 84 hospitals had 4,000

vacanit budgeted positions for RNs. Pennaylvania
indicated 1,550 budgeted vacancies in hospitals throughout the state.

According to the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor Statistics, of job
openings in the healthcare field in the 1980s, up to, 50 percent will be for
nurses-approiimately 83,000 annual openings fqr RNs. The American Nurses'
Associativ cites highei figUres, p'red4ing that, by 1982, there4will be a
nationwide shortage of 100,000 nurses.

In spite:of such shortages, the
number of graduating nurses declined

s
2 percent

in 1979--the' first time in 10 years that fewer'nurses were graduVedthan the
year before -- according to data from the National League for Nursing (NLN). The
league also reports that applications to RN programs dropped 1,6 percent between
1977 and 1978. With the rate of unemployment' for nursesalso 2
percentremaining far. below the norms for other categories of comparal4e
professionals, the league predicts that\

he current nursing shortage will become
even worse in the near future.

A recent report of the MA's Advisorf Panel on the Nurse Shortage explains that
the problem exists not only in regions, ates, and counties, but also within
single, fatilities. Many hospitals reporting unfilled budgeted .positions
'indicate greater difficulty in' recruiting fotevening and nig shifts and for
particular units -- intensive care,. coronary .care, psychiatric, and eriatric.
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Compounding the problem is the trend toward shorter lengths of stay by more
acutely ill patients Aqulring

more technologidhlly complex qnursing care. The
creation of intensive care units and specialized

services within hospitals has
resulted in increased .demand for RNs, es: have changes in the utilization
patterns' of hospitals, with shorter stage reflecting a greater focus on thei
planning of admissions and discharges and a greater uae of outpatient
facilities. .AmeribanNurses' Association data reflect this demand, shoving that
hospitals. have hired increasing numbers. of RNs in -the past few years to handle
such units and services.

Special care units have developed
with increasing momentum during the past three

decades in response to new medical knowledge and technological advances.
Specially tiained' nurses provide the essential minute-to- minute, surveillance
which permits them to function in emergency situations in lifesaving capacities
before the arrival of physicians.

For instance, data from one cardiac care unit
indicated that prompt intervention of a lifesavihg nature by nurses occurred in
the .cases 'of 32 percent of. patients. For a'4further example: the numbei of
nursing hours per patient day in a New York hospital's burn care center was.
calculated at 14, compared with the

average figure of 4.5, nursing hours for a
patient in a 'general surgical unit; i review

of 1,000219islions to the same
unit during a four-Year period

not. only showed a refilnctiOn in deaths due to
burns but also a decrease in hospital

stage of approximately one-third 'du ing,
the aculphase of burn treatment..

AhA Actions

Nursing is a priority issue pnrthe
Association's 1980, agenda. One way in which

We are addressing these concerns is by sponsoring a national commission on
hospital nursing services.

The'commission will identify Issues and formulate
approaches for resolving problems nov being experienced by hospitals in the
.provision of nursing services. to- doing so, the lommission will focus on
hospital nursing manpower tequireMents created by the hospital's reason for
being patient care--and its role as the primary community resource for health
care. This goal will require a comprehensive analysis of the entire continuum,

Pstarting with nursing- manpower planning and moving to student recruitment. and
selections.Career'development and mobility,

educational'preparation for requited
.competencies, job placement and utilization, prodUctivity and motivation,.

63-494 0 - BO - 20
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professional and ,economic incentives, and retention, and emit!. th continuing

education to maintain competencies and provide .ongoing. profesoional growth.

In addition, the ARA has planned a variety of programs designed to attract

nuises into' hospitals; to peismade
*
inactive nurses to re-turn to the hospital

work force, and to accentuate those inhospital manageMent practices that

encourage the retention of nurses. `4,

Guidelines for Federa' Support
. .

In view of the current nursing shortage 'crisis, the ABA believes that federa

support for all types of nursing educatlon should continue. In our opinion, thc

general principles governing . such support shoUld include (1) equitab:,

distribution .among the three types okbasic nursing education programs a

between basic. and advanced nursing programs, (2) eraphIssis in program support
. .

those nursing programs that provide for articulationt among nursing progra...,

thereby offering career ladders to those in diploma and associate deg:,

program4, and (3) encouragement. of entry into the nursing professimin at'a t

when other fields are presenting competitive challenges to occupatic

traditionally associated with women, such as nursing.

Capitation Greats

The ARA supports the continuation of capitation grants to all three types of

basiCnureing programs: diploma, associate degree, and baccalaureate degree.

The elimination of such support, as proposed by the Administration in H.R.6800,

would cause many of the schools to undergo serious financial difficulties, Ley

addition, the President is- expected. .tO request a rescission of all' the

capitation funds et/gently appropriated for- this fiscal year Nursing, schools

are depen4Wnt on capitation funds for general support, which. is vital if they

are to help Net the:increasing demand for MerehOspitalbdsed nurses and moriS,

nurses to fill ,oaitions in alternative settings. They also are dependent on

Such funds for enlargement of faculties of which there,is currently a serious

shortage. WitSout such funds. the shortage would be aggravated, resulting,pf

cutbacks in these educational programs. ,

Extensive dtrsing manpower studies funded by HEW to project ftiture:needs under a

Variety of system changes,
G
ranging from reorganization .,of the health care
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lW . .

delivery system underlprepou.as for national health insurance, to reformulation
Of nursing roles, conclude that there will be an 'expansion df demand for
professional nursea..Most projected scearibs call for mor nurses than can be
educated under current conditions, according to these,studie .

.

. ,. 14
.

The ABA is generally'supportive of
the alternative proposal in H.R.6802:that

would continue authorization of lbasic institutional support, as a means of
maintaining the .fiscal viability of many achools. We endorse those provisions
that encourage arricnlation progrAms for' nurses wrth a demonstrated commitment

to the profession who want to progress up the nursing' carder ladder. We also
are particularly pleased to ante the i: lusioe of prOvisionsllor' equitable
distribution of fundi4.for''ail. type; schools and for encouragement of
part-time student, programs to enable nurses to 'nroll in programs to

It force.advance ,their careers while remaining

Student Assistance

The. AMA believes that the scholarship' and^student loan' programs 'should. be
continued at current' levels to assit,..eInHents

who may otherWise'not be able to
complete their educetipas.. 'We'eupport the objectives of both itit Administration
and Representative Waxman to kricrc_ise the 'numbel of minority health
professionals, a gdal 'which would b adversely affected by H.0800 and
H.R.6802's proposed deletion of the nurc:ag scholarship program. An analysis of

fjfaderal student' assistance. for FY 19_74 showed' that 20 perCelt of nursing
.scholarships were.awarded to black students, 'a proportion in.excesOof the 2.5
'percent of black nurses in active praCtice. The most.recent figures from the
HLN'show a decrease in enrollments for both minority and male students in, basic

.nursing, programs. Cessation of scholarship fundi almost. certainly
reinforce this trend.

Scholarshipe haVe .been awarded in schools of nursing, to thoseinigrearest
financial. need; such students aVp. frequently. from backgrounds that make it

.. .
difficult:Tdr them. to borrow from the private sector. MoredVer,, such students

.k-are'not'inpopitions both to support, themselves through. p.irt7time Jobe and, if .,,-

the joaerse'.re4uirements dictate, to pihrsme remediaNnd supplgmentary. programs. . .
,

;o help them grqpna e Suc&essfully.

°'.' A
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Nursing schools report to us that as many as 80 percent ot their student body
may be dependent on some form of student 4Ssistance, 'WA federal funding

. supplying a significantJprOportion of .that. aid. Tuition costs for. nursing.
students also tend to be high in comparison with tuition costs for educational.
programs fn the..liberal arts, because there artequently laboratory fees;
costs of transportation. to clinical'. sites, and exceptionally. high%

teachertstudelboratio in comparison with other undergraduate programs. The
withdrawat`pi7Ld ral.sfudent assistance 'funding would 'be particularly hard on
private nulsIng 'schools in states 'where pilblicf funds are available .only foi
state institu;ions. Therefore, the ABA support.; the provision in H.R.6802 which
Would extend student. loan program, and we urge the Subcommittee to .hdopt
this provisioo,'as Well as one, to continue the sc62arship program.

0 f
1

Special Project Grants I, .

We are pleased to note that both A...R.68004nd H.R.6812 propose to extend
authority for special project grants. Wb support' the continuation'. of such
grants to increase.thesupply

or improve the. distFibution by 'geographic area of
adequately trained oevi'onnel; to provide. mole opportunities for disadvantaged Orr
minority nursesr z...ad to improve curricula, including .those for pkdi4tric,
obstetric, and gelt4lric.nursing.

We suggest, however,'that pediatric currieuli

stress yell-child: care as well as services
to sick children,. recognizing 'the

benefits of p'eventiveviervides for children.

We do not believe ,that it-is necessfry
to provide special consideration for the

developmentof grograms of continuihreducation
for practicing nurses, because

many such programs already are.offered by private
organizations, or as part of

. A ,
inservice training within institut),...mas. Although the AHA supports the princi?le
of continuing education for all health care professionals, we dmenot consider it
a national priority for federal funding.

We'generhlly support increased federal assistance
for clinical educatiOn in.both

basic and advanced nurse training' programs: -Furqerpore, 4w4" strese the
of upgrading the clin4parts Of the basic education curricultM for

.i.

. .....

thise nues .who will: enter the secondary 1 tertiary care, s?etems, since the41

majotity of d nurses are emplOyed in
institutional prapticeol, and . not in primary

"care Re orts from many hospitals indicate that numerous basic nursing.

i &.



education programs'do not afford sufficient

Must then be provided on.th

students to choosethe.hospi

their. basic programs. .14010V.
development of special care .

advanced level to prepare nurse
in the hospitai

. We also support retention of th

available to' assist in merger
acaamic institutions. It is

exist to' facilitate the integrat_ -

the retention of such praessiot.A.

evnh,q11 on cl!. !zap-train
ng';':whigh____7

1:. raiL_ng y a 0 motivate ''

'1

:Iviziliame.:t u7On completion of
'e ncreatie L technology and, the

:lit._._..,L ing 'is essential' ,at the
--:t , 4.i ;es of specialized nursing

.

._CL the:

sche-

=f

new

_ project grants shoeld be

nursing in `hospitals and

cooperative arrangements'

,-7-aals into the work place,
higc ,Ich systems incrude joint 4.0..appointments for clinical 'nursez achrle. 1:aculty members, supervisedpreceptorship and internship prc3rams, and r such formal relatioaships

between academic and servic, institutions to close. the widely-identified
gap between the educatflon an servf_ce programs.

advanced Nurse Trai

The ARA cOntinues to .support ac :armed nur3,
rralr.in- programa which proPide

funding for three GajOr categories: preparatic aur'Ing faculty,- the quality.

,I.
of whom has. a direqt effett on the qualit care givengbA students to
patient's; managerial educatiOn for supervisory

administrative nurses, mostof 'whop presently.
on-the-Job .trainini and advanced training inepecialty. areas. The total. repeal of this author_zation, as proposed by .thea Adminfistrationn'

could jeopardize6asic educational
programs, -where there has

long been. and continues to bit.a critical
ortage ok,adequately-trained facultymembers. Repeal also would impede efforts to elver health care services cost

effectively, by increadIng formal administrAive .training for nursing personnel.
We 'are pleased to'note

that theltiuthorization for this program would be extend4
Le,:by.N.R.6.802 at app/oximately

current 'appropriation levels..

. 1
Advancer! :nurse training fun.:; encourage th_ development of innovative
work /study programs. We Wish to call to your

attaaion a program which could be'rreplicrited in' other places with advanced, nurcL,:..rining funds. DevelopedJointly by the ARA and the University of Illinoic zaoc of'Nursing,thOrogram
. .
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_nobles,. prar icta _ng service a4ministrators to combine their continuing

'cork $xperie_ a = ...ternating residential sessions; featuring-self-learning .

nodules by a' local, preceptor's i
0

tion, Such a, program,'

al opted r' tde, would help meet the u gent need!for More 'formally- educated

managem- Jen-. in hospitals. 'Such courses should -lie credit-carrying to

enable to attain degree status yOconsolidating ceLisework.

Nurs,.

We w77.,1 .:atinuation of nurse 'practitioner programs, but- oppose the proposal

in . to concentrate resources in this

eliminaL .; all other types of .nursing support.

feder oilers, available, efforts should he

ex: of the total profession rather than

di -r special 7.

lers

Na

Th

be

t: ,31ote

ry

,

one program, while .virtually

In ()Ur. opinion, with limited

made to encourage - balanced

excessive.Pdeve)opment of one

-he dissolutidrIshf the National Advisory. Council on .

in H.R.p00. ;His council should be continued . 1

interests invOlved in nursing is .too great to allow
I

the proposed combined council for all health

AHA .recommends that the %n4.ame of the council be
.

tsoti_g_noncil onNtrsing Education. We are pleased

-uhcil Ild be retained by,H.R.6802:

4tie

TkTLE VII

Institutional and q,tudent.S6port
, .

Capitation Program
At

Existing. law authorii capitation grants to health professions schoks Fo

support their educatial programs. 'These grants have provided a'stable source

of financial support or such s.chools4: have served as a much7nesded

complement to from tuition,_ voluptary contributions, and state

governments..
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I
Schools for the health professions depend

upon the capitation program ;..1-a Beans

of keeping tuition costs at affordable. levels and of ensuring that turgnts will
continue to be exposed to the most. up-tolate scientific and teci:.no1of-cai
advancements 1= te:::ay's fast-changing and highly complex heult

pur ,Associatitm 1 concerned thaprecipitOus withdrawal of monic.
from health .profe' schools would plice many of these
state of financi, _As. Based upon the peeserkt capitapiot

chooln have into binding, ldng-term. c tmeots, r

_zed in ;er'. racial jeopardy if this source of fundir.

9
...3trCnSed to note that R.R.6g00 would 1%. re''Sen_

ant .nit the, iministration's FY 1981. =o
t, a f = ca-Ltation grants to schools medicine,

oaten:path.' -,-nd or :_ :,ttlgols of veteriftlary medicine, optcmetry,
an,j.

podiatry. ?resider._ is .expected to propose t4scissiono of al.
VI .1tt.bn. funds currently appropriated for FY 1980. The

'ated that, because such schools have been .gticipat:img the
__IA :f s they pould be. able to make up for. this loss of'support

_ sources. position' is unrealistic, in our and
cad :scant cutbacks in opportunities for enrellment.i these

ions.

I

Despite the -act _gat we oppose the Administratio
necommemdations _ thi

),.treave.are cognizant of the need to revise the existing capititio:
Some of.thr. present requirements,

such as across- the -board enr,ollr

minimun per-nt=lee' for 'certain categories of ppstgradua...., -tr:: in, .

:ams, :prc.7:1.1E-2 at, this time. For exam0 t figures sho:, .nat.
Llment nationhX medical.4cgatils has ken ed a r cord kir-h of b.., 300 i

by _990 we may well hiive an oversupply:Of4hysicians; in conist,
still are experiencing severe shoftages of nursea,kcrtain meet,:;1:

10.st_ and some -allied health professionals.

thyl,approach to basic institutional suppo t contained
R.R. .,u6 could be a workable alternaiiyto the p4pg' program. :Ire

authorization would allow a level of support equal:to curre aciation
. .

.,;107



We believe that, this predictable
to meet ourrent commitment...5' an,'
We. are. pleased tha/thcs

tn 1 talent in health profm. .1.,
:support, / .,

alrimary,care residencies could
1 certain other postgraduate pe

medical schools be able ,to deter__ th
'approved ridency program, in crc t takc_ _

'
ag° would' enable 1 lonti
eve their education... ,aalS.

the req6apm: that
(.1se as a prereq1) for 4

increasing the per-
act on the adequate of
important that has-_ and

apps number Of positiom zny
accq(ant the resou'rc _wich

'.population served. we

wry care _physician an
of othe't t?.ssary physician si. as.

11.

. ipsti.institution and haracte9ist: of the
recognize the need to increase ': ,'nu ber a.

.increase should not beat the zsze

,Student Assistance
Both H.R6800 'and 6802 would ratain
achorarphip program, tire Health
schOlarships for studens with exc.
retain the health professions: Stuo,
public health students, while. :L4, :sues
these authorities.

;\
We support provisions nfat-sed in H. 8.68C: ,
Stude9t funclait.:ial to developtase.1
Recent ,thczfiaseiain tuition,. pc.::ticularly in
careers .unaffordabl
itudents'can incur d of, upKto $5C. 000 by the taz.:-ang them.

re

the ..tiona Healtrli ger
-twice Loan (HEAL) p:

_al need. ILR'.6802

--ho, os well as tzainet. .

one funding for
-4 '

would extend curr-

of

la-v.

the health prO:a:raior.s.
schools, have ata.a

for many -low- and ,middle - Nome individuals. Medical
is

.,.

unable to )establish credit for' any other. purpos, Th&, ctiah in federal
fund that. would result from termination of basin astitutionaf suppc-7t could
only nggiavate this °situation by riquiring sub antial tuition iir..crseases.

r-
. oConstruct ion Author

Title sru. authdr es grants, loan guarantees,, t and _interest subsilies for the ,

co st teaching facilities .fort the health- processions, and ambuiatqty
prtsaary .care teaching catili.41.ee for the trace giof Medical, ooteopathic, and
dental student;.. -11.8.61.100 proposes t repeal these authorities, while :1.8.6802
weltld extend current law.

"X.

4%7
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.

The..A4A supports c=tinuation of the authority foil. construction of

.

certain
.educational facilities,' We- believe that these monies are needed not only.for
the construction ofnew siffools for health professionals that are in !port
supply, but also fc: renovation and modernisation of teaching facilities that

\s,

are outmoded. ,

.. NN.,..
.0f 'special- concern to 'our Association are th ovisions in Sectios 720 in.4,

current law kicat aufkopize funds for, ambulatory care teaching facilities, the °-..,

inadequate &kill es available at some institutions have sevefely restricted
the tthrhing. 4f primary .care praekice. ,Outpatient visiks,,,the largest
proporttbn of whin are made in, teaching hospitals,

increased nationally from
1970 td 1978 by 5 percerlt --from 137 million to 212 million visits annually.

`,'Not oely'has t s placed an ,elormous strain on facilisies, but it'has also beesi

a major flctor in chanOng hospktal
ambulatory programs as they increasingly

pa*rallel pitternebof
care establiAed,i'n' private and'gro5i/practicesi This

changevin practIne'-gatCeveS has frequently requirdd modification of a hospiSal's'
structure .an4 ie. many instkellhas 'required the creation of, satellite
ambulatory iicilities. These trends were clearly recognized in,th# 17 national
'health prioXitlee identified in c4# 'hea"lth'planning amendments':of 1979;

,.including an Ancreaee in fmbulatory ,services and in !!...), affiliation of
'institutional zrovidlers with medical gfoup practices.' Clearly, as thee ARA

s.,
'pointed 'out 14 testiAny on`that

legislation, hospitals mush. provide space asd-
4ppropriate facilities in the imilementation'of such,prilcipleC and in the
prA epafation of personnel to

/

carry out these,new tasks effectively. Therefore,
' we strongly/recommend

continuation of ds' under, this authority, which neither
H.R.6.800 Or H.R.18

r,

02-would extend. A

i, .

9 -.
. - . P

.
roject Ccants.and Contracts <

Title. VI; contains a variety' of categorical authorities ich relate to are'health(' education celtiers . .(14). pil!iiii, care education, . accdes-4:of
/ . ..,/

disadvantaged perso8s to healthcat:eers',
allied'heb,Ltfi education, public h;illtti.

education,'and health administration.
We 'TA:mid likAInic:Omment A some of the "..

-.,

- , .

provt44zis contained. in the bills before the SubcoseLttea that would extend
these authorities,.

,

Ar

e--

a
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Area Health Education Centers

Section 781 of the existing law authorize4 the develtpmeat of AHECs for the

conduct of graduate, postgraduatet and continuing .education proiTd6s" in

medically underserved areas. We a4 .pleased that both H.R.6800 and H1R.6802

would. continue this profram at Its present level of funding. In our opinion, SC

AHECs have b4 used effectively to meet the health care needs of rural areas,

while serng is mechanisms to encourage health care practitionersto locate and

remain in underserved areas. In fact, the AHA recommends ,Dodi ing present

authority to encourage the establishment of AHECsin,urban uederser ed.ereas as4s

well.

Allied HeSlth-Personnel

Under existing law, grants are available to likalth professionOicho ls, states

Or political subdivisions of states, and other pub-tic or nonprofit /entities to

'assist in planning and operating allied 'health education progta$is. Special

emphasis.is placed on projects chat Coordinate education and trainingTrograms

among the health iirofes ions, as w 11 as on programs that establish new .roles

and functions and m4anin6 1 career riders for allied health- personnel.

-he. Administiation'sE7 981 budget, citing the pending oversupply of health

professionals, proposes d astir cues in funds for allied health education. It is

our view that this Oast c decrease in fundingtds unwarranted. We do not concur

with the Administration's claim that there.now is a pending oversupply of allied

health profess ovals --a claim that is inconsis'trt with a pieltmAnary HEW report

on allied healt personnel which reflects .widespread shortages andeftes

pr,c2rams in slime states that are having problems iD requiting students. .Sech

recruitment blems are bound to increase, particularly if predictions l'

materialize t t the 18 to 24 age (FirouP in our pop>stion will decline InJnumber

zubstantia y in the coming years and there will be a smaller pool of. potential

students from ,which to dr2w. Rather than an ove upply of altied health

professionalsas a result.: of the emphasis in the ,xiscing statute on the

deyelopment of new* roles and types of health practitioners- -there has been a

proliferation of such personnel who are highly-specialized. It is this

over - specialization that we. believe is unwarranted. A striking example is in

the category of cardiology technologists /technicians in which nine subcategories

are identified in the 1979 edition of The Health.Careers "Guideboointly

ss

de,

3 1 2
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. prepared by the Departments 6f Labor and HEW. These itsbcalegories did not exist
a decade ago. \\,

Finally, We consider le irresponsible
of- the Administration to suggest that--I" a

stater and local gOvernments will be able to compensatelor the proposed drastic
cuts in funding for health vofessinns

education at the federal level. Given
the present- state of the economy and the 'financial difficulties

of many of our
major urban inatitutionaz-where

a majority of programs for the trsining., of
'tidied health professions e exist--severe

curtailment of federal funds would be
certaTto unglermine valuable educational resources,-

°

Ve are pleased that 11.1.6802 %romp centime the present program of project
grants to ed national inalitutions for trainin allied health personnel.
Existing law.' au hor zes a program of projectsgrants anc c'oni/kAts that includes
hospitals affil ed with educational 'entities among those, eligible for
°participatiori;. and we believe, it

is 'important. th t taucha.program be'tetainedv
A t the present time, a pproximately 1,100 hospit provide clinical illties4
for more than 7,000 allied health grog ams in ed rational institution, and they

) cannot meet fompletely the oats of t aining a. ied health
professionals through

patient care revenues. In fact, so kth rty payers .have placed limitations
on their hospital payments for .exikttion. genre, is impo ant thaLt.s.pfeWlis-

o

and other clinical sites be eligible fot grzTated t such jects.

,14e are pleased that H,A.A58044woold
continue fling for schools of ublic health

'( Ind graduate programs in health administration.

Wealso want to npite our support for the new Section 794, proposed in H.R.6802,
that would.: authorize the tecretary to make grants to 4a3)d enter into contracts
with entities to establish

mid-career educational programs in public health and
health administra.tion. We believe this proposal will enable many supervisory
personnel " often assume administrative responsibilities' after 'having
plormed.inlinical capacity, to obtain needed managerial skills.

National Health Service Corps

Title I of H.R.6802 would revise and
extend the authority for the National

Health Service Corps and the corps scholarship prograM: The AHA supports the
0

3 1 3
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Work of ',the. corps and views it as a primary force in meeting the needs of
medically underserved areas. We have been ',forking with HEW to encourage the
assignment. of, corps personnel to primary care programs sponsored by urban $nd

rural hdspitals, and urge that the Subcommitfee endtgraw such efforts,, both

'through direct assignments and private practice option approaches.

t
c-, k .Ir; this regard, we are especially pleased about two aspects itlg I. First,

4 ,

under Section 101(b)(2), entltiei, in
;,.

heal'h -npower shortage seeking to1 r'have corps scholarship fib.ligees apsign6d co them:could tiOpfor. add ;Cceilia
gr;Pts to enable them to pay the obligees salaries. equal t161iviiiiin'emploees

of the cot. as bfcen, health .tare institutions that provide large amounts of
4 4uncompeniatAcare are unable tc'prify competitive salaries .4r physicians and

other health Personnel, a factor, that centributea to thlir.6ad: for :corps
support. 'We, believe it fts..limpi-i'int fofiCpersog-serving in health manpower

4 i.shortage areas to receive equitable,compensation, in part tolencourageChe4 to .,

view 'their obligated service aewithinIthe mainstream of mecUS1 practice. Such ...,t
..

encouragement could play a significant role ix the, retention of'personnel in
tortage areas.

In addition, 'we ' support- Section 101(b) (3) of 41.R.6802 (and a comparable

provision 'in Section 10:Of H.11.6800) 1-A.ch would permit the Secretary to conduct
cooperative rograms with state and"local governments and other public and

4nonprofit pri to entities to reduce :he geographic maldtatribution of primary
Ucare health ofesaionals 'throu I use of corp & persdenel. Under these,'

programs, the Secretary would asfh. n ,rps members to entities within the states

in accordance with locally-deVeloped M.ans for the delivery'of primaiy health

care in health 'manpower shortagW ark :a. Ttiis cooperatid.p;(2gtam could be of

significant value to certain urban and rural hospitals whose difficulties in

attracting and retAining qualified .personnel are, in some measure, the resuleof
economic: social, and political factors beyond, -their control. It is our

position that state and local entities'can best determine the nature and extent 4
of health manpower: shortages. The problems of pfofessional maldistribution/

lerefore, will be 'adectuateigaddreased only if state and local governments arks

encouraged toriArticipate inthe planning and development :!...ifoluitOmr, .

va



Family Practice/Primary Care Authorities'
A major Val of the Health

Professions Educational'essistanceAnt of 1976 was to
increase the numbers of primary care physicians and to entourage such
practitioners to. practice in medically, underserved areas of this Country.:
!Tovardthat goal, the law authorizes seqral programs for grants tO4Medical and

/ / ///

/.osteopathic schools, as well as to hospitals, for the construction-and operation
,facilities for departments

ofvfamily medicine; for the operation of training
programs in that specialty;:and.for

scholarships, fellowships, and stipends to
'interns, -residents, 'and other' medical personnel who participate in familymediCine residency programs. 'In the pasi:'these

programs have been yell funded;
for FY 1981, an increase of $18 milliod has been requested by theAdministration.

Both B.R.6800 and H.R.6802 would retain existing
authorities for grant;3 to

establish and maintain
residency programs in family medicine, general internal

medicine, and general pediatrics,_
and would amend the statutory language to

include- hospitals in addition to medical and osteopathic schools. In view ofthe fact that many hospitals
already are the loci' for such residency programs,

we strongly support this fhange.
.

Nonetheless, while we believe that the number of primary care residency
positions should-be increased, we do not support accomplishing

this goal at the
expense,of other necessary postgraduate positions. As we stated earlier, it isimportant that 'hospitals be able to determine the appropriate dumber of
positions for any approved resit envy

prOgram, taking into account the resourcesOf each institution,
the charac eristtg.6 of

thel.patient popdlation served, and
the,availability of teaching physicians. To deotherutie could require someinstitutions to experience serious physician' shortages that would have anadverse impact on the delivery of needed care.,and

significantly increase the
t.cost of that care by requiring

contractual arrangements.with.ophysicians fromesiablished private practices; .

Medicare/Medicaid Reimburaement,

for Pr Care Residents'' Services

Title V of .R.6802' would ailOwhospitals
to elect alternate methodd of payment

for outpatient services furnished
to Medicare and Medicaid patients by primary

.
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Care residents. Under current law, services ,of residents'performed,in htspital

outpatient departments are covered underPart 13 of the Medicare plgram; not as

pbysicians" services but as-part of hospitals' general.outpatient services. The

reimbursement. is 100 percent of reasonable cost, of which KU percent is paid by

Medicare and the remaining .20 percent by the beneficiary. Comparable services

under Medicaid are not required to be paid on'a cost-related basis and in many

states are subject to arbitrary. ceilings.

Title V would permit payment for these services under Medicare, either on the

current reasonable cost basis or on a charge basis, the same as for other

physicians' services. Title V would also require states under the Medicaid

program to pay for these services on a cost-related basis at a level equal to

100 percent of reasonable And related costs.

The proposed . Medicaid change would provide financial incentives for the

development ofidditional priMary dare residencies to serve these. patients. A

signific'ent volume, of hospital outpatient services -- representing a significant

increase during the last decade--are provided in teaching hospitals. Many of

these services are provided, to Medicaid patients at less than reasonable cost.
9

However, these Medicaid changes would have anothy significant effect. Many of

the affected institutions will be among the financially distressed public and
.

private hospitals in urban-areas of our comdfry. As you know, Mr. Chairman,

these . hospitals proVide large amounts of uncompensated care, especially

outpatient services, and do'not always receive full cost xeimburseMent-for such

care. The Medicaid changes 'progosed in Title V would help these facilities meet..

more' effettively their patient tare responsibilities. While only 'a partial

solution to the total problem of underpayment of care, the payment of full

reasonable .costs for these ':services. under ,Hedicaid 'could contrihute

;significantly to both the short- and long-term relief .of such financially

distressed hospitals. In additioh, payment. on a Cost-related basis under

Medicaid would have the added benefit of shifting the i1ncentives for, and the ,

'focus of, health services provided to Medicaid beneficiaries from the inpatient

setting:to the less Costly outpatient setting.

3
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We are still reviewing the full impact of the proposed changes under Medicare
and Medicaid, and will be pleased to furnish the Subcommittee with additional

comments on theSe provisions at a later date. We strongly. support the proposed

improvement in Medicaid reimbursement; however, we have reservations about the
I

detailed provisions of H.R.6802 that would impTement this approach and believe

that furthei clarification is eSiential. .We vill be pleased to work 'with the

.SubcomMittee in clarifying and, if necessary, modifying the proposed language.

Foreign Medical Graduates

Both H.R.6800 and H..R.680Z would extend the "substantial disr!tion" waiver

provision of section 212 of the Immigration and NationalitysAct to December 31,
1983. Existing law permits teaching hospitals to request a waiver of certain
provisions of the act which limit the participation of foreign.medical graduates

(17MGO'in U.S. graduate medical education programs if it is shown that exclusion
of an alien medical graduate from the program through application of ,the
requirements would cause a substantial -dinrupticin in the health services
provided by the hospitals. Under current law,"this waivei provision expires
December 31, 1980.

The AEA strongly supports this proposed extension. The availability of this

waiver is of critical IMportance to certain Major urban health institutions. As
you know, many hospitals, both public and private,, are experiencing severe
financial.difficulties as a result of the volume of uncompensated services'

provided to residents of urban areas without health insurance- coverage or.;

eligibility for public-'programs. A Significant sideeffect of this problem is
.

the decreased ability of these hospitals to retain medical staff and to maintain

graduate medical education programs.- As financial conditions Worsen, alaries
*in these hospitals cannot keep pace, andthe ability of institutions to .

maintain the equipment and support services requ1red by physicians in'specialty.

practices becomes severely limited.

'A recent New 'fork Times editorial noting that the termination of the substantial.

disruption waiver would intensify the hospital financial crisis in New York City

stated that hospitals would be forced either to reduce services or incur further

costs in attempts to attract U.S. physicians to replace the foreign physicians
in training. Those most likely to suffer, the. editorial concludes, would be the

poor who rely on housestaff as their family physicians..

I
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The ABA also supports the provision. in H.R.6802_y ich would extend the length of
time for which FMCS are permitted, to come to the United States for training from
the existing.. two years to _seven years. The proposed Ch. 'loge would recognize that
many postgraduate programs require more than two years' to comPlet4.-, -;

Moreover, we encourage the Subcommittee to adopt the provision in S.2378,
introduced by. Senator Javits, that would (1) permit a dational Health Service,
Corps scholarship recipient to fulfill his or her obligation by voluntarily
performing his or her: residency in a hospital where residency training programs
are heavily dependent on. FMCa and (2) 'designate a hospital with a heavy

idependence on FMGs as constituting a highest, priority health( manpower shortage 1

area for purpoieS of 'assigning, -ccii-pa personnel°. (and limit the cost-shating
obligation of the hospital in such a case' to 'a salary equal: to that which, was
paid to the._,FMa resident). We belleVe :this' approach woUldpelp to alleviate the
-problem of reliance on FMCS., :In addition, it could encourage physicians to
establish practiC,es in upderserved urban areas, thereby helping° tO ameliorate

. the erOnic physiciarmshortages,,4n these
._,

localities. .: '
. ..

. . ,- ,Data Requirements
o'

Accurate,- comprehensive data on' health manpower . are . fundamental, to the
development and maintenance° Of a m'eaningfult, oa,tional ,heaft'h manpower .policy.

6 11The .existing cooperative health statistics ;p,slogram wa,s developed wffn NI-igo0
in mind: Unfortunately .. uneven lievelopme4 it and. technical problems .rave limited -..

4. . .the programed' usefulness. While some states have excelled in data collection
efforts, others have performed poorlY, ad still others have not participated at,,,.

1fall. .. As l'a result, data are .; 'of ten' inCenaplitelor Inaccuratae, send, "..;..
'

, .comparisons or compilation*, cannot, be mfpie, lot h puglii and priVate 'efforts .0--
a.

° 0 r; .,) _,,' . d'o _. ,,_ ,....-, address manpower policy' questions have been4hintired by thisortlem.- o .
,- ..

. The ABA believes
.

that any-. program of health manpOwer!d.i.4.) ta4coDiection 4nSe;h4f
' i :' suppcirted..by a commtimeni. of resources' frOm the federal.: government, ..sna.we are !:

Pleased that both fi.R. 68091.:, and..., H.R.6802 `Would nonfinite.' 411;:i' authority:' iii-is.j``
.:, ,) . ' !li , 0commitment is necessary 'to ,ensufre ir) unifoxasity,. of effort. --ope. of the most

important additiOnal resources that', t1W.ttfedesal...goVernsient ,can ,ftpivide is :a .
strong. technicil. assistancet-prOgiam -to°. enable" tnnee states Wi...plout Eiclacpl'ate;a ,

Pcapabilities in the to, acqnite4he necessary,expe, tft,
'.. 'iv: ".,

Q.,, 0 ''-,. 4
6, ;

:" - Az?

. .. .

t..
..tp
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We- are concerned, however, that H.R.6800 would exempt'these data collection .
efforts from the requirement for coordination of federal reporting services,
which is intended to minimize the burden of federal reporting systems on small
businesses and other organizations. Often efforts by fedeial.agencies to obtain .

needed information result in an hnnecessarT'duplication of effort for the
public, and this is especially burdensome

for smaller organizations that may not
be able to devote the necessary manpower and time for compliance.-- Our
Association has long supported. proposals

aimed at reducing these burdens, and we
do not believe it is appropriate to exempt these data collection efforts from
this requirement.

We would also like to point out that hospitalbased manpower Is one area of
particular' deficiency in existing health manpower data efforts. Federal and
state programs have not focused on the need to identify and describe those
practitioners who ire located, in the hospital setting .and to determine
requirements for such personnel. One result of this deficiency' has .been
difficulty in determining, from existing data sources, the shortage of nurses in

in terms of the overall supply of nurses:

The ABA recommends that particular attention be given to this data deficiency.

We further recemmend that this data collection be accomplished in cooperation
with the efforts of the private sector. including those of the ABA. Existingr

expertise and data channels make such an alternative preferable to an
independent public sector effort.

Advisory Councils

We already have. noted -our oppositi to the provision inH.R.6800 that would
dissolve the National Advisory Co cil on Nurse Training and providt for nursing ,
representation on the National Advisory Council on Health profes'sions Educatiolv
However, our Association would support consolidation of all other advisory
funciaons under Title PIT, with assurance of appropriate representation'froM all
affected professional groups. In addition, the ABA recommends lat
representatives of (employers of health

professionals.be included on the council.
This representation would provide a 'significant link between educational
objectives and themployment marketplace/

319
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We are-pleased that E.8.6802 would establish-an independent statutory authority
for the Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee (GMENAC);

currently, GMENAC exists under a general grant authority to the Assistant
Secretary for Health. Our Association supports the charge to GMENAC (contained

i

in Title"IV of the bill) that it study and make recommendations with respect:to

R4.
the geographic distribution of physicians, including ) factors such as

reimbursement and financial support. for .graduate medical jdu tion Which may
affect locational decisions.

CONCLU

Mr. Chairman, on behalf- of.thei'ipA, I would-ilke to thank this Subcommittee for

the opportunity todpresent: our views'on pending healthmanpOwer proposals. We
would be bleased to of any ,further assistance, at your .request: and to

respond to any questions Which, you or other members of this Subcommittee may
44rohave.

Mr. WAXMAN. We appreciate your help.
I would like to hear from Ms. Esiason. ,

STATEMENT.OF LOUISE W. ESIASON, R.N., M.A.
MS. ESIASON. Mr. Chairman, I am here to represent .the Feder-

ation of Nurses and Health Professionals and the Ainerican Feder-
ation of Teachers, AFL-CIO, an organization of ov 550,000 teach-
ers, paraprofessionals, nurses, and allied health sionals, all of
whom are directly concern d *tli the health services in this -
country.

The health manpower roposals set before this committee
attempt to, address an extremely comp icated set of problems. The
problems of education, distribution, recruitment, retention, and uti-
lization of nurses and othe?i health professionals have become more
acute as the cost of providing quality health care service increases.

Reflecting upon all the aforementioned problems /and the con-
cerns voiced by our membership, we submit the following summary
comments on nurse education funding for your consideration. We
ask the committee to consider a 5-year funding bill to stabilize
funding and to have adequate time to thoroughly research the
marketplace, collect and analyze data about the use of funs, distri-
bution and retention of health ptofessionals, and utilization of
nurses and other health professionals already in the marketplace.
We argue that a major cut in funding this year on top of a 50-
percent funding cut last year totally disrupts the education and
employment networks for nursing and other health professionals.

Moneys provided for capitation incentive grAnts should be :based
both on full-time and full-time-equivalent students, because 'of an
increasing trend toward part-time education. This is extremely
important since part-time educational programs will meet the
needs of minorities and disadvantaged individuals.

Since we all may r lize that this type of capitation support is
unlikely to continue orever, we question this proposal which in-
creases funding over t e -next 3 years. Why not start now with the
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igher level of fundingas pioposed for fiscal year ending Septem-
ber 1983and then.decrease those funds by 10 percent each year to.make' an eventual phaseout a less dramatic loss. There should also
be a:mechanism develofor accountability in the use of capita-tion funds so as to insure program enrichment' rath2r than just

support for administrative costs.
Availability of increased funding for special projects which pro-

vide. for LPN's and RN's to continue their education is strongly
supported. These men and women who return to school are highk
motivated, have a tendency to stay in the workforce longer and are
post likely to continue their educAt.ion thirough the master's level
and beyond. Support for education to allow nurses to re-enter
practice is invaluable, since technologiU change in the industry
continues and these indiiiduaLs need incentiNs to go beyond someOf the reasons which cause nurses to leave practice, such as c
tearing and poor working conditions.

Wg assert a strong bellef that nursing education has consistently
improved, and that the qUality and amount of supervised clinical
practice has increased over the years.. We support any efforts
aimed at furth,er improvement of clinical practice.

:We urge continued fading of traineeships at their present
levels. The shortage of qualified personnel for administrative, edu-
cational, and research positions remains acute.

Loan forgiveness should be tied to length of time the nurse/ remains in practice as well as time served i areas of priority need
fox' nursing care.

Legislative intent 'over the next 5 years's Ould encourage gfantsand scholarships for the 75 percent of nurses who are hying
difficulty upgrading their skills through -BSN programs. N rse
practitioners and nurse anesthetists often earn wages that are
in excess of the staff nurse, and they are better able to repay loans.
The federation believes that higher, earning capability and loan
availability should be incentive enough to encourage enrollment in
nurse practitioner and nurse anesthetist programs. Competition for
admission to these programs is great, which proves this point.

Despite the statistical numbers game often discussed by the ad-
ii,:fninistration, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Department

of Health and Human Services regarding. nurses, the facts in the
marketplace reveal a shortage of practicing nuises. The federatiOn
maintains a firm belief that problems of nurse retention are direct-
ly related to the need to control wages, benefits, working conditions
and patient care through collective bargaining. We also recognize
that without continued Federal support, there will continue to be a
shortage of practicing nurses.
1 We thank the committee for the opportunity to present our
viewpoints.

[Ms. Esiason's pi epared statement follows:]
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STIMENT OF 1OUISE W. ESIASON, R.N., M.A.

. ,

..

here to represent the Federation of Nurses and Health professionals and
ican Federation of Teacher's, AFf.-10110, an =gatzation of over.550,000
, paraprofessionals, nurses, and'allied health professionalt all of

when are directly concerned with the health care services in this °gantry.
The folotre oomments represent a summary of the Federation's fulistatement.
which will be forwarded to the carnitttee for the record,.

The health manpower proposals set forth before this committee attempt to
address an extremely complicated set of problems. The problem* of education,
distribution, recriitment, retention, and utilization of. nurses area other
health professiorfals have become more accute as the cost of providing quality
health care service increases. In nursing service alma, an article in Nursing
79 indicates that 80% of hospitals in this country are ekperiencing nurse

Reflecting upon all the aforementicrpd,ritoblems and the concerns voiced by our
membership, submit the following armr.ary ccruents on nurse-education funding
for your ideration:

Duration of the Bill

Wortages.

We ask committee to consider a:five year funding bill to stahilize funding
and to e adequate time to thoroughly research the marketplace, collect.and

to about the use of funds, distributibn and retention of health pro-
fes iona s, and utilization of nurses and other heath.professionals already in
the mar tplace. We argue that a major cut in funding this year on top of a
50% funding cut last year totally, disrupts the education and:'employmenbtet-
works for nursing and other health professionals. '

'Capitation Incentive Granp
/

POnies provided for capitation incentive'grants goad be based, in both
baccalaureate and associateidegree programs on frill -time and full-time equivalent

stedents because of an increasing trend toward part-time ed tion. iWith In,
crtlases in the cost of education and in thecost'of 1. g i elf, more and
more students find it necessary to work and therefo
enrollment. New completely part-tim'associate degr progalml!=aft'tledi-'time

to meet the needs of these individuals cannot get fyrding without the
addition of full-time equivalence in determining th enrollment in associate .

degree programs.' This is extremely important since part-time educational p ee ems
will meet the'needs of Minorities and disadvantaged individuals.

Whale we all may realize that this type of capitation support is unlikely to
continue forever, we question this proposal which increases funding over the
next three years. `Why not start now wibh.the higher level of funding (as
proposed for fiscal year ending September 1903) ands, then decrease those funds
by 10% each year to make an eventual phase-out a less dramatic loss. There
should also be a mechanism developed for accountability in theAlse of capitation
funds so as to ensare program enrichment rather than just support for administrative
costs.

,..4,

Availability of increased funding for special projects which provide for LPNS
and Is tolcontinue their education is strongly support 1 These men and
wren who return to school are highly motivated, have iCnency to'stay in

I

r
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the,.workforce longer and are most likely to ccntirme their educe n through',,the 'masters level and beyond which in turnlielps reet-critical needsadministrators, supervisors-, educators and researchers. Support for educationto allow nurses to re-enter practice is invaluable since
technological changein the industry continues and

these indiVitiaAis need incentives to go beyondsome of the reasons which
cause nurses to leave practice, such as childrearing and poor working conditions.

We'assert a strong belief tha
rsing education has consistently improved, andthatt_geAuality su sed clinal practice has increased overthe years, foot decreased. _tie sup any eff6.64'aired atdfurtherimpreNpent of- clinical practice... ;i-or exftle, there are inoreasing opportunities for intern-ships for graduate nurses which, hopefully, will address this goal. To aq.11-1-e. eccess-tb-these programs, loan repayment deferals

be.'availible to nursessOrving internshipstust.as they are to oti4er heal f si s,, including'-physicihnS. Loan repayment deferalS for these intern d be provided'
.at:enrolledin programs offered by institUti of'higher learning to 'e that t4gy met thelneeds of

the students filst and service re- iis of,thilthea/th institutions second.,

econtinued funding of'traineeships
at their present levels. The Shortageified personnel foradmiaistrative,
educational, and research positions'411noinS.:accute. I (At my own college three

faculty positions were advertised for,72everal months with only'rme marginally'gualified applicant response.) However,wdren 751Cof all nurses in this
country are below the bacckaureate level, thereis an enormous, need to increase their access to education. Obviously, thenumber off nur4es availahle,for
graduate study is limited.-

..

lability of loan forgiveness
should be tied to length of time the nurse re,imsin practice as well as time'servedrin areas of priority need for nursingcare,fboth In state and out crstate. The ability to repay the loan based on:.salary earned shrmid be considered.. W*le we. support the concept of service '.in exchange for financial assist4e, many who enter nursing studies will beunable to leave their home

area,for personal reasons. It has been demonstrated'that providers indigenoUs to an lea are better equiped
to deal-with theproblert of that area and

therefore availability of in-state service should beadded.

Legislative intent over e next five y
s'should encourage grants and scholar-ships for the 75% of nur es who are ha
difficulty upgrading their skillsthrough BSN 'programs. se practiction s and nurse anesthetists often

gal:: /'wages that are'far.in ex ess of the staff nurse and they are better able torepay loans. The.Federation believes that higher earning capability and loanavailability should be incentive enough to encourage enrolluent in nurse prac-zicitioner and nurse anesthetist'programs.
'Competition for admission to theseprograms4s.great. which proyes this point.

.

(
Grants available Zs schools

Of.mydicine,Osteopathy, dentistry, and veterinary imedicine, etc., w.-1.i.ch enable them to meet the cost of recruitment of women shouldalso be available :.'fr) schools of nursing to meet the cost of recruitment of both'men and women. With 100,000 unfilled nursing jobs in this country and overall
applications to nursing.programs

declining, we are apt to encounter greatershortages unless funding to support recrui t efforts is forthoorling:
.

I
.

Despitehe statistical numbers game.oftthdiacusso4
by the Administration, theBureau of Labor Statisitics, and

the Department of Health and Huron Services re-garding nurses, the facts in the marketplace reveal a thortage of practicingnurses: ;Mile the Fede4ation maintairls
a firm belief that problems of nursaretention are directly related to the need to control wages,' , kingconditions and patient care through.collectiv bargaining, also recognizethat without continued federal nupport to correct utili on of nurses in the

.health care marketplace there will be a shortage or acticing nurses.

We thank the committee for the opportunity to pr, en our viewpoints.
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3.
DATA COLLECTION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Uniformity of- efforts in developing comPrehensiv-,e data on heilth mani6-wer.is,
. fundamental to,implrentation of this nation's health planning policies. The....

;federal government has every ri ;ht to know how its dollars are-being spent.
Data opllectiorwwhich is centc1i7ed and comparable between schools, health
care.factZlIies,4tate and local gove=rents and health planning.agencies is a
necessity if we &re td determine ways to match 'available health resources with
this country's relatively high unmet level of. consumer needs for access to
health care service,.

.

While public ed,f-ntional institutions and public health-care facilities have =en
reporti4; mechanism; the bulk of the ..eaith,pare industry is privately owned.
Until the private sector'of. theheal--_acdre Indzstre-jointly cooperates with
the gowprnment,:forspecified °oiler:Lion Of utiLizazion, retention and econ-ct.Lz
Li.l.raon health manpower, there can no use 4or ...iiture judgement. JI

kne deficiency the Federation recatrLzes .gin cur:en:I data collection is lark
information on hospital work- settinos where over half of all nurses and aLlieL

health professionals. are.employed. r7e area of sixecific con reflects re-

tention problems of hospitalbased roalfh_ professionals. -

The Federation suggests the Committee consider Federal alpport for a.uniform
data collection network operated through already existing health systems
agencies.- We feel tfiat the HSAs-are already lodkirg at geographic distri-
bution of health services, carninity health needs and appear to be the Obvious
clearinghouseleribinalTeg use of health manpower resources.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIISs "

The Federation supports cooperaLve 7 .cuts beteen the existing national
visory councils on cd.cation for r'; -is, iiner h.- h professionals and cr,.:.-

uite medical students. .HOwever, rami: at each advisory ocnno:

has a uniqt4 role to play in the . and efore, shn.,L_L

be allowed to exist separwi.elY.in r. -61r to mee-.-, needl for those
three areas of health manpoer. We reoarrend name of the advisory
council for nursing be. changed to :he National Adviezry
Education and otat Membership on that council sposifizally include student
nurses,,AFL,CIb nurneS'and licensed practical nurr,..

FOREIGN NURSE. GRAf---:.7ES

.

Use of foreign nurse graduates by the hospital iris -.=y in this deuntry doer not
.answer the,lcing stpdingand conti:..utA problem of irse shiortages. The infaux of
fweign.nurse graduateseroden the existing narse'lLocrforce in this country.

the.pradlice of usii,v; foreign nurse grad. _s denies _employment tc

-U.S. minority groups, preMoto..7...a sLotle'forM of inii=tured servitude and cam:-

prises quality patient .care. Use of foreign ncr:3c actuates who have net
U.S. licensing standards isnrcrulcated by vested :neerests Who spend large
amounts of money to recruit i._.-d 1-..port these nurseL. If comparable resoanaiL-
were spent to btrove present word: -a1 tonditions, n=pitals would have no e

difficulty in fihding U.S.Tpillif.L-r_nurses for creployment.

AREA HEALTH B ATIoN CENTERS

The centinued sUpport-for developMent of Alms is strongly supported by

the Federation. It. it our nolloctive:opinion that AHEC education piswams
which net health care needs in rural areas should be expanded to arsioireflect
growing needy: in underserval urban areas. Further, the Federation believes

strongly at N
educdtion iOgrar to citizens residing in a given AHEC region.

tMISS prpsent logical velAle to greatly expand healtregion.

t

ALLIED 'HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Federal grants to education piLg.are for existing catago?ies of.allied health;

professions should be continued at its previous level. While primary emphasis

is with basic education pieglars among health professions, new incentives for

programs which deVelop career ladders should be festered. Health profession

education programs, both at the community college 'and university level rather

thah in.hospital based'progrars, will e devgiopment of a career ladder

approach. .4
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Mr. WAxmAN. Ms. Torn, is it difficult for nurse midwives to find
placement? What is a particular service setting? - .

-Ms. Tom. There are many more job's available to nurse midwives
than there are midwives to fill them. The proble arises =in that
often jobs are available.whith do not include the 11 scope of the
midwifery practice. A health department may wis t hire one to
give ,prenatal care and postpartum.care, but is u abl o, or unwill-
ing to do the negotiating that allows them to ve. privileges.
So many of those jobS are unopen to us beca se we do want to

'practice fully,
Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. McMahon, it is argued that much of the

retention problem in the nursing work force arises from low sala-
ries and benefits, and nurse registries charge high bounties to the
hospital for finding each nurse. If there is a nursing shortage, whyhas the Lary not risen accordingly? . ,

Mr. M AHON: I am pleased to have the opportunity to educate
two member's of the subcommittee on cost containment, Mi. Chair--
man. In the \Vuntary effort that we mounted, the American Hos-.-pital Associa n, the Medical Association, the Federation Of
American Hosp als and other parts of that coalition, have beep
preaching the n cessity for cost containment. If in .preference to
continued support for nursing education programs you would
rather that we expand the-salaries, I would trust that some appro-
priate difeetion woule given to us so that we can at least take
that into account at our cost containment44ivity.

Mr. WAXMAN. I am Worrying that youOire containing costs by
paying nurse lower Wages. than they should receive, and that thatis why. we ha a sliortage.

Mr. McMAH N. The American Hospital Association i in the
proceslof.putting Jogether a special committee on hospital nursing.
We are not sure; we do know that 'nursing salaries had risen
substantially in the late 1960's and the early1 part of the 1970's. We
have been trying to adhere to the President's wage guidellses. If
we were to make a substantial move and' quite frankly I hav
been talking against it because of the pressures for cost contain-
mentif we were to rgake a substantial moy;t, we. are not sure that
it would work, first ; .arid obviously it wouldft.ve grave implications`for cost containment, itself.

..,What we want to do in this special committee that I mentioned,
Mr.yChairman, is to look at a lot of things, salary and compensa-
tion, working conditions, what kind of status problems there are,and how might we best attract more nurses, again in'a cost .c.-
tainment era.

I know of your interest in that, as I do Mr. Preyer's and Dr.
Carter's, but to try to balance in this difficult inflationary era, to
try to balance additional costs and' the benefits we gain for it, and
as we come to some conclusions, even tentative, we will be glad to
pass those on to the subcommittee. .

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you. We look forward to receiving those.
Ms. Esiason, you suggest we should begin our institutional sup-

port program at the highest level and then decrease funding.
Would ydu support a decline in, and eventual removal of, Federal

, support for nursing education? ,
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MS. ESIASON. I don't think we will ever be 4 to do without it,

but history shows us it has been declining. The funding droppesi 50
percent last year and will drop significantly. more this year. I
realistically hope this will change in the future. Th%t is thy prob-
em. I am afraid it is a reality. don't think it bides well for

nursing.
Mr. WAXMAN. But if you knew, n fact\ there were ta be cohtin-

ued funding, then you would not
Ms. ESIASON. I wouldn't feel this way, but now It is difficult,

when an institution depends on support and suddenly finds
ate-gut in half; it is very difficult to continue with the sane qu@ity
program that you have had in the past? ,

Mr. 'WAXMAN. If there is a nursing shortage, %Shy do you suggest
we divert even more Federal money into upgrading working
nurses' education rather than toward training as manynew nurses
as we can? a

Ms. ESIASON. _I think as the last panel mentioned, skills,.higher
and higher expectations of nurses, exist all the time, and that we
need more and more skills. We need more and more people trained
at higher levels.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Thank yOu,.Mr. Chairman.
Have you noticed any significant change in trends with respect

to the retent'Nn of nurses in hospital-based employment?
Mr. McMA09,11. Not any significant changes, Dr. Carter. I think

that what we have seen, as the supply has gradually increased, is a
jump in.the need for,nurses and, of course, other technical trained
people in the hospital, as our services have gotten more sophisticat- '
ed, and more technologically intense. So we are convinced, and I
tried. to note in the testimony, we are loSing ground on the staffing
side for that reason.

Mr.CARTER. What are your institutions, doing to keep high cj al
ity nursing personnel in.vour: workforce?

Mr. MCMAHON: Dr. Carter, they are doing a number of thin -gs,
some of them, I think, better' and more productive than others. We
are concerned about the movement to nursing. registrieS, but we
Understand some of the reason of fldxibility that is igaislved, in it.
We have been, and have commented about, the various things we
have done in recruitment, including the recruitment of'nurses from
foreign nursing schools.

We have taken a look at the compensation and fringe benefit
plans, and have taken a look, too, at the staffing patterns. A lot
depends on the situation. It isn't uniform across the country, and,
again, I referred earlier to the special committee we are creating; it

/ will be a mechanism, Dr. Carter, through which we'can find who is
doing what and who his having the greatest success; because hospi-
tals across the country are doing all kinds of things to. attract. .

nurses into nursing, to attract some of those who have been out,
training some of those' who havejaeen out, and would like to
upgrade as well as to continue to fecruit and preach the story of
nursing to young women considering their, career.
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Mr. CARTER. Ms. Esiason, what concerns do you have with regard
to the immigratiOn of Thieign _nurses, ,and what changes tin the
'current poliErdo you recommend?

Ms. ESIASON. My concern i...' a lot of foreign nurses may be
recruited to fill positions' that we could better fill with our own
nurses who we can maintain some assurance of quality of their
preparation, and we don't have this ability with foreign nurses.

Mi. CARTER. What 'about FNG's, the foreign nurse graduates? Is .

their training up to our schools' standards?
----V,

M .9M. ESIASON. In my own experience, no. It is...limite4, but,we have
had occasion to admit a number of foreign nurses to our program
to complete requirements before they can even take State boards. '
Their own education has some deficiencies in it which they hil.ve to
make up' before they can take Stateampards, angl they have had a
great deal of difficuIty, even with theequirements of our program.

I adlnit this is limited experience, but it ignot
Mr. CARTER. Mr. McMahon, what- is your cgmment on that?
Mr. McIVIAHoN. We have obviously a quality concern, but I knOw

from talking to some of the hospitallpeople that in their screening,
they are finding qualified and capable fprezn trained nurses to
augment their .nursing staff.' ILhave seen across the board, not
only in the nursing positions bat do other positions, teaching posi-
tions, administrative positions; including one of our own at the
American Hospital AssociationIN.,/ -

When you balance off the shortage, Dr. Carter, with the capable
young people are finding, and providing additional tr&ning
opportunities for, we are quite *satisfied that it is a useful source.

Mr. CARTER. Who pays the cost of continuing education for nurs-
ing personnel at your hospitals?

Mr. McMAtioN. I suspect in the most part, I am not precisely
certain, but episodically from what I 'know, Dr. Carter, the hospital,
itself, will, just as it provides educational opp6rtunities for other
people on t hospital staff. I would guess it is, more likely to be

Ithat than a nurse, herself, ugh in spAne casesA suspect leaving
the hospi 1 setting and going to full-time schoo ng, she may, be
doing some of it, or may be finding some schola ip help as well.

Mr. CARTER. By the way, I happen to have a s hool of midwifery
in my home district.

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Carter.
Mr. Preyer?
Mr. PREYER. Thank you. I am sorry, Congr,esswomen Mikulski

wasn't here to hear your testimony, Ms. Tom; I know she would be
very impressed; as .I think all of us are with the statistics which
you cited here. It is very impressive.

Ms. TOM. Thank you.
Mr. PREYER. I really have no further questions. I do think on the

question of nurses' salaries, part of the problem may be what I
think Dean Wilson :mentioned, the old- tradition that this was
women!s work, and therefore ought to be paid at a cheaper rate, is
one that is going to be hard to overcome in this field, but I really
think we need to do something, and we- will look forward to your
suggestions on it, Mr. McMahon.
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.

I airr . mg that costscan be held down, like tverfokie else. We
hope iii t wise use of expensive m al technolggy-cart offer some
of the-so tions for that rather than pe Ling tfie.nurses.

Mr. Ci rE.R. Would the. thstinguish gentlenian _from' North:
Carolina yield on that? -- ' , .

a Mr. PAYER. I yield to the gentleman, and I hope I 'didn't make a
uffing remark. ,

/Mr. CATER. I musk say that you are a gentleman of high 9tiality
and. always have been\ ., , - __.

.........._

I wanted (to ask you, can the economy of one segment of our
society be controlled and/not all:segments? Can we have, WaL4 and
price controls in hospitalS and mot have them throughout our cii:rtin- \

: try? . . I .

Mr. WAXMAN. Let me interrupt say the answer is goingrtd be
no. Whether it can be-done or not. the answer is that' don't a.xpect
it will be done. . - -

Mr. PREYER. I think that is probably iight. It would/ be very . f,
difficult, Dr. Carter. ;

, ---Mr. WAXMAN. Lett me thank my ciilleagug for participatirik-in
the meeting and thank, you all for ,being with Us. Your testiiiiorky_Y-----
has been very' helpfnl. We will look. at the written statements as
we evaluate the specifics of the bill- we 'have before us. We look
forward'to workipg with you on it. Thank you. '`.- .--'We will rneetpn Monday, at 10 o'clock in this room for continued
hearings on the health rnanppwer issue.
. [Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, toxe r
vene at 1.0 a.m., Monday; March 24, 19801.

.
.
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE AND NURSE TRAINING,ACT OF 1980 7-

MONDAY, MARCH 24, 1980

HOUSE OF MPRESENTATIVEA,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH. AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
2322, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry Waxman, chair-
man, presiding.

Mr.. WAXMAN. The meeting will come to order.
Today the subcommittee continues its hearings on the health

manpower legislation. This morning our witnesses will discuss pri-
mary care and the graduate. medical education- system. We are
particularly interested in these presentations.

The shortage Of primary care physicians has been identified as
one of our major health manpower problems. Over the past two
decades ah impressive number of public and private commissions
and /c mittees have recommended that we should increase the
numbe of new physicians trained in the primary care specialties.

Tinpr vements in availability, quality and cost of health care
services have all been associated- with a larger supply of primary
care physicians. This morning we will be seeking the answers to
four questions: Wh constitutes primary care? How much of all of
the physician se ces needed by a community can be provided by
primary care p sicians? What kind of training is necessary to
provide,. high ality primary care? How can health manpower
legislation con ibute to an improvement in the mix pf specialists
being trained?

Our witnesses come from all regions of the country and are well
qualified to discuss these important issues with the. committee. .
Following our consideration of primary care, we will hear from.
representatives of the major universities and schools of veterinary
medicine, podiatry, optometry, and then the pharmacy.

Other witnesses today include experts in the fields" public
health and health administration and representatives of a' number
of associations and organizations important in the health care field.

This is our third day of hearings on the health manpower. bill.
These hearings will continue )Vednesday afternoon and cohclude
on Thursday,

Our first witness this morning is Dr. Harvey Estes. Dr, Estes is
chairman of the Department of Community Medicine at Duke Uni-
versity and was ichairman of the steering committee for the, Insti-
tute of Medicine study of primary care..

Dr. Estes, we are pleased to have you with)us.
(321)
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We have a copy of the text of your stateme
in the record in its entirety.

What I would, like to ask you to .do is summa
in no more than 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF E. HARVEY ESTES, JR., M.D.
PARTMENT OF COMMUNITY AND FAMILY
UNIVERSITY ,

Dr. ESTES. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the, chance to be here: In 1976 and

:1977, a committee of the Institute` of Medicine studied various
aspects of primary, care, including such questions as who should
provide it, haw many are needed,j how ,can more medical students
be attracted into primary care, et 'Cetera. , ,

The first task of the committee rested on the question of defini-
tion of primary care. For many years we have spoken of primary
care in three, categories: first-primary, then secondary, then terti-
ary care. Primary care has been defined as the first level of care,
that which is traditionally provided by a family practioner, a gen-,-
eral internist or a general pediatrician, usually office-based. ''

Secondary care is defined as that type of referral or specialty
services, usually foimd in community hospitals, such as the care
provided by orthopedic surgeons, ophthalmologists, urologists and
so forth. .

Tertiary care was :defined as that type of specialty services Usual
ly found only in complex medical centers, open heart surgery,
special cancer treatment and so forth. On e surface these defini-,
tions are simple and straightforward, and e t they are not because
of variations in the interpretation of th term 'primary care,"
some defining it as outpatient rather than inpatient services, some
defining it as first contact services arid others defining it as that
given by a particular specialty such as family doctors.

The IOM's committee quickly concluded that these definitions
wer not sufficient. We'were more interested in such questions as
what should primary care be like.

My statement, then, is )a summary of these conclusions. Our
conclusion was that prirnary'care was not a t of training but,was

0 an array or set of services usually provided b a doctor and a.team
of .other individuals in a variety of location , including homes;
nursing homes, offices, hospitals and so forth. g

'We arrived at a set Of adjectives and a set of descriptions and
also a checklist, which can be used by an office or clinic to test
whether or not this office or clinic is giving primary care .of this
admittedly exemplary type. 'I have provided for you a' reprint of
that chapter of the report.

The first adjective describing good primary care is "accessible'. ,
Patients should be able to reach their doctor or member *of the
team at all times. In addition, the location of the services should be
such that patients can reach them, and the facility should be
comfortable and pleasant. '

The second adjective was "comprehensive." By this we meant
that-the great majoritrof problems presented by patients coming
into the door of this particular unit should' be able to be handled by
the primary team. The services might range from general preven-

and we will put it

ze your statement

, CHAIRMAN, DE-
MEDICINE, DUKE
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tative exams to handling minor trauma, and would certainly in-
clude preventative care and counseling.

The,rest of the problems are, of course, referred to the appropri-
ate level of secondary and tertiary dare.

The third adjective is "coordinated." The rimary care doctor
should be a Manager of his patients' problem's, a-tion to specialists, receiving information back from specialists, andinterpreting this to the patient. Ije should answer for the patient
those questiond about choice of eatment, life habits and so forthwhich all patients ave.
;Frhe fourth adj tive that we chose is "continuous." Primary careshould provide c ntinui over time. Even if the patient is referred,

the doctor shoul seek ut the records of the referral and incorpo-rate this into his own owledde base and into' the patient's recordfor future use. Unn cessary referral to an emergency room orglikr providers would destroy t)bis type of continuity.
'.1e fifth and last adjective chosen was the adjective "account-

able." Primary- care should take the lead in examining its ownpractices and care, should be honest and forthright with the pa-tient and shOuld otherwise make the patient a partner in the
process.

Why is all of this important? 'We felt that it was important
because primary care is care whiCh people //themselves desire and
seek, because primary care is the backbone7of any rational system,
of distribution of health and medical care, because primary care is
cost effective, much more so than cares delivered by a series of
referral specialists not connected with one another in any orga-
nized System.

At one time in our, history, almost all doctors were primary care,doctors. However, in response to the explosion of medical knowl
edge following World War II, there was a corresponding explosio
of numbers of specialists. In fact, most medical schools stopp
training general practitioners, and pediatrics and internal medi-cine moved in the direction of subspecialization.

Those general physicians who were in place at the beginning of
this trend were slowly diluted out by the output of specialists. In
addition, these new specialists were .congregating around, hospitals.
The end result was the geogrdphic and specialty maldistribution ofWhich you are all aware.

In examining the reasons for students' preferences for special-ties, there were some facts which we felt deserved attention.
Among these were economic considerations and among these weremedical school considerations. These 'are contained in the sum-, mary, Mr. Chairman.

One of the ones I would like to underline is the economic disad-
vantages wbich we felt were key. I hope that will come out furtherin the disc ssion.

Than u.
[Dr. E es' prtared statemerft follows:}
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WHAT IS PRIMARY CARE?

(StateMent.by E.'llarvey Estes, Jr., M.D., Chairman, bepartMent of
Community and Family Medicine, Duke University, March 24, 1980)

In 1976 and 1977, a CoMmittee of the Institute of Mfdicine studied
various aspects of Primary Care, including such questions as Who should provide
it?", "How many are needed?", "How can more medical students be attracted into
primary Care?", etc. The first task of the Committed was to agree on a
definition.

For many,years, medical care has been.divided into categories.- primary,
secondary and tertiary .care. Primary care was defined as the first level of care,
that traditionally provided by a family practitioner or a general internist,
usually office based. Secondary.care was defined as that type of referral or
specialty medical services usually found in community. hospitals - such as care
provided. by lkthopedic surgeons, ophthalmologists, urologists, etc. Tertiary
care was defined as that type of.specialty services usually found only in coMplek
medical centers - such as open heart surgery, special cancer treatments, etc.

On the surface, thesd definitions'appear simple and straightforward,
yet they are not. The, problem was in the definition of primary care. Some
defined it as car ,which is given on an outnatient rather than inpatient
setting. Some defined it as first contact services. Still others defined
it as care given by family.doefOrs.

.. .

The IOM's multidisciplinary committee quicklyconcluded that these defini-
tions were not enough. We were more interested in the question of "What should
primary care be?".. My statement is a summary of these conclusions.

-0. .

Primary care is a set Or an array of services, usually provided by a doctor
and ateam of other individuals,' usually in a variety of locations, including
home,' office and hospital. We arrived at.a set of adjectives and a set of
descriptions of these services, and also a checklist which can be used by an
office or'a clinic to test whether or not it,is giving primary care of this
e/.elplary type,

The first adjective describing good primary care is accessible. Patients
should be able to reach their doctor, or a member of the team,at all times.
In addition the. location of the services should be such that patientscan reach
them, and the facilities should:be such that they are comfortable and pleasant.

The second adjective:is comprehensive, The great majority (about 90%) of
the problems* presented by the patient should be handled bythe primary care

e team. These services might range from general preventive exams to'the handling
of minor trauma.. The rest of the problems are, of course, referred to an
appropriate secondary or tertiary level of care.

The third adjective is coordinated. The primary care doctor should be a
Manager of the patient's medical and health. problems, providing informatipneo

.

receiving information back fromspecialists agd interpreting this
to the patient. He shOuld answer for the patient those questions about choice
of treatment, life habit`, etc. which all patients have:
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The fourth adjective is continuous. Primary care should provide continuity
over time. Even if a patient is referred, the doctor should seek out the results
of the referral, and incorporate this information into the patient's record
and into his/her own store of,knowled9e. Unnecessary.referral to emergency
rooms or other providers destroys continuity.

The fifth and last adjective is accountable. PrImary care should take the
lead in examining its own practices and care, should'be honest and forthright
with the patient, and should otherwise make the patient a partner in the process.

Why it all of this important? Because primary care is care which people
value and desire. Becauseprimary care is the backbone of a national system of
distribution of health and. medical care. Because primary care is cost effective,
much more 'so than care delivered by a series of referral specialists.

At one time, almost all doctors were primary care doctors. However, in
response to the explosionof medical 'knowledge following World War II, there
was a corresObading explosion of-numbers of specialists. In fact most medical
schools stopped training general practitionersond pediatric and internal medi-
cine moved in the direction of subspecialization. Those gerieral physicians who
were in place at the beginning of this trend were slmtly diluted out by the
output of specialists. In addition,"the new specialists were congregating about
the hospitals; which provided them with the technical support they were trained
to use in their practice..

The, end result was the geographic and specialty maldistribution problem of
the 1966's, of which yod are all aware. Yod are also aware of the creation of
a new "generalist" specialist, the family physician, and the rapid increase in
numbers of students admitted into medical schools, all being responses to perceived
needs of the public, caused by a shortage of primary care doctors.

The conclusions of the IOM Committee were that we.did not need further '

increases in numbers of.schoolsior medical school class size. The committee
felt that we sheuld'continue to urge more students to enter primary care fields
rather than referral specialties.

In examining the reasons for students' aoparent preference for specialties,
.

there were some faCts which we'felt deserved' attention and correction. As a '.

group, primary tare doctors work more houes'and are paid less than their specialist
counterparts. In many locations specialists are paid a much higher fee than
primary care doctors, even for doing the same work. For example an obstetrician
might be paid twice as much-as a family doctor nor a normal delivery. The committee
felt that this was wrong, and suggested that higher fees for %pecialists'should
only be paid when the higher skills of the specialist were needed, and certified'
as needed, by the primary care doctor..

In addition to this and other economic recommeddations, the group felt thSt
medical schools should choose students who are more likely to enter primary care
and expose them to'the exemplary type of primary care defined earlier, in order to,
make. them aware of.the rewards of this type practice.

In summary, primary care is the backbone of an effe,.ive, responsive, and g
coordinated health care system, and should receive th- .uragenent and support
'to ensure its survival.
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Mr. WAxmAN. Thank you very much.
I would like to ask you what is primary care. Is it real? We all

'know what surgery or psychiatry are, but what is primary care?
How would you define it?

Dr. ESTES. It is a set of services. It is-air attitude of a physician
with respect to his patient. It is a willingness of a physician to be a
manager for his patient. It is real. It can be trained for. It exists, a
point which many have doubted.

Mr. Waxman. What is primary care training? Is primary caret
something one, needs to be trained to provide, and how does train-
ing for primary care differ from training for other specialities?

Dr. Ems. In broad terms, I would include in' my definition of
primary care three types of training at the present moment: family
practibe or family medicine training; general internal medicine;
general pediatrics.

These training programs differ from the usual training program
in several important ways. One important way is in their setting.
Their setting is primarily outpatient rather than inpatient. Not to
den that they do have inpatient experience, but the majority and
cerntlral focus of their training is hi the ambulatory setting.

The second is their training to be managers or omsbudsmen for
patients, the ability to see the patient's problem in context, not as
an illness but as a person with an illness, and to manage that
patient's problem in the full context of his own peiv_on, his interac-
tion with the family, his interaction with the workplace and his
interaction with the community.

I would say the management aspects of primary re training
are paramount. This is a part 'of training in these disci

c
'nes I have

mentioned, and I think it is key to what constitutes primary care
training.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do traditional internal medicine and pediatrics
programs actually train physicians to provide primary care? What
about surgery, dermatology or other specialties?

Dr. ESTES. I was trained as an internist and- I do still practice as
an internist. My own feeling is that many internal medicine train-
ing programs, especially in the past, have not adequately trained
for the job of primary care. They have trained superbly in the area
of illness care, particularly in specialty areas.

But the management role, the ability to take the patient 'back
into the home, his business, family and occupational context, and
particularly the.._preventative aspects have not been well empha-
sized by many departments of internal medicine in the past.

That does not deny that some do, but it has not been an across-.
the-board thing.

You asked about dermatology and some othef subspecialties. .For
the most part, they do not train for primary pare; they train for
their own particular subset of problems. They train well in those-
subsets but they do not 'train for this overall management role I
mentioned.

Mr. WAXMAN. I believe your statement indicates that the per-
centages of all the services needed by a population that could be .

classed as primary care would be as high as 90 percent. Is that an
accurate statement? ,
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Dr. ESTES. Yes;, this is a figure which, of course, is an. opiniOn.
The committee, which was a multidisciplinary committee, it feltthat at least 90 percent of a patient's problems should be handledby a good primary care physician operating in his office setting..

I would guess, that, in most office contexts it 's considerablyhigher than that. Probably most family physicians a d most gener-al internists would refer less than 10 percent, p obably in the
range of 3 to 5 percent. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. What percentage of our physicians currently i-inpractice are in the primary care specialties?
- Dr. ESTES. That is hard to pin down because it depends upon
what definition you adopt. One would have to make some guesses.
The guesses have ranged all of the way from 30 to 60 percent, I
would guess, that the true figure lies within that range. My guessis that many who are now classified as primary care physicians in
our rough classification scheme function more as subPpecialists

an generalists, and I would:put it toward the lower end of thatscale but that is a personal opiniOn.
Mr. WAXMAN. What percentage of our new physicians should be

trained in the primary care area?
Dr. ESTES. Family practice has emerged on the scene as a strongforce and is now accepting a significant percentage of the.output of

U.S. medical schools. It is still much too early for family medicine
to have ma an impact on national manpower statistics. In fact, .Ithink in most tatistics which relate to this area, general practice
and family pra tice are lumped together. The total number maystill be declining

' The number of older general practitioners who are retiring maybe more rapid than the influx of new family practitioners entering
the combined field. Certainly family practice will have an impact,and a major one, in years .to come. It is small at this moment.

Mr. WAXMAN. The Institute of Medicine report suggests that we
need.ine range of 60 to 70 'percent of the new physicians to betrained in the primary care area. , ..

Dr. ESTES. Yes.
\ Mr. WAXMAN. Why don't we train, more.physicians in the prima-ty care specialties? What are the factors in the system that lead us
to train so many specialists, and how can we remedy that otherthan through a quid pro quo system.

Dr. ESTES. In the committee s viewpoint, there are, at the piesent
time, economic disincentives and medical school disincentives. Tolook at the economic disincentives first, ttie figures show that the
primary Care physician works longer houfs and is at the lower end
of the payment scale 'for physicians. So they work longer andreceive less payment.

There are disincentives in the system in many areas. For exam-ple, 'a specialist, an obstetrician-gynecologist, does p normal deliv-
ery. This individual may be paid twice what a family practitioneris. paid for the same job. .

-Now, to be sure, if this is a complex, difficult delivery, it mayrequire the additional services of a trained obstetrician, but inmostMost cases this is not neceTary. Yet, they Are currently paid at
different rates. i
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These financial disincentj3es are clearly there, and in the opin-
ion of the committee, they are having an impact on the individuals'
optional decision for entry into specialties.

There are other disincentives within medical school training. For
the past 20 or 30 years, medical schodls have not had models of
good, solid primary care practitioners on their, faculties. Pedple
who practice primarily in an outpatient setting, and who assume
the management role which I have mentioned, have not been a
part of the faculty the last 20 years. '

It was our recommendation that good, solid primary care be in
place in -every medical school and that all medical students be
exposed to this as a pa of their training. In addition we felt that
medical schools should( make some effort to choose those individ-
uals who would br philosophicalit more likely to think of the
patient, and the IL ass in the cpntext of the patiknt, rather than
illness per sz,-, the patient as an incidental factor.

This is a to.1:1_1 thing to do, and we don't quite knovi how this
'selection can made ahead, of time, bUt we felt-that there were
emphases tha could be considered . in choosing studentsthat
would seect -._.:lents with a more humanistic approach rather
than a more scizntific approach. Incidentially,we were not against
science.

Mr: WAXMAN. Is it easier to finance specialty than primary car
training programs?

Dr. ESTES. I beg your pardon?
Mr. WAXMAN. Isit easier to finance specialty rather than prima-

ry care programs?
Dr. ESTES. Much easier. Primary care training is outpatient

based. Most of the funds used in operating hospitals are derived
from inpatients. Therefore, the hospital is taking inpatient funds
and applying them to the outpatient setting, which many of them
are not inclined to do. Outpatienthsettings are not cost-effective
from the,hosPital.mariager's standpoint.

In Siddition to that, the fees that are.detived from patient care in
primary care clinics are at th j rend of the payment scale.
These are the $10 office visits rather than services at the high
technology, very expensive end of the reimbursement spectrty&
Therefore, they do not make enough from their own patient income
to support their own operation.

It is necessary, in my opinion, to support them from external
sources.

Mr. WAXMAN. What 'changes would you recomend for us- on the
reimbursement system?

Dr. ESTES. Well, this is a complex issue, as you are well aware.
My own preference would be some system that would place the

gatelsper responsibility with respect to funds flouting into the
priii a_ry care physician at financial risk, first of all, and give-him a

.e
secon ry and tertiary level.

I ink this would order the system in a more logical way than it
is ow. It would use primary care .where it is needed and would use
secondary and tertiary care where it is needed. By placing the
"primary care physician at risk, it makes him a partner irR this
enterprise. I think for the most part they are willing to do that.
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I think that this change would be the most fundamental thingthat could be done to Correct problems. Aside from this very drasticstep, I think that the previously Mentioned ineqUities in reimburse-
. ment could or should be obliterated. It ip not logical that one*physician, gets paid twice ot, three times as much as another, for the
same task, especially when more expertise and skill is r....)t needed.I would ntri deny that the secondary and tertiary physician de-serves extra _,,,, or those skills when his skills are needed.

Mr. Wiwi', 'hank you.
Dr. Carter. .

Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I began practicing in 194 . At' that time approximately 76 per-

cent of all non-Federal phY icians involved in primary care were
family practiticners or gen ral practitioners, according to one ofthe charts provided for today's testimony. Since that time, the'
percentage has steadily declined to a low of 16.3 percent in 1978.

Recently, as a result of Federal assistance, there has been A
significant growth in the number of residency training programs in
family practice. However, the historical decline has been. signifi-
cant. How do you account for this great diminution in the number
of family physicians or primary care physicians?. ,,,Dr. Ems. Dr. Carter, our medical schools simply stopped train-
ing them about 1950 or so and there were 'no general practitioners 4,trained from about that ,point. Well, I shouldn't say none, but
reltitiVely few until family practice came into the picture as a newdiscipline in the late 1960's.

Mr. CARTER. As a new discipline? ,.
Dr. EsIst. Yes, a new discipline in a formal Sense.
Mr. CARTER. We had always had it but it was just given a littlemore emphasis,
Dr. ESTES, I do think the Federal support for family practice hasbeen key in starting new programs. As you know, there' are now ,400-odd training programs and these are accepting a significant

number of graduates of new medical schools, an increasing number
each year.

I think you g people are interested. in this disciplinejhey aremoving into i . I think the Federal support has been key in wrest-ing from the medical schools a place in the Sun, if yoU will. I thinkit has been effective. -
Mr. CARTER. What disciplines do you consider art of the train-ing of a family or prima'ry care physician? .

Dr. ESTES. Family Medicine includes wining i medicine, pediat-rice, obstetrics, gynecology, surgery, orthopedics, dermatology,
K E. & T. But Overlying all of that is this management function, this

problem-solving function,that places the patient back as the 'center
of care. I think that 'can't be removed from it.,

Mr. CARTER. I' feel the management function does have a place,but .r believe the training should, be excellent in all those areaswhich you mentioned. Do you recommend for instance,, that a
primary care physician takes care'of a fracture?

Dr, ESTES. Sure.
Mr. CARTER. -Do you think a family practitioner should handle

deliveries?
Dr. ESTES. Yes, sir.
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Mr. CARTER. What percentage of deliveries a' and I-, Ju lc
occur norWlally without the assistance of, a' usician or an one
else?

Dr. ES.TES. You are in a better position to answer that than i. Dr.
Carter, and it depends upon whether you are using fetal mor..:tor
ing and a few other things, I guess, but certainly the vast mai( rity
art normal deliveries.

Mr., CARTER. Ninety-five percent of women would get one all
right, 95 to 96 percent. Approximately, 4 percent of the elivcries
lead to difficulties. You can look that up anywhere you want to,
but that is the way it is. That many would get along even without
the presence of a physician, a nurse or anyone else.

So a primary care physician could very easily do this, but he
should have training in this, well-grounded training in all of these '
disciplines, which you mentioned. Of course, you mentioned dekma-
tology, which I think is very nee/ sary, too.

If you have a circinate copper-colored rash,:. on hig body, what
would you take it to be, if it were accompani4I by mucous patclrs '

in the mouth and other places?
Dr. ESTES. I think you would have to consider lues.
Mr. CARTER. I think it would be lues, would it riot?
Dr. ESTES. Yes.
Mr. CARTER. That is somethin 1 was taught and learned years

ago. I think a physician must be grounded in all of these 'disci-
plines, every one bf them.

Do you encourage medical trail infr in remote and underserved
areas?

Dr. ESTES. Yes, sir.' It is a part of training in our training pro-
gram. And I think it is impel-twit to expose young merli,;
to what goes on in the hinterlands is the ,
centers.'

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir. .!hat would yuu advise one of these resi-
dents out in a remote AHI,(''rirea who has an arm presenting in an
obstetrical case?

Dr. ESTES. Dr. Carter, am an internist, nOt 4,n obstetr ian, but I..
would get help quick.

nr. CARTER. You wouldn't. shake hands with the bab
Dr. ESTES. No, sir.
Mr. CARTER. That is one of the old lanswers, as it happens.
I certatilly, support an increased number of primary care physi-

cians, but I also support' the best of training in, all of these disci-
plines. I think it is wise for these young physicians to practice in a
remote area some of he time. Perhaps they might like the area
and decide td stay. HO'wever,'theY' much receive thorough training
with, excellent, physician's inthatge who can help-them. '

If they are not properly trained, this: mere presence in an isolat-
ed area wouldn't do much good, would it?

Dr. ESTES. No2 .

Mr. CARTER. It might present them with very serious problems
such as a singling breech or an arm presentation, or something of
that nature, which 'many privdte: primary care physicians must
learn to take care of if it is possible, even in remote areas.

Most of them, I am sure, would rather refer those patients and
would if they could. However, sometimes they don .t have that
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opporturiity, How extensive should their surgical training be, doyou think?
Dr. EsT F.s. I can tell you our opinion in our own training pro-

gram. We train the family physician to do office surgery but not todo operating room surgery. We do not train them ,to do hernias and /
appendectomies, except as assistants, but that varies from place' toplace. West Coast training programg generally train their familyphysicians to do such procedures, because they practice in moreisolated areas,

Mr. CARTER. Well, 'people are not as isolated as they are once.
Hill-Burton hospitals appear all over our country. At,a Hill-Burton
hospital if you had a lady conk in with a blood` pressure of zeroand a ruptured uterus with the fetus in the abdomen, what would
you,do?

Dr. ESTES. If I were a primary care physician, there would be
nothing else to do but to proceed, with surgery because there wouldbe no chance for the patient otherwise.

Mr. CARTER. What would your procedure,be?
Dr. ESTES. Again, you are pushing me in area in which I am notexpert. I would guess this,,woukl,be a hysterectomy.
Mr. CARTER. Yes, and it is very difficult to do. I have been faced

with such a kproblem. Unfortunately, the fetug, as it generallyhappens with a ruptured uterus, was already dead. But after doing
the hysterectomy, although it is almost impossible with a largeuterus like that to do a complete hysterectomy, you can do avaginal cut, a cut around the uterus to stop the bleeding.

In this case, the patient% lived for 5 years until she was shot byher husband.
Thank you very kindly. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Crter.
Dr. Estes, we appreciate your being with us and giving us the

benefit of your views on this legislation. We look forward to work-
ing with you.

Dr. ESTES. Thank you.
oa

Mr. 'WAXMAN. Our net witness is Dr. Ahrin Tarlov, the chair-
man of the Department if Internal Medicine at the University of\ Chicago. Dr. Tarlov is urrently the chairman of the Graduate
Medical Education N ional Advisory Committee and is here to
discuss the work o at committee.

Dr. Tarlov, if you would. begin by summarizing your statement.We have your complete statement, which m03/ill make a part ofthe record. e
Mr. CARTER. Do you know Dr. Beatrice Tucker or Dr. Harry

I3enaaron?
Dr.,Timov. No, I do not.
Mr. CARTER. Did you knowDr. J. B. DeLee?
Dr. TARLOV. Yes, I did.
Mr. CARTER. He wrote a rather good textbook on obstetrics. Dr.

Tucker and Dr. Benaaron ran the Chicago Maternity Center, which
is now defunct, I understand.

Dr. TARLOV. That is correct.
Mr. CARTER. It was my pleasure to do my obstetrical work at Dr.

DeLee's'clinic down in that portion of Chicago, which is considered
f
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a little bit rough at the present time. Under their direction I was
able to deliver youngsters in homes all over the city, of Chicago.

Dr. Benaaron; I think, is deceased. Dr. Tucker is still living and
Dr. De Lee has already gone, of course.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. If you would summarize your statement for us.

STATEMENT OF ALVIN R. TARLOV., M.D., CHAIRMAN, GRADU-
ATE MEDICAL EDUCATION NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(HEW)
Dr. TARLOV. Thank you very much.
I would like to identify at the very start that I am trained as an

internist. I practice and teach general internal medicine. I have
been involved for the last 7 or 8 years now in conducting manpow-
er-type, studies in the field of internal medicine and have been
chairni.an of the Graduate Medical Edueation and National Adviso-
ry Comwittee for approximately 20 months.

Directing your attention specifically to GMENAC, I would like to -
emphasize that in my opinion, there are three significant outcomes
from the GMENAC which should receive earnest attention at the
present time..

First, the committee and its staff in the Office of Graduate
Medical -Education have developed specific, manpower methodolo-
gies. These methodologies represent the most sophisticated and
comprehensive approach to health manpower planning, yet devel-
oped. I believe these methodolo ies promise to become the founda-
tion for manpower planning a d public policy development in the
future.

These methodologies and their application by GMENAC repre-
sent significant breakthroughs in health manpower planning. The
science of manpower assessment has been adVanced by the applica-
tion or these methodologies. We have developed confidence that the
model for projecting the supply of physicians into the future and
the model for determinining the.requirements for health service&
in the future have become subject to precise quantitative ap-
proaches.

To be sure, these methods, like all new methodologies in science,
are in early stages of application. Undoubtedly, they need to be
refined, made more sophisticated. They need to be made more.
efficient. They need to be validated against long-term actuality.

Nonetheless, in my view, health manpower policy can be sub-
stantially more rationalized now than it could before these method-
ologies were developed by. GMENAC. Second, the data base on
illness, health, phy'siciiin supply and the factorSwhich impact upon
these considerations., have been collected, assembled and analyzed,
and they represent a data bank the comprehensiveness of which
has never before been accomplished. \

This data bank forms the foundation for the methodologies I
referred to before. This data bank is massive in scope. It needs to
be further classified, further studied, further added to. But it repre-
sents an invaluable national resource and it, needs continuing at-.
tention long.into the future.

Third, GMENAC has resulted directly in an extraordinary col:
laborative effort,between the Federal Government and the private

fy,
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health sector. Never before- fn health planning, to my knowledge,
'has such a partnership on4as broad a base been forged.

Further, the collaboration is working and it is. effective. Dozens
of national professional organizations and literally dozens of na-tional leaders in the health area have directed their attention and
their energies and their assistance to this task.

At the same time, administrative and financial support and the
technical data collection, assembly and analysis have been conduct-
ed by the GMENAC staff and the Health Resources Administra-
tion. This collaboration must be captured for the future, not only
because it is effective in health manpower planning, but also be-
cause it demonstrates a governmental private process which wouldwin almost everyone's admiration.

For the above reasons, 1., believe strongly that the GMENAC
operation_ought to continue; that the committee members ought tocontinue their work uninterruptedly; that the staff must be re-tained for this important function;'and that a long-term GMENAC
like activity should be planned for.

My personal knowledge of governmental operations and a limit-,ed scope of my appreciation for all of the considerations which gointo the kinds of decisions you are making do not permit me to
make an informed judgment as to whether GMENAC should be
authorized by law.

Nevertheless, I hold a strong conviction that the G11ENAC oper-ation should continue uninterruptedly into the indefinite future.
Now, the GMENA data and reconimendations will not be com-
pleted until over the summer months, and the final eport will be
prepared and submitted in September.

I would, however,Jike to caution on the question of oversupply or
undersupply. In the t!ggregate, I am not sure at the present time
whether it would be wise for the Nation to assume thy* there is an-oversupply or even an undersupply. I ap1.--not sure, fol example,
that there is going to be in 1990 an undersupply' in the primary
care area.

I would caution about the question of 90-percent primary careservices being provided or all health services being provided. by
primary care physicians. We know that is am' oversimplification.
We know, for example, that the surgical services, the radiologic
services,- the services by pathologists far exceed 10 percent, andprobably even if all Americans had:a primary care physician, the
numbers of primary care physicians needed for that task probably
would not exceed 50 percent of the aggregate requirements forsupply of, physicians.

I would also be cautious .about the additions to the supply that
you or we might project for 1990 or the year 2000. There are solne

ifactori, fcir example, what the States are doing-in !manpower andthe expansion of the State medical schools, that appear to becontinuing Unintertuptedly.
The question of the foreign medical grads is a large one withthe entry of 2,000 a year, apparently, without 'our ability to stem

that influx. The rising number of U.S. citizens, studying in off-shore
medical schools, I think, forecasts an importation from thosesources of many thousan er year.
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I would simply wish that the committee exercise some caution in
jumping to some conclusions about Eubjects which are just now
coming to the surface and being analy_efl

I would be prepared to respond to questions you have.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
If you-are correct about the uncertainty of the future, for which

we ought not to overact now, it seems to me that is a very good
argument for continuing GMENAC in existence.

Dr. Tarnov. I believe that. I would support that. It is unfortunate
you are in a position of having 'to make some very large.decisiOns
right now. I think the most dependable source of information on
this subject is now beginning to fall in place and be integrated.

Mr. WAXMAN. -Let me ask you some questions;...aboutt GMENAC.,
for the record. .

Dr. TARLOV. Yes?
Mr. WAXMAN. Could you summarize for us the types of people

= who 'have been involved with GMENAC? Are most of them physi-
cians? And what about, people who have been involved with the
AMA or the medical schbols? .

Dr. TARLOV. All right.' There are two major inputs from the
private sector into GMENAC. One is th% committee members
themselves. The committee is composed of 22 individuals. I think
14 are.physicians. Of these physicians, sortie are internists, family
physicians,. pediatricians, 'an orthopedic surgeon, ophthalmologists
selected with considerations of geography and other consideratiFs,
as well. There is a urologic surgeon there also.

The other members of the committee are two nurses, ,a ,xepre-
sentative from one of the insurance,,,ompanies that has a large
take in underwriting health insurantle, an economist, three repiv-

tives from the Federal' Governmentone from the D (!.V,- one
the Veterans Administration, and Dr. Henry Foley, the Ad-

ministrator of HRA:
Then there is the participation of a grep.t number of profession-

als ib the methodology itself, in the so-called Delphi process,`and I
think that process has touched almost every professional organiza-
tion and its leaderhip in the United° States, extending all of the
way, I think, from the leadership of -the major. medical organiza-

, tions, the American MediCal Association, the American Osteopathic
Association.

It includes the various professional medical soeittiesr.as well as
the American Nursing Association, the Association of Clinical Psy-
chologists, the American Nurse Midwifery, Association, et cetera.
'These individuals have 'all participated in the deliberations rele-

- vent to their particular field.- It is an extraordinary collaborative
effort which has successfully brought to bear. on these issues input
from the profession in a very meaningful way with the Federal
Government in their supp6rt for this project.

Mr. WAXMAN. What generally has. GMENAC decided about the
need for new physicians? Are we training enough primary care
physicirinsrVVhat about psychiatrists?' ,r.

2r.1TARLOV. It is a little bit too early, a few months too early for
me to comment on that question for GMENAC. Speaking as an
individual and looking at the data and working with it myself, if
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'there is an imbalance in the-aggregate, it is not going to be a largeOne for 1990:-
NoW, whathiippens In the decade between 1990 and 2000 may be

very serious, and largely because of the continued expansion of thenumber of first -year entrants to medical school in the United
States beyond the 17,000 where we are at the present time, and
also what appears to me to be a large number of American citizens
in the off -shore medical schools, almost all of whom will come back.At a time when. we are graduating 16,000 or 17,000, to envision
another third or so again of that number, coming into practice in

-the U.S., either from off -shore schools or graduates of foreign medical schools elsewhere, seems to me to represent a national problem.
Now, in regard to the primary care specialties, say in 1990 there

may be 240 million Americans. A primary care physician can carefor, I think, comfortably somewhere in the neighbothoOd of 800 to1,100 people in a cofnprehensive 'way. Now, that tranalates, then,into a primary care requirement of maybe 250,000 primary carephysicians if. one takes that simplistic approach to the matter.I would not _project a serious shottage in 1990. Now) that is apersonal view. That has not .come out of GMENAC. That 'comes
from my synthesis, what I think the d4.0 shows up to this time.
. I would. be cautious about it. I am not sue there is going to be ashortage:

Mr. W AXMAN: the lack of Shoo ge you e in the nextdecade,: how is that ated to the numb rs of physicians in variousgraduate medical school training programs? Are we meeting those
nee& for the next decade by our training programs?'

Dr. TARLOV. In the aggregate I think that we are, but I believe
we-are going to find that there are Still some areas that need. a lot
of attention. My view is at this time that. the attention given toprimary care should 'continue, not aki increased number necessar-ily; but the progranis have to'be supported and their facilities
enriched, and .especially their teaching capabilities, have to be im-
proved, their academic horizon's enriched and made more stable,
and careers as academic family physician teachers, academic teach-
ers of general, internal medicine and general pediatric medicinehave, to be, continued and supported.

The numbers, however, I .think we' are going to find are nearly
correct as they are coming out now to meet the national require-
ments.,However, there are some other fields in which, even at this
early, stage, they appear to me to be -beset by shortfalls that areserious:

These are in psychiatry, in pilysical. medicine, in preventive
medicine and in anesthesiology.TVould think that efforts to ampli-fy the numbers ought to be directed there. I would be' cautious
about amplifying. further the numbers in primary care trainingt

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you think there is a shortag6 in primary carenow?
Dr. TARLOV. Yes.

nllr. WAXMAN. What do yotf see 'happening in the !next decadethat will! change that?' Do you think there just be a naturaltrend in the graduate medical school education programs for pri-mary care?
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Dr. -TAniov: That May occur also, but I think the frui ofthe
efforts of the last decade will be adding' to the primary-tare re-

- ,-sourcelis in pradtice.
Mr. WAXMAN. Even though we have heard all of the disincen-

tives there are in th6 system for people to go into. primary care?
Without' any changes in those disincentives, why would you:expect
that there would be more people going into primary

.ip

. Dr. TARL iOV.First of all; I would say that the shortage whir was
'

*-.

perceived in the 1970's is indeed real. But the growth of the medi-
cal graduates from something in the neighborhood Of 7,000 or 8,000
in the late 1960's to 16,000 no*, with an increase in the numbers
going into primary care, will lead to a doubling 'of primary dare
physicians from the early 1970's to 1990 without any equivalent
increase in the population. ; . . .

So I think -that that momentum tlat wati developed within the
training programs . in the 1970'S will carry toward an adequate
supply in the 1990's. Now, it might be there needs to be some fine.
tuning, a' 10 to 15 percent increase or &crease, something of that
sort. But it is going to be pretty clOse to the target, I think, in my
opinion.

Mr. :WAXMAN.: The administration is proposing to phase
GMENAC Out in September. Do' you think GMENAC can finish its
repOrt by September? , -

Dr. TAnuri. Yes.
Mr: WAXMAN. What about the September report? D6 you think it

will be the last word in the study of specialty distribution and that
- no additional study will be necessary ?. -

Dr. TARLOV. No, I don't: I think that the process, the itnethodol
gies, that have been devised ought to be looked upon with really
penetrating critical analysis. .The recOniineridatiort" the data itself
will not be accepted by all quarters.: It needs further study' It needs
debate, acceptance by the GOvernment, acceptance by the private
sector, acceptance by the.consumera

I. think the methodolgy itself needs to be refined. I thiri -if
GMENAC :Went out of business on September 30, the national
resource id teims of the methodology and the data bank would lie
fallow. I personalty_ feel that that-'would be detrimental to health
planning and polidy development.

Mr: WAXMAN.. Who will implement any changes that might be
recommended by GMENAC? - .

Dr. TAALOV. I think that there are .a number of areas. One would
have to be the numbers themselves, the numbers of physicians and
their specialty, distribution. The, other- has to do with factors which'
impact on specialty choice, geographic distribution and .the kinds of -
services provided.

In regard to the numbers, I believe that the fine, tuning that will
be necessary in the majority of specialties probably can occur
within the profession and' within, the training programs and by
making the information widely visible, encouraging discussion and
debate on the subject and allowing natural forces to act on the
training program-directors and the individual specialties.

There will be other fields, however, in which I think the tuning. is not so fine but it is large. In those particular fields; I feel that
some added incentive and attention to resource development needs
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to be developed. And in those fields, I.feel there is a real role for
Government, both Federal and State, in helping achieve national
objectives if there develops aconsensuston that subject.

Thema are other areas, however, particularly the reimbursement
one and the support for medical education itself which worry me agreat deal. Those, 1 Mink, require some governmental action mid
consideration. I' think that the reimbursement system, particularlythe scale, is not, something,. of'course, that the private sector can
modify, and I would not attribute to it the major or central "useof specialty and geographic distribution. 4*

But I do think it plays a role, and I do think; there is a good deal
of national attention focused on it at the present time. I de think
that within the professidp there is an .acknowledgmene that the
reimbursment system needs a lot of attention and d good deal of'modification.

M. WAxMN. What do you see the relationship of ,GMENACwith CCME or other private organizations , such as AMA sand
AAMC to be in the future?

Dr. TARLOV. I think we should follow the lesson we have learned
or observed ,in, the last 3 years. I think, in the vernacular, we havesomething very good going here. That is to say, we have a true
collaborative, intimate relationship between the private sector andthe Government. , I think that that ought to be °continued and
brought in in a more meaningful way through the other organiza-
tions and the CCME, in particular. .,

I was pleaged to' see in this bill we are discussing that a formal trepresentation froth the Coordinating Council on Medical Educa-tion was° written into that part of the bill: 41ch deals with
GMEMA0.-1 think that is a good idea.

I think that it,perhaps was a mistake in the appointment processnot to include on the original committee representation from the
Association of American Medical Colleges, but I would not be too
tough On.that beCause, after all, .there is not also* formal repre-

- sentation from other phyiicians organizations, the National Medi-
cal Association, for example, or the American Nurses Association.

So there were some oversights. But my own opinicki is that these
organizations have had ample opportunity to inp,uVinto the delib-erations.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Carter. .

Mr. CARTER. Doctor, the preliminary report of your advisory
committee suggests that pri Is'y care is an evolving concept of

`health organization and delive (in this country. Do you think Mktthis concept will or should evolve .to -include fields of emergencymedickhe or obstetrics-gynecology?
Dr. TARLOV. I have ambivalence about that, to be sure. I will beup front with it. Taking obstetrics-gyucology first, I think thatfrom the point of view of access, thereT every reason to wish that

obstetrics and gynecology-would assume a primary care role. Afterall, they and flittiily practice are major providers of care, to a, large
segment of,the population of females in the childbearing age.Yet, I feel that at the present time, if one, studies what an
nbstetrician-gynecolPqist does, there is no way, Ithink, that ration-
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al people 'could conclude that the obstetrician is providing primary
care or general services forlhat population.

So I would say that. it would be beneficial to be health care
system if the obstetrician-gynecologists became trained and, in fact,
delivered primary' care services. But I don't see that happening in
their training programs, and I think that that particular specialty
soon ought to make a-decision as to what its'. posture in the future
is going to be.

Now, with regard to emergency services I believe that'the system
is not well served by the emergency physicians providing primary
care. I think emergency physicians at the present time do provide
some primary care, particularly in those areas where the patients
do not have a general physician or in areas where the patient
population for other reasons is not well covered medically.

But I thihk that we ought to move as a Nation toward the
:.concept of Americans having a general physician, and you may call
it ea primary care physician, a generalist or whatever, for all
Americans. I think that the emergency physicians are subsuming
part of that role at the present time.

We ought to be grateful that they are, but I don't think- that is
the way to plan for the future.

Mr. CARTER. Well, "putting it in a different way, do you think the
training of primary care physicians should include training in
emergency care and also obstetrics-gynecology?

Dr. TARLov. Those are two questions, I believe, that the primary
care physicians, yes, ought,to be trained to care for most emergen-

,cies. That does not mean there is not a role for .the emergency.
physician.

Mr.. CARTER. Absolutely not.
Dr. TARLOV. There Is, but I do believe primary care physicians

ought to be trained to handle most emergency situations withlfieir
patients,i and I. think their ,practice ought to accommodate ti) the
fact. that those emergency situations can arise at any time in a 24-
hour cycle. .

Now, with regard to the provision of obstetrical care by primary
care physicians, at the present time theInnly group of primary care
physicians, I believe, training for that are the family physicians.
And I think that that must and should continue. I think it is part
of the philosophy of providing family care.

That makes it a requirement, more or less, for family physicians
to deliver th& children in that family; but I don't think that thee
general internist and the general' pediatrician, at least in the next
25 years, wish to or will become trained to deliver babies.

Mr. CARTER. State that again, please, sir.
Dr. TARLOV. I think as far as we can. see ahead, say 25 years, the

general internist and the general pediatrician will not be trained
to deliver babies. Now, an increasing proportion

Mr. CARTER. But that has been part of medical education over
the years before one specializes, though, has it not?

Dr. TARLOV. That is correct. Nov,i, an increasing number of deliv-
eries will however,be handled by the nurse-midwife. At the pres-
ent time there are 3.5 million deliveries a year. About 85,000, or 1
percent, are delivered by nurse-midwives. That fraction and
number is likely to grow over the course.of the next decade or two
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Mi. CARTER. Do you anticipate that :GMENAC will recommend
Changes in reimbursement ,policies that would affect proviiion of
services by primary care residents or wimary care practitioners?

Dr. TARLOV. Do I expect it, Or would I auggest it?
Mr. CARTER. Do you recommend it?
Dr. TARLOV. Yes, yes, oh yes-The answer is yes.
Mr. CARTER: "In what way? ,
Dr. TARLOV. Are. we talking', Doctor, about reimbursenient of

residents or the.reimbursement of the practicing physician?
Mr. CARTER. Primary care residents or practitioners, both.
Dr. TARLOV. Well, let's take the-resident question first: I believethat am ulatory care 'services conducted in a -teaching settingought be reimbursed, ought to be reimbursable. I think the kindof patie t revenues which now support inpatient care ought ,6 beapplied ambulatory care as well.
Now, whether the residents themselves ought to be reimbursedfor services in an ambulatory care setting is another question, and

I am somewhat skeptical.about the wisdom of directly reimbursing
residents for services which they should'be providing in a teachingsetting.

. ,I would.prefer to maintain residents in training in a role more asstudents and less in the role of providers. -
Mr. CARTER. They are usually salaried anyway, sd you would

suggest this payment be made to the hospital.
Dr. TARLOV. To the ,institution .or the department providing theservices.. ".

Mr. CARTER. I understand.
Dr. TAki.ov. I would insist at . the same time, .however, that

superVision and instruction of those residents . be documented,
looked 'upon, examined and approached in an honest way.

Mr..CARTER. I-had hoped that that would be so, but I think, as
you know and I know,° many times the resident does the initialwork and the real physician is not there or else arrives just in time
toi)erform the delivery, in the case of obstetrical care.

TARLOV. Yes. -

Mi. CARTER. How do the responsibilities of thia. new Office of
Graduate Medical Education differ from the responsibilities andmandate of GMENAC?

Dr. TARLOV. The Office of Graduate Medical Education 'in theHealth Resouices Administration essentially provides the' staff
work for GMENAC. That is' to say, it has other functions as, wellbut its major -effort is -.in" data .collection, assembly, analysis andstaffing the GMENAC operation':' _

I would say that-14016bl thatAtiff- thez0ML`NAC operationwould be similar. to other heattli,Aniinpolker-studies :would be a collection aii&rarguments and assertions.
The difference here is -that HRA or HEW has.provided a magnifi-cent staff with well-trainOd people who are experienced in quanti-tative science, who a e collecting data for our consideration.

I think that the evel of competence of that staff needs to beemphaiiied, and I hink if GMENAC were not to continue, it isvery likely that. th t staff would dissipate. And even a few monthsof discontinuatio of the GMENAC operation would, I think; leadto a diffusion of personnel into other activities, which would re-
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quire, then, several years to recoup and build the quality of that
staff again.

Mr. CARTER. I see. I think you are correct that GMENAC should
continue until its task is completed. There is one other question I
would like to. ask. At the present time I believe we have in the
neighborhood of 447,000 physicians in our country. It is projected
that by 1990 we will have some 600,000. That is according to your
preliminary report, I believe. -

At the present time we have departed from the interest rate on
studerit loans which we had. I believe it was 12 percent, something
in that neighborhood. Now we are going to the idea of letting
students borrow their money at going rates, which would probably
be in the neighborhood of 17.5 percent.

Under the first figures, it would cost a student even more than
$140,000 to pay for his medical education. at an interest rate of 17.5
percent, assuming the student could: obtain that loan. Do you think
this would have an.adverse effect on the number of students apply-
ing to medical school; and if so, would it possibly diminish the
projection of 600,000 physicians in 1990? ,

Dr. TARLOV. First -I would like to respond, Doctor, about the
numbers themselves. Our best estimate, 1978-79, was 418,000 phy-
sicians, including all of those in training, M.D.'s and osteopaths.

Mr. CARTER. Our projection was 447,800, I believe.
.Dr. TARLOV. And for_ 1990, includjng the trainees at the present

time, it is my best estimatenot the GMENAC Committee's be-
cause they haven't come down on this yet7-but my best estimate,
including residents in training, is 565,000.

Mr. CARTER. That is a difference of 35,000 from GMENAC.
Dr. TARLOV. From the earlier projections, yes. But be that as it

may, your question is a central one. I think there is no_ question
the high cost of medical education is going to be a potent dissuasive

. force on young men and women wishing to study medicine7and it
_ will,lead to a certain imbalance in the applications in that those
who wish to or are capable of withstanding those costs will apply in
uninterrupted numbers; but a large fraction of American youth, I
think, will decide that they are not able to bear those costs.

Mr. CARTER. The banks might decide that they were unable to
make the loans:

Dr. TARLOV. They might. They might:1, think it represents a
potential perversion of the mix of applicantsjto medical schools.

Mr. CARTER. I agree with you. Now, in biVe-r to increase the -
number of primary, care physicians, do you think we shottPd- subsi-
dize the interest rates for them and let them continue to have their
loan at 12 percent, something of this nature? Would yob recom-
mend doin that in order to increase the number of primary care
physicians, in our country today?

Dr. TA v. I understand the question but I really just don't
have a 'opinion. I don't know how to lick that problem. That
sounds like a reasonable thing to do, but I am woefully inexperi-
enced in that field and I just don't know.

A preference that I have, and really it is just a preference, would
be to create an income potential for the primary care physicians
that is more, satisfactory and allow it to be paid off at that end.
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I would say another thing. If I believed that we are headed to a,

great shortage of primary care physicians, I would think that that
incentive would be powerful, the one you have just enunciated, and
might be useful. But whether it would be wise to implement thar
or not, I just don't know.

Mr. CARTra. By-the ivayhow is Jay Berkelhamer getting along?
Dr. TARLOV. Jay is fine. He told me to say hello to you and to

those folks back there, as well. .

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Carter, thank you.
Dr. Tarlov, thank you for your testimony. Yofr have been helpfuland we will evaluate it as we consider the legislation.
Our next witnesses will appear as a panel. Representing the

American Academy of Family Physicians is'Dr. Ernest Chailey, the
chairman of the AAFP Board of Directors. Dr.. Chaney is a family
practitioner in-Belleville, Kans.

Representing the Society of Teachers of Family Medicine is Dr.
Terry Kane, president of the society and director of the family'
medicine training program at Duke University..

Speaking for programs in primary internal medicine is Dr. TomDelbanco, director of the primaiy internal medicine program at -Beth Israel Hospital in Boston.-
I would like to welcome all of ydu to the hearing 'today.
I would like to repeat and urge upon you that you summarize

your statements, which will be made a part of the record in theirentirety, and keep to 5 minutes.
Dr. Chaney; go right ahead.

.

STATEMENTS BY ERNIE CHANEY, M.D., CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS;
TERRY KANE, M.D., PRESIDENT, SOCIETY OF TEACHERS OF
FAMILY MEDICINE; AND THOMAS L. DELBANCO, M.D., CHIEF,
DIVISION OF GENERAL MEDICINE AND ,PRIMARY CARE,
BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL. (BOSTON)
Dr. CitaxEv. Thank you. Mr. Waxman, Dr. Carter, I appreciate'the opportunity th appear before you today to present the acade- .my's recommendations on this important health manpower legisla-

tion.
Before starting, I would like to answer one of the questions you

brought out at the opening, 'Mr. Chairman, and that is the definition of primary care. The term "primary care" has- been in atransitional phase during the' past few years,,whereas its original'meaning indicated it was a function of the first physician seeing a'
patient in any episode of illness.

The common usage by both Government and medicine has en-ed it with connotations Considerably broadr. The academydefines primary care as a type of medical care delivered which- '
emphasizes first contact care and pLssumes ongoing responsibility
for the patient in both health maintenance and therapy of illness.It is personal care involving a -unique interaction and communi-
cation between a patient and physician. it is comprehensive in
scope. It includes the overall coordination of the care of the pa-

_ tient's health problems, be they biological, behavioral or social.
The appropriate use of consultants and community resources is

an important effect of primary care. During the last decade, family

349
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pratice in this courry has experienced tremendous growth with
the assistance of generous Federal financial support, first provided
by the Congress in 1972.

When the specialty of family practice was officially recognized 11
Years ago, there were only 15 approved residency programs where
medical school graduates could receive training in family medicine.
As shown in the material .which we have had in -our written
testimony, by July of 1979, 6,666 frimily practice residents' had
completed training and there were 364 residency programs with an
enrollment of 6,530 new residents

Despite the progressOmuch remains to be done to accomplish the
'objective of providing enough first year resident positions to pro-
vide graduate training for 25 percent of medical school graduate'S.
The academy's recommendation is that the Congress continue the
authority for support of family practice in medical schools, section
880 of Public Law 94-484, and for the support of family practice
residency programs and programs to train teachers of family medi-
cine, section 786(A) of the same public law.

We are pleased to note that the legislation introduced by the
chairman and several members of this subcommittee renews these
authorities while increasing the amounts authorized. We believe
the figures we have provided can conclusively demonstrate that
this money is accomplishing the objective of increasing the number
of family physicians being trained in thiwountry.,

We are optimistic an increase in authorizations will work to
assure we not only increase actual numbers but relative percentage
of family physicians as well. I would like to suggest the subcommit-
tee give consideration to combining the current section 780 and 786
authorities in a single authority as is done in Senate bill 2375.

It has been our experience nthat maintaining two separate 'au-
thorities has -led to confusion- in the appropriation process. While
we do,, not recommend changing the substance ofd the. two authori-
ties, we believe combining them would prevent'Ois confusion. '

In regard to maintaining,the current language, I cannot overem-
phasize the fact that we believe the current program has been
extremely productive, and to modify it would be a mistake. One
piece of health manpower legislation introduced in the Senate,
Senate bill 2144, provides that as a condition for receipt of grant
funds, residency progra* must be affiliated with a medical school.

Some of the best famft practice residency programs are in com-
munity hospitals not affiliated with medical schools, and the acade-
my is strongly opposed to this proviSion.

Before discussing other aspects of pending health manpower leg-
islation, I would like to mention one other provision in H.R. 6802 of
particular interest to the academy in its efforts to promote and
strengthen residency training programs. This provision would
amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide that resi-
dents who are licensed to practice and who are training in general
internal medicine, general pediatrics or family medicine may bill
on a reasonable charge basis for those outpatient services provided
in a primary training center.

Based upon discussions with family practice residency program
directors, it is our understanding that current medicare law creates
a significrint difficulty for such programs. Under present law, medi-
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cal residents cannot bill medicare patients for services rendered,
and salaries for such residents are included in part of the hospital's
reasonable costs. This rule does not apply if services are provided
off provider premises, in which case ces provided by residents
are reimbursed 9n a reasonable c asis.

While we are not aware that this has-created problems onrthe
inpatient setting or on inpatient-based residency programs, it has
caused difficulties fo family practice residency programs:

The heart of this type of residency training is the model family
practice unit, which is modeled after the physician's office and
rovides outpai#ient services in the same way they would be pro-
ded by a physician in private practice. Essential tpis training

program is the concept that the family practice r dent t1/44ictions
as a personal physician for a defined group of patien .

Because they are residents; they cannot bill as Noll a personal
physician; but because they are functioning as a personal physi-
cian, the teaching physician cannot meet the criterion ofan attend-
ing physician and bill for _those services provided by residents
under his supervision. , .

We believe the medicare amendment proposed in H.R. 6802
,,would correct this current problem, and at the same time we are
concerned that it not result in creating i situation whereby medi-
care would pay both reasonable charges and reasonable costs for
the same services. .

Accordingly, we hope, if this bedomes law, steps would be taken
in- its implementation to assure that double billing does not. occur,
%including promulgation of'the requirement that if hospitals elect to
adopt this system for rviees provided in a primary care center, no
part of the salaries aid the residents or teaching physicians for .

time spent in the center would be included in the hospital's reim-
bursable costs. .

We believe that GMENAC is a potent force in hfialth manpower
. legislation and do support statutorily continuing with GMENAC.

We would -- MO-, consider statutorily defining its composition to
insure representation by family phySicians.

Thank you, sir.
4, [Testimony resumes on p. 361.i ,7 .

[Dr. chaney's prepared statement and attachments fdllow:]
i 1
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STATEMENT OF _THE

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY pasiciAls

BFFORE THE
. .

INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE

SUBCOMMITTEE'ON HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT

4iCH 24, 1980

MR. CHAIRMAN 'AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I AM ERNiE

CHANEY, A PRACTICING FAMILY. PHYSICIAN FROM BELLEVILLE,-KANSAS..

I CURRENTLY SERVE AS CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE0

47,000-MEMBER AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS. I AM

PLEASED TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO'APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY TO

PRESENT THE ACADEMY'S RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE VERY IMPORTANT

HEALTH MANPOWER LEGISLATION_WHICH YOU ARE CONSIDERING.

FAMILYERACTIfF TRAINING" UPPORT

DURING THE LAST DECADE, - FAMILY PRACTICE IN THIS COUNTRY

HAS EXPERIENCED TREMENDOUS` WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF GENEROUS

FEDERAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT,iIRST PROVIDED BY THE. CONGRESS IN 1972.

WHEN THE SPECIALTY OF FAMILY PRACTICE WAS OFFICIALLY RECOGNIIZED'

EDELEVEN YEARS AGO; THERE WERE ONLY 15 APPROV RESIDENCY PROGRAMS

WHERE MEDICAL

MEDICINE. AS

STATEMENT, AS

'RESIDOTS HAD

PROGRAMS WITH

SCHOOL GRADUATES COULD RECEIVE TRAINING !N FAMILY

SHOWN IN THE MATERIAL WHICH IS. APPOIDED TO-MY WRITTEN

ATTACHMENT A, BY JULY OF 1979, 6,665 FAMILY PRACTICE

COMPLETED TRAINING AND THERE WERE 3B4 RESIDENCY

AN'ENROLLMENf OF 6,531 RESIDENTS./

352
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NOT ONLY HAS THIS DRAMATIC.INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF RESIDENCY.

PROGRAMS HAD A PROFOUND EFFECT IN CORRECTING SPECIALTY MALDISTRIBUTION,'

IT ALSO HAS HAD AN EFFECT IN CORRECTING-GEOGRAPHIC MALDISTRIB6ION.

SURVEY DATA WE HAVE COLLECTED SINCE 1975 SHOWS THAT RESIDENCY PRO-

GRAM GRADUATES ARE INDEED LOCATING THEIR PRACTICES IN RURAL AS WELL --

AS URBAN AREAS. As SHOWN IN THE TABLES APPEARINn IN ATTACHMENT R

OF MY WRITTEN STATEMENT, OVER 59% OF THE 197R GRADUATES ENTERED

' PRACTICE IN COMMUNITIES WITH POPULATIONS OF LESS THAN 25,099. AND

IN 1979, 48.SZ ENTERED PRACTICE IN COMMUNITIES OF 25,099 OR LESS.

EVEN MORE ILLUMINATING THAN THESE FIGURES ARE4FIGURES GATHERED FROM

A SURVEY OF ALL fAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY GRADUATES. BETWEEN 19ZP-1978.

ALTHOUGH THIS.SURVEY HAS NOT BEEN FINALIZED,PRELIVINARY DATA-

OBTAINED FROM THE 3,733 RESIDENCY GRADUATES RETURNING THECSURVEY-

INDICATES THAT 53.1% ARE PRACTICING, IN A COUNTY WHICH HAS BEEN

.PARTLY OR WHOLLY DESIGNATED AS A HEALTH MANPOWER SHORTAGE-AREA.

DESPITE THE PROGRESS WHICH HAS BEEN MADE, MUCH REMAINS TO BE

DONE TO ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECTIVE OF ESTABLISHING ENOUGH FIRST-YEAR

RESIDENCY POSITIONS TO PROVIDE GRADUATE TRAINING FOR 257 OfLMEDICAL

SCHOOL GRADUATES. As SHOWN IN ATTACHMENT C, 83% OF /ALL NONFEDERAL

PHYSICIANS INVOLVED IN PATIENT CARE IN 1931 WERE FAMILY/PHYSICIANS/

GENERAL PRACTITIONERS AND THIS PERCENTAGE HAS STEADILY DECLINED TO

A LOW OF 16.3Z IN 197R. THE PHYSICIAN POPULATION DENTIFYING.ITSELF

AS BEING INFAMILY,OR GENERAL PRACTICE IS OLDER IN AGE THAN THE

AVERAGE PHYSICIAN POPULATION. CONSEQUENTLY, A SOMEWHAT HIGHER

ATTRITION RATE BY DEATH AND RETIREMENT MAY BE EXPECTED FROM THIS

GROUP THAN FROM THE GENERAL PHYSICIAN POPULATION. "-
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IN 1979.- THERE WERE ENOUGH FIRST-YEAR FA/ALY PRACTKi RES

POSITIONS TO ACCOMMODATE 15.97 OF ALL U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADUA

AND-WE ESTIMATE THIS FIG6F WILL INCREASE TO 16.4% IN 19R9.

REACH THE 25Z OBJECTIVE BY 19824-FOR EXAMPLE, AN-ADDITfONAL 1,318

FIRST YEAR RESIDENCY POSITIONS WILL HAVE TO BE CREATED. IN 1974,

APPROVED RESIDENCY PROGRAMS HAD THLCAPACITY TO ACCOMMODATE..

2.500 RESIDENTS ATTHE FIRST-YEAR LEVEL BUT RECEIVED WELL OVER .

3,000 APPLICATIONS. THUS, LAST YEAR ALONE, .FAMILY PRACTICE WAS

UNABLE TO ACCOMMODATE SOME 509 PHYSICIANS-WHO MIGHT HAVE ENTERED

THE SPECIALTY.

IT IS.THE ACADEMY'S
;

RECOMMENDATION THAT CONGRESS CONTINUE THE.

PRESENT AUTHORITIES F&R SUPPORT OF FAMILY PRACTICE DEPARTMENTS IN

MEDICAL SCHOOLS (SECTION 7R0 OF P.L. 94-484) AND FOR THE SUPPORT

OF FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY PROGRAMS AND PROGRAMS TO TRAIN TE4EHERB.

OF FAMILY MEDICINE (SECTION 786(A) OF P.L. 94-.484). WE ARE PLEASED

. TO NOTE THAT THE LEGISLATION INTRODUCED BY THE,CHAIRMAN AND SEVERAL

MEMBERS OF THIS SUBCOMMITTEE RENEWS.THESE AUTHORITIES WHILE

INCREASING THE AMOUNTS AUTHORIZED. WE BELIEVE THE FIGURES WE

HAVE PROVIDED CONCLUSIVELY DEMONSTRATE THAT THIS MONEY IS

ACCOMPLISHING THE OBJECTIVEM4,714,CREASING THE NUMBER OF FAMILY

PHYSICIANS BEING TRAINED IN THI-S.COUNTRY, AND WE ARE OPTIMISTIC

THAT AN INCREASE IN AUTHORIZATIONS WILL WORK TO ASSURE6THAT WE NOT ONLY

. INCREASE ACTUAL NUMBER BUT THE RELATIVE PERCENTAGE OF FAMILY

PHYSICIANS AS WELL.

I WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST THAT THE SUBCOMMITTEE DIVE CONSIDERATION

TO COMBINING THE CURRENT SECTIONS 789 AND 78g AUTHORITIES IN A

SINGLE AUTHORITY AS HAS BEEN DONE IN S. 2375. IT HAS BEEN OUR

354
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EXPERIENCE THAT MAINTAINING TWO SEPARATE AUTHORITIES HAS LED TO

CONFUSION IN THE APPROPRIATIONS PROCESS AND WHILE WE DONOT

RECOMMEND CHANGING THE SUBSTANCE OF THE TWO AUTHORITIP, WE BELIEVE
I

COMBINING THEM WOULD PRE

i
NT THISCONFUSION. ..

IN REGARD--TO MAINTAINING THt CURRENT 1.;ANGUAGE. I eANNOT. .

OVEREMPHASIZE-THE FACT THAT WE BELIEVE THE CURRENT PROGRAM HAS.

BEEN EXTREMELY PRODUCTIVE AND TO MODIFY IT WOULD BE.A MISTAKE.

ONE PIECE OF MANPOWER LEGISLATION INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE- -S. 2144--
v.

PROVIDES THAT AS A CONDITION TO1THE RECEIPT OF 'GRANT FUNDS,
. -

.

RESIDENCY PROGRAMS MUST BE AFFILIATED WITH A MEDICAL SCHOOL. SOME

OF THE BEST.FAMILY-PRACTICE
RESIDENCY PROGRAMS ARE IN CO.,MUNITY

'HOSPITALS NOT AFFILIATED WITH MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND THE A ADEMYIS

VERY STRONGLY OPPOSED TO THIS PROVISION. A RECENT SURVEY OF

FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY PROGRAMS By AN ASSISTANT DEAN AT THE
, ..

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN7-MADIS41 INDICATES TtiAT THE RESIDENCY

PROGRAMS SHARE OUR POSITION. OUT OF 1R4 PROG4MS RESPONDING.,

161 INDICATED THEW HAD SOME TYPE OF MEDICAL SCHOOL AFFILIATION.

HOWEVER, WHEN ASKED IF THEY WOULD WELCOME LEGISLATION WHICH WOULD.

GIVE FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY. MONEY TO MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND THEN

LET THEM DISPENSE IT -TO COAMUNITV HOSPITALS, 134 SAID "NO", 19 SAID4r."YES" AND 3 EXPRESSED NO OPINION.

OPTIONAI MFDICARE AND MFDIrAID PEIMBURSFMFNT

.BEFORE BRIEFLY DISCUSSING OTHER9ASPECTS OF PENDING HEALTH

MANPOWER LEGISLATION, I WOULD LIKE TO MENTION ONE OCHER PROVISION

IN H.R. 6802 wmfcm IS OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO fHE ACADEMY IN ITS

EFFORTS TOPROMOTE AND STRENGTHEN,OUR RESIDENCY TRAINING PROGRAMS.



THIS PROVISION 4e END TITLE XVIII OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACTULD4XM
P

'To PROVIDE THAT RESIDENTS WHO ARE LICENSED-TO-PRACTICE AND WHO ARE

ING IN GENERAL :INTERNAL MEDICINE, GENERAL PEDIATRICS OR FAMILY

MEDICI E MAY:BILL Ok A REASONABLE CHARGE. BASIS FOR THOSE OUTPATIENT

SERV1C S PROVIDED IN THE PRIMARY CARE TRAINING CENTER. 'BASED ON

DISCUSSIONS WITH FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY PROGRAM DIRECTORS, IT IS

OUR UNDERSTANDING THAT CURRENT. MEDICARE LAW CREATESrSIGNIFICANT

DIFFICULTIES FOR sugi PROGRAMS:
;

UNDER PRESENT LAW; MEDICAL RESIDENTS CANNOT BILL MEDICARE

PATIENTS FOR1SERVICES RENDERED AND ArXRIES FOR SUCH RESIDENTS

ARE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE HOSPITAL'S- REASONABLE COSTS. THIS RULE

DOES NOT APPLY IF SERVICES ARE PROVIDED OFF PROVIDER PREMISES, IN
r.

WHICH CASE SERVICES PROVIDED BY'RESIDENTS ARE-REIMBURSED ON A

REASONABLE CH6RGE BASIS.
X.

INTERMEUIARY LETTER 372.RECOGNIZES-THERE ARE ,,IN5TANCES IN
\

THE BEACHING SETTING WHEN THE PATIENT IS SEEN BY HIS OR HER PERSONAL
e

PHYSICIAN AND SETS FORTH:tRITERfA WHICH A PHYSICIAN MUST MEET TO

QUALIFY AS AN ATTENDING-PHYSICIAN AND BILL ON A REASONABLE CHARGE

BASIS. :ATTENDING. PHYSICIANS MAY THEN BILL ROM SERVICE§ PROVIDED

BY THEM OR BY RESIDENTS .UNDER THEIRPERSONAL'.:§UPERVISLON

WHILE WE'ARE NOT AWARE THAT Pitts HAS CREATED.PROBLEKS.IN.

THE INPATIENT SETTING OR FOR INPATIENT-BASED RESIDENCY PROGRAMS,

IT HAS CREATED A DIF!flCUIYSITUATION FOR FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY

PROGRAMS. THE HEART OF HIS TYPE OF RESIDENC`C/TFAININI IS THE
0 4 O

MODEL FAMILY PRACTICE-UNIT WHICH,IS MODELED AFTERjHE. PHySICIANS

OFFICE AND Fl,i0V4DES OUTPATIENT SERVICES IN THE SAME WAY 'THEY WOULD

Q.



BE PROVIDED BY A PHYSICIA IN PRIVATE PRACTICES ESSENTIAL TO

THIS TRAINING APPROACH IS THECONCEPT.THAT THE FAMILY PRACTICE

RESIDENT FUNCTIONS AS .THE` PERSONAL PHYSICIAN-FOR A DEFINED GROUP.

OF PATIENTS, 'BECAUSE' THEY ARE- RESIDENTSi'THEY CANNOT BILL AS

WOULD A PERSONAL PHYSICIAN BUT BECAUSE THEY ARE FUN IIONING:AS

I:HE PERSONAL PHYSICIAN/. THE TEACHING PHYSICIAN .CANNOT EET THE

CRITERIA OF AN ATTENDING - PHYSICIAN AND BILL:FOR THOSE SERVICES'

PROVIDED BY RESIDENTS UNDERMIS SUPERVISION,

WE BELIEVE-THE MEDICARE AMENDMENT PROPOSED IN H.R-..6802

WOULD CORRECT THE CURRENT 'PROBLEM. :AT THE SAME TIME/ WE ARE,

CONCERNED. THAT IT NOT RESULT IN CREATING A SITUATION WHEREBY

MEDICARE WOULD PAY BOTH REASONABLE, CHARGES ANly REASONABLE COSTS

FOR THE S ',ME SERVICES ACCORDINGLY,, WE FULLY EXPECT THAT IF. THIS

AMENDMENT BECOMES LAW, STEPS WOULD. HAVE TO BE TAKEN IN%ITS

'IMPLEMENTATION TO ENSURE, THAT SUCH DOUBLE BILLING. DOES NOT OCCUR/

INCLUDING PROMULGATION OF THE REQUIREMENT THAT IF A.HOST-Atif7

ELECTS TO ADOPT THIS SYSTEM FOR SERVICES PROVIDED IN THE PRIFTARY
4 4

CARE TRAINING CENTER/ NO PART.OF THE ,SALARIES PAID TO RESIDENTS .

. -4-4,..i 4'..

i.,..1:*7,.CH141G PHYSIGIANUALTIME SPENT' N THE CENTER COULD BE

','"" ...WTHE-OSPITALA REASONABLE COSTS,' THIS IS eONSI64NT
..

... , 4..t.,_. .,_ .,.A.,
.

..

. .

NTH A RECOMMENDED EXPERIMENTAL. PAYMENT METHOD1N .THE INSTITUTE...
.

.- .

0.MEptcINC5,1916.REPONT ON MEDICARE /MEDICAID. REIMBURSEMENT.--7--v

POLICIES.

GMENAC

WE NOTE THAT BOTH 6802 ANDS. 2375,kovIDEroN THE
AlESTABLISHMENT OF 'THE GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION $ATTORAL'aDVISORY
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COdNC-IL AS A STATUTORY COUNCIL. THE'ACADEMY CONCURS. WITH. THE
r

'AUTHORSDFTHESE PROPOSALS THAT IT IS A DESIRABLEASJOTIVE TO

ENSURE THAT'KNOWLEDGABLE:INDIVIDUALS ODTSIDF THE GOVERNMENT.

HAVE:A ROLE,IN ASSESSING THEJIATION'S HEALTH MANPOWER NEED. ON

AN ONGOING 'BASIS. THE ACADEMY IS'IMPRESSED-BY.WHATGMENACHAS.

. ACCOMPLISHED j0 DATE A0DgBELIEVES IT. IS APPROPRIATE THAT THIS

111V. &BODf CONTINUE TO:FUNCTION IN THE FUTURE. ALTHOUGH PRACTICE

.J:HASBEEN REPRESENTED ON GMENAGA. WE SUGGEST THAT CONSIDERATION BE

GIVEN TO STATUTORILY DEW& ITS COMPOSITION TO ENSURE REPRE-

SENTATION BY FAMILY PHYSICIANS. 4*

1NFLATION;'THE EVER-INCREASONG COST. OF TUITION AND HIGH

INTEREST RATES ON. LOANS. HAVE PLACED AN EXTREME FINANCIAL BURDEN

ON MEDICAL STUDENTS, MAKING. .FEDERAL -LOANS ESSENTIAL TOMANY.STUDENTS.

THE ACADEMY IS ESPECIALLY CONCERNED THAT'MUCHOFTHE INCREASE IN

.TUITION IN RECENT YEARSHASBEEN'CAUSED BY.INCREASED'MEDICALSCHOOL'"

EXPENDITURES 'WHICH:AREWOT.DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE COST OF PROVIDING

MEDICAL EDUCATION,. IF-TUITION- CONTNAUESJOASE.UNCHECKED>,n-lz

PROGRAM OF STUDENT LOANS MILL'.SUFFeCE AND FOR THISAEASON,''THi

ACADEMY BELIEVES 'THAT. IN THE FUT RE, SCRUTIriMUST BE GIVEN TO THE

CAUSES FOR IIIGH TUITION FEES-AND URTHER.TUTTIONINCREASES!1..;
.

IHE'ACADEMYSUPPORTS A PLURAL TY. OF. FUNDING. SOURCES JO 'ENABLE.

'QUALIFIED STUDENTSWITH MODEST MEANS TO OBTAINA.MEDICAL'AD*AfION!

ACCORDINGLY, ME .SUPPORT CONTINUATION' OFTHE HEAL. PROGRAM OF PRIVATE

LOANS GUARANrEED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND CONTINUATION OF THE

'EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED SCHOLARSHIVPROORAM.



WE RECOGNIZE THERE ARE'AREAS.IN.THE'UNITED,ST5TESWHERE

. ., YOUNG PHYSICIANS WILL NOT VOLUNTARILY ESTABLISH PRACTICES BECAUSE
/

OF:ECONOMICS, GEOGRAPHY AND UNAVAILABILITY OF SPECIALTY'NOK4Po:

` RE'BELIEVE THESE AREAS ARE BETTER. SERVED MEDICALLY BY WELLTRAINED

NATIONAL HEALTH. SERVICE, CORPS PHYSICIANS THAN By ALLIED PERSONNEL

AND WE SUPPORT THE RETENTION OF THE NATIONAL HEALTH SFRVICE CORPS' :(
'' SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM'. WE SUPPORT LANGUAGE ELIMINATING THEANCOME

.

EQUIVALENCE.TESTIN ORDER THAT A NATIONAL HEALTHSERVICE CORPS

PHYSICIAN MAY SELECT THE PRIVATE PRACTICE OPTION AND WE SUPPORT .

REQUIRING.THE SFCRETARY'OF HEW, BEFORE PLACING A.FEDERALLY PAID

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL !NAN AREA, TO DETERMINE THAT .A SERVICE

OBLIGATED PHYSICIAN IS NOT AVAILABLE .TOrENTER THE EA UNDER THE

PRIVATE PRACTICE OPTION. WE BELIEVE THAT ADOPT OF THESE

' PROPOSALS WILL'IMPROVE THE LIKELIHOOD THAT NA ONAL HEALTH.SERVICE

CORPS PHYSICIANS WILL PRACTICE IN UNDERSERVED AREAS OF THEIR CHOOSING

AND THEREBY IMPRO ELIH0011 THEY MIL REMAIN IN THOSE AREAS

UPON COMPLETjON FIHEIR SERVICE OBLIGA ti WE ARE OPPOSED TO 'A
. .1.

REQUIREMENT FOR ERVICE OBLIGATED' ESSIONALS TO ACCEPT MEDICARE

RAIIENTS 91,1- ASSIGN NT UNDER THE PRIVATE PRACTICE OPTION,

04.PROPOSAL' WHICH HAS BEEN'AOVANCED IN S. 2375' WOULD CREATE

A STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMWHEREBY STUDENTS ACCEPTING LOANS WOULD BE

SUBJECT TO A NATIONAL LOTTERY DURING A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME
..- FOLLOWING GRADUATION' FROM MEDICAL SCHOOL. THE NUMBER CALLED TO

SERVICE AT ANYG EN TIME WOULD DEPEND ON THE PERCEIVED. NATIONAL
.,

NEEDS TTHAT TIME AND THE'LOANSFOR THOSE CALLEDMOULD BE.RORGIVEN..

g4114.THE'A DEMY FAVORS STUDENT LOANS A.P4 MEANS OF ENCOURAGING PHYSICIANS



TO-VOLUNTARILY AGREE TO PRACTI E IN AN UNDERSERVED AREA OF THEIR

OWN' "CHO G, WITH'LOAN INCE IQ BASED ON.THE AMOUNT .OF TIME'THE

HOWEVER, WE ARE OPPOSED TO ANYPHYS

LOAN PROGRAM-"WHICH WOULD ,.q:LOAN RECIPIENTS TO A LOTTERY

A D rTHE; BEING UNABLET614AKEWEER DECISIONS UNTIL

SZCH TIME AS THE PHYSICIAN IS,NO LoN9p'suB4E09k_LortENY,..
-.---k."

IN ADDITION, WE SUSPECT tHIS'TYPE OF PROPOSACMOULD HA)IE file.,-,:,,.,

UNINTENDED RESULT OF EXACERBATING SPECIALTY MALDISTNIBUTION'PROBLE4T4

THAT IS, IT WOULD SEEM THAT PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS WOULD BE MUCH

MORE LIKELY TO BE CALLED' TO SERVICE UNDER THIS,TYPE OF PROGRAM 40

A MEDICAL STUDENT HAVING TO DECIDE *BETWEEN ACCEPTING THE LOAN OR

BESTNOT GOING TO MEDICAL SCHOOL MAY LOGICALLY DETERMINE HIS sEs

OPTION IS TO ACCEPT THE LOAN AND ENTER A SUBSPECIALTY.

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

RECOGNIZING THAT CAPITATION SUPPORT FOR.MEDICAL SCHOOLS MAY

BE SUBSTANTIALLY CURTAILED IF NOT COMPLETELY ELIMINATED AND..

RECOGNIZING. THAT.. AN ABSENCE. OF SOME TYPE OF FEDERAL SUPPORT'MAY
ca

CREATE A FINANCIAL CRISIS FOR MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND MEDICAL STUDENTS

PACED WITH INCREASED TUITION COSTS, THE ACADEMY BELIEVES SOME

ALTERNATIVE TYPE OF INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT MUST BE ESTABLISHED.

WE BELIEVE IT IS APPROPRIATE TO CONDITION INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT ON

THE ATTAINMENT OF SPECIFIC GOALS AND, THEREFORE, BELIEVE THE

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM PROPOSED IN S..2375 PRESENTS SUCH AN

ALTERNATIVE. UNDER THIS PROGRAM, THE CAPITATION AMOUNT FOR ANY

SCHOOL WOULD BE BASED ON THE ACCOMPLISHMEN OF SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES.

WITH REDUCTIONS, N THE AMOUNT FOR ACHIEVIN UNDESIRABLE'RESULTS.
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./.
AMONG THE'OBJECTIVES OF .THIS PROGRAM:WHICH WErSPECIFICALLY SUPPORT

',. ARE INCREASINGTHUNUMBER OFUNDER-REPRESENTED.MINORITY GROUPS.

.INCREASING THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS ENTERING FAMILY PRACTICE AND

PRIMARY CARE APID INCREASING THE:NUMBER OF STUDENTS EVENTUALLY

PRACTICING tH-'UNDERSERVED'AREAS. `,14CALgO FAVOR A NEW AUTHORITY

coNTAINE15:IN-S., 2375 WHICH WOULI,D.AUTHORIZE-GRANis FOR LONG TERM
1

BUT TIME LIMITED SUPPORT FOR NATIONAL PRIORITY SCHOOLS, MEETING

THE NEEDS OF MINORITY 'POPULATION, GROUPG.

SPECIAL PROJECT GRAII(S). AND CONTRACTS

IN ADDITION TO THE PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED SPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS'
,

1
FOR FAMILY PRACTICE, WE SUPPORT CONTINUATION OF THE AREA HEALTH

,

EDUCATION CENTER, PROGRAM AND'AUTHORITIES TOR ALLIED HEALTH PROJECTS,.

BUT BELIEVE NEW ROLES AND TyPEso0i0iALTh WORKERS SHOULD BE DE-

. .

EMPHASIZED.' FORTHER.WE:GUPPORT7ROPOSED SPE9IAL PROJECT GRANTS

'TO-PROVIDECLINICAL,TRAINING IN REMOTE SITES WHICH.SERVE MEDICALLY

UNDERSERVED.POPULATIONS. TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES TO PHYSICIANS

PRACTICING IN MEDICALLY UNDERSERVED AREASAND TO EVALUATE CONTINUING

EDUCATION AND D.EVELOPIINNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO OVIDING SUCH ...

EDUCATION, .
. .

MR. CHAIRMAN.' THIS CONCLUDES.MY STATEMENT. .1 WOULD I:IKE:M

THANK YOU AND THE MEMGERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE FOR GIVING ME THE

OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENI"THE ACADEMY'S VIEWS. AT THIS TIME I WILL
6

BE"HAPPY TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS WHICH YOU MIGHT HAVE.

0



ATTACHMENT I

RESULTS OF ANNUAL SURVEY OF.
FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENCY egocRANs

August, 1979

Programs:

A. Total Approval Programs

B. Total Operating rrograms(9 approved but not operatipg)

Community Hospital,Based .. 37
University Based - 62
UntGrsity Affiliated pr AcHainisterel 228 '

Military Hospital Bastd
. 17

11. ResidentS:..

'A. Total litsIdapts

1. Total First Yearjvidents ,2,360
2. Total Second Yea esidents 2,205
3. Totplr Third Year'Residents 1',966

j

\B. Total ApproVed First-Year Positions

.C. First Year Fill Rate
.

D. Increase/Decrease Class: Size by Year

0,
1977.78 q9715-79

Class of 1/0 2;043 Y 1,986

a Class of'181 2,318

Class,of '82

Residency Graduates:

A. Total July, 1979resIdengy graduates

B. _Total graduates from family practice
residency programs since January 1., 1970

tglt:klm:erm
8:1M9

AAFR Reprint lid. 150

1974-80

1,966

2,205

2e360 .p

364

355

6,531

. 2,500

:94:4t

1,724

6,666

362



APPROVED
FAMILY PRACTICE

RESIDENCIES
JULY, 1979

15

164

117

1971 19711 1973 194.
JULY IULY. JULY JUL Yt

278

319

232

r
1973 1976 1977 1978 1979
MY JULY JULY JULY JULY

The American my of Family Physicians
AAFP 160.8
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sseo NUMBER OF RESIDENTS IN
FAMILY PRACTICE PROG

JULY, 1979

4500

1500

loop

500

July: Residenb
1970 290
1971 532
1972 1,015
1979 1,771
1974 2,671
1975 3,721
1976 ". 4,675
1977 5,421
1978 6,033
1979 6,531

1969 1970 1971 1972 197 104 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
JULY JULY JULY JULY JUL JULY, JULY JULY JULY JULY JULY

The American Ac emy of Family. Physicians .40qt
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American Academy of Family Physicians

REPORT ON SURVEY OF
1979 GRADUATION FAMILY PRACTICE RESIDENTS '

2" The total lumber of graduates surveyed was 1,724, Of ,,thls manlier, 1,567 (90.91)
responded. Of these ,espondees, 1,445 indicated type of practice arrangement and
1,345 specified the sloe of the coormity which they plan to servo. A summary of the
results as of July, 1979, follows.

o
Caution mist be exercised in comparing 1977, 1978 and 1979 demographic data with

demographic data from previous years because modifications were made in 1977 in the
criteria discribing character and population of communities to which graduating
residents were moving to practice. linwever, 1977-1979 data may be directIrcompared

, with confidence. .

PRACTICE ARRANGEMENTS-OE 1979 GRADUATING RESIDENTS

.l . Manlier of 'Percentage of Total
Type ofltractice Arrangement Reporting Grads Reporting Grads

Family Practice 'Grow 419 29.11
Multi-Specialty Group 119 8.21
'No-Person Family Practice Group

(Paitnership) 761 18.11
Solo 186 12:91
Military 159 11.01
Teaching 68 4.71.
USIIIS 104 7.21;
LTC rgency Room 64 4,41 sk
Hospital Staff (Fell 31 2.21 1

None of the above 32 2.21

If 1,443 100,01 I'l
,

DISTRIBUTION OF 1979 GRADUATING RESIDENTS BY attUNITY SIZE..
. .. . .4 Character and lksrber of Percentage ofiTotal Cunulative Percentage of

PopUlation of Ccmninity Reporting Grads Reporting Grads Total Reporting Grads

Rural area orrtown.(less
than 25001 not within 25 80
miles of large cities

Rural area or town (less
. than 2500) within 25 X

miles of large city
2.81

Small towli (2500-25,000)
not within 25 miles of 325 24:21
large city -
mall town (2500-25,000) .... ra

wIthint25 miles of 214 415.91 48.81i

5.91

8.71 -

-al
15.810711 Icy (25,000- 100,000) 213

Suburb of small metrofelitan

i

area
. ' 49s/ 3.14

,000-500,000) 143 10.61
Sala I metropolitan Brea

78.91

Sub rb large metropolitan
123

9
\Largelmetropolltan area

1($00 00 or more) 106

Inner city/low income area
(500,000 or core) 54

1,345

9.21

7091

4100%01.

96.01

100.01

-/
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jr- AAFP Reprint No. Issp

4 .

Academy ofratily Physicians

REPORT ON SURVEY Or

PRACTICE RESIDENT.;

.
.....

.4 /

The total numb.). of otedueter suri:yed was 1.548. Of this number, 1.785189.5%1
. responded. Of thee. reepondems, 1,159 indicated type of piecticu iirangement'and .1,005 specified the 'leis. of lhe commun4ro_which they plan to eery.. A dummary of.t).-,esults ee Of Rugust 1978. follows. .

.

.

e
. teatimes eusi be es'erclsed. in cpmpl+ing.-4977 and 1978 demogriphiC dot's

with, .(.1.,1.0,p.hic data from previous ,years heel.* modifications were made Sn'1977 in.the
criteria deecribing character and pepulatiOn'of communities to which Otsduatingresidents wore*eoving to pract ice ...,, HCIWOOr. 1970 and 1977 data may be di/cctlY com-pared with confidant.: J

L,.

. :.. .

Fik,CTICE AltRANC.2142/1TS Or 1978 GRADUATING gL31DCNT5
.. -

Number or 1I Percentage Of TotalG . Type of Practi5. Arrsogegrot sR! Reporting-Grad Reporting Grad.

regally Practice Group , 411
. 30.21

Multi -Specialty Group 138 10.2%
Too -Parson family. Practice Group

Solo * -
e 185 fr'..

19.31(Partnership), 262
..

MiliterV 130 l f' . 9.60,...hitching
... 70 5.1%ti9tti5

. 61' 4.5% .Emergency Rowe,. - 12 0.9%
Noeplte4Stettlr -sr ' , 51 3.8%
Ilbna of the alcove 39 2.8%

1.150 100.0%
.

DISTRlSUTIVO Or 168 GRADUATING RESIDENTS SPCONMUNITT 612E
.......54 Character and .. , Nutter f . Percentage of Tolafe Cumulative Percentage ofPopulation of CommUnity Re rt n, .rads Reporting Grads

.
Total Reporting .Grades

' 1 .
Rural area or town 1

.. 01'' 5
t3an-25001 not within 25
Milee of Dirge cities' 91

Oral aloe or tam (lesa
than 2500) *Within 25 011
of large city

Small town (2500-25,000) not
within 25 mile. of leras
City

Small 'ram? (2500- 71,000 1
within 2S:milea
city

Small city 425,400-100,000,

183

Suburb of mall metropolitan
rasa . 30

' 0 tropolite area ..

e.

me4'

. '''..,,,,

°7
:..

pomoo-s000mo)
L , .

S uburb of large ibetropolitaA ,..
are. 101

8.4%

,-I%

23.8%

16.90

7.5'

c 0.30

9.5%

.[ergs metropolitan err
1500,000 or more)

:nrot
. (500,000 dr *Ir.)

T:-7.r0-61.'-',rk,;.:.

TOE/km
S /L/741 1

11.5%

r '41

15.30

52.2%,

,69.4%

72.90

81.2%

90.

97.4%

.41

cc,
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DISTRIBUTIO'N OF NONFEDERAL PHYSICIANS IN PATIENT CARE!, - 1931 throdgh 1978

AAFP Reprint No. 420

Year " .6 paw. illb)i, Total AlDt to Patient Care
-01

FP/GPt In Patten' i 'Care , ,Dther Spec. In Patient Care

- i .
No: ,% No. %

1931 P123,886,000 13074 112,116 8Y,,,,:

1940 131,658,006 142,939, 109,272 76

1949' ,..141",n8,1100... 150,417 .. . 95,526 64

1960 177,472,000 165,844 74,553 ...-45 . ,

.7.

1

22,158

°40 33,667 '
'. . 54,891 °

.' -" '91,291

' '' ..1965* 192.956,000 239,2\6"2 67,510 . 28 / % 171,7-52

IT

24

36

'55

72
N

968 (U .,t...,198,204,000 238;485- ' 56,245 24 . i82,236 .76

-41969 200,391,000. 247,508 '. 54,508 22 4 4 r 193,000 78 .

._...,:_......_ .1970 20 46,000 '\.;, 255,027 54,098 21 200,929 79

1471 17,000 263,730 52,862 20

1972 207,313,000 /1 269,095 . 52,330 '''.-.19

1943 '204950,000r 4. .... 272,854. 4.
50,7.86 ".18.6

1974 .210,40.000 278,517 \ '6''' 4935 . 18.3

1975 212,200,000 287,837 51,270 17.8I
1976 213.800,000 %%294,730 52,054 ,y.,.7

1977, ''' 213,925,000 315,745 4,062 16.5

1978 215,666,000 i e. 325,783 53,019..46,3e..I
.

LP,
Fr , .

Figures prior to 1965 were termed "private eractice" .

.' " (1) Re,classifis.ation of physicians in 1968 responsible for drop in."Pktient care" total 3 G
I. ,

Sources 'AMA Dittribution of Physic lain and U.S Department of Commerce Popuration esiltnatet and PtMe'cilons.

1

4. .--

211,868 80

216,865 81'

222,064 81.4'

227,582 81,7 = 9
'236,567 -* 82.2

242,676, .82.3

263,684,, 43.5

272,764 83.7l
I.

4,
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,
Mr. WAXMAN. 'Inantc-yoq very much. '

r

C ATEME T OF TERRY KANE, M.D.
.,

Dr. KANE. Mr. Chair an; Dr. Carter, I 'appreciate the opportuni--ty to spa yyith yo this morning. I am a graduate familymedicine r sicrenc program, one of the 15 early p grains Dr.Chaney me roned.
I believe he partnership between family Medicine educational

programs and the Government' has certainly been mutually re-
warding. Federal support for residency programs, faculty develop-
ment,. and predoctoral activities in family medicine and now de-

' partmental support hir family medicine have been abs lutely es-:
sential to. the developMent of .gamily medicine as ,an a&ademiCdiScipline. ' , . i k ' . .It 'lair* opinion that with tliecontinued Federal support, fqnily
medicine educat,ion as we now kno it cannot 'cantintw to prokper.
Aithoudti,it ,., originally hpped at funding from the ;Federal ,'
Government would allow programs in family inedVine Lb. eventual: -.,
ly, develop secure^sources,of rapport, particularly from patient care ,-,,.,income, these other sources proved insufficierlt to offset the
costs of educational and research activities in the ambulatory sgt- ,,.ting. 7, , , ,
...Becau4e Of reimbursement levels in the United, Skates for family
phYsiciarist it is Certain that; 'patient care (inCome at 4this time
cannot.;.provide suificient support. for- an educational ; program in -

. fathify medicine. It is generally,accepted that patient care ihcoffie .1/4is currvntly,,able to support approximately SO percent of total pro- V
gram costs in:family practice'residency,vrograms.-- 1. i

Our programs are principally a'nbu1atory based in family medi-
cine centers where fees must remain competitiVe with other .non-.
educational practiCes in the community. Until such time .as freim-
bursemelikforPrimary care reaches parity With our more technical
§pecialtids,' continued support from the , Federal Government ep:
pears necessary.

' tion, I Wctalci make the folloWing comnients. Continded support
Wkt)i 'particular reference to:1417w health manpower legisla-tion,

must belavailable for residency and predoctoral programs in family
medicine..Thie money- is essential to sustain what, has already been
accomplished and to continuer. toauOly family hysicians' for n-derserved areas of our country: A....,.-- ^ ,

'4 ,) I particularly eupport '.the funding for d pagtmerits of f roily
me icine to ,allow them to achieve parity,witli olhe-r 'clinical d part-m is kr, our= medica) schools. These funds will allow departments -.of familY medicine ,to develop,'researCh expertise as well as to
strengthen their educational Sand. clinical Programs 'to successfully
conipete la the\mPclical school environment:

I also agrees With the_academy ancOstrongly 'oppose any attempt
.. 4 piactall funding,' fdi family medicine graduate education 'pro-
- airs in .our medfcal schools. I belieVe thiS \voula daMage an

already successful system of giving the money-,directly, -our cope
tminity hospital-based prokrarns ,,r- ."' . ,

-,
f.. Finally, I, would how Congrege"would study the financing 'of =-

! mediCal education in the ainbuhttory setting by examining patient
cake' income and othpilways to. offset °the tremendous 'advantagei.
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that our hospital-b ed specialtied hayseith this Thereim-
bursement irnb ante 'continued .td' be an opposing three to in-
creased emph is. on primary 'eace, in'geneyal_and farnjly medicine
i axtieutat. ;" °

nce.again, 1 thank you fdr the osPportunity to.speak to you. r
am speaking.far,the Society OPTelichers Of Family Medieinet'which
is an Organization which fepresents-Jriote than 2,00d, multidiscipli

7.Aiary fucUlty of our programs in ehiscOuntry.: I is
We. believe we have,Jullilled your ;expectations of, producing

Family physicians ft:it. the Unite States and lock forward to Wofic-
ing with you in the future.4

Dr. WAXMAN. ThaniOrati.
Delbanco' ....

-'. . ,
STATEMENT OF THOMAS I:. D.ELBANCO; M.D. ,

. . t ; y <
,

Dr: IMANCO. Mr.. Chairman, Dr. Carter, I am an internist and
teach dicine at Harvard. 1 was ptivileged td-b,e herelYearg ago.

-as a Jo son,. ealth policy fellow and bad tti more comfortable
experit .or:Si. ingo behind, rather than in.front of you.. ,J, ..

I t4iention,'Dr.;Carfer,..L,didn't go intp obstetrics; and that
-11aPPO' .14:13-art' because. where I went to; medical school there
w?re48 oorS, and the 0.13, floor westh:e 16th.' Pelvimetty was on

..the iiiird ,f1 on' 1:;t.pok a woman down .in labbr once-to the third
! ,-f16.dr 'he'f t..:caine,-out, and by the tirile,'ime gbt to the 16th floor,'

. she 'whssdr riling I was.screarning,,and I had decided I wasn't
going to be ail .WS ician? ' *--*

"Dr. CglrTke : Yo id' have training hike you were 'in,
school.

obstetrical
I

- : `:Dr. DELs NCO. at is right.
_ ..

,Dart o ited by, this --hill because,pf two things I "think it does. -..,
'One is, I think it corrects some of tffe imbalance we haxe§between `

r. generalists. an specialists. 'Secorr'd, I thirit in an indirect : way it
Will actually serve as a cost containment theasure.- :0 <,

Let me make four brief points. One is that the manpower legisla-
-- tioh has done a lot akready, If I, told my colleagues at Harvard 5.-

yeasts. ago.illak;now -30 percen't of trainees at 'Harvard in internal.
medicine would' be in- special primary care programs, they literally
wbuld have thought I was hallwinating. Yet thatisthe, cas&todaY..

)._ , Theo/. w...hp:s made enorinouschanges. Last year 81 programs
f- traini enerals internists and -general pediatricians'- were funded
, . 'bY-th-e iovernmentTh'eycpWave been spreading across the cou'ntry.

- The second thing is ha we haves,to prepare more fatfaculty in

of, }e role model in t e.,theilicttl, centeri3When You.go to edical ,

, getkeriir medicine. I ca rot- stress stronglY.egough the imp rtance .

sehoOl noltv; you.dae the cardibli9gik, yauee,lhe nepholqgists, and
' you see:the'eleganttdurgeons.:But, utitij-rec,enily students dd not see-

general" do'c\tor.:<'...The. fact -that :We, are .1,siivii beftvining to run,,rein-
... :ings,prografristolsiye'Vroper academic...ands-teachingcredentials to ...'

generalists cariait be bvel*ated: TX legidlation you are-proposing
moves..this authority infOigeneral i ern0 medicine and pediatrics,

, -
., N. and I think itis,:a v i Ortant step. _ r.:,. °_,.' file la<Proposes a. c e in 1iimhurSement Which, is also -im-

portant,portant, ,1121 ran ,a tibspita and t the -profespr'pf urology came to
..motand said he. would lilie"to hire a levV rnote,residentS to train '

0
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More urologists, I would be delighted. I could then make 11 prettysafe bet that as eresult I viould fill more hospital beds and keepthe operating_room a bit busier.
On the Other hand, if the primary care professor comes and sayshe would like to train generalists to care for more patients in the

outpatient department, while doing his best to keep the patients he
is serving out Of the hoSpital, I might not be so thrilled.

In particular, I might be very worried because the house officer
caring for those patients-Who can Still walk and talk cannot gharge
a physician's fee which third parties will honor. So everyone is in
trouhle'Present" insurance patterns leave both the patient and thehospital at, risk. The primary care- training programs suffer the
consequences..".

This legislation addresses this issue and proposes that medicare
and medicaid begin to recognize explicitly the cost of teaching
young physicians to be generalists, and that is a good idea.

There is another ripple effect that this legislation addresses. Idon't 'know if you realize it, but one out of every four visits to a
doctor today is to a bospital outpatient department.

Hospital clinics have-been an abomination; in the past. They were
the last place you would choose to go for ongoing medical care ifyou had any choice.

- But training programs which hope to wedge goO4-Prirepry carephysicians use the outpatient department,hd theydin quicklythat you cannoVattract young physicians into careers it:Sprimary
care if you try to' seduce them in a setting where Patients do potget good care.

So already many of the promms, such as the one
work, have led to much better cffe for the poor and undeserved in .the outpatient setting. Some of these model programs nowand.we
hope someday they won't be inoilels.any more, but will be built into
-the institutional fabric,are really making quite a change in the
Services hospitals offer.

. We become patient advocates, ad this, is another point I.wouldlike to' emphsize. We keep our Nients.out, of the hospital beds,
not just because we are cost conscious, hut because we have
learned; and we teach, 'that the best medical tare need not be
centered in the' hospital. .Our studenti learn quickly that patients,
and particuiacly elderly patients, sOmet$nes fall apart in a hospitalbed. Fre uently the`biggest faVor we can do our patients is to
manage them as outpatients.

It doesn't make sense to teach do the way was taught. Myrole models in the pa.s °thought. thy' good' medical care Means
hospitalizing a sick pati . What I have. now learned is that goodmedical care more ften than not, keeping the patient out.of
the. hospital. Vahat is what We are teaching the students in the
prograins you jaave funded.

We also spend a lot bf timOteaching our students' te think
critically:'pbout the cost implications of their practice: De they
really need. to order that expensive X=ray right away, ,or can they.
wait to seekeyhat happisna to a6dominal pain over time? We teach
our doctors what not to order: On the Wards, the trsditional traineestill orders everything in the w*rld to see if soniething -turnup.

Ittd
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You can see why hospital administrators sometimes view us with
a jaundiced eye., That is why you must help assure the hospital of
relatively stable funding for primary care training prOgrains. They
are still not quite sure they want them around, and I think this-
legislation Makes a firSt a1 iinportant step in giving a much more
secure foundation for such programs.

Thank you very much._
[Testimony resumes on p. 370.]
[Dr. Delbanco!s prepared stateinent folloWs1



Thomas L. Delbanco, M.D.
Division of General Medicine

and Primary Care
Beth Israel Hospital

Associate Professor of Medicine%
Harvard Medical School

My name is Thomas Delbanco. I am a board certified, general internist; Associate,.

Professor of Medicine'at Harvard Medical School; and Chief of the Division of General

Medicine and Primary Care at Beth Israel Hospital, one of the Harvard teaching hos-

pitals. Tam also Director of the Henry J. Kaiser FelloWship Program in General Medicine

at Harvard Medical School, a program which is preparing general internists for careers

as teachers and scholars in primary care and general medicine. I might also.coention

that two years ago I was privileged to work in the t niress as'a Robert Wood Johnson* -
Health Policy Fellow..

i
. . . .

- .. .i .

WArk the availability of primary health services reached its low. point ten years
. .,,.

ago; the American ptiblicseemed to wake up notice that we were pbeparing too

:cumany subspecialista d too feW geheral physicians.ans: The doctor who used to care

for us-wlien we were growing uphad disappeared, and he was being replaced 4 doctors.

with skills in sharply circumscribed areas. We noticed also that medical care Via

V ,getting very, expensive. Medical technology was exploding and proliferating. A new

test was invented every, week. Physicians were Using mere and more gadgets and
. ....

..
charging a lot for'their use.

6
What excites.rne about the legislation we are discussing is thaPitacldresses

v

two issues head on: the imbalance betwee-a generalists and specialists, and the mounting

costs of health care. The impulse behind training programs in primary care it to stimu-

late us to tura out more general physicians and, by implication, fewer subspectalists.

It is my sense that if we do that, we may have a real chance to improve health care

and at the same time.keep down some of the costs that frighten us all today.
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What have the training programs in general internal medicine and pediatrics

done s'13 Stimulated first _by private philanthropy and then by the 'Health Proles-
. / I

'ions Educational Assistance Act (94-484) in 1.976, medical schoolls have mounted
.

exciting -Programs which have attracted inox,e and more young physiOans into prfmary-

care. If I had told my colleague's'at Harv'ard five years ago that in 1.979, 30 percent

of trainees in Harvard internal medicine proi;ramsi;ouldcliOote special programs

preparing them roe careersle primary care, they would have thought I was hallucinating,

But thavis the case today, and.the legislatian should help maintain this momentum..
and help us move further ahead. .I.:ast year, 81 programsTere.supported by the goverm6

ment, and it is extraordinary to watch hoW primaiY,caj.ehis iakenan'important rple

in even some of our mostcoeservative.health,scien4centers:'

In addition- to giving further support for the teaching programs that are now

underwayrthe proposed Amendments of 1980 mote into two new areas. The (list

is,that you proppse, to fund prpgrams to train fplure faculty for careers in general.

internal medicine anted pediatrics. I am presently directing such a program in the Division

of Primary Care and Family Medicine at Harvard with the support of 'the Henry J. .'

Kaiser., Famil.4pFuoimdation. In recent years, the I22hertW53od Johnson Foundation,
.,

and more recently the Kaiser Foundation.hak elped, establish seve'ral'programajOr .,

preparing suclifaculti Wt federal sup art. I cannpt overstate the impertanie.,
4.

of the faculty role*) o'clel.in the academichealthsciencecenter. There are 1,CW of,.
----\1. us in Medieine who cannot point to one or two Individuals whO hatWtnarkable M-

t
.

Ilueneeon our subsequent careers. I believe that one of the prinCipalressonsItohas
.r i k . :..

.

been so difficult to get our young docttleven, enter primary care isc-the fact that these

role models.have just not existed at theMedical School in rent times. Slowly but
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surely the academically accomplished young generalist is emerging. We have to train

more of them, and I suspect thit the money you spend in this area will have an enormous

payoff for our society. It will have a ripple effect in terms.of attracting the young

physician into primary care that will far exceed its initial cost.

s
The proposed legislation for 1980 for the first lime addresses explicitly some °

of the econornic.forces that play such an important role in health care. The incentive

system in health today rewards the wrong things._,.liow can I make the most money?

I can order too many laboratory tests; I can put too many people. in the hospital; I

,can certainly make sure that.1 not give care to the poor and.underserved. This h.."2

'Important implications for primary care 'training programs. Why? Because fcuSthe
'

most part they are, and in my opinion should be, located at the.'0` acadernk health scieilCe-

lct center= and raore'specitcally"ii.the outpatient clinic. And at, the hospital, the incenE-

Aii/Al are just as confus .
.+-

Let me give an example of why this r run a hospital, and the.-

professor of urology comes to me and says he would like to hire iifew-more residents -

to train more Urologists, I am delighted, because I can make a prettf-siieliet,tbat

over time Ishall fill more hospital beds and keep the operating roOnV.Iittie'busier.

On the other hancli,.if the primary care professor comes and says he would like:to trains
o

more generalists and care for more patients in the outpatient departurent, and by

the way do his best to keep the patients he is serving out of the hospital, I might not

, be so thrilled, In particular, I may be very worried because he houseOfficer caring

for.patients who can stt0valk and talk can often not charge a.physician's fee which
, tthird-party payers will honor.

"?'
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. So everyone is kr trouble. Present insurance patterns leave both the-patient

and the hOspitil at risk. The primary care training program suffers the Consequences

The lepslation addresses this issue and that Medicare and Medicaid'

begin to recognize explircitly the cost of teaching young physicians to be gennralists.

It say 'tat Medicareband Medicaid shout help pay for the frequently superb care

thitithese trainees proVide.

There is yet another ripple -effect. It is an extraordinary fact that today almost

one out off every four visits to a doctor is to a hospital outpatient deAtmento Hospital

clinics hdve been grt Abomination in the Pasi.: They were the last place you Could

choose to go for ongoing medical care if you had any choice. But training Progrl/s

which hope. to produce good primary care use primarily the outpatient de/pan-

menek;'-and they learn very quickly that you cannot attract .the young into careers

in primr0.car-Of you try. to. seduce them in 'a setting where patients do not receive

excellent, care. We can'see already that these training programs have been crucial5

° for Improving e care the clinic gives. Moreover, the academic health science center

often serves e inner city, or is the focal point for widespread rural populations.
P ,

The most suc,c ssful programs are integrating care in one setting for both the unde

privileged And h° more fortunate. We all know' that separate but equal ha ever

worked. yery. 11 in our country. This is just as f5ne in medical care as in the public

schoolAn whic we have focused.

. ,,,4 What else.happeds?,.1ri ttese settings we very.iapidly become the atteri,t's ad-
,

../ o

. ; vociti. We keep our patients out arthose expensivOspital beds, not jfik because

.wedre cost conscious, but because we have learned. thatthe best medical care need

not be centered on the hospital wards. Our studints le

.

ickly that patients, and
4



particularly the elderly, sometimes fall apart in the hospital bed. Frequently the

biggest favor we cae do ourvatients is to manage the% as outpatients. It does not

make sense to -teach doctors the way I was taught. I thought that good medical care

meant hospitalizing a, sick patient. Lhave learned by now that goOdimedical care

more often than not means keeping the patient out of the hospital. That is what we

teacher students in the programs you have funded.

4
In these programs we do not profit from the laboratory tests we order. We spend

a)181 of time teaching our students to think critically about the cost implications

of their practices. Do they really need to order that expeitsive x-rayight now, or

can they perhaps afford td, wairaWhile and see what happens to abdominal pain over

time? In our primary care programs we teach our doctors what not to order; on the

wards the traditional trainee sometimes orders everything in the world to see if some-
.

thing will turn up.,

You can see why hospital administrators sometimes view us with a jaundiced

eye. This is why you must assure the hospital of relatively stable fundinglor primaft-

care treining pro4ams. They are still not quite sure they want them around. I think

this legislation would take a first and important step in giving a much more secure!,

s
foun'datioq.for such programs..I.applaud.these efforts.

e
Po

.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much
Dr. Kane and Dr. Delbanco, you are both members of a faculty. I

am interested in hearing from you about the training programs in
family practice. What do you 'do specifically that is different from
the traditional internal medicine, pediatrics, or even surg ry train-
ing programs?
cif primary care is real, as Dr. Estes told us earlier t ay, how do
you teach it to young physicians?

Dr. DELBANCO. In internal medicine, when I grew up. I spent
about 10 percent qf my time caring for ambulatory patients, even

, though the practicing doctor spends in general more. than half of
his time doing that, even if he is a subspecialist in medicine:

In the program that I run, at Harvard the trainees spend 25 to
30 percent of their time in ambulatory carejhey learn more than
the office practice of internal medicine. They\ learn to put in an
IUD. They learn a lot about mental health'. They_learn to do minor
surgery in the emergency room, aspects of dermatology, ear, nose,
throat, ophthalmology, et cetera.'

They are much better-rounded Physicians, I think. They are less
of A switAboard. They ,peed help less frequently. The biggest
change we have made is this large emphasis on ambulatory, care,
rather ,than the traditional training which was all on the wards.

IYr, KANE. My experience has been very similar using` a family
medicine center. ',would concur- with Dr. Delbanco. It is really the
emphasis on ambulatory care. In our programs the major factor -is-
when the resident first enters the program, they are assigned a
group of families for whom they are responsible for the next 3
years. They 'are- the responsible physician. I think that is a major
,difference.

I tl-Onk the other biggest 'difference I see is the emphasis in the
ambulatory setting on the behavioral and humanistic aspecls of
medicine, and again, with the emphasis on trying to be as cost-
effective. In the hospital setting, most people have insurance; in
our setting, in the ambulatory letting, many people ,do not.

Therefore, you must be very critical in your use of tests. and also
the use of the hospital. So, very similar, the emphasis on -ambula-
tory care and the continuing responsibility for patients. It can be
taught using sophisticated techniques such as closed circuit televi-
sion and video taping to see what actually the patient and the
physician encounter.

There are many other facets. It can be taught. It is being taught°.
- I think our graduates can proye that. There is one other statement.

I wo"say we still have a major.problent. Each time we want to
exparthe .amount of time spent in the ambulatory setting, we
have very little ways to spend and pay for that time, both faculty
and learners ih thaLsetting. It is an expensive setting.

Our whole reimblirsement setting is set up to' pay for people to
be in the hospital fAihile they are learning, so we always run into
that prghlem.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Chaney, last year family medicine programs
'received .over 3,000 applications for -2,500 first-year positions. This
means there were hundreds of young physicians who wanted to

'enter family practice for which there were no positions.
7.

I. 37'4.
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In your_stateinent'you noted that there are currently fsviily
medicine physicians- to accommodate 17 percent Of first-year resi
dents, that your goal is to be able to accommodate 25percent. Doi
you -know how much the existing Feder grant program would
need to be inqreased to make-that possible?

Dr. 9RANEY. I-don't have thefigure,but if you calculate-, the
tnumber of' medical school graduates and try to take 25 peicent of
fbose, we will need to increase our first-year 'residend positions by

.1,600. What that would cost, I re4lly don't know. That is not an
- area in which I . am an expert. Db you know, Terry, the cost of

establishing1,600 new residency programs?
[Dr. Kane nods negatively.]
Mr. WAXMAN. If you don't kliow off -hand, you could furnish the

information, for the rec,did..I think it would be 'helpful to have. ,

Dr.CHANEY. Surely.
[The infOrmation requested was not available to the subcommit-

tee at the timebi_printing.]
Mr. WAXMAN. take it in looking at title V of our bill yo'u

believe it is possible to change the reimbursement system to pro-
vide- institution additional incentives to train primary care physi-
cians. This is a key partof the legislation in terms of changing the
incentives which haye been working against family medicine.

[Dr_ Chaney nods affirmatively.].
[Dr. Kane nods affirmatively.]
[Dr. Delbanco nods .affirmatively.] '
Dr. KANE. I'wouldAike to emphasize one other part relative tothat in my statement, which says when we are` in the community,

We must stay competitive with community praCtices. And yet, it is' a teaching practice with all the additional c sts, supervitory and
otherwise, attached to it.

We at this point have no mechanism to-g t that additional cost
of teaching-back, and this bill does allow for that. r

Dr. DELBANCO. I have provided you with a sittdy, we did .a few
years ago looking at the cost_preuch a program in the outpatient
setting. L think There is (----Erethodology you can now use. There
need be more studies. It is very ,variable, State by State, what is
paid for by whom, and for whorri'. The street corner on which the
hospital or the model practice unit happens to be located can make
an enormous. difference.

Bat'the thing that a hospital or any institution ia.most.. fright-ened of "soft money"grant money. If you can change the
medicare and medicaid law, the other third parties might well
follow suit, and that would make an enormous difference in institu-
tionaliling better care for outpatients, at. the same time as better
training prograMs. ,

.
My. WAXMAN. Since you, have wprked so extensively in the area

of reimbursements, do you see us just increasing the fees paid, to
physicians who are less well-paid, which, of course, would be very
expensive, or do you see it is possible to limit fee-increases in someof the areasin_which physicians are more highly paid now?

Dr." DELBANCO; I was once, quoted by the AMA as. saying "I- haveyet to meet a starving physician," and that has not changed. I
don't think doctors are underpaid. The median net income for the
office-based physician in 1978 was $68,000, and 30 percent of sur-

'

3
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geonsianirgymecologists -made over $100,000 net. Tkey _arel not at
the poverty ;

TOday .yon_ cannot just- add everything ,on. -"I do- not think you
should. just pay general doctors morel than they are ased, to d
certainly Ohould not without': taking it away from some -13f
others. What I have been,aring, andAdid some work on tfkis ..

- relation to Blue Shield when I was here ya that-within medicine we
have to change, son:te_of the_ratlie<Vazy reward and ince tii.re

. systems
testified'here 2 -yea...ta ago that- ifihe dr4e.fo 2.

hours- in the middle of the night to arlArriergency room anecesusc
tated a dying patierit, lie would get about $&fcom medicare.,00h
other hand, if he. set a wkist, put a cast on, and it 'took him 20
minutes in the officer he would get $172. Tharis a .crazy incentive
system:
}"To the,clegree that economic forces play a part, and it is not an
infinite Yegree and doctors don't think just in terms of money,
thank God, but to the degree they do play a part, yoil -are...crazy to
go into a primary, care specialty., If &'ou, want to .lot of
money, you become a subspecialist in one of the prOcecirient-...
ed, high technology subspecialties.-

Mr. WAiC114AN. Dr. Chaney, I nndeiStand the' ItAFP rts the
continuation of,G.MENAC. Does the academy feel its co it _s have
been- properly ,'Considered by GMENAC, and do, you feve the
continuation of'GMENAC would help .you achieve your- &-percent
goal? c>"

Dr. CHANEY. Yes, 1. think so. If we have representation Statntori
ly on any continuation of 'GMENAC, and I think lite shot d, I

ti believp that our ...gOals and the needs of health manpower-and our
- °views will be felt through that agency. - '

tThe original chairman'ofGMENAC was-a member of our organi-
zation, Dr.-Stelmach, and thrOugh that I think we have had input
into GMENAgthat they would not have had otherwise.

Mr. WAxivtAN. Dr. Carter. '
Mr. CARTER; Thank you, Mr. Chairinan.
'My time is quite $ut certainly I want to work with you

fOr better legislation in this area. I would like to know if that was
a primipara which presented footling.

Dr. DE.LBANCO. No, it wasn't, and baby and mother probably
would have done fine do its own,- as you said. By the way, it will
not thrill you .to hear that at lea at my hospital, which is very
"academic, all breech_ deliveries arse. done by Caegarian section.

Mr. CARTER.- All bree6he6? r

[Dr. Delbanco nods affirmatively.]
Mr. CARTER. That is, very interesting. One of the most difficult

deliveries known to -mani,./I believe, is a single footling and a
primipara. I have difficulty-'with those. Actually, a frank breech is
much easier although.slower, but that is beside the point.

What factor-a affect the number of primary care physician train-
ing programs at your institutions, gentlemen?

Dr. KANE. I thillk the number is controlled in our institution by
the total amount 61 support that Would be available for the aggre-

-, sate number of residents in training from all disciplines. So fi-
nance is part of it. .



I think- the second part of it is sufficient patients to provide
adequateopportunity-,to learn. But I 4iink the principal difference :at.otir iiiiitittition is fitancial. c`_.

resi-dents be financed at
pr. UARTER.. YOU et that fn

oasis
unity-based hospital resi-
iversity-based residents.Is that correct ? ---.e

idDr.KA,N, E. My statement was I t not wam to tee,our communi-ty-baied-programs ive` 'imysf ing' rogghithe grant program,
it university affilia ion. _We would like to keepis now.

ndent 41.s it is now.
er thing I would. also say the majority of-fled -in this country are not trained 'in our

are trained in our community hospital

want to see that funding continued?
. I would also =Ike the statement I want to
e. signifitant support over and above the

strictly through. th
it in ependent as

r. CARTER. Ind
r. I.ANE. The o
ily physicians tr
versity centers. Th
rams.
r. CARTER. And yo

Dr. KANE. Absolutel
departments recei

residency training to 'allow them to achieve faculty parity withother clinical disciplines in the'school.
Mr. CARTER. I would- think most of you are in

in title 'trot- KR. 6892. Is that coned?
_IDe. Kane nods affirmatively.]
[Dr. Delbanco nods affirmatively.] 4Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Antlemen.
Mr. WAXMA'N. Thank you very, much. We appreciate your being-with=us.
Our nextiwitness is Dr. Thomas Bartlett, president of the Ameri-can Association of Universities, on behalf of the AAU, ACE, NA- :SULGC Joint Committee on Health Policy. He will be accompaniedby Dr. Robert Clodius, iiresitienk National' Association of StateUniversities and Land Grant' 01511eges; and Dr?. Jack Peltason,esident of the American Council on Educatiiin.

STATEMENT' OF THOMAS BARTLETT, PH. D., PRESIDENT (AAU)
ALSO ON BEHALF OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTHPOLICY OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES;AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION; AND NATIONAL ASSOCI-ATION OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COL-
LEGES, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT CLODIUS; PH. D., PRESI-DENT, (NASULGC); AND JACK 'PELTASON, PRESIDENT
Dr. BARTLETT. Mr. Chairman, my naive is Thomas Ba.." .7 I ampresident of the Association, of American Universities. As you havesuggested, I am accompanied by Robert Clodius, who is the presi-dent of the, National Association of State Unhiersities and LandGrant Colleieg.;*;**Prc (.1acW.Peltason, president of the AmericanCouncil on Education: .

favor of provisions

.1

We appear today on behalf of the joint committee on healthpolicy, which is representative of our three associations.'
'Our, associations represent the institutions which provide thetraining for the overwhelming majority of`all health professionals.The joint committee was organized to present a coordinated re:sponse to relevant national issues.

a
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For example, health professions' education- financially is faced'with cutbacks in capitation, blorntlicar research funds that don't t,keep pace with illtflation: drastic decrease's in relearch training'
. funds, discriminaNer against medical school ,physicians in reim-'
bUrsement policies, , unreatistic ceilings on payments to teaching.,hospitals, and inadequate,reimbdisement of overhead_,costh.
. 'Federal and State regulations increase costs and educe operat-ing flexibility. In the face of such pressures, presidents, and Chan-cellors lack resourcesrom which they can fill' thel,ges created. We
don't sit before a clean slate. The,Federal/university partnershipfor training health care professionals is decades old.

Federal support to achieve Federal objectives has encouraged
health profession schools to expand and take on new tasks. Federal.
suppolt began and has continued because health profession schoolsare national resources unusually expensive to operate, and yet they
are essential for' the attainment of Federal goals.

The university/Federal partnership has create,) a system re-
. markably effective and respeted -throughout the world. It has
increased the supply of health manpower of a high quality::It has

`been a powerful, engine for life-serving research. It has improved
access, for students across economin.and cultural barrierk andlately it has increased the emphasis. ion training prird'ary* carephysicians. .

Curtailment of Federal support would It in cutbacks anddeterioration of the quality of our training and/or higher chargesto students, with a resultant barrier to access. We are diSturbed
that the administration bill, H.R. 6800, in both its inadequate
rovisions for student aid and it lack .of any provision for institu-

tional aid, ignores the past and makes no provision for the future.As fOr H.R. 6802, we understand that a guiding principle is
confinuit? and we applaud the rebognition that health professions
programs and institutions are complex and easily damaged by --sudden changes in Mandates.

1I do wish to make one general point about health manpower
legislation. Our schools exist to serve several social purposes. While.
an essential one of these is to increase the supply of primary
health care providers, other social goals ale also irdportant.

For example, our society supports an'extensive biomedical re-Nsearch effort, which is a vital part of our health care system. But
the Nation is now developing An increasing shortage of clinical .investigators. This shortage of experts to bridge the gap between
research and clinical i!)ractice should be an explicit Federal concernalong with concern for supply of primary health care providers,

Another of.our purposes is to maintain access to health,profes-
sions for students from all backgrounds. If we respond merely by\ providing larger loans, the result4ng high personal debts coulddetermine career choices and insure subsequent high piofpssionalcharges.

H.R. 6802 continues egisting 'student aid programs, but the e,/
may no longer be adequate. Reduced levels of authorizaticm andloan terms which may be, unattractive to lenders, as was suggested'
earlier this morning, suggest thaelhe student aid portion to this
legislation "auld fail and fall short as a means to provide access forless wealthy students.

TO-
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... - . ..;. The joint committee which we re resent no had time yet_ tsy:_review the legislation in:depth; and therefore-has-licit-been able to-adoPt a general position on eacb.oe the detailed provisions. But wewill certainly do So. 1"
V 40Meanwhile, wewish to commend you and your subconamiteke foryour support of health education programs. We- stand ready toassist in.your efforts for a reauthorization of new health manpowerlegislation. Thank you.. -`

.,

-

[Testimony resumes on p. 382.J
. Voint Committee on Health Policy statement follows:1

4
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Sub-committee, I am.

Thomas Bartlett, President of the Association of American'.

Universities;,%I am accompanied tbday by Dr.-RobeieClodius,

President of the National Assotiatfah of State Universities:

and. Land Grant Colleges and Dr`. Jack Peltason;Presideni of

the American Counci on Education. We appear today on:

behalf of the Jo nt Committee on Health Policyrepresenta-

tiVe.o-f-)the Member ip of our *thiee associations. We are
.4

grateful for- the'op rtunity to present our views on the

critically important topic of federal. health manpower

legislation.

Let me begii by telling you abou the Joint Committee.

It has been ,organized by. presidents and chancellors of

universities with large commitments to the education of

health professionals. These institutions have come, together

in,order to present a coordinated and considered response to

a complex series of challenges. The pulls and tugs of

various worthy programs and projects sometimes threaten the

academic and fiscal integrity, and even the coherence, of

our institutions.' We have seen the multiple impacts on our
.44

institutions of uncoordinated policies of different federal

agencies. For example, the health education sector is faced

almost simultaneously by cutbacks in capitation,,failure of .4,

biomedical research funds to keep pace with inflation,
}

decreases in research training funds, discrimination against

7
medical school physicians in reimbursement policies, un>

realistic ceilings on payments to teaching hospitals, and

inadequate reimbursement of overhead costs on federal
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projects. At the same time new federal requirements' are

inexorably increasing administrative costs and reducing our

capacity to.maRe ouriday to day decisions. University

presidents and chandellors were and are concerned that they

lack the'..resoUrces to fill in the financial saps being

created. .At the same time, they know, they must respond

without peimitting.federal intrusion into curricula, courses,

admissions.recisions, and other aspects essential to the

mot fundamental purposes. of:the academic en rprise.

The membership of the Joint Committ i broad, repre-

senting institutions which provide training for the over-.

. whelming majority of'health pr&fesOonals from the critically

important' allied health professiohs to-the most sophisticated

biomedical research.activity. 7

In discussing the training of health manpower it is

important to iemembec that we do not start with a clean

slate. We have in place a decades-long federal university

partnership. The educ ion aspects of health professional

schools have been expanded andstrengthened with federal

support over the last 17 years. A certain mutual dependency

has developed, which, while not always good, is a fact.

Federal support started and his continued because ofthe

reco§nition.that these schoolswere national. resources, that

they were necessary for federal goals, and that they'were

unusually expensive to operate.' The partnership has been

successful in creating a. system that is the envy of the world.

ON
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It has increased the total supply of health manpower of a

high quality, improved access across economic and cultural

barriers, and increased the training available for primary

care physicians--to mention just a few accomplishments.

Withdrawal of federal support would result in cutbacks and

deteriotation in the quality of our training and/or higher

costs to students withltie'resultant barriers to access.

The legislation now being developed will be critical fOr the

decade ahead.

I understand that a guiding principle of H.R. 6802

is continuity. We applaud the recognition that universities

are complex organizations easily damaged by sudden changes.
0

in mandate. However, we -are wary lest certain changes in

existing-law, which at first appear minor, prove to be

far-reaching and disruptive.

We believe institutional support should operate in a

two -tier manner, a base grant providing subsistence level of

institutional support at no less than the level received by

institutions in Fy '79. This will provide a commit by

the federal government to hold harmless institutions wi h

respecttto their preVious acceptance of:federal. mandates.

',The base-grant would allow-institutions to maintain teaching

facilities in the basic and clinical' scienc4s. It would

.provide stable fundirig, ehabling.institutions te adapt. to

changing national ne . ItWould help to insure maintenance
.

of teaching equipment and ruments, library resources',

all teaching laboratories, 'and nally', it would help

prevent tuition levels from beco ng intolerably,burdensome

to students.
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The second tier would provide particular support to.insti -.

tutions that undertake dr continue programs in areas':of

national priority.':This..form of'suppOrt would recognize the
.

importance of diversityln the prog4amil-of±academic health

institutions and..muld be based on bread categories of

national neted. Examples of programs supported include
.

incentives-to encourage rectuitment of students previously;

disadvantaged groups; i"Mceritives to encourage students to

enter careet's in :primary care; incentives to, encourage

y,- institutions to serve as regional health education' reSourceSi
qp.
.-and incentives to.encourage students to enter careers'-in

teachineand.research.

380

All health professions pre struggling desperatelY to
,A

maintain finalicial integrity, They are dispropOrtionateiyi

affected loy irifltion: Changes in MedicaretagulatiOns:

undermine reimbursementpolicies:' Their endowments are.?

7 ;;

being eroded as they Pre.tont,inAimly tapped tO,enable

insiitOtibhe.to'maintainlost7"-zontrOls. In this atmosphere,

the first:to be.A.isCarded, are Oesi ficuliy and innovatiVe-a.
programs, precisely that which mast be developed%today if'we

'are'to aphieve the national goals that lie behind.the
, i 5: g

legitlgi dip Sefore Your:S06cOMmft'tde. There As'a growingI .-. , ;H.,

depe.,Miiermion expandedAiractibCpla4ns of teaching faculty
. __ . .

iii:thin'medical40,01S; TI4s'worki,as an emergency stop9ap,
. , ,- ; ..

, bOt°'-it:.atready hae-seivedas'a..dangerous frIctirsiDp'n tli

teAching:Alme and,'researCh commitments of this highly

.specialize'd.factOn our heath idl-ofesaions institutions.

' %.,

. .

o.
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Institutional support should not be predicated upon any

OinglefurIctiondf..comPlex and diverse inatitution5`

itomaybeqn thenatfonal interest to increase the,IISUpply of
.7 -

pilMarybeaith care ,i-ovidersYthere are Otber7ecitiallY.
' 41

important gOals for, health prOfessiOns institutiOis:', The

:federal government. supports an extensive biomedicalTeSearch
i:711

enterprise_. The nation is. now experiencing an increasing
, ,

.shortage investigators. The tisaini4fof..the
I '

M.D. researcher is in the. national interest. Federal

concern over any ,shortage of those experts who bridge-the

;4a15 between researchland,clinical practice should be equal

to concern over the supply of providers of primary care.

In addition, .institutional support should be. -based

factorstiver, which individual institutions have'control.'

No less important than institutional aid is studentaid.

High tuition will preclude access to health professions

eduCation to!allbut the very wealthy. 'High debt may

ultimately feed the. Spiralling health care costs which

continugto:-erode our economy. While private universities

are faced with high tuitions which.precludd.ppe acceSs.to'

graduate health professions education, public inz7.itUtions

are unable to raise tuition to compensate for (1,-;_:.on in

OtheT sources of support.

H.R. 6802 continues existing etudent4aid

White 'a nUmber of bbese programd have served =ent need

well, there .is concern thatthey are nolon7 In

addition, reduced' level of .uthorization, az loan

terms which might be dnattr: lender '.:.1-7.7eaz-e our
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the student aid 'portion of this legislation

would fail to provide Teal access to less wealthy students.
.

We are disturbed that'ihe Administration sill, 'in both

its provisions for student aid and its lack of any provi5iop
r-

'for institutionil Aid ignores the past and makes no provi-
-

sdon for the future. The Health Professions Student Loan

program.-provides basic supporefoi many students. The
-fr

Health Education_Assistance Loan program, aithoughappropri7

Someate for sgme students, will not suffice as the only source

Of student lokns. We are disappointed that theAdministra-

tion chooses to ignore the contributions of institutional

support.

Mr. Chairmaq; commend you and your Subcommittee for

yOur support of health education programs. We stand ready

to work with you and your committee to assure reauthorization

of health manpower legislation.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you for your testimony.
Dr.. Bartlett, as I understand What you are suggesting. to us, it isto have a two-tier support. One would be special grants, and theother would be capitation. Capitation currently is exchanged formeeting certain national needs. What justification.would you havefor us to continue capitation without asking, that these needs be. met either to deal with primary care or other concerns?
Dr. BAivrtzrr. capitation came into existence as a way. to encour-age health professic grow. That was for 10 years itspuradse-. Th:- . :rofession schools did grow. Theygrew dramatically.

ea

out earlier today That suippofor. school: that he-a: now withdraWn, would logicallsuggest tha.t.tae scan (:_13 contract Ther expanded on tha_ssuroptica that the-.- #' be support for a larger size, and yetseems .to .e fmni. 31: at this point wishes to make thejudgment .iat ---ofessions program should grow smaller.What I --..31suggiesr-7.. __as we have to some extent, if you like,worked ou-::--selv- ot: -L-1.3: And if one eliminates a part of thefunding be :4e re, we are, in a sense, sawing off the
limb after 7,re r---

. zocial:objective, which was to expand
begun to add other criteria fog.

:17..)rtzz one now being primary health card
2. one of the principal concerns was

Subsequ
-those pro:,,rar
capitation,
training. E ).
not only
tribution c C

. We hav,z,
argued'we
was based. L. is

care zaining .but also improving the dis-
ofmariou's kinds.

:......ruoses, -r: doesn't seem to me it can be
original. basis on which capitation

,alswer i a short guegtion.

3'
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Mr. WAXMAN. . It is a good answer. The original purpose, of
. course, was to increase the number of physicians. Do you think we

haVe`a,need in -this country to increase the number of physicians?
Drr-BARTLErr. I think we have a need not to,cut back on the

progams that were_created through Federal incentives.
Mr. WAXMAN. f'Aven when the needs might have changed?
Dr. BARTLETT. Waw can I put this? I don't believe that anyone

wishes to reduce the size of these ,programs. So in a sense, saying
the,needs have ended would be to say that it is no longer necessary
to maintain the 'programs as large as they are. Capitation was
given to those programs in order to keep them at the size they now
are. It was at that point built in to the budgeting processes of oiLr
health professiots education programs.

Now, if we take that element out, then something else has to
give. In fact, what has. been giving, of course, has been a significant
increase in the support of the medical schools through practic--
plans. That has really been what is taking up the slack.-

Now, maybe that is desirable. But I think there are very.signifi-
cant arguments as to why we do not wish to shift the financing
burden significahtly any more than we already ,have into practice
plans.

Dr.. PELIIASON. if I may .add one quick comment, there are,
think,' legitimate :rational goals other than just expansion or e
tending primary Those are very important goals. But
joint committee suggests in that two-tier package, that
are other obiec.::f- .lat are legitimate' for Federal ''.support_ .n-
creasing the students, for example.

Mr. Wk.xt,L.,_-. support ':seeping those provisions in the
de 171 '.hzreasing '.disadvantaged students .renre-

sentatiam.-:
[Dr. E.artlett
r.Dr. 77.e.i1;ason f.c.:,6,-
L;r. FART =

the
for .,
the
ha' war::

investig.a.
.-gic'n at lower is -.

:Ear. func-:...-7,
'ON-sic:inns is
11.7indicapioed. On
gr '1) of peopleeis diminishing and the ,attraction to that profession

. Mr. WAXMAN. I thank you very, much for your testimony: It will
be helpful for us as we consider this, legislation. You have men-
tioned you will contin*e to review the' legislation in detail. We will
look forward to receiving, any other comments you- might want to ,bring to us. Thank you. .

I would like to now call Dr. C. H. William Ruhe, Senior. vice
- president of the 2---Ltnerfiean Medical Association, who will bv accorn

panied by Mr. Harry Peterson.
`Dr. Ruhe, we are pleased to have you- with us today.

Jr. atively.]
.r-r-atively."1

also very pleased and gratified that when
s developed, it included also. a provision

-ing of clinical investigators, because given
__br people not to do that, we are going to

to counteract the pulls away 'From our
will stay in the teaching/research profes-

,..ot fulfilled, then the training of ,our future
handicapped and our research operation is

he things one hears constantly is that that

1
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STATEMENT OF C. .H. WILLIAM ROLE, M.D., SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPA-
NIED_ BY BRUCE BLEIIART, DEPARTMENT

- OF LEGISLATION
Dr. ktUllE. I am Dr. William Ruhe,, a senior vice president of the

AMA, and with me is Mr. BnIce Bleha.rt, who is a member of ourdepartment of legislation.
We have a fairly long statement, Mr. Chairman, which we willsubmit for the record. [See p. 387 ;]
Mr. LtixEN [presidingl. Without obi, ?ion, it will be received.
Dr. Rohe. In the interest of timr i.,mniarize an abstractfrom"that statement.
First of all, we are very please:_ to rave opportunity topresent the views of the AMA o' this legislation. Withrespect to the general. provisions -Not :wa....t

we believe two factors are singularly it7app-ngtn:. Zor insuring thestrength of the educational system.
First, the institutions themselves mug : have resourcesto 'provide education of high quality. Sec.--71-11, th = tudents who wish.to pursue careers in the health professic-- must rive the resourcesto meet the costs of this education. In ',,eneral, tile AMA believe=there should be several types of gover-----tentai programs for thefinancial support of the educational syst'n
Unrestricted general ..institutional st --t hr,s peen a valuable

investment of public funds and shoule :nntinued, although notnecessarily linked to capitation. Spe-._L .:,3jec-., grants should beprovided for a variety of purposes t6 strengthening the
curriculum, community needs and oti,..er

Guaranteed loans should be made 7, .--:P Fie for modernization of
existing physical facilities, many o wz__ich are now badly out of
date. Special assistance should be avai:lable for schools with seriousfinancial problems.

Substantial financial ails is ce d be provided for health
profession students. This Shaul inc. a program of guaranteed
loans, optional. payback provisi ns, Icar. forgiveness for services In
areas of need, contractual service arrangements such as those in-the uniformed services, and granti in aid without obligation for
repayment for ablebut economically disadvantaged students;The national health service program should be continued 'as a
source of support for students who wish to practice in underservedareas.

Mr. Chairman, would mow like to comment on some of the
specific issues addressed by the specific pieces ,of. legislation beforethis - committee. First, construction aBd modeinizati9n funding.H.R. 6800 would repeal all construction assistance 'for health pro-fession schools. H.R. 6802 would also effectively repeal construction
cunding since it does not authorize appropriations for construction
grants after fiscal year 1980.

HoWever, H.R. 6802 would provide for lOan guaralltees that
would be limited to remodeling, renovating, or alteration of teach-ing facilities through 1983, The AMA ,realizeo -that Government
funds to support medical schools through eitber:construction fund-ing or flitiding for the moderniiation of existing .facilities are: neces-sarily limited.

)- '
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With limited resources available, we. believe it would be more
appropriate to commit Federal resources to the modernization and-improvement of existing schools:

CAPITATION GRANTS

H.R..6800, repeals the current program of capitation funding for
medical schools. 10. 6802 continues capitation funding and retities
the program "Institutional Support Grants. 4 .

H.R. 6802 rebognizes the valuable role of basic institutional sup-
port in improving medical education. However, the new conditions
for the first year, residency positions fail to recognize that an
jndididual qualified in a -subspecialty in a primary care area such
as:general internal medicine or pediatrics is also qualified as a
primary care-physician.

The fact that the individual physician has taken additional edu-
cational training beyond that required for primary care residency
does not abrogate the physician's commitment and previous educe-lip in his br her chosen field. irthermdre, conditions over which
the medical schools have no concrol, such as the newly graduated
physician's choice of residency, should not be a factor in restricting
funds to the schools.

The provisions .also fail to recognize that many - physicians ih
specialty practice continue to provide substantial amounts of_pri-mary care.

FINANCIAL DISTRESS GRANTS

Both H.R. 6800 apd H.R. 6802 continue thavailabilitY orfinan-:cial distress grants.
The AMA believes that this program serves a necessary and

valuable purpose and should be continued. We urge the Secretary
to monitor this program carefully so 'that institutions work to
become ,financially stable.

'PROJECT GRANTS . , - 4.

'hit. 6802 and H.R. 6800 continue special project grants in cate-
gories ,due as family medicine. area health education centers, resi-dency pro arriCand primary care practice and others, .The A views special project grants's a.valuable method ofstrengthen' the medical school educational program and further-
ing medical and other health needs of national or, local inlipo -kance. 'Heqth car institutions and medical schools should be allowed to -;;y develop pro ams and apply for grants that would aid in meeting..
needs which are-ascertained as being beneficial to the local area or 'institutions. .

are- ascertained
. . ,,

Flexibility in choosing projects is highly desirable in order forthe schools accomplish beneficial goals.
Since the time has run short, Mr. Chairm , I would like to say

two additional things. We do continue' to -support the National
..Health Service Corps with some concern a ut the identification of,
areas of need, and we support the provi ion of H.R. 6802, which
would call for a study of procedures under which the Corps is
carried on and under which the. Corps personnel are assigned.

191- a e J
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For student assistance we are strongly ire support of a variety ofassistance programs for medical students, and we believe that stu-dents entering medical school should have the opportunity tochoose among'a variety of programs, including those which permitloan forgiveness or repayment of the loans through service.We would be very glad to respond to any questions the commit-tee may have on any of the matters we have discussed.[Testimony resumes on p. 408.]
[Dr. Mule's prepared statement with attachment follows:]

-11
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Statement

of the .1

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

before the

Subcommittee on Health and Environment
Committee on Interstate a.nd Foreign Commerce

United States House of Representatives

Healteanpower Legislation; H.R. 6800, H.R. 6802

by

C.H. William Ruhe, M.D

March 24, 1980

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
0

My name is C.H. William Ruhe, M.D., and I am a Senior Vice President

of the American Medical Association. With me is Bruce Blehart, a member

of the AMA Legislative Department. I am pleased to have the opportunity

to present the views of the AMA on feder 1 health manpower legislation" be-

fore this Cymmittee.

In the area of medica,.1 eduration, it is in the best interests of medi-,

cal schools, government, the medicsll professioh, and especially patients, .

that the relationship between government and medicine be as constructive 1

.as possible. Collectively our paramount concern and goal must be the pro-

vision of high quality medical care. The AMA encourages ar3ions promoting

this goal.

Support fon-061-12"al education and health manpower training is a responsi-

bility to be shared by all egments of our society. Federal and state govern-

ment support is an appropriate activity, and such support can provide a foun7
. ,

dation for the maintenance of our strong medical educational system which is

0
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the best 'way to assure that medical and other health services of high quality

will be available.

Two factOirs are singularly important
to assuring. the strength of the edu-z

cational system: tfirit, the institutions themselves must have sufficient re-

sources to provide education of high quality; and second, the students who

wish to pursue careers in health professions must have the resources to meet

the costs of this education.
Government support must exist to bridge the gap

between the limits of private resources angrthe total costs of ms),Ic.1 .edu--

. cation.

General Discussion

Institutional Support "
.

i?--Medical schools shduld receive support from multiple sources, both non-
.

governmental and governmental. GOvernmental funds should be available for a

* .-
priety of purpoes and wesiecompent:ithat several types4of governmental pro -

gnAms be used to provide fjniACWupgPtt where itis Qost needed. °Unre- -.

I
..

. . ...-

1..friCted general institutionarsuppoet has been a valuable-investment of
`*k.,..

publid funds'to improve tie quality and availability of medical education and

therefore *medical dye. Since medical- Schools ise thesefunds according to

thespecific needs of the schAis and th'e communities they serve, the impor-.

elfectiveness of these funds are much greater than their relatively
e

size plight ipdicate. Should general institutional support be lost, two'.

te4rdsult0s can be anticipated:.: First, schools would have to seek

ces of fsip6., possibly thrOuglituttiOn increases; and second, the
4

aiiatlability of medical education would suffer.

- .4
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General lnstitutiOnal grants should be only one of vAkus'mechanisms

for medical, school support. The amount of these grants, however,' need not be-

large in relation to the school's financial income. Their'p;oportional,value
e

Is based more on their flexibility in use, as determined by individual schoOls,

than on the abso)ute amount of funds available. Moreover, such funds: which

adrto thr stability of the medical school, need not be tied to the existing

program of- "capitation" grants.

A second source of medical school support should be in the formlof spe-

cial project gr'ants. With sptcial project 6rants, each institution may judge

wheqer.it can and should participate, based on factors such as curriculum

strengthening, community needs, as well as other factoN. Also, the' govern-

ment has 'the option of awarding grants for'a variety of activities, including

those deemed to be of national or local importance. 'Since participation is

voluntary, eachrochool can choose those'grants.best suited to Its unique char-
5.

'acteristics.
e.

Previous health. manpower legislition.placed emphasis 'upon the development.
'7 if

aid construction of medical school facilities. Modernization of 'existing

facilities is now essential if the quality of "the educational programs is to

be maintained." As one method to meet this goal me encourage,asystem of

government guaranteed loans, along with interest subsidies, as-the most ef- 43

fectliie means of generating.funds for' modernliation from private MOney.marketS.'

Insofar as possible schools should -leek priiatefinancing for these projects.

Government's primary role should be to stimulate the,private sector to make

needed funds available;-however, some schools maybe unable to obtain private.
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funds.' For these Instances we urge that government serve as a lender of

a
last resort, and funds should be available for this purpose.

The AMA also supports special assistance for schools with financial

problems that threaten the quality of their programs anden their con'-

tlnued operations. Such assistance, however; should not become a perma-.

nen't crutch for faltering schools. -Rather, it should be geared.to over-

coming immediate financial hurdles and lead to financial stability. Any

school assisted in this,manner must be obligated to take all.necessary

steps to achieve'sound financial stability within a reasonable time.

Student Assistance

The costs which students must now bear or their medical education

have reached the poirh where a majority of students must seek substantial

financial assistance to begin Mcontinue their training. We are deeply

...la° concerned by the financial oresaures placed on students, and we firmly be

lieve that'actess-to medical eduCatiod must.notgallowed to become liMit-.

ed on the basis at income. The.great strides taken in recent years tomake

'medical eduCation available to various segments a our society should.be

allowed to continue. We are committed.to seeing that financial resources

are'avallable to aspiring health professionals. kr.
As one means of'assistance, the AMA through its 'Foundation operaths its

own loan guarantee program'for medical students
and resident'physicians. Since

the Inception of this program in 1962 more than $95,000,000 in loans have:
. -

been guaranteed. Current loans amount to $46,000,000,.and in 1979 alone more

than $4,000,000 was guaranteed. Our resources, however, are notisufficient

to meet an ever growing demand in the face of-rising tuition Costs. :It is

essential that government at all levels take steps to assure students continued

access to adequate resources.. Student assistance must be of the highest prior
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lty for governmentoctlon, relatige to aid for medital education.. It is

Important that a variety of sources for funds'be available to students.

We believe t,hataneffective mechanism for government participation`

is a program of guaranteed lOans. Such, a guarantee:encourages private len-

Clers to make money availPable to students and serves to minimize the strain

. oloovernment resources. The use of guaranteed loans also enhances the abil-

,lty of students and newly licensed physicians to make- intelligent career,

choices according to.their interests and capabilities. ,While there is pres-

sure to control such choices according to "national neediN.as perceived by
ilt

some, we believe that freedom of choice must be encouraged.

While we heartily endorse the guaranteed loan mechanism, we believe that'

at the same kme.addLtional systems can, and should, be available. For ex-

ample, contractual service arrangements (between students and resident physi-
c

clans and organizations such as the armed forces or other governMental ser,

vices) are, one option. Scholarships for those students sing exceptional

ability should be encouraged.' Furthermore, finanClal grants-in-aid, without

obligations for re

/payment,
should be available for able but ecogomically dis-

adva ged.studen s. We encourage both the states and the federal government

to make theseikinAf options available so.that students can make choices

according to their needs and

The AMA encourages the continuation and expansion of loan forgiveness

rograms as an effective means of meeting national needs. 'Upon a the comple-
.

t.
tion of his or her education', a physician should be free to choose to repay

a government loan directly, or to participate in a program of setvice in some

needed area in lieu of payment. Loan forgiveness options should be realistic

') to,accomlish their purpose. 4,,A strong system of loan repayment through ser-

1 vice will greatly assist in meeting the needs for the provision of medical
.4 6.
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services In areas where they are not available. Service in such areas

could be fulfilled by participation in private practice, or under the

auspices of a national organization sech as*the Public Health Service, or

the National Health Service Corps (NHSC). This type of program has the

principal advantages of providing students the opportunity to select a

service obligation after haAng completed training and of providing com-

munities with young physicians who desire to serve in such areas.

We would also recommend that repayment of student loans be deferrable

during the period of medical school training, as well as through.residency

training where financial limitations might pose a hardship in meeting loan

obligations. Consideration shouid also be given to.interest subsidies for

a period related to the length of training. In any event loan repayment

could be related to the capacity of the individual to repay the principal

of the loan, based upon the length. of time following completion of prlical

training.

As a further alternative method of student financing, the NHSC Program

serves a valuable role for those students who desire to practice Inunder-

served areas. The AMA supports the continuation of the Corps as a benefi-

cial method of providing Medical services in unddrserved areas. We have

actively supported the program through our Project U.S.A., a service designed
"

: to place physicianN2.Corps_areas for shortperNig of time to relieve.

the assigned physi'cian on a temporary basis. While we continue to support

the NHSC, at this.time we are concerned abOut cetain aspects of the program,

particularly the definitiori of shortage area.

Nurse Training
,

The AMA supports continued federal assistance to programs of basic nurse

training in order to meet the nation's nursing needs. Federal assistance

should be provided to the training institution as well as to the student.
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Specific Legislative Issues

Mr. Chairman, at this tine we would like to dommenton some of the

specific issues, addressed by-the proposals before the Committee. Because

'14 , .e
the,bills were only recently introduced, we have not completed our analysis'

of all the complex issues presented in the legislation. These preliminary

comments will focus on institutional support for medicai education (construe-

.

tioh funds, capitation grants, financial distrAs grants, and special pro-

ject grants); the National Health Service Corps (Nirl; student assistance;

alien foreign medical graduates; the Gl-aduate Med; 'Education Ndtional

Advisory CoMmittee; and Medicare and Medicaid an--

Construction and Modernization Fundimig

H.R: 6600 would repeal all construction ass ;tar or health profes-

sion school's. The Secretary of He'althand-Human Serviees would stilt be

required.to monitor compliance with conditioils-ii7Lated with Previously
a

authorized construction grants/ loans, and loan cJarinteeso Your'bill,

Mr. Chairman, (H.R. 6802) would also effectively -epeal construction fund-

ing.iince it does not authorize appropTiations fc' construction grants after

fiscarc::-.1980. 'Under this bill the Secretary would*also be able to moni:20,

tor-compliance on existing loans or grants. Loans or grants which were made

would not he.tied to'further enrollment increases. H,R. 680 would provide
.

for loan guarantees that,would be limited to remodeling, renovylting or alter-
.

ation of teaching facilities through .1983. Both 6800-and H.R. 6802

would repeal start-up assistance for schools of medicine.

. The AMA realizes that government funds to support medical schools through

either construction funding or funding fo th6 modetnizgtion of existing facili2
r

ties are necess arily limi d.

4
Il

L

4UJ
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While Previous-health manpower legislation did place emphasis] upon

developing and construction new medical school facilities, current circum-
r

stances demand Instead new emphasis on the modernization A. many existing

eofacillties if the quality of the educational programs is to be maintained.

With limit d reS}Urces,available for federal,support for construction,

we believe that It Would be more appropriate' to commit federal resources
t

to the 'Improvement of existing schools. H.R. 6802 authorizes loan guaran-

tees, for remodeling, renolOtion, and alteration of teack,ng facilities, and

would have the effect of promotillgprivate funds for negg4 modernization If

existing facilities.

4etapitation Grants

. H.R. 6800 repeals the current program of capitation funding f8r. nedical
-*4

schaSli; H.R. 6802 continues capitation fu'Ading and retitlesthe program

"institutional support ants." Under H.R. 6802, schools applying for

institutional support grants would have to give the Secretary prior assur-,

)
antes that they wilt expend pn equal amount of funds from non-federal sources

for the same purpose, additionally, the current aul ements that a specific

I/Percentage of filled first -year residency posit.i.orfs in direct or affiliated

residency programs be in primary care would be reduced by 'five percentage

points. Subspecjal/ies would not be con tiered primary care. residencies

.under this bill. H.R. 6802 would decrease authgrtzed funding forinstitua

tional'support grants from the current $139,000,000 in fiscal year 1980 to

$76,000,000; $77,000,000 and $85,000,000 for fiscal years 1981-'1963.
.4..

H.R./6802 recognihs the valuable 11e...,of basic institutional support

In improving medical education. However, Ahe new orditions for the ft'rst
d

. year residency positIcn fail to recognize that na individual/ qualified 'IA.

ti -
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.'a subspecialty In a primary care area

or pediatrics Is also qualified as\a

i
that the individual physician has takes:

educational training beyond,that require

does not abrogate the ihician's commit-

his or her chosen field. By failing to

this legislation could have. a chilling r.

ment. Furthermore, conditions over whic

control, such as the newly grad6 ed physi

7-.e fact

of lditional

care dency

prf ,us . , tlon in'

he: ,bSp, Tialties

t1eir jevelop-

Acal s.7-1 eve no
I '.

Choic, idencY.

should not be a factor in restricting fund:. ' the soh,:

- i A

visions also fall to recognize that a physic; in spa ty practice

continues to provide primary care'.

. .As.stated above, the pri ary be7 rfit --,nd value of

institutional support grants stem from th ,'r flexib l;

A
non-federal sources are!ojrn y used for :he same ....ur.:.-pses, .-. school's

option to fund a.ptogram tyt;Ily through the use of in-. -Azior.--1 support .

7h4 pro-

-lion funds or

le funds frOM

grants'should <pot be eliminated.
. K k

likhile we believe that 'the imposition of conditions w.-- the receipt of

institutional.suppor is undesirable, weare pleased that !..7,. 6802 recogi
, r .

-...

ibzes this important fu ding source. v' 9

Financial Distress [rants .

Both H.R. 6800 an4 H.R. 6802 conttnue the availability of financial

4i$tgrantl.
4 The AMA believes that t vthis pro, pecetstr7-and valuable'

:r-

:purpose and should be continued. We urge the Secretary monitor this
I'V.

program carefully so'that 'institutions work 0 become Crncially'stable::

i Le
I-institutions that receive assistance through this program 5.-,hou,d be obli-

/
/
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.gateC! , take l'easc

has rec=ognized the

deve lc ae4 .draf t

congre!.. 5 (copy

2:-6887, would .e!.

.siS.on schoc

ful consid,
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pl Ds o become finaAially stable. The AMA

a f!nancial distress grant progf and ha"g

ticn on this subject fclr consideration bOhe

A). This draft proposal, now introduced as ({ti l.

,
in:rease'financial distress grants with an.egplia-

4t...

astantial minority enrollment. We-urge rqix,care-

:his

H.R. 6P:', ses the special project grant provision within the

by eliminating list of specific examples which i;"health mar

contained

and

ily medic!

mary care

The

ening the .,Icai

other hee! I need:

dons, anc medical

for grants that wou.

beneficial to -'oe loc

738 (d)

spcci:.

e

4c.L.

the 'abliclisalth Service Act. H.R. 6802

-oject grants in categories such as fam-

, Centers, resfnty.prograMs in pH-

rants iaa. a valuable meth60 ofstrer:41h-
.

program and furthering medital and

,oal or ;cal importance. Re'ith care instity-

hould be a:10Wed to develop programs and apply

in meeting !. :eds whi641%.7 ascertained:as belnr

area or 'insjti- _utions# Flexibility lr choosing

,ejects i ,jhAydigirable in order for the.schoorls to accomplish aene-

ficial goals:
.

The identification cf several significant goals to be achieved through

project,jgrant funding Can aid achieving national needs and objectives.

.Nattonal Health Service Corps iSC) 4

1.
!

Both H.R. 68b0 and H.R. 6,LL2Waintain the NHSC and' increase,athorized

funding for the Corp, cperatianq programs. Although, funds authorized for
5'
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NHS: scholarships would be decreased from the fiscal year 1980 level of

$200,000,000 to A4,,800,000 Is fiscal year 1981, $80,000,000 was the amount

actu:-.Ilyiappropriated for 'fiscal year 1980. H.R. 6800 contains a program

whici. would authorize the ',cc! itary to enter into cooperative agreements

with i.. states to develcD a plan for reducing any geographic maldistribu-

tior health. professionals to develop 'a state Meatth professionals

plac -rogram. If th, .-.ry approves the state plan, hrps person-

nel :,signt,(1 . :a and priority would be given to states

whici sick su' al support for health professionals place

ment

31i

''r H.k. U2 Id 1: to conduct studies

to der trate impri .cats ,nentof )1pp personnel and improve-0

ment i are iv, :hrou; coordination with state and local

governs:- othe- .ith an expertise in planning, development,

and deliAny of. primary care: H.R. 6802

quires a tic -ere the Secretary would assign Corps per-

sonnet to ,;thin which has been. developed by a tate. Corps

members who .4ork in su. :e prbgram would be classified asitliembers of

the Corps,but.sktol as an officer or an employee of, the Corps.

H.R. 6302 also cr:itains a provision authoriiing the Secretary to en-t

wi Ake: 'r.1-Is torPublic 'Ad private non-profit. en-

iop ar. -pgrams which are designed to prppaii,indivi uals

the plar-isip program to prOvide health servipesin

rreas AdditiOnally, recipiehts of NHSCscholarships who' ^,

in pr ate practice will be obligate4:tq accept Medicate
.

ter in

t tie
oblig,

pow&

oh=

ifee ;rim 7".under Titre MpAl..

4

t,
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As we have irdicateA above: the rogram.
^

However, aspects of the program should ltocleter-

mine Wheilidr lts'AjeCtives are being r example;

the definition of "shOrtage arid" shou, . Recent

fi.gures indicate' a,s1gnificant dispar.Pt rsons re-p,

ported as iving In Medically Underservi a It also be,
: ;.-

nOtecithat during the eight-year existent_ nuMber of

shortage areas has increased'and the '4urp7 -ons living

'1J
.

inIshomtage area; coatinues.;o aow. ,R)R. 302 should.1, =mended for

recognhing this fact and authorizing skLes to inves:i- improvetents'

which can be made 16-assigningrCorps perscnneland in th, y bf heath
a.

care throughcoordinzition with state and is -ies 3oth H.R. 6800

and H.R. 6802 recognize the advantages in , ,c:lvement in '

assigning NHSC persbnnef: This As only

4
ment and utilizztgoofCorps personnel. Er: .3sis

-

aced on

community Lnvolvement, including InceewZcd park 1paticn c li:al pi:otet'-

sional societies, lelssignments of per,scnnel. Suth invol\:m! would help

.
4

o1 .

. . ..
1....

7
.program to,ach4 ve Ai objective of establisping long--.i:7- private

.4004tIce ig shortageioreas.
.-.'

..-f. .b
% The provision of H.R. 6 eciuiring that physicians ,.q;elect.the

,- private,practiceiPtion:.must ept the Medicare fee,(undei tie iVill) .

"assignment" or face possible:mandatory service in the NHSC :Add, in our

opinion, be counterproductive. This provision would mandate the physician .

0
toenceptas total payment for services araiiipunt that has beets determined

by\the Health .COT Finaking Administration as the "reasonable charge" for

services.',"We are concerned that aetquiremen foracCeiiiikCeNe.Medicare

t. 0 if'

"assignMeots" wouldliscoUrage. the desire t r tabJish the private practice

mode, whe54i1.14in fact, encouragement should to rovided, incentives foa rjong-
,
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'7° term KiVate
practice

are n!eded. Mandatory acceptance of Melli care fee
. /

"assignments" in the NHSC program would be short-sighted and cciunterpro-
,'

ductive.

Student Assistance

, Both H.R. 680b and H.1,.. 6 xtend:the exceptional_Xnancial need loan

and insured roans tokaduatlestudents in
health professions'schools fO'r three

..14 4 , ....

....___.,,!..9.ar-s-......, The statutory 1.4?1 limit on iiiterest currently contained in'the guLran-0
1 .

-,...teed loan progcgm is rekaled under H.R. 6800,14hile li:R#
6802 fails to- provide

4

( for this necessary adjusment. Students . eligible for a guaranteed loan under,

H.R. 6802 witl also be eligible to riOive.a loan under the Hithe 'Education' .-

Act of 1565, and ifiterestband principal duexon
the'guaranteed laibn v24

be deferred until the-oAPLettore of wining.

H.R. 6802 contjhues the health ,profetsions direc sfudent loaVpro-..
..

.

.gram through fiscal yeare1983, but at slightly 1eWer
1

a ihoriza2lon levels.
t

.
.

4. This program does not /receive continped funding under H.R. 6800.

As witnessed by.if.tfie sigiificant amount-ofsumoney guaranteed, the

11,years4y the AMA through its'Foundation, the AMA has 1png recognized the
A

necessity'fot continued student assistance. H.R. 6802 contains many Commen-
.4-.

dable provisions relating to student assistance- but in rigl5t of the'current

econcric climate tlik roterest.c 'ling on the g aranteed student* loan program
)

must be, repealed. ,
,)

StudAt's,,nterIng medical school should have the opportunit apply.)

for financial assistance Flom a varlettrofpr'clarLs. Npf [he success of

. the gtlaranteed-lean program operatedby.the AMA th-oughfts Roundation; we'.r "

feel that pciarams ,f this type shdbid be encouraged: Loan forgiVeness, i.e.

.

repayment through service,should also be available at a.)-eallstIc rate to ,

edcourZe'acently graduated physicians to serve in afieas of need.

407
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Foreign Medical Graduates

1

H.R. 6800 and H.R. 6802 reCbgnize the fact that exling immigration

requirement's may prevent alien foreign mealcaf graduates, as exchange visf-

tors,enrolled in graduate medical education programs, from completing most

(programs in geaduate medical education. H.R. 6800 would address this prob-

lem by waiving the special Immigration requirements for medical exc49nge

visit-ors through calender year 1983: H.R. 6802 would alladW an alien foreign,

medical graduate to pprticipate, in a graduate medical education proeam foi

the:lesser of/seven years,or the time typicAly required to complete he

program.
. tit

1
The AMA has reiognyied the need$, alter the immigratio'n laws to .r

reflect the necessary time for alien foreign medlc(al graduates to compl to
, 4

residency programs. To this end the AMA ad developed draft legislation.

(copy attached) which would alter the imm atjon act along the lines now.

being proposed in ICk. 6802.

Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee ( GMENAC)

H.R. 6802 would statutorily establii'h GMENAC, and direct it to report

annually to the Secretary and make recommendations' on: 1) tie need for

''S '2(i. .

and supply of physicians in various medical specalties; 2) with respect
A

to the--geographic distribution of physicians, factors affecipieg a physician's

Atoice of graduate medi.cal training and location of pract ce; 3) the effect

that the rate of reimbursement for services and the availab lity of financial

support for graduate met a1 education has on the selection f a specialty

or subspecialty; 4) the proportion of health services whickare 'provided

by resident physicians; and 5) other matters which relate to graduate med-

e'^Ica! education. GMENAC will alsp recommend specific goals t9 the Secretary

for the distribution of physicians .b medical specialties and subsepcialties

and the number,of graduate medical ducation positions that Should be

able in each of those specfaltas and subspecialties.

,4O8-
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gl Following inactment of P.L. 94-44, which
authorized the Secretary .of

HEW to collect data relating tovhealth
personnel, he created GMENAC on an

'ad hoc basis lo adIise him Tel'afiVe
to Some of the matters enumerated above

and 'Flo?, proposed to be crystallized in stdEue. To .date,4MERAC has only're-.

leased a tentativekreport, the.fiRal
roort ori'.ginally being due in April,/

1980! GMENAC has now requested 4n extension
on this reporting.date to Septem-.

ber, 1980, and this_'request has b:t granted.
,r

The AMA hai actively been 'involved
in the GMEN-rStudy, and OUT:..

.former President, Tom NesbittN, M.D., is currentlra member of GMENAC.

We believe it islp ature to c'bnsider establishment of GMEMC,as1r4

a standing committee, 'Su
onsideration should not be undertaken prior

s

Medicare and Medicaid Amendmats Relating to Primary Care 6..idency_proirons

.4tier.H.R: 6002,1a hospital wh..,c11 has an redited'r sidcnty n,ogran

in family medicine; primary internal me&cinejor pr ry pediatrics may

elect to have a 47-rdent physicAn's
ers;ites-proVided to oti-pa nts

to release of the final GMENAC rwoorti..

ed, fOr the purposes of Medicare
reimbursement, as physic a ervices u en,

PartliV These services'Would,lre
classiFied as."prirnary;Ore residency train

facility services:" if,the hospital makes'such an election, its reason,

able coste(under Part A) tiould not include those costs which are normally

bllOcable to the fdimishing of resrl'er.1:hYsician
services. Mecklre would

pay 80% of the costs which are reasonable
and related to the furnishing of

services, and Mediaal ruld pay 100% of such costs. The hospital could

charge the dlcari,p4c Lit no more than the normal Medicare deductible or

coinuranc

This provision of H.R. 6802 would have t6 effect of credting two classes

of resident physicians: "primary care" residents, and "non-primdry care"

residents. This dichotomy in eligibility under,the proposed mechanism fails

409
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'to recognIze,the fact that residents ID general, and not just those resi-

dents identified as residents in !'family medicine, primary internal medl-

clnerprimary pediatrics (as determined by the Secretary iri.regulations)",
o .

i.
'provide out-patieMI7Servites. These services are a valuable element of a

.

li

.

'
physician's education. This Proposal, by creating an lncqntive for only 4,1, .

zr
certain residents

v

to deliver out-patient care, would ' Ive4a POPg-term,'gega- 4
. .

.

I. 1 i

tive effect, end the quality Of(medical education ...ind medical care idikl. suffer. ''. ,

......

This provision would also have.a deleterious impaion graduate medical/

:'education. It woYq'create incentive fel-, ealtri core institutions toeildis- t :

continue "non-primary'Care" residencies. .Furthermore, we are coneellleci wiSh.:

the authority given'to the Secret;6ko71eive neresidecy clasSifications.

We recommend that Title V of.H.R: me

1

6802,as proposed, not be adopted.
...

/ .

Conclusion 4

M6 Chairman, and Members of tfie Committee, I would like to thank.you

agailn for having this oppOrtunity to present :he views of'"ICN*:::1A.on health
.. .

manpower, issues and legislattOn: We would b, pleased to work with the Com-
.

mittee td5"aid in t .4 developMent of legislar, nn continuing appropriate federal

,44..
for healt manpower.' Actions';;ai,.. today.on health marpower ques-

N

tions will undoubtedly,impact on tomore4 ar years to come.

(
We urge.thel.

Committee to review these issues with care, . d to consider not only the neee!

to answer today's problems but the geed to c-arantee
..

the qualitAf medical 1

.

-care for the future.

C. ,

.

4 At this time I will be pleapd to respond to questioos which the,Committee

.
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96th congress
DRAFTItt Session

Bill No.

IN THE (SENATE) (HOUSE) OF.THE UNITED STATES

Date R

of introduced the following bill;
which was read twice and referred
to the - Committee

A BILL

To amend the Public Health Service Act
to provide federal assistance to

lHealth professions schools in serious financial dist4ss.

1 Be it enacted by the qepate and the house of Representatives of

2 the United States of Airerican in Congress assembled,

3 . Section 1. The Public Health Service Act is amended by .

4 (a) deleting Section 788(b)

5 (b)
redesignating subsections (c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) as

"(b)",°"(c)", "(d)", "(e)" an "(f)4espeati:v;1y,

7 (c) amending subsection d)(2), as redesignated above, to

8 read as folios: ."(2) From the sums authorizedto be appropri
--

9 under paragraph (1) not more than Se,000000 may be obligated
.

10 , or expended for purposes of subsection (i).", and

11 . (d) by adding a new subsection (g) as follows:
1

12 "(g)(1)4 The'Secratary may make grahta to schools of medicine-,
4.

13 osteopathydent1strY ov.pu611,c health which are in serious finSn-
*

14 clot distress for the purposes of assisting in--

41
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"(A),. meeting the costs of operation of any such school

2 of medicine; osteopathy, dentistry and public health,:

"(B) meeting accreditation requirements, if they have

.4 a special need to be assisted in meeting such requirements.'

5 "(C) carrying out appropriate operational; managerial,

6 and financial reforms can the basis of informationobtained

7 in a comprehensive cost analysis study or on the basis of

8 other relevant information,

9 "ID) meeting the,coSts of maintaining the qu

10, their educational programs, or

11 . "(8) -meeting the costs'of.strengthening their academic

12 resources and capabilities.

!3 "(2) Any grant under this subsection may be made upon such

14 terms and conditions as the Secretary determines` to be reasonable

15 land necessary, including requirements Wet the school agree--

16 "(A),"(A), to disclose any financial inforwatilibor data

. 17 deemed by the Secretary toe necessary to clEtirmine the

18 .sources-or causes of that school's financial distress,'

19 "(8) to conduct a comprehensive cost analysis study,

20 and

21 "(C) to carry put appropriate - operational, managerial

22 and financial reforms as the Secretary may quire, except

23. that-the Secretary shall not require -changes' in the educational

24 component of the school's program.
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"(3) A recipient of a grant under this subsection must pro-

vide assurances satisfactory to the Secretary that the applicant

3' will expend in carrying out its function as a school of/medicine,

osteopathy, dentistry or public health, as; the case may be, during

each fiscal year for which such grant is awarded an amount of. funds

6 (other than funds for constructions-as determined by the Secretary)

7 from non-federal sources whith is at least as great as the average (a

B amount of funds expended by such applicant for such training in the

9 two years preteding the year in which the grant Is awarded.

.10 "(4) The Secretary shall-determine the amount of such grants

11 based on criteria published in- accordance with Section 553 of the

12 Administrative Procedure Act. The Secretary shall give special con-
,

sideration to applications for grants from schools of medicirie,

'14 osteopathy, dentistry or public health'having significant enrollments

15 of students from ethnic or racial minorities or from low Income

-16 families.

17

0.18

'19.

20 identify 'operational inefficiencies, and to develop:or carry out

2i appropriate operational, managerial and financial reforms.

22 "(6) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, t Secretary

23 may award grants under this subsection of such duration a will best

24 'meet the financial needs of the school receiving such grant. In

"(5) The Secretary may provide to any school eligible for a

grant unde4this subsection'technical assistance to enable the school

to conduct a comprehensive cost analysis.study of its operations, to
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order to award grants of duration longer thangimpear, the Seeretary

may obligate funds. for sech grants for use in a fiscal year.in ad-

IW I

3 ' Vance of the enactment of appropriations for that year, provided -.

.
7.

4 , that, if the total funds appropriated for Ahis subsection fora par-

5 titular fiscal year are not sufficient to meet fully the amounts

6 /obligated for that year by-the Secretary.urider grants awarded under

7 this subsection, theAimount to be received by each'school fol'' that

8 .fiscal year shall be an amount that bears the same ratio to the -,

9 amount previously obligated for that school for. th8tyear as the total

10 - of the amounts:appropriated for that fiscal yeir bears to the:total

11 .sount th8t-Would be required to make awards to. schools for, that fLs-

12 cal year. .

13

14

o

"(7) There arehereby. authorized to be 8ppr,opriated'for our-.

poses of this subsection $25,000,000 for
t
the frscal-year ending .

September 30, 1981 and for each of,:the four succeeding'fisCal years.",,

40 Z,,-

4. E.,

01

E
4a

.v.E

-,

067.
. 4 . .



96th Congress
1st Session

40?

Bill No.

IN THE (SENATE)(HDUSE) DF THE'UNiTED STATES

Date

of introduced the following bill:
which was read twice and referred
to the - Committee

DRAFT

lo<

A BILL

To amend the Immigration and Nationality Act relating to fdreign'medical

graduates.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and the Rouse of Representatives of
o

2 the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 Section 1. Section 212(j)(1)(D) of the immigration and Nation-

4 ality Act (81.1.S.C.1182(.1)(1)(0)) is amended to read as follows:
P-

5 (0) The chiration of the alien's participation in the prograM

6 for which he or she Is coming to the United States is limited to. the

7 ,time-necessary to permit such alien to complete the graduate medical

8 training program designated by such illehi, proDlcied, that the time

9 deemed necessary for completion of a aduate medical training 'pro-

1p gram shall be determined by the DIr ctor, International l Communication

?11 Agency, or his delegate, on the basis orthe pubili hed requirements
v , . /12. of the accredited program of graduate medical in a recognized.

13" medical specialty In whichithe alien seeks spe (allied education and
1

14 training; and provided, further, that, with., e approval of the
k &

15 Director, IntornatiUnial Comunication Agenci; or his delegate, such
N,... /

X

'',,,

63-4t4 0 - 80 - 21
415
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1 alien may change his or her designation of program no more than Once

2 subsequent to his or her admission to the United States and no later

l3 . than two years after such admission, if, but only tf, the.government

. 4 of the country.of the alien's nationality or last residence has,Qo:.f.___j

vided the certification required by subparagraph (C) of this subsec-

6 tion as to such alien's redesignat4t program. Any aren-engtg in

7 such a graduate medical training program in he United.States on the

8. effective date of this Act shall be deem r purposes of this sub

rs paragraph to have been admitted to the United States on that date.'

Mr. LUKEN.. 111811314y011, 1)/: itUdie.,

First I wo
at least, abo
operates for
.lat insigh

5

like to conuatulate you, from what We have heat.d,
t the AMArs-Own loan guarantee program, which
edical students and residents. Are there any particu-
u have obtained from that experience as to' how we

might best consider addressing student aid issues?
Dr. RUHE. Thank you, Mr.-Luken. That program has been operat-

ing successfully now for over 15 'years, and we have learned a
number of things from it. The total amount of dollars guaranteed
now in loans is very tlose to $100 million over that period of tirng. I
think it has been a very effective bulwark against students having
to default on their careers and being able to continue in medicine.

What we have learned from it is that the guar' teed loan
system does work and we would recommend it as pcirtant
type of program to continue. -

We have also learned that i he current flati ary period,
with interest rates rising o pidly, it is
banks to take on these kinds of loans 'these ays. It is interesting
that one of the provisions of H.R. 6800 would be to remove the 12-
percent ceiling on loans, wheceas 6802 does not call for this-
removal.'

I think we would fa;ror the removal simply because we be' lieve it
is unrealistic these days to expect banks to grant loans at 12-
percent figUres. One might pass the legislation and find there is no _money available.

The other option, of course, which could be considered to help .

this out, is some subsidy of the interest rates to permit a 12-percent
ceiling as far as the students are concerned and then a Federal
subsidy for the difference.

The problem with that is that at the rate at which interest rates
are growing, it implies almost an open-ended commitment on the
part of the, Government and would be a difficult thing to adminis-
ter, I expect, for that reason.

Mr. LUKEN. Then you think the 12-percent limit on the Hill loan
program should be removed..

Dr. Rum. Yes, I think so, simply to be realistic about what
conditions are today.

Mr. LUKEN. Of course, we may have problems with the Congress
in any of these areas these.4clays, the retrenchment. The general
loan program for college students, I think, is going to be in trouble,

\

'cult to get many
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or least it will be questioned. Although they lire very worthy
,a41. programs. They are going to have problems in these austerity days.

Dr. RUHR. These are difficult times. We are all aware of .that,
° and everyone is anxious to havr/fiscal rest4ints. At the same time,

we do recognize the growing of professional education. Particu-
tarly, medical schools faced with, rising costs are raising their tu-'t.49n; and it is not unusual now for a medicej student completing
his study to have $40,000 or $50,000 indebtedness.

If present trends continue, that level of indebtedness may be
much higher, $70,000 or $80,000 by the completion- of the training.That is a staggering load. We are obviqusly concerned about the
impack. The knowledge that such indebtedness will be assumed
over a long period of time is going. to discquge a lot of people .from low or middle-income >families from Wrsuing professional
careers, and I think that would be very unfortunate

. We ,certainly would not like to see- any change in the balance of
the income levels of the families of medical students as a result of
the costs &riving some people Out of the market. It would seem Aatthe only hope to avoid that is some kind of combination of
opportunities with subsidized interest- rates, arid' perhaps a vari-ation of the payback provisions so that the "payback can be gradu-
ated °vim the period of time the individual is in practice.

These are difficult Problems.
. LUKEN. Let me ask you this, Dr. Ruhe, if you are going to

ex ess an opinion with reference to H.R. 6802-and the require-
ment there that 'NHSC scholarship obligees who,fhoose the private-.practice option must accept medicare patients on (assignment.

Dr. RUHE. We understand the reason for that provision, but wereally think it is unwise. What we ought to' be looking for are
incentives to students in the National Health Service Corps to
enter private practice in the discharge of their obligations, thehope being that having entered into private practice in a given
area of need, they will be encouraged to stay in that area of need.

And to the extent that tie requirement of acceptance of medi-
care assignmenkis a riegative incentive, to that extent it is likely to
discourage permanen9ocation in an area of need. So we think that
ieun'grise. It is an attempt to do something else by this provision of
the legislation, and we feel, it is not in order.

Anything which serves as a disincentive is probably 'not a good
thing to do.

Mr. LUKEN. Just one more question. Could you outline for the
subcommittee just how the position of the AMA relating to the
foreign medical graduates differs from that of H.R. 6802?

Dr. RUHE. I think I will have, to confer. I am not, sure it isdifferent.
Mr. BLEHART. It is very similar. A copy of the AMA's provision is

attached to our statement as a draft. It is virtually identical. The
'differences of the program are in the opportunity to complete

residence training.
Mr. Luicni. In the length of time on FMG's, you urged it be ineffect as long as it takes rather tan the a 7-year limitation, I

believe. Go ahead.
Dr. RUHE. We did have a bill wh. h Was introduced to this effect,and it is virtually identical to H. 6802. There may be a little

lr

to
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a difference in the lengtly'of time, but I don't think it is a practically ;
significant difference. I 1.

Mr. LUKEN. That is fine. You indicate that medical schools have
little influnce on the number and type' of residencies with which
they have ra formal relationship. Why is this? Wm does establish
thg) number .hnd types of residencies related to medical institu-
tions? .

Dr. RUHE. Let me answer the second question first. The 'numbers
and types of residency programs are establighed largely by the
institutions which offer those programs. It is the collective' summa-
tion of the totals in each field which determines what is- offered. So
there is no formal prescription of total nuinbers, types or location
of residency programs today.

We believe, frankly, that thtt is the way it ought to be and that
-drat is the heSt.way for the fliture./Vp6 believe this provides more
flexibility, more o portunities. We do not really favor restriction of
educational oppo unities. And we'think that it is pnssible to make
changes in the ance or mix of graduate education through en-
couragement, in entive, and exhortation.

As a matter fact, I think history bears us out very well on this
matter. Th p ary care movement is really. fairly long in history,
and the rdedi profession was already strongly involved in .at-
tempting to develop .new programs for family practice and incen-

tives to go into primary care back in the 1960's.
In 1973, AMA published a formal policy position recommending -

that 50 'percent of/ graduates enter residency rpaining in primary
care. At that time, it was only 35 perceht.cro years later, the
coordinating council on medical education made a s" ilar recom-
mendatio4.

By the time the health manpower legislation ata.ually ied capita-'
tion grants to that index of primary care residencies, it had already
occurred. The 50-percent level had been, achielved before the law
even was passed. -

In° this case I think evidence of need in the community, demand
for that kind of service by patients, and recognition of that fact by
physicians and their organizations led to encouragement of medical
students and medical institutions to emphasize more strongly pro-
grams in primary care.

The present situation is one in which we have a pretty good
,balance. The schools themselves cannot guarantee what their...grad-
nates are going to do. They can provide emphasis in their own
undergraduate programs on certain types of educational opportuni-
ties. As you know, most schools now, have under special project
grants or special legislation, developed primary 'care units or
family practice departments or things of this sort.

This has led to a considerable change in the posture of itudents
and their attitude toward their future careers. The school can point
the student in .a certain direction, but the school has no control
over the student once the student graduates. And the choice of
specialty at the beginning or even more at the completion or end of
the residency program is certainly within the individual preroga-
tive of the individual students, as we think it ought to be.

Frankly, any presumption that by determining the mix of resi-
dents one can guarantee their function iri, later practice is, we
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think, :
\

kind Of delusion: What _the physician, does in thecommuni is determined more by the needs of that communityand the d: 81, ands patients make on the individual, than it is uponwhat the :: education has been.
We do be ieve strongly in having a substantial number of gradu-ates provid with a broad base ofreducation in primary care. Oneof the things which disturbs us about H.R. 6802 is that it would, in

a sense, cleci.- that if a student after 3 years c5f internal medicine

scratched f om the li,s being,kin primary
decided to . a fOurth year in or cardiology, that

. student-Would lien be
care. -

'Consequently, the school would lose credit for having had thatindividual as on of its primary care, graddates. fact is,that theindividual subs. . ty year in no way detracts fro /the, 4Irility of
that physician-to erovide primary. care. We Itzuv f om direct obser-
Ni ton and many recent studies that persons_ _w o are,. in fact,gaged in consul : t work deliver a substantial amount of pri-
mary care, many of hem 70 or 80 percent of their practice.We think that at 'pts to prescribe too closely the future prac-tice habits through e residency training program prescriptions
are doomed to failure. They are not likely to work and are unwisebecause they) put inn esSary restrictions on both the institutionsand the gradupkee

Mr. LUKEN. Thank ye That is all I have. Your testimony will
be rec ved into the r- 6, rd. The written testimony and your re-spo have been ex gly,helpful.
. Dr. RUHE. Thank you very Mild], Mr. Luken.

Mr. LUKEN. Thank you f r comiig and responding to these ques-tions.'
Is there anyone else- in he room who 3a expecting to testify?
[There was a hand.]
Mr. LUKEN. You are?
Dr. GIBLEY. Dr. Gibley.
Mr..LUKEN. Is `there anyone\ else?
Dr. MELBY. Dr. Melby.
Mr. LUKEN. Dr. Gibley and Dr. Melby, you were to be part of apanel to testify later. If you wo ld like to go on now, just the two of

-you, ',hat would be fine with ..We can then take the othe whenthey arriVe2i_
We .appreciate your being wil "ng to do that.

MELBY.-We appreciate the\opportunity. ,
Mr. LuKEN. Dr. Melby is first on our list.

- 'STATEMENTS OF EDWARD C. ELBY, Ddr.M., CHAIRMAN, COUN-
CIL OF DEANS, ASAOCIATI N OF AMERICAN VETERINARY
MEDICAL COLLEGES; AND C ARLES W. GIBLEY, JR., PH. D.,
ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES OF
PODIATRIC MEDICINE \ I

Dr. MELBY. Mr. Chairman and members or the subcommittee, weappreciate this opportunity to express the needs of veterinary
medical colleges for continuing. Federal financial help.

We would like kosubmit our statement for the record and I will
comment on, the present status of 4eterinary medical edcation and

4 9
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how,11:it. 6802 c ould provide 24:n effective means of Federarrman-(
cial support. 3

)0,Mr. LUK.EN. D?..-Melby, you are a veterinarian.
Dr: MELBY. That is correct.

.Mr. LuKEN. With the Association of American Veterinary Medi-
cal Colleges.

Dr.. MELBY. Thatje cgrrect. .
Mr. LuxEN. And you'have submitted a statement, and' that will

be received, without objection, into the record.
You may proceed any way you see fit, either to read it or

perhaps to summarize it or to com eat in any way you want.
Dr. MELBY. Thank you. I thought . wourd summarize it and be

brief, if I may. [See p. 414.]
Mr. x , Fine. _

medicineDr. ME.413. Veterinary edicine ig a biomedical science of great, breadth and its members provide a wide range of health §ervices,
including prevention, control, and treatment of diseases Lip food
producing, companion, and recreational animals. *

Veterinarians are -among those best equipped to deal with the
complex interrelationshipg among human beings, animals, and the
environment. Comparative medicine, the interface between animal
and human medicine is vifal to advances to understanding and
pieventing disease. Reduction in the cuality of education would
impaiir a vital natural resource affect ag the food supply, health

- advances through biomedical researc .., and the 3ntrol of diseases
of man and animal.% ,- 1

Currently there are about '7,200 3tadents. ,nc - enrolled in 24
colleges and schools of veterinary medicine. About .1850 new veter-
inarians Willfbe graduated this year. The cost of veterinary medical
education ranks, among the highest in the heal a,.. professions, far
beyond the amount that can be recovered fro= 7.uition or other
usual sources of college income.l ,,l`wenty-one of the,i veterinary medical colleges are in Stag uni-
versities, and three n priVate universities which receive substan-i , tial State. support. And these States represent less than half the
total of the 50 U.S. States. They cannot be expected to carry the
burden of financing the Nation's cost of yeterine.-7- medical educa-
tion. . . .

To make it possible for the existir:g institutions, to fulfill the
regional and national responsibilities Io'copen the profesSion's doors
equally to all qualified students and to ure that the professiontrei
benefits from the broadest possible base 'of ood students, Federal
sharini in the cost of'vet4rinary medical ucation is absolutely
essential.. H.R. 6802, with some changes, would provide a basis for
appropriate Federal participation.-- "1

M A new health miknpoWer authOrization should continue the fol-
lowing features for 'veterinary education: ' 1 ,
. One, institutional support based upon student enrollment to.ac-
complished specified national goals: H.R. 6802 would authoi.ize
about $750 per student per year, and with changes, it would be
effective..,H.R. 6800 would got.

Student financial aid tifrough scholarship and loan programs,
both of which would obligate certain professional servicls in the



national interest: H.R. 6802 provides the basis for this, whereasH.R. 6800 does not. .

Financial assistance and construction and renovation of facilities:Neither H.R. 6802 or H.R. 6800 provides appropriate assistance, forthis
Financial incentives.to attract minority students: N "ther H.R.6802 nor H.R. 6800 would provide effective stimuli fa minorityrecruitment, retention and education in veterinary c'Financial support of special projecth to improve he q ility -ofeducation: Neither H.R. 6802 nor 6800 would accom fish t pur-pose: _

Institutional financial distress grants: While both H.R. 002 andH.R. 6800 would provide a basis for this, it would appear that H.R.6800 would be the most effective in providing a lasting remedy fordeficit
Dr. Carter' bill, with an amendment to impiove, the VOPPschools, would be effective for this purpose.
Finally, fmancial assistance in the startup of veterinary medicalschools. .H.R. 68 would .be effective, while H.R. 6800 providesnothing for that p
We urge the subcommittee to accept our recomalndations forchEMges in H.R. 6802 as presented for the record, and we do appre-ciate th6 opportunity to present our views. We would be pleased torespond to any questions you may have concerning the testimony.-
[Testimony resumes on p. 421.]
[Dr. Melby's prepared statement follows:] -

0
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STATEMENT OF -EDWARD :C. MELBY, D.V.M.,' CAHIRMAN, COUNCIL V DEANS.

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN' VETERINARY MEDICAL COLLEGES.

^

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, the Association of
American Veterinary Medical Colleges appreciates this opportunity to express
its views regarding continued federal financial participation in health
professions education. I am Edward C. Mclby, Chairman of the Council of
Deans of the Association of American Veterinary Medical. Colleges and Dean '
of the New0fork State College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell University. 1
I speak today for the Association-of American Veterinary. Medical Colleges.

I wish to describe the current status bf veterinary medical education-
and provide our association's comments on the bills before the subcommittee.
At the conclusion of this testimony I have outlined the goals of our ascncia-
tion for health manpower legislation. That portion contains some idqas for
alternative or additional provisions which are not included in the bills.

A crossroads, perhaps a crisis, in veterinary medical education is upon
lus now. Demands for veterinarians and severe limitations on sources of
income for veterinary medical schools are putting vital programs in jeopardy.

In the past few decades, startling changes have occurred in the veterinary
medical profession. While the original arid most obvious service, the delivery
of direct health care to animals and the relationship of that service to food
supplies; and the. nation's economy, remaftis-a basic and vital function it is .
but one part of a larger respfcnsibility. Thousands of veterinarians work for
governmental agencies at all levels, helping to implement, regulations designed
'to assure that only safe, wholesalne animal- products are marketed for human
consumption. Others are involved in public health programs controlling such
direct hazards to human health astransmissible animal diseases and dangers
arising from toxins and environmental pollutants. Comparative' medicine, that
area of study which deals with the interface between animal and human
medicine and is vital to advances in tindersta'nding and Keventing disease,
requires investigators trained in schools of veterinary medicine. if those on
the front lines of veterinary medical activity are to have the knowledge and
tools.to perfOrm effectively, research in the laboratories and in the field
must be relentless and must be pursued by highly trained professionals.

Veterinary medicine is aLbiomedichl science( of such breadth that its
members are now among those best..c ui ell to deal effectively with the
complex interrelatio ps among uman be rvgs, anima , an nt.
l'Iociety is to continue to benefit from advances in veterinary medieine,----

'there must' be no lapse in the quality of those trained to pursue it.. Currently
about 7,200 students are enrolled in twenty-four colleges and schools of dm.
veterinary medicine in the United States. About 1,850 new veterinarians w1Try-
be graduated this year. Clearly, any significant reduction in the quality of
training would impair a vital national resource. Nevertheless, several factorb
are threatening to do just that, foremost among them the financial squeeze.

The cost of veterinary medical education ranks among the highest In
the health professions. far beyond the amount that can be recovered from
tuition or other usual sources of college income., Twenty-one of the veterinary
medical colleges are in state universities, and these states cannot be expected
to continue to finance the major part of the nation's costs for, veterinary
modical education. Like schools devoted Ao training physicians, veterinary

422
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medical colleges jai tain a high ratio of faculty, to students, particularly in
the clinical aspects of training:- veterinary schools face high costs in recruits

...big and maintaining high-quality fricultiesr they must provide expensive
laboratories and equipment for teaching the full range of biomedical sciences;

jand they must provide those vital arenas of instruction,, modern teaching
hospitals. / ),.

Unlike the* counterparts in human medicite, those responsible for training
,

..-

veterinarians must prepare their students to deal with complex health problems
of not one but many species. They must do this without access to some
major sources of income available to medical schools. Most significant for:
animal health care, there are-no third-party payer systems available to owillosof animals requiring medical care. This results in severely limiting the , ' 4 tservice income of veterinary medical teaching hospitals. Income in such f
hospitals rareiy;provides more than half the needed support.

,*.
1

With costs of veterinary medical education approaching ;20,000 per year
of training, it would be folly to presume that the studs ys can carry the
'financial burden of their education. While physicians.aF often seen as able
to command high incomes and therefore repay large educational debts, the
situation for veterinarians is quite different. Starting -salaries lEirerage about
$16,000 and have remained at about that level over several years.

The diminishing federal fmancial support of recent years and rapidly
rising costs have increased the burden on the state go'vernments gind veterinarymedical students. Current public concern over levels of state spending inhibits
sufficient expansion of state appropriattions fort veterinary medical education.
To attempt to close, the income-cost gap by further limiting' the enrollment
of out-of-state students would be tempting but Because of the.
geographic locations of the institutions, many ,states would be underserved,
and entire regions oribe country would be shortchanged. f

.
To correct the present deficiencies and make it possible for the existing

institutions to-fulfill their regional responsibilities, to open the profession's
doors equally to all qualified students, to insure that the profession benefits
from the broadest possible base of. good applicants,. federal sharing in the
cost of veterinary medical education is absolutely essential. The unique role
of the veterinary medical profession and veterinary medical institutions in
the national health system necessitates adequate and equitable federal financial
support of veterinary medical education.

In most respects, we lieve that the present law is,an efficient tool
for achieving the natio orities in veterinary medicirfe Therefore, we

,strongly support the i in nt of LLB.. 6802 for it indicates the desire to
continue the feyderal part ership in health professions education. We think that
continded fed al pa tici tion is essential in veterinary medical edueat .
and II.R. 680 , with changes which we recommend, would provide a b is for
that participation.

Institutional support grants have proven to be 'a very effective means of
stimulating performance in accord with national goals. Institutional support
grants provide a stable funding source for the schools which is critical for

4.23
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rational utilizin of funds provided by both state and 'federal goverfimente
z,

_ l .

Such grants stro d provide potential funding of approximately 10% of the cost
4,0P- education: T indicates the need for an. authorization consideraiSly higher

7 . than presentIg'pr ided for in H.R. 68'02. We recommend an authorization for; an amount which' would provide 62060 per student per year in schools of ,-,t 1' veterinary medicine. . '
,

We are in full supp.ort of the retroactive `klimiriation of enrollment
increases required, for construction grants since these increases will result in
undue financial burdens on seven\schools:

.. .
.

.
4. /

We i'llsorIppreciate and 'support'the extension of the HelthPYoressions 1
Student Loan Progranil That program ,provides a loan source at interest
rates which make loins reasonably reVayable by'young health professionals. "'

.

with modest incomes, as is the case with yOurrs. veterinarians. The opportunl-
S.'ties for loan forgiveness through service in uncierArved areas prqvide highly

cost-effective means of addressing the neeas'of medically underserved areas. S..Veterinary students have eagerly participated in tees program, and we encourage ... .the subcommittee to emphasize this program as a melee facet of a new
health manpower laii. .

In contrast, the National Health service Corps (NHSC) tcholarship prOgram
is practically an unknown quantify hi veterinary medielne. Despite the large t,

numbers of students and enormous, sums of money that. have been involved in
the NHSC scholarship program over 'the years, only joiur scholarships have been
awarded to veterinary students, and 4his was done Only during the current
academic- year: We believe that tee "private practice" option tinder the.
NHSC scholarship prograrp is particularly well-suited to veterinarians. We
support the removal of thekpaternalistic requiiement.,that shortage-area private
prletice can be approved billy it' the practice would generate an income
comparable to Corps Salaries.: 5,

The Administration's proposal,,H.R. 6800, (quid constitute a de facto
wljrdrawal of the federal governmeni from health professions educational

lame." This attitude is very short-sighted and unfair AD students and the
states rwhich support ,veterinary education. We have Conelpded that H.R. 6800's beg redemption and s.honld be disrtgarded in its entirety. ,

- ,
Moving away froth the specific bills before the subcommittee, we would

e to outline our associatirSn's goals for health professions education legisle-
on. Anumber of our recornmendatIons are already contained in H.R. 6802,

a urge you to consider that bill as the foundation upon which, to build
an 'effective health manpower program. We-recommend that new legislation
contain the followipg- features;

4' (1) Institutional support based upon student enrollment to accomplish
specified national goals.:"

(2) student financial aid through scholarship and.loan programs, both
1 which could obligate certain professional service in, the national

interest.
-

424
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(3) Financial assistance in construction and renovation of educational'facilities. .

(4) Financial incentives to attract minority students and assist in
offsetting the costs of retaining them in the- professional education
Programs.

( ) Financial support for certain speed projects directed to the
improverrient of the quality of professional education and prepara-tion for specialized careers critical to national goals.

,(6) Institutional financial.distress grants restructures to provide
opportunities and motivation to move out of a deficit spending
situation.

(7) Financial assistance in the initial period of start -up' of neW
veterinarymedical schools with preference given to those servingmulti-state and regional'needs.

, Institutional Support Grants

An amount of $2,000 per student (10% of the annual cost of education
per student) enrolled in the professional education program should be author-ized for annual institutional support grants to schools and colleges of
Veterinary medicine which perform in the national interest, upon satisfactionof one of the following efiterla.

At least 20% of the enrollment of full-time, first-year students inthe school is comprised of students who are residents of states inwhich there are no veterinary medical schools currently graduatingstudents; or

(2) The school expands, 'or plans to expand within 12 months, its
clinical educational resources by one of the following or comparable
measures: (a) a satellitq clinical facility to improve and amplify
its-clinical education prdgrams; (b) a new, clinical specialty servicewith at least two appropriately educated and experienced faculty
members; (c) a clinical facility to provide continuous emergencycare services; or

'(3) The school increases b at least 25%, or plans to so increase
within one yejir, the nrollment of post-doctoral students in thespecialties of path° ,.toxicology, or laboratory animal medicine,
or 'in disciplines e ential'for careers in veterinary education andresearch.

Justification of Institutional Support Grants for the.Sreified Purposes.

There are now twenty-four veterinary medical colleges in twenty-threeStates. Twenty-one are state-supported institutions, and three are components
of private universities, in which case some state financial support is available.
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Since the twenty-three states_provide the basic financial support of the
schools, there is particular need tastimulate multi-state and regional ed a-
tional opportunities through federal sharing of approximately 10% of the cost
of education.

Veterinary medical colleges need additional financial resources to provide
educational opportunities-in the clinical specialty services and to provide
facilities and services which will improve the entire clini-al education
program.

Th'ere is a very significant shortage of veterinary pathologists, toxicolo-
gists and laboratory animal medicine specialists to serve the requirements for

- evaluating health impels of potentially toxic, careinogenic and mutagenic
agents, particularly the health impacts of such agents in model' animals.
There is also a shortage of qualified veterinarians for academic positions in
teaching and research.

a

Student Financial Aid

A student financial aid program, including scholarships and loan programs,
is proposed as follows:,

1. Health Professions Student Loans

A program of federally subsidized low interest loans should
be continued and expanded. Such a program should include deferral
of repayment:obligations:for up to five years .of post-doctoral
education and interest chArges should not be the responsibility of
the borrower until the professional education and any post-doctoral
education are completed. "Service in a designated underserved area
should qualify as a loan repayment equivalent of $10,00tper year
of service.

2. Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships

A program of scholarships for students with exceptional
financial need should be continued and expanded. , Such, a program
should provide partial financial support during the first year of
approximately 50% of the costs of education and maintenance, and
a similar amount for each succeeding year of the professional
educational program.

.

.Natidnal Health Service Corps Scholarships

A new National Health Sekvice-Corps ScholarShip nut' oriza-
tion shouldclearly indicate the intent, of the. congress to i elude
veterinary medical students in tlic scholarship program and ter-
inarians in the National Health Service, Corps service programs..
At least 56. scholarships should be awarded to veterinary medical,*
students annually and 50 entry elevel National Health Service Corps
positions should be held for, veterinarians in each year of a new
authority.

426
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Justification of Student Financial Aid\
Since the income potential of veterinarians is not -high, certainly net

comparable to the income potential of physicians, student aid should be0 structured to the realistic ability of the young professional person to payeither by. service or-in money.

Veterinarians could provide valuable clinical veterinary medical,. preventivemedical, and public health services in the National Health Service Corps, butthe opportunity. has net been, offered. To date no veterinarians have served inthe NIISC. Veterinarians would add a dynamic new dimension to the presenthealth care &cams of many com nity health care centers and would improvethe economiS base of many rur areas.

A loan program with relat cly low interest rates should be continued topermit students to enter the veterinary cdical profession when family orindivIdpal financial resources arc inad mite to meet educational costs. Withoutsuch al progr m, many students of low and medium income families will haveto give up s of veterinary medical careers since veterinary. medical salariesare inade to repay large loans at high interest rates.

Schotarships for exceptionally financially needy students arc necessary tooffer such.,students an opportunity for a veterinary medical education, but theprogram should'bc restructured to pertnit the student- to continue through theprofeSs4a1 program partially supported' by the scholarship. The currentprograto( one year of full support results in attracting the student for one
. year and then "dumping" the student into the hands of, the high interest loan.market or possibly forcing the student to drop out of school.

Financial Alistance Grants for Start-Up of New Institutions 0.

A program similar to that authorized by P.L. 94-484 should be continuedto assist those schools now in development to attain a fully-operational,quality program. The new authority should permit completion of commitmentsmade under P.L. 94-484 to veterinary medical schools.. It also should permitnew awards to be made to.developing ,schools, particularly those serving multi,state needs, which have; on the effective date of ,the new .authority, a "state-ment of reasonable assurance" by. the recognized accrediting agency.

These slcveloping educational programs have been planned and construe-tio funds have been appropriated en the belief that federal start-up assistance
w uld be available for beginning faculty ,recruitment, purchasing expensivem vable equipment, purchaXing autotutorial resources, and beginning an appro-p late library collection. /Without' such start-up support, these programs may.have insufficient resources to provide a quality .cducation.

/ .

.

. ,Financial Assistance for Construction and Renovation of Facilities

Authority should he continued for the construction and renovation ofeducational facilities. Such authority should require matching of federal fundsby at least 20% non-fedtrfil funds.

4.27
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Increasing c rollments should not be a requirement of a constructicfn.or
renovation grant juithority, and requirements for inerensed enrollments applied
to grants under .t. 94-484 should be rescinded as provided in 11.R. 6802.

The facilities of several veterinary medical schools are inadequate for
contemporary veterinary medical education and should be replaced or renovated.
New facilities such as satellitC clinical centers are needed by many of the
schools to provide a sufficient range of clinical experiences.

41,

Without the assistance of federal funds for these purposes, the states
will not be able to meet the needs for adequate facilities, nd without them
some institutions will provide inadequate, poor quality edue . Eventually
some may lose accreditation as a result of inferior cducatio al facilities.

Minority Student Enrollment Incentives.

A. new program for jmproving minority participation in veterinary
education should be authorized. Since minority students may come from
disadvantaged educational backgrounds, special programs, designed to retain
such° students In the professional educational programs should be encouraged.
Nothing will be gained through a program which attracts minority students
unless it also provideS incentives and fesources to retain them through the
program to graduation.

An appropriate authority Tor veterinary _medical education would provide
$19,900 per minority student year of zigentront,

Special Projects for Educational Quality Improvement

A program of, grants should 60 authorizedtto support and stimulate he
improvement of educational. quality and for innovative efforts to enhane
educational.experiences..

Projects eligible for such grant supportshouldinclude:
6

1. Improvement. of clinical instruction by the addition of new- clinical
services and facilities.

2. Develop mentor. expansion of programs for post - doctoral education in
the currently under-supplied specialties of pathology, toxicology and
laboratory animal medicine or for academic careers in teaching,.
research and service...

.

3. Enhancement of educational programs. through the addition of
satellite facilities and rural health team'Services or the imprdvement
of. education in health care delivery and animal and human nutrition.
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ants to Aid Schools in Financial Distre

Financial distress grants authorized by P.L. 94-484 should be continued,
ut .the program should be revised so that incentives would bd provided to

terminate deficit spending. Financial distress grants have been a vital factor
in maintaining one of the veterinary medical colleges. That one must have
further support, and others may need it. The present system of grant

. eligibility Justification which requires evidence of continued deficit spending
should be changed. Part of any continuing Justification should be based on
the presence of a plan of financial recovery and termination of the deficit
spending situation.

We urge ihe subcommittee 'to accept our recommendations for changes
!WI-1.R. 6802 and make appropriate additions to the bill so that it will effec-
tively continue the federal partnership with the states in Veterinary medical
education. On behalf of the Association of American Veterinary Medico(
Colleges, I thank the subcommittee for the opportunity to present our views.

Mr. LUKEN. Dr. Melby; ..you suggest in yaur prepared testimony
that financial assistance should be available for startup of new
institutions. How many schools of -veterinary medicine do you be-.
lieve would fill the need of such assistance?

Dr. MELBY. At the present time,. there has, first 'of all, been a
tremendous demand for entrance into our schools. Within recent
years, it has* been three times more difficult to obtain admission to
a veterinary medical school,than to a medical school. I think that
is partially the reflection of the 'number of schools as well as' the
interest in. biology and other areas.

There are several States, in response to this tremendous pressure
for admission, whO are in various stages of development. Lthink it
would be important for those schools, having made that'commit-
ment in thinking there would be the additional resources from the
Federal Government, to continue that commitment of those schools
now in that stage of development.

Beyond that, we see no need for further expansion.
Mr. LUKEN. Section' 788, the assistance' to disadvantaged stu-

dents. If that were expanded and funds channeled to the health
professions school, would that help you with increasing minority
enrollments?

Dr. MELBY. I think so, sir. We have a very difficult time attract-
ing minority students. We are competing, as -you know, with other
health profession schools. There is a problem of lack of numbers of
minority students now in .veterinary medicine. 'rile role model is
not there. There are a variety of other things.

I Can tell you it is a. headhunting e- ition for us to try to
attract, get them and retain them.

Mr. LUKEN. All right, Dr. Melby. Thai _ you.
If you want to stay around for a moment, we may want to

'discuss it a little bit with Dr. Gibley, whd is in another health
.profession. Dr. Gibley is with the podiatrists. Is that right, Dr.
Gibley? ..

. Dr. GIBLEY. I am not with the podiatrists but I .am with the
Association of Colleges of Podiatric Medicine. My background is a

- Ph. D..in anatomy and I am dean of one of the colleges.
Mr. LUKEN. Which one is that?
Dr. GIBLEY-Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine:
Mr. LUKEN: III Philadelphia?
Dr. GIBLEY. In Philadelphia.
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Mr. LUKEN. It, seems like I have /seen you there once before.
Dr. GIBLEY. Yes, I believe you vvrefe there in June:
Mr.'LtmEN. All right, Dr. Gibley4, roceed.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. GIBLEY, JR.,
Dr. GIBLEY. The association repesents .the five independent col-

leges of podiatric medicine whiich educate this Nation's entire
supply of podiatrists. I am pl7ased .to have the opportunity to
comment on both Congressmen Waxman's and Staggers' proposals
for reshaping our national policy regarding health manpower.

The challenges facing podiatry in the 1980's are unique among
the health professions. Unli le our colleagues in the .other major
health disciplines, we are pa t of a profession that remains critical-
ly undermanned. Additional y, podiatry remains the most seriously
maldistributed of all the health professions.
"4' Finally, podiatry continues to suffer because many people do not
recognize that we are a primary care discipline. ,Podiatry is a
primary care profession, A podiatrist provides comprehensive care
for a significant portion of the human anatomy, the lower extrem-
ities.

The podiatrist has high index of suspicion for those systemic
diseases which are manifested in the foot: for example, diabetes
mellitus, peripheral v,
al disease.

cular disease, arthritis, uremia, and venere-

Let me also poind out that the current emphasis in our ealth
system on a cost - elective ambulatory care brings theopodia ist to
an even more central position in this system since a podiatrist's
training is focused largely on assuring the ability to ambulate.

Indeed, the vast majority of podiatric care is provided in ambula-
tory settings. With the impetus of Federal aid, the five colleges of
podiatric medicine haVe dramatically increased enrollments since
the mid - 1960'x.; In 1966, there were 700 podiatric medical students
enrolled; today there are over 2,500, a threefold increase.' In 1966,
the colleges awarded degrees to 135 individuals and in 1979 to 575
individuals.

Additionally, 'each college now has a newly constructed'or com-
pletely renovated physical plant. Despite these successes, due in
large part to past manpower health bills, much remains to be done.

According to the Department of HEW, podiatry 'remains the
most critically undermanned and the most seriously maldikriliuted
of all the major health professions.

Mr. LUKEN. In that connection, do you agree or disagree with
14EW's projected supply and requirements for your profession in
1990?

Dr. GIBLEY. We agree with it and are pleased to find out that an
outside agency has come up with the same conclusions 'we have
had,over the years. It was nice to see that another agency which,
cannot be accused of self-serving come up with those figures.

Mr. LUKEN. All right, proceed.
Dr. GIBLEN. At current graduation rates, HEW has projected a
-percent shortfall of practicing 'podiatrists in this country. by

1990. With each of our schools currently educating maximum num-
bers of podiatrists, there is no chance of eliminating this shortfall
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without a Federal commitment to assist in expanding our oper-ations. ,

We simply have nowhere else it, turn for institutional support.
Already, our students are carrying a larger share, 50 percent of thecost of their education, than any other health profession's s udents.
Similarly, the States in which our schools are located cannot be.

i expected to provide major support for our schools. The Sta } } }tes un-
derstandably view the graduates of our five, schools as national orregional, and not State resources

We are greatly disturbed by the paucity of institutional support
found in Mr. Staggers' bill, introduced on behalf of the administra-
tion. The termination of capitation grants without any attempt toprovide alternative means of support would work .a very severehardship on our schools.

Mr. Waxman's institutional support grants .sould be very helpfulin maintaining our ongoing operations. These grants are critical tothe continued strength of our colleges, While we wish the propOsal

reasons e, given national fiscal concerns. Thus we support the
) offered ore generous institutional support, its authorizations are

provisions of section 770 of H.R. 6802.
Yet, as I pointed out earlier, an increase in the number of

graduates of each of our schools is necessary if the foot care needs
of our Nation are to be met in the coming decade. Increases are notpossible without Federal financial support in addition to the insti-
tutional support offered by the Waxman bill.

--N Therefore, we propose that the committee inszitute a special
project authority designed to alleviate both the shortage and mal-distribution problems in podiatu. through regional efforts by thecolleges of odi tric medicine. Under the proposal, colleges wouldands to institute an intensive effort to recruit

rserved areas from across the, country.
ges would guarantee that each such student

receive Fe eral
students from un

In addition, the c
would receive the equivalent of 1Y2 years of clinical training in an
underserved ,area, This effort could be'undertaken with $3,000 per
recruited'studefieyear in special projeCts grant funds.. We estiniatthe total cost to the Federal Government at approximately $

Stude t assistance programs are critically important to the_s u-
dents of podiatric medicine. As I rnentionedearlier, our student's
pay a larger share of the total cost of their training than do other
health profession students. Half of the annual $12,000 cost of podia-
tric medical education is borne by,the student.

It is not surprising that students of podiatric medicine are farmore involved in the high interest of the health education assist-- ance program than are student's of any'other. profession.Let me try to summarize the last ,couple of pates of this since Ihave gone over the time limit. We certainly support the National
Health Service Corps and scholarship program, for podiatry stu-.dents. That is one of the .ways you can help us graduate.enough
students and return them to underserved areas.

[Testimony resumes on p. 4321
[Dr. Gibley's prepared statement followsd

63-494 0 - BO - 26
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. GIBLET, JR., PH. D.,

AMERICAN ASOCIATION OF COLLEGES OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE

INTRODUCTION

Good afternoon. I am Dr. Charles Gible Dean,of the., #

Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine and immediate past president

of the American Asadciation. of Colleges of Podiatric Medicine. The

Association represents'the five independent colleges of podiatric'

medicine which educate this 7.ition:3 entire supply.of.podiatristp.

1;

I am pleasei to the opportunity'to' comment on both
.

Congressman.Naxman's an:A ':ongressman Staggerts proposals for reshaping

our national policy rent_ -ting ealth manpower,

a The challenges facing podiatry in .the 1980's are unique amo.pg

the health professions. Unlike our colleagues in the other major
it

health disciplines, we are partied a profession that remains

critically undermanned. Additionally, podiatry remains the most

seriously maldistributed of all the health professions. Finally,

podiatry continues to suffer because many people do not recognize

that we are a primary care discipline.
Te-u

4.is' ' PRIMARY CARE R

Podiatry is a primary care 4:Tofession. A podiatrist provides

comprehensive primary care for a specific portion of the. human

anatomy -- the lower extremity. The.podiatrist has a high index of.

432
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suspicion for those systemic diseases hich are manifested in the

Foot, e.g., diabetes mellitis, periphe al vascular' disease,

arthritis,. uremia and syphilis. Let m also point out that the

current emphasis in our health care sys em on cost-effective

ambulatory care brit- )0diatri1t i to act even more central

position in this systc ...nc& the podiatrist's training is focused '

largely bn assuring the ability to ambulate. L
'.7
ndeed, the vast

majority of podiatric care is proyided. n ambulatory settings.

INSTITUTIONAL ASSISTANCE%

With' the impetus ,of federal aid, he five colleges of podiatric

medicine have dramatically increased eni llments since the mid-1960'1:

In 1966, there were 7010

)
podiacric medica students enrolled; today

there are over 2500f!
. 1966,the toile- es awarded degrees to-135

individuals and in 1979 to 575 individua

Additionally, each college now has a newl constructed or.

completely renovarphysical plant,

Despite these 'successes' much remains to be done.

According to the Department of HEW, podiatry remains the most

critically undermanned

t
a d the most seriously maldistributed of all

-

.
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the 'major health.professionsll A current graduation r:.Las,'HEW

has projected a 30 percent. shortfall of practicing podiatrists in

this country by 1990. With each of 'our 'schools currently educating.

maximum numbers of podiatrists, there is no chance of eliminating

this shortfall without a federdl'commitmen: to assist in expdnding

our operations.

We simply have nowhere else to turn for institutional support.

Already, our students are carrying a larger share (50 percent) of

the cost of their education that any'oth,-: health profession:s.

students. Similarly, the states in:which Our schools are located

cannot bA expected to provide major support for our schools.

states understandably view,the graduates of our five schools

national or regiOnal,!and'not state resouree.,

The

ass`

We are greatly disturbed by the pau lty of institutional

support found in Mr.-Stagger's bill, intro ucc,l 'n behalf of the

Admin1stration. The termination of capitation grants without any

attempt to provide alternative means of support T.7nuld work

aevere.hardship dn our schools.

Mr. :taxman's institutional stTuort grants would be very

helpful in maintaining our ongoing operations. These giants are

to the continued strength' of our colleges% While we

. .

ti
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wish the proposal offered more generous institutional support,

its authorizations are reasonable, given national.fiscal concerns.
Thus we support the provisions of Sec. 770 'of H.R, 68Q2.

Yet, as I pointed out earlier,
an incre.ase,in the number off

'graduates of each of our school is necessary if the foot care
needs of our nation are to be met in the coming decade. Increases
are not possible without Federal

financial support in addition .to

the institutional support offered by the Waxman bill. Therefore,
we propose that the Committee institute

a special project authority

designed to alleviate bot,htheshortage
and maldistribution problems

in podiatry through regional efforts by the colleges'of pibdiatric

medicine. Under'the.proposal, colleges would receive Federal funds

to institute an intensive effort
to recruit students from underserved

areas from.across the country. In addition, the colleges would

guarantee that each such student would receive the equivalent of

one and one-half years of clinical training in an underserved area.

iiThis effort could be undertaken with $3,-000 per recruited student

year in special projects, grant' fun's.. 'We estimate the total cost

to the federal government at approximately $1 minion.

We believe that this type of special project would have an
immediate and positive impact on both the shortage and maldistribution

problems in podiatry. The program would provide our csileges with

needed incentives and resources for increasing enrollment. Further,

4 3'5
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by focusing recruitment and clinical training efforts in underserved

areas, we'would be more certain of attracting significant numbers

of students with an orientation toward eventual practice in such

areas. We will submit to the Subcommittee detailed specifications

for this special project proposal in the near future.

AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTERS

We are distressed that both the Waxman and Administration

proposals contemplate no growth in AHEC funding. The AHEC program
,

potentially is very helpful in exposing health profession students /

to arCinterdisql.plinary approach'to education which will serve

them well in -later practice.' Podiatry has long been interested in

participating more fully in the AHEC program. and we propose that.

Che law be amended to increase our opportunities to participatp.

Specifically, we suggest that Section 781(c)(4) of the Public Health

Service Act be amended to allow colleges of podiatric medicine,

which are within a reasonable Istance of an Area Health Education

Center, to have reasonable opportunitiIT to actively. participate in

the programs of the AHEC. _
,

STUDENT ASSISTANCE

Student assistance programs are critically important to

students of podiatric medicine, As I mentioned earlier, our

436,
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studegts pay a far larger share of thg total cost of their training

than do the other health professiOns':students,
Half`` -of the annual

$12,000 cos,p of.podiatric medical education is borne by the student...

Tt in nor surprising that students of pediatric medicine are far

el,tr LuvcAved in the high interest Health. Education Assistance

Loan (HEAL) Program than are students of any other profession.

We are grateful to note the support, in bi th of the bills
41,under discussion, for the National Health. Service Corps and its

scholarship program-. Students of podiatric medicine have,onlY

recently begun participating in the NHSC scholarship program.

With proper recruitment and orientation efforts, we believe that

this program will be successful in'providing quality health care

in'underserved, areas, We. are'very excited about participating in

this program and we request that the Committee legislatively

earmark a certain percentage of scholarships for podiatry, based

on-relative shortages vis a vid'the o,ther primary care medical

professions,

We also support the emphasis in these bills on facilitating

entry into the health professions of minority students, Efforts on

the part of podiatr*Y't6 recruit and retain minority students have,

met with only mixed success. Representation of- minorities in

'podiatric medical schools increased from less than one percent

ti

43 7,
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at the beginning of the 1970's, to 7 percent tOLay. Despite some

gains, much more needs to be done in this area . .1 we welcome the

resources to accomplish our goals of full and fair representation

of all groups in podiatry.

We cannot protest too strongly the deletion of the student

loan program proposed by the AdministratAn bill.- Even now; our

students are incurring education debts, which often require pay-

back of as much as $170,000 over a 15 year period. This amounts

to more than, $900 per month-in loan repayments. Suth enormous

debts necessarily translate into high..patient fees, and general

(escalat on of costs throughout the health care system. Health

care co t. inflation must be attacked at its roots and enormous

student indebtedness ranks as one of the most stubborn roots.

4 Thi's is no time to cut off the means for keeping student indebt-

edness within manageable limits. We support chairman Waxman's

proposal Co extend the student loan program and suggest that

funding be as possible,Y,for saving dollarsatthis

level will cost the system far more when huge education loans

me due a few years from now.

SFER'OF PODIATRY -TO THE DIVISION' OF MEDICINET.

,( We r4terate,that the profession of podiatry, if properl)i)..)

utilized, can ease our country's serious shortage of prim'ary care

()
.
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medical professionals: Consistent with the new found appreeiation.
a.

of.podiatry's primary care role,. our professional programs were,

'administratively ehifted, 'effective.Sepsember '5, 1978,, from the.

HEW Bureau of Health Manpower's Division of Associated Health

Professions to the Division of Medicine. The profession supported
.

this.administrative transfer based on the similatities among

podiatryind the traditional. MOD professions in the areas of

educational bacriround, of license to diagnose illnesses, pre-.

scribe drugs, perform surgery, and to admit and-refer,patients We

believe that this transfer Will facilitate a very constructive

dialogue emong the-primary care medical professions.

146 strongly believe that any comprehensive renewarpfthe4

health manpower authorizations should take note'of Lb21s adrfinis-

trative transfer in all appropriate instances. Weurge you to

amend t*itatue, as necessary', to' legislativelyreco.

-'transfer of podiatry to the Nit.Oldn of Medicine. Wcl will be

happy to assist the Committee in any appropriate way in facilitating

this important objective..

7

This concludes my 4epared remarks. rwiil be'bgp-py to

answer whateller questions the Committee.memblers may have..

6.
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Mr. Luic F.a4. Thank you. It is not a question of your having gone
over. We are running into a whole pas-gel of votes here and will
have to leave4I have another 30 seconds or so.

Would each of,you tell us what percent of your operating funds
capitation represents at this time?

MELBY. Of course, this would vary from school to school; but
in our school *Ye are talking about probably 4 penent.

Dr. GIBLEY. We are talking about 15 percent, I think, across our
colleges.

Dr. MELBY. I would point out one thing. It may seem like a small
amount of money, but it is about the only source of money that has ,
an flexibility for programatic support.

Mr. LUKEN. And what 'percentage of your students are receiving
aid?

Dr. MELBY. Nearly 85 percent, at the. rnomernfr The average stu-'
dent getting out of our school today has an iddebtedness of $30,000
to $40,000. This is increasing. Our cost of education is about $20,000
per student per year.

Dr. GIBLEY. N_ inety percent of our students do.
Mr. LUKEN. I thank both--of- you for coming on behalf of the

veterinary and podiatry professions:
We are sorry we have to abbreviate it..
You have ,both been very helpful. We will recess. You need not

come back unless you want to listen.
We will recess this Sessioniuntil 2 o'CloCk.
Dr. GIBLEY. Thank you very much fOr the opportunity.

4Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER ItECr..,,S /
°

[The subcommittee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon., Henry
Waxman,. chairthan, presiding.]

-Mr. WAxM.4N. The meeting will come to,order.
4 I would like to welcome to the panel Michael Gemmell, executive

director, AssOciatiori of Schools of Public Health; "Gary Filerman,,
president of the Aisociation of University Programs and .Health
Administration; andDr. Kent W, Peterson, executive vice president
of the American College (*Preventative Medicine.

We are pleased to, have you here today. We have your prepared
statements, which_will be made. a part of the record in their entire-
ty: We would like you to summarize, if you would/around 5 min-,
utes, so that we will haVe an opportunity for 'questions and
answers.

Proceed any way you viiish.

STATEMENTS BY MICHAEL K. GEMMELL, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, ASSOCIATION .OF SCHOOLS OF .PUBLIC HEALTH; GARY
L FILERMAN, Pit D., PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF UNIVER-
SITY PROGRAMS IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION; AND KENT W.
PETERSON, M.D., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
COLLEGE 'OF. PREVENTIVE, MEDICINE -

Mr. GEMMELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Michael K. Gemmell, executive director of the Association

of Schools of - Public Health. We. appreciate the opportunity to
present our views on Federal support for graduate public health

410
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training in general and on H.R. 6802, the ealth Professions
Educational Assistance and Nurse Training endrnents of 1980,"in particular. [See p. 435.]

The deans of the U.S. schoolsof public health applaud the mem-, bers for 'holding hearings on extension and revision of Public Law94-484 and look forward to working with you in developing a billthat seek o:
. One. Provide an adequate supply of health. personnel to work in
.saras of national need such as disease prevention, health proMotion,health administration, policy and,management, environmental and -occupational health, epidemiology, biostatibties, nufrition,, maternaland child health, among others.

Two. Increase the supply of public health studenis and graduatesof schools of public health from underrepresented minority groups.Three. Promote the development of curriculum in national prior7ity public health disciplines.
Four. Implement the national health goals outlined in the recent

Surgeon General's report, "Healthy People."
Five. Support programs training medical personnel in areas ofpreventive medicine and dentistry.
Six. UpgradeAe management skills of executives in healthpolicy and management' programs.
Seven. Support studies to evaluate the present health manpoiever

production system, .,determine the' cost of educating and training
community and public health personnel and to identify 'functional
and geographic areas in which there are shortages of public healthworkers.

Eight. Provide institutional support to schools of public ,health toenable the training of public health specialistt in manpower ihort:age areas.
We believe, Mr. Chairman, that H.R: 6802 addr,sses these points,especially the last one. The bill provides basic fmancial institution-

al support for costs incurred by the sehools of public health inproviding comprehensive' training of personnel charged with the
responsibility for carrying out Federal programs; such as HIA's,
HMO's, Clean Air Act, Toxicc.Substances Act, FDA, programs; ma-'kernel and child health programs, senior citizen and nutritio pro-grams, Clean Water Act, PSRO's, among others, and new .Pederal
initiatives outlined, again, in "Healthy People,"

The. schools of..public health are training individuals needed to
carry out the goals of the Surgeon General's report: The thesis ofthe report is that. "further improVements .in' the health of the
American people can and will be acitiof(ed, not alone through in-
creased- Medical care and greater healtkexpenditures, but througha' renewed national commitment to efforts designed to preventdisease and to,promote health."

Mr. Chairman, the schools of public health are in the business of
training men and women for public service Our graduates workprimarily in the public sector in the areas of helilth promotion and
disease prevention. They represent the basic resource pool from
which Federal, State, and local health and environmental agencies
draw their manpower needs.

Graduates also *ork and teach in university settings. Industryrelies heavily on the schools to train their employee's involved in
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- industrial hygiene,. occupationalsafety and health, environmental
toxicology, among others. The breakdown is as folloWs: 50 percent
of graduates in a single given.year go into Federal, State, or local
government service, 32 percent work for either nonprofit communi-
ty health agencies or universities, and 12 percent Work for industry
and other proprietary organizations.

The schools no longer primarily train profeSsionals for State and
local government agenCies. In response to a demand for new types
of health workers and a broader concept t of public' health; the
schools have made major efforts to train students in health admin-
istration, environmental and occupational health, health care man-
agement, nutrition, and similar specialties in national priority
areas.

Let me skip over some of these points, Mr. Chairman, and sum-, marize the rest of my statement.
In closing? Mr. Chairman, we must make one final point. The

schOola of public health are heavily dependent on Federal assist-
ance to increase the capacity of the schools to respond to emerging
National, State, and local public health needs and to enable them
to offer comprehensive graduate training in critical areas which
are unsupported by other funding sources, including State goVern-

, ments and their parent universities. .

What is the justification for Federal support to schools of public
health? Public health. schools train personnel for public service,
The Federal Government has a direct interest in assuring that an,
adequate supply of Public health personnel is' trained in quality
institutions to rhanage and operate. the health delivery system in
the national interbst,
_Federal support to our schools, Mr. Chairman, is an investment

at the_ front end of the health care system. Our graduates and
researchers Will not only help prevent, illness but, will help slow
dOwn the rapidly escalating costs of medical care:

The deans thank you for giving us the opportuhity to.present our
views. We request that our detailed statement describing further
the goals and objectives of the schools of public health and our
specific comments on H.R. 68 and the administration's proposal
be incorporated into today's

Thank you, Mr. Chair n.
[Testimony resumes, on p. 447.]
[Mr. Gemmell's prepared statement follows1
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The Association of Schools of Public Health (ASPH)*,and Claa,,Ilv A'-d,< to,
which represents all of thetwenty-one U.S. Schools of

Uww....W of W...INwelo.

Public Health, appreciates
this opportunity to {?resent

.j , its views on H.R. 6802, the
"Health Professions Educational(1,..1"=:',:;:::::,,,.. )*--- Assistance and Nurse,Training
Amenpenti of 1980" and

the Administrations health manpower proposal. H.R. 6802.,,,.....,...Pr.,lrpo *.,..is a comprehensive
legislative proposal which seeks to,old W AI., '14, w S I 41 1,1

accomplish a number of very important goals.

te,tat... Comm., The purpose of this statement
is two - fold:. one is toWwkw w0 PA.,,

make the Congress and this
Committee aware of, the1P.O.

major training and'financial
problems facing. Schools

no.c.mw ni

'of Public Health today; and two is to clearly spell
out the ASPH position

on the Federal role in public.I w,Aw (hws u
health professions_educational

assistance programs.
wo, A.nla Gwvrr,..11

I wc./...W.w.t.,
Public health deals with the protection and improvement.
of Community health by organized community effort.

.Public health activities
art essentially a. public or

government responsibility, The services of public healthagencies are not reimbursable on a fee-for-service basis as are personal healthservices.. Rather than treating tht symptoms of disease in one person, publichealth is concerned with discovering how a disease occurs, in halting its spreadand in organizing programs for
those who have-been or may be affected by it ina community, a state or a nation,

The goal in theory and in practice is to%discover the source of ill health,and
to reduce or'eliminate it at theearliest point. As a public responsibility such

preventive activities havebeen largely supported by public funds.
,

* .-ASPH is the only national
organization representing the fleans, faculty and studentsof the twenty -one Schools of Public Health. The Schools represent the primaryeducational system that trains

personnel needed to operate our'Nation's-publichealth, disease prevention
and.health promotion programS. ASPH's principal purposeis to promote and improve the education and training.oflprofessional

public healthpersonnel.
. .
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Public health-measures have been successful An controlling communicable .diseases
as a major cause of death in the United States. While these measures shoUld
continue to prevent a resurgence, today-the major public health problems in this
country involve tpe causes and control of chronic diseases such as cancer and heart
disease; tire control or elimination of environmental health hazards; and the
provision of equal access to quality health care at reasonable costs.

In recent years.Congress has addressed these problems through significant legislation
dealing with' environmental health, disease prevention and plan-ring, evaluation and
management of the health care delivery system. Such legislation has created growing
manpower needs in public health. The demgnd is expected to continue and increase
as new programs to improve the quality of life and reduce health care costs are enacted.

Few studies have been conducted on the impact of the new legislative initiatives on
the demand for public health manpower. A.study conducted in 1973, prior to the
enactment of the health planning law and the current,emphasis'onPFost containment,
showed a short fall in every category of professional. public health manpower:

U.S. Estimated Supply of and Requirements for Selected Categories
of Professional Public Health Manpower*

Professionals with masters level training or higher

EiasE Year.

Supply
(1970 unless

.13(:),suiply, assuming

Possible 1980
Constant
School

Reduced
Sehool

Occupational Category specified) Output Output Requirements

Environmental Health' 2,200 4,300 3,800 5,000

.Epidemiology 1,000 1,800 1,500 2,000

Health Education .. 2,000. 3.600 3,100 6,000

Health Services
Administration 8,500 18,200. 15,300 25,200

Health Statistics 1,100 1,700 1,500 2,500MaternalHealth, Family
Planning & Child Health 800 1,800 1,500 2,000

Mental Health 200
,,,

400 350 1,100

Public Health Dentist y 1.),300 550 550

Public Health Nursing 12,457 5,200 4,550000 5,700

Public Health Nutrit on
1,000

1.800" 1,500 2,600

Public Health Veterinary
Medicine 200

.

350 300

,

. 550

*Department of Health Adminisiratioh, School of Public Health, University of Nprth
Carolina. Professional Health Manpower for Community Health Programs.. Chapel Hill.
North Carolina, 1 3

. .

The Schools of P Health are the major manpower training resources available to
meet the increasing demand for highly trained andrccmpetent personnel in the public
healthfieid.
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.Fedgral health professilnal manpower policy has focused almost
exclusively on -physicians and has bas policy decisions affecting other

health professionS onconclusions relating to physicians.
For example, studies have shown that theremay be a substantial oversupply

of physicians around 1990. Basedvon thisfinding the President's FY 1981 budget request assumes an oversupply of allhealth' professionals and consequently
targets its request for health professionseducation prOgrams at minimizi79

the futur4 oversupply Of health professionals.As suggested by.the chart, the available 4idence indicates an undersupply-of.public heatlh personnel. -Also the recent Surgeon General's report (HealthyPeople) found that there 'is'a need for preVention manpower
especially in thefields of epidemiology,

biostatistics,'health administration, enleironmentalhealth, 'occupational safety
and health, nut'rition, among others. Further, aDecember'1979 HEW report to Congress on community and public health perso nel..also called for increased federal

support to programs training professi als inthese priority public health areas.

.The Schools of Public Health*
have been educating pro(essio Is in,the techniquesof public health practice,

health preservation, health promo n me diseaseprevention and control since the first decades of the twentiet century. Some -Schools of Public Health had
their beginnings, in university sc ools of medicine',others were conceived from the outset as autonomous units withi eir parentinstitutions. '.Today there are twenty-bne fully accredited Schools of.PublicHealth in the United States, 7
at private and 14 at public universities.

Schools of Public Health are
distinct from other health professions schools ina number of ways. They are oriented

to the community And prevention, rather thanto the individual and cure.
They train people in a valUe system that is equali-tarian and public service oriented.

They train persons to be need oriented ratherthan demand oriented.. They teach
techniqueS of need responSe and how to view.the"community as a patient".

Students are prepared for community teamwork and adminis-tration rather than priyate
practice,. To solve community health, roblems thetypical graduate works on a team in organized community action, deals withadministrative problems and.must

understand group behavior as well as health caretechniques.
,

Located in 17 states and P rto Rico, the-21 accredited Schools of Public Healthtrain students from every s to in the nation. The Schools have a combinedenrollment of.over 7,000 stu nts and a faculty in excess of 1,700. ** Graduateeducation in the 21 Sthools is
organized. around a number of major specialties.

*University of Alabama in Birmi ham, University of California-Berkeley, Universityof California-Los Angeles, Co c nbia University, Harvard University, University ofHawaii, University of Illinois, The
Johns Hopkins University, University of LomaLinda, UniverSity of Massachusetts,
University of Michigan, University of Minnesota,' University'Of North Carolina, Univetsity of OklahoMa, University of Pittsburgh,UniVersity of Puerto-Rico, University of South Carolina, University of. Texas at.. Houston, Tulane Un'iversity, University of

Washington and Yale University. BostonUniversity and San-Diego State University will be seeking. accreditation in the Fall'of 1980 and 1981, respectively.
**When federal support for-Schools

of Public Health began in the late 19505, 11Schools were training 2,000'students.
Federal support has remained constant sincethe egrly 1970s.

.
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Some of the fields of concentration offered by the Schools are:

Behavioral and Social Sciences
Biostatistics
Environmental Health Sciences
Epidemiology
Health Services Administration,
Policy & Management

Health Education
International Health
Maternal & Child Health
Nutrition
Occupational. Health & Safety
PopulatAgn Studies
Public nialth Practice & Program

lIFF Management (e.g., public health nursing)

!I Graduates of the Schools of Public Health work primarily in the public sector in
, the areas of health promotion and disease prevention. They represent the basic

resource pool from which Federal, state and local health and environmental
agencies draw their manpower needs. Graduates also work and teach in university
settIngs. Industry relies" heavily on the Schools to train their employees
involved in industrial hygiene, occupational safety and health, environmental
toxicology, among others. The breakdown is as follows: 50 per -cent of graduates
in a single given year go into federal, state or local government service, 34 percent
work for pither_nollIplofit;community health agencies or universities and 4 percent
work for industry.

. . . ,

ASPH data shows that the Schools no longer primarily train profeSsionals for state
and local government agencies. In response to a demand for new types of health.
workers and a broader concept of public health, the Schools have made major efforts
to train stduents in health administration and environmentaUalth.' now the
two most frequently chosen areas of speEialization. Health Ministration
attracted 1,069 students iert977-78, or 16.6 percent of the them. With health
planning and policy studies counted in, that total would be even higher. Hospital

- administration, treated as a separate discipline, drew an additional 299 students
(4.6 percent) in 1977:78. With biomedicallaboratory sciences reported, separately,
environmental health narrowly displaced epidemiology as the. second most frequently
chosen specialty. Biostatistics ranked third with 440 students in 1977-78 (6.8
percent )', while healtheducation was fourth with 421 students (6.5 percent) and
nutrition fifth with 382 students (5.9 percent)..

.

Students wha attend the Schools are oftenivid-career professionals with a prior
commitment to public service. .The average age'is slightly over 30. Ajarge
-percentage are part-time students,aTready working in 'the public sectOmerhile
upgrading their skills. It should be noted that a public health.degree does not
increase the income potential of the graduate as much as other health professions

`degrees. Schools of Public Health are in the business of training men and women
for public service.

-The 21 accredited Schools are two-thirds state owned and one-third r;rivately
owned. In FY 1974, less than one percent (0.9) of total state expenditures, for
support of health manpower training

.
utions went to public health.* The

*The Congressional Research, Service is presently conducting a study to determine
1979 levels of state support to Schools of public Health.
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lion's share (64. Percent) went to the training of None of the private
institutions, excepk the University of Pittsbul-gh, re S state support. Private
Schools by and large depend,on the traditional means'of private sector support such

, as endowments, tuition, gifts, etc., yet they are in the business of training workers
for the public sector.

.1
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTII

I. Institutional Support
:

Federal ssistance to encourage development of experienced public health professionals
began th traineeship support in.1956, thus making federal aid to Schools of Public Health
one of the oldest health-manpower training programs. Federal institutional support
was thorized in 1958 and the special project grants program began in 1960. Since.
the ederal astistance program began, the number of accredited Schools has almost

`1141d' tgdfirrsUnt osi4ceMpe enrollment has increased fivefold, yet Federal support has

The basic intention of Federal institutional support to public health schools is
to increase the supply of health manpower in fields where the demand is high and/or
whefe.a shortage exists. The July 1979 Surgeon General's Report said that although
there is a lack of public health manpower data,* there are definite shortages of ,

certain specialized disciplines such as epidemiologists,'biostatisticians, occupational
and environmental health workers and health service administrators. The overwhelming
majority of these professionals are trained in SChools of Public Health,'

Institutional support to both public and private non-profit Schools has provided a
general subsidy which may be used for any educational program of tHb Schools

. including teaching and community service. Such grants supplement other sources of
income and, permit a degree of flexibility in program development. For the newer
and smaller Schools the institutional subsidy has stimulated growth and provides
.a measure of financial stability.

Providing basic institutional supp lart is a means'whereby the Federal government
can share the costs** with states a d private-institutions for thb training of
public health personnel to manage appjid operate governmental health programs.

The Schools still need flexible but accountable funds which they can use to
support parts of their overall program which have been weakened by insufficient
Federal, state and local and.private financing.

.. Adequate training and research funds are available in certain fields such as

toxicology, nutrition, occupational safety and health to partially support students
and to purchase supplies and equipment: However, there are no categorical funds .

available, except the'bld formula grants and the present capitation grants, that.
.provide'adequate support for curriculum development and program su ort.

,
.t

ASPHilelieves that 1R 6802 would provide the basic generic suppo .for improving
the quality of jhekurriculum and:teaching techniques and enhance the capacity of
the.Schools to provide health promotion- and bisease prevention activities in the.

Reasons for the lack of data 4re several, such'as lack 6f uniform and fixed
definitions and requirements for employment. methOdOogicalproblems and high costs
of,gathering information. .

. .

;**TeachIng costs4per student per'yedr,ppproximate thost of medical'schools. ASPH"
estimates that it costs $10,000 to train one public health student each year.

67-494 0 - 80 - 29

4i?
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community.

An alternative to capitation is needed because of the general disfavor of the
program.. While it has been effective in increasing enrollment, it has not beer
effective as a means of addressing the problems of specialty and geographic mal-
distribution. Dealing with these-problems requires targeted programs of assistance.
Basic institutional support would assure the health care system an adequate supply .

of public health professionals in defined national priority areas. dB 6802 targets
financial support to categorical programsikat are responsive to national health
requirements and programs. The quid pro qu'llimplied in Federal .support is based
on results in terms of increased minority enrlollments, public service commitment
of students and graduates attracted to specialty and geographic areas in need.
Federal support, in terms of instituitonal, student, and curriculum assistance,
challenges Schools to place emphasis on Federally defined priority areas. It
ensures the training of professionals. (such as health administrators, biostatisti-.
cians, epidemiologists, public health nurses, preventive medicine specialists,
environmental and octupational health specialists, nutritionists, maternal and
child health workers, among others) who would prbvideservices in disease control,
protection against health hazards, health services management, cost containment,
health promotion as well as disease prevention.

. .

The Administration has proposed the termination of capitation funds for all health
professions schools in FY 1981 based on the assumption that capitation grants are
incentive payments to Schools to increase their enrollment and are no longer
needed since there is or will be an adequate supply of licensed health professionals
in the 1980s and 1990s. Yet ASPH studies and two prepared by HEW* point out that
the demand for the types of health manpower trained by Schools of Public Health

.

will increase as a result of current and future legislative and Administration
initiatives in the fields of disease pAvention and health promotion (not to
mention:cost containment and improved management of health. services delivery).
These initiatives are looked upon as means to improve the quality of life and to
reduce skyrocketing health care costs.

In view of the growing demand for health manpowbr stimulated by recent passage of
Federal programs such as health planning, clean.,air, clean water, toxic substances,
health maintenance organizations, older AmericalIS act, nutrition programs, PSR0s,
and,other federal initiatives such as cost containment, child immunizations, mental
health, child'health, health promotion, rural and urba9 health initiatives, arpong
others, the ASPH believes that continued institutional support is justified by the -
nature of public health as, a governmental enterprise aimed at the improvement of the
public's health. Furthermore, the Schools of Public Health presently represent the
Major source of supply of trained personnel to implement an8 manage the Federal
health programs and initiatives. Institutional support is simply a partial reim--
bursement of costs incurred by the Schools in providing comprehensive training of
personnel for Federal, state and local governments, industry and voluntary health
agencies charged with the responsibility of carrying out Federal programs and'meeting
Federal health requ'irements.

In terms 9f actual percentage that institutional support would represent as part
of the federal health budget, the figure (S7 million) is minicalle. When one
examines the percentage these grants will represent in the total operating funds of

. *A DeceiliTe-i-1V19 report to Congress on community,and Public Health Personnel and

the Surgeon General's Report. Healthy People. Also the Institute of Medicine and NIH
have repeatedly stated that a short supply of epidemiologists.and biostaticians exist.

4 8
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Schools Of Public Health, however, the percentage will be around 10 percent.

The Federal funds received by Schools of Public Health have been considered to be
the Federal government's share of preparing public' health personnel to meet the
needs of public today and for the future. The amounts, while small in comparison
to overall expendituret, have and will continue-4ft contribute tq the preparation
of this vital health resource.

The capacity of the Schools to respond to emerging needs, to offer a balanced
curriculum and tb provide graduate training in critical areas which are unsupported
by other funding sources would be severely reduced by the absence of institutional
support. To delete institutional support now or in the near future will diminish
the ability of the Schools to serve the Nation's health in the manner intended by
those national leaders'who first conceived the'notionof financial support to
Schools of Public Health.

ASPH supports Section 791 of H.R. 6802 because it provides stable support to the
Schools of Public Health. This financial assistance would enable these public
health graduate institutions to provide categorical educational programs and
community services that are complementary to national public health shortage
areas outlined in Health People. The ouid pro quo-implied in Federal assistance
would be based on results:

Increased supply of professioni-ls working in nationally
defined specialty shortage areas such as health administration
and management. biostatistics, epidemiology. nutrition,
gerontology, environmental and occupational health (including
toxicology), health promotion, maintenance and disease
prevention, among others.

Increased supply of manpower needed to implement national
public health and health care service programs.

The justification for continuing institutional support to students and Schools of
Public Health is generally the same as it was 20 years ago when the program first
began. Public health schools train personnel for public service. The Federal
government has a direct interest in assuring that an adequate supply of public
health personnel is trained in quality institutions to manage and operate the
health delivery system in the national interest. .

ASPH strongly urges the Committee to enact Section 791 of H.R. 6802. HOwever
the bill should be amended to take into account the fact that requirements to/
increase student enrollment should be. accompanied by adequate support to refurbish,
renovate and construct additional facilities to accommodate the increases called
for in Section 791(e)(2). Most Schools do not have the resources to adequately
serve an increasing student population.

\\II. Student Assistance (Traineeships)

ASPH strongly urges enactment of Section 791 of H.R. 6802. It provides needed
support to students entering or continuing their professional careers in public
health.

When the "Health Professions Educational Assistance At of 1976" was originally
passed, Section 748 authorized traineeships for Schools of Public Health alone.
Subsequently, it was discovered that preventivd medicine and dentistry residencies
had been overlooked in drafting the Act. This section was then amended to cover'
them and to include other public or non-profit institutions providing graduate

446
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.training in public health. The authorization level was raised SI million for ea
of the years of authorizatioq to accommodate the expanded eligibility., However,
these funds have never been appropriated. . .

ASPH requests the Committee to seriousl' colider striking out Sect-ion 748(b)(4)
.

of the expiring act (P.L. 94-484). This present traineeship authority requires
that a'specified percentage of theie awards Shall go to'students with a ppst-'
baccalaureate degree or with three years work experience in health services and

.

who are pursuing a course of study in designated are of'specialization. To
implement this provision, Schools must stress recruitment of older students with
prior work experience or other professional degrees that discourage recruitment
of recent college graduates. This provision was based on the mistaken notion
that Schools of Public Health should only train senior level administrators
and policy makers (i.e., the leadership cadre) rather than operational level
personnel. This provision should be deleted from H.R. 6802.

N .

The traineeship program is intended to attract high caliber students and to ahr
the economically disadvantaged, especially.mindrities, an entry point into -the

.system. The'ilsing cost of tuition and other expenses 'will make it even more
difficult. for low-income.Students, particuarly minorities, to afford graduate
education in public health schools, Furthermore; many undertake graduate study

, in public health at mid-career and have'imPortant family obligations. Others
have already accrued heavy debts from their.previous education. Over 77 percent
orstudents received some form of financial help in 1978-79.

The graduates: unlike many of the other health professions, do not enjoy lucrative
.

incomes.. Over 90 percent of the graduates are employed by governmental and
community agencies and universities. Their modest salary levels are.reflected in
a recent survey which showed an average of only $30,000 after 15 years of
experienCe.. Of the 1979 graduates, 57 percent earn less than $19,000 per year,
17 percent $19,000 to $22400, and 2O percent $25,000.

Calculated in constant dollars, traineeship.support has,declined by 48.6 percent
since 1970 with enrollments growing in that same period,(52 percent). This has
meant less money to be spreadamong more students.

.

It should be noted that the limitation on the amount of an individual traineeship
award puts the Schools of Public Health at a,competitive'disadvantage in recruiting
physician students in residency programs. In revising P.L. 94-484, ASPH urges
Congress to provide the same latitude on the amourit'of traineeship funds allocated
to physicians in clinical residency programs in medical schools. This concern

6
is adequately addressed in Section 794(D). -

Traineeshirsupport to studehts in Schools'of Public Health is justified on the
grounds that a majority of our students enter (or re-enter) public service.. A
recent ASPH survey* of 1979 graduates shows that 50 percent worked in tax supported
agencies of the Federal,'state, regional and local governments and 26 percent worked
for voluntary and non-profit, private.health organizations. Over 32 percent of

,"the 1979 graduates are providing public, service administrative, planning or
'evaluation services,,15 percent eduOation or other training services in public
health, 5 percent public health community organizational services and 38 percent
are providing technical services such'as clinical, laboratory, social and.
environmental services!

0

Survey and analysis by Thomas-Hall, M.Dag, of the School of Public'Health at the
University of North Carolina.
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Again' hooli of Public Health train men and women" primarily for'service in the
publidts for in the areas of health-promotion, disease prevention andOn the
organize on and administration of health services. "--

, ...

* III. Special Projects

ASPH supports the special projects grant section of H.R. 6802 (Section 793).
This Section goes further in greatly re-gaining the losses:to the Schools brought
on by inflation. As inflation has gone up, Federal assistance in special project
grants has gone down. In FY 1973, the Congress appropriated S6 million for special
projects; in FY 1980 it approved S5 million which represents $3.3 Million in 1972
dollars. Yet School enrollment increased 40 percent since 1973.

.

These grants are used for projects that are designed to place emphasiS on curriculum
in the area of national public health manpower needs (epidemiology, biostatistics.
health administration, nutrition, gerontolodY,'environmental.and occupational
health. maternal and child heaTth, among others). These grants are used to
complement Federal initiatives that late stimulating a growing-demand for public
health personnel.

The special project grants program began in 1960 and was intended to aid 'accredited
Schools of Public Health' to develop new programs and expand existing programs in
biostatistics and epidemiology, health administration, health planning, health
policy analysis and planning, environmental and occupational health and dietetics -
and nutrition. An amendment by the 95th Congress opened this authority to any.
educational entity offering programs in the above areas without increasing the
authorization level.

<

Project grants provide support for the development of training opportunities in
'public health to meet emerging national priorities for public health manpower'
competencies, These include the training of leadership for management and specialiZed
responsibilities in new Ad projected health agencies such as HMOs, PSROs, HSAs
and agencies to control environmental health hazards.

Project grant,appropriations have been decreasing since 1973. Inflationary
pressures have accelerated that decline. Calculated in constant dollars -in the
FY 1980 apprOpriation'of $5 million is 40 pfercent less,4han the amount approp4iated
in FY 1973.

Further, Schools of Public Health do not receive all of the money aPPropriated.
As a competitive program, Schools of Public Health must now compete with all
programs in health administration, environmental health, nutrition .and other
educational entities offering training in the specified fields. However, we
supOorl Federal assistance to these-programs since they greatly contrithite to
the needed public health manpower pool..

,

ASPH joins the Association of University Programs in Health Administration'tn
supporting the increased authorization Levels in H.R. 6802 for'special
project grants to Schools of Public Health and graduate programs in health
administration. Here is the,justification: 'Training and research funds are
available:in certain fields such as toxicology, nutrition, occupational safety and
health to partially support students and'to purchase supplies and equipment.

"In 1977-78, 49 percent of public health students were women,

e-
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However., there are no categori4 cal U-ndsadailable, except the old fcrmula grants
and the ;,resent capitation grants, that prc.ide support for cLrricultrldevelopment
.and,cEgram support. ASPH believes that increases-for special project grants
would pe.pvid the basic generic supporfor improving the quality of the curriculum
and teaching to iques and enhance the tapecity of the Schools and health adminis-

.!4ttration programs .o provide healt4profttipn,and disease prevention as well .as
health services anagement activities in the community, state and Nation.

IV. Preventive Mkdicine,Centistry.and Public Health Residencies .

ASPH supports Section 7':-9(D) that provides support for residencies in public health
. .

and preventive medtdiore. Healthy People underlined the need to increase-the
supply of professionals in these special practice areas. hlso a recent Institute-

, of-Meditine report, "A Manpower Pol.icy for Primary Health Cart", made a number of
recommendations including one to increase the number of resideRCY-positions in
preventive medicine.

...,

ASPH concurs with its sister organizations, the American Collegeof greventive-
Medicine and the America0Teachers of Preventive MediciTe-rin their,efforts_to
have Cohgress recognize the Special reeds of programs in preventive-medicine.

. They maintain that if a change is to be effected-in the health care system to
bring about a greater emphasis on prevention, a change must be m/de in the
attitudes and behavior of the medical profession. Medical students, and hence
phyiicians, are not,trained to understand the potential of prevention. To promote

_ an awareness of prevention within the medical profession, it is- necessary to foster
integration of preventioh principles.within federal policy regarding health
manpower training. ,These organizations (including 'MPH) are pleased that
H.R. 6802 attempts to accqmplish this by.proyiding incentives for medical. .

schools to integrate prevs)Ition within theirdtirriculum and by providing direct
support for departments o( preventive medicine and-residency training to students
in preventive mediqine inkSchebls of Public Health, However. ASPH urges the .

Committee to "adlow (those Schools of Public Health that serve as departments of
'preverAive medicine oqmidenti'stry for on-campus medical schools the opportunity'''
to participate in proglrams oellined in Settion 794(0),.

. . .
,

V Continuing Edification and Health Policy and Management:Training
f

. .

ASPH urgeS the Co ittee to enact Section 794 of KR: 680hat tangyts Lungs for
r ,

continuing.educat 'n O'rogramsdesigned to train on-the-job profesSiddals in the-
latest developmentt of health pOlicy, management, ffnance. and_ administration_
Recent erfactment of Federal. health and environmental laws, 'plus e3epancling,. . .

expectitions for health, increased public participation in. personal and national
health affairs, greater dehand for cost containment andaimproved Health sty-vices

' 'management, and the national debate.for passage of national health-programS, .

all have created,-,a demand for thea4grading of skills for professionals -4rking
in health promotion and disease prevention and: health administration fields:,
According.to recent reports, of thq approii ately,150,000.peopie;from the public

rt5-'

health work"force, only 25 percept: are g duates of Schools of public Health or i 4
other heilthprofessional training prog ams. .0ne-jialf of the total repuires -jii

to help them keep up with 'the growing
of health Programs and the ever increasing base of knowledge and tech ologi,,, :
short- term-re- training in order plexct7s

SeCtion 194 would also provide fundS. to Schools of PUblic Health to conduct'.'
, .

programs in tiraditional .areIs of continuing education.



There is an urgent need for trainedpolity planners and - managers throughout the
health system, including manyin public and.privdte non-profit agencies and'
institutions thatare not directly engaged. in the provision of hands-on Care for,
the ill, but do impact on the availability, quail* and cost of medicalicare,
and on health' services generally, including disease prevention, health prombtion,
and protectien of the public from hazards to heaTth (radiation; toxic substances,
'air and water pollution, etc.).

ASPH urges the Members to support programs that effeCt constructive change by
widening the perspectives and increasing the management capabilities of senior
and mid-leLt1 executive's and leaders who are responsible for directing health
agenties such as HMOs, HSAs, Community hea)th centers, hospitals,.state and
local health departments, environmental agencies, among others.

ASPH alsd urges the enactment-of Section 216. Thlp section authorizes support
for Area Health Education Centers.

VI. Facilities Maintenance

ASPH urges the Committee to approve-provisionS in the health manpower act that e

provide assistance, to Schools of Public Health for construe n, renovation and/or
refurbishment Of facilities to provide appropriate teaching an Ch environments

,jdr:students and faculty. :H.11: 6802 would support the Schools in expanding their
programS in vital public health disciplines to incorporate the necessary elements'
which ASPH maintainsare.so'desperately needed.. HoweVer, the bill does not
provide funds -for additional space requirements that would be needed if:H.R. 6802
is enacted.. 1 .

Present plans to terminate grants for constructionand extremely liMited
funds. for renovation of teaching fa604ties,:ignore the implications of federal laws,.
initiatives and the Surgeon General's report which will stimulate the growing demand
for pUblie health manpower. If assumptions regarding growing demands are teue,

, SChools of Public Health wilt need the construction grants in order'to expand
their facilities to accommodate the necessary increase in enrollments. 'Many the
21 Schools of Public Realth are operattngat their capacity level. Eipansion of

_ tnrollment to meet the growing demand will mean.overcrowded and inapprOMate
...Weill Q iiions.

.
sonnet Data any -MbOewol. t4ons.

'

sce 'of-Section 793 of.P.L. 94-484 that fisks the
collect, c pile:and analyze data on all sedlors* involved in the

;71)6h services delivery stem. With the demands being placed on thdtchools
of:Publit tfealtn'to provid, datayto the executive and legislative branches of the
Federal .governMen it betometimperative that a-centralized system of data
tollection he continued. :At-thk,present tiMb such a system is operating and
can provide information on .appIltants,:studentsi gradUates, faculty research
projects and expendituresin'SchOd1L'of.Publit-Health. !Becausof the need
for authentic data produced in a'timeyy fanion, Federal, funding ts necessary
to maintain surveillance on publiO health "anpOwer production in the. Schools of
Public Health. Also, this type of data collection and surveillance needs to be
extended to-other schoolsand programs that produce specialized health'inahpower .

personnel.
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Further-In an effort to monitor the ability of the produCtion system tofill f
manpower. requirements of the wotk force, studies must be undertaken to assess
14)14,c health manpower requirements in all sectors of the'health delivery' system.
.especially in the public sector. Contrary to the other health pFofessions
(physicians, nurses, dentists, pharmacists, veterinarians,optometrists, etc.)
no fedetal studies' have beenlindertaken on the.heed:for the OteSentor'future
supply of public health workers.

,'ASPH urges the ComMittee io provide Asistoce to not only conduct studies
'to'determine the demandc.fot puOic health Dersonnel, but to determine thl.,,cost
of'edu ing and training community'and public heglth workers, as wellArs identifying
funetiliflpTatid geographic areas in which there are shortages in national priority

V I. The Administration's Proposal

e Administration's bill proposesto end capitation but it does continue to
p ovide limited.support and curriculum development monies to Schools of PUblic
Health and programs iriahedlth administration.

.

ASDH is puzzled as to 47the AdMinistration proposes...le- incorporate specifie
public health authorities (Sections 748, 749, 791, and! 792) into.the'more general
authority for special projects (Section. 788), and.yet stipulate in'its proposal..
and in FY 1981 budget justification documents that funds'appropriated under
'Settion 788(d) be earmarked for public he51th and health administration along
with projects for the,MODs and VOPPs. If public health is a high priority area
in the Administration's game plan (Healthy People), then the specific authoriza-
tions for public health traineeships and special projects should be.left intact
in the.bill. The bill proposes that117 million be shared with all of.the schools

'of the health professions; This figure. is currently shared by the Schools by
Public-Health and gtaduate programs in health administration alone.

i,.
. . .

newt HEW reports to Congress state that a short supply of public health

1
pesonnel exists in our Nation. :At. is surprising and ,co fusing, thArefor0.1.
for the Administration to propose dtastic reductions ederaTsilgort.tci:
Schools of Publdc Health. Given the present:state of t ebonoRX, certain::
reductions'in Federal spending is justified.' However to recoadend cuts in'
programs that contribute to keeping individuals out o the medical_ case system
does not make sense. Cost savings in the health.care system can be achieved
'through greater emphasis (not reductions) on ptograms hat-keep people and '.
communities healthy. . . ... ..

....

IX.- SumTary

. ASPH urges the -CoMmittee to include references to publj heaTth in the preamble

. ,
.

ofthe'bill that would amend P.L. 9.4-444. ASPH suggests that,the revised act be
completentarY to-the' Surgeon,General's report Healthy People: ,

It 1.s the thesis of this report that further improvements in thb
health of American people can and will be achieved -- not, alone
=through eased Medical care and greater health expeqditures -- but
through ewed national:c itment to effoqp asigfied to prevent
disease an o promotelhealt .

N



Further, the preamble should note another finding in 'Healthy PeoPle:..r

In the field of public health; in contrast to personal health,"
. manpower. shortages are believed to exist in some key fields,

inclUding, occuPational heal th, epidemiology, biostatistics, and:
health services administration.

In summary, the ASPH believes that continued Federal assistance is actually an
investment at the 'front.end of the health care system. The Schools (Le., through
their students; graduates, researchers, faculty and community, service' programs)
will not only help prevent illness.but will also help slow down the rapidly
escaliting costs of medical 'care. Providing basic institutional and student support
is a means whereby the Federal government can share the costs With state and pr.ivate .

institutions for the training of publichealth personnel to manage and operate
.governmental heal th. programs .. Public heal th is a public responsibility. Schools
of Public Health train personnel for public service.. The Federal government has .

a direct interest in assuring that an adequate supply of public health personnel
is trained in quality instituttons to manage and operate the health delivery
system in the national intecest. 1

ASPH. thanks the Members of the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Subcoornittee

On Health and.the Environment for the opportunity to present its views.on H.R. 6802,
the "Health PrOfessions and Educational Assistance and Nurse Training Amendments
of:1980". ASPH'urges favorable consideration of H.R. 6802 with suggestions outlined
in this statement. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. Certainly thoSe statements
will be made a part 'of the record.

Filerman.
(

STATEMENT IOF GAILY . L'FILEIAN, PH. D.
Dr. FILERMAN. Thank ou. / Ni)

Mr. Cliairran,'' the act *ties of this committee to develop an
effective health manpoWer po icy .are particularly important to the
ichools which I represent I aim Gary. Filerman, president of
AUPHA, a consortium of those universities and colleges in the
United States that train the administrators, managers and plan-
ners of health services. _/

This' committee was instrumental in giving recognition in public
policy to the probleM of management of health services, which
resulted in ffort to improve,health administration programs in
`univellitities tifrough PubliO Law 94-484. The purpose of that sup;
port is siinply, to make the system work.

Let me demonstrate the core of the problem. The fact is that
many of the health profeSsionals whose training you have been
discussing in these hearings will not be optimally productive be-
cause of inadequate ,Management in the' settings in Iyhidli they

rtpractice.
'.. Geographic distribution improvement :is hindered by poorly man-

. aged rural and city Niger health facilities and programs. Cost
containment :is a myth ir management cannot read a balance sheet
or install systems to control the use of expensive resources, systems
which,"in factirimany cases are in place in industry today.

. No amount of tinkering with the health planning legislation is
going to maker an incompetent planning stafteffective or respected
by providers in the community: We knoW that man'y HMO's, are
virtually on the edge of collapse because of inadequate manage-

ent Propping them up with Federal transfusions costs millions of
dollars which could be saved' by better management; while every
ailure destroys public confidence in the future of

c:.
O's.
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* .We know_from many Federal executives that the problem of., .under-managerne.n..htill,vna%ts. the efforts oil the Congress in virtually
every Federal h ti.ye. Complex`trganizgions, entrusted
with,' lives, billiqi,:. ptIblic, d,o1 and careers paid' for by the
publ1C must be managed; well hu 6-44 is that may are not

The most serious problems ane in home healtb agencies, commu
nity health Onterg, HMO's; rural and urban public':general. hospi-
tals, and nurging homes. Not only do such organizatianslitit,invest
adequately in management, but adequately traine&nianagement isfrequently not available. -

The professionalization of health administration is a fundamen-
tal strategy to stimulate efficiency and efficacy in the system. Thatis what health administration programs are doing. The bill which
you consider should provide the basis of that strategy. '

The support started 2 years. ago with' the help of this committee
has led health administration programs to be much more effective
in attracting bright, motivated young people to careers in the
management of the health services. It has increased the number of
programs which provide training, and it is increasing the number
of graduates. It' is improving the quality of training; providing
administrative training to students in other health professionswhich is a critical area of needimproving the management skills
of people on the job; providing technical assistance to planning,
regulatory and delivery organizations at the community level. ,

The bills the committee is considering recognize the need to
improve health management training capacity. What is needed, in
summary, is this: Capacity building support for the health adminis-
tration programs which encourages expanded non-Federal support;
student assistance which improves the competition, particularly
with general management and for minority group students.

Student aid programs should recognize that 95 percent of health
administrators are employed in the public and nonprofit sectors.
The bill should support approaches to exposing students and gradu-
ates to the many managerially underserved health services, most of
which cannot pay to train their managers.

It should include an attack on the acute sho tage of faculty
members who are competent to respond to rapidly xpanding needs
for teaching; technical assistance and systems i provement re-
search. And finally, it is time for a systematic appraisal of manage-
ment needs developed in other sectors of our society, particularly
industry, which hold promise of improving the efficiency of health
services. ,

It is vital to the work of this committee to recognize that the
significant.health care developktents.of the 1980's will be organiza-
tional.

.
.Mr. Chairman, the universities look forward to working with the

committee in this effort which is so fundamental to the success of
so many other _health .nitiatives. We would appreciate having our
detailed comments on th bills included in the record.

r-Thank you. '
[Testifriony resumes on p. 471.]
[Dr. Filerman's prepared statement and attachmentB follow :]

1
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' STATEMENT OF';GARY L. FILERMAN; 0:, PRES1OENT.

ASSOCIATION OF pNIVERSITY. PROGRAMS IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Mr... Chairman and'MeMbers of the Comniiftde.

1.

I am Gary L. Filerman, President of'AUPHA, a consortium of.116).

colleges and universities involved in health services administratiohNo

edUcation. The mission of th' public-service corporation-demonstrates

the growing demand for the nation's educational resource\to respdnd

to the vast Management training requirements of health services.
.

AUPHA brings together graduate and 'undergraduate schools and programs

based in schools of medicine, public health,,:builinesr. administration,.

public administration and allied health in ore coalition effort to

focus scarceresotirces on a -critical issue which perMeates the health

systeM at alllevels, in all CoMmunit.tes and.all inst4tutlons.

Th pro lem is the shortage of personnel who,'Sre-.7competent to

.manage tfig most complex, expensive and necessary of community services.
I

'ce

The Prohlem

Health services administrators live with the results of the

work of this Committee. They deal every day with.problems of

a
specialist-availability, nursing shortages,"roles.of new professions;

personnel costs and practitioner comPetence:41Every aspect of health

manpower policy affects their work, and they have a Significant
a

influence upon the succes or failure of that policy. Good Management- ::

can make better use of rce resources: An elfectije administrator.

cre s the conditions un ,r which health professionals are optimally'''

..:,produttive by assembling resources; arranginc .ppropriate staffing

and making sure that: control systems lunction Properly.

Effective administrators assess community-needs, guide institkiOns

7P

457
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and programs to, respond Aud help communities Understand the needs and
VP

,.roles of health services. They make sure that the community's investment

in people, facilities and equipment is protected. 'They bring,professional

skills, standards and commitmentAo planning, Tate setting, quality

. assurance and the development of new services. Such professional manage-2
r.

ment:skills are essential to the delivery of quality health services

on an equitable and cost7effective basis.

.3he. fact is.,-- however, that management competence in health services

is grossly uneven and the problem is growing. There ar8 few management

resPonstbilities which offer a greater opportunity to directly a ect.,

the quality of community life. But to demands the pOsitionare

extraordinary. ublic accountability means managemeqt must respond

to the irformatiolh requirements and management regulations of many

public agencies,,which limit managerial options. The. problem 64

secuN,rig support by appropriation, reimburSemt, charges, borroWing,

or contributions is dwarfed .by the challenge of working with labor
t

unions, medical societies, accrediting organizations,ane community

interest groups.

The problem of undermanagementin-healIli organizations has been

overlooked fOrlears because of .two reasons. First was the assumption,

'now disproved, that producing more practitioners of all kinds would

solve problems of service availability. The second reason is that the
. .

most conspicuoUs- heal th serbice is the community general hospital,

which commands: the best management resources in the systerrf. Many

federal initiatives to meet heal th.service needs, either directly

'
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or 'indirectly, have limited success because they outrunihe management

available to them. Pumping' more money into the health system without

better management technology is like putting billions nto the space

program without first developing the basic technology needed.

Thergmare not enough appropriately- trained. administrators. In `.

addition, some regulations limit the investment which can be made in

management., There are serious management shortages In HMO's. emergency
4

.
.

medical systems, nursing homes, home health agencies,. community health

enters and rural and urban public general hospitals. TheLabor Department

has identified administration as the health career with the largest

unmet need in the next decade. The result is that

* Many of the health professio als whose training

you haVe been di ssing in these hearings will

not be 'fully productiVe beeitiSe of inadequate

management of ttsettings in which they practice.

* Geographic distribution willtoptf'nue.,to be hindered

by poorly mans ed rural and center city facilities

and programs.

* Cost containment efforts will

ness because of t e

systems to con)rol tehe use of

iocal wit information

have limited effective-
.

f managers to install

e ensive esoUrc s,

which they produce, and

to interpret it .(1X.Ctively.iO providers and°try the

community.



* No amount of tiltering with health planning legislation

will.Make an incompetent planning staff effective Or:

respected by providers and tHe community.

* Many exisilpig HMO's are on the verge at failure because

''Of'inadequate management. Propping them up with

federal transfusions costs millions of dollars which

could be saved by better management, while every

failure Yeduces public confidence in the future of

This is cost-containment legisldtion of the most ftindamental and

far-reachliig kind. c

Legislative History

PL 94-484 provided the first support to specifically improve

and expand health services administration programs in univerities

Previous health manpower legislation provided support t schools of

public health, but it was not earmarked foi: their, administratiopi.

components. Programs in other settings, that is the most programt

with the most graduates', were eligible only for Competit ve project
1

,

grant funds which were spread over many fields, with the result that

relatively few programs received improvement assistance.

PL 94-484 provided grants to build the service capacity of

accredited graduate programs outside of the school public health.
C./ ,

TAie grants were.well.targeted to improve the pogram's effectiveness

by requiring a floor of nonfederal supPort',all.trzhnum class size,

increasedenrollment'and accreAation. The programs were also

prolyided' with a modest amount of traingeship support inten4d to

increase their ability to serve. people with experience in healh\,
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work, attract minoreAty group members and compete for unusually

strong talent.

Under 94 -404, he programs based in schoolAf public health

.continued to be i eluded in the general support of the schools.

Traineeships wer allocated through the school. Project grant

support was available from the same general pool of competitive

funds to which literally hundreds of public health related programs

have access.

ftout'a third of the programs in health administration are

based in schools of public health. Therefore, general support

to schools of public health is very important to the improvement

of management training capacity.

Because of forward funding, he grDilate programs in health

services are now completing only the second year of federal support.

There has already been 'substantfal. progress toward accomplishing

the objectives of the'federal support.

The principal (Nee ve of PL 94-484 was the establishment of a

national network of university based health administration training

centers which ere capable of:

o, Attracting and proOding quality education for an

expanded number. of professional iiealth administrators;

Providing continuing education to improve the knowledge

and skills of miniStrator:i and planners throughout the

system;
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o Contributing administrative and health systems content

to the education of other health professionals;.

o Providing t.chnical assistance to delivery, regulatory,

financin and planning agencies in theft- service areas;
o

and

o Conddcting needed bealth servicu_reearch.

The Record

As a direct result of the-health

of'PL 94-484;

o The number of students graduating from accredited

graduate programs outside of schools of public health

has increased from'720 in June, 1977, to 822 in June,

0979. alk2.2%increase. 1.

oa The nuober of accredjted graduate programs has increased

from 21 in 1977 (dune) to 25 in 1979.

o The level of nonfederal support for several programs

has been. increased -significantly.

o Continuing Rducation and technical assistance activities

have increaised subseantially..especially.f6cusing upon'

sostcontainmen4 strategic planning,. finaniial Management.

and labqr

d G'reduate fate. ies.have.increased ih numbers.

services administration sections

expanding ca
/ '

acity for service.
f,

7
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The effortto improve training capacity for management under Pi" 94-484

is beginning. to pay off. It is 41reidy a cost - effective public.
II,

',investment and w.111 be more so il fontirnued: .
i

The federal' government must sfimulate,grea ter efficiency in
the health system. Tie professionalizatioci of.,health servicescif+ ''',0

Imanagement, including planning and regulation, is a fundamental

strategy for imprtfved efficiency. There has been vpstanti 1

progress in impraving professional educatiOn, a foundiitio ofG s

4 7 .professional ism.

Whai is Needed . /--
Progriims in health services administration are essential resources

in the.effort to improve the- efficacy ofTheal,th serVices. Every dollar
invested will

.
pay short and long -terar dividends `if the programsdevelbp

andKsta,,in the necessary critical mass of skills. Present programs \

are small--they `frequently have only 4.fik ear si i c,tef members.

ilefre PL 94-484, these programs had a stafao' only three or:four.
professinals.

41

;ilth c large,r size makes is.i.possi e tp add specialists in such r .4

critical' fialds avIelnance, langIterricare; i.:10 nipag nt:ance.cobtinuing
\

education. Therefore .re is a direct relationship between the
....

.

number.of students erroll'ed and the-size of, the faculty; between ^

---scodof secvcce.:- gf f erecS ,tst the community and progi-am\ "critical mass
,i

1 /-



The support under,PL 4-484 had direct and effective impact on that

'balance. TherefoiT we rein that support - to develop the basic

a

Capacity of health administration programs be continued for'

/three
ears,

(

t,
,\

1

- ,..A i.s\,0
The targettng-of this support can be focused to guide the

a 'programs toward optimal response to public policy,priorities. The
. .

required nonfederal first - dollar support is aood example. Several 4

orthe programs are now on a firmer support base as a result.
.,.

%.4 4 ".

Thenrollment icp/ease r uirement has been a definite

i. .

factor contributing to a 14% increase in graduates from eligible .

1 (..
,.'

1,

programs oven the past threeryhrs. ,0
.

\ N.,'

'
ACcreditatioh assures minimurcore of content and orderly

Y
assembly of resources across all, settingsxhere programs are. based.

XPrograms bdIsed in medicine, public ilealth,' business administrationc.H;
- ,

public administration and other.sOttings liave d common frame of,

,pference. Tha framework is the product of a fully recognized
. . ., ' . <,.

.. .

aEctediting'agencycomposed of.:. The American Hospital Association,

The 'American PubliCjealth Association, The American Collegqgf

Hospital A14 dMinistratorS, The American College gdMediCal roup
. . ..r.

*
Administrators; The American College of_tiursing Home AtimihAliaiers,

The American HealthPlanning'AssckWon, The Assoiaa0 of Mental
Ti'l '17-72

Health Administrators and e;Associagon of Universityrograms, in

'Health Administration. T e purposes of providing supporP students
,

i ,,
_,...,, ,

', to train in healili management are:
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1) Clt isessi4iai that ealth administration successfully

vtcoete for the moyf well-prepared And motivated young
',-

people

4\

Tbe.fi Id does not now receive its share of

talent k hich the public esponsibility,for health,

services:management requires. /

2) .The programs need to sustain their ability to attract

experienced health workers. The average age of 1979
I.

graduates was 29.3, indicating k appeal'of graduate

'edkation in this field for Vurelstuctents.

aver4ge 'ab.ro indicates that many haX,fathilY

obligations which would keep' them from school it : )

tratneeships were not avai9Pa e.

3) The most consequential role for a minority group

member in health is fhe management and'pianning of
t

:community heals services. The 11:.4,minority grade-4
tion' rate in 1979 demonstratei the abili"ty, of the

programs; to attract minority students aid demon:

strafes the need for effective, Ilexible student., .
A

aid. Therefore we. recommend:

A ys, ern of tra neesbi p support designed t,o improve

the recruitment

and-s,i4i0 9i 'Ns

eac:11;tudeht.

ot_potentially, excellent administrators-,

thethexiblli t Y to assist
., ,,- \,.

the nost Jeff ea ive way, jommenstfrate
.



most . qabl e.char.ac,te.oi silica:of, heal th Service mariapeinent is irhange.

The programs must develop ,i4divi.dlial's who' ire pp,eplirgdto filanage

organization-th.idget. A .,:.change agent" .in, the iiett sense .commtinds .

. . . . , l' .. ....
ski-I rswhich are basic to management

1of large coliip1x organZatlinis:
. ,

_,

, understands thejo/ces which dictate ehgnge and. has professfenal , ,

' objectives of public service which Ove uirect,iori to his effdr-ts.
. a. ^

. 4,'
t ', .. . 4,5 .1, . t , ,.

.

The programs must assess the change process .3n the reat world,
. t , ,- ., ',

pio,ject /elopments and revise curricula, ideally to be ahead--
..! _, , ''. - , -''''

to be raa ni ng "for tomorrow as well as tok;., 7 `.1 " I. :

G t'S'.fqrAs..pecial projects facilitate adapting to' changing a

i \ .
'. beistri:1 fkiigr,'amsi'need to, d:ekel op new cin.rfctil um materials for the ,, ,

.,:, ,:11 ,1.i.....:,___,-'

..,ift4iiitsiiiile,( :Of Stost containment, control of grlowth and resodrce°
. A. ,...

, sea ity, 4.1 ti-aiii. systems and shared services regliire pew,
.... ,;.. .1310 ..!,

mAn'agement, lis, whfch are being identi fled by.Istudiing itch,.

and Pi indu"stry. -Rev 15.10 curr

organizHg ,special t acks and devel 0044 contitinigig

educatign Ofering`are major projetts which must b supported if

"heZtthrdminfstration training 'to keepebp with'the demands of

the system:. I
. Pr'oject" gr'arlts are.art effective cha7Ige strategj; because they

can be tapgeteqe.to national priori ty needs.°,!-They al reqdtre,

wel icdeveloped, competi tivie 4)1)1 icntions for..which a program must
,

resources and provide baSic 4iatinecessan/ for san ,effective,
'

itnpl eme,tation plan and eiral union' prthce:is.. They are necessarily
., . .-...

3"stoptAnd;go:' sltimul i an`d very, different -frOm capkity development
, V

li' ?. ,
'' .. 7. ' ...? ' 6 ,

4
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.

.

grants which are designed to encourage orgahizational stability.

ToOse publtc funds well, projects should have specific end points

at'which devdldpmental work is integrated into the ongoing.programi
. ,

. .

freeing project funds forlfurther "cutting'edge" activities. Therefore,
,-

what.i.5-needed

Provision for grants which facilitate change, adaptation

and InriovtiOn.in health,administrAtion education, AndWhich encourage

response'to national priorities and quality through peer.review.
.

.Capacity 4evelopment, student support and special project ,

rt.

grants are the most, cost - effective and phtent means to realizethe

'4, 'Potential of an improved healti services administration sYSteM''T.

Frowever, the amount of dollars-which the existing and new Otagrams

can put to effective usg.iS" limited becaide of.the acute shoe age._

of appropriately-trained faculty members.

Carefully planned' faculty development effort will meet the needs:

.of the prqgrams,as their capacity expands'. Or two or three years-;

before the effort to imprbve-management training capacity began,

4 i

the production of faculty practically driedAip. Additional well-

trained faculty. Are needed to carrY, forward our health services

researa and syaem imprOvement agendas.

.

The'principal squrces of:doctorAl level talent were programs'

sOorOred by,.;National Center forHealth Services -Research and

tie W.K. Kellogg foundation:- Thbse programs have ended. There

now very little doctoral training weeifically goo, r,to,health
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services administration. Individuals with a doctoral degree in a

discipline basic to health services; such as economics. political

science, sociology, operatiohsTes'Ach, finance or organizational

behavior need substantial orientation to"the health applications of

'their fields before they can effectively contribute. The same

applies to such key specialists as lawyers and C.r.A..s. On the other

hand, phySicianS, dentists and other health speellists lack

':..disciplines which provide broader perspedtives and. analytic skills.

'There 'is no system in place for meeting the current and expanding
.

need for doctoral level health administration program and faculty

. leadership. Programmatic or fellowship support for faculty develop- ,

ment is.an essential element of improving the management training

system.

Legislative Options.

ti

PL 94-484 provided a cost-effectiveroundation for, improving our

management capacity. It did so first by assuring the essentialc...,

viability of schools of.public health, the bi'eadth and delft of

which is the spawning place of many essential components of this
4.

profession. It also-nutured more targeted health administration

pffortS in other settings, thus engaging the resources of many mciee.

universities and serving many moreAmunities: It is a unified

strategy which directly supports federal efforts in prevention,:

planning and management.
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- H.R. 6802 Aontf es that strategy with some improvement.in

health administratiorrprogram 'support and a. strong continuing education...

authollW. ' -

.

We" elieve that the allout effort to reduce the rate of'increase
%

in'heulth Costs Mandates a new Strategy which builds upon.the foutidatiOn.'

of PL 94-484. .This new strategy should recognize that health

administration programs are capable of doing a lot:sore than training

entry level personnel. It should also employ the-potential, of many

practitioner Organizations and the proven skills of American enterprise,

to increase the productivity of scarce and expensive health resources:

H.R.. 6802 continues project grantS for schools.of'public health,'

programs:An health administration and other public, health related:

* programs. ThiS authority carries an authorizati -level which is the

:same as.the past. three years. It is, in factia major decrease in
/

support for the,national priorities health and health

)

administration: The'original .adthority leVel :was 'a realistic

.

figure based on what.the programs could and needed to do to introduce

new programs and update existing ones. But, many. other programs. were

Made.eligibre.for the samefunds, which'Isos not the intent of this
u

Committee when the Bill was'written andthe authorization 4evels set._ .

To restore the project grant effort to effectiveness, We 'recommend
. , .

that Ois'authority be restricled to the accredited schools Of public

health and the accredited programs in health adminiStration.. A
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..,. distinct authority should be established for other publiCheyth

related programs,many of which ard'net.in fUlds'..which are 411 defined

by accreditation and not so clearly centrat.to national priorities at

this moment. '

-

The traineeship authority for health administration is Section

7948l This section currently includes laTuage which fia% reduced

optimal use of the support by imposing a'requirement at a high

proportion 6f the funds be allocated-to certain-studeaisr. The '
. - . .

allocation was based on a system of defibingthe mlie of tbe.programs

and of the public health schools whichoot never implemented. lti

a regulation withoilt.any frame of reference'and shoulebe dropped.

..ibisprovision.has made it particularly /difficult to target trainee-
4

ship support to minority ;students. W /-alto suggest thlt the phrase
0.

"program in health adnPnistration" e used uniformly in this'.section

to'includerelated activities in planning,.policy-and the Sdveral,
-4L

other specialty areas. This is the cOWMon usagti encourages

integrated ftroffssiOnaY education And effect ,usa of'educational.

,resources. , ,

VSection .794A pro des for Capacity Improvement grants to
.

accredited TradUate programs:. These grants encourage nonfedet
.

.

;T. 1-: support, .the level of which can now be increased Modestly. °Th'e -

. purpose of the support, is to develop capacity which is fundamental

to the improvement-of the health. system. The "critical Mass" of the
4 .

programs is increased so that they can not only train more studepts
, .

but pr Sde continuing education, technical assittanvO4nd health

services ret'earch.
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-The authorization levels should be modified .to $3,500,000 in

1981, $4,000,000 in 1982, and:$4,500,000 in 1983... The current

appropriation level of $3,000,000-has yielded progressively smaller

grants in each of the past three years as the number.of programs has

increased. A 'iliuMber of already established programs will become

eligible over the next three years (Appendix C), further reducing:'

the (rant. Unless the authorization level is maintained at a level; -

which will assure the nonfederal contributions, the basic strategy

Won't work. The result will be a contraction of prqgram services
- .

affray from those activities with the highpst immediate pay-off-in

system improvement.

117:
_i;

provideka critically neededAptherity to.provide-

u
4dvari'ced training, t individualsndiyiduals in administratioa.oljealtp services.

moneyThese grants should serve.as seed money-to launch7'nbededI5rograMs which
.;

May became self-supporting. They would go to wide-Variet3viflorganiz0.-

ti.ops andinstitutions which haye access to adminitrators.who,can.--

benefit from such programs. The authority is timely and W%rconcelved.
-

ict '
.

-,.
Mr. Chairman;twe

,

urge the Committee to broaden the scope of the :

..
.

health adninittration provisions Of.W.it. 6802. We would then have ,

asystemWide strategy to improve cost-containment, he-alth:plNining .

and the managerially underserved elements of the System'which are the

low-cost alternatives.. his strategy wooldincludeimPrwied entry

level educatibh; expanded capacitY for entry level'and-ctontinuingz,

.f.educatip:asmell astechnicat.aSsistance: developing.management.

for managerially4nderserved health services; sffengthening the

.Management imPeovement impact of yoluntary organizations A assessing

4
needs and untapped technologies.

Y. °
'
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The "bottom line" is that the practice of'management at the

community level woad benefit directly and there would be long- range,.

lasting improvements.

V . 0

We suggest that instead of the Iraditional traineeshipsy there
D

should be fellowships_ with a built-in "payback" provision. Support

.would be provided for the two year graduate program followed by a year

of university supervised service in a managerially underserved health

activity.. This wouldtgive program-graduate's a dance to expeeende

work in HMO's, community health centers, planning agencies, etc.,

which now receive few, if any, professional health services adminis-_
.

trators. Such facilities usually lack funds tobring in young

administrators.

We also=Tlite the. Committee to establish fellowships to develop

faculty resources. There is .a definite limit on the amount of sappOft_j

'which the'Prog anis can use well. The reason is that there is a marked

shortage of. f culty who are qualified to respond to-the growing

eduCation, se ice and research demands of health services. cPart of

the problemAs the difficulty in using individuals whose training /in

any one disc line'or profession is too narrow; as I outlined earlier.

$

There ltsTa reative, cost-effective, moderately-priced solution

to the problema hisAolutIon can help solve the problem of under-
:, 1

;employment Offaculty in some of the discipliPe which are beizig

affected`by decreasing-enrollmeWs!in otherjjelds. 'We urge the

est lishment.of fellowships to "recycle" well-401!!.d individuals

'!.11,to b ng-them' into our field. ;This would include Ph.V.'s in such

. fields as economics, systems engineering, political science and

)



management. It would also be aimed at C.P.A.'s, L.L.8,4s, M.D.'s; etc.

Modest-support $1 million a year), would.provide for three to six programs

with three el lows eact. The one-year long programs would -- introduce

potential faculty to the job market Ina short time and at a low

cost. We recommend that accredited programs and schools of public

y health be eligible r. such grants.

0
This integrated management development strategy requires a well-,

focued project grant Authority which-investS in accredited procrams

In all settings. We recommend a specific new authority for projects.,
.w.

to develop and improve curriculum in Flalth finance, health marketing,

health economics, epidemiology; health.planning,' health policy, health

''law, quality assurance,and information systems. .Projects should also. .

support efforts toteach-health services organization and managemgnt

students in other disCiplines. At least $3,000,000 should be

authrlrized for this purpose.

. --

Mr. Chainnankit is vital to/recognize that the significant

health care developments of the 80's will be organizational. Among

.
.

the emerging patterns and i sues are

o°Ohe.growth of ch s pn'multiunit systems of

Sloth hospitals rior;ing home,

The increasing. si e of hoSpitals

-P. ThArevelopment:of day .'surgical centers

o gewth

-drIncreasing viability of Home Health Services

-0

.,
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Demands for access to.high cost technology

o. Assessments of PSRO and Plannihg Agency effectiveness

o National health insurance

There is only one possible conclusion: we are headed for larger,

more complex organizations and constant change. But in health,

large organizations have been more influenced by tradition, than by

change in the organizational'sense. In contrast, industry has been

more successful in accepting both large size and change as.nermal

We need to knowfle great deal more about the adaptjon systems and

management technologies used in industry and their potential_for

health applications. We also need to know much more about the

theNealth field. Assessing both, systemmatically.and

together, will lay the groundwork for an effective public policy

4 tal
for organizational development. This is long-term, effective cost

containment for a relatively low investment.

Avery tightly focused study is needed to also assess unmet

educational needs and to profile career development.. It is important

to.undiptand the interaction between health and industry in respect.

to management, the pattern of which appears to"be changing. Fibally;

the study.should cut through the rhetoric on both sides to find out
.

0
just what are the effects of4varioys federal policies on the effective-

A , A
-ness of health management.

47
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.
This, study Would-bUild.upon the work of the W.K. Kellogg Found tion

?i

,

Commisson on Education for.Health Administ?ation. 10973, this pu is
-

...;--cc.mmissjon)found that -"only about 25 pecegt of-currently practicing

lth administr'atoe5 have had formal education for health administration
,

ctice,ana'that most of.the 25 peecent areeracticing in hospitals

and public health agencies". The Caimission went on to urge greater _

public support for profesSional education. It did not locik at industry,

or at- the impact of federal progrTaMs in administration effe;tixeness.

We believe t t the Congress and HEW need to know much more about

the management dapacity°issile. The data should come from an independent

Study.

Mr. Chairman, when every Public dollar spent is being se scruticized,
- /
we have no reservations about claiming additional support for health

administration education. These dollars help assure the effective use

of all investments in the health of Americans. No significant enterprise

has survived lean times without investing in management competence.

That is the first lesson from industry.

4 7' 5
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APPENDIX A

NUMBER OF ELLIGIBLE ACCREDITED PROGRAMS

ea

As of 7-.1 79
D

2S programs

As 6f,7-,1-78 .. programs

A,
21 program's 17'

° .7Th

0%

NUMBER OF GRADUATING STUDENTS-FROM ELLIGIBLE ViCCREDITED PROGRAMS

,.-19a , 822-indiViduals

1978 749 individuals

1977. 1,40- 72P individuarec. -:

-.44.-

The numberof:.graduating students reareased,.by :,03%-;
between 1977 And.J978 and.9,75% between 1978 and 1979.
The increas'ein graduating students between 1977 and .

' 1979 was 14.471. . , 7-.. .
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. . 61 APPENDIX

ACCEIDITED .MASTER'S PROG, w4-IN
IN NON-SCHOOL PUB HEAL1 SETT4PCS

;---GEOGRP11.1
;04,, 1.

'7\ eiTT04.
5,

.IALABAMA , , - °, ',. f . ' t. 4, (''

iUnersiti, of Alabanal'Bi inghthn...
. \

ARIZONA

Arizpn

-.COLORA

UniJer ity of Colorado

DISTR OF _COLUMBIA

Ihe eorge Washington Unive ity -
-f.,>'-

GEORGIA

Georgia State University

ADMINISTRATION

State University

ILLINOIS

University ofChicago
Governors State University
Northwestern Unix rsity

IOWA

University-of Iowa
1

MASSACHUSETTS . 0
Buxton University

-,MI5SOURI

.Drikveesity of MissoUri-Columblia
SainfLonin Univqrsity

' -Washington University

:14EW YORK

<City University of New York .
Cornell University

OHIO

The Ohio State University
Xavier UnivOrsity

PENNSYLVANIA

Pennsylvania State University,
University_of:-418I1ASylani,
Temple UniVerSity-

TEXAS

Trinity University

VIRGINIA

4 4

dqbdical College of Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University

Wr3CONsIN

University of Wisconi2in-Madidon

-

.a.
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APPENDIX C:

---,,AALSTEA'SrDEGREE PROGRAi HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION WHICH WILL j
APPLY taR ACCREDITATIONIDURING 1480-1923.

.GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS.

CALIFORNIA

-California State University-Northridge
Golden Gate University

-University of Southern California

.DISTRICT-OF.COLUMBIA

HowardiUniversity

FLORIDA°

Florida International University
,University of Florida '

University of Miami

\INDIANA
/

Itdiane University

KANSAS

University of Kansas

MISSISSIPPI

ThUniversity of,Mississippi

NEW YORK

G

Long Idland University-C.W. Post College'
N.:14 York University
Union C011ege

OHIO

University 9f,qincininiti

TENNESSEE

M:!harry Medical .College

TEXAG

University of Dallas
Universiity:of Houston-Clear Lake City
Te.:a3 Women's UniversdlY

04

N
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Mr. WA.xzwr, Thank you for your-testimony,Yllti detailed com-
ments will be made a part of the record. - 1,

Dr. Peterson.,' ..
) V' 42

STATEMENT BY KENT W. PETERSON. M.D.
Dr. PerEasoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Kent Peterson. I represent the American College of

Preventive Medicine, a small organization' of approximately_ 2,000
physicians who Specialize in preventive medicine, in particular
areas, including public health, general and Clinical, preventive;-

. .medicine-occupational health and-aerospace.
I waitt to comment on particular sections of H.R. 6802, particu-

larly thpse dealing with manpoWer training In preventive medi-
cine, a ,subject particular importance in a time of efforts to
restrain rises ealth care costs, at a time when inflation is -

- rami3ant in so . y sectors of ou'r health tare system and our
. economy,

Preventive medicine is that branch of medicine which deals with -
the well-person, with efforts to keep the person well, to maintain -

alth, to detect risk factors before disease, as well as to screen and.
at disease itself. It is -performed in an increasing number of
iolt1 settings, Ond specialists in preventive medicine servq.....-aS

teachers in medical schools of all physicians? as well as resehrcl-ffrs'
doing research in risk factor detection in health promotion, as well
as in serving the needs of public health departments,.State health
departments, occupational health, industry, et cetera: -

. Preventive medicine is an interdisciplinary, multidisciplined
science: In addition to the skills required of all physibians, a
number of core tools . need to be added to the training of every
Physician: training in nutrition, which is.extremely lacking in most
medical school curricula; training in management, training in .epi

-demiology and biostatistics; training in environmental health.
It is these particular skills which need eriiphasieend are given -

emphasis in th jons of the bill. -4.
Let's review r, moment the Aelationship of preventive medi-:

tine to .medical hool curricula. 'My testimony outlinee eight re-
parts'- beginning in 1910. It is fascinating reading to look at the .
evolution of 'preventive medicine in this century in' this country.
The concern at theilgrn of the century was with the control of

_communicable
If you look at the statistics; virtually all of the top 10 killers and

cripplers have been reversed because of efforts in preventive medi-
cine. We are now witnessing a new era ceconcern abotit health
proniotion and disease prevention,, partly because the tools are now
available to do so.
Chronic diseases are preventable. S- eventy-five percent of all
heart attacks can now be prevented, particularly by modifications
of lifestyle behavior. Ninety percent.of all_cancere may be pxevent:
able, depending upon the environmental factors.,As early as 1910,
Abraham Flexner in his seminal repdrt commented at great length
about the importance of preventive medicine. It is fakinating read-
ing. I hope you Will eake" it home with you.

It is interesting' to quote something 70 year old hnd see' how
applicable it is today, He, said die" physician's "function is fast

9

1



\becorning-sp'cial- and preventive rather than individtiai .and
him society relies to a.'..k-ceiztain, and through gieasures

essentially liucationah-to enforce the caritlitionsthat.preygnt dis-.
ease and m .e-p6Sitively forphy,sieal arid moral. well-being,:-

'What happened? Fifteen. yearslater,..in 1925,--Flexner published a
,-retrospective analysis; and be noticed .that while his report haa,
're:Zolutiosiorged,inOicel edpCation, it had missed being adopted -1,n
the area 'hfitirevinttive -medicine. He said: "Curiously enough, de-

": spite: the Increasing -. irtiportanCe of preventive ;medicine, hygiene
ti t continues .to occupy a decidedly subordinate .position in the -untler;"

,.,7;krad nate .

!The other report 'stressed the same- kind ,Of.Amphasis on. preven-
-tive medicine in departments of medical,.chools throughout the
century-...Iii,.;1932:=4 report-of the Association of American: Medical

---Colieges:stregsed and.then '13..-yearS later, like. Fleiner,'they- 7.

caine.back:and said it has ricit--.happened-vihat we need are sepa- .

rate departMents medicineedicine in every school.
They said: here 9nghtt to be 4 percent of the .curricultim devoted

to dise ';, eventioni at a very minimum, andthey, went on to talk
sbont:th ationof disease prevention into: all clinical spebial-
ties..9th° from-,the foliference on Pre-
ventive-Med rom the Institute of-Medicine; last year

e;thiengh_tht:.ati -Reportanthrinally, last December.
the Departinept. -Education,:.-and: Welfare -gubmitted-Qa
rePott i dieating--the -rteed to encourage acid support the develop-
ment of capabilities?tO:proVide training in health_ promotign, .dis.

.ease preventiOa -kfid other slid health conten schiiols of .'
medicine.

7 This, long history (5f-support,f6f 'PreventiVe.inedicineliesin stark
contrast to the realitiest.where onlY 88.of 122 schools have-"depart-
:meats, where lesS! than 1.5 percent of the curriculurrils devoted, to

' > prevention; 'Where, tht 48 accredited- residency programs; the
average n'ultiber,of PhYgi icians in :theta is.'fd4r-

Ne'see, then, throughout this's- Pattern:of low-.,Pederal ")unding,.
, lOVer now.. turn Wa$:"Se'verar years ago,. and that . is in stark
.-.gontrS,5,t

-..

to the suggestiOnS'of preventivesizedicine,..Ofiedu.c atnrs; OP `

thd.itiellC0kM6015-thehSeIVPS. 'I
VireuppOrt; therefoA,'vey,enthusiastically settjon,794("CXa (1),

TZ (3),-an (4). All fourpf these.are equally tmportInt In prow .

table ge. eric support ria. departments .in'tipgradingiOnd updating
e cettric lum7Whith is rapidlyichanging as reSearchcornes in in

wining sea dhers and teaCherS, and y gin prOviding.
the Support. to a number ',of needed SPecialist- in preventive
medicine who _take on additional ',training,' including, air'a,citikmit

7 .. . -I;
.:. %Funding. for .this -residency', ,raining,l.a; tit& available "through
.tielgicalereventieS'ai,it is ill.,otherheilde4specialties7-1.t "particu-

?. liii-tyVtiipOrtant,.that the FedezaPGoVernment invest in the training
of -?peciatists: i'n -order to_ assure 'teachers,. researchers,' a .tliose'

-:whb ca.n help tcr promote not>q be misinformation-andhexcite ent or
hettiti1 pronotionqn gerat§1; but wtpi' can help to'-figiir.ou where-

.our-best, in vestnie-riir7t; how :we can most--effectiVelY.utili scarce
resotirces7fil promoting health and pre.venting'diseaSe.:-". .

i4 a pleasure to_ appearbefore'YpU-.and thop ghly
supportive of yOur- insights this . ; 1 , 5

estimony resumes on. p. 487.) At. ..

[Dr. etersen's prepared stAtementfollews:l

"'" -; 1,
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-', Statement of the

American College of Preventive Medicine

Mr. Chairman, subcommittee members,:ladi, and gentlemen,

my name is Kent-,Peterson, and I am,the Executive 10.pe.PieSident

of the American College .of Preventive Medicine. I am pleased .

to have to opportunitfy to appear before you today to address

issues r.aid by SR 68 The gealth'Ptofessions Educational_

.

.

Assistance and .Nurse-Tri ning Amendments of 1980. The subject,,
.

of manpower training in preventive medicine is especially important.s.

in light of..bur collective
efforts-to restrain the rise in

health care costs in 3 time of rampant inflation in Most sectors

of our economy.

The American College of5Preventive Medicine is one of 22

recognized medical. specialty societies composed of over 2,000

physicians'. Our members are teachers, researchers,. administrators,

and practitioners in preventive medicine, a specialty whiCh tras

four sub areas of board certification:
general preventive medi

eine, public health, occupational medicine, and aerospace

medicine. Now in its 27th year, the College was founded to

provide a forum for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge

in the. field.

Two of the College's highest-priorities are out Prevention

Policy and Education programs. The Prevention Policy prograM:it

responsible for formulating broad national policies

for improving the nation's health-and thOadVancement of pre-

' vention as a science, while our Education program provides support for
a.

undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education for prevention

,practitioners.

481
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Prevention, though a small field, is dynamic in its

noncepts and goals, Preventive meditine is the branch of

medicine that is primiTfily concerned with preventing physical,

mental and emotional.disease.and injury, in contrast to

treating the sick and injured.. The paramount goal of this

area of specialization is to promote and preserVe individual

health status. Additionally, J.,t is concerned with the

well -being Ad' the communiiy, and the efficient and effective

management Of scarce resources.

The distinct body of knowledge known reventive medicine

can be traced at least to 1913, when the first edition of RosenanW

Preventive Medicine and Hygiene wasipublished. Since that time

the body of knowledge has been extended and its focus has

shifted,in response 'to changing patterns in the in ence.of

disease. For instance, early in this century, preventivf mediL

eine was, concerned primarily with communicable diseases, while

today one major focus is on chroaic conditions such as respiratory

and heart disease, while adOther is health maintenance and

enhancement.

Training and practice in preventive medidine build upon a

diverse, multr-disciplined.baqe. The "core" sciences of preventive

medicine include epidemiology, biostatistics, environmental

health, nutrition, clinical preventive medicine, the behavi8Yal

sciences, management and health care systems analysis.

452
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As mentionedp preventive medicine practitioners are

engaged in teaching, research,. administration, and the delivery
. -

of personalhealth services. Teachers are responsible for

instilling an awareness and knowledge of prevention in all

medical students, thrpugh curriculum developed and taught by

deparlmentsof oreventive and community medicine, or through

integrated curriculum in other 'clinical fields. Non- physician

public health personnel are also trained by preventive medicine

.specialists within both medical and public health school settings.

Researchers in the field are Whgaged in a wide array of

activities, ranging from the study of risk factors and distributionL
of disease (epidemiology) to the design and evaluation'of

programs to promote health and prevent disease. Physician

idminis;rator5 occupy key positions in public and private settings,

such as state and local health departments, and health maintenance

organizationS, where they are responsible for planning and

'implementing personal and community health services. Pinally,

pra$,itioners deliver a variety of prevention services in the

community setting, be ST the workplace, school, or locality..

In 1979 Healthy People: The Surgeon General's Report on

'Health Promotion and Disbase Prevention called for a second public health

revolution in the United States. In conducting such a campaign:Ai

,the importance of prevention and the role of the physician

specialist yin preventive medicine cannot be overstated] While

the incidence of chronic disease,s is on the rise, a growing body
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of knowledge documents our ability to intervene. This knowledge

most now be translated into practice. Apart from the avoidanceI*
of human suffering, an investment in prevention proMISes the

potential of-tremendous returns in human r duCivity and in

terms of cost savings. .

PREVENTIVE 1EDICINE AND MEDICAL EDUCATION
t!

Our present model of medical education in the United States

was largely shaped by a. famOus report, wfiich included the following'.
.

among its observations:

f!...The practitioner deals with facts

of two categories. Chemistry, physics,

biology enable him to apprehend one set; .

he needs a ,different perspective and appte-

ciative apparatus to deal with the other,

subtle elements. Specific. preparation
A

is in this directpan mtich more difficult;

one'mUst rely fOithe requisite insight

and sympathy oila,vAried and enlarging

culturalexperience.,: Such enlargement ok.-
.1.

the'015s1canis horiApn is c;therwise;important,

for etientifie proleress has greatly modified

hiS ethical responsibility`. His relation was
,

formerly to his Patient-:- ql:Incist to his
1 . : . ,..:.., , ,

::.patient'sjamqy;. anAlit,was..almost altogether'

,'..1 'remedial. The/patient. had something the
,'" : 't

-matter with him; the- .4locto was'called in to
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cure it. PayMent of a fee ended:the...

."transeetion. But the physician's-function

is'fast .becoming social and preventive,

rather than:Individual:and curative.

Upon him society relies to ascertain,

"and through measures essentially educational

enforce the conditions that prevent

disease and make positively for physical

and coral well-bei (emphasis added).11,1

qro the Antelligent and conscigntious physibian

a. typhoid patient in not only a case, but.:

a laming,: his office is equally to heal

the sick and to protect the well..."

That was written -in 1910,. in the "Flexner Report" on

Medical EdudatiOn-in the United States and Canada, a report which otherwise-

revolutioned the course of medical education.

Fifteen yearn.later, in a retrospective study.of the 1710

report,.Abraham Flexner wrote the following:

"Curiously enough, despite the - increasing.

importance of preventive medicine, consequent

f upon the advance of bacteriology and the

)(' clearer knowledge of the futility Or limi-

tations of many therapeutic.measures,:hygienlf

-.continues to occupy a, decidedly subordinate
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1

position.in the. undergraduate curriculuth;

and even incidental treatment of the .Pre

ventive'aspects of disease, though increasingly
3

common, is still far from general."

In 1932 a Commission
%

on Medical Education of the Association

of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) made the following. observation:

"Medical education should emphasize to

students the influences of urbanizatioq, -

A industrialiiation, and present day

A
conditions of living whichare important

in "fte causation, treatment, and prevention

of disease...it is. important that thq'

physitian be acquainted with hathe social,-

economic, and other-environmental factors

which have an influence on the individual
'A

and hit health."

In 1945,'a Committee of the AAMC, formed to investigate

the teaching of preventive medicine and public health in medical

schobls, again found severe shortcomings in this area.- Among

other things, the report examined the importance,of a distinct,

department of preventive medicine, as well as the necessity

of increasing the roportiOn of the medical school curriculum

devoted to TrEwen--.-..Lon_ 70=7-, .'ocommendations, which were

apprOved by kAMC :tee,.inCluded:
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Thht the objective in each medical

sc4pol be to provide a separate department

. of preventiye medicine and public health

and -that-for purposes of evaluating

theorganizat:ion for teaching preventive

medicine and public health:in any given

school, the combination of preventive
.

medicine and public health with

"
ome other

hdepartment be'regrded as uns &isfactory
\*..

after July 1,.1948...

2. That there be met a:side for the teaching

schedule Of the department of preventive --

-

. medicine and public health, four percent

of the total hou=s available in the curriculum

of undergraduat: -nedical education, and that' .

after July 1. .L11: medical school

ftzvviding amodht be considered

5. 7. the artments cf the.

be

respective fields,

practicable contti-.

preventive aspects

highest degree possible;

naive medicine and public

with clinical teaching, A
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and that the greater part of the

instructional staff in the depaitment

of preventive medicine and"public Oealth

be given hospital and clinic appointments."

In more recent years, both medical curriculum

and residency training in preventive ave been the

subject of a number of studies. In -' '-)rce on

Education and Training of Health Mvppwer r-ntion

(Uational Conference On Prtventive .vidence

of insufficien't training of prevention +A.:- in schools

as well as shortages of specialty trained pract -._::_aers in

the field. The task forie recommended fedeoL_ health

manpower legislation be enacted Which we a) encourage

a preventive' emphasis on ftle basic chrr:,..:11: or her.A.th per-
.

sonnel b) provide career devtlopment su fo= :raining

of teachers at pievention, and c) enc prcjects to

integrate prevention in-programs to =oar: health care

personnel.

In 1978 these recommendations :cn,firmed by an

Institute of Medicine report t titlr 'Aanpower Policy for

Primary Health Care. The ')eport fqa:_ at "..,:insufficient

attention has been devoted to to chin= a:4 researca in

behavioral and social sciences, to the coordination and

continuitY of health care, to clinical experience in
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outpat%ent seetings." It therefore recommended that

"Undergraduate education should,

providp students with a knowledge of

'epiiemiolg45; and aspects of behavioral

and social sciences relevant to patient
)

B
't %

care."

Last year the first Surgeon General's Report on Health

Promotidn and bi.gease Prevention was issued. Itedition

to proposing a strategy for the integration of prevention

within our health care system, it discUssed at length the

manpower implicatTr of such a strategy. Again, evidende7
( of future shortages in the field of preventi've medicine

was cited, as well as an insufficient em6hasis.on prevention

in the training, of physicians.

Finally, in peceMber 1979, the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare submitted a repert to Congress on

community and pub116 health personnel. Among'otherthings,'

this report contained thp following. recohmendation for

action by the Federal government:

"pcourage and support the develOpment

of Caliab4litiis to provide training in

health Promotion, disease prevention, and

other public healthconten in'the ti

11r-",""..

J.
cu icuaAain of schools ef medicine,

osteopathy, dentistry, optometry, pharmacy,
1

podi try, veterinary medicine, and in

scho ls offering preparation in the allied
.7

heal h p6Ograms:7 .

189
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Clearly there hasabeen
long-stan4ini consensus that

our health-care system, particularly the educational system,
o

should place greater emphasis on prevention. This consensus,

however, is in stark contrast to current realities:

So.

Of the nation's 122 medical schools, .

at last count only 88 have ,a department

of preventive medicine or its equivalent..

.'A number of these .are today threatened

with closure due to shrinking budgets.

Others have already bym forced to close

4
down since the last was made a year

dh
ago.-

Federal support fdi generic special

projects in preventive medicine within

medical schools has dropped precipitiously,

from $1.1 million in FY ip to zero in

FY '80.

has* een estimated that less than 1.5%

of tbe total
Undergraduate medical curriculum

is devoted to
prevention, in contrast to

the-4% recoMmended above by the AAMC.

.Of the 48:at4iveaccredited residency
1

progfams irr preventive medicine, most

have only_a few funded positions

4 0
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available. Far 1978-79, the mean was 4.3
, .

fundedpositionsper prdiam.

Although, it has been estimated that the

annual output from these programs whichis.
ti

required to meet needs'in the field is

160 graduateseper year, currently only
r

70 complete training annually.-

* Federal support for residency training

has also declined in recent years. Whereas

in 1973 $1.2 million was committed for

this purpose, in 1978 and 1979 that

level of support dropped to approximately

;:-.5" 6100,000. In FY 1980 approximately

$275,000 will be made yailable for this

/purpose.

Although preventive medicine needs have been repeatedly

stressed they have seldodbeen met. The reasons are obviously

complex. Chief among these has been the minimal committment

of flnancia6 resources'within medical schools .to departments

of preventive medicine. Without these resources, existing

depatments, even where they do exist, are unable to develop

the faculty, and---hence the curriculum, fdr long-term impact

upen medical student cduca, on. Without that impact, we are

unable to recruit new physic ans into the field, further,
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_exacerbating faculty development.

When.medical students do express an interest in specializing

ia preventive Mbdictne after graduation, they are faced with

uncertain and fluctuating prospects for support during their

residency training years. Many residency program directors

resort to turning away prospective residents because the re-
It

sources simply do not'exist to support them. Government

stipend support is {Particularly importyt for the preventive

medicine resident because stipends cannot' be proirided out of

patient care revenues as with other, "bedded" specialties.

.4*An extra year. of post-MD academic training is required for

board' certification. Preventive medicine residents are v:

hospital based during the remainder of their twining, thug

Program diretors cannot offset-training expenses by providing

serv.ices for remuperation,eFinany, after graduation preventive

medicine specialists generally,..otcumr'posdtions in the publft_ . .

.-r. .

health sector at salary.leVe?k,whtchare much less;ilutTative
A

than priv4teractice. making repayment of educational loans

mucTionerous:

The current state of-akirs hag therefore led to

shortages in many preventive medicine areas. In

to inpactdag on the delivery of public health programs
9r r.

tidn-rpsearch, this has obviously had an impact

s of pfeventioa within the 'medical school-curriculuni,

ampletipg n vicious cycle. Without the required

r
.6

ic
),.- ;..?...,:

-e. is t.
e

,;....,,,, .? r.
.

.,

V 4
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manpower pool; advancement will be impossible. C,,rt3inly

if our health care systeM is,to place greater emphasis on

prevention, a change Must be effected in the attitudes and

behavior of medical students and physicians. Federal manpdwpr

policy must foster an integration of prevention principles
0^ ,

within manploa4 education. The cbmmittmeht must by made now

to,develOp the necessary manpower base to carry, out this

mission, and we applaud you.both, Mr. Chairman and Drr

Carter, for your leadership in this regard.

We'are therefore pleased that HR:6802 cont4qs

authority for support for both departments of preventive

. medicine and residents training in preventive medicine. These'

authorities will provide a stable base to attract talent and

resources into tgis vital field. At,the same time,. it is ,4

(heartening to note. that although the/Administration has

apparently adopted-health promotion and disease preverYtion

as a national- priority, it has in iltplegislativeproposal

-made no 'provision for development of the manpower base in

preventive medicine which will. be responsible for designing

and implementing.programs 'that`- respond : to that priority.

The provisions contained in.SeCtion794'(C)(a) of

H.R. 6802. are all equally important. First, it is important

to provide stable, generic support for the activities of the

departments which is not tied to a specific purpose.. In this

way departments will have a resource to draw uponfor inno-

\ 4 3
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vative. special projects and activities." Section 149(C)(a)

.(2), will support vital updating otthe'curriculumein the

core knowledge areas of preventive medicine,' because it

authorizes projects.to strengthen the preventive medicine

interface with the other clinical specialties. ,-Besides

being a specialty area of knowledge,. prevention also has

Multidiscinlinaryaspects which need to be integrated into

other clinical specialties... Finally', support for programs

to train teachers and researchers
, at authorized in Section

749(3)(a)(4), is particularly Crucial, These programs

wf(1 expand a faculty base which has been drastically reduced

in recent years because.ofdiminished restment.

Confronting, gas we do, a .future of diminished resources

which, must be allocated. among competing demands, it is important

that we invNwisely with an eye to future returns. As

.health care costs have skyrocketed in recent years, alternative

forms of cost Containment have been .examitI*8 None offers

morgprOmise.fhan prevention. Clearly, if the goals of. our

health.tare,system is to-.assure optimal health at minimal

4cost, disease prevention holds an important key. HEt 6802

will therefore. provide the' Atyrtunity to unlock and apply

knowledge which from as far back as 1910 has been generally '

recognized as being vital to our nation's health and well-being.

Footnotes

1 Medical Education in.the .Uhited States and.Canada, The CarnegieFoundation for the Advancement of Teaching, N.Y., N.Y., 1910,p. 26
!

2 Ibid., p. 68

3 Flexner, Abraham, Medical
Education: A Comparative Study,.

MacMillan Co. N.Y., N.Y. 19254 p. 117

4 Final. Report of the Commission on Med'cal Education, Associationof American Medical Colleges, N.Y., N.Y. 1912.

5 Final Report of the Commit-tee on the T aching of Preventive
Medicine and Public.Health, Journal of the Association of AmericanMedical lleges, Vol. 204 1945

a A Manpow r Policy for'Primary Health Care, Institute of Medicine
Washington, D.C. 1978, pp.

7

77, 101

A Report on Public and Community Health Personnel, U.S. Dept. ofHealth, EduCation and Welfare, 1979, . VII-8
\s,

4 94
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'Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Gemmell, what is the position of your organization on the

proposed niidcareer training pFogriun?
/Mr. GEMMELL. The Bureau of .Health Manpower, in its annual

report to the Congress of which I have a copy here, guesstimated
because the .data is pretty hard to* getthat approximately 50
percent of the work force presently in the public health field re-
quires retraining; that most of the people on-line now, if/we aretalking about high level people, that is the leadership cadre in
pub1 health, have been on the job now for 10 years.

Technology has changed. Health aspects have changed 'so muchthat they require short-term, intense retraining programs through
continuing education, either weekends or longer or 3- or 4-week
sessions in a university 'setting. ,k.

Some of the schools are gearing up to °meet this demand, Mr.
Chairman. We require Federal assistance, however, because this is
a way of providing a community service.* In schools of pliblit,health, like Dr Peterson was talking about in preventive medicine
and Dr. Filers an was talking about in health administration, wedon't have a third party reimbursement, system td recoup some Of
the costs incurred in providing these services, so we rely headily on
Federal support to promote these activities..

Mr. WAXMAN. HEW indicates' public health is one area where agreater number of program' graduates is needed. CapmAsting
schools expand to meet these needs, or are additional schools goingto be needed? . ,

Mr. EMMELL. T e present schools, Mr. Chairman, cannot handle
the de d that *e are projecting and thk HEW is projecting for
public health workers. Present schools have older facilities, and
they need, if they are to meet this demand, funds to refurbish and
modernize some of their facilities, especially in the classroom area.

To require them to develop.- an adequate' teaching. and research
eVriconment, right now they cannot do it without Federal support.
It\isitough to start a new school of public health, so we re, looking
for refurbishment and, modernization-type funds for the present
schools to meet this growing demand.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Filerman, in your formal statement; you rec-
ommend the development of new project authorities for curriculum -development in a variety of settings. Could yoU, expand on that .rest and indicate if you pnvision more than one-time grants, toin titutions for such purposes? .

Dr. FILERMAN.. The problem is that the state of the art ,keeps
changing. We keep building on previous foundations. I would not
suggest that we need continuing grants of a project nature to carry.
on the same kinds of projects. But, for example, we know that one
of the greatest needs today is to improve the teaching and financial
management.

We also know that there is a very strong needito increase teach
ing in community-oriented epidemiology, two very fundamental
areas. When we have brought the programs up to a certain mini-
mum state of the art and training capacity in those areas, therewill be another agenda, probably quality assurance or improved
health planning.

63-494 0 - '80, 7 32
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So what we need is a flexible project grant authority which cal,
be responsive to those kinds of changing needa, not continual sup-
port.

Mr. WAXMAN. Are you talking about one-time grants for startup
in these areas, or a continuous grant, program that would be flexi-
ble enough to meet these needs? ,

°Dr. FILERMAN. In the project grant area, we are talking about
funds which are primarily designed for cutting edge innovation
developmental activities. In, what we call capacity development
grants, which are the mor0 permanent variety, those are the
grants which make sure that the on-the-ground fundamental criti-
cal mass of skills are there and paid for.

But what we, have recommended is essentially a continuation of
the formula started by the committee 3 years ago of requiring a
certain level of non-Federal support first, not Federal first dollars
but Federal carrots, if you will, to bring out a stronger base of
support for the core of the program operation from the institution,
from the community in which it is embedded: That has worked
very well.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Peterson, can you please tell us something
about the content of residency training programs in preventive
medicine?

Dr. PETERSON. Yes. As required by the Anierican Board ofl Pre-
ventive Medicine for certification in the specialty, there are four
components. First there is a clinical component. Preventive medi-
cine is a clinical specialty and its practitioners must have at least 1
year of clinical training in an internship or residency.

A second year is academic training, and it is here where the tools
I mentioned earlier require classroom study which is different from
that in any other-specialty of medicine, the study, of epidemiology,
of;biostatistics, of management, of environmental health, as well as
clinical preventive medicine.

This usually occur a program either in a_school of public
health or its equivale master's degree program offered by the
department of prevent es niedicine.

A third year is a lsely supervised year f residency training
and experience eit erg in general preventi e medicine,. public
health or occupational medicine,. And fourth, or 'certification there
is a period of practice' under supervision which is required.

It is these unique opportunities, particularly the academic com-
ponent and the carefully supervised residency. component, which
traineeships would support.

Mr. WAXMAN. What do you think could be done in medical
school to stimulate an interest in preventive community medicine?

Dr. PETERSON. Right now there is a great groundswell of interest
on the part df students. Last week in Philadelphia at the American
Medical Association, the cry of prevention and wellness sprang up
loudly on the part of medical students. The interest is there.

Many medical schools have the capacity, and in. those 9c/Aols
with, large departments of preventive medicine or where there are

schools of public health,"there is the teaching resource available.
But many schools simply do not competent faculty.

Internist
r

, surgeons, and primary care phylicians need to have a
certain level of skills and competence, in helping individuals to

496
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improve their own health and in , . .,ssing Asks, but it' requires
more than a good internist or It good family practitioner to teachthat. That is why we feel so strongly that your, inclusion of depart-
mental support is so, essential-,

There needs to be a core of faculty who do research and work
throughout all of the departments to inculcate preve#tion into thetraining of all physicians.

Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Gemmell, how are schools of public health' responding to the need to assess- theeffedt or environmental pollu-tion on human health?'
4. .Mr. GEMMELL. Mr. Chairman, environmental health problems

are going to probably occApy most of the attention of public healthworkers in the United States in the eighties ar.d nineties. In thefifties and sixties and the early seventies; elk:- when Dr.,)HardyWas a health officer-in Birmingham, we didn't ,nd a lot of time,on environmental health. ,We spent a lot, c --,, on infectiousdisease control.
,,,,But now most health workers send most c u: time on envi-ronmental health issues. Johns Hopking L niv ity School ofPublic Health in the last 3 years has increased their faculty in

ienvronmental health from 17 to 50 and expect to double that inthe nekt 5 years.
These are the kinds of thingsewe are being faced with. As micro=biology, ,was in the medical, schools/in the :hirties and forties,

environmental health will be to the ',Schools of publehealth in the ,/eighties and nineties Mr. Chairman. It is a big growth area.
, We look forward to working with you in this bill 'to make surethere is a4,e(iate s4port for those programs, which we hope there a 4will be.

Mr. WAXMAN. I hope so, too, I have been told that only-about 11
. percent of the 'money, for formula grants for trainingships forschools of pubic health, section 748 of the Pikblic Hea ServiceAct, is' allocated for programs in environmental healt . Is this,amountildequate or is more money needed to train indiv uals for acareer iti environmental health?

Mr.. GEMMELL. As a flat statement, Mr. Chairman, no it is notadequate to train individuals in environmental health. The 11,7Percent figure is because you have to 4plit up that money according
to a congressional mandate to other areas, like biostatistics, epide-
miology; nutrition, maternal and chil health, biosta tics andAtkealth administration. So th t is the re h. -.
. I believe,if I re 11, 2,01)0 students last ear in schools of publichealth received so e sort f Federal Sup rt in ,the trainingship -%area, and about 200; of those students were nvironmental healthspecialists. So that IS a. very small 'amonnt. We need to increasethis pot in the nearjutilie, .. ,:, -,

Mr.. WAXMAN. In:yOur statem4tyou commented on the adequa-cy of the level -or- furl& 'aufhpiized: over the past few years forspecial projects for schools Eqftablie etilth, section 792 of thePublic Health,,Service Act. HO moch"eSi would. be required to
help schools of ;public health7deve lOP and responsive program's. in environmental health;?

,r4-Mr. GEMMELL. Mr. :Chairman, we would like to survey the
schools on that question. I would not like to mislead you and tell

4 9
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you either we think there is a great demand, but I would much
railer, survey the schools and get,ba'ck to you with the information
as soon as possible.

But given the Johns Hopkins study about which I was, talking to
the dean last Friday that is increasing his-faculty from 17 to 51
and tiferi expecting to double it in the next 5 years, that in itself is
a great indication. of,ncgi.4. But let me get back to the committee
with some specifics on arat question, Mr. Chairman, if you, do not
mind. 0

Mr. WAXMAN. Fine. We will' hold the record open-for that infor-
mation and any .other information that any of you wish to submit
to us. Thank you for your Notimony. We appreciateAhe contribu- '
tion you have made to thi§ hearing.

[The following letter was received for the record:] )
J, i

O

'd
14'
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APPENDIX: Some Studies on the Cost Effect;",

Pharmacy practice achievements, as
containment, primary care, and access to

armacists' expanded roles in ambulatory, .

late: to sost
nvolve

. One of the best examples of the cost e= ess 7 the acistthese roles is a pharmacist- conducted
tr.:. era- t`ias astients to self-administer certain parente- tion it P,

lected patients of the dhia State Univers' a)s ..... .., :,e: toIf-administer calcitonin, injectable anaic tlihen-- 1ic --..ttor..:mrabine and parenteral hyperalimentation
. thus agm cost of outpatient clinic, physician, or

. se visiinancial data based on one year's experienc -is proc :ate .i:wt savings far outweigh costs. For one pa
. m, a t7=

; IC.-_,ceiving Factor 'VIII, savings were more 'the'. . in'the .1 _ear. ")'he pharmacists' professional services under tr gram ar . -1"prsed -by:We Cross of Central Ohio; approval,
of such pe;rir. by a t' :y is.iewed as a major step in recognizing the cost -i'actiVenes

,i,,:- pharmii-aises clinical role. Other pharmacy prpgrams r ..ain at 7J, in 014home administration of total parenteral nutrition have been ;rted. )3/
3

Another example of reimbursement for clinical pharmacy -ices is aprogram in a medium-size community
genera' hospital wigereby,

-,' -1.partieq.reimburse, on the basis ofdocumented
cos s, foe-growth horr .-. -one instru-ction,, patient cgnsultations

and ylisids,Z,nd p'-armacokireti: ca._ptationsby pharmacists.(( 1i

Several published rep9rtS indicate that p -anmacfsts 74pj ;:anageffentor monitoring of patients'with chr
nic disease,. such as ral,,-tensicn cr

. diabetes may result in cost say) gs through Improved treatme-,'. ca:cc.tes andbetter utilization of tealth-c et perSonnel. -Dile report des t!effect of.patient-oriAfted pharmi"ceutical services on treaty._ :atcomes of,tdiabetic patients who were randomly
atsigned to study and cc- groups. k)g.'Patients whose therapy war monitored and who were counseled

. a pharmacist
.showed improved iymptbmatology,

required. significantly fewer ct1:-^les in
therapeutic regimeN, and had:a lower.ipcidence

of hospital admiL, Ions andphysician contacts as compared.to patients in control' group. 1.1 another
.:study, pattents with essalloi4a1

hypertension ill/paled significant. ImprovementA he diseas compliance with prescribed therapy, maintenance -'of bbood pressure within the normal rangeOnd the requirement'of physicianfollow -up when clinical Services
were provided by a pharMacist. )6/_ A study

funded by the National Center for
HeaTthoServices Research and conducted at

a Public Health-Service Indian hospital
detb-mined the effectiveness of apharmacist in the Manageent pf patients
on lonb-iterm drug therapy. Workingunder detailed chronic are lirctocols.and
defined health parameters forspecific chroniC diSeaseS,'more

effic4ent utilizitipn of both pharmacists
and physidians wasochieved Wikthbut sacrificing quality of care. ti! Althoughthe.three4tddies intentioned above did not s'pecif'..'lly address :Inst savings,
thy,' suggest substantial savingt through z in hospita:-.zation or

' physician visits.,

In a cost-benefit study conducted in an outpatient clinic
-.' a large

.medical ,e&ter, t4e average
prescription cost for.patients who :pceived onlyip tradition'al phanffAcy dispensing servicas was more flag Z.5 timehat forpatientS whose therapy was monitored by a eharMacist.01 The J1:=fercice. incost was attributed, in part, to the use of patient medication theselection of less expensiik.drugs when

possible, and the elinrna;sjor. -if drug,. duplications 'through coordination of-therapy
prescribed by than me .. physician.

.



Mr. Wm°. N. Our fir. __I eE es for todayis hearing will be Di.
Wendell T. Jre,
'and .Mr. Lei- W. Smit--.
and Colleges of Optor,

We would hke, to
you_have prepared
their oritirety. We
mony to us in abou

Dr. Hill.

STATEMENTS
BEHALF OF A.:.

.11 PHARMACY, ACC(
EXECUTIVE DUZE
TIVE DIRECT

' OF OPTOME'l
Dr. HILL. Mr

manWainan ;
ire-ells of our se

like to recognk
Schweiker's bil
'would like

administration
6

arc University College of Pharmacy,
utive director, AssociatiOn,eSchoolt

ne both of you to this hearing. 'I believe
_-!n:s, which we will have in the record, in
'ilte to ask you tb summarize' your testi-

-utes.

;DELL T. HILL, JR., PHARM: D., ON
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES OF

(PANIED BY JOHN SCHLEGEL, ASSISTANT
"OR; AND ,LEE W. SMITH, M.P.H., VXECU-
_3, OCIATION OF SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES

we like'to commend Congress-
ponsL of H.R, 6802 for recognizing the °

difficult times. We would also
; fine bill and' part of Senator

_my tine bete addressing the.
'Ise I feel it presents such a
nd to the public interest. As

-21r..e almost all support for `VOPP
sr.

lent ir_Aitutional support would have
_cal pharmacy programs. This subcorn-
ibutions, F )th in gost containment and

serious threat, n : 9L__

you know, H.F. -i800
schools.

The eliininall'on of
disastrous effects on ou
mitteeis aware of the
in4patient welfare, mac..- .y clinically trained pharmacists. Some
documented studi are included in the appendix to this statement.

This clinical L..- Was been costly to our schools. We could
not have accomplish hat we have without -pv..t capitation sup-
port, and it is difficult to see how we can keep up' ur prOgramS at
a meaningful level without continued support.

In a survey our association conducted 1 month ago, our schools
were asked what effect elimination of capitation support would
have on the retention of their -.)unginnovative.but largely non-'
tenured clinical faculty ,rnembe..-__. Only 7 schools out of 72 replied
that the elimination 'of 'would make no slifferencef that
all clinical faculty woule. be'retair:ed. . ,

Some Of these shool:. Tnowever, wrote in that the cessation. of
capitation payMenzs woulisprev:_nt them from hiring much- needed
additional: clinical facul-:- ,One :,f these .schools; wrote in that it
would retain its 'pr.es.en: : aculty but that it ,would haye to
tuitions if cppitation su7-2.--t ceased.

Of the .o her scnools. -TEspOnses indicated that 'about -half-46
percentOf their clinica osition would probably' not be retained
and about half-5: D'erc=---..would be retained. Thus, if institid
tional support is the threat to our schools' clinic91

vprograms is real at::: sub=antial. -
Anotfiarproblerr. administration bill, and partly with

H:R. 6802, is the plac2d on the role of the. National
Health Service Co---s, WhE.:11 is A-irtually closed to 43harmacy stu-

L

\zN.
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1'dints. V understand tha.: the corps scholarship prograth exists toassure a adequate supply of health professionals in ,underservedareas.
We aie o admit moudly that Pharmacists are among the bestdistributed and most accE:ssible of all health professionals. Thepoint we wish to make is Lnat the well-distributed pharmacists arethose perorming in. the trAiLional dispensing role, not clinicallytrained r ILIrmacists performing in the new consulting and directpatient c . role. This i8 true r the following reasons.
First, L. ;_!re are relatively ! :onsulting and direct patient care _pharmach:- ; in the countr,- .use our colleges haVe only beenturning 0- ically train. .;:- xmaciats for about 10 years.cone -s'ew there . re distribLited mainly around acadernic ce. beca e (( lys.cians and consumers outside theareas :!is:s Train are simply not aware oftheir abil. e unneed.2-.1 drugs and in deter-ringiadvei c. pre-. -nti: 4 ,Ar necessary illness andhospitaliza Dn; (- reL-:-..17ursement schemes has.prevented :,se prole :na -zentur..nr, into the community-)ractitic y.rs apart in ins, they are salaried oi°.-cl as co: ,H

.seems Lat -t, large-scale participation by non-.ly r.-, -iarma6sts in ,the National Health
cotuld go a long way in address-.,these List: p We know that Congress is*aware'of

1:711.:.;1 our rec -1do accomplishing and approves of it1-. -tily.
ioweveK; th,- profes. will not realize their full 'potential,,bOth in, helping people L , ;:ontrolling costs; until they2,become

more widely known.- The National Health SerN/ce, Corps is Ceitain-o ly an -apprOpzrateiinstrilment for bringing clinical pharmacy to thecommunity.
One prog-nr we would i:ke 17o see added. ito H.R. 6802 is. afederally sc. a clir residency prOgram. Ga-Kr)' postgra-: aside: :. Ire being accredited in hos .4-als a dId(

c ,mr-ArTit- important. ar.eas:. General .ainicpnarmacy. :.tory _Ad primary care, mental health, geriatrics,.toxicology ... :" a011 : ntrcl, pharmacokinetics, oncology, pediatrics and I' !nutrition. Unfortunately for us all, 'a sufficient'number o- lcies :,nes not exist to-accommodate_ even hall ofhe highly appiican,ts' interested in them.I would ce t dpnclude with' this, thought. One out of ev,ery.4 seven hosplz.:11 pauent-days in this country is accounted for by drureactions, at an annual cost ofi$3 billion. Fiscal tOnsti-aiats
withseandir4g, this is most inappropriate time ,to with-draw Fe er-al support'. Tor- the clinical training Of our Nation's Pharmacists.

Thank yoti for this opportunity-ta present our views.
[The.appendix to Dr. Kill's prep. statementiollows:]

.
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A report of a study, in, nineteen hospitals '
pharmacy services combined with a unit -dose r. ...:, 11.-L3,

ailing

cal.

reduce overall costs by'$.79 to $1.25 par_pa . t :a
assumes adIed is igni fic'aAce when considering ...1,11 1:-i :-, o is

--hospitalized in .rt-term general hospitals far :.:,, million
ippatieht days r.ur,year:' . -1 . `

) , ,,-
.

}A.- Participition L:y-ph'arniacists in nedical,r_ IdiatMic
hospitd1 &suited in cost savings of 5.54 ply' li.

...,

.)
:rough

. elimination of rnedi catitanaste due 'to late. dr. oer linanL- )

Assuming 90 percent occupancy-in this 'hospital _._. total yc_ .wings
would be nearly .545,000;41n an unpublished sti...- c.;:,nc...oted L. 1, Univer-
'sity of California Medical Center in San Francr: a linio ,rained
'pharmacist who monitored total' phrenteral nytri" tharap." surgical
service of the hosPital.was able td effect a 241 ,--qr.7. cos: .

repre-senting .a net savings of. $14,00B An one ye:- -0 ) Anotin aport -
indicated that clinical phihnacy services werd n-a:nonsible for.. acing
the hospiWAstay, 0.'one day, of 20 percent of ::,C ir.ternal n-r., -ine . 4
patients. By extrapolating die net cost Of one pharmacis-!:- vices - ."
to a Pearly !psis, the savings for jult..the two internal medic:- wa s
would be more than $20,000. A phartnKY program of discharge hiL - aati --",

n interviews in anetheruniversity hospital result,:'
i.i

in substatiti i dolla
savings for patienpatients atui was deemed to be cost bc,.i- (,

. A study carried out in four skilled nursing :::":i-, of which
served as a control, dernowstrated that clinical F --nta._., .,:s. "esul ted
in estimated savings of 940,000 per year for 300 i__-.o::_; , per -.atient

. day) through reduction in the use of: impropr: ate ...-Inece .o.s and
prevention of' advers drug reactions. i''', Cl- et- . pharmac: '... '
provided to,25 ttedica older-its in a skilled aursi 1 facili:. : ,:.::. ,i. state resulted in sav rigs' of about $6 per pat :.rit rr.sribB throw iii --..itre:lo
unpecessary drtio. uSe. Projected to all sual.'1.:!cilizfeS in tt, st.a(e the , ''-

o net savings to the Modicaid.prograin would bt f747,000 per year. k ' :rug
regimen reviews perforraecrby pharmacists in .six ski 1 led 'nursing 7-_a: ties-
and ono institutiat'for e'mentarty'retartled re:-.111ted in a redue:-.1in of 9.9,

A : 4. to 2.44 prescription, orcte s p' r' patient per month. Extrapolation cc :he .
dollorpsavingsto all' Me icare,and Medicaid skilled nurtsing faci-::': in the
.coup.t.Olirould yield net qvings of $3.2 millici. to :137..2 million pc- year. (16)
.Several reporits of driolg-related pr blems in ris:ring iome patients, ...:icf of the
positIve eff6cts of, Pharmacist int tfon tr: alle:late these prn;o:n7tns, have,
resulted 'In a call foreanded pharmacist involvement in drug the.'ra,'y review

',4". 1 in eXtentied pare faciVies. l in , ..

'1 These selected'reportts are cited to demonstrate that direct p.: lent care
l' ti. 'activities of the pharmacist-- actiyities which are emphasized in cc :temporary

., pharmaceutical education - -have had'and can:continue to ha've a clecio-A impact'
on:nattonal hea,1 tb-priorities. . We,. have not attempted to demons tratL how ruSre

' traditional. Art still important, activities of the pharmacist in drug 'procure-,
ment-prik4i'stributi on (e.g., 'the hospital formulary ,system: and unit -dose medi'.."

.. catTon 'systems} can effect cost savings in health4care. Cost savings and other
., , ,beAef.i ks of drug produV seleNtion by the pharinaci st., as. well as of unit -dose

D, drug ,diltribution systems, have been w 1 documented elseiTher.e.__,
.

.... ,. ...'
. . k

4 ' ir, . .
.

r.,..n

6
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.Association of Sclaools of Public Health

Dr.

Dr tl Pt. I)
nee, Put, N.allh

.pd C.mmunir MetlqIne

O

150011'4km" 0rd
Srnte 807

Arlington, Virginia :1209
(7031 52S-0314

May 22,4,19
.80

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Chairman

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
House Commerce Committee
2145 Rayburn;House Office Building.
Washington, D.C. 20515

DearA. Chairman;
.

, I.

On March 24( the Association of Schools of Public
Health testified before your subcommitteckon the. ..

extension and modification of P.L. 94-484, the q
"Health Manpower Act". One guestion that was asked
after(Oresenting ourtestelny was the a proximate
number of trained environmental and occ ational .

health personnel needed to operate our c rrent
national and localloublic health programs.

AfterAooking into the matte (e.g., tontacting
the Deans4 EPA and HSS), we ve concluded that .

we lack the tools necessary t stimate public
health manpower needs in the future. However, the
July1979 Surgeon General's report ("Healthy People")
said that although there is 'a lack of public health
manpower data,* there are dgfiniEe shortdges of certain
specialized disciplines such as epidemiologists,
biosEatisticians, occupational and environmental health
workers and health service milalinistratorsi The over-
whelming majority of these ftofessionals are trained
in Schools of Public. Health. ,.

.

For these reasons, Mr. Chairdan, we request that a
Awl*study be conducted on the impact of federal programs

(Toxic Substances Act, Resource Conservation and
.

Recovery Act, C7ear Ai? Act, Clean Water Act,.arlong *
others) on the demand for environmental and occupational

. ,Vhealth manpower.
..../'

Your thoughtful consideration of our requestweld be.appreciatek

rs.

, Sincerely yours,

chael . Gemmell
Executive Director

*Reasons for the lack of 'data are several, such as a
lack of-uniform and.fixed definitions and requirements
fpr employment, methodological problems and hith costs
of gathering information.
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Mr.WAxmAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Hill.
;Vit.. Smith, we are pleased have you with us.

STATEMENT OF ISM W. SMITH, M.P.H.
,Mr.thirrn. Mr. Chairman,. I4Hi Lee 'W. Smith, executive director

Of the Association of. Schools and Colleges-of Optoltry. Theassoci-
ation's 13 member institution in the Unitecl Sint are dedicatedto training doctors of optometry nedessary 'to meet the primary
vision tare needs of the. American public. We represent a limitednational resource and are vitally interested in the legislation under
consideration todaz

We haye reviewed I-PR. 6802 introduced 'by yo andMarch 121980,,, which makes certain amendm to existing legis-t
, lation in support of education of health pro fessionals. We arepleased to have the .opportunity to, provide our commits to thisproposal and to suggest additional amendments to address .prestIntand future issues in the national, interest.

(' H.R. 6802 would extend the. National Health Service Corps p*ro--;gram and its 4-elated scholarships. .This program 'is' designed toprovide for unmet health care needs in health manpower shortage
al Health

re of such
areas. Unfortunately, the adininistration of the Natio
Service Corps has note addressed the un vision

ounises requiri g over 351
areas even thotIgh extensive shortages

Presently there are 248 designatE
practitioners. We urge the committee t

e

elude- specifk langu e ,,,include optometry for primary vision care needs WA- schoa ms be' allocated in proportion to this shortage.
E

Vilthe higcos,.. pciated with Federal erpployment and utiliz.ation o.fhe0._.. th
personna,'weLsupport the bill's intent to:have obligated health
personnel' serve in private practice circumstances. We recommend,
however, that,tnore specific incentives be included in the legisia-
floe to make Private practice preferable.

The ASsociation ofstSchools. and toile es of Optometry opitendsthat the present schools cannot piod ce the needed', nuniber of
practitioners for the future. There is al o a significant geographic'
disparity with only 13:- ools. This resul in educational limits formany possible tuden We are therefore supportive of continu-don of constr ction. istance as provided under section 720. This,
ombined. wit continuation of startup grants under section 788,will pr vide the opportunity for development of the needed addi-

tional facilities to meet future requirement&
The bill would continue the' health professions loan progrargs.

Our. students have participIed in the health professions student
, loan program as the primary source of loarisi for their educational

needs. With the high cost of education, the availability of loW costloans is of the highest priority. We support this proposal. .

Scholarships for Students of Exceptional Financial Need Under
section 758 have been employed by our schools to encourage minor-
ities and other disadvantaged to pursue optometry as a profession.

H.R. 6802 proposes a new institutional assistance program which
for optometry would authorize approximately $450 per'student per
year. Our 'educational programs are in need of Federal support. Iffully supported by appropriation; to amount would he $450 and *perhaps acceptable. ,
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The. eligibility requirement of increasing class size is not, in our
opinion, beneficial, hoWever. While there"are needs for additional
optometrists, expansion of present facilities to accommodate more
4udents would strain our resources and nob solve the geographic
problem. The selection of 50 percent of out-of-State stude,nts,ir. also
of concern and shoyad be removed. There are-other objectiveS that
could be substituted for this in qualifying for assistance.

'Optometry 'has, been supportive of the Area Health Education,
Center concept. We have not, however, been actiely inQladed. in '
any of the existing projects. We urge the coma ' 2e tcrincorporafe
grant incentives into the legislation for the Inclusion of optoMstry.,.
and other professions in these center,activities. , < v

The Association okSchools and Colleges of Optometry haVe op- '
served the Graduate `Medical Educaticri National Advisory Clam- .'

ittee work. It is our opinion that it has the potential of baking ;
ignificant contributions 'regarding the-aupply,,and 4itilization .'of'

physicians. We also believe that tliecommitted should include in
its study the effective development and utilization o't other profesw
sions providing primary cafe services4herefore, we would encour-
age the committee to include the relation of physicians to nonphy-

tsician 'proviclers in the charge to GMENAC. In this regard, section
712(a)(1)(3) should be amended and We would specifically that it
include an optometrist member in the advisory cornmieee Member-
ship.

Mr. Chairman, late last Ye.r. our associa, ion developed an issues
;Paper on health ma over needs and sugtz.ests Federal initiatives
to a dress these issue We are pleased 1: D make A copy of this ,.
pope =available for the ornmittee's consjne7ation.. 4,j...

W congratulate the committee on ni6V :Ig forward with, healthi,
manpower legislation. I am available' tO.'at ;wer duestions,you may
have.

Mr. WAXMAN. Before I ask for question_ I want to acknOWlecige
' the presence of a delegation from the California Medical Associ-

ation-With us today. They are in Washington to meet with me: and'
er. members ot-the California medical delegation to make-sure
are watching the interests of the California physicians: ,.. ' .

They are also here for another very impOrtant reason, and that
was to honor the 'ranking Republican of our subcommittee, Dr. Tim
Lee-Carter,'Who today Fag salutectby. the California Medical Asso- .

u, ciation: I.Wafit to ack"ledge their presence and welcome them to
our hearing, .

.-
Let.me ask each.of you what percent of your operatindabudget is

provided by capitation.:Dr. Hill? - - . , .

Dr. HILL. I would like to refer to the assOciation's representative.
Mr. SCHLE L. My name is John Schlegel. I am the assistant -.

director of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. Last_
year when the' capitati8n support to the schools was somewhat
larger, agout 20 percent more,- it repregented about 11 percent of
our operating budget. \ ,

So now' it would be -8omewbat -less than 10 percent. I -would
caution that that median -figure!is a little dangerous because I
think actually we have almost a binniclal distribution. We have
many school's iii whidh- it represents substantially more of the ..
budget, and we have some schools, primarily State schools, where it
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may represent, in fact, substantially less than the 10-percentbudget.
,And the added caution I would add is schools very often, where it

represents more, do not have the opportunities for replacement
money such as.§tate legislatures. . . ,

Mr. WAXMAI)i. What percentage of your student receive Federal
financial aid?

Mr. SCHLEGEL. That we would have to get back to you on, Mr.
Chairman. v

gA Mr. WAXMAN. We will hold the record ,open for that information.
What do you consider to be the current cost of educating a pharma-
cist? .

Mr. SCHLEGEL. The figure we-have been using is the Institute of
Medicine study back in 1973 and 1974. I don't know the _precise
figure, but we will get back to you on that.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Hill, what would be the program content. of
clinical pharmacology residence?

Dr. Him.. The program content would train pharmacists, central-
ly; along with clinical pharmacologists on the medical side to assist
in the study of drugs, andalso on a. day-by-day clinical activity, it
has to do with detection and prevention of adverse drug reactions,
the efficient and effective use of cicugs, the selection of the most
cost-effective and the most effective drugs in the best dose.

. Mr. WAXMAN. Mr. Smith, what percentage of your operating
budget is provided.by capitation?

Mr. SMITH. We have presently less than 10 percent. It is about
9.2 percent across the board. However, this varies considerably
because approximately half of our: schools are private, versus the
other half being within public institutions. It dqes represent signifi-
cantly less of the total:cost of private ed4tionfr_,4 .,

You had asked a question as to the pro of students under
Federal support. I don't haVe that information available but I
would provide it for the record. A number of our schools. have over
the last few years moved to what is known as full-coat tuition, in
which the full cost of the educational portion of the operation and
management of .the schools has been placed as the tuition level to
the student and actually then reduced by the amount of other
sources of funds such as capitation.

Within that,. I can the :identify to you what we consider to be
he actual costs. One of our schools which has gone to this level
his year is just short of $9,000. Another is at $8,400. And it is
'thin our private schools that this calculation can best be made.
Within the public school areas, of course, so many services come

from other parts of the university other than the school. That
deterthination is somewhat limited.. However, the University of
Alabama studies have shown that within their. school, approxi-
rnatel3Y $12,000 per year per student is the level. That takes into
account a number of other kinds of activities and research in
which they may be engaged.

[The following information was received for the record:]
A review of our data for the school year 19'78-'79 indicates that approximately 58

percebt of our students are receiving support in the form of loans and scholarships.
This figure is significantly higher for the private schools of optometry than thosesupported by the various states. The range is 26 percent to 92 percent.
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Of the total fuixis used to support studentiander loans and scholarships approxi-
mately 35 percent is from Federal sources or is Federally insured, It should be noted
that the students borrowing privately are not includenn our data.

Mr.. WAXMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to congratulate the cleairman on his work and the fact

that the California delegation ib here today. I am deeply pleased
that they are here and very thankful for the honor they have
bestowed upon me.

I have several questions which either or both of you might want
-to answer. Do you generally agree or ee with HEW's project-
ed supply and requirements for your profession in 1990? I believe
the only field in which HEW predicted a shortage was podiatry.

Dr. Hui.. I would like to say, .without any specific data, which we
would be happy to get to you later, that we project a severe
shortage of the clinical pharmacist. Chairman Waxman asked ear-
'lier about the residency. I did not comment on what I can see as
the future activity of pharmacists in relieving the health care

\personnel shortage.
A clinical pharmacist model could be similar to, say, the PT

Occupational therapist or dietitian, where the physician would
write a generic prescription for a drug and the pharmacist would
theft have the responsibility of carrying out the medication de-
mands of the° patient as decided by the physician, who would moni-
tor the progress of the patient, and the physician would see the
patient on a periodic basis he would determine.

This would greatly expand the health manpower and would pro-
vide a very highly skilled drug expert in the area. The numbers for
this kind of involvement of pharmacists, I don't know they have
been determined. I would ask my' associates if they have some
numbers.

Mr. SCHLEGEL. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We are concerned about the
projections even if we do accept them as being accurate. We have
moved to enrolling many, many more women in our programs. Our
student body -is now 43 percent female. We do not know what
impact this is going to have on full-time equivalent practice. We
don't have a good enough track record,

So although the numbers may be absolutely correct, we are not
) quite certain what impact this is going to have on service delivery.

Mr. CARTER. What, is your response, if you please, sir.
Mr. SMITh. We are not in agreement with the figures. Based

upon our studies, our schools should be able to produce approxi-
mately 1,600 graduates per year by the year 1990. We presently are
graduating approximately 1,100. That is in order to maintain the
present practitioners who will exit from practice during the period
1990 and at the same time begin to address the unmet health
manpower need.

The geriatric population is increasing. With a large increase then
in its. demand and need for vision care in persons 60 years and
older, 95 percent are in need of consistent vision care services. So
we are not. in agreement with those figures.

Mr.,, 'CARTER. I have been pleased 'to support these programs over
the years. As I recall. the administration's explanation for not
awarding many National. Health Service Corps scholarships to the
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veterinarians, optometrists, pharmacists, and podiatry students,
was in part because these so-called VOPP students are easier to
encourage to go to underserved areas voluntarily than are physi-
clans or dentists.

Do you agree?
Mr. SMITH. Yes; I have to agree that the history ofThptometry's

geographic distribution has been an excellent one. Unfortunately,
the ever-increasing indebtedness of our young graduates has forced
them to consider the highest return of where can they practice and
meet' that obligation of indebtedness.

In our opinion, that will have a seriously adverse effect on the
good geographic distribution we have had in the past.

Mr. CARTER. What is the average cost per year, total cost, tuition
and everything, for a pharmacy student, ifyou please, sir?

Mr. SMITH. In. optometry?
Mr. CARTER. Yes. Excuse me.
Mr.-SMITH. It would range between $16,000 and $20,000 per year.
Mr. CARTER. $16,000 to $20,000.
Mr. Small. That is living costs, equipment, and laboratory fees.
M. CARTER. Yes, sir. How many years does the degree require?
Mr: It is a 4-year requirement for the professional degree.
Mr. CARTER. What do you think .about our interest rate? Do you

think it should rise as the price of the lending rate of the City
Bank of New York, which is 19 percent, I believe?

Mr. Shunt. If that should occur,. Dr. Carter, .we are convinced, of
course, it will directly affect the cost of health care. For that to
occur because of interest rates rather than additional service would
not be in the best interest of the public.

Mr: CARTER. WOilld you call it a disaster to optometry?
Mr. &arm I think it will be most difficult for us to attract

anyone but the rich into our schools.
Mr`. CAR'rER. What percentage of your students require financi

aid? -

Mr. Shunt. By the time they graduate?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Smrrx. I would say approximately '70 percent of our

ates have had' fmancial aid by the time they graduate.
Mr. CARTER. Dr. Hill, do you have numbers,on that?
Dr. HILL. I don't have specifics on .a national basis, but I can tell

you in our university, close to 100 percent of our pharmacy stu-
dents require financial aid. I could not quote what takes place in
other parts of the country.

Mr. CARTER. What do ydu think about this high interest rate as
it would affect students interested in entering your fields? Under
the HEAL program the interest was limited to 12 percent.

Dr. HILL. Even 12 percent is a higher interest rate than the
student would have to bear if he has a loan that covers 4 years. If
he has $10,000 in loans or $2,500 in loans over a 4-year period; if
the interest accumulates while he is attempting to pay it off, this
becomes a large bufden.

Mr. CARTER. I believe it is estimated that, a significant majority
of medical students borrow. The total cost at the end of the time of
payback including residency would be $140,000 at the 12 percent

509
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rate. wie the interest rates going up as they are, I doubt that we
will see the projected increase in any field. Asetw

I would like to see the interest rates come down. A strong Demo-
crat by the name of Wright Patman from. Texas, who said that the
interest rate is what the Director of the Federal Reserve makes it.

\ I am to agree with him. I would like to see those rates
come down to make it easier for our young people to go to school.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -

`,. Mr. WAX . Thank you very much, Dr. Carter, and thank Youry
gentlemen or our. testimony. We appreciate it. ' . ..

This conc udes our hearing for today. Hearings originally sched-
uled for tomorrow have been canceled. We will continue :Wednes-
day, March 26, at 2 p.m. in room 2218, and-on Thursday morning
at 10 a.m. in room 2218. ,,

Thank you.
[The following letter was received for the record-1
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COLLEGES OF PHARMACY

11630 Moimixsanif A. Suits201

6o6tsidkAllwr4 nd20014

100.08644080

March 26, 1960

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
-Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,it
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington ;3. D. C. 20515

.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We would again like to thank You for the opportunity to testify on March 24re-
garding health manpower legislation,and for this opportunity to further address
some of the questions you asked at that time.

1: WHAT PERCENTAGE OF PHARMACY STUDENTS ARE ON FINANCIAL AID?
WHAT PEPOENTAGE RECEIVE SOME`YYPE OF FEDERAL AID?

Results of an AACP survey taken two years ago indicate that on the
average, 47% of our students receive some sort of financial assis-
tance and 30%-receive federal aid. This does include loan money
received from families.

Please note'that because of pharmacist's salary is relatively mod-
est (under $20,000 per year upon graduation, under $30,000 per at
the peak of his or her career), charging high tuitions is not a
feasible alternative for our schools. It is, in fact, precisely
becauge of this lower earning potential that pharmacy students
cannot afford the large indebtedness of other health professions
students. Even though.the current pharmacy curriculUm places sub-
stantial intellectual and time demands on st grits, fully 80Tfind*
it necessary. to finance.their education in rt through part-time
employment.

2. WHAT IS THE COST OF PHARMACY EDUCATION?

Our estimatee.of the cost per student for -the 1980 -81 academic year
is $7,000. This was derived from the Institute of Medicine's 1972
figure of $3,550, which.was then inflated by the Consumer Price In-
dex (a 13% average-to-average,inflation rate was used to project the
CPI for the current year)."
We would like to emphasize

k
that.this figure does nqt take into ac,.

count the significant riSeqn educational cost due to the introduc-
tion into. the curriculum ofclinical pharmacy program's. When the.
IOM study was undertaken, only about 15% of the studies ofxfinal
year pharmacy students was clinical in nature, while today.that com-
ponent represents 55% of the senior year program. Thus, the $7,000

63-494 0.- 80 - 33
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figure represents only inflation, and not thit significant increase
in costs due to the increase in the clinical component of. the curricu-
lum.

3. AREN'T SUFFICIENT VOPNPRACTITI RS ALREADY ATTRACTED TO UNDERSERVED
AREAS THROUGH THE MARKET MECHANISM,

We would like to stress a.point made-in our testimony before the Sub-
.

committee. Yes, significant numbers of traditional, dispensing, phar-(
macists are located in underserved areas. NI% significant numbers 6fk
clinically trained pharmacists performing in the new consulting and.
direct patient care role are not attracted \o such ar as.

Incidentally, we do not wish to belittle the impor ce of the role
of the traditionalcommunity pharmacist in providi 4service and
keeping health.care costs down through supplying and counseling about
prescription and nonprescriptien drugs.

However, our rece tly trained pharmacists- erforming the newer clini-'
cal pharmacy acti ities are -few in number, since these programs have
been widely offe only in the pa-stseverallears. The few that ex-
istend to cluste around academic centers, where their abilities
are 'mown and app cikted, and where reimbursement for these services
is not a prob

Bringing clinically trained pharmacists to rural.and inner city areas
should.be a priority of the NHSC for many reasons, not the least of
which is that they can:complement and enhance.the care provided by .'

physicians. A perfect eiampld of this is thefprimary care.function
that pharmacists in the US$PHS-Indian Health Service are performing.
Once the physician diagnoses and Stabilizesa patient; the pharmacist
is responsible for followup visits. Pe-Or she assesses the effective-%'. .

ness of drug therapy, orders laboratory tests as needed and authorizes
some prescription refills. He or she may adjust medication dc4ages
and even presdribe using protocols developed by the interdiscipli
team.

Another good example of clinical pharma is "extending" t services
of physicians in shortage areas istth ark, being done b r new psy-
chiatric pharMacists.' These speciali is are clinic armacists who
further their education in psychopharmacology, psychopathology, psycho-
therapy and interviewing techniques; in some places they are performing
a We that,.in their'absence, dould.be`filled only by-a psychiatrist.
In a recent three-year study,at a rural community mental health center
in Georgia; where psychiatn.ists were often Inaccessible or unavailable,4'
a psychiatric pharmacist routinely stabilized and maintained schizo- .1
Ohrenic patients on their individualized drug regimens - out of the

. hospitals, functioning in the community.'
)

-

I hope this response is helpful. I would be pleased. to supply any additional
information and to work with the Subcommittee on the-development of. legisla-
tion.

:

The nation's seventy-two colleges of pharmacy are aware of and appreciate your
support.

Since;e1

John f Schlegel Pharm.D.
Assi ant Exect.tive Director

JFS:mb

.)

[Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned to recon-
vene Wednesday, Malqi 26, 1980.]
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itEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL
ASSISTANCE AND NURSE TRAINING ACT OF 1980

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26, ,1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCONMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIR ME V,
COMMITTER ON INTERSTATE ANA FOREIGN COMMEROE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2 p.m., in room

2218, Rayl3urn House Office Building, Hon. Henry A. Waxman;
chairthan, presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The subcopimittee will come to order.
This afternoon we continue our hearings on health manpower by

examining two additional aspects of this important area of public
policy, the questions of foreign. medical graduates and the geo-
graphicVribution of physicians in this country.

. In ado ing Public Law 94-484 the Congress embraced a policy
that this Natio'n needs to depend on its own-medical 4001 gradu-
ates as a principal source of its medical care and that 'vie would no
longer be responsible for the physician "brain drain" from other
nations which had become all too frequent in the past. Today w
will review the effects of these decisions and consider modificatio s
which may be necessary in this. policy. The Department of Healt ,
Education, and Welfare, the American Medical Association and the
Association of American Medical Colleges have already addressed
this policy- area in their testimony. ' Today we. will ,hear from two
additional witnesses who are responsible for carrying out the man-
dates of the Congress.

In additisin, we will receive for the record a statement from the
city of New York concerning their continuing need for foreign
medical graduates and their graduate medical training progrdms.
They had planned to be with us but were unable to join us for the
hearing and their statements will be made part of the record.

[Testimony resumes on p. 528.]
7(), [The statement erred to follows:]

(5Q5)
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STATEMENT OF

THE NEM YORK CITY HEALTH HOSPITALS CORPORATION

v I
PROPO FOR REDUCING RELIANCE ON FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

-;"

SUMMARY ,

As the principal providei of healli care'to New York City's.

poor, near-poor and inner-city residents, the Health and Hospitals
CorporsXton and its-seventeen public oltidtal,paie 'heavily dependent
upon the physician servic

of foreign,medical graduates (FMG1J,

rt -

1.-. More than one - quarts of the nation's FMGs train in New York
'!

City which has been unab e to attract enogh American medical'

graduates to fill hour staff positions.
...

Because of thejtel ctance,of American trained physicians to
.

,
...serve in poor and medically uhderserved

neighborhoods, approximately
. , ' \forty -three percent or.1,700 out of 4,000 house officers in BBC

facilities are FMGs and the departMents'of several of our Hospitals
9are totally dependent on FMGs. x

\HHC is' develo *ng a strategy for reducing its reliance o

'but
.

the success of this strategy is
threatened byexisting pr visions-

.

of the Health Professions
Educational Assistance ACtof 1946. This

. .

.

f act drastically reduces the granting of visas to FMGs seeking entry
to the United States. Its ,effect has been cushioned, so far. by
the granting of waivers to

hosp.tals'demonstrating that the loss of
1

.FMGs would disrupt their services. However, this 1race period runs..
Ou on DeCember 31,

ik

1980 and the number of entering FMGs will decline
et dily from 3,057 to 1.;100 by 1984.

HHC's strategy, as described'in.the
accompanying report, regUires.

5time for implementation.'
A sudden interruption of FMG availability

..,°
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vonldimpact severely on HHC boipitals and voluntary hospitals

serving Similar inner-City populations.

Therefore, we urge the Congress to enact amendments to the

Act which will achieve the-following results;

Extend until December 31, 1985 the period

durilg which hospitals may seek rivers ab,1

from ext./sting entry qualifications for

FMGs.

Allow FMCS entering the county under the

new restrictions to stay long enough to
:o

complete their training program (usually

four to five years)., 'The law now imposes

a tWo-year limit.
1 .

Permit the use of Naticinal Health Service

Corps'doc s 4 urban municipal hospitals.

either as interns or residents or ae
J:71

"edical staff.
r

c6,

.The,following report. details the historical aqd legislative )

perspectivelapd the principal elements of the Health and Hospitals

Corporation strategy to reduce its reliance on.foreign medical

graduates.
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The New York City:-Ntakth and Hospitals Corporation ('HHC')

operates seventeen hospitals and numerous clinics for the4-City
1

of New York. It_also operates the Emergency Medical Service ,

-
which responds to more t4 ori.49/060 calls for ambulance service

annually. HHC hospitals have a total hed.complement of nearly

eleven thousand and provide over three million inpatient days

Of care and some six mi4lion emergency room and

per year.
't

HHC facilitits_6(erve the poor gad near-poor. may of whim

would not be treated elsewhere. Most of these r'acilities awe

located in medically under-served:areas of the.CitS, and'EEC

facilities are often referred to as 'family doctors for the

'poor.". Becguie of their Innercitl location-and attendant

social conditions a number of'HHC hospitals have found'it'

difficult,to recruit graduates of Varied States Medical school. -

As a result, despite the desire of all lc t!napitalsct

ifillhouse staff positions with American medic2. grachla

approximately forty-three perdent of all house officers in ::(2

facilities are foreign medica graduates ("FMGs."). and deartmamts

of several hospitals fare totally dependent on FMGs.

The. New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation,

itseFMG dependence, and its prohleMs il?'seekin..71 alternate sou=mes

of medical Personnel: to be 'represezta'tive of several areaSc-f
4 . 0

Nyw-York State and several adjoining states as well, urges
n'

.

I

c-
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congrees to ameliorate the restrictions on PMGs contained in

the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976, and

to; assist PMG-dependent hospitals in recruitifli physicians from

. other SOUIC08.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

The Health Professions.Educational Assistance Act of 1976

et') (P.L. 94 -484 as amended by P.L. 95-83) significantly

altered the provisions of the Immigration and Nationality

Act applicable to foreig medical graduates who enter the

United States as either prmanent.immigrant$ (I Visa holders)

Or as t ary visitors (J isa holders). Congress, belieying

that United Sta es medical sc Is were producing enough

graduates to 111 all internship offered in American hospitals,

)01d that the practice of medicine was no longer considered

a 'Shortage occupation.' The changes were therefore.designed
t

to restrict the entry of FKGi`into this country.

Specifically, the law:

11

1) raised the educat

(

nal requIrements fer entry

by substituting th Visa Qualifying Examination

for the id0MG-examination. (The present VQE
. ,

pass rate of twenty-five percent and the lonz:

lead time required for application have greatly
--., 9 A

diminished the pool Of qualified FMGs ) ;
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2)'imposed a limit of two year of training in the

United States on alien physicians. This period

is shCrter than virtually. all approved residencies

thereby greatly diminishing the attractiveness of

American graduate medical education to FMGs.

Prior to this change, ?KGB could remain in the

countryAgor the dubetilin'of their training period;

'..3) prevented F.MGi frOm obtainingI Visas based or!.
.

educational preference; accordingly, FMGb mast

enter this country either on a J Visa, ch is

not convertible tb, an I Visa, or follow normal

immigration procedures based on quotas for

? individual countries. The ability of foreign

medical graduates to immigrate was thereby

gteatly curtailed; .

4) liermAtted specific progralds within hospitals to

seek waivers frord the testing requirement imposed

in paragraph one above, prO;rided that tote number

FMGs in the program was -gradually. educed. The,

allowed time for obtaining such waivers expires

on, the last day of 1980.

The restrictiors imposed by the19761 Act have already had

a substantial impact oit the flow of FMGs into the united States.

Tho Deenti4lt of Health, Educationand weiiare4estimated in
:,

el°
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1979 that approximately 2,500 alieh physicians enter _country

under the new provisions of the Act, compared to previous 1

totals of 7.500 physicians per year.

HEALTH i HOSPITALS CORPORATION'S RELIANCE ON FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES
c

In academic year 1977-78 the Health and Hospitals Corporation

and its affiliated voluntary'institutionswemployed
3,992 house

officers; FMGs represented 43 percent o; that work force

(1,701 of 3,992 individuals).

A follow-up survey conducted in November 1979 reyea that

both the percentage.and distribution. of foreign medical .graduates

13were essentially unchanged; notwithstanding the advent of the Act.

Foreign medical graduates are unequally distributed through

the municipal system on an institutional basis (Table c.). . '.

The percentage of FMGs in each institution'ierelated
tclo bOth

the strength of the affiliation institution and 'he'physical

condition and location of the hospital. .Directmed4cal school or

major voluntary affiliates have the'most success in recruiting

EISMGs. . Weak voluntary affiliates have the least success.

FMGs are also unequally distribUted throUgh.te various

hospital departments (Table 2). For example, Anesthesiology and.

Pathology have very high percentages of FMGs in their training

programs; however, the majorit of alien physicians are inhe
44-

ry

provide direct.patient ca e. y;le'

Iprimary'care areas (Medici ,

y discontinuance in the availabilittrics,'OBS/GYN

and Surge) which

(
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1

of thee primary care physicians without adec-uate replacement #

willl'oreate a substan al health care emergem6y in Hew York City.

the table below shows the number and ptrcentage of alien physicians

in these majdr service areas in HHC hospitals: 4; '

o

' "
These four dep'artments account for;over 508 of the alien

physicians and are responsible for the majority of dirrect,oarA

_Department

11,

- % FMGs' , Number of FMGs

Pediatrici Q 62 .322.

Hurgery. 49 387:

Medicine 25 244

OBS/GYN . 41 12

.

delivered in HHC institutions.
/ .,e

, Health and Hospitals Corporation hospitals haveiAlready
.

experienced a sharp'decreasetin'the number of applications
a

,P'received from FMGs for houseziiaffAraining positons for

the 1%80781 academic year. A gutstioffnaireaur7r of HHC

facilities and affili4ted institutiOniirevealed that the number

of applications received by December 15, 1478 was eight 'percent I

less th n 44c1 been received,by the same S'ate p4etiously., The *

drop in pplications was not uniform but rather was concentrated

at the stitutions most dependent on aliens for the provisionN

of medical' tare. A follow-up survey is currently in progress

which indicates-that the°6ecline in applications for this

2
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;academic year is even more pronounced than in the previeus year.

:Heads of.theinvOlved,clinical,slePartments have attributed

this declile to a number of factors includin4:

. 1) confusion about the provisions of'i,he revised

immigration 14T,

2) the time limitytion of three years oftrainingo.4...

in the UniteAtates for FMGs.

Since a reduction in the number of. FMGs applying...for house

staff positions has not in and of itself increased the desire

of graduates of U. S. medical schools (USMGs) to apply for programs

in liNC institutions, it has been necessary to obtain waivers and,

where possibles.to hire any available personnel.with appropriate

medical credentials who are willing to work in a municipal

hospitel.setting. 'The-numbelkf such persons is liMited and

this hiring resource may alTeady have been exhausted.

.Finally, it should be noted that FMG dependence has not

been confined to municipal hospitals in New'York City. Many

.voluntary hospitals, particularly those which serve similar

populations as municipal, faCilities have serious recruitment

problems which have been aggravates by passaqe of the Act;

requeSts for waivers by voluntary` hospitals confirm this

assertion,

Serious FMG dependence is not limited to New York City

and or indeed to New Yok1Stat The study undertaken by -d

521
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the AMA in 1977.01ov:3' substantial state-wide FMG dependence

in a.number of states (Table 3). It ie safe to assume that.

if ,the distribution.ofFMGe was wide-spread in 1977, it probably

remains so today.

COMMITMENTS TO CHANGES IN RECRUITING PROGRAMS

The New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation fully

supports the appatent goal of existing Federal legislation

governing entry of FMG8--i.e., filling all physician training
, .

:pOsitions in American hospitals with United States medical

graduates'.

The intent of thelegielative changes offered at the

beginning of this paper is not to alter this goal, but to

'allow hospitals which rely heavily on FMGs to.deviee alternative

recruiting strategies. CommenCing such strategies properly and,
. 4

more important, determining if they will generate enough doctors

requires time. It is urged here that until it has been proven

that USMGs are available and willing te; serve in all hospitals, 4

the use of legally qualified FMSs should be extended.

In whatever time is allowed for the, temporary continued

use of FMGs,. the Health:arid Hospitals Corporation is determined
e

to take the f011owing steps:

1) increase recruitment of United States medical

graduates:'

2) increase:recruitment of qualified United States

.522
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gpreign medical graduates ("USFMGs");

3) recruitVO.qualified foreign medical graduates;

'4) provide care with attending physicians and/or.

physician extenders ("PEs');

5) review programs to determine the feasibilityof
.

adjusting such'programs to diminished staffing

capacity

(
St'1) Increased Recruitment of United St' es Medical Graduates

In 1978, 14,395 students.graduate from medical schools

in the United eight t percent of these graduates attended

medical school in New York City: Retention of a greater number

of theae.graduktes is crucial. if reliance on FMGs is to be

decreased.
..,?

The majority of USMGs who enter the municipal system are

'attracted to the major teaching hospitals that areclopely

'allied with a medical school or a Prestigious voluntary

oteaching hospit41. The results..of the National Internd and

Residents Matching Program ("Match").vary from one HHC institution

to another. A 1979 survey conducted by HHC showed that certain,

hospital° offer and fill lop percent of their openings through

'the Metall; others request matches' for onlyecne'poeitions and

receive none. Over all, 42 perdentof all HHC entry level
,

receive.
//

positio s were filled by the Match, and 65:percent of all

positions offered by HHC in the Match were filled. This survey
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also demonstrated th t municipal hospitals with strong affiliates

can recruit through the Witch, but, very few USMGE! choose to

,. train at thg smaller, less well-cnown Corporation hoepitals.

Therefore, training must be made more attractive t olligh a

variety of different meattia. Specific actions pl need /include:

A) Since strong affiliations have proVen to be an

effective means of attracting USMGs, efforts will

be made to strengthen affiliations where Possible:

For example, the Corporation is committed to

clohing two of its older, institutions Cumberland

and Greenpoint Hospitals, and replacing them,with

the new Woodhull Hospital. Woodhull will be a

direct teaching hospital of Downstate Medical

School'which is a'divigOn of the State University

of New York (SUNY). This shoald have7a positive

'effect on recruitment since the strong SUNY

affiliation and ultra -dery facility will be

positive recruitment factors wheh compared with

the previous weaker voluntary affiliates and

ancient physical, plants at the hbspitals to'be

closed.

B) The. Health and Hospitals Corporation will continue

efforts.to totally integrate all currently free-

standing training 'programs operated in its facilities

_ 5 2 4
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with those operated by affiliates. This strategy is

specifically applicable to subspecialty training

programs. In primary care programs such as medicine',

and pediatrics, the need for continuity of care maT!

dictate,against routine rotation of all house staff

through several institutions. Integration of

training programirwith those of strong affiliates

has a number of benefits.. The'recruitment effotts

. are strengthened, the programs benefit from the

expertise provided.by the expanded number of

.attendine'physicians and the number of individuals

required in a single combined program is often less

than in a number of free-standing programs.

C) The Corporation will request that the State University

of New York and the New York State Legislature requi)L.,

.medical 'students at state supported institutions to ,

enter into a payback agreement for a portion of the

state subsidy that they have received towards their!

education. The Corporation propories that students

entering school be required to agree to pay back a.

portion Of the subsidy or practice or train in

mediCally underserved areas of New'York State for

,thifee years..
4..

Sincemany physicians make their career choices C'bout,
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practice location during training, this is an

opportunity to encourage many young physicians to

remain in
'

the municipal system.

D) HHC will request that the State of New York assign

a number of the medical students who will graduate

.from both the University of Vermont and the Sackler

School of Medicine in Israel under New York State

scholarship sponsorship to the municipal system.

These individUals owe the State of New York a

number of years of service in underserved areas in

exchange for ,their education. The Corporation will

.request 25 of these individuals in the next academic.

year.

E) Recruitment of National Health ServicetCorps physicians

into the municipal system. This policy would require

'changes in the Federal Law governing Corps members since

they are currently barred from counting periods of

training as fulfillment of their service obligation.

A,chamiein these rules would enable. American-trained:

physicians to work in designated hospitals Iodated in

Health Manpower Shortage Areas and fulfill their.

obligation to the Federal government. The programs

would be primary care type residencies that Corps.,

members-could choose in lieu of other assignments.

526
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2) Recruitment of United States Foreign Medical Graduates (USFMGs)
1

The American Association of Medical Col4a estimates that

approXimately 6,000 Americans are turrently.attending medical

echool outside of this country. The majority of USFMGs are

native of the Northeastern portion of the U.S.; over 40

percent enter training programs in New York State. In 1978,

6.4 percent of the house Officers in programs affiliated with

the NeW\iork City Health and Hospitals CorpOration were. USFMGs

(251 00,992).

The Health and Hospitals Corporation will actively seek to

hire a greater er of qualified USFMGs to.reillate alien

phy lane. .A variety of 'peens will be employed to attract

qualified students including:

A), Espalleicin of elective_offeihqa.and externships

for qualified USFMGs. Students participating

in these progiams receive exposure to the

municipal institutions and often apply for

post-graduate positions in these hospitals.

The cost of such efforts are small'and afford

the opportunity to recruit and evaluate students.

B) ,A request by HHC to th State University of

New York to waive the $4,500 tuiti 'Sn fop Fifth
,

'Pathway students in exchange for a pledge to

officertraining in designated

63-494 0 - 80 - 34 '52 7
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areas. A recent report in the Now England Journal

bf Medicine indicated that the majority of both',

New York State residents and non-residents in Nei

York Fifth Pathway programs remained in'the State\

for training after completion of those programs.

Expansion of the Fifth Pathway combined with tuition'

forgiveness plans could provide additional physicians

for shortage areas. A number of voluntary institutions

are currently waiving the tuition in exchange for a

promise to train in to ir.:::_Aution once the training

year is completed. SLTIcu many of the Fifth Pathway.

programs are SUNY Downstate, the,

State of Now Yor's a=oval is necessary for this

to.be effective in the municipal system. ((

3) Recruitment Of WS D.zalified. Foreign Medical Graduates

Recruitment of foreign medical graduates is possible: under

the proviSions of P.L. 94-484; the potential Amber of alien

physicians who will tte available in the future is subject to

'much debate. The Department of Health, EdUcation and Welfare

estimates that approximately 2,800 FMG8 will enter the U. S.

annually after expiration of the waiver provision, while a

study conducted by the New Epgland Journal of Medici%.projects

reduction of from 349,to(60 percent from the 1975 total of

8,000 entrants. L
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The New York'City Health and Hospitals Corporation has,

accepted the HEWprojection of 2,500 entrants for its planning

purposes. It. is estimated that approximately one hundred fifty

entry level FMGs willbe rec :ron the available pool

representing ::ix percent of,t1- a reduction of ,64 percent

froM thk 400 FM98 in HHC bntry positions currently. How

ever, this estimate mAy be exaggerated since most FAGs in the

municipal system have entered on I Visas and many have used the

family prefer,nnce.procedures in r..ne past. FMGs who enter would

be highly qualified and available for both edudationand training.'

VQE qualified applicants would be directed to the primary care

specialties where their services are most acutely needed .rather.

than themore esoteric clinical subspecialties.

0 Use of Attending Physicians and/or Physician Extenders

The complete replacement of FMGs with either attending

physicians and/or physician extenders is neither financially

feasible nor practical, but HHC is prepared to use such

,personnel when'and if FMa4"-in vital primary care programs

cannot be replaced from o \her sources.

Economically, replacement of even small numbers of house

officers is extremely expensive. The reasons are as follows:

A) House officers generally work between 65 and

'1

80 hours week. Thr e or four salaried

professionals would be equired,to replace

5?, 9
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two house officers.

B) Replacement personnel (either MDs orl'Es) are

less willing to work many of the night and

weekend hours required.

C) HoSse officers are paid alroximately the same

Salary as physician extenders and less than

one -half what an attending physician receives.

The compensation formula of house staff does

not allow for overtime;, other employees are

J. 'flentitled'to this benefit.

D) Physician eXtenders are not physicians and

therefore are inapproprIate for many of the

dutiesoChouse officers;e.g., coverage of

I.C.U.p at night. By law; physician extenders

must be,*supervined by aniattending physi ian

when they work.

Because of the above factors, the average incr ental cost

of replacing a house officer with salaried staff is appro'Mately

$34,000. Therefore, replacement of only 30,FMGs with either
4 .

attendings or physician extenders would cost one mill'

1,700 EKGs in'the system Cur;,--tly.

Replacement has taken place'in a numbs. of significant-

areas: For example, the Departmenl of PediatLiCs at Kings County,

Hospital currently employs five-physician extenders and is

530
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fooking for additional individuals. The Department of Pathology,

at Downstate Medical Center has begun an innovative Pathology

assistant program to enable them to lessen both their own

depepOence on aliens and provide individuals for other hospitals.

The Corporation,is also heavily utilizing/nurse anesthetists to

replace Anesthesia residents where possibte. Numerous efforts

are underway -- the major hindrance is the cost. However,, where

necessary, both physician extenders and attending physicians will

be hired to replace FMGs to prevent service interruptions.

5). Reduction of Training Programs

(

The Corporation is committed to assessing its need for existing

training programs and to reduce or phase them out if they prove to
.

be either unnecessary or impossible to maintain because of the

changed immigration laws. The Corporation has already examined aV ..

number of programs in the past and made reductions in positions.

For example, in 1978 a number of Pathology programi agreed to a

volunta,Ny redction in Size over a four year period. The net

result will be a reduction of 20 positions
kepresenting 3.88 Of

all available training program positions in Pathology. InRaddition,

the Surgery program in one HHC hospital was. reduced by fifteen

Positions in 1979 to more accurately reflect the workload at

that institution.

Efforts to reduce programs will focus on, ancillary department:

and more specialized areas, since the service demands of virtually

all primary care programs make cutbacks undel..rable.

6114'4,,,
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CONCLUSIONS

While the New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation is

committed to reforming its policies and recruiting and hiring

physicians or other appropriate personnel to carry out the

duties now performed by FMGs, time is sought to implement these

policies before all recourse to FMG8 is legally barred.

Other hospitals in New York and other states rely so heavily

on FMGs that abrupt termination of their services, as presently

called for by the Health. Professions Educational. Assistance Act,

would cause a severe disruption of services in such hospitals.

HHC urges the approval of amendments to the Act which.would)

1. Extend.therxisting period 16 which

\ waivers from the Act may be sought;

2. Extend the length of time an FMG may

,, remain in this Country to complete

his medical training before returning

to his country of origin;

3. Permit the use of Nationillealth

,,Service Corps physicians in urban

hospitals, either as interns or

residents or as Medical staff.

These amendments would allow all hospitals now reliant on

FMG to gradually abate that reliance and come irfl o compliance

with Federal policy on health manpower in hospitals.



TABLE 1

NEW,YORK CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION

numjAlp tIANKED BY PERCENTAGE OF FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

HOSPITAL

CUMBERLAND

GOLDWATER

GREENPOINT

LINCOLN

CONEY ISLAND

HARLEM

ELMHURST

KINGS COUNTY

METROPOLITAN

QUEENS GENERAL

BELLEVUE

BRONX MUNICIPAL:

NORTH CENTRAL BRONX

PERCENTAGE OF FMGs NUMBER OF FMGe

89 91

87 7

87 45

82 133

69 79

55 147

51 . 112

4

42 200

36
89

27 29

. 07
23 87

22. 72

18. 16,

1978 Suryey
New York City Health and ,Hospitale Corporation
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TABLE 2

NEW YORK CITY HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION AND AFU.:LIATES

'.SPECIALTIES RANKED BY PERCENTAGE OF FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

/-

. 7
DEPARTMENT PERCENTAGEkF PMGs. NUMBER OF FMGa

ANESTHESIA 91.6 \
,

184 '

RADIOTHERAPY 87.5
7

REHABILITATION MEDICINE 86.9 73

THORACIC SURGERY 77.8, 14

PATHOLOGY 4 '75.4 126

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 66.7 2

PEDIATRIC 61.3 322

SURGERY 49.2 -287
c3,'

'DBS/GYN 91.6' 112
..,

NEUROSURGERY

PSYCHIATRY

PLASTIC:SURGERY.

NEUROLOGY

IPP!AGNOSTIC' 01,0a

ORTHOPEDICS

INTERNAL MEDICINE

DERMATOLOGY
a
FAMILY'PRACTICE

OPHTHAMOLOGY

41.2 . 14

41.0
/

134

' 40.9" 9

38.1 32

36.2 29.

33.3 11

30.1 53
.:.-

24.7 24

ac
24.6 "246

I)

14.6' 7

10.t' 5

940

Mousestaff Survey 1978 .

=PNew York City Health and Hospitals Corporation
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RELIANCE ON FMGs BY STATE (1977) *

PERCENT
?MG OF TOTAL °

PERCENT OF HOSPITALS'
OVER 508 FMG

CONNECTICUT 73.2 . 21.7

NEW JERSEY 58.2 51.1

NEW YORK 41.8 49.1

ILLINOIS 41.5 48.6

DELAWARE 40.6 33.3

MARYLAND 39.1 50.0

MICHIGAN ' 29.4 41.5

OHIO 28.5 36.0

While 'all-specialties have' a sUbstantial numbek of FMGs,
. most dependeni specialties in percentage'terms.tend to be pa

anesthetiolo9Yv rehabijitation medicineppsychiatry, and th apeutic
radiology, but in both,absolute nuithereand percentages, g eral
surgery-, pediatrics, internal Medicind,,and obstetrics-gynecology

'. are also critically'reliant-upon FMGs. ..The.major voluntary medical
centers are less dependent upon-FMGs in percentage terms than-state,
-local and other unaffiliated hospitals; but. the greater numbers of'..
MG:house staff. are found. in major hospitals affiliated with medical

-One'type" of hospital, howeveri'especially depends on FMGs,fly,, mental- hoepital. -Above alrthe FMG7is
manpower source for the major'm9tropolitan areas of the country:-

!!Way, Petpr O., ."Foreign Medical Graduates in U. S. Graduate
Medical Education Programs, 1977," Socioeconomic Issues of Health,
197B, Center for Health Services Research and Development,
American Medical AsiociatioA, Chicago, Illinois, 1978, pp 77-78
as quoted'in.the New York State Health Planning Commission, May,

-,'.1977 report on -FmGs In NeW York City.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Otir first witness is Mr. Joseph:Blundon, Assistant
General Counsel of the International Communication Agency.

Mr. BIUndon, we are pleaSed to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH A. BLUNDON, ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL;- INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AGENCY

Mr. BLUNDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairthan.
Mr. WAXMAN. I believe we have your prepared statement and we

will make that part of the record in its entirety, but I would like to
ask you; if you would, to summarize your testimony.

Mr. BLUNDON. I will.
Mi. Chairman, I am most grateful for the opportunity to be here

on a matter which I think is most important
Mr. WAXMAN. Excuse me. Let me interrupt youjor'-a-Minent. I

understand that you were planning to use a little bit more time.
Before you even get started, there is a vote on the House floor and
rather than have you get started and interrupt you I Would rather
break for a minute or two and vote. Some other meffibers will be
joining us, I am sure, after they have the opportunity to vote and
then we will start with your testimony.

Mr. BLUNDON. AThright.
[Brief recess.] ,

,) Mr. MAGUIRE [presiding]. The sUbcommittee will come to order.
Mr. Blundon, you have been intodticed, lbelieve, already to the

committee. ,

Mr. B',builnoN. Yes, sir. '
Mr. MAGUIRE. We Will be happy now to take your:- statement.
Mr. BLUNDON. Mr: Chairman, I am ,grateful for the opportunity'

to appear here today on a matter that I, think is most important
from the-point of view of the public health, commercial Interests
and the foreign policy of the.United States. I'am Assistant General
Counsel of the U.*. International Communicatibn Agency, popular-
ly known as ICA and fOrmerly known as the U.S. Information
Agency or US

an
IA. We operate the Voice of America and a network

of libraries and information- centers around the world designed to
inform the people of other nations about the,. United States of
America and its people and its policies.`

Since April 1, 1978,''hyi;virtue of Reorganization Plan No 2 of
1977, ICA has also had primary responsibility within the executive
branch for international educational and cultural exchange visitor
plOgrama which formerly had been a function of the Department of
State. That includes those programs under which foreign medical
graduates receive advanced medical education and training as ex-
change viSitors.nd then return- to their native countries to use the
.skills acquired here to improve the health and welfare of their
fellow citizens.
" Immediately after acquiring responsibility for these prograMS;

we realized, that Public Law 94-484 which 'was a 1976 amendment
to section 212 of tlie Immigration and Nationality Abt was having a
devastating effect on the role of the United States as the reCog-
nizeir leader among nations- in providing advanced medical
education.

The prirnary problem we saw was that Public Law 94-484 re-
duced to a maximum of 3 years the length of time a foreign

6
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medical graduate could spend in this country as an exchange visi-
tor pursning .a program of advanced medical education or training.In most cases this involved a residency or a fellowship Program
designed to qualify such a foreign medical graduate to take the
examination required to become.a certified medical specialist. Now
at the present time only three medal specialty certifying boardsthose in internal medicine, general practice and -pediatricswill,
examine doctors for certification after as little as 3 years: of resi-
dency. The average training time requirement is 4% years and themaximum is 12,years. As a result .

Mr. MAGpiRE. Excuse me. What was the limit?
Mr. BLUNDON. Before Public Law 94-484 the limit. was- 5 'years

and also proVided for extensions in appropriate cases.
As a result, of this, since January 10, 1977, we had to tell foreign

medical graduates interested in studying in this country at the
very beginning that they *ould not be allowed to stay here long
enough to complete their residency progranis for specialty ctrtifica-tiqn.

The United States has for many years been the recognized leader
in providing advanced medical training to the physicians and sur- .geons of the world. They have come here, studied, qualified as
specialists and gone home to contribute to the developnient of their
native countries and become prOmipent and influential citizens and
in -many eases officials in hospitals, universities and governMents.They have been good customs,for American medical and scientif-ic equipment and pharmaseeffticals and they have proved to he areservoir of public opinion and political influence favorable to this.country overseas. :

Since the effective date of Public Law 94-484, the number of
foreign Medical graduates in this country piirsuing advcanced medi-
cal eduCation and training has decreased from .5,090 on January 10,,'q977, to: 4578 on %January 10, 1979, and it is about 2,000 at thep+sent time and the number is continuing to go down. 4ICA as one of the .foreign affairs agencies-has received numerous
expressiqns of anxiety and distress from other nations, partieularly
Venezuela, MeXico, Saudi Arabia, Ecuador, Panama, Iceland, Egypt.and Cyprus all of which have in the past relied primarily on,th
United States for advanced medical training. It is rare that a weekpes by in iny. office that we don't -get a call from an Embassy of
some foreign country expressing continuing concern about thissituation..

We have also_. learned that the Soviet bloyi taking advantage ofthis situation by sharply increasing recruits °efforts among doe-Ors, particularly in the developing countries, ffering liberal schol-
-arships and fellowships for full-term graduate medical education.
For example; in 1978 from Panama alone more than 100 personswho in the past would, have normally come to the United States

fflhave gone to Communist countries to pursue their miical studies.
We feel that this trend will continue unless and until the Congress
acts to amend section 212(J) 'Of the Immigration and Nationality
Act along the lines set forth in title VI of H.R. 6802.

The first foreign medical graduates who came to the United
States as exchange visitors after January 10, 1978, will be reaching
,their mandatdry return dates ar and July of this year. Any who
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are required to leave then will riot be eligible to reapply for admis-
sion until they have spent at least 2 years in their home countries

`and the flow of new medical exchange visitors from other countries
will continue to. decrease.

The only result of this can be a. retreat from the position this
country has enjoyed in worldwide medical education, a diminution
in American assistance to developing,-nations and the American
contribution to the health of the peoples of the world and a de-
crease in the world market for American produced pharmaceuti-
cals and medical and scientific equipment. We feel that the need
for this legislation is immediate and urgent.

In addition to its impact on the commercial interests, prestige
and the foreign policy of the United States, Public Laiv 94-484 has
had a crippling effect on American hospitals; particularly those in
major metropolitan areas, by cutting off a major_source of the
resident physicians -and surgeons who in the dtirse of pursuing
their specialty training and under supervision by fully certified
specialisp provide much of the day-to-day medical care provided to-
the public. The foreign medical graduates who were already here
when the new law took effect are gradually being required to
return home pursuant to section 212(e) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act and very few new ones are coming in because
except for internists, pediatricians, and general practitioners they
cannot stay long enough to complete a certification program,

ICA drafted and sent to the Congress, after clearance by OMB, a
bill, which would, like the VI of H.R. 6802; alleviate this situation.
Your subcommittee staf has our draft bill and amendment to it
which was suggested by the Association of American Medical CO1-
leges with which we, fully agree.. ,

.

The difference .13etween the two bills is Primarily, that our draft
was basically open ended which would permit-determining case by
case how long a medical exchange visitor could stay based on the
official ,requirements of the medical specialty certifying hoard for
the program he or she is pursuing rather than having a 7 year
maximum as in H.R. 6802. T

The determination of length of s under either bill would be
made by the Director of ICA a case on_the basis of criteria
developed by the Director ih. coordination with the: Secretary of
Health and Human Services. Under either bill all foreign Medical
graduates would continue to be tested for English language fluency
and medical competence by means of the Visa Qualifying Examina-
tion as they are now. They would continue to be screened for
eligibility and be .sponsored by exchange visitors by.the Education-
'al Commission for Foreign Medica.1 Graduates under contract wf,h
ICA. . .

'Either bill would permit a foreign .medical graduate with the,
approval of the Director to change his or her program of study no
more than once and no later than the end of the first 2 years
following entry into the United States. Roth bills would apply to all
foreign medical graduates entering the United states as- exchange
visitors to pursue programs of graduate medical education 'or train-
ing on or after January 10, 1978, which was the effective date of
the 3-year limitation. .
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Although I have limited my discussion almost entirely to para--graph 3 of subSection (b) of section 601, might I also state that the
International. Communication Agency concurs in a6d .urgeS theentictment of the remainder of section 601 as well.

Again, I would like to thank the subcommittee for the opportuni-
ty of testifying today and L.Would be most bapPy to, answer anyquestions of the chairman or any member 'of; the subcommitteemight haye. .

.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very. much. We are pleased to have
your teStiinonyon this aspect of the legislation.

For the record, -what is the relationship between ICA to theDepartment of State? , = : 1State? . ..,
Mr% BurbrnOrsi. IC and its predecessor .USIA became an independent agency in 1 53. We, of 'course, had a tloSe working rela-

tionship with the Department of State and under the reorganiza-tiOn plan that created ICA our Director reports directly to thePresident and to the Secretary of State. We -receive foreign policy
guidance from the Secretary of_ State' but otherwise 'operate com-pletely as ail. independent agency. ....-

.. Mr. - WAXMAN. If we . extended the time available for graduatemedical training for ,FMG's as you propose; - what prediction does:
the agency make in regard to the number of FMGs today and thosein such training in 5 years?.

-Mr. BLUNDON.. That would be difficult. to estimate but my. best
. guess would be that it would go up to at least the numbers that wehad at the time Public, Law 94-484 took effect which was some -.thing over 5,000. There. certainly is a continuing need for thoseforeign medical graduates in our hospitals. We had hoped 'at thetime Publib Law 94,484 was enacted that the American medicalcolleges would be able to supply that need 'but it just notworked out that way. 4

One thing I might Say is that part of my duty as. Assistant
General Counsel-. of ICA is to make decisions on whethtr or notforeign,- medical graduates and other exchange visitors for that .matter, J4vho.have completed their programs will be granted waiv-ers of the 2-year foreign residency requirement which are providedfor under, the Immigration Act. The Agency Ptans to be very- strict.in that regard and to vigorously enface the requirement that
exchange' visitors; including foreign- medical : graduates, returnhome aftet, completing their programs. So we hope that the braindrain which was a problem before will not be a problem again. .Mr: WAXMAN. What negative effects can pf.44xpect 3f we are .unable: to complete this bill h3' July -11,,,s, :-- -.--7-,,:'...1:-:'-7--. _.:.,... ..,,,,-- = :.Mr. BLuknoN. We will begin to .havg7to send :sonfe-foreigii:Inedi-.-:.-41-.cal graduates back to their home countries underthe4equiretnents

. of section 212(e) of the Immigration-. and NatiOnalitY Act tlecausethey:will have completed their prograr, and the law would lirohib-it their staying here further. ,
Mr. WAXMAN. -Do you have any estimate of numbers of peopleinvoied?

.

Mr. BLUNDON. I think. probably Dr: Casterline can give a morereliable estimate on that.
.t Mpe'VVAxmAN. We are talking about foreign medical : graduateswho want to complete their studies in the United. States?
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Mr. BLUNDON. That is it.
Mr. WAXMAN. We are not talking about how to handle foreign

medical professionals who want to come to the United States to
live permanently? . - .. -

Mr. BLUNDON. No,tit has nothing to do with that.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you. .
Dr. Carter. ..

Mr. CARTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
How would this serve as a brain drain on the United States?
Mr. BLUNDON. I dOn't think there is any danger of there being a

brain drain of the UnitedStates. Other nations complain that some
of their very best medical personnel were coming Iere receiving
their graduate medical training and certification but iiistead of
gaing home to use what they had learned here they were staying in
this country. - . .

Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir, and instead of 2 or 3 ye-:i=ars, you would let
them stay here 7 years, is that correct? -

Mr. BLUNDON. That is what thia_bill provides. ' r
Mr. CARTER. Would they not be more likely after 7,years staying

here to find a way to stay rather than to go back? Wouldn't the bill
actually increase the likelihood of a brain drain from the country
from Which they came?

r. BLUNDON. In no circumstances is an exchange visitor permit-
t to stay here after completing his or her program unless they
can bring themselves within one of the grounds for a waiver pro-
vide in the Immigration and Nationality Act. The most common is
hard ip to .an American citizen spouse or child. As 'I said a
mome ag ,--,,-,7=plan to be very strict in enforcing that require-

ffirnent a examining each case very closely to make sure the
requirements of that law are 'fully met.'..This is' actually in each
case a joint decision 4etweeiii the Internatignal Communication
Agency and the ImmigrAtion Service. ''

Mr. CARTER. That is,. you would strongly' enforce the 7-year re-
quirement?
tMBLUNDON. Well, it would be 7 years or less depending on the

individual's program. .
.

. .
Mr. CARTER. I see. ow many U.S. graduates require 7 years fory

their graduate medic training? .

Mr. BLUNDON. Again I would like to-defer to Dr. Casterline on
that because he knows a great deal morabout it than I ofo. I think
there is only one that goes beyond that'and that is psychiatry.

Mr. CARTER. Not psychiatry but-- .

Mr. BLUNDON. With a subspecialty, yes.
Mr. CARTER. What would be your reaction to'placing a number or

percentage limit on this authority to _prevent it from becoMing a
loophole for immigration? . ,

From.Mr. BLUNDON. Well, I. think the problem of preventing it from
becoming a loophole for immigratio9 can be best met by strictly
enforcing the provisions of section 212 of the Immigration and
Nationality Act. As a matter of fact, the visa qualifying examina-
tion has proved to be a very highly effective limit on the number
who can enter this country because' it is a very demanding exami- .

nation.
Mr. CARTER. YOu mean the VQE, .I believe.
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Mr. BLUNDON. Yes, for he visa qualifying examination. -. Mr. CARTER. What happened to the -FMG'a who were in aU.S. training program in 1976 when the amendments were passed?.
Mr.. BLUNDON, They have been completing their progiams andgoing home. ' - ,
Mr: CARTER. They have been going home? That is over 2 Years.. ago, I believe: 7
Mr. BLUNDON. Yes. ..

,
Mr. CARTER. They have not all gone home then. ,
Mr. BLUNDON. I can't be sure as to_the numbers. I know from the

correspondence that goes through my office all the time' that agreat many have gone lime.- .
Mr. CARTER. How many have stayed and bee6me U.S. citizens?
Mr. BLUNDON. Again, I cannot answer that. Only the Immigra-

tion Service would have those figures. ,
Mr. CARTER. All right. In deciding whether or .'hot to grant thewaiver_that is permitted under current law, how do you determine

Whether the services would be substantially disrupted?,
Mr. BLUNDON. Now the substantial disruption waiver is. a sepa-rate problem all together. Substantial disruption waivers are notgranted to individuals, they are granted to hOspitals and medicalcolleges and--
Mr. CARTER. Hospitals in particular, isn't it? -
Mr. BLUNDON. Yes. I happen to be a member of the Interagency

Substantial Disruptioh Waiver Review Board that passes on appli-cations from hospitals for substantial disrurprk waivers. Now theeffect of a substantial disruption waiver pe a hospital to bring.in a foreign medical graduate who has not yet passed the VQE. Hestill has to pass it after he gets here but he does not have to pass it-- as a prerequisite for coming in.
.

Mr. CARTER. What incentives are there under the provision inH.R. 6802 which extends this waiver, fox' hospitals to try to reduce
their dependence on foreign ph sicians? . .

The. educatiMr. BLUNDON.
Department of Health and uman Services and our Agency havedeveloped a criteria which really are quite strict and hard. tosatisfy. Since the Substantial Disruption Waiver Review Board hasbeen 'established we have turned down considerably more applica-tions than we granted but still the rate of applications for such
waivers continues to increase, particularly fioin hospitals in majormetropolitan areas.

Mr. CARtER. What percentage of physieians in the United-States ,today are FMG's?
Mr. BLInIniay. I don't know that, Mr. Carter. I think Dr. Caster-line will be able to supply that information.
Mr. CARTER. You could provide it for the record?
Mr. BLUNDON. Yes, "I can. /
Mr. CARTER. All right.
Thank you very kindly, Mr. Chairman.
Mr., WAXMAN. Mr. Maguire.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Mr. Chairman, this waiver provision, I am not

sure r fully, understand the history and I wonder if we can ask thewitness. Do you know what the history of this J-1 waiver is? Isthat a tough new policy that has been implemented just in the last
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couple 'cif years4ince Public Law 4-484 was passed or an her?
What were we doing before that? I am trying.to figure out whether
we have some reasonable expectation that things are going to be.
different in the future if we become more flexible than we were
previously.

Mr. BLUNDON. Well, the possibility of granting waivers fr9m the
2-year foreign residence requirement has long been part of the
Immigration and Nationality Act. Basically for foreign ,niedical
graduates the only ground for waiver is hardship to an American
citizen, spouse, or child.

. Ms. MAGUI*E. That is the present Auation.
Mr. BLUNDON. Right.
Mr. MAGUIRE. What was the situation 5 years ago?
Mr. BLUNDON. That same provision was in the law 5 years ago.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Did we not have some concern at that time that

too many foreign medical graduates were in fact staying in our
country beyond their graduate work? And was that not the
concern?

Mr. BLUNDON. That is right.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Then my question is what is going to be different

Between that earlier peri9c1 when we had that concern which re-
sulted partly in the passage of this legislation that we are talking
aboutwtat is going to be the difference between that earlier time
and what will be the-ease after we pass this legistlition if the
immigration- laws are still the same?
, Mr..BLuNDok'Well, one of the things that Public Law 94-484 did
was remove the possibility of granting a waiver of a 2-year foreign
residence requirement to a foreign medical graduate simply on the
basis of a letter from his or her home government saying- it is all
right if °this person stays. We can do that for other exchange
visitors now but no longer for doctors. And that would continued to
be the case under H.R. 6802.

Mr. MAGUIRE:So that is the newelement then, it means.thet we
are in control of evaluating hardship? .>

Mr. BLUNDON. That is right.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Not someone else which we then rubber stamp.
Mr. BLUNDON. In order to grant a hardship waiver the decision is

made in the first instance by the Iminigratioh Service and in any.
case where the Immigration Service fin)Dis hardship then they come
to the. International Communication 'Agency for a recommendation.
If ICA' says, yes, we agree that there is hardship, then the waiver is.
granted. If ICA- says no, then the waiver is not granted. ICA has an
absolute veto power.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Which was not true 5 years ago when you simply
accepted a letter from a foreign government.

Mr. BLUNDON. That is correct.
Mr. MAGUIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes, Dr. Carter..
Mr. CARTER. Earlier I asked you about the number, fo eign medi-

cal graduates in this country. I have found the followin statistics
which I .wanted to share with the subcommittee: In 76 when
there were 496,000 Federal and non-Federal positions, for gn Fed-

, eral graduates made up 84,623 or 21 percent of the total. lso, 36
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percent of the 17,124 initial licenses issued by State boards of
medical examiners in 1976 were obtained by a foreign graduate. In
1970 slightly more than 27 percent of the ini licenses were
issued to FMG's. I 'eve that answers our qg n.

Mr: BLUNDON. .
Mr. C you.
Mr. WAXMAN. We appreciate your being with us.
Mr. Bturrnox: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAxmAx. For our next witnesses we call Dr. Ray L. Caster-

line, execu ive director Educational Commission for Foreign Medi-
cal Gradu tes accompanied by Miss Maureen Selfron, managing
director;

ATEMENT OF RAY L. CASTERLINE, M.D., EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, EDUCATIONAL COMMISSION. FOR FOREIGN. MEDICAL
GRADUATES, ACCOMPANIED BY MAUREEN SELFRON, MANAG-
ING DIRECTOR

Dr. CASTERLINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
subcommittee.

Mr. MAGUIRE. Excuse me. Before Dr. Casterline begins. I wonder
if we could ask him what,are the seven leading organizations that
sponsor his group just so we know who he represents.

Dr. CASTERLINE. The American Medical Association, the Ameri-
can Hospital Association, the Association of American Medical Col-
leges, the Association for Hospital Medical Education, the Feder-
ation of State and federal :6: -, the American Board, of Medical
Specialties, and th 'National M 'cal Association.

-Mr. MAGUIRE. you very Much. ,

Mr. WAXMAN. P ease proceed.
Dr. CASTERLINE. I prepaied a statement which I have distributed

to you. I will speak from that statement. [See p. 540.]
Mr.'WAXMAN. The statkrnent in its entirety will be made part of

the record.
Dr. CASTERLINE. Thank you.

4,, Mi. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I ppreciate
the opportunity to appear before you. to discuss certai provisions
of the H9alth Profeaions Educational Assistance and Nurse Train-
ing Amendments of-1980. This statement will address the substan-
tial disruption waiver provisions, of: Public Law 94-484 and the
extension of those provisions. proposed in H.R. '6802. The proposed
increase in the duration of stay of Exchange Visit,* - Foreign Medi-
cal Graduates, EVFMG's, in accredited programs of graduate medi-
cal education or training; the proposal to permit pvFmals to make
one change in their training objective and the proposed deletion of
"specialty certification" as one of the requirements for.alien- phYsi-
cians to meet, if they were in the United States, licensed to prad-
tice medicine, and/ in practice' in a State on January 9, 1977, and
wished to be considered to have passed the National Board of
Medical Examiners part I and part II examinations or to be exempt
from the visa qualgying examination which is considered equiva-
lent.'

During the past ftwo decades,t,ECFMG has becothe mod' widely
known for its examination and certification program. ECFMG cer-
tification is a requirenient to enter accredited graduate medical

63-494 0 - 80 - 35 543
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education training programs in the United States and facilitates
obtaining a license to practice medicine in most of the State in the
United States. In addition, ECFMG administers the visa qualifying-
examination, VQE. Passing the ECFMG,English test is not only a
prerequisite for ECFMG certification but also to take the VQE.

Pertinent to this discussion, however, is ECFMG's role as a spon-
sor of an exchange visitor program for *alien physicians who enter
the United States to participate in accredited programs of graduate
medical education or training. The Intelpational Communication'
Agency provides ECFMG authority- to serve as a sponsor and to
issue the documentation required as one of the prerequisites for an
alien physician to obtain a J-1, exchange.visitor, visa to enter the
United States. -

At least three provisions of H.R. 6802 relate to the graduate
medical *education of alien physicians ,who have entered, or will
enter the United States as exchange visitors under the sponsorihip
of ECFMG. Each of those provisions will be discussed separately.

Amendments to the Immigration and Nationality -Act, contained
in Public Laws 94-484 and 95-83, require the application of strin
gent requirements for issuing exchange visitor, J-1, Visas to alien
physicians who seek to enter the United States to participate in
accredited programs of graduate medical education or training. The
stated intent of these amendments was to decrease reliance on
alien physicians and to assure quality medical care for individuals
served by these physicians during their participation. in graduate
medical education training programs in the 'United States.

The intent has come to fruition insofar ,kas there has been a
decrease in numbers of exchange visitor foreign medical graduates.
On January 10, 1977, ECFMG sponsored 5,090 exchange visitors. To
date ECFMG is currently sponsoring 2,000 exchtnge visitors. As
you can see, this represent4 a substantial reduction on numbers of
exchange visitors.

Since the Congress anticipated this severe reduction they pro- ti

vided for waiver of. two of thd requirements on a case-by-case basis,
if a graduate medical- education program could demonstrate that
application of these requirements would result in a "substantial
disruption" of health services:

The substantial disruption waiver was designed to permit pro-
grams, and institutions traditionally placing significant reliance on
alien physicians a transition period during which placement of
such physicians may continue, but in,decreasing numbers. During
this transition period, extending through December 31, 1980, pro-
grams and institutions are expected to develop alternative provider
resources and attract primarily graduates of American medical
schools.

4

To put the waiver mechanism into effect, the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare developed: 1, eligibility criteria to
identify programs and institutions affected by these provisions and
2, decreasing numerical_limits to permit programs and institution&
a gradual rate of phaseout for dependency on alien physicians
while developing alternative provider resources.

Importantly, an individual who obtains a a-1 visa under .a waiver
may. _remain in this country without further waiver review for 2
years, and for 1 additional year if the third year is requested by

544
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the home country government. However, an individual must apply
to G each year for continuation of exchange visitor sponsor-

Since waivers are assigned to programs and/or 'institutions, indi-
vidwd EVFMG's cannot transfer from waived positions to non-
waived positions without meeting the new raluirements of the law
and .do so-at the risk of loss of their J -1 visa status. Also, an alien
physician entering under %subs : tial disruption waiver must bold
ECFMG certification. -

During a 7-month period , 1"8, 20 programs requested a total
of 35 waived positions: Nine of the waived positions were ap-
proved. The programs represented 19 specialties and 14 States.
This information is attached foriyour further reference. [See p. 550.]

DuKing. 1979, 34 programs requested a total of.140 waived posi-
tions; 108 were approved bot tier .1 which ECFMG iseauthorized
to grant and in Tier 2. The programs in 1979 represented 12
specialties and 12 States. [See p. 551.]

During the first 3 months of 1980, 16 programs requested a total
of d86 waived positions; 172 of these have been approved. Although /
the programs represent 10 specialties in 7 States, 157 of the posi- c-
tions were requested by New York hospitals. [See p. 553.]

Congress provided that is no case will substantial disruption
waivers result in a number to exceed the total number of alien
physicians participating in programs of graduate medical education

,or training in the United States on January 10, 1978.
ECFMG 'monitors the exchange visitor program via a computer-

ized record system. This system permits verification of program
start dates and duration of stay for each exchange visitor being
sponsored. The system also provides yearly reports which in addi-
tion to providing specifiC information on exchange visitors' als9--
provides total counts. . /

Despite a substantial increase in waiver requests in 1980, the
exchange visitor count is 43 percent less than the January 10, 1978,
index of 3,531.

From the ECFMG perspective, extension, of virthe liver 'through
December 1983 would not increase the exchange visitor numbers to
the int of running contrary to the intent of the law, nor would it
res ryin exceeding the Janua 10, 1978, "cap" imposed by the
Con ess. Extending the waiver ,provision would,- however, give
areas such as New York a more realistic period of time to develop
and carry out plans to phase down reliance on alien physicians.

Increased duration of stay. ECFMG is aware of the concern
regarding the 3-year maximum limitation of stay for exchange
visitor alien physicians.' This has been expressed by government
officials as well as leaders in' the medical profession of varioius
foreign countries.

This restrictive provision of the law has disrupted many tradi-
tional programs of international exchange in graduate rneyical
education between medical schools in Latin America and institu-
tions in the Southeastern United States. There has been a compa-
rable interference with similar programs between institutions in
the United States and those in the United Kingdom, Italy, Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, and others. It is of interest that schools in countries
which provide medical educatibn comparable to that offered in the
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United States are most concerned /about the restricted length &-
stay.. I - -

From my meetings with various officials and medical leaders in -

this country and abroad, I feel there is a consensus that the -prob-
lems posed by the limited duration of stay are primarily education-
al and relate to the inability to trainees interested in high,quality..
graduate medical education to remain for. a sufficient period of
time to obtain the education they require. In other words, to obtain
a valid education of experience.

One_ point which was emphasized by physicians froim Venezuela,
was the hazards the expect, if young Latin American physicians
are forced as a result of these restrictive provisions, to receive
training in the Soviet Union and other countries where Marxist
attitudes prevail.

Once again, from the ECFMG perspective, increasing the dura-
tion ofstay to allow completion of a tfaining objective would not
jiiipardize the intent of the law nor would it result in the classic
brain-drain syndrome.

One of the recent amendments to Public Law 94-484 requires
that exchange visitor alien physicians must make a commitment to
return to their home country upon completion of training in the
United States. This requirement, in addition to the controls
ECFMG has over the issuance of the form 1AP-66, which allows
exchange visitors to obtain a J-1 visa, would preclude the exchange
visitor from remaining in this country indefinitely. In addition,
increasing the duration of stay would, first, probably do much to
enhance our international relations with many countries who
value the training that the United States has to offer, and second,
would also benefit hospitals which are currently, depending upon
the substantial disruption waiver provision of the lawto carry
them through the transition period. -

Permission to change the graduate training objective is the third,
point. An alien physician who enters the United States as an
exchange Visito'r to participate in an accredited graduate medical
education training program is required to provide a letter from-his
home country government stipulating that there is a need in that
country for physicians with the type of training that the alien is
seeking Furthermore,,the home country government must also
certify that the alien has filed a Written assurance with the govern-

zment of his country that he will return upon completion of train-
ing in the United. States and intends to enter the practice of
medicine in,the specialty for _Which the'training is being sought .

that training"program is the training abjection..
Although most alien physicians who inter the United States as

exchange visitor foreign medical, graduates adhere to their initial
training objective, complete it and return home, some trainees and
some countries learn that the initial objectiveis not appropriate.
This can-occur for a.wide variety of reasons. Under the memoran-
dum of understanding between the International Communication
Agency and ECFMG'the alien trainee is permitted to make one
change in/his training objective, but only with the agreement of his
home country government, as described above.

The-present 3-year maximum stay for exchange visitors, as speci-
fied in the provi ons of Public Law 94-484, discourages alien physi-

r)46
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cians from making changes in theif.training objectives, since a 37
year stay does not provide' enough time for a valid educational
experience. If \the duration of stay for exchange visitors is 'tin-
creased, alien physician EVFMG's should be limited to onijk one
change of objective and' that should take place no later that the
end of the second year of participation in the exchange. visitor
program, and only with the agreement of the aliens` home country
governmenta. With such caveats, alien physicians 'changes in their
training objectives should not contribute to abuse of the exchange
visitor program. .

.

Finally, under specialty certification, ECFMG is not directly in-.
volved in the process of licensure to practice medicine in this
country. Nonetheless, as a licensed physitian, holdixig a valid cer-
tificate issued by a constituent- board of the American Board of
Medical Specialties, I believe it is 'important to delete "specialty
certification" from the provisions of Public Law 95-83 amendment
to the Immigration and Nationality Act. Specialty certification
little to do with licensure liractice of medicine in the United States.

Mi. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. t will be
pleased to answer questions of the chairman and members of the
committee.

[Testimony resumes on p. 580.] .
[Dr. Cpsterline's prepared statement and attachments follow :]

4
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EDUCATIONAL COMMISSIOI'i for FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES
3624 K4R/IET STREET, IMILA-ILLJeatA. PfelleSYLVANIA

I 1.

. I. ,

Statem of Ray L CasterUne, M.D.; Eiecutive Director,
Edur_ati Comrsission for Foreign Medical Graduates

Mr. Chairman and rnemrzod the subcommittee, I appreciate this opportinity to
appear before you to discuss certain provisions of .the jiealth Professions
Educational Assistance and Nurse Training Amendments of 1980 (H.R. 6E021. This

statement will address the substantial disrUption waiver provisions of tge Health
Professions Educational Assistince Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-484) -and the

extension of those provisions proposed in H.R. 6802; the proposed increase in the

duration of stay of 'Exchange Visitor Foreign Medical Graduates (EVFMGs) in
accredited programs of graduate medical education or training; the proposal lo

s permit EVFMGs to.make one 'change in their training .objective and the proposed

deletron of "specialty certification" as one of the requirements for alien physicians,

to meet, if they were in,ihe United States, licensed to practice medicine, and'in
practice in a State on January 9, 1977:and wished to be considered to have passed

the National Board of Medical Examiners Part 1 and Part 11 examinations.
1

The Educational Commission for Fore,,ign Medical Graduates (ECFMG) is a separate

non-profit organiztton that is sponsored by seven of the leading organizations in
the fields of medical eduCatiOn and health care in the United States.

Inrrecognition and tuff ilment cf their public responsibilities for health care and
.z46cation, the sponsoring organiiations establithed ECFMG to concern 4tielf with-,.
foreign medical graduals. °

To Meet it's responsibilities, ECFMG identifiesthe following

as its aims and missions:

(Is) To provide information to foreign medical graduates

regarding entry into graduate medical education and .
health care systerris in the Sta'tes:



(2) To evaluate.their qualifications for such entry;

.(3) To identify foreign medical graduates' cultural and Jirofessional

needs;

(4) To assist in the establishment of educational policies

and programs to meet the.above-icleiltified cultural and

profeisional needs of foreign medical graduates.

(5) To gathertmaintain, and disseminate data concerning

foreign medical graduates; and

,During the past
, xa-`

e'xiaTinastion

(6) To assist, through cooperation and recommendation,

other agencies concerned with foreign, medical graduates.

two decades, ECFMG has abecome most widely known for Its

fication program. ECFMG certification is a requirement to

e-InedicalikC'atioMi i ttrogi'atirWthe United States

staining a license to practice medicine in moat of the state,s in the

;United States. In additkon, ECFMG administers the Visa Qualifying Ekamination

(VQE). Passing the ECFMG EnglisfPtest is not only a prerequisite for ECFMG

certification but also to take the VQE,

Pertinent to this discussion, however, is ECFMG's role as a sponsor of an Exchange

Visitor Program for alien physicians who enter the United States to liarticiparein

accredited programs of, graduate medical educatiOn or training. The International

Communication Agency provides ECFMG authority to serve as a sponsor and to

Issue the documentation (Form 1AP-,66) required as one of the' prerequisites for
;
ar6

alien physician to obtain a 3-1 (Exchange Visitor) visa to enter the United States.
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M least thfee provisions of H.Ri 6802 relate to the graduate medical education of

alien physicians who have entered, of will enter the United. States as Exchange

Visitors Oder the sponsorship of ECFMG. Each of those provisions will be

discusSed separately.

Arnendmen

484 and

t
WAIVEIR PROVISION EXTENSION

V
I

to the Immigration and Nationality Act, contained in Public Laws 94-

..

5-83, require the application of strieynt requirements for issuing

Eirchange visitor (3-.1) Visas tvlien physicians who seek to enter the United States

to participate in accredited:proetlyns of graduate Medical e:d......ation or training.

In brief, these requirements are

an accredited school of medicine, or any one or more of its affiliated

hospitals, must agree in writing to prn;,tide or assume responsibility

for the graduate medical education or training, rif.

(B) the alien physician must pass the Visa Qualifying xaminationi.(VQE),

must demonstrate cpmpetency in oral and written glish;Criust be

able to adapt to the educational and cultiiial environment in which

he will be receiving his training, and must have adequate prior educition

for successful participation in.the program;

.

(C) the alien Miustnake a cokunitment to return to As home country

upon completion of training in the United States: and his country must

provide.wriften assui'ance that ' :there is need for the alien!s services

in his country; and .

. -
(I)) the alien will be al d to stay In this country no more th'an 2 years,

unless additional time is ecifically requested by his country for a



maximum of one 'additional year. The extension is for the purpose of cOnthiiiing

the alien's education or training under the specific program for which he or she

came to the. United States.

The stated Intent of these amendments was to decrease reliance on alien physicians

and to assure quality medical care for individuals served by these physicians during

their participitiori in graduate medical education training programs in the United

States,

The Intent has come to fruition insofar as there has been a decrease in numbers of

exchange visitor foreign medical' gradilates. On January 10, 1977 ECFMG
4

sponsored 5,090 exatange visitors. TO date ECFMG is currently sponsoring 2,000

exchange visitors. As you can see this represents a substantial reduction on

% numbers of exchange visitors.

Since the Congress anticipated this' severe reduction they provided for waiver of

two of the requirements on a case-by:case basis, if a graduate medical education

progrm could demonstrate that applic es requirements'yould result in a

"substantial disruption" of heal thiservi

Under the substantial disruption wai r an Exchange Visitc45 Foreign Medical

Graduate (EVFAG) is not Vequired to:

s
ri

1. have an accredited school of medicine, or any--ene or more of its

affiliated hospitals provide thegraduate medical education; and

pass the Visa Qualifying Examination.

The substantial disruptioh waiver was designed to permit programs and institutions

traditionally placing significant reliance on alien physicians a transition period

during which placement,.of such physicians may continue, but in ,decreasing

bus. During this transition period, extending. through December 31, 19)30,

grams and institutions are expected to develop alternative Provider resources

and, attract primarily graduates of Pi'me n medical schools.

11!
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To put the waiver meefianism .nto effect, the Departmen(of Health, Education,

41,and Welfare (HEW) develo '°---e tbility criteria,,to identify programs and

institutions affected by these provIsions and 2)6reat)g numerical limit*S' to
P

permit programs and irtitutions. a graddal rate of phase out for deperidency on
,

'alien physicians while developing alternative provider resources. I
,

The design ;of the waiver mechanirn ProVides for two tiers of waiver aPplicatiOn.

Tier I is for programs and institutions which meet the eligibility criteria and are

requesting waivers within the numerical limitations. Tier 11 is for prograMs and

institutions which:

1) meet ,the eligibility criteria but are requesting waivers

in excess of the numerical limitations or

2 do not meet the eligibility criteria

ECFMG is the receipt point for Tier I applications, and reviews 'land processes, the

applications under the established numerical limits.

Tier 11 appeal applications are also mailed to ECFMG for initial processing.

ECFMG forwards appeal applications to, the Health Resources Administration of
.

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for consideration. A Federal

Substantial Disruption Waiver Appeal Board consisting of seven Federal members

has been established to review these applications. The appeal board determines.

whether programs qualify for additional waivers.

Length of Validity for Waived 3-1 Visa Holders

An individual who obtains a 3--1 visa under a°waiver may remain in this country

without further waiver review for two years, and for one 'additional year, if the

third year is requested by the tlorne country government. However, an individual
.

r
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must apply to ECFMG each.year for continuation of .Exchange Visitor Sponsorship

.". (IAP -66). Also, waived 1 -1 visa holders must .be counted in determining the

program's eligibility for suture waivers.

a

Since waivers are assigned to programs and /or inItitutioni, individual EVFMGs

cannot transfer from waived positions to non-waived poSitions without meeting the

new requirements of the law and at the risk of loss of their 3-1 visa
(Exchange Visitor) status.'

Also, an alien physician entering under a substantial disruption waiver must hold

ECFMG certification.

Statistics

During a s en onth period in 1978, 20 programs requegted,a: tote! of 35 waived

positions. _Nineteen (19) of the waived positions,_were approved. The programs

represented 19 specialties and 14 states.

During 1979, 34 programs requested a total of 140 waived positions.' One hundred

and eight (108) were approved! The programs represented 12 specialties and 12

states.

During the first three months of l 80, 16 programs requested a total of 186 waived

positions; 172 have been approve. Although the programs rep/rySent ten specialties

and seven states,, 157 of the position were requested by New York hdspitals.
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p-4'Congress provided that in no case will substantial disruption,waivers result in a

number to exceed the total number of alien physicans participating in programs of

graduate medical education or training it3 the United States on January 10, 1978.

ECFMG monitors the exchange visitor program via a computerezed record system.

This System permits vej Iication of program start dates and 'duration of stay fox
B

each exchange visitor being sponsored. The system also provides yearly' reports

which in addition to providing specific information on% exchange visi s also

provides total counts. I
I i --.

Despite a substantial in rease in waiver requests M 1980, the exchange visitor

count is 43% less, than the January 10, 1978 index of 3,531.

) .

In conclusion, ft:Om ECFMG's perspective, extension of the waiver provision through

December 1983 would not increase the Exchange Visitor numbers to the point of

running contrary to, the intent of the law, nor would it result in exceeding. the, . .

January 10, 1978 "cap" imposed by the Congress. --Extending the waiver provision'

would, however, give areas as New York a more realistic period of' time to

develop.and carry out plans to phase down reliance o alien physicians.

INCREASED DURATIOr OF STAY

ECFMG is aware of concern regarding the three-year maximum limitation of stay

for Exchange Visitor alien physicians. The concern has been expressed by

government officials as well as by leaders in the medical profession:Of various

foreign countries.
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1'
This restrictive provision ,...accercling-tu-strurces--e-f-the-Laai,. has disrupted many

traditional programs of international exchange in graduate medical education

between medical' schools in Latin America and institutions in the southeastern

United States. There has been comparable interference with similar programs

between institutions in the United States and Vise in the United Kingdom, Italy,

Egypt, Saudi Arald, Australia, and New Zealand. It is of interest that schools in \

countries which provide medical education comparable to that offered in the

United States ate most concerned about the restricted length of stay. From my

meetings with various officials and medical leaders, I believe there is a consensus

that the problems posed by the limited duration of stay are primarily educational

and relate to the inability of trainees interested in high quality graduate medical

education to remain for a sufficient period of time to obtain the education they

require, One point which was emphasized by physicians.from Venezuela

hazards they expect will result if young Latip American physicians are for d to

teceivitaining in the Soviet lJbn and other cOuntries wl4r-e. Marxist a itu es

prevail.

Once again, from the ECFMG perspective, increasing the duration of stay to allow

coMOleiicin of a training. objective Would not jeopardize the intent of the law

would it result in the classic brain-Nkailt synd

As you re aware, one of ill recent amendments to PL 94-4 4 requires that
1

exchange visitor alien physicians must make a commitment to re urn to their home

nor

country upon completion of training in the UnTted States. Thii. requitement, .in
'1addition to the cont s ECFMG has over the issuance of the form (IAP-66), w ich

allows exchange,visitors to obtain a 3-1 visa, woulg preclude 'the exchange v itor
from remaining in this country indef nitely.

Da



In addition, Increasing the duralon of stay would I) probably do much to enhance

our.international relations with many countries who value the training that the

United States has to offer and 2) would alsoibenefit hospitals which are currently
,

depending, upon the sdbstantial disruption waiver provisisn of the law to-carry them
.

. through the trarisifion period.

PERMISSION TO CHANGE TRAINING OBJECTIVE

An alien physician who enters the United States as 'an Exchange Visitor to

participate in an accredited graduate medical education training prograni is

required to _proVide a letter from his home country government stipulating that

there is a need in that country for physicians with the type of training that the

alien is seeking. Furthernibre, the home country government must also certify that

the alien has filed a written assurasFe with the government 9f his country that he

will return upon completion of training in the United States and intends to enter

the practice of medicine in the specialty for which the* training is being sought.

?".That training program is the training objective.

Although most alien physicians who enter the United States as Exchange Visitor
,

Foieign Medical Graduate's adhere to their initial training objective, completelt

and return home, some trainees (and some countries) learn that the initial objective

is not appropriate. This can occur for a wide variety reasons. Under th

Memorandum of Understanding betwben the Internatie al C'9nmjnication Agency

a. and ECFMG, the alien trainee is permitted to make 'Rile. changi; in his training

,,,,\ objective, but only with the agreeme of his: home country, gcivernnientas*. .,

, -...

.,
described above,. The present three-year maxin)um stay fer.'Exchang; Visitors, as

specified in the previsions of Public LAN 94-484, discourages alien physicis fr.orn

making changes'=in their kainirig objectives, since a three-Aar stay ot

"provide enough time f valid educational experience. If.the..clurAi Of stay for

Exchange Visitors increased, alien physicialiEVFMGs should be limited to only

once changeiof objective that should take place' no later than the end of



second year of participati7 in th/Exchange Visitor program, and only with the

agreement of the aliens' home country governments .

.14With such caveats, alien p sicians' changes in their training objectives should not

contribute to abuse of the xchange Visitor Program. °

SPECIALTY CkRTIFICATION

\r-
(,

The Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates is not directly involved

in the proCess of licensure to practice medicine in the United States. tl'onetheless,

as a licensed physician, holding a valid certificate issued by a constituent board of

the American Board of Medical Specialties, I believe that it is important to delete

"specialty certification" from the provisions of the Public Law 95-83 amendment to

the Immigration and Nationality Act. Specialty certification has little to do with

licensure to practice medicine in tote United States.

This concludes my prepared stateme rt. I will be Pleased to answer questions of the p

Chairman and Members of the Syr6colpmittee.

Respectfuljy submitted,

Ray L. Casteeline, M.D.1q
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SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPT WAIVERS- 1978

NUMBER
STATE PRO RAM . REQUESTED

Arizona G eral Surgery 2 TI *"

Colorado

Connecticut

Illinois

Louisiana-

Maryland

Michigan

Missouri

New Mexico

NA New York

North Carolina

Ohio

Pediatrics 2T1

General Surgery. 4 TI
.41

Pediatrics 1 T1

kr
Internal Medicine 1 T1

Pediatrics

Ptiatrics
PSchiatry

.Psychiatry

Neurology

General Surgery

Pathblogy

Pediairi-c4
Psychiatry

Therar?o?tic Radiology

,General Surgery

'.\,,,Neikosuri:ery

Ob/Gyn

Pennsylv-ania

Puerto RiCo

7

*TI 'Tier

General Surgery

14's f.
Infernal Medicine

TOTAIL

(

NUMBER
APPROVED

0

2 TI,_

1T1 1T1

ITI 0

I T.I 4T1

1T1 1 T1

ITI

-1 T1 t

-
0'

35) 04

.

Rev. March 18;1980,

sW-1-0.7)
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SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPTION WAIVERS - 1979 ,

+1 , NUMBER NUMBER
STATE . PROGRAM ,REQUESTED APPROVED4, )

COnnectictviu Pediatrics * I TI
.,Psychiatry. T e

* * 4 T2 I

Georgia

Massachussetts

Pathology

AnesthesiolOgy

General Practice

Psychiatry

1 T1 4 T.1

I T2 .'; 1 1.2

1 TI 0

1T1 1T1

Anesthesiology 4. 2 T2 0

,'Generalturgery ' 1 fi ill,.
Neurosurgery. ; "I T2 1 T2

'J.
'', '' . , ..%,

General Practice > 1 4 TI 0

General Surgery "1 T2 ..1'., 0'
R , ".,

-4,..
Pediatrics

J 2T1

..."'
Jersey Internal'Medicine . 1 TI 0

- 0 / 3 72 0

Kdiatrics '.:. I

M1Chigan
,

htw,York Anesthesiology' 6eT1 1 6 TI

(/
,
- a T2 6 T2

. ' NGe'neral Silitcry 6e,TI 6 TI
< Internal Medicine 9 T1 0

i

Neurology 6 T2 6 T2
Pathology 4

Pediatrics

1'
Psychiatry ".

*s) . 7.12
bye

, Therapeutic Radiology

2T1 2T1
TZ

-41 T,1 '

30 T2 ,.t 30'1.2

63;1940 -801-



Substantial Disruption Waivers -

r

Pennsylvania

Tennessee

Anesthesiolog'')1
Family Practice

General Surgery

Internal dicine 3 T1

Neurology 1 T2

Psychiatry 1 T1

TheraPeutic Radiology 1 T2

111.

y.Tl'
1 Tit

3 I 4
1- T2f,

1 T.1

1.T2

Opthalmology 1 T2 1 T2

Psychiatry 1 T2 0
'st;f

Internal Medicines 2 T2

Texas Pediatrics

Washington, D.C.

X

TI =Tier I
01.44'12 2 Appeal,Le.vel

Pathology 1k
-TOTAL 140

. i . e`

0

1 T1

.. 108

Rev. March 18,.1980



STATE

.

Missouri

553

. . -
SUBSTVTIAL. DlitUPTION W IVERS - 1980

r

4

PRO AM .4
Urology

. .
New Jersy Pediattics

New York
t

Anesthesiology

'Citi ild Psychiatry

Gerleral.Sigery
Internal Medicine

Pathology

Pediatrics

,

1physical Medicine

Psychiatry,

.

Ohio Pathology

Pe trics
Thl rapeutic Radiology

LPerfn Ivania

Tennessee

,Washindon D.CI

g

Pedigrjcs

Psychiatry

NUMBER NUMBER'
APPROVEDREQUESTED

\
1 T2 .**

20 T2 20 T2..

20 g-2 \ ' 2012
3 lie' 1 3 T2 :

12 T2 12 T2

1411 * ,, 1 T1

19 TT,

2T1
3T2 . 3T2
il . 5T1 .:,...

63 T2 ' . -63'T2..5 T2 `' Pending

7
..

Ti
16 T2 13 T i

t .7*T2
,0"t - -

(*\

1 T2'

i T2
I TI

Thc ?apcutic Radiology . 2 T2r
, TOTAL 186

* T1 = 'Tier 1
**T2 = Tier 2 :Appez.ililev.el

s

0

Pending

I T1 ,

.

1 T1"--r
e e

2 Tr/

r
Rev. March 11(19.80
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:

MEMORANDUM "

TO: United States Medical School Deans ' ,. ." r

1-11pital Administratorr
Institutional Directors of Medical Educatitto s

' Graduate Medical Education"Prraining.prOgram Directors
,'" and Trai 'rig PeOgram Liaison Personnel

,
PROW . 'llseCu Director'; ECFMG ''. 7 ,

.. .

STJB3ECTt Backgr ir;d;,..Information and Application Procedurelo for ,Substantial.:
. .,

.,Risrtipti Weives1 . . ii....ii"
.

Last .1Ap ii, I ,iu:Iiie.a.mernorandum desccibing amendments to the:-
ImmigratioA,,and,, allithality;;-Ast in which; the,iGorigress .applled , stringent
requiremerite,10'....lii: '.is'iparIce;,of 3- l lExcfiange Visit orLVisps 'to alionphysiclans.
Congceps therrs/iivj leit:t al-4r of certain portions of those requirementsot

.4rigoious Pvrt?lerfienta 1 ,of 811 of the pi."6,yisiortr of that section of the law woyid
cause-a "substingall ruption intaith services." , ' ' , ..;

,

. ' .,,,, Lamjivotrosin
t. std

rean0vised backgroUrid material,instriletiops and
!appliCation -forms gradliat medical education training programs or institutioe's may 7; ,-..>

.,-.

'4 use 'to applpf or substanil .disi_upti waivers. Jheextensive Jevisionsresulted '

from the Joint eller 4 tt e a tlonal ' Commissloii fbr Foreign. yedical
. Graduates and officials of/the is of Mediae, Bureau' of Health Manpdwer,

. Health Resources. Administration, tment of Healthi Education, and 'Welfare.
11 We believe that the,paviiion? will you to gain a better yndeestentling of the'

'Waiver mechanism-and applicallon pr edures. '- . :
. a\i

. ,.', 3, .... . . '.
if you have' 4uestions yalSout any aspect of the substantial disruption

waiver process; ECP444GI will be pleastd to respond to your .queries and fo provide.
?anY assisCan.0-you-nsay need. .

'
RLCieg
Eirclosures
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SUBSTAIITIAk. DISRUPTION WAIVER APPLICATION

PART 1- BACKGROUND

Requirementi for Issuance, of Exchange Visitor (3-1) Visas

Recent antendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act, contained in Public
Laws 94-484 and 95-83, require the application of stringent requirements for
issuing Exchange, Visitor (3-1) Visas to alien physiciani who seek to enter the .United
States to participate in accredited programs of graduate medical education or
training.

In. brief, these requirements are

.(A)' in accredited school of medicine/ or any one or.more of. its affiliated
, hospitals, must agree in writing to provide or assume responsibjlityfor.

the graduate medical education or training;

'(B) the alien physician must pass. the Visa Qualifying -Examination E),
must dernOnstrate competency in oral and written English, must able'
to adapt to the educational and cultural environment in which he will be
receiving his training, and Inust. have -adequate prior education for
successful.participation in the program; -

(C) the alien must make a commitment to return .tó his home country upon:.
completion' of training. in the United States, a1 his country must
provide written aisurance, that there is need Ipt t e alien's services in
his country (Attachment 3);. and ...

(1:3) the alien will be allowed to' stay in this: country no more than 2 years,
unless additional time is specifically requested by his country for a
maximum of. one additional year. The eitension isclor the .purpor-of
continuing the alien's education or training under the specific. program
ter which he or she came to the United States., '14,

Requirem'ent (B) above does not pertain to a graduate of a 'school accredited by th'e
Committge on Medical Education. Hence, alien graduatesof accredited

U.S. oreCanadiart medical schools are.n.ot affected.by this requirementA Moreover,
an `mien phyNcian who was fully .licensed tp practice medicine iora State on
January 9, 1977; held a valid speCialty certificate issued by a component board of
the American Board of Medical Specialties, and WAss:.actually pratticin medicine in
'a-State on that date will be considered to have met,the-.examinaiko eduiremente
in (B) above.- so

The stated intent of these amendm gis is to decrease reliance on alien physicians .
and to assure quality medical care forindividuals served by these physicians, during
their participation in graduate medica)..education training prives.
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Substantial Disruption.

Because of the expected - severe reduction in the number of alien physicians
entering the United States annually as a result of these amendments to the law, the
Congress provided for waiver of two of -these requirements on a case-by-case basis,

;-11f a graduate medical education program can demonstrate that application of these,.
"'requirements would result in a "Substantialrdisruption" of health services.

Under a substantial disruptiOn waiver, an Exchange Visitor Foreign Medical
Qraduate EVFMG) is not required to:

.

1. haVe an accredited sehool of medicine, or any one or more of its
affiliated hospitals provide the graduate medical education; and

pass the Visa Qualifying Examination.

o an alien physician- entering under a substantial disruption waiver must
hpld ECFMG certification and meet all of the other requirements for issuancTcf
Form 1AP-66 (formerly DSP-66) to qualify for an Exchange Visitor () -0 Visa.

Congress also provided that in..no case will these waivers result in a number to
exceed the total number of alien physicians participating in programs of graduate
medical education or training in the United States on January 10,1978.

ta
Substantial Disruption Waiver Mechanism

The substantial disruption waiver was developed to permit programs and
institutions traditionally placing significant reliance.on alien physicians a transition
period during which placement pf such physicians may continue, but in decteasing
numbers. During this transition period, exteKIirigthrough Qecember 31; 1980,
programs and institutions are expected to develop alternative provider resources
and attract primarily graduates of American medical schools. 0

3

To put the waiver mechanism into effect; the Department of .Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) developed: 1) eligibility .criteria_ to identify programs and
institutions affected by these prciisions and 2) decreasingnumerical limits to

Q
permit nrogiams and institutions a gradual rate of phase out for,dependency on

;.,alieuallysicians while developing alternativeprovider resources.
11-

.
.

.,To assist programs. or institutions . which have substantial disruption of health
services but do not meet the routine specificdgas developed by HEW, the waiver

tletmethanism provides for an appeal process. -A- Federal Substantial Disruption
..Waiver Appeal Board has been established. to consider appeals from these programs
and institutions.

In essence,thewaiyer mechanism pro,vides for two tiers of waiver-application. Tier
1- is for prograrns and institutions which meet the eligibility criteria and are
requesting waivers ,within the iumerical Tier is for programs and
institutions hich 1) meet the eligibility. Criteria but are requesting waivers in
ekcess of the numerical limitations or 2) do-,not -meet the eligibility criteria and

:'can demonstr to a need for waivers based on.. a substantial disruption of health
serviees.-.-

EC.? M G h been designated by federal authOhties process waiver requests and
to .su appeal applications to the Federal , Board. ECFMG is available for
consultation and will provide assistance to programs and inglitutions at theit
request.
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WAIVER.IffECHANISM FLOW CHART

TIER I

BEL applies for QUALIFY FOR .fills . GRANTED.NUM CAL waiver 5 WAIVER position(s). WAIVER(S)
LIMITS SITION(S) IAP-66

OR

TIER

EXCEED appeals for QUALIFY FOR fills GRANTED.NUMERIC AL waiver APPEAL . position(s)) APPEALLIMITS POSITION(S) WAIVER(S)
IAP-66

appeals. for waiv

Substantial Disruption Waiver Guidelines

Whys determining eligibility status and-the numerical limits, program t count
all alien physicians inthe program orf January 10;1978 regardless of status, or
date of entry,into the program. *.

Programs-may_ mibmit waiver applications either before or after infervieveingalien
Physicians to fill positions.. *.

.

Programs may -fill waived positions'. any time daring the calendar year, but 'any
unused waived positions may net becarrietover into a subsequerit calendaryears

Programs or institutions granted!. waivers may not subsequently recruit, in excess
of the numerical, limits, alien physicians who have met' thenew requirements of the , .
law: However; programs or institutions do have the option to utilize such alien
13hysicians In lieu' of f waived positions.

'Waivers maybe granted lor,alien physicians entering training programs, so that on
December- 31 of the respective calendar yearohe limits established for that year
will not be exceeded.

eIf nt waivers are granted, there is no numerical restriction on the recruiting of
alien physicians who have met the new requirements of the law.

Please notes Only those programs utilizing waived positions are restricted by the
numerical limits and only for that year in which' waivers) were first griAted.

,

*Granted - &waiver will be considered to have been granted only upon issuance of
a Certificate of Eligibility (Form IAP-66 hormerly DSP-66) for the allep physician ,.
selected to 111101e position.



Length of Validity for Waived 3-1 Visa Holders
.

,

An individual who obtains a 3-1 visa under wa waiver may remain in this count
withoUt further waiver review for two years, and- for Citke additional year,-if e
third year: is requested by the home country government. ,However, an indiv' ual
must apply to ECFMG each year for Continuation of txchange Visitor Sports rship
(IAP -66). Also, waived 3-1 visa holder4 must be counted in determining the -
program's eligibility for future waivers. .

Since waivers are assigned to .programs and/or institutions,- individual (;VFMGs
cannot transfer from waivedposition.i..to non - waived positions without meeting the
new requirements of the lavand do sb at the risk of loss of their 3-1.y4sa (Exchange _

Visitor) status. . .

r.
Criteria for Eligibility and Numerical Limits.

The. four eligibility categories and their corresponding --numerical )1imits `are
described below.' The rate of phase-out of dependence on alien physicians varies
with the category and is consistent with the anticipated impamuch pha,Se,out will
have on the provision of services as' Well as the ability of the programs to find
alternative resources:.

Category A

Criteria

For accredited grachlate medical education training programs in'anesthesiology,
child psychiatry; general practice; nuclear medicine, pathology, pediatrics, physical
medicine, psychiatry, or therapeutic radiology, which had more than 25 Percent of
all their positions occupied by alien physicians on ]anuary 10,-1978, .

Numerical Limits ,
-; w:

In 1980, the total nuffiber of 3-1 visa holders in each program may not exceed
80 percent crf, the number`of 3-1 visa holders on ]an ry 10,1978, and the total
number of alienlAysicians in the program may n t eilceed 70 percent of the
number of alien physicianson January 10, 1978.

:t
,Category B.

,;EJigibili%Criteria
. ...

For accredited graduate medical edUcation training progra.rhs in specialtiet other. ,.
1T:those described in Category A above which had more than .25 percenV,of.,all
their-positions occupied by alien physicianson_3aquary.10, 1978, AND whichptoVitle-

41 50'percent or more of their full time equivalent /raining in a facility located in a
.7' primary medical care manpower shortage area, designated under Section 337-of the

Public Health- Service Act, or had mire than 25 percent Medicaicratients in
calenclir year 1977.

Numerical L its eli

In 1980 ihe-tptal number of 3-1. visa holders in each progratemay not exceed

.

. , . .
: .

80 percent of the number of 3-1 visa holders on Jam?* 10, 1978; and:the. total
number of 'alien physicians in the rogram may not exceed 70 percent of the
number of alien.physidians on Jan 10,1978. --. . . .. .
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Category C

Eligibility Criteria

For accredited graduate medical education training programs which are in
specialties or locations other than those described in Categories A or B and had
more than 50 percent of all of their positions occupied by alien physicians on
January 10, 1978.

Numerical Limits

In.1980, the total number of J-1 visa holders in each program may not exceed
60 percent of the number of J-1 visa holdeo on January 10,1978, and the total
number of alien physicians in the program may not exceed 40 percent of the
number of alien physicians on January 10,1978.

Special Note: 'Training
program under Categories A,. B, and C 4icti areconducted in-more than one facility as integrated programs and'which obtain)

.a walyeror one or more positiWs must maintain the same"peceen'tage Of
training positions among the participating facilities as was the case on
January 1.11h$71

- e

. .Category D
--.- .

Eligibility Criteria

A hospital (a) which had more than..25 percent alien physicians, in total,,,in BLS
training programs,,conducted sofely:.within its facilities, on January 10, 1978,r.-AND'7:...77---
(b) which is located in a pliMari,medical care manpower shortage area design-f,.
under Section 332 of 'the Publickealth Service Act, or had more than25litifEe'rtit.4-1.iT;'
Medicaid patients in calendar year 1973, may apply for and obtain waivers for
training, programs conducted solely .within the institution, distributed amongsuchprograms at its discretion.

1,Numerical Limits

In 1980, the total number of 3-1 visa holders in such programs may not exceed
, 80,Percent of theototal number of..1-1 visa holders on January 16, 1978,'and the

totalititimber of alien physicianS ch programs may not exceed 70 percent
of the number Of alien physicians on January 10,1978..

k

A diagram summarizing 'the eligibility-criteria in each category follows.
4

.
.

O

: ' ,y. -11='!'", :::,,. ; '-...... , 6
J'... gf: . ' 114 `ei, ... >4.,..!-...--°

;....;, ' ..
; '''' -

-,-.;-..--7.7.,



ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA SUMMARY '-

Walser Request For ildxfantial Diaruption of Basica4
SPECIALTY en LiSt1 Illth more than 2596 of podtIons

c'ecuPied by alien Physicians

Substantial-
Dionvtion

of
. Health

Berrien .

,o4

1. With men than 25% of positions
occupied by alien physicians/ AND

Care Manpower2. Primary Medical
Shortage Area 509Ens more full
time training

3. Medicaid Population more than 25%
OR

Category A

CaterrY
hi

OTHER SPECIALTY'

1BRIEUTUIT

1. Anssthstablogy
2. Child Prichlatry
3. Omani Practios
4.. Nuoloar Medicine
5. Pathology
L Pedlatrios
T. Pshyycdhoial Medicine

1 a dology

-

HOSPITAL
or

INSTITUTION

11. With more than10% of positions
ll occupied-by align physicians

'

..i

{1.

Kith more than 25% of ell positions occupied by
alien physicians El

AND '
2. Primary Medical Can Manpower Shortage Area.

t OR
3. Medicaid Population rb en 25%

. .
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Waiver Appeals

Present policy provides for an appeal process for programs or institutions most
sellerely affected by the new requirements for entry of alien physicians as
Exchange Visitors. The programs or institutions may have met the eligibility
criteria but require waivers in excess of the numerical limits or they may not havemit- the eligibility 'criteria and were therefore automatically excluded from
obtaihing waivers under the Tier I process.
4.
Favorable Action by thWaiver Appeal Board on applications will be based on dear
and convincing evideWce *thous such waivers; a severe "substantialdisruptor health services (.0 esult. These applications must include a full
arid deta ed 'discussion of the specific problems .that programs or institutions

!anticipate without such waivers, what alternative provider resources and methods
have been Ought to-meet the deficit in health services, and what specific plan will
be followed for phasing down, year-by-year, the reliance on alien physicians.

Waiver Application Review Process

There are two tiers of applications and review for waives:

Tier I - Programs and institutions "which meet the eligibility criteria (page 6) and
are within the numerical limits may submit applications for waivers such that the
number of waivers requested will not result in exceeding the maximum number of
alien physicians and 3-1 visa holders permissible for that category. ECFMG will bethe receipt point for these applications, and will review and process the
applications under the numerical limits established for each category.

Tier II - Appeal applications are to be -mailed to ECFMG for initial procesSing.,
ECFMG will forward appeal applications to the Health Resources Administration of
the Department of Health, Education, abd Welfare for consideration. A Federal °
Substantial Disruption Waiver Areal Board consisting of seven Federal members
has been established to review these applications. The appeal board will.determine
whether programs qualify'f or additional waivers.

,* * * *

ECFMG will notifygxgrains er institutions when it has beendetermined that the
have quail! led fors.Waived 156OSitions. A waiver will be considered to have been
granted only upon issuance of a Certificate ofEligibility4Form IAP-66) by ECFMG.

0 d

ECFMG will. issue- Certifjgatel of Eligibility only to alien physicians who hold
4ECFMG Certification andeet other requirements.to qualify for Exchange Visitor
Visas, inchididg Foreign Government LetteriOf 'Assurance of Need (See
Attachrr(ent 3). '' *. ,

, ECFMG will not(f*.the Liaison Committee on Graduate -Medical Education
(LCGME) of all programs granted waivers: The concern of LCGME and ECFMG is
that gi.aduate medical education training programs provide high quality educational
programs, which will permit Exchange Visitors to accomplish their training
objectives within the limitations of time allowed under the law.__

.
4

If you'hAe questions pr need further 'clarification, you may contact ECFMG for:.
assistance. ': .

U

' . ECFMG
3624-Market Street

PNIadelphia, Pa. 19104
Telephone: Area Code 215: 386-5900

ti
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PART 11- WAIVER APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Applying for a waiver, under any category, will consist of retrieving and compiling
information and performing basic percentage calculations. Once.you have reviewed
all of the information, and are ready to request a waiver, follow these procedures.

Tier 1- Waiver Application

1. Select the category (or categories) that best serve your
situation based on the diagram summarizing the eligi-
bility,criteria (see page 6). .

2. Obtain the information that you will need from any one
or more of the following sources:

ECFMG "\-. a) number of 3-1 visa holders
under ECFMG sponsbrshili,,_
in training programs on
January 10,1978

Hospital AdMinistration. a) Medicaid population figures
for inpatient admissions for

calendar year 1977

b) total number of inpatient
admissions for calendar
year 1977 ti

c) primary medical care man-
power shortage area desig-
nation information .

,

. Health Systems Agency a) primary medical care man -
or %tote Health Planning power shortage area desig-
andnevelopment Agency nation information

Hospital.Di-rector of a) number of alien physicians
Medical Education or in training programs
Program Director

13)
t .

percentagevof training time
provided in physkian short-
age Brea .

3. 'Select the approptiate Waiver Application(s). For example,
if applying for a Waiver under Category B, please use the
application labeled Category B. Copies of Waiver
Applications are appended.

.x2

4. Be ure to complete each of the four Sections of the waiver
app i ation. An application will not be procesies IT it is
incom lete or filled out incorrect1)7'

4,

5: When calctilating percentages in -Section 11 Determination
of Eligibility, a fraction will be considered to have

. exceeded the previoy whole number.,
, .

t e.g. 25.1% will be considered to be
- - greater than 25% c,



When calcslating'numerical limits in Section 111 Calculation:
of Numerical Limits, if a fraction occurs, do rat raise it to
the next highest whole number. 1 --"Pt

-

e.g.
<

50% of-75 = 37.5
3, 37 isthe acceptable figureoriot_

.. 37.5 or 33

In all categories, when calculating the number of alientiJ
physia"aps, include all -non-United 6tates citi4en..medical
school graduates regardless orvisa status (imnSigrant/non-
immigrant) or location of medical. school of graduation
(includes alien graduates of. United States and Canadian
medical sdlools).

7. Forward the completed Waiverp.pplication to ECFMG.

Tier - Waiver Appeal Ap plications

A. For programs or institutions which meet the eligibility criteria
' described in CategOileVi, B, C, or ID and require waived

positions beyond" the es fished numerical limits (see Waiver
Application, Section 111, line C and ID):

I. Complete a Tier I Waiver Application in accordance with
the instructions above.

2. Complete a Tier II Waiver Appeal Application providing the
information requested in detail. Supporting documentation
iessential.

3. Complete the Population and Distribution of Trainees Data
Display through calendar year 1981.

4. Forwarethe Application(s), the Population and Distribution
Of Trainees Data Display(s) and the Narrative(s) to ECFMG.

B. For programs or institutions which are noteligiblefor-Categorles
A, B, C, or D:

1. Complete a Category E Waiver Application Form. 7

2. Complete a Tier II Waiver Appeal Application providing the
information requested in detail. Supportin documentation

.0' is essential.
1 '

3. Complete the Population and.Distribution of Trainees Data
Display through calendar year 1981.

' 4. Forward the Applicatior(s), the Population and Distribution
of. Trainees Data Display(s) and the Narrative(s) to ECFMG.

ECFMG will be responsible for,transmitting applications tor' appeals to the
Federal Substantial DisrupticA Waiver Appeal* Board chaired by the.
Administrator, Health ResourCes Administration, Department of Health r
Education, and Welfare. .

Please note, an incomplete appeal application will not be transmitted to the
Waiver Appeal Board for consideration. .

Part Ill- Attachments

I. Waiver Applications (Categories A, B, C, D, and E)

2 Waiver Appeal Application and Population and Distribution of Trainees
Data Display

3. Foreign Government Letter of Assurance.of Need

NOTE: The attached blank application forms are to be used Okmasters.
.-

co

f

a
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SUBSTANT4L DISRUPTION OF HEALTH SEP.VIES

TIER 1- WAIVER APPLICATION FOR CALENDAR YfA13.1980
.,

-.. 4 U: CATEGORY A , ,

-Training Programs in Anestheiiology, Child Psychiatry, General ,actice, hruclear
Medicine, Pathology, Pediatrits, phy-stEal ditine, Psylaiat and
ladf8logY.

Therapei,Itic:
,

.42
V.' le..P , .-..".. '- ,....,-;

-.."-- .
-C'omplete one form for each applicable program. "ca - k

, e ,, ,
if, Identification .:: .. ar

Institution: JCAH-NuMber

o-

Address:,

Training Progra0
Responsible Official:i -

.Program: % tO.:

Is thiS an integrated program at more than one facility: -YES -. 'NO...... ---
- ,,...-...,-,.:

If Yes,, list all facilities= utilized. on a continuation she-eli.licd' deScribe:the
program in terms of number ,of residents and time.spent at each site. _

IL' Determination olEligibiliii.. ..°!'
, .

.
..,

If more than 25 percent of the positions in,an approved training program in a 0_,/ ,..
.

specialty listed below were occupied by align physicians on January 10,1978,
the training program may apply for a Category A waiver for that specialty:

---'' Xn3iisthesiology, Child Psychiatry, °General Practice, Nuclear Medicine, AI'.
-" 4Pthology, eediatrics, Phi,siCal Medicine,: Ptychiatry, and Therapeutic

t Radiology. ',- ? '. °: , - :.
_ 4 . - '
X. Total:Number-hi Positions Occupiled onJanuary 10,4978

at all levels of the Training Prograin (PGY I, II, etc.) .
0 :. '

Total Number of.Po-sitions Occupied By Alien Physicians
on January la, 1978 (This number includes permanet, H

is,and J-1 visa holdersr:.

C. Line Billne A x 100% (must exceed 25%)

If you meet the eligibility criteria, proceed to Section III.

, Phone:

.!)

Alien Physicians: All non-United States citizen medical school graduates.



'
tion of Nuineriai Limits . 4

For each traiiIing progiam meeting eligibijOy c ecla to ap
under Section II above:,

A.. Total Number of .1,1. Visa Holaerklo 111i. Program on
January 10, 1978.

To Number ot Alien Physici In This Program on
January 10, 178. (This number udes permanent,.
H, and 3-1 isa holders)

Limits for 198

. C. 3 -1 Visa H lders

D. Alien Pi-ly icians L ie 13 0%=

e A x 80

Waiver R st

Waivers are requested for this Piogram 4 the numbefs 4o# 1980.
These must be withih the limits determine &under Section III above.

waiver

tV 4,

A. Number of 3-1 Visa Waivers Requested for 1980

B. Number of 3-1 Visa Holders lyitrirs From Prick
Projected en-December 3 1980

C.. Number of 3-1 Visa olders Not Holding Waiters
Projected'OtiDecem 31,1980

D. Number of -other Alin Physicians Not Holding
Waivers Projected On December 31, 1980. (This

,number includes permanent and H visa holders)

E. Line A + Line B +-Line C (Canqot exceed Section
Line C, 1980)

4

..
Line A « Line B +.1..ine C' + Line D (Cannot exceed
Sets, ion III, Line 13, 1980) '.

. ,,
.

if the fires in lines E or F exceeitthe numerical-limits
,

established in Section III,
lines C or D, submit an appeal application with this form for the number. of 3-1
visa positions, desired in excess of the established limits.

.,
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: SUBSTANTIAL DISIII/JPTIQN OF HEALTHERVICES ..,

, - .

:4--. ,. TIER T - WAIVER ptPPLAIrION FQR CALENDAR YEAR-1980
, , .

CATEGORY B

Training PrOgrams Other Than Anesthesiology, Child Psycfiiatry, General Practice,
Nuclear, Medicine, Patho7,gy,.. Pediatrics, Physical _Medicine, Psychiatry, and
Therapeutic Radiology.

"4Complete one form for each applicable program.

1. Identification

Institution: JCAH Number:"

Address:

Training Program.
Responsible Official:

Program:

s an integrated prograin at more than one facility: YES NO

PhOne:

If es , lisr all facilities utilized on a-continuation sheet and d scribe tfie program
' in terms of number of residents and time spent at each site.

11. Determination of Eligibility

If more than 25 percent of the positions in an approved training program, In a
ialty ether than those listed in Category A were occupied by alien physicians

on uary 10,1978, AND provide 50 percent or rgore of their full-time equivalent
training in 4'facility o=ted in a primary medical care manpower shortage area or
h,acl more than 25 percent Medicald,patients in calendar year 1977, the training
program may apply for a Category B waiver for that specialty.

A program must qualify under (1) AND either (2) or

1. Percent Training Positions.

A. Total Number of PotItions Occupied on January 10,1978 at
all levels of the Training Program

B. Total Number of Positions Occupied.By Allen Physicians on
January 10,1978 (This number,includes permanent, H and
J-I visa holders)

Line B/Line A x 100% (must exeeed 239)

1

Alien Physicians: All non-United States citizen medical school graduates.

as

574



AND

2.

OR.

Percent time in physician shortage area, as defined by Section 332 of the' -
Public Health Service Act.

A. Total Number of Weeks in Educational Program

B. Number of-Weeks of A:in Physician Shortage Area

9. -Line aine A x 100961rnust be 50% or more) __

'rovide a narrative statement of I) educational
pregiam; ii) types of training and locations
01 physician shortage areas ins terrds of Section 332
4-

Percent Medicaid Patient;

A. Total Number of Inpatient admissions from January 1,
1977 - December 31,1977

.13.1) Total Number if Medicaid Inpatient admissions* froni
January 1;1977 - December 31,1977:

C. Line B/Line A x 10096.(must exceed 23%)

11 you meet the eligibility criteria, proceed to Section III

Calculation Of Numelical Limits

For each training programpeeting eligibility criteria to apply for a waiver under
Sections Iraboves '

A. Total Number of 3-1'Visa Holders in This Program
on January 10, 1978 ,

B: Total Num
on January
H, and J-1

Alien Physiciarksa This Program
78 <This number includes permanent,
lders) ra

Limits for 1980 .

C:171 Visa Holder'S'

D. Alien Physicians

Line A x 80%.

Line B x 70%.

. .

.

Inpatient AdmIstions: Includes each time an individual enters the institution ttrough.a
routine admission process. Short term -holding in the emergency room for observatibn,
./111 not 'quality under this definition. Actual admission for diagnOstic and/or" .
therapeutic procedures are countable.

. 14.

. .

63-494 0 - -80 37
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Waiver Etetileest\ .
Vial y...-r k are requested.fot this program in °die following numbs for 1980., These

,must be within the limits:deterininei3 under Sectitii- Ill above.
. ,

'e; A. htmber of 3 Visa- Waivers-Requested for 1980

B.. Nurnter of I-1 Visa Holders With Waivers From ..

0 Prior Year; pro.jeCted cnDecem,ber31, 1980
- e°.

Number of 3--1?'irati Holders Not ttlglin Waivers
' po;jectedirseceMber 31,1980

D. Number of...other Alien 'Pfiysic4nS Not HofdIng,,,
- .WaiVersorbjectecial December 31, 1440 {This,

'nurnbec,influcles'Permaiteknuand H vaa-holders)

Lire A Line B. (Cahnot exceed Section 111,
. ,

Line! C:, 19801 .

F. 4:z4f A s.Line '..,LineC *.Line D (Caonot exceed
11(, 1/...e )1,1989) -

lf, the fjurris +4 s E Zsr Ceedkhe numerCai 1 limits estab,iisheti ifisection111,
lines C or 13; s t-`41 pplicatiqn with this'form for thdnumbec of 3-I

6-, visa positions 4.esited.s* te.; f the established limits.
e

, ° -

.

. e 40 7

.41
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SUBSTANTIAL DISyYTION OF HEALTH SERVICES

TIER, 1 WAIVER APPLICATIONFOR CALENDAR YEAR 198p.

CATEGORY C

_ Training Programs Other Than Anesthesiology, Child Psychiatry, General Practice,
Nuclear Medicine, Pathology, Pediatrid, Physical Medicine', Psychiatry, and
Therapeutic Radicilogy. . .

Complete one form for eac plicable program. .
'1. \Identi

Insfituti n: JCAH Number: .

Address:'

Trainirig Program
.Responsible Official:

Program:

Is this an integrated program as morthan'one facility: YES NO

If Yes, list all facilities utilized on a-conlinuation sheet and ,5escribe the program
a in terms of number of residents and time spent at each site.

11. Determination of Eligibility

Phone:

If more than 50 percent of the positions in an approved training isrogram in any
specialty other than on the list were occupied by alien physicians* on January 10,
1978, the training program may apply for Category C waiver.

A. Total Number of Positions Occupied Onlanuary 10, 1978
at all levels of the training program

B. Altai Number of Positions Occupied By Alien Physicians on -

January 10, 197 8.:(This number includes permanent, H and 3-1
visa holders)

C. Line 'B/Line A x 100% (must exceed 50%)
r

If you meet the eligibility criteria, proceed to Section III:

111. Calculation of Numerical Limits

For each training program meeting eligibility riteriq to apply for a waiver under
Section 11 above:

A. Total Number of 7-1 Visa Holders in This Program on January 10,
1978

B. Total Number of Alien Physicians in. This Prograrn,on January 10,
1b78 (Thisrnumber includes permanent, H, and 3-1 visa holders)

*Alien Physicians: All non-United States citizen medical school graduates.
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Limits for; 19'80:

C. 371 Visa Holders Line A x 60%-;

D. Alien Physicians Line B x 40 %=_
IV, Waiver Request

Waivers are requested-for this program in the following numbers for 1980. These
must be within the limits determined under Section 111 above

(A. Number of 3-1 Visa Waivers Requested for 1980
.

B. lqumbek,of 3-1 Visa Holders With Waivers from
PriorYears Projected Ori December 31,1980

a:: Number of 3-1 Visa Holders Not Holding Waive
Projected On December 31,1980

,

D. Number of Other Alien Physicians Not Holding Waivers
Projected On December 31, 1980 (This number includes
permanent and H visa holders)

E. Line A + Line B + Line C (Cannot exceed Section 111,Line C, 1980)

F. Line A + Line B + Line C + Line D (Cannot eitceed
Section 111, Line D, 1980)

If the figures in lines E orpF exceed the numerical limits established, in Secfon 111,lines C or D, submit an appeal application with' this form for the number
of 3-1 visa positio.ns desired in excess of the establishedlimits.

578
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.SUBSTANTIAL DISkUPTION OF HEALTH SERVICES,/

TIER 1 WAIVER APPLICATION FOk CALENDAR YEAR 1980.
CATEGORY D

Hospital Request for Programs Conducted Solely Within Its Facilities.

1. Identification

Hospital: JCAH Number.
V*. .

Address:

Training Program
Responsible Official: -Phone:

Programs: (list all programs conducted solely within afiospital's facilities which
are to be indided in waiver request.) ,

(Use coatinuation'sheets, if necessary.),

IL Determination of Eligibility

If a hoseital had more than25 percent alien physicians in total, in its training
programs conducted solely within its .facilities, on January 10, 1978, AND is
located in a primary medical care manpower shortage area or had. more than 25
percent Medicaid patients in calendar year 1977, the hospital tnay apply for a
Category D Waiver.

A program must qualify under 1 AND either 2 or 3

1, Percent Training Positions .

A. Total Number of Trhining Positions Occupied at all Levels
in Programs Conducted Solely Within the Facilities on

a January 10,1978 ,
B. Total Number of Positions Occdpied by Alien Physicians

in these Pro ms on January 10,1978 (This Dumber
includes perm 2 H and 3-1 visa holders)
- . . .

C. Line B/Line A x100 t exceed 25%).

eks.

*Alien Physicians: All non-United States citizen me cal scloc, graduate_



AND

.2. Check if hospital is located in aptrysician shortage area as
defined by'Sectiar_i 332 of the Public Health'Seryice Act '4

7ide location description in terms of 'Sectiok332.

6R

3. Percent Medicaid Patients

A. Total Number ofinpatient Admissions* from January 1,
1977 - December 31, 1977 44.

B. Total Number, of Medicaid Inpatient Admissions* from
January 1, 1977 - December 31, 1977

C. Line B/Line Ax 100% imust exceed 25%)

If you meet'the eligibility criteria, proceed to Section 111.
ost

111. Calculation of Numerical Limits

10. ,, For hospitals or institutions meeting eligibility criteria to apply for a waiver under.
Section 11 above:.

- ,
A. Total Number of 3-1 Visa Holdei's in These Programs on

January 10,1978

. Total Number Alien Physicians in These programs on
January 10,1978 (This numberincludes pettnanent, H,
J-I visa hoid;rs)

Limits for 4980 ,

C. J-1 Visa Holders

> (
Waivers are"requested for these programs at this hospital in the following umberi
for 1980. These rritAttte within the limits determined under Section III above.

,*InpatientAdrntssio 11cludes each jime ari individual enters the institution through a
routicie admission p ess. ;Short term holt:ling' in the emergency roomifor observation'

4 will riot 4ualify.un r this definition.Actiial admission bar diagnostic and/or therapeutic
Proceduces areAstrntable.



;.'
Identify

Number of 1 -1 Visa Waivers
"-Requested, for 1980

Nurnber'5;f .3-} Visa Holders
WithAgaivees Frorn Prior
Year.s Projected on December 31,
1980

Number of f1-1 Visa, Holders
Hojected On December 31,

-19$0 Not Holding, yaiveis

Residency, Cofie'Number

. NuMber of Other,' Alien Physicians
Projettedon,Dicembei°31, 1980,
N6tHolding Waiv,ers. This number
includes permanent and H visa

Line .A + Line B + Line C
(Cannoteiceed Section III,
Line C, 1980).

. Line A tine B + Line C
Line'D (Cannot exceed Section III,

Line Di 1980)

Note; ir`; Section IV, if identifying more than 4- programi, make additional lines
' or use a continuation Sheet.

If the figures in lines E or F exceed the numerical limits established in Section 111,
lines C or D, submit' an appeal application with this form foi" the number of 3-1,
visa poitions desired in excess of the established limits.



'SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPTION OF HEALTH SEPVICES

WAIVER APPLICATION FOR CALENDAR. YEAR 1980'

CATEGORY E

Training Programs which ate not eligible for'Categories A, B, C, or D.

CoMplete One form for each applicable program. '

,Identification

Institution: JCAH NuMber:

Address:

Training Program
Responsible Gil ficial:

Program:

Is this an integrated program at more than one facility: YES -NO

If ,Yes, list all facilities utilized on a continuation sheet and describe the program
in terms of number of residents. .

II. Background

1. Percent Training P6sitions

A,_ Total Number of Positions Occupied-oia-lanuary:10,-1978
at all levels of the Training Program,,

B. Total Number of -Positions Occupied By Alien Physicians*
on January 10, f978. (This number includes permanent,
H and 3-1 visa holders)

mof

C. Line.B/Line A x 100%

2. Perce ,cage of full-time eciuivalent training in a facilitylocated in a .primary
medic.al ca7"a manDe,v,,r cii-.irtage area, as defined by Section 332 of the Pub-
lic Health

A. in Educatienial Program

B:- of :n Physician Shortage Area

*Alien lysi,

S

'ates citizen medical school graduates.
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3. NumIzer of Medicaid patients in calendar year 1977

S. Total Number of, Inpatient admissions from
-January 1, 1977 December 31, 1977

B. Total Number of Medicaid Inpatient admissions
- from 3anuary 1, 1977 - December 31, 1977

C. Line B /line A x 100% 0.

*Inpatient Admissions: Includes each time an individual enters the institution through
aroutine admission process. Short term holding in the emergency room for observation
will-not qualify under this definition. Actual adniissiori for diagnostic and/or therapeutic
procedures are countable.
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SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPTION OF HEALTH SERVICES

WAIVER APPEAL APPLICATION FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1980
I. Identification

. Institution:

Address:

Training Program
Responsible Official:

S

JCAH Number:

I Ore'.

Program:

Is this an integrated program at more than on: :6Y! NO

If yes, list all facilities utilized on a cpn:inuatio, - oeet .-...-7.-flot_tcribe the
program in terms of number of residents and time pent

%- Indicate th,e number of waived positions that will De necessa
1980 program requirements.

11. Narrative Justification
,To judge the needs of programs and institutions ostantial csruption

waivers, 'the following issueiAnd questions mus: :doessec is _he narrative
as they relate to the utilization of resident marm--

a meet the

1. Patient case load and service patterns ut the h spiral.

What was the patient case load __:-.....1.1.er.sar year 1977 and
in calendar year 1979: inpatient 4,-..+

B. What is the projected patient,- ad :.or,1980: inpatient and
diatpatient?' '

C
,

What are the treatthcnt resc,n-.31biloties of professional staff,
particularly the reside , wit pect tc the identified patient
case load? s)

Health service needs met by th progr a-

A. What health service needs, of the community are currently met B
. the program?

B. If waivers were not granted- how would this affect the patients
served by the prograth aod the level of sgrvices pfovided to them.

'3. Alternatives and plans to phase doWn reliance on alien physicians.

A. 'hat efforts are being made to recruit U .S. medical school
graduates and U.S. citizen foreign medical school graduates?

B.' What methods will be used 4to attract graduates of Ailnerican
medical schools in the futurel

S.
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C. What non-physician manpower alternatives to alien physicians are
being utilized?

D. If non-physician manpower alternatives are not being' utilized btit
are plahned, specify I) implementation schedule, and -

2) anticipated constraints/problems and plans for resolution,

E. What other alternatives are being considered such as, but not
!Oiled restructuring or integrating residency programs?

4. Indicate whither. yoc qualified, in 1980, for waived positions to reach
the numerical limits. If yes, indicate Whether the 1980 waived positions

_tender .the pre- established limit have been filled.
.

4.
III. Complete the attached -data display.

ri-

s

a



Directions

POPULATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINEES DATA DISPLAY'.

-

1. Complete the data display for each accredited training program or institution filing an appeal application.

2. In display I, indicate the number and distribution of trainees who were present on the, Base (Sate, Januap$978 as
categorized PG I, PG II, etc.

'.3. In display II, indicate the number and distribution of trainees wh5 would be present on December 31, 1980. Indicate '4,
above the slash mark ( / ) the number in each category if no appeal waivers are qualifiec-I for in 1980. This figure should
include all waived positions granted prior to 1980 and all Tier I waived positions qualified for in 1980. Indicate belovf the
slash mark / ) the number anticipated in each categpry if the program should qualify for these 1980 appeal waivers.

'4. A display III, indicate the number and distribution of trainees who would be present on December 3111981.

L BAP .1
Totall..

I 1171

IA Gioam.
MG Foot

AS. 1.71.1018
Total H

06 *36It*
US Maw

MG

1
FAG.

Alma POvamora

Total

IIV1
112 Okras

MO FAG
Alas Ploncoro
Total /1

Total
Pro.

IV. 0In.
T/..1
.M

PG I PG I PG

PG II MMMEIPSIPMIP% PG II

o.PG PG III PG III

PG IV PG IV .M1.%/25MMI% PG IV.

PG V PG V PG V

PG VI PG VI PG VI

Ito VII PG VII IAMMR2PALMIE2 PG VII

To- . TN 11%WM Total

The data display is to be.filledou t

0.556

making application for waiver appeals only.
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Name of Applicant for Visa:

There currently exists in (country) a need -for qualifi

medical practitionerin'the specialty of

(Name of applicant for Visa) has itten

with the government of th country

to thit countcountry up° comp of tra

States and intends. h.

the specialty f whi

ce

c she will return

in the United

ctice of medicine in

is being sought.

Stamp (o

issuin

c ry.

as

Dated:

an signature)

fficial oknamed

Official of named Country

)5; 8 7"

Attachmept 3
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony. That
last recommendation,_ I might point out, has been made part of the
proposal that I have introduced.

How often i§ the VQE given and in how many sites around the
World? .

Dr. CASTERLINEZ It is gNen in 31 major cities. of the world, on
each of the continents, once each year.'

Mr. WAXMAN. Who pays for the cost of administering the VQEexam?
Dr. CASTERLINE. Examination fees are 'paid by the candidates

who take it.
Mr. WAXMAN.. What is your experience with VQE, how many

people take it,'how many times can it be taken, how many candi-
dates pass, et Cetera? .
..-- CASTERLINE. There is no limit to the number of times VQE
can be taken. I will read the VQE,resufts data and leave this tablefor the record. The table shows the total number taking and pass
rates for the 3 years that- VQE has been given. I will summarize by
saying that in 1977, 4,611 took .it, 1;163 passed, a rate of 2&" percent.
In 1978, 3,217 tool the examination, 945 p for a pa$s rate of
29 percent. In 1979, 4,790 took VQE with a pas§ rate of 30 percent,
1,437 passed.-

[The table.teferred to follows]:

VISA QUVPIIPG-EXAMINATION RESULTS

*1-

Total

taking

1977 4 611
3,217
4.790

PassD4 Pass,D*1 FailDay 1 Visa qualified'
Pas> Day 2 , Fail--Day 2 PassDay 2 C rad --Day 2 ECFMG certified

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Per6ent Number Percent

1 163
945

1,437

25 0
10
13

'.0
.3

' .2

1943
1,692
2,137

42

53

45

'1,505
570

1,203

33

18

25

710
668
967,

15
21

20

number of *applicants who the time of result letters met the requirements dot ECFMG certification and the examinationam a xis?. r

0
NU4AN is''the failure rate primarily9Ue to lack of famil-

English language or the lack of competence?
LINE. To be registered to take the visa qalifyingexami- - ,21

iciart§triist demonstrate coinpetence in comprehension
f t e-Efiglish language. feel the English language is not

len:I.-The problem with theSQE'is the heavy' emphasis on
124-asi oience:7-which comprises half of the examinationta en at

lifferent frbrif that when the U.S. medical students tale the
a e,examination material In the national' board part I exainina-.tion
..;Fo4 eg.ample, U.S. medical school students-take the basic science

t .examinations at ,apprOximately the end of the second year
of medical school. The iddividtial taking the VQE must be a medi-
cal school graduate. They may'be 43, 4, 5 years, as many as 10 or
15'years beyond intensive study of tie' asic sciences.
.To perform best in handling basic Science material On a basic

science examination one must work with it every day.';Thee VQE
was declAred equivalent to the national boacd.part I and part II
exaatinations and is scored and reported on efactly the saffie basis
as and the national board examinatiiins. The table I dcscribed

V -
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earlier shoWs that the heavy failure rake is in the basic science
segment of the examination.

Mr. WAXMAN. Do FMG's have to take more exams to be licensed
in the State here in this country than graduates of American
schools? .

Dr. CASTgRLIN.E Graduates of American schools perhaps 70 to 75
percent of graduates of medical schools in the United State are
licensed by endorsement of their national board certificates. The
other 25,-percent may have taken national. board examinations
while in mediaaetchool, but may not have chostegrto pursue nation-
al board certification. Instead, they take the FLEX examination
which is the federation licensing examination that is giverI by the
States. Americdns who did. not, seek the national board certification
Would,,not only have taken national board type- examinations in an
American medical school but also would have taken FLEX for

licensure. '
, Graduates of foreign medical Schools coibing to the United States

are required to paSs either the ECFMG examination or tharvisa
qualifying examinatiortLarid, iri addition, take FLEX. The'Ameri-

, cap medical student who chooses the FLEX alternative 'rather than
national board certification takes the same number of eicamina-
tiona as the foreigt medical graduate. ,,The' physician who chooses
nationalboard certification indeed takes 'a lesser number of ex(ami-
natiVila.

M WAXMAN. You mentioned the ECFMG exam; 4he FLEX
exam and the VQE exam. Could you again explain those exams
and their relationships to one another and to State licensure?

Dr. CAS'rERLINE. Yes. For State licensufe, individuals in the
United States who: graduate from U.S. medical schools may obtain
,licensure by endorsement of their national board certificates as I
mentioned earlier. Others. take the fedegation licensing examine-
tion-FLEXa 3-day examination, which is prepared, by repre-
sentatives from various State medical licensing, boards from the
national board barik of calibrated test items.

FLEX is now, used in every State, the. District of Columbia,
several U.S. possessions, and Saskatchewan,' Canada. The FLEX
questions are drawn from the sane, pool of test items that supplieS
national board certification examinations. The visa qualifying- ex-
amination is drawn from the same pool of test items. In VQE the'
basic and clinical sciences are given equal weight. In FLEX the
batik sciences are giyen one-sixth of the total score, the clinical
sciences two-thirds, and "clinical competence"receives half the.
score.

The VQE is required in most cases for an alien to obtain';:aVisa
to enter the United States, other than-physicians who are exempt
from that provision...-. This is-required by Public Law 94-484.
ECFMG certification. which F described in my prepared. Comments

- ;may be obtained by meeting the. ECFMG educational requirements.
They require completion of the full medical curriculum in an ac7
ceptable foreign medical school, and completion of the educational
requirements for licensure in the country where the education was
obtained. The, national of the country involved must Obtain the
actual license or full registption to practice medicine in the .coun-
try wherethe medical education vows obtained.

,

5'89.
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The science examination requirement for ECFMG certification,
which is required to enter a graduate medical education program
may be met by passing the ECFMG examination, the VQE or
FLEX.. In all cases to obtain. ECFMG certification the individual
must pass an English test, to demonstrate that they have compe-
tence in comprehension and utilization of the language.

The ECFMG examination has been prepared tb determine wheth-
er an individual physician has the knowledge to enter a graduate
medical education training program in the United States, with full
consideration for the safety of the hospitalized patients in this
country. Also performance on the examination should allow predic-
tion of ability to learn from the experience in the training pro-
gram. The ECFMG _examination consists of 360 items, one-sixth of
which are in the basic science, five-sixths in the clinical science. It
has been tailored for the individual entering a clinical satiation.

The VQE is half and half. FLEX by volume is .one-third, one-
third, one-third but weighted one-sixth, two-sixths, and three-
sixths.

Mr. WAxMAN. Iethis true if they are from France as well as
from Britain?

Dr. CASTERLINE. Yes. .

Mr. WAxmAN. I will have to digest that but you certainly gave
me an answer to the question. .

Dr. Carter.
Mr. CARTER. 'Ahank you, Mr. Chairman.
Do you think the VQE test actually serves as a legitimate screen?.

ing exam to insure entry-of qualified foreign doctors?
Pr. CASTERLINE. Dr. Carter, I think it depends an what one mays

be trying to screen. I think if you are attempting to limit the enjty
of alien physicians I believe it is very successful. I am not con-
vinced that testing an individual in the basic sciences provides
great assurance for the safety of hospitalized patients who are
being treated by individuals in training programs.

Mr. CARTER. We are mixing them up a bit there. What portion of
the VQE deals with basic sciences?

Dr: CASTERLINE. Half of the items come from the basic sciences.
Mr. CARTER. What part of the test is that?
Dr. CASTERLINE. The first day is entirely basic science. That,

actually consists of one-half of the part .I national board examina-
tion.

Mr. CARTER. And the other half?
Dr. CASTERLINE. The second day is entirely clinical sciences

which is assembled by the National Board of Medical Examiners.
Mr. CARTER. And you think it is possibly too stringent?
Dr. CASTERLINE. I feel that,'it dep nds on the purpose of the'

examination. If it is to reduce the n ber of entrants, it certainly
'has succeeded. If it is to improve e quality of the individual
coming in to test his capacity to addre s the problems of patients in
the clinical setting, I am not certain that it has provided much
improvement.

Mr. CARTER. I see. In 1970. I believe we had 8,367 medical gradu-
ates. In 1979 We had 15,123. The number has almost doubled. If we
haVe increased the number of physicians by that many, why do we
need so many physicians in our metropolitan areas?

59
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Dr. CASTERLINE. I think it is a matter of working conditions. I
have visited a hospital in tape South Bronx, for example; where
there is great difficulty in recruiting American medical school \
graduates, to residency programs. I must admit that, eying visited
those areas myself, I would not feel secure' in that p icular area
or in other areas of the several boroughs of New Yo City where
the living conditions are far from satisfactory. The prOblem is to
make the areas safer. Then, I think phySicians would go there.
However, where there is an opportunity to go elsewhere the physi-
ciaritwould go elsewhere.

-

Mr. CARTER. Some of our people just don't want to 'go there;
Dr. CASTERLINE. I think it is a matter of choice, that is right.
Mr. CARTER. How does a foreign doctor go about arranging his

training with an American hospital?
Dr. CASTERLINE. If he is entered as an .exchange visitor, this is

ordinarily done prior to his entry. He mayk.visit,the United States
as a tourist. Many alien physicians who enter the United States as
exchange visitors have had, perhaps, a cousin in United States
preceding tharn by several years, or a friend,/or a neighbor. The
alien physicans have 'heard that the training program in some
place is of good quality and they follow theneighbor and will go to
that training institution. They may visit' it, may find that the
conditions are to their liking, will make preliminary arrangements

'with the training program 'director, then `they will seek t4_ obtain a
contract from institutions to begin a residency.- /

Once they have obtained a contract for training, if they wish to
come tq, this comfy as an exchange visitor, they must- submit the
cor4raet' and oth r:,,,necessary documents to ECFMG. ECFMG then,
issees-the documentr-CIAP-66that will allow them, to obtain a
J-1 visa. Those who come as immigrants or as permanent residents
Will follow much the same pattern; in seeking,a position. To',a great

4-extent I believe the choice pis based,/on the basis of individual
f 'endships or relationships with those who have been here. before

,,,
r. CARTER. Do the hospitals actively_ seek out foreign doctors?

Dr. CASTERLINE. Some hospitals do recruit, some in areas `where
they are very short of physicians and particularly where the living
conditions are diffictilt, where the security of the indiVidual is aproblem at all times.

Mr. CARTER. As I understand the, current law, in order to be ')1.----e ..gible for the VQE the candidate must have passed a ECFMG .
nglish test within the preceding 2 years, is that Correct?
Dr. CASTERLINE. Yes, that is correct. s 6

Mr. CARTER. It has been brought to my attention that the timing
of this test does not coincide conveniently with the taking of the
VQE and that some native English speaking foreignersI know
one such Australianhave been prevented from taking the -VQE
because they had not taken .the English- test in the previous 2
years. Are there any changes you would recommend with regard to
file requirement for the English test to address this concern?

Dr: CASTERLINE.. Yes; we have done something abolit 'that in
conjunction with te National Board of Medieal Examiners. I know
you are familiar with the English language requirement. It re-
sulted-from the provisions of P.ubliC Law 94-484 which requires

63-494 0 80 - 38
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demonstration of corripetence in the use and comprehension of Lie
English langliage. However, Public. Law 94-484 did not stipulate
the exact time that it should be given; The .National Board of
Medical Examiners determined that they would require individuals
to have a good understdnding oft.English before they would be
allowed to take VQE. This is not only for the protection .of their
system but for the individual who may be unprepared in English.

The English language requirements in the last year have been
modified so that if an individual has never registered for,, or never
had an application for VQE received at ECFMG, that individual
may take an English test immediately before the VQE. The VQE is
given every September. The applicant could take the July ECFMG
English test. So they may register for VQE if they are registered
for the English,test.

An individual who has taken a ECFMG English test, in the past
has the opportunity to take instead of ECFMG a test of English as
a foreign language. The test of English as k foreign language is .
really the queen of English language tests throughout the world. It
is one of the most effective in demonstrating competence in the'use
Of English. As a' matter of fact, the ECFMG English test is derived /
from TOEFL. We will accept a specified score on the TOFEL in lieu
of passinethe ECFMG English test as a prerequisite. to the VQE./
So there are opportunities for people to work around 'it. The reL
quirement that you described does remain, but we are offering
opportunities for individuals to work this out.

Novkthe other point that you made is regarding the physician
who is an English-speaking Australian. We hear similar comment
from the United Kingdom, from South Africa, from New Zeala
and elsewhere. The law, as we have interpreted, it does not make
any provision for e ption from English language provisions for
anyone. Thus, physi ns /who wish to meet the requirements to
enter the United Stat should meet all of the provisioAs stipulated
in Public' Law 94-4844,_

Mr. CARTER. Thank you.
r. WAXMAN. Why don't you make an exemption for someone

hose native language is'English?
Dr. CASTERLI/$E. YOli,WOlaid be surprised 4he number of people

who tell us their native tongue is English who fail our4xamina
tion.

Mr. WAXMAN. What happens if we ask our own.. better graduates?,
Dr. CASTERLINE..11here are a good. many people who feel their

native tongue is English, who don't have the level of competence
that is stipulated'in the law.

Mr. WAXIVIAN. I was curious to take note Of the fact that you give
the VQE's in September.. It would seem to me that most medical
students would be graduated in June,

Dr. CASTERLINE. Yes, The Northern Heniisphere. ,
Mr. WAXMAN. Residency training begins in July. If they take the

exams in September, are they doing it before they finish their
medical training? A

Dr. CASTERLINE. No; they cannot take VQE until they have had
their final medical school examinations.'We will/register them for
the examihationeiri the spring. Registration for/VQE is concluded
early, in, the summer. The physician who is;taking the examination

.



must be a medical school gra,euatu. if he has not passed his final
medical school examinations he is not permitted to take the VQE.,

Mr. WAXMAN. NIT you aware of a significant numher of people
who are unable to take this-exam at one time of the tear in which
it is given because of conflicting obligations?

Dr. CASTERLINE. Yesthis has come up.
Another point that I wanted to include in my earlier comments

is that the date of the. VQE is set so that it coincides with the
Nations); Board of Medical Examiners 'part I examination. When
the national board and ECFMG volunteered to .itrovirje an exami-
nation to meet the purposes of the Jaw, it Was with the understand-
ing that the examination was to be considered equivalentfor the
purposes of the lawio the national board part I and 'part II
examinations. So, to be as equivalent' as poss.' the exaMination
is given the same day that American and mediqtal stu-
dents take the national board part I exan '-i in the nitOd

\,,,,States and Canada. It is taken omthe same c , :Ted at the sanie
time, so that the ivalence is really as dos .: a:. :.ssible. This was
determined by t

k
ational board as another ,v .2y to assure the

equivalence which is required by the law, . - - .

Mr. WAXMAN. I have heard complaints frow people that since if
is given only one time a year and mank-have to travel long dis-
tances to take the examination that theysonsider it unfair. I would
be interested in your reaction to it in weig-ning,,that against the
idea of making the equivalency also at the moment in time the/
exams Are taken in the United States. I dorft really see, how that
makes an-aarn equivalent.

Dr. CASTERLINE. In answer to yotir prior question, the psychomet- 4
ric people do evaluate the examinations .all at the same'time, so
that the questions and responses are evaluated at the saniettime.

scoring is done at the Same time for the alie physicians
taking the VQE and the United States or Canadian stu nts taking
the past Tnational board examination.

- -
The number of centers has been lifnited to security, ECFMG has

had more than 20 years of experience in administering. examinaz '' / .
tions throughout the world-. We have Jiad up, to 165 centers. We
operate about 145 centers for the CFMG-, examination. We. are
aware of.areas in which security is 'difficult to, maintain and those
in which it is easy.to maintain. We, chose, initially, akthe request.

. of the national board, app oximatel 30 centers which gie the :most
. secure. The reason for Ihe intense se rity is that in VQE we are

administering nAionar bo rd certificatio material that is used for%
licensnre in-the United States. .

One of the problems that we are :dealing with, is the need for
absolute security.: for the examination Materials. So, we utilize a
trained staff of ptottOrs tfiat tiaY.e. had experience over many,years,
and use facilitieS:that. we knorW-are Secure.

Mr. WAxmAN:. Thank You V er y r i i 11.;,../ ,:.
Mr. Maguire: t )-P . . c x..:...!
Mr. MAGUIRE. I haventi-questiorip ,.Chairman.
MT. CARTER. Mr. ChairMan,1 ha ne question.
How many, graduates Hof the Unit:ersity of Caribbean have you -had take the VQE?

. .)'
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Dr. CASTERLINE. American University of Caribbean taken. the

VQE? i
,

Mr. CARTER. Yes. ,. .

Dr. CASTERLINE. to my knowledge, none. They are primarily
. Americans and they are required to take the ECFMG examination.

MT. CARTER. Yes, sir. Do you have many foreign medical gradu-
ates come through Canada as Canadians and then come on into the
United States? 4;/

Dr. CASTERLINfl. The requirement is that any physician coming
-from Canada must have graduated from an accredited school,
which means that the individual must be a graduate of theCanadi-
an school to be exempt from VQE. Coming in-through Canada does,
not prdyide exemption friim VQE. They must be goaduates of Cana-

,' dian medical schools. -}
Mr. WAXMAN. Dr.,Casterline,we appreciate yam( testimony aAd ,

your being with us today. ' .
We are gohag to recess to respond to a. vote on the Hotise floor.
[Brief rece,,ss.1 -(a

Mr. WAXMA*. We will now hear from our panel on geographic
distribiation of physicians. The members of our, panel are Dr.-Karen
Davis, the Deputy Agaistant Secretary of HEW; Dr. Don Dewey,
associate professor, de a..Ytment ofgeographY ajtDePatil University,
and' My. 'Jack Cornman, the president of the- National 'Rural
Center. Accompanying Mr. Cornman is. Dr. Donald Madisomof the
University of North Carolipa. . , _.,

We are pleased that you can all be with qg today. Your prepared
stakt-ements will be made part of the record? Dr. Davis, if you can
sulhinarize your statement for us we will appreciate it. So we can
have an opportunity to get to questigns and answers, we would like
to Have you keep close to 5 minutes. 0 ri

STATEMENTS OF KAREN DkVIS,^. a, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR _PLANNING AND EV4LUATI N/HEALTH, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND ELFARE; JOHN

- M. .CORNMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL RURA CENTER, ACv '

COMPANIED' BY DONALD MADISON, M.D., UNIVERSITY OF.
NORTH CAROLINA;' AND DONALD R. DEWEY, PH. D., pRons-
SOR OF URBAN GEOGRAPHY, > PAUL UNIVERSITY (CHICA- .

GO) .
Dr.-DAvis. '14hank yo . I am pleases:No bAtere today td discuss

the geggra'phic distrib tion of 'health professionals. iTh' subcom-
mittee has .shown st ng leadership in developing s ategies to
meet the Nation's health peisonriel needs. This hearing koyidesA &
special opportunity to focus °Rn _the requirements of underserved
areas..

P Dr. Richniond discussed the adipiniaration's Health ProfeSsIons
Education Amendments of 19J0 -in his testimony. before you last
Week. As he indicated, this legislation isasgeted to prouide sup-
port fOr training the types and_nurnbers of pinfessionals necessary
to meet the Nation's most pressing -health service needs4ne of the
most serious concerns addressed 13,4, th/s proposal is thVinaldistri-.
bution of health professionals.

,4;-.1:/gring the 1960's, the Federal Government concentrated heavily
/ on helping to increase the supply' of health profeisionals. Programs
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, like capitation 'grants, construction and startup assistance have
had a definite impact oh increasin, ,

_ :-)1 of :earlth
professiorels. .. i

The supply of active physicians Li:- :0-,k. .90U in ;;9616 to
,800 in 1980: the physician/popt. ...: jury r,,-.(1 frorn 136
sicians per 100,000 population _t phi lei :3 - Der 100,000
Tile during this period. In fact, ou :3st. at, dicate. that
projected, supply of- most health -. am_ :ally physi-

...As, is expected to exceed need by 1. %.

' et despite recent gains in overal ', ma aslargely.
.:-ter city and rural communities s ade . aealth per-

r:mei. The maldistribution of healti sionai -cially phy=
.ians, remains our most pressing col-,
We estimate that in 1990, up to 16,41 i -sicians, and

: tdlevel professionals could be ,neede:: in medi_____ inderseived
areas and facilities: 7,500 in rural area ',2001 it -_her cities; and
3,700 in prisons and menta) institutions. These imates assume
that the number of physicians choosing to loca in rural areas
increases because more are ente-ing practice ,: :he aggregate.

physicians moving into s ler cities nd towns ATer _he past 5 to
raiFortunately, there is evid ce ol- son 1-: e increase . he number of

L
7 years. However, most of the incre i'se in ph-:,icia:,/population

ii.ratios has occurred in med. m sized rural t31.- .s.. =TeW of these
physicians have chosen t locate in underserv,A areaslargely
poor or highly rural conimu*nities with few health ,-,:ourcesdesig-
nated as high priority by the Federal Government

Between .1971 and 1977, the patient care phy ,_-2ian/popula onk
ratio increased 4from 4& patient care physicians pc 100,000 to 50
patient care physicianS per 100,000 in highly rural areas. This
compares wit an intitcese in the ratio. from 72 patient care physi,
Cigna: per 10,0 00 to 87%per 100,000 population in other rural areasand an inc ase in the ratiolromq46 patient care physicians per
100,000 to 168 in metropolitan greas,

.,-
In high poverty areas,, the physician/populhtion ratio increased

from 68 patient care', physicians per 100,000 population to 74 pa-
tient care physicians per 100,000 populatioh.

T .....-
Ii-1 odr ,rural and urban counties, the problem is exacerbated

be use many physicians those no ! C.,...apt Medicaid. patients; 22
percent of primary care physicians nave no medicaid patients.

There is also some expectation that the proportion , as well as the
riumberr, of phiysicians going to underserved areas ,fill increase as' the supply of doeters grows. Almost 16,006 new. gra..-7.17ite physiciansare added to the pool each year.

.

However, aggregalb physician to population r-ftic_ :: have in-
creased nearly twice as fast in, the j.970's-2.7 per:-.nt annually-las ,
in the 1960's-1.5 percent .annually and, as .T_ -1.-74,,v,i, indicated,. .-Highly rural and' poor areas have &fawn very s=__._ :ncreases to
da-c.- t . gf

2-. .. il, '
L-Attiough very rurarand poor counties have r...c.,..: ben :fated from --___4_ .the increased tdiffusion of physiCians ,as yet, we ;31= :o monitor ---;\

carefully future paitertib. as the suppU of dO7tors _=-7._ We infendt
:o'study the location trends that emerge over tl--.=:J mex- few years

'and reappraise our strategies for meeting the nee.-,:s of TL-nderserved 4' ,.
areas based on this experience:

.,,,
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ar.--)er that increased supply of health ._

,.. financing of health care services cannot'
.) underserved rural and intik city ardas.

os pect hopefiil, we know that !the 'multiple
.se areasprofessional iselatiori, the lack of
al opportunitiesare likely to affect,loCation
e.ritial income.
;1/1:-. Chairman, our proposal targets Federal

_.rofessions training on programs to address
.Dutiori. To help assure that health profession-
anderserved areas, the administration proposes .

to continue the azional Health Service Corps. We plan to -main-
tain the propos. ! 1981 scholarship levels which, will lead to an
expansion it t: C field strength. This will result hit, the place-.
ment of a roughly 9,000 assignees includingt,phy;icians,

physicians assistants; dentists, 'registered
1990 'These plans assume 6,700 service actin-
id level of 2,300 volunteers.
:u- 2: their own,Audent assistanceotpro-co

,n of health professionals. We favor.*
to inter into Cooperative agreements

= closer accord in .the placement. of
;mated shortage. areas. Such jpint

Federal-Stz _ aid increase State input in health
planning . mc: imize,uri*arranted duplication ,of

`"effort, and Large,. . -Dgram i toward impro'Ving the supply of
health pro:e`ssiona_ rtage areas.

Another key prop- :or .meeting the needs of health manpower
shortage areas is :ea Health Educattifn, nterAHEC---T
gram. This program :rovides for-the enhancefnent of health prof
sions traininf: -pportunities in areas remote from' existing. educ
tion centers. > 2 AHEC programs receiving Fecleial, support in
fiscal year 1979' were operating or developing. 30 regional centers
serving over 433 counties in 22 Stated.

There are many other areas, Mr. Chairman.
In summary, Mr. Chairman, we recogniie that assuring access to

basic health care services Americans living in underserved
rural and inner city areas Li a significant challenge. The adminis-
tration's health professions -:.::oposal addresses this issue by proVid:
ing support for programs desizned to. improve th4 geographic distri-
bution of health personnel. 'Through- such .efforts as the National
Health Service Corps. the DEoartment can provide leadership and
assume responsil:ili:- for helping to improye access ta needed
health services :or

Thank you.
Mr. WAXMAN. Trhai.17. ydupvery much.

.Mi.:Cornman.

nurse prac
nurses, and

emitted prat:
Some\ Str.

grams to in
authorizing

'with those _

corps persc-
6

E2-7 'rE:=NT 07 JOHN M. CORNMAN
Mr. CORNMA2, you. Mr.. Chairman. My name "is/Jack

Corn any and of the National Rural Center...If. I
may, I would4L_.: highlight maybe four points in .my tests
mony and csamr2nt a 2.:,7.1e. bit on each of those. [ p. 591.] ,



As consider the needs of rural', areas, you have. to keep ir
mind cne very important point: rural Anierica is'diverse :which
makes -t very diffioult for researchers to capture rural realities in
a broad quantitative study and for policymakers to come up with
definitive programs.

Two, in too many, bu r...3t all, rural areas, rural people have
limited -..icess to health providers, and figures -show that rural,
residen are sicker than mar.ropolitEin residents,

Thiec: despite the inc! nUmbers of individuals being
trained as doctors, the lacl, oalth providers in many,rural areas
ye3'nain5. barri 2asingthe access problem.

And
bi soar:
with,ot:
issues.
defvelopt.

?iorts to in ar. access to health care if they are .

.1 canr of !of= :isic.ared in isolation but must be link.
:est:ions and indeed other development

'/ed wall the understanding thi..
:11:v :A health or otherwise,

. take tar to reacn t.:- .!s.
In disc :.]sing then :oiri: = be gielpful for you to know the

eneral 'wpoint, if _1, from. which I speak. In brief) I
relieve t unp_ rtant stake in the well-being of

stretches from mee ing society's. re-
thtaining such national goals as ful
g and containing medical ,costs to

_d options for decent lives in the coin-
--eedom basic to the well-being of the

and the health programs should be

-.nal Ar-_--EL-_-_:._ a. s--.-..a:-.:,
.00riSibiF: L.-.. ;..-.. the !,,,;,r
mployrn:111.. :.: .quz.:

:.-oviding 4:- . :1,:ak
._unities 0: . chc.
:emocratic

My comm , . Is on
measured against thos, .,.:o. erns: '

As far as rural diversity, rural areas, differ by size; geography, "'"

racial maleup,Vfluernce, poverty, rate of gfroWth and decline, eco-'-
nomic base, stage 'of Leyelopment and population density.

Despite the much cliscus;:ed Or publicized migration turn ouild, ,

.rural err'. nom, disl..oporti6nate number of thp Nat'on's
poor. Wi:-:. rura. ! . comprise 34 percent of th_Otion's poor
populat-r- 7 :1:_::-al are:Li .:or-,..tain only 27 percent of thatotal po Sila-'
tion. An -_-_,..;L.-.zse of :_--:e migration, while many nOnmetropplitan or
rural ar..-. 57 -tow= have experiencedsome growth in the 1970!ss.
at leasi '-- :_:.:-:-d, cot_-_---ities have continued to decline in population
during ,s.itli, ,iZ.'_ me per:od. ., i

The r_4eLlo: additional health services in rural areas is indica'-
ed 133, t: . !act that rural peOple ,tend to be sicker, if that ,i e
right wor.-... A few statistics illustrate the point.4rifant mo it, .

rates are as4high as 70 perceiit above the. national average in some
rUral,avtg. Chronic conditions afflicerural people more frequentt-
and more severely than Urban residents. l'he viral population.
generally: is older than tht national average. Respiratory illness,
amoneEtdults and ac6dents related to the hazardous occjpations cr.:-
mining and -farming" are,particularly serious problems, in many
rural Eireas.0G thiw:. it .is also Significant° to . note that "a
nonmetropol.itan is less .likely to never have received.sUch
preventive services of electrocardiograms, glaucoma tests and so
fOrth as compared to what is available. to metiiopolitan residents.

Very briefly, on the maldOtrihution of phyiiCians in rural, areas,.
according to ail.978. HEW report, the ratio of doctors to population
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in metropolitan countiys was, heart-, -4e° as that in
nonmetropolitan - counties. Further,' -o a report, a -

disparity, although somewhat smal lirirnary care),
doctors ,fom which Atte ratio /as 46 percent
higher thaft ratio, in nonmetto-,4-..:. :a analyied by
our ',center further show the State!-; -:,st physician/
populaticiriratio_are States with the .--- age of nonmet-
ropolitan residents and States With of non - metro'
politari-poor people.

To bring the natiQnal statistics dowli f3 mor: :al level; let me'
:just note, the State of Kentucky. DurL. t 7, 43 of the 103
nonmetropolitan counties had a net :s giber of physi-
cians and 54 of .the 103 counties reductil in physician/
population ratio. This next figure 'makes it i rant to under-

politat areas
etropolitan
-Irof these
tropolitan

where.he is

stand theadiversity of rural arealbes4.-:.:se in'the
Of that State during the same period, 7 , out ,cf
counties had a reduced physician /population attic and
counties were rural even though they irc m
because they are within a commuting

Mr. CARTER. Chairrnan, mayI as
from. 4

Mr. CORNMAN. From the National r:?Ala Cent.
Mr. CARTER. tio,-kmean what State?'
Mr. CORNMAA I live in Arlington, Va. \

,Mr. CARTER.' Where were you born' °7

Mr. CogismiAN: I was born in Phihicielphia.
Mr. CARTER4S0 you ',re fropi a metropolitan area

4 Mr; CORNMAN., I .'Could I ask way you.asked?-
M 4CAititu. Bec se 'I believe it"3 ve:-y difficult 1, understand

the'probletn of tur areal, unless y6n have grown in one and
frankly I ilisagree with wh ou ve statec.

Mr. ColygmAN..T,fie figures aren't correct?
-Mr. CARTER: NO, I don't believe they-ar6.
Mr. ComMArNi. 'Weill we redeived them from HEW.

nMr. CARTER. It does ot matter where you got them.
,Mr: WAXMAN. Why .don't you complete your testimony sand ,we

*will go intoothe evaluation of the testimony. With theloluestions.we
earn 'clarify .points that might be in dispute.

,

'Mr CoaNNIAN. Certainly. Basically, let Me qummarize,by saying
when you consider the questions.of the maldistrib*-On and solving/ 'the question of maldistribution of pk-siaans in rural areas, you

r, do need to think of the other kinds of .7_o cY -issues and conditions'
which affect those and why doctors do chose to go whth:e they go.

Thank yam,
[Testimony resurhes on p. 605.]
[Mr. Corriman's prepared statement fonowsd

_ _

gs
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r
STATEMCUTf-OF JOHN M. ORNMAN,' PRESIDENT, NATIONAL RURAL

(ENTERv.

Mr. Chairman and Members lf the SubCommittce:

1
Mr. Chairman, &Ink Y&C-for the invitation to cstAly.about

.' ,
4 ,t t,------

the availabillity
I

ofh?tlth cara in` rural areas. Lct:mc begin by

/introducing myself and my organizatioq. I am Jack Co4 rmnan,

president of tile National Rural'Center.
The center is .a STivate,

1 : 1

on- profit, con- membership organi2atitn created to provide infor-

b
i .4/eatiron which can.hclp rural peoplevimprove the quality of life .n

_ I °-
- ro , t

icirw,Qmmunitics. Our)dcfinitionW_information runs from pro-
.

-iding a limited form of technical assistance to the development of, g

i. policy alternatiVes through resCarclr, program evaluatioh, aemon9 a4-..I./. r
i

.

.'tion projpcts and.,the monitoring of the preparation of laws and . ,

1,

regulations at thefederaldevel. Our working premise is thaqbople

2. ought to* have a chance for a decent life in the kind of community in

whic..< they want to Jive, and that -tlic goal a gOvermlent'ought to be'
t -' .

to lure:Ise rathckthan limit hataoption.1
.., g ---)

..,-' .-- ..
.

.

Access Ap ,ndequatc health care :s iqortant to improving.
<

,

-thC7clualWOylif6 for manyerutal people. One harrier to a iring
, :

r`.4 sucH access is lack of hoal'ell provids 'in =illy rurmfinmurfitics, 4

%.-a. shortage yili-chexis_ts despite the iiie.feased numbers oflor5n bOing
'. .. k,

.
oduca 'd aiid;.rainoll tobccomc physicians. 'Efforts to correct mal.-

...r

distribution of medical pFrsonna4, arc complicated by Conoloxitv of the
. ."

causes and, at least from the viewpoint of the policmiaker.the divt.rsity of

ci
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rural America which defies iimyro solutions: Theyore, to try to

put the problem of maldistriliation of physicians in a rural context,

particularly at this time f yuctions in federal spending,4I would

like to p ive sonic, idea yr the iversity which exists in rural America,
C

some measures Of4e'alth status whic indicateS the importance of the

issue to-rural people, and some data can the distribution of health

practitioners'in astral areas. :Following that I will offer some

suggestions for yljusting the National Health Service Corps and other

health person power programs to better meet rural ni*ds. Y.

Rural areas differ by size,, geography, ethnicity, affluence, j

14

poverty, rate of groth or decline, economic base stage of develop -

ment, and population. mural is a ski reS rt in New Hampshire, a'

/ boom- town near a revitalM!edcOal mine in ippalachia; a desNecitown

near a played out mine; the Black belt of the Southeast wtth high,

. rakes of poverty, illness and unemPloyment;. large farms;.-small fars,

some successful, some marginal; "colonial in the Southwest, which

consist of tar paper shacks for homes for Mexican-;Vicricans; energ.A

resourcei:;;Mxploited land water and solar power; cold winters' and high A

' fu4prices; colimvnirics attracting pofmIntion and communities losing

population; new potentials and old prohle1s. )

A:; one who 171s given this speech on more than one OCCj. ion, I.

find that many people have a misperception abiut the vital ktv of 4I'fe

in rural-areas, particularly in light of the ,much pubfm.>°reversed.

migration.
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.

Despite that turn-arowidisp'roportionate share of'the

nation's poor are located in rural or nonmetropolitan areas. The 'n.

rural vooAr comprise 34 percent or the natiorrs poorlpopulation but only

27 percent o' the total population live in rur4.1 areas. The rural poor

ate disbropOrtionately located in certainregions of the country,

namely the South and.the South,,..est.. For example, some counties

in tho-PAlkific Y41-thwest and she.cotribelts Of have

poverty l'ites of only eight percent and 11 Rercept respectively

compared to some counties in the .Souk,j1 and the Southjest

poverty rates, of 35 percent 5lid 42 percent.'

While mAny nonmetfopolitan or rutillAnd tolul,aeat: haVe,

experjele.Eed wide spread and sibstantial population growth in the 1970's,

some 6DD1 dbuntiotshave.continued to de ine in pdpulation during'

. 7
that s'rmc time periOd.

. 's&

'these variations 141rural.areas mean c

1

car h alth and oth-:progr ms, P-.

ust ,be,fleiible- to meet different conditions..
'9 /

(1. The'rfged for'addit.ional'fural health serVices is Zdicac57--'.

by the fact that rural people tend to be sicker than urban residents.

A. fen statistics illustrate
I
the poigt:

o' Infant mortality rates are as high as 70 percent, i

above th-e,ncjorial average in some rural areas.

. 1 1.1
. o AgladjUse4/9ath rates are higher in.nonmetropblitan

6di
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areas and have been declining 'af a slower ratein rur41

areas than in urban areas.

o Cirronic5onditiong afflict rural people more frequently

aild more seVerely than urban residents.

t
o The rural population generally older the the ndvional. :

4.1

average. (

o. Respiratory illness among adults and accidents' related to

the hazarkz oceupatiOns o&Jni_Ang ard arming are

particularly serious problems iaLrural areas. .4),

V
o Death rates,from accidents are fou/' times higher in

areas than in urban areas.

4

rural i

o Dental problems are serious among rural residents. LoSs

of,permanent'ateeth'iS common among,aung adultLoicime

.rural areas.

to 74 for th remainder.of.the ps,;pLation.

The.high morbidity and mortality rats n be partly attributed to

. the high poverty rates in rural areas. The c :lects of environment and

life styleon health status arealso.well knc Theenvironmer4a1

haL'iirds and life style of pC overty inadequate hoUsing, impure' water,

msanitary tOileefaCilities; poon,diets, et cetera ,-:result in

numerous, oftenpreventablediscases. Significant is also,the fact..that

so
a'non=trollulitan reslit'is less rIliely to never have received suoiL,,-.

pre.;.nt&e-servicetl as electrOeardigram, glaucomatest,chest'X-ray,.or

pap 3mea than a metropolitan rCsidenp.outside.thC central city. hi'

adJitiGh, rural people are.hospitalized. more often for non-surgical

or.

6 0
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reasons than metropolitan residents. For examplc,"hospitalizaieri

occurs 27 percentmore frequently among nonmetropolitan residents than

non central c. y- metropolitan people, and 35 percent more frequently in

the nonmetropolitan South.

The data on physician distribution point to a nerSistent nroblcm in many

rural communities., The distribution of hdlth practitioners is generally,

, de*cribed.by comparing e supply of health 'practitioners relative to

population.in specifie geographic areas. ;enerally these data compare

nonmetropolitann areas with metropolitan areas, equating "normletropolitan"

(any place outside a standard metropolitan statistical area) with."rural".

These statistics continue to shoW a wide disparity in the physician /'
_,

population ratio between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas. For

.example, according to the. 197S HEW'Re0Ort to Congress on the Status of

Health Professions Personnel, the ratio of M.D.s to population in metro-

politan-countiCS was nearly tivice as large as that in nonmetropolitan.
t

counties. Furthermore, according to the report a disparity -- although-

somehat.gmaller also exists.for.primary care Nrs for which thc.

ratio in metropolitan areas was 46 percent er thanthe Patio in

nonmetropolitan:areas.

In additionOn.looking'.at increases in physicial/population'ratios

bet.,:een 1972 and 1976 tie data shoW,that many ruralsunties with'small

to medium size rural touts, had much *Mailer increases in the physician/

populatidn ratios han dieMbtropolitancotinties. Theincreases in these

)

.

phsician/population ratios. ran,cd.from;'12 Percent in metropolitan

counties to about eight perc.enr in nonMetropolitan cooties withismall

. to ::.odium size rural tomis to zero p6rc,:mt in some thinly populated

rur7.11 areas'. rnother words, many rural communities are getting furth6r

and.urthor behind metroporitan.,:omminities in attracting and retaining

J. 603



Data analyzed by the Narional hural Center further show that

the states with the lohest physician/population ratios arc states

with th6.highest.percentage of nonmetropolitan-residents and states.'
L I

with large numbers of nonmetropolitan poor. In 196a, 24 ofthe

27 states with the highest percentage of nonmetropolitan'reidents

in 1976, ranked the lowest in primary care physicians per:100,000

population. In.1977,, many of these states continued tOkIlov the f

latest physician population ratios. These 24 states.also accounted
, .

.

\for about 55 percent of the nonmetropolitan poor in.1975.

To bring the national statistics downtO a mOre0.odal level
,

and to illustrate the physician shortage problem in stateS which

represent.dilierse rural conditions I would like to present data for

the states of Alabama, Kentucky, North Dakota, and New Mexico:

Alabama

o Alabama is a southern, rural state with large

numbers of rural poor and a large rural minority population.

o The number of physicians in the state between 1960 and 1977

increased by 1,764 proyiders,.,most of whom located in

the metropolitan areas of the state.

o paring 1960-1977, 23 of the 49. nonmetropolitan,countics in

the '''tate had a net loss in the number of physicians

and 24 rural counties had.a reduction in the physician/

population ratio.

o In metropolitan areas of the state during the sam

period six of the IS metropolitan counties had a ruction

in phician/population ratio-- all of these counties are

rural countis clqssiried as mctropolltan only 11,.c:luc

6041
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of.the commuting.potterns'te tht major metropolitan

county.

Kentucky

o Kentucky is a mountainous.Statewith largenumbers

of rural poor.

o The number of physicians in the.statebetueen 1960 and

1977 increased by 1,714 providers most of whom located' in
.

the metropolitan areas of the state.

During-1966-197% 43. of the 103 nonmetropolitan counties had

a net loss in the number of physicians and Ssiof the.]03 .

counties had a reduction in the-physician/population
ratio.

In metropolitan areas Of the'state (hiring the same time

period seven of the 17 metropolitan countiec_had A-reduced
Qt.&

physicianOopulation ratio -- all of these counties are

in fact "rural" but classified as metropolitan.

North Dakota

4'7 o North Dakota is a rural, wideopenains state with

relatively few nonmetropolitan poor residents.

o The number of physicians in the-state between 1960 :14977

increased by 263. .

o The'State hasonlytwo.metropolitan counties both of which

had air increase. in the number of physicians and in the

physician /population -ratio between -1960 and 1977.

o During 1960-1.977', 37 of the state!s,51 noimetropolitan

counties either experfenCed a net losS in the number et'

. physicians or had no change in the number Of providers.
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400011
Airing the same time period 20 of the nonmetropolitan

counties experienced a decrease in the physician/populatiOn

o In 1960, six nonmetropolitan counties had-no physicians,

bb977 this number had almost doubled (11). -,.

New Mexico

o New Mexico is a southwestern rural state with large

Mexican-Amer iCan ruraljinpulatiOn. \

o The number of physicians in the state between 1960 and 1977

.

incrOfed by ,934. providers..

o

A _

The state has only two metropolitan counties,',hoth of'Which
.

experienced an increase%n' both th'e.number,of phyStcians and

the physician /population ratio.

o Between"1960 and 1977, six out of the 30.nopmetropolitan
kt

, .

.
'bk. ,-

counties had a decrease in the nuM anbdr of-physiels' and. ten

nonmetropolitan°counties had a,deciease in .physician/:
rl

population ratio. .
.. '

To further illus rate the prpblem of;'physiciareshQttage.in' °

0. . 7.ir°
a

' small 'rural communities I woUld..like tb i.efet to,d'Study. rCi:eritiv* 0

f%
completed by Madison anti Combs On -"Location- PatteYns of R#cent

. t

-Physician .-Settligs in aural Ancrica.'21 .The -study- focu°sed op 951

physicians. ,aged 45 and younger. settling in toads with less than

10,000 population in counties with less-Shah 60,41000pcsre hitween

11:',7:7, and 1976: 11 phy:iic,An;;f,studied were tilEsA'Plo stAyeSii.

,
4 .

these locat idns for at" least one year, ?and .were:gitij1 .th?re UV:0,
* T 7 .

Augu,;t 1977. . , 4s

.

The res,p1 is of.-,thec'study. showed that- theso,phys it i

tort to the cer-munitiebit e these :a1-14'hdy wasv medical n.tut ity /. 7

SO 4
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They did-not'igoporally-choose to begin nractiCe as the only

physician, nor &Iit1 they chooSe. to go places with only one, -two or
e.'three other physicians -- -two-thirds of the physicians cho!:o to

locate in towns where four or. more phys'icians were in practice

plready. Only 63 physicians chose to locate in a tohn-as the. only

, provider. An important attraction for these young physicians.who

moved to small towns during 1975-1976 was an already existing medical..
. .

') community of at least four others. The study. seems toindicato that

it will be difficul for rural commulnliies losing.their physicians

e"to recruit young p oviders without assistance from a program like

the National Health Service Corps. This conclusion is supported by
0

the results of:a study done for the National .Rural Center.

The study exam/nod 11 priyate and grant - supported- rural practices

.nine of which had full-tithe physicians .on site. The research found

. that all the practices, whether or not they are presenIly ioceiving.

grant support, had started with some kind bf outAde aiSistance,

such as the National Health Service Corp, a foundation grantor cemmunity

funding.- The study further showed that the self-sufficTCnt private

practice were receiving substantial revenues, from allospital practice
.

s`without .which they also hbuld hao had to rolv'On outside support to
tr .

meet the' practice expenses. tmw be dif cult, if-not impossible,

under the current reimbursement system for practices in-isolated
. .,

rural areas with6itt access to a hospital Cr a si:able hospital.

practic to everbecome.financiallv
self-sufficient.' A need to

provid..: pertuient nuidinN.for such practices froreutside Sources to
I.

r:....1 ,:xp6ii,,,; may he necessatto. of Cofirse,.thcse conditions are.

caccr:..atLxl in poor niral ecrrAinitios.
%

63,-494.0 - 80. - 39 60.7
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C1,!arly then an increar,e in the nationnl'Supply of physicians

alone doe= not significantly increase th number of physicians choosing

to practice in mar. rural areas. -A number of studies have. attemnted to

"identify the factors Which do influence physicians to their choice

of practice locations. While the results .of+ach study point to a 14c1.1

broad range of factdrs, several factors appear consis ently:

o backgroundof,the physician (ale. reside in high school);

o opportunities for partnership or group practice ;'

o place of medical tpipingt::

o availabili of clinical port'peronnel;

o opportunitissfor continuing mddicalsducation and

consultaiion-,

o :Preference for urban or rural living;

.
Given the data do the geographic distribution of physician5

4 .

.
and the findings of factors influencing their practice location,- it

seems appropriate to 1'e-evaluate current strategiess for meetin the

health manpower needs of rural areas,

Seine of the key issucs,that'need to considered in d t:ignin,

health peraon potter programs and polPciss fol.- rurol'r T ally under-tell-ml

served ;irons are:'

1

1. llte kinds of proyiders to be trained to alleviate the problem
1

of rural undyracrved areas.

To deal with the shortage of health professionals, noun' rural'

4.a.ilitit.:-:. especially small "isolated'rural tohns. have estahlishyd

::-Ac::c...4 staffed by, nurse practitioners and pbesicjan assistants

hac1,-1:;, si,,nr: prov0,:d by near -b doctor,7,.,. This model lets

7
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uoek'cd ue11 1n many rural comilanitis. And, even with the increase

'itiluitihey of physicians it is unlikely.th very smal(corriunities

tan attract or support a full7timc p ,ician. Thus th-c contihuinT

role of nurse practitioners and physician assistants'asalternatives

to physician practice must be considered. This has implications for

federal funding for the training of nurse practitioners and physician

assistants As well,as for the availability of Nliai nd other student

assistance for the training of these providers.

2. ,Background 'and election of medical gtudents; especially National

Health Service Corps scholarship recinients.

Given'the research findihg that medical students from rural

backgrounds hre more likely,to return to rural practice, efforts to

recruit rural students shouldbe encouraged. A student's geographic

backgroun should be especially important in choosingNTISC scholar:

1

ship ipientsas.these students eventually must Serve in under -.

served areas, many of .hich are rural. It is,critical thattose.

NHSC,scholarship applicants most likely to remain in .undercrvcd.areas

are awarded scholarships.

In addition, the MISCshoUld improve its orientation to students

.entering-medical schools in order to. make the NIISC scholarship

. recipient fully aware of the implications of accepting a MISC. scholar-
4

ship. A Iadent entering a medical school 'idlo tmderstands the

implications.of accenting ..11SC scholarship is ctter prepared to

fuliill is/hor corcii6entim a health 6' t.cr shortage: area. Becanse
. . .

.'pf the-ipere:FAing costs of' medical cducati n and limited score's of

financial assistance for'nedical stiIcnts, it is likely that students

wit!: no ,Mdorest-or d'esir..2. to practice in.'an. uiulei'servcd ArA'a will
A .

609.
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Car a mt_c: scholarship it simple financial reasons. 'Thus it

is critical tha only those NISC scilolarship.applicantS

most tdelmaiin in underserved areas will be awarded fcholarship

5. Tra4nin'of alth Professionals

Physician tra"ning involves a long education proces1; Wh at

happens zo students during. their .socialization into the medical

profession will infl ence the student's prcfbrence for Practice

location. The proces-

L
and content of irical education itself may .

discourage students f m choosing a rural pradce. Medical education
..soo

_centers are usually locoed near.lar;e urban teaching hospitals whose

resources, case mix, an role rK.dels are far removed from the

realities of rural pr tic e. physicians complain that they.

arc poorly prepaykd deal yith,the primary care needs'brtheir'

\' N .s
patients after being trained in: lettings,uhere patients have more

Complicated problems and who. e diagnosis and treatment rely. on

high technology. not available outside teaching facilities.,
:

.

Family practice,rural preceptorships and residency.traininge5

experiendes will incrpse the n liber'of physicians choosing

rural practice. f.

. The medical education procCss is especially critical (Or

'MISC scholdtsh4; recipients. The'\r i tog of the scholatsltip

students should focus on n-primAT care sietialtiesand eduC:ational

hest prepare hvsltians'and other health1/
oressionals for practice in an undersCil.cd arca. Cooperation

and coprdination heti,oenacademic radical centers and the

is 3;ntial, Cor the success of the MEG:program.

6 1
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.-. Establishing Practices-in Underserved _Rural Areas.

The federal government has undertaken several initiatives to

increasc'the access to health services -in medically underserved .

areas of-the United States, including the Community Health Centers
/

.

program, Rural and Urban H6alth Initiatives,, the !4igrant Health

Centers progr ,'and tilt National Health Se:flice Corps.arest A

of the health centees established under theSe initiatives are

still relatively young, 'but sor,,e lessons carpibe dra,A from t1 ,

.

experden e thuS far.'

first, it is extremely impel-tant to provide technical assistance

for.thecommunity from the start ofthe-planning-precess for a health

-center. This assistance should include Assistance in the selection

of the site.fer ththeal center; the seleaion of the governing.

board, ard.recruitme4 and retention of providers:and continued.r

assistance) the findhcial management of the center.

.Second, placing providers in medially undetserved areas dn)s.

not mean thilt, hecause a shortage of Providers exists ina.community

the ne. practice will automatically and irPnediately,g crate enough

practice revenues to meet exP'ensey.. Practice -bu dup takes time

in pa.i'selypopulated twal Keas. Priot to the stablishgent of

the new practice, risidents 91 the cotnnniy probably -have obtained

other scurf, s of medical care onridde the connunitv's service area.

maiv timc it a Teat e. It tale9 time to old habits

and for r ident to charvle -rmviJer:,., manly of t.hem.may he skcpticaI

.ihnnt tfi. ontiw:ud preenc,, ofrhe aces provider, The study rec,,.ntl

C.
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ccalPleted for the National Ruial Ccr0 identified d some

factoysunich contributed to cafe in practiL development. For

exam 1e, taking over a praCtieg of retiring physician or locating'

in acommainity shortlCaftera retirement apparently makes, it easier

for a nev provider to attract patients -in -the early years of the

practice..

( .

Third, the center studN'al-so found that --_he mrivate 7ractices

studied received substantial part of their 7eveaues f7767 a hospital
:

practice without which these practideS would :.aye been unmble to meet

practice In rural areas without hcspitalS in those areas

or practices with Someor, no hospitalization, it-may be imposs4ble

under the curreny,eimbursement system for practices to become
..

financially. self-sufEic,ient. In aedition 'ram' serivces provided

by.federally funded,centers such as healtl edua:tion, vanspertation

and outreach are.notreimbui:sable services is the c= t reimburse-.

went system Qnd- thUs-must bosupported by fundir_g

Fourth, programs-must be'flexible enoug7 to meet :1-le r:',?sls of-

t
various'.rural communities..-The- prbgrams nee,:ied in the Bla:: ,s-lt of

:the Scutheast are very different from thoseA the cernhe': of Iowa

e'
ur maintains of, the Pacific Northwest.

(
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STATEMENT OF DONALD R. DEWEY, PII.'"D
Dr. DEWEY. I will move from my prepared statement and j t try

and very briefly summarize for you the things, that I'have.
Mr. WAxmAx. Your prepared material will be made part 'filerecord.

tc.
h o-Dr. DEWEY. I have been studying physician manpower n me

politan Chicago for the past 10 years. I examined the geographic
distribution of total physicians and various subsets of physicians
during that time I have looked at the distribution of physicians by.,
type of practice, specifically the office-based and hospital-based
practitioners in Chicago. I have examined the distribution of physi-
cians by the age" f the doctor, by the medical specialization pat-.
terns. I have .com 'ared the distribution of foreign medical gradu-ates and U.S. m ical graduates in Chicago; in the metropolitan ,area. I have examin foreign medical graduates by type of the
distribution of foreign eclical graduates, by type of praVce, age,specialty and the count of mediCal education.

The geographic slistrib tion of each of these groups has been
examined at four levels of geographic detail within the metropoli-
tan Chicago area. Their geographic distribution has also been com-
pared with the geographic distribUtion of six socioeconomic and
demographic factors"; 'namely; the `total population, black popula-tion, loll/ income population, affluent pepulationail shoppingcenters and hospital facilities. -,. . 0 -

Several distinctive, escctirring\ patterks .emerged from each ofthese studies. The to number of physicians is ihcreasing faster
than the populaition; tha is, the physician population ratio is rising'
for total physicians. Howeyer, the number of,physicians, providing,

. primary care has been decreasing causing the office-based and
hospital-based physician to decrease. They have fallen'significantly.

All physicians regardless of type of practice, age, medical special-
ty, and these other .categories are shifting away from areas with
high, concentrations of blacks and poor population and they are
attracted to areas wjth concentrations of affluent mutation. This
is more true for younger doctots than for older docWs, it is more
true for specialists than for general practitioners, its is more true
for foreign medical graduates than foj U.S. medical graduates, it is
more true fonfOreign medical graduates from Third World nations
than for foreign medical graduates from developed nations, it is fartruer for younger foreign medical graduates than older foreign
medical graThIates, and for foreign medical graduate specialists.

I have found, for example, that the average age of doctors in the
10 poorest neighborhoods in Chicago and'the 10 neighborhoods
with the highest percentage of black population was about 14 yearsolder than the average age of doctors in the 10 wealthiest commu-
nities; that is, in the poorelt areas the average age was 62 years
old, in the wealthiest areas it was,48 years.

I have found that the physician/population ratio in affluent
areas was nearly 10 times that of the physician/population ratio in
poor and black areas. The physician/population ratio in wealthy
areas was 230 dodtors per 100,000 and in the poor neighborhoods 26
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per 100,000 population. That is 1. doctor for 322 people in ch areascompared to 1 doctor for 3,030 in poor neighborhoods. The trends
were consistent and have been -consistently toward widening the
gap between doctor rich areas and doctor poor. areas.

In summarizin my findings I note that part of the difficult* ofsolving the probl6g?'m of access to physicians in metropolitan regionsis that it is identified simply as a- maldistribution of physicians.
when the problem is a shortage of primary care phYSicians. As long

° as the increase in total number of doctors is focused on and isintei-preted as trending toward an oversupply of doctors, whilethere is a decrease in primary care physicians and that is ignored;
I do not think-they will solve the problem.

- t-'s As long as the demands for primary care physicians it doctor
rich-areas is great enough to absorb the limited amount of primary_
care, physicians in needy areas will be unable to attract adequatenumbers of primary care physicialis. This suggests three possiblesohitions to the problem: Increasing the supply of primary care
physicians, encouraging physicians to provide some form of itiner-ant service in medically underserved areas or regulating the distri-bution of primary care physicians within' metropolitan regions.
Increasing the supply is more in keeping with the principles of thefree market.

My recommendations contain specific actions which can helpalleviate the shortage of primary: care physicians by shifting the
emphasis in medical education from specialization in highly techni-
cal specialties to primary practice and other suggestionsfor encour-aging a more equitable distribution of physicians. Throughout the
metropolitan area. The suggestions include methods for both volun-
tary, that is incentives, and regulated redistribution of physicians
in large cities.°I much prefer the incentive methods but if they failI see a need for regulating the geographia distribution of physiciansin large cities.

If incentives and the shifting emphasis in medical education do
not succeed in increasing- the supply of primary care physicians formedically underserved areas and the physician cannot be encour-
aged to serve at least part time in the inner-city clinics, regulations
of distribution of these physicians.might become necessary. And as
undesirable as forced distribution may be, it has helped to improve'
education, inadequate housing and make adequate housing moreaccessible to all. Health care is no less impoi-tant a right thtt.,
schooling or housing.

Thank you.
[Testimony resumes on p. 621.]
Lllr. Dewey's prepared statement and attachment follow:]
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A BRIEF SURVEY OF PHYSICIAN ,OWER
- .

SHORTAGES IN METROPOLITAN CHICAGO, 1950=1974

by e

Dr. Donald R. Dewey

Professor of Urban. Geography

De Paul University

The studies summarized in this report provide evidence of continu-
ing maldistribution of physicians in metropolita4icago. The trends
identified in Chicago, with few:exceptions, typify.zhose occuring in most
large cities of the U.

Six fac are i tilled as significant factors contnibufng to
the maldistribution, .local area shortages: (1). the decline in perCentage
of M.D.'s entering of ice based. primary practice, (2) the proportion of
Black population in .a community, (3) variation in the socio- economic status
of an area, (4) the physician's age, (5) 'the increasirg proportion of
specialists, (6) the,suburban flight of doctors (decentralization).

,......,

An early study examining the changing geographic distribution of
physicians in Chicago between 1950 and 1970`indiCated six. socio-economicm and demographic factors(SED)faCtors; black population, poverty popula-
tion, total population,' affluent population, retail shopping centers, and
hospital facilities; significantly influenced the distribution of physi,
cians in the diicago Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (S4SA)."
Between 1950 and 1970 doctors fled areas, with, or changing 'toward, high
concentrations of the first two factors (black and poor populations),
while they were attractea to areas with concentrations of the last three
factors (affluent population, retail 'shopping centers, and hospital facil-'
itiesl. For example, the physician/population ratios of the ten most
affluent communities in the Chicago SMSA rose from 1.78/1000 in 1950 to
2.10/1000 in 1970. same ratio for the ten most impoverished communi-
ties fell from .96/1 0 to .26/1000.° This means the disparity between
the population one d tor served in rich or poor areas rose dr. ically
in the 20 year study period. In 1950 doctors in poor neighborh,.s served
twice the population doctors in rich communities served but by 1970 doc-
tors in poor areas served eight. times the people their counterparts in
wealthy areas served.

A later study analyzed the effects of the physician's age as a loca-
tional factor. The study showed that younget doctors chose locations
in'the wealthier suburbs leaVing the poor and black neighborhoods of the
city to older physicians. The study declared that the avera6 age of
physicians in the ten poorest urban neighborhood rose from 57.8 to 62.4
between 1950 and 1970, while the average age of physicians in title ten
wealthiest communities remained at 48.3 throughout the study period.
In 1970 only 16% of the physicians in the poor neighborhoods were under

4

`1 Donal Dewey, Where the Doctors have Gone Illinois Regional Medical Program,
Chica o Regional Hospital Study, Chicago, 1975.

2
Donal Dewey, "A-Survey and Analysis of the changing Age Distribution of Pri-
vate actice Physicians in Mettopolitan Chicago 1950-1970." Paper presented
to the 20th Annual meeting of the Association-of,AMerican Geographers, Seattle,
Wash' on, 1974.
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46 year old whiliia st 30% were 65 years or older. In'the same
.

.

year nqarly 401 of t e physicians in the wealthiest communities wer1
undtr 46 years, whil only 101 were 65Years cr older: So; the most .

iepaverished populat .(probably' those with the greatest health.
ptoblems) have not only the fewest doctOrs'; but the oldest ones as

4 well. The dire consequences of this are clear. LargetTercentages'
of-dcctorsaserving the poor.will.soon reach retitement age with few
young doctors to replace them. This can only mean further declines

.in,the already dangeiciusly low physlcian population ratio in these ,..

areas with greatmelical'needs. 4\
4 %...,

The massive importation of foreign medical graduates (Ps) in
the sixies and seventies- was seen as the panacea to problem of
doctor shortages in inner city areas. A recent study of the impact
of FMGs in relieving the maldistrihition of physicians revealed jhat

Aoractice patterns and location of FMGs is not very different fro.*
that of USMGs.3 Medical and specialty practice patterns, age speci-

.` fic'distribUtions.and geographic distribution of 2.10s do little to
alleviate the shortage of doctors in mediCally underserved areas. .,,

.
.

:,

Data from this last study helpedstb update.the trends ci,ted in .

the earlier studies to 1974. Analysis.of the growth; apes pf prgc-
tice, age, (specialty office- based). and.geographic distributionc8f
Office -based US2Cs and otal physicians revealed that the trends of,
the fifties and six
the total number o USNGs in the Chicago SMSA rose-fipm 8471 in L970

7- were the seventies. For example,4'A continiLing -in
...

4391 during the same four s. Thui, while the total number of
office4based US Gs fell from 4786 to '

to 8683 in 1914 tt o

physicians was increasing steAdily,ihelTmler of private practi-::.
./-f tioners contirmadtedecreaseaking fewer physicians available for

primary care: The increase in tOt31 physicians. matched the growth. ,
in 'Population. The total physician/population ratio remained 1.23/1000
between 1970 and 1974 but the office-based physician population ratio

..,... 0,, declinq from :70/1060.to .62/1000 in the same four years.,
ft

,'

.
. .

.

gicgter importance than fhetype of medical practice physi-
cians enter is the question of whether those whO do provide pridarf
care re shifting intowaredically underserved areas.

.

understand the significance of the changing distribution of
physic ns in Chicago, it is first necessary to clarify the growth and
geographic- distribution of the six',SEDfactors. The,phariging distri-
butional patterns of these factois' are clearly depicted in maps:1;6: ,

.

.

3 Donald Dewey, Foreign Medical Graduates: Sources, Growth, Geographic
.

:

Distribution and locationals,Factors in Metropolitan Chicago, 1950 - 1974,'
DePaul Univer/py 1979, funded in part by.a grant from the National Cen-
ter for Health Services Research, Public Health Service; USDHEW:

. .,,
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Total population expanded into the suburbS in fingerlike projec-
t tions along principal transportation arteries. Black and poor popu-

tions became increasingly concentrated in highlj, segregated sections
of the city. Affluentpopulation shifted into the suburbs along the
northern lake shore, in,a beadlike string of western suburbs, and in
a few isolated far southern sUburbs. .Retail centers were fairly wide-

, spread reflecting the, general population distribution and hospital
:- facilities were concentrated in the city, larger close-in suburbs and

satellite towns.

The chancing distribUtion of these SED factors Was compared to the
shifting geographic patterns of physicians employing both statistical
techniques and visual comparisons of maps. This was done .for total,
office-based and hospital-based physicians in 1970 and 1974, at four'
levels of geographic detail i.e., Metropolitan Area; city vs. suburbs,
concentric ring and sector zones, and neighborhoods. These analyses.
indicated that physicians left the city faster than the population and
that they continued to prefer to practice4in, white highand middle.
income suburbs, leaving poor and black ijinercity populationS medically..
underserved.

The following examples illustrate this. Theindex of-Dissimilar-
,ity (D A) (see appendix) between areas with large concentrations of
blackeand USMCs'in 1974 was very high which indicated they avoid
locating in the same areas. On the other hand, there were low DA
values between the physicians and wealthy populations which shows a
preference for physicians to locate in areas with large concentrations
of wealthy population. Other statistical tests, and compariSon of maps
7-9 with 1-6 further subustantiated these findings. There continues
vibe vast disparity between the physician/population ratios in rich
VS-poor and. blac neighborhoods of the Chicago .SONSA. Such persiL-
tent vast-disparity requires continued'and increased effort to encourage
more doctors to provide care for the critically unmet need in under-
served areas.,

.

Recommendations

Part of the reason for the continued ttends in the locationof
physicians in large metropolitan areas may be that'the existence of
doctor.poor areas'aild deefor rich areas in the same metropolitan

. region has been described as simply.a maldistribution of 'physicians.' .(
'Actually, the maldistribution results from a more basic problem, that
is; a shortag of primary care physicians. Though the total physician/
population ratlio has increiTerduring the past 20 years; the OB physician/

.population ratio has been declining. The decrease in OB practitioners
coupled with the effects of specialization4 and the drain of doctorsinto non-patient care professions - -as hospital administration, govern -
ment agencies, medical insurers, and industry--has created real shortages

4 Increased specialization has the effect of lowering the physician/
population ratio by increasing the number of doctors needed to meet
the medical.care needs of the family.
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of primary care physicians.
. .

. .

.

As long as the demand for primary care physicians in doctor rich
areas is great enough to absorb the limited supply of primary care .

physicians, needy areas will be unable to attract adequate numbers of
private Practitioners. This suggests three possible solutions to the

HprOblem:, increasing the supp of primary care physicians, encouraging
xogphysicians to provide 5me f of itinerant service in medically

underservedareas, or regul ting distribution of primary care physicians
A within the metropolitan r kion.

.
.

. IncreaSing the pply is more in keeping with the principles of
a free market. I entives in the form of increased financial aids to
those students who will commit to entering general practice, or primary
care specialties such as family practice, might be effective in en- ..
Haaging more students to select this. type of practice. Tax benefits

. to physicians practicing in primary care may provide further incentives
for remaining in primary care practice. It might also be helpful if
the medical or premedical curriculum included required courses o
inform prospective doctors of the shortage of primary care physicians
in the nation's metropolitan areas.

We should also try to discourage medical doctofs from entering
professions which do not require extensive and expensive medical training.
For example, those not practicing medicine could be required to repay
the portion of their educational expenses subsidized by:the government.

te

Medical schools must be encouraged, through financial incentives
'f or obligations placed on funding, to accept some of the many highly

qualified candidates now being refused access to a medical education.
It s important to note that of all the suggestions for increasing the

ly of primary care physicians, only this one-tequires enlarging
medical schools.

, 2..
..

.

.

Increasing the supply of private practitioners may provide the poten-
tial for increasing the physician/population ratio in underseryed areas
-but will not provide motivation for physiCians to locate in inner city
4reas. Fear of personal injury or property damage and theft, real or
Imagined, deters many physicainS from establishing offices in the inner
city and has led to the flight of some.doctors from'these areas. Some
doctors who would not consider practicing full-time in the inner city
might be willing to serve one day a week in government sponsored HMO or
outpatient clinics in these areas if adequatqrmedic4 facilities and
hospital backup were proVided. Physicains of the National Health
Service Corps. could provide additional manpower to these clinics
through assignment to fulfill their obligatory service there. llso, if
the military draft is reinstituted, medical students could be given
deferments: with obligations to serve in doctor poor areas in lieu of
Military service after. graduation.

1
(

If incentives anda shifting of emphasis in medical education"
do not succeed in increasing the supply of primary care physicians
for medically underserved areas and physicians.cannot be encouraged
to serve at least part time in inner city clinics, regulation of distri-
bution of these pyysicians might become necessary. This could be
accomplished by a licensing system within metropolitan areas. When :....
the disparity in the physician/population ratio between subdivisions
of a metropolitan region reached agiven pdint, say five or six fold,
new licenses to practice in doctor rich-areas'would be denied until
the disparity on physician/population-ratiogdecreased to a predeter-
mined acceptable level.

%
.

.

As undesirable as 'forced' ditsribution may be, it has helped to
Make improved education-and adequate housing more' accessible to all..
Health care is no less important a right than schooling or housing.
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)
APPENDIX I

STATISTICAL METHODS USED IN STUDY

Index of Dissimilarity

The description of the index of dissimilarity is adapted
from: Peter Taylor,,Ouantitative Methods in 4euraphy: An
Introduction to Spatial Analysis, HoughtonMuftlin Company,
Boston 1977; pp. 179-131. The index of dissimilarity (DA) is
a statistical measure of the amount of areal association
between two distributions. The DA measures areal association
from a Lorenz curve. The Lorenz curve is a method of
plotting two variables on a graph to illustrate the siTilar-
ities in their areal distribution. If both variables are
located in the same place in an area the resulting curve
corresponds to the diagonal on the graph. Deviation from
the diagonal represents differences in the location of the
two variableso' The DA measures,,the vertical distance between
the diagonal and )the curve. It 'ranges from 0% to 100%.

The greater the degree'of areal association the smaller
the\DA value is. A DA of Cmeans the two variables are located
in the same places. A DA of 100 indicates that where one
variable is located the other is absent. The DA may be
obtained by computation of the formula

DA ° lxi Yil

in which xi and yi are uncumulV.ted percentages for each
variable.

The DA is particularly suitable f r this study because
of theproperty of the index which per its us to interpret the
index of dissimilarity as the percent, of one distribution which
must be relocated to effect an e.qual'distribution ofthe two
variables. We can also assume that a persistently low DA
value between two variables means mutual attraction for each \k,
other or some other factor (s). A persistently high DA means
one, or both, of the variables repel the other - or at least
they lack attraction for one another.
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Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Dr. Davis, did these areas with only a few doctors have large

enough populations to support more doctorsrural areas andurban areas? ,,

Dr. DAVIS. Yes, we do believe that these areas that are under-
served could support additional physicians. It is not that they are
of, .1111:111 :,r i491,0*,(1 that there is not a sufficient population base
thete,,,to support them. We think the reasons these areas havetended not to have an adequate number are related more to profes-

, sional isolation, the lack of cultural and educational opportunities
and that these thing&really affect 'the location choic .

Mr. WAxmAN. Over the past 10 years the total ha increased by
more than 75,000, Where have these additional docto s gone? Have'they gone to areas that were already reasonably supplied or have
they gone to previously less well served areas? . .Dr. DAVIS. It is unfortunate that most of the increase has been inale areas which are relatively well, supplied. We found, for exam-ple, that looking at just the period for 1971 to 1977 that if you lookat the most rural of the counties the increase in patient care
physicians per capita has only changed from about 48 per 100,000

b-' to 50 per 100,000, in other words an increase of 2 patient care
physicians for an increased population, while if you,,,look at urbanareas it has gone up from 146 to 168, an increase..of about 22patient care physicians per 100,000, so the spread between the
urban and the rural has really got even worse in this period, not
better; Somebody indicated it is more than twice as high in urban
areas as in rural and that the spread is a little bit further apart.You break that down to the different States and you find evenmore dramatic changes. . .

For example, in Texas the most rural counties increased 4 per-cent while the very urban areas went up about 29 percent, a very
marked difference. In the State of New York, the rural parts of the,
State, the physician to population went down about 21 percent over ....that period, while the urban areas went up about,7 percent. So it
seems to be getting worse rather than better.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Madison, I understand that you looked at theactual number of new doctors in rural areas over a recent 3-year
period. Does your study indicate that many new doctors are locat-ing in rural areas?

Dr. MADISON. It does not indicate that they are or that they arenot. The 3-year period I loOked at was a few years back between
1963 and 1966. A lot has happened in the last few years especially*.
because of the National Health Service Corps. It is hard to quanti-
tate exactly how much might have happened since this study, butbriefly I will review the results that I found.

Taking only physicians aged 45 and younger who between the
years of 1973 and -197§ settled in counties of less than 50,000 peopleand in towns of less than 10,000 people, I found that 951 physi-ciand, 28 percent of whom wee foreign medical graduates, had
become new settlers in those kinds of rural communities- in theUnited States within that 3-year period. That is not very triany,-Iwould not think.

In addition, the majority, slightly o'ver two-thirds of them, went
to communities that in 1973 already had at least three others so

V
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the kinds of communities that tree the smallest, most out of the
way, that once upon a time had physicians and are still asking for
a return of the country doctors they once he_i during the period of
1973 to 1976 probably were not helped ver much. On the other
hand, in 1977, which was just about at the 2nd of this 3-year
period, slightly after that, I also looked at the same kinds of
communities against the number of National Health Service Corps
physicians who were then in those communities.

Of the 358 physitians who had gone to towns of less than 2,500
population, there may have been a f W National Health Service

thoge out but knowing the rate of -grow h of the corps and approki-
Corps physicians in that number becau e I was not able to separate

mately when it grew I would judge that only a very small number
of.National Health Service Corps were in that 358. On the other

,,hand, 197 National Health Service Corps physicians were in those
same kinds of communities as of the fall of 1977, so I would
conclude that since that time.and even as of that time the National
Health Service Corps was making'a substantial amount of differ-
ence i

ti to Ms. MikulSki who has a few questions.

hese kinds of communities.
Mr. AXMAN. Before I ask any more questions I want to yield

Ms. Mixutsm. Thank you, Mr, Chairman. q'' l' have a question for Dr. Davis. Obviously it is important to
`recruit people to serve in underserVed areas as well as maintain
them there. My question to you, Dr. Davis, is what roleand I
know we' are 'talking about National Health Service Corps and I
haVe been impressed by the :quality of people, many, of them are

' working in 'Baltimore. What. role does our current reimbursement
olicies play in either creating, perpetuating or exacerbating the

ician distribution system that we have? Specifically medicaid,
bot terms of inadequacy and real variance which I find rather
uneven reimbursement policy been ,a disincentive and a dis-
courage it to 'people working with the poor, whether it is rural
urea or urban?

Dr. DAVIS. I think it is one,pf the factors. These are obviously
many factor's such.,as professional association and-backup frrini the
More technical resources, but we found, for example, in some

progtam is p
States such as Pennsylvania, medOing

physicians so that the fees
is'paying about 30 percent'

of what the medicare pro
can be very low and that is a deterrent to having the physicians
locate in areas with a large number Of .poor people. Even the
medichre program has reimbursement rates that vary from area to
area and a rural, physician could be paid much less for 'the very
same service than in an urban area. One step that we have pro-
posed to try to eliminate some of this difference is to try to bring
up rural physician fees,and inner-city physician fees-to a level that
is more like the statewide average.- We think that is very impor-
tant so that there is' not a disincentive for physicians to locate in7 those areas or to serve those kinds of patients. I think it would still

' take complimentary policies whether it is :thrdugh the corps or
some other programs to really address it.
4 Ms. Mireutsxr. There is rio single strategy, to meeting these
Lrathei criticalyunmet needs, We may need a National Health Seiv-
ice,Corps btf get people in those communities but I would like them

630
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to stay. not,odly'as National Health Servic&doctors. It would seem
to me that we have to develop other. strategies in urban America.
Certainly the isolation is not a- factor. I have an underserved areawithin the shadow of major medical universities. Certainly the
world community has its own problems. Thank you very, much for
answering. Of course that reaffirms some, of the other concerns Ihave. .

Dr. DAVIS. The other is the eligibility and I know thii committee
has acted on the. child health akqurance plan which would expand
the eligibility for poor individuals and also try to assure some
adequate reimbursement.

Ms. Mixut,stu. I note that n percent of. the Nation's physicians,
as Mr. Coniman indicated, did not serve` medicaid patients. Wasthat your testimony, Doctor?

,

Mr. CORNM.AN. Yes.
Ms. Mixtnsitt.'Did they give a reason for that?
Dr. DAVIS. You get various reasons": Some of them point to the

low fees, some of them point 'to the paperwork or the delay in
payment.: It seems to bother the physicians as well. Some of these
State programs don't get the checks out as promptly as they might,6
Sometimes State legislatures are trying to save the budget and will .,
delay payments for 90 days or longer. ':.Ms. Mucutsm. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairinan, for yielding the time.
Mr.,CAhrxs.Mr. Chairman, if-khesgentlelady will yie . On tha

very thing 'I must say I agree ''IviTh the point you discussed a
moment ago regarding the fact that medicare and medicaid reim-

-burse physicians at lower levels in rural areas; I regret that this is
..quite true. Physicians also have a lot of paperwork to complete

er these,,piograms.
.

Mr. WAXMAN. That has been one' of the probfems -of getting
jahksicians to take medicare pabents: I

Mr. CARTER. Yes. - ,

Mrf.VVAxmAN. You have a number of different programs over the
years.trying tcxattract physicians to rural areas, including the Hill.-
Burton, the State, loan forgiveness program and many others. Dr.
Madison, I know you have particular studies on physician recruit-ment programs in rural areas. Have any of these prograths

?'
Mr. CARTER. Mr. Chairman:
Mr. WAxmAbi. Yes.

,

Mr. CARTER. May I add something right there? I, have heard
some of these statements about doctors in rural communities and Ifeel that the data may ndt 'be accurate. Perhaps it was gathered
several years ago. From thy own experience NtOesenting a rural
area, I find some of these statements very questionable. Part of the
rural area I, represent is mountainous, part is farming land, and
part is bluegrass, but in almost 'every county and district I repre-
sent a hospital has .been built. In virtually every county in which I
ha e held a meeting we have had an increase in physiciarih. In Bell
Cou ty- we' ,haFe 'two hospitals with new physicians. In Rtissell
Co ty, we' haVe also had several new physicians: The same is true
for Adair County, which like the other counties is in Appalachia.
Also, in Madison County, we, have a- new hospital, 'where we've had
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an increase in the number of physicians. There's also been an
increase in Rockcastle. Lee County has .a HURA project which has
brought needed physicians to the area. Jackson, Estill,. and Owsley.
Counties- are all part of HURA project, too. Physicians in those
areas have come and they are staying. ,There are two more physi-
cians in CuMberland County, one more in Metcalfe County. So you
See that the National Health_ Service Corps and other programs
have helped a great deal to increase the supply of physicians. The
situation is not as bad as you describe; it could be worse. Some of
these programs have been helpful. We have been working on them
for years.

Yes?
Mr. CORNMAN. I hope you were not. interpreting that the pro-

grams were not_ being helpful. That was not the intent of it at all.
Mr. CARTER. Probably we have not gone as far,a-'we tvould like,

but the help has been foithcoming and it has led to great improve-
ments. I suggest you review your information.

Mr. CORNMAN. I will be happy to review the infgrmation. I do
want to make the point, so everybody else is clear, that in stating
the figureswhich I will look at again 7-1 was not being critical of
the National Health Service. Corps. As a matter of fact I think, as
Dr. Madison is saying, it is orie of the programs that has been very
helpful.

s) Mr. CARTER. It has helped in my district.
Mr. CORNMAN. You-are saying it. I think you just said thos4

kinds of .programs haVe been helpful, and I want to makepthe
recorftlear that, am-notcfiticizing those programs.

-Mr. WAXMAN. Where is your data from?
Mr. CORNMAN; A lot of different places, HEW, AMA, some from

Dr. Madison. .

Mr.-MAxmAN. How recent is the data?
Mr.-CoardAN. The data I 'put together

. for.1977 so it would be-4
talked about frdm the four States was basically data for 1960
through 1977. . r-

%

Mr. WAXMAN. All right. .

'Mr. CORNMAN. I can't get much more .Current than that. .
. Mr. WAXMAN. Pr; Madison, r_was interested' in your. evaluation
of,4iow these programs have Worked in the rural areas. Assume
they,have done some good. How Much good have they done?

Dr:* MADISON. Well, if I may, let me just before I answer that saysomething--
` Mr. WAXMAN: Maybe I 'made a statement that is not accurate.

Dr: MADISON. Let me say something from the data that I cited
earlier that would support what Dr. Carter said but would also cast
some questiori'as to whether his experience in Kentucky is repre-
Sented. Of the::951 physicians, Dr. Carter, that went to these kinds
of places, within that 3 -year' period, Illineis had the most of any
State. Kentucky had the second most. 'So for whatever- reason, I
think most of them or the ones you cited have had a very success-
ful'experience compared to many other 'places.

M. CARTER. Mr. Chairman. -
Mr. WAXMAN. Yes.
-Mr. -CARTER. How many N1-ISC people have we had in our area?
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Dr. DAVIS. Dr. arter, I believe -currently' there are 39 ServiceCorps in the State f Kentucky and about 20 different sites.
Mr. CARTER. Tw nty different sites?
Dr. DAVIS. Yes. /Mr. Cr:ARER I thinking of the ones in the counties I men-tioned earlier, in J ckson, Lee, and Adair.
Thank you 'Mr. rman. t-::?

.Dr. MADISON. M . Chairman, the problem: of the rural physician
.,shOilage was not apparent until about 1920. Shortly after theFlexnian report an to take its effect in many of tbe medicalschools that then xisted, most of them.were small, most of themwere proprietary, ut most of them were the traditional prOducersof America's rur physidians. It was not the only reason but asthey closed the ru physician shortage began 'to be felt and it gotworse during the ears. Some corrections were tried before WorldWar II:but most of hose were, local in their impact

A physician w d be provided an incentive by a communitymaybe free office s ace, a subsidy, a place to live, things like that.But after World W II the problem got much worse. In that periodortime there was a flurry of activity. In 1947 or 1948, I am notsure which year, t e Hill-Burton program was enacted and one ofits purposes was provide hospitals to make up for the verysevere, deficit of h pital beds but inherent in the program was thenotion that that w uld retract and replace some of the physiciansthgt the rural areas had lost over the years.
Another program about thegame time was enacted by the Corn-monwealth of Virginia in 19K They enacted the first of a series ofState prOgranis that helped medical school students through me .cal school in retur for a subsequent promise to practice m a ruralarea. In the years 'following that North Carolina established an-other program the next year and over the '4 or 5 yeal-s afterwardalmost every Sou eastern State and many of..the Midwestern,4States enacted Simi ar programs.
(there have been other programs Sinee.then. It is very difficult toknow what ,the eff t has been. What we do know is that duringthp tirneothat thes programs were in effect the problem. continued ,fto worsen by .nati nal data. What we don't know is how muqhworse it may have gotten were it not for these progr s. Howeyer;

that very many people. wer saying it may be startin to get better
the problem certainly did worsen and it was not until very recently

is worthwhile noW to log,ethe data very closely I think in the -'

and we still don't lornow f s .1.vhetherit is getting better but it ,,

years to come.
. ..

.....-

Mr. WAXM,AN. I understand you referred the' direct programsas opposed to indirect programs. Can you Blain these terms tothe committee and are you pessimistic that the indirect programswill provide adequate numbers of physicians to rural.areas.
Dr. MADISON. I refer indirectly to all of these preyious programsbeginning with thelHill-Burton program and the student loan pro-grams and so forth. What I mean by that is that they are recruit-ment programs that make the-following assumption. If the' goal ismore doctors per rural greas, then we put in place some-conditionthat will make more doktors likely to go to rural areas and hopethat they will given that condition but the point is that they would
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then go there of their wn volition and set up practice without any
speCial support other han this particular incentivethat is there,
essentially as private tentrepreneurr. No° one would be taking them
by the hand making sure that they got. established and supporting
them in some kind of organized system once they were established.
That kind of program I refer to as a direct program.

I think both kinds of programs_are necessary. I think that the
selection of more people who were raised in a rural culture, had
early socialization in a rural area has been proven to correlate-
possibly with their later settlement in a 'rural area. That is an
indirect kind of intervention that medical school can do but if a
person who grew up in a rural area then goes through the profes-
sional socialization that happens in medical school and subsequent
training and becomes a specialist, there in effect is no longer any
possibility that that person will go to a very rural area because
specialists: require larger population bases to carry ohApractice and
they require all sorts of things that rural areas 'Akita provide.

So it' N also necessary to provide the kinds of training programs
that will help put the set of skills on the physician that Will make
that person likely to fit in rural area .but that in my view is still
not enough because Most physicians who come from rural areas
and who are trained in primary care will continue to settle in the'
placesthey may go to rural areas but they will center in the .

larger central places within the rural areas. Places that already .

have a medical community and the out of the way places that once
had country' doctors .Rtnd are still trying to have them return will
be unlikely to get thn without some, direct intervention in addi-
tion. So I support all of it and I think that leaving out one of those
things- will jeopardize the success of the efforts that are now being
Made to try to equalize the geographic distribUtion of physicians.

Mr.-WAXMAN% Dr. Davis, how would you characterize the impact
of medicare and medicaid on the underserved areas? ;

Dr. DAvis. I think that it has been helpful to a certain degree. I
think,thi medicare program has hake bit more of an impact, in
'both the innner city and the rural areas you tend, .to have a high
proportion of aged people so getting better coverage has certainly
been a helpful factor there. Medicaid I think has been less of
assistance in part because it tends to cover very few rural people.
Most' rural poor, about 70 percent of the raral poor, are two parent
families, they don't get covered under the aid to families with
dependent children and Therefore don't get medicaid. A lot of the
rural poor simply don't get covered under Medicaid and then yOu
couple. that with the fact that in many instances medicaid is paid
very low fees. Medicaid has had less of an' impact. I don't know
whether Dr. Dewey could add ,,to that from the 'urban situation.

Dr. DEWEY. We have found in` Chicago that a physician is making
up to $50,000 and greater in medicaid practices and that the
number of physicians. per, thousand population decreased right
beside. So there would ba one, doctor doing all of that kind of
practice rather than it increasing the numbers of d6ctors in the
area.

Mr. WAXMAN. What would you expect the situation to be if
medicaid were not there?
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Dr. DEWEY; It would be that those people vim ld nOt be able to goto-that one doctor, that is what it would mean': But what it meansto those peopleis "that they sit 8 hours to wait to see that doctor.They wait 2 to 6 weeks in Order to get an appointment to maybesee a doctor: of that.:nature. We have had people die waiting to seethe doctor, fall dead waiting to see the doctor, 8 hours.
Mr. CARTER. Where is that?
Dr. DEWEY. In Chicago, in the inner,citjr.
Mr. WAXMAN Do you have any other questions?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, I have one or tw
I am surprised that in a metropolitan area you do hive instances

where patients have cued waiting for doctors. -Dr. DEWEY: No o takes:them un,!and only a few' doctorS wfllhandle that practice
Mr. CARTER. Actuillly with all its inequities14edicaid is a boon tomany of us and in many areas. I regret that it is not of more helpto physicians in some areas than it is to others but it is a. helpanyway.:
Also, I think that what has-been done by this Committee overthe years has proved helpful, although we may have overdone somethings such as the buildings of hospital beds with the Hill-Burtonlegislation. In fact, , I believe, we have as many as 130,000 extra

beds in .this country': Some of them might well be' in the district Irepresent. But in general' these beds have put to good Use. TheNational Health Service Corps is another program developed
through the action of this committee in about .1970. As a result ofthat we have had a good deal of success in bringing health person-nel into medically underserved areas. =

Also, the health professions legislation has been extremel help-
hitve seen the number of medical schools in our country gofrom about-77 in 1965 give or take 10 to 125 at the present time. Asa result, recent projecitons estimate there will be approximately

600,000 physicians by '1990. Do you think this increased supply will
affect the number of physicians going to shortage areas?

Dr. DAVis. Well, -the incirease. in overall supply may have some -effect on these under:served areas but if we look back at this period
from 1971,to 1977 we did have an increase ill physicians per capitaof about i 4 percept but in most rural areas it only went up 4percent so you ha a big increase in the supply and they still werenot goirig into the most isolated areas. It helped somebut I thinknot as much rt:s'We ould like. ,

Mr. CARTER. I h: ye one of the most rural .ligtKicts in the UnitedStates and there e two new doctors ther-e-*Wdrk--I. live two new,doctors in Cumber and, a neighlioritittonnty:Tiliinkmust be a little bi skewed. 'Of course, there lfrob"rnoluttani still toclimb and many t i i ngs to be done.' was an MD in an Appalachian
area and I enjoy it. I was able to build a clinic without Federalaid, by the way. I ally don't think sukh aid' is necessary anywherethat a ph as the grit 'to work hard and see medicarepatients. e can eke a decent living, too---at least I think so.Wbuld ou corn ent on the RAND study which, as I understandit, rbports hat so e specialists are going to smaller towns andcities
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Dr. DAVIS. Well, I have looked at that study and as I indicated
we have not found that these physicians are going into the worst
areas. Some of them are going into rural areas but into the some-
what larger towns. The poorest counties =and the most rural coun-
ties are not_having as much 6f an increase. Plus am somewhat
concerned about trying. to rely upon specialists to p?Ode prinfary
care. Such physicians we know, first of all, are more costly, they
tend to have fees that are about 50 percent higher than primary
care physicians. They are less likery to accept medicaid patients
than primary care physicians and they are not specifically trained
to provide preventive and primary care. So I think there should be
some concerns about whether it is even, desirable to be trying to
increase the number of specialists in some of these areas.

Mr. CARTER. Of course we see, physiciang go into what we. call
growth areas. Some of these -areas may not be so large, 20,000 to
50,000, something like that or maybe you might lower that and say
12,000 or 10,000. I can nartie such areas as that of primary care
physicians and different specialties represented. Bowling Green,
Ky.; is an excellent example of that where practically every field is
'covered except for the subspecialties. We still don't have eriough
primary physicians but we have tried, have we not? And for what
reason have our. efforts been unsuccessful?

Dr. DAVIS. I would not say they have been unsuccessful. I think
you have to keep the time in mind. The National Health Service
Corps Act was passed' in the early 1970's and by the time the
students get through their' scholarship and some additional train-
ing, we are just now starting to have a step up in the size of the
corps practicing in the field. I think we will have more of an
impact there. Some of the other programs, such as the area Health
Education Centers program, the health in the .rural areas program,
even the RUral Clinics Act was just passed in 1977 and it is start-
ing to have some impact in terms of getting reimbursement to
some of these areas. So a lot of what we have done, I think we
consider the cup half full rather than half empty. I think we have
a lot of improvenrnt to make in this area but we have had some
programs that will be making a dent in some of this over time.

Mr. CARTER. Actually they have made a, great impact as Shown
by the increased in the number of hospital beds and the projected.
increase of physicians by 1990.

Do you approve of the proposal to increase the interests rate on
HEAL loans from 12 percent to whatever the market will bear?

Dr. DAVIS. I note that is a fairily controIersial feature but I think
we are. 'concerned about subsidizing the interest for these physi-
cians. We would rather put a lot more emphasis upon_the National ,

Health Service Corps, in the way of getting financial support to
students.

Mr. CARTER. What are you going to require of the National
Health Service Corps?

Dr. DAVIS. That they bagically provide a year service for every
year of Acholarship.

Mr. CARTER. Where?
.Dr. DAvis. In an underserved area either rural or urban.

.
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Mr. CARTER. Well, do your figures show that National Health
Service Corps people hgve gone into rural areas principally or tothe deprived urban area?

Dr. DAVIS. Yes, for the National Health Service Corps we havedeveloped a process of really trying to designate the areas most .u,nderserved.
Mr. CARTER. And they have into these two areas. Have theygone into any other area?.
Dr. DAVIS. Under the corps program we don't place them inoverserved areas or well-served areas:
Mr. CARTER. Have any gone into the Public Health Service

Corps? What percentage of them?
Dr. DAVIS. I am not sure of the figures.on those.
Mr. CARTER: Ma'am?
Dr. DAVIS. I am not sure of the figures on that.
Mr. CARTER. Could you get me the figures for that please?
Dr. DAVIS. Yes.
[The following' was received for the record:]
Of a total current enrollment of 1,998 in the National Health Service Corps, 981or 51 percent, are PHS Commissioned Corps members.

Mr. WAXMAN. We will leave the record open. I thought one ofthe interesting statistics' in your testimony Was that you estimate.that in. 1990 up to 16,400 additional physicians in midlevel profes-sions would be needed in medically underserved areas,facilities of5,200 in inner 'cities and 3,700 in prisons and mental institutions.-Thank you all for your-testimony.
The statement of Herman E. Olsen, president of the American

Chiropractic Association, will be made part of the record.
[The statement referred to follows:]
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HERMAN E. OLSEH, D.C. '
President

AMERICAN CHIBCPRACCIC ASSCClICICN

Statement on H.R. 6802

Before the

Subcommittee on Health and the Environment
Committee on Interstate end Foreign amerce

March 26, 1980

The American Chiropractic Association, the largest chiropractic pro-

fessional organization in the United States, requests this Ccamittee to rec-

tify cerlainunfortunate aspects of the current operation of the National

EpaLthSiivice Clorps which are detrimental to the best interests of the

American people.

This piagraa, conceived some 9 years ago, is a valuable vehicle for

providing health care services to millions ofrAmeriCans who Othemaise umuld

notieastly be able to secure'suchbealth services in their base areas. Accord-

ing to the testimony of Surge= Glneral Julius B. Richicnd, HaVAssistirg-
',,

Secretary for Health, testified before Congress this past January that there

are 346:000 people uho today rely on Corps personnel for their contiraing

health care, people who 9 years ago had no regular doctor." Today there are

1,400 health perSorriel "on duty in remote rural-areas, in small cities, and

in poor urban ccaaunities where doctors have not chosen to serve yoluntzwily,

He 8041 that this program was authorized to operate in 1700 areas of the:Aited

States.

The Problem

HE' refuses to include doctors of chiropractic in the National Health

Service Corps although it is authorized by th, present law to do so. HDd's

a.
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.unjustified refusal is discriminatory against therdllion% of Americans who

wish to have practice health care BST's action.is also;i4Oonsistent

Dr. Richmond described as,''provi,ding

1.to lack them." -Thia Federal,obstructtve Federa

with top pirpose of the

health services

action is haboecrehensible to cam:unities whO have sought chiropractic- care

under this program and have been rebuffed by HEW.

The law authorizes HEW to .

.conduct at schools of medicine. osteopathy,
, and as appropriate, nursing and other.

of the health praftzsicas and at entities
which train all ied-health perscenel, recruiting
program for the Corps and the Scholarship Program,"
920.5.C. Section 254d(b).
(Underlining supplied)

HEW Frustrates Congressional Intent

This Committee and the Oxamittee on Ways aniliesn'S have Only recently,.

approved H.R. 3990, section 20 of winich reaffirms the long-standing Congressional

determination that chiropractic health care is, and will Continue to be, an

;established part of the health services xnamiaredonderrtheiedicare program. In

total disregardvof this Congressional intentions, HEW refuses to provide chiro-

practic services for citizens livir in health manpower shortagederess.

Such deliberate for Congressional) intention is all the more inS'feisible

since Surgeon General Richmsmd told tbis committee that

'The data showthat shortage areas generally
' are Characterized by hlgh poverty levels, a
.high percentage of elderly, and infant coorfaLity
rates.' (Underlining supplied)

Thus. although the "Congress and this Committee have specified that chiropjactic

11.ealth service a key phricesto.the'elderly.under Medicare HEW thwarts your ' e

-

_gorgreashrud-objective by refusing to use?its authority to make chiropractic

6,39
63-494 0 - 80 - 41
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!

CompannevaiLable to senior r4r4ZPr'S in.bealth manpower shortage areas.

It is unnecessary to discass here the nature and value of chiropractic,

health services, since this Committee and the Congress by. recent actions -

andfully aware of then. However, it is imparammt,that in darryirg out the:intent

of CsorEmes, HEW should not be allowed to Hosea : its nose at CanressIby an ar-

biammraction in refusing to incluckohiropractors and chiropractic students

in the National Health Service Carps.

The Remedy

imerican Chiropractic Association respectfully suggest that there are

two ways in which this unfortunate situation can be rectified, in the public

interest. First would be to amaldiR. R. 6462 so as to include chiropractic

specifically in Section 254d(b)-

A second alternative wad arise if the Committee feels that such amend-

nont is_ ot necessary becaUse the authority is already provided in current law.
_-

Then this Committee could do what a conference cannittee did in connection with

H.R. 3892, which become FL 96-151, where the original Senate version would have

provided cut-patient chiropractic care far veterans. There the Conference

Carmittee determined that current law already authorizes such_chirapractic health

service without mend:rent and therefore directed the VA to exercise sochauthor-

ity accordingly. Ihg Conference Cannittee said as follSws in its report on

H.R. 3892;

"It is the understanding of both Committees that
the VA generally has authority, which it has to
date chosen not to use, to provide chiropractic
services directly through chiropractors %Jim it

may employ, as part of hospital care as defined
in section 601 (5) (A) (i) of title 38 amlined-
ical services as defined in section 601 (6) to



auy veterm eligible to receive such care or ser-
vices win is in need of chiropractic services, and-
to proviee such chiropractic services m a =carnet
bailie under the general criteria prescribed 'in sec
tics 601 (4) (C) for the provision of cacao:xi treat-ment al a contract heals.. (B)oth Casaixtees cis-

- agree with the VA's *mitt= that it should refuse
to provide chiropractic services to veterans in
every ease and belitbe that chiropractic services
for the treatment of ausarioskeletal conditions of
the spine may be beneficial end necessary in sore
cases Therefore, the Otters urge the VA's
Department of Tiedicine ery to reevaluate its
position and to use its authorities to
provide, -at least co a pilot basis, chiropractic
'services in appropriate cases as part of the hos-
pital care or medical services funaishal to veterans.".

In another instance, the Congress went further and legislatively

maidated the inclinion of chiropractic health services for AmericaM"

livitg in medically rederserved areas, under the Federal Employee_s Health
Benefits Program, PL 93-368. Would it not sees odd for erne group of our

citizens, the Federal employees, to be granted the mandatory right to obtain
chiropractic health services in medically unclerserved areas while the general

iambi be denied equal rights in health manpower shortage areas? We

'believe that 'such discrimination was never the 'intention of the Cbngress.

Recarmend.stions

Tine imerican Chiropractic Association respectfully.recammencis that
this Caimittee either emend the law as we have outlined, or include in its
on H.R. _6802, or anyother relevant bill, a mandate to the HET:lhat

hereafter include qualifidoctors of chiropractic and chiropractic=tic students
in its National Health Service.Corps Program both as Corpsmen and\iss scholar-
ship recipients, .co a basis equal with other health professions already included

- in the-program. We also reommend that, in order to do this effectively, the

641
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Cammittee direct 1E4 to amend its present deseriptive isilletinsmald applica-

tions amorniingly. For example, the application fc= nord'used lists 24 "sew"

.vices offered or proposed" but ig ores -d}ixopractfc health sonricei. This

change weld need fo be made if the public is to be ablemeardEii14:to take

advantage of the ammittee's mandate to HEW. Shailkr changes of other de-

scriptive material would also be necessary.

The American Chiropractic' Association appreciates the opportunity to

call this matter to the attention of this Cdmmitt;p, and believes that the

ammittee can importantly improve the effectiveness of the National Health

d Serviceamps by enabltog peopliin areas' of health manpower shortage to

dr

choose chiropractic or scholarahipbolders.

Mr. WAXMA.N. This completes our hearing for this afternoon. The
' subcommittee will meet tomorrow in this room at 10 a.m., for the

concluding session on health manpower.
[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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- HEALTH PROFESSIONS EIRSCATJONAL -

ASSISTANCE NURSE TRAINING ACT OF 1980

THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1980

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, .
. SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT,

COMMITTEE OJNTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,
Washington, DiC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at f-10 a.rn. in room
221g, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Henry. A. Waxman,
chairman, presiding.

Mr. WAXMAN. The-meeting- will come to order.
Today we will conclude our hearings on H.R. 686g, the Health

Professions Educational Assistance and Nurse Training Act of'
1980.

Our first witness this morning will discuss Area Health Educa-
tion Centers (AHEC's). AHEC's are large, well organized university
based organiz4tions established to decentralize health professions
education to local communities and hospitals.

Evidence from North Carolina indicates that AHEC's can
tribute to better distribution of physicians and other health.profes-
sions.
'Next we will hear from dental students and representativrs of

the allied health professions concerning theii views on the legisla-
tion.

Finally a panel of witnesses. will discuss aggregate physician
supply, particularly the effect of futuie increases-in the 'supply of
physicians on health care costs.

Today's session will conch:Me the subcommittee's hearings on the
health manpower legislation. We ,have heard from dozens of wit-
nesses and have thoroughly discussed the many issues important to
this legislition. Next week we will begin to mark up this important
legislation.
- Our first witnesses this morning will Aiscusg the Area Health
Educatign Center program. With us today are the directors of three
,State AREC programs. They are Dr. Eugene Mayer from North
Carolina, Dr. Malcolm Watts from California, and Dr. Merwyn
Landay from New Jersey.

Dr. Mayer, if you could begin bysummarizing your statement we
would appreciate it very much.

(635)
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STATEMENTS OF EUGEE S. MAYER, M.D., M.P.H.; DIRECTOR,
NORTH ',CAROLINA AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER PRO-
GRAM:- MALCOLM S. M. WAITS, M.D. -, PROJECT. DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNI. STATEWIDE AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
BROGRAM; -A MERWYNOLANDAY, M.B.A:, DIREC-
TOR, NEW JE El' AREA HEAI;TH EDUCATION CENTER PRO- .
GRAM

... .

A
.

Dr.. MAYER. Mr. Chairman, it is pleasure to haVe the opportuni-
ty once again to inpear before . the subcommittee to discuss Abe
national AHEC program. .

The distribution of physicians and other health manpoWer by
geography and specialty with an 'emphasis on 'primary care and:;-.
famil eicine isa great concern for millions of Americans.

Wit is 197.1 and 19t76 Health Manpower Acts the Congress has
adopted everaiinitiatives to deal with the improvement of access
to health care of, r citizens and one of these programs has been -

My -comments t ay relate to the history of the first 8 year of
'tile national area lth education center program.

the AHEC projectg originally funded in 1972. I have 6eedesignat..
ed to do this by the AHEC directors themselveS. , -

The point we wish to make is simple. The effect ofthe original
AHEC programs in helping to overcome .professional isolation in
our communities an<in,ehelping to improve the distribution of
physicians 'ant? otl+r types of health manpower is well recognized.

The 1979 report the Carnegie, Council and the 1979 report to
the Secretary of HEW- to the Congress bdth.attest to this fact. As
furtber evidence Lt might cite,a few brief examples of accomplish-
pants from sevetl :- of the AHEC," projects around the 'country.

In Illinois 40 p benLoc the clinical training of all'inedicarstu-
dents at the University of Illinois now takeS place in convnunity.
settings. One hundred and twelve family prabtice residencysgradu- ", '..

ates are now serving 42: counties of that Stare. Most' it portantly;
$70 million in State funds in,Illinois have gone intd;regionalization-
catalyzed in part by $16 million of Federal AHEC funding.' :

In North Dakota, AHEC has held to create a degree granting
'medical school totally oriented t6 primary care with <ill clinibal
training jnregional settings.. There har.e, been develbproqiitein !,

residency programs'as well.
In South Obrolina, A similar pattern with extensive off - campus,'

training of medical .stuOents'and the development of something like
300 new primary care residency., positions. f4 2 '.-

In California, a recent survey of :40 medical service.oreasin the
San Joaquin Valley revealed 20 of these. 30 areas had significant
AHEC activity. In the 20 areas, 18 hadO twofold increase in the.
number Of phySicansIq the other 10 areas of,the Valley with little
AHEC :activity' ther4Was either no increase in physicians or a
decrease. ,

,, .. .

,'-- In North Carolina,;wek have developed 300 new primary care
.

residency positions of which 180- have been in family practice.
There is -evidence for a major improvement in physician distribu-
tion in each region of .our State involving most of ourdiuralc-oun-
ties as well as our urba0 counties..

: Federal AHEC funding- of $14 million in NortV, Can:Ail-la .has-
catalyed- nearry $96 niillion of State funding for AngC: programs

, . t. '1, .,- ,
: '?1 - -

.. /
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including $23 million of State funds build educational facilities
-and family practice training centers' in our nine AHEC regioni3.

The inevitable conclusion- that we reach from a review of the,
accomplishments of the national AHEC program is that it has
helped to improve the distribution of Physicians in a manner, which
reflects voluntarism and interinstitutionalvooperation between the
university; the community and other initiatives such as the Nation-
al Health Service Corps.

Accoidingly, we believe the AHEC program deserves continue
Federal support as one of a series of initiatives designed to over
come the maldistribution of health manpower.

There are several items in the 1976 statute and/or its associated
rules and regulations which hamper the capacity of the various
AHEC's to adapt to Meet regional needs. These items' are listed inour written testimony.

Mr. Chairman, we would like to bring two critical matters before
the subcommittee: First, during the first 5 years of the AHEC
program our relationship with the Federal Government was based
in the 5-year incrementally funded contracts which were subject toannual review of program performance and to annual appropri-
ation of funds.

.

Since 1977-our relationship has been based in but 1 year con
1 tracts which severely complicates long-range planning and the re-

cruitment of physicians and. othefeto'AHEC activities.
We strongly urge a return to 5-year incrementally .funded gon-tracts if that is possible. _

While the Congress has treated the originial AHEC projects most
we believe there is much more that can be accomplished by

sase that has already been put into place.
- 4a minimal.-!inveti beyond the anticipated

Bblileinber"- vr 1981 that the
u dt e evelopmedt and support of important

new npower initiatives in the original AHEC pfojects;
All 20 of the Projects including the newer ones suggest that provi-
sion be made foeviedest cOntismed funding of the original AHEC
projects with some stipulations:

One, that we be required te'..;nieet the Criteria for.AHEG's out-
lined in the new Health Manpowet Acct; two, funding be used onlyto support new health manpower initiatives consistent with the
special projects section of the health ,manpower bill; and three, tbit
the aggregate investmen% of Federal funds in these projects not
exceed 10 percent of all Federal funds appropriated for tiN4a-
.tional AHEC program. °

I appreciate the Opportunity to be here. We will be pleased to
answer any questions. My colleague, Dr. Watts, -will make somecomments.

[Testimony resumes on p. 6471
[Dr.Mayer's prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE S. MAYER, M.D., M.P.H.,

DIRECTOR, NORTH CAROLINA AREA HEALTH EDUCATION.' CENTER PROGRAM

. .

, -

Mr. Chairman, the datribution of physicians and other health manpower

by geography and by sOetialty with an empha*is on primary care ancrfamp

'medicine it30:90eattoncern for millions .of Americhns... With .

apd 19 S Health-,Manpbwer Acts,'the Congrets has adopted several initiatives

to he 11) improve access to health care for o&citizens. The initiatives.
.

include the National;Health,Service Corps, family, medicine and primary

tare residencies, and physIsian'extender programs. ' ether CongresTional
*.r

initiative since 1972 has been the National Area Health Education-Centers

(AHEC)'Program. ,...

Since there is no single panacea to-a problem' as complek as the
--.

distribution of physitiansr-the wisdom of The Congress in suppOrtihg

maltiple:initiatives,is apparent. We Support each of these initiatives

especAllywhen they complement thefr'indiVidual effect veness .by Working
. .

clOsely.together.. .

..

The National AHEC Program is based in SEctiOns 81..and 802 ofPublic
"

Law 94 -484 (the 1976 Health ProfeSsions Educational sistante:Act).:.

It is a,program which links iversqy medical centers t0r4lohal

..'centers in the community so as to detentrali?e the education of medical'

s5tUdents. and Primary care interns and residents to community settings,.

-'This Change in the orocest of medical educatiOn is important because it

liasbeep-shown by conducting'significant portions of the educatio'nofi 4

. students and re§Wits'in compunitY,Jsettings? thes4htjdent% and reidents'
. ,

are more likely: to choose.primarycare:practice in an underservedcommUnity.

also by-insistitig .that the regional education center takes. onq.sesponsibility

for:.continuing.e4catiop and othereducational. support service, for all
. . .

.. ...

Ypetof..healtFrman erin StirroUnd6g neighborhoods or counties, one is
. .

more likely to d'ecreas

5 C
.

"Professional isolationin these areas and increase



the likelihood of.recruiting and 'retaining needed health manpower in

underservedcommunities.
.

The.AHEC PrograM is an outgrowth of a concept enunciated by the

. .

'ICarnegie.Commission in 1972 and funded:through the 1971 Health Manpower

Act which resulted in AHECPrograms baSed in.11 medical schools throUghd4i

'our nation.* 4

..The 'Carnegie Council reaffirmed its support Of the AHEC concept in

its,1976 Report which provided further impetus for the AHEC Section in the

1976 Health Manpower, Act. Subsequent to 1976, AHEC Programs have been

'funded in part by the federal government in an additional twelve medical

My comments relate to the hiiory of the first eight years of the

AHEC Projeqts originally funded in 1972, and I have been designated to do

so by the AHEC- directors. Our point is sir. The effect of the original

AHEC programs in helping to Overcom professional isolatiOn i underserved

communities and.in helping to impro e the dAtribution physicians and

other types of.health manpower'is well ecognized. The 1979 Report of
,

the Carnegie Council commissioned by the AHEC 'prcijecisncrauthored by
4

Dr. Charles Odegaard, President Emeritus of ,T4'Uniyecatty of Washington,

and the 1979 Report of the Secretary of HEW tb The Congress both attest to

this fact.. AS further evidence, I qlt6 the following examples of
.

. 1 A .

' accompli htshMes'in the, original AHEC Projects.

44.

*These.schools are The University of California, San Francisco; The
University of Illinois; The University of Minnesota; The University of

[:iiiSsoUri;* The University of New Mexico; The University of North Carolina at
ChapeT Hill;The University of North Dakota; The Medical University of
South. Carolina; The University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston;

iversity; and West Virginia University...

6.4.7



Illinois:
i

--40% of the clinical -4e44 ...1,' all:medical.stOd&-s at the University
of Iffinois now takes -place:

,.,
..

t

--112 faMily practice resident graduates are now seriing...42:counties.

.-RetentiOn of l'Aily practice retidentS in Illindisis' about 70i'....

-..Over the past seven years, $70 million in state funds has gohe,.ifit6

1

regionalization catalyzed in part by $16 million of federal AHEC funding.

North Dakota:

--AHEC helped create a degree granting medical school totally °Hefted to

primary care with all training in four regional settings. Since AHEC,

there have been 160 graduates of the M.D. Program.

--New residencies entirely due to AHEC have been created. These include

four family practice programs (48 residents) and one program each in

obstetrics and internal medicine. There were no residencies in North

Dakota prior to AHEC funding.

--Of the first 14 family practice graduates, 12 are in North Dakota and

nine are in towns of less than 5,000 population.

--State funds have been catalyzed by federal AHEC funds to support the

AHEC. Program after federal funds are terminated.

--In 1967 North Dakota's ratio of physicians to 100,000 population was

81.2. In 1977 the ratio had climbed to 108.0 This represents a significant

advance in part due to the AHEC Program.

Tufts/Maine:

--AHEC has helped create a significant decentralization of m dical education

to Maine with 18 students receiving the entire third year of medical school

in Maine.

--Two new family practice residency programs have been develdped and two

family practice residency programs hOve been expanded with AHEC support.
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West Virginia:

- -AHEC has helped increase primary care residency positions from 14 to 102'

in three hospitals with a significant retention:in regions served by

AHEC.

--Due to university relationSthrough AHEC; thereVhas beeh an-increase in
. .

the oumber of residents who are graduates (of American medical. schools.

South Carolina:

--AHEC ha's helped increase primary cdce.residen6y positions:froM 69 to 314.

--Medical student rotations to rural areas haVe increased from 27 weeks

to 902 weeks per year.

--Minority physician retruitment'program has led to an increase from 39

_ minority physicians in 1976 to 57 minority physicianPin 1978.

-:-:There were virtually no medical student rotations to the Central San

Joaquin Valley pre-AHEC. Now there are 120-regular rotations of 1.5

months e Also 160 rotations elsewhere in AHEC.

-,New:grtmary cirb residency positions have increased from 12 to 90.

--A recent survey of 30 medic?.service areas in he San JoaqUftValley

revealed that.20 areas had significant AHEC activity. Of these,'18

had a two, -fold increase in the number of physictige' In the other ten

areas with little AHEC activity, there was either no increase in physicians'

or a decrease.

/

--Pre-AHEC Ofhly three physicians in the San Joaquin Valleg.had, faculty

,

appointMents at the Unfversity of California/San Francisco; 'howhow 75

do which.reflectS theinvolve rot' private practitioners ip the education

of meditatudents and reSi;Je s. /
. !
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-;,Minnesota:

PP
In.recent.years, 75 percent of medical schnl graduates have tbOter;

primary care residencies; whereas-in 1973, only 33 percent,made such

Choices.

-4etween 1970 and 1976 the phyqcian/population ratio improved nearly

tenPertent In areas outside the major 6etropolitan areas of Minnesota.

Missouri:'

--Major preceptorsbip.programs in dentistry, pharmacy,, and med-One with

about'2/3 of all,gra9duates choosingoprimary care.

--Greatly increased strength in allied health. training.'

--Major .program-in.continUjngedutation via. an audio-visual netw

rural areas.

t New Mexico:

--There have been ore than 140. Native American graduates of health

J

'professibnal training programs with More than 85%.of graduates. employed

in ograms that .serve the Native'Americall population.

--Have developed an emergency medicine system serving the Navajo Tribe..

, --New organizational capacity created for Navajo Indians tomeet,heaith

care needs.

Texas:

0.-Career develOpment-effort,"largely iii allied health:for Chicanos in
.

Rio Grande Valley. The Texas.AHEC Program terminated its federal'AHEC

relationship in-1978 due to.itsinability to meet the criteria of.the

rules and regulations.associated with the 1976 Health Manpower Act.
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North Carolina:

- -There are nine AHECs forming .a statewide system involving
all four

,medical schoblsin the State.

--One-third of the clinical training for all medical students now occurs in
4

AHECs.

--300 new primal, care residency positions have been added statewide of

which,180 are in family practice.
.

-Evidence for a major improvement in phyiician distributiOn with evidence
. .

.to.link AHEC.to this. For example, between 1964-1970 only 22 of the

States 160 counties showed improvement in their physician/population

ratio with 51 counties, showing
a worsening.' Between. 1970-1977 fully 80

counties showed. improvement with only showing a worsening: This

improvement is in large measure associated with the AHEC Program a d

other federal and'state

--$14 million of federal AHEC funds have catalyzed Over i90 million

/111.funds'including $23 mi%on of statefUnds to build medical-ed atIbn

. classropms and family. medicine training centers ip the nine AHEC regions.

1

The .inevitable conclusio that we reach from a review of the accomplishments

of the Nalional AHEC Program is that it has helped to improve the distribution
t

-,
of physicians in a manner which reflects

voluntarism and inter - ,institutional.

cooperation between the universilk the c m ity: and\other initiatives

1 such asethe National Health ervice Corps. In several states we haVe also

seen ta catalytic effect o ederal AHEC funds upon both st e and local

AHEC funds which assures long term survival of the program b yond the

period of federal funding n these states: c,

Accordingly, li,believethe AHEC Program deserJes contlnuedfederal

suppoet as one,pf a series of initiatives dpsigned to oVe?come the

s

.4'



maldistribution Of. health It should continue to be supported

by a separate section in the next health manpower act, and we are pleased

to see it so reflected in'SectiOn 216 of House Bill HR 6802.
.

The supporCof ZhetCongress for the AHEC Prgram notwithStandihg,
r

there are Several items in the 1976 statute_and/or its associated rules

and .regula dons which we believe hamper the capacity of the various AHECs

to adapt to meet the varied regional needs of our nation. In some
.

instances, modifications in these concerns have been addressed'in HR 6802

The modifications we would propose are as follows:

1. We believe, that AHECs should be al lowed to be based in branch

campuses of medical 'schools and not restricted only to non-

profit community corporations. Broad based community input for
e

such AHECs.can be assured through regional advisory committees.

The success of the. pebtgrams In Illinois and other states attests

to the fact that branch campuses can effectively serve'as AHECs.

2. We believe the request that each medical .school associated with
e-'

an AHEC Program conduct at least ten percent of it cl iniql
medical education in AHEC'settings is too demandin and suggest

:that there be a requirement for such activities bu that the level

be negotiated by The Secretary and the university contractor.

We further believe that only the prime contracting medical school

should have to meet these requirements and n t necessarily other

medical schools subcontracting for AHEC ser i .
A .

\

8. We bclieve the mission of AHEC as an education and programs

for the providers of heaIt services musN3e, protected. AHECv,...._

is bastcalitV not a prograg or th provision 'of ccnsumer health

¢! education except insofar as it t MRS providers to do a better

job of patient and consumer.edecation°. There does, howeve; need

. rim ' 4

a



to he some latitr for urbanAHECs to expend some federal funds

in such community health edUcation activities.

4 We believe the support provided by AHEC to the National. Health

Service Corps sho Id be limited to "educational" support services.

5 We believe the Rquirement that each participating medical

school conduct a program for the training of nurse practitioners

.is inappropriate insofar as medical schools do not conduct such*

programs.

6 We arso believe that the advisory committees of the AH_C Program

should be reconstituted in the statute to reflect the fact that.

the "consumer" of AHEC educational services is really the

"provider" of health care in the community.' This recognition

would help alleviate rigid requirements of HEW regulations with

respect to the cOmposition of AHEC advisory committees.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we would like to br7IN two other matters

before the Subcommittee. First, during the first five years of the AHEC .

Program our relationship with the federal government was based in five

year incrementally funded tontracts'subject to.annual review of program

. performance and to annual approp ation of funds. Since 1977, our

relationship has been based in onyear contracts which severely complicates

long range planning and the recruitment of phySidians and others to AHEC

activities. We strongly urge a return to five year incrementally funded

contracts to avoid unnecessary bureaucratic'refi tape while maximizing

the capacity of the AHEds to recruit needed physicians and others to facul

positions in the community. ,_, ,

SecOnd, while Th'e Congress has treated the original AHEC projects

most fairly, we believe there i3 much more that cp.be accomplished n

o.

"\,
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our individual states and suggest th for a minimal investment beyond

'the anticipated termination of federal funding in September, 1981.
,

'The Congress can assure the development and support of important pew

health manpower initi tives in the original AHEC Pebjects. Since thP

organizational network has been built and in many cases taken over by

state funding,. a modest investment of federal' funds through the next health

manpower act could see to it that the original AHEC projects continue to

meet the health manpaiier needs ti? the 1580's. We suggest. that provision

be made for continued funding of the original AHEC projects with the

following stipulatibns:

1. That the project meet the criteria for AHEC as outlined in thel

new health manpower act. . 0

'2. That funding be ulled to support new health manpower initiatives*

tht build ithe established AHEC struct)re..

That the aggregate investment of federal funds in these projects

not exceed ten percent .0 all federal funds appropriated for the

National AHEC Prog6m.

I appreciate the opliortunity to appear befbre the Subcommit e.and

look forward to answering any questions.
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Mr. WAxmAx. Thank you Dr. Watts?

STATEMENT OF MALCOLM S. M. WATIrS, M.D.
. ,

Dr. WA'rrs. I am Dr. Malcolm $. M. Watts, associate dean of the
School of Medicine at the,,Univerity of California at San Francisco

. and the project directOr for tli;e California statewide area health /`
education center program.' . ' '

Although I have been the director -.:of a rural regional AHEC
projett in California for 5 years My purpose today is to 14,rieflY

'... discuss three stmt ,witle programs which} were established under, the'. o

current law and regulations. .
, t

The Ohio and Massachugetts ptojects are in their second year
943and the statewide ,program,in California is in its fi1 t year. Takan

together these three programs. organize the resour s of 18 medical
schools to deal with the healthskmanpower _needs of. States with a
combined population of more than 38,million people.

The needs and opportunities vary greatly not only among theStates but within them. Our ,own experiences and the achieve-
ments of other AMC projectsniakes us confident thaLwe have an
effective mechanism for accomplishing our goals.

We are concerned that weahoulaikbe allowed reasonable flexibil-c., . . .IV, to wotko best within our own settings; that we hav,e adequate
financial aupport and that the. GOvernment will not continue to

/ add to,the list of functions Of the 4HEC programs.
).,' We believe that if the projects aiic to flourish it istimportalpt to

have a well understood evaluatib4 mechanism and o a consistent,
approach to-the administration of the prpject`oby the' Federal v-ailment?' , , d qopeittfioearnong the AHEC program and related Feaeral'im-
ti Ives such as the National Health Service Corps and the health:

A planning agencies- is eSsential. ,
Thank `you. Ira.. ,.
[Testimony resymes o p.,6%9.] , / \--[Dr. Watt's prepdered tementlind attachnien Kollow:],

,

'.4.-
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STATEMENT OF7MALCOLM S. M. WATTS; M.D.,

PROJECT DIRECTOR, CALI.F.ORKIA SitiLkWIDE AREA HEAVN EDUCATION CENTER
. p

4

0 ( Of the .22 million citizens of the-state of California,
almG t 4million, 41% Of the population, live in.geographic.

e-f-k.cN4

area officially desiqnated, by the state of Valifornia or by
a re raj. agency'or'iby botS, as underserved by primary` care \.

physi ians. Altpough California is endowed with centers of '"
*groat Keellence in medical research and, education and also is ;'
tide ben '''ary'of substtantialiOrmigration of physicians from
other states, .t. is pla *b. by the classical problems of
specialty and geographic ldistribution which were identified

the Carnegie Council in its eeport of 1970 and by subsequent
Federalvlegishation. Almost all of the rural areas of the .

state are designated S'aNgnderseiked,' as are,verpoubstantial
portions of the popUlati ps of the major dibaff aKeas, chiefly
around San Francisco Bay and the Los Angeles. Basin. Californi6
also shares with some other states diversity of special bealth '

care needa arising from the conOentration of.minority ethnic :

groups in inner city barricand ghettos majoi population of
*migrant wOrkers-, ;a significant influx of refugees from Southeast
AsiA numeroushnd,widely distributed Native American ReservatiOns
and rancheris,'growing concentrations of retired persons, and °

...,_-.1,

pockets of population distributed An isokated'communities a4
great...distance 'from major medical centers:.

4

'. Similar problems of shortage and maldistributiop exist .
amdng o hpi co(egories.of health,manpower.as well. Moreover,
we suffer from asometimes compartmentalized, and uncoprdinated.
approach to the solution of these problems among the manx: -

agencies (local, stato'and federal) which are attempting eti)
address them- Some notion of the complexity cfothis systemof
agencies, or-1.1tOn-system", may be dorived frolNhe,fcillowing .

brief statiatiEal gummary which was compiled ,in Januarx04 1979:
,1N.

i4

1. There welt 35,areos.designate by the. Federal'( prnment
-. , "r7 q,. .

as health manpower shoreage.arL s. it, , v
4

2. There were 21-Californi:Ilea1thSsecvice Corps SiV.
.

.3...1 There were 35 National lealth Service Corps sites0.(some
. o which'werc adjo6Nnt t. the California sites).

Thev. were 18 federallynded rural health programs
---".

--;*-^-4

- o' ... . ' (
. .,

sig,6rted by,migrant'health initiatives, health underserved
rural ara.initiatilips; and rural health initiatives. /

+,* . 1"' X

4..5. TherewerNa 45 Ihdian health projeots- anti clinics, .,....' .t.,

. - - .- ,vf, . ic

0

,

w

,
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6. There, were mat s currenturrent rdsto the same agencies
from the state of California d various agencies ?f the

!Federal Government to suppor peimary care physician .A

, residency traiiking.program , nurse practitioner and physiCian
dimistant traini Iprogra s, undergraduate education programs,
health team train ng pgograms, and the like.

. . .

, I do not imply that. these .prograns are unnecessary or' ",
unworthy of financial support: In most cases, these/activities

'arb both a manifestation'of need for health manpower education:.
and a resource for such training: However, the size and
complexity of thks system demonstrates a'need.for collaboration
and coordination across agency boUnderies and

ra
among many

and a cooperating community agency) may b cdnfuSed'and-wary,of

'thb components of anAHEC program (a coopera0.ng medical school k

(

.copeting_constituenpies. Under these circumstances, both of

entanglements withl t an effective Mecha' so-t o deal with thisni
.array_ofvPrograms i which both partners ave,Confidence. 'So,
California is a'state which needs both the edus@tiohal coMpOnerit /
Of an AHEC program and tht'coordinative organizational system'

.:which such a prograM may proi/ide.,
) 4,,\ °

p
In 1979; the AiversitY of CaliforRat San Francisco Sch61

of 4diCine was invtted to' propose to7t d ureau Of Health .

' Mappower a,plan to develop statewide area health education.
center program in California.4 The Univepity came to the task ....

withi.seffie Considerable assets, among these. were: ,
. s.

I.s..,.A very ,succe,ssfuil,oxperiepte in operating a, regional AHEC
,. ,, in the Ceqraj San Joagin Valley in Cal,i,fornia,for seven

years ana'two 'otter AHECIA in the coastal -areas of Central
. and Nol-tperqCalifornia for two years: This p'ipjept,

developed as,part,ef thca. firsC genpyatiOn of AHECs, was, -

J mote than a small test run of the AHEC concge; it served
2arPopulation of 1,973,00 and 37,157 sgvare' iles (about,

twice the siie.of West Virginia). In the Central Sap:joagyin
-- Valley I'oject Where, our.prOgrams.coveed a sufficient span .

o of,time, we wer about to eatablish,clear and substantial
:gains in prima cane physician. manpower im health service'
tareas whore si n ficant AHEC activity occurred and to compare'

. that outcpmo with,a well-documented tendency toward declining
physician pppulatiep and health services in a large adjacent

1. control area. The gains Were made, Abi:'-r by establiShing
li andlexpandingeqcidencytraining programs and retaining the ,' , ,A 7
(.\- TilaSorit.bVtli qTadyatep of such programs,_bilt also byt,

cf9oloping a broadly-4ased,eduC?tion4,1 and conbultatfve .

sYstem which reached even theAmall towns of the area-"Xild
profoundly affected the professionSf,erivi fimenC, Ilis

e

.,
e

v*J.
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o

. .

.... outcome was .ostabl ed., in variety 'of" ways, inclus)ing a
pracbi tio 121s entriCurr tea-Ang, arid' rema*ning'

in tp area;. but I -perhaps:,:can beat Oo surrymarizecr,by
poi-n to an in-Migration at, primary carephyki..ciatts

.c ring the period 1975 1977 of 197' as Cpmpared to .an
out - migration of "70 primary c,ate physicians; .four, a. gain .,
of 127. DK., EUgene Mayer, 'in..00 tesbilrmaY rgard1;ng the;'' .
on nal 7(11ECs, , has cited a number of exainples.of:.sueh .

--suCcesser 'in 'California, and X.,other states; as have reports
Prepared4by the Secretary of IIEW foe-VIE* Congress, anf.1 the ..

report for thO.Carnegie Council sprepralredby Dr: gharles.
Odegaard. In our case.,,, we were. fortunate.. to have some good' ^
baseline .data and to have trio. ttdvantegb.'of kiting:i:11e to
track changes in the' supuly and di,stribut,ion, of heal4 .

. prbvidersin. iarge` .statistically. significant 'are.4. and
a simirar con or r-area. In another ,study ip that same area

wero:abl o establish:a change.n merality" rote 'Over
fOcused both
time, which, brkelates with educational O ograms tha. were . .

-as"to place and to Subject rti,atter: Tile&
shoUld'aliway b,b. Some, skepticis'm in Such stu'dies beck-use

, of. the enorm us ral. of variables that canncit,. be' controlled'.

th
'However th'e,

andly the ntaldsufofedpl..i esulcats .that the A, HEbCy,

proggamwav$ ful Iin ca-usEng a pro fo'uncii ;
imProvOtSratl-iVh'eVaccess",to anti the qualityof health cre°

..thi.40WIL arim. and that it, is an efEicieht cost-eifeFtive,
way t.04301,-V.0 so* Of bA4 most persistent problems' in health. 7
Inanpow,di.-.ritiAdb' tiOn.-TArberefOre, both the UniversiAy of
'CATiforni'a.at Francisco and the. Ilniversi,ty aCalifnia

" at Los Angeles Sc. b Medielne (UCLIChad bein .a major
partner in the ',Cent JoagUjn Valley THEC, for fi e

.t,yearsr were attre4ed the ,ppsibility of del/pa-PO
cooperat ive S4,atew We A I program, :i'
Othdr iriitiated by other medigal schools_
in the; state which also sieveraped e?cperience,in.,outrqach
activitie-l''and' conditioned those institutOons to, believe in
the effectiveness..of the' AHEC approach to health manpower

T
. education.; Aineng .m.iny 'such -ekampleS were the yitoadIy. .-distributed, ne.its.f,ork of rural ...family practice' a cr fami'ly I

,..,. nurse. pract.i.tioner training programs at; tape, Oniversity of
-K.,1 Ca-lifornia at- Da(,isl and' the urban health education, initiatives

,,,p f the 4niversity. of Southerff*Callf.ornia. and-the Charles .11,
Drew:, Postgraduat,SAhobl of Medicine in Los..Angeleb. A.

, '.... .. ..

3.. A State-fur4eci initiative knbwn as the Song-Brown program`
which pro,h).les' some' 3 million ,dallats annually to stirs late

ii and A ubt111* fhe 'training of primary ;bard phYsictansy'and .-
..1,. mid=jrnie 1,' p/ot it ione.rs.

A :....,
, .

O
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. A network:of piimary care residency training programs
affiliated with medical sbhools;.but well distributed
Ahrough much of thearea,of need.

Our proposal was originally submitted as a cooperatiVe
..program of the five University of California Schools of Medicine

ith the, University jf California at San Francisco.serving as the
ead school and fiscal agent in behalf of the.regions. The

-.proponal, howevercalled.for_the involVement of the three
-.ptivate schools of medicine during the planning year.. It also
.invorved.other health professions educational institutions with
1.a total of 15 prbLespional schools contributing to- the'. original
proposal.

GOAL

The goal of the project is the same as that which is
expressed in Public Law 94-484; to improve the access to and
the quality of health care by improving the supply and
distribution of primary-care-health manpower.

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
0

. .

Out statewide4rogram is based'on the following prinCiples1

A genuine partnership.muit. be developed between a
participating medicalohool and one or more area h
education centers.

2. Before the partnershipimgy be established, it Must be clear
that therd is a significant need for improved health services'

s in that area.
. .

3. It must be4establishedthat the identifi health service --
needs are amenable to educational intervg4tions aimed at
the health providers.- . . I

4. The cooperating medical school (and Its.assookated schools)
.must be-able and willing to support its interventions.

vS The ABEC,'a.community-based organization,lust be repmesen-'.
Itative of the communi,ty and really able to involve ,thee
significant. provider, groups and educational resources in

. the prOjqct.

THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY IN CALIFORNIA'

Tht0). Year of the p*.j-ect (it began on July 1,/t979),was
.

to lead ot only, to the.developMeat of a comprehensiVe plan,.
but also to the establishment of 'Aileffective-stateWide ' ,2'
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'organization. The Organizational'strategY was to:

1. Engage all -eight medical schdbls in the project and a broad.-
range- of ether.health professions schools as well.

-
Form an effeCtive working relationship with non-university

!-Agericies such as the Office of,Statewide Realth Planning,
-and Development, the :Health Systems. Agencies, the:California
Postsecondary EducatioCommission, and the California Health

- ManpoWer Policy Commission. An example of the desired product
of tliese relationships` is to coordinate the allocation of.
AHEC funds. for physicians and mid-level practitioner training
with the'allocation of the Song-Brown funds for.similar.

Provide for maximum autonomy for each cooperating school
wi4thin its region'ef responsibility while insisting on the

.-deveropment and maintenance of integrative project-wide
activities; providing fer a basic core of similar activities4
in each new AHEC while- establishing a mechanism for discrete
awards based on special needs and opportunities in one or
more AHECs; establishing a central office to assure coordinated
planning, technical-support, .fiscal and contract accounta-.
bility, and a. common'sense of purpose-and direction.'

4. To avoid doing what is already being lenev this implies the
develOpmeneof a capability to know what is going on
throughout the state and. among the many intertwined.Federal
and State prograMs.

5. Develop planning committees relating to .each' of.tde functions
Of the AHEC which would include representatives of the
institutions which already are engaged or wouldoneed to be
involved in AHEC activities.

THE PROGRAM STRATEGY'

An enterprise of this size needs flexibility in program
planningsso that each regional office may respond to local-needs
and capiplize on local assets; but there also needs tO:be a'

.,.st.IffiErEnVthread of commonality. There will be, constan4
!pdhtpeOtion for resources and'theie is` always a danger of
,dkluting the effo 'rt or of making such rated shifts in:emphasis'
thaA.the.prospects for counting any MajEY:impacts will be '
IliMOished. The program strategy outlined below, we believe, takes
intaccount both,the need for flexibility and for ccpsistency:

'.The focal point for program aetivity.willioe the network of
affiliated .primary care physician residency training programs,
especiallY'family practice.

1
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The plan of every coop ating center will include activities-
and;resources to Add aJequate strength to-4 primary care
residendy training program and ttiexpand that prograth or
extend itsreach-tO more "distant underserved areas, or to
establishw training sites. ; ; -

3. Each centermust, develOp or i oVe an undergraduate medical
education program involving clerkShipa and preeeptorships,
and it must give concurrent...in atrong emphasis to continuing
professional' Oucation. The 'undergraduate,. graduate) and
postgtaduate 'educational programs-must be integrated and
-reinfOrce one another with'the-objective, not only to .
educate physicians in underserved areas, but also to
retain those already in the area, to engage them in the
educational process, to advance the skills of health

.

professionals, and to attract physicians from other areas.
er

4. Although some funds can be allocated to the development of
other-educational programs from the contract, each center
will, insofar as possible, develop such programs in
cooperation with other agencies such as community colleges
and hospitals which have the capability to continue those
programs once they are developed.

5. In selected instances, to develop programs at the regional
or statewide_level which might have cOmpOnents in -the AHECs-
ag; well (examples being- libtary and learningt sources. and
drug information services) assuring that for, ch educational
program there is both a local component and iversity

tfaculty.cOmponent. Seek out the-exising systems and
concentrate'on finding the gaps whichin9ed'to be filled or
the integration.which needs.to be applied wherever possible.

PROGRESS

' Some of the'achieveMenti of the'California.AHEC during thefirst year were:,

U1. The
"

completion.'of.a-Letter of Intent with the Office
Statewide Health Planning and:Development and the California
Postsecondary EducationCommisaion stating our intention to
cooperate fully the coordination of activities while in
pursuit of.cOMmon objectives. (Appendix /.)

2. Endorsements of professional associations such as the
California Medical Association have been received. ,
(ApPendiX II.)

. '
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3. Fifteen planning Committees leach relating to one of the
'functions of an AHEC center and each comprised of 1071p
distinguished educators, providers, and consumersY ha4it
been organized, hive met three times;anehave developed
plans and recommendations from a statewide,perspective.,

. ,.. .

4. All eight medical schools have-joined as cooperating schbols
and each has assumed responsibility for a'region,of the state;
four of these schools have staff paidLehder"Yhe contract and
the others are donating staff time during:this year. .A plan
has been produced for eachkof the eight regions of the state.

.
. . -4s

5. FiVe new area health education center are nearing the
completion of their planning year and all-havoduced
written plans for their 02 Year; eight more ASE l are'in
the early planning phase.

6.

. ,

The Statewide Program-Advisory Committee has met three times
and has reviewed the recommendations of the tOteen,statewide
planning committees as well as the draft' proposals of the , ,

eight regional medical.schools endAthe five ABECs.
-

7. The eight deans olthe cooperating mediCal schoofs.met on
MiEch 11; and after a full day,of.carefully considering the
-05ns developed and the status of-the organization, they-
'endormed'the wqrk that has been done and a4reedto proceed
with the development.of our proposat for the 02 Year.

.
.

8. Oe'have accounted separately for the original contract-
activities, but in termsof planning we- have integrated
the three.AhECs developed under the previous contract' with
,plans for the statewide system. W@ project &let in the
course, oaf 'the nekr eight' years, a. total ofieighteen centers
will be developed,'"about one-half:of.which wili'lib urban
And one-half °,0f1which 'will be rural-. ' . , t,

The planning and development of the pro'ect has proceeded.
much Mbie rapidly than we, !lag ariticipated. The,planning also has
revealed with greater cla;ottyand emphasis the difficulty and the
size of this undertaking.XAs a result of these factorI,.we have
revised oul estimate of the lupds required -to conduct the pr
and will adjust the,projected budget in our next.proposal.

"4.



APPENDIX I
.

UNIVERSITY OF .CALIFORNIA, SAN FRANCISCO

....Li, 1,.. 11.1.: L. nr,.nsio. 0, mcCO SAN rnANCSCO

sTATEwio
AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER SYSTEM

LETTER OF INTENT

September 30, 1979

4
The undersigned hereby muteSily agree that it is their intention to cooPerat.

fwily ira thd4coardination of the act pities
6f their respective agenctes while in

the pursuit of common objectives relating tcPthe
training and'deployment of. health.

manpower re:pi.ukes in California.

The Ofttce 4 Statewide Health Pi'anntng
and DevelOpment fully supports the

concept of a Statewide Area'Health Education
Center to iMarove.ihe.-6ailty Of3'

'services to potients,and to design programs to en;ble health prof7eSsiboaAto,::4
- provide these services in areas and among populations tbatcurrenill'are.unse!Jedl.
or:underserved. The Office will-cooperate to the-maximum extent feasible
the'Center's planning phase. The Office will, specifically, provide such.data and'information that it ,has...,pri a."-elbely basis. to assist the Center 'in.its
act,i'vitVes.' The Office will make available, as appropriate, staff tb'participalet.
in the Center'splanning operations. for Purposes of coordinatingipoli6can_...,....,.r,...,
planning.initiatives. The 'Office will assist the Center in establishing
communications with other agencies SO

institutions which have major roles irir!
health manpower activities.

,
. .

. ,

The Statewide a althiducation Center recognizes the Office's managted
responsibilities fo health planning and health manpower planning and.prOgramTing.-
The Center will tak Vito account, in its planning 'and resource allocation ''
decisions, the recd endationS of the State He'altil Plan, the California Health
Manpower Plan, and t Health'Sciences Plan of the Postsecondary Education,'
Commission. The Cent Uiil provide adequate opportunities for OffiCe.Stafi to ,., pArtjcieate in the Caen arks planning activities through 'the pliceMent. oflOffice.
7reOrescntatives on ap opriate advlaei-and working committees.. The Center will

. share with the Offic .such data'and irlformation that it accrues, that will-be
usefuL'in the OffiC s.- programs -and activities.

. °

";`..

Henry W.,Zar ky, Ph .

Director -
0

Office of,Statewide'Health
Plarining and Development

Malcolm S, M.' Watts, M:D,

Project Director
-California Statewide Area

Health Education Center:

-

. r ..._,' ' W) C-- Clc.1-"S.."N-N
. Agnes 'C . ROO Inson '-

Chairpers6n . -...'. . 54...
postsecondary Educati6roCameiltislorr;

,.r, i.

!,'
ts.

i3



APPENDIX II

CALIFOR NIA M EDICAIY
;31 Market Street : Sarlirancisco.Cailtomfa 94103 / 415.777-2000

.Tanu-a*/ al, 1990`

MalcoL-n S.M. Gags, M.D.
Project Director

'Associate Dean
Room Z24 .7 Sciences
San Francisco, California 94143

es.Dear Dee -"atks:
11

This letter ii to convey: off icially the Califtrnia Medical Association
CounciL's e or.sernent of:the objective s 'and program of the California
Are a 1-1e1th Education Center (VE.C) Network as.a mechanisrn to
in:luence,thedistribution of physicians and other health piofessionals
into both Ut-barr-an'd rural 'Medically underserved areas.

May I also exec:limy person.al oongratulations to. you and Associate
Project Director Clark Jones on the progresi being.inade through this
corr.pleic and innovative program,. which shows such promise for
improving access to'and gUality of care in'underserved areas.

Sincerely your,s,

li
Brad COhn,'
ChairrnaDA,of t.rSt,'Codncil

BC:ar, a le
. 1.
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SUMMARY OF THE MASSXCEVSETTS AHEC PPOCRAM
.

41. The Massachusetts St wide Area Health Education Center PrograA has been
deyeloped. as a partner p among three medical schools, a numUser cf other health
professions schools a d programs, e0hd. community-based institutions which haftei.
planned and organized AHECs. The.Unilaersity of MassachUsetts Medicak,Center (UMMC).
_is the prime contractor for the development of the' statewide AHEC system.' In its
first planning year. the AHEC Program made significant progress and accomplished

t ''the following:

A.network 9health p ,sions schools has been firmly established
nd reflects thecceni :t of these institutions to'addressing health

't manpower needs in Massachusetts. In the first year.- formal participa7
lion in the AHEC Program brought the following schools together:

University of Massachusetts Medical School: Boston University SChools
. mof Medine, Nursing, Dentistry, Social Work, and.Sargent College of

Allied Health; Tufts UniversiSy-Schools of Medicine, Dental Medicine,.
Occupational Therapy. and Nutrition: University pf Massachusetts School(
of Health Sciences. Other health professions schools will become formal'
participants in the AHEC effort -du knq the 02 year.

Three Area Health Education' Centers were established and reflect major
commitments of resources My local. community institutions. These AHECs
area Berkshire-AHEC. Fostoc AHEC, AHEC of Pioneer Valley. All three

.....AHECs'successfelly accomplisned organizational tasks -(area designation,
establisheent of governing boards,and advisory committees) and planned
educational programs for the 02 year in collaboration with the various
schools.

The AHEC ProgmaM'develcped cooperative working relationships with other
key agencies Ohich have significant roles in shaping health manpower
strategies. These include the Massachusetts Office of State Health
Planning and.the Regional Office'Of the National Health Service-Corps.
Similarly. the AHECs established working relationship with their HSAs.
Thus, the AHEC.Prograi will play a:'sigoificant role in shaping policies
Concerning health mang&wer development.. -

- VMMC has been able to secure- hon-federal.state support for the AHEC .

Program ?or the 02,year. This re1resents an initial- effort, which,
will "accelerate in the_coming years. to secure non-fedlral funding for
the AHEC Program;

Q
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SUMHARp4OF OHIO AHEC PROCSAX.

The Chio Statewide ABEC Program is a tiliquecooperative program being
develoeed by Ohio's seven medical schools and the Chip Board of Pegents. All
of the medical schools are planning or developing regional AM EC p_,'"egra.-ns that
will meet the requirments of SecneUmn 781 of P.L. 94-484.

The overall goals of this statewide pro- am are to:

1) Improve the specialty and geographic distribution, supply, quality,
utilization, and efficiency of health personnel in the health delivery system,
and to,

2) .Encourage regicnalizaticn of health professions education2---'\
\

Specifically, Chio's program is addressing through regionalized edeca;lide
actities those problems associated with a rural Ohio population whichihas stn
an 8% increasewhile the physician-to-poeulaticn ratio has ;eriained constant. during
the same time period. Problems associated with undeserved urban areas are being
addressed by provams beir*develcped ih Cleveland, Youngstown, and Cincinnati.

AA

Organizational:J.1 the University of Cincinnati CellegeofsMeelicine serves as
the prime contractor, and then subcontracts with the sixothei:reical schools-in
the ,state fcrothe P1ahning and develcpment of regional ?J- piuy/as. Also, the
Chic: Board cf.P.egres has stiocontracted to provide statewide administration and
ccerdin:ition--of the Ohio Statewide ABEC Program. The Regions have established..
the Chio .iIX Advisory Board to 5217:0 as the statewide prowm advisdry committee
to facilitateASEC i:rupram plannir,g and development.

The planning and aevelcpment activities of the Ohio Statewide ABEC Program
are being conducted in phases. The regional programsat the Universitof Cincinnati
College of Medicine and at the NoOrtheastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine
have completed one year'Of planning, and have begun the development of Centers in
Georgetcwn,..and Yom. town. The CaseWestern University School of Medicinb is now
in its second year aMk is working toward the development of an urban MEC in
Cleveland. The Wright State University School' of fieditine will begin its second
year on e 1, 19,80. with the development of a Center in Califon:. The Medical
College of Chio, the Chio.tatotni%ersity College of Medicine, and Ohio Universitye
Cpllege of Osteopathic Medicine are now conducting regional planning activities.

,

3/12/Sam)1
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____

..Mr- WAXMAN. ThanlOrou very much. r. Landay?Nk..

_.: __.
STATEMENT 'OF MEKWYN A. LANDAY,

.4
D.D S M.DiA..

Dr. LANDAY. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have the opportunityto appear before thiS su6cornmittee for the urban AHEC programs..Nine.. tee ndw have AHEC prograins -in urban areas. Thisinch ifornia, Comecticut, Illinois, Maryland, Massachasetts,'1.New /10hio,-gennsylvania, and Virginia.. u
This movement of' AHEC's into urban cent/id cities has occurredin the newer AHEC programs funded-since 1977 at the urging ofBoth` the House and Senate in reports issued in 1975. Because oftheir newness the urban AHEC's are still in the planning anddevelopment stage.
They are preparing to implement the-AHEC strategies that haveprovecksuccessful in addressing the health manpower and deliverysystem problems in ruraLal.eas,This includes the production ofincreased numbers of primary care health manpower and mid-levelpractitioners and attempting to locate and retain them in shortageareas.

addition drban AHEC's face forces different than rural areas.ese include complicated economie, cultural, educational and en-Vironmental barriers to the adequate supply of health manpowerand the delivery of health care. Because of these bdrriers mosturban areas share the problems of generally higher mortality andmorbidity rates and other indicators of seriously deficient healthstatus. ...-,

To deal with thesproblems will require approaches and strate-gies different than rural areas. The urban AHEC programs areserving as the vehicle to. focus the attention of univavities oncentral city health .manpower and health care delivery/Problems` a n dand providing a catalyst to the development of new approaches andstrategies to address the'problems unique to inner cities. ,This deVelopment process we believe will be an important'contri--bution of the' AHEC program in urban argas-and Is a most valuablereturn for the dollar investment the citizens of the United Statesare putting into this program. .

Examples "of some of the newer urban AHEC programs inCamden, Hartford Pittsburgh, and Los Angeles .are contained in..,
my/written submission. - .

Thank you.
"1.

[Testimony resumes on `p. 66'71 ,

[Dr. Landay's prepared statement follows:]
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1."STATEMENT OF -MERWYC A. LANDAY, .S., M.B.A.,' DIRECTOR .
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NEW JERSEY.... AfrEh HEALTH JOUCATION CENTER PROG
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Mr. Chairmsn:_ I am pleas4d.to have-the -Oppottunity ta'appia before this -,

, 4 ic' .

subCommittee to present important'information on the new7r4an ABEC Program .."-N,

.

7:r
--as 110alth,Hanpower legislation is"censidgred. In this igtimOny,liew Jersey

serves as e representative of all of the AHEC Programs with tfrban respon-

sibility, either those exclusively urbantor those statewide with urban

components. This now 1f9Cludes Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland,

Massachusetts:'New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia. -...-4-7-

The problems of health care in urban central cities, as. you know,. are , ,-:k
. . . ,

. . .

significant. Similar to rural areas, there are problems o-ieAlfIistribu`sion ,

-...
. .

._,..

.

of health maspower,'both of they geographic and specialty type; along with

-those 0e quality of care.and levels of tare. In additionto these problems, Oc

C.,
urban 9,HECs have a number of other issues with4whieh to contend. In-central

cities/thetare forceful economic barriers to.adequate.bealth care due to

' large Cdiceqration4of:indigentlpopulaCions. There are both cultural

4

barriers due to differences between consumetsylio are mostly black and his"-

panid, spd providers. whoe are mostly white;,and eduCational liarrt'els with

:populations which have little knowledge'offor appreciation forstay14
A

healthy. And finally, there ar1'significant environmental factors such as

high crime, decaying neighborhoods, pollution, etc." All of these forces

interact, even synergistically, to erect barriers.to the adequate delivery

4

of wire in central cities. Because of these barriers,' many if not all urban

areas share the torsion problems of generally higher mortality and morbidity

rates, high infant mortality rates, high teenage` pregnancy rates, elevated

venerlal disease rates. Nigh drug and alc9hol abuSe rates, and other indica-

tors of inadequate health status.

Urban'AHECs were.fiest proposed taaddress some of these problems by

the 1970Carnegie Commission keport, Higher Education and the Nations Health,
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uchor4ze4 an_stayl stied uiqr [he-Health'Manpower ducation.

'Initiative Xwaces, SeetIon.'774-(a) of iheib11ligalth rice
4 t as

. -
amended byP.L. 92-157: The CompretenSive Real Traing Actire.:

'1 Assistance 4.- 4, fr.1971, a*d P.L. 94-484, The Health PrpfessioneEduca

Act of 197x6 , Sectip 781. iin6,10.197 however, AHEC develop ent fused

almost exclus'ivel on rural areas. n:I975, arse of Representatives

Committee Repor on the Health Manpow Act of 197 (ReportNo. 94-266).

'. -stated:

"The only verall criticism . - the AHEC Program to

date is
f hat none of the existing Cs have been directed toward =^-0

the health manpower problems of 1 ercity urban areas. The

committee expects that a significant portion of AHECs developed

under the new legt/ation will)e designed to influenc geo-

Aistf_lhatiOn Prablems in these areas."

The Senate's Labor and Public Welfare Ccmmitte# Report (No. 94-80) on Me--

Health ProfessionS'Educational Assistance Act of 1976 also called fat "the

estabXishment of'AREC programs which serve urban areasP and recommended

that for,emost consideration be gives to making new AHEC awards in the inner-
...

cities. The 1976 Carnegie Councir,Report also idntified ble.innereity as

one of tge- reasmost in need of-AHEC development. The oldest urban AHEd:

therefore, is n w about three years old:"with most still,in their planning

and development phases,, and none yet fully operational. Forthis -reason,.

harddata on the accomplishments of urban AHECs is not yet availatile. We

will, however, describe a few of the specific AHEC programs in central

cities to sive, you an idea of what is planned. But,.before describing

projects, I think it is important to look at:what many.feelyill be the

largest single general outcome from the urban XHEC programs.

66
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To those involved with heallp cars and central ties, it 1s evident
,

.thigthe'urban AlaCsare not juididgr'repeat of rural ARECs.16.new. locations.
. 4 .

Those in the. tHEC business know that. in urban areas we are in a somewhat
-- 'CB

different ball gaze.' In some urban areas, there are shortages of health

manpower; while in others there are large numbers of physicians,
.4

nurses and other health manpower.- In both of theie Situations, health'

status indicators are seriously deficient. nhe common denominators are not
. .

jdst shortages of manpower and poor health status. What we now understand

is that urban AHECs will neednewly,created approaches'and strategies in

addition to those deVeloped and found successful in rural ARECs. This ,.'lvelop-

mental process, we think, will be the most vital contribution of the univgr-

sties whi ch are taking ARECpontracts in urban areas.

The early urban AHEC programs find themselves as piOnee6 similar to

the Initial rural AHEC programs in 1972. -While in2mi sister st es 9f...

North Carolina and California testifying here today and in others, strategies

have4been developed for rural area health care problems that are beginning

.to show bstantive results, in urban areas we ate in the beginning of this

procesitof more clearly defining the koblems and developing strategies

y.to remedy, On the urban health care scene, rtisre are few actors directing'

:their attention to this task. The National Health Service Corp and the Urban

Health Initiative Program are important for providing direct services in he

gaps that now exist. The universities;however, are more appropriate for

the role of developing new approaches.to the health care Mlhpower and

delivery dilemmas in urban central cities. They haVe"the appropriate crea-
-,:

tivevresources. The AHEC Program serves as both the vehicle to focus the

unUversltieti. attention on'urban debtral city health manpower and health

care delivery problems, and the catalyst to this developmental and 'creative



.

_

process. The search for new strategies is now Underway in all of...the.licw:
. .

urban AHEC programs. -This, we believe, will be the Most important conOila

bution of the AHEC Program in urban areas, and is a most valued return,for

the modest dollar investment that the citizens of -the United States are

putting into this prora7.

- The urban AHECs are-also preparing to implement many of the strategies

-..61-rirt,have bei!quecessful in rural AHECs. AlTexamples, I will describe a

few of the AM4C programs being planned- for central cities. New Jersey, my

:state, will bse intere to watch as it is perhaps the most urbanized --

state in the United Stat with about a dozen SMSAs. The 'MEC Program
4

. .

in this state is being conducted under contract with the College of Medicine

and entiserY of New Jersey. We presently plan two urban AHEC centers in

ith.a subsequent-one in Trenton or Vineland. If we achieve success

in finding Useable remedik for urban problems, we wili seek a state, federal

partnership to extend the models we- develop into urban areas throughout the
N

state. In Camden, our first site, as a critical by-product of'dearcloping

educational piogramsA we are bringing comprehensive primary'care health

Serrices-to innercity residents who have not had the good fortune of having
. I

neighborhood health centers in their central city. To do this, we ate ,

devtloping three innercity 'family practices in newly built centersthii will i %

vide comprehensiVe p t. -care throu0 a partnership between,the Camden

County Health Depart-men P 4 one of our mediera schools.. These.health,centers

will besenffed by medical faculty, students and residents to both render

comprehensive family.practiCt care as well as to provide family practice

medical education, Pareicip:Kg also in these AHEC centers will be the

School of Allied Health Professions yid, its Physicians Assistants Program

and its'Nurse-Hldwifery progiam, both badly.needed mid-iVV'el:practitionees.
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. .

C In Connectictk, riqtYrar, urban example, is the Hartford AHEC Program with, . .

0 .

the tontracto? The University ot.Cotnecticut: An Hartford there are two veiny.
. ...

important components of the, program: 'prchessional edecattdp and chnk.nner "4,'

.'education, The rirOblellin litrtfakd is characteri2ed by ;.rhe,fact- that the

. 0-.../ city has..ii a. tint& facart? amountount ,of 'lealth: rianpoweE,1.e,,' they are resounge , 7
......., .,.. , ., _. ,

! ' - trich tht .th*havesome o& the worst health ,status irictrcators.';.,The gap he-,

iween resources d high-intidence4of mprbidityand mortality as the v ha*_ . . .. 2",7"
. .

.. diag44 it ir..1 ss a peoblem of getting 'people atereand more a \blAD
I

''"' of maEing tke resources' tharit\ more ,effectiveic.i.e% changing .th 113 etairiaii, f ;

-v.

. -0 664 1- '' .'..
s- Vt: -IP

.
c

addition, thi Dentallt..-hOoi...mill be sending students. for urbane rotations'

and condjic-ring a..poytgraduite program in priimary care-,:dentisig with five.

residents ita each year. kis° Coasr..er Health tiuCati...pn, NutriLion,':and Ceti-
re,

tinulng, tducatittli cogrdimarots`wilfbimplementing -programs-6D. promote
: '1 ,)"'

-he4l.th'and improwe -he.quality or cane_ rendered. .1n addition, we will be
' :

' t-stab:lishlng.p.rim-Vry. care.tdsidencies in family practice withsimresidents.
. !. . .: -f!'- ., .

in tdch,yeas for5-3.- total of eii!iteen residents ..Thorwill:blintbadly needed',
_,- ., e

2...:4primary, care maapywer te. Jhe area Ste are volso.pldiming.innovative minority ',

ncsraMs Int:o the'-healtil yrofessions- from'the- community popur -
'1-

lations and*a pohsible health adaiiii.stration "program. In addition, we will

i-tviding medireal_,,,d entalpled other heals profesiohal student:Ts with *.. . . .,s- 2 - '4,..-- '
l4.4,..,,ning exper 1:ch.,41,1.1i Kelp, them brie the culturel barriers to.

repderitag et,fe'C' lth." .ta miklori populations irt4thie cOmmunity.
,

fa' e-Cif this. '11- ocei,rtia2.g* dea:AHECs as .a result of affiliations.
.: ".

btt_weeo four SetiOfiv-lm- the o ek.a.f ?Saltine 'end Dentistry of New Jersey,

and three hopitals4cvthe :Cibcrf. Camden. in Addition to'''the.,Cmden 'County.,

Health 1Depaitment, all subcontractors a rtners in theNeW Jersey. An&

0..
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boih'the providers and consumers.. Towaid this end, Hartford has devised

some unique plans. For their professional stud:Its and providers, they are

developing .cuiricula and eraining'experiences that will place the health

professionals out with neighborhood health teams, visiting nurses, etc.

into the.community so that they,will he.able to reach, into the community and

'improve ite.health status. Towards thi nd, they will have undergraduate

medicAl students, dental stidents and a lied health students in addition to

-postgraduate phYsicians'lea ing.how to tr at the populations in urban

innercities. The second component concerns consumer.change and is. one of

..themore,innovat/ve approaches so far developed in urban AHECs."-The University

of Connecticut is developing.and will test community health teams that will

attempt to change the ways consumers use their health resources., These health

teams will both educate and advocate for the c...unity, most directly for

the ten thousand people they represent. They will be.advocitingand developing

screening activities, healthfairs, health careers approaches, health centers,

nutritional changes, life style changes, risk decreases, etc. These teams

are early-in.the test stage and have already had some notable success.

In Peftsylvania, the University. of Pittsburgh is presently developing

an urban AHEC Program that will place medical, dental, nursing and a number

of other students out of the academic health center and into neighborhood

health.centers and family practice residencies throughout the urban innercity

of Pittsburgh. TheY are presently projecting thai 135 medical students will

have experiences in primary care family practice in the innercity among.

different popu/ations.and in difLerent.settings as a result-of AHECs as opposed

I .

to only 15 who had these experiences in family practice before. Also, AHEC

has the responsibility for the support.ofsix family practice residencies

and.is now developing a very close interaction between the medical school

,

-
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and thecommunitylin which the community has greater input into the way

the school makes its decisions. In_nUrsing 4/ has increased the numbers

of nursing students trained as family practitioners and is now increasing

. the number of continuing education courses for practicing nurses in the

innercity. In dentistry, as well as in other health related professions

such as nutrition,' physical therazy,dietetics, etc., it is increasing.the'

.number of students having experiences outside the university and in the innerr.

city which. is both providing 0 educational programs hs well as helping

P solve service problems. In Pittsburg, the numbers of health manpower not

as much a problem in this area, as are the poor health status ind

The universities' approach in Pittsburgh is to move students out of 'the

health centers into primary caresettings in the innercity pd to develop

ways. to improve the quality of care that is being rendered and improve the

health of its residents.

In California, Los Angeles provides a good example of a complicated

urien AHEC in its very earliest planning Stages. Los Angeles has many'of

the problems common to health care in innercities. The issue here is more

of'howto get health, manpower resources functioning in the most disadvantaged

areas. The California program is presently planning eour AHECs in the Los

Angeles area; with'USC in'the East San Gabriel area which has large Mexican-
.

Ameiican concentrations, in Watts with DREW Medical School, in the LA basin

in Ventura and Antelope Valley, and in Orange County where there arb large

Asian and Vietnamese concentrations. Student rotations and educational

programs of numerous types are in'the very early planning stages that'will

attempt to address the needs of this innercity.

In Summary, nine states now haveAHEC progams in a number of Law'

areas. This movement of AHECs Into urban central cities has occurred
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since,1977 at the urging of both the House and Senate. Host of the'urban,

AHECs are inthe planning and development stage, and are preparing CO imple

ment many of the strategies that have been successful in rural.AHECs. In

addition, urban Ants are developing new approaches and straetgies.to
A
A

address the health manpower and delivery system problems which are unique

to urban central cities. Generally, urban AHEC programs are responding.

forcefully and ingeniously to improve the suway.distribution,- quality,

utilization, andefficiency of health manpower in the health care delivery

system in central cities and ultimately improve the health of the residents

in these areas.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you very much. I appreciate the perspec-
tives each of you have given on the AHEC program.

I would like to recognize our colleague, Congressman Preyer. He
is chairman of another subcommittee that is unfortunately meeting
at the same time- but he has a particular interest in this area. I
would life him-to proceed first with the questions.

, , a-

°Mr. PREYER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the, cour-
tesy. I waTcome all of the panel .here. I hope you will forgive me if I
take special pridEvin Dr. Mayer who has done an outstanding job in
our AHEC program in North Carolina.

We are interested in Whether the AHEC actually does have a
practical effect on improving distribution of'physicians. I wonder if
you could tell us .a little bit about how, if at all, it has improved
distribution of physicians in North Carblina? "

Is there a, link between AHEC and that improved distribution? I
Dr. MAYER. Thank you, Mr. Preyer.
We know there has been a major change in the distribution of

physicians in our State0 We think we have had something to do
with it as well as many of the other initiatives that the Federal
and State governments and communities have put on to ,,attract
and retain416ctors.

We have a relatively simple m which shoWs the pattern of
physician fiistribution in our Stater three different ane peri
ods. [See p. 673.] We have.100 coteries. o" 1960 and 1964 nearly
half of our counties were showing an impr ent in the physician
population ratio itiring that 4-year period of e.

From 1964 to -3:70 only 22 of our counties s wed improvement
and that was the period of the latter part of they 960's when there
was great attention and ,concern/tiven to the que ion of -)hysician
distribution. Our State became particularly .conc ned the
data. Fifty-one of our counties from 1964 to 1970 ere silDwing
worsening.

around tri the distribution with 80-of.our 100 counties
Far the period 1970 and 1977 we have had a' corn

improvement in the physiCian population ration witl
ing a worsening.

The in4,ortant th ng about these' data is they a.!-
the east or the west or the central part of cur Sts--

675,



statewide phenomena. When one factors ,,dut the rural counties,
which most of ours are.rand then compares.them with cOniparably
matched samples of rural counties from around the Nation in.-those
States that do not have AHEC's yoy will find sthfiething like al?:
percent improvement in our rural counties in terms of =phYsician
population, ratios relative to only 2 or, `percent -for the ;national
sample.

We can demonstratethere has been change and improVeinent on
a statewide basis. How does one link this to AFIEC's?.That is much
more elusive particularly when one liasqhe National Health Serv-
ice Corps; Office of Rural Health Services;,-HEAL program;
and lots of important community efforts to-attract doctors.

We survey physicians who come to our State,.edch.year and ask °

them lots of questions about.why they chose, the town they Choseto
practice in. Vik have seen the answers to a series of questions
which' link their presence in that town' to the 'nearby preSence of
residency training or student activities.

When we asked this question overytime found in:1972 some
thing like 4 percent of physicians who settled in our State that
year and their choice was in some way related to 'the presence of
the educational process nearby

In 1978 it was -about _52 penent that kaid they-settled in large
measure because of the presence of the educational: process:' There
are lots of other factors. AHEC is one which we*,think, is of,sOme
importance.. . , -

Mr. PREYER. Thank you .

What has been the support of 'organized, medicine for AHEC
program in North Carolina and nationally?

Dr. MAYER. I think nationally it has belertextrernely gOodi-Cer-
tainly in our_State it has been excellent. We' make it very Olean
that we do not develop programs such as residency training 'PrpH,,,
grams unless we have the full support of the niedical,Staff in that
community.

We sit on most of t ajor medical. Society copimittees., I ani
president of our count_ edical society which is,the largest sOciety-
in the State. Our interrelationShips have been stipei-b and the kind.
of support we get from 'oiganized medicine Could not be better."

Mr. PREYER. The relationship bett,,creen the Rural Health Seivice
and the National Health Service,COrps on AHEC's has been pretty,'

/ Dr. MAVEtt.it has beeikood but there is a problem that flows at '
least out of the rules and,iegtilations that wera.wrjtten'relative to
the 1976 act.

We are basically an educat owavd training program:. We are not
-eally a service delivery pr'ogr'am except insofar as one sees pa:.
--eras in order to do teaching.

Some of the rule'S ,and , regidatiobs would` have 'us taking on
relitionships to the National. Health Service Corps like'

vering their offices when they go on.vacation. We cannot do that!
As long as our relationship' tv'' NatiodaT Health Service Corps
kept, to educational' support pervi'63, which-we would like to see

statute reflect, then we an do very effective job of working
together.



thini we all have examples which we could share with you
prove these-kind of interrelationships have already developed ,in,,
niany:areai.;

Mr Partmi:, Why should /the Federal Government continue to,
provide even modest funding beyond the original agreement? /

Dr. MAYER Fol. the 10 Original projects such as ours?
-" Mr. PREYER YeS:

. Dr. l'A.Aytti.-V.erecognize,Wehave been treated very fairly-by
Federal Government iri-ternis of AHEC funding: We,also'recOgni.tel ,"
the commitment from congress. and HEW has. been :to fund the::
original prOjects.through..0i years. That promise hag been liveditiP '
to by the Government:and we appreCiate it."

We. do think we have now put into plaCe in at least, the 1p States
interrelated systems of -education that link the university With
community hospitals and`; through. them to smaller towns in which
the .Federal 'GoVernnient should have: pride in and for which it
shouklcoritintie to rriakedernandS of us in 'terms of programiinitia-..

With that base in'place and with some modest Federal funding
relative' to what we have received in the past, we think the Govern-

'inent could continue to have us serve initiatives that the Govern-
- ment thinks to be impoItant.

We would expect' we would have to meet' the new statutory
criteria of what AHEC's are and no longer be grandfathered.from
those criteria as we have been for the last couple of, years- and
presumably these initiatives .we would do could be linked to what-
ever you have, in the special projects section of the health 'manpow-
er bill.

We think the Government would get a lot for the limited amount
of funds it would put into us if they would continue to give us some
help.

Mr.. PREYER. Thank, you, Dr. Mayer. Thank you, Mi. Chairman,
for letting me proceed out of order.

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank you, Mr. Preyer.
Dr: Carter?
Mr. CARTER. Think you, Mr. Chairman.
Would you contrast your training program, its curriculum

itsa clinical work with that of the traditional medical edu
model? .Dr. MAYER. Dr. Watts? ,

.

Dr. NAT/ Trs. I think the- fundamental Curriculum
same as :Was when I wentto medical) school and when y--..

..; to medic.: school with sores modern , to it in
more sez..,=!-.7..ce and more fleiibility.

thin:. :he flexibility component is as f as
AHEC are concerned because it many- Of ou
there at', now many free or elective periOdS during the
process. -1-Us has provided the students many of whom
interest family practice and in practicing in undersen--
cal area: an opportunity through the AHEC to-take. prece

. or clinic-.. clerkships in these underserved areas.
we are now able to'how Student.: whc

these p:' ...7)tor8hips in the underserved areas an__.
do appi.. residencies- in the family praCtice 1Dr7)gr::_:::ns.'. V--
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9just beginning to show When they get through their resiencies a

. substantial percent like 70 or 80 percent of them remain in the
underserved areas.

Mr. CARTER. I believe you stated that 70 percent of those who
were in the AHE'C program in Illinois' remained in rural areas.

Dr. WATTS. It may be the same- everywhere. I was speaking for
California;

Mr. CARTER. What role does the community play in assuring the
effective operation of your program?

Dr. MAYER. The one in North Carolina?
Mr. CARTER. Yes, sir.
Dr., MAYER. A very important role. Each of the AHEC's is

grounded in a community corporation. I believe that is true nation-
ally. The character of those, corporations will vary from Sate to
State.

,,Ours -in North Carolina has a heavy preponderance of hospital
administrators, hoSpital trustees from the major institutions physi-
cians, and others.

In ,addition to the corporate structure we have a variety:of.ndvi-
gory committees. Each of odr AffEC's are designed to serve a
particular set of counties so that 'ail counties in the State fit into
one of the AHEC's. All of our advisory committees are reflective of
all types of health manpower from physical therapists to occupa-
tional therapists to /physicians and each of the counties that are
deserved..I think tha. i pattern is basically regeated around the
country.

Mr. CARTER. What part; of the resident's time is spent in a rural
setting?

,Dr.' MAYER. That varies from progiam -to 'program. It is also
dependent a bit on the rules of the accrediting bodies that look at
the residency programs. They have strict rules about how much
time can be spent away from the home base.

For our family practice re--idents I believe we do something like
2 months in the second and zhird year of --7;esidency out in sinalter
communities.

Mr. CARTER. In this c.rise does
another 'physician_who ins conTr.-.1-1 =.i
- Dr. MAYER. Yes, sir.

Mr. CARTEF.. Have 2-- 2.ife:F.tal I 1,F;1
cases?

Dr. MAYER. Aholut. r. I
was similar to 013r.NWa ts'
are the responsibility . tits e1
in our State and follow- all
tation considerltions
. We are ,not 'a, free s: And
traditional 'clepartme: cs
puts them in greater co,
otherwise do on their a
7 :dr.. CARTER. Are tl: ,-!

dentists in your progr.:..-3.-;'
Dr. LANDAY. Yes,

allied health professio7.1
allied health personne_

receive the advice 'of

_tes :)f referral-for. difficult

:n: we would like to make
cf our"- training 'programs
the four medical schools

_Ind academic and accredi ,

Our j`db is td help.the
Al schools do a-job that
-nunity that they would

such as nurses. and

program we have a
2,- invoi- red with its multitude bf

dent. :1 school...WeThave two
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. .

m cal schools. We do not have a nursing school. Many AHEC
pro anis. do. There is a multitude of different types of health

- _ pro ionals in each program. .- . .
14r. CARTER. I belieVe you mentioned you have midwives in your

area. Is that correct?
cis

' Mr. TER.. Do you
-

u.
accurate. _

remember :who deliVerod Queen Victoria's
, Dr. AY. That

childr ,

DiAANDAY. I do not, Dr. Carter.
.

-

Mr. 'CARTER. They were delivered by a midwife.
What part-of your program's cost is covered by the AHEC grant

and how do-you cover other costs of operating the program ?.
Dr. Ours is in the -startup phase and not fully

,--operational. -
Dr. MATER. In ours which is now years old w have an annual

operating budget of approximately $2C million fo AHEC in North
Carolina. Of that nearly $17'million i3 State funded and about' $1
million is Federal and that is a decEning Federal balance as ac- .
cording to the plan. We have about $2 million a year of local

/ money supporting our program.
" Dr. WArrs. In California the Federal contract certainly does not

cover the whole program. There is substantial 'support from the
State for the family practice programs which are really the core of
the existing AHEC in California..,TTe call the central San Joaquin
Valley and the north coast and c, i.ral coast the 'existing .A C
becaus- they are on an old contra: Ti- i-- statewide contract on a
nee-' C.:r ' , `I..

4ie c , are shared with ,:, ,:Trugh the 'family practice
e Song Bro,-,-. .-_.:-.. ...:. .:alled operated by the

itifr. ; '::;ate Health :,,...;.:Ipoy., 7r_mmission.. Many of the
. _ .. ,',-.:: partially 7-,:...nporter , t ... hospitak. in which the
7_77:17, ns ,..,..2 place. Mn a' of tr Te :.(1; oorted by the California
-1.a...:: .;:o.11, iysterr: art d -L..:._ Ca._:.,-,r. i.,,. 'ornmunity college system
1),- ex-art. : Ln the de,v-z.-]- ,' -:',,riing programs for allied

mea.ith pers,:nnel.
The conr_nuing c.: .:,21-- 1- 7_,---c..- r physicians and 'nurses

nc others are ,lard- . lIppt;rtec, people who receive thOse
)ro..7,rams; the ph .,..:.-;:.ains ar .1 7 _.7LeS and the other health
:recessionals. ,
!tr. CARTER. A' %It. what p the Federal contribution?
Dr. WATTS. I wo,uid sa]v' it is .::: r : Percent.
,Mr: CARTER. Hci w'dli .nropo, or passage of the proposed

intorne tax law in .r.r..ir State affee your AHEC program?*
Dr. WArrs. I L. --1,. ,.. all ,have some concern about that in

California. For one -.....,,b; it is not passed yet. For another I think
we will survive.

Mr. CARTER. Thank you very kindly and I trust you will.
Mr: WAXMAN. Thank you, Dr. Carter. I hope so.
I understand that over the past several years there have been

_,:..:any applications for AHECprojects. ',

How many, schools 'are currently, interested in developing
, __HEC's?

Di. MAYER. I do not know if we can answer that. I can tell you
_ tr experience has been to have many schOols come and see what
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we are doing and to gain information. tlow many of thUse are
actually interested .in making applications; I do not know..

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you know how many AHEC's have actually
been started since 1976?

Dr. MAYER. Twenty:.two projects have been started. There on
nally were 11 .and I believe there was a total of 22 at one ti
Approximately 11 have been started since 1976.

Mr. WAXMAN.' Hbw many additional new starts co you think
could he supported in the coming 3 years? Do you -hink many
_schools would do a good job?

Dr. MAYER. I have a personal concern concernir. ,

for new projects. I would hope the Government d :tot :zo tor -ast
in setting up too many and go beyond its own capacity ) s,. Z.3rt
them with staff and with advice.

I would think if the Government perhaps would sz.irt
like five projects a year that would be manageable. :11..at a
httnch

Dr: WATTS. In ,California with a statewide planninT;
eight schools have now indicated their interest ill/
schools. That means they are fully in %olved in all of t
the program.

I think our concern is the interest in the prog.:
capability that we have to do things, is going to outra:
that we are able to get for the program. 'The interez

13oeen far greater ,than I anticipated. All of th
enthusiastic.

The deans all met 2 weeks ago and have agreed t :._t!ad with
it. It is agreed each school would start an AHEC and it is
going to.put a very severe limitation on our budget

Mr. WAXMAN. Landay?
Dr.°LANbAY. I do not have data but I have a feeling that a

lot of universities would come forward, and wc-i l,ke to have
AHEC programs.

One indication I have in Mr. Carter's home Sta: -'lientucky is
the State is funding something called an 4HES program. it is mot
federally sUpported at all. They are runhing it DII State funds.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Carter?
Mr. CARTER. If the Chairman would yield, 'I think HEW has

made "a Sad mistake in'this area. We will see if they cannot correct
it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WAXMAN. Thank. you. Gentlemen,:we thank you -leery much

for your testimony.
[The map referred to earlier follows:] 0

proje:..
open:
aspec:-.::

and th.e
t..4..sup-port

this has
:ols are

/
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Mr. WAXMAN. I would like, to call Ralph J. Van Brock Ein from
the American Student Dental Association: We are pleased to have
you with us. We will make your statement part of the record. I
would like you to summarize yolir statement if you would but you
may proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF RALPH JAY VAN BROCKLIN, PRESIDENT AND
BOARD CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN STUDENT DENTAL ASSOCI-
ATI

M VAN BROCKLIN. As stated, my mime is Ralph Jay Van Brock-
, tin. I a third year student at the University of Pennsylvania
School f Dental Medicine.

As president and chairman df the board of the American Student
Dent\al Association I wish to thank you for the opportunity to
present this testimony on behalf of our 17,000, members.

My statement due to time constraints will -be limited to a discus-
sion of the student assistance programs under the health manpoyv-
er legislation,:

[See p. 677.1
Today's students of dentistry find the path toward garnering

their professional education beset with tremendous fmancial diffi-
culty. Many stud6nts are already experiencing problems in arrang-
ing financing of theiriental studies. .

In a recent survey the American Association of Dental Schools
found a 26-percent decrease in the number of-dental school appli-
cants between the 1975 and 1978 application cycles m4inly from
individuals whose families', would be haracterized as tilt socioeco-
nomic lower middle' class and postul to that much of this decline
results from the inability to secure adequate loan an scholarship
moneys to offset the immense cos of tuition and other expenses.
° The rapid escalation of tuition' costs stn throughout the educa-

tional community is especially apparent in dentistry. Tuition has
climbed an average of 107 percent or slightly more than double in
lust 5 years.

The Fairleigh Dickinson University School of. Dentistry has :as-
sessed a 237-percent increase since academic year 1973-74 includ-
ing a 50-percent increase between the 1978-79 and 1979-80 school
years.

The failure of an attemted suit against the school for such an
exorbitant increase, Joan Allen v. Fairleigh, Dickinson University
this past year, further underscores tlie helplessness of the student
when dealing with tuition iricreases. When they are levied the .

students really have no real readrse but to pay them.
Other schools showing large increases include ,Georgetown with a

224-percent increase over 6 years. New Yoik 'University had an
increase of 205. percent. The University of Pennsylvania had 173
percent increasa. Columbia had 144 percent increase. Boston Uni-
versity 'had 134 percent increase. The University 'of Southern Cali-
fornia has seen 126 percent increase in the last 6 years. ,

The availability of ft source of readily accessible and affordable*
loan funds must be assured students if they are to be able to meet
these wildly escalating tuition assessments.
' Over 44 percent of the Nation's dental students pay in excess of
$3,000 in tuition per. year and 27 percent pay-more than $6,000
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yearly jest in tuition. if tuitions, instruments and educational ex-
penses and the cost of living continue to ,escalate at the overall
average rates reported for the past 4 years the totalhexpenditure to
students at several institutions might approach $90,000 or more.

It should be"readily apparent that until such a time as some
stability can be imparted upon the-rising costs of obtaining a
dental education any specified annual and cumulative loan ceilings
will become outdated almost as soon as they are enacted.

Cotnplicating this forboding financial picture is the fact that the
financial aid resources available to dental students are extremely
limited. .

Federal student loans- are heavily relied upon by the dental
-student as a primary source of funding to meet the immediate cost
of professional school. .

For example in .academic year 1978-79, 94 percent of all fresh-
men dental students attending NYU College of Dentistry received
loan funds. Eighty-tivo percent at Georgetown and 75 percent at
Harvard and 82 percent at the University of Southern California
utilized Federal loan funds to partially or totally finance their
education.

At the present time four Federal loan programs are available to
meet students' needs: the health professions student loan program;
the HEAL program; the GSL program and the NDSL program.
,Two of the programs, Me health professions student loan and the
HEAL programs are under the purvi, of this sub, ommittee.

The ASDA believes that any -Federal studer assistance pro-
grams -resulting from the revision of the Health Manpower Act by.
this subcommittee should include certain basic provisions if the
programs are to help alleviate the current crisis in financing
dental education.

' SpeCifically we recommend that annual and cumulative loan
ceilings be set at a higher level or be removed entirely. Restrictions
to prevent borrowing for nonacadeinic reasons should be similar to
that currently incorporated into the health professions student
loan program which sets an upward yearly limit of the cost of
tuition plus a certain sum for other educational and living costs.

Two, the inschool interest-strbsidy provisions of the HPSL be
included in all" future .loan programs This allows all capital bor-
rowed to go to the immediate costs o e student's education and
prevents the insurmountable debt loa resulting from deferred
interest payments.

Although the American Student Dental Association recognizes
that this is a costly feature to any loan program the ASDA believes
that it will help to keep the ,cost of dental services from rapidly
escalating. It is an unfortunate fact that any massive increases in
the, cost of obtaining a dental education will end up being pasSed
on to the patients that the graduating student serves.

Three, reasonable interest rates similar to those used in the past
be continued. ,

Four, provision be made for graduated repayment of the moneys
borrowed in order to avoid overburdening the newly graduated

Nstudent. .

4
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Five; loan forgiveneii clauses be inserted for individuals who
help alleviate the problems of access to care by opening a practice
in an underserved area

Six, the scholarship program for exceptionally needy students be
expanded fro:1m a 1-year to a 4-year program.

The. American Stlident Dental Association 'believes that adher-
. ence to these,principles will continue to make health' profess opal

education a viable option for individuals of all socioeconomieWiek-
.. grounds, an option which we feel has unfortunately begun to dose

recently.
Excessive terms and a paucity of Money will have the effect of

closing the professions to all.bOithe select few whose families have
sufficient wealth to help fuiante their or daughter's educe.-

.tion.
Finally by-keeping. tal indfi btednesa_ incor-porating loan programs ncor-

porating these principles .should alL*fstudents 'to continue to
pursue less lucrative careers in reseaCh'and academics. Similarly i
the option of serving in an underserved- area remains viable if the -student is not. so far In debt that he or. she must locate in
ecomoniCally more attractive area.

We thank you for this opportunity to present our reconzimenda- I
tions. - .

[Testimony resumes on-p. 6841
[Mr.. Van Brocklip's prepared stateniecit feHows:j
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STATEMENT DF. RAISHJAY..VAN BRDCKLIN PRESIDENT AND

BOARD CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN STDDENT,DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and merac,ers Of the Subcommittee' on health

and the Environment:..

My name is R5,14th Jay Van Brocklin, and I am a third year

student at the University ?(Pennsylvania School of Dental

Medicine. As President and Chairman.of the Board of the

American Student Dental Asspciation, I wish to thank you `for
.

.

the opportunity to 1present testimony on behalf of the ASDA's

(
17,000 members. My statement today will be limittda a dis- N

g \
. '

cussion of the student assistance programs currently authorized

under thqOlealth manpowerlegiSiat"ion. The ASDA will dubtit a

comprehensive written Statement including' our legislative rec-i
0

ommeridations on ;the many programs authorized undel. this legis-
,

latioA in the Oar fiuture.

: /odays students of dentistry find the path towards garnering q.

their professional education beset with tremendous financial
,

.:.fficulty. Many students' are already experiencinglgrolflems

inarrangcrig financing of eir dental studies. In ayecent.
4

:Survey, the American Assc iation of Dental Schools found a 26.0%
. .

decrease in the number &f dental school applicants between the

1975 and 1978 application cycles.: They note that the most sig-

nificant decline in applications came from individualewhose

families would be characterized as the socio-economie.lower

middle class and postulate that much of.this decline results

from the inability to secure adepate loan and scholarship ponies

to offset the immense costs of tuition and other. - expenses..

. The rapid-escalation of tuition costs seen throughout the
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educational community is especially apparent in dentistry.' Tuition

has climbed an average oI 10ejo or slightly, more than double,

in the past five. years. This average figure tends to mask thb

scope of the problem at some of the.indiiridual institutions,;

The Fairleigh 'Dickinson University School of Dentistry has

assessed a 237% increase since academic year 1973-74, including-

a 50% increase'between the 1978:79 and 1979-80 school years.

The failure of an attempted suit against the school for such an '

exorbitant increase (Joan Allen vs. Fairleigh Dickinson University)

further underscores the helplessness of the student when dealing

with tuition increases. When they are leVi4di theistudents have

no real recourse but:to pay them.

TheIgnitude of the increase at Fairleigh Dickinson Univer-

sity is not unique. Georgetown University School of Dentist*

has .shown a 224 % ,increase over the same.time-spari, foRigbwed by

114w York'Universaty (205%)kThe Uniliersity of Pennsylvania 4173%),

('Washington University at St. Louis (162%), Northwestern (148%)
'4

Columbia (144%), and Boston bniversity. 1134%). The University

of Southern California School of Dentistry has shown a 126% rise

over the paSt six years, while the University of the'Pacific has

,cp.,,./exiierienced a 124% increase over.the.14st five years. The avail-
,

.ability of a source of readily acoessible, affordable loan funds

must be assured students if they are to be able to meet these

wildly escalating tuition assessments.

The total cost of obtaining.an educatkon.at'many of our

schools of dentistry is astounding. Over 44% of thenatibn's

.dental students pay in excess of $3000 in tuition'per year,. and

27% pay greater than $6000 yearly. Adding the average figure of

$2550 currently, paid by first year students for struments and

S 6
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books, and taking, into accoun4 the..costsibf living, it is readily
.

. It .
..

apparent the scope o' the financial burden.. At the University of

: t'ennVylVania, firs year students entering in September, 109,

)/fced educational

td $8600. Deorge wn University, Tufts, New York University,

and the, Univeralty of the Pacific all approach $2.0,000 per year

due to their higher tuitions. If tuitions, other educational. ex-

costs of $16,400., of which tuition aldhe,amounted

penses, and'the cost of living continue to escalate at the

overall average rates reported forthe past four years, the total

expenditure to students at these institutions might apProach

$90,000 or more. It shoud be readily apparent that until such

a time as some stability can be imparted von the rising costa
'

of obtaining a dental education, any specified annual and cummula-

tive roan ceilings will become outdated almost as soon as they

are enacted. X /

Complicating this foreboding financial picture is the fact

that the.financial,id resources available to dental students are 7

extremely limited.. The ASDA's review of current grant support

revealed only eight ources oftdirect aid for dental education,
s

each of which bore some restrictions on eligibility. Although

ild

scholarships an grants are a viable funding option for students
9,

at other educational levels, a recent survey conducted jointly

by the American Association of Dental Schools (AADS) and the

..American Dental Association revealed.that less than 15 percent

of the to Ill funds raised by the 1978 dental schqol.graduates:
aJo.

bUrveyed.was provided by scholarships and grants. Less than

2 per:cent of the dental students who graduated in 1979 receivedh

financial aid through the National Health Service Corps:Scholar-

6 7
63-494 0 - 80 - 44
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,
snip irograin. Tneso indicato tnat t.nis.proawn not

c.f L'tia:;ent assi:;tade fel- out.

nation's dental students. In addition, it imint be
*
remembered.

that Armed Forces. Scholarships are no longer offered to dental, -

'students. To further complicate matters, many 'dental schools
A

have meager endowments for Student aid, since per capita
,

contributions from dental alumni are among the lowest of all
. .

prefessional schools within a university: Less than 13 percent

of this year's freshman class receives scholarship or'grant

aid from the dental school or parent university.

: These factors all cOntribute.tbthe current situatiOn

where federal student loans are heavily. relied upon by thedental

Student as'the TTimary source of funding to meet, the immediate

cost of professional zobool. In 1973, 'HEW- reported that 64

percent oft all dental students attending school in 1970-71

utilized leans- to partially finanCe.....their education. .In academic

year 1978-779,'945 of all freshman dental students attending the

New York'University College of Dentistry received loan funds'.

Similar figures are noted at other d9ntarschools. For'example,

;

82% of the dental .students at Georgetown. University, 7.5f at the

lieJW71arvard Scheol.of Dental 6iediCi4AF, 80%.atGreighton'Univdrs'ity,

and P?% at the University of. Sauthiern California utilize federal

loans to:Rartially or totally finance their education.

At; the present time, four Federal. Student Loan Programs

areavailabletO;Meet dental student':a needs; the Health Pro-

fessions Student Loan Program (HPSL), the Heitlth EduOation
. .

Assistance Loan Program (HEAL)', the GUaranteed Student;LOan

'Program (GSL), and the National Direct Student Loan Program

6 s8
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'(NCSL). Two. ef these programs, the HT'SL and HEAL procrams,

are under the purvieW.bf this Subcommittee.

An examination of the financing patterns of the dental'

students from the class that will graduate in 1982 illustrates

the relative importance of these loan programs. ..Twentyrseven

r, percent of'these students received funds.under the HPSI4 5
% .

percent borrowed under HEAL, 61 percent utilized the GSL and

22 percent received loans'under theNDSL.. It must,^be born,. in
, .

mind that the' rather low percentage utilization of the NE

HPSL is due.to
4
their unavailability at many of the denta

schools, and not due to a lac need for these particu___Ir

sources of funding. The 61 utilization of the GSL woulc

likely be:higher.if many students had not already re ched

loan ceiling on this program as undergrachtates andAhe low use

of the HEAL Program is understandable due to.its more'expensive.,-.

teens and lack of federal interest subsidy. Even if the Jd-

ucational costs of te."61.178s graduating in 1982 were to remain

static at 'the 1979-8p rate, many of these students would not

be .able.to. obtain sufficient fUnding.through these four programs,

as th'ey currently exist, to uomplete their education. 'This is

pig to annual and cumulative lending!Ceiltngs that are too low,.

the lack of availabi4ity.cited earlier,:and the failure to

appropiiate at the levels authorized. MUtual eXclUsavity of

loan programs compoUrls the problem.

TheASDA believes that any federal student assistance
, .

411;.p

programs resultinf;Irsim,the.revisiohlo the Health Manpower,

Act'by thii Subcommittee should.includ certain' basic.provisions.

if the programs are to help alleviate the current. Crisis in
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financinT41ental education. ,Specifically, we recommend that%

1. Annual and'cumulativeloalaceilimgs be set at a.

higher level, or be removed entirely.- Restrictions,to pnevent"-
0.* ..

borrowing:for non4academic reabo4 should be similar to that

currently 'incorporated intothel!altti irofessions Student

.LoanPrograml:which sets an upward yearly limit of the cost of

tuition plus a-certain Slim for other educational and living

costs. - . h.,

e .2
2. The in-school interestsubsidy'provisions of the HPSi?

be included in all nature loan programs. This allows all capital,

borrowed to go to the immediate costs of the student's edUcAion,

and prevents the insurmountable debt-loads resulting from,.
. Y ' 1

deferred interest payments. L
Although Oe'recognize that this is a costly feature to

any loan program, the,ASSAI believes that it will help to keep
o .

t.ie.cost of dental services from rapidly escalating. It ia_an

unfortunate lit: that any massive Incrgades in the cost of ob-

taininga dentad. education.Oill end "up being passed on to the

patients that the graduating student serves. '

3. Rewnable interest rates tiMilar to thOle used in

the past be continued.

4. Provision be made for graduated repayment of the monies

., borrowed, in order to'avoid overburdening the newly_-graduated
k

/1

v
.07- 'dtudeni.

,.

Loan "fDrgiVednes";claus be inserted gor inTViduals
2

who help alleviate ..the problems of access to,Care by opening a A '/4

Practice in an underserved ar a.
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E. The scholarship program for exception-"

students be expanded from a 1-year to a 4-year

A. .).elieves that adherence' to these ; es

will co; in. '*make health professional, eduCtf lb]

option for . iduals of all socio- economic bac::

".option whic feet tla. g unfortunately, begun to

Excessive t. and a.paucity of money will have :ct

of closing 7:- professions to all but thb select

families h'a!v, lufficiept wealth to help finarwe

or dahter.L. education. :

;I'

Finally, by keeping total indebtedness dc4n, Loan progra

incorporating these principles should al w students to Corti .

fiL
. ,

o pdrsue less lucrative careers in re ch and ac demics.

Similarly, the option of sesvipg ins an un urserved rea,rema.L

. viable if the student is not so far in ebt that he or she mu:-...
IP

locate in an economically more attractive, area.

\... 1.

The American Student Dental AssOciation sincerely appreciates

this opportudity to Present our rTmendations.
.

r

N

}.
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. .

....11/1r. WAxmAN. Link you ' en,
your recommendL: ins. I' an- -le
raised.. u

Lot me ask yo..; why' so u Altai students take schola s
rilEifiey and comm.. It , theme t.) the National 'Health Service
Corps? , .

:
very available to dent I,

Mr. VAN
Ls. About 2 percent of the dental i
.tholarship moneys 'really are not ,,I

students take them an is roughly what we are allotted
through the\scholarship ,.

I think there is a ne ::,i t' .lore moneys of this sort. I'think you
Will find the're are qi__:._ _v students whO would go into that

4i kind of prograin if the Mot 'S: were available.
I am not fully convinc2c. 'hat the National Health Service'Ccirps

is the ultimate', answe' , Ile access to care problem: There are
some ings Starting : :)w and I do not know if you are aware
of ,the National \ Hea. =essions Placement Network. It is a
Co puterizectserVice -, 1:1.iri I..:innesota. ,

That s ice ha m ,.!lirriiii._:_?, all but one of the under-
spry ar as in klie' In It has .recealy been ex.,-
panded to a nationa jc inded by the American ..
Dental Association ar I c)(,, Foundation! We are very
hop(6furthis will' be a_ ,,. -71,x-_-, ,,:iFts and eventually physi-
cians

..
intO areas wher .), _:1-e. )::::-.d. . ...

Mr. WAXMAN. Doe :As F. -. 7,y (: .fk . areas where there ais
need for physicians a_l den: :., , .Mr. VAN BROCKLE.. Pres is ju._: for dentists. They are

° using basically right now, t_ s that a7e ascertained by the
National ealth Service Cori: :, ,: shortage areas.

Mr. WAXMA . is t i . tuntary de.:ision offieli dentist o
go, to an priderserve area after :,:-.at? , - 4 I. ,

Mr. VAN BROCKLIN. 77 .:. What this does basically . is it provides .

information n i to' tia ;ailability of these communities. thiless
T students go through, the National Healtly,Service Cork I di) no

think a lot of students are aware of where these opportunities are
available.

The National Health Professions Placement Network provides
information. about:the community; wl.-__t the overall size is; what

,the community like; how close it is ) major, centers 'and things
of this.sort: This is all very useful in-.:E.-rmation to a student who
may Wish to.'practice in an undersem--..,z, area but might V 'a little.'
selective about which area he would CarE- to go into. N.,

Mr. WAXMAN. Would i:. alsc nye ihfr)rmatioh about Whether an
area would sustain a prig-fizan.prac-!,ice or not?

Mr. VAN BROCKLIN. No. Tna: =114 of information ig not presently 44"4
available. That is"sometnir_z; L:-..at the individual what wishes to
locate has to,ascertain. fa:- nirr_-_-L I: beieve. there are 'plans to do
that . eventually. At this ppint t.:::_, am'ount of money that. has been
put into the' projectis not _.IfficL=.t to ge-: thaf kind of inforhiation,'

Mr. WAXMAN. Thank yc-___ Dr. Larfer? . .

Mr. CARTER. Thank. you_ ....1r. rfl.-=irmar_A
agi. very pleased to se ..-- a r,_-,ternal student here today. My

on-r wish would,Wthere ::: a rne:__-'ical student sitting beside you to
to ;ify a5 to the needs oil t.:24 grou.-;)as well.

1 for yourt testimony and
vr_ pathetic to the points'you

6.92 4
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What year of/e;. .try education are you in?
Mr. VAN BROOKE ,. I am a third-year student, 0'.
Mr. CARTER. Hav, you ever done a spenepalatine block?

_011'7. VAN VROCKLI: r. No, I have not.
Mrs CARTER. A mandibular?
Mr.' VAN BaocHIL.I. Plenty of tho:: e. The maxillary; .we just .do

infiltrations.
Mr. CARTER. I fe.

tion. You state tha
year Would be aboth
. Mr. VAN BROCKLE
thi:- year. Thr.,rf? is
pa ingtand rest

CARTER.ARTER. Wha
Mr. VAN BROCkLL
Mr. ,RTER.il.beli
Mi. -11, BROCKLIN

RTER Und(
11(

Jere: sympathetic as to .your financial situa-
the University--of T'ennsylvania the cost per

16,400 per year. ..

ves,,That is Er- Altering freshman class \
ht, discrepL_.: ietween what they are

o ji ...tuder,ts have to borrow?
1 !7.3rcent.

Eetown.
es. LI,

the HEi-_ pay 12,

..00KLIN 3.

For 7 ate at :12-percent interest
debt E!..te - compounded, -Woulat.be

.. upori Dn. c
AN, '.00KLIN .

on v..L.L. vow Lltend to c. -
how will escl..
`f The--::Ack .. ;and work .,- Ld

HEM.. program entirely.
4 years of training as to

s last year indibated if a,
dental snick:at were: to throu -ears of regul training,
borrow 'from the.HEAL -p-7_ rogram ._.,i way through and borrow

. at the maximum of $10,000sper year he would end witha total -
'indebtediless by the eine the loan was paid off of ightly better

than $100,000.
The :1140,000 to $1±-.0('11 ;igur r'st s E-3ori say, , years of. Post-

graduate training. - ,t 9
Mr. C412(::::R. yc., , the bill would remove',

the 12-p -nt pr Dgradi's interes arid- let
it float upward.. yes:: Trea.E.-_-_ry notes sold at1,14.4 pe cent, on
the market. If it nor. _1_73 to :he market rate, the inte est rate
would be in the percent. .

AHovewaild that it ,:i3resi rate ailed young dental students?
tL.. Mr. VAN BROCKL.13. t".4n =-7y.self personally, I think a little' bit of

my background is in ;Tier. home from a rural area in California.
There are a number o: small communitiep in that area that ",have
real' problems with access to care as far as physicians and dentist
help... .44

personally had _hoped* to go back into that articular area'andlocate: As it isrightnow with an educational debt of $45,000 by the
4,Tne I graduate-even at 7-percept Simple interest and With the "i"-
illtteresesubsidy, I feel -that is going to, make it ,ektrerngly, difficult
for me to go into that area.

I am still planning on doing it but I think it\ is going to be
extremely difficult.

If the rates were tp,be raised to that aniount especially without
the inschool °interest subsidy it woulds.,treate a situation where

693
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,anybody' desiring tago into. that kind of practice v (49

hroughthe National Health 'Servige Corps or .wr to
k at all.

.

, Mr: CARTER. I regret very. much that,,jie -.-e . ,:.: 'is:
.C.hairman. of the Federal Raery Board who 1: -.1; =7e= i r, chl
erhood of 'man, the fatherhood of God,. the ti,,?ig.:. ,,,, ew

1York City and 20 perCent -interest! . .l) 't How rchich do, you estimate' it would cost xoi:
practice includinglhe necespary;equipment?' ,..

Mr. VAN, BAOCKLIN. For a teacher practice i-, .:. so:new. .old
'the order of about $40,000. 'For 'a three -chair :-,-thctr.ce .,-.71 1 is/
'considgred to be about the mOstMicierit for one ear we-- -, by ..
himself is on the order of $60;000 to $70,000. ./ _ ,
' Mr. cARTER.What is the average salary for a :Lwral den, a&
compared to a specialist? ' - ...

Mr. VAN BROCKLIgl. It Varies as far as how Ichg the ine-,. . al
has been out or school. For those dentistg under Gee 30 it is si:_--ht .
more than $20,000. In a national., average for all dentists. .t, is
considered about $42,000 as of 1978. .- .,
WI-. CARTER. Do you think this high-interest. ra,,- :.... f.-- Ito
dis'courage sortie students frorvoing to-dental schc '' t,.:,:.;

\ . Mr. VAN BROCKLIN,. I believe it Would. I belieN.'e ._:: _ .,<.ii, -qtrli.r
in my testimony with the survey by the Amer:car. Assoc::
Dental Schools indfcatingIa large .decline from the ower EC.-2 0:2L- _1
nomic groups that we are, already starting to see this..,.\

'a Mr. CARTER. I believe-it would tend to encourage them to _.4.o -in:
speCitlized, more lucrative fields, rather than oecome general z-....

Mr. VAN BROCKLIN.- Pam wick , certain th& Would necessari.---
appen. I4thirqc t is wIssible,.%/ ' - ' ,

Mr. CARTER,, au have made,Wvery ine statement and it cen-.z:.:--,.
has been a pleasure to hear from yo
Mr. VAN BROCKLIN. Thank u very ch.

'Mr. Wiucidt,ANQI also want to commend you for yo`ur m,:=-:-,-,
and We appreciate yoUr coming.

Mri.N.4N BROCKLIN. Thank you,very much, sir.
Mr. WAXMAN. Our next 'witness is' Richard J. Dowling who is

6,xecutive .director of the American Society of Allied Health Profes-
gion

. ... t"' / . i ..4
. , . 0,,,, 7 II

. .
'STATEMENT' OK RICHARD 1. DOWLINOr EXECUTIVVIARECTOR, ,'-- AMERICAN SOCIETY. OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONSi ^'

l'-'Mr. WI:Rib. Mr. Chairman and. Dr. tarter, the P nericar>, Soci-
ety- of, Med_ Health Professions is 'a national scier_ti ic and. profes\

.11 tional' organization w e membership is composed tiprral pro -
fessional

-prOgrams; publiq and private cliniCal service 'facilities and .

fessional aSsociationS iversity and college ied h alth .schools

individual members frorn Virtually all of the alli6d heal't1 disci -
plines. Villiedtealth is the emergency medical teoghnicia at the
scene, of an accident: it is the,audiologist diagnosing and treating.
hearing disorders and the clinical laboratory and radiologic tech-

..,:nology professional involved in a wide Variety. of testing settings
and procedures. It is the. obstetrical assistant involved in .acute care
therapy and .the speech pathologist or physical, or occupational
therapist concerned with. long -term rehabilitation. Allied health

..4°..

,tal



687 . ,
also is the radiation thelpist: the respiratory therapist and the, '6 ,,

diddialysis
is he "nutritionist and health educator devoted to community
he th promotion and protection and ,the environmental engineer
whose work relates to environmental health promotion and protec- .tion. It is the hospital administrator and the health planner in-.
volved in management of health systems is-the biomedical engi--neer and the epidemiologist. \.

Mr. liriixmAN. ExZuse me for intetrupting. Dr. Carter has to
leave and he wanted to make a Omment. ...._

Mr. OAR . t wanted to tel,Pyou that I do support you andwant help, all I c . 4'. - . . , 1 -,.o
want

. DOWLING. We know *atrsir!Thank you. ,
.

Allied health is also the toxicologist and researchers in virtually
everyother allied health .discipline, who devote, their energies and
attention to health related: research and develoknent.
.In all, allied health comprises mop than 60 percent of the Na- 4 ,, tibn's health caretwork force closer to two-thirds of that workforce- 1:1. .1

Federal support of allied healtti edNication began in 1986. During ,-,thi first few years it was substantial. For the pa-s/ several years is
has bee .miniscule. Over the 14-year period-since 1966i support for

cent o all' h&dth professions manpower training support, which
. allied' alth manpower developm:ent has amounted to only 4 pei- ._;_

means that only one-twenty-fiftkof the%total Federaf indestment in
health, manpower titaining' has, gone o those professions which

zy. represent' nearly twoethirds of the health care work force.
-Over the better part of the past decade, none of this in,substan-

tial atippOit has been authorized for capitation assis ce or con-
struction support or even- direct student aid. a has een -used to
improve the quality of allied health edu atio a not teen
used to increase nuriThers of allied, health ssiona s.

Back in1966, the rationale for Congress in stment in the allied
health manpower,, development, area. was 'threefold. First alliedt
health could deliver Moroi services ino greater variety to more
people; espeoialry those in unserved pnd undersOrved ,areas
country. Second, it . could do, so less expensively -than could the 4
traditional health care service deliverers. Thirl,it could offer both
to the economically disayantaged and to members of underrepre-
seated etlfnic. minority grolips greatly improved access' to participa-
'tion in the health c re professions. ,

Allied Health .has met and exceeded Congress expectations in
these regards and, if properly supported, can continue to do so.

Recently in introducing its health manpower bill to this House,
the adtninistration enlisted these among its primary objectives
assure* the availability of health professionals in unserved areas;
increase minority participation in health professions and target
Federal resources, to proinote such national priorities as cost con-
tainment. These are all objectives which allied health is designedta achieve and most willing and we think best Able to add ss.

You will understand, I am sure, why 'we find it passing strang
and that is an'extiemely charitable characterizationwhy the ad-
zniiiistration in H.R. 6800 would repeal each c-,and every ofthe
extant sections of current health manpovya law which relies ex-

1

9 e '
...vat,
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pressly to allied health. We are not pleased by the administration's
offering. /

The subcommittee has been; provided copies of the society's full
statment. It is based primarily on the recommendations of tw very
recent reports. One is the product of the Fedetal Govern ent s
own Bureau of Health Manpower and the second, the produc of%
2-year study by the W. K. Kellogg FoUndation-supported National
Commission (:T. Allied Health Education. Both were written to
assist Members of Congre0 and other health care policymakers in
shaping the future of allied health. Both view allied health train-

-- ing and services as- essential elements of the Nation's health care
education and service delivery systems. Both, see a major allied
health support role for the Federpl Government.

Based on these two reports, Mr. Chairman, our testimony re-
sponds to the allied health related ,authorizations of existing law
and the proposals introduced by Senators Kennedy and 4chweiker
and by yourself. -. `1.

In particular we are concerned with the current law' definition
of the term "allied health." ,It is inappropriate. We

l
hink it- is

unnecessary. i

-4' Our other recommendations, arp 'pages 15 throw 28 :of our state-
ment, relate to the National Advisory Council n Health Profes- ,
sions ducation; iftortant data collection needs; areas for project
support emphasigand the continuation of an, authorization, for
training institutes, in allied healthboth of which your bill ad-
dresses; the critical need for an increased' emphasis on ethnic mi-
nority group involvement in allied health training; the, National

'bothService
Corps; the national priority initiatives contained in

'both the Schweiker and lt ennedy bills and the filling of what the
Garernment has, called "significant national allied health short-''ages." ,

We applaud the special emphasis which-your bill gives to p't
- ,National Healt.! Service Corps. We would ask a special emphasis

be given, to t, tacorps related sections of tlp law. That is that,allied
health students should be among those to whom service" corps
scholarships are awarded. -,

ast year more than 1,100 scholarships were granted. Not o e
went to a student enrolled in a school of allied health. Interesting-
ly; more than 100 Went to podiatry students. Why' not at least a
few dieticians or some rehabilitation professionals or some environ-
mental engineers? There may be 'extraordinary foot care problems
in unserved and underserve,d areas of the country, but there are
also health care problems which these other professionals cans ad-
dress atocyht to be encouraged to address.

Than ,very much foi. your attention.
[Testimony resumes on p. 711.]
[Mr. Dowling's prepared:statement follows:
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gIATUAENT

OF

THeMERICAN SOCIETY OF' ALLIED HbLTH;FROFESSfONS
. j

. I .

.. tw
+'----:-.

A Richard J. Dowling

1
I am Richard J. Dowling, Exec4cive`pirector of the eriean Society of Allied

Health Professions (ASAHPIttit 4 -.-1
The,Society.is a nac'ional scientific and professional organizi,tionvomposed

of three councils, each representing a'dicferent aspect.okSociety membership%.
S

Our Council of EdUcational Institutions is made tyR of Allied Heald) Schools ande '
...

educaseional programs whi5h offer Allied Health degrees ranging fromthe certific17
..°

(through the'associate,.baccalaureate ant master's degrees) to the dOctotate.
, .,- ?

AP. National,professional 'associations and clinical service programs comprise the

Society's Council of PrOsAssional Organizttions. -Our third coup , he uncll

of Individual Members, is composed of Clioicia6, educators 1 d admilt trators '

from all of the various Allied Health professions. .Tlicentogether, e

Councils are a representatibe of Allied Health.- its strengths, its oitds nd
.

, . ',,

its tremendous diverii0',.- ta l'is possible. 'e

.1

The. Soeiety.is pleased to have been invited,t6 offer its views on proposals

to amend and expend present settutory authoriqes for federal support of.health-

manpower education,and I am honored torepresent the SoCiety's membership before

this panel.

BHM and SCA ipoorts

Our testimony toddy is baciA, in tignificant part, on two reports dealing

wtth manpower-training realities and needs in the Allied Health professions.

The first of.these ithe product.of th&tealth Resources Adminatz.1tion's

Bureau of Health Manpower. Entitled A Report on flied Health Personnel and

released to the public only last week, it was prepared under the authority of

section :702(d) of the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976
I

(P.L. 94-484), as amended, for thelenate's Labor and Human Resources Committee

and the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of. the House of Represent-
.

.stives
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. The second report is the prOduCt c: the National Commissiod' on Allied

Health Education, a blue-ribbon panel of health and education,experts which,

for a two-ytar peiiod endAng late Dust year, focused its talents and

energies on thede'velopMent of theylied Hearth movement since the Mrd-
. x

andon how that movement- -still a relatively- new force in our

tiealth care and .ealth-manpower education systems--mightbest function

in. the decade7of the eighties. Entitled The Futurtdpf Allied "Health
i

Alliances fot the 1980s,it will be published by Jossey-Bass, Inc. Publishers,.

inthenext sev eral weeks. The SocieNcwill be pleased tO prmvide copies,

to Members of Congress and appropriate congressional staff.mcmbers. The

rt.
Commission's report,like that of the Bureau of Health 3anidoweL,7is intended

11.

principally as.a reference book :dr policymakers whoSedecisitw,.Vill affect

Allied'Health education and service deiiyery 'in the yearsWad. The commission

9

was chaired by former University of Kentucky president F, rank G. Dicke}i; its

product and the two years of study and deliberation which preceded the report's,

completion were supported by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, of Bat7,1e lreek,

Michigan. . e
.1)

He th CoMmunity

The Allied Health professions are terogeneouslin the differing

in the competencies they require, their respective reqt4sitet 1.1:' tonal

preparation, the sdientific foundations for their knowledge basei. and the

clinical and educational roles which they play'in be nat.ton'S'

delleery system.

Requir cqmpetenCies Vary frpm the per&rmance of relatively routine.

'tasks tor,iihe highest levels of education and seryice-delivery administration

and ta generation of now knowledge throughteseatch. Similarly broad is the

!,range of educational prepaYition the Alltd 'Health professions require - -,.
. .

from 1g.ted post..SecoAdari timininly to postdoctoral study. The tine required

for such preparatiod ranges' from several. months td Mote than a few yeais..

...
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. The scientific fotuldatiors'of Allied Health profession expertise range from

the biological and chemical sciences (e.g.,.clinical laboratory professionals)

to the social sciences (e.4.,:locialworkers.and clinical
psychologists) to

combinations of the physical alnd social sciences and the humanities (e.g.,

speech pathologists,.rehabiliation counselors).

Some Allied Health professionals are involved primarilyin institutional
0'1

patient care, others in community health promotion and protection, still
j

others in health-care research, manpower training, and education and service

delivery administration. The radOof Allied Health services includes:

f.
emergency services (e.g., emergency medical technicians,

,physician assistants);

reception and screening (e.q., medical and dental secretaries,
pedical office assistants);

initial evaluation and diagnosis .(e.g., audiologists,

physician assistants, dental' hygienists, mental health
technologists, medical social workers);

,

continued assessment as part of treatment (e.q., physical
therapists, occupational therapists, respiratory therapists;
speech pathologists, audiologists, dietitians)?

testing (e.g., medical laboratory'personnel,.radiologic
technologists, ultrasound technical specialists,
nuclear medicine personnel, cardiology equipment personnel)

acute care therapy (e.g.,operating room technicians,
obstetrical assistants, surgeons' assistants);

long-term care therapy (e.q., occupational, physica
and other therapists; personnel in mental health and
social services, counseling, speech pathology,
audiology, nutrition);

medical instrumentation (e:g., radiation and respiratory
therapists, dialysis techniciaps, cardiopulmonary
technicians, opthaplic dispensers, dental laboratory
technicians); '

community health promotion and protection (e.g., nutritionists,
dental hygienists, population and family planning Specialists,,
health educators, school health edUcators,I medical librarians,
health writers); -

'kr

environmental health promotion andPProtection (ecg., sanitarians,
environmental health technicians, sanitarian aides, environ-
mental engineering assistants); s

6 9 9
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'control and elimination of hazards in an institutimnal
or industrial setting (e.g., audiologists, health. physicists,
health care facility housekeepers, industrial hygienists);

health systems management (e.g., hospital administrators,
health'planners, medical records personnel, medical.
computer.specialists); .

.1 research and development (e.g., biomedical engineers,
biostatisticians, epidemiologists, toxiCologistS,
public.health scientists, and researchers in every
occupational Category).

An essential feature ofAllied Health education since the 1960s

has been its rapid change and expansion, characterized by the following three

major ingredients:' First, there has been a tremendous growth in the number.

of programs, particularly in collegiate settings, which has paralleled the
.

great expansion of two -year colleges and the growing popularity of vocational
o.

progr (in 1966, there were an estimated 2,500 collegiate programs; today'.

there. areover 8,000): second, the distribUtion of programs has changed--.

hospitals and other health-service settings still play an important role,

but the greatest programV ogrowth has occurred in such other settings as medical

centers and universities, two-year colleges, vocational technical institutes,

and private career schools; third, a dramatic expansion of knowledge and

skill requirements has led to increased diversification of educational

requirements.

In 1976, the latest year for which there is. adequate survey information.

there were about 14,000 formal postsecondary programs for Allied Health

personnel. Of these,

I. 52-to 54 percent were in collegiate settings,
33 to 35 percent were in hospitals,
10 to 12 percent were in postsecondary non-
collegiate institutions, and
one percent were in the armed forces.

Over half of the nation's 3,000 higher education institutions have at

leasE one allied Health program. Such.Programs are contained in about 90
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percent of the nation's research'universities and doctoral - granting

institutions, as well as in large proportions of comprehensive colleges

and universities, free-standing medical centers, and two-year colleges.

Sighificantly more than half of all Allied Health programs in collegiate

institutions award degrees at the baccalaureate or higher level.

It may be important to point out here that these patterns.of education

for the'.Allied Health professions have grown out. of practice.needs, rather

than from abstractly determined sets'Of values. Thus, the History of

'Allied Health education, brief as it is, is closely related'to the history

of.ttre occupations, themselves. The burgeoning of the Allied Health pro-

fessiona and of Allied Health education is the product of'increased and

increasing health-service demands and the explosive growth in health science

and technology.

Manpower data. is not what it might be -- what we hope it can and will be--.

in the area of Allied Health. Still; we can say with reasonable-assurance

that,'as of 1978,an estimated 3.5 million'individuals (nearly 66 percent of

the total, health-care work force) could be classified, in the broadest sense,

as Allied Health practitioners. The core of this population--the professions

. in which the federal government has invested. the bulk of its Allied Health

manpower-training funds and which, generally, require collegiate preparation

ranging from the associate degree to the doctorate- -has grown from 442,000

in 1966 to approximately 1,026,000 in .1973. This 132-percent rate of

growth compares with a 76-percent growth rate for all health professionals.

. Yet despite this growth, HRA's Bureau of Health Hanpower- tells us that

there are still clear and' sionificant national, Allied Health manoower

shortaaes in such professions as audiolocv, sceech.patholoev'and respiratory

theraov. And though* the data is not definitive; it also appears to the Bureau

that there still may be national shortages of dietitians and dietetic tech-.

nicians, radiation therapists, physical therapists, occupational therapists,

.t
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and forma117;,-traihed dental assistants.
4816416

The Bureau goes on to report that, even in nrofessions in which the .f-.. _ .

verall national supply appears to.be adecuate,rlocal or transitory shortages
.

. . ,

continue and eMoloyem4 across the Country encounter difficulties in filling

"critical Allied Health positions",'recuiring highly qualified professionals

and exceptional skills

Federal Sunpott of Allied Health'Education

Federal support for Allied Health manpOwer training was first authorized

. in 1966 by the Allied Health Professions Personnel 'Training Act. during

the first four yearsof operation under its authorities, 'the statute_pu
4

primary emphasis on increaalip the number of training programs and professionals.,

, .

In the early seventies, however, the statute was amended, its emphasisshifted:

Basic improvement grants, which encouraged the establishment,of new scholastic,,,

prog s, were abandoned 'in faVor of new focuses and initiatives, relating

more to theproviSion of quality Allied Health education and health service

th"an to the production of increased numbers. of Allied Health professionals

. 0
The shifa.cLearly was'occasioned by public economic policy, and not'by

evidence that manpower needs had been met--t ere were at.least as many,,, =

"significan" national professional-area' shor age's°at the start'of the.'
."

seventies as .there are today..

:1
The new funding focuses .were on special educational-projects- forlillied". .Z'. .,0°

Health training ''J'i,t-ograms.(interestingly,one special project.foeUs addressed

the.Qeed for the "establishment of.neW roles'and functions for Allied Health " 'P*

personnel), on faculty 'development through- a.mectanism called "advanced,

traineeships", and on the rectiatment to the Ailied'Health.Profeisions and' ..

retention of ethnic, minority -group meMbers, °

Funding authorizations.whichf011owedhift.frotli'the early Bigic
' 7 . ,

improvement grants to the- special t&isget,grants and contacts were:Roderate4

.
to say the most.- But this modetatessupport SOOQ begee,Artuaily ilossort

Cr,

.7
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at all. In fiscal year 1973, for example, Congress provided $30.2 million

to support Alliedifealth planning, development and operation of'such

(sectioni 796,.797 and 798) projects as .ehe establishment of regional systems

for coordinating and ing Allied Health training, of new and improyed

methods of credentialing Allied Health Personnel; of recruitment, training

and retraining programs; of career ladders and other programs of advancement;

Of.continuing education programs; of faculty training institutes; and of

'ethnic minority-group member recruitment. Last year, following ankdain stration

call for zero funding of Allied Health manpower-training pralltime and p jects.

the Allied Health community was able to win congressional support for a

-$10 million fiscal 1980' appropriation for these Part G (Title VII) initiatives.

This year, the Administration is calling not,only for,a zero, funding level

for fiscal 1981, it also is recommending that the monies appropriated for

the present fiscal year should be rescinded.
/

1

The Administration's rationale for these zero-funding recommendations

makes no sense at all. Administration spokesmen list cost effectivene.ss, the
S. . elm

delivery of services to. Unserved and underserved areas of the country, disease

prevention and health promotion, and the'involvement ofethnic minority-.

group members in health-care education and service delivery as the major

national health-care objectives. Yet,,in what seems the same breath (expelled

through the other side of its mouth), the Administration urges Congress.to

. .

refugee:1y support for that segment of the health manpower population filch

is best prepared and best able to Address these objectives.

en another jump off the cliff of logic, the Administration argues that,

inasmuch as there are no manpower shortages among the Allied Health.profesSions,

"continued federal involvement in basic Allied Health training support" is

unwarranted. The argument both denies.anddefies Vle'reslity of the Report

of the.Administration's own health-manpower agencyk which not only makes S

"case for continued Federal activity on behalf of "killed health personnel,"

P.
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but also lists a relatively large number of key Allied Health professions in

which there are "significant national shortages. " But more-.7the

Administration also seems to. have overlooked.the fact that federal Allied

Health.manpower-Eraining funding is expressly intended by statute for. 11°

special-target projects and not for basic education support. Adeed, 'such

baiic support hasn't been available'to the AlliedHeilth profeSsonsilfor the

better part of a decade!

Some might argue that the $276 million invested by the federal government

(since 1967). in Allied Health manpower training is'not onlYt;s subStantial

amount, but an appropriate amount as well. SUbtantial it.Well might be;

appropriate it most_ assuredly, is not The .$276 million the federal

government's total 14-veer commitme to -two-thirds of the nation's.health-

'dare workforce--represents merely four percent of the total federal

investment in health - manpower training and development.' From its beginnings,

Allied Health has been relegated by the federal government to but a tubby

hole in the great mansion of health -care education. a Today, there's

an eviction notice on our small door. ,We hope this Subcolnmitieewill tear

down that 'notice:and, in d ng'so, give notice of its own that Allied Health can,

-must and will be counted on by the federal-government asa major partner in'

the development of an effective manpower-training and servi -delivery effort.

Bureau of Health Manpower Recommendations

The Society beli,eves that the federal government mustllsume a leadership

role in helping fill. what HR;N\Bureau of Health Manpower terms as "significant

national [Allied Healt)71

In addition, we see

of these of the Bureau's

shortages."

a major federal responsibility in the fulfillment

'Allied'Health related recommendations:

1. ."Information including Statistical data on allied health
personnel requires continued improvement, by larger in-

.vestments and coordinated activities...
o

4
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"Particularly, data are needed with which.to determine'
theinathire and extent of-'critical'vacancies' and

e. specific skills shortages, and to plan appropriat
local, State, regionals or national remedies.

"More data are neededto evaluate the effects of
'governmental and private sector regulation upon
personnel utilization,.healih rare costs, quality of
-service, and demands for. continuing 4duCation.

"Better data are needed on minority participation
in the work force.

2. "Special.attention to thq allied health personnel probleme,
of small health care institutions is required, to ensure

o that regulatory and other constraints do not interfere with
access to and the quality and continuity of patient care.
Additional resources are needed with which to inveltigate
the nature, extent, and impact of these problems, and to--
devise solutions as may be necessary.

3. "The cost-saving potential of more efficient usegotallied
health personnel should be thoroughly explored through

:vell-designed and,controlled studiescarriedout in various
work settings'and hot hindered by current legal limitations
on the rise of personnel, c

Al "As personnel standards are changed. training programs
must be evised. This requires national coordination and
encourag meni.

.5. "As.manpo tandards change,. personnel:working in the
field who cannot meet new and more rigorous qualifications,..
must be provided with opportunities to improve their
competencies. Support to develop training`materials and
priocedures that will reach the employed work force is
nepessary..

6. "Methods of testing of individuals to determine competency
. in the health field require improvement, through additional
research, development, andvalidation, with Federal.leadership.

"To the extent necessary to ensure adequate numbers of
these personnel equitably distributed among and Within ,-

States, Federal programs must encourage comprehensive
State 'programs to identify'and,act upon problems of
maldistribution and undersupply..

8. "There should be established within the. Department.(i.e. HEW)
the function of review and approval of all Federal policies and
actions that lead to or encourage new health occupations or .

specialties.

'9. "There shOuld be established within the artment.the'function
of.review and assedelment.of all Federal icies and regulations
that affect the demand for orutilizati of health personnel.

10. "Improvement of specific clinical competencies of allied
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health personnel is required,$ through advanced and short.
term training and. through self-inseYuction, particularly
for the follpwing subjects or functions:

te_s .

long-term care of the elderly and chronically ill,
,hospice care,

disease prevention and health'promotion, and
application of new tebhnologies

1

11. "Improvement in nonclinical competencies of allied health
personnel is required, through advanced and short -term
training and through self.,instrucSion,'Particularly in

teaching

,(00 educational program,planning;
administration and supervision, and
performance ova tion and assessment.

12. "Maintenanci and fur her development of allied. health training
centers should be en ouraged so that tHey carry out essential
interdisciplinary c rdinating and planning activities.

13. "Additional alli health training centers in institutions
with predcmIntl minority enrollments should be established.":.

14. "Activities'for erecruftment- of and assistance
to minority students in allied health training programs
should be increased. :

15. "The MEDIMC program (Military Expejience Directed
Into Health Caieers) to.place veterans and other allied health
personnel in critical vacancies, esoecially in smallandpral
institutions, should be continued. -

..

16. "Statewide kmi educational system wide planning. for'allied
occupations education and' training, tlirough grants and ive
agreements,should.be encouraged and supported.

Recommendations of the National Commission on Allied.Heilth Education1

0
The report of the Kellogg Foundation-supported National Commission eir

Allied Health Education is summarized in the'brochue which I have atticed to
. \

copies of my statement, and which I hope can be included as a supplement, to

my te timony the record of this proceeding. As you and other readers of\,

the r ord will note, the Commission lists 15 "primary recommendations" which

it views as Crucial to the .future ofellied Health.eduCleion ant service

delivery. The most critical of these 15, in our view,'is the last,whl5h

';.

/".
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offers that 'Significantly increased funding for'allied health should be
C

provided at the federal, state and local government levels, and from private
.

resources." Absent the recommended increase, the achievement of any of the

remaining 14 primary CoMmission recommendationsis impossible.

C.'

In addition to its primary,urgings,the Commission' offers
c63 "procedural

recoimendations"-- proposed prrty-action initiatives%designed to implement

. the more generaf primary-recommendations. Listed below are those of the -

procedell priorities which the .Cifi-MISSsidic,vie:Llsoresponsibilities of the
I

.federal government: ....

Priority 4 - Link education to practice and end unnecessary
expansio of entry-level requirements. Today, a gap exists
between eclarition and attainment of the goal of relating
education to performance objectives based on health.service
demands. Current knowledge.of.practice needs'il limited
for most Allied Health professions. Consequently, educational
content is determined by expert judgement and the 'tendency

c:
err inAavor of too much rather than too. little education.

.

P 4.
The federal government s ulcsupPort role-delineation,

projects and activities whi h lead to. the more effective .

use oerole delinea,p4ons (e.g., workshops-to develop a
common methodologyibf role delineation so that results
can be comperedAcross professions and commonalities in
function and knowledge requirements can be identtfied)

.
. .

The federal government should support projects to ;prove
the methodology df performance-based-testing, which un
be usedtoprovide alternate routes to certification. (i.e.,
other thin formal education) and to baseethe right to

,

practice on demonstrated competency.

Priority $2 -- Assure flexibility of healthiprofessionals. In
a rapidly changing health service delivery system, adaptability
is essential. A broad foundation is particularly important
in professidnal. areas requiring lengthy preparation.lrlex-.
ibility may be developed, through the.acquisition of a knowledge
base that is.generic to health occupltions, or of the compet-
encies required .!::iperform in more than one occupatienal
role. Today, f!., educational progrn ,f. provide studg
Iwith preparati," df

. The federal-,-7,vernmTnt should su7,-.,irt projects tq design
and implement ,-.:.,mricul=n modules bat,d on role delineations
for two or mpr pccupations.

'a
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The federal government ans,should support activitie
for sharing information and experiences of programs yhi h
currently prepare students for more than one occupational
role. .

. .

Priori jar t3-- Include new s ect matter'designithto meet
/new service demands. Trends i $, lth) service and changinl
health priorities indicate the need t include subject
areas which are not now.a standard part pf most Allied
Health curricular Human values, prevention of illness and
promotion of health, and health-service delivery systems
trOles.and functions of health personnel, legal risks,
patients' rights, cost effeclkivenessi aAd quality control ..S :

' New instructional materials are needed in these areas fc'
the various levels of healell professions preparation.

The federal:goxernmet<lhould support projects to

.

.

. deVelop and disseminiteinterdisciplinary instructional
modules in human values; the prevention of iiriess, the
protokSon-of health, and health- service delivery systems.
The trial implementation of modules also'should be encouraged_

. .
..

.

Priority #4 -- End unnecessary proliferation'of new Occupations

and programs.';'he-current tendency-t6-crefte new occupations
to'meet each newly identified health- service need or each
new health-serivice technO4.ogy is westefUl and results in the
increased splintering of health- service fun ions, impairment
of health-service quality, dAncreased health-service
delivery costs. Educational programs have virtually no
financial incentives to seek alternative ways to meet new
health-service /needs.-

( Thefederal,government.should support projects desic,.ed
0 demonstrate tovmeet neVikealth-service weeds wi,..-ogt

creatifig new Specietlties,,such as .

--short-term.supplemental preparation for
existing'health Personnel,

/ ,

-- short-term preparation in'health appli-
cations for college graduates who majored
in relevant nonhealth fields .(e.g., social
seivices, sACcation),

ipservide trailing programs foot persons
employed in nonhealth occupations who havL
contact with..the patient/client Populltipn. andl

I
.

-- incorporation of new objectives in existin,
programs:

Priority *5-- Assure continuing. competency of health pernneL.
t,lthough there has been an explosion of...activity in the irea.

of continuing education, information on continuing education,
Iin Allied Health has never been tompiled,systematicallY,
in a way which will facilitate cross.;occupationalexchange.

r
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' kanyt outstanding issues remain to be resolved (e.g.,
needs assessment., quality assurance. financing). A
forum for collabOrative problem-solving is needed:

The-federal government should support the establishmel
of a National Coalition for Continuing Education to provide
leadership at national, regional, and local levels. This
yoluntary coalition would be a forum for collective problem
solving, information-sharing, and'research; it would facilitate,
rather than regulate educational processes. Participants
.would represent all groups concerned with continuing
education (e.g., eduCational institutions, professional
associationS, practitioners, employers, and accrediting,
certifying, and licensing bodies).

Priority 116-- Integrate clinical and didactic education and
expand the range of clinical education methods. It is
essential that clinical educati n be viewed as part of the

1'

.

&
total experience in preparing rsonnel for the Allied Health
'professions. Today, however, st, ents are often left to
their own.desiices in obtaining a. puriuing tlinical learn-
ing experiences, and there is no assurance that the quality;
and range of clinical experience ad tely complement the
didactic experience. Further develo ent of clinical
education materials--which can be used n a.classroom'setting

1/4-----fi needed to increase student opportunit s for translating
theory into practice at all stages of a tr fining program;
such materials would both enhance and expand practical
learning acquired in actual practice settings.

.

.
.

.

The federal government' should support the develppmerit
and demonstration of alternativetmethods [ learning for
clinical competence such as simulated cli Ica]. learning

1.

prOgrams and programmed laboratory experie ces),'which'are
. (-'designed 4o better integrate clinical pract'ceipto the

,total educational experience and to erlpure linical'
competency in a period of decreasing u p col program
access to hospitals and othet. clinical facil ties.

t

Support- also should be mall' available for i tensive
research on methods of.clinical education yhic are designed
to identify the .types of professional learning st
dependent on practical experiences and to ensur that the
clinical education relates toa wide variety of ractice needs.

4

Priority 47-- Improve articulation in allaed.Health education.
Continuity between various educational levels and study 11
diciplines benefits both society at large and the consumer
of educational programs. It is cot effective to intlude-
in.each phase of education only these isPects'ofleguired
learning that have not already beer; attained; it is waste-
ful to pay for the unneCessai'y reserition of jar:ling
experiences: In spite of a national trend toward more
flexible admissions and trenifer pOlicies, Healtht
administrators do not haVe-the tools to make articulation work.

c.
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The federal government shoulcisuppOrt development of such
articulation tools as challenge-examinationi for Allied'Health
education sub)ect matter of. a multidisciplinary nature.

Priority 08--.Iicreasihe representation of ethnic minority
group members in the Allied Health rrofessions.. Increasing

.

the representation' of minorities in the'Allied'Health
professions is important to meet the health needs bf. diverse

, cultures and ethnic groups. Moreover, Allied Health professions
represintan excellent avenue fdr.social mobility for
disadvantaged minorities, because they are' among the limited
number of professions and occupations in the economy for
which the empldyme,R5 outlook is almost uniformly favorable.

C'. The federal government'should support student aid programs
and special projects for the disadvantaged (especially racial
minorities) and the handicapped,

Priority 09-- Build the capability for leadershio and innovation.
Becauie of the dynamic nature of health-care delivery and rapidly
changing practice needs, Allied Health education must not
remain static. It, is essential to develop the capability for

.:leadership and innovation.' More 'supportjs needed for the
activiiies on which'future improvements in Allied Health,
education and services are dependant.

The federal government should suppdrt adv..7.ced programs
on pilot or demonstration bases for the preparation of master
clinicians,And research on the effect di" clinicians-on the
cost and effectiveness of health services.

.

Support also should be made availab le for the establishment
on demonstration bases of field stations, tii.epurpose of
which will be to increase the7vOluMt, qdZlit. relevance;
and utilitatioil of research in Allied Health clinical services.

Support? also should be directed toward. continuing- education
programs which teach planning and manageMent shills to Allied
Health professionals already in practice, including Circuit-.
riding courses for practitioners in rural areas.-

Support is additionally needed for the development of
institutes and workshops for administrators and faculty on
a wide range of topic k including ways of relating educatio
to practice needs and .ethods'of attracting' and retaining
ethnicminority-group students. qt

, Finall?/, the federal. government should support the est lish-
.

ment of. 5 or 6 regional centers for research and develo ent
in Allied Health.'

priority 010* Improve the information base for planning.
,

'Planning for Allied Health education at all levels currently
occurs in an information vaCuum,'which'results in wasteful

a
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duplication of effort. Manpower data are incomplete.and.
outdated.. Biennial inventories of collegiate Allied Health
programs and programs in hospital settings are useful.but
very little is known about Allied Health education whiCh
takes place in other settings.

The federal government' should support the systematic
and continuous collection and dissemination of data on the
numbert and distribution of health manpower,in all pro-
fessional areas, including information on 'Projected openings.

Support should be'made available for the conqnuation of
biennial national inventories ofAllied.Health programs.
expanded to include al/ settings which offer formal post-
secondary education.programs.

Support also is equired for the development of a system
of cost accounting. Allidd Health programs, designed to'
identify actual progr osts, cost -per-student, and com-
parative program and ins p. sts'to be, used by
educational institutions, health education Planners, and
professional associations Alt I state, and national
levels.

The federal government should support research on:

--The cost effectiveness of Allied Health educational
.

processes,
(

The impact of various 'institutional environments ,Snd
program characteristics on compe4ency attainzent:

--Allied Health faculty characteristics and continuing
development needs, and

fi Methods of making Allied Health education responsive
to such special service needs as those of rura' and
urban underserved Area*.

ASAH7 RecoMmendations for Statutory Change -

-iollowing are the elements of change which the American Society of

Allied Health asks this Subcommittee to include in its version of extended

and amended health ma4power- training authorities. The elements generally

we-

inCorporle amalgamations of the recomme ions developed for the Sub-
,

committee and other policynakers by bot the Bureau of Health Manpower and

the National Commission on Allied Health Education.

71. The Definition of "Allied Health Personnel" [Section 79F1'031.

Current statutory language defines "Allied Health personnel" as "individuals

with training and responsibilities for (A) supporting, complementing:, or

711
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;

supple-mentir.g the professipital functions of physicians, dentists, and other .

a

At!'

hellth prottssionals in the de; very of health"care- to patients, or (5)

-Z'
.

assistimig environmental engineet's and other persor.cel .n envirehmental

health contiol and mteventive medicine activities." The exAnt statutory

portrait'of Allied Health'professi.onals is cor:.eted in'the section 795 (2:

definition of :trainir:g.Ceneer for Allied HealtN,rofes'sions," which lists

as the onlV examples of those. picfeasions "medical technology optometric

technology, and - dental hygiene."

.

,

The!pottrait is-inappropriate and, as we shall offer later. largelyY
. . -

unnecessary. /t,is inappropriate for three reasons:,

a. The definitioA uses the term "personnel" rather than.
the term "professional," Physicians anCdentists-ana
unidentified others are "professionals; Allied Health
practitioners are "per'Sonnel." Theldislinetion is in-
appropriate and, we thin , derogatory: .tWe note with "j'
pleasure Senator-Kenr y attempt cpeerbj the distinctOd

, bylieferring to ally ealth-care practitibners affectedS,*
by title VII-as ?persohn ." His use If the term "prom
fessionals,",-applied withc.ttprejUdiCe,'would have, been,.
at least as acceptable. .

b. The definition suggests thet:AlSied HealthyrofessiorLals .

alw-ays and everywhere work for of under-the s4ervissfon of.
physicians', dentists and environmental ,engineers.- 'f fiat's

simply not true.
<

c. ht-..i1.14, the definition puts forward as explicit examples
liedAftealth pActitioners 21 the physlcal or occupationfa
piste the audiologist Or Speech .pathologist.'the'dietiton
'finical psychologist, -but rather the individuals who
ion .(medical techlologistsTexcepted) as aides and assistants.
xamples are not inaccurate--these professiOnals are-Allied
h practitioners; t141, are, however,unot nearly as repre'sentative

of the.M.lied Health fields as other choices would be.
4

just one example of the unfortunate effects of the present
, .

definition's.iinappropriateness: The 'American Speech-Language-Hearing Association

has. long suggested to its members that they shOUldoot seek feterai training
.

assistance under the Par G Allied Healthauthortties..of Title VII. 'TO do so,-.

the .Association has said, would be to admit thatrspeeth pathologists and

audiologists are something less than "professional:" Training program', 1

of
the
Or
func
The
Heal

Z.
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directors who are-members of that distinguished Association agreed--

principle vas of.preeminent importance. It'should comeaS no surprise, then,

that speech pathology and audiology are two of the three AlliedTalth professions

in which,.according to the Bureau of Health Manpower, there are critical man-.
o

.power shortages nationwide.

Senator Schweiker's proposal (S. 2144), in its section 700 (a), 'attempts.

to rectify the definition's inappropriateness by deleting, in the subsection.

(8) definition of "training center for. Allied H kth" and "school of Allied

Health," all references to examples of t Allied Health professions.- We etrongly

endorse the Senator's sUbsectioS (8) definition.

In his bill'§ subsection(7), Senator Schweiker has attempted to complete

the portrait' f "Allied Health personnel" by detailing who they are not (i.e.,

"graduates of schools Of.medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine,

optometry, podiatry, pharmacy, and public heilthand graduate prograMs in health

ladministration"). Wo applaud the Senator's effort. What we would prefer, however,

Is the Omission of any definition of "Allied Health personnel" Las in section

.795 (1) of the Act and 700 (a)(7) of S..2144)
. Medical personnel are not defined, .

nor dental personne4.nor pediatric personnel; rather the schools which train

such personnel are defined. We believe that the sameptandard should appky,

to the Allied Health field'and, therefore,.urge thesSubcommittee

delete section 795 (1) of the current statute and
.

amend the current section 795 (2) by substi
in lieu thereof, subsectiohs (A), (S)", and C) of
section 700 (a) (8) of proposed S. 2144. ubsection
(D) of existing section 795 (2) Sloould retained.

2. Advisory Council Inclusion of Al ied Health Peoresentation:

Both the kenhedy and Schweiker proposals would a nd,existing section 702 (a)

language se.ae.,to aecOmmodate representation on the National Ad:iisory Council

on Health Professions Education by a representative of Allied Health echjols,

and potential representation by a student enrolled in an Allied Health curriculum.

Wo endorse: .these proposals. The Council has gone too'long without a
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.representative of the educational institutions which train the largest segment

of the hialth-care workforce. We, therefore, recommend that the Subcommittee'

adopt the proposals of Senators Kennedy and Schweikee which would --

add representatives of Allied health schools (and
of. the student bodies of such institutions) to those
health profession school representatives presently
listed in section 702 (a) of Title VII as members
Of the National Advisory Council on Health Professions.
Education.

3. Data Collection in Allied Health: According to thelrecent reports

. of the Bureau of Health Manpower and the National Commission on Allied Health

Education, support for data collection in Allied Health should be at the top

of the federal government's Allied Health support agenda. Says the Report'

of the Bureau of Health Manpower:

"The're are insufficient data'about allied health
personnel at thealocal, State, or national level to '

-pecmit radical improvements in plann4pg, production, 1

and management. The large number of occupations
and functions involved, and their interrelations, makes
good planning for allied health personnel difficult.
Improved data on production, recruitment, reimbursement
utilization, service costs, and work force quality are
needed. Data on improvementwin supply, work force
quality,' educational standards and'methods, and op-
portunities for minorities are difficult and costly to
,produce. and generally less'than satisfactory. Where
improvements have occurred, Federal support appears to
be a deCisive factor.,"

According to the National Commisaion:

"The federal government should support the systematic
and continuous collection and dissemination of data on
the numbers and distribution of health manpower in all
occupational areas, including information on projected openings.
SuppOrt ale() should be made available or the continuation ..

of biennial national inventories. of Allied Health programs,
,:expailded to include all eettings which offer r'ormaI post -
secondary education programs.

. o

The commiskon's emphasis on data collection from "all occupational areas

Candi settings which offer formal postsecondary education prOgrams", merits

,special nbte. At present, the federal government supports Allied Health
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ielated data collection which relates only to Allied Health schools defined

in existing section 795(2) ..- i.e., schools which award.the associate or -

baccalaureate, or higher degree. There is, however, a arge number of certifi-

cate-awarding Allied Health institutions (and an incre sing number of Allied

Healt*!Aide, assistant, and orderly-type., graduates of such schools) regarding

which data is not being colleTd. Clearly, this rjata needs tobe gathered

and analyzed; It'should be and, we would urge, can be gatfered without alter-

ing in any way the statutory definition of the Allied'He th schools which are

appropriate recipients of the federal training suppor,,,,

There also is.a pressi d for fsasibility studies on the collection
. -

of data relating to ethnic minority-group member involvement in Allied Health

training and practice. Datd,on approaches to,career counseling, recruitment,

admissions, .and retentio>of minority-group students in training programs are

requiied, so that we can understand (and del with).the reality of greater

student involvement at lower levels of training. We also need definitive

studies on the impact of minority institutions on the overall Allied Health\

manOwer pool and on the.. reasons for unique minority -group member practice

patterns and geographic distribution.

In view of the foregoing, the Society asks the Subcommittee to --

either amend the existing data - 'collection language of
70$ or add a new section to Part G to accommodate
the need for the collection of Allied Health related
data from schools of Allied Health (including post-
secondary nonprofit and proprietary institutions
which grant practice "certificates" in Allied Health
disciplines), including data relating to._preductien,
recruitment, reimbursement, utilization, service costs,
workforce quality, educational standards and methods,
and opportunities for.minorities.

4. Allied Health Project Support: Existing section 796 authorizes

$26 million in grants andcontract, to "eligible entities" for special pro-

jects which are detailed in subsection (a)(1) of the section. With one notable

a
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exception (i.e., projects. t establish "new roles and functions of allied

health personnel"),--

the purposes of section 790 should be retained in the
Subcommittee's final -legislative proposal. In addition,
the following project-support emphases should be added
to those already enumeiited: projects which focus on
Allied Health role delineations and related interdis-
ciplinary curriculum modules; on meeting new health-
service needs without creating new specialities; on
the development of.mdehanisms for interdisciplinary
articulation; on the.tie of Allied Health practitioners
in containing health-care costs; on the Allied,Health
related needs of unserved and underserved areas; and
on curriculum offerings in health promotion,' disease
prevention, geriatrics, and health planning.The
authorisation levels for existing section 796 should
be $30 for fiscal 1981, $32 million for fiscal
'1982 $34 million for fiscal 1983, and $36 million for
fisch 1984.

5:, Training Institutes in Allied Health: Existing section 797

authorizes $5.5 millionfor the current ifscal year.for'institutes generally

designed to acComodate the "advanced" learning needs of Aalied Healthpracti-

tioners whO,--principally as a result of the rapid' expansion of the Allied

' Heath fields, and increases in the. numb. and varieties of Allied health:

opportunities Ind initiatives; find themselves in, new educt ational; super-
.

visory or administrative settings. The.Society believes that this emphasis

should be continued and, therefore, recommends that the final Subcommittee'
6

proposal. should-

,inClude existing section 797 through fiscal year 1984
at annual authorization levels which are. equal to that
of the current fiscal _year..

6. Ethnic Minority-.1roup Allied Health Education: As the, National

Commission on Allied Health Education points out, the Allied Health profes-

sions, because they are among the, few professions in the economy for which
.

the employment outlook is almost uniformly favorable', "repre,lent an excellent

avenue for social mobility" on the part of ethnic minerity,group members.,
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Moreover, notes -the Commission, "minorities are substantially underrepresented

in educational programs for the.relatively high-level Allied Hea occupations'

baCealaureate and advanced degree levels)." liinhrit Allied Health,

training programs also are underrepresented -- among ograms receiving Allied

Health training assistance ftom the federal gover ment. In the last year for

which data are availablA 41975), the 563 Allied Health discipline programs

situated in minority institutions
represented'10 percent of the total Allied

Health program offerings. Yet minority' institutions received only six percent.

of Allied Health'ttaining assistance bade'hirailable through the Hureau.of Health

Manpower. The Society'asksthat the SubcOmm1ttee include in its final

tive propOsal authorizations designed to--

provide student support for disadvantaged ethnic minority-
group members enrolled in Allied Health education programs-
(especially'in baccalaureate and graduate programs), and
special program support.for Allied Health education pro.-
grams in traditionally and predominantly. minority institu-
tions. In addition, the special recruitment and related
emphases of existing section 798 should be continued at
the current authorization level-.

.Senator Kennedy's proposed section'787 represents an exemplary attempt to.

accommodate this 6ociety recommendation.

. 7. National Health Service Corps: A significant aspect of the

Congress' rationale for initiating, ih a966 federal-support programs in

Allied Health education was its belief that the Allied'Health professions .

could help the health-ceredelivery systems need to increase services to

unserved and underserved areas of the country. Allied Health had since

provenitd effectiveness in these areas -- Allied ilealth'services are .di-

verse:.so are the critical health-care needs in unserved rural and urban

'ream. yet the Allied Health professions have been virtually. ignored by

National Health Services Corps planners._

In 1979, for example, only 28 of 2,379 NHSC scholaiships went to A.
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Health students (all 28 were awarded to master's level stygents in public
.

health nutrition programs). We fknd it hard to believe that.podiatry ser-
. , .

, vices, for example, are anymore crucial to the health-care needs nder-

served populations that the services of audiologists or physical the pists

,or' rehabilitation counselors.(106'podiatry students benefitted from NHSC

assistance in 1979): The Society asks that the SUbcoMmittee.,-

include students in the Allied Health professions
among the health professions students qualified
for NHSC education assistance and service.

8. National Priority Initiatives: The Society applaiids proposals

designed by Senators Kennedy'and -Schweiker to focus special federal support

on specified health-care priority needs; We mould agree ehat--

)
Regarding Senator Kerpedy's call for emphasis on the role of women in

training and service delivery.'we want to suggest that, inasmuch as women

comprise approximately 75 perceht of the present Allied Health workforce,
'

gout occupy only 1 /very small percentage of Allied Health'leadership positions,

relevant legislative emphases should be on the movement of Allied Health

professionals who are women into leadership roles. We also would appreciate

a Subcommittee proposal Aeiigned to encourage the increased involvement of

men in.the Allied Health professions.

9.. Significant National Allied Health Shortages, The Bureau of

Health Manpower has listed the Allied Health professions in which.there are

(or appear to be) "significant national shortages." We ask the Subcommittee.

to include in its final measure an amendment to existing serion 796 which

clinical training, health policy and health-care
economics, continuing eduoations educational costs,
curriculum development, and.the role of women in
health-care education and service are all appropriate
areas for, special federal funding emphasis. Allied
Health training programs should be,aPecified as
appropriate recipients of such special funding.

Pt
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enable theBureau of Health'HinpOwei-tb'provide
special incentive support to Allied Health educa-,
tion programs which train students in' disciplines,
identified as "significant national shortage" areas',
notably audiology, speech pathology, respiratory
therapy. dietetics, dietetic technology, physical.
therapy, occupational therapy, radiation therapy,

1.and dental assisti5g.'

a *

The American Society of Allied Health PrOfessions greatly appreciate9

this opportunity to present its views.

Mr. WAXMAN. Tharik you very much. y.

Yriu suggest there alre more than 14,000 allied health programs
in the coufirry now. During the time of budget cuts how can the
amountsf money- that we can realistically request for allied
health be best distributed?

Should we target the money to the specific shortage specialties
that the two reports identified?

Mr. DOWLING. The Kellogg Commission report addresses those
problems in,a realistic way. Its primary recommendation is for the
kinds of project support already authorized under current law and
which would continue to be authorized under your bill for what the
commission calls role delineation studies.

We are not training students. We are providing project support
for universities and other entities so they can better develop the
allied health education system. None of the money goes for student
assistance; none of the money appropriated fQr the better part of
'the last.decade.has gone fQr Ondent assistance.

A role delineation study N*Iich the commission calls for would
investigate ways in which existing professions can better Serve the
populations who neeld health care services; can we train maybe

, people who are .better equipped to do two or three or'four jobs?
There' has been a great proliferation amonghealth care disciplines.
Every time a new technology is invented a new 'profession grows
up.

It may be an EKG technician can do more than that job; perhaps
he can learn the skills of an EEG technician as well. It may be that
curriculum can be developed for the training of both occupational
and physical therapy so they can begin to combine their expeitise
and combine their ranks as well.

With respect to the targeting of money on manpower shortage
areas, yes, we believe that some of the funds authorized by section
796 should be putto this purpose.

Mr. WAXMAN. What sort- of financial aid can a student of allitpd
health professions obtain?

Mr. DOWLING. Some money from the Defense Department and
some 'money from the Office of Education and sake money through
the. Statesthe ?erne kind of educational -assistance which some-

.'63-494 0 80 -.46



bOdy enrolled in ap undergraduate liberal art prOgram can
obtainand not very much else.

°There has been in past y ars, though not very much for the last
5 or 6 years some money ailiible from the Rehabilitation Se vice's
Administration for some rofessions, a very few of which are allied
health professions.

To a very limited extent physical therapists and to a greater
extent speech pathologists have received some money from the
Office of Education's Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
designed to send people into the public schools. That's about it and
it's not much.

Mr.WAXMAN. We are certainly sympathetic to the problems you
raise and we will see what we can do.

Mr. DOWLING. Thank you very much. -
Mr. WAXMAN. Our last two witnesses ill testify as a panel on .

aggrega Le physician supply and tae impact on the economy. First
we hav2 Dr. H. David Banta, Healtn -Program Manager, Office of
Technology Assessment, Congrc.-.ss or. Lhe United States and Dr.
Jack Hadley, senior research assoc:. ..e, Health Policy Program,
The Urban Institute. 7

We would like you to summarize :Dur 'tatement if you would
and your full comments will be made part of the.record.

.14 4
STATEMENTS OF H. DAVID BANTA, M.D., HEALTIr PROGRAM

MANAGER, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, CON-
-GRESS OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY LAW-
RENCE MIIKE, PROJECT DIRECTOR (OTA STUDY); AND
PAMELA DOTY, CONGRESSIONAL FELLOW (OTA STUDY); AND %.--: .
JACK HADLEY, PH. D., SENIOR RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, THE
URBAN INSTITUTE

Dr. BANTA. I am pleased to appear before you to di cuss Ae/
study the Offi e of Technology Assessthent has carrieZVonf. on
"ForcastA of,Physician.Sup wad Requirements."

With me are Lawrence Mike and Pamela. DOty whowoOred on
the study: - ..--..

The study was requested by this comiatittee and by the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources because of concern
about estimates of the number of physicians required to meet
national needs and the projection of future supply. ,

The report will be published shortly by the Government Printing
Office. The committee has been furnished copies.

As with all OTA studies an advisory panel was convened chaired
by Dr. Harvey Estes who testified on Monday. Dr. Hadley was a
member of the panel.

J r

We focused on two models. The. model developed by the Bureau
of Health. Manpower is a conomic one based on an assumption
that supply and de nd were in balance in 1975. This model gives
only aggregate data so it do not tell us, fqr 'example, whether we
need more, primary care p ysicians.

The Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee
model is based on -medical needs will ,estimate specialty by
specialty requirements:.GMEN has o results yet, so we concen-
trated on the Bureau's mod 1.

P.7 U
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Urider that model the .supply of active. pihysicians is projected to
be, approximately 450;000 in 1980;, 525,000 in 1985 and 600,000 in
1990. We find these estimates are generally reasonable.

.Projections of future requirements are separated into two parts;
one, effects due to population growth and changes in age, sex,.and
income distribution of the population. Two, effects due to what the
Bureau describes as a long-term ;---mf to increased per capita use
of medical services.

The first set of changes are r2asonable and lead to a 1990
demand of 415,000 physicians. The second set of changes are not
reasonable in our opinion.

We have concluded that the increase in demand is overestimated
and there is a discrepancy of tip to 185,000 physicians in the 1990
projections of supply and demand. In short it appears that not only
will the shortage c. physicians be solved but such a large number
of additional physicians may have trouble finding places in the
health care delivery syitem.

I should emphasize that the gnoilel. does not take into account
physician uctivity. If it is considered desirable for physicians tospend ew xtra minutes with each patient or to have Shorter
work eeks, uch of the projected supply of 600,000 physicians C
co bd app priate.

For encamp e, the average weekly load of family practitioners is
presently about 171 _which means they see 6.2 patients er hour.xperts have said that a primary care physician ideally s ould see
about four patients per hour. One can calculate roughly t at such.
a change could require an insetease Of as many as 75,000 ph sicians.

I was asked to make some comments on the financial costs of
these physicians. Costs per Physician has two components. First
there are 'the direct costs of the physician's services and second
there are the indirect costs to the health system that a physician
generates by admitting patients to the hospital and the nursing/
home, by ordering tests and drugs and so forth.

We d not ,feel it is possible to oject the indirect costs in 1990-althou there will be such costs. e can say physicians will try to
maintai the Mme income they resently earn. Althotigh thisamount ay fall, as. Dr. Hadley will discuss, a calculation canillustrate n rough terms white theses physicians may cost society.

The expenditure for physician services in 1978 was about $35
billion. We can estimate that increasing the,number of physicians
to 600,000 could increase that amount niql.e than $18 billion to
about $54 billion in 1978 dollars. OK,

What these numbers mean is we are going to have a very large'
supply of physicians end unless things change they will be very
costly': In part the extra physicians may meet needs presently not
being addressed. However, this country does not have effectie
policy mechanisms to help,assure that physician E) will in fact set up
practice in underserved areas or" they will elect to enter primary
care as a field.

We would suggest that we must begin now to think through the
implications of this large supply of physicians and begin to planhow to use them.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairknan.
[Testimony resumes on. p. 759.]
[Dr. Banta prepared statement with attachments, follow:]
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STATEMENT OF

M.D., HEALTH PROGRAM MANAGER

OFFICE OP TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. ahairman'and:membersof the Subcommittee:

I am pleased to appear before you to discuss the study the Office of

Technology Assessment (OTA) has carried out on Forecasts of Physician Supply

and Requirements.. With me today are Lawrence Mike, project director for

the OTA study, and PaMela Doti, a Congressional fellow in our Office who
t

worked on the report.

The study was;requesteciby this su ecimmittee and itbParent Committee

on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and by the Senate Committee On Labor and
.

. .
.

Human Resources. The study wasin,itia dthecause of concern om both

committees about estimates of the'numberoffihysicians required to meet

national needs and the projections of future supply. It was an icipated

that Congress\would be dealing with.the more difficult issues of spec: lty

and. geographic maldistritiution, and4would rely .heavily* forecasting

.results in formulating poLicies toward physician training. OTA , to

anaLyze the zsgumgtloAs underlying the different fu --casts., as.wet.

methodsvAnd conclusions of the forecasts themselves, 2.; ordei to determine

ch f orecast ng"_. technologies are most reasonable. Indc,A,there have:been

witle variations in the forecasts of how many physicians are.needed,of wht

types, and where they.should be practicing.

The report will be published shortly by the Government Printing *ice.

The Committee has been furnished cOplek.- We have elsooappended.to this

testimony the Summary and Concltislons chapter of.the report. As with.all

OTA studies, anAdvisory Panel was convened toaahet us. with the study.

The Panel waschaired byDr.' Harvey Estee, Chairman,of the Department of

Community'and ,Family Medicine'of:the. Duke University School of Medicine.

full list of Panel members is attached.

. The supply of active ph9sicians is projected, to be approximately

2
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450,000 in 1980, 525,000 in 1985, and 600,600 in 1990. Compared to a 19/5

supply of 378;000, the net increase will average 75,000 every 5 years.

As a ,pec,Fent of the total supply, physicians in general practi&,,

jfamily practice, internal medicine, and pediatrics, the specialties usually

referred tp as the "primary care' specialties, are projected to comprise,39I

in'1980, 41% in 1985, and 42% in,1990. The lirgest specialty will be
.1/internal medicine, which will have more than twice as many physicians than

/ any one of the other specialties. .

The geographical, or locational, distribution the projecte47euppii',

by specialty, is estimated by similar methods asfor aggregate and spec alty

upply; i.e., current supply plus additions. At the Federal level,

cational projections are used to identify those locations with the least
, 4number of physicians. for programs which intend to place physicians (e.g.,

the National Health Service Corps) or kfor ,which shortage designation is

necessary to quality for government funds, such as reimbursement of the
ti

services of nurse. practitioners and physicians! assistants in rural areas.

Projections of specialty and locational supplyllepend on the standard

method. of relying on historical data to predict,future events, and in

particular,. on most recent experiences to predict the most immediate future:

But legielatton has purposely tried to.affect-physicians' specialty and

location choicese and, given the lag time between physician' education and

eventual practice, data from the late 1960's and early to mid 1970's still

reflecepast policies, not current ones. Thus, the usual filding of

inadequate data is particularly applicable for physician specialty and.

locational projections.

Generally, the methods behind fOrecastssof the numbers If physicians

"required* have to make explicit or implicit assumptions on: (1) the e

ta3
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population's level of use of medical services, and (2) physician

productivity, or how much service each physlcian provides.

The Bureau of Health Manpower's estimates of the economic demand for

physicians' setvices are derived from known per capita use rates projected

into the future. The model assumes that supply and demand were in balance

in 1975. Projections' of futurS use are separated into: (1) effects due to

population growth and changes in the population's age, sex, and income

distributions, and (2) effects due to what the Bureau has ,identified as a

long-term trend toward increased per capita use of medical services.

Physician productivity is assumed to remain constant.

Using 1975 use rates; demographic cha es are roje ted to lead to a 10

percent increase bycl990 over 1975 demand, or hysicians in 1990

versus 378,000 in 1975. Using a trend factor of inCrea ing use based onversus

data, an additional increase of 185,00 tfysician demand is

projected for 1990. Thus, the total projected dbinand for physicians in 1990

is 600,000, or what the projected'supply will e.

tale have concluded that the increase in-deand attributable to ,a

historical trend toward,, increased 'per captia use is overt timated. The

period 1968-1976 is used to establish the trend, but whereas a Start date of

1968 yielOs a distinctly upward trend for physicians' office visits, a start,

date of 1971 yields a downward trend. N

How much of this 185,000 is an overestimate? This not onli-aiiTe-nds on

changing patterns.of use, but allrg, on physician productivity. To some

extent, these are policy choices to be made. If it-is considered desirable

for use to vise, for physicians to spend a few extra minutes-with each

patient, or for physicians to have shorter workweeks, much of the projected

supply of 600,000 physicians in 1990 could be appropriate. For example, the
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4

average weekly patient load of fadily practitioners pia Presently about ill,

which means that they see abotii 6.2 patients per hour. Experts,have said

that a primary care physician should ideally xee.about four patienti per

hriut. Pi, ,m 1-0,-.00, 4,ti rffliqh terms that if, all primary care
I.

practitioneft-ware to spend 15 minutes'with each patient, they would each

have 3,000 fewer visits in a year. The pool of primary care practitioners

would 'have to be increased by a eactorsof one-and-one-half. In 1977 here

were 139,000 active primacy care physicians. Making this one change ould

require about 216,000 physicians, an increase of more than 75,000. Thus, it

is nodPdifficult to see how 185,000 physicians can be absorbed into.our

health, care system in an.effective and socially useful manner.

The Bureau of Health Manpower's model, as presently.constructed, can

oqn. provide aggregate, and not specialty-specific physician requirements,,

because demand is grouped by health care setting, not by specialty care.

A medical, opinion estimate of specialty-by-SPecialty "requirementsi

dauld overestimate- aggregate physician requiremeiMis begause of the

difficulty of reconciling overlapping patient care responsibilities. This

task is ,presently being undertaken by the Graduate Medical Education

National Advisory Committeeto DREW.

An unresolved issue, however, is the requirements for primary care

specialties. 'There are basic differences on what is, primary care,

disagreement over what specialties constitute the primary care ones, and the

pragmatic_problem that other specialists will continue to provide similar

services even if there were agreement on what primary care is. The mbdels

cannot be expected to resolve- these issues. Resolution of these issues is a'

pre-condition to projecting the,requireMents for the primary care

specialties.
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Even if national aggregate and
specialty requirements were ea., isfied,

it would be unlikely that physicians would
be evenly distributed i ril

geographic areas or equally accessible to all population groups., Estimates

of locational requirements are used i' operating programs designed to

provide physicians and other medical are resources to targeted populations.

These 'requirements%are based not only on assumptions about what are

appropriate types and quantities of medical services, but,Aso on: 11) how

medical servicem,should be
redistributed, and (2) the amount of care that

the Federal government should provide or finance compared to other public

and pr vote sources. Thus, the number of, Federallydesignated Health,.

Manpow r Shortage areas reflects
that quarter of the U.S. having the least

numbedof primary care physicians, and the number of
physicians the Federal

government will provide through the National Health Service. Corps is based

on an, 'appropriate" exten of Federal involvement.

While projections of supply and requirements depend on historical data

to predict ,future events, it is clear that. legislation in this Area has

purpoiely tried to,
affecephisicians' specialty and lOcation choices.

Disputable assumptions of wtrat ought
tcrhappen'hmve been made as though they

were questions of methodology and not policy. Greater awareness of:the

limits of 7 ng and less preoccupation with a particular set of,

numbers woul be possi the assumptions underlying the projectioni are

made more explicit: al. ative 'forecasts are, projected, based on different

sets of assumptions: and panticipation
in the forecasting process is

expanded to include policpeakers.avwell as the teChnical Community.

The request for this report was'for clirification of the numbers that

have been tossed abbut in the health manpower policy ;ma. its purpose was

to clarify the information that fuels the policy process. Given the

specific nature of our_charge and the
limited time in which to accomplish

a
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it, we purposefully did not address the health manpower policy implications

and options of our findings. For example, whether the National Health.

Service Corps should be the primary means of addressing physiCian locational

-*maldistribution, "the size of the Corps, whether its members should be

-recruited directly or by, scholarships, the
relationghipof Corps funding and

medical school funding, etc., ice all issues that are related'to forecasts

of future "requirements." Another area js graduate Medical training

programs, and, as we have indicated, there is still
no .consensus of what

primary care consists of, whether we can apecifically itemize

specialty -by- specialty needs, and if we can, whether such targets shoLild'be

legislated ones or not.

However, a major_ policy implication_of
our greatly- expanding supply Of 6

physicians is the matter of costs, and so we have prepared a short

Postscript on -"Futdre Expenditures' on Physician Services." It is nos part
. of the report,.but is attached as7part.of this testimony.

Recall that, against a 1990 supply.of:60 ,000 physicians, Population.

changes from 1975 would account for reqdirementsof 415;000. We questioned

,the,Hureau.of Health Hanpower's.conclusion that rising per capita use,

7'acc6un all of the-other.105,000 as being "required," but alfopointeds

(4 that requirements were highly sensiti4e to different assumptipns abOZE

'-euturapper-capita use and productivity.

. lle,have:been asked to make an estimate concerning the probable cpst.

..implIcationsof the estimated supply of 600,000 physician's in 1990.

The cost in. terms of annual medical care expeediturei per physician has

two:components. First, there are 'the direct costs of the physician's

services. This figure would include the physidian's.personal income. before

taxes plus vrofessional expenies such as maintenance of an office And an
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office- staff. Second, there are the indirect costs of revenues to the

health system that,a physician generates by admitting patients to hospitals

and nursing homes, by'ordering tests; prescribing drug's, and so forth!

For reasons we will only briefly go into here, we. believe that it is

virtually impossible to come up with a responsible estimate-encompassing

indirect costs perphysicianin 1990, but that it is possible to at least

-stake out the parameters of gross billings fos physicians.!. services in'1990.

.The difficulty in estimating indirect costs likely to be generated by
: 0

the 1990 supply of physicians is that it As too simple to project current

average cost impact per physician onto the 1990 Physician supply. As any

economist. will tell you, what would be needed is an. estimate of the MaEsinal

cost impact of each new physician added to the, expanding phySician supply.

To assume marginalcost impact equal to current-average Cost impact as the

.phYsidten supply continued to expand would be.to.assume that there are. no

con'strai'nt} at all on the amount of services phy;icians can'provide. Yet we.

know that there are constraints: To give but owexamplet :Efforts areAmw'

underway to cut bask or least curtail growth in the supply of hospital
. .

beds:. If; as -w9 anticipate, the supply of.physicians between now and 1990

continues to increase much more .rapidly than 'bOth thepopdlation.and the

4kupply of hospitialbeds, rhea, clearly, at some pointth'e:inCreased supply.
. -

of physicians will:result.in lowering' the 'aieragephysiciam's number of

hospital admissions.

' In briif,:to-estimate marginal .cbiE iMpatt.per Addition to the

physician supply, and from there to project total phyiidian,,genereted

medical expend-Wires in 1990, it wodicl:be.necessaty to develop a complicated

Mathematical mode4,, whose, accuracy wodld'depend on variables it is not now

possible toLpredibt 'with any degree. of'certainty.
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Accordingly, we have Chosen a simpler, more straightforward aparoath

that focuses on physicians' incoMes. We start from the common sense

proposition that physicians in 1990 would wadt 15a expect to earn at least'

as much on average as physicians currently practicing earn...' Employing net

and gross inCo6efigures from Medical Economics Magazine's Continuing Survey.

of office-based physicians, we have estimated the amduntof

for phisicians' services that-would need to:he generated to sustain all

600,000 physicians at approxlmately the' current average physician's income:
. .

Aseuming an annual inflation rate of '4.21, this figure would amount to'$117.7

billion, if therinflation rate were 7.7%, then annual grosA billings would

need.to'be at least $130.4 billion. These-figures are conservative

estimates. Details on how we made these calculations and why are spelled :

out in Accompanying materials we have provided. One obvious point is
.

that the current inflation rate is much 'higher than the rates we have used.

Thus, if present economic conditions were to continue, the figures given

here would represent a decline in phyiician's real incomes. ?Or comparative

purposes, the Health Care Financing Admin2tration's estimate of'total
. . .

expenditures for physicians' services inT978.was$35.3

We also need to ask.whether physicians 1E11998:might realistically be f"

1. able to generate this level of gross billlngs. Each individual phypiqdan

needs to generate more income annually to keep pace with inflation', and he

or she-has fnly two means available: (1) ageing mo tient!, or (?).

providing more services per patient or charging higher fees per services.

Weave aeen, heweVer,..from ouc,analysis of the Hureau'of Health ManpoWer's
t

. requirements estimates that, given theexpected 10% population growth,; if

the 1990 population does.not increase'its :per capita use of physicians'o
.

services abbve preient levels, ttenonly 15,00 physic.iens would be

required. This estimate assumes that physicians would Centinue to treat the

erms numbers of patients as currently; that is, they woultrair,ntain

IX+
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productivity, Whereas there were major increases in 'per capita use of
. iservices in the late 1960'S (due,-we believe, to expansiOn'of private health

insurance as well as Medicare and Medicaid), the per capita use of

physicians' services has leveled off in-Shie1970.1. Unless there is

enactment of a generous national health insurance package, or some Other

deliberate policy is undertaken that would stimulate consumer demand for.

medical care, we do not foresee significant increases in consumer demand for

physicians' services.

If,consumer demand for medical services does remain fairly stable, and

growth in the physician supply rapidly outpaces population .growth, then each

new khysician added to the supply will increasingly draw patients away from

other physicians, instead of responding to previously unmet consumer demand.

We would.then expect physician productiliity in terms of hours worked and

patlient visits td dedline. Indeed, data from.kediCal Economics Magazine's

Continuing Survey indicates that physician 'productivity for most specialties,

has been declining through most of:the.past'dedade.

Thus, to maintain real income at esent levels, physicians would need

to, raise fees, per unit of service and/Or provide more services per patient.

Though we expect increases, we doet believe the market would bear the kind

.of increases needed to sustain the expanded 'physician supply at current

income levels in the absence of, increased per.capita use-of physicians'

services.

It is-fre9uently. argued, however, that physicians are at least 7

partially:exempt from the laWs of supply and demand and that, faced with the, -

condition's we have just Outlined, they would'induce increased demand for

their_servicesi by prescribing. services` per- patient. Mowever,a study

by the..Urbari Institute OfphysiCian behavior during the 1973-1974 price

freeze found that, alOough.physicians 'did respond to declines in their real
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incomes by providing more intensive services to Medicare patients, tpe.

extent of the induced demand remained limited. In particular, the study

noted that physicians did not induce sufficient increased demand for their

servicels'to compensate for the decline In real income brought about by the

price freeze. The authors concluded that induced demand exists: but that

physicians either cannot or will not employ it as open-ended method for

achieving a target income.

In. sum, our analysis of thel cost ImpfiCations Of the expanding

physician supply suggests that, as. of 1990, Americans will be paying

considerably more boy in total expendi res as well as per unit of service

to maintain or slightly increase the cur nt level of per capita use of

physicians' services. These higher cost would probably 'be necessaiy to

fallow all 600,000 at the anticipated ,1990 physician supply to remain in

active medical practice at sufficiently attractive income'levels. In return

for, higher costs,' however, the patient would probablyreceivemor'e of the

.doctor's time, since each physician would have a smaller patient load"than

is presently the case. Moreover! if the Urban Institute's findings about

the limits on physicians' willingness or ability to.induce demand are

. correct, then the implications for total medical expenditures do 1990 Of the

Ancreasecrphysician:supply will. not be as devasting as some have predicted.

The implication for physicians, especially new physicians) is, however, that

they shOuld not expect their practice patterns to be the same nor their real

incomes to be as high as 1990 as 'they are today, I

Dr. Miike, Dr. Doty, and I are now prepared to. discuss the findings of
.>

our report on Foredaists of Physician Supply and RequiremenbS.and any related

matters you wish to explore,

-2,



CHAPTER. I

SlICHART4MDCONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

Reilithotization of the Educational Assistance Act (P.L.

94-484) is scheduled for 1980. Essent ally, the Act reflects Congress' policies

tovard medical and other health4profes ions educational-support and toward

identifying and add;essing the proble of medically underserved areas and

populations..

9

The request for this assessment. originated with:the Senate. Committee

Labor and Human Resources, supported by the Houie Cdimmittee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce. The Senate Committee's letter, pointed out thit there have

been wide variations in the numbers and-types of physicians "required," and that

as the Congress begin! to deal with the more difficult issues of specialty and

geographic maldistribution, legislative policy will have 'to rely on such

forecasting results and related forecasting technologies for estimating the

adequacy of specialty and geographic disitibution.' It would therefore be

helpfiktoAtIre Congress that.an analysis be undettaken of the assumptions

underlying the different forecasts, as well as the methods and conclusions of

the forecasts- tlriselves, in order to determine` which forecasting technologies

are most relasonAle.

Projections of physician supply and requir enteha4e influenced Federal

policy toward and legislation ofirhealth professi ns education and the problem of

medically undarserved areas, fad play an.import t'roie in existing Federal
.

pro& vhose purposes are to build up area medical resources or to-provide

ediclaekervices directly.

1101t . . ,
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I
Until the 1976 Act, Federal policy was to increase the supply of physicians

and,otber health professionals, because che perception was that of. acute

AWshOttages.. Although the expiring legislatidu contains
/incentives to cbncinue to

.accelerate the supply of physicians,
the general consensus now is that che

aggregate supply of physicians is ac
least adequace'and perhaps even in excess.

Hence, attention has turned toward
che problems of specialty and geogiaphical,

or locational, maldistributiOn.

,

Efforts at correcting specialty
maldistrlbucion have concentrated on che

primary care specialties, which
are usually identifed as general practitioners,

lazily practitioners, general internists, and general pediatricians. All1
osteopathic physicians are also included,

although this profession is becoming
- r7

more specialized (about 40 percent are now specialists).- Psychiatrists,

obiscecriciangynecologilts, and general surgeons have sometimes been included..

Definitional problems are obvious, and they are important in determining

the-requirhments'for primarycarephys1dians.
For example, primary care

physicians may include only chose
categories identified'ae prIliry care; i.e.,

different combinations of the categriea identified above. The underlying

rationale is that the way in which
medicarcire is provided is crucial. This

approach sees primary care as requiring a change in attitude toward patient

care, a holistic approach to patients
and their families, aild as providing the

appropriate entry point into che medical care system Others may concentrate on

office based ambulacory.cart regardless ()Ape specialty designation of the' .

physician providing such services-and
estimate requirements on that basis.

.

In addition to definitional Problem.,
approichee coward primary care have

been reminiscient of past approaches
co.aggregate physician supply; the emphasis

has been on simply' increasing
che supply rather than simultaneously being

concerned over what is appropriaceAupply. Usually, thtehas meant tha/'t

733
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primary care objectives have been phrased in terms of the percent of the

aggregate physician supply that should be in primary care. ,Such objectives

would be inappropriate if.aggregate supply were excessive.

Geographical or locational maldistribution is generally a problem vfere

ealth.personnel and services are found inadequate, by some defined standard, to

meet the health needs of the population of the identi4amomMunities, areas, -or
.

t

inytitutional settings. Locational maldistribution is by definition a relative

concept, where some of our people is determined to be at a disadvantage relative

to the rest of the United States. Once these are identified, then the gap

ler
betweeo health personnel and Services and that population's needs for them_is-

.quantified to determine: (1) how many personnel is needed to bridge the gap,

and (2) of the identified deficiency, how much of it will be addressed through a

specific program.

4
Quantifying locational maldiatribution serves two purposes. First, itiO

used as part of the eligibility criteria for 4:alth Manpower Shortage Area

(UMSA) designation for: .(i) National Health Service. Corps (RISC) sites; (2)

designation as.service areas in which students who borrow money under health

.professions student loan programs can practice in lieu of repaying the lo:ps in

oomegr(3) grunts for various health manpower training programs; (4) eligibility

otr pre

qrams, such as the urban and rural health initiatives; and (5) certification'

of mural health clinics for nurse practitioner's and physician's assistant's

se reimbursement through Medicare and Medicaid.

rears for grant fupdi foseveral Bureau oebommunity Realth.Services

Second, these .methods to quantify locational maldi4ributiop are used to

plan.for the future size of the National Health Service Co4s. That is, given

the .estiated universe of existing and future HMSAs, plansTmust be made for

. .

determining how many of those medical manpower shortage areas.will be staffed by

.04
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IDISC physicians. Currently, the major source for those future !MSC positions

are students who will-be obligati-it'd to the NHSC in exchange for scholarlibip

support.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

Under the Health Profelsions Educltional AssistanceIct.of 1976; the

Department of Health d Human Services (DHSS) is required to provide annual

reports to the Pres dent and the Congress on the status of health. personnel in

the United States. Estimating the present and future supply of and requirements

for physicians'and other health professions is the responsibility of the Health

Resources Administration through its Manpower Analysis Branch of the Bureau of

Health Manpower. OHM has produCed its first report (dated August 1978-and

reprinred in March 19J9) and is in the final stagee.of review for its next

report.

In addition, DHSS chartered a Graduate Medical Education Rational Advisory.

Committee (CKERAC)vonlApril 20, 1976, to make recommendations in three years to

the Secretary on the present and Tuture supply o and requirements for ''

physiciant, their specialty andigeographic dist4bUtion, and methods for

financing graduate medical education. Its most immediate impact will come from_

t

its recommendations on how graduate medical education (residency programs),

should (could) be changed to meet des. e"'fated goals. CKENAC was given a
., ,t

one year requasked extension of its charter to April 20, 1980, at Which time it
.

fiCialitiport must besubmitted. An interim report was published in April 191 .

/inally, the Bureau of Leber Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor

includes physicians add other health-occupations 1.4 its projections-of

occupational requirements training needs. 'These projections relatesmanpowei

to projected economic demand (expenditures) as prOviled by the Bureau'e model..0
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the future economy, which projects the future gross national product (GNP) and

its components -- consumer expenditures, business investment, governmental

-expenditures, and net exports; industrial output and productivity; the libdr

force; average weekly hours of'work; and employment fOr detailed industry groups

and occupations.

The Buteau of iakor Statistics considers theBureau_of Health Manpower's

7 modeling efforts to be a more sophisticated effort than its own, and in its
.

forthcoming revision of its estimates, will adopt the midpoint of the range of

prdjections from the BEM model for its physician demand projections. Thus,

there are essentially two major efforts currently underway, which will have

immediatet impacts on Federal health manpower policy; the sustained modeling

activities of ehe Bureau of Health Manpower and the nearly completed

deliberationetof DEIHS's Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee.

These two activities also illustrate well the different approaches through which

physician "supply and requirements projections can be made.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

SUPPLY

a
Forecasts of the future supply of physicians consistjo: (a) current

supply. adiusted for attrition from deaths and retirements, and (b) additions to

supply from (i) graduates of U.S. medical and osteopathic school and (ii)

immigration of physicians educated in'other 'countries plus U.S. tine

educated in foreign medical schools. The supply of active physicians is

projected to be approximitely 450,060 in 1980. 525.000 in 1985. and 6004000'in

1990. Compared to a 1975 supply of 278,000. the net increase will average

75,000 every 5 years.'

Bureau of Health Manpower estimates of additions to supply from graduates
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mediiirand osteopathic schools take firstyear enrollment projections,

adjusted for attrition, to arrive at the number of graduates per year.

Estimates of fEHStyear enrollments are based on trends in: (1) Federal

capitation support, 12t Federal construction grants activity, (3) new schools

already planned, and (4) potential State and local support of new schools.
4

Estimates of additiona to supply eram immigration of physicians educated in

other countries are currently based on the presumilAmpact of the Health

Professions EducationalAssistance Act of 1976, which was designed to sharply
.

curtail the immigration of physicians info the U.S.

.CMENAC's approach to estimat/ng\supplyr(not yet completed) usesla different

ray of disaggregating the U.S! medical school'graduate source. they will

project graduates for each school, based on intormationprovided b;,'the

Association of American Medical Colleges..

Although predictions of the future supply have been consistent in the

aggregate over the past five yenta, the additions -- domestic and foreign

graduates- -- have changed considerably. Current projections may overestimate

the number. of future domestic graduates because of the assumption of full

_capitation funding. In conerast, the addition to supply, from foreign medical

. graduates,"projected to be 1,000 to 2,000 in the 1980's, could be

unrealistically low. U.S. student& studying abroad (currently under. study by

the General Accounting Office)"marnot be adequately accounted" for and soul

double the 1,000 to 2,000 additions per year from foreign medical hchools in the

198es.

The net effect of.overestimating domestic sources and underestimating

foreign sources could "wash" each other out.

Supra, projections leave the tmprission that 600,000 physicians in 1990 is

737.
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. 1. '6% .

a fixed number. But the assumptions currently in use explicitly recognize the

influence of policy on supply. Estimates baled on different sets -of assumAions
9

could provide better indications of the variabiiity'of thi projected supply and

of the influence of deliberate poll./ decisions on the ultimate numbers.

For foreign graduates, the presumed full impact of P.L. 94-484 is

deliberately faCtored into the model. For domestic sOurces, full capitation and

-continued development of new medical schoolsin the 1980's are also, assumed.

The latter also reflects a presumed full impact of existing Federal Awe, but

past experience and current consensus would deny tXe real,: possibility of ever

gaining itlhorized capitation levels, although private medical schools continue

to be developed. And the impact of P.L. 94-484 on dampening foreign medical

graduate sources may be circumvented by theincreasing number of U.S. citizens

studying medicine abroad and eventually returning to the U.S. to practice.

The specialty distribution of the projected supply is estimated by taking

the number of active practitionersby (self-designated) specialty, adjusted for

death and retirement, and distributing graduates amdng_the specialties through

projections of first-year'residency trends.

Trends in first -year residency positions are used to predict,fUture

specialty distribution because-of lack of data'On final-year residency

positions: However, first -year reSidency pdeitions are often used for Be

clinical experience prior to concentration in a particular subspecialt

another specialty and therefore do not necessarily represent final penis

choices; i.e., first-year residency Counts are duplicative for pa ticular

epecialcieen that a proportion move pn to sub-specialization at to another

specialty altogether. BHM's current projection's assume than the first-year

residency distribution 'trends..CAT 1968, 1970-74,:and 19;6, aleo applythrough

1980-81. After 1980 -81, the residency distribution is held constant:for the

awe
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statistics/ reason that the base years chosen to establish the trend covet 6

jeers, so BEM has chosen not to extend the extrapolation beyond .6 years.

Downward adjustments are made to minimize double-counting; the greatest

.

adjustmentroccur in general surgery (62 percent) and internal medicine (32:_

-percent).

As'a percent of the total projected supply. physicians in general_practice,

family practice, internal medicine, and pediatrics (those usually counted as.

Primary care *DV:cities) are projected to comprise 39Z in 1980. 41Z in 1985. .

and 42% in 1990. The largest specialty among these, aPWell as among alltilre

specialties, will be internal medicine, which will have more than twice as many

physician than my one of the other specialties.

The locacjonal distribution of the projected supply, by specialty, is

estimated by similar methods as for aggregate and specialty supply; i.e.,

current supply plus additions. These locational projections can be

disaggretated in a variety of ways; e.g.. by geographic criteria such as by

stiles. counties, Census-defined State EconomIc'Areas, or Health Service Areas,

or by special 'populations sudras,institutional care (mental

prisoi%). the indigent, and Native Americans.

..-

Locational projections are used to identify those locations with.the least

number of physicians for pro'grass which intend to place physicians (e.g., the

National Heilch Service Corps) or for which-shortage designation is necessary to

qualify for government funds.

The process of designating and staff4apHemlch Manpower Shortage Areas

(HMS.te) presently include; estimating the future supply of physicians for:

rural counties, (b) urbam'areas, (c) Federal,' State, and local prisons, (d)

State mental hospitals and community mental Health cantata, and (e) the Indian

(a)

/ 9_
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Healtb..1Service: It

a

Projections of Ipecial, and locational supplv4epeod on the standard

method of retying on histories data to predice.futera events, and in

Particular, on most recent to predict the most immediate future.

This can be seen in the use -of midtolate 60's to mid 70's data to predict

1980-090 patterns. Aside from ttlesinevitable finding of "inadequite-data"

which, for one of the most important marker specialties (internal medicine),

contains an error factor of at least 32 and perhaps as high as 62 percent in the

firstyear residence count, the use of.historical data has two other_limitationsi

in these projections of specialty and locational distribution. The late 60's

sand 70's have witnessed: (a) Medicare and Wedielid and greater thirdparty

private insurance coverage, (b) uiprecedented increases in medical school

^ enrollments and a large influx of foreign medical graduates, and (c) major

.52

changes in graduate medical education !including abolition.ofthe freestanding

internship and its selective replacement b' the first year of some residency
(4'

programs. Second, 1igislation in fIds area ties purposely tried to affect

physician specialty and location cficees, 'and, given the lag time between

oleic) 'ducal on and eventual racti e late 60's and earl to mid .70's data
1

reflect past policies. not curren ones.,

IfEQUTREMENTS

4

Estimates of the numbers of physicians required in the future are deriVed'.

lay dividing the amount of'servie.s that it is antieipated $hysicians will or

should provide a given population in a giver; 44er, bich:sician'produCtivity.

Estimates-of a population's economic detuald for. services'taeasurethe capacity of!*

the population to use physician service. Ind are not limited to physicien.car&
_

that is essential to the patient's healch. In general. physician productivity

is assumed to remai'A`congtant. Thus, -the difference between forecasting model8"

a
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is essentially one of differences in theestimates of use..

Although produCtivity is generally assumed constant, the patticular measure

chosen will directly influence the estimates of phyician requirements. For

'example, CHEUAC's workbook int estimating ganetal surgeon requirements, lists

'alternative estimates of average weekly office visits that could be used as

productivity measures as 77.2, 58,.51, and 43.

The Bureau of ReslchManpowar's'estimatea of economic demand for 'phyaiccan

services in 1990 are derived first from current per.capita use rates projected'

ontotha 1990 population. These -figuresare then adjusted for what the Bureau

identifies as a long term trend toward risin, use of services, based on analysis.-
of historical changes in per capita utilization during_ the period 1968- 1976.

Thus,tsolactiona of future use can be separated into:(a),effects due simply

. to population' growth and changes in the populatiOn'i-age, sex, and income

.sg4uf

idistribtitiOn and (b) effects due to a projected long-term trend toward increased

Per capita use evert from demographic consid8rations.

The fl ireau_ok_Realth Manpower. s. model projects the'U.S.,population by age,xs

sex, apd AocemaAnkerb

astimeted.Tbi7k

rater eor eactk.rf. thete:(402.aubgroups are

'"....ylz,t7

rtga' ngl.'ATheihiatorical trend in per

o price and non -price related 'components. The_pr14e:%'capita use'ia aeR

releted.component interprets the effect! of ..trends in out-of-pockdt Costs to

consumers on changes in .use. Mrojaccions of iniNased demadd.for phybician

services in 1990 calculated on the bssia of a prnimmie4-titdtoward rising pfie

capita use of serVices'are, however, highly sensitive to the particular start

date chosen for the trend analyals. Stated another way, the isaumption. that

there is a currently ongoing strong historical trend toward rising per capita

use that can be projected to continue to 1940'ls highly dependent on using' the

particular historical period 19681976 as the basis for.calculating the,trend
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0 factor. ,If a mote reeent.peried Weie:bsectro calculate the trend, the'projected

growth rate inpeeCapita use would be considerably more moderate.

The Bureau of Health' HanpoUer's,model assumes that supply and demand were

in balance in 975. This is a mathemarical convene ce to rovide'a constant.

base against which the relative'magnftude of;orojected future fhanges can be..

o
'referenced. Howevev,prio estimates on aggregate demand have generally' reached

t--

[this coecltilion able 25'). Using current use,rates, demographid changes " '

(population inc eases plus 'changes in age, sex, sand incCe AistibUtion)'are'
- .

Project d-to lead to a 10 percebt 14crease by 1990 over 1975 demand, or 415,000

physibians in' 1490 versus 378,000 in 1975.
fL

. ; Using a trend factor ofincreasieg use based on 1968-1976 .data, an

additional increase of 185,000 in physician demand is Projected.

Thus, the total projected demand for physicians ln 1990 is 600,000 (415,000

plus 1851000):

Increases in demand attributable to a historical trend.towar4 /creasbd

capita use are overestimated, particularly for office' services. The period:

\41968-1976 is used to establish the trend, but whereas a startda of'1968

oyields a distinctly upward trend forLph sicianoffice'services: a tart dete of

1971 yields a dowewarditrend (Figure 10).

Csa
Based,on the Bureau of Health Hinpower's model; an'alteinative

s . . .

approximations o' l the demaed for physician-aervices in 1990, adjusting only for

demographic changeu'and a ng no long term trend toward increases in per

ca ita uae. would be.415. irier's,: Al increase of 37,000 Atka 578:600 irk

1975. use could cheese. esr could pr'odt.ctivity. To some extent teese.are

policy choices be isICOnsidaredsdeeirablO for: use to riae,Xor'
.

Physicians 'to spend a few extra minutes with each patient, or for physiCianplo

,;
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have shorter workweeksmUch of the projected supply of 600.,000 physicians in

1990 coulav be 'appropriate.

An eUpplyJe estimated to be 600,000 in 1990, there is a difference of

185;000 physicians between predicted supply and estimated. demand in a static

situation.

Some flexibility in the model is necessary, for several. reasons. The-
0

enactment of national health insurance should lead to some increase in the

;demand for physician services. Second, physicians durrently average longer

...-

workweeks thanimuet of the rest of the labor force. Current projections are

based-ab the assumption that'' productivity will remain constant to

1990, which, in specific terms, means that it is assumed that general surgeond
.

. will continua to average 52 hour patient care.morkweeka, pediatricians 50 hours,

etc.' If. physicians continued to see patiedts at the dame rate but shortened

their woikveekhiewould have the eTct .f raising the'number of-ph clans

?1)
.,

:required to meet .a specific of demand, for phys4elan servi

Alternatively, physicians.might work the..same numberof,hoUrs,?b see fewer

patients and apend more eizaa via each one.'. This wouldalsoraiSe. he number of
I,

physitiaua reqmired.to meet.a specific ..level,pf demand for services According

to the National Center for Heelth Statistics, almost half of all of.- ce visits

to physicians in.1973. nd 1977 listed ten minutes or less. With sm ler patient

:loads, physicians might he able to use the 4 ditional time to pro de patients

With more infOrentian, educati and counseling and lead to greater patient
: , -. - ., .... _. ti :, ,t,l'

satisfaction with the quality of medical care..

It is therefore necessary to decide how much of these changes are desirable

at theCont thatwill be borne by the society.

normative medical inion model estimates all diseases and

74 3
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physicians and the aTount of physic

e and sex) that shouldlbz treated by
0

ices. ii'"k-di-eatie-by-disease or

condiCion-byLconditionbesis. that ihould'-berOvided.

The theoretical level of 4e is usually adjusted downwards to real-world

6estimates through consensus formation techniques. Instead of quantifyingluse yy

health care setting.'theae estimates quantify- use on a specialty-by-specialty

basis.

Unlike the Bureau of Health Manpower model, which can project demand year

to yesr (projections now exist up to the year 2000), GMENAC's current future

target is the year 1990, although its model is capable of providing year-to-year

projectiona. GMEW's modeling effort, because its ultimate at is to provide

recommendations on graduate medical education, professes to beless concerned

with aggregate requirements. When addressed, aggregate requirements will be

more of a byproduct of the parent GMENAC panel's consolidating the work of the

individual specialty panels.

On-the othei hand, the Bureau of.Health Manpower's model, as presently

constructed, can only provide aggregate, and not specialty - specific physician

,;requirements,,pecause demand 15 grouped by health care setting., not by specialty

The normative. medical opinion model iethus. better capable of estimatilg.

specialty-by-specialty requirements but could overestimate aggregate phyalcia4

requirements because of the difficulty of reconciling overlapping patient ca a

responsibilities. This task is to be undertaken by the GMENACpanei after t e

work of its specialty panels is completed.

An unresolved issue, however. is the requirements for the primary care '

specialties.' Thereate basic dififerencei on what ieoprimary care, disagreement
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over whet'enecielties.constitute the primary care' ones, and the pragmatic

problem that other Specialists will continue to provide similar services even if

there were agreement on what primary care is The models cannot be expected to

resolve these !minuet,. .Resolution oetheee'isiuea is a nie-conditb6K to

. _
projecting the requirements for primary care specialties.

a.

The Bureau of Health Manpower' trend protection model and GMENAC's medical

opinion.'ecialdriven model are couple ntary. and Ilqecompeting, models of

estimating_ future ebysician requirements As such,.each model's results can aid

in the interpretation of the other. -Mane /eon of the models can shed some

light on the relationship between medical n d for physician services and trends

the actual use of those services. Ideally, the medical opinion model could

be used to'llatiMate the distribution of physicians by specialty within the

aggregate rnquirementSeetimates provided by the BHH model.

The GKENAC model focuses on translating a formative -definition of medial

need into appropriate use of medical services, while the BM...model

,

looks on medical'care as`a'consumer good" and.treats empirical trends in the

use of medical services as a proxy for econ'nic demand. If the BHM demand
VB

estimates should prove significantly greater than the QIENAC estimates, this

would uggest-that there are powerful factors at work that 'are pushing the use
.

(tI"e

of m lc' services, beyond the level medically necessary..and appropriate for
6

"goad" ca ''fl. This would than raise the policy question ofWhat percentage of
a

the projected future economic demand for.medical services over and above4tht /

profeaeional judgment7baskestimatesof medical need should he considered

legitimate. Conversely, if the BHHdemand eseimaten'nhould prove significantly
. 47

leas than'ithe.GMENAC estimates, this would a gest. that:there remains and Will

remain in the near-fUtU 'significant barriers
L'

o obtaining medically necessary

are for large segments o the Arnerican population rather than.for few
.

. . .
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discrete areas' and populations. Presuvibly, these barrielepuld be financial,

geOgraphic,.CultUral, or involve ignorance about when to seek care moat

liknly some mixture of these variables that would need to be investigated.

Finally, if the UM and GMENAC estimates prove Co be in roughparity a:- what

could be viewed as.the most desirable outcomerZ- this would suggest that the

economd de nd for services is More or less in line with profesaional estimates.
a

of the edical need for physician services,

5

As the CMENAC model has AI ro,gedtrate any numbers, we cannot say which.of .

these three alternatives will prove to be 'the case. We can say, howeVer, that

the most likely occurrence would appear to be tough parity or a'WHM demand

estimate that is significantly greater than aggregate .eatiaate.' The .

major reason for anticipating that the ENNsetimate will most likely prove
t . 1

greater than or. at least equal o the GMENAC estimate is that one of the major

vatiables in the HEM model isa projected trend toward rising per capita use 'of

medical services, independent of demographic ch'angesnnd pro acted changes in

price. In contrast, the GMENAC model assumes no major change in medical,nded

apart from changes in medial need induced by demographic.shifts. (e.g., an aging.

.population) between now and 1990:,'hence, no medical' rationale for large per
/

.

capIta.increases in rhe Ilan of physician services.

Estimates of locational requirements are used to address different problems

a
thar, aggr''1 egate and specialty estimates. Such nstimaEea are used in operating .

programs designed to provide physicians and other medical care resources to

tar eted populations. Thus, locational requirements are based not only on

assumptions.about what-are appropriate types and quantities of medical services;

but Also on: (1) how medical services should be redistributed and (2) the

Amount of care that the Federal govhrnment should provide or finance compared to

other public and private sources.
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These additional assumptions are clearly reflected in the designation and

staffilg ratios that were used to estimate the numbers of additional primary

care physiciins "needed" to shortage areas, and which, with additional criteria,

provide the basis by whiCh specific areas qualify as Health Manpower Shortage

Areab. .

.1'

Designation ratio: The actual minimum ratio of active, non-federal,
patient-tarn physicians engaged ih primary care to the civilian populatibn
of an area below which an area-is considered to have a shortage of-health
manpower,sufficient to justify its being counted as a shortage area.

. ,

gtaffing_ratio: .The theoretical maximum ratio of actiue non-federal,
patient-care physicians engaged in,pCimary.care)tothe civilian population
of an.area usfd, as a standard above which an area is considered to have
adequate health manpower so that additional Federal intervention with MU
staffing is no longer necessary.

The designation ratio refleUts.that quarter of the U.S. having the least -

number of primary care physicians. It has been set * 1:3500. The staffing

ratio establishes a limitation upon the-extentif Federal involvement by °'

- ,specifying an , ppropriate" relationship -the service -demands,-5f the

1 1,

population anti e plegmary- care physicians available p ovide these serviced.
1)

ft II; been set at 1:2000. \,

Estimates of ihore'age areas in 1
klik,

reasons. Firesdada on patterns 'of distribution of pliysicians aged ,32 - 40 0
,

.
1974 are used as the base from which projbctionsrare mad .. These data are

currently the most recent available. They Nflect, h r, the cenditi s.and

..

, .

policietf the'1060s. To assume that physicians will con inua to follow he

samo,distributionll patterns in 1990'is to discount the,large increases i
- ,.,

aggregate physician supply and deliberate policy efforts to increase the

must be considbcsed weak forts number of-

---
physician-supply in shortage reall,at have ndturred slate the 1960s. Seeond,

future estimates are based m4entirely on county physician-et7opuliltion° .

ions in available 'national. hats. Actual 1,I;a1;41ratios, agaia_duS to limit

. ,

9



Manpower,Shortage Area designation, h2+evqr, ofteri involve smaller areas that

have lower physician-to-poPUlatioNratios.tben the county:as a whole. Thue;',

methods for estimating future urban shortages are especially weak.

In such natimates ,potenti7ai use'divided by expected productivity

.(11timately expressed in physician-to-population ratios) is an inadequate

indicator of the targeted population's use of physician services, because.

averalub use and productivity calculated on a national basis can be expected to

deviate from a specific population's use of specific physician services, and

access problems-(physical, financial, social) also determine whether use and

productivity estimates are realized.

c,

Thus, `physician -to- population ratios comprise only part of the eligibility

criteria that albst be met to'be designated a Health Manpower Shortage Area.

^^4 -ia include meeting speckgc definitions of "a rational area for

the delivery of primary care services," and when "primary medical care manpiwer

in contiguous areas are overutilized, excessively distant, or inaccessi le to

the population of the area under consideration.",

Conse uentl even if national r ate and s.ecialt re uirement were

sartsfied, it would,e unlikely that physicians would He evenly distributed in
0

all geolAphic areas or equally accessible to all population groups. Thus, some

rei4n wou14.always be underserved as measured against the average n tional

physician-to-population ratio.

Protections of supply and,requirementd depend on hist cal data to predict

loure events, but legislation in this area has purposely:tr ed to affect

phys1cian s ecialt. and Location choices. Gi ii the la tame between medical

education and eventual practice,
,
even recent historical data reflect past,.

policies, not cjient ones.

.

V.
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.As currently published, the pr<hections of aggregate requirements from the

Bureau of Health HanpoWer give no indication of the very-different results that

could be obtained by simply shifting .the first years of the historical period

61.
'used to establish' the trend in per pita use from 1968 to 1971. Assumptions

such as these are now hidden Ln th methodology, yet it is clear that they are

crucial to the results.

Second, theeh estimates may be given-in bait*, high, and low projections or

encompass a range of numbers, but they all revolve around the same set

assumptions. TheY are techniques that represent the degree of statiatical

confidence the methodologidtshave in their calculations, which La an entirely

different question from projecting alternate estimates based on fundamentally

different sets of assumptiods about the factors that influence future supply and

requirements.

The final and most important observation is that thZtorecasting-process

has remained too technical a process, where statistical techniques, economic

knowledge, and medical expertise greatly influence the process. Yet, more often

ekan'not, the basic assumptions adopted in the methOdologiesere policy ones.

This is particularly true for projections of he future supply of physicians and

decisions on specialty distribution requ emynts. Further, policies that have

been made and are under consideration directly impaceJon-the
projections, yet

the reliance on historical data cansystemaeically underestimate the effects of

such policies. Hathodplogists themselves, in the absence of specific policy

direction. are having to make decisions.on which policies, will most directly
.

influence their projections: The result is that current forecasting techniques

may influence policy decisions to a greater extent than called for.

Greater awareness of the limits of (forecasting and less preoccupation with

a. particular set of numbers would be possible if the assump't'ions underlying the)

projections are made more explicit;
alternative forecasts are projected, based

on Afferent sets of assumptions; and participation in the forecasting process

is expanded to include policymakers as well as technicians.

4
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FUTURE EXPENDITURES ON PHYSICIAN SERVICES:

0

/'-
A Poets ript to the report on

Forecaa a of Phyalcian Supply

Requirements

5.

a aupplyof approximately 78,000 in 1975.. the number of phyalciana 13

expected-to reach nearly 600.000 in 1990. 'Accounting only for 'demographic

ahangea. 1990 requirements were'estimated at 415.000. The Bureau of Health

Manpower (OHM) estimated that an additional 185,000. lor.the rest of the expected

supply) were, "required." dui to increasing per capita use of medical aervicea.

We .questioned the magnitude of the increase. pointing out that a shift of the

historical period used to set thecend for future per capita use frOm 1968 -

-1976 to 1971 - 1976 (Figures 1.and 2) would offeet the additional requirements.

The BHM eatiMatea also assumed constant productivity between 1975 and 1990. We

also pointed out that requirements in add4tion to those reflecting demographic

changes were highly aensalve to diarent assumptions' about futuq per capita

.use and productivity.

What are 4.he coat implications of them) different estimates of future

requirements for physicians? The coat in terms of annitalinedical'care

expenditures per physician has two components. First, there\cre the directcoatacii.

epof the physician's services. This figura would include the Ohialciania.peraonal

income before taxes pltia profidalonal al maintenance an*offtce

and an office staff. Secohd, there are th "tndirect coata of revenues.to the

0
health system that a phyalcian .generate by admitting patients tp hoapitaT3,9nd

.
,, /

3.

nursing hOmea, by ordering teat3. Pritacr 1ng druga.'and 30 'forth..
"1' , r*-

. . .- .

For reasons that,we will--explain belt i we believe that it 13 virtually ..14...

. . ' ..

impossible Oorae.up W1gtereaponaAle'. atlmate that encompasses boti dlrebt

and indirect coats per physician in A990, but that it 13 poaalble tc'atoliJat

,7- -,-
.

, .

atake.out the parameters of gfoaa billings for phyalclans, services 110990:.
.

. .4
4 IA\



dwill first outline what is known about current costs'per physician and

then address the question of cost estimates for1990d 1
; (

Total. Coats Per PhysioCan - Current kstimates
;.)

..

ti1

Two methods have %Men oed to try to estimate the total'costs -- i.e., both
.

. . .

in direct fade and indirect costs =past"! -- that can tie aetr/Outed on Average
. .

. to each practioing phytician.. One method involves-c9llectimg data on actual

/zippysioian behavior. An estimate derived by thismeans is the often-cited figu eVe

of $250.000 friiiirciil This,Sselmate, which dates from the early 1470.'5,
t. , \

.- NI
.

riginated.with Princeton h lth'econOmist. Uwe Reinhardt.1 .7Aocording to
_

Professor Riinhardt the'figure s derived from an analysis of-recordskept by a

/group practice' of intei.nistaln So th Carolina. Of more recent vintage. a
...0'.

dust - completed study of family pract tioners im.;?Ichmond, .1/4ginia. found that

.4they generated an average of $1;789 ill medical care costs 'daily! Conducted by

..Blue Cross=81u9 Shield ,a9d the Mediell'College of."Yieginial thepilot . study
:._1

,
fo1lo4 the physioians for on

.4,

ay, recording'the costs of iagnostic tests 1.,

...
4

; 4.
.ord4r ..hospital wimissionS, office procedures, medioations,-them apy svices4 s

and sJoial consult pions, An addition to physicians' fees: / JeUm01We ae that
0 ,1

.
. '' -S,

. .)
family p;actioe phy cians work 5 days perweek for 47 weeks per'year, weaprIve

, .

at a total an ual average of $420015 per physioian..
*,

Pi

The prOlom with both of these studies a a,easis formaking generAliza ; s ''

about the 4erage.phisioian is that they"Irtased,on axtremely.sMall.samplas.
---.-

W 'lave no idea, for eiarle, h.ow the oosts'of the procedUres ordered by the

)lrginia physicians would cOicipareNetthlationost aver5- ages

,

for such
. :1 49

prooedures. NC we knew hoW (ypioal these physicians are in 'their 'practice

behavior or Wheth their patient loads and case mixes are atall tipicalla Thus!r.
far. g

'!Personal communicatidnrwith OTA staff:,

4American7MedicaiNews4 FebYtiar'y 29. 1980; 415.:

. .
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however, no seems to, have done a, sinacar study of actual physician .practice

behavior and, costs generated, using a-d'ample Vtip,,,could be consid4red
.

aofentiflcally representative. 1

1
.

/ The second method that is frequently used to estimate average Costs.

generated per physician is what might bp.tfTrMed the statistioal approaCii. Thus,'

if'we have astatistic for a- given year, estimating total national expenditures

on hospital caret: druk4, physician fees', and other,medioal costs physicians are
b.

considered respon , able for generatingthen We can simply divide that figure by

the total number of ysicians n active practice In that .year to arrive at an

4d- */average costlier pAysiciNan. As an exampivOX such- n estimate: If we assume

that.phyd1.9,1ans were responsible for generatingj4('0ercent of total health

expenditures in 1978,7which douldinCodabesided"physicianst servicesthe costs

of.al/hospitl and nursing home care as w>il as all drugs prescribed (Table 1/,

this would come to a figure of $142.5 billion wortkoiVervices. If there were

395,570 Phypicians estimated to be'in active practice in 1978,4""ten the average

cost impact ofdh phyaician would, have, been roughly $156,250.
.1 ,

,

'Unfortunately, even if we could64 reasonably certain that such afigure
lie

.

were an accurate estlmatol of current average impact per physfc-ian on medic:01N.

expenditures, it would not. be scientifloally valid to simply projdot that fig6re,
4s

onto the 1990 supply of physicians. :As Ptofehor Reinhardt his pointed 'out with
td

r4spect to the usefulness ortlis own often-quoted, estimate for such ppposea:

what we really need to know ti make Oture'cost projeotions the marginal

impact of.aach additionalphysician_to a' givilsupply, under,given'con'ditioas

Reoall thpt the physioian-to-popu/ition ratio i 19901s erffct.ed to be Toughli)

242 per"1110',000',. as compared' to 177 per 100,00 in 1975: - indeed, 40 percent oi°,
A

the.phyt;clens practicing in 1990 will hcye finis ed troiningand begun

practicing after 1980. In view of such rapid expansion of the physician supply

in relation to population grout it wo40.d seem highly unliOply that the marginit.

, 1 'v
V,
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:' ..

-.., ....-

imptot.of future additions to the,Pgyaician supply could qual th'e current.
.

.,
' , r.

average coat impaoi Per. physician. 40 assume that ea physician added to the

current supply woulcadd costs at the c ;int avergaterate would necessitate

making the assumption that there are no r1 mats to the willingness or capacity of

lhe individual American to consume additional medical services. This seems i

especially unlikely In view of a study byheUrb'an Institute, ,which found that

physician-induced demand does exist, but that it /3 far fr'caopen-ended.

= :C ii
,

research on physician behavior in response to the Eco miXStablizhtlon
-

iPro for 1973 -019743suggests-'th4. at least when their abi ty ttS raise fees

constrained, physicians can, and deoreattgIncreased-demand by provihsz more
. ,

ihtensriye services.' Physidian-indud demand was fouqd mpst likely to take t'he
4.

form of added folleikup visits or more'intensive services Per. At', primarily via :

...

prescribing apditional diagnostic tests. It's quite important to note, however.
-5, !' '. d '' \

that the extent of induced demand was found to be limited. Specifically. '.
., r i' ,

physicians did not Andisce sufficient d/marid to maii,4 up for the loss of Lncome..

.

, .
,.

.fit'
--.-

..
resultiag from price controls. 'The authors did not speculate on what the '",.

. . *
observe limitation on demand'creation wdi'dui t.s. They did Conclude,,however,

. At,
'that Vfe eviden indicated that p ian either cannot or will rift engage in

lib,

open-ended 'de and creation sufficient Co generate any; indome level they might
.

. .

-choose to tar

4

Aliflorever., t is important t2s\remembersthat, particularly in;terms of
. .

tr7i , ,, .. -...,

physicians' im t on the medical coset-n4 other.that; physicians' servInes.pth;Ire
_ ,..''r 1- .

, k, ;,'

are. numerous cOnatrainp that come into play'.. For exAmpie-.the,aupply-of

. hoSpital'beda is not. expected to increase it 'proportion to the supply Of

.00hysicians Thou it seems virtually 'certain that physicians in,1990 will be

:,-

ts

.hoipitalizing fewer patients 7 averige,than.they downOw.

JR ley. J., Holahan. J. and 3canlon.W.. 4Cangee-fOr-Service Reimbursement
41,

.Coe 11kt...with Demand Crettion7" Inquiry 16:247-58 (Fall 1979).

p 1"

( ,;) 3



Indeed. Jack .Hadley of the Urban Institute.. has es.timated-that: currantry the::
A

mar inal impact on. total ru.al health cane expenditures 6r .addl/loi one '..physician,.. .

, . ,
to Ups' phY4ician SU ly 13 about $T0,000.-4 Hadley 3 estimati...13. based .pri a ';

,,-'"
( ,.

regresaion analyiis using State dtar. where. the dependenqvariabfe."1/13'.:tdtal:_ ..,,
. 0

.''',

expenditures for medioli`. care and thei independent variables included numbers oi...?.., . s

physician3.4 extent of insurance coverage,-iupply of, hospital_be.d1, ind population' .1.

.. ,.." ;''' ''
I J.,

'..?, characteri3tics. Again, however, we cannot' simply *rely an HadleY,,a, figUre!., Wht.pt?
0 t . : .... . Ci10' 12.`:: .

13 based on current' conditionS, to predict,1990 8 rEpenditue,. and' rAinai. impact.? ' °.
. ....

pen added physician. To d6 this w wburd. need to know what the supply of , ,
. , ",k it

hospital' beds 1rill be in 199a.: w Eller or not there will be effective cost'
.

rols on medical procediA-43; -t 111 e4ent, or insurance coverage among the..
,population, and, the average co ens rancCrate:-.- Th'us, we lac "'the I nfOrmation .:;../

L,._.L, .
,..... .._:,/1-:,;: . . ,i- d Ineeded to come 'Up with al re3poCtili 3eati to of marilnal cost'iMpact per

o
1 .

,';''3'

PhYsigiann in 4990 or an. ecitiat to: fo ,;:lojecting what total -medical ea're ,:

k.,.it

04 4 '".4:- ,
expenditures generated l:')y 4)tCy31496/4/,:a ilkeIrto be in 1990. What we Can say,.

''. Kowever, 13 .that the-- Signe (e.g, 'he 31 w"I'le f posiulatio'n gr.owth, c.4trol3 on

hospitiq:beds inielation°'to a raPidlyoexpandi upply 'ociphysicians) make it ,.
sm°Rm'most likely that the marginal Coat: impact additions to the Ohysiclan °

supply will decrease considerably titet'Aieert now' and 1990i; Such .a trend might" be

somewhat mietgated lf enactment of a generoti; national health, insurance proltram

gr some other .demand-:stimulatidg'tntervention were 'to occur.

While a decilasi'ng marginal cost° impact per addition to the physician supply
' o A

4
Y Pr

would. seem to have -optimistic implintriOn;%relative to whit some have suggested
,

might. de the devastating Cost '1,171.1catrons of the greLtly;.inc.rVsed physician.

,; supply :in 199/, it 131/01.th no;14 tat this raises the quest:ion Yof wilether all.
/

14,

Personal communication. with OTp tafc.
4

roti 1
1
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the physicians we expect-will be trained4n the next tan years can reasonablyay.

peel to heft the sane practice patterns and income es'currentlypracticing

Estjmat ng the Direct Costa for Physicians' Services in 1990

1To .btain an estimate of diletecosts that is,.iotal billings for

physician Services in 1990 = is a Simpler, more straightforward task than trying

to estimate-all physician-generated medical expenditures.

We 'start from the simple premise that physicians are no different from other.

AmePicens in that, given a choice, they would prefer to earn more from year to-
4 a

year. and, at the vervleast; to maintain their real income at its current

.ACCorbingli,'we will answer the question: what, would 1990 total expenditures be

on physicians' services in order that the estimated 600,000 physicians earn as

much as.physicians currently earn?

The median practice income of office-based Physicians,in'1978 was $68,040.5

Table 2 projects what their incomeS would be in. 1990 coder a varieMof

aasumptions concerning annual income increases and the relationship of J.

physicians, incomes to the iaflatiOn rate. It should be noted that thenflation
.

.

rate aSsumed,in Table 2 is already. outdated. A 7.7 peroent average income gain

per year-was calculated to outpace inflation by one-tenth. But the predicted.

inflation,rateof. 7.0 percent actually tuned out to be 13 percent in 1979.'

Further., the .current Administration had aisumecia 60 percent inflation rate foro -

the, fiscal yeit'endinOdpiember30. 1980".- /0. January 1980, it was 18percoOnt..

So,none of the projectionAl.in Table 2_might-eyenequel the. rate of-inflation;

i.e., they all may represent real losses in income relative.tc,1978..-.
ig

e

5
Farber, L,, Your Finances: Tactics to Put You Ahead'of tte Pack," Medical
economics, ',January 7,.1980, pp. 84-85. -
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The median gross income of officebased physicians in 1978 Was 3112,090,6

Vbr a ratio,ot.net to gross income of 0.61., Assuming this ratio holds in the

future,.TZIe'2 also.summarizes what the grOss'earnings of 'physicians would need

k'be achieve the four alternative 190:net income levels.
, .

.T.-We can than make general estimates of expenditures on physicians' fees for

the'prOjeMte0 RITician'supnly in 1990. However, some explanation is needed on

the imitat er'the use of officebased physicians'ervices.

°

Nbt all of the active physician supplj.iould be providing patient care. On

the other hand, those physicians notsinmpatient care are nevertheless being paid,
*

and hospitalbased physicians can be expected to have higher incomes. So, in

.

general, the use of officebased physicians' Ancomes i3 ,Just a3 representative of

average physician income as Ss any other categbry of physicians. In addition, in

viewsof-current rat'es of inflation, we now knCm that the percent 'income 'gains in .

Table 2 most nicely underestimate what actually will occur..'

We also have a means of making A rough estimate of the potential error

Xactor. We can perform these calculations using the 1978 gross inbome figure ands

the11978 physician supply and compare the results to the actual level of national
. -

expenditures on physician fees reported. for 1978. tieing aeestimate of

approximately .0007.64.physicians in 1978 yields an estimated 1978 expenditure en

physicianskaervices of $44.8,billion; The actual figureotaccording to
so,

prelimineeratimates frau DHEW, was $35.3 blllion.7 Thiaestimate seems. low,

beOause it'ubuld average out at $88,250 gross revenues per physician. '

Nevertheless, 'we will reduce the $44.8 billion estimate of total physician

.

60wens; A.. "A Financial Readout on the Family Practice BOOm.".Hedical Economics-,

January 21.-1980, Pp- 95j -109.
'

U.S. Department Of-.He th,'Zducation. and Welfare, Health-Untied States 1979.
Public Health Services 'Office of HealthoResearch.Statietfce,and Technology.
DHE1J PubLica9ons No. (tHS1 80-1232,- p, 238. '"

A
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eipenditures by 20.qercent and assumeethe same error rate in our 1990

cafttilations. The results are summarized Ph Table 3.,

(It

Recall that the Bureau of. Health Manpower estimates of physician

requirementi in 1990 equal/ed:the estimated supply1;. .both' were for 600,000.

physicians.. But the 185,000-attibuted to rising per:capita use is in dispute,'

so Table 3 also disaggregates total physician expenditures into requirements

attributed to increases in the population and changes in.iti age, sex,andincomer

level distributionsAand-those increases attributed to rising per capita use. The

amount in dispute 13. quite Significant, equalling 31 percent of total

expenditures'On physician services, or from 27.0 to 40.2 billion dollars.

How likely is it that physiciaha viii be able to maintain or:improve their

real annual net IncdMe/ As the above figures indicate, physicians (and everyone

else) least increase their total billings (gross income).even to stay behind the

inflation rate. There are.only two ways for physicians to increase bitiings;-

they can. raise their fees.or they can.provide more services. gHlstorinally, they

have done both. On the latter poant,:-physicieni can:provide more services either

by teking'on more patients or by providing more services per patient.

But!Oncreases in the physician supply-are greatly outpacing population

growth; tie physLan-to-population "ratio increases from 177 /100;000 in 1975 to

,
242/100,000 in 1990. ..Hence, servioing. larger numbers of patients is not an

option for the majority of physicians. We may already'be seeing this phenomenon.

Per capita physician visit rates have tended to stabilize during the°1970Is.

(FiguPe 1), though the physiciah visit rate of low income persons did Increasec .

moderately (following. the dramatic gains' made immediately after the introduction
6

..of Mediocre and Medicaid in the late 1960'e).

Again; from Medical Economics magazine's ContinLina Survey:.

Back in the mid -60s, when-Medicare and Medicaid started, unincorporated

57
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doctogs ware seeing patients_at an average rate'of 124 a week.' Spurredf
by. the new demand for services, they raised4hat

figure to-137 by 1970,4
then started on the current downhill path. Alreddy this has taken them
well below the pre-Mediplan level to 116 visits per.weeka Similarly, ..

incorporated M.D.s have been geeing an d,a dozen fewer
patients:a week than in 1970.

s.r.

These figures suggest that the growth ig.physician supplylover

decade has Been more than sufficient to accomodate increases in demand. °Indeed.
. -

it is.interesting.to note that declines in patient .visit ratite, have mainly

to"'
affected those specialties that have experienced thegreateSt growth.-ifrip 1974' _.

.1to 1978. for example, median ifeekly patient yisit rates. per. family practitldner

dropped from 200 to 171. General practitioners and pediatricians havevlso'stkowp

declines in weekly patient. visits. However, internists have shown a slight

increase, a median increase of 3 partiotit,e,ihits per week over the 1974 - 1978

period.9
: AP

. t

These figures raise the question of whether the shortage in,primary care

physicians is really as acute as is commaly believed. But a primary care

physician shortage May exist'if we assume that factors other than phyVcian

supply per se (such as hie out-of".pMeket costs to the patient) are.talt work-

keeping the demand for their serv;ces unnaturally loti; It would weyer, .be

necessary'to rerrjove such demand depres'sant& in order flir any sh stage in the

supply of prim care physicians relatitt to tittle demand or medical need to
, .

surface:

To return,to the qdistiom of costa, the trade-off relationship between
1-

ristng.fees and provision of more services' in'relation to iihialeian incope is

evident'in the data from the Medical Economics Continuing Survey.

...Despite rising costs, median practice earnings after experises.

8
Owenq. "What's Behind .t e;Drop in Doctors, Productivity?" Medical

,rminamics, July.24; 1978. p' .162'.
. .le

,..
9
Owens, A., "A FinancA&Readout on The Family Price Boom," Mediae'

.

...Cconomic , January700AP..PO. 95,109.
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increased 24 percent in the tee years ending with 1976. During the
same period, patient visits per doctor per week dropped_ nearly 4
percent.

The explanation? A three-year rise of 39 percent in physicians' fees,
. according to the Coniumer Price Index. Had doctors' productivity as

measured by patient visits not gone down during that - period, fee bbosts
might have been held to no more than the 26 percent increase in the ,

over-all cost of living...

Ai early reversal of the present downtrend in physician productivity
would benefit both the public and the profession. That a good many
doctors'are capableddf boosting their patient-visit-rates is.evident
from the survey finding that some are durrently'seeing up to:six times.
as many patients a week as others in the same specialty and type of
practice. And,an increase of just 10 visits per week, on average, not
only would restore the relatively high productivity level or 1974 but
also. would rai44 doctors! incomeinenoUgh offset inflation in the-
next;yearwithouX fee increases.'

r

However, in order, for physician productivity to iperease in the face of

.4si3ing physipian-to-pbpulation ratios, AmericanSkust-w6 more physicians! °

4,i
40rviceaper capita. ge,p04Sapt, the only way to stimulate increases itrApatient

demand for services woul/i-seem. to be-via national Health insurance or some otner..,

mechtinism for decreasing patient;' out -of- pocket expenses. An..alernetiye:::;ell'i'

of increasing the,use of physicians' services Ss for physicians to induce demand

The issue of physicians4 ability aneritillingness to induce demand for

additional service's is a controversial one. But we have seen from the Urban
. ,

SkInstituteis study. of physician behavior during the 1973 - 1974 price.freeze that',

although physicians did respond to declines in their real incomes by providing

morihntensive services to Medicare patients, the extent of the induced demand
.

remained limited, and they could not or would not induce sufficient demand for

their services* coMpensate for the decline Al income brot;ght out by the

price freeze. . -

In conclusion, unless natiOal health inaurante-o-some other factor

y

10
Owens. A., "Whatq Behind the Drop in

Economics, Julty 24 197e. lap. 102,005.
". -' ,

tors' Productivity?r Medical
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intervenes to,greatly stimulate per capita use of physicians' services', the most

likely result of rising physiciantopopulation ratios will be declining

physician productivity and sharply rising fees for physicians, services. Rising

fees will increase total' expenditures -- as *ill the sheer numbers of phyirians

coming on the scene 1;but.may..istill be insufficient to keellphysicians, incomes

on a Oat with the inflation rate. In brief,- there is a substantial likelihood

that the.nation will have to pay considerably more to Maintain-the same or a

slightly higher per capita rate of consumption of medical 'services. Yet, at the

same time, the physician's real income willlhave declined. AL:
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Table 1

Rational Health Expenditures and Percent Distribution,Actording to Type
of Hevandicurea, United Stolts, 1978 (estimated),

4rype of Expendi 2 :. .- ,:-

1.1111
ne n1

Health Service -7'jupplie'S'I 95.1(

Hospitil Care'
39.5-,.

Physician Services
18.3

Dentist Servicet
'1.9

.

/'-Nursling Home Ears':
8 21

Other Professional Services-
2 2St

Drugs and Drug Sundries
.7.9

Eyeglasses and Appliances P 2.0
Expanses for Prepayment

5 2
Government Public Health Activities

2 6

Percent

Other Itealtlabvices . . .... . ....... 2.3

Research and Construction
4.9

Research.
2.2

Construction
2.7

v. Total 100.0 $192.4 billion

It

sourci: O.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Health United StateAlv

979, Public Health Service, Office of Health Research, Statistics,.

nd Technology, DREW Publication No. (PHS) 80-1232, Table 73, p. 252.
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:Projected Income of,Offlce-Based Physicians
CO 1990 frcgt1978 Rase

q

1978 Mediae'
Pre -Tax Income

$68,007

1978 Median
Cross Income 1,

$112,p90

Average IhcoMe
elins-ner Year A

icepject ,,Etofected 1920
1990/Ne IncOme' PCibsikancome

Y.

t

(eterate gain $6-'78)

6.4%* --

(f9/0", pace)

7.0%
(keeplI.pece with
moderate inflate)

$111,4761.

$143,240

1153,240:

1'112-m8

$253Z,820

$251,213

1

7.7%
b

(outpace inflation
by one-tenth)

$165,710 $271,656

Source: Farber, L: "Tour Finances: 'Tac_ticsto-Put YoU Ahead Of:the
Medical Economics, Ja9uary7., 1980,,pp. 84-85; Owens; A., "A Financial
Readout on the Family Practice Pcii'," Medical Economics, January 21,
1980, p. 109.

litssulaing same ratio as between 1978 median pre -tax and gioss"incomes.
.

bActual 1979 rate-9f .bu/flatlon vas 13 percent.=

t a ,

-

O
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, \
hnival Mediate Total'
Growth cross National
gate income Expenditures

b4

Table 3 r-
4 .

Projected,199g Expenditures on Phiaicisns' Services,

\e
Aiming Different Growth Rate of Guise Income

.(1978sGrogs InCose of $112,090)

''41

enditureson Fitt ilair of Physicians fiquired
Ph sician oductivit !Stilted Cfhetant

,,..,

4,21 $182,738 $81,7 Ulan
I , '

$234,820 1112,8

1,02\ $251,213 $l10.6, pillion

$'211,656 $130, billion

as. p

$60'.7

,

$1'.0 billion,

$ 3.4 billion

2 billio

?

eased Per:eapita Use: i"

(311,4 total expenditures),
ti

$3k8billion

$37.2 billion{

fi

$4042 billion

400A

Source; see text,

a
Assumes a phyaichin. au ply of 600,000'in 1990,

b
Adds 31,000 phOicians to the 1975 base of, 318,0" for a total of 415,000 to account for
increased population growth and changes in the populatioes'age, sex, and intone level distribution.

c kids an additional 185,000 phystc:lns,.based
on the Bureau of Health hnpowerts'est taste of increasedpe capita use, See text for counterargment,

4 .
017...

-0.t,

A

76 .1ti
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.1Sir Avm*W A.X. Thank you,,Dr..Hadle0.
. ,.
:..f - . -

STATEMENT OF JACK HADLEY, PH. Dte ,

Dr. HADLEY. Thank you, Mr. .Chairman.
My name is Jack Hadley. I am most grateful for the opportunity

to appear before you this morning. .

r would 'like 'to discuss the issue of ,physician created demand,
that is physigians' alleged ability -to convince people to-Increase
their use of medical care ,without having to lower the price
charged. . .

Many' policymakers a.r0 concerned that demand creation coupled
with the projected lar 'increase in the number of physicians will
lead to unacceptably 'h" expenditures for physician s services..!

-believe that concern a ut de and creation per se may be too
strong and as a result .tnay m they important issues, the exist- ..
ence of alternative ...ways to li" eaimnglitures and the pgssibly
beneficial increases in access to are that might accompany an
increased supply of physicians. - '.

In order to assess the- importance of demand creation I would
like to report se I e data on trends in physicians' incomes in the
'United States -' Canada. Both-countries have experienced high!.-I

rated of gener. . "cze infiation ajid high rates of, increase in the
number of physicidns. ' .

If these factors represent threats to physicians' real _incomes
then ,we would expect, physicians to use demand creation to. but-
tress their economic positions under these conditions. _

. .
"..4Let me summarize the data in my' written statement. Between

1970 and 1978 physician s rear incomes in the United States dick not
increase at an extraordinary rate. Physicians in' some specialties
suffered dqclining real incomes. The Plata from Canada also show
that' physician's real incomes dectined. in the years following imple-
mentation of national health insurance in' each Canadian province: .'In order t interpret these data let me note that expenditures for
physician's s ices can be dec. 1 secl into fiur components; the.
number of pa 'ient visits; the rit .er of distinct medical services
pi.ovided per visit; the mix or . niplexity of the services and the
vice Charged for each service.

.

Increases in any of these factors will lead to increases in expendi-
tures' However each also has different implications kir policies to ,-
limit costs or to improve access to cam;'

What dm be, inferred from the data 'on ,trends in physiCian's
incomes'? First it, seems fairly clear that physicians' ability .to .in-
crease their real incomes is .not extraordinary. ,'his sugts that
either physicians are very civic minded and have decided to join
t'he sbattleagainst inflgtion by choosing not to increase_their. real
ncomes or alternatively the overall quantitative impact of demand

c-, creation fiuhrnited. ..

Second,-the pattern or declines and. increases in different special,
ties' incomes is.closely refated'to each specialty's ability to provide
more services per visit or a more complex mix of services.

The specialties which had the biggest drops in -real. incomes,
general practic6, pediatrics, and psychiatry, have the least opportu-

-'- nity to incorporate additional tests and additional procedures into e.their practices. r

'63.-4.44 0 40
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Thii.d, pure price increases also. a major factoriiiis the:growth
of ex edit tes'for physicians; services. -

rt , e Canadian kxper4ence suggesti that High rates of- the
..growtn in physician suppry .do not inevitably mean that ever'larger

i- shares of thegras naitonal product will be 'devoted paying for
V/ 1physicians' services.

What other conseqiienes might_ we extiet froni the projected
increases in the _supply; of,plilsicians - in-the United._ States? -First

, there is a ..grOwing .body eyidefice that the, increasing supply is,
pushing more and= more physician's intasmaller communities. .

Second:- as competition, anions' physicians for privately insured
patients beanneS' morezintense physicians may becoMei.mytts:will-
ing_to treat-peeple eligible for''merlicaid_And to accept assignment

vfor medi2oare patients. --
should-thRr,e be a Major. expansion or.Inguratice coverage

tritough either eXpansibti (5.tr=Medicare dild medicaid or passage of a
comprehensive national' health insurance plan: the increased physi-
cian 'capliciy rridi be essential to ',meet new demands for care

ing off n thtIOnak(inflatropary,spiral in medical-Oare

Fourth, Finding,"ph to staff public ;hospitals and clinics,
'other public medical p :' ri ionanis end correctidner insp-.4tutiona -shot& become pas!, r*.;

e. Lagt, future physidiaii§ fac osy :fiscal prosPeOts than their,0
predecessors may.,be intic.41...more responsive. to

into public
of possi-

ble financial incentiVes-Which be built into public linen-mg
programs. . ,
-,In...cbnclu.giop, more physicians clearly4ins more physicians'

services. If is is detterinine0.that the Naticin, ill have more medical
services than it needS than attempting to reduce the future supply
may' be Concernbe warranted. If the primary is with expenditures
rather thalbservices siiggelt tkat focusing policy attention
on the pricing side of the equation might be as 'important if not '-
more so than trying t...i.ttirn baCkihe.;clock on physicien.iupplyY,
,..Inl3artictilarwe maY...43e _able .to. imorbve access and limit

'costs Methada can :be dgeloOd t6; limit price increases, to aim
plify>recedure cod vstems, ,and Ad limit access to aostly nest
medical. technologies. . , it

Continued:efforts. to' shift more physicians into Primary., cafe-
. , -

specialties if Sifccessfu, will also hav$ beneficial cost miplications.'.,.
I have brb ht wit el Mr. Chairman, copies of Several-paperi,

Which I. wail, like to submt 'for the -record andfor distribution
,,einotirthe su conmmitt e membe and their staffs.' =

Thank you "aganCfor the"Oppo tlinity to appear before your .

[Testimony resumes °

[Dr. Hadley.'6,-,prepared §tatenient folloWs4,
-

0A a.
f.'

: ?

' The ;ape )1;eferifed:io 13, Dr. fitydley inity be found in the auWommiit:64,fiied.
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qTATEMENT OF

JAck Hadley, Ph.D.
Senior Research Associate

The Urban Institute

Thank.you Mr. Chairman. Hy name is Jack Hadley. I am an economist

with the Health Policy Pto ram of The,Trban Institute, ,a.rinprofit research

organization located he in Washington. I am most gtateful for the'opportunity

to appear,blore yeti thi rning.

:1 would,like.to discus the issue of physician-created demand, .1.:e

physicians' ability to. convince peopleto increase their use of medical

care without having-to lower the price charged. Many policymakers are con-

cerned that demand creapon coupled with the projeccedlarge increase in the

number of physicians will lead to unacceptably high expenditures for physicians).

Services. I believe that the concern about demand-creation per se may be

too strong and, as a result may mask other important issues the existence

of alternative ways to limit' expenditures and the possibly beneficial

increases in access to care that might accompany.an increased supply of physi-

cians.

The concept of physician-created demand or demand- inducement reqrs to

physicians''alleged ability to shift patients' demand for medical care at a.

given price,that is, to convince patients to increase their,use of medical

care without having to lower the price charged. (Equivalently, physicians

may persuade patients not to reduce, the quantity of care purchased in .

.

response to a priceincrease.) By demand, I mean the'quantity ofimedical

care'patients are willing to purchase at various prices, holding constant

the effects of insurance coverage, the time costs of obtaining medical

care, the quantity of care, Patients4 health status, income level,. education,

' and similar factors. ,

The-ability to create demand is based on the fact that patients

generally lack the medical knowledge required to assess the quality,

efficacy, and need for medicd1. care. Consequently, the patient'sphysician

7 9
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takes on the dual role of medical care adviser and provider. In general',....

the patient is in_a poor poytion to argue with the physician's recommendations

_and, in fact, fre4uently:Is exhorted to "follow doctor's orders." This tendency.

LS reinforced further by..extensive insurance coverage that reduces the patient's

fiscal incentive to say no.

Given this scenario, it has been--argued that if PhyiIciazis' incomes are

threatened by some disequilibrating event,. for example, by a large increase

in the numbeF*bf physicians per capita, then they; will take corrective,

meapures by.pxercising their demandcreation powers_ ,Mather than lowIrring

Prices to attract additional. patients, as a sta ird Jconomic model would

predict, the physician raises prices to make up f6r lost revenues. Further,

per capita utilization of medical service". goes up because'of physicians'

influence over patients' decisions. As'Dr. Santa pointed out. in his

testimony, if future physicians desire simply to maintain, the real. incomes.

-being earned by current practitioners, then this implies 'a doubling Or

possibly tripling of exeenditures for physicians' services.

In order to assess the importancaaflhIcand creation, I would like to

report some data on trends in physicians' incomes in the U.S. And 'in Canada.

00
Both countries have experienced high rates of general price inflation and high

rates of increase the nuMber of physicians. If these factors represent

threats to physicians' real incomes,- then we would expect them to use demand

creation to buttress their economic positions under these conditions.

-an
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First, what hao happened to physicians''net incomes betyeen 1970 and

1978? .0ver this period, the.number of physicians per capita increased from

147 to about 190, that is, at a rate of about 3.6 percent per year."

Between 1978 and 1990, the rate of increase is expected to be about 2.8

percent per. year. Thus, the recent past may provide'some reasoAable

approximations for changes in physicians' activities.

For all physicians, real net income per physician from medical practice

increased at a rate of 1.32 percent pe year. Furthermore, between 1970

and 1973, a period dominated by the Economic Stabrization Program, real

income increased by only aboutT.6 percent per year. Although physicians'

income growth has been more rapid than for most Americans, it should be

noted that noneupervisocy workers in manufacturing industries increased

their earnings over the fu4eight-year.period at a rate of about 1.41

percent per year.'

These figures and Of course averages for physicians in all'specNies.

Income data are also available'for 1970 and 1978 for general practitioners,

internists, pediatricians,obstetrician-gynecOlogists, and psmehiatrists,

dn average, physicians in each of theSe specialties'suffered a decrease in

real net income over this period. (See Table 1.) For obstetrici

gynecologists, the decrease was just under one percent; for psychiatrists,

it was almost 20 percent. Since average real income has gone up for all

physicians, this can only mean that real income gains by general surgeons,
1.

(surgical specialists; and the hospital-based specialties (radiology,

patholOgy, anesthesiology ,.re than offset the real income decreases I

just mentioned.

ee

1

.44



, Table 1

Physicians' Net InEomes by Speciali,; ,

Current and Real Dollars, 1910 and 1978

r

.

,Real

',Cuttetit Da11 rs
. (1967:f 100)

.1970 .; :1918 , 100 '1928

General Practice
, $33,851 $51',030 $29,113 $26,1.6

Internal Medicine 40,251' ! 66 140, 34,610 i3,848

Pecliatrics $ 34,199 51,480 29,922' 26,346

Psychiatry 19,896 53,750 34;304 21 526

Obstetrics- Gynecology

All Specialties .4,789 77,600

,47,094 78,410

J.

40,133

35,932 39,713

At$ /

Percentage Change '

, in Real Incomes

1970-78

,-10.3

r 2.3

-11.0

-19,8

0.9

+16,5

SOURCES; 1910: Amer art Medal hsociatiori Profile of Medical Practiie, 19781 Medical Economics,
_

.;1

y.
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Other evidence.on,the strength' of physiciaris' ability to.:Oreare

dAtrid:nat be draind /TOM experience in Canada. .1We werd",intereStedi:in
. -

what happened,to expenditure's' for physicians' services. and physicians'!.

real net incomes -in each _province folloWing,edoPtionnir,niveirsaiCOmpre-'

hendiVe health:insurance systemt with no coinsurance or deHuotiblelprovisiort.
.1!

We examined data,for the four years following,conversion to the new insurance

system, but ex4/Aded, the transition year from our calcilations(lee

Table 2.) EXpenditure'S for physicians' services increased a0POsitie

annual rates for every province but one. However, chese!rates were JOwer

that the ratesof,Ancrease in'the four years Preceeding mplemetatlid'of

the insurance prans.. The rates of expenditure increase, weie'also only

about hale as large as rates ofincrease in the supply of physicians:

Thirdly, physicians', incomes declined in every province at rates raising
_

from 2.37 to S.56 percent per year.

It is also interesting to compare the shares of gross national

product (OP);devoted.to phyticians' services in Canada and the United

'States. In 1971, jtist after the last.Canadian province had fully imple-

' Mented its insurance plan,. Canada spent 1.31 percent of itS..CNP on

. Physicians' services and the United States 1..41 percent, By .the

Canadian share has fallen to.1.09 percent While the U.S, share , :ad grown

to 1.75 percent, Over this period, the number of.physicians !capita

grew by 17.2 percent in Canada and by 5.2 percent'in the U.S Table

,. 3.)

1



Table 2

Annual Compound.rates of Growth (Percent Per Year) in'Physicia,ne Net Income,
Population of Physicians, and Expenditures on Physicians' Services
by Canadian Province, Before and After Medicare (Canadian National

0 .Health Insurance), 1958-1976*

ALB BC MAN NB

Date Medicare July 1.
impicmented 1969

July I.
1968

Apr. I,
1969 -

Jan. 1,
1971.

Transition year 1970 169 1969 1971

A. Net MD lanmics
11970 Julian) -

Pre-Medicare 4.78% 1.10% 2.97% 2.64%

Po4tMedicare
I'M:hides transition year -4.90 -1.57 -1,63 -6.41

. , Excludes transition year' -5.70 -2.37 -6.2E -6.36

B. Physician population
Pre-Medicare . ., 9.'92 9.62 5.74 10.59

Puss-Medicare b
,,..

Includes transition year 5.52 8.34 5.78' 8.96
Excludes transition year o '' 5.10a 8.06 4.11 5.77

C. Expenditures.
:

4/970 alotrurry

Pre-Mcalicmc 13.35 . 8..67 5.89 8.65

Nu-Medicare
4

.Includes transition year 3.41 6.61 '4.57 3.13
Excludes transition year _2.41 5.78 -0.82 0.51

NF I S ONT PEI QUE SAS"

Apr. 1,, Apr. 1. Oct. le Dec. 1, . Nov. I, July I.
1969 1969

1964 - 1969

2.63% 2.24%

-2.46 ie1
-162.

9.92

7.53
5.63

.1031 7.55

5.30 ' 9.11
0.93- 3.59

1969

1970

1970

1971

a

1970

1971

1962

1963

2.82% 1.70% 0.35% -2.42%

-5.62 -7.46 -5.77 -2.33
15 -130 -4.92 -174

7.70 7.20 7.07 2.34

5.71 5.47 8.90 6.30
4.70 6.10 5.87 4.03

9.49 7.56 5.00 N/A

a

3.23 0.22 3.42 2.62
1.74 4.46 2.08 2.13

Four-year periods, before and after irnplaientation of Medicare in each province. .

a Complete names of provinces follow:
- ALB-Alberta . NS-Nova Scotia , moaBC-Brads Columbia DNT-Onutrio w

MAN-aManitoba PEI- Prince Edward Island ,
.

NF-Newroundkand SAS-Saskatchewan . '12/aa.Lelsa/- .7 '4I. _
NB-New Brunswick - QUE--Quebec

Sources: Health and Welfare Canada. EarniAgz of+PAysAiunz In CaAucla, and unpublished statistics from Health and Welfare Canada.- -
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Table 3

lipenditures for Ptiysicianq' Services as a Percent of GNP;
Canada and U.S.

1960-1976

Eapna for
physiedear services

ens a % arGNP
Canada
United States

Acthe physicians per
100,000 population

Canada ! 81 84 93 99
United States 137 143 147 , '144

1960 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
a .

0.93% 0.98% 1.20% 1:31% 1.31% 1.19% 1.82% t.15%1.14 1.37 1.36 1.41 1.49 1.43 1.41 1.69
1-

1976

1.09%
1.75

106 110 114 116
154 156. 159 162

Source, Canadian Medical ASSOCi14C11. 5'1361E6. Systems and conomic Research Unit. Quiribale (February 19773"Nanorml Health Eapenditures" .....rrarity Bulletin (selectedIssues).
Health add Welfare Canada. "Earmn;s Physiciins in Canada..1953-1973." mufunpublistied data. Population datafrom Statistics Canada.
U.S. Department of Health. Eduration, sad Welfare. A-Report to the Prelident and on the Status of HealthProfellume Persatutel in the United Szatel. ONES.? Publication

No. I HRA) 79-93. AuttniSt 1978. Population data fromThe United SM., Statistical Abatrnet.

I
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In ordei to interpret these data, let me note that expenditures for

physicians' services can be decomposed. into four compogents:

the number of patient visits,

of distinct medical ser-rices providedthe number
per visit,

the mix or complpxity of the saris.

the price charged for each

5.
a

Increases in any of these factors will I_ a it , expenditures,

ceteris paribus. However, each. also has dis.:Es!t

7'7. to limit costs or to improve access to care.

.
What can be inferred from the data on trot:

First, it seems fairly clear that physicians'
f

incomee is not extraordinary. In fact, some

declines in real

civic minded an hive decideto.jmirs the bat: , --1"Ainsz inflation by not

increasiag;heir real incomes, or, alterneti_ :5 cr.,sail,quantitetive

tmpact of demand creation is liMited.

Second, the pattern of declines and different specialties'

incomes. This suggests tha:

-ions for policies

5 in pt--A;._:_.:ns. incomes?

ility ..:.::rease their real

.zians experienced

phyzinans are very

incames'isicloeely related to each specie

services per visit or a more complex Mt, .2: a

which had the biggest drops 4n real

and psychiatry; have the least opportunir

abiLit./ tt, provide more

et-ricessagThe specialties

;mere..! practice, pediatrics,

incorporate additional tests

and additional 'procedures into theii practiced.

Third, We know from other data that canal hours of work have.rbmained

essentially constant, that the weekly patient load has declined slightly,

. . -
and that prices measured by the physicians! fee component of the Consumer

1-
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,I Price index, have increased sharply, by about 55 percent'between 1970
% .

and21976.. Thus, pure price increases are also a major factor.in the

growth of expenditures for physicians' services.

Fourth, the Canadian experience suggests that high rates of'growth
2. . . .

i n physician supply do not Inevitably mean that ever langef shares df

. the/gross national prodUct will be devoted to paying for physicians' services. .

What other consequences might we expect from the projected increases

in the suppAy of physicians in the United States?, First, there is a

growing body of &riderice that the increasing supply is pushing more and
. more physicians into smaller communities.

Thus, efforts to redistributes

physicians geographically should be enhanced..
.

Second, as competition
among physicians for privately insured patients

becomes more intense, physicians may become more willing to treat

people eligible for Medicaid and
to accept assignment for Medicare patients.

Although increased access by these programs' beneficiaries meanS"higher 1

prOgram cas for Physicians'
services, these costs should be offset to.

some.extentby lower uSe.df hospital ambulatory care facilities.
.

. ,

Third,:shouldthere be aimajor'expansion
of insurance coverage through,

'either Medicare and Medicaid reform or passage of a compr4ensive national

health insurance plan; the increased
physician capacity may be essential

to meet ned.demaribis fqx_sscare without setting off an additional inflaaionary

spiral in medicalcare prices.

Fbprth, finding physicians to staff public hospitals and clinics,
a

other public mfdical c're ptOgrams, and coryecqonal insti4utions shodld
4

become easier.
6/

N
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Finally, future physitians facing less tow fiscal prospects than

their'predccessors may be much more responsive to any cumber of possible

financial incentiveswhich could be build into public financing programs.

In conclusion, more physiCians clearly means more physicians' services.

If it is determined that the Nation will have more medical. services than it

a

needs, then attempting to reduce the future supply'may be warranted. If,

however, the primary concern is with expenditures rather than services, then

*I suggest that focusing policy attention on the pricing, sidezof the equation

might be as'important, if not more so, than trying to turn back the clock on

physician supply. In particular, we'may be able to both improve access and

.limit,costs'if methods can be developed to limit price increases, to simplify

procedure coding systems, .and to limit access to Costly, new medical technolo-
....

gies. 'Finally, cohtinued efforts to shift more-physicians into primary care

4peCialties, if successful, will also-have beneficial cost implications.

-3
I nave brought with me, Mr. Chairman, copies of several. papers which I

.would like to submit foi the record and for distribution 'aMong the Subcommittee

members and their staffs.

Thank you 'again for the opportunity to appear before you.

at'
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Mr. WAxmAN. Thank you very much. "
The studies both'of you have talked about indicate each practic-

-ing physician generates on the average about $300,000 in total
health care costs. What happens wherAhe physician to population
ratio increases? Do the additional physicians provide additionalseri-vices and do the aggregate costs increase and by how much?

D. BANTA. Let me give a general answer and Dr. Hadley is angive a more technical answer.
Certainly each physician does carry a' degree of overhead withhim, but at the same time there is a. limitation on how much that

overhead is. For example, the number of hospital beds is nowfalling in this *cpuntry It is not therefore possible to expand the .number of hosffitalizations in this country despite an expansion in
the number of physicians.

These factors make it very difficult in .my opinion to make anysort,of a hard and fast estimate but it surely will lie more than justthe income of those physicians themselves.
Dr. HADLEY. I would like to add that simply increasing the-

supply of physicians without making.changes in other parts of the
system would probably reduce the average impact of future physi-
cians below what it is today.

There are many factors that ultimately determine total expendi-
tures. I think we just do not know very well how those things will
change. My hunch is that the simple average expenditure that wecompute today is probably an overestimate of whaVae impact will
be of additional future physicians.

Mr. WAXMAN. What happens to fe s when there are many phYsi-cians in an area? Do fees go up-or down?
Dr. HADLEY. There is a fair amount of controversy on that qua-

tion. Simple correlations between. price levels.or fees and the avail-
ability of physicians suggest the fees are higher where there aremore physicians.

More technical studies indicate there may be some moderating
influence with an increase in the number of physicians but the
magnitude of that effect is probably quite small. If anything alarge increase in the supply of physicians might lower the rate ofincrease in fees but probably, not make it decline or become nega-tive.

Dr. BANTA. I think tha Dr. Hadley made a very important point
in his statement about the ifference between different specialties,what has been called proce re medicine.

Mr. WAXMAN. I noticed t e specialties that do have the biggest N..drop in real income; general practice, pediatrics, and psychiatry.They also have the least opporunity to incorporate additional testsand additional procedures.
Dr. BANTA. ExaCtly. I would like_to give a very concrete example

of the problem our present reimbursement system gives. The exam-ple is gastrocopA which is passing an encjoscope into the stomachto visualize it. We have had, a.contract to estimate the cost of
providing that procedure in a physician's office, including the phy-
sician's time. The estimate is about $41.

The Blue Shield reimbursement in California for that procedureis $240. The gastroenterologist 'can easily expand his income by

779
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doing more gastroscopies, whereas the family practitioner does not
have that as an option, generally speaking.

One would 'assume there is a limit to how many patients will
, accept a gastroscopy. ,

Mr. WAxMAN. That is one restraint on the ability of physicians. to create demand. What other restraints are there? =:.,, ,_
Dr. HADLEY. I' think. the biggest one is-that t _arere still many

people who do not have complete insurance eoverake-ifkg long as
there is some element of out-of-pocket cogs associated -With going
to a physician then-it will become increasingly mOre-difficult to
attract more patients.

,I think the safety \Tali:Ie.-for some physicians is, as Dr. Banta and
yOu have mentioned, the:%bilitY.-0 develop new procedures and to
provide additional tests, PiatabilitrY varies quite a bit from special-

,-- ty to specialty. :-...a
= Mr. WAXMAN. Do, yo*ebinpleiely discount professional ethics?

, Dr. HADLEY. No, sir. :4*''' -- ' - ..e.

Mr. WAXMAN. Economists have trouble measuring it. -
Dr. HADLEY. That is true. . =

Dr. BANTA. As a physician I certainly do pt discount profession-
al ethics.. The problem is, faced with an "irldividual patient, the
physician ,finds it very easy- to justify an additional "procedure. If
the patient visit is insured the cost to the patient may be zero and.
the benefit may be very! small but real.- ,,

I think,it is easy for dulettlicalPhysiCian to justify doing another
prOdedure. ,:vi

'Mr. WAXMAN. What abblit the volume of services when we find
Nthere are Many physicians in an area? Will areas with many

physicians have higher utilization levels? .

Dr. HADLEY. The data show the number of patients seen is lower
'but;the average dxpensuiper patient is higher in areas *ith large -.

plies of physicians. Mule it - is _a little bit hard to unravel
ly what that means, the presumption is that patients in well
ed areas have ,longer visits. and have more tests done per: .

a more diagndstjc procedures per viiitk. I
then; that means better/quality medibine and what effect

n.olitcome, I think it is difficult to say. Conversely in
,phyfieians see mariSomOre patients for less tine per 2

l' .
.

IVN . I understand Dr. Wennberg and otjiers have asso- 13 -
..surgical utilization rates with the number of stirgeons in an

4 trr.. Banta, can,ydu comment on that? . ,,,
it.. ;.13ANTA. Ye's, sir. That is correct. Dr.. Wennberg has 4ked at
'eSmdfi,dreas in' New England and has shown that the Tate of such

surgical procedures as tonsillectomy and, hysterectomy does not
'titei to' have any relation to the reed for those procedures. One
would'-asume a' base need d-but the number of procedures is reliated
to the number bf surgeonSin those areas.
, That has also been showh interitaf Rally in c9,mparison between

England, Canada, and the United S tes. The rates of -surgery are,
proportionately related .to "the numb r of surgeons that each of

-----474hose three countries have.
.Ve have the largest; number of.surgeons /n. this country and we

also have the highest rate of surgery..

1-. ,

;-)
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Mr. WAXMAN. Would you explain that in 'the same way youwould justify physicians considering legitimate ,,wpcedures thatmay end up costing a patient nothing but has some value?
Dr. BANTA% Let me take a hysterectomy as an example. A, hyster-

ectomy is certainly indicated for' a woman who has cancer of the
uterus, severe bleeding "from the uterus or some similar life threat-
ening condition. A hysterectomy is done very much these clays for
contraceptive purposes or because of fear of cancer.It is very difficult to say that doing a hysterectomy because awoman. is. very, afraid of becoming pregnant is unethical and it isalso very, diffictilt to say the physician is doing it-because of addi-tional income.

One study in California showed physicians' wives had a higherrate of hysterectomies than the general population.
There is apparently faith in this kind of procedures, although 'Ithink that there is an overuse. I do not think it is strictly because

of economic factors.
Mr. .WAXMAN. Ifwe then change the reimbursement system, areyou convinced that is going to lower the utilization that we see andthe amount of surgery we see?

, Dr. BANTA. I think it will. I will let the economists talk about themargin. But at the margin the physician, is deciding what to do. Ibelieve if the physician is paid more for counseling the patient andless for doing technological procedures, there will be a shifty in thedirection of counseling the patient and dway from the more techno-` logical procedures. These are discretionary services. q
'Mr; WAXMAN. Does the faith and belief in certain kinds of serv-ices become modified by the economic incentives?
Dr. BAIVTA. I think that is well stated.
Dr; HADLEY. .It certainly is reinforced by the reimbursementsystem. I think with regard to surgery it is the case that in thelong run the iMpact of altering relatiVe rates of reimbursementwill be to change the relative attractiveness pf becoming a surgeonas opposed to a family practitioner or a general Sractitioner.
In the short run ihere is a lot of interspecialty crossover in termsof large numbers of physicians that, do procedures on only anoccasional kovis. I think that _it is among those physicians that onewould first §4 ,cutbacks in the frequency of doing these,procedures

for which relative payments might be reduced.
I think there is a growing body of evidence that physicians infact respond to financial incentives much like any other business-

. man or professional. I do not mean to demean that behavior at all,but just to say that I think reimbursement can be used to influencethe pattern of medical care.
Mr. WAXMAN. Our reimbursement system now. reimburses/yhigher for services in urban areas where there are already many

physicians per population and lower in areas where there is alesser number of` physicians' or those areas that are called under-....served areas. -
Dr. HADLEY. That is correct.
Mr. VtAXMAN: Do you feel the reimbursement system is havingan impa t on the geographical distribution of physicians?
Dr. HADLEY. I think so most emphatically. I recently completed areview of eight economig4 studies on the factorS thatinfluence

0
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physicians' 'location choices. They almost uganimously indicate
that expected income or the ability to have a viable practice are
important determinants of the number of physicians in an area. In
general, these factors are highly correlated with the rate of reim-
bursement in an area.

I suspect modifying reimbursement to change incentives and to
make locations in underserved areas more financially attractive
would have a strong reinforcing effect on trends that we now
observe.

Mr. WAXMAN. If we increas the aggregate number of physicians
.11\

would the sheer numbers ha e an impact on better distribution?
Dr. HADLEY. It does but I think it is, a very slow process and it is

one that could be greatly enhanced by altering relative reimburse-
ment rates. Over the last 5 or 6 years there is growing evidence
that physicians .are already beginning to spill over into smaller
communities and away from the large urban centers.

Mr. WAXMAN. Will an increase in the aggregate number of physi-
cians haveany impact on the specialty distribution problem?

Dr. HADLEY. I fthink that is a little less clear cut. Under the
existing reimbursement system there is still a lot of give and a lot

L of flexibility in terms of the ability to 'absorb more physicians into
-314° specialties. My feeling is .,that the specialty choices. of some physi-

cians are sensitive to financial incentives. In other words, you do
not have to change everybody's' behavito move in the direction
you want to No. There are probably many physicians in training
now who are on the borderline between-Aeciding tot specialize in
family practice or a' medical subspecialty. Siterifig reimbursement
rates would probably influence the decisions of those physicians.
4 Dr.. BANTA. There is a lot of concern' in some specialty socie
American College of Surgeons, comes particularly to mind--a
having too many physicians in that particular specialty. We al-
ready have a situation where the specialty societies and the spe-
cialty training programs are very sensitive about the numbers. I do
not think they are going to expand their numbers very greatly
because of their own concern.

Mr. WAXMAN. What is the nature of their, concern?
Dr. BANTA. Particularly in the general surgery area. The studies

-which I cited of other countries and the one you brought up of
rates within this country have stimulated the American College of
Surgeons to di) its own study. They ha've concluded that if we do
not have too many surgeons we certainly have enough surgeons.
They are behaving in a rather socially responsible way to try to at
least restrain the number of training prograins.

Mr. WAXMAN. Is there an adverse economic impact on them th
is causing the American College ofr Surgeons to have a socially
responsible evaluation?

, Dr. BANTA. I think Dr. Hadley a ressed that in broad terms. I
will pass it back to him to be more s ecific. I can only be anecdotal
and say that a number of surgeons in private practice have report-
ed to me,commented at professional society meetings, and so forth
"that there is a difficulty in maintaining a full practice.

Some studies do show the average general surgeon is operating
about half as many hours a week as the surgical societies consider
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to be optimal. Surgeons are not finding enough business at the
moment.

Dr. HADLEY. ewould reinforce that. I th k the problem is two-fold. One is it is taking increasingly lon r to establish a, full
practice for new physicians corning into a specialty area and
second, keeping the appointment bdok filled has become increasing- b.
ly difficult. I think those are the things that will very gradually
affect choices of future physicians.

Mr. WAXMAN. What impact do you think high costs of the Tnedi-
.cait education has on the level of fees charged later as a practicing
physician? -. \.- 4 )

Dr. HADLEY. In the short run only a very small proportion of all
physicians bear the high costs of education. I suspect that fees are
probably still Lagely determined by the existing stock of physicians
already in practice who have already paid for their educations and
to whom the current high cost of edugation are not an issue..

Over time I suspect there is a strong incentive to-keep fe as °
high as poss,ible and to take every opportunity possible to increase
fetes in order to try tc,'-amortize whatever educational debt t
may be. , of

The ability to do that may be very much a function of local
market forces in whatever area a physician decides to practice.

Dr. BANTA. Given the fee situation that we have already talked
abput, with higher fees ..i,n urban areas and lower ft-esill rural
arbas, there may be an incentive because of the cost of medical
education to set e in the urban area where there may not be a .

settle
.

need * physici ns. -
- 01

Mr. WAXMAN. Do you feel that the high' cost of medical educa-
tion has More of an impact on distribution than it does on the
actual es charged? ,lie

Dr. Aoixv. It would have an impact on distribution if there are
no pt ei compensatory measures. One option is to use programsjilw loan forgiveness or scholarships to offset the high' cost of

Wucation in return for making certain kinds of licational or
specialty decisions.

Mr. WAXMAN. Dr. Hadley, is it correct that you don't believe that
the actual level of fees is so clearly related as the distribution is to
the high, costs of education? , .

Dr. HADLEY. Let me just report what I believe to he a fact;
ounger physicians tend...to charge much higher fees than older
hysicians. Whether that reflects their higher costof education or

their coming into an area, and observing what the going, rate is,
however high that may be, and just adopting that rate, I cannot
ell.
I think it makes sense over time that fees would reflect educa-

tidnal costs as long as there are no constraints in the local market
on the ability to raise fees.

Mr. WAXMAN. Hive you done any work to evaluate the impact of
medical malpractice insurance on the level of fees?

Dr. HADLEY. No, sir. I have not.
Mr. WAXMAN. Let me thank youboth. Your testimony has been

very helpful. I want to commend you on your statements. Thank
you for being with us. .
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statements and letters were received for the
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American Academy of Pediatrics
. ,

.

Mr. 'Chairman, this testimony is, subUitted for inclusion in the hearing
record on renewal of P.L. 94-484. The policies and concepts contained
herein are those of the American Academy. ofl'ediatrics,

an international
medical association andl&hildren's advocate whose more an 22,000
members are dedicated to the well-being of.ipfarks, children.gnd adoles-
cents. The comments are

1detived in part from "The Future of Pediatric.. .

Education," August 1978, a report prepared by the Task Force on.Pepaaric
Education, an organization comprised of 10 pediatric societies concerned
with the health and welbare of Children (see Append: 1). Seiera10)Of
those organizations have conferrbd Wit1t the Acader- specific p ints
raised in H.R. 6800 and R.R. 6802 as well. Thus, 'teve you .111
find the Academy's views representative of virtu, . ,,ntire pediWic

' community and indicative of the time and effort % ave devoted to
the issue of pediatric education and,manpower dur ast several
years.

,

,

To set the stage for our. comments, allow us to attempt to define what
has come to\be known as the."new pediatrics," A?i\the pAdiatric task-`
force which we mentioned earlier conducted 1 s inve tigations, tt beCame
clear that advances in prevention and control traditional acute and

.

jnfectious diseases were permit(ing the pediatrician to devote more time *..,
and attention to what-had been relatively neglectul areas-- ohronic
disease; the increasing number of behavioral probe ms of,jc..bildhood and
adolescence; and what we call biosocial problems--:bose health problems- socially induced'or complicated by social and environmental factors.
Because coping with the challenges of mbdern society will,caRse an'
increa n e incidence of biosocial problems, modern pediatric
train ng must he diiected more specifically to the treatment of those
Problems.

. 3, . .
. ..

.- The content of experience In biosocial pediatrics should.include.normal
and abnormal growth and development, basic behavioral science nformation,
reactions of chbldre of.various ages'to illness, education for healthy
lifestyles and famili rity with the principal literature regard ng child
development. Residents;shouldiklso learn about the nature of psycho-
logic.and achievement tests, the principal psychologic therapies, the
Principles of psychopharmacolOgy, and the techni9les of family counselia.
They should be familiar with the developmental Characteristics of the,.
parent-child interaction, child care tirdttigee and dysfunctions in

,parenting. *
A.

Residents should learn to manage such family crises As death and'bereAve.
Men't. .suicid attempts;ttempts; sexual assault,accidents, child abus birth of
a defeeXiVe child, seRarat on; divorce, abor,tion, and .a wide ra ge of
common behavioral disord4rs Furtfiermore, they should be able to work
with the family to resolve roblems In parentink, well child care;
adoption/foster care, schoo adjustmetit, and learning., They should be
familiar wlth the role of the pediatrician in the management of disease
states in which pey;chologicat'elemenis 131Liyan-etiologic or contributory

.: : tr. '
°

, .4
n

.5
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I

There has been also a aramati increase in our recogniqpn of child 1
health problems associated wi h peveity, a deterioriating phypical
environment,' changingfamily truatures and other social and psycho.-

. logical factors, There Is growing evidence that encouragemqnt of health.
promotion and changes in lifestyles may become moreimportak than
medical, intervention in affecting morbidity add mordlity.

. The pediatric
elzmunity, recognizes that pediatric education must respond to these
changes in'childthealth needs. We ask Congress to follow suit by
authorizing the' fundsAballow us to develop and maintain an educational
program relevant lo ehosl needs.

'As

.Pediatric progtams'hAve, in fact, begun to evidence a Shift in emphasis,
toward treatment. Of biosocial disorders through a stgengthening of

. adbulator5i.training. 'But the shift has.been slight, and the bulk of
,

pediatric training still ta4s place in hospital setting"vetwthough
..

the burden of,care for children Aryh.such problems remains 1agely in
the community: We simply cannot continue to all but ignore the.rela-
tionship between biosocial and develOpmental disorders such asearly
family a0justmentdifficulties and scAlool failure anti the adverse health
effects of those pnoblemS.' A recognition of that relationship mandates '1"--

Adiatric,pducation which emphasizes the processes of'haiiisn growth and
developmenh and their relationship to health anddisease.

Becausi pediatrics is a rimaty care discipline, andIsecaust most pediatric
a problems are best handl on an outpatient basis, pediatric education

should utilize the skill -Al demonstrate the commitment to personab,
coltinuoys care practiced by the general pediatrician. The current
preponjerdnce of hospital-based teaching intim pediatric curriculum is
one indication pf the dissonance between current pediatric education and
the healtfi needs of ciaildren. By the completion of formal postgraduate
training, most pediatricians dife extraordinarily skilled at diagnosing
an

tti

managing illness, especially that of hospitalina -children. As a'
onsequence of concentrating pediatric resident edd?ation on illness,'

AltnY if not-most pediatrie,redidents haVe only.a rudimentary knowledge.
of the conCept.of.normaliti and particularly of the' variability surrounding
the "average" With regard to ehild development and health status.

In the future, pediatricians'will be callepupOn more and more to manage
.children with emotional didturbances, leafning disabilities, chronic.
ijlnesSes and other problems of a developmentali4xsychological and
social nature. They 'will provide increased amounts of health care to 7

Adolescents. They will'be expected to manse their' practices efficiently,
collaborate with other members of the health care team and use community
resdurces.to enhance the effectiveness of services to.children and their
faMilieS.

,- ., ' 4 1/4P

The ambu1,ory xperience resonds to' thes needs by developing Akills in
counsels g, Ant cipatory 'guidance, developm tal a algal, referral,
consultation, u e of scree ing Kocedures and pra anagement.. ''''

. Shill' relating to!bhe c e of children with Chronic illnesses and .

k ..handicNving conditions a e particularly importnat. Firlally,ItheApility
to coordinate services, an comprehensive care and mobilize avaaable .

40,
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commonity'reaources is essential to Provide
quality. To accomplish All this, thAre
faculty development and greater support :er
latory care. Full-time faculty members
-rural training 'in the discipline; it'js c

any pediatrician can teach ambulator les

acbu
reed

tbi to assume

fortunitely, the pediatric community fin. able
oition of responding to a dramatic shift .tio: 1 ni, - an
sosphere.brfiscal restraint. Moreover, gl; ..,,,,... leTcentageS.

,-- medical school funds an being devoted .iiverl pa-tcunt
Ire', A development which -werecognize is ud res, -.:, the.
ublic demand for quality halth but one 1. ,-13 that

.. purees
.f support are necessarytlf service progrn: :__:cations -ca are
o improve the teaching. nvironment--parti. hrougli, -,-ulopment
if model ambulatory care programs. An.apn:-. progran .nits for
leneral pediatric' training could respond to

. .ed by , -- -Clog
funds for the development of ambulatory pedi,4:%c models, auld
reiterate, also, that the Academy does not se, a.11itionil --uu-utqc
residency positions but, rather°, the mans tc

. . prove:the _lit)/ of
existing residency training and

4
provide the zecessary red ction of

content.

The relative availability of f ds.fOr -esearch andtraih.. In the
.: sixties promoted .the growth o subspeq%liza-ion. Th._ in it.,-c- of.

these subspecialities and tpeservica fun a associace with _hem was
. an important factor in bringing about emphas::: on rest.iec_:, tt:taing .in
inpatient settings at tha.expens of trains; in ambulac.-:-;,' car-. !

Traditionally, departments of rgery and mciicine, aE c=patei to
. departments of pediatriCa v%-received disproportionate rvels
hospital and taldical,schpol support because of the.revenu, .,neracA
from their hospitalized patients. Lower rates of hospita_ . ction and
greater volume of ambulatory care hay.e been contributing to ti(

under-support of pediatric departments.
.-. .

The need for federal- support of ambulatory trainingprograms ..arives
also from the present tern of. reimbursement for pediatric cervices by
thiFd party paybrs. The nds used to suppnct pediatric residencies Are..
pooled from many sources ncluding Medicaid, other patient- care. revenues,'
state apprdrtiations'and grants., eurrgit reimbursement formulas directly

ti

and indirectly detract from the importance of ambulatory,care and diminish
pediatric department operating budgets by imposing restrictions on full
reimbuisement for Ambulatory care. Medicaid reimburses well'below the

,actual cost of ptovidingambulatory care 'in a teaching atetting, and many
privatOnsurance, policies do not.dover. ambulatoky.eare.' SiztV-five'per
cent.otfamlliett have no i6urance covering office visits tc a physician.
qrtherMore, procedure-dominated. reimbut-mcm,,,, 7atemstend .o dis-

'criminateagain9t.the proVision of prev,I.:.:....:, uarvicea, whn it:. constitute
a large proportion of good pediatric practice. Simpl state_:, pediatric

residency'programs.eannot further. expand into ambulatory'tel.thing
withodq'indepenilent support. Only separate anddeditated.f:-ieral funding
can accomplishithis teachineand training objective, -

. .

hf
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.1 apport channelld,into: facultysnla'ries
_ of increased funding. Current circumstances
rlm.,only forced to "torn their>qp" by a

.k_-.7111; non-tenCjaini hours. This
ci=e and effectiveness.' InAhe'pediatric'fleld,
iv,.: by, the. generally.lenger hours.requiredef

the above-mentilloned disproportionate
;tatric departments. A more substantial federal_'
re.c pediatricians on medical school. facultie# to
:6 :each pediatrics to the best of their ability

Iching,ambulatorycare increases, pediatric departments.
the serious shortages of faculty to teach in such

,odicine, learning disabilities, care of the chronically,
comMunty pediatrics and the behavioral sciences.

In theSe nreas will requir'e financiar support for
earchpositions in these disciplines. This."means that
,1, which is a'i;eady costly, will grow even mc4e sopil
obvious'henIth needs 'of our'ntion's children. In
on much si_mer to financesambuIarory and preventive
.!, or ic:-:f.mry c.--re. Remover, it increasingly

rid et.; ive ;d2alth caredepends much mole on the
ou to recognize this situation in this

proposals.

diatrics would liketo 'offer
e of he suggestions made above.
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ATEMENt BY
,

OBSTETRICIANS AMD GYNECOLOGISTS

OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS IS A

,:PRESENTING OVER 20,020 PHYSICIANS PRO--

vLCES AND HEALTH CARE TO WOMEN, AS

;DEED FOR AND ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY

'iRENT.DATA WITH REGARD TO OBSTETRICS

Tu. rES-I:ENTIFYING PRACTICE PATARNSOF

JD =ACTICE EFERENCE OF MEDICAL sni-
t,

1"7"2.1,J AND 71 7.!E.cr_-,LOGY.
,

'RTME ni HEALTH AND :HUMAN SERVICES
0

AG INITIATED A JWO YEAR PROJECT IN

RING IN OBSTETRICS AN6TiArCOLOGY, GRA'

ADDITIONAL 2 YEARS WHICH WILL PROVIDEEX-

JTURE SUPPLY AND RRACTItE RE§PONSIBILITiES

TH PRORES'SIONALS SPECIALIZING IN WOMEN'S

)

MEDICAL EDUCATION NA TONAL ADVIsoRy0
. -[--,

FOR SOMENTIME TO,PROJECTISUPPLY
%

.AS YOU ARE AWAF., URADUATE

CoAmilTEe(GNAC) -.3S BEEN WORKING

NEEDS IN 1999 FOR
tr

!PATEP

,ASSUT,

RATE,-

WORK

WHICh ,L

OF Th.

THE RESEARCH, OUR COOPEOATION,:AND:ANT ASSISTANtE4RC1

THE SUBCOMMITTEE, ON HEAIJH AND 'THE- IIVI,126IIMCILT
*

F-YS ICIANS ACROSS ALL SPECIALTIES, ACOG H

OENA :T 'II :'AS'CUNTRIBUTIOIL INPUT IN ATINIATq TO

iE RE, THIS COMMITTEE JO?tONGRESS ,REACTS AN AC6,7-

TATIc: T-1 PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNE4LOGY:' TOUR

?AST I:VERA:. YEARS COMPILES AND DOCUMENTS INFORMATION'

,VE W:L.1. BE HELPFUL TO CONGRESS AS AI BEGINS ITS REVIEN

PROFESSIONALS /EDUCATION. ASSISTANCE'ACT, CIE .GLADLY OFF:ER:

THE ACOG THAT

. HELPPUr, .
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DURING THE YEAR ,1974 To 1976.w

IN CONGRESS, THE:HOUSE CONCLUDEQ

GOvE4MEfi-r9011L6 CONTINUE. TO PLAT \

TO'TRAIN .5roDENTS.GOING' INTO1THE HE
I .

REASONED THAT'fuNDING SUPPORT TO IN;

CATIQN SHOULD MOVL0AWAY FROM INCREAs

/ClANs.AND TOWARD,(\dNIEVING NATIONAL

THE VGG'

DisTRIBUTrONi0F:PHYSICIgNS; BY SPE9IAL' 1tli. GE

CONGRESS PROPOSED TO LINK CATJTATIOtis :.PUS AND i

TO PROGRAMS 011CH ENCOURAGED PHY.SICIt :RAINING

SERVED AREAS. THUHOUSE ANTSENATE t.- .;;CURBED THA-

ESSENTIAL TO ANY FEDERAL POLICY DEVELI,HD WITH REC

SUBSTANTIAL DEBATE AND DISCUSSIG:J.

FYING THE SPECIALTIES WHICH WOULD.BE C.

CARE SPECIALTIES. ON THIS POINT, TF:.)1 -: DE

SENATE. HELDNIFFEKNT:ROSITIONS, T! E He A OF 1-(,.:m

DUEMINED THAT OBSTEiR:ICs AND GYilEc3LOG1.'wOJLD

TIES' CLASSIFIED P,'PRIMARY CARE.. ITS COMMITTEE Fr:

5546AREpT::* 94-'2,66,mEmBEii: OF THE, HOUSE Cc ".

,p'fbiKEAt:11),FOREI2N4MMERC

THEAuMBER OF M

IN THAT PROVISION A R UI EMI:'" THAT, .IN DESIG-

NATING MEDICAL'RffiDEne PROGRAMS THAT MAY BE AvAILAB- IN THEONITED/

STATES, PARTICULAR ATTENTION SHOULD BE OFFEREb:TO JNE 'EED FOR'MED1CAL
.

RESIDENCE TRAINING II;I-PRIhiARYICARE SPECIALTIES OF GENERAL INTERNgL MED:,

IC4N, GENERAL REDIATIICS, FAMILY MEDMINE,,, AND OBSTETRICS AND, GYNECOL-
- . .

.0Gk'," (PAGE 43)

10

LAST DISCUSSED

1T THE FEDERAL),

INSTITUTIONS

!liSELY, CONGRESS

MEDICAL EDU-

iv BER OF Plpi-

FIEIrA MPROVED

LEGISLATION ft

JUTIONAL SUPPORT

ERVICE Ill UNDER

ES

D TO

PRIORITIES WE

EALTH MAN1101..

REEMENT IN IDENTI-

GU RNMENT AS 'PRIMA.

JIVES AND

,IVES CLEARLY

THOSE4SPE'CIAL-

TO AcCoMPANY

-TEE ON INTER-

PROPOSEDII4AT THERE BE EZT: _ISHED "A LIM-

CRES:6ENC- POS.! ION THE UNITED.

0. '
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,AS 1.4S LEGISLATION IOVEDTOWARD ENACTMENT, THE PROV ISION TAKEN,
BY THE HOUSE,ACKNOWLEDGING AND SUPPORTING OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

AS A PRIMARY CARE SPECIALTY WAS LOST IN CONFERENCE., AS IMPLEMENTED,
.

P.L. 94-484 EXCLUDES OBS7TRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.. RESIDENCIES FROM SUP..

,.PORT TRAININGPRIMARY CARE P SICIANS.

t THE AMERICAN C6LLEGE\arOBSTETRICIANS AND GYNEC01.2GISTS HOLD.,
4

LIKE TO'TAKE,JHIS OPP TUpITYATO ILLUSTRATE SEVERAL POINTS WHICH WE
FEEL COUNTER RF,,a NT POLICY AI4,WHItH WE FtEL PROVIDE A SIGNIFIChNi7'

ARGUMENI IN FAVOR OF RECOGNITIT4 OF JOSTETRICS,AND
GYNECOLOGY AS A

PRIMARY CARE. SPECIALTY', IN THE HPEI I REAUTHORIZATION LEGISLATION.

ASK THE SUBCOMMITTEE T a RECONSIDER THISOSSUE,INLIGHT OF4THE...59'LLOW.

ING.AND TO RETAIN ANI1 SUSTAIN THEli USE'S POSITION TO INCLUDE OBSTET-
,

RIC/GYNECOLOGIC RESIDEMES WITH 6H PRIMARY CARE RESIDENCIES DURING%.
THE REAUTHORIZATION PROCESS.

. :

SUPPORT FOR THIS POSITION IS REFLE TED IN THE FOLLOWING:.,
f;1

BY DHHS AND CONDUCTED WV
A

MENDENHALL AT 7HE SIVERUTY OF...SOUTHERN tALIFORNIA,EXAMO pEDACTICE
PATTEIAS ACROSS ALL SPECIALTIES. APPLYING\7HE SAME DEFINITIONS TO ALL

SPECIALTIES, MENDENHALL FOUND THAT 782 OF P 1ENT ENCOUNTERS WITH OB.-

STETRICIAN/GYN&COLOOSTS CAN BE CLASSIFIED" §,OPA;WIMARY CARE NATURE\

CONTRW THIS FAING WITH. ME P R ON C'ENERAt INTERNAL MED-
.1 c

ICINE WHERE /3h OF PATINET' ENCOUNTERS IsIERE.FOUN TO BE OF A'P MARy.'CARE,

'14ATUREI ADD2.10NgLLY, MENDENHALL FOUND TH4TEVERY E UNITED
O

.STATES GENERAL INTERNISTS SEE 29310Q0 vomENJ 0,13STES AND GYNKOL'

l
... HEALTH nANPOWERRESERAdH FUNDE

v .
'` Ui

OGISTS SEE 309Y000 WOMEN.
°

' .. ..

.! ...
\

.),...AZEEMENT HAS BEEN REACHED ON THIS ISSUE' WITHIN THE PRIVATE

/ .

791
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SECTOR WHICH CLASSIFIES OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY ALONG WITH PEDIAT-
1 . 1

R1CS. GENERAL_INTERNAL MEDICINE, AND FAMILY FIRACTICE AS A PRIMARY CARE

SPECIALTY. .THE COORDINATING COUNCIL ON MEDICAL EDUCATI4N, A PARENT

ORGANIZATION WHOSE, MEMBERS (INCLUDE THE AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN: MEDICAL COLLEGES; THE AMERICAN HOSPITAL
'

.

ASSOCIATION.; /HE AMERICAN BOARD OF MEDICAL SPECIALTIES, AND COUNCIL

OF MEDICAL SPECIALTY SOCIETIES, RECOGNIZES THIS DESIGMATION..

EVENTHOUGH RESIDENCY PROGRAMS IN OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY

ARE OMITTED FROM THE'HPEAA'S :PRIMARY CARE DEFINITION AND THEREFORE DO

NOT RECEIVE P'IORITY FUN61NG,'RESIDENCY PROGRAMS.IN OBSTETRIC4YNE-_
Nt

COLOGY ARE INCLUDED UNDER THAT ACT ALONG WITH THE RE,CdGNIZED PROA Y

CARE .SPECIALTIES AND ARE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE ]f HE SAME SHARED REST ENV(

OPPORTUNITIES. TAE BUREAU OFiHEALTH MANPOWER, DHHS, INCLUDES OBSTET-r",

RICS /GYNECOLOGY AS<VELL AS RECOGNIZED PRIMARY CARE 'SPECIALTIES FOR.PUR-
t

POSES OF IDENTIFYING HEALTH MANPOWER S ORTAGE AREAS. IN, LINE WITH'THCS

POLICY, THE RATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORP, ACTIVELY SEEKS AND REQPUITS

MEDICAL STUDENTS WHO HAVE DEMONSTRAT'ED INTEREST IN PEIRSUING A RESIDENCY

IN OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY AND WHO 4OULD EVENTUALLY FULFILL THEIR

-.SERVICE OBLIGATION IN HEALTH MANPOWER SHORTAGE AREAS.

WE FEEL THAT DHHS POLICY AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THAT POLIC JHAS

CLEARLY DEMONSTRATED A'PRIOIV NEED FOR TRAINING ODSTURICIAN TGYNE-

''COkOGISTS. WITH 1-1:11s IN MIND, PRESENT HPEAA AUTHORITY WHICH OMITS,;

1101TETRICS-AND GYNECOLOGY RESIDENCIES FROM SPECIAA INING FUNDS( IS,

IN CONFLICT WI M-1 THE'NEED IDENTIFIED BY DHHS. ,ADDITIO ALLY, WE FEEL.

THAT RESEARCH HAS DEMONSTRATED. THE HIGH, DEGREE OF PRIMA Y CARE WHICH.

IS ACTUALLY PROVIDED BY THE OBSTETRICIAN AND GYNECOLOGIST- IN PRACTICE.

AGAIN,-WE REQUEST THAT THE SUTCOMMITTEE CONSIDER THE MERITS OF

THE RESEARCH AND THE RERSUASIVENES5 OF INFORMATION WHICH HAS BECOME

AVAILABLE SINCE ENACTMENT.OF P.L. 94 -4S4, BY SO DOING, WE ARE HOPE
1 ,THAT THE POLICY CONTAINED WITHIN THE ACT WITH RESPECT TO 011BSTET.1S/

GYNECOLOGY RESIDENCIES CAN WE REVISED DURING THE REAUTHORIZATI.ON
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Statement ofthAmerican College Of Physi cians'

on Health Manpower Legislation

i.
' A

The AMerican College of Phyalkians (ACP), is a 4?,000-member
orgirization,representing a broad spactrum of pkactttionere!of
inteknal medicine, medical educators', dlifiraKinvestigators and
residents and fellows in infernal Tedicine'training programs. The
College supports the development and impletnentitton of a national.

o health manpower policy:predicated on a loundation consisting'of
detailed analysis of past ex fence and estiratea of future needs.

.

As persoltal physicians response le for a large portion of the
comprehensive medical care of adults in this country ant) as educators
involved in'ffie ttz4ing of future physicians, we are particularly
concerned with the creationof successor' to the.expiring
Health Profession4 Educatsional Assistance Act-- f 1976 (P.L..94-4844.cY .

The existing comilehensive legislation Obavites authorigations for
numerous federal* programs which effect not only the entire spectrum'
of Undergraduate nd graduate leel health profeeSions educatiq0.14.
but'also. the deli ery and availability of health care throdghoU
the country. The Act endbmpasses programs affecting the construction
of health profess ons schools, student financial assistance, furidirlg
for-ispecial train

' shortage areas1 t
health serviceslr
medical school gr
undeverved greas

Each 'of these div
program can be Ad

ng programs theAdesignAtion
e National Realfh Service G
search tnlechnologyt immi
duates, the( provision of hea
and many other p ogram and

rse programs impinge
guately evaluate

f h tki manpower
ps, Assistancenor
ation of foreign
th careaservices in

ecial projects. '

.

-

ur the ot rs; no single
is ation without considering '

its overall ramif Any rgn al legislation will,Rigni icantly `---,-----,
influence the-fat re

cations.
practiCeror-bledi and Ehe delivery of h rth

care in this coun ry.for a period far beyond the ac,itgloirle of 6'
legiglation. The American College of Physipkans, e re, urge

k,. .a.th4orough evalua ion of existing programs and carefDl examination
Ocley'legislativ proposa;A before,enactment of repest&L192"-

:.

A final report rekesenting.the culmination of a four-year effort
. by the GsAduate Medical Education National Advisory Corinittee (GMENAC)

is expected lateri thiglYeae. This report will attempt to project
the nation's futu
existing health
to improve the ge
professionals.
the findings or
stand-and evaluet
and to- and

e health manpgwer needs, provide evaluations of
npower program identify alternatikIpproaches
graphic and specialty distribution of hea th care
do not know at this time whether we will endorse
thodology of GMENAC. Time will be needed to under,

it methodology, to validate their findings
and to their recommendations'. However, we

p
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,

believe it is important that the finding's and recommendhtions of
GMENAC be carefully reviewed and considered in any deliberations
concerning national health manpower policy. We do not believe
that adequate data are now available upon which definitive conclusions
can be-drawn. '

..

1-,-.0;:.'

Medical School (rollmene
.

.

. , .
The best data currently.available, in our judgment, suggest that

<
the overall 'supply of physicians may exceed the projected need by fi

..1990 and thereby produce a physician surplus. GME'INC,estipites . ,

that the supply of active practicingphysiciar. ' 11 have`increasod-
, to nearly 600,000 by 1990, anjincrease qf 518 ....,:e 1015. Due.to

ale momentum of the health Sy item, mpstrof hese physicians witV'. ,.

remain in practice for a/considerable period of time after 1994.( .:'"

This growth, in physician supply will outpace the projected population,
growth, so that N41,990 there will be 245 physicians for every ,

'100;000 people in e United States. I,rs) 1975, <the physician-to-A, ',

population-ratio was }77 per 100,000; in.J980 the raitio'is Istirhated,
to be 197 per 100,000.; , A - l

, r

In the late 1950's; the Bane CoMmapribn issued's:its report on medical

education in the United States( the 141 physicians per 100,000
population,1 Recognizirig the diffieu fes in determining the "ibeie"
number of physicians, thelBane Commkssibn concluded that, sinee.the
current (1959.) state of the health of the nation appeared to be tenerally'
acceptable, maintenance of the ratio of 141 per 100,000 was assumed to
be a re4isbnable national goal. .

.

.

To a. psure thatthis'ratio'would be sustained, as-the ion's
. .

, r

population was expected to grow to a projected-leve of 235 million

4
pepple by 1975, the Bane Commission recomr-ended a major expansion ..,

.. program for medical educabion% This war-, esigned to increase the ',.`

r' annual medical s hool output from 7,500 ) .. 1959,to 11;000 by /975.

The.numbes of st ents in existing schcx: .3 were to be expanded,
and 20 new medical chools were proposed. Stimulated by the infusion

.
of federal, money fr m the.subseguent Hqa:lh Professions Educational
Assisance Acts Of 1963( 1968, 1971 a;id:: )76 plus consideA4ka
stimulus from individual state legisA.st -,s, medaal an.4 other

health professions twining programs-4i,u) coned. Instead of 20 new
medical sChoo,O, over 40 have been built . Instead of 11,000 graduates

in 1975; there were 12,714. This year, ?PrOxibately 16,000 new
graduates have been projected And the nu. Der tpl continue'tb

r expand based on commitments.alreidy made. ThOunanticipate influx
of foreign medical graduates (FMGs) to this country, coupled with
-.'a decline in the,population geOwth rate, further'accounted for,the
increase in the physician -to- population ratio.

'
I

1 Physicians for a GrOwing.AineNjca --'Report of the Surgeon
Genexal's Consu ant Group ciff Medical Education (Frank Bane,
Chaiihrtan), PH- ublication 7091, Washington, USGPO, 1959.
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. Should the supply of physicians exceed need and produce a,surplus,

.-serious consequences may ensue for the American public, the educe-.
tional community, and the medical profession. There isa significant
body of opinion. that believes that the aggregate costs of physician
activity clinical examinations, laboratory.and other diagnostic
testa, pre cribed drugs and other therapeutic-interventions -
could esc ate beyond what is'needed to ensure.optimal health tare
for the population. Such an expenditure could have a significant
adverse fppact on the national economy.

?

Recognizing that the number of physicianst'is increasing faster than
the size of the population, the American'College of Physicians
recommenps.that further expansion of current medical school

.enrollment be stopped. ,
. .

.

. .

The possibility of a surplus of physicians should be seriously
considered by public policymakers and the academie community.
Legislation replacing the Health Professions Educational
Assistance Act 'of '1976 must be sensitiVe.to the current situation
regarding health manpower and current projections of a 'future
overall excess of medical personnel. It is also important for all
health *manpower prOjections to differentiate clinical. investigators
and medical educatOrs from full-time medical practitioners. Any
such legislation Miould be sensitive to variations in availability'
among different ty es of health care practitioners. The tull
effects of any leg slative actions designed to influence medical
educition would no be realized until 1990 or beyond due not only
to the-long educat onal.and training periods involved but also due to .

the extensive time required for egaucational ingtitytions to plan and
implement changes. n educational programs. -

We submit the folliwing additional remarks in-the hopes of being
of some assistance to the current health manpower deliberations.

Geographic Distribftion
.

1. The College re ognizes that, the problems of physiciran-supply
are affected b the geographic distribution of practitioners.,
Tbe effectiven ss of the Naticinal'Health ervice Corps (NHSC)
in correcting geographic distribu n pro ems should be re-
examined in relation to recruitmen .pla ent-oflossigned
physicians and.the development of s itably prepared. practice
sites in Underserved areas. The NHSC is a viable.pathway for
attracting physicians to shortage areas, but it _should not be
the only pathway. Alternative sources of finanoial aid outside
the NHSC, should also be available.

. .

2. Area Health Education Centers (AHECs) and other remote-site
education and training programs have proven to be of assistance
in correcting geographic maldistribution of physicians. These
programs should be supported with due recognition of local and
regional needs. ,.,

4 A

p
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3. The use of financial,incentives and other indudements should
be further explored by federal policymakers in an effort to
encourage the availability of physician services in cursently,
underserved areas. Ample provision for opportunities for
professional contacts with colleagues and for continuing medical
education activities are important in constructing viable

. professional arrangements. -Adequate and accessible hospital
facilities are also factors which may influence physician
distribution. Fiscal arrangements alone are unlikely to resolve.
problems of access to medical care in underserved areas in the
absence of measures to address the professional needs of physicians.

Specialty Distribution

1. The College emphasizes both the role of the internist in
providing high quality primary care services and the role of
the subspecialist in internalpedicine in providing significant

"amounts of similar primary care services. Federal and state
financial incentive programs should be expanded to encourage

. medical schools and teaching hospitals to provide educational
programs in primary care fields; this should include internal
medicine, pediatrics and family practice.

2 Program directors and.institutions,responsible fbr graduate
medical educational programs should consider national manpower
need's aswell as local and regional requirements. This should
be a voluntary effort by the medical profession and should
consider the issues of need, supply and distribution of physicians
and the relation of these items to training programs. The
College re-emphasizes the need for an accurate data-base' for
proecte'd health manpower requirements in order to implement,
such a program.

3. The College.supportsthe current'accreditation efforts of
graduate medical educational programs through the Liaison.
Committee on Graduate Medical Education and its Residency Review
Committees in maintaining the educational standards for specialty
and subspecialty training.

Medical Education

Appropriate and adequate student financial aid programs must be
supported at the fedbral and state levels in order to allow
qualified students to enroll in'medical school. Financial
assistance should be sufficient to allow qualified medical

7 96
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students to complete their academic and residency training.
Repayment provision should be sufficiently-lenient so that new
physicians are not deterred for financial reasons from engaging
in the practice of primary medical care or from establishing
practices in medically underserved areas:

a
2 The College - advocates continued federal support for educational

programs that assist disadvantaged students.;

3. The College urges that funding to medical educational institutions
be continued with the following components:

a. -Basic general institutional support to assure maintenance
of high educational standards.

b. Special initiati es to meet specific needs such as geriatric
instruction, prim ry care instruction, nutritional educationand basic or clini 1 research.

Specific Federal Intiatives Due to Expire in 1980:

1. The College supports extension of the following:

a. Authority to provide assistance to health professions schools
which serve predominantly minority students and are in
financial distress.'

b. Authbrity for scholarships for students with exceptional
financial needs in their first year of study and grants for
recruiting students from disadvantaged backgrounds;

c. Federal subsidies for Health Education Assistant Loans (HEAL);

d. Authority for construction of ambulatory-primary care teaching
facilities.

2. The College support's the following new proposals:

a. Extension of the repayment period from 10 to 15-years for
Health Professions Student Loans (HPS and provision to
allow each educational Institution auth 'ty to set criteria
for HPSL loan eligibility.

b. New authorizations for grants and contracts to help'
professional schools offer training in geria ics.

c. Expanded state and fedel.al assistance to suppor to ing
programs that encourage careers in teaching and research.

3. The College sees a continued need for authorization to support
training of primary care physicians in internal medicine,
pediatrics-and family practice.

a.

79 7
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4. The College notes that physical plants of many Vdical schools .

will become outmoded and require new construction over the next
few years. Special fundin4 for replacement or remodeling of
old buildings and-Other unkual circumstances should be available
on an ad hoc basis-in?iespaTlse to need. .

Foreign Medical Graduates

1. In light of current projections of, physitian supply, the College
supports the policy of restricting further permanent immigration
f foreign medical graduates.-

ollege, recognizing this country's obligation to share its
medical knowledge, believes that foreign physicians should not
be denied Opportunities in this country to obtkin the extent of
medical training which is in the bestAntereits of the trainee's
home country. When requested by a trainee's home government, .

time in this'countri sufficient to qualify for American SpeCialty
board certification' would seem appropriate.

. ,

3. . Accordingly, the College supports legislatiye efforts to,amend
Section 212 (J.) of the Immigration and Nationality' Act by
substitutingia more flexible system for determiningthe.ddration.
'ofjbsa status for each FMG on a case-by-case basis. ..Justification,
of exceptions should be authorized by,the.applicant's home Country.9

o 'o

4. Preferred status for physicians:applying- for pergtanent iMmIgration
visas should be available only in the exceptional cases of .

individuals with unque-qualifications who will fill a national..
need for research teaching.

Manpower Data Needs

1. TheCollege supports effOets to.p4ainaccuratehleaTtn,manpower
data far planning through an effective coptinoSS :sygtem of
data collection. . . a

i

.
, . -

We2recoviie that there area many aspects of he'ald manpower policy, T.
and it is difficult for any one organizhtion'sstatement to embrace
them alli. The American Colle4 Ofyhysiciaaf Stands ready to submit!,

ofurthertestimonly or4eo otherwise,share the' pertisT of ournembershlp:
.

'
a °

. ;,, , ,
/ s 1

0

,r '..^) 4 d',1>
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PHYSICIAN MANPOWER.

A STATEMENT BY
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEONS

AND
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NEUROLOGICAL SURGE*

'The'American College of Surgeons and the American Association of
Neurological Surgeons have repeatedly enunciated the principle that the
best care is provided when fully educated and experienced practitioners
are given practice privileges for which such preparation and qualifications

-.prepare them.

Consistent with this principle '<the firm conviction of both ACS and
AANS that an adequate number of surgeons must be educated ik the nation's
need for surgical care of high quality is to be met. The importance of

' surgical residency training programs cannot be overstated. Besides assuring
th'eeducation of qualified surgeons, surgical residency programs ,provide
resources -for the advancement of medical knowledge and standards of-surgery;
society Benefits from Wide application of these advances in surgical,care.
An adequate supply of surgeons for teaching and research is'also necessary
to assure the quality of these training programs.

Deteqsining an adequate Mimber and an appropriate distribution of
physicians is today a matter of major concern to both the public and the
private sector. A shortage of physicians or a maldistribution by specialty
could seriously deprive patients of ready access to the health-care system
and lower thequality of care;

Measuring Physician Adequacy

r
Physician -to- population - ratios are commonly used to measure whether

the supply of physicians is adequate to meet patients' demand for care.
Such ratios are an overly simplistic measure because thef fail to take-
account of the many variables affecting the availability of physicians'
services. Planning for physician manpower requires the evaluation'of
many-more factors than physician-to-population' ratios Some of the
major factors are the productivity of physicians' and their patterns of
referral; practice organization; the supply, unction, and employient
of nurses and allied health personnel; pat' t accessibility to services
and facilities, and the-characteristics of a region's'population. Moreover,
the adequacy of the supply of physicians cannot be determined without con-
sidering the qu'ality of services provided. Many recommendations for the
appropriate number of practitioners have ignored the level of training or
the qualifications of the practitioners providing care.

More sophisticated approaches to manpower planning pave sought to
evaluate patient need for physician services. The term "need" and "demand"
are often used interchangeably, but a clear distinctio is necessary in
discussions of medical carek

'
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. "Need" may be defined as the type and range,of medical services that
a population ought-to consume to maintain an acceptable level of health. Yet
when need has not been quantified with any degree of accuracy, reliance on Such
a basis for manpower planning is improper because it ignores the propeisity of
patients to seek services or their ability to purchase them. Basing estimates
of physician manpower on need seems a futile exercise,. especially when one'
considers that need for care isipotentially insatiable.

k
"Demand" may be defined as the quantity or olume of service actuall

consumed. Many variables influence patients' d ndifor care% IndiVidual
characteristics, such as lifestyle or occupation inn ence health levels.t
Socioeconomic or cultural background may influence a atient's propensity '

to seek care. Aggregate demand. for care is influe d by changing demo-
graphic and financial factors, such as an aging pop lation and increasing
insurance coverage. New technologies, both diagnostic and surgical, may
increase demand for care, sincetheymake postible the-treatment of many
conditions previously undetected and'inoperable.: As the American public
becomes more knowl dgeable about 'matters of health, its expectations for
medical care are r ised, and demaq5C..tor services, especially for care by
specialists, may i rease.

Suppl'y and Dis utied'of Specialists

.Recently, the emphasis4
on the total supply,of physicians has decreased

and the emphasis on the supply of various specialists-has increased. A
widely accepted notion has evolved that there is a shortage of primary-care
physicians and a surplus of specialists. ThiSperceived shortage of'primary-
care physicians suffers frma a lack of documentation and imprecise or
inappropriate definitions.

The literatureiprovidefl no firm liasig for the contention that a
.shortag of primary-care physicians exists; the belief that increas
the num r of primary-care physician will allow the public to Ave
on deman " to a physician remains.undocumented: .Definitions of "
care" a imprecise. Some suggest that the erm relates to the of
complexity in treatment or to the stage he presumed illness when the
patient first sees a physician. Others uggest primary c as a label
for the services provided by the spit' tied of general ternal medicine,

.family practice,, and general pediatrics, or according o some, Obstetries-.
gynecology.

1 The discussion about.suppIy and disaribution of specialists is hampered
by the lack of data and the unreliability of methods to determine the optimal
range and volude of services provided by a physician in any specialty.

*

elying
solely on specialty designation is fallacious. The kinds of services provided
by a physician may depend as much on the medical needs of a community orNthe
individual patient as on the physician's specialty label. When specialiits
are obviously providing what is imprecisely defined as primary care, simple
ratios of specialists to generalists cannot be used in manpower planning,
particularly when the generalists'also provide a certain amount of secondary
or tertiary care,

00
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The ultimate "proof" of the. shortage of primary-care physicians is
reassumed to lie in the failure of the natio tn meet apioitrarily determined

eleratios of primary-care physicians to po latiom 'Yet'riteria for deter-
mining shortages may be changed at an time to justify actions .aimed?at.
increasing the supply of primary-care physicians. Recent regAlations for -:

designation of health-manpower shortages areas arbitrarily modified the
suggested ratio of primary-care physicians to population ficsnl per 4,000
to 1 per 3,500. Health-planning goals proposed by HEW would modify this
ratio to 1 primary-care physician equivalent per 2,000 population. Criteria
for determining shortage areas were also modified to exclude the contribution
by specialists to primary care, such as by general surgeons practicing in
rural arlas. .-

-A
t

Improper geographiC distribution has been cited as son to increase
the number of certain types of physicians in the United es. However,
recent studiesiindicate that surgical specialists are quite uellkdistributed
throughqut the country, even in countiearof undei 10,000 population.

1

Residency Programs

N
Residency training progfamshave become the focus of attempts by

governlent to adjust the-distribiltion of physicians by specialty and location.
The physilcian manpower training pact passed in 1976 specified that. to be.elig-
ible for capitation grants., medical schools must meet certain percentage re-
quirementstfor first -year residency positions in primary care specialties."
This law and previous legislation, together with voluntary changes in physician-
specialty selection, have increased the proportion of first-year residents in
prima care specialties to more'than fifty percent of the filled fikst-year
reside cy positions. A similar trend is evident in board- certification of
speci lists: the number of certifiCates issued in the primary-care specialties'ha in recent years exceeded fifty percent of all, certificate

.

In addition to the shift-in 'specialty choice by residents; other. trends
in physician training are influencing the supply of specialists. Manpower
legislation has also reduced the supply of foreign medical graduates (FMGs)
entering the country; those who do enter for residency training are preve
from completing training in most specialties because of restrictions on he -
duration of their stay. Women now comprise over 20 percent, of medical chool
graduates. Because women have had a greater tendency to enter primary-care ,)
specialties in the past their increasing numbers may influence the specialty
distribution of physicians.

Because the supply of domestic medical graduates is leveling off, and
the pumber of FMG residents has been reduced,_any increase in primary-care
trainiggipositions must subtract from the number of those positions available

---for 'alloether specialtiei. This raises the serious risk of not producing
enough specialists to meet patients' demand for specialty care of high quality.
The probability of a 'specialty imbalance is heightened by the possibility
that changes mandated by government will be added to changes already occurring
voluntarily in the private sector.

.

t'
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, Conclusions

'41 .

:lep

RecogniziiIg t complexity of the issues involved in manpywer planning,
the American4toll e of Surgeons and the American AssoCiationirof Neutologimal
Surgmgns wish to hasize the folloWing:

.

1) !The interests of the public are best served.by assuring an adequhte
number of both generalists and specialists-tb meet patients' demand for high -
quality medical care. Efforts to determine an adequate miler and appropriate
distribution of physicians must consider all variables in patients' demadd
for medical services and in.the way that physicians practice. Simpliitic
physician-to-population ratios are not an acceptable measure of adequacy Of
physician supply.

. 2) Because of the long training ntriod for physicians, the effects of
chutes in residency%training on the stftly-of ppSS cticing physicians do not _
become evident for seyeral years. The long-t effectsof previous legislation .

and of voluntary change in preferences for medical specialties should be eval-
uated before the curre system is modified':

3). The concept 0 "primary care" should be either clearly defined or
dropped as a manpower esignation. The arbitrary classification oWertain
specialties as "pr' care" does not-consider the nature of the,care:pro-
vided by both g enera fists and specialists.

4) The p enom non of "leakage" from such primary care speCialtits as ,

.general internal medicine into more Specialized fields has been uselr.to.justify
an increase in the proportion (4 primary care/ residency 2t would be
more rational to stop the leakage rather thad6 produce more generalists at
the expense,of redUcing the supply.of specialists.

/
5) ome foreign-trained physicians should be allowi0 to remaih in the

'United States as long as necessary tgl complete residency training'in4.he
I

specialty f heir choice.

6) E foits to improve the availability of,mrdical care undeiierved
areas shoul includt improved,,arrangements for referring and t ansporting
patients to currently available resources'for medical care:I

3
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THE"AMRICAN ASSOCIATION OF
NURSE . ANES'iarrISTS

.

The' American Association ofNurse Anesthetists ("AANA*)

is a professional organization whose.--meMbership is.cOmprised

of Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists ("CRNIa."). There

\e presently 15/050 active practic g CRNAs in the United ;

.States.- Elh one of these individua s holds u que qualifica

tions whiCh allbw, them to'administer anesthesia. AANA submits
. ;

-that in the absence of an anesthesiologist, or a phycian_,

anesthetist with asignificant bUckground inanesthesia, that

e CPNA possesses the necessary knowledge,skill and educe-

'tional background to be involyed in the assessment, management

and administration of a patient's, anesthesia requirementb under

the medical directiop of a responSible physician. For indivi-

dualscto repres4t themselves to the public as CRNAs, they

must hol a current license as a registered professional nurse,

her graduated from an accredited Program of nurse anesthesia,

have paised.arigid qualifying examination, and must be

involved in a program of continuing education in anesthesia.

We are interested in legislation to xiend the authority

for nurse anesthetist
//legislation

pr gram in the Nurse

TrainingAct Amendments of 1979, authorizfor FY 1980 only

at an authorization letrel of $2 millllion. HEW has requested

$1 for FY 1980 and $1 mil nfor:FY 1981 in its

budget. The $1 million forFT 1980 wa be'accomplished by

a tramzfer of funds bu-.7_ that must be approVed by the Ai:prop-,

riations ComMittee which has not acted yet on a supplemental

for FY 1980,'nor on the FY 1981 bill. We Cipport H.R. 6802

and its three-year extenbion of the anesthetist trineeship

program. We think the authorizations re reasonable and hope

.that'we can obtain a supplemental appropriatijn to begin this
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program in.pY

would now like to address ourselves to.the provisions
. _.1,

.

.rdlating to nurse anaSthdtist training.
,

%1.; The Educatiogal>PrIram and Training of a ,Nurse Anesthetist,

As this testimony will point out, the CRNA is a much

needed element within the health care svatem. To understand
(the type of educhionakprograM the CRNA magt complete.land'

the type of pr Yram for which we are rtquestinm.Federal support),
_

rallowcm delineate.the current educational reauilements for
-,....CRNAs. Buildihg on the professional nursing base, the stuAnt

nurse anesthetist most coMlolete-thp following program%

Orientation'to Anesthesia Practice -. 45 contacthours; ChemistrY,

and'Physics of Anesthesia - 4(5-contact hourS;Advanced Anatomy,'

Physiology andPatiiophysiolOgY - 120 contact, hours; lirincipieS
1 cof Anesthetic Management 60 contact 1,'.urs; Pharmacology of

Anesthetic,4djunctive and AriCillary :rugs - E....- L11:tact horrs;

and CliniZal Correlative Conferences 35 contact_-:.turs. Also

included in-the clinicol prograM,is a requirement zl-f a minimum

Of 600 hours of actual anesthesia time in which c__:oical
:

uction is provided, in pitutiond' where student= actually
Itxa nister the. anesthesia' Other requirements inCiade.a iniMum
of 450 cases4of anesthesia actually

/

achainistered wi=h the e
.

f

.oaseskdistributed,aocording to tYpet Of techniques sequired

and variety of drugs used. With t_lis type of back7mound, there

should be no doubt as to the.ability of be CRNA t provide

the patient with quality anesthesia care.
,

Trainihg programs are graduate -level pro ams for regis-
Y

tired ritirses: 'Training-involves 118 to 24 consecutive months
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of course work and clinical instruction and a certificate of_

graduation is,received when the program is successfully completed,

All training-programs are accredited by anaccreditationh dy

approved by the Office ofTE01'6471:. There.are presently 1.
.

of.such programs while there were 225.
Il

2. The Dimensions of Nurse Anesthetist Practice.
_ P

As previously stated, the CRNA is a vital element within

the health care system in the United States. Nationwide,

nurse anestheti ts are providing safe, reliable and economic
t

anesthesia care approximately one-half of all of the

patients undergoing -anesthesia. Included in this statistic

is.the'fact that in r l areas nurse anesthetists ac'..:41nt

'for approximatelytwo- thirds of all anesthesia care rendered.
.

Throughout many areas in the country, nurse anesthetits ...are

the only providdS,of anesthela re. (In a 1971 survey of
1,

---. --..:- ....,hospitals, forty percent of a .!Zof therhospitals rveyed ,had
..

'.. ,

only nursetwanestheti'ts on7the staff.)1 According to figures'

published in the Febr , 1978 issue of Anesthesiology, the
-to

. national glean popUlation ratiofor active practicing nurse.
.

anesthetists is 7.20 per 100,000. This figure comphres with

-. a distribution of 4.64 anegthesjologists per 100,000. A break-

down of these figures: on a regional basis will show that the

areas with the thinnest distribOtion of anesthesiZogists have

the highest distribution patterns for nurse'anesthdtists.

. 3r supply and Need forrNurse Anesthetists

Not only are CRNAs a vital segment of the health care

system within the United States, there is a definite projected

need for more nurse anesthetists in the future. According to

a 1976 study by'the-H.E.W. Bureau of Health Manpower on "Supply,

80s
v
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4.

Need and Distribution of Anesthesiologists and-Nurse Anesthetists.

in the United States, 1972 and 1980' (iRA.t.77 -31), there is a

projected nei4 of from 22,000 to 25,000 nurse anesthetistsi

for 1980. Obviously, theie is a serious shortage in this field

which provides approximately half of all anesthesia services
.

in the United States. Inclusion of the traineeships for students

in schoolfeof nurse anesthesia in the Nurse Training Amendments
t .: -

fbf-1979 will.be the first step on the part of the Federal Govern-

_ ment to rectify this shortage.

The fact that nurse anesthetists are a significant group

in delivery:-of anesthesia services was pointed by by

`Dr.-Feldstein of the University of Michigan in a study of the

,16,500,000 surgical procedures performed in 1974. The largest

percentage of anesthetics administered, 48.5%, was rendered

[:13T

CRNAs; 38.3% was rendered .by hnesthesiologitts,including

both.board-certified and non-b9ard-certified;. 9.7% by physicians' -
, ,....

other, than anesthesiologists; and 3.5%-by registered nurses
.:

other than CRNAs. A further breakdown of those procedures

indicates that certified.registered'anesthetists-administered

approximately two-thirds of all the anesthesia procedures in

hosptials smrller than 100 beds. Anesthesiologists tend to

congregate in larger hospitals4pover:200 beds, where they

ministered 47.5% of all'anesilesia compared to 42.5% forCer:-

tified Re4istered Nurse Anesthetists.

4. Economics of Nurse Anesthetist Services OP'

The majority of nurte'anestheasts.are salaried hOspital

staff; whose services are billed by the hospital as part of

hospital operating room costs. According to the U.S.. Depart-

ment of Labor, Bureatiof Labor Statistics,"Induitry Wage

8 0
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aprveyrof Hospitals, August4I975 ,--rJanuarie1976",.the average

hOnrly wage for nurse anesthetists working in 21 major metro-

politan areas was $8.02. Based on a 40-hour
;
work week, the

average annual earnings for a nurse anesthetist would be

$16,681.60. This figure compares "with full -time equivalency

ospital -based anesthesiologists of $80,000 agearnings Of-

determined by

the Reimburseme

Health Care Financing Administration"Study of
4

t and Practice Arrangements of Provider -Based

Physicians, Decembe 1977" (Contract No. 641-76-0055). An
'

analysis of these salary figures indicates thgi where:nurse

anesthetists are providing anesthesia services, the cost to

the patient should be substantially lower &anwhere anesthe-

siologists are providing the services[ Even where a team

approach is used, the fact that some of the time utilized is

of MIAs rather than anesthesiologisin_woold indicate

efficiency and cost.savings..

5. Need for Federal Training Support

k

Nurse anesthetists are clearlAa shortage field in health

' care. Possibly twice as many nurse anesthetists are needed

are practicing now according to the HEW study cite4

v.-

One of the obstacles to obtaining them is the lack of

614
financial support' for trainees. Training programs are enerally

for two years:. a substantial graduate program. (Stipends for

research careers are, for example, $10,000 to $13,000.) The

total of tuition and all costs is, at a7minimumi now.$6;1000 to

$8,000 per year to the student, with living costs for/an individual

very near that. Tuition costs range considerably withisome,at

for41980 as

.above.
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vo-to $2,600
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and others only nominal with the hospitill

ASuming all cos Cs. Hopsitals also offfer stipends but. thet;

2 f
-.!

paverage,is about.$3,000. With hospitals attempting to limit:
d i '

costs and inflation rampant, hospitals are able.to devote less
.-

. 4to these programs. than in priN years. Many hospitals have

dropped theirkprogrars entirely; the number has decreaSed
;

. -,.
.

i.
from 235 to 165 intrecent years. Studentsare generally unable

.
.. 4

'A,to hold Bart -time jobs because the nurse anesthesia Rtogram

."' run for 18 to'24 consecutive Months. In addition, rotating ,.

. '4

clinical schedules prevent part-time work in the evenings and :1 :

on weekends. The financial problems mentioned abee'deterc,eLl- .-
4. , .....

.

.

,dents from entering this field., Loans are difjicult to.ottain.,,
/.e .

A

and entry level salaries are in'the $15,00MAange with. average'
, .

V

salaries after 5 yea 4 a, t $20.,600. Such salary levels are not
.-.

/ conducive to borrowing.ppr:ticularly if an individual has a
..:

- ../family to support.
.

/k

:.. et 1 ..(Vraineeship'sUpport authorized at $2-millioR; $3 million

!and 4 M4lion wOuld'assit fn meeting the needs of thislprogram.

,.The ospital traini4ng programs are not eligible under the

Higher Education Act,for an7 student aid because. they are not

in' nursing colleges nor diploma schools of nursing. Thus,

°

.
. .

assistance is particularly important.

To the institution, the nfiancii burden is in

making stipends availabje to- students. With living costs

what they are and no time for part-time work, stipends are

critical. Institutions ptit up $3,000 on the average toward

these-living and educational coses,of $6,000 to $8,000.

h

Limited resources prevent institution rom offering more

frn



-aid or from offering aid to more students. Federal support

to the institutions'for traineeships will.allOa greater

number of students to enter program since some progr

prevented from expending due to the lack of stipend money.

also relieve the burden on low income students to

permit tbeir.entry into the program. In addition, with the

Federal Governmant irking up some of the tr.aineeship costa,

institutions will be e to devote some, of their future

funding to program expansion.

It should benoted that theinumber of nurse anesthetist

training programs has decreased by about 60. These were. the

smaller, .programs. Federal support may prevent such harmful

attrition and stimpate the development of new prOgrams:.

reppedt'to operating coats'of nursd anesthetist

training programs., patierit-Care hospital revenues support

such activity as'staft, Supplies and teaching space. Wenote
'with Satisfaction, that such costs of hospitals are excluded

from the.recent hosiAtadest containment legislation. offered
. _

by Senators Talmadge and Dole.

We aPpreciate'the op rtunity to testify and your Sub=

committee's attentlpn to his matter.
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THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION

mr. Chairman:

My name is Joseph Monet, and I am President of the Ametican.

AcademY of Physical Medicine'& Rehabilitation., a.profesbar of

medicine at Wayne State University,' and Chairman of,the Depart-

Mtnt of Rehabilitation Medicine at Sinai sespitaL of Detroit.

The American Academy of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation is

a medical 'specialty society representing abOut 1300 physicians
.11

who are specialists in physical medicine and rehabilitation.

It should be noted that while I represent a medical society and

am here to discuss health care programs, the budget items being

diacussed,, rehabilitation, are for the first time in a depart-
,

ment other than Health. 'All'rehibilitation programs were transr.,,
. o. ,

ferred bathe new. Department of.0Education in the. legislation

creating' thatDepartment.

Need for Physicians Trained in Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation

The shortage of physicians in the field of rehabili on

medicine is well documented. A.1972 study financed by Ehe ComMith-
,/

sign on Rehabilitation Medicine, "Bulletin No. 146,4andsubse-

guently'relied upon by the GAO, and the Bureau of Health Manpower

and corroborated by the Rehabilitation Services Administration:

indicated:an average need for 1980 of. about 4000 physicians in

physical'medicine and rehabilitation. Using assumptions r gairing

`A higher but reasonable level of care
,

.6000 physicians wer est-
11

imated As necessary. The GAO Report oh Physician.Distribution.
t,

by specialty, May. 16, 1978, uses tw&phySieian-to-population

ratios: 1 to 50,000 recommended by the Ameriean Ac'adeMy of

- Physical Medicine & Rehabilitatiofi and .1 to 77;000 recommended

by HEW. These ratios result in need for between 3000 and 4500
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physicians in this specialty. This shortage problem was emr

phasized by. this Subcommittee in its report on the FY 178 and

FY 1979 appropriation bill.

Most recently the CommiSion on Rehabilitation Medicine

estimated a long rage needfor 1990 of 5000 specialists in

rehabilitation medicine.

The GAO Report and 1976 s udy by the Center for Health

SerVices Research and DevelOpme indicate a supply of about.

Of those,ohlY

about two ds are' board-certified.specialists in physiCal

medicine and rehabilitation. The Commission on Rehabilitation

Medicine eptiAhtes a supply of 2300.for 1990.

sBilletin 0 14" iscorroborated%by the.HEW study "physician

Specialty Maldistribution: 1975". This study frequently men

tiOnh physical medicine and rehabilitationas being one, of the

specialtiesi that is in a shortage situation. The study recog-

nizes that national health - insurance will increase demand. for

physicians in this specialty even more than for phySidians in

primary care, for example,, and that the.increase in demand

be substantial national health insuranceis enacted.

general, irrespective of national health insurance, the study.

indicates a growing interest in rehabilitation which may sig-

ificantly increase 'demand. .See Chaptep.5,.page 12.

If there is ,a reductioninthe number of foreign' medical

graduates trained and practicing in this Country, and it appears

that there will be, the shortage of specialists in physical

1700 sts in' rehabilitation medicine.

medicine and rehabilitation will be exacerbated considerably.

The specialty highly reliant On foreign medical graduates

FL

8(1
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who presently make up close to 69% of all residents..'

Further information on the Shortage.of specialists in this

field can be derived from the data of the national physician °Q

: 4'
matching program foi purposes of placing interns and residents:

11

. On the average,4bnly 30% to 40% of the hospital staf poditions.

:being offered for residents or interns in rehabilitation medicine

in the past 5 years have been filled. Additional traineeships

for residency training in physical medicine and additional.

support for teaching rehabilitation medicine to undergraduates

would assist in filling these positions for which there are
.0*

nat.-enough applicants now.

. '7The reasons why this Shortage in rehabilitation exists are
.,,..,.,;-..,.

.., ..

numerous. First, theekild is not a glamorous one such as bur-
? ../`7

gery and it is not as remunrativd'compared.to some other medical
r

spedialties. jecond, in the'Oresent educational framework in

medical schools,' undagrfduate students in medical schools are.-.
t

not exposed sufficiently to,the field of rehabilitation. Re-

habilitatiOn ourricuium.is not given enough time in undergrad-

uate education, unlike specialties in primary care which are

given a°substantial amount of time in the undergraduate curricula.

Third, many medical schools do not have departMents of physical.:

medicine and rehabilitation (about 40:to 50).' Many of these

medical schools are not patient-oriented but are academically-.

oriented and,. as a result, both undergraduate curricula and,.

idly-particular, residency programs reflect the research interetts

of the institution and of the National Institute of Health. As

'medical schools become morepatient-oriented, it is likely.

that rehabilitation as well asyrimary care'will receive.more

R_1 2
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attention in the curriculum. FOurth, there are not enough phy-.

sipians trained in physical emdicine and rehabilitatiOn who can

serve as supervisors and educators. Thus, it is diffipult.to

get sufficient exposure to studentsand it is difficult for

hospitals 'to establish appropriate supervisory programs for'

the residents which they so badly need in rehabilitation.

The American Academy of Physical Medicine &.Rehabilitation

' believes that a ratio of about one speeialist in phyisear medi-

eine and rehabilitation per 50,000 populationAppresehCs a tea-
!

sonably adequate ratio of physicians-to-population: Certainly,

-. we de not feol that this is an ideal or optimal ratio, but it

dOes reflect approximately the best ratio of physicians-to-7.

population in the United States at the present time in a general

situation in which there is adrastic.shertage and:6 shortage'

which affects even'a state such as New York with the best supplied

population. The New York State ratio was 1.92 physiVans per

. 100;000 population as oi101.. Since that time, demand has

increased because funding for rehabilitation services has im-

proved; e.g., Medicate guidelines clarifying rehabilitation

coverage wete issued only in 1972 and their effects are just

being(felt within the past few years. Second, deMographic

data indicates that demand.in the futuie for rehabilitation care

will bo growing due to the substantially greater proportion of

the population who will he aged, for example. Rxpe, 00 broad-

ending of coverage for. rehabilitation and .n's cov:.pensation

law, existing. broadening of coVeragein sti no-fault auto

ihsurance laws, and 'the expected enactment of.some form of national

health insurance.including catastrophic coverage is)liliely to
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increase deMARds substantially becond where it is now, not to

speak of where it was in 1971 Thus, choosing the ratio of NeW

York State which had the best ratio of physiciannto-populaion

in 1971 seems to.be a reasonable figure to pick as a ratio for

current adequacy, . It should be noted that'the'1-tO-50,000 ratio

is underestimated because this is based upon the current pre&-

minant method of hospital care practice. Therefore, it-.does not

consider needs, which exist in priVate practice, in supportive

nursing home programs and other community involvement by.

Physiatristn..

As indicated above, the American Academy of Physical

Medicine & Rehabilitation believes that the enactment of national

health insurance will stimulate a substantial Increase in the

demand for medical rehabilitation services. 'This fact is borne

out by the HEW study referred to above. t assumed that )isly

form of national health insurance will include catastrophic

coverage and that medical'rehabilitation will be a covered ser;-.

vice. Medical rehabilitation is presently a covered service

under Medicare but there are substantial liMits in the number.

of days of care covered. The limits in Medicare result prom

limits oon'stay which catastrophic coverage would hopefully

correct.

WOuld:also like to direct your attention to a polidy

'paper published by the White House on "National BealthCare

Policies for the Handicapped" which focuses on the shortage of

personnel-in the rehabilitation fieId. .That paper, makes the

. point that about 20 million people potentially need medical .

. rehabilitation services. That paper recommends increased.

81,E
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training fdnds'fOr.rehabilitation medicine.
;

It indicates that

without this kind of educational assistance, physical. Meditine

and rehabilitation, as a specidlty,- would be. d.4idusly jeo--
tpardized", states that current levels of support are

not adequateto'attract medical students into this field in

increasing numbers.

We are attaching a copy of the study "Bulletin Ile by I

the Commission on Rehabilitation Medicine for 'insertion into/

the record if it is not too lengthy.

Program Needs;

Two.-Ilajor problems exist in current medical education

' which have influenced the shortage phenomenon. 'First,. unde

graduate medical education does notadequatily provideffor train-

ing and education in the area of physical medicine and rehbili-

tation. Thus, few undergraduate studentsbecole aware of this

field of practice'and few physicians understand the problems

of-manaAng care for. the disabled or chronically Second`,''

too few medical schools have departments of physical medicine

and rehabilitation and residency-programs. Third; there is

not enough financial support for residents to stimulate new
1entrants to the Wild. Fourth, there are notienough physicianl

in this field adequately trained to serve in academic medicine

as educatLs and supervisors.

The Bills Pending

H.R. 6802 doeS nothave any new authoilty to dedl. with the

shortage problems in rehabilitationmedicine. While starting new

programs is diffieult, we would, urge that at! least a limited

authoritycould be enacted to allow for leadership training im

this field of medicine: -graduate fellowships for advance training .=

beyond residency programs leading to careers in teaching

and research. .

We thank you for this opportunity to testify.

63 -494.0 - 80 - 52 81.5
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STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

RE: Proposed Health Manpower Legislation

HR 6802

to the

ubco:::::: tee on Health and the Environment
of the

Committee on,Interstate and Foreign Commerce
United States House of Representatives

Washington, D..C.

April 4, l98C(.

Mr. Chairmi;n and Members of the Subcommittee: C!.

The National Medical Association, Inc. (NMA) is pleased to have this

opportunity. to make known its views on the proposed Health Manpower

Legislation, namely HR. 6802p

Astliror4anization which represents the Natil? 9,300 Black Physicians,

NMA.is well aware of the overall nationalh1 anpower picture, particularly

accessible and continuous he& carok for all Americans is the desired outcome
a

from the iproposed heath manpower legislation (HR 6802); we.haVedeveloped

.,our comments on the bill accordingly.

While we touch upon HR 6802's intent to eliminate capitation support

for the. Nation's health professions schools, we intend to focus upon the'ade-

quacy of measures currently in the Federal Health Manpower Legislation and

target r-o ercoming the continuing Significant' underrepresentation of .

Blacks and Or er minorities in the Nation's health professions schools.A

4



- Targeted Concerns

A. Institutional Support

HR 6802 should include base line funding for eachof the recognized
schools of medicine and ly; as evidence of national support for

physician education in the :_::..detates. These funds should be considered
o

as unrestricted block grants to the schools. The level of such funding should
be commensurate with the mean level of institutional support which medical

and osteopathic schools now re.ceive.under existing federal health manpower

We are not surprised, but dismayed that HR 6802 proposes the

elimination of capitation payments to medical schools.

Elimination of capitation is tantamount Jo the withdrawal of Federal

support for medical education. This course of action ignores the fact that
medical schools and other health professions schools are national resources

in their own right, and 'among.the most costly. of all educ tional institutions,

which in many cases rdetoo costly for local governmentsomaintain'without.

.substantial Federal subsidy, Or rapidly. .escalating tuition and fees, given thei
increasing demands placed upon States and local govenments for other services.

Expansion of Minority Group Representation in the Health Professions

NMA, by reason of it composition must always be prirharily concerned

with the significant underre resentation of }Macke and otter minorities in thea

'medical profession, most especially in the specialties.

The number of Blacks in medical,school in the 1968-1969. academic year'

was 783 or 2.28 of the total enrollment -(35,830). By acadentic year 197 -1975,
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he Blackenrollment had reached 3,355 or 6.3 percent of the tad. enrollment

(46,761). During the last two years (1978-79 and 1979-80) the enrollments

declined to 5.2% of the total enrollment.

(1) ''Asstance To ndividuals From Disadvantaged Backgrounds
.

We endorse the p vision of HR 6802 (the Waxman Bill) which expands

the Assistance To Individuals Froin Disadvantaged Backgrounds awardS under

SeCtion 220. Section 782(b) (42 U.S.C. 295g-7(b) of the PHS Act.

We feel that there are far too many Blacks who are academically qualified

afterthe Baccalaureate degree to pursue mediciu or osteopathy !nit who, due

to 16w-income backgrounds and heavy undergraduate debts, 'abandon this notion.

(2) %Financial Assistance for Post Baccalaureate Pre-professional Education

We propose in the same vein that financial assistancebedirected tsz the

disadvantaged indiyidu fn ne d of additional ac demic training (Post.Bacca-

'laureate), 'in ord6r to mee basic medicallosteo thic school admissions'

requirements. Such aid should be directed to the co(1,mically able, but debt

ridden lowincome minority college. graduate.in order that he/ohe will be induced

to enter medical/osteopathic or other healtprofeinion- school,1

(3) Undergraduate Loan Forgi ness for Succe .111 t-.:0.riculation in
Professional Schools

There should be a provision whereby upon successful completion of the

entry year of health professions schooling, the Government would cancel one A

, third of the debt owed the United-States by reason of undergraduate educa on.

Adoption of this type of loan forgiveness would truly expanill the pool, of Black

students who are qUalifked in every way for medical school admissioR but who

would not apply because of his/her low-income background and extensive under-

graduate indebtedness.

f
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While we take cognizance of the desirability of programs calling rfl)

payback for medical school scholarships in terms of service in shortage areas.
(such as the National Health Service Corps program and the Physician ShOrt-
age Area Scholarship program discussed below), there will always be a need

for health professions scholarshlin for students in exceptional financial

need who are unable to borrow money for educationin the health professions

i.e.., medicine, osteopathy and dentistry.

Students in exceptional financial need should not, unless they desire
r-the greater financial inducements available through the Nation Health Service

Corps and Physician Shortage Area programs, be required, to re ay either in
money or periods of assigned service the costs of the first yeanfof their medical
education.

Summary

The increased accessibility of medical. education opportunities for
minority and low-income students resulted

afrom the availability of student

financial assistance in th. form of Federal loans and Sch'olarships. Con-

, tinuation of options in the financing of a medical' education is the key to

/achieving equality of opportunity for minorities and the economically dis-
- advantaged in the pursuit of medical education and the practice of medicine.

Today, even though underrepresented minori(ies accounted for a

larger portion of the applicant pool than in past years,a smaller portion
of accepted minority students have enrolled.

In the late 1960:s, it was believed that the chief barrier for the
cellkunderrepresented minority groups to a medical education was one of finance.
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This was true then and continues to be true now. The decline in

this year's acceptances to enter medical schools possibly reflects this signi-

ficant barrier.

The continued authorizations and increased appropriations with

time extensions built in for student financial assistance programs are para-
.,

mount to the assurance of access to a medical education for the under-

represented'populations (Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans and Native

Americans).

There is no easy solution to the complex health professions education

financing problem!) we face today, but if we are to meet the health care needs

oi`the future and thereby assure' access and equality of opportunity for

meaningful participation by the Nation's underrepresented populations in

medicine/osteopathy and the other health professions, we must continue the

recognition of the special needs of minority and low-income students and

resolve to meet the challenge headOV\

In the 1979 medical academic year,,Che underrepresented minority

groups accounted for 9.1$ of the total pool attesting to the fact that the

interests in the medical profession has not waned among these students.

But with continuing inflation, rising tuition costs and decreasing avail-

ability of financial assistance options, it is possible that the downward

trend in enrollment could continue.

Of these underrepresented minority groups presently enrolled in

medical schools, over 30% are participating in a mandatory service obligation

type financial assistance program. 'Programs such as these surely will assist

in resolving the problem of maldistribution of physician manpower. However,

we must keep in mind that for certain portions of our pOpulation. these
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financing mechanisms are thought of as mortgaging students futurs-. Thus,
it is sometimes at great expense and disadvantage to underrepresented minorities

and those who come from low-income 'backgrounds that these financing mechaniems .

v.2pled,

For the poorest of the poor and those in need of some financial assistance
in the pursuit of a medical education, we again appeal to you to provide the
means for continued access and equity ofopportunity in choice t specialty

area and mode of practice in the field of medicine.

In NMA's estimation, reauthorization of low interest loans and scholarship

programs with increased appropriations and expanded student support time, as
well as, some institutional incentives are essential financing mechanisms for the

continued assurance of access and equality of opportunity to the. health professions

for the economically disadvantaged and minority populations of 'Atneriew.

821.
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.TESTIMONY OF THE AMERICAN MEDICAL STUDENT ASSOCIIION

SUBMITTED TO THE

U.S. HOUSE INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE COMMITTEE'S

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT HEARINGS ON

I, HEALTH MANPOWER

We are medical students representing the American Adical Student Association.

;Because the dates of the hearings fell in the transition period of the presidency

following our national convention, we were unable to appear in persOn. We -

,,would like to thank you for the invitation to present the viewpoint of our',

membership. AMSA has over 20,000 members at 69 medicalsCils,inthis country. --
4

hMSA is a totally independent organization and we are proud of our record in

improving medical education and health care. Many professional organizations

gift wrap their-own self-interest in'the guise of the public interest.' We

have'come here many times in the past; we,have made mistakes, but oy testimony
.

has consistently been directed, toward the good of.the society which we hope

to serve.

, Health manpowei4.,legislation2of'necesi'ity, covers a broad spectrum. We'have

targeted our comments to the most critical and relevant issues from a student

ective.

STUDENT ANCE

This is one of /he most serious problemOhat fSCesus today. Our,Profession is

In danger of returning to an elitist ,group of sons and daughters of the wealthy.

Recent statistics have shown that students from families with lower middle

//
incomes'- the children of farmers, craftsmen, sales clerko,and others in the

$16,000 to $20,000 a year 'range -.are gradually disappearing from the nation's

medical! school,.s and are being replaced by children of physicians and other
,

affluent professionals: (See attached New York Times article.) ,Minority '

'admissions have leveled off and as a percentage are actually declining. Some

medical schools are beginningto move toward basing' their admissions on applicants'
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ability to pay. (See attached NeW'tork Times and The New Physician articles.)

One bulletin sent to students recently read in part, "Students'with.previous
s

educational debts or limited financial resources are especially urged to give

full Consideration to the selection of ' for'their medical .

education. Students may be asked tB provide verification of thetr ability to

pay PRI5H to matriculation.' (Emphasis added!) This year that school has

deleted the sentence 'Applicants financial status Mies not affect acceptance' from,

the MEDICAL SCHOOL ADMISSION REOUIRMENTS book for, all U.S. and Canadian medical

schools. Very few students have the lUxurY of considering Which mediCal school

they want to attend other than to the one.where they were accepted.

We are not-looking /or handouts. We know we will be entering profession that

will eventually place us as a group in very high income brackets We are

concerned about trends that will destroy the very altruism that tvated many

of us to enter this helping profession. With tuition at $14,500 and al wing

amodeSt $6,00.0 for annual:living expenses siudents.at Georgetown Univ rsity

can graduale with over:i80,000 in deb-t7SN..t/With the present strut ure of most

of the loan.programs.many may not even be. able to service those debts while in

residency training! Theirs is notan.atyptcal. situation, we already have

reportsnf:severaT medical residents dropping their training programs because

. they were unable tomeetdebt

.

'.,

- ,I 1975, we came to you and urged. you to end capitation payments to medical
. ,

schools. We said there-vas-no reason for the public to subs'idize our education

without gaining something in return. We.urgedlou. instead, to provide that

money, to students for National Health Service Corps scholarships' so that they
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might serve health manpower shortage cteviunities in return.for-thit financial
e

$uPPOrt. Last year our House 'of Delegates reversed that stand on capitation.

They -did not do so purely out of self - Interest. The phase out of capitation wai,

in many instances,'passed directly on to students. Somehow medical school

tuitions are exempt from.inflationary guidefines, so that there were tuitions

which soared 50 -100% in a single year. With cutbacks in all financial aid

programs and National Health Service Corps scholarships limited, there is just

, not the availability of funds foe- students to net costs of their education.

.

What does all this mean? We favor a needs-based, financial fence program

to allow all students tocwier tuition and. living expenses. The question of

whether the government should provide that money or merely provide guarantees,

for increased leverage in the,private sector is not -an easy one. The former

method is the only one that has consistently provided students with assistance.

We praise the efforts.of,the. AMA-ERF (Education and Research FOundation), which

'has attempted to use the latter approach to providp student assistance. The.,-'

AMA7ERF does not make direct loans to-students, bUt'encourages commercial banks A -

to make educational loans available through. guarantees, therefore, assuring Sq.50

inNioans for each,S1 it-provtdeso
. . Even this prograth has bpen in Jeopardy

recently because of -the moods in banking circles. It has been our experience

over the years thatusing private market leierage has, in many instances, failed ..

tRe students either because-banks'don't findstudents attractivedarkets,
. .

4 ,-students may have established banking relations With, e institution which
,

prohibits them from aPProOing another,' or any interest' rate guarantee is'so

:quickly left behind by.inn, atibhary-spirals that banks. limit the funds they will '-

commitsto such prograd:. Medical students. do pWback their loins unlike some

other groups. The AMArERflprOgram.has 'guaranteed over 490 million in loans since '
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1962 with only a 1.6% default rate, most of which is eventually collectable. Those,

loans were made at market rates! We use this as an example but we also know

that the Health Professions Student Loan program had a similarly.fivorable

record. In summary, the theory of-privatelector
leverage looks good, but it

fiai not served its original intent well. The privete market approach usually

does not end up serving the needs of
low-income,and disadvantaged itudel!ts who.

often are those ;lost in need of assistance. Perhaps you can restructure such

a program to overcome these obitacles, but the financial situation in thisconntrY

today makes us skeptical.. We do favor availability of loans to many.rather .-k

than subsidiiedloansto a few.

We think Exceptional Financial Need scholarships are absolutely essential to

attract students from lower income brackets into medical schools. Such students,

may be extremely hesitant to enter, into the kind of debts expected especially

if they have any concerns about their abilities to survive the rigorous and

demanding curriculum: The level of funding of that program last year only

provided, at most, one to three scholarships per school. Any cut in this barely

acceptable level of funding will .001o'utrt- jeopardize those who most need the

assistance. We urgelhat.it.be expanded.

We strongly support the loan forgiveness for practice In
shortage:Orlas:concepts.

There are many students who want .to return to-the communities'Tromivhich they
.

came and will enter the National 'Health SdRitmarezps becaute the lack of

assurance of specific assignmentS. . This option is certainly'attraCtive in

etheoriebut I would'urge you to look at, a twenty-year history:of-both federal

and state loanforgiveness programs. The levels of loan forgiveness for- this

. type provision must be realistic:- thii is one reason, for the many failuresof

the pist. Students 150;000 in debt ari.not going to. consider going to a shortage
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area where their income, especially in early yeats of practice, js likely to

be meager.for two years of SSOO/nonth loan forgiveness - the uncertainties are

too great. If we want people to enter private practice in shortage areas, loan

forgiveness incentives that reflect the risks.anddifficultiesof such under-

taking must beprovided.' Otherwise, we will have another option in the books

which no one-chooses to exercise. Any loan or loan forgiveness program should

reflect an income based repayment schedule if it is to be effective... Upon

completiOn of medical school, students still face a minimum of three and in many

instances four to five years of training: Salaries in thoselears of training

and in the first years of Practice are, not great. For any loan or loan.forgiveness

progiamto correct the national needs of specialty and/or geographic maldist-ribbtion,

'it'muSt certainly mean deferment of interest while training continues. Again,!

I would like to emphasize, we do-not want or expect our way to be paid through

medical school; but we do not want to drive idealistic physicians into high-paying

specialty or geographic areas because-the model of medical education in this

country has become such an expensive one.

ca
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GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT AND SPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS

. As we mentioned earlier our House of Delegates last year reversed its stand

On not supporting capitation. This was hosed on the fact thft sufficient

. financial aid was not available and when institutions feel financial uncertainty

.it is often passed on to studehts in terms oflincreased tuitions. It appears

that medical schools do need stable financiatsupport. In 1975 we felt that

capitation had served it purpose well. It was provided to increas& the '.

enrollments in medical schoolSand,over its ten-year history the number of

. entering medical stud nts doubled. A

The'important point about cap1tat n, we think, is that it had an original

purpose and that purpose was sery well. We now have other national priorities,

and whether it be'_cailed capitit on or special project grants.., it would seem

lOgicalTto use this successful model to meet those needs. When the Congress

tried to tie some other specific needs to capitation several years ago, several

institutions raised the cry of academic independence. Let those institutions

who do not want to help us meet our national needs decline those funds. But.

for those schools who Are'helping meet those needs, a reflection of stable funding

as a quid pro quo would seem to be reasonable. Institutional support should
a .

no t be based solely tipona medical school's grant writing ability, because we

know too well that there are institutions that excell in this special skill. The
0 ,

proverb, "Blessed am the proposal writers, for they shall inherit the grants"

has proven too"true for. our newer commUnity-based medical schools whordon:t have

a research oriented faculty. ue alsoTfeel that by-giving:all schools several

options for helping to meet national priorities, they will not feel coerced and

can make some choiCes important for themselves..

ti
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The history of. recent curriculum Ehange certainly reflects the success of special

project grants. Many of the sorely needed curriculum changes that have

resulted though are mere 'add -ons',to an already Overcrowded cu

Initiatives from the federal government in nutrition,.geriatrics, and.occupatiopal'

health have certainly begun to movemedical schools in'those directions. We

. feel it is important also provide- special monies for innovative cur um.

:not just speCific'c rse, changes because the whole model of our medical educat On

is under question. f the physician of tomorrow is to learn to be an advocate

for health and not just treat disease,; then our education must change. Funds

-

should be avails for the schools who want to attempt that challenge. We

strongly support the concept of special project monies. Specifically, federal

support for family practice and priMary care residencies has been responsible

for their expansion and the fact that over 50% of graduating students entered-,.-
_

those programs last year. Project support for occupational and environmental,

health courses and residencies, nutrition and.preventive 'medicine courses',

and residencies, public health graduate programs, preparation for shortage area

practice by remote site training, support.for shortage area practitioners, in-.

creased Area Health Education Centers,. and support for developinginnOvative

admissions programs that will increase minority women and rural/inner city

applicants. are all examples that will move our health care system towards meeting

the needs ofthe.Society it should'serve, Physiciap would also be well served

to have courses in health policy and epidetiology to understand something of the

system they are entering. We feel incentives should be based upon performance,

not just opportunity. Forexample, if geriatrics is trill), important, then rather

than merely offering an elective in geriatrics, a certain percentage. 'of a

-S
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Is graduating class should have had a course or clerkship in geriatrids.

Othe se we will have 'in name only incentives. .

1

:

We would like to comment on a couple of critical areas of need. Capitation

-lidlincrease thenOmbers of itudents. .Why:could such a.model not be used to

reward and/Or attract schools.nto meeting national priorities- of greater : ,

f . .

enrollment for minorities and women?. -A few institutions are now bearing the

brunt of producing minority physicians. Those institutions are national resources,

and recognition of this could be reflected in baseline institutional support

based upon their accomplishments. Medical schools with over 12% minority

i
enrollment or over 40% women's. enrollment should be recognized for those

o
.

achievements throughaddittpnal institutional support beyond capitation. Any

/institutional financial
incentives to attract minorities to medical school will

.

) fail unlesslthere is recognition of the need for strong.support to increase

the.minority applicant pool by better preparation and motivation of students.

r. ,

at the high school and undergraduate college level.. We have spent many millions

. of dollars in an attempt to do this andit is time we critically evaluated which

attempts were successful and which were not. -We.fiel that any institutional

support though, should be linked to quid pro quos to direct physician training

'toward meeting national health manpower objectives.
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NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS

Earlier, we spoke of our support for milkoreaSe in the size of the National .

Health Service Corps in 1975. We did not mean to imply that.was a mistake, but

we should reflect upon'Our lessons from those actions. Scholarships were

increased, all other forms of student aid were reduced, and five years later,

we see people feeling coerced into the Corps because there were no other alternatives.

We also see a majority of scholarship reltpients at high tuition schools,

most of which institutions Kaye absolutely no commitment to family medicine or

primary care shortage. area practice. How do we expect those students to adequately

prepare themselves for the years of service ahead if their institutions feel

no.obl5gation 6 assist them? In addition, what effects will it have on

communities to have physicians who have little commitment,to service?

Please do not take these comments to imply any lack of support forthe concept

or 'reality of the National HealHealth Service COrps. We are as committed today as

we were the first time we came to testify in 1970. 'There are, hoeXper, some

problems with'the National Health Service Corps, which can be addressed by

-current legislation. We will not dwell upon those since we testified at recent

oversight hearings on the NHSC. We support the continued.ekpansion of the

NHSC. We would ask you to be skeptical of those whO say it is competing with

private practice. At the height of its projected expansion in 1985, it will
4

only have less thzurl% of practicing physicians. Surely there is more t41%

of the country that.will not support a-physiciasi in private practice.. We would

be skeptical of tho;e who claim that Corps physicians are expensive because

they are not as "productive" as private practitioners. These are young Corps

physicians practicing in targeted difficult areas, they are often setting up

8 of
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practices or Just establishing practice styles, and the populations they serve

are often poor and haven't previously had adequate.health car-all of which

makes for less traditionally objectively.defined producti%4-We would also

be skeptical of those who say Corps physicians are competing with private

practitioners in,inner city areas. We recall onePof'thefirst NHSC inner city
/

shortage designation apiplications. The local medical society there had initial

concerns o competition; they stated that it was one of the most physician-dense

areas of he country. However, a woman on Medicaid, describing peptic ulcer

diseas symptoms, had to call over sixty physicians in this area before she

could find one who would treat her. We ask younot to confuse numbers of

physicians with access to physicians.'

The NHSC needs to attract people who are interested in service, not only financial

aid.. Haying other types.of assistance available will help this, because students

who want to serve won't have to compete with thoSe Who want only aid. alternatives'

are needed which recognize that entering medical students. cannot make valid

choices about primary care when they are as yet unfamiliar with its definition.

Opticins of Joining the Corps after or during friiethS44year of medical school

when individuals hay begun to make meaningful career choices must heehawed.

There needto'be su ports for precept rihip experiences at shortage area 'sites

before students enter the Col'pt. The orps itself needs increased funding to

provide the communication, nurturance, and preparation of its assignees during-
the seven years between entertg medical school and beginning-service in the Corps.

....____

We think the Private,prarctice'option for National Health viceice Carl? s physicians

needs to be fully Ippe4.tioPal.. Many ,sincere physicians wane-to return to specific'

a

.

63-494 0 - 60 - 631
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undeserved areas that may not have been fully developed as designated Corps sites.

We feel that both the community, the physicians, and the ultimate purpOsesrof-

the Corps can be better addressed with this type option for service.

.

Medical care for millionsof Americans. would not be provided without-the

National Health Service Corps. Over 25S lip° counties are designated health

manpower shortage areas; 130 of those counts s have no medical providers at

all. 'WE-think the 40 million Americans wholive in those areas deserve adequate

health care and the National Health Service Corps is a proven successful

way to provide it.

WE APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT THIS WRITTEN TESTIMONY,

ROCIO HUET CHARLIE CLEMENTS
President Immediate Past President
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Need Plot
APPIY

TA* 4117.7s1=Stozoir-sor

Will Med Schools Restrict
Admission's

By Bank Balance?
Some medical schooLt are Moving

*ma to basing admissions on appli-
manta' ability to pay. and one.
Loyola-Sancti in suburban Chicago.
has adopted pethips the sunniest.
poliCy statement in the coma, on
student Smarm And has already pre-
vented one student from starting
clams

According to Jodie Root, director
of admissiods at Loyola-Stritr.h. the

. financial aid commutes met last May
and decided that the school had to
neaten iu policy toward applicants
who often assume that the school can
guarantee. adequate (bimetal aid. In
lime an admissions information up-

SCAnth

date rag Printed with a strongly
wordal wanness that Loyola-South
could not mamma full financial aid
and in fact might require newly ad-
mitted medical students to prove they
could meet expenses before starting
school.

The bulletin reads, in part: "Stu-
dents with previous educational
debts or limited financial resources
ate especially urged to give full con-
sideration to the selection. of
LoyotaStruch for their medical edit-
cum. Students may be asked to
provide ventkarica of their ability to
pay prior to matriculation.'

That final statement surprised sev--
erat financial aid and admission of5-

ass at other medical schools con-
tamed by TNP. Several said it was a
step beyond what any other medical .

school is doing. Frances French. 5
nancial aid adviser at the University
of Michigan Medical School and
chairman of the . ociatiois of
American Medical Co (AAMC) -
Committee on the F- Prob
firms of Medical Students, said dud
she knows of no other medical school
with such a stated policy and that no
U.S. coed school is using financial
status of applicants as an admission
crttetion. They are talking about it.
but more in terms of 'We hope we
never have to do it.' "

Root. too. stressed that student fi-
nances are not even considered by

-the admissions committee at
Loyola-Stritch. However, she said
the admissions bulletin was intended
to force prospective students to con-
sider seriously vf here they will get the
511.000 plus for yearly tuition. fens.
room. and board. and perhaps con-

J
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Nor People Need Not Apply

spaa state medical- school if they
cannot afford Loyota-Stritch.

Rodacknowledged that the school
last smang considered making finan-
cial status an expressed admissions
factor but decided-against it for fear
tif its impact on the racial and
economic balance of its student
body. -It's something we considered
and decided we just weren't ready for
yet." she said

Loyola-Stritchs entry in-last
year's edition of the AAMC s Medi-
cal School Admission RequiremeWs
book for all U.S. and Canadian medi-
cal schools included the sentence
"Applicants fin2,1621 status does not
affect acceptance." The as-yet-
unpublished new edition. admitted
Root, no longer contains ,the -sen-
tence, but she insisted that that does
not mean Loyola-Stritch will con-
sider financial status in admissions.

e Root said that the school's new pol-
icy has convinced a few students to
go to other schools dee they care-
fully reviewed 'their° financial posi-
tions. One student admitted this fall
was .convipced to delay her studies
for ?fie year while she works full time
to pay off debts incurred in
school. Root called the situation part
of "informal policy." but said the
woman will not have to reapply for.
admission next year.

Other schools have been rumored
to have crossed the line bet-wee1i
warning applicants that money is
tight and actually turning away needy
students. At least one dentallthool.
Tufts in Boston. ,has done." financial
screening" of applicants for the past
three years and "ciatinseted' some to

,go to less expensive schools, accord-
ing to a school spokesman.
. Two of the mbst expensive medical
schools in the country. Georgetown
and George Washington in Washing-
ton. D.C.. both denied ever having
used or planned to use financial
criteria in admissions. Spokesmen at
the two schools said that financial
data on students is. channeled to fi-
nancial aid offices while admissions
are decided by a- totally separate
committee withobt any, knowledge of
that data:

Stanford University in California.-
the 'medical school after which Root
said Loybla-Stritch modeled its fi-
nancial warnings. claims a similar
policy of.segregating admisAiens and

,

financial aid decisions. The school's'
entry in Medical Scitoo(Admissiqns
Requirements warns that' 'it has be-
come increasingly difficult 'ticaket all
requests for financial aid.' 1

Word spread last winter', :that the
D4e-University School of Medicine
in North Carotid:was turning away
applicants because of inability to pay.
But Dr. Suydam Osterhout, associate
dean for admissions, denies that.
What happened. OsterhOut told
"TN?. was that when it looked like the
Department of Health. Education,
ant Welfare.was about to completely
cut off capitation grants to medical
schools, as it proposed doing before
being overruledAy Congress, Duke
administrators feared there wou/djbe_.
no university funds available for itu-
dent financial aid. Letters, were sent
to only 10 already accepted students
saying they would have to find much
of their financial aid themselves. said
Oiterhout. But their administrhtOrs
reversed their decision and sent re-
tractions to those students. Oster-
hout insisted that financial status has
no bearing on medical school admis-
sion at Duke and will not in the
foreseeable future.
. Although apparently no U.S. med-

ical school is confessing to in any way b
using applicanefinancial °status in
a/Mission's. several have considek;,
it and many are talking about it: or at
least about how to avoid it. Robert
Boerner, director of the AAMC's
division of student programs. said he
would not go on record forecasting
that schools will make finances an
adraission factor. but that h'e would ..
not be totally surprise:Nth eventu-
ally happeni at -some schools, given
the current trend toward austerity in
medical schools.

Boemer said that even a few years
ago when he was an associate dehn at
a medical fehool in Pennsylvania, the ,
question would arise within admis-
sion committees whether to admii a'
particularly needy student orie who
would require the amount of aid that
Could meet the needs of two or mare
other students, "But at that time the
answer was always that there was
enough Money to meet everyone's _-

needs." saicfBoerner. 7 It' s certainly
a differentAituation [nowt from five
years ago or even three years ago
when most of the schools would say
to applicants, -Don't worry, if you're
admitted, we'll find the money/ for
you,' because that kind of guarantee
is insupportable today."
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I. Admissions

4

RECOMMENOATI0NS'OF AMtA

A. The federal government should
financiallyr,supportthe:establishMentof prototype admission

systems which admit'to medical schools a per- ..
..centage of minority, low incothe and rural students equal to the pro-
POrtional numbers of each group in the population of the state in
which the school is located; and

.

8. The 'federal government should establish financial rewards or incentives
for those schools which admit and retain

largepercentages of minority,rural and low income students.
.

C. The federal government should
finance recruitment and educational

enrichment programs for minority, low.income and rural students
high schools and dolleges. These prograMs should be conducted byprivate and public organizations and institutions.

0, The federal governmeht should make it illegal for medical schools
to accept students based on gifts by applicanti or their families.

Curriculum.

A. In order to produce more physicians
who are primary care. practitioners,'

any,schools receiving federal start;.upArants should be primary
care oriented.

8. Federal funds should be provieR to;support primary care tracks
in traditional schools and financial incentives should be offered'
to schools at a set dollar amount fOr

each student participating in
primary care tracks.

C. Federal incentive funds should be provided to encourage medical'
schools to develdp programs and courses in these important areas.

.'S. *IL ..X..
the accreditatip.p:procetsby H W, or.its designate.

42.x arried4Out poassZ3s the4mgeditation
1140u.dpitahricu4e.;;'S

#

, .
.shoul be conducted of NIH research suppo-rt and its

effect on medical school curricula
andi'subsequentlY,'health.manpower,trategies. - .

. .

In-order town. t theAritreased need for: faculty to teach primary care
federal Support Should. be "erfferged.to institutionsfor the training
of family medicine faculty::

. P



III. Posgraduate Training

A. The FederalgoVerOmeot should continue to proVide funds for the. :

developObrit and extension of family medicine residencys'training
programs:

B. Until reimbursementitrends'are substantially.aTtered, some form::
of external finahcial support remains: necessary for Family PraCtice
training Programs:'

C. The federal g6vernmeqt should support the extension and Adeveltips
04ilmept oftresidency 'programs in primary are internal medicine,

.

cate'obstetricsigynecology, and. primary care pediatrics
as-.a means of achieving this goal. '

.

0: :Financial support of current intornal medicin'e, obstetticsigynecologY,
and pediatrics programi whichemWsize primary care should be
continued.

E. Financial incg2tives should be offered to, ose,medical school's,
'whiCh meet thirgoal combined with disin ives to preVent schools
from meeting the goal by disaffiliating' thir ongoing non-primary
care programs.

F. A study should,be'conducted to"determine.the number of specialists
and Subspecialittsrequired to meet the country's health manpower
needs and ways to reduce and'control the number of overpopulated .
sPecialty and subspecialty postgraduate positioes.,Authority
should be given to the Secretary of HEW to regulate the number
of residency positions available in each specialty.

G. All physicians should be reiMbursed at the same level for the samB
primary care service. f:

H.-'payment schedules sheuld'be introdUced for 6 necesSat serviCes
provided by primary Care physicians, includi preventiveserviCei;
which are currently not reimbursable: -

There should be an adequate number of redu ed residenOes:and
federal fOnding. should be.available for th development of such'.
programs. '.

4
IV. Georgraphic Maldistrib tion

.taib.

A,. Federal funding sho Id be provided for the.deyelopment of residencies.
4- in under-served locations. . . t

. :
.

B. The reimbursement policies of private health insurance :carriers and.
'federal health care programs such as Medicare and MediCaid should be
rev '', to provide for equivalent reimbursement for services

Iglre '. regardlesS of the geographic locatiorrofithe practitioner.
._?-?- -,

Federal einanciaL support should, be provided for start-Up grants
for rural and inner city group practices. .

:.
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Y. The National.Hea)th .Service Carps -

A. The Gorps Should be expanded and the neceisary federal
expansion should be appropriated.

B. The NHSC heeds to expand.its technical assistance
preparation and should receive adequate financial
designated for this purpose.

C. Funds should be provided for an expanded and more
process.

O. ,Adequate funds should be provided for all of thote
personal growth experiences.

E. All Corps physicians should be eleigible for incentive pay.

F. Funding should be provided for the NHSC to work with interested
in developing "state service corps scholarshi s.

.G. The costs of state service corp-scholars
states and the. federal government..

funds for thi's

functions and site
Support specifically

detailed selection

prOfetsiOnal and

states

s should be divided between

H..,Each state that attempts to address its awn health manpower problems
"without considering national programs, by means such as forced. practice
'within a-state as a-pre-requisite for admission to a medical school,
should be denied NHSC physicians who have graduated from schools not
located in that state.

I. 'PL.94-484 contains a definition f ealth manpower shortage areas which
`includes urban and rural graphic reas, population groups and public,
ar.nonprofit private, me cal

This definition should b continued with two d ans:

a.. Cily and county correc nal facilities 4heuld be eligible
tin addition o federal an to e correctional facilities.

b. The elderly should be considered an eligible population group.

0
J. The NHSC in Its entirety, Scholarship. and Flea programs should be

.-administered under the Bureau of Community Health Services. The
sKHS; being in charge of placeMent and site development, is the obvious
administrative focus, far the Schalthhip program.

.1

VI.: Financing a Medical Education ..

'

:,PiNfirkreca s the establishment of an Educational OpPat'tunity
'Bank formed cal students, established with private trust.funds.
Government involvement should be imited to start-up assistance and to
guarantee against defaults. Loans taken from an E.O. 8. should be
repaid as a percentage of gross income once a physician is in practice.

. GO,

V.'



17.,
. .,

-'-'Acr:-E,II..8,.sh uld.become.self-supporting and repayment should include
principlii,- rest.and a participation lee. The interest and participation
fee should 40(T _a.prbgressive.:inavme cOntingent scale. :

--, 4.4Ti" ,_

1.1. 'Until-the-t&ononticOpportunitr*.a.t5incept is functional ,'the federal
:government should continue such Toii,*terestr loan programs as, the Health
Professions Studeneloan. anal thean FederalITIP-Aured Student Loan programs.
Furt rnoore,, the impractide; high, interest 14ai;Orograms, such as the .

tr
Heal h:Eduaation Assistance !'roan Program (HEAL)-shodleivamped so .

tha they, too, can provide 'reasonable Sources of mOney...,''''..,,,,_ , :.

C. In addition to the 80.8. the National Health Service Cdtps Scholarship'',
, program:should continue to receive funding. All Public Health. Service .:-4.,4

and military scholarships should be tax exempt.
.

. ..

.D. Federal incentive grants should be awarded to medical schools which'
meet stated manpower objectives. Whiltthe majority of funds should
properly be appropriated for special grants to individual,schools,,

. there may be a role for general, grants tied to certain national.
manpower goals.

. .

E Safeguards should be established to ensure that tuitions paid for'by
MSC or E.0.8. funds do not cover any of these expenses. Tuitions
shbuld also be subject to federal inflationary controls.

. .

F. No medical school should be funded or controlled By'any military
branch of the federal government. The Armed Forces Health Professions
scholarship program should be supported as a means of providing .,

volunteer armed forces physicians. The funds currently expended to
support a military medical school should be used to. upgrade military
health facilities, ftilfill. recruitment promises, and establish financial'
parity with the NHSC.

. ,1

G. Medical students oppose any attempt to re-establish a doctor draft.

'VII. Americans Studying Aboad

A. All foreign medical graduates, including U.S. citizens studying abroad,
should-have to pass an examination equivalent to Parts I and II of the
National Boards before entering a U.S. postgraduate training program.

8. The Department of HEW should publish Statistics on the estimated number
of students studying abroad, their chances of returning to U.S. medical
training, and their 'scores on national qualifying exams.

C. No federal program should be established to mandate S. schools to
accept, as transfer students, U.S. students studying abroad.

VIII. FMG's

A. The provisions of Title VI of PL 94-484 are appropriate and should not
be changed.



8. The 'waiver of regui.rements provided for in Title y1 should not be
d extended past 1980..

1X.. Minorities in Malcine..

A. The percentage: of..minority medical school enrollthenlshouldequal
the percentage: of IninOrty'representation40-thellopulation.

.8.' Special prOgramsshould.be.funded to ttiiiin minorities as .'

faculty for medical schools. financ141 incentives should deVeloped
to encourage medical schools to ilicrease the number of minority faculty
members and administrators.

C. Federal financial assistance should be provided to Meharry and :lorehouse
Medical. Colleges as needed. Howard Medical College should continue

fromto receive funds.lm the EW budget..

b. Funding should be provided to establish a Native American :!edlcil
School.

E. Also, the scholarship. program for students with exceptional financial
need should be continued.

X. Women in Medicine 4
. .

A. Financial support should be.oroVided forrecruitment programs at the
....high school and college levels aimed at hcreasing the percentage of
women applicants.

B. Funding should also be made available for studying the social, cultural,
iand political factors which mpact,on an individuals decision to apply

to medical.school.
, .

deral support should be provided for the training.of women as medical
cliopl faculty and administrators, and.financiAl incentives should be

established to encourage schools to increase the number of women faculty
members and adminfOtrators.

10.

XI. Physician Competence

A. AMSA recommendsthat the guaranteeing of a minimum level of physician
competence should be mere appropriately handled by a national medical
board which wouldaestablish uniform, national standards for liccnsurd.
to be enforced by state medical boards while in the process of admitting
new physiciant to practice in th eir states.

.

B. AMSA supports a national system of relicehsure Uy. re-eva/ luation with-the
correction of deficiencies having an emphaslsonedUcation and rehabilitatiot_
lather than on punishment: AMSA also-urges researchcon new peoctice
valuation techniquel such as peer, review, audits, practite profiles,

and computer 'patientpmulation.

811
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-C. AMSA supports continuing medical education as a voluntary meChanism
for staying curhgnt in medfCal knowledge and urget research in such
continuing medfCal.education activitas as audits, self-assessMents.
and patient profiles.

.

XII. New Health Practitioners,

A. The federal government should.continue to support the training of physician
assistants and nurse ptattitioners.

c

XIII: Miscellaneous '

ti

A. Grants and contracts for programs in special areas should be-financed
.

in order to stimulate their introduction into the curt161a of health
scievischools.

B. Prison.Health Care, Medical-sdhools should establish linkages with
jails and prisons and provide learning experiences for students and
housespff in these settings.

C. Health. Team TrainingThese experiences should be availab*Iforhealth

%
.

science students and in' Poslraduate residency programs in prioryry
carepecialties.

.

6. NutrIt On--FinanCial support should be, provided .for, nutrition e cation
onfy toy those schools which meet the following criteria:

1: a separate department or section of nutrition;
. 2. a separate basic science xourte,in' nutrition;

3: a clinical nutrition clerkship;
'N 4. Antegration,of clinical nutrition)nto the other clinical sciences;

and
5. integration of nutrition training into primary Care residency

%

programs.
. .

Geriatrics--Separate departments of geriatrics need to be estaplished
and postgraduate residency programs emphasizing this field shoYaldbe
funded.

Preventive Medicine-This important primary care subject'should be
included in the basic and clinical-sciences as well as residency -Saleng
programs In the primary care specialties.

/
G. ''Occupational HealthFunding for theie centers should be continued.

In addition, programs to integrate occupational health into the basic .

/ and clinical sciences of health science schools should, be funded.

H. Area Health Education Centers--The AHEC_program should be continued
and'eXPanded to include more inner-city facilities.

842
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XIV. National Advisory Councils

Advisory Councils dealing with health manpower issues (National Advisory`
Council an Health Professions Education, National Advisory Council on the
National Health Service Corps, the Graduate Medical Education National
Advisory Committee, etc.) should consist of representatives from organized
medicine, medical education, government (national and stat*),-the public and
health.science students.

XV. Tithe Period of Authority

Health manpower legislation should provide authorities for programs for
5 year

5

O



I. Introduction

The American Medicale4Itudnt Aisociation (ANSA) is a totally independent'
organization iepreseriting 23,000 students. at 128 allopathic and.osteopathic
medical.ichools. -We'beliete that health care is a right, not a privilege,
and that access todinianen standards of health care should be enjoyed by
all. . During the past ten years, AMSA has attempted to address the issue
of health'manpower through innovative edUcational programs and support
for various l islatian. We have endeavoredclo expand midicil education
bath directly through curriculum intervention' and indirectly. hroUgh alternative
learning experiences.:. We haye placed over 8,000 medical students in migrant
camps, on Indian reservations, in Appalachia, and in other rural and urban
underserved areas during their summer vacations and elective time. We

haVe also fostered an Interdisciplinary approach to the development of health
.1care services and have encouraged positive interactions among health care

personnel. Asa result of these efforts,.we have gained practical experience
in ghat determines the practice locations and specialty choices of young
physips..-er

We have been active in attempting to increase the repregentation in medical 3

schools of minority groups and have introduced into medical school curricula
courses on topics which need to be addressed such as preventive medicine., .

nutrition, and geriatrics. We supported the legislation which founded.
.

the National Health Service Corps (NHSC) and which implemented the NHSC
scholarship program for medical students. We are working with the Indian
Health Service;(IHS), NHSC and BureaU of Medical:5ervices (BM5) in recruiting
Physicians and physicians-in-training for those branches of the Public
Health Service (PHS). We are presently developing a preceptorship program
placing NHSC scholarship.recipients in NHSC sites in order to help them
better prepare for futurBlpracticeWithin the PH5. We remain supportive °

of the NHSC as a means of realistically confronting manpower needs and will
be offering positive recommendations for the Corps' improveMent.

It is our belief that any health manpower bill should met the following
objectives:.

1) Provide fair treatment of all socioeconomic, c ltural:)And racial
groups with respect to admission to medical sc ool..

2), Oevelop appropriate incentives to direct medical schools to address
1 . national manpower needs through curricular reform.

3) Ensure the production of adequate numbers of primary care practitioners
with concommitant reductions in overcrowded specialties.

4) Stimulate a redistribution of physicians such that adequate numbers
are directed .into areas of critical flee

5) Place the responsibility on students'for'ii fin'incing of thei

medical education through.repaymentob)4.service' in underseryed
areas or through direct payment of in equitable share of the true
educational costs.

6) Provide for the of Amers medical manpower heeds
through the educati of adequate numbers, of our own citizens_

fort medical careers.

1(1
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. . _....a
We are aware of the inequities in the current health care system and understand
that any improvement is best realized in the public forum relying on 1:
information from 01 people involvedproviders, consumers, and federal,
state,'and local governments. As physicians -in- training we offer suggestions
in the areas of admission, curriculum, postgraduate training, geographic
distribgtgon, National Health Service' Corps, medical education financing,Amer ns studying abroad, foreign medical graduates'. representation ofidmin es and women, licensure, and allied.health' A sincere effort

to'a ress these concerns will go a long way toward alleviating the problems
at currently exist in health manpower.

.
.

°

Admissions ,

,In the continuum of medical education the step most important in determinilig
the types of physicians produced is t e,admissions system. Unfortunately
it is also the Most difficult to influ ce by federal' intervention.

Each Medical school establishes its own admissions criteriaeand most consider
a number of factors including undergraduate grade point averages (GPA),
Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) scores, interviews, letters of rec-
ommendatidn and pastactivities. However, most schools place heaviest
emphasis on grades and MCAT scores. As a result of the competitiveness
for admission to medical school, the average grade point average and MCAT
scores of those admitted have steadily increased)

This type of system. discriminates against low income, rural and minority
applicants, who generally have lower GPA's and MCATscores.2-4 There is
strong evidence that minority and rural medical students return to minority
and rural communities to practice in much higher percentages than do other
students and that background cgaracterisTics are the strongest predictors
of eventual practice location.b-1,1 In addition, there is some. evidence
that admission systems based on grades and MCAT scores place at a disadvantage
those applicants most likely to practice primary care in medically Underserved
areas and favor those inclined toward research and specialty practice.l2-13

Most.research conducted has shown that grades and MCAT scores do not
predict who will make the best physicians.l4-16 .Students admitted with
low grade and MCAT scores dd equally wel4 in clinical training as'other
students.17-18

There are a few schools hicp have established admissiOns systems that
attempt to correct forthe disadvantage faced by minority, rural and low

, income applicants due to their lower. grades and MCAT scores. One example
.is the Program in, Medical Sciences at Florida State University. Each year
a large number of minority, rural and low income students-is admitted to
this program. Each student competes for each place and there are no conflicts
with the recent Supreme Court decition in thelakke case.19

845
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It is our strong belief that n order to change the geographic distribution'
of medical school and reside ry graduates, it is important to increase
significantly thy number of ical students admitted from minority, rural
and low income groups. Medical schools claim that few student; from these
groups are,acc pted because few apply.' As we have seen, the standard
admission syst discourages these students from applying b' emphasizing
grades and MCA s. History hassshown that as'educational opportunities
for undaarepr sented groups increase, applications then increase,Naot.vice
.versa.29 T refore:

0

The federal government should financially support the establishment
of prototype admission systems which admit to medical"schools a per,
centage of minority, low income and rural students equal to the.pro-
portional numbers' of each group in the population or the state in which
the school is located; and

''

The federal governAnt should establish financial rewards or incentives
for those schools wh[ch admit and retain large percentages of minority,
rural and Tow income students.

The '`federal government should finance recruitment and educational
enrichment _programs for minority, low income and rural students in
high schools and colleges. These programs should be conducted by ...e,

private and publIc organizations and institutions. I
t.

.

As a result of the competitiveness for admission into medical school, there'
have been several instances reported of applicants gaining admission as

T,'a result of large#cash payments to schools.41-22 Medical training is a

Therefore:
napbnal and not something to be blught by Oe highest bidder..

I,
.

The federal government should make it illegal for medical schools
to accept students based on gifts by applicants or their families.

We also recognize that women are numberically under- represented in medicine
and'believe this situation deserves some special considerations which are
addressed in the Section on Women in Medicine.

.

.

.
ci. ..III. Curriculum -

.
.

. .
.

..

An estimated ninety percent (90%) of patient problems can be adequately
mahaged,by primary care practitioners. 1* If current trends toward specialization
continue, .the 1990hysician peculation will be unable to meet our nation's
primary care needs.,-In.order.to address this issue, medical schools and-,
medical school yarrlculs must foster an envirdnment conducive to.lebrning lk
and practicing; primary care. 4. .

4e

.

define prima are to.inclUde medical care\delivery which incorporates
and emphasize& t four prinCiples of: Milt 4ontact; dngotAg, reSpOnsibility;
comprehensiveness of scope; and over 11 coordination of,.tHe patient's -.
protialems-.biologi al, behavioral 'and ocial.

1 prliduciore phYsiCians'Whokare primary.tare practitioners,
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.

1
.. 1 any schools receiving federal startup grants shouldrbe primary

care oriented.
!

.

.

In orderto be classifiedies.primaicare oriented, schools should meet.
criteria in the follOwing areal'i.

.. .

.

.

.

1) Percehtage of the ;fejt; involved in primary care practice.

,. 2) Percentage of time spent by students in community -based primary
...)

111..
care experienCes. .

,

e
3) Egutl standing for the Oepartmentloi:Family Practice with ether

*depkr5infs,
1

:.

ft- -. 4 Interdi5ciplinary learning experiences.
,....

'5) Precljnjcal experiences in primary care setting .

Establiihectmedical schools,shoultbe encouraged -5p develop primary care
experiences for their medttal studFnts., In order to accomplish this

. -
federal funds should be provided-to support primary care tracks
In traditional schools and financiaP,incentivesshould be offered

. to schools at a set dollar mount for each stduent participating in
prary.care'tracks.. ,- ,

There are also numerous epergIng areavef national concern related to he'alth'
that are.seldomaddrested.ih medical school cerricula: Nutritton. preventive

)mediCine and.patient education,.aging..the. terminally ill, and occupational
and environmental health' are:'s all topics in whies students. rarely receive
adequate training.' - -.. 0 "

f.
Federal incentive funds should 11:trovided to encourage'mddical
schools 61 develop programs and' rtes in these important areas. .

.

-.

P,
.

eTgi:IiloocfecidtiXpnh
its forced emphasisrylasis on reseti

'
ini.jltesL;eprigiT;dr establishing prtriary
carebrientWd $chools'and may also he discourtgjng the exploration.of ',...

.."..41 emerging concerns.
..

' - ......°A

A study of the accreditation process by HEW; or its designate,
, . N should,be carried outstp the effeet of tAe accreditation '

process on medical schobl)turrsidula.
.e. . I .I. i

Data is also lacking on he-effect NTH research support ton the educational
'process. We hYP0OSS.12t that the distribution of funds b NIH aflows for
power'baseS among ffedialtiel inside medical schools ehich subseguentlY
exercise A profound' influence upon-cyrriculir strategy. ' -

f ..,..

, .

tV

6 3i 414 ,-4-0s..-6 4 .
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A study should 14 8ondutted)ofNI
effect on medico -school curricula
strategies.

'W;') I. .

Finally, in orderrto meet the increased
care,

' federal suppdr' should be offered'
of family medic-171,faculty.

IV. Postgraduate - Training 't ..

research support and its
and, subsequently,health manpower!

. .

need fol. faculty to teach.primary

4

'to institutions for the Iraihing

. .

.As a result.of federal
efforts,'.there is qio longer a problem of'inadeguatenumbers, of physicians.
Rather, there is a maldistritiution of dottorsbath b specialty and by geographic

location.1 Some measures were taken bythe. 94th Congress An an attempt to address these
issues through affectingpostgraduate educitrdn; hdWever,

insufficient time has elapsed to evaluatetheir efficacy. The goals established
in PL 94-484 of an increasedAidmber.-

1 i
.....,

theLkey_to correction f special ..mildistribution. Many of the programs
.

Of primary cafe physicians and
of subspecialists remain

Initite8-onder that au ity an listed below deserve to be expanded and
.

should continue to recei
g.,..a share of federal expenditures.

.

/1
Estimates on the need for

family phxsicians approach twenty -five percent (25%)of'.the total physici opulatienW Currently thirteen percent (13%) ofresidency posi,tiOns are illed,by students planning to\enter family' practice`and there are'indications
that this percentage would increase if more

o.

positions were available.

trk,
. A'he Federal government shoul continue to provide funds for the develop-ment and extension or family

medicine reOdency training programs.
''.., Primary care .programs such as family practice

provide a wide range.of imbulatofy` servites no-easily
amenable to cost ap alysis and reimbursementpolicies. ..e.....

t
,.

4
Until reimbursement

trends are substaritially drtered;
v. ,

.

some form of external financial
suppor/Lremains necessary for FamilyPractice training programs.4

.. N41
.

.

. .

.1.,At leattlifti'percent (50%) of pretticing phyiicians should Oe,deliveringprimary care.. FamilY, practice
programs,are currently unable.toigqit:this*deMand.

/ - ..

.

.

.The federal government
should su'Taart the exterrior 0, and!deVelop-ment ofiresidency prograrm in,pr 'nary care internal

medicine,.nritharycare obitetrits/gyriecology,
and!primarynare pediatrics as rrAns 4f ac eying.Q11.1221.1. iii '

"..4 . A,Furthermore. since these
three specialties also provide Olargl range or77i!ambulatory services, they ex.0er ence the same financial diffic }ties as4family practice.

Financial support of curr nt internal medicine, obstetricsAnecologY,
...:,, and pediatrics orograms whhch emphasize primary care should becontinued.

,-/! . \ ''''
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) However, data indicate t t pediatric and particularly internal medicine'
A000-

and obstetrics/gynecology.arm.not cu ntly functioning as training grounds
/ fon'primary cite praetit ers.6-7 n estimated sixty to seventy;percent:
,of the graduates/from a-general in rnal medicine program optr.for additional
training in a siabspecialty.8-10 o ensure that these programs do indeed,

\serve to train pro iders of prj ry care, criteria should: be established
'which consider the °flowing Variables:

: 1) -The percent e of time which must be spent by residents in
ambulatory care settings on'a continual. basis;

%'r

. .
. i ,

2) he percentage of time spent by- res i dents in communi ty,based
experiences,. - ,

3) The percentage of graduates actually entering primary care;
,

t'_, '' tl) The maxtmum number of sdlispecialty fellowship positionsallowed at
the training institution; \ . . - ,.

..)
5) Traint4 in preventive medicine as df.the residency program:.

.

- J
/6) Interdficipli0-1training.:

,-,

. After: five years'the,tbncept of meeting primary care e;tis with inter, al,

.
. .

medicine, obsteOrics/gyneeology medieine pediatric specialists should

4:124i
% be evaluated.. tf results show that I'la ercentoge of residency program

'graduates.continve to.enter subspecialties '
re

en.federal. funds fbr these
, program% should be shifted into family pftetice.

1

.

, - , '
:.

-1 ''Pl. 94:484 mandated. that fifty'percent' (50%) of all medical school graduates
rentersprimary care tracks.- Again, Many graduates enter primary care docks,

., , .percent.(59%).of residency duates be from-primary care. fields a d not .

. 1rbbt.Subsequegtly lubspeciali;t11-12 It is,more'aporopriatethat fifty.
going inta^iddspecialties.\ 4.. . /..

' . ' ,' . ..
.

Filianeil0 incentives should be offered.to hose meeftal chools which
.., ' meet this goal combined with disincentives to prevent schools from :

.meeting the goal, by disaffiliating their ongoingabon-primary care
,

programs. ,-

.

,,- .,
''' Although the above recommendations will -begin to meet our primary care ,..

.needs, there sti 1 remains the.problem of-too many training programs In
--certain special s. Sirice 1972 we have known that-too,,many surgeons and .

surgical pbsp is ists were being trained. -Yet thei-e has been no decrease
s in the number of-surgIcal.residency programs.13

. .

.Astudy should be'ednducted -to detrmi11he number of specialists
and subspecilalists reouired to meet the country'.s health,manpowet_needs,
and ways tereduce and control the number of overpopulated spevalty
and subspecialty postgraduate pbsitiont: Authority should,be given
to the Secretary of'HEW to requTate the(number-of residency-positions
available in eact specialty. "

,/,

7

fr.

° 1- ._:

a.
------'

,
._..;;_-A1/4. ,.. \
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Current Medicalre/Meditaid pollcies favor spepialtsti-byNllowing reimbursement
. .

. levels based upon the prevailing changes of the paticular spectalty. - MOS%
primary-Care physicians with lower -fee. schedules yeceive'less_,compensation.

- /or :h same: procedure than whet; it pertained bya spediaiist.14.4 P

All physicians'shbuld be 'reimpursectlet'the sane lev'et,tgr -the same
primary care service. st,'

. .

Many pieventive,services and Other ptocedurin offered py priMary qare,physiCiahS
are not reintblir*le under Mediczire/ffedicaid legrstation: '

Payment schedulesshould be.An trodbced.for any treceSse'ry s,eiices
prpvided,by primer,}4, care physicians, incluMing preventive services,
which Are..currently not reimburyabl-C

. some medical- sticdents' have expressed a preegirenceifor.reduced-Saheddle
residendtes as a means'of ,obtaining medical training/whtle,pursitng other
valued goals.

There s uld be an adequate number Of reduced 'residencies 401,41 federal
f:ndin should be avaiTabTe for the deveiopreent!.pf.su cl; programs.

tyittthe pas

.
.

-.AT,- .

geOFthe .tmer°gericy-, eal Ws:Personnel, Act, in-,1170, Congress -4, .°

legisUct e tptigtzea tie pearl of geographic Maldistrigotida. . Federal -;
erforts!hi,144,. tii-,tgd-In substantial increase in the numbeP of physictans..being

',how the probl es", of geographic maldistrlibutioWpersists.2 Potential
stra ieprfava fable' to Address this issue Include-T.. 'the selectiorof :phys clans
.pred eposild to .eo:t r ,prsRti.ce in uriderserved areas; 'a medidal "school. environffient

. incentlyes tcta trhCt phySicians to k giVen region. es first t topics
. , the t.nriggrAig, ph'a tiCe' and inner- city locales; tlie utilisation

are twith in Vi ns artfadthissions and curricu a.
"

Phystcians show'a',Strong erericefor.practicing in the locati in which they
4k, . did their pos9ratluare tra g.3 k-rational .apprgaah 'thedrob geographic

mal di s tributiorr is.td pref renti ally .develop nee residency 'pOsitions An' the
regionS where physicians. e.needed.

o

I/ Geoersp7hic M ds4r4button

, .

Fe.l.rAi r igq:should- be pravided for the reloprnent of residencies
-. ,4 - in fi erserved .1aca-tions. - 1.
,

Evidence Indidates thtt Canadian' p'hysiciAris da:considerAcome'..differentials
irOdeciding where-to.practice.4, ,Whether ar not .this'ap - es to 'AmericA.

. physicians.ts unitawri, but we suspect income pat4ntia1 .does inflouence practice .
1%4 .locale.. Medidare'parnetlt levels-are currently .based trn ap'aierage of the' pre-

. -- "vailinq charges ',in. the area cahcerned,pnsr analysts:Of this dataconfirms that
' these 'tevgls arellower in rural , underserved. local 41 es.5 .. ;,.

.4'.

' 4, , '
1

4,4-,)
s ,

If 3
!'"

4
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- -The reimbursement policiet. of oriVate health insurance carriers and
federal health care programs such as Medicare and Medicaid should be
revised to provide for equivalent reimbursement for services rendered
regardless of the geographic location of the practitioner.

. An additional detel-rent to practicingsin medically underserved areas is the lack
of.adegUate faciljties.6 Most young physicians today do not care to be solo
practitioners; thdy wapt to practice in groups for a variety of personal- and
professionalreasons.

.

, Federal financi upport should be provided for . start-ut grants for
rural and inner ity group practices.

. . .'

This financialtS4Port can be repaid as a percentage of the practices'profits ,
over a given amount of time.

VI. The National Health Service Corps
.

.
.

. -. - . .

The AMerican Medical Student Association has gained a great deal of practical
experience in working with-the National'Health Service.Corps. We have conducted
two NHSC preceptorship programs for medical students, have recruited young physicians
for the Corps,''the Indianilealth Service and Bureau of Medical Services, and have
conducted conferences for physicians entering the Corps with a service obligation

, as well as for medical studehts participating in the scholarship prmgram. We also
nave:placed medical students in medically underserved communities through several

.

'projects In Whiqh students and communities work together to.address local health .
care problems. . .

. .r
. . . . .

The National Health ServiCeCorps is the beseffort to date ti4Oplress in
serious problim of lack areccess CO medical services by a.lar egment:m

. U.S. population. ° .. .

.

The Corps should-be expaneded and the necessary federal funds for this
expansion should, be appropriated.,

.

-

The one problem which continues to plague-the Corps is the poor retention of . :;4°.;:1,31,-..

.. .

Physicians. It should be kept in mind that the Cor s provides service to unumber ..,,,,i/

certain geoghphiC areas which will never:attraCt- nd retain physicians yet which "'
41;

of areas irl'which the private-physiCians are relu nt to practice. There are , ,,, .'

. still need,heslth care. The National Health Service Corps operates in a number
of such areas and offers them needed-health care eveh thbugh it is not in the form

.

of permanent physicians.
. 4'

.. .

..,

. ...

There are several steps which can be taken to improve the retention rate of Corps
;physicians; 'Often communities are not adequately pieparedlor their role-in

. the pperation of NHSC facilities. A successful NHSC site involves a cooperative
relationship between health care personneloand co sties. Prepatitory technical

.'assistance it usually needed to ensure that'communitfes under"staddtheir roles
To and that 'Unrealistic expectations. are not present. t .

, .. .

The NHSC needs to expand its technical assistance fdnctions and site
.. . ,

li'' preparation and should, receive adequate financial stir specifically.
designated for thfilpuFpose.

...

14 . . . -

The NHSC is becoming increasingly litpendent on scholarsnlia recipients ai a '
,

source of physician personnel. Out to the increasing t t 0, medical.education
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and decreasing sources of alternative funding, many students Are applying for
NHSC scholarships out of financial necessity rather than a desire .to serve:.
The priority in. awarding scholarships goes to first and second year students.
and no real effort is made to distinguish those with a desire to serve from
those who Are in financial need. The three schools with the higheSt number
of scholarship recipients are Georgetown, George Washington, and Me6arry.
The first two schools-have the highest tuition in the country and the. third has
a student body made up of predominantly disadvantaged students.,

. Once medical studen&are accepted into the Scholarship program they receive
little information from the Corps as to what to expect in later years. These
scholarship recipients attend traditional medical schools which shunt students
toward specialties an do not prepare them for future practice .in _medically

.

underserved areas. Those recipients not committed to the Corps will. tend to
fulfill their service obligation after one year of internship and then leave
to complete a residency. Once scholarship recipients begin to repay with
service, they-find out that their salaries substantially below that of their
volunteer colleagues because of their ineli ility for incentive pay.

It is clear that retention could be tmpro3ed with a few major changeg. Only those
students with a desire to practice in medically underserved areas should be
accepted into the scholarship program. A restructuring of the current financing
of medical eduction is necessary so that there are acceptable funding options
present for those.not inclined'toward service. This problem is addressed in
detail in the section on Financing Medical Education.

Funds should be provided for an expanded and more detailed selection
rocess.

4, Once accepted into the scholarship program students,should receive periodic-
communications from the Corps helping them understand and prepare -for their
eventual practices. Conferences need ta.be held on a periodic:basis to acquaint
students with other scholarship recipients and with NHSC personnel. -Learning
opportunities at NHSC sites need to be developed.and maintained So that students
can experience' the clinical and n'onclinical aspects af Corps practice.

Adeauate funds should be provided for all. of those'professional- and
personal growth experiences.

alll.

This will deMonstrate an interest in and commitment to scholarship recipients
by the Corps. It will help restore She scholarship program to one of service,
will cost a small fractiOn of the current Corps budget and will result An imprOved
satisfactton on the part of Corps physicians. In addition,

A ,.
all'Coros physicians should be eligible for incentive pay.

Since the passage of PL 94-484 therAks been some cOnfusiOn as to.the',benefits
which other federal health services will receive froin the NHSC scholarship -

program. The Indian Health Service and Bureau ofMedical Services also have
unmet manpower needs and should continue to be service options for those
scholarship recipients who desire such service. .

In recent years many state legislatures have taken an interest in their states'
' health manpower problems.' Most:legislatures want ta see the graduates of their,

i

medical'ichools stay} within the state to practice. This is an unders,tandable,

S,

c,

A
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attitude but Ignores cit .ens' right to.mobility and also frustrates natiopar
health manpower s4rateg4es. The problem of medically underserved iopulations.
should biraddressedas a joint feller /state effort,.States Should-be encouraged
to work with federat.prtgrams,like the National. Health Service Corps.

Fun should-.be Provided for the NHSC to work with interested states
in deviloPIng "state service cdrps.scholarships.'

These :scholarships would bylOgacal students attending each.respective
state's-public and Private ital 'Schools.

%

.

The'costs of state se ice corosscholarships should be divided.between\\
states and the federal government.

.
'

The NHSC should then cooperate with state.governments to place these scholarship
recipients within health manpower shortage areas within-each respective state.

Each state that attempts to address its own health manpower preplems without
considering national -programs, by means such as forced practice within a state
as a pre-requisite for admission to a medical school,

should be denied NHSC physicians who have graduated from schools not located
in. that state.

.-I.IL Designation of Health Manbowerqdhortage Area
.

.

. ,
.

.

PL 94-484:contains a definition of health manpower sh .tage areas which intrudes
urbah and rural geographic areas, population groups a public,-or nonprofit

"private; medical facilitiet.
' .

. ..

TSis'definition should be continued with. two additions:

. A.. City.and county correctional facilities shOuldte eligible.
in a4dition Vs.Federal and State correctional facilities_
. , . .

. .

B. The elderly should be considered an eligible popult.tion,group.
.

.
.

.

Finally, the divided administrationof the Corps program is complicated and ' ...
confusing: Currently, the Bureau of Health Manpower has authority over the
Scholarship program whereas the Bureau of COmunity Health Serarices oversees the

:.',' .Field program,: Students who are scholarship recipients or who are considering
-' appfying .for scholarships. by, necessity will-have numerous questions about sitd

availability; fUture plans for the Corps, matching of site and scholarship ,

recipient',
. and various other issues dealing with their future service. In ,

many cases the-staff of the Scholarship program is unable to answer these questg6:10.
and must direct these students to an entirely different Bureau, causing -undue

.

confusion and frustration.
. .

The NNSC in its entirety , Scholarship and FieldLprograms: Shand be
admiffistered under the, ureau,of Community Heal th ServFces. The BCHS,. being
in charge of placement.and site development, is the obvious administrative
focus for theScholarship.program.

.

...
iry
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"TI. Financin\Medical- Education

Medical Student loans'aed Schotarshioi
/r.

w -
.--..

Before discussing recommendations concerning methods of financing medical
education, it is important ta,understand the premises on which th4S'discussidn
will be based.

.......

1) It is not unreasonable for taxpayers to expect medical students to
assume'a large share-of the casts o theW eauCatrionS. The medical ,

profession is one of the highest'paid-in-the countrY,.yet medical
student tuition accounts for only a small share of the costs of medical
education:1 Low tuitions.are not only public subsidies of the future
rich- but .are 'also. public subsidle4,of those 3*d-1Tel-students currently,
in-upper income brackets who coulWafford tg;say,for their educations.

- ..

2) It is not unreasonable tcCexpect those who catiat afford the co- sts of,
medical education to secure loans to bglPmeetIthese expenses.

3) It is unreasonable to expect these loans to. be repaid while one is is
internship or residency training or in theAaarly years of practice.- 'this
is a time when physicians are not well off financially.

4) The National .Health Service Corps Scholarship a perfectly-reasonable
mechanism to provide a medical student with financial support in exchange f
for a future service commitment in a medically underserved area. However,. .

students should be able to choose this option, not be forced into it Is,a
res'lt of a lack of financial alternatiaes.,

Medical education should'be available to all income groups and federal
policies sho4d not provide disincentives to'potential.medical students
from low income groups.
0 .- -

The current system of loans and scholarships availakle to medical.studepts-islesi
than ideal.' The various loan options teguire repayment during residency. training
and/c5r'in' the Iliitt'years following resrdency.' Odrren.t4y,4-55% of first-:year medical .

students expect debts pf 515,000 or more.at the end of medical school... 15% expect h
debts of OVer 530,000. The specter of such ]age debts and accrued AntereStolong
with the limited.time-for repayment is'forci many students to accept service-
dependent scholarships.- .

The five schools
withlt

the lergest number of new NHSC scholarships.awarded!jn 197E1
were Meharry, Georgettwn;'George Washington, Jefferson and Tufts. All are expensive
prIvate schools except for Meharry, which enrolls a large' numbersf4inaneially
disadvantaged students. lhaddition, 30% of recent-NHSC scholalfs have,teen awarded
to minority students who represent only 9-10% of the total medical student population,

indicating that this group is having to. assume an ihequitable,share,Wthe-seNice
.

1- commitment.

44,:,f

. .

This situation does not bade well for the National Health SerVice Corps. It would
be better to-have 3 small NHSC with committed physicians ipan a large NHSC with
physicians who have "forced service" attitudes.

. .

,-,-.-

As one solution to4the problems of loan repayment durilig resideneltand the inappro- -'
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priate use of the NHSC, AMSA recommends the establishment of an Educational Oppor-
tunity Bank for medical students, established with private trust funds. Government
involvement should-6e limited to start uo assistance and to guarantee against de-
faults. Loans taken from an E.O.B. should be reoaid as a oercentage or gross in-
come once aphysician is in practice.4-6 This would allow students-to assume more
responsibility for the costs of their medical education yet provide a less burden-
some mechanism for repayment. It would provide a true alternative for those not
desiring a service-commitment scholarship yet still provide incentives to accept
NHSC.scholarshigs. At the same time, income contingent repayment provides no dis-
incentive for establishing a low paying practi-ce in a medically underserved area.
An E.O.A. should became self-supporting and reoaymentshpold include orinciole,
interest and a particioation fee. The interest and oarticioation fee should be
Eased on a progressive, income contingent scale. It should also be possible for a
Percentage of the debt to be forgiven eacn year for service in-the NHSC. Potential
medical Siudents from low income families should find this mechanism of repayment
more attractive and should'ngt be-deterred from entering medical school.

Until the Economic Opportunity Bank concept is functional, the federal government. should continue such low interest loan orograms as the Health Professions Student
Loan'and-the Federally insured Student Loan orograms. Furthermore, the finoractiggl,

.- high -Interest loan-programs, such as the Health Education Assistance Loan ProgramN
(HEAL) should be revamoed so that tney, too, cAn provide reasonable sources of_
money. g

,In Adition to the E.O.B. tr. 4atiakal Health Service CorpsoScholarship orogram
should continue to receive funding. All Public Health Service ano military scholar-
shiOepmuld be tax exempt:. It is anticipated thatwith*an E.O.S. program the demand'
faringStAcholarsnips will continue to be high although,notnot -at the same level as the
pas10-few.'years. t .

4. .

. , ' Incentive GranisiCapitation.*dsi. -.--
a

The role'of capitation grants has recently been increasingly-gueStionWandncrlti-,
cited. Historically,,these grants have been utilized to achieve perceived national ,
manpower goals: -far example, in 1971 these funds were tielto a reguient'tIiiati
each medical school increase its class size and thus fulfill the thifiLliereived-needj._
for more physicians. -

More recently capitation grants haVe not been used effectively to:intouagerschools"
to address current health manpower.goals.' Whatever the form or name .! capitation,.
incentive grants. or social project grants .; these fedearaionies should be tied ,
to'.the achievement of national health manpower needs..

-Spectal incentive grants should be available to each individual school If that
school meets specific'goals or criteria. Such special grant-goals would include
developing and,e4panding faMily practice training programs, establiiiiing Oeparbilents
of Family Medicine, recruiting and retaining under - represented groups ?uch as
minority ando.rural studentseopd developing curricular innovations in-areas like
:geriatrics, nutrition, and 14StOational health.

.

- Other national' health manpower objectives may beet. be affected by prOviding general
incentive grants. 'These grants would be provided to each school as long-a% spec17

eo' Pied manpower goals were met nationally. If these goals were not met niVonelli;

),



only those schools which individually met the goals would receive funds. One.such
national manpower objective would be a specific pertentage of graduates from-primary
care residencies.

Federal incentive grants should be awarded to medical schools which meet stated man-
power objectives the majority of funds should properly oe appropriated for
special grants to individual schools, there may be a role for general grants tied to
certain national manuowej goals.

dr 0

1.1 Tuitilon Levels
,
While it is not unreasonable to expect medical students to pay for a larger share
of theitasts of their educations, it is unreasonable to expect them to pax for non-
educational expenses. Medical students should mat have to pay for the casts of
training graduate students, budgetary inefficiency ar naneducatianally related re-.
search. Safeguards should be established to 'ensure that tuitions paid for by'NHSC
or E.O.B. funds da not cover any of these expenses. Tuitions should also be sub-
ject to federal inflationary controls.

fx, 9
Military.Physicians"

Military physicians Should be trained by civilian medical'schaols in order to..,avaidaii
a small military medical "elite". No medical school should be funded aricontf9Ilea
by anv military branch of the federal government. The Armed Forces Health.Prafes-
sians scnalarsnio oroaram snauld be supported as a means of providing volunteef n
armed farces onysicians. The current problem of a physician snartage in the armed
services is, candidly, the military's own fault. Overstated promises'by recruiters
and a lick.of responsiveness to physicians' needs have given the military.a bad name
Among medical students. The funds currently expended to support a military medical
school should_be_used to upgraae military health facilities, fulfill recruitment
promises, and'eltablisn financial parity with the NHSC.

Medical students appose any attempt to re-establish a. doctor draft. However, -ef
such a prapasaVis considered, it should provide for a choice between military

'service and civilfah service in a nedidally.underserved area.

IX. Americans Studing'Abroad

One of the Mareilifficult problems in establishing a national health manpower icy'
is determining how to respond to U. S. citizens studying medicine in farei coun-
tries.tries. A large number of Americans studying overseas undermines any att pt.at

. health manpower planning. The U. S. should take the responsibility to train suf-,
.

f ficient numbers of physicians within the U. S. to meet national needs. It is not,
possible to preikint students from studying medicine abraad.,,hawever, several :steps
can be talelh tediscourage students from choosing this optidn.

;,41

In order to quatffy dr an exchange visa to 'study in a U. S. residency program.,.

a F.M.G. must paSs'a isa Qualifying Exam (V.Q.E.D.4-This requirement does not apply
to U. S. students itudYin,lbrogd. They must pass-only the ECFMG exam, which is

.

.t4-11iff,as long and twice as easy. The VAI.E. was established in R.L. 94- 484_in order
to ensure.an adequate level at knowledge by F.M.G.'s entering this country for past-

. maduate.trafrAng. Americans studyin§ abroad shaulepapess, the same llvel of know-
,ledge.,ATT.foreign medical graduates14Acludina U..S. citizens studying abroad, .

shaulcrhaiie to PaSsan examination eguivalent.ta Parts ,..nd II of the )Natianal,Baards

P.



before entering a'U. S.
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Postgraduate training program.

Many Americans travel dyer-seas-to study medicine witho. knowing their tilances of
returning to a U. S. school or postgraduate training program. The Department of
H.E.W. should pua4sh statistics on the estimated number of students studying
abroad, tneirghances of returning to U. S. medical training, and their scores on
national qualifying exams..., These statistics should be widely disseminated to pre-
medical advisors.

Many medical schools accept U. S. citizens studying abroad as transfer students.
Medical schools should be allowed to decide whether or not to accept U. S. citizens

. studying Woad and to utilize their awn admissions criteria in accepting these
41ransfer-sfUdents. tAk6uadalajara Clause' contained in PL 94484, which mandated
JIU: S. schools to adte , S. studentsstudying abrbad as transfer students. seemedAwt. r.

.to encourage Americans to study medicine overseas. No federal program should be
established to mandate U. S. schools to accept, as transfer students, U. S. studentsstudying abroad.

X, F4G's

The U. 5. should fulfill its own medical manpower needs throUgh the education of
its own citizens for the.practiceof medicine and should stop the ethically ques-
tionable practIde of recruiting physicians tfrom other countries.

. We should offer truly educational opportunities to foreign trained physicians at

. an appropriate level and iii appropriate specialties, so that these physicians can
return and functiOn in their countries' health

care systems. Title VI of the Health.
Professions Educational AssistanCe Act of 1976 (PL 94484) implements requirements
which exchange visitors must meet before entering a U. S.. postgraduate training Pro-
gram. The training program must be affiliated with a U.' S. medical school,*, the
physician must pass an English proficiency exam and a'Visa Qualifying Exam (equiva-
lent to Parts I and II of.the National Boards);

he/she must return to their country
upon completion of training; and he/she can remain in the U. S. for a maximum of
three years of training.

. . .
.

-'The .provisions of Title VI of Pt 9A-484 are appropriate and should not 1* changed.

There is evidence tha certain postgraduate training, programs would suffer a Os-

,,
.. .

'motion of medical services if Title VI were implemented-immediately.1 A waiver
of certain requirements through 1980 for such programs is provided by pi 94 -484'.
With this waiver these programs should be:able to adjust accordingly tp meet ser-
vice needs, by substitution of nonphysician personnel and/or by convert ng certain
specialty training programs to primary care programs, which in turn ld.attract
larger..nOtert 91,6merican graduates.'

.
.,..,.

:' ft

The waiver of `requirements provided ItrAn Title-VI should-not be extended past'km. -

XI. Minorities'in-picine
. -')

.
.

. ,
.

.

...,..,. ,-

Therunder,representation of minority students in medical schools continues. In
fact, the.previdagains in increasing-the percentage of medical students from

minority,groups have ceased. Minority representation In medical schools has
"leveled Off at 8.1%1,4. This figure is particularly bOthersome when one realizes
that 20% of minority siudents'are attending predominantly

minority schools.:- In-

.

al
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creased representation of racial minority students is desirable not only because
of a concern for social equity-but also because such representation leads to
positive.and ned4ssary changes in the Attitudes at students and faculty toward
minority groups, In addition.. minority physicians tend to practice in medically
underserved minority communities:

The percentage of minority4nedical school enrollment should equal the percentage
of. minority representation in the population. This should be accomlished by the
mechanisms stated in the.section on'Admissions.- There are several Other steps
which should be taken. Special programs should be funded to train minorities as
faculty for medical schools. Financial incentives snould be aevelooed to encourage
medical schools to increase the number of minority faculty members and administra-
tors.

.

FederM financial assistance should be provided to Meharry and Morehouse Medical
Colleges as needed. ncward Medical College snould continue to receive funds from-
the rf.E.W. oudget. These schools currently train a significant. proportion of the-'
nation's minority physicians. Inaddition, funding should be provided-to establish
a Native AmericanMedical School.

-

There should.be no financial barriers to potential minority medical students. The
development.of an Educational- Opportunity Bank (E.O.B.) (section,con Financ'ing
Medical Education) would help eliminate these barriers. -Also, the,scholarshio'pro-
lram for students with exceptional financial.need should be continued.

Wan, in MediNne
AA

Women represent 51.1 percent of the Unived Statei population.1
A long terenational

goal to include a commensurate percentage of women in the physician population is
5oth4 reasonable and desir'able_

The acceptance rate for female applicants reflects their percentage of the appli-
cant pool. OneapproeCh. then, is to increase the number of:female applicants.

Financial support should be provided for recruitment programs at the high school
and college levels aimed at increasing the Percentage of women applicants.

.

,

Funding should also be made available for studying the social, cultural, and poll-
. tical factors wnicn impact an an individual's decision to apply to medical school.

.

.

Finally, a convincing hypothesis is that the stability of women in the medical pro-
fessioa is dependent upon their integration into faculty and administrative posi-
tions. e

.

.

Federal support should be provided for the training of women as medical school
faculty and acministrat*soand financial incentives should be established to en-
courage schools to increase tnenumber of womep faculty members and administrators.

ghysiciati.COmpetence
'44

Physician licensure, specialty board certification, continuing medical education,
and medical discipline are all components of the complex approach taken An the
United States to.aSsure to the public the competence of physicians,' Due to the
rapid rate at whfich new medical knowledge is 'gained, there has been much debate on



--. ,
.

.. .,

the need-for reliceniore-or recuired-coatimuing-med-ical--edoca-tion ti ensure the
continuing competence oephysicians. The laws pertaining to physician cm etence 0

10have undergone substantial develoments daring thOpast decak yetimany ad i onal
changes are needed. -AMEA.believes many of these Should be ratted on a nati nal
level,- ! , .

.

.

AO* stereof.hcenture as it is currently set u;:ris neither a .true state nor ..

al system. National. examinations are used, yet different levels-of
currently'are accepted by individual states. State medical boards are currently

a ttng to aatimplish twcfunctions simultaneously:- guara'Iteeing minimum levels
of physician competence and .admitting new physicians to practice An-the state. AMSA
recommends that the cuaranteeinq of a minimum level of physician competence shoul7f--
be more appropriately -handled .bx a national-medical board wnich would establish-
uniform, national standard-5 for licensure to be enforced by state medical boards

. wnile in the process of admitting new physicians to practice in their states.

-'4Relicensure implies re-evaluation forr'Fontihuance of licensure and,shopld not-be,
confused with reregiAration of licenses which involves simply reapplying and paying

`0,4' reapplication fee. Considering the rapidity with which new medical knowledge is
discovered and technology developed, it isdifficult to argue against some kind of
periodic re-evaluation of physicians. The public seems to be developing an increas-
ing awareness of the.presence of incompetent and/or,out-of-date.physicians and there
have been-several government proposals-for relicensure. The question is no.longer
whether or not relicensure is desirable, but instead what form it should take..
AMSA supports a national system of relicensure by re-evaluation with the correction

V... of deficiencies navfna an emphasis on education and renabilitation ratner. than on-
, punishment. AMSA also urges researco on new practice evaluation technioues sucn

as peer review, audits. practice prafiIes. and computer patient simulation.'
.

Continuing medical education (CME) currently involves 'attending educational courses
and participating in other educational' activities ih an .attempt to keep up-to-date
on medical knoWledge. There are'numerous problems with the existing.system of. CME
including the questionable effectiveness of the lecture format, the lack of evalua-
tion components In the courses.-end the disturbing number of ski.trips and luxury-
Ainer.cruises that- are-included, all of which are tax deductible. :

AMSA-supports CME as a voluntary methanism for staying current in medical knowledge,
and urges research in such CME at audits, self- assesynents, and patient
profiles.

F
XIV. New Health Practitioners

'
The last decade has seen the use of two new professional groups --physician assis-
tants and nurse practitioners. Approximately.seventy percent (70%) of these new
healthprofessionals are involved in delivering'lprimary.care.' They have been shown
to increase the productivity of primary care practice units and alloy/ more time for

(
the ftysician-to practice skills unique to him /her.' Perhaps more impartantly, uti-
lization of..neW health practitioners has resulted An a reduction of costs.3

. . .

The Federal Governmentshould continue
4
to support the trainip of physician ass'isz.

0

tants and nurse practitioners, ,
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:XV. miscellanepus . . . -t.p
--0...

t' ... e.
I- Grants and contracts for programs in Special areas should be financed in artier to

. stimulate their .introcuction into the curricula of neal tn science scnools. Med,j,,Cal
. and other n(aTO science institutions teen stow to mange their curr(cuia.To -4

meet the needs of the public. It had often taken by privatkorganizati4n;V
and the government to provide the'stirils for change. ' Therefore, these.Jrants

'and contracts should be available to' health kience.,thstitutions, and to public, non-
prof i V:organizatiorrs. ':'')

4.

The s' : ..,P N ,
-.'"-\ - - ' 0_

,..! -Y.- Prisob Health Care - theiopulations,oNai s and prisons remain one of)
1' - : the mast`medically. nilerserved,in..tMe country. Ciinikal experiences

,.. . , should' ee.estabLished for hea4th science students iniick4 jail nd .
prisons; Sedical schools shoulaPesnblish linkages with jails a, , Prisons and provide learning experiences -For _students and hoursti f

.. in tnese -settings. .

...
. , . ,t -. . ...-- ..

Health Teen Training - Interdisciplinary learning experiences are necessar:
to roster positive working relationships between different health car
practitioners. These experiences should be available for health
science students-and in postgraduate residency programs in primary
care special ties.-)
snou d know the basics.of nutrition, and be able to.a0p1 '''sezpo

Nutrition - Eve y health practitioner,,Abecially,those in pnliary.pare.

the daily ractice of medicine. Medical: and other healtfr-stlence..,
schools ve relegated nutrition to a loW priority.4trd-ferif any
prgyide. their; students with adeguafe:AidLication 14this attii.1,;',

Financial- support should be provided for nutrition _ -ation
only it,Anose.scnools wnicn meet the foTTowing criteria:,,, -i,-!-

.
a separate department or-section of nutrition; d'

2. a separate basic 'science course in nutrition;cr% s
3. a clinical nutrition clerkship; . .

4. integration of clinical nutrition into the other clinical
sci el:19s; and ,

. S.. integration of nutrition training into primary care resl-5 '
'1

, dency,programs.

Geriatrics - eurrentlyper,10% of the U. S. populatidn Js over the age
r . -bf 6T. ;this group occupies 33% of our hospital beds and 9S% of long

,teem begs. They mike more office visits. an any other age group,
,,, 3040% of a family physician' s time is. sbent treating the elderly

yetAtery few health science schools deal effectively with the special
prOblecis of the aged in 'their curricula. ;"--3

- n.
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The health , olemsof the aged should be 'taught in the.
.411 is c and cltnicrq sciences a ell as in the postgraduate
..residency -prOgram .j n primar care_speci 1 its (excpt, of , ',"
- course. pediatritis )' S e decar f eriatrics need'
to be'estatlashed nos;

- 'sizing znil field snculdlk
tib

orbdrams .emn a-
. .

e sa
Preventive Medicine"- This' important irimary cares ject s jI'd be 4

-: includetiPin trte ba3ic and` clio'keaesciend sat well-a resi-
Cency craiping rograms in -.the prilhary are spial ties. s,

cuoational Heal' - PL 94-484 established regional occupational
nea to train centers ti provide training'for health science
students in t area of olcupational heal th and to establish
occupational h lth resident' programs, Fundino for these cen-
ters should be .c tined.

addition, roc rams to rate occupational health"
into tne sic and inica sciences or nea tn science schools
snou pe runcea.

Area Health Education C nters - A.H.E.C...s provide a valuable link
bevoreen medical s ools and-community faiilities, serving as a
resource in train: g_ health students and-residents in remote
sites and providi continuing educatiCn for health professianals.2
The AHEC program s d be continued and expanded to include
more inner-city facil-ities.

National Advisory Councils

ree4 i so- j- Counci dealing with health manpower issues (National Advisory Council on
Health Professions Education, National Advisow Council on the National Health Service
Zorps, the Graduate Medical Education National' Advisory Committed, etc.), conz'
sist of representatives from organized medicine, medical education, government (nation-
al and state), the public and health science studentt.- Not more than, S01 of the mem-
bers on each committee should be representatliqf of. organized medicine and medical
education. -

Time Period of Authority

Health manpower legislation shoUlA provide authorities for, progrea. for 5 years. Three
years is-simply too short of a time period to evaluate programs:and make recommendations
for changes,
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MOREHOUSE COLLEGE SCHOOL OF.; MEDICINE

MR. CHAIRMAN AND DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE SURCOMMITTEE:,----.
/

I am Dr. Louis V. Sullivan,.Dean and Director of the School bf Medicine

at Morehouse College. I am grateful for the opportunity to share with you my

views concerning.the renewal of Health.Manpower Legislation. ,..

,

i The primary focus of my ,c,pmments will be on ways in which 'the Federal Govern -

went can assist a new two-year school de basic medical sciences, such as the

-School of Medicine at Morehouse College in its efforts to train more primary

.care physici,for work in underserved rural areas and:the inner cities.
. .4,Firs-r; I wish to share4withryou some information about the'School of Medicine

at Morehouse'College.

A. MORtHOUSE COLLEGE ,

Morehouse College is a liberal arts institution,. in Atlanta, Georgia.

For More than 113 yeais this institution has:provi4ed quality education to'a

predominantly black student. body, and has enabled, its gradates to pursue.C:succeis-

.

ful carers and-leadership roles in American/society.. It has a long list of

'ilistinguished alumni: :Martin Luther King).-,Jr, (Nobel...Peach PriZe.Winner);-Martin,,

Luther King, Sr.; The Honorable Maynard Jackson (layoi:; City'ofAtlanta);The

Honorable Julien.BOnd (Georgia State Sena.tor);Aerone Benisett (Senior'EditOr,

Ebony Magazine); and many more.

Morehouse College has' provided the:'Undergridpateeducation%i more.college.,

presidents, more Ph.D..'0,,MOre physictans, more.dCniistE); moWlaWYrs, more 1

MBA's, more hank presidOs.17 than any,Other.P4:dominahtly. black college in

the United States of comparable size. ,,The reason is thy- College's heritage

of academic quality. 'Morehouse is.one.Of%onlY four Georgia edUcatiohal institutions
. ,

with a chapterof Phi Bet; Kappa, '1.1OOhouses cohtribiltion.to the science and

health nanr,c4Cr pool in ehiR country has "been, and continues to,be, ontstandiag.

Of the Collage '.s 4500 alumni., SZ ar6.°Phybician8; dentists, ir.holders,of a

Ph.D. in a ;:cienee,=!di4:cipline*Of s.aM 6,600 blark RIly,:icians in the Uniend
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States, More than'fa:are graduates of Morehouse College:

. 'THE SCHOOL OF MEDICIKE
1

Because:of.the'Obllege's commitment -to better serve the health care needs"

of the nation's poOr.and,minority the College received; in February,1

191 and in'July,.1974, federal assistance for the design and deVelopment:of

a two-year program in basic medical seiences:education that would ,.iresPonsive

to the needs of under-represented minorities and low-income students.

The-School of Medicine MorehousedPeed in. September, 1978; as a two-
.,

(year school of basic medical sciences with a charter class of 24'students: I

The School'of Medicine at Mor4ouse College is the first medical school Co:be

founded by a minority institution in the twentieth century.

,The SchoOl of Medicine at Morehouse College has a primary mission to educate
.. °

and train students from disadvantaged backgromids for medical careers as primary

carerphysicians (family practitioners, general internists, general pediatricians,

etc.), to work in medically,inderserved rural and inner-city communities,. with

poor and disadvaiitaged populations.

Because of the School's commitment to develop a medical-educatinn, progiam
; I

to-better Serve the health care needs of the nation's poor and minority citizens,

the School his received endorsements of support from.the Honorable Jim* Carter;.

for the SecretarY of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the'HonOra

.Joseph Califano; the National: Medical Association;,the American Medical Aasociati ;

the Medical AssOciationnof Georgia; the Georgia State Medical Association; the.

Association of American Medical Colleges; the Honorable George Busbee, Governor

of the State of Georgia; the.Georgia_legislature; the Mayot of Atlanta; the

..FUlton'Connty Commission; the'Atlanta ChaMber of Commerce; and the Clrnegie

The effort:, by thb Sehool of Medicioa at Norchause College were cited

the Health 7tolessiOn Educational Ans:Latancd .1.dt of 1976:

X
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"The Committee intends for the program to initiate new health
professions schools to be redirected to assist in the allevia-
tion of the specialty and geographic maldistribtuion of health
nofessiomals. It is-not enough iimply_td train more health
professionals. The additional professionals must be in appro-
priate fields and practice in areas where they are needed. The
Committee expects that assirrInce will go to new schools which
actively seek to train.professionals for practice in the primary
care medical specialties and in areas which are less.well served.
The Comittee believes that schools which are organized in new
ways and whose curricula vary from the traditional pattern are
now more likely to produce the new practitioners so needed by the

.nation. The program now being developed at Morehouse College is
an example of the sort of program which will be supported by the
revised startup authority." .

The plans of the School of Medicine at Morehouse College are to develop

from a two -year school of basic medical sciences to a four year' 1.0: degree'.

granting institution by 1985. (i.e., the entering class of September 1981 will

be the first class to complete their entire undergraduate medical education.

.program within our institution).

It is in the context of both commitment and challenge that I am pleased

'
to submit this testimony. Commitment to the goal of becoming a leader. in medical

education in the U.S.; yo discoverand promulgate new biomedical knowledge;

to find better ways to organize and to deliver health care in a more humane,

cost-effective and efficientmanner; to provide more emphasis on preventive

measures, health promotion_and_the_conservition of health in the general popu-

Our charter class of 24 students will be, transferring inthe-sumraer of.

t -1980 to affiliated medical school, at, Emory ',Dniversity,.the Medical College

of Georgia, Howard University, Ms,arry McdiCal Colic-t and the University of.

Alabama at Birmingham.

The School of Meditio- nas a to faculty in the basic

-
medical scient,s (anatomy -iocrlemiEtr, , 7, p.,zhOlogy; pharmacology:,

behavioral sc:.=nces), in -7 cl nic 1 , intsroal medicine, community
7-

medicine/fami:i practice ps ,h

I



The projected school, enrollment, by class and byyear,is shown in table
_ . .

It should be noted [fiat pending approval from the'Liaison Committee on Medical

Education, the. class enrollment forSeptember, 1980 is expected to-be increased

to 32:'students. According tc7 the anticipateeiticrease in our enrollment, the

initialsghird year class of the School of Medicine at Morehouse College-will

be 48 by 1983. -

. The need. for' greatly increased numbers of under - represented minorities

in eedicineznd other health sciences is a national need which must be net With

nation;Cresources. Therefore, the School3 of Medicine at Morehous College

strongly supports the recommendations from the Conmortium of Mi rityHesIth

Professions Schools-,, and, urgently recommends twat these proposals be included

in the reauthorization of the Health Manpower Act.

. However, as a developing basic medical sciences school, which opened in

September,-1978, the School of Medicine, at' Morehouse College, like previous

new two...year medical. schools, has particular needs for facilities and conversion

support'for the development of the third and 'urth clinical years.

C. FAC:LITIES FOR MEDICAL EDUCATTON

Thr I of Medicine at Morehour,' Sr. .

f'- '.tie! ! by Morehouse td Ir.

zla, '_rst year studen,

in Sale Hall :91

r- lab-,ator,os re

taaorary b,. __;;addiliamal .

t:,, medical lib::

:as.-room builaing; and r sr:T.-

-it 'a, 1936), an'admin,

rlhe gch,'.l of

_.eras of land, adjacent Co :he !:.-rvilow

fo:! t:o1;tos of the Iical seli.00l.

. cu ,-ently housed imint rim

,,nnuse College c.ampus.-

.aculty and 2dministrative

_r student laaoratories

:onstrUcte& -pre-engineered

renovated apartment

Braley Hall a College

ea are in Harkness Hall

,A,vith Atlanta University.

for the purchasa of 6.3

,p,,I, to serve as the basic
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r

Ground-breaking ceremonies co iniiate the construction of the first, phase

of the basic medical sciences building will take place on April 18, 198D J

Atlanta, and we welcome the subcommittee's participation at these ceremonies.

This $6.25 million building will have some 67,000 net sqUare feet for classrz=s,

student laboratories, faculty offices and.laboratories, student lc,rtge, medi=al
;

library and some administrative offices. The construction of the 7.ase 4

of the basic medical sciences building, which will have app,

square feet, is scheduled to be initiated in 1981; to allow axpar

class size to 80 students; and to provide additional space :or'fa.z..,

and laboratories, administrative offices and support services.

In order to maintain accreditation and to, provide. the best pc,,

environment, it isuimperative that construction of needed faciliti,, proceeL

4
as soon as possible.

6

We would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished 7-- rs of

the Subcommittee for the construction funds which have been awarce_ the S:_ncc.o
Z.

thus far. They have been invaluable to ourinstitut;lon.

In order for us to continue with our plan for orderly devei_ --nd

for the School to maintain Ste accreditation, we must have.fur

construction of needed facilities.

I recommend to the membeis Of this Subcommittee the add;' ar au.:_n2rity

for, the construction of medical educltion facilities for new t,x-yeir me,Lacal

schools: The suggested language-for these sectns is:

"The Secretary may make grants to Schools for:

1) The Construction of facilities for use in the tr,,,,n1.7.4
and research activities of allopathic physicians, ot:,opschic
physicians, dentists, -veterinarians; optometrists, .7p.dia:rists,
pharmacists, and professional public health personnel if, in
the fiscal year ending September 30, 1978 or thereafter, such
school received or was eligible to receive start-up assistance
grants under either Section 788(g), (as it existed prior ty,
October 1, 1980)."

i.

*,
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2 For grants under this Section there is authorized to be
appropriated $10,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 30,
1981'and for each of the succeeding three fiscal years."

3) In considering applicittions for grants under this Section,
the' Secretary shall giverjust consideration to apAlications sub-

,- mitted by medical schools for the expansion of a [kola-year program
toe degree grantingpfogram, and hy new schools that anticipate
a predominantly minorit Y student eIrollment."

D. CONVERSION TO A YOUR-YEAR MEDICAL iF11001.

Conversion support must be available if we are to succeed with the required

development of the third, and fourth years of medical education, as required
t5

by the Liaison Committee ton Medical Education (LCME).

Conversion support would assure the successful development of a four-year

degtei-granting program at Morehouse and would help to guarantee the realization

of our institutional mission -- to assist the nation in its effoits to increase

the nuaZers of minority physicians for service as primary care practitioners

--in under-served areas.

Precedent Sor conversion support exists in Public Law 92-157, and has been

instrumental in the development of other simila.ly situated medical schools

in the past. Thereje, urge the Subcommittee to approve conversion support.

We recommend to the Subcommittee the addition of a section on conversion

funds for new two-year schools of medicine tattooist them to become an M.D.

degree granting institution, as required.by the accreditation committee (LCME..

We propose the following language for this section:

"The Secretary may make a single grant to a public or non-
pr.ofit private .two -year school of'medicine that intends to

become a schOol accredited to grant the degree of doctor of -
medicine. The amount of the grant to a school under this
section shall be equal to the product of $50,000 and.the
number of third-year students that will be initially enrolled
in such school. No school may receive more than one grant .

wilor this ,ection.:!,

4

.r

A.

0.
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Upon request of the school, a graft received under th'ig;section
may be used in the year preceding the initial enrollment of
thirdyear students in such 'school. ".

E. COMMENT::

This leadership support from the Federal Government is justified by the

fact that the School of Medicine at Morehouse College is an institution which

will. serve the entire nationA and was- developed in response to a natignal need

for more primary care physicians, to work in underserved areas, among our dis=

,advantaged, poor, and mindrity citizens.

This support will allow our developing medical school to continue vitt;

its orderly development, and to acquire the needed facilities to insure that
r

its educational enlironment will be of outstanding merit. Further, significant

matching support from the private sector for program, land, faciliti,es and the

developments of an endowment will be made possible once We have received signifi

cant Federal support.

This bold initiative by a minority institution'in response to a national

need (for more minority--lohysicians to work in underserved are s). deserves to

be supported, as do other similarly situa.ted institutions. Without such support,

the full development of the contribution of the School of Medicine lit Morehouse

College to our nation's urgent ItAalth care needs will not be realized.

It is to meet this challenge that we urge your action and your support.

This national need must have a national respenset

F. SUMMARY

It is important for the r1s44z:1 and successful development of minority

health professions schools that this Subcommittee enact legislation for-institu

tional aid-to th;se medical schools which demonstrate the capacity and the ability

to respond to the national4need to train mote minority students for careers

as primary'care physicians. These institutions are national priority ins5ias

tions.

4
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I know that the members of this distinguished-Subcommittee are concerned

about our institutions. I believe that you are wrestling honesty with pioblems

that will have vtremendous impact on-the minority groups of this nation. I

suggest to you that for all your concerns, nothing should challenge you more

than this.

In this presentation, I have shared with you my concerns and perspectives

on Health Manpower tegislation. I have made recopendations which I feel will

be of great benefit not only zo rSchool'of Medicine at Morehouse College and
*/,

other minority health professions' schools, but to the health status of blacks

and other minorities throughout this great land. I know that this Subcommittee

will go forward and lead in solving some of these problems through legislitivei

innovation.

We stand ready to work with you in these efforts.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you.

4

Reipectfully submitted,

c:f 66,711%1

Louis W. Sullivan, M.D.
Dean and Director
Sclool of Medicine at
MorehOusekollege



TABLE I

Current, and Projected Student Enrollment in the
School of Medicine at Morehouse College, 1978 - 1988

.

,
Class 1978-79. 1479-80 1980 -81

cc
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 '1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 ,-

..--

'Freshmen .24

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Total 24

24

24.

48

32

24 .

56

48-,

32'

.8O -

...

64

48

112

.

80

64

48

192

...

..

96

80

64

48

288

..t

.

96

96

80

64

336

96
.

96

96

80

368

. 6

96

96

96

384

'

96

..

96

96

96

384,

/
Cm

. CO
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STATEMENT OF MEHARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Mr. Chairman and Membeaof the

I

toOmittee:

My name is Ralph H. Hines; I am the Prov2st and Executive Vice President of

Meharry MedicalColle0e. located in Nashville, Tennessee. It is a pleasure to present

this testiony to you today. I am here to inform you about Meharry, and its specie()

concerns and needi, and to give our support to HR 6802, the Health Profession Training

and Distribution Act of 1980. e

liehavy Medical College, l'ounded in 1876, is the nation's only privately endowed,
.

predominently black institution of medicine' and dentistry. The College has graduated

43 precent of this nation's-pricticing black physicians and dentists. It consists

of schools of medicine: dentistry, graduate studies, and the allie health disciplines.

Duri this decade the C011ege'haS realized.a dramatic enrollment int e, in

eping h corn about alleviating heelth'manpower shortages, she

hiCh haverban particularly serious inority communities. -Today Meharty h s a

total enf011ment of 1,100 students in all p °grams, compared. 1o.434 ten years ago:

Slightly over half -of this total is in medici and dentistry, with over 500' preparing

li.D.,degree. Some 77:percent are bleak 23 perOentarenon-black, consisting

10

of whithispanic ,native american, foreign and asian american stndentt.
. .,

.,,, t
Meharry throughout its history, has servelas a special national: and regional

resource for expanding access to. health sciences training and service.' There are

se(7ral ways in which Meharry has led the nation, ways Which'add further impact.and

si ificance to the essential role it plays. For, example, the C011ege leads the

nation in the percentage -.(76 percent) of its graduates who are working among the

urban and rural poor, groups which have the highest rates of illness in our nation.

.\,..Also, of all black students in the twenty-nine medical schools in the South,17 -:
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percent are enrolled in study at Mei:17y.

Some 40 pel:Cent.of the College's medical graduates return to the South to
.17

settle and practice, twice the number of all other minority medical graduates and

nearly twice the number of all other graduate physicians. Meharry graduates are

known for.their commitment to primary care and more of them go into primary care_

settings than do the graduates from any other medical school (7'6 percent). Finally,

for the nation as a whole, 15 percentlofall medical students come from "disadvantaged"

backgrounds,fr families where . total income:Is below $10,000 annually<t.MeharrY

that fi e is 49 percent, the highest i' the country. .

. For the past five years we, have seen an erosion. of the number of black and other

minority Students who have gained access to the health sciences'field. In fact there

are fewer black students in the entering classes of medicine and'dentistrY today than

there was in 1972. (Medicine 1971-72 - 7.1%; 1978 - 79,;,6.4% Dentistry 197142 - 5.2%

1978-79 - 4.4%). The following table illustrate the dramatic changes which have

occurred during this period and points<gut the importance Of a"national commitment to'

assisting terity health sciences institutions.

° TABLE I

BLACK ENROLLMENT IN..FIRST-YEAR CLASSES IN U. S. MEDICAL. SCHOOLS ( 71-1978).

024
YEAR NUMBER,AND P RCENT OF ENROLLMENT TOTAL FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENT

1971 -72

1972 -73

197174..

1974-75

1975-76 ------

1976-77

1977-78 ,

1978-7?

882 7.1 A" 12,361

957 -7%0 13,677

1427 7.3 14,154

1,106 7.5 14,763

1 436 6.8 15,295

1,040 6.7 15,613

1,085 6.7 16,136

1,06) 6.4 16,501

Source: Medical school admissionrequirements 1980-81, 6ited States and Canada,
30th edition, Association ofAmerican Medical College, One Dupont Circle,
Washington, D. ,C.

.c,4
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TABLE II h.

MINORITY.STbDENTS IN FIRST YLIIR OF DENTAL SCHOOL
ACADEMIC YEAR 1971-71 THROUGH 1978-79 1/

Racial / ethnic category l, p Percent
A..."...... Total

minorityfirst
of totalAcademic year 'American Mexican- Puerto Oiental Other . first-yearyear students Black' Indian American Rican (Asians) minority minority studentss'

1971-72 4,705 245(5.2%) 4 27 13 112(2.4%). 11 412 8.8

1972-73 5,28k 266(5.0%) 5 53., 3 138(2.6%) 10 475 9.0

10)-74 5,389 273(5.3%) 12 4 5 141(2.6%) 34 529 9.8A
1974-75 .5,555 279(5.2%) 12 68 7 14E(2.6%) 43 551 9.9

1975-76
_ ..

5,697 298(5.2 %) 22 64. 11 186(3.2%) .56 637

''''

11.2

1976-77 5,869 . 291(5.0%) 21 81 15 174(3.0%) 68 650 11.1

1977-78 5,890 296(5.0%), 10 Z/ 2/ 2/5(3.8%) 2/ 641 10.9

1978-79 6,301 280(4.4%) 16 122* 263(4.2%) . 681 10.8

SOURCE: AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIAJON, COUNCIL ON DENTAL EDUCATION. MINORITY STUDENT ENROLLMENTAND OPURTUNIITES IN. .S. DENTAL SCHOOLS, FOR 1974-72 AND FOR 1972-73. MINORITYREPORT: SUPPLEMENT OF NUAL REPORT ON DENTAL EDUCATION 1973-74, AND REPORTS FOR
SUBSEQUENT ACADEMIt YEARS. CENSUS OF POPULATION PART 1, U.5..SUMMARY 1970. BMBEAU
OF THE CENSUS POPULATON PROFILE OF THE UNITED STATES: I978.

i. This record of national leadership is related to several critical problems. .

which placeMeharry in a special situation among the nation's prfvate medical
.

instituijons. Many obstacles confrontous isuachieving adequate financing to

V
ma(12T4,,nd improve our ea ing and ,instructional strength. We believe that

6-.2175 addretes many of t e needs 1t a .forlright and responsive manner.

One of these pcoblems is the result;of the College's unique national iniSSi20.

Pieharry's,TrSditlonkl purpose. expresses itself as an "empathy for the. disadvantaged

of all origins." In keeping with this historic and uniquerarission the College

-
enrolls more disadvantaged students.ls mentioned above, than any other medical

IschooJ in the United States. Some 86 percent of our student body requests and

ne kncia d to help them pay tuition and other expenses. Tuition costs

stand currently at $5,000 per annum, up 60 percent from two years_agO. While .

w

6 3-4 9q 0 - 80 - 56
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the College relies heavily on tuition and fees for income, raising the tuition

Much beyond the present level would result in only a marginal increment in

operating income, andw'ould be counterproductigolo the College's special role

in educating the disadvantaged., Even for those few who can 'Jay, the gap between

tuition and fees and what their education costs per year is sizeable. Thus Meharry's

scholarship needs are substantial, and meeting them places significant financial

burdenson the College.
.

Another factor which contributes to a weakened financial sitution is related
, .

to the special educational needs of our students. Many bring with them the remnants

of prior educational disadvantage. Academic enrichment activities are therefore,

a regular part of the ColMe's program. These efforts require core staff as well

as qualified support personnel. This means that already scarce resources have more

demands made upon them than should be allowed or acceptable. As a result, for

example, the number of our full-time basis sciences faculty has increased only

marginally during a period when total medical school enrollment has nearly doubled.

The College's backgrouhd suggests-another factor which impacts upon its finances.

Meharry was the creators of the Freedman's AID Society during.the reconstruction era.

Its early9years were characterized by both struggle and minimal resource. It survived'

and the Flexner Report Praised Meharry as an institution "worth preserving". Since
. .

then it has resolutely carved out for itself a unique place in the network of health

sciences institutions in this country. However , the years of doing "somewhat more

with "somewhat less" have meant the College's endowment base is insignificant and

thus has been unable to keep pace with growth apd demads'in other areas. In

addition, there is no direct state support which we can count on. Tennessee is -.

prohibited by state constitutional lawf'nom providing direct financial assistance

to a private Or parochial institution.

'3
A final item which as contributed to the financial situation 'Of the College is

one common to many educational institutions. I,refer to the escalatingAsts of

operations. Over the past several years fuel and energy costs have increased

8 0
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4 NJ
.

. .

drastically, as have building upkeep'and insurance premlims. service expenses,

.

salary and employee benefits, and material and supply expenses. At Meharry every

effort is being made to reduce expenSes and to cut back non - essential activities.

Management techniques have been introduced to.implement Cost reductions wherever 0
yossible. However, increased costs remain a pressure point, and in combination

with other fa0ctors, have added to the College's weakened - financial situation.. .

Meharry has been in financial'distress for many years. It has beers one of 4'

,
several institutions for which Congress soughtto provide special assistance under

Section 773 of the Public Health Service Act., the Comprehensive Health Manpower
. . ,A /

Training At of 1971 (P.L. 92-157). Under Section 773:,grants were authorize.

assist any schoolof medicine, dentistry, osteopathy, optometry. veterinary

pharmacy or podiatry which could prove serious financial- straits. Meharry

qualified for and received: grant awards under this financiardistress'mecha

since its inception. This assistance has been invaluable. 4

However, while the financial distress program has provided Meharry certain '

relief in meeting.iis needs, a number of less than beneficial side efft.s....h4e

also resulted, effects which undermine and curtail dUr7iuturefinandlil stability.o

Many of the hoped for goals envisioned for the program under Section 713 hav:2

not been realized satisfactorily. Some of its side effects have.contributed to

worsening the situatiori: in fact, and the posture of Meharry today issuch tAat

our very survival'is at issue.
.

I Am respectfully requesting,-"therefore, that thfs.ComMittee and'oth6r

apprpriate Legislative Committees of the Congress carefully consider the

recommendations of the Consortium of Minority Health Professions Schools whichwe

believe makes substantive improvements in NH 6802 and4hich, if adopted would be

moreresponsive to the needs of Meharry Medical'College and other prechaminently

black,health sciences institutions and adopt the provisions contain therein/ which
.

. ,

. would ensure the financial stability of these institutions.

We strongly urge Ottadoption of this Bill because it does give emphasis.to

areas oftraye concerA to 'us and proposes dilutions to assist the real and viral



areas .of health manpower shortageSapd'problems.'
./

Its attention to scholarshifisand loa'a needs of diladvantaged students; its

thrusts in Increasing, and redistripbting famtlymiedicine professionals; and

its timely suppop. to institutionsaiing national' priorities are all- valid and

Justifiable strengthi" which are tn. the national interest'.

,

(
This 'new approach 'would represliqt an enernious improvement over the means

presently avaflable to assist Mel;atii dther*edeMthently black health

professional schools and would .effeaiively, eraditati.mest of the serious problems

outlined above. It would help create the guaranties we need in overcoming many
. . ,

obstaVes, aSsure,our SUrvival and:seCkirathe:financing required to maintain

the College's uniqueeducatiOnal Afen01%in pursuit of itt indispensable national

mission.

:I .am grateful for this opportUnit.V.tasP\ ak support of this improved

approach tplmeating our sOcial/needi ane Urg your early and favorable
,

consideratiob. .

-4

N .0

\
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STATEMENT

Submitted to the

7.0,:ommittee on.Health and the Environs

of the

Ittee on Interstate and. Foreign Coati

House of Repretentatives

March 21, 1980

Washington, D.C.

by

Anthony M. Rachel, Jr..
o

Executive Vice President

XXVIER'UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA
a

New Orleans, Louisiana

2'

Mr. Chairman,. and distinguished members of Subco=li

on Health and the Environment of:the ouse of Rer. 2sentat:

Interstate and Toreign,,Commerce Committee. We are pleased tc

the opportunity to make this presentation on the need for fin.

'!7 assistance to a National Resource., our College of Pharmacy. ;

respectfully contend that it is in the national interest to assul

the future of this ins4itutioN

Xavier Univeriay:operates the only privrate College of Pharmacy

in the United States, with the speoial mission of bringing more
.

minorities. into the health professions. Xavier, then is national
.

resource 'that should be'preservedand strengthened. kavier in

1977-78 acIUntd 4.r 61Z of the total black ,L in the}1_

4.

Yr.



private Collegea,c Tharmacy is

student ), The 7: :.:AleiLs of

in, 197479. 43, 0: r-

10Z of all the bloc: stude;.

across,; the 2ountry.

Xayier's College of

1

past twoyears; 100% of

*:Stat 'Board Examinatior.

an i titution whose resour..

have threatened the .Coll

we,lave, in addition

sou0216re outside ft-

Health Profession.Scho.

Xavier hasapplic
i-

fepsion 4001 in

HAth Se'vice instil

apy doubt that,the.in_

evidence confirms tha-

o off the decade. We lr: n fir.

. 1 financial distress through the -1

4help is acquired.IA " P6
-.

/ ; The kind of help Xav: has :eceived througn distress grants

, precisely whrIT was need .1, but, the degree of help,provided thus f

I

States (1Q8 out of 176

2y produced 250 Black gradulate

,d from Xavier. It educates over

11,..d in the 72 Colleges of Pharmacy

offers a quality program: over the

._,:atez who applied have passed the

program is 'costly, especially to

are so sparse. Mounting deficits

o.xistente. In response to this crisis,

appeals to alumni and private donors,

fecial grants gVailable to

ft

ult as a Bealt43.Bro-..

.r since:the'iublic

-"). Never hds there been

abundance of documented

=Lai _;tress, at the beginning

stress :ow. And, we will bp in ,

unlc.ls some significant

ttat*

has not been sufficient. Under a bare bone !budget, whiCh prOvided.

.1 minimum support to meet accreditation standards, our audited figurfils

for Fiscal Year 1976-77 show actual expem-litures exceeded income by

;lightly more thin $177,000. Our FinancL_L Dis

year was $74;000. In other words, we nei1..d.wo phc

- .

Grant for that

one half times
J.

I
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the amount. fundeu Last year, with your help, in eliminating. the 75P"

rule,.the gap for riscal year.,0-79.wr13 narroWed considerably, but we

received'only halt 3f our need. We h_ve sought funds from non-federal

Sources with good T2sulcs, but the dociar:. remain inadequie for our

needs.

Over the past en years, we have,c- .raced with Public Kgalth

officials An drawii up realistic and - 1 plans to bring the

flseitucJ.cr, t 0: state. fans made in the early

yet4's had t:: be sc dcaC acc on.recuirements forced ua
to double the.sn'ymb. age since 1975. TheSe

ski-- perso:. the .nact,:-.7:e funding of
01

is,grancs_in nt yeses, -ar-111 .1st

-ogram wa. ,.Ang phas
. grave Icern for the

:re - not academic or mandii-

W ve tries 'ns at Fur disposal to solve.lz_ .

problem:: that has. come out of'our

-.ogue with --lic :Arice:has been implemented;

our have beep fo _ccepta: the overall quality of the

program has been- maintained.

Ai one ti:me inercAlinelncOme by increasing enroliMenOwal a

feasible optioliv It nolongerAs. Enrollments is at capacity.

3ur experience ion 7,hown,that they have

barely a7owc,.' us

miniazec chanc

There cf tour.

--'79Ice w.. _ationisiag costs have Ar?

-Aucir :re _:eficic- through this route.

ure :...itic= increases, buM as the only

pr,vate College of :_n th_ nation with.a predominantly black

low-income student .,:ay 4, cannot price our_services beyond the reach
° 1
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r "

iyofpur clientele. Our current.t,titiog rate of,$:1.,..40' ---

well below the national average.$3,,100 for private :::::.. I : .77:tr
s p , , 1 1 6 ---".'- -

obut the economic status ' -cur student is propoti,. aa..!
than that of their peers in other institutions.

) 1 ' Oth actions taken include qcquiring state fir. __:.:p_.---

our management
0

syseem, and initiating 000peraCive. ar-_ . :. -aments +.;:_ -'-'`.........,
, -

,,.
'1 ..

2 other institutions.. Public Heal:th Service reports'st:,--.- :low spec._ I /
the management improvement effort ha; been. /. . . .

'9° , Following a site visit by.'a Task Force 'of the Pt.. _ ..c Health
.. , .>. . ,

Service and reported bo the scongress by ihe Secretky: z.f DE.L'W*, w

were supported fn our claim to be a national' rresource-. The Task
-r,Force also reported favorably on our p.rograms, the operation of th,-..=

and our projected budgets.: Actually it recommenas"larr
ttir.e s . . 4

In summary, we haire taken every reasonable step w,_. 1...:-.:. _o ,, ,..
,. Pa condition of tinanoiaistressli we- have followed as 't At we c:-..12....

,.,

the recoamenclations.of Public Health officials, who have a \ =i uric:2 r -' .
standing oand helpful:. and yet' we ,are projecting Ljd..ficit of $600, 00C

. . . r
th4o yams. ,

t c,
) 3' ../G a

'On 4 )11ed Lw. On theatta.,4, sheets yresh,./a projected cumu_..a..tivc deficit of-',-

,,,, hree millibn, one hundred Airty-five thbnddollars = trough
.

19§2. This .amount includes the,ifunding necessary tc' continue to meet
.1 1 4. 2

acceeditation. requirements and tq maintain the education.IS1 program at
w--,.. i

I.the higrlevel of quality which we have achieved ,in. the past.

.

e yrts from Secv,pkary°,. DREW requested by House Report Ito. .95-1248.
Senase. Rep tit. No. 9.5.-1119.,

Is .

st ' ° ''' e
. 4

.: .
,''

, .
4%7
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)carefully

ile hope that past r are

proposed legislation we seek to provile the resources nec
this unique institution's siiry.ival.

.
The Alse.,..Can people

make a sounder investment.
....

..t., \,>''
l.Pcivadi Colteges of Pharmacy- ..

". -4t

ifis/al 3 Yoat's Full Time Enr ient.Tigures.°I.rom MCP for Academic Year 1977:7%
..

# Institutions agrAL,Ats -.....Black Students
0 't0 . ...

' 47

weighed tr

the

sgar:. for
ould not

4
Samford University

t .'
University of the_aciRc .. fi °- 423

.

University of Southern Califorkda '-'1- 449' N '
i.' 10 Mercer University.

.....
,)fs

('' .4'..titlar University /. . 259,
.4"

s

Drake University' -.' ° 262

Nolthea s tern itiniversity (Ma;sachusetts) 422

32l- 3

St. Loufs C011ege

Creighton University

rat John's USversity

'Ohio Northern,Unlyersibty

Duquere Univerisityz/
se I

Philadelphia College

X.iiv14Cr Universlty .

ab

10

10

3

Q.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA

.COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Summary Schedble

(_ Fiscal Yeir
No. Datef

'.

'

Current
Fund

Revenues

Current
Fund

Expenditures

$

Surplus
(Deficit)

4. .4

* Percent
. of

Budget

4

ACTUAL

76 - 77
.

i

$ 710,708 $ 963,1172

..

"$(252,464) 26.2%1 .

2 77 - 78
....-

81,758 1,187,030 1295,272) 24.9%

3 78 - 79 , 982,890 1,367,807 . 084,917).- ' 28.1% °

MICRENT .

79 - 80 983,250
i

.

1,583,760 ( (600,510).

.r
37.9%
,,, .

4

PROJECTED

00 - 81

.1

1;078,000 7 6 (632,360) ,. 37.0% '5

6 *----,_ 81 - 82 -,, 1,203,000 1,873,600 (670,600) -715.8%

7, fin - 83 . 1,354,000 1 995 610, (641,610) , 32.2 %'

TOTAL $ 7,203,606 $ 10,681,339 $ (3,477,733)' 32.6%

.[October 1, 1979

,

00
00

.

. d
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xi412ten UH/VERSITY OP LOUISIAMA - COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

Statememt ofTurrent Fund Revenues, Exnendlturele Traneferefor the Seven Year Period Endi1g'June33

/

,

.

%::4:1

/ Amt. of -"-7t natio of . ' 70(4 of
.chaage Change Ch

Pot.
11 -17

'::::4:! 7

TOTAL
Nos.
lief.,

'.1.

71-77 77-74
11) (21

71-71

141-1:Q----. 176:1
12-87 111.11 ----

411 t
1 (41 0 171 0

CUIlCUT ruao 71V4n005
--TUIEIOn rii--- a .

775,41114,11
Mate 431,744 712,021 11.4 541.454' 1.e 14(1000. 1t,1 . 475.000 11.0 415,000 4.5 1.275,120 ;

ee 29.440 . 1.114 171.21 11.221 1207.7 30,000 14741/ 45.000 50.0 50.000 , 11.1 100,000 1.0 352,142

Ltdesa1 Cpltatlon
1,

71.713 11.118 27. 71.013 112.71 A 44,000 119.11
OpTn404,44 era /rare 8

45.000 (71.71', 10.000 (11.11 15,000 11.7 404.104 1

`4othac Sou00441
ttttt Cpltetlon

1014(oct Capn,. Itac

-. 0 - ..:2-7..

141.411 253.811 75:8 215,12 (2.51 250,000 4.04,250 17,130 7.7' 25.250 '17.21 21,170 17.7
-..-

275.000 10.0
35.000 21.7

300.000 . 11E141 150,000 04.7 1,811.410 4
15.000 2 50,000 11.1 .

11.-

Term. names mom/ min 21,1 mato jod 2.424242 0.07 Loviag 9.1 41.320230.0.0 14.1 1,211,000 12.1 1,221,joi
21:1tO

, 00

Lan _____. -101.19. _ILL ----Ida 2°.° ---ILaS 0.0 LIE J-1.1

f
00

'7,.....,, 1."Student 11.1414
N:17tIleVeN: :ratisTPT11U 2-4 401..755'

.
111.115 21.7 517.382 11.7 114,000 21. 111.000 17,2 Whoa 9.3 1315300 ,.,9 4,422,127

15,000 4.1 772,11i 5I
... s '''

,.

7 30.711 42,111 31.7 51.124 31.111000' 11.031 1.1 21,245 41.7 324900 ya1.4
57,000 1. 51.000 3.1

35,000 44
(1.000 1.1
38,000 1.1 40,000 3 212.814 104007114

0(1 ttttt
. 21,411 42.458 35.5 44010

77:2 45,000 17.11 10:001k 7.;

10,000 23.1
75.000 7.1 104001

11.1
- ::::::: 11

10,000 12.3 401,121 17

8quiplant
17,112 18,940 9.8 A5.917 215.7 38;000 (42.0/ 15.000 12.555,001 50.944 10.4) 70,447

it.norntlon 55,000 22.1 15,000 12.2

- 0 - 11.01 78.107 13

0 - 17.101

(

qther buntng 37011 11071 14.1 18.743 111.41 :::::: 1::::1 S

10.000
475IT Irt::::: 00.:In'stltut(onal Se[itnee 15,000 0.0 ,......--1720,27 0, pull _21.4,12. LEI __;11,44 LLIA Lujto il._:1 ,,nialo 17.2 dilokol ...2,_ mula LI 1,A1,132 14leartn3393a.mata4 4741.004 1,104,101 29.7. 1.289,140 11.7 1.501,510 17.1 :7.34.110t, 17.1 1.177.400 1 13.5

-/

6 ;',.4N81.3031_amarcle,
itRarpIr- .20,000 70,4e0 .0.0 70,000 0.0 70,0001nte tttt t. 0t

-ULU! __Hill! Ina! ___.i.41.2 .111,11. -4,1201st) tap. 4
libin 41.21012.3 27.2 LAL422 15.2

1,742.140--\ '

anictuns.a_lariscrzi. . 1252,4411 '1215.2720 17.0 1314.417( 7 10.4 (40
whor.144_ntaisart..rtams twat 1a2117 L Euln ,..\:2
.40. 4urp1u 07 Moffatt)

1.12.0,242) , A11.2.35.151 . ....101,114 I -...tA(011.
Cuo.91tive (pellet[/ lajiga) jimoili

LWAL2..1.

1,495,110 4.5 10,242,082 17

0. - 0 - 0.0) - o - Jo .o a - 4 - 4.4 210.000 '5 1851 - 0 - (1,0) .....();_.., 0.0 , gall I,
17.! 1,1111,29. ,...t Littass 9.5 lAtiolo __Li 10011.22? 20 e r` ^ ,. .

.54.0 1 .210/ 5.3 (470.1001 1.0 1141,4101 (1.21 )1,417.7111 21
470'400ca 111.410 2,154.141 33

dlo

c--
0 .P
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STATEMENT FOR THE HEALTH-PROFESSIONS

,

EDUCATION AND NURSE TRAINING AMENDMENT

y OF 19-80 (HR 6802)

Nnittee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce and

SubccImmittee on Health %an nvivonment
.

'-s

United States House of Representatives

Washington, D. C.

Friday, March, 21, 1500

PREPARED BY:

Florida Agricultural and Iftchanical University
School of Pharmacy -

TallahasSee, Florida 32307

B.

Charles A. Walker, Ph.D. Dean
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Mr. Chairman, I, Charles A. Walker, Dean of the School of Pharmacy at

Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University_ (FAMU), welcome the pportunity

to share with you our.uni,Je role and needs as a health professio chool.

Our School of Pharmacy offered its first course of instruction in the Fall of

1951. To date, we have prodded more than 600 pharmacistsWItioare located

throughout the United Statts (Tablet). They are serving the nation in various

disciplines of the profession (Table 2).

FIGURE 1

FAMU PHARMACY GRADUATES

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION BY REGION IN THE UNITED STATES

. REGION PERCENT DISTRIBUTION

Northeastern 12%

Southeastern 60%

North Central 15%

Southwestern 8
West 5%

100%

9



FIGURE 2

FAMU PHARMACY GRADUATES

TYPE OF PRACTICE BY DISCIPLINE IN THE PROFESSION

TYPE OF POSITION PERCENT

Community Phaemacy 65%

Institiitional Pharmacy 15%

IhdustrialsPharmacy 2%

Governmental. 5%

Pharmacy Education 10%

Other Career's 1.5%

Unclimined. 1.5%.
100%

A majority of FAMU Pharmacy graduates are American blacks; however,

approximately 100 Cuban pharmacists have received degrees from Florida AEA.

The present enrollment is 316 undergraduate students, the majority of whoa can

be cla-ssified as under-represented disadvantaged. Seventy-five percent are §

American blacks, 20% are American whites, mainly from the rural areas of North

Florida; South Alabama and South Georgia where health care services are

minimal, and 5% are of Spanish origin. Our present enrollment consists of 54%

)feMale. A-

892
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In order to reach parity, this country needs 14,000'black pharmacists.

Presently, there is one black pharmacist fOr each 11.000 black persons compared

to one non-black pharmacist for each 1,500 non-black persons. Thtre are 72..

accredited colleges and schools of pharmacy, four of which are predominantly

black. For the past five years, 1974-75 through 1978-79, a total of 311,158

baccalaureate pharmacists were produced; only 1,060 were black. The pre-

dominantly black colleges of pharmacy produced 553 American black pharma-

cists during the past five years or better than 50Vof the total (Table 3).

White Florida AEM University and Texas Southern are predominantly black

pharmacy program's loCated at state institutions, these schools serve as

extremay important national resources for health professionals. These schools,

out of tradition, attract and graduate significant numberstf minority pharma-

cists. During the past five years, 301$ of all black pharmacists have graduated

from these two institutions. The graduates are loCated throughout the United

States and are serving as health resources persons primarily for the socially

and economically disadvantaged. Inadequate support for the programs is due?

to several factors: (1) historically, the traditional black colleges h. suffered

long years. of financial neglect and (2) funding has and continues to be p o-
vIded ttrough the slim and inadequate liberal arts education and general.

University budgets. These are but some of the reasons for needed continued

and expanded federal assistance.

Florida AEM.University Joins the other members of the. Minority Consortium,.

In requesting institutional support as an investment in our prOgraM to allow us

3.



TABLE 3

`MINORITY BACCALAUREATE GRADUATES OF COLLEGES. AND SCHOOLB'OF'PHXRMACY

stu

Academic Total hi
Year Gra6uates Americans

ACADEMIC YEARS 1974-75 -- .1978-79

Black
% . Americans

.Native Asian
+ Hispanics % Americans % Ances _%

Others &
Foreign

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77
.

1977-78

1978-79

TOTAL

5,739

6,645

7,385

7,363

7,026

4,919

5,872

6,597 -

6,48

6,298

85.71

88.37

89.33

90.15

89.64

176

183

218

225

258

3.07

2.75

2.95

3.06

3:67

107

86

115

105

140

553

119

101,

97-
,

111

99

--a-
527 -,

,

2.07

1.52

1.31
,

'1,..53:
s.,

1.41'

8

' 11

9 .

2

on .

45

0,14

0 .17

0.12
..

0.03

0.21
..

-188

149

13

150

v

152
.

777

r

3.28

2.24

1.87

2.04

2.16.

329

329-

326
..

237

204

5.73

4.95

..;4.41

3.22

2.90.

4,158 30,324 88.78 1,060 3.10 1.54 0.13 2 77,..---- 1,425 - 4 .17
.,

0

= FIGURES FROM THE 4 PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES) ..v4-
4:t

9 fr
-40 av

DATA COLLECTED FROM THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF rHARMACEUTIC4L4EDUCATION.

Op
Op
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to continue on the course that we have charted. For the past two years, FAMU

has produced-48% of the black baccalaureate pharmacists in the country. We

have presently enrolled 40% of the black. minority M.S. candidates in the phar-

maceutical sciences and 50% of the black minority Doctor of Pharmacy candidates.

FAMU has the only post-baccalaureate program at predominantly minority phar-

macy schools. Institutional support as proposed by the Consortium would allow

us to continue to (successfully) produce this desperately needed health man-
.

power personnel. Previous institutional support in form of capitation funds

did not accomplish the goal of increasing sufficiently the number of minorities,

especially American blacks in the health professions. The imbalance still exists --

in that only about 2% of the pharmacists today are black. Institutional support

for an additional specified period of time wouy allow our programoto meet the

stringent requirements of our accredittion council, maintain and graduate our

present accelerated student enrollment, effectively address our student retention

problem, strengthen In general institutional capabilities and develop the clinical

phase of our program as was mandated for all colleges of pharmacy.

Student assistance is extremely important for minority students to realize

their goal of becoming health professionals. A majority-of the students at
s'

FAMU as well as a majority of the students attending other pr ominantly black

colleges and universities are classified in the poverty category.. We endorse

the Consortium Proposal relative to student assistance. We feel that these pro-

grams would be helpful in allowing most students at FAMU to successfully

complete a curriculum in pharmacy.

I-

53,.14914 0 80 -7 57
895
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We endorse very strongly the position of the Consortium relative to

expanding the Health Careers Opportunity Program (HCOP). Our: experience

with this prograTh for the past four years has been extremely important in

identifying afid motivating students who otherwise were not cognizant of the

health programs or who had inadequate academic preparation and !counseling

A

for pursuing a health science career.

New requirements for all schools of pharmacy include clinical tr ning, a0
very expensive component of the curriculum. Included ihithe clinical coM7

ponent isthe need for specialized aboratorrerelative to Drug Monitoring,

Drug Literature Information and itional faculty and staff. In conjunction

with the apparent present inad ate fading, predominantly minority schools

have not developed many of the facilities for this required phase of the curricu-

1.g. We totally support additional ,construction, funds as recommended by the

Consortium.

We appreciate the opportunity toprovide input and explain our needs in an

effort for this program tile4::tinue its important mission of providing health care

for several million people in this country..

W) 6
.s
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STATEMENT

OF THE

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATpec

THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY, WHOSE MEMBERSHIP OF 5200

REPRESENTS OVER 90% OF THE PRACTICING DERMATOLOGISTS IN TIME-UNITED STATES,

APPRECIATES THE OP4RTUNITY TO SUBMIT ITS ON H.R. 684 THE '

HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE AND NURSE TRAINING 'AMEN

OF 1980. -4
s

THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DERMATOLOGY HAS BEEN ENGAGED-IN PHYSICIAN

MANPOWER NEEDS ANALYSIS &INCE- 1971 AND HAS BEEN ANACKNOWLEIXED LEADER IN

THIS FIELD. AMONG OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS ARE FIRST COMPREHENSIVE STUDY

BY A SPECIALTY OF IT5 FUTURE REQUIRES. FOR MANPOWER, A SUSTAINED PLACEMENT
rr .

F=GR.AM TO INFLUENCE kHE PROBLEM' OF GEOGRAPHIC MALDISTRIBUTION OF DERMATOLOGISTS

,SINCE 1973.WHICH,_30N A VOLUNTARY BASIS, AT LOW, COST, IS DEMONSTRABLY SUCCESSFUL,

AND A CONTINUI ASSESSMENT. OF THE MOST'APPROPRIATE.LEVEL.OF DERMATOLOGIC '

MANPOWER NECESSARY TO ASSURE OPTIMJM ACCESS OF PATIENTS TO DEAMATOLOGIC

ON THE BASIS OF OUR EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN THE ARENA OFMANPOWER'NEEDS

ESTIMATES CERTAIN FACTS HAVE BECOME PATENTLY CLEAR:

I, THERE ARE NO SIMPLISTIC. SOLUTIONS WHICH ARE APPROPRIATE FOR. THESE COMPLEX

PROBLEMS.

2. THE DATA BASE IS IMPROVING BUT IT IS STILL OFTEN INADEQUATE TO MAKE FINELY

TUNED.PREDICTIONS.

3. ANY PREDICT/ ARE ENTIRELY SUBJECT TO SUBSTANTIAOMODIFICATION DEPENDING

ON CHANGES IN THE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEM, THE mg AND LEVEL-OF-THIRD.

TY REIMBURSEMENT, THE ULTIMATE LEVELS OF CO-PAYMENT AGREED UPON,

RE IMPROVEMENTS IN HEALTH CARE METHODOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY, THE MIX

0 SPECIALISTS, PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS,AND NEW HEALTH PERSONNEL AND A

HOST -OF OTHER FACTORS.

4. VOLUNTARY MODIFICATION OF BEHAVIOR THROUGH EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

IS FEASIBLE AND UNDOUBTEDLY PREFERABLE TO REGULATORY INITIATIVES OR
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INDUCEMENTS WHICH FAIL TO MEET THE TESIFOF APPROPRIATENESS TO THE

SOCIOECONOMIC OR MARKETPLACE FORCES WHICH mOLIDTHE BEHAVIOR OF

PROFESSICNAL PEOPLEfy f.

WE HAVE BEE)INCREASINGL4 CONCERNED. THAT HAIR MCOIFICATIONS IN THE

NUMER AND TYPES OF/PRIMARY CART PROVIDERS, SPECIALISTS;.NEW HEALTH

PRACTITIONERS AND ALLIED HEALTH PERSONML ARE BEING PROPOSED AND INITIAT810

ON THE BASIS OF WHAT WE ARE CERTAIN ARE INADEQUATE AND INAPPROPRIATE DATA

WITH LITTLE ATTENTION BEING PAID TO MARKET FORCES OR PREDICTED CHANGES
P-

IN T1 HEALTH CARE DELIVERY OR REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM. WE WOULD CONTEND THAT

SUCH MODIFIdA+rONS ARE ILL-AIVIISED AND MAY PROVE TO4BE DIS IVE TO A

HEALTH CARE SYSTEM WHICH IS STILL BEST AND MOST EFFICIENT IN THE WORLD.

2, wE.NOTE WITH CONCERN THAT H.R 6802 PROPOSES TO.MAKE INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

GRANTS CONTINGENT UPON A NATI OF 30%,.35% AND 40% LENFIS OF PRIMARY

CARE RESIDENCY POSITIONS F D R DEDUCTIONS FOR TRANSFERS FOLLOWING

THE FIRST POSTGRADUATE OF RfaNINGFROM.PRIMARY CARE POSITIONS AND
R

7 AFTER DEDUCTIONS FOR FIRST YEAR SUBSPECIALTY.POSITIONS IN INTERNAL MEDICINE

AND PEDIATRICS. THE BEST ESTIMATES AT,THIS TIME INDICATE THIS WOULD MEAN

, THAT APPROXIMATELY 70-75% OF ALL RESIDENCY POSITIONS WOULD BE FILLED Er,.

FAMILY PRACTICE, INTERNAL MEDICINE AND PEDIATRIC gESIDENTS OR SUBSPECIALTY

RESIDENTS IN THE LATTER-TO DISCIPLINES IN ORDER FOR INSTITUTIONS TO C
QUALIFY FOR:SUPPORT. WE BELIEVE THAT THIS' DRASTIC SHIFT WOULD BE PROBABLY

UNATTAINABLE BUT, SEVEN IF ATTAINABLE, IT MAY PROVE TO BE4DISRUPTIVE AND

NOT IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST. FURTHERMCRE, THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY THIS UN-

PRECEDENTED SHIFT COULD BE LONG-LASTING AND RESULT-IN REDUCED QUALITY OF T

\
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CARE FOR SORE YEARS TO, COME FOR ALL AMERICANS.

*WEWOULD CONTENCLTHAT THOSE WHO WOULD JUSTIFY THIS MAJOR NEW

ALTERATION ON THE.BASIS OF THE INSTITUTE OFMEDICINE'S 1978 REPORT ON

PRIMARY CARE ARE UTILIZING A BADLY- FLAKED DOCUMENT AND ARE - MISINTERPRETING

THE ACTUAL' RECCVMENDATICNS WHICH DID NOT PROPOSE A 70% LEVEL OF PRIMARY-

CARE TRAINING. WE WOULD FURIMEMORy DIRECT YOUR ATTENTI TO THE FACT THAT

ALL SUGGESTED FIGURESPDR(THE-OPTIMUM NUMBER OF PRIMARY E.RESIDENCY PrTIONS,

THE ORIGINAL 50% FIGURE ABCEPTED BY THE COORDINATING COUNCIL'-ON MEDICAL

TION SEVERAL 'YEARS AGO, ARE ENTIRELY WITHCUT ANY SCIENT-IFIC JUITIFICATIOt

"WE FEEL 'IT IS UNW E TO BASE SOMETHING AS IMPORTANT AS'NATIDNAL PHYSICIAN.-

ONMANPOWER POLI ON THIS UNDOCUMENTED APPROACH'.

WE WOUL STRONGLY URGE THE CONGRESS TO PROCEED WITH CAUTION IN REALLOCATION

OF POSITIONS FROM SPECIALTY CARE TO PRIMARY CARE UNTIL THERE IS BETTER EVIDENCE

THAN IS NOW AVAILABLE. THAT THIS WILL BE A TRULY COST-EFFECTIVE ALTERATICt6-
.

WITH NO REDUCTION IN THE.QUALI OF (ARE. SUBJECTIVE APPRAISAL OF THESE ISSUES

DOES NOT CONSTITA A RATIONAL SIS FCR MAJOR POLICY DECISIONS WITH SUCH

SEVERE DISRUPTIVE POTJTIAL.

WE WOULD FURTHERMORE URGE THE CONGRESS TO PROVIDE, THROUGH LEGISLATION,

I

h-
APPROPRIATE MECHANISMS WHEREBY INSTITUTIONAL COMMITMENTS TO INCREASE MEDICAL

SCHOOL CLASS SIZE IN EXCHANGE FOR PAST FINANCIAL.ASSISTANCE"CAN BE

ABROGATED IF, AS IT WOULD NOW APPEAR, IT IS DETERMINED THAT-WE ARE, IN THE
. .

PROCESS OF CREATING A SUBSTANTIAL NATIONAL PHYSICIAN OVERSUPPLY. A PHYSICIAN

OVERSUPPLY, SUCH AS THAT NOW ENVISIONED BY MANY WHO ARE KNOWLEDGEABLE, COULD

RESULT IN OVERUTILIZATION AND LEAD TO AN6".ESCALATION OF HEALTH CARE COSTS

WITHOUT COMMENSURATE INCREASES IN THE QUALITY OF CARE.

THE AMERICAN ALrOEMY DERMATOLOGY BELIEVES TAATCON

'INSTITUTIONAL SUPP077 BY THE FEDERAL GOSANMENT IS AT THIS TIME

JUSTIFIED BUT THAT -7) USE SUCH SUPPORT TO ACHIEVE SUCH GOALS AS ARE LISTED WOULD

BE A MISDIRECTION W -ICH THE CONGRESS SHOULD, AVOID.. we HOPE THE CONGRESS

WILL.AGRer-TO DELETE THESE STIPULATIONS FRO1 THE INSTITUTIONAL SUART.

GRANT SECTION OF.H.R. 6802.

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTLNITY TO'EXPRESS OUR CONCERNS.
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STATEMENT OP

THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION

' el
and

=

THE AMERICAN PSYCHIATRY

The American Psychiatric Association (APA), a medical specialty society

representing over25,000 psychiatrists nationwide, and the American Academy

of Child Psychiatry (AACP): repPesentin5 2:300 psychiatrists whc

pleted two years of additionaltraininyin child psychiatry sub:Mit the

following:statement in regap to consideration' of Federal !,:salth manpower

legislation ,by the mmitee.on Health and Envirenment'c, the Interstaen

and Foreign Commerce Committee of the U.St 'Rouse of Representatives.'

SIC' At the - outset, the APA wishes to express its strong support with respect =ID

the critical need for the develoiMent_of Congressional findings which

designate psychiatry as 'a medical shortage specialty. We believe such

recognition willAencourage Aere\individuals to select psychiatry as a career.
e-and provide the needed peycholO6ical reinforce5Ant to demonstrate both

" concern and reality.

1

Durirtg yoUr Committee's consideiation of the Nurse Traini,v. .act

in the first session of the 90th.Cohgrees,data wassubmittci to each Seen,

of the Interstate aneForeign.Commerc.e Committee which art:....eulated the'
,

,reasons.justing such findings. At such time the:Commiteee'expressed the '

view that such designationteetbe co41dered during deliberations on

renewal of the health manpower .act. Accordingly, we now solmit for your

consideration the recommendation set forth in our March 15, 1979 etatemec:

'As-you know one of.the.Presideqrs CDmmission on Mental Health
Major recommendations was: . .

.
he.Health professns Educational'Assistaire kct bei.amended
designate psychiatry as a medical thortage.specialv and

require medical schools to set aside a certain permeation of
their residency positions for this. discipline.

Whenever "APA" is mentioned, such Mentioluis'intended to include the AAC?.
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ik The'present statement will focus upon the scope and dimensions of America's

mental illness problem and what the APA believes should be the response to

those problems through Federal health manpower legislation. The statement

will also provide further support for the above-cited legislAive determine-.

tion that psychiatry is a medical shortage specialty.

,
There are as many as 20 to 32 million citizens of this country identified

by the President's Commission on Mental Health as in need of treatment for
mental illness,. We are speaking of two million individuals who have been

or would be diagnosed as schizophrenic; two million who ffer from profound

depressive disorders; more t e million. with organic p chases of toxic
or neurologic origin er permanent disabling mental co tions. More

than 25 percent of:those elderly pe sons diagnosed at "senile' actually have
a diagnosable. and if treatable;:rev rsible, mental disorder, and need not

be fOrgotten, or written off by society as lost. The number of.children in

need of immediate psychiatric interventipn is conservatively estimated by the
iAACP at 5 million.

Yet,.the evidence with respect to the numbers of psychiatrists available to

provide medical/Psichiatric.care forthete isilliont of 2Gericans, emphasizes

that there is a serious shortage. Fer example, the Fx. 1986 Senate Appro-

priations Committee Report expressed thefollowing,..c2A,

The Committee continues to be concerned about ;shortages of trained
psychiatrists, psychologists, psychi tric social-workers and
'psychiatric nurses. The shortfall i personnel across the four.
core disciplines is most sdVere for p ye4atry becatise.of a rising
utilization rate and a decline in the upPly of both United states
and foreign medical graduati in, the field of psychiatry. Figures
provided the Committee show that in fiscal, 1980 alone there will
be a shortfall of 10,000 psychiatrists and that this shortfall will 0
increase further in the :1980s."

$0 4 4The FY 1181 House and Senate Labor-HEW Appropriations Subcommittee in ADAMHA

hearings again expressed concern about,the shortage and implored the Adminis-

tration to explain hole the needs of the menially, ill can. be met with a static

12")
training budget; The Administrafion's,.resPense iloiliated shortage estiMates

,
.

for psychiatrists ranged from, 10;000 ro 60,000.

t

1
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4

Ih the exchange between members of Congress and representative5 of ADAKMA,

NIEH and Secretary Harris. office regarding FY 1981 clinical manpower

training funds, the response really was not whether there is a'shortage;

but how Jorge it is.

A factor which had an impact on this shcirtage was the implementation of

944484 which reduced the number of FMCs who could train and remain in

this country. MAny of these F4Gs trained as psychiatrists. The APA believes

that this country has the responsibility to meet its own psychiatric needs

with qualified' physicians 'an0i that it shoUld not endorse or maintain policies

which croT'ie a7h.brain drain" on foreign countries. :.

Further, we suggest that this nation's medical education policies should not

emphasize or enhance the attractiveness of one shortage specialty,' such as

primary rare, without analyzing the impact this emphasis will have on

another shortage specialty, such as psychiatry. We endOrse the support

given primary care for, as you'know; at least 35 percent of mental condi-

tions are first detected by primary care physicians, but liaison psychiatry

is an important concept which the pending legislation needs to develop

further. Liaison.psychiatry programs'and activities for nonpsychiatric

physicians (primary care and other medical speciaities)!.provide education,

training and assistance to Such physitifns by psychiatrists in the,

biopsychosocial aspects of medical care osing the existing medical setting

and patient. Wham is needed; however, is an equivllentecoicatment to

recurit, train and place adequate numbers of psychiatrists to meet the

varied needs and goAs articupited in the President's CommisSion on

Mental Health, its implementing task forces, and the shortage, estimated by

GMENAC and acknowledged by MINN. It will take interagentylcooperation .

among ADAMHA, URA, NSA; HUD, VA, DOD and others, to address this problem

comprehensively.

A study of expressiOns'of. career preference among indivkpalswho took the

1977 -78 Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) Was showfi to reflect actual

career choice. There was a 28 percent drop from 1976-77 to 1977-78 in

individuals expressing ,a preference for psychiatry. Of the pool of appli-

cants, only those expressing a. preference in family medicine increased,

902
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(from 25 percent to 35 percent in the same one-year period). 'The-f6

health manpower law,IP.i. 94-484. was signed October 12, 1976, and the. new

provisions toot effect October 1, 1977. This law strongly expressed eon-

,gressional recognition ofthe shortage of primary care physicians. Stich

statutorytecognition had an'instantaneous impact on those students who were
) deciding on becoming physicians. Likewise, with no concomitant expression

about psychiatry, the opposite result occurred,,despite data on need and

utilization and projections relating to reductions in psychiatric FMGs.

While the law did create the o tunity for criteri,a for the designation

of psychiatric manpower shoftag areas under Section 332, and it was

estimated that by the end of 1979 1,200 psychiatric shortage areas would

be designated pursuant to such crite currently there are only app#i-

mately 160 designated psychiatric shortag areas and there are only 13.,

psychiatrists in the National Health Service Corps.

Only late last year did the Health Resources Administration (HPA) wind the
scholarship program selection criteria to give'students interested in

psychiatry 'category one' prefererce'(egual to that for primary care) for

scholarship selection. Also noteworthy is the deplOrable and,, lexcusable

paucity of mention of the training needs of plychiatrists and _the service

needs for such psychiatrists in the recently released HRApoblicatio.6

'Reporeron Health Personnel in the United States'.. For instance, even

though there were specific designation criteria for psychiatry published

in the JanUary.10, 1978.Federal Register, the HRA publication does not

either in a table or in the narrative discuss the number of psychiatric

health manpower shortage areas or psychiatrists needed as'of October 31. 1978.

despite thefac't that every other tYPepf shortage area was displayed in the

'table. We note from this-report that as many as one - eighth of our population

resides in medically underserved areas. Moreover, the report further indi-

catem.thal increasing emphasis sho be placed on the needs of a population

which is growing older and fraugh with increasing numbers of chronic condi-

tions. This is a population with significantly greater mental health needs.

We note that the report does not raise similar concerns with respect to the

mental health problems confronting our nation's population, including child-

ren<nd adolescents.

903
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CongZessional delibrations orb a renewal of the Nurse Training Act,

resulted in thiLdlat. being amended to delete the three year maLximum defer-,,u .-,
men[ a physi could receive re he or she would -be req.:Ared to perform

Obligattp pgvice. in the National.Health Service Corp p orrIndian Health

Service. Since psychiatric residencies are at least four yearyn leplth,

the three-year limit clearly discriminated against psychiatric residents-,

not to mention psychiatric needs of the NHSC, Plikand IHS. The:APA is

gratified "that this provision will'be retained and\epmmends that it be

authorized for other prOgrams'suchasothe Health Education Assistance Loan
(HEAL) program.

Also, weAmId,recOMmendthat medical students who are preparIng tc become

. primary care physicians. should receive substantial training in the'niO7

psychosocial aspects of pationt'care- They then would have sufficient. ability

to diagnose, treat or-refer, ;.hen.appropriate, for mental illness. In 1976,'

it was estimated that 43.6 percent of persons diagnosed as having a mental'
.

disorder are treated in the general medical seCtdx-. :There is a demonstrated

.need, therefore, for strong liaison psychiatry eduCition in ,nedical pcbO101s
.e

and in. general residency training programs to ensure that primary cadrAphy-,

.sicians will have the most aiProprAte tools to-reSbgnize, treate,'or refer,

when' appropriate, those patients wi entat disorders which are masked by

ac mpanied with physical symptoms_ We'Yould encourage. the statutory-
.

4jinc sion of blopsychosoCial aspects of medical patient cart in all. primary
."care training sections.

st ' .
IS.

..

'. Further, Sectio 7t8(%.of currsnt

.

ley containp authority to fund hearth e
manpower project andprOgrams'such as ',cooperative human bobavior and ,

/ 4
psychiatry in m cal and dental egpcation aLld practice" (Section 788(d) '.

- .(41)and "training in the diagnosis, treatment and prevention'a the diseaes
and related medic and behavioral problems of the agtd" (Section 788(d)(21)).

These programs, becaute of the potential they,offer to address the joint

presentation' f physical and mentalillness:shouldbevtained. We have

already discussed the essential nature of liaison psychiatry. With-reference
. to the aged, the President's Commission on Mental.ffealth, among other,

. entities, has cited the cost-effectiveneslvof providir% mental illness cover-
?

age for the aged. TherefoA0, training in geriatriePsychiatry also would

be cost effective.
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With.respect to provisions 'regarding reimbursement policies, the API% 16

supportive' Of Title'V'of 11:11. 6802 which would revise Medicare and, Medicaid

reimbursement policies relating.to primary care residency programs,.How-

ever,we Would recommend that such Title should be amended'to include

psychiatriC residency programs and psychiatric outpatiett/ambulatory care

facilities, particularly because psychiatry is. not a tee nology-oriented
° specialty, but a time-based specialty and has increasingly emphasized

ambulatory :care, prevention, and early intervention. He would,welcoll the

opportunity to provide you with any additional information'thii you may

require tosupport otir:suggeSied amendment to revise reimbursement policies

for psychiatric residency programs.

Other. Al% specific amendments to H.R. 6800 and H.R. 6802 we submit for
your consideration follow.

Additional Recommendations for H.R. 6800 6. H.R. 6802-

The APA supports the modifications H.R. 6802 makes to the National Health

Service Corps Program and has'specific. additional recommendations:'

(1) Subsapt1on'(g-of-Seetion 373'(page 7 of H.R. 6802) should be

amended further at lines10.and 16 to include "and psichietric.services"

after "primary health care" so that improvements in the assignment of members
°

of the Corps to health manpower shortage areas can address the medical

'specialty of psychiatry for which thee currently are'shortage area designation,

criteria and service deliveryheeds.

(2) The number oawards to certain .speclalties/disiplines.which

' data indicate are in particular shortage reoeive.an increased Percentage

:of scholarships until the shortage is in closer relationship to needs for

other specialties/disiplines.

(1) The NHSC should beCome more4active nd proactive in informing

communities of apparent underseri:rici and o or designetion and corps: site

development and technical assistance to hem. We therefore endorse Section
.
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337 of U.S. 6802. but would recommend report
language which would emphasize

the primary care and psychiatric service needs of underserved'populations.
. (4) The NHSC should designate all health manpoeer shortage areas as

soon as. possible and award scholarships to the
appropriate specialties/

disciplines in proportion to,the tutus% need.for such specialties/disciplines
unless the Secretary has clear and convincing

evidence that such shortage
can be alleviated b4 some other specific Federal, state,

local or marketplace
mechanisism(s).

(5) That Section 332(d), relating
to designation of health,manpower

shortage ereasb'e.amended by adding at the end thereof the following:
(a) On page 9,of H.R. 6802, insert:

"Priority'for designation or
assignment will be.given to specialties

/disciplines for Which shortages'.
have been determined by the Congress or the Secretary. Recruitment and
assignment shall he made in relation

to the future.needs of 'such

specialties/disciplines,.as determined by the Secretary, unless the
Secretary-has cites and convincing

evidence that such shortage can be
alleviated by some other Federal, State, local or marketplace Mechanisms.
Assignment of such individuals from

specialties/disciplines with such
charaoteristiOs'are to be made at a higher rate than bheeventual need
for such specialty /discipline

until the, shortage for such specialty/
disciplihe is, in closer relationship

to the needs for other specialties/
disciplines ".

(6) The APA believes the 81qet aside
for medical. and osteoiathic

students
p

has worked well and does not
believe its elimination as-proposed

to be appropriate.

. C73 The APA believes that the authorization
levels for the MSC

Scholarship:Program are inadequate an,5 do
not incorporate inflation or

nominal growth factors.

'4>
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The APA is pleased by H.R. 6802'n amendments. ot the Health Education

Assistance Loan (REAL). program, but recommends that the ,three year program

deferraluprovisions. be extended appropriately and not continue to die-

\Ska.....-
. criminate against individuals seeking to become general or child psychiatrists, :

t

four and five year residency programs. In addit ontothe aforementioned .

,recent data on general psychiatrists, recentdat indicate that there is a

severe shortage of child psychiatrists. The preient production of 200

Child psychiatrists yearly. is barely adequa to maintain the current force

, of 3,000 child:psichiatksts, and does no address ny of the, problems' of

shortage; which GMENAC is expected to pr eCt at ,000..

'We therefore would recommend that Section 731(a (2)(C) of H.R. 6802 make

provisions for residen extending beyond three years which train individuals

in specialties andsugPialties,determined by the Secretary to bo in short

supply. The APA also believed that an NHSC and. Armed Forces Scholarship

recipient should not be excluded from obtaining HEAL program funds; as

proposed in S. 2375,Nebaaoo there may be circumstances which would make

.-these additional:rds essential for a student:to continue to pursue a

health professions edUcation.
. ,

With regard to the First Year Scholarship Program' for Students of Exceptional

Financial Need.(EFN), we endorse the change in the amount ofthe scholarship

proPOsed by S.2375. W8 would hope that more students would be able tCbetefit

[rein the program. Further, we would endorse the expansion of this program

to a two-year program, and would also like to see the current definition of EFN

revised so that a larger number of "needy" students could.belncluded. He

further urge that awards bo made to such students who demonstrate interest in

or comMitment to.cOmplete programs in specialties or disciplines with,tho greatest

shortage and/or maldistributions problems and that awards not necessarily be

made to all schoels,conaistent with the amendment in H.R. 680.

The APA hupports the continuation of the Health Professions Student Loan

Program in view, of its success and. acceptance by both students and their

institutions. Wo believe that Section 741(f)(1)(3) should bo amendedkto

:allawralleducatioaal debts, evidenced by Stitten agreements, to be'eligible

for repayment. This recommendation .Would require the phrase "entered into

rt .
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before October 12, 1976"to. deleted.' This change would create larger

incentives for physicians to agree to practice in shortages areas.

With respect to institutional support, the APA believes that any .

concept which emerges from the Congress must respond to the need to have a diversity

of physicians who, by specialty and in the aggregate, can deliver high

quality medical .care to the populAtion consistent with identified needs and

accordingly recommend that the institutional support sections (Sections

770,. 771. and 772) provide mechanisms to enhanCe the training of medical students

who ultimately will choose a career in psychiatry and other shortage

-specialties. Further, these Sections should include provisions that all

students (particularly those in primary care) receive substantial instruction

in the bioPsychosocial aspects of patient care, including prevention..

We recommend that Section 787, "Educational Assistance to Individuals From

Disadvantaged Backgrounds," (and similarly in S.2144'in Section 755), be

modified to articulate the need,.whenever possible, to, identify, recruit and

select indqduals'from underrepresentel minority groups or disadvantaged

backgrounds to become physician speCialis< in shortage specialties such as

. .priMary care ana Psychiatry. f
With reference to the, various Special Projects proposals, the APA encourages

the modification of'all appropriate autlAuities to ensure that emphasis be

given to projects which could support and enhance the eduction and training

of psychiatrists and other Shortage specialists so that.ultimately the

services of.these physicianscOuld be delivered consistent with the health

care needs of the population. For exempla:psychiatry curricula should,be

enhanced at medical and osteopathic schools in order to increase the likeli-

hood that more.students,will choose a career in'the shortage specialties

of. general and child psychiatry, as well as be more skilled, knowedgeable; in

the'biopsychosocial aspects of patient care.

rho Area Health Education Centers (7flEC) Program has been and should.con-

tinue totbe a useful initiative. We are pleased to sec this activity.

continued in H.R. 6002, with the'requirement that there be active partici-

pation of individuals associated with departments of psychiatry. This

9 98
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incorporation is vital to ensure adequate exposure of medical students to

'biepsyChosocial aspects of patient care so that they will be trained to

. diagnose, treat when apptepriaie, and refer when'indicated, patients with

mental disorders. We note, however, the requirement in Section 781(d)(2)(8)

that each AHEC."assees the health manpower needs of the area served 'by the;,,

center (in coordination with theactivities og the local health systems

agency or agencies reltting'to such health manpower needs of the area) and

assist in the planning and development of training to meet such needs."

However, this provision does:noecontain author5tty which would allow for the

support,of the provision for conduct of medical residencytraining.programs

at such AHEC in specialties other than family medicine;-general internal

..medicine or general pediatrics, if health manpower needs weredetermined

to exist in specialties other than those just noted.

. .

,Hacause of the ambulatory nature°of psychiatric residency training, the

documented shortage of psychiatrists,'and the existence of psychiatric

shortage areas and designation criteria, it is very likelynthat an AHEC

uld'determine that, in acCordance with Section 781(d)(2)(8), the area

served by the AHEC would be in need of psychiatrists. There is, however, no

comparable mechanism for the training of medical specialists other thin those

. .

enumerated in Section 781(d)(2)(C) to "assist in the planning and development(of training programs to meet the needs" which. could be determined in Section

781(d)(2)(11)

Therefore, in order to provide the flexibility for an AHEC to address.

particular and specific health manpower training needs envisioned by Section

781(d)(2)(H), we recommend that such Section 781(d)(1)(0) be amended by

inserting: "and, in accordance with such assessment, provide for or'cbnduct

a medical resideffy training program in which no fewer than six individuals

are _enrolled 'in firei:year positions in such program" after "needs ".

With regard to Section 7g4c relatingto prevedtive or community medicine

residencies, the APA believes that further emphasis needs to be placed on

preventive aspects of mentafillness'and that the incorporation of

pjychiatric aspecti of preVeritionfis an integral part of any such rentO,ny

program.:

90 9
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In order.to ensure that prevention of mental illness is.cAnsidered (a key

need identified by the President's Commission on Mental health), we recommend

that parenthetical references to psychiatry be included in Section 794C as

follows: (1) on page 39 at line 21, insert "(including ps'ychiatry)" after

"other clinical specialties:" (2) on page 40 at line 17, insert "(including

course content in psychiatry)' after "preventive or community medicine:" and

(3) on page 41 at line 21, insert "(including psychiatry)" after "other

'relevant specialties."

In addition, we endorse amendments which would support approWed residency

training programs that prepare residents for teaching medical students and

other hospital staff in techniques of teaching,supervision, consultation,

career development, and evaluation methods suited to the clinical setting.

Further,"the APA would encourage the inclusion of "biopsychosocial aspects

of patient care" in medical scHool teaching programs pecause of the

frequently inextricable nature of physical and mental'illness.

Studies have deMonstrated that the oinality et medical student teaching'is

one of the faCtors related to the percentage of studentsentering psychiatry,

4nd that higher quality programs have a :sufficient well-rounded faculty,

varied teaching methods, and a high degree of commitmenOto students. .It

follOWs that to recruit more potential psychiatrists 'vie must conduct good

teaching at medical schools, with a high degrec.of commitment on the part of

the faculty. Teaching at the residency level must also involve both

instruction in administration and exposure to exciting administrative '

experiences; teaching.in "how to teach," and learning how to work with primary

-care 'physicians./ '

The programs proposed for physician residents to be exposed to the social and

behavioral.sciences should includea requiiement, however, 'that physician

residents (particularly, those in primary care) receive training in the bio-

psychOsocial aspects of.direct patient care in inpatient. and outpatient,

healthcare settings.

o

Our concern and comment is founded on the need for physicians to be able to

diagnose, treat where appropriate, and refer when indicated, patients with

mental disoFders which may present themselves or be perceived as having a
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physical etiology. Dy not sppcifically understanding and recognizing the

Varied aspects of mental dysfunction, and the psychological anksomatic

interrelationships in'physical symptpmatology, the'physician resident may

not gain the total'knowledge needed to assist patients who come to a general'

physicihn'for treatment. This iiparticularly.trpeforp;imarycare physicians,
who, according to,a 1976:study, treated 43.6% of mental disorders presented to
all physicians.

The APA supports the prOposal to amend. Section 212(j),(1)(D) of the Immigra-'

tion and Nationality Act which would allow FMGs who have passed the Visa

Qualifying Exam (VQE) to come to this country, and remain for the period of
time required to establish eligibility to take specialty examinations.

Current law, which allows FMCS who have passed the VQE to come to the.U.S.
for two years to pursue medical education

and to remain for an additional
year if the visitor's home government

approves, does not provide such FHG

resident physicians adequattime to meet eligibility requireMents'of.most
medical specialty certifying boarde,'requireMents which may be assumed to

reflect the'necessary period of training'for a designated specialty. We
believe that the proposal in H.R. 6802 to amend Section.212(j)(1)(D) is r
reasonable approach which would allow an alien phytician to complete
residency,training. An alien graduate medical education student currently is
'required to medEtheyQE and language

requirements, thus assuring his or her
competence.

The 'APA shares the concern that by extending the "substantial disruption

waiver"-provision, institutions will not be encouraged or forced to address

what is predominantly an educational quality issue. We do not wish to
discount the service needs of populations served by residency programs which

have become dependent on FMG5. 'Considerable
thought should be given to

alternatiim Approaches which would improve.these programs sothat they would'
be attractive to U.S. medical gradua4and s6

the populations served can:,

receive quality medical care from U.S. medical school graduates or qualified
forei edical graduates.\

%.

The APA supports the statutory designation
of hospitals with more than 25%

FMG residents as health manpower shortage areas as defined -in- Section 332 of
the PHS Act. While most beneficial to psychiatric training, we oppose, the
proposal allowing for the creditability

of service obligation' for the period

63-494 0 - 80 -.58
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, .

of graduate siedical educatiorrreceiVed at hospitals with a signi icant dOpertden4e

o ,on FMGs. ThS NHSC program's intent has always been to provide ft4ly qualified

physicians.to deliver medical Are to undereerved areas and populAttion In,'

fact, the Corps continues fb emphasize

board-eligible or board- certified. By

rile self-serving for psychiatry as a

that the puipose, of the Corps would be

patients in the service areas would be

the placement of physicians who are

adopting this creditabilitya, provision,

medical specialty, we are c ncerned

compromised and the medical nowds of the

"short-changed.".
e,

The APA has continued to support, the eivities Of the Graduate Med,cal Education\.

National Advisory Committee ( GMENAC) Knee it was established administratively
I

;by the Se:etary of HEW. We believe that data and analyses must be assimilated

and critiqued by a body such as GMEW,C 1:: ore:. ro assure that geographic and

LI- :laity maldistribution issues ar, .:,_act ,:ith consistently ana in .n unbiased

W, are gratified with the acComplLAimen- -: GMENAC to date andiseiieVe. its
I.

continued existence is essential. We u___,,.Zore support Title IV of H.R.
, 68r

which would establish GMENAC statu:tdrily, .-.1.th defined functions.

We appreci t the opportunity of sabmittirT this statement for your co6sideralL

tion and welcome the opportunity of working with the Committee to ensure that

Federal health manpower legislation responds to our citizens whoare irk} need

of treatment for mental illness.



INTERNATIONAL -?S

TESTIMONY THE

INTERNATIONAL CHIROPRACTORS ASSOCIATION

. ON

HEARINGS FO'. THE RENEWAL. OF HEAMH MANPOWER LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTION

The International.,Chiropractors Association is pleased to

present .testimony.on,the renewal of'health manpOWer legislation.

Ai the Subcommittee members 'ire aware, Sectia .903of the

Health Profession Educational Assistance Act of 3.976 provided

that a study concerning the chiropractic profession be.perf.rmed.

This represents the first fedvAlly funded study ever done o

the chiropractic profession. Specifically, the report covers the

cost of educaltioni the demand for services, the supply of chiro-

practors an , .the types and cost'Of !services provided by chiro-

4practors. It s our understanding that the Department'Of Health,

Educat'on and We are Will soon provide the Committee with this

report

In this statement, we, are subm tting additional information

Oloncer the chiropractic professidh which may be helpful to

' th .S committee. We also address the need for federal fUnding

under'health manpower programs to chiroprac4.c studentS col-

leges.)
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PART I .

01,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON CgIROPRACTIC

Chiropractic is .the second largest primary health care

service in the Unite States. In, their order .of size,, and bas,;,_:

on the number of practitioners and public utilization, the

three larges£ branches of the healing arts are allopathic' care

or medicine, chiropractic and osteopathy.

All fifty states plus the District of Columbia, Puerto

Rico and the Virgin Islands license and officially recognize

chiropractic as a health profession. All fifty states authorize

Fhiropractic.'services as part oftheir workmen's compenstakon .

program.' Virtually all major Commerical health and accident ,

policies provide fOr chiroprac ervices.. MajOr industrial unions,

such as General. Motors, have included chiropractic in health

.plans for employees and their dependents. In addit'on, sub,-

stantial,numbers Ofmajor international, and nations and local

unions include chiropractic in. their health and'wel are plans.

\Chiropractic services' are recognized and authorized by the

federal government under Medicare, Medicaid, Vocational rehabili-
..

, tati.'?n programs, and the Internal. Revenue Code (as a r

dedu tion). In addition, legislation to , nd and imprQ.-3 current

coverage of chiropractic services under Medic're,has recently .

been the subject of favorable- committee action by both the House

and Senate.,. This measure also shares broad bipartisan support

from Contiress.

A

Sepcificlly for federal employees, chiropractic services

are prOyided under:

(1) federal employee. health. ograms:

. (2), in-federal employee workmen'a\cempensation; and,

914
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(3) in leave approvals for civil service excuse of

illness.

Federal funding of chiropractic has been provided under

appropriation measures sent to the Department of Health, Ed-

cltion.and Welfare (see page 4 ) and, for the statistical survey

or the chir9practic profession under the last health manpower act.

'The United States Office of Education officially recognizes

the Council an Chiropractic Educatibn (CCE) as an accrediting
1

4,4ncy.for chiropractic educational institutions. This autonomous
y ._

national organization oversees the quality of education at"tne r..
L. . ,.

chiropractiC institutions. Within the CCE is the Commission on

Accreditation, which is responSible for the accredition process.

This group is composed of members representing the state licensing'

boards, the member institutions, sponsoring national aseqciations

.and .non-chiropractic members represenlying.the general public.

Currently, there are about 23,00 Doctors of Chiropractic

providing chiropractic services to the public on a full-- or part --
4

-.time basis. 'Within the next five years between 10,000 and 13,000
'a

new Doctors of. Chiropractic (D.C. s)
. will enter the l'abor

force. Therefore, within the next five years the number of chiro-

practors Oracccing in this country will increase some 40 percent.

',The national .ratio of chiropractors.to the populations
10.1 per 100,000. However, these chiropraCtors are not evenly,

distributed across the United *States. The variation from state

to state is significant, ranging from 1.8 per 100,000 in Virginia

to 23.0 per 100,000 Iowa, and 25 percent of chiropractois are

practicing in jut five states.
I

, (

mThechiroptactic profession,'.however, deploys most of its

Manpower to the nation's smallest and often most neediest communities
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Slightly more than 40.percent of the D.C.'s)practice in areas with

fewer than 25,000 persons. A clear majority, or approximately

70 percent practice in areas with fewer than 100,000 persons.

The typical parcticing chriopractor is a white male, and

approximately forty-five years of age. Less than 1 percent are

either Black, Hispanic, American Indian or Asian. Only 3.2 per-
.

cent are female. Therefore, in addition to the tremendous

geographic and demographic maldistribution, the profession suffers

a severe ethnic, race, and sex underrepresentation.

CONTRIBUTIONS MADE BY CHIROPRACTIC --
.TO THE HEALTH NEEDS OF AMERICANS

It has been estimated that Doctors of Ohiropractic had 122.5

million pa\ tients visits in 1979. This is based on survey

data estimating that 6.8 million individuals went to a D.C. in

1979, and returned 17more tiMes.fOr additional care during the

year. However, this may-be a conservative estimate given that

7.5 million individuals saw a D.C. in 1974 (1974. Health Interview

Suivey National Center for Health StzitiStics). Over $1.3'billion

were generated in'practice revenues in 197 8 _.D.C. s.

These figures show that practicing D. . s exert a considetable

influence on this nation's healthsneeds.' Becuse D.C. s offer' a

wide range of services, such as physical exams, spinal adjust-

ments, certain x-rays, and routine laboratory services, they are

valuable and important in the health care delivery system. Often
4

As-primary health care ptoviders in.rural or remote areas D.C.'s ,

are relied on by many Americans forphysical examination and spinal

care or, referral to other health care providers.

STUDIES SHOW CHIROPRACTIC CARE EFFECTIVE

For 978, the National Safety Council estimated that accidents

9 .1
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and occupational'illnesses alone cost the United.States at least

$84 billion. And, an-estimated 10 million man-hours, or 10 per-

cent of all lost-time injuries were the result of back injuries..

Thld 64.,0 results from several industrial back

injury itudles performed by independent groups, two by medical

doctors, show that spinal manipulative therapy performed by

'chiropractors can be very effective in relieving musculo-skele al

symptoms.. These studies (Appendix
) indicate that cases hand ed

by a chiropractor result in significantly less "time lost" by

the injured party and, that chiropractic treatment results in

lower medical expenses.

Considering the direct relation between the loss of pro -

uctivity 'and the health and safety Of the American work force,

. chiropractic care makes a tremendously important contribution

not only to the health care needs of thejndustrial work force->6.,

but to the-nationas a whole.

Back injuries are suffered by not only the industrial work-

ar but byall Americans--frbm the housewife.who lifts,a'heavy

basket bf clothes, to the office worker who turns the wrong way,

-to the weekend gardener mowing the lawn, or to any number of

individuals in commonplace situations. Therefore 'the role of

chiropractic in the health care deliVery system is vitally

important to the health needs of all Americans.

CHIROPACTIC RESEARCH

Although the profession.has engaged in some research activities

on its own, recent Federal ftinding, has been a source of revenue

and encouragement. As part of the' Senate Report on the FY 1974

Appropriations for-the National Institute. of Neurological Diseases
P and Stroke (NINDS) of the'National Institute of Healthi(NIH), the

.

91 7
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Sen'ate Appropriation's Labor- HEW Subcommittee said "... this would

be an opportune time for an 'independent, unbiased' ,f the

fundamentals of the chiropractic profession." Appropriation

measures passed that year alloted some 52 million for chiropractic

research.

In pursuit of that direction, the National I'stitute of

Neurological and Communicational Disorders and Stoke, convened at'

the National Institute of'Health a "Workshdp on the Research Status,

of Spinal,Mnipul:a*ve Therapy" on .February. 2-4, 1975. This work-
e '

-----....

hop focused directly on the evaluation of research resultt,and
(hop

'investigative experience.. Participants included 58

2scientists and,cliriicians of national and international stature

including 16 Doctors of Chiropractic (D.C. s), 24 DoctOrs of

Medicine (M.D. s), 7 Doctors.of Osteopathic Medicine (0.0. s),I.and
i w
11 basic.scientists (mostly Ph.D. s). A second workshop was also

held pn October 23-27, 1977 at the .Kellogg Center for 'Continuing
o

Education, Michigan State.University in .East Lansing Michigan, and
. ,

dealt with "Neurologi'Cd1 MechanisMs,in M'anipulative,Therap."'

These sh ps

dialog e amo

on the neutral

represent the beginnings of an interprofessional
or 1

hiropractors, physicians and 14blogical scientists

commonly-shared issues of science and reseach.

One observation. of the MINDS workshop was that

"specific conclusions,cannot be derived frOT the scientific

literature for or against either, the efficacy of spinal manipulation

therapy'Or the pathophysiological foupdations from which it is de-

rived.' Chircprattors, tsteopathic.physicians and medical manipulative

Specialists and:, their patients all claim spinal manipulation provides
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relief.frompaid, particularly back pa,in, and sometimes cure."

The report also noted that 'some medical physicians, particularly

those not trained in.maniculacive techniques, claireit.does not

provide relief; does not cure; and may be.dangerous, particularly

911 0

if used by non-physiciani.. The .available data doeS not clarify

either view " (our emphasis).

The report concludes that the 'efficacy of spinal manipulative

therapy is based on a body of clinical experience in the '- hands'

of specialized clinicians." But, that there is little scientific'

dataof significance from which to evaluate-this clinical approaeh

to health. The workshop suggested thepromotion.of fundamental and

clinical research so that "hnswers to the queStions of clinical

indications and therapeutic efficacyof manipulative therapy can

beapproached more meaningfully." And,'itdid point out that

".established and prestigious medical and osteopathic physicians

and chiroprators proVided testimonial eNeyE in-supportof. the

efficacy. and Safety..of manipulative therapy.'

Since .1969, basic research on the biomechanics of the spine
, -

has teen. conducted .by Chung Ha Sdh, Ph.D. at the University of

Colorado.. The goal. of Dr. Suh's research is to learn precisely.

what happens -.biomechanically, physically:'neurologically,and

!chemically,z when a spinal adjustment is made. 'One. of the results

of this research was'-the development of the first three dimeniional.

'.computer model of the opine.. By transfering MathematidAl.egutions

relating to the:Spine and its articulations, into the computer, a

"graphics. model". has been refined to the point, where it is possible

to see a spine in (lotion whed the mathematial equivalent of various. .

Physical forces are programmed intothe'computer. One of the goals

of the project is to give pxactiqng chiropractors thelgonito See.

er.

,



exactly how a patient will'be affected by an adjustment before the

chiropractor,aCtually$erforms It. It will help practicing chiro-

practors detect.a. subluxation more precisely and_ remove them more

efficiently:.

-This program has been funded by our association and by a

$238,000 grant from RAI and an application ',tor additional funds is

now pendihg.before the National. Institute of Neurological. and

Communlcative Disorder and Stroke.

Incidentally, members. of the automobile industry have pur-

chased this three dimensional.computer model of the spine foi

the possibility of performing less-costly as well as more preCise

information .gathering tests in automobile safety crash simulation.

This it but one the many benefits.Which.basic fundamental research

can provide-to the scientific community.

Continued federhl interest in batic ehiropractic:research:can:

be seen in. Senate Appropriations Report, #96-247 to acco pang
z

4389, a bill.making approptiationsto the Department.° Laborand

the.DeparNent of Realth,:Education and Welfare for he fiscal year

ending on September 30, 1980. The Committee repOrt 4ncouraged

REWIta'continue research on chiropractisericet,-especially the,

biomechanich of thehiaine,,'to'scientificlili evaluate the chird-

practio adjustment
I-

' As a complement.to. theselprograms and as an example of.our

continued interest in.and spePort'lor research,. 1CP this year
. .

established the Institute for Chiropractic Research:(1CR),.The

purpose_of ICR is 'tdtrain,chiropractors to conduct. clinical re,.
.

search in aacCordance with.established.scientific methodology.

The course -will setout to train the chiropractor in proper

920
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scientific methodology, mathematics for computer, computer-"al:d4d

x-rays analysis; biomechanics and writing research grant-proposals.

-Chiropractic research is at Ole point of what can be described as

"the tip of the icebet-g:" :kith further resirch, contributions

which chiropiatic can made to the health of'Americans.'will only

increase. '-.

1
RECENT REPORT ON.CH/ROPRACTIC,

We would be negligent if we did not bring to the Committee's

attentio4 a report-commissioned by. the New Zealand' Government

entitled, "Chiropractic in New Zealand: Report of the CommisSion

of Inquiry". This report represents the most definitivein-

vestigation-and valuation of-chiropractic in its 85 year:history.

looks at thd profession worldwide.A
4 .

For your convenience we provide a short Summary and-analysis
',

of the reoortas it appeared-in one of our publications.'

"For decades the chiropractic profession has been.,
battling the label "unscientific cult. " Now, with the..
Ovet-whelming.assistanop of the-New Zealand
4overnment',' chiropractib has soliddocumented
evidente that "modern chiropractic is a soundly-`based and valuable branch *of health care in a ,

-..speciaiiced.area neglected by the medical pro7fessicm.. . worthy of public confidence and,Support."
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So concludes a-study conducted by the New Zealand
Commission of Inquiry, originally set up to determine ' !

if chiropractic services should be covered under
New Zealand health and Accident-compensation
benefits. 'Thi,study, completed October 5, 1979,
is .guaranteed to revolutionize the status of
chiropractic worldwide. .What. -was originally
thougbt to be a "relatiVely-simple inquiry . .

lasting no longer than a month or two": became
a nearly two-year investigation which is "the
most comprehensive-and detailed independent ex-
amination of chiropractic ever undertaken in any
country.'

-Realizing the "need for solid facts and concrete
evidence," in light of chiropractic's controversial
history, the commission decided to conduct the
inquiry through public hearings. None of the cem7
begs of the commission.--a scientist, chemistry pro-
fessor, headmistress, and their legal counsel -
had had-any.previous experience with chiropractic-
treatment: In thei,r own words, We had _no clear.
idea Of what might emerge . , . If we had any.
general impression of chiropractic it was probably
that shared by many in the community: that chiro-
practic' was an unscientific cult, not to be com-
pared with orthodox medical br paramedioal services."

After compiling 377 pages ottestimony, faCtual
evidence, and recommendations on every aspect of
chiropractic worldwide, the commission concluded that
their preconception of the profession was totally'
incorrect.

Though the original purpose of the'inquiry was
t.confined to.dhiroprac .6 ih New Zealand, members of

the commission focused a great deal of attention on
the.profession in Nort America. Since many New

- Zealand chiropractors are educated outside New Zeakand,
'.the Commission felt it was necessary to-broaden their
investigations to include Austrailiu, the-United,.
Kingdom, Canada, and the Cnited, States.

The final report of the Commission is divided ,
into ''six parts: 1)'Introductory (to the proceeding's)
2) The Essence of Chiropractic. 3) Evidence Against
ChirOpractic 4) The Evidence'in 'RaVor of Chiropractic
5): Science and Education and 6) ChiroPriFtith and the

:General. Health Team. .

The-report-also covers chiropractic education, 5(

Flevoting a section to the history and controversy /
of CCE, and further investigates-the medical/chiro-,

- practic animosity, recommending that, "Chiropractors



should, in the public interest, be accepted as
partners in the general health care team."
Finally, the study concludes with am outline of
recommen4ed benefits for chiropractic treatment.

. For the first'time, a study commissioned and
carried out,by non-chiropractors.has affirmed, with
evidence'in.hand, that "modern chiropractic is not
an unscientific cult." Each area of chiropractic

- discussed in the study has ben treated fairly
and;. comprehensively with testimony froneexpe sand
pertinent-witnesses and summaries-by the co ssion.
The impartiality and breadth ofthiS inquiry s in-
disputable and - recommends it as.the most.si ificant
And responsible documentation of chiropract ever
produced,

Following is a summary Of the Commission'ss
principal findings, reprinted from_the study's'
introductory section:

- Modern chiropractic is far from-being an
"unscientific cult." - .

Chiropractic is a branch of the healing arts
specializing in thecorrectiOnby spinal manual
therapy of what chiropractors identify as biomechanical
disorderp of the spinal column. They carry out spinal
diagnosis and therapy at a sophisticated andrefinedlevel.

Chiropractors are the onlirhealth practitioners
who are necessarily equipped by their education and'
training_to.carry out. spinal manual therapy.

. ,

- General: medical practitioners and physiotherapists
: .have no adequate training in spinal manual therapy,
',though-a few have acquired -skill in,it subsequent,
to graduation.

- Spinal manual therapy in the hands of a reg-,
'istered chiropractor is safe%

._.- The education and training of a.registered
. chiropractor are sufficient to enable him to determine

whether there are cpntra-indications to spinal Manual.
_ therapy in-A particular case, and whether the patient

should have medical care _instead of or as'well as
. chiropractic caret

- Spinal manual therapy can be effective in ret
.

lievinq musculo-skeletal symptoms such as back pain,
and other symptoms known to .respond to such,therapy,
such as a migraine. '"

- In a limited number' of cases where there are
organic and/ox visceral symptoms, chiropractic treat-
avant may proi/ide relief, but this is unpredictable,
and in such case? the patient'should be under con-
.current medical_ care if that is practicable. .

- Although the preCise'nature of-the biomechanical
dysfunction which chiropractors claim to treathai
not Yet,been demonstrated scientifically, and al-'
though the precise reesods why spinal manual therapy
provides relief have not yet been scientifically ex-

'kJ

a
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plained, chiropractor ;/have reasonable grounds based
on clinical evidence for their beliefthat.sympioms
of the kind described above can respond beneficially
to spinal manual therapy.

- Chiropractors should, in the public int
be accepted as partners in the general health cake
system. No other healtiLprofessional is as. well
qualified-by.his general training to carry out a
diagnosis for spinalrbechanical dysfunction or to
perform spinal manUalltherapy.

- The re&ponsibility for spinal manual therapy
training,',because of its specialized nature, should
lie with the chiropractic profession. Part-time
or vacation courses in spinal manual-therapy for
other health professionals should not be encouraged.

- The education provided by the International
College of Chiropractic at the Preston Institute in..
Victoria is of a high.standard.

- Bursaries should be made available to New
Zealand students who wish,to undertake a course
leading to the B.App.Sc. (Chiropractic)_degree at
Preston Institute. -

Again we emphasize that this is a summary of the repOrt.;"

We would be happy to provide full copies of,this report to

the.Committee and its staff.

. ft is interesting to note that the Commission did recommend

that funds be provided for chiropractic education.
o

4
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.CHIRCPRACTIC EDUCATION

A Doctor of Chiropractic' , as a member of the healing

arts, is concerned with the-health needs of thepublic. The

chiropractor gives particular attention' to the relationship

between the spinal column and the nervous system and their

role .in .the restoration and maintenance of health. The chiropractor is

educated in the basic and clinical sciences, as well as in

related health subjects. His professional education prepares

the doctor of chiro6rattic-as a primary health provideA As a

portal of entry to the health deliVery system, the chiropractor

is well trained in diagnosis and spinal analysis, in carAg

Illor the huminbody in health and disease and, to consult with

or ref?, ito other health care providers'when the. form of treat-

rent lies outside their specialty.

EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The admission of students to a chiropractic institution is

in the. 'hands of an admissions officer who is a member of,the

Committee on Admissions of the CCE. Documentary evidence of a

candidate's preliminary eduction is obtained directly from the

undergraduate college which the-candidaeeettended. All

transcripts, and records of the candidate are kept on file at

the chiropractic institution.

All candidates must-furnish proof of4aving acquired at

least two.years' (or 60 acceptable semester hours) leading to a

baccalaureate degree in thearts and sciences, including laboratory

courses in biology and chemistry.
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The average length of'study for students seekihg a.D.C. de-

gree at a chiropractic college is three and a half calendar

/
years (four academic years). Thereform the minimum requirements

for:a student to earn his D.C. degree is six academic years of

training (i.e. two years of an undergraduate college and four

years at a chiropractic college.) However, many in the current

crop of today's chiropractic students havixeither a B.A. or B.S.

: degree and'others have M.A. or'M.S. before entering chiropractic

college. '

es

'ACCREDITATICN OF CHIROPRACTIC COLLEGES

"'As a national agency within the United States that.aecredits
1

chiropractic colleges, the Council on Chiropractic Education is

provided recognition by:
':,

Cl) The United States Office of Education's Division
of.Eligibility and Agency Evaluation;

C2) The Counc on Postsecondary Accreditation CCOPA)
This is national autonomous body that certifies
anc accr its the accrediting agencies in the United
States; ich in turn provides the status for our
colleges nd universities; and,

(3) The state lieensing boards of:.some 40' states which
enhance CCE standards as the minimum that'ihey re-
quire of applicants who seek licensure'in.their
states. .'.

The CCE concerns i elf with the formulation of education,

promotion of higher ed ational endeavors, and general improve-

ment.in college facilities, students and faculty. pus, the

purpose of.the CCE can be briefly stated as, foi'lows:

(1) advocating high standards of quality in chiropractic.

Q 6

(
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education;

Zt(2) establishing criteria of institutional exclence
for educating doctors of chiropractic and,', .- 1.

. (3) inspecting and Accrediting college; through its
Commission on Accreditation.

The Commission'of Accreditation Monitors the quality of

education offe d by the chiropractic institution. Institutions

are evaluat by a highly specialized team of educational experts.

Standards ha e been developed over the years and represent the

minimum requirements aninstitution must meet to acquire status.

These standards cover every aspect of an institution's operation

and include: objectives, administration, finance, scholastic re-:

gulationi, faclilty, library and physical plant, research and con-

tinuing education. CCE's standards are intended as qualitative-.

',.

guidelines for chiropractic institutions.

Currently, seven out of the 16 U.S. chiropractic colleges

are fully accredited by the CCE. An additional four institutions
/

are "recognized candida s for accreditation." A recognized %

candidate for accredits ion status indicates .that an institution

: hasliven evidence of sound planning, has the reaoUrces to im.--

piementithese plans and has an.inten)to work toward accreditation.
N.

Accredited status Indicates
k..

co mplianc; with all essential standards

of the CCE, . As such, 11 out of the 16 chiropractic colleges in. -the

Milted States have status,with the CCE. Four other chiropracti

colleges are -'taking necessary steps to attain status

with the CCE, and are affiliated'members.

CURRICULUM

The curriculum at .a chiropractic college is.set to prbvid0:,

.
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the student with 'a thorough understanding of the structure and

:function of the human organism in health and disease. This well

balanced presentation gives the student an understanding-.of the.

essential features of the life processeds: digestion, excretion,

physical and mental grOwth, nutrition, metabollka, the nervous System.

8-the significance of developmental defects, beha lor and other

elements which are'fur4amental of. the understanding of pathological

4 conditions_ This understanding of structure and, function makes

i; possible of students to 4entify deviations from the norm

and provide the essential facts required later for diagnostic

screening, chiropractic care.when indicated or referral to other

healthcare Providers.

'Course offerings at CCE apprcived colleges include'the follow-

, inn disciplines: human anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, micro-

biology,,pathology, Public health, physical7cliniCal and labo-

ratory diagnosis, gYnecologY, obstetrics, pediatrics, geriatirics;

dermatology, psychology, dietetics, orthopedics, physical therapy,

first'aid and emergency procedures, spinal analysisprinciples

and practice of, chiropractic, adjustive technique and other ap-

propriate subjects.

CLINICAL EDUCATION FOR D.C. STUDENTS

Clinical experience is-the major feature in the educational

preparation of a D.C. student. Each college operates a general

teaching clinic in, which externs gain experience with patients in

the various aspects of chiropractic practice' and. treatment methods.

These*clinical facilities'operate so that they may:

(1) provide a student with quality experience in all aspects
. of patient examination be it historical, roent-
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genological,physical, laboratory or psychological;

(2) provide a volume and variety of cases such, as to pro-
vide the externs with the experience necessary to
develop and perfect the skills necessarYAfor a D.C. to
diagnose, and refer to other specialities: and,

(33 provide experience which will-ensure that each extern
.demonstrates acceptabn competency levels in clinical
skills and for the development of poise and confidence
'in the extern. '

Additionally, Ca. requirements, also suggest that clinics:

(1) attractively house the numtbor of active patients
appropriate to the size ofvihe student body:

(2) provide space and teaching facilities for a clinical
staff large enough to permit substantial individual
exchange;

.(3) maintain a clinic staff sufficient in' number and
credentials to insure the development of a high level
of skills in the student; and,-

(r; encourgae and provide programs and facilities whereby
the externs and clinic staff may participate in in-
structionally related research.

FACULTY STUDENT RATIO

Currently, CCE requirements mandate that a faculty-student
1-

ratio of 1:..15 be maintained at a CCE approved school. However,

theactual ratio of full time faculty to D.C. students 'averages

1:13 and ranges, from 1:9 to 1:24.

7-

LICENSING OF ADOCTOR'.OF CHIROPRACTIC

Since the practice of chiropractic is subject to the' of

the states, responsibility for eValuating competency and qual-

ifications of those desiring to enter chiropractic practice has

been given to the licensure boards within'the individual:states;

These licensing boards administer clinical examinatiOns to all

candidates? and also evaluate the candidate'sknowledge and. under-.
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standing in the art and science of chiropractic.

-However, most D.C. students take a.twopart examadminisfered

by the National Bcard.of.Chiropractic a.xaminers. This 'national
P

3

board' permits evaluation in twelve areas which the, candidates

must be fully competent. Candidates who have successfully,de,
;

monstrated their knowledge in all subjects may be exempt from

written examinations in the 48 states who recognize these examinations.

A nationalxprogram of this type is valuable to state licensing

boards since'it provides them with candidate, 'scores bated upon'

examinations given to 'graduates all girOpiiectic colleges.

State boards who waive their written examinations and opt lor the

national boards find that more attention can be given to the ad-

ministration and evaluation of.cl- inical examinations.

The first part of the exam, either national or state, tests

the basic.science subjects.. These are the same subjects that

.other health Professional including M.D.s and D.O.s must take.

Included are: anatomy, physiology, chathistry, pathology, diagnosis,'

hygiene-and public health.' The second part of the board is a more .

specialized test which examines the candidates' expertise in :

chiropractic. Examples of subjects examined include: principles

and.practice of chiropractic, and spinal adjusting.

neurology and orthopedics, x-ray technique and diagnosis.

Only after pasting ;his rigid examination and only after

the state board fullyrinvestigates the candidates educational and

personal background can a candidate practice in the state. After

this intensive training the chiropractor is fully competent and

'equiped to make neurological and'ortopedic examinations,

to administer spinal adjustmentsormanlipulation when re-

quired,Wand 'to identify conditions which lie outside the:

chiropractor's scope of care and/or contraindicate manual spinal

manioulation:

.Jf)
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SMMARY CN EiXCATION

The reguireme0outlined herein, demonstrate that the educa-
41.

tion provided to a chiropraotiC student and the licensing require- )r

ments ,he or ahe must meet are sufliciently rigid to-assure that \\

only a highly skilled'and trained specialist is allowed to practice.

As was reported by the Commission of Inquiry on Chiropractic in: -

New Zealand p. 234 -235:

While the specific chiropractic courses are:not
taught outside chiropractic c011eges,

4 much other material that more than half
the contact hours in the 4- to t- year course j
offered are concerned with just those topics. f
which'are to be found in 'any standard preolinical
medical course: The chiropractic student is
therefore well exposed to anatomy; physiology, 1
and diagnosis (including laboratory procedures)
and in a CCE college lie will probably be taught
these subjects by a non-chiropractor using, standard

j medical texts. .'He is therefore exposed to the whole
range of scientifically based factual material as

Lmedical students are.

PART II

CHIROPRACTIC AND HEALTH MANPOWER

The geographic maldistribution of chiropractors it one issue
4

the federal government' has to 'address.: Although tpe nationei ratio.,

ot, chiropractors to the population is 10.1 per 100,000;. these

chiropractors are not. evenly distributed across the United States.

The:variation ranges from a high of 23.2 per 100,000in Iowa to a
. n

low of 0.9 per .100,000 in the. District of Columbia- (tee appendix)

The regiOnal distributkon of chirOpraoto4s also varies significantly

ranging from 6.8 per 100,000 in the New England. States to 15.2 per
,

100,000 in the Pacific States. 4-saeappendix). This maldistribu-

tion problem is .particularly acute in the cities'where'less than

- 30% of the chiropractic professiorCpractices.
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Coiisidering that there are intrinsic differences'across-

.states in theme_ need' for chiropractic:services. the large dif-.
.

ferences in derislty O.C.s indicates'a large potential demand
!,f,

in the lower density eas. One would certainly expect that the

degree towhichthe pudic is well informed abogt chiropractic and

its availability would directly affect the level of service

utilization in the area A- recent study funded in part by the

federal goveinmentreported that 49 percent of a'iocal popul ation

would utilize ch2ropraCtic services if it were available in a

community health plan, \

To adequately serve the health care needs of this country, the
--

feder2l'igovernment should adireis the issue of seVeregectraphic

maldistributionand urbantrural maldistribution of chiropracto?s:

in the United States.

Added to this problem within chiropraOti. c istthe severe under=
0

representation of women and minorities withinthe profesion. Cur-

rently, less than 10 percenoof chiropractic students are femald

and less than 1 percent are members of minority groups.. Such in-
t

equities,ii7tdicate that a.sizeable portion of our Population is not
;

receiving needed care.. ' _

. We wholeheartedly agree with the premise that health prOfes- -.

Ve'

sional 'schools are a national resource and bear a speOlal responsi-'
-

.a.

bility to help solve *_He health manpower problems of this nation.

But to do this, the schools :mist be flnanrly stable.'. iAll our
,4, . ' ,.- .. .

chiropractic colleges areprivae,'freestanding i'Aetitutione'; the
. ....

_ . _

are neither public tstitutions which have the government as' a -'
.1 / ...

primary sponsor nor are they parts of universities on which to
V b

rely for financial support. Their 'financial: statu's is often%.

e`
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'.dangerciusly close to bankruptcy. Added:tO theie problems are

inflation, which'erodes the malue.of each revenue dollar;'and.
. .

athe increased and unfulfilled need for mormore' programs nd-eapital.
r',

improvements.

The chiropractic institutions receive mirtually no govern -

ment' support, from neitter 'federal nor state:and local sburces.

Indeed, the states and local communities cannot be expected to

meet the needs of the colleges since these programs wouldlhave

to address national goals.

Our institutions have to rely on ongoing campaigns for

philanthropic support.. are being used to meet the

obligations for capital improvements-which must be made and are

merely enough to maintain the status quo and keep the colleges

solvent. Little if -any funds are available for special projects,

imprOveinets of faciiities, continuing ede# ation, more advanced
- .

4, clinical training, 'or recruitment of Women and. minority students.

Added to this probleM is the fact th"at practicing Doctors of

-Chirop;actic cannot be attracted to faculty positions since field

creoctel'aarn--Pitree'tA much'as faculty, members within the .

t A

r.tga . .44.!A4*.'
tki,

The f&t:0,0,4. Of ou colleges are so large, and. need for

new,program$ andimprovements so great, that only through federal,'

support of. institutions asip ovided-endsr a health manpower program

could their needs be met.. Othewi'selloOril.Y other reasdnabie and

secured source available for suchsubstgntial s s thestudent

tuition.
. .

Op agree that students should be responsible for a large share

of their professional education, simply because Doctors of Chiro-
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prectic ehare with (411er health professionals the enviable position

Of earning ingomes the nation's.pighest bracket. Howeiier, gross

inegurties are obvious When)you comparethe percentage of operating

coits'covered.by tuition at chiropractic .institations with that

covered bttuition at oth?rhealth profabsilai's institutions.

Tuitiop and fee4urrent,ly comprise almOst 701 of qur colleges' .:

Operating incoMeS, ',This.ftgure is in sharR contrast:to the 9,9

percen for i.he eighthealthprofessional studied in the
_ .

1972'Instit te.of Medicine Report. This problem is aggravated by

the'act that,CbiropraOtic Audentslhave little orTriex_income and

feW loans or'scholarship programs are available to 4.em, at least

not to the extent thataid is available.to other 'health profession's

926

..,:students.

. Therefete,' we respectfully request that Federal legislation

. be enacted 'under health manpower programs to provide assistance

.to our educational 'institutions..and students.
.

INSTITUTIONAL:SUPPORT

One particular problem which faces our.colleges is that tome

40 states require that new practitioners be graduates of CCE

approved schools. .Since 'the E:is a recent 4evelopme

majority of our schools are only ecently atte7ptingto attai:n

accreditation; :Often, resources a e stretched to thAtelimit in
., ,

order to meet a Specific CCE requirement. This chanheling of funds
. .

hurts-the student,direct1y since one School's, program' has to be

"sacrificed" fbr.allvrogbgm.. Pressures on the colleges are
( , ',,.... . A

ot._ endous to meet aceAdittionkequhleMents sincetitbout this

statu poteAtial stnents will not attend since thpir "career
. ''..... '4

d



options. would be limitedto a few'statee: The quality of educition

not only suffers but their continuedopeehtion.is in jeapordy.

Presently, chiropractic colleges have 'nb incentive to. meet the

-probIsmS of geographic maldistribution and inadequate female and

mireority representation in the-profession. The schools have

tremendous problems justileeting.the. need; of the current student

much less recruiting and meeting the needlof studeUtS

from. underserved. communities. or minorities and women.. Our colleges,.

as free.;tanding independent institutiOns are in need of capital

improvements. Many Of:their facilities were const cted years' ago

when...the size of the student body and the demand for chiropractic
.

.

serVices were tar:smaller than they are now.. Many facilities are

.4nadequate for contemporary qua1it7.chiropractic education, and must ....

be renovated.' Satellite clinical center; areneeded by.many.-Of.our

schools. to provide' not only a suffici of clinical experience

'20 for our.Atudents, but to previderser ice. to many of Our and erved

-.and elderly citizens thattravel gre t distances to r eive care at
°oUn present clihies,i'Without,tede'ral ding in eome form, our

colleges will not be able to meet the needs,for.'adequle,teaching'

facilities. Progress and.advancement°in chiropractigieducation will

move along at a4ace which will not belt serve the needsof this

nation or of the strong commitment tn.t.federalgovernment has made

for health professional education.1

',.,...lpeVolUtienkpfmod#2 medicine and allied health professional

.education during the"last thirty years has been closely tied to

tederal.funding Federal money has beengranted to fund education

in medicine, dentistry,opathy, podiatry, optometry, veterinary

Vkursing, public health'and pharmacy every aspect of
if
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the health care siStela-.expep chiropractic. The exclusioh og

chiropractic' from federal POyer funds pialtes tlje pro=

fession.at.a.jlisadvanta-- thi,meintenatt40%.,quality education.'
. .

The exdlusion is not in the'best intereat,of either-thiblic

or this countryis healftCcare delivery systemor

with many. different federal. programs which include chiropractic
1

ser'vi'ces.'

Therefore, we respeCtfully request that when the-present health

manpower act is revised, it .be'amended to specifically provide for,

institutional support to chiropractic colleges. The items we feel

fthis program. should contain are:

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCEGRANTS FOR NEW INSTITUTIONS

Within.the past few years, four different chiropractic
A

colleges have opened classes.for the. training of

Doctors of Chiropractic. As the acceptance': recogni-'

tion and demand for chiropractic services increase's,

the need for new facilitleSWill certainly increase.

These new institutions will face tough, if not im-

possible,demands for financing unless federal funds

are. available for beginning faculty recruitment,
e
equipment, facilities, library resources and other

needs.

(2) FINANCIAL DISTRESS GRANTS

Our chiropractic colleges are not immune to th ever

increasing burden of inflation. Added to thi problem

is the need toimprove facilities and curriculum of

existing schools at a standard.which w4.11 assure and .

Recent indications*of.greater public .acceptance can'be shown, by
the'appointmentrof two chiropractors. the.United -States Olympic.
Council, 74 lic4rts Modicine: (aooendix



maintain accreditation,. and.most important, to

open new facilities at a level that achieVes

accreditation. Therefore, our colleges' should be

allowed to participate Ain'Ancial distress ,6,(0-

programs When.they.lace serious einancial.PieObleme;.

when, the Are in need of meeting,: maintainingor
4 f

seeking accreditation requirements; and for the

carrying out of appropriate, oper ional'managerial

and financial reforms.

(3) CONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE

Chiropractic colleges shOuldbe able'to participate

in any federally funded construction loan Rrogran..
.43

Without this source of Security,%manyAlew-facilities

which are now inadequate could not be renovated or

improved.

(4) SPECIAL PROJECT GRANTS

The Secrela > should be allowed to make giants to

chirepraC.O.O Colleges to encourage the devep9Ment

of policieA to attract And recruit students who are.
,

'from medically underserved areas. The Secretary

should also be allowed to make grants te'chiropractic'

colleges which develop programs to provide services

to.areas which are medically underserved. .4'

The particUlar needs oethe medic,;11y underserved are ..... ...

,,,.

nodifferent from the millions of other citizens who

seek .chiropr tic, services iOitionally, the poor

./and the 'el erly
.

havd:been. the 'past:the. most

tae..dependent:u ors of chiropractiic care. Often many of



-these individuals do not receive, chiropractic care
Ip

because of the great'disiances that haveto be

traveled to participate in the clinics. Our-oolleges,

would be most 'anxious to start programs. chat would

provide needed care to the unAerserved. and elderly

who are. far removed from our presentifaciliti.es.

Currently, lack of,fundshave prevented the'eStablish-

ment of such programs.

Project'grants'shou2d be allottedfor the development

of didactic or clinical education especiallyconbinuing

education and residency training in geriatrics,

orthopedics ar0 neurology, roentnology, ON.ropractic

itechnique, and onicalrteaching methods.

iS) GRANTS

Additionally, chiropractic colleges should4fully'

participate in any grant-giving progegn, be it

grants for"national-priority' incentive programs" as

in till.68q2or in the present 'capitation grants program

1,1thera an extension of the current law,. Such

°grants ',-/ould,,virtually assure that chiropractic

education reach contemporary needs and would expand

the current state of chiropractic science. 'This is

especially true since our colleges have never been

the recipients.of any federal funds.
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STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

Doctors of,chiropkactic can provide valuable health

and clinical services in the National Health Service Corps but

have not had this opportunity. Doctors of Chiropractic will

provide a professional and competent new dimension to the

many community health Care centers of many rural and urban.

underserved areas.

Scholarship andloan programs are ndcessary so that

students will have an Option ,,and...opportunity to acquire a

chirOpractic.education when.familj ct-prsohal financial re-:
.

are inajdequate or desperately short to meet, educational

costs. Without such Programs, chiropractic colleges will

remain the place for only the wealthy and White:. These new

.programs would also assure that quality students

would not be. turned down'from pursuing a career in thiropraCtit

because the .federal'governmeht does not pre:4de - financial-'

support, aSlitIdoes with other heth care providers.

The chiropractic students` should be included and shduld

participate in financial aid p grams such as:

The -National Heal Service Corps SCholarshdps.

Aonew NHSC program should clearly provide for.

the participation of.chiropracti students. A

set 'number of scholar)tipssho 1 be awar4ed.to
ge

ftchiropractic studetiite annually. and the same'n

ter of entry leitZHSCpositioni should be h ld

for doctor of chiropnictic in each year of A
o

new authorization.

(2) Exceptionarrnancial Need Scholarship ,(EFN)
r .

The Secretary should beautnOrized to previd,.4

a



grants to status 'holding chiropractic in-.

stitutions.for the awhing of scholarship

grants'to studenn'who are of ex-

ceptional'finincial.

(3) Service Contingeni Loan Program c();

) Current law should beerlended to inclilde and

provide that the 'Secretary shall enter into

agranents at the.reguest of chiropractic

colleges to es4blish and operate a service

contingent student loan program.

(4) Health Professions Student Loan Program

Any extension of the current Health Profession

StUdent Loan PrOgram, which We understand

be the most popular of the student alpistance

'programs under current 12*, shoiild specifically

provide for chiropractic ftudent participation.

(5) Federal Loan Insurance Program

Current, law.should be .amended to include the

participation of chiropractic students in the

federiz4 program for insured loans.
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NATIONApADVISOfi-Y COUNCIL
ON H ALTH PERSONNEL

The particular manpower problems of chiroptactic

would necessit -fthat the Department of Health and Human

Services img2ement and maintain a systematic and ongoing pro-

gram for' the collection of data on chiropractic'. There-

fore, we respectfully rtguest that legislation be adopted

for the purpose of assuring that such data collecting is im-

plemented and maintained by the appropriate division Within

the Department%
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CONCLUSION

,Chiropractic colleges Are a unique national resource

providing the sole quality education and instruction. in the

N-1-1..---)
rinciple of spinal manip ative therafiy. The Congress has

10

several.qimes recognize the unique contribution that chiro-
z

practic can make in, alleviating health care problems in this

cguntr/. The,American citizenry, utilizes and demands

pradtic care.
«ti

. , The time has come for the Congress to follow through

with this.,recognition by designing legislation which will

allow our colleges (and students) to participate as'a

separate and equal partner in the federally funded health man-

power training programs. This legislation would assure that

quality education be maintained. Our profession is ded,

icated to the der pre4t need to train primary tare.

prnctittoners that specialize in spinal manipulative therapy.

Our colleges are well g-ialified to meet this need. We fOok

forward to an opportunity to Meet with individuals directly

involved in shaping the nation's. health manpower policy, and:

we are anxious for ongoing and mutually productive dialogue.

We would be most happy to.peovide-any other informatibp which

may be needed. Thank 4
,

k441
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..AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND, INC. 1000L STREET. N W
.94.9140/0TON. 0 C 20034

TEL 102 MI? 5094

STATEMENt OF'ALAN M.DINSMORE,'SPECIALIST IN GOVERNMENTAL ,RELATIONS,

AMERICAN FOUNDATION. FOR:THE BLIND, THE. SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND THE
ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON. INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE, IL S. HOUS
OF.REPRESENTATIVES,,ON PENDING HEALTH MANPOWER LEGISLATION, APRI 1, 980.

Mr. Chairman and members of.the SubcOMmittee, I-.appreciate this opportu-

nity to present the views of three natiOnal'oripinizations'concerning legislation

to revias and extentTitle VI.I. Health Resei;ch and Teaching es and ','"

.

Training of Professional Health Personnel l'td tfie (Aim Htlth Service Act.'

i' 41,. threee organizations I ka-rei:resentiiig areithe Americ:n'Association oi

,' -Wbtlers for 4'141ihd. the national membership organirgtion of professional i.

(I
workers serving blind persgns; the American FoundaeioiFfar the Blind, the national

41
voluntary relearcpand consultant agency in services toelind person: of all ogee;

., and the inded$:lteran:Aspociation, the Congressionally chartered membership

' ormniti-Ltt n of the Nation's warblinded. : '''....r-'.

.

: All threq Of thesenorganitations a4intertkkd 112 the approaches taken by

M.A. 6802 regarding projeet,grants, tr intesq'ps,:tid assistance t2 disadvantaged \,_ .,

ti
ndividuilp under Part F "Allied Hepth Personnel" as they pertaino re ilitation.,'

. ...
.1:0%.,/,

U. are particularly interested in the training under allied health authori of

\
.three 'types I' allied'hoalth professionals to meet the unique needsof blind and

severely yisuallyNsgp4sone. ...\11nne are:
`"

(1) the low-vision teh,htacian,
"C 1.

who tr a severely <usually impaired individual in the'use'oflow vision aide

Aluld of lens systems) to enable him to

j

cry ao

- z
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make maximum use of residual vision; (2x the Ari+atiOn and mobility specialist,

wfio treir4 a blind individual in techniques Which enable him to.wilksefely 'and
. .

;
resui4n oriented im a variety of Wrings withoUr'Ins use of eightt and (3) the re-

.\.habilitation teacher, who trains a blind person a variety of wimp. management,/,"

ti
',4 skills, exclusive of mobility skills, to enable his to achieve maximum functional.. , .

independence without sight.
..A, :.

.

4, 4
.''..-...,.

.

Comprehensive law Vision service has as its objective'the attainment ofa (
optimum vis 1 effSciency in legally blind and severely visually impaired individuals. '

v

'.... .

Effective low vision service requiiia vision evaluation; optical aid prescription,

and the treinin of the patient on a team basis. These procedures require a 4e-

tailed4opehaMologict1 e ination, an o amptricvieiori.examination, and

specialized training of the patient by a of vision tichnician in the use of the

',.,64,

,......

. 'prescribed low vigion'aid,1 ,,

To our Vey of thinking, shortages ;orientaion and mobility, rehabilitation

teaching, and low vision technician personnel bacomachtiCal
when viewed in the

context of the following factors:

SWXITA vision loss,. including blindness, now affects more persons over 65

thAn all other age'groupi combined. And APB projecti4 based an. Nitidnal Center0

'Cos Health Statistics rate. lorecsaerhat, in he 20 years remaining befpre the year.4

2000, blindlneveind severe vision impairment among the, 65 plus 'age group will Increase'.

by one-third. Program planningrand pervice delivWry by low vision professionalk-to

t
this population becomes even more aR itiRe fir the extension orauthoritiet under "0'

Title VII because evidence provided to the U.S. Senates"Special Commitint,on Aging

shows that 38 percent of t Nation's elderly live, in rural, Tpdically underse#veAmrets

P.L. 94-142, "The '.ducation for All Handicappkpildren" Act mandates

appropriate public eduCation...to-meat the 4hique needs of a handicapped child,

no cost tp parents or guardians," .While thi t specifies.thepfovision of "rely 1

serAcee" St dria!not specify who pays the bil and providee'no annistance for t;4-

ing peAth And rehabilitation'profeasio5als who, articplarly becalm° of the -\,
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vmelnatreaminiwillaturas of the law, must' now a more vi ly dispersed popula -

tion.

a

Education of the Handicapped kit, as, amended by blic Law 94-142: ..

7.

- "(17) the 'term 'related services means transportation, and such develop-
.

mental correctly}, and other supportive se ices (including speech pathology and
.

Audiology. psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, 'recreation,/

and medical'and counieling services, except that mach medical.services.shall be. for

.
diagnostic alid'evaluation purposes only) es may be requiredte assist a handicapped

child to4enetit from special oducatiop, and includes tie early identification and

aaa meant of handicapping conditions_in children."

47 -' The Rehabilitation Aet of 113 as amended by The Rehabili atio9,1Comptehen-

.

. .,

:ive ReiviCes an4 Developmental DisabflitiesiAMendments Of1978 (Fel.. 95-6 ),provides

. , new authority supported by appropria ions.for independent living skills and' s ecial

programs for the,blind who, because f the severity of disabiliegiay net qualify forI
. ,

more 'conventiv aal:yocational rehabilitation pr9grams. '
..

/... Weare yertmeCh concerned that thee. federal mandates; whfle'providing the

..

basis fotynnolatitiand very =Lich neeied programa, are baaed on the assumption that

Present trsining 'authotitiii.fdtoiientailon and ¢411;y apecial,ists,arehabilitation

t Clara, and .low7v*sion lachnicitos are geared to providing sufficient numbers 0 peV

aCiir
,

pro 'lanais. ..) .

-.,_,.,

. ...

Not only are they not gearedy.revel of, appropriations support,Ipreseneauthorii:Y

r
for training-1. not suitable for providing for 'sea:ming the new'PopU)letions who must

he serVad under faderal law. For az a, several colleges' and universities ara-pro-
r;

viding training or orientation and mobility, spacialistsswith financial assistance

/Oros rte Re ha ilitatfoa Sanacei\Administrition and the Office of gucatioa. The
.t

principle ,p pose ofthesetwo auttiorTiritt is td, train blind and severelYyieually

inpalred chlidlen and adults with vocational 'fee, the

vast'majority of newly blind.individuals lote.their sight after trip optimum ago for

vocational rehabilitation. .
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°A further point. unlike the approaches provided bi bills under consideration::.

by your SubcOmattea;.prelcnt'traioinli:authOrieies forOrofkationalsik serviceto the

Lind provide little op assistance in either interdiecislinaryltreining,Olupgriding

basic skills...

# Training In blimIgtesrohA4itation.,hecause of theie,iimitations, does not

,)pare Wilikamp adequately fOr the number and types of =Lite .impaired client:they
:

may?entouniar. And, although individual programs at their ow&infitative jury. develOPed

new techniques, noWide-besed"traininseuthori4exista:to implement theda

. As result..much ofothe rehabilitation:expertise ddeigned'to Calch hair

tp rompeasatc,for loss of sight is datminad Whan potentially 'Componsatiiag physical. ,

sensory, or mental capabilities. 'alsO impaired.

ii'i _7dome.measure of the nece4 ssit or pit.v.g %I th the problem can be derived. from , .

a 1pTlidualth Interview kurway,pre d'bytha,-,NationalC.mnter Airjlealth,dtatisties.,
, =D ' , ; 1, ,...e. :.

:.

..

'

which' shows that. even altaddinitc. conditions, a majority of several?, visual/4

, .! --,--,

. nTiced peteons Nave one qtmoff.aa tiOnil impairments. .For example, thi'lmcidance .

of multiple impatrysenefacptingperixr :ion 0 rises to 66 parcent.of the 65 plus

populatidn. , s.
0,

ervice'pitterns for-.those pop one have fad a heavy institueional7,
.,

.

kyrelidential emphasis. Secant develOpMents; 'prima y deinstitutionalization for the \ °'

mentally disabled with attendant maphapsais.on community living in the'lasit restrictive

housing equati6eand eM.rginisprOgreae.caphasizing community living altetetives versus

nursini home nevi; are canging,thest pattatdb. For azanple, in New Yor,etate, 1;

increasing number of multi - handicapped, blind, persons from'iuch institukions as q

Willowbrook Srla Sctool. the Suffolk.Cotinty.davelopmental Center.. 'Pilgrim ttati'Hospital

and others ere being referred for rehshiltite0on:seriices to coeMumity -based myr&cies fdr.

training in skills like orieutacion.and mobility and independent 11dips skills taught by

r:h:bLliaitiin 'teachers for the 444
A

4

4
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J - 4,
. : The present Training Authorities provide little,or no support for develop-

.

?sent of advanced'skillsto serve the multi-handicapped child. Further, local and
, . .

.% state funding is simply not designed to support the training of students whosel*spe
typieally needed in.araaatutaide of the state or local area. th

- employment of. hese Blind &habilitation Spectsiiats follows the
-

geniial trend of allied health perSommel7wide geographic dispersMeni after train-.

By the end of 1980, chefewill be approxia4taly 1,000 rehabilitation teachers

working within the field of blindness. Presently five (5) universities specialita

in training'rehabilitation teachers for the field'of blindness. Current sources

of funding have remained level Whilecpredictable increases in service needs impii-
. - .,

.

aka the need to develop at least five (5) more university level training programs.

the ishabilitialon teacher will be.parriculatly importigt in teaching personal. .
..,.i.

man:pament 'Skills exclusiie of mobility to elderly blind persons in their own

Wine and deinatitutiodaiited multi - handicapped blind persdns in newNcommunity

arraigeWents.

".

These are.now about 1,200 orientation and maility'specialista employed by

public and private non-profit rehabilitation faCilities, nublie-end. private

agencies for the blind, residentialibools for the blind, and various pet

et 1 programs. jet, a safe estimate is thaendt much more than 25-yercent of

the 11)
_ .

handicapped whO could profit from orientation and mobility rrainis0

IWEVe,teteiv!isd such training from a certified initructor. .TVelvs universities

offer mgrimmin this snecialty and each year tbere.ere approximately 100i,,,

graduates from chase program., who enter the field. Establishment of cOntineirg::

education progrgauthority fdrgraduates of these programs is needed if these

health Professionals are to offer4thi new services required by the multi-

handicapped bind ant a large: numbers -of nneirred elderly blind.
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Therefore, we are pleased to note the H.R. 6802!s proposed retention-of.

Aliiid Health Personnel project grants, traineeships and assistance of disadvantaged

'

OloOkfir,; -we urge the Subcommittee to reconsider the authorization levels pro-

;posed .by,'N.R. 6802. The National-ComMissiO'n-of Allied Health.gducation'has pointed .

outcakar,ahr of 1978k an estimated 3.5.million individuals (nearly 66 percent of the

yi.:ptaiL,-health-care work force) could be classified, in the broadest sense, as Allied

Hdaltb pi1ra MApers:. The Health Resources' Administration's Bureau of Health Han-

2po)ter .1; e.t poce'.-cm Allied Health required. by Section 702(d) of the Health

Profit:steps catfonlal Assistance Art of 1976, P.L. 94-484, points out still

existing'sbertages in certain allied health specialities. In light of this informa-

clan, we recoMmend that the authorizatlen levels for the proposed Section 235-

Project ;rants, Section 236-Traineeships, and Section 237-Assistance to Disadvantaged

Individuals be adjusted as f011Ows: Section 235 $30 million for fiscal 1981, $32

million for fiscal1982. and 536 million forfiscal 1983; Section 236 $5.5 million

fog fiscal years 1961; 1982,.and 1983; Section 2'17--$1 million /or. fiecal:years 1981,

1982,-and 1983
. .

Finally, since Title'llIrof the,Public. Health Service Art grants. the Secretary

of'Health, Education,:and Welfarebioad authority in designating the types of allied

health professionals who can be trained under -its provisions, we urge iheCommittee

to include-1n its report accompanying proposed legislation to extend 'health manpower

programs specific intent language directing.the9ecretary to iatiate programa at

institutions of higher learning fo.r training ofloW vision'techapians, mobility 3
.'"......satfiltalt1ste0 for the blind and rehabilitation tacheri of the blind.

4
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'OFFICE OF 'CITY .COUNCI PRESIDENT

' STATEMENT. OF NEW ypl CITY,.

R: CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS Of THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

THANK YOU FOR .GIVI4-ME,THIS.OPPORTUNITY.TO'SUBMIT

TESTIMONY ON FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES (FT21,4IN NEW YORK.

:CITY TEACHING-HOSPITALS.
.

THE NATIONAL HEALTH PROFESSIONS.EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE.

Au-OF:1976 TIGHTENED THE EDUCATIONAL'STANDARDSAND VISA

QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY FOR FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

DESIRING TO'ENTER THE UNITED STATES FOR POST-GRADUATE TRAINING4

IT ALSO IMPOSED A TWO-YEAR TIME LIMIT ON SUCH TRAINING

PROGRAMS, WITH AN:OPTIONAL THIRD YEAR IF REQUESTED BY THE

FMG'.s HOME COUNTRY.

THE POTENTIAL ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES OF THIS.CHANGE IN

POLICY DID NOT.,G0 UNNOTICED.BY CONGRgSS:. TifiE 1976 LEGISLATOR

PROVIDED- A PHASe-IN PERIOD WHICH WAIVES THE MORE STRINGENT

EDGCATIONALPREQUIREMENTS' IF A .PARTICULAR TRAINING PROGRAM
.

CAN DEMONSTRATE THAT A:"SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPTION IN MEDICAL

SERVICES" WOULD OTHERWISE OCCUR..THISPHASE-IN PERIOD RUNS

OUT IN DECEMBER, 1980). AT WHICH TIME THE MORE- RESTRICTIVE

IMMIGRpTIONREQUIREMENTS'WILLHAVE FULL.FORCEND EFFECT'.

NEWfYORK CITY WILCFACE A CRITICALDOCTOR5HORTAGE

IN THE COMING MONTHS UNLESS PRESENT LAWAS REVISED TO

- POSTPONE IMPLEMENTATION OF THESE RESTRICTIONS

. UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1985;

sr ALLOW FMG's ENTERLNG THE COUNTRY UNDER'

NEW RESTRICTIONS'TO STAY LDNG ENOUGH TO COMPLETE

THEIR TRAINING ECOGRAM (USUALLY FOUR RI FIVE YEARS))

PERMIT NATIONAL HEALTH. SERVICE CORPS DOCTORS THE



,
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OPT! USING POSTGRADUATE TRAINING IN SOME

' INS CES, AS FULFILLMENT OF THEIRJSERVICE

UNDER. THE CURRENT LAW, CORPS DOCTORS RECEIVE

ASSISTANCE IN EXCHANGE FORPAYBACOERVICE IN-

MEDICALLY UNDER-SERVED AREAS ONLY AFTER TRAINING

IS COMPLETED, PRESEAT LAW ALSOPRECLUDESTANY
A

. CORPS SERVICE IN-MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS.

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES (FMG'S) NOW.ACCOUNTOFOR_APPROXIMATELY

40 PERCENT OF ALL INTERNS AND RESIDENTS IN ALL NEW YORK CITY

HOSPITALS. LOSS OF THEE DOCTORS WILL JEOPARDIZE CITY HtALtI4' :

SERVICES AND AFFECT THOSE WHO HAVE THE GREATEST NEED - THIZOOR

WHO RELY ON DOCTORS AS THEIR FAMILY PHYSICIIS.,

APPENDED TO THIS TESTIMONY.I§4 REPORT PREPARED BY MY

OFFICE WHICHSDETAICS THE ADVERSE IMPACT-OF 11E-1976 IMMIGRATION
t:

AMENDMENTS ON NEW YORK CITY HOSPITALS; PARTICULARLY MUNICIPAL'

INSTITUTIONS,. AND-0FrERS'RECOMMENOTIONSTO MINIMIZE THIS

IMPACT...

IAS.THE REPORT DOCUMENTS1 .

'-'THE LOSS OF 'FMG'S WILL *13f MOST SEVERELY:FELT -INITHE

INDUSTRIALIZED SECTFONS OF-THE NORTHEAST-AND IPA-
.

CENTRAt. STATES. NEW YORK CITY IS, AND WILL CONTINUE
At 11

TO BE, PARTICULARLY HARD NM''THE CITY.- WITH ITS

LAVCONNTRATI.ONOFTEASPITALS -.NO TRAINS

ON E,,OF EVERN TWELVE PHYSICIANS NATIONWIDE. AS I:?ART

OF THEIR TRAINING. INTERNS AND RESIDENTS DELIVER ESSENTIAL

MEDICAL SERVICES TO MANY t1EW YORKERS.

IP



OF THE 8,103 DOCTORS TRAINING !N VOLUNTARY

AND MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS'IN NEW YORK CITY IN 1978,

3,056 -- 38 PERCENT WERE FMG'S. THESE FOREIGN DOCTORS

AMOUNT TO MORE THAN 50 PERCENT OF THE HOUSESTAFF

IN TWENTY-THREE HOSPITALS, AND IN TWELVE OF THESE
:

INSTITUTIONS, THE PROPORTION OF'FMG'S IS MORE THAN'

75 PERCENT. FOR INSTANCE, AT HARLEM HOSPITAL, FOREIGN

MEDICAL GRADUAT6 HOLD 100 PERCENT'OF ALL HOUSESTAFF:...

POSITIONS IN PATHOLOGY AND ANESTHESIOLOGY, 86 PERCENT

IN PEDIATRKS AND 78 PERCENT IN PSYPIATRY. AND IN

BROOKLYN, WHERE FMG'S MAKE UP 93 PERCENT OF .ALL(.

PE4IATRICIANS AT THE HEALTH AND,HOSPITALS CORPORATION

FACILITITS:ITHE BOROUGH-CDULD'Bt LEF4WITHOUT CHILDREN'S

SERVICES:X.1' I N 1CIPAL HOSPITALS SHOULD THE-RESTRICTIVE

IMMIGRATIONREdOIREMEN.TS BO.TNTOtFULL EFFECT. -

TABLES 1 -vi r OF MY REPORT FURTHER DETAIL THE IMPACT OP:".7'
= ,

REDUCED FOREIGN DOCTORS ON HOSPITAL-BASED WVICES,

PARJICULARLY IN PRIMARY cAREi

I AGREE WITH THEFtDERAL-P6LICY ON.FMG'S. .1 TOO AM

CONCERNED. ABOUT THE °BRAIN DRAW FROM PHYSICIAN-POOR

COUNTRIES TO THE UNITED STATES. FROM 1966 TO 1977, A 6:

PERCENT ANNUAL INCREASE IN THE NUMBER OF AMERICAN MEDICAL

GRADUATES HAS HELPED TO ALLEVIATE THE PHYSICIAN SHO TAGEW

THE EARLY SWIES-WHICH JUSTMED LIBERAL IMMIGRAT N POLICY.

i
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UNTIL RECENTLY, THE HOSPITAL COMMUNITY IN NEW YORK

CITY, INCLUDING THE'HEALTH AND HOSPITAL CORPORATION, HAD NOT

USED THE TIME ALREADY ALLOWED BY-THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO

SEEK REPLACEMENTS FOR FMG's. THEREFORE, A SUITABLE PLAN FOR

SEEKING COMPETENT MEDICAL PERSONNELCTO FILL VACAVJES LEFT Jr

BY THESHRINKING4'POOL OFQUALIFIED,FMG'4MUST BE A PART OF

ANY INTERIM .STOP-GO AEASURES: THE. CORPORATION HAS ALREADY

MADE A COMMITMENT TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT SUCH A PLAN.

HOWEVER, WE. NEED TIME AND fEDERALASSISTANCE TO AVOID

REAL REDUCTIONS`. N PHYSICIAN SERVICES, IN ORDER TO PROVIDE

US WITH THAT TIME AND ASSISTANCE I HAVE RECOMMENDED THE
T

FOLLOWING LEGISLATION:

1) TeFIE PHASE-IN PERIOD OF THE LAW MUST BE EXTENDED

FROM DECEMBER 31; 1980 TO DECEMBER 31, 1485,

ALLOWING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT '0 CONTINUE GRANTING

WAIVERS TO AVOiD:A.."SUBSTANTIAL DISRUPTION OF

HEALTH SERVICES."' OF THE 145,WkIVERS GRANTED

.NATIONALLY, BETWEEN 1978 1980, 107 WERE. FOR NEW

YORK CITY HOSPITALS. AS OF FEBRUARY, 1980, 95 OF

THE 96 NATIONAL WAIVERS PENDING CAME FROM NEW YORK

zZ' CITY.

2) "%COORDINATE-THE LEN5TH OF A FOREIGN DOCTOR'S STAY IN
.- N 7

THE UNITED STA4.TES'VeITI4 THE LENGTHOF THE TRAINING

PROGRAM. ALIEN PHYIIANS WHO COME TO'THC UNITED
i

STAJESFOR GRADUATE. MEDI,CAL,EDUtATION.,, AND WHO

. ; . 1

1



OTHERWISE QUALIFY FOR ENTRY, SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO

REMAIN FOR A-PERIODEQUAL^TO THE LENGTH OF THEIR- a

PROGRAM. THISW0(40ENABLE FMG's TO RETURN HOME

jE WITH APPROPRIATE SKILLS. AILSO,MEDICAL CARE.WOULD

-NOT BE COMPROMISED BY.SHORTAGES OF UPPER-LEVEL'
. .

RESIDENT PHYSWANS, CREATED BY THE FORCED DEPARTURE

OF F56's AFTER TWO YEAR A'

3) INiUDE MUNICIPAL AND VOLUNTARY HOSPITAL TRAINING_.

-1.6e

e
PROGRAMS INAATIONAL HEALTH CORPS SERVICE COMMITMENTS.

THE LAW SHOULD BE AMENDED TO:'ALLOW PARTICIPATION

IN DESIGNATED TRAINING PROGRAMS IN. VOLUNTARY AND

.MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS-TO FULFILL THE PHYSICIAN'S

SERVICE OBLIGATION. PROGRAM SHOULD BE DESIGNATED

IF THEY INVOLVE PRIMARY-CARE-SPECIALTIES IN

MEDICALLY UNDERSERVED AREAS;

ARE IN DEPARTMENTS'CURRENTLY DEPENDENT ON

:FMG'S-FOR THE PROVISION OF,CARE;'

IN ENACTING THIS LaISLATIO49, WE MUST NOTAOSE SIGHT OF

:THE LARGER ISSUE OF MALDISTRIBUTION-BY SPECIALTY AND GEOGRAPHY

OF PHYSICIANS TRAINED HERE. IN THE-UNITED' TATES.

REDISTRIBUTING OICAL FERSONNEL, SO HAT ALL SPECIALTIES

'. 941ND REGIONS ARE SUFFICIENTLY' COVERED AND CCOSS TO HEALTH

CARE IS ASSURED' FOR THE POOR AND°WQRKING CLASS, DEPENDS ON

REORDERING THE PRIORITIES. AMERICAN, MEDICAL EDUCATION:) IT
..- -..

4

RESTS WITH,,HEALTH.PGLICY-MAVRS, BOTH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE,

AND PHYSICIANS THEMSESTO DEVELOP A COHERENT MEDICAL

POLICY.TO ACCOMPLISH THESE GOALS.
1

. . . , I

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT. AY VIEWS.
9

.9-

9
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T. SUMMARY, ,

This report focuses on a health. -care crisis New York .,.... ,
:

City must .soon -face: a ariti.ca4doctok.. shortage in municipal:- --

and voluntary s_bedause of i4.ew restrictive immigration

policies for for h=born.guates of -foreign medical
i

schools, The loS's of these foreign medical graduates -- or

FtWa -- will impact severely ca the delivery of municipal

health care services (especially in certain specialties and

certain boroughs) and will have important fisial implications
I

for the City as well.

In 1976 COngress passed the Healtg Professions Educational

Assistance Act, which ended a national policy oZ preferential

treatmenylWr FMG's seeking entry visa's to the United States.
.

At that'time, FMC's represented 21 percent of the nation's

'physicians, many of whom worked as interns and residents in

1...urban areas in the Northeast, particularly New Yorki

The-consequences of the new policy did' not go unnoticed.

11- A.1978 article in the prestigious New England.Journal of

"Medicine considered the national implications; a study by

the HeNei York State Nealth-Planning.Commission looked at the

FMG s tuation statewide. (Some of.tNr respective.data.are.

cited in this reporto) But despite these studies, New York'

City took little action 'to-confront the lmpending-lriaTieM.

This report, which has been and will Continue to be used as

a lobbying tooi.to press for recommended federal legislation,

details ho the doctor shortage Will impact on municipal'

hospitals, and. breaks dawn contemplated costs for replace-

ment medical-personnel in HHC institutions.

i.

ti

.

.
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0,,Attr.acted by New yonk's cpsmOpolitanjemacand 'the
. -

,'ear k numbArs of teaching hospitals here, FMG's have traditionally
'''- ". t

concentrated 'in the City, .1/orging'in older facilities in.
........._ .:"..

. poor inner-city.neighborhoods'usually shunned by their

Americancousterparts. :11. ,["--"--- ...
. ., 7_ .1...., , . . ''. 4113.-'\,'- .1 .

..

.e
'1 , orOign medical ciraduateS-.4tew hold-about AO percents," ,..

- ___ -

all intern and re'sident positions in New York City. Th,eriele-.
4. ..,

immigratAn resrictions,'which take effect after DecembeV :,

31, 1980,-,hare expected to ultimately cut,the FiiG population

by two-thirds, &bra 1,056 in 1478 tofewer-thA'1,100 by

. 1984. ' d - _
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The reduction-'of foreign physicians will cripple some%

City hospitals, while barely affecting others. Large,

prestigious institutions will continue .to-recruit

students from American medical schpols,.while deficit-ridden
5

hospitals will find their staffs cUt 'drastically. In 127illew

York hospitals,FMG's now represent more,than 75%.of the

housestaff,(intqrns and residents) and their departure could

result in severe/disruptions. The:reduced pool of FMG's
,4,

will .cause the.greatest problems in facilities run by the
. ..

Health and HospitalS Corporation (HHC),.which irains more

than AO% of ehe foreign 'gra8uatesin: New Yoik. The HHC

depeMdence on F.M,G's will'he felt more in certain specialV es
(,)"

pediatrics, anesthesiology and gynecology, and certain-

boroughs -- Btooklyn, Queens and Manhattan. An extreme

example of the FMG:loss: FMG's now makeup 93% of'HHC

pediatricians in Ofooklyn and the new policy" could leave the

borough without any children'h services in its municipal

hospitals.



'O'nes option 4:1.raiieble.toarC would:be 'fireplace FMG's
..) ....

wih-attending pnysic.ians and physician exte ers- tdo

driving up medical personnel costs: IS this urs I*
w 7' (-76follkeed, the Council President's OfficeconsSiyatively ' ,-- ...V., s... -.,.

9 . ..... ,,
1.- .1.!estimates that.cost4 will rise' -$4.4 Milli° in 3.981, 09.9,4i ,

,, , ;. . , .million in 1982, $15.4 mi 'lion in 1983 a $21 million!in
"

/14984. i

/ 1

To minimize the'in pact.of the upcomin doctor shortage,
.-.

.s.,-this_thie ort recommends hat.CongreSs:

iostpone-implem ntation of the new-imm gration restrictions

until December 31, 14 5 giving the City more )time to prepare
- : 0

for the reduction of FMG's.

- .Allow FMG's entering the country under the new restrictions-

to long enough to complete their training program

(usually four4quAzie now)mposes a two

6irear limit.

4
Perlit'National Health Service Corps doctor's to use

postgraduate,training as - fulfillment of their service obligation.

Under the current law, Corps dcclors receive tuition assistance

in exchange for'paybaOk servicein medicilly-underserved

areas only after trai-ning is completed. Prehent lawalso

preCludes any COr service in municipal hospitals.

,r In addition. New York City shpuld:

- Intensify its recruitment of American trained sicianS,

many of whom attended medical schools in the city.

- Step up recruitment of American graduates of foreign

medical schools, many of whom are originally. from New York..
.

A
- Reduce surplus housestaff positions.

. s

a



II. HISTORY

Overbthe past two decades,.foreign-bornegradutes of

overseas medical schools have played an increasingly.prominent,

role in the delivery of health services in the United

-States. They often serve in inner-city hospitals lacking

doctors and enter specialties,-such as pediatrics, gyllecology

.

and anesthesiology, which ale frequestly shunned by their,

American counterparts,

More than one-fOarth of the.nation's foreign medical

graduates (FMG's) receive training in New York City, which

cannot attract enough American graduates to its large-number

of teacling hospitals in poor and medically unprserved

neighborhoods.

. 'Concerned about the nationwide shortage Of doctors in

Xbe 1960's, the federal government encouraged the influx.of

foreign medical graduates. The usual immigration requirements..

e.waive or foreign doctors in 1965 amendments to the
. ,

Immigration and Naturalization Act. These amendments exempted

.foreign phyiicians. from the national origins quota system,

.thlis.providin4. easier access'to the United'States.etween

.1965 and 1975 an average of 7,375'fOreign medical graduates

entered the couptry every year, receiving valuable training

.x in U S 'hospitals and providing essential medical services

in return.1
4



Finding the lucratiis earning power of American'doctors
W''N

hard fo neeist, many FMG's converted their temporary-permrts

into permanent visas to stay in the United States. By 1976,

-1714G's accounted for 85,000--:. or 21% -- of the nation's
, .A,409,000 physlcians. Many cf these doctors set up practice

in low - income meighbOrhoods'avoided:by U.S.Tmedicil graduates.

As .thqutands.otteiieign doctors stayed in the_United

`°-States, their native _ountries felt the i=p'act of the 'brain

drain'. Leaders of vz2;derdevelog.-countr1es asked why their-
.
4

natione should provide expens ,41cedical school training to

young men and women, only to see t em leave tq practice in

the United States.
$

Most of_ arriving FMG's, in fact, were from countries

7 sadly in need their own medic-al personnel. Of the 10,188
,0...i .,. /

.

foreign doctors in the U.S. traiAng programs in..1977, 6,559

-- or 64% -- were from physician-poor Asia, and only 1,570 -..;

or. 15% -- were from Europe, where doctors are more plentiful.

Over 3,993 --. or 39% -, werelfrom:India and the Philippines /

alone, neither of-which has an abUndance,Ot dOctors.2
4 '.

Oveethespastl-fewyears, the meet fOr foreign medical'
'..

graduates-inthe.U.&. has declined, as increasing numbers of
,

doctom gr gated from American medical schools. From 1966gated

to 197T, a % annual increase eilmber ofU.S.'graduates

) helped alleviate the physician hortage of the early2sixtieei, :
., _., . .

\ nearly doubling the number of U.S. medical graduates.3 Fears
.,,. . .

-of physician surpluses in soMe sections of the-country iliere
w, 1411.:

voiced'rith increasing frequency:



N -,

,iitsso.tlyns were-raised asAifetl'4bout the medical qUalifi-7.-

cations of-the F.MG's: 'CAci,gointed out that forei0:.
.L.- '

. .

'doctois were not..scorin4'aelvell..aslaieriCan graduatii..in
. . ,

Atandardized.tekts,and. questioneetheir,profiCiency the

English languaN. 1.44-,--1-42CitUrei.a;riers often ',. 7
2 ,

createtobsivles tb,prcper tretmbrit and 4iagnos,is,'it.-was

argued. Med.i:Cal.:,eZbeits-aCkn5wledge, however, that 'ta:Idardfieci7
. d'..1. e,, - -

tests are not eaways.a fair meakure,since they teat language
's 1 -.'.. . .. . 6",

. .-

-.... profisfncy andknOwledle:of bialkic medickl science,?

elan ttie clinical.*Zefleedid Ona'"day-fto -day bajsis.
. ..' . '':*-"'

..
1 - - ; : -- - --

Unfortunately, no'F4mprehensive and reliable
I.

study,has ever...- -

compareethea/ity. O.t;,_oedlcal. cf?e,p4oi.zided by Amei-ilan.

.
.

, / .0.'' ' ('' - ''.,

and f'orei n .medicak g $
. ,

...A

52

Criticiem pf.
-. .,r

arl,,t, 4ii'dikin---ffom other
..-V1/2

. ...... °:. °

nations. thTincreAsing 'sup 1y4.,,:gr medical graduates-..and

,:.!coninuing concern ebotlt Me-qua ... bare rendered b'

foreignmedical gradaltesconvinCey,more and mare, pol.kcyinakers .

,' to challinge.the -federal govenmitct's.liberal.

14dicy, for doctors.. A aeries of-ptudies e,National .t
Advisory.Commission W.Heatth MaripowrAtNe,CoOrdin;sting

,

Council on fiedical EduCation, fhe Oarnelke,Council.-On Policy

Studies4n.Higher Educattrin,.the'XmeiLcan6AssociatiON of.

Medieal Collegea.and oth6is,-:-..eC9m;lev!ed basicwthanges'iWit ,;.1 $

federal:policy.
.
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III. FEDERAI: LAW.RESTR/CTS ENTRY OF FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES

Congress responded to these growing concerntby passing ,

P
the .National Health Piofessiona Educational Assistance Act.,

of 1976, declaring the United States self-sufficient in

physician manpower and ending the'national'policy .ofprefezential

treatment for foreign medical 4radnetedaesiring entry

visas5 The new law tight ed the eduCational standards and

visa qualificati4s'nedessar for entry in an effort to

reduce dependence'on,foreign m dical graduates and assure

that those who do enter meet the same standards as Aberican

graduates. The lava essentially placed foreign medical'

graduates on the saute footing as,any other alien trying to

enter the country.

Specifically, the law:

1) Raises the educational requirements for entering'

foreign.medicgl graduates by replaCing the Educational

Commit:Sion for Foreign Medical'Graduates test (ECFMG) with

the yisaQualifying ExiMination (VQE). The new test, stressing

basic medical science and English Proficiency, is significantly

more difficuIt;:In 1977, when both exams were offered, 33%

of.the'participating foreign medical graduates passed the
.4

Educational'ComMission for Foreign Medical Graduates exam
.

compared with less than 25% for the Visa Qualifying Examination..

2) Imposes a two -year time limit on training programs

with an optional'third year if requested by the foreign .

medical grad*te's home country. '(Since this period is

shorter tharOmst approved residency programs, the attractiveness

of American graduate Medicalweducation is greatly diminished.)



4cr

3) Eliminates the 'favored status of foreign medical

graduates and the occupational prefereh(e entitling th

,

Immigrant Visas. Foreign medical graduates are nerw. r ired,

to enter the United Statesibn Exchange Visas which, unlike

Immigrant Visas, cannot be conv ted to allow permanent

residence.

joSpitals and pedical schools can-have the Visa Qualifying

Examination requirement.waived for individual training

prOgrams until Ocember 31, 1980., if.they demonstrate that a

"sugstalgtial disruption in medical,,services" would ot,erwise

occur. 6

Not.affected by the Changefin law are American graduates

of -foreign medical schools, since the immigration restrictions

only affect the foreign -born.

ev-

O
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I. LOSS OF FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES MOST SEVERE
rNNORTHEAST.AND NEW .YORK CITY

_

Thel1976 law greatly reduces the pool of foreign

medical graduates eligible for entry into the United States

each year,. cutting the annual supply of FMG's by two-thirds

from 7,50D to 2,500 by 1980'4!` 1981, according to a 1978

forecast by the'Department of Health and Human Services

(.formerly Health, Education and Welfaret7. Foreign medical

4raduates beginning four to five year long residency programs

beforr:December 31, 1980 will still be able to.enter%the

country under the waiver provision. The full impact of the

law, however, will not be felt until 1985, when the 1980

group.will have graduated, and virtually all foreign medical
. .

graduates in the country'will have entered under the stricter

regulations.

Theloss'of FMG's will be most severely felt in thee
.

industrialized sections of the northeast and northcentral

states, where hesgitals have traditionally relied upon the

foreign doctors.

New York.City is-and iil continue torbepartiCularly

hatd hit. The New York State Health Planning Commission

predicts the number of foreign graduates in New York City

.will drop from -3,056 in 1978:to between 1,050 and 1,100 by

1984 asforeign medical graduates move on to new positions

or return home and are not ,placed. jThe City, with i,ts

large concentration of teaching hospitals, now trains one of
7

every 12 physicians nationwide and.rel,ies uponthese trainees
.

to provid many essential services. Of the 8,103 doctors

traipingn voluntary and municipal.ho pitals in New York

City'in 1978, 3,056 -- or 38% -- were foreign medics_

graduatesz8

A*
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This high proportion of4FMG'stems .from the problem

many City hospitals face when recruiting U.S . xmedical graduates-.

Elite Manhattan hospitals can easily attract interns and

'residents from top

O

.these students-for

ridden, inner-city

medicalschools, but attemPts-to .enroll

graduate trafning in aging and deficit-

hospitals have-been difficult in the past

and are not getting ally easier:. Students are uncertain

about the future of New York's troubled hospitals; 27 private

hospitals have filed for'bankruptcy since.l9i5, several

municipal- facilities are scheduled.: to be closed, and there

is overall shortage. -of nurseai=eguipmentand medical

supplies. Medical students alsb-cite high Crime rates and

the Aeteriorattd condition of inner-city neighborhoods wteXe

many municipal and small voluntary hospitals are located.

Thus, the reauctiOn of foreign,mediCa1 graduateain New

Yorkwill have an.uneven impact: barely ffecting some

hospitals, while crippling otherd. Although foreign medical

graduates'actonnt for about-40e of:the interns and residents

citywide, the proportion in individual voluntary and municiPal

hospitals ranges from 711 to leot: rOrkagn medical graduates amount to
.t

more than 50% of the housestaff-W interns And'residente

in 23 hospitals, and in 12 'of these institutions, the proportion of

foreign medical graduates is more than 751.9 Eight hosPitals

with itxong affiliations to mediCal-schoola have been able'

to reduce their use of foreign ;1;adical.gractuates nioce.i§78,
, ° ;

but many feeicipel and small voluntary hospitals
.

poor patients remain heOily dependent on the f
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DKPENDKNCE: 011 FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES IN NEW YORK CITY "
BY HOSPITAL AND-INCOME OF CATCHNENT AREA. FAMILIES

Catshmant Axes Families:with in-.
Location roma less than $5,001% a year.

,

More than 75 Percent Foreign Medical Graduates

957

'Bronx-Lebanon. ., Bronx
.Cuaberland \. Brooklyn
Goldwater . Manhattan
4reenpolit, Brobklyn
lrooklym=Jewlsh. Brooklyn
lawish Memorial. Brooklyn'
Kingshrook. . Brooklyn

. Methodist. Brooklyn
St. Johns Lap. Brooklyn

. Sydenham:- MAnhattan
Catholic Medical'

.

Centers .1 "Brooklyn
Queens,' -

30-401 .

20-304'
. less than 201,
more than A01
more khan 40t,
30-40%
more thin '401'
20-301
more than 401
20-301

51=15% Foreign Medical Graduate.

Beekman* . Manhattan
, Cabrini* .; Manhattan

Co l Manhattan
'C Island: -4 Brooklyn

at:: , Queens
anti. Cat; Queen!
Veterans j; 4'
AdSinistration *box,

.tang Island
College. ' Brooklyn
St..Vineent's Staten Island
Autheran. Manhattan
liff. Infirmary Manhattan

- 26-504 Foreign Medical Graduates

more-then 401
leas than 201
less than 201
20-301
HA"
moie than401

20-301
20-101
30-401 .

less than 201

St. Luke's
' 30-401

Bath Israel. , ' les. than 201
Booth. NA
Brookdale. ' 30 -101

- Sings County,"
Downstati Bkooklyn 30-401-,
Harlem

' Manhattan 20-301
Staten Island. Staten Island 20-300 .!.
Metropolitan. Manhattan, more char; 401
Sinatain. Bronx less than 20%
Long Island Jewish. 'Queens leas tham201
,MalmonideS. Brooklyn .. 'leas than .201.

. ,tear than 261 Foreign Medical Graduates

.

Bronx Municipal Bronx
Bellevue ManbattaH

' less than 21:
. less than 2

Lenox Hill' Manhattan lees titan 2
Mt. Sinai. ' Manhattan . more than 404°
Montifiord. : Manhattan '' leis than 201
New,York
University. Manhattan less than 20%
Si, Vincent's° Manhattan 30-401
New York Hospital. Manhattan 'l.aes than 20%
Miaericordla Bronx . leas than 205
m.y, Ey., and Ear. Manhattan . less than. 20%
Presbyterian. Manhattan 30-40%
Roosevelt. Manhattan , lest than 20%.

Alum. °Foreign Medical Graduates in Graduata'Medleal
Education-Programs in Nil, Yoik City Hospitals., New
York State Health Planning Commission, 1979.

,
g'Voluntary Hospitals '

.

*HA . Nbs Available

'4-'4,

Manhattan
Manhattan
Queens
Brooklyn

C j-



'V. SERV CE DELIVERY IMPLICATIONS BY BOROUGH AND SPECIALTY

FMG's will cause

run by the New York

(HHC), which trains

-The reduced pool

problems in hospitals

Hospitals Corporation

foreign grdduates in the City.

Municipal health services4in some boroughs will be more

affectid by the new immigration requirements than others!.

Brooklyn- hospitals, with the oldest physical plants, are.now

the most reliant on foreign medical graduates, while certain

Bronx hospitals with prestigious medical affiliations are
..g

the least dependent% North Central Bronx Hospital, for

examples a brand new institution affiliated with the

renowned Montefiore HApital. .Bronx Municipal Hospital

the greatest

City Health and

about 40% of the.

Center,.despite its older facility, attracts American graduates.

through itsiaffiliation-with the Albert Einstein School of

Medicine.

TABLE II:

SURVEY OP HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION DEPENDENCE ON
FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES BY BOROUGH'

(1979)

Borough

Brooklyn

Queens

Manhattan'

Bronx

Total Number
House Staff

;70

1,023

'78,

Totzl L,214

Total Number
FMG Percent

547 58.4

171 36.41;

321 31.4

245 ;131.3
,

1,284 r 39.9

Source: Unpu- .ishc c ur7ey, Health and Hospitals
Corporat_ n,
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4

.;While foreign medical graduates enter. all medical

specialties, they have tended", emphasize areas of less
-.-

,intereit to American graduata% More than 80 of the foreign.

medical graduAes, for example', art in four primary care

speeialtiea -- medicine, general 'stirgeryi-pediatrics, and,

obstetricS/gynecology and four non-.primary carefields

pAhology, psychiatry, aneethesiolOgy, and rehabilitative

medicine. Foreign graduates -now make up,93% of -the Health

and Hospitali Corporation's pediatricians'in Brooklyn, and
;

the new policy could leave the borough withopt any children's

services in the municipal hospitals..
6,

The shortage of anesthesiologists throughout the City'

is already. So severe that Dr. Joseph Giuffrida, Chief of

Service at Manhattan'd Metropolitan Hospital, warns that alp

Metropolitan the Department _%f Anesthe'siology wishes to go

on public record :that°it can:. t. take responsibility for the

lack of proper patient car.

The datent OfHHC

e.:1 by borout_ =_L

foreign g=aduates is

17.1:1 followialg tables:

96 7



TABLE III;

-Borough

Brooklyn

960

DEPENDENCE OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS COROPORATION
ON FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES BY .41,

SPECIALTY AND BOROUGH (1973)

Specialty of House Staff A of -FMG Percent

'Surgery
Pediatrics
Pathology
Obs/Gyn
Medicine
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology %

140
121
36
78

355
45

. 16

Manhattan , -

Surgery
y

101
.

Pediatrics 111
Pathology 41
Obs/Gyn 92
Medic 31e .

266
'Psychiatry 110
AnesthesiolOgy 49
Rehab. Vedicine 45

% \ , .

Queens

-Bronx

Surgery
Pediatrics
Pathology
Obs/Gyn
Medicine
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology
.Rehab: Medicine

T

'86
112
32
47

61.4
92.6
88.9
60.1

37.8
87.5

...

65.3
47.7
31.7

2. 21.7
5.6

3: 30.0
3Z 67.3
3E 84.4

34 '

62 24
.21 2C
21

7,.

146 2E
72. 36
..- -
17 14

Surgery 69 18
Pediatrics 112. 25Pathology 17r_ 6Obs/Gyn

22
Medicine.'

58
Psychiatry 66
Anesthesiology' 35
Rehab. Medicine 18 lE

Specialty Totals 2,548 . 1,084

-7

23.5
38.7
95.2
14.2
19.2
50:0

82.3
.-.

26.0
22.3
35.1
44.8
28.5,
21.2
15.7
88.8

42.5



TABLE IV:

Hosnital
.....,.

Bronx Municipal

.,...... .

' Lincoln

North Central

DEPENDENCE OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION ON
FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES IN BRONX HOSPITALS (1979)

Total i
v.Staff FMG

466 96' 20.6

r '.

i

_

176 135 76.7

142. 14

M.Pal
38.4 245 31.3

''

* Specialty

Pediatrics
Pathology
Obs/qn
Medicine
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology.
Rehab.. Medicine

k,

Surgery'
Pediatrics
Pathology,
Obs/Gyp.
Medicine.
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology
Rehab. Medicine

Surgery
Pediatrics
Pathology
Obs/Gyn
Medicine
Psychiatry
Anesthesiology
Rehab. Medicine

1

9 643

4 House Staff I FMG t

41
54
13r
24 .
89 .

47
30
13..

0

3
.;. 4

3
2
2.
25.
11 ,

0.0
5.6

30.8
12.5
2.2
4.3

83.3
84.6

'22 18 81.8 u.40

31 31 100.0 CM
2 2 440.0

20 18 90.0
60 56 93.3
12 11 91.6

1 1 160.0

6 0 0.0
27 1 3.7
2 0 0.0
5 1 20.0

'54 0 0.0
7 1
5 5 100.0
4 4 , 100.0

ti

7



TABU V:
DEPENDENCE OFIlEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION ON

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES IN BROOKLYN HOSPITALS (1979)

....'Total # ....
Hospital Stan----FMG 8-.. '"Specialty # HouseStaff # FMG 8

Cumrland ' 172 145 84.3 Surgery 34 241 82.4
-

. Pediatrics 32 ,f 28 87.5
k

l '.', Pathology 11 81.8
Obs/Gyn

118 22
,

17 77.2
Medicine p 76, .63 90.0
Psychiatry NA NA -'

. Anesthesiology NA. NA -..

Greenpoint 144 119'
. s

Kings County 538 221 ,

,....

62

) 107

Coney Island 83

937 547 58.4.

- .
0.6 : Surgerx 26 22 84.6

Pediatrics 36 32 88.9
Pathology * - - -
Obs/Oyn 22 18 ' 81..8
Medicine 48 36 75.0
Psychiatry . - - -
Anesthesiology : - -c .

41.1 Surgery 72 28 38.9
Pediatrics 51 50 .98.0
'Pathology 19 ' 17 89.5
ObsiGyn 131 10 32.2
Medicine 173 40 23.1
Psychiatry 45 17 37.8
Anesthesiology 16 14 Et2,5

74.7 Surgery
r

8 8 . 100.0
Pediatrics 2 2 100.0
Pathology 6 6 100:0

. Medicine
9yn r 3 2 66.7'

64 44 68.8

Obs/

Psychiatry
-.... - -

Anesthesiology - -



TABLE VI:

--..

1 .

,J

I

.

Hospital

...,,IQueens

Elmhurtt

TOTALS

,

't DEPENDENCE OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION ON3 FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES IN QUEENS. HOSPITALS (1979)

cs Total IF
,,Staff FMG % g Speciatty 1, House Staff-7-

330 82 24.8 Surgery \
Pediatrics
Patholipgy
Obs/Gyn

34 ,

45 ,

4,4
Medicine 78
Psychiatry 42
Anesthesiology -
Rehab. Medicine 1

140 89, , 63.6 Surgery -
Pediatrics 17
Pathology,.. 9
Obs/Gyn -
Medicine. 68
Psychiatry 30
Anesthesiology -
Rehab. Medicine 16

470
11
171 36.4,

# FMG

8 23.5
B 17.8

11 91.7
3 14.3
4 7.7_
7 16.7
7
1 100.0

-
e-'

16 94.1
9. 100.0
- -
22 32.3"
29 96.6
- -
13 81.2



v... TABLE VII:
DEPENDENCE OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS CORPORATION ON

FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATES IN MANHATTAN HOSPITALS (1979)

Total 4
HoSpital Staff FMG %

Harlem.: 261 -.122 46.7

o

Metropolitan

%-

Bird S. Cgler

222 92 41:4

18 E 12 66.7

Bellew 7-'

TOTALS

517 95 18.4

1,018 321 31.5

speCialty. 4 House Staff. 4 FMG ..i

Surgery 74 -----",,,671.6
v

Pediatrics..
Pathology

26
9

23
, 9

88.54
100.0

Obs/Gyn 38 16 42.1
Medicine 84 2 2.4

I, Psychiatry 23 18 78.3
Anesthesiology 1 1 100.0

Surgery 27 16 59.3
Pediatrics a 23 15 65.2
Pathology -
Obs/Gyn. 17 3 of7.6
Medicine 65 7 10.8
Psychiatry 30 13 4301

,,,Anesthesiology_ 15 ---15 '1004
Rehab. Medicine 5 0. 5

. Surgery
Pediatrics' 2 2 100.0'
Pathology
Obs/Gyn
Medicine 6 33.3
Psychiatry.
Anesthesiology
Rehab. Medicine

. .

6, 6 '100:0

' Surgery NA
Pediatrics 13 ' 21.7.

, Pathology. 12.54_
Obs/Gyn 37 2.7
med4ite 111

?
4 3.6

Psychiatry 57 %lc
2 3.5

Anesthesiology 33 17 51.5
Rehab. MediCine 34 27 79:4

tD
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In sum, if the Department of Health and Human Services

:prediction of a two-thirds reduction of foreign mg44./'

graduates nationally holds true for New York City, the

Health and Hospitals Corporatihn will lOse morp.than 800

physicians by 1984 -- one -half the(HHC housestaff in pediatrics,'

child psychiatry, general surgeryland.qbsbetrics/gynecoloCY.

These loses will jeopardize the delivery of health services

where the dependence on foreign medical graduates is most

asute, especially at Cumberland, Greenpoint, Lincoln, Kings
zfwvia

County, and Elmhurst hospitals.
2

Moreoverf the29 is the strong poessibiliii,that

hoapitails will'Iose More than the two - thirds redqction
/fl
projected for the'entire country. As.the nationwide pool of

foreignmedical graduated shrinks, the competitiveposition.

of htspitals to recruit housestaff becomes more important.
. ro

Financial problems and outdated facilities already put'

municipal. hospitals at a disadvantage.' Applications for

internships,and residencies at HHC.hospitals dropped 8%

between late 19.t.7 and late 1978',..snd individual institutions

heavily' dependent on foreign. medical graduates reported fall

.'. offs from 258 to 158.11- New YCirk's lifficulties.dn recruiting

physicians only will be compounded by the'immig ation

restrictions.
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VI. HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
CORPORATION MEDICAL PERSONNEL*

COSTS INCREASE

The reduction of foreign medical graduates will force

the. Health and Hospitals Corporation -- in the short run at
least -- to replace foreign

graduates with more costly

attending physicians and physician extenders (non-physician
0providers such as nurse practitioners, who perform medical

tasks under the supervision of a doctor).

Replacing lost housestaff.will be expensive for the

Health and Hospitals Corporation.
Interns, and residents are

a bargain for teaching hospitals.
In exchAnge for training,

they routinely. work 70 to 90 hours,A week an are paid less

than half the salary of an Ikptending.Ohysician..

Replacement costs will rise each year from 1980 tb
/ 5, as increasing numbers .6.f fOreign medical graduates are

uaffected by the new law and the expiration of thnwaiver

provision. In 1981 only first year housestaf411 be

affected by the restrictions; upper
level. positions will

continue to be occupied ny.foreign
medical graduates already'

in the United States. By 1985, all levels of housestaff'

will be affected, and .the
foreign medical graduate pool will

. have been greatly reduced.__

1 If the FMG reduction begins to disrupt hespital training

programs, UPper-level interns and residents may decide to,

move to more stableinstitutions.
This would further undermihe

the viability of entire departments,
jeopardizing still more

health services.
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AnalYeis by the Council President's Office indicates

'that in tha,Nar primary care specialties alone pediatrics,

obstetrics/gynecology, medicine and surgery -- replacement

cost's for foreign medical graduates in Health and Hospitals

Corporation hospitals will be at least $4.4 million in 1981.

All cost estimates in this report assume that /5% of thy

foreign
111

medical now filling the 204 entry level

positions are replaced by physiciaaTextenders andattending

physicians, andthat HHC will actually be able to find

replaement'perSonnel.

In 1982; when first and 'second. ar housestiff-a e

affectedt coetawill iise proportionately, because more

attenAing phi*Ins will be needed to compensate for the

gklaterreapbbsibOtties of second:year.interns and residents.

Total replacaManiCosts for the primary lieldsr."$9.9 million..

primaryCareyreplacement will continue to escalate in:

suedeeding years, reaching $15.4 million in 1981 and-$21

millionfik1984.L
t.

Allthese2fipres Are conservative &none takaeto

. account, the additional expense of replacing the non-Olmary:

.care apeCialists', nor doctors in volum4ary hospitals. 'Since.

it waa:inot,;clear how many personnel.. will have to be replaced

in non-primary care fields, t1 added costsgof

housesiaff:In pathology, rehabilitative medicine, anesthesiology

and psychiatry were not included .in this report.

.*FOr an-explanation of the cost methodology gee
Appendix -

..

63 -494 0 '7. 80 - 52

u.
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Nor do these estimates reflect added costs t state

a?mental health hospitals which are'also heavily d,ndent on

foreign medical grLdUates. In, the five state ihstitutions

based in New YOrk City, Nearly allrPsAistAd residents are

. d

FMG's. The Directpr of Medical .Educationt King bore
, ., .

Psychiatric Center reports a severe recruitment n oblem

already and predicts that "patient carevill
/

sucer in the
. M

future because we will not have enough physiciang."

A



VII.' RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Short Term Recommendation

Although the new FMG policy ip certain to drive up
.

expenses in City hospital*, several steps should be taken to

,minimize the additional costs

In.the short rum, Congress must extend the ehase-'4, N

, ,nperiod of the law from December 31, 1980 6 :December 31c 1985,% .

alloing the federal government to continue granti. waivers

''t.to.avOid a "substantialdiSruption of hgarh

he present waiver provision, went into effec 7978.

etween 1978 and today, New York City has increa_ oiled

on. waivers to fill housestaff positions in primar- c:

a0Caziaing to Magdalene Miranda',' Chief of the' International
4 Ed cation Health Resources:Administ;ttion4'which

he.Waiverprogram.

!. Waivers Approved

Year
. National Totats New ork dity Only

1.87.8. 18
,

19.79 -*1 '.110

17 17

Feb: ;080 .! 96 pending 15 pending,
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.

Extension ofaithe waiver deadline would give the Health

and Hospitals. Corporation and many affected voluntary hospitals

more time toprepare gor the reduction of available foreign

medic 'graduates. It must be pointed out thatiuntil recently,

the hospital community 1.240%york City -- including, the

Corporation -- had not used the time already allowed by the.

federal government to seek replacements for foreign greOuates.

As a result, Henry Foley of the federal HealthResources
s.

Administration expressed "concerti that alternatives for

meeting the future needs of the educational/service prograffis

have not'been adequatelytzTessed" by' the Corporation.12

Representatives of the Council President's Offiee;the

Corporation and.Chiefs of Sekvice pethe affected municipal

hospitals have subsequently met with Dr. Foley to respond to

his comments. The Corporation has made.a commitment to
/

present a working Ilan for seeking compeeent medical personnel
:

to'fill vacancies ieft by the. shrinking pool of qualified

foreign medical .gradUaies. It is generally agreedqhat a

suitajte: plan must be a part or a predicate:to, the

. waiver application of'any hospital,' public or VolUntary,,if

the. waiver period is extended.

7



B. 'Long Term, RecomMendlt*,,'

Extension of the aiver exeMptiol: 757' .:i 9

,f itself, do nothing to solve the .e_

ted by the reduded availability of f:

_ates. Long term solutions must be .:::

ilarga. the contialedprovisionof ess:

ices, particularly in the, primary ca:

1. &Ordinate length of foreign mec__

I

sties

:cluaa'

in United States with length of train: .. _ Jgram:

1 as. presently written imposes a two-year
.

a
training (with an optional third, year if requested by

foreign'medical graduate's home countr-. After that,

physician must leave the UnityStateE even if Ac

programAlas not been completed. 'SinoPthi: ,period in lhorzf_7

than most approved residency ogrilitm., the Ittracti-.7e7-sac:.

American graduate medics ducation is greatly dimicic:0

Alien physicians who comelio.the.United States jo:

graduate Medical,eaucation and who otherwise qualify fc

entry sbuld be allowed to:remain'fbr a period equI-1 )o

length of their vogram. This would permIt.foreig

'graduates to return home with the apprppriateN

Medidal care would not be compromised,..byoshortages bI upper-

level resident phy iats, created by the forced departure
.15

of foroign mediJal gradates aflie-two years. 1

1
X.

medics_

9z9

af -
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'-:2

a

2., ,1: ,ude munic,;- . vo_untary hospital training

programs i: lational r,arvice Corp- service .commitm
, N.

The Nationi...1.Aealth 7a Corps program provides scholarships

to rical :tudent: :urh for a service commitment'in

medically-underse:- u. But-current few bars these

physicians from , .111, portion of their training as

in rfts or resiL-nt:-. _:ardsfUlfilljent,-of their service

blIsg"atiorw. and ,i1b, ,racludes any Corps service in municipal

hospitals. ii

. \
The 1fw y° ! amehded.to-allow participation in,...

deLgnated trh, -n.qrams in voluntary and unicipal'.

hospitals to f: liirzic_.. '3 service 8bligation.

"grams shoul, _,!:, (1). 'if they tA7r1ve . :
.

primary care !_- c,,: y underservel areas bush,

as Brooklyn an -7'. il, 7.:1:, currently dependent on,

foreign medic,: :ac---tes :::- ision of..care.

There ar, .rfer: --,!-Tzr=4et t .Jais approach.' First,'

cf.

the National ':.alth E, orps pl...sicians would prOvide

easeptial her-,.ices to _ly\underserved congenities

xhile continuing their _ educatic .. 'Since mqty.phisAtians

end up practicing: -.!dicina in the 'community witere they are '

train, , this will help retain doctors iivundershved

_areas. Second, it would reduce the direct cost Of the

program.to the Federal government since the trainee would be"

',paid by the teraching hospital rather than Washington, D.C.

16
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3. 117.2nsify recruitment of United States medical
.

graduates. In 1978, 1,132 ofthemore than14,000 gradua es'

of U.S. mecical schools werefrom schbols located in New

York City. :;ore than half the local graduates stNioe in t e
City for th pokstgraduate training', but only 30 percent
theserenter the municipal.systc

. Reerui-.1_711 more United Sty' Ilea' graduateS)to fil

hou!,,:lcaff 1: formerly 1 foreign medical gradUa es

will ,lot be Att7,ctin ..--,ues,,,means reversing the

competilixe ,-, -,Ta". The uncertainties

created by
t

rr.. __-:1r2,__ :
----qs. -nd w- -1),:_blicized

Ih;rtages of -,:rnes, Medi

unlikely most HE

Brookly:. the

greater:

succer::::. 291

Drcc_ini'couple 'AC

Grc .:.pint and E,

,s r'
_at overcrowdedXinj- County

.1,-hhould-greatly improve
,5

eqt:_;en': make

'Ile best .pportunity

medic:agraduate prob%

of Wpddhull Hospit;,1 in

f aging and substandard
,

and a 17& -bed reduction

the attractiveness of \the

programs. Woodhull!s hew
\

affiliation iwi-1 hm71state

Mae: many moc quaff

,hotosscaff pc_

anc de.sign

ErdokIyn housestaff trainisig
,.

7nysical'plant tnd its dLiect

hopefully.nill

.pplicants to app,ly

obvioustplanning.

of .austerity.

P

r
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A.
Opening. a 640 tld hospital suedes

process. ind depends on many interrelat
,

place in colic; Without proper prepaza. .,zt

1

like* to 4n 14te or haphazardly, grer.-

potential:to recruit. ,To take full adv.

oplfrtunity presented by Wdodhult, the :::-- .7..ro.11ion

impleMent the'innovelive medicak program: 4 .,Ihnn-_,
-, . %

the facility. _

4. Step -up recrurtmeni

medical, gAduates. Enrollment in fore an medical sccm:

has becene'increasingly attractive for Americans who t t

study%edibine.andannot get into U.S. sc-,01-

Association of Medical Colleges conservatil;

The _-_meric n

there are' 6,000 such !ls,tudentsstudying thr=1.: wor. 3.13

Recruiting more U.S, graduates, of foreicnNz..

offers. real potential,forreplacinb' foraign-,,ern, FMc",..

I. At present, ahou, 7 percent of1HEC housestaff posi=j-c ;

are filled withIhMertcan gradtlatesbfrforeign medical .7. :nc:L.s 4'

SinoOmany,q.S. fOr4in Medical.graduatcsramo from the :i,!;

,York metropbAt4CarZ , loc hospitals; can offer not ca::
*-

- ,
.graduate educiation'l7t also t e opporticiity co bb near

17'

f4milies and 4riencfs after many,years

"-",.

) .



To enli;it more of the'se students., the CorporVion

should develop outreach programs to'attrach the most qualified:

it'th Pathway': programs alio be expanded.. These
,

programs were developed:because several foreign medical,

schools --.particularly those in,,Mexico require an additional
7, It.

year or more of clinic4trairlf.tiqafter completion of forMal
4

bulybefore awarding df.a medical degree.

tudents considered fthfs inreasonablepInce thb training was
. V 4 k

often conducted wit little. or no. superv.ision. 'Tbe "Fifth

Pathway" permits a. ear ofclinical Vining, under the
.-

supervision of an American medical school, to.replace thea,required' training in' Mexicpand other CountkieS. Successful
- 1

.

' completion of this year allows entry itAa graduate training.

prografis, without the. necessjty gf;certfitcation bylthe

Educational Commission'for Foreign' Medical Graduates Or.
1.
'actual possession of the medifalAegilee.

. 5. geduce surplus tousestaff Positions. Some -foreign

medical giliduates are filling'positions in_specialtiep that

exist more for teaming purposes than for patie needs:

Likewise, some;spetialty, services now offered n.a numbbr`of

municipaliand voluntary hospitals uld be-co Solidkhrtni
ti

regional zed, ;11dwinT a more 'effiqieat use of a reduce4

r

e .

-The Corporation should underta,a program-by-,
.

pr analysis -to. identify housestaff pd'sitions that. can
.a A

. . be,"e iminated slrithoutaaersqp, affecting the delivery of.

' lervi s to reduce thd number of graduate ;phydicians needed,

t
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le
In reality, any strategyto reduce defendence on foreign

1

physicians must employ a combination of these options in.

Order to succeed. For too long, HHC has rot had to compet%

for quality personnel because f the, ready availability of

FMG'. That time has passed. A plan -- with firm targets

'.,for implementation -- must now bedevised to replace theses

physicians, especially in the primary. care specialties.

a(



VIII. CONCLUSION.

The previous pagesdocumenO the critical doctor shortage
A

New York City must confront overithe next few years?, particularly )

in municipal and voluntary hospitals in inner:-C711Xneighborhoods.

This repert makes. specific short and long rang; recamendations
s 1

to help the City cope with what

a

care delivery crisis.-

be a serious health

But lost in, this debate is the larger issue o 'distribution --

by.speVIty 'and geography -- of physicians ttruiped here in

United States. .

. 4-at s.
" With educational pri orities in American medical schools

. stressing. divnosis and treatment of exotic illnesses oyes'
6 V t

day -to -day 4elivery 1)easic medical services', ifis not

surpritiing that many medical students opt for stath.over-

:subscribed specialties kis wUrosurgery' and ropical medicine,

rather than ouch badly needed prfM'ary fide as family':

.practipe and.pediaErics.

\\t, And, lured by the financial rewards tffereAy affilifeer
.

urbarioirb its. and suburbs, not eneugh physicians elect t%0 . o .

slserviit'in'the inner -city. Inmost areas of the Bronx, for

efample, one dottdi is available fo'i every' 10,000 people, as

contrasted with a statewide ratio oeone doctor for every

405 people. Residents of poor neighborhoods-depend on hospital

Outpatient and service for primary care. As

Vie Chief of PildiatriGreenpoint Hospital put

4 "Internshandresidents3nre the family doctois Of the

And iri,many municipal hospiials).today, that intern or res ent

1 ikely to be foreign-born.

Il

.
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one might say that the fact there is a need for this

:'study and its recommendations is a pad commentary on the
a
Americen medical professicin today. For stop-gap legislation

'
. 1.

regarding the FMG cutotf is not the answer. Redistributing

niedical Personne14.sothat all specialties'and regions are

sufficiently covered and access to health care 1.s.innn-Jr
ffor' the poor and working class, dellevis on rporSirizIg the

-
4

piiorities of American medical educatiqq. It r is with' .

health.,p4icy-makers, N,ih public And prim and physicians
".1

themselves to deVelop a 'coherent medical- manpoWer polidy io

acco plish these'goals.

re d

.

.

'

S6
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APPENDIX

COST. METHODOLOGY FOR REPLACING FOREIGN MEDICAL GRADUATE'
HOUSESTAFP WITH ATTENDING PHYSICIANS-AND PHYSICIAN EXTENDERS

A number 4y assumptions were used to estimate the

. replacement dolts should-- unfilled housestaff position's

result. Blom Clip full-implementation of P.L. 4-84.- These

assumptions ware made conservatively e t &e inherent

.44 uncertainty of4forecasting the Corporation's ability to

recruit from the reduced pool of FMGrs,.si well as the wide

variation.in individual training.. programs at HHC hospitals.
.

Since the delivery of necessary health serdices not. lost

educational opportunities -- are the major concern, only

the costs, of replacing direct patient care activities were

..considered.

Date-as to the number of foreign medical graduates in

entry and intermediate level housestaff positions were

obtained from the 1978 Health and Hospitals Corporation

Housestaff Survey and Findings, since. the 1979 survey was-

not categorized by year of training. No significant changes

in personnel, however, have occurred between 1978 and 1979.:

. In-19.78, FHG'socgupied 132 oethe'27 entry level

positions in the ponprimary care specialt1s:(pa gy,>

anesthesiology, psychiatry,'and rehabilitative medici e) and

480 of the 1,064 positions:at all levels.' No replacemegt.

.costs were calculated'for.,.these specialties since a.i.arge

portion of physician time is spent on education-related

activities, eat patient care. (It is clear, however, for

the same reasons outlined below., that replacement costs for

)
.patient care activities Perforsted by th'eliespecialists will

12»

be higher.)

7
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.In the primary care specialties-(pediatrf,ps, obstetrics/

gynecology, medicine and surgetY), foreign medical graduates

occupied 204 of 'the 536 entry level positions and 642.of.the

1,551 positions at all levels. Replacement costs were

calculated for. these specialties only -- because most physician

time is 'spent on direct patient care.

A. Assumptions and Methodology

1. Entry level housestaff (PGY-I) work an average of

80-hours per week. Ten percent of this time' was discounted.

as educational so that direct services were considered to-be

provided 72 hours per week:

2. Intermediate level ousestaff (PGY-II and III) work

\Van average of 72.hours per Wee . Ten percent of this time

was discounted as educational s that direct services were

considllpd to be.provided 65 hour per week.

3. It wog assumed that all service hours are necessary
T

.for patient care.'

4. Replacement providers (physician' extenders and .

attending physicians) work a standard 40 -hour, week:

5. Entry level houseStaff (PGY,I) could be replaced. on

a one -to -one basis by physician extenders. Supervision by

attending physicians, equal to one attending for every ten

physician extenders,. WOuldbe'pecessary to etsuraadequate

quality of care.
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*6. Intermediate level"fiousestaff (PGY -II and III)

could be replaced by 0.5 physician extender and 0.5 attending

physician. (This probably understates physicians duties,

underestimating additional costs.)

7..Physician extenders were considered to.be salaried

at $25,000 a year ($20,000 plus 25 percent fringe benefits).

Attending physicians were considered to be salaried at

$50,000 a year'($40,000 plus 25 percent fringe benefit).

HOusestaff were.considered to be salaried at $25,000 a year

($2000 plus 25% fringe benefits). While current starting

vsaliries for housestaff and physician.ektenders are in fact

lower than those cited.above, these averages include adjustments

for seniority and inflation over the next three years..

B. ./ndividual,Housestaff Replacement Costs

. 1. For,each.unfilled.first-yearhousestaff position,

the additional replacement cost is $29,000

1.80 physician-extenders X $25,000 = .$45,000

..18 attending physicians X $50,000 = $ 9 000

$54,000

($54;000 - $25,000 unpaid housestaff salary = $29;000)

2. For each unfilled intermediate level (PGY-II and

III) housestaff position; the. additional replacement cost is

$35,900

0.812.physicinn.extenders X $25,000 = $20,300

0,812 attending physicians X $50,000 = $40,600

$60,900

060,900;-$25,000 unpaid housestaff salary = $35,900)4"

9 9
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C. Estimated Additional Costs-By Year

1981

In 1381i only fiist year housestaff will be affected by

the elitiOlation of the waiver since upper level positions

are filled. with foreign medical graduates already admitted.

tothe United States under the old restrictions. Assuming'

75 percent of the '204 entry level positions will have to be.

replacediby physician extenders and supervising attending

physicians, the additional. cost will be $4.4 million.,

.153 first year positions X $28,000.replaement
cost per position. .= $4.4 million .!

1982

In IBA!. both firit and-second yeaehouSestaff

affected by the eliMination of the waiver. Third year

housettaff positionswill still be filled with foreign,

medical graduates admitted to the United States under the ' . .

old restrictions. Assuming all first year housestaff are °
a

a ,promoted and assuming 75% of the first:andmecond year" .,: 0

,._positions :will have to be replaced the additional cost will
, ,>;.:, .4? .

be $9.9 -Million. r

I 153.first,yearypdSitions X *9,1500 reilacement'.
cost per poVition .. $4,4.mill4bn : ;4.? ,;-'''

L., 9

' ,J . ,,Y
.

' °A;"
153 second year position-X 435,800 replacement i'

.

cost per position o- $9,5 m
A

.

illidn% fro
Q , . ' _,, a

w
a

U

9 a
O
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In 1983,--first,second and third year hOusestaff will

be affected by the elimination of the waiver. Assuming all
first and second year hpusestaff are promoted, and assuming
that only 75% of the third

year positions will have to be

replaced, the additional cost will be $15.4

153 first year positions
costper position

'153 second year positions
'cost per position

153 third year positions
cost per position 7

1984

million.

X $29,000. replacement
$4.4 million

X $35,900 replacement
$5.5 million

X $3*00 replacement
$5.5 million

In 1984, first, second, third and fourth year housestaff
will be affected by elimination of the waiver. All housestaff
are proPoted, and assuming only 75% of the fourth year

portions will tovet0 be replaced, the actual cost will be
pl million in 1984.

153 first year positions X $35,900 replacement
cost per position = $4.4 million

153 second year positions X $35,900 replacement
cost per.position = $5.5 milliono

153 third year positions tTS $35,900 replacementcost per,position 7- $5.5 million

153 fourth year positions X $35,900 replacement
cost per position s $5.5 million

*

I

Q

'63-4914 0 - BO - 63
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AVERICAN" DENTAL HYGIENISTS' ASSOCIATION

t L.

March 25, 1980

,

The. Honorable Henry A. Waxman
House:of Representatives .1

Subcommittee on Health and Environment
Rayburn Bonze Office Building
Washington, D.C. '20515

Dear-Mr. Waxman:

The American Dental Hygienists' Association wishes
to go on record with you and members of the House
Commerce Health SubCommittee as supporting the
provisions of your new health manpower bill, the
'Health Professions Educational Assistance and Nurse'
Training Amendments of 1980' (H.R. 6802)4 introduced
in.the House of Representatives on March 12.

This letter will offer comMents and suggestions on '

H.R. 6802 specifically and also include comments on
the Administration's health manpowerbill and two
billS introduced in the Senate by Senators Schweiker
and Kennedy.' Comments on the Administration,, Schweiker
and Kennedy bills are included on an enclosed record
statemene9Fecently transmitted to Ate Senate Human
Resources Subcommittee on Health:.

Renewal of the legislative authority for the Health,
Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1976 -:
(RWL.-94-41p) is one of the highest priorities among.
the Association's 1980 legislative.goals. Accordingly,
the Association commends you and your cosponsors in
the House of Representativei fortaking'the initiative

-to continue federal support for the health professiOns
education and training programs. into the 1980's.

On.the basis of informal estimates, ADHA has d 'ermined
that the federal government has already inves d over
$7 billion in providing. assistance to health rofpssions
schools and .training centers since'Congress assed the
first:health manpower bill in 1963 (P.1.. 88-129) and
the Allied Health Professions Personnel Training Act.
of 1966 89 -751). 'Thus, for more than sixteen .

years, Congress has demonstrated its belief and convic-
tion that health profession and allied health'professions
schools and training centers are an important national
resource needed'Eo assure that health and.allied health

9,4
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ID

professionals ere,available-rn adequate supply to provide
_high quality health care to assmany of the nation's citi-

. tens as possible.

The Association believes that the quid prgao of the fed-
eral/private sector partnership on health-manpower programs
and issues, through the years of such legislation, has been
effective and mutually productive and beneficial. Some of
the national goals inititally determined have-already been
attained; however, there are still unmet and unresolved
goals te be'addressed, such as, improving access to and
availability of health care to unreached and spcial popu-
lation groups-.

The Assosaition applauds your efforts to continue to modify
the current health manpower programs in accordance.with en-

. visioned needs and to extend support for the educational
institutions and agencies of the health professions. Our
comments on H.R. 6802 follow, as enclosure il.k As noted
previously, more extensive thoughts amd reflections on
health manpower issues transmitted to the Senate Human
Resources Health-Subcommitee are also included-as enclosure
12.

II
I

Vie respectfully request that this letter,- withlts enclosures,
be included on the record of the March, 1980 Subcommittee
hearings.

Very sincerely,

er.Aaresident
Dental Hygienists' Association

JLY/cd
enclosures

cc: Members-of the House,Commerce Subcommittee on'Heilth
. ..
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AMERICAN DENTAL HYGIEpISTS' ASSOCIATION

Comments on Health Professions Educational Assistance and
Nurse Training Amendments of 1980 (H.R. 6802)%

"Title I - National. Health Service Corps Programs" '

'Section 102. Revision of National. Health Service Corps
.,Scholarship Program

Comments

The Association strongly uzges the subcommittee tc consider students
in dental hygiene baccalaureate 'and master's degree programs as eli-
gible to apply for NHS scholarships. Accord:mg to the Femeral Regis-
ter's notice of March 1 , 1980, page 16012, bdrcaLaureame.rmd master's
free nursing students haVe.been added to the lim= of eli-mible:candi=
dates to receive scholarships' (sect. 351 of tma PES ACt-.. and, froM the
standpoint of the dental care delivery system, similarly credentialed
dental hygienists should log, considered_to assmre an adequate supply e2

Of dental professionals.

Title II - Health Professions Programs Under Title VII"

Part C - Section 710? Institutional Support Grants
.

-- '

Comments-
, )

The Asseciat n's views on prdviding instiirution_a support rants for
dental schools are stated at length ttEnclosur7= 2 of the ver letter.
Asp noted In our statement transmitte o the 1-sat:_ liuma. ",osources
'Subcommittee, AMA is opposed to the terminat_m of in,:-. :ionsl ethics-
tional assistance grants,at,this time; as prc7rosed in I.a :,!.)0 and
S12144: The authorization levels recommended ie5ection'-3 (d)- (3)

. in H.R. -6802 fOr FY:1981,-1983 appear to. represent reasons:b.-IL appropria7
tions' to gets for the dental educ tional insmitutiOns to maintain the
quality.df their curripulums.and fa ulties!Ss established under previous

'i health manpower 1e4is 'on.. Aleo, heAssociation concurs Alth the
'ttliksponsors of H.R.,6802 t annual n ollmeni increases,'az :-m ans

test for eligibility for ederal ass stance, are,no longer .1tdcessary-.
.

:,.

Part D Section 217 Project Grants and Contracts;
Physician Assistants andlDental.Auxiliaries

Comments
,

'The Associatidm has supported th elusion 8f EFDA grants .7..n previous
health mahpower Laws andfi elieves than this title cf _t new law.
'should be retained as it is in H4R. 6802. However,'in view .3f the
Comptroller.General's Report 'on "Increased Use of Expanded Pmnction
Dental Auxiliaries Would Benefit...Consumers, Dentists and Tax Payers":
March 71, 1980, the Subcommittee may.'wish,to mmsider the necessity
for estoblishing a separate authorization for =DA training. .If Con-
gress determines thdt.the Comptroller. General's recommendations should
156 implemented,within the4federally funded dental care delivery system,
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EFDA training programs will become significantly more important-..in the
overall effort to improve the efficiency.of'the dental component of
the nation's-health care delivery system. 'The Association recommends
.that.authorizations-for EFDA training programs be as follows: $5,000 000
for the fiscal year,end September 30, l9§1; $6,000,000Lfor.the fi -
cal year ending Septemb r'30, 1982;. and 67,000,000 for tha fiscal yea
ending September-30, 1 83: In addition, the Association urges that.
the EFDA'grants program.be funded separately from the Physician Assis-\
ants grants program to more clearly reflect the intent of Congr

?
S. \L.

ection 794: Midcareer'Training and Education

mme s

%
The Association supports this section of. H.R. 6802 which it recognizes-
as an innovative health.manpower concept that logically arises from
previous health manpower program initiatives. If implemented, the
Association urges'the Subcommittee to include allied health training
centers as possible sites in which advanced training in health systems
financial management and health care strategies could be offered.

' -Section 794 C.. Grants to Departments of Preventive or
Community Medicine or Dentistry

Comments

The Association' supports he intent of the sponsors of H.R. 6802 to
provide.incentives for dental and medical schools to estabiVilsh depart-
ments of preventive dentiStry and medicine to coordinate e-doctoral
and post-doctorancourSesL\ While mani, of the schools have already
established preventive and community health departments in their cur-
riculums, the coordination and integration of preventive approaches to
health care do need to be interwoven with instruction offered in other
major departments. Since ntal hygiene education is primarily pre-
vention oriented, dental h ene departtents of dental schools will
be an important resource fo dental educators to utiliZe in de-
signing4Lew programs to qual fy or.assistance under Section 794 C.

The American Dental Hygienists' Association supports. the to
establish preventive and community dental health departments in dental
schools.and recommends that th autfinrizations forthis special project
program outlined in H.R. 6802 be increased to $4,000,000, $5,000,000,

.:,and $6,000,000 in FY 1981, 1982 and 19.83. It is further recommended
that these sums be divided equally between dental and medical schools
on a first-come, first-serveebasis.

Part F - Allied Health Ptrsonnel..Semtion 235, Project Grants
and Section 236, Traineeships . 7

Comments '

The Association,-has one of the allied health professioni designated
in the original Allied Health Professions Personnel'Training Act of

IV^

9,97
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es
-ss-146.6 (P.L. 89-751), strongly supports the'continued nclution of al...>/

_SI

allied health authority in the amendments to P.L. 94.484. Despite
efforts of the Executive Branch in recent years to- erminate this. .

- program, ADHA does not believe that the need for c tinued support of
allied health train190.centers'and programs has, diminished. Among
the health.manpower fXoposals now being considered in Congress, only
E.R. 6800, the Administration bill,,does not recognize the necessity ,
of'providing continued support for allied health'edUcationea Institu-
tions. We urge the House Commerce Subcommittee on Health te hold

ofirm in its intention to support allied health education and training.
at least at the levels proposed in Sections 235 and 236 of H.R. 6802.
While this level of support does not seem to be adequate to meet the
needs for federal support of the schools of allied health, the Asso-
ciation recognizes the severity ofpressures,currently to stay within-
.0e CongressionaPbudgetary limits which are still under

tconsideration.

Nhj 1

a

ei
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The Americanteccupational Therapy
March 25, 1980 .

11 lo

The liOnorable Henry'A. Waxman, Chairman
Subcanmittoe on Health S The Enviramment
'Committee on Interstate and Foreign Came=
2424 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

, Dear Mr. Chairman:

tion, Inc..

On behalf of the American Occupational Therapy Association ) and its
29,000 umbers, I welcome the opportunity, to offer testimony in junction with
your hearings on the reapthorization of the health manpower legislation. DI would
request that this letter and the accompanying

statement be. incorporated into therecord of these hearings.

Occupational therapists are among those health professionals traditionally
categorized in Title VII of the PublicHealth Service Act as "allied health".
The "allied health" professionals currently

constitute a sizable portion of the
tetal 5 million person health care workforce, 20 percent 6y conservative estimates
and well over 50 percent by others.

Despite this substantial dependente of the
health care delivery system on "allied health" personnel; the Federal government
has consistently failed to provide adequke support for '_!allied health" education.
From 1965 - 197.6 the Federal goyernment spent $4:2 billion on the educationpf
health professionals. Of this amount, only $183 nillion;,_or'4 percent of the
total, supported "allied health" programs. The inequity of these allocations is
patently obvious. More alarming, however, is the fact that without increased
'government assistance "allied health" educational -- programs may soon no longer be
able to meet the rising demand for more "allied health" practitioners. As the
delivery system begins to experience the effect of "allied' health" personnel
Shortages the real impact of government neglect of "allied health" educationwill be Samonstratede

# , 4

Recent studies; palished Ink the Department of Health, FAcation and Welfare
and the Department of Labor, indicate the rising demand for more""allied health"
personnel. 4Prior to these reports, there existed a widely-held assumption there
were no personnel shortages among health professionals. The only problem was
ealdistribution. Usually studies of physician supply and demand were c ed as r
support,for these'conclusions. The conclusions were equally, and=rath r glibly,
applied to all health professionsilincluding "allied

alth" professionals, on

VII

the false assumption that what applied for physicians t also hold true for other
health'professionals. Data to support this sweeping app action was never presented.

.

With regard_/p occupational. therapists, one would be hard-pressed to find
such datar5inte-hone exists. On the contrary, as I describe in my statement,
current evidence indicates that there are now severe shortages of occupational
therapists and that these shortages will continue

throughout the'present decade.
I seriously urge that this information be given careful consideration and attentiqp,
as you develop new legislation in this area.

7

G000 Executive Boulevard - Rockville, Maryland 208s2

1.

(301) 770 -2200
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, I would also point but that the personnel. shortages
among occupational thgra-. ..

pists are directly relit to the educational system. At the present tine, L._ .occupational therapy ianal programs are forced to n.rarray bgrdeen One rd
% and o90.7half of the if students whe. apply. These sents cannel be accepted

beca4se there.are nei s ficient numbers of faculty nor adequate space to provide .

lop their education, and because the spiraling,Cost of a college edur-ation prohibitsmany interested and competent young people. from pursuing a-Career in occUPational
therapy. Thereiis, therefore, an-urgent need for increaled Federal assistance for
faculty development, spacesimprovements, and student suppbrt. This need certainly
exists, for occupational therapists, and I Pould suspect that it Would also fpplx to
many other,of the "allied health" profesSfaK.

010-7' ,,

Occupational therapists, together with other "allied health" professionals,
.

.play a crucial role in the delfk.ery of health care services: .Their efforts are
directed toward increasing the independence of individuals with physical, psycho-

. 4'..

logical, or develotimental cliabilities. An occupational therapist's success with ..
a patient means, among other things, that the individual will.no longer beeependentonA;On inuing costly care. In some instances, it futther means that the individual

able to return to wage earning employment: In both,situations; important
subsidiary benefits of'the occupational therapist's services are frequently the

vings effected,for the-total health care system and he additional revenue .*p ion... resulting from renewed employment.

I would also point out; moreover, that when the Federal goverdrenllupports
.

.

the education of an occupational therapist, ft is not oantributlhg to'thecdevelop-
Iment of a health professional wino .will one day'fall into the upper tax braCkets.
At the present time, the'average annual salary for occupational.ttlerapists is
approximately $15,000. The top brackets for rvisory occitational therapy

., ; -,. "personnel are between,$21;000 d $24,000, ¢ y 5 percent of Ille worliang profession
falls into this top catego port for dtcupational therapy education, then;
could hardly be subject to mplaint that the government is unnecessarily
subsidizing a wealthy profession.

'.4

7., ',
.

T.,

As you and your Subcommittee go-'aiiput the Cask af deve19ping new health Man-
power legislations, Mr. Chairman, I strongly urge you to prpvide appropriate and
adequate provision for the education of occupational therapists and other "allied
health" professionals. The continuation of their important- contributions to the

!..' provision di.quality andcolt-effective healthcare depends heavily lapon the '

Federal Overnment's.support of their educational programs. Lei yotir legislationensure t thik support is forthFomingt .
, /-JK"' d't.

. In p
,

senting this tescmony, I also express my agreement with,-,and support

r for, the N ews expressed by the Areritan-Society of Allied Health Professions and. %r the Coali on of- Indecendent Health Profnssions. i '..
,_ \. Sincerely, ..

I
s J. Garibaldi

ecutive'Direztor
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For over 60 years the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) has

represented health professionals who specialize in increasing the independent

'functioning and productivity of people of all ages who are physically, psycho:-

logically, or deVelopmentalli disabled.' Occupational therapists work in a wide '

variety of settings using rehabilitation techniilues to reduCe pathology or

impairment and help their clients achieve a maximal level of independence.

. Occupational therapists are committed to the belief that a health system which

provides the best mediCal intervention in the world to save a :life is incomplete

-if it doesnot include services tohelp ensure that the like which has been saved

will be,meaniPsful.and productive.

Throtighout its history, occupational therapy has beeri,Concerned with the

prevention o4 disability. Therapists have traditionally concentrated: n large

measure on the healthy factors of the people with whom they work. Occupational

therapists attest t to mobilize areas of "wellness" in the individual or society

as a primary means of creating or'maintaintng good health. ,Theit orientation is

towards treatment of the whole perSon; that concern is to help the person

develop awareness of the parts of Ids being which are. well.

" Occupational therapists believe that society has a moral obligation to

provide comprehensive services to ensure that an individual right to 1/rwith

dignity, and to find meaning and satisfaction in living, is maintained.

In order to fulfill this obligation, society must, among other things, provide

that sufficient numberS of qualified health professionals are available to serve

its members. Occupational 'therapists aie Constantly made aware of what can happen

when proper and timely treatment is not available. Unnecessary and lengthystays

in hospitals and nursing henzes) fopmsof patient, regression whichtequire a return

to mazy intensive care, rapid progression of a disease or debilitating condition

which could have been prevented,, ail are examples of what can occur when no

.qualified person iS'available to provide needePtreatment.'
. .

l orb.
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It is for this reason, then, that tile
American Occupational Therapy

ASsociation watches, with great concern,
Congress' rewriting of the health

manpower legislation. There is an increasing need for more occupational'

therapists. This need stems, 'in some part,
from the establishment, of Federal

programs which mandate the services of
occupational therapists or create the

expectation that these services will be available if needed. The ADTA, there-

fore, looks to the COgress and the.Fed
1 gov rnrent for assistance in assuring

that competent occupational therapist will b educated and traieed.

A review of the present personnel
situ, acin in the field of occupational

therapy reveals exliting. shortages,
increasing demand for more therapists, and

an inability of tfilltrrent educational
system to produce sufficient numbers of

therapists to meet eithLr present or future demands. The remainder of this

statement will addross.thC specific
data supporting this general overview and

include rec%indations for Federal legislative action.

Occupational Therapy: Supply and Demand

In recent years data collected-from a variety of diverse sources clearly

indicates that the current supply of
occupational therapists fails to meet

existing demand.

Critical shortages42cupational therapists now exist in'long-,

term care facilities. The 1975 "Long-Terri Care Facility Improve- .

rent Study" of the Departicnt of Health, Eddcation and Welfare

OHM reported that 35 percent of. the people in nursing homes

need occupational therapY services and only 10 percent are

receiving them. Moreover, a 1977'DHEW survey?of nursing homes

reported that 23 percent of the. full-time occupational therapists

positions Were'vacant.

637434 0.- 80 - 64
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The Bureau foi the.Education of the Handicapped.WIO'reports

.... that a 1978 4arvey of state:chool systems showed that 1,700

occupational therapists were employed during!Fiscal Year 1978

and that 2,400, occupational therapists would be needed for Fiscal

Year 1979. This represents' an increase ok approximately 40
4

percent.

o Three of the nine state-operated MEDIIC (Military Experience

Directed Into Health Careers) programs, which place "allied

health" personnel in shortage areas and oCcupations,listed

Occupational therapy as a shortage occupation in their states
.

in 1978..
i

o A 1979 survey of.statc occupational therapy associations, conducted

by the Ancrican Occupational crapY Association, indicates that in

58 percent of the states, local job placement services reported

that there were more jobs than availableTersonnel. A, number of

state-operated manpower program; hate found the same situation. The

State of Maryland,. for example, reports that 35 out-of 100 budgeted
.

positions in the State Department .of.Hcolfh and Men61 Hygiene are

currently vacant.

Future protections, moreover, reveal that this demand will continue to increase
.

at an even more rapid rate.

In Maya980 the Bureau of Labor Statistics 1BLS) of the Department
1Y

of Labor (DOL) will publish projections of growth for different

occupations in "Occupational Projections and Training Data"

(Bulletin 2058). BLS projects that over the next ten years there

will bcran average of 2,500 openings for occupational therapists

each year,consisting of 1,300 new and 1,200 replacement openings.
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This represents a 100 percent increase in demand for occupational'.:

, therapists, a greater increase than for any other occupation or

profession studied. As noted below; the capabilities. of

present cducational'system.fall far short of meeting this inticesed

demand.

The recfintly published "Report on Allicd'Health Personnel" (T)HEW, 1980), also

identifies several other factors that "willProbebly'cause the demand for otcupa-

tional therapy personnel to increase in the future." Cited among these factors

were the following:

"1) An increasing proportion of'the population is reaching 6S years,of

age. The impact of chronic disabling medicalailmOnts such as

arthritis and stroke, therefore, will creote a greater demand for

occupational therapy services.

The passage of.P.L. 94 -142, the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act of 1975, will undoubtedly increase the demand for

.occupational therapy Personnel. This Act requireS each state to

ensure that a "free and appropriate education" is available to all

handicapped children between the ages of 3 and 18 by September 1,

1978, and to such cluldrenbetween the ages of 3 and 21 by...

SepteMber 1, 1980.

'Expansion of programs under the Rehabilitation, ComprehdnsiVe

Services and Developmental Disabilities Amendments of 1978

(P.L, 95-.602) will no doubt further increase the demand for

occupational therapists. These amendments changed the definition

of developmental disabilities frOM a short list of diagnoses to

'a functional definition. Title III, involving the Comprchensi,

Sel-'vices for Independent Living.Program, provides fc
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of services vich'as occupational therap /td those clients who

can, through. these services, increase their level of indeperidenCe,

even ihOugh they have n6 vocational potential or val.!!

In the context of all theSe indicators of a present and continually increasing

deMand for occupational therapists, it should be noted that over the, past decade

the employment rate of occupational therapists haS remained faiily constant --

about 78 to 80 percent -- while the numbers of therapists have increased at a rate,

of approximately 10 percent per year. Although e.ch year there are more occupational

therapists, there is al'so more than sufficient d d to absorb the increased.

numbers. The vast majority of the unemplbyed, mo over, are-those who have retired

or choSeri to leave the work force for personal reasons, e.g., to remain at home

during their children's early years. This latter characteristic could bo expected

in a profession, 95 percent of which is made up of women. .

This increasing demand for occupational therapists, moreover, has gradually

outstripped the capacities of the educational system, as a review of this system

Will indicate.

Occupational Therapy' EdUcaticnal System'

Occupational therapy educational programs exist in 55 colleges and univer-

sities throughout the country. All of these programs:hre accredited jointly by

the Amefican Medical Association and the American Occupational Therapy Association.

This accreditation system has operated since 1934.

Occupational therapists are required to complete either a four-yearAlaccalaur:

eate degree program;or a two-year certificate program or a two-year master's degree

program followingazhievement of a baccalaureate degree in another field.
.

Six to nine months of supervised clinical experience follows completion of

the academic preparation. The occupational 'therapist must then pass the national

Certification Examination for Occupational Therapist, Registered.
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'Occupational therapy assistants must complet) two-year post-secondary

. ,

course of study in a program approved by the Amer can Occupational Therapy

Association, undergo six to nine rtnths of supervised clinical
experience, and

passple national Certification
Examination for Certified Occupatibnal Therapy

Assistants. There are 43,approved assistant
level programs in colleges and

junior colleges throughout the country.

A Career Mobility Program also exists for Certified Occupational Therapy

Assistants who Wish to become
Occupatonal Therapists, Registered without completing

the full Occupational Therapist,
Register'pd.academic program. The requireMents of .

this program are:

four years'of eTployment as a Certified Occupational Therapy

nine months of supervised clinical experience

'at the'Occupational,Therapist, Registered level, 'and

)successful completion of the national
Certification.ExaMination o

for Occupational Therapist, Registered.

Beyond the entry level to the
profession, there are also 16 master's and

two ph.O. program:On occupational therapy..

ltcvpStional therapists and oecupational.therapy assistants are certified by

the American Ocippational Therapy Association. This national certification system,

which was begun in 19346 is the
only certification system for occupational therapists

and assistants'. Licensure laws governing..thepractice
of occupational therapy

have been enacted in 14 sta413,
the District of Caunbia, and Puerto Rico. All

of those laws incorporate the
same educational, clinical experience, and examina-

tion requirements\ds make up the AOTA certification-system

As noted abo4o, over the -past ten years the occupational therapy educational

system haS been somewhat capable of keeping pace with the growing demand for

,occupational therapists' services, although not to the point where current shortages,.
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could be eliminated. In recent years, however,. the inability'of the sy tem to

Match the rapidly increaping demand has become readily apparent. Given the

projections for the ,future, moreover, it is quite clear that unlc'ss the system

is substantially expanded, the demand for occupational therapists.will neVer be

mot.

As was cited above, the Bureau of Labor Statitics (BLS) projects 2,500

openings for occupational therapists each year through 1990. Under present

conditions, the occupational therapy educational system proVides to the work

force approximately 1,700 new therapists each year, thereby leaving a shortage

of 800 therapists, about 50 percc71t, year.

By 1990, therefore, a r:aort.:1i of close to 8,000 occupational /Orapists

can reasonably be expected. Thi-: .:ortage could only be offset if the educational

system were to grow at a rate siz___ar tokhat experienced in the caly-1970's..

In fact, however, the gr..th rate systeM over the past severalyearsts
been zero.

The basic needs of the occupational therapy educational system, must

. .

be met to remedy the current and future supply problems, can easil be identified.'

At the present time, close to 50 percent of the qualified applicants-for admission

to occupational therapy programs\must be rejected because there is neither,

sufficient faculty nor adequate spate to crry out the educational process. A

secondary reason for the .failure to educate more qualified therapistS relates to

the.high cost of post-secondary ,and gradute education.

Over the past fig4r yarS, the numbers of faculty in occupational therapy

. education programs has remained constant. Over the last five years student

enrollments in these programs have increased by only 4.2 percent. Since 1976,

only six new educational programs have been opened. Existing occupationnl

therapy programs have reached saturation, with the numbers of graduates leveli4

offat approximately 1900 for each of the last several years.
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All of this evidence clearly indicates that if the occupational therapy

. educational system is not expanded; the current gap betweensupply'and demand

will widen dramatically.
The educational system holds the key toresolving

this supply problem. If support can be furnished
to increase .faculty to provide

more adequate space, to assist WI
511. _ant tuition and other costs, and. to aid

in the development of new program
.:.za sufficient numbers of qualified

'

occupational therapists can be prepared to meet the rising demand for service.

Occupational therapists, and other "allied
health" professionals need Federal.

assistance for their efforts to rect:Ly
these curi-ent,and future shortages. The

new manpower lcgislation now being developed must demonstrate the government's

cormnittmertt in this area,

Legislative Recormendaiions'

Although the Federal government cannot be expected to assume full responsibility

qZthe education of health professionals,
it car4e expected to_provide assistance

to a degree proportionate to the contributions
made by these professionals in

carrying out Federal policies directed
towards ensuring proper health arc of the

a
nation's citizens. The Federal government has established ahdde vari t of)

programs which are intended to make necessary healthcare services aVailable:

Some of these programs, such as those established under the Rehabilitation Act,

the Older Americans Act, the Maternal and Child IIc4lth and Crippled Childrens'
i

'ServiCes Act or the Mental Retardation
Facilities and Cannunity Mental Health

Centers Construction Act establish mechanism
through whichdirect'Servicesican'

be provided: Other initiatives,.such,as that found in the Education of All

. Handicapped Childrui Act, mandate that states ensure that specific services are ,

provided to specific populations.
hhile still others, such as Medicare, offer a

health insurance program directed privrily
towards assisting olderlAmericans in

........

the payment of health care costs. All of these Federal initiati% s directly create

?)requirements for, or.expectation of, the provision of health ca services.

4

I-

.1
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In light of these national initiatives, it Would be irresponsible 'or the

Aleral sp3vernmeht to rediice its commitment to thC education of tile L.:dlth

professionals needed to provide the services-covered under these programs.

Enactment of the Eludation of All Handicapped Children Act, for example, repre-

pitted a significantrandfraiseworthy step towards equalizing the nation's

treatment of handicapped children. This Act requires that, if a child needs' °

occupational therapy or physical therapy in order to benefit from arpecials

education program, this therapy must be provided. The legal right to the scrim,

however, is of questionable value, if. no therapist is available to provide
.

treatment. The Federal goVernment must not just mandate services, it must.also

provide' support to ensure that qualified people.are avAlable to. serve.

Federal government support ler the educatiOn of health professional,

moreover, must also be more equally distributedeamong thc various professions

than 'it has been in the past. It has been reported by the National CoMmiSsion

of Allied Nealth Education that $4. billion was appropriated'by the Federal

'government for healrh45rofessi.Kals education bebween 1965 and,1976. Only'$183..

million, or 4 perccat, Of this amount was allocated "allied health" education.

Yet the "allied health" profesioris, as estimated most conscs; ''vely by MEW,

constitute over 20 percent of the-entire healthfcare workforce. Federal support
4

for "allied health" education has consistently failed to ,ontribuir

1
made by Ehese)rofessiodals to the health .re of the Amer, r puoi .

AI a time when rising health care costs ;a a major concern, Congress might

also well conWer the oost-effectilie aspects of increased support for "allied'
F

health" professionals. These professionals regularly provide services which

reduce or eliminate the'needlfor costly institutional care. The timely Prevision

of their services hastens patient recovery and reduces the potential forjecurring

diSability.. "Allied health" care frequently enables individuals to return more

.
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quickly to revenue - producing employMent. The professionals providing these

'cost-saving services, moreover, are not high income wage earners. The avexag,0

annual salary of an occupational therapist, for example, is approxhaatle,

$15,000. Support for "allied hcalth".could hardly be classified as an unnecessary

government subsidy of wealthy profesionals, while at the same time4t could very

adeurately.be described as a Host effective cost containment measure.

In light of theSe considerations, the American
Occupational Therapy Assoc -.

iation urges'a strong Federal committment.to "allied
health!' education and offets

the following recommendations relat ve to the legislation now being developed:

include provisions as rim ontained in Sections 796, 79rand 798

of the Public Health Servi e Act;

increase authorizations in existing Section 797 to $io,000,ogo-ell

for Fiscal Year 1981 with increases.of.20 percent per year for

each successive year;
'

:increase authorizations in existing Section 798 to $5,000,000,

for Fiscal Ycar 1981 with increases. of 20 percent per year for

each successive year;

incorporate' into the appropriate sections (for example, Section

708 of the curren) if retained) provisions requ4-ing

establishment of programs to collect data on'the outcome of

treatment by "allied health.' professionals and the impact on

'the total cost of health care delivery;

incorporate into appropriate sections (fedi example, current

Section 708) Provisions requiring establishment of programs ,

to investigate the need for capital support of "allied health"'.

educational and training facilities with the stipulation that

an authorization of $25,000,000 be set aside* for appropriation

=6"4,
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AuP

should the determination be made, prior to expiration of

legislation now being developed, that such need exists;

establish a new section to provide institutional grant and

individUal loan assistance covering educational expenses of

"allied healt " students at the basic educational level, with

emphasis no that funds should be allocated with priority

to those.p fessiOns where demonstrated shortages are greatest,

and establish authorizations of $20,000,000 for Fiscal Year

1981 and 20 percent per year increase in each successive year;

establish a new section which would provide incentive scholarships.,

for preparing faculty for "allied heal" schools and include

specific "pay -Dick" provisions,requiring 2 to 4 years of teaching

in designated schools where faculty shortages exist; and establish

an authorization of $10,000,000 for Fiscal Year 1981, $12,500,000

of for Fiscal Year 1982; and $16A00,000 for Fiscal Year 1983.

The American Occupational Therapy AsSociation fully purports th)ASubcommittee's

efforts to develop effective and efficient leaslation agarding the education of

health care personnel. The Association understands the importance of this legisla-

tion, not just for health practitioners but also for the people in need of their

services. The well-being of the total Health care system depends largely on the

scotre of the Federal government's commitment to the education of health care

personnel. The Association urges that; in defining the scope and degree of this

commitment,. Congress give earful consideration to the integral. and substantive

roles played by the "allied health" professions and that accordingly it provide

adequate supportfor their educational systems.

The American OcCupational Thrary Association sincerely appreciates the

opportunity to offer these comments.

1

f
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AMEMCAN 1625 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, N.W.
ASSOCIATION WASE111)1GTON, D C. 20016
Of DENTAL
SCHOOLS 202/667.9411

March 31, 1980

Hgnorable Henry Waxman
Chairman, Subcommittee on Health
yid the Environment

Committee on Inters,tate and Foreign Commerce
U.S. House of Representa,tives
Washington, D.C. 20015

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American'AssoCiation of Dental Schools would like to submit
a statement for the record relevant to the various proposals for
health manpower legislation pending before the,House Subcommittee
on Health and the Environment.

In presenting our views on health
manpower, we believe it is appropriate. to .outline first some of
the most pressing'problems facing dental schools and their Students
and then present our views about the

appropriate Federal role in
addressing these problems in conjunction with stated national
priorities.

The most serious difficulty that'the dental schools and their
students must confront is that of linding ways to cope with the
rapid escalation in the cost of providing and obtaining. a dental
education. For the dental school, the cost of educating a dental
student reached a staggering figure of over $21,0001per year in
'the 1977=78 academic year and this represents an increase of nearly
60 percent within the most recent five year period of the averagecoat to the school of educating a dental student. This yearly
educatiohal cost to the institution is'certainly one of the
highest of the health professions. Duringthe same five-year
period, the amount paidby the average dental student for tuition, 49
And fees alone more than doubled, and by 1478-74; the average
expenditure required to complete four' years of dental school
exclusive of living expenses had reached almost $20,600 for
resident students and almost $25,000*for non-residents. For
the average student attending a private institution, four-year
school costs in that year'exceeded $31,000. It'is obvious that
the increasing inflation will worserva serious situation for both
the institution and the student. ti

1

It
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However, it, is important to note that there hall. been several
significant developments within the dental schoc_s that have
also contributed to institutional expense. Sch, -11 have expended
large sums of money in order to comply with fedora. requirements
that are currently prerequisite for institutional support. In
addition, effective and long overdue improvements. in faculty-
student ratios have been achieved. Technical equipment which

' rapidly becomes outmoded in highly-used dental school clinics
. have needed replacement and clinical facilities have required
renovation and modification in order to respond adequately to
new-program needs. ,

.

,The primary concern of. the dental schools is to maintain quality
of their programs and remain financially viable. In a survei,
completed earlier this ybar by the American Association'of Dental
Schools, the schools that.are receiving capitation grants were

,,asked to specify tho,actions they expected to take in order to
accommodate 'the reduced level of capitation funding in fiscal

-

year 1979. Without Federal support dental schools in general
would have to obtain replacement funds to support up to'57
percent ($ faculty and staff salaries. Private dental schools
would'have to obtain sufficient replacement fundsfor almost
62 percent of t eir faculty and staff salaries. One school
anticipated. the osing.of the school library. 'All were
concerned that the ctions they, were.taking were'makirig it

, increasingly difficul o recruit and to retain competent.'
clinical faculty in the ears ahead. .

In addition, almost three fifths of the 'schools responding to
the survey, planned an immediate increase in tuition and fees to
compensate in part for the redue.tion in .FY 1979 funds. Some
institutions.reported tha,they''.would be forced toeurtaileir -

, eliminate various student' programs, including programs aimed
at the recruitment and retention., of minority Students. Increases
in tuition, no matter how qpcessary,. would certainly exacerbate
the serious financial problems that already confront the student
who wishes to attend dental school. Ciirrent%rtudent assistance
programs, althougli potentially workable, are both underfunded
and are accompanied by restrictive regulations whitch
tend to eliminate many students particularly, .from the.middie
income

0
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The Health Educational Assistance Loan (HEAL) program that wasdesigned to assist student
in these circumstances is not avail-able at all to student4.in

schools-that have opted to forego ''capitation Or to students in other schools who 'already borrowedin the same year under other
Federal loan' programs.- Those stu-dents who are able,to:avail
themselves of the HEAL program find' thatktheir.original indebtedness is greatly 'inflated by thecomparatively.high interest rate provisions. To this educa7tiona indebtedness,'the newly graduated dentists who wish toenter practice upon completion of their dental education must,immediately incur.-large additional

debts to.establish their
practices.- Repayment of educational. and pradtice indebtednessbegins during a period in,their career's when their earnings. aretheir lowest. ;
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What then is the, Federal role in helping schools and studentsto address these serious difficulties?
We believe this role istwo-fold: (1) the Federal Government should supplement other.-sources of school income' thereby

assuring.thefiscal stabilityof the'schools so they can provide quality education for the .future dentists of the country; and. (2) the-Federal Government'should provide well designed and adequately funded student* 6assistance- programs, so that all.students may be ,assured equal=.
.access to a dental education, and

keep student indebtedness ata manageable level. We believe it is appropriate'that7ihe
Federal Goyernment assume these responsibilities becatibe dental'schools have demonstrated

exceptional responsiveness to ngnational'health manpower needs.- InqeeA, there are' - sever' een
states without dental schools.koldtese

states must re uponthe schools located in other st-es for their supply of dentists.
Without a federal supplement

it wt11 be difficult and in somecases impossible fdr schools
to,generate sufficient income toattain anything resembling fiscal stability. It appeara unlikely:thatincOme from private and state sources can adepately'replaceloss of,revenuesthat wouldihe
experienced'by a cut or elimination

of institutional support fr6m therFederal Government. We believe .that-it is essential for the
Federal Government to assist the.,schools through institutional
support-to minimize their need for'tuition increases.

?:
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Also, it is important for student assistance 1p/ogress to be
responsive ba,student.needs rather.than havingNthe total-cost

.'of education the responsibility of the student)because of, the
potehtially high income of the health professions student after
graduation.

Institutional Support
-

The Association endorses the continuation of institutional support
for health professions schools as an importaht resource in main-.
taining fiscal stability for these institutions. We therefore
applaud the philosophy in S. 2375 sponsored by Senator Edward M.
Kennedy and H.R. 6802 sponsored by you, Mr-. Chairman, of main-
taining

'.

a viable realistic ,!institutionai support program. How7
ever,' we are concerned that, with the exception of certain modi-
fications, H.R. 6802 esentially provided a three -year extension
for current institutional support- authority. 'We believe that
the assurances that dental SchoolSmust meet-in order to receive
capitation funds under the current authority are either obsolete
or unnecessarily burdensome. .Therefore, an extension of ,an
.institutional support'program with these'same requirements would-
.be undesirable.

In our judgment, some_of the principfea contained in the national .

priority incentive. grant package of S. 2375 will help dental schools
maintain fiscal, stability. However, a number of the incentives out-
lined in Section 772(e) (2) of that bill are unrealistic for the
dentalschools.

The incentive provis,ions in Section 771(e)(2)'of S. 2375 would
proVe-very diffiCult for dental schools to meet. The (a) and (b).
provisions would be particularity difficult because the national
applicant pool does` not have 15 percent minority, students from
underserved minority groups, or 40 percent.Women. '..Without quali
fied applicants, the schools could,not poSsibly meet those
tives. In addition, theprovision,that 90p ce of graduates
be in general:practicewill be difficult:for echo s 6o, absuie
.because the practice of.peliodontics end :Public re ire'advanced
',: ",education that occursesfter dental schoOl and the d ntal schools
have little or no contact with.studenEg' afeer gradua ion. The

/
V

.
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.
.provision,of C(2) is troublesome'becauseyery few.dental schools

have residencies in public.health or general practice. The
training in these residencies takes place for. the.most 'part-in
hospitals and other institutions not affiliated with dental
schools. In pari (d) we suggest that the incentive berelated
to states without dental schools.rather than healUnimanpower
shortageareas. This would be particularly relevant to.the
problem of heaith manpower distribution because, as we mentioned-
above, 17 states do not haVe Elental schOof's. The_off-site train.-

,..- ing provision for dental schobli 14 very costly and could dpot
Up to three to four times more per student than the institution
would.receive from the basic,support. . We therefore suggest that
this provision of part (d) be optional. The' Association fully,
endorses part (e) of S: 2375 and believes that it is a.rearistfc
component to meet stated health .goals.

it

N,. ./n addition, we suggest that other incentive options l'e made
1 .available which would further Elle ability of the schools tog

address national priorities.. Section 731tc) (3) (B) of S. 2144
introduced by SenatorRiChard Schweiker provides that'"the

.

school conducts, or plans to conduct within twelve months,
a community dental education and screening. program designed..
to either (i) educate and screen- the general population for
controllable dent '1 diseades or conditions or (ii) meet the
dental ed cation n01eeds of a defined special population such-
as the han a ed, elderly; indigent or institutionalized

,. children." Section 731(c)(4)(B) of that bill states "the
.a

school;provides or coordinates within an existing system to
provide or plans to do so within twelve months, a program for.
'the delivery of primary or preventive dental'care services to

uan underserved population, such as local prisoners or public
health nursing home residents.". Both 731(c)(4)(B' and 731 (c)
(3)(B) of Senator Schweiker'S bill are direct-service oriented
and in our judgment provide schools with the opportunities to
address the dental health care needs of targeted populations
within the community. We recommend that such provisions be
,included in the list of options available to dental- srhools as
..a4surances for institutional support.

0
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We emphasize that these assurances must be.within the context of
institutional support. We do not think that these objectives can
be realized through project greht.authoritiesbecauee special pro-
iect grants are targeted authorities'carrying a forward- commitment
for operating-resources and do not 1;itIvide basic Consistent finan-
cial assistance to the dental.schools.

Student Assistance

The American Association of Dental School& believes that the thrust
of H.R. 6802 in incrementally improving the features of a working
system of student assistance to health professj.ons students is a
!sound approach to the complexities of student financial-assistance
problems. While we believe that the improveMents suggested in

6802 are well conceived, we suggest that the additional'
modifications recommendedby Senator Schweiker in his.bill S. 1642
more' adequately address the problem. S. 1642 would build on exist=
ing loan and scholarship programs by including provisions for
interest subsidies for Health.Education,Assistance Loan (HEAL)
recipients, eliminatioh of the prohibition on HEAL recipients -from
receiving other government loans, extended repayment period for
Health Professions Student Loans (HPSL) and continue the Excep-
lional Financial Need (EFN) Scholarship program. In addition,
this bill, like H.R. 6802,'S. 2375 and S. 2144, would effect a
much needed graduated repayment proision. .Such a.provision
would 'allow young practitioners to repay their,indebtedness in
keeping with the growth, of their pradtices.

The Association' believes that an expanded loan repayment program
is more appropriate than the proposed service commitment loan
program of S..2375. A loan repayment program, if adequately
funded, is much'more effective in meeting the needs of shortage
areas than are other..need targeted programs. yin our opinion,
graduates who amail themselves of loan repayment would more

'likely remain.in-Nn area that needs - dentists than an individual
-Who made a commitment to serve in a need ared'awa precondition
to receipt of a loan or scholarship early.ln his or her dental'

;,educatCon.'
. ,
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Finally,. the-Exceptional-Financial Need Scholarship-program should
be retained but amended., That program has }seen an important resource
for dental students who .otherwise'would.be unable to obtain a- dental
education. Unfortunately, 'appropriations-for this program have been
low and only one or two scholarships have been --/ailable to each
dental school. We urge that the'authority for this, program be
continued but amended to provide scholarship:support for-mpre than
one year for the student who has an exceptional financial need and
that adequate appropriations are providedleach year.' .

Special Projects

. /

The Association supports the proposal to continue some existing
project grant authorities incluai9g General Practice of Dentistry
Residencies,' ABCs,- expanded funq'tion dental auxiliaries, TEAM,
interdisciplinary training, eductional-assistance to individuals
from disadvantaged backgrounds and curriculum development. In
particular,. we believett federal support should continue to bk
directed to Generaf Pr ice Residency programs in dental schools
and in accredited programs in hospitals and other appropriate -.
entities. If .the'currerit authority for General Practice Residency
programs.is Oxtended, under the general section of-Family Medicine
Training and General Practice Dentidtry Training as propOsed in

6802,'we strongly recommend the retention of the ten percent
earmarking- of funds in this section-tot the General Practice
Dentistry Residency programs.

In addition, we support the proposed new graq,authoritied.in
.S. 2144.for professional-suppOrt mechanismsyror dentists practicing
in medically underserved areas, curriculum development in health .

care economics, continuing education projects and projects to demon-
strate means of-reducing the costs of health professions education
and curriculum. developmenk.

The Association strongly supports Section 791 of S. 2375.prOviding
special project funding to\q1) develop new admission ,policies. pro-
cedures, and criteria for increasing enrollment of students who are

.

coMMitted to serve underserVed,;populations, who are residents of

1 1.9
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underserved areas, or who are likely to-enter general practice;
(2) plan, develop, and operate, or maintaih clinical education
programs including preceptorships and interdisciplinary training
in underservedFareas or in health manpower, shortage areas;'or
(3) plan, develop; and operate or maintain programs to provide .

individuals who meet or planto meet the needs of underserved
populations, education including continuing education and
training related to the delivery of health care to medically
underserved populations. All-of these functions are of'great
importance and these project grant authorities would signifi-
cantly further .the current efforts of 'the. dental schools in
these directions.

' The Association also believes that SectiOn 793 of S. 2375 pro-
' viding for grants fot prelkntive medicine or dentistry training.
is particularly well conceived.

We endorse Section 795 of Senator Kennedy's bill dealing with.
" special project grants in .nutrition, geriatrics, rehabilitation .

and the containment of health care costs; as well as Section 796
providing funds to schools tm increase the participation of women
in health careers; and Section 797 providing for research.and
demonstration projects. All of- these functions are in the bests
interest of the dental schools that have the resources to develop
-such- programs and of the nation at large.

. .

..Construction Grants

While theAssociatioffsuAports the provision in H.R., 6802.repealing
the requirement imiOsed on previous' grantees for increased enroll-
Ment as a condition for receiving construction grants, we do not
believe that total elimination of construction grant. authority is
advisable. Funds should be provided under the construction grant
authority to replace ecmipment and renovate outmoded teaching
facilities.. Although most dental schools have been built, re-
placed, or renovated mihhin'the past fifteftn years, many need,
to replace equipment and tOmodernizeeducational facilities to
.keep pace with changing'.technology. Unlike medical schools which
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fardiearily'have access to hospitals and clinical equipment, dental
schools are largely self-contained and

must provide their own high"cost equipment. Because this equipment is utilized daily it be-
e

'comes worn and needs. to be replaced in a short period of time.

Financial Distress
v

In our judgment, financial distressq,uthority-should
adequately 'reflect the magnitude.of need that could result if institutions

face unexpected financial problems. We therefore support extension
of existing authority for financial distress grants with the further
recommendation that authorization. levels be high enough to antici-
pate adequately the potential increases in the number of dental
schools that might experience financial distress in the near
future.

'

'National Health Service Scholarships

The AsSociation supports the basi concept of S. 2144 in phasing
down the. National Health Service ps scholarship program to a
level that is consistent wiLth reali tic shortage area 'reqUirements.
We believe that a program primarily administered at the state level
would likely be more responsive to the rehl brobleMS of meeting the
needs of underserved populations.

The Association thinks that Con-
.

tinued phased-down.support for National Health Service Corps"Bchol-
arship authority is appropriate, but shouldbe retained until a \shift of such responsibility can be assumedby the. states. Continu-ation ca, the NHSC scholarship prOvisions_should not be considered
a general student assistance provision and piust be coordinated to
ehe'needs for career NHSC dentists in state designated shortage
areas. We are-partibularly concerned about recent trends to
expand the National Health

Service,Corps.scholarshipprogram at
the expense of other student assistance such as the Health Profes-
sions Student Loan program, and Exceptional-Financial Need Schol
arship program. Oe do not support the concept that the NHSC is
the principle source to effect a better distribution of health
manpower. Programs such as the National Health OrofesSions
Placement Network are. realistic methods to match community need
and health manpower availability. NHSC should be the resource or
available to need areas that have no other way to alleviate
shortage of health manpower. In short, we believe'that NHSC

o

A

I nzt
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-Scholarsh ps should be limited to those dental students that
intend to serve in the National

Health Service Corps as a .career and the number supported
should not exceed the number

expected to be needed in the year of, graduation and available
.for service.

In Ehe paat, the total number of NHSC scholarships available todental students has been relatively small compared .to totalenrollments in the dental schools and, the total number of
scholarship recipients. The Kennedy bill proposes to earmark80 percent of NHSC

scholarship.appropriations.for schools ofmedicine and osteopathy. To assure that needed scholarships'
'are available-for dental-studentb, we suggest that earmarked

1-funds ior those'students be
continued as proposed by H.R: 6802.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity to make these comments.If the American Association
of Dental Schools can provide any .assistance to you, the members of the Subcommittee or the staff,

please,do not hestitate to contact us.
-ar

Sincerely,

-Harry . Bruce, Jr., D.D.S.
Executive Director

HWB/jf
cc:. Mr. Hal Christensen

Dr. Thomas J. Ginley
AADS Executive Committee
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April 4; 1980 ""

The Honorable Hanryik. Waxman, Chairman
Sthcaamitteecn Health & The Environment
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
2424 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington; D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

6000 Executive Boulevard
Rockville, Maryland 20852

On behalf of the Coalition of Independent Health Profeisiths (CIHP), I am pleased
',, to have this opportunity to submit to.you for the record the following statement

of CIHP concerns and recoamendations with respect to the present proposed legisla-
tion to amend and extend the current health and manpower ,training authorities
contained in TitleNIII of the Public Health Service Act, as amended, the subject
of hearings held before your Subcommittee on March 25, 1980.

CIHP was'formed in the spring of 1970 as a vehicle ibr'shared leadership in/health
care matters and provides its member organizations a forum for receiving and sharing
information on health plannin caand the delivery of health care services. Membership
in the Coalition is accorded o organizations which are broadly representative of
discipline-centered professi s with significant involvement in the delivery of .

health services and, collectively, CIHP repre&ents over a quarter million non-physician
health care professionals. Membership in CIHP is composed of the fpllowing organi-
iations;

. ,
,. 0 , -

' American AssOciation'for dlinical Chemiatrj
American Association mf Bioanalysts

. American Association of Pastoral Counselors
American bietetic Association .

American Occupational Therapy Association,
American Optometric Association
AMerican'Physiehl Iherapy. Association.
Ameiican Society for Medical Technblogy
American Speech Hearing and Language Association
National Association of SOcial Workets
National Rehabilitation Counseling AssoCiation.'

.
9

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS .

Aeronaut Aseacietion of Bionanlynis American Occupational Thenttnr Alennietion
Amman Ainocastion of Polon! Counselors American Ootonettrk Associetiorr
American Dietetic Association A ',token PM, Slag Tiorspc' Aeusc4tion

Anria, SOtAly lot Wicket Tactinolopc

. .

Amnion Speech and NeOingNuOcloOii
National Associetion of Sociel Workers
Unkind Relobilitation Counxlinp Assodallon,

4
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Insofar as allied health professionals cocprise approximate'y three-fifths of the
total health work force whidhnownombers over 5 million,'and insofar as CIHP
represents a significant portion of these allied health professionals, we are
intimately concerned with the management of and the direction.to be taken by
America's health care delivery system.

Definition of Allied Health

CIHP is particularly concerned with the current inadequate and inappropriate
definition of "Allied Health Personnel" as set forth in Section 795(1)-ind continued
in Section 795(2) of the current statute. CIHP p,-,eives this current definition ,

as-both inappropriate and derogatory, and this to fhe extent that at least- one
compamentbrganization of CIHP has for some strongly dissuaded its members
from seeking federal training assistance under the Part G Allied Health' Authorities
of Title VII.

This current system which, in effect, requires health care professionals.to derogate
their professional status as a condition for the award of federal assistance does-
not further the legislative intent on whith the Part G authorities were based, nor
does it contribute to the solution of the needs and shortages these authorities.were
meant to. address.

, -

The examples of allied health personnel in Section 795(2) are, in the first instant-F.,
not truly representative of the spectrum of non-physician health-careoproviders, nor,
in the second instance, are definitions even necessary in light of the fact that none
are offered for medical, dental, or podiatric personnel.

The preferable standard to be applied is that'which is currently applied to these
latter professions, i.e. definition of the schools which train these medical, dental,
or podiatric personnel should be'the model standard by which allied health personnel
are determined. Consequently, we suggest that the Subcommittee amend H.R. 6802 to:

delete section 795 1) of the current statute and amend the current section
tituting, in neu ereo owing egis tive anguage.

The terms "training center for allied health'personnel" and "school
of allied health" mean a public or nonprofit4private junior college,
college, or university

(A) which provides, or can provide, pro ams'of education in a
field of allied health leading to a baccalaureate or
associate degree nor an equivalent degree of,either) or to
a more advanced degree; .

(B) which provides training for not less than a total of twenty
persons in such curricula;

,

(C) which if in a college or university which does not include
a teaching hospital-or in a junior college, is affiliated
with such a hospital; and

Subsection (D) of existing section 795(2) should be retained. 4
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Data Studies
,

CLIP strongly feels that an additional eaphasis should be placed-al data studies in
Wohdealth. A recent study,entitled A Report on Allied Health Personnel,

by the litzreattof-PealthMarpcser of the Health Resources Administration
pursumat to section 702(d) of the Health Professions Echx:atinal Assistance Act of
1976 (P.L. 94-484), as amended, has, among its many ,findings stated:

"There are insufficient data about allied health personnel at.the
local, state, or national level to permit radical improver:eats in
planning, production, and management. the large number of occupations
and functions involved,. and their interrelations, makes good planning
'for allied health personnel difficult. Improved data on production,
recruitment, reimbursement, utilization, service costs, and work force
quality are needed. Data ca inprovements in supply, work force quality,
educational standards and methods, and opportunities for minorities are
difficult and costly to produce andligilerally less than satisfactory.
here improvements have occFred,-fea-ral support appears to be a
decisive factor.",

Another report has been completed as the end product of a two-year study conducted
by the National COmmission on Allied Health Education. This report, entitled . .

The Future of Allied Health: .Alliances for the 1980's, arrives at such the sane
conclusion as the above cited Report:

"Ile Federal government should support the systematic and continuous
collection and dissemination of data on the numbers and distributions of
health aenpower in all occupaticnal'areas including information on pro-

Support also should be Made available.for the -Continuation
of bi inventories of allied health programs, expanded to
incl all settings which continue to offer formal post-secondary echicaticn
prograns."

'Currently, the federal government supports allied health related data collection
relating only to those allied health schools defined in existing section 795(2), those
awarding the associate, baccalaureate or higher degree, and does not take into account
the increasing number of allied health institutions which award certificates as opposed
to.degrees. Consequently, and to acconplia the5esems, we urge the Subommnittee to:

amend the existing data collection language of section 708

or to:

add a new section to Part C to accomodate the need for the collection of
allied health (including post-secondary nonprofit and proprietary insti
tutians which grant practice "certificates' 1n allied health disciplines?
includin data relatin to roduction recruitment reimbursement
uti ization, service cos 5, wor orce qua 1 y, e a 1., s an
and methods, and opportunities for minorities.

4
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Access to Grants

//
The Report of the Bureau of Health'Manpouer concludes that: ..

bile same of the previous shortages of lli thiPersomnelhaie
been alleviated or eliminated, there remain.signifi t shortages in
the areas of respiratory therapy, speech, pathology,, "ology,
and that, to a lesser degree, shortages remain of formally trained
dental assistants, in dietetics, radiation therapy,'.occupational
therapy, and physical therapy;

r .

The duties and responsibilities of allied health 'personnel have
markedly increased in recent years;

As a coSi-saving strategy, increased use of allied health personnel
is thought to have considerable potential, especially, in HMO's. and
long-term care; and

,

The quality.of training has incre'ved aiglificantly in recent years, .7

but further az:prover:sent% are requifed.

Consider also the statistics from the Occupational Projections and'7raining Data,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, with an expected publication date of 1980. Reproduced
here for the Subcommittee's convenience. are the statistics fer a number of the allied
health professions:

Occupation
Estimated em-
ployment 1978

Projected em-
ployment 1990

% Of
Change \

!, '-
Optometrists 21,000 26,000 25.2 .

Medical laboratory workers 210,000, 265,000 26.2
Occupational therapists 15,000 308,000, 100.0
Occupational therapy
assistants 10,000 .. 15,000 50.0

Physical therapists . 30,000 i r -. 45,000' 50.0
Physical therapy assistants
and aides 12,500 15000 20.0

Dietitians 35,000 50,000 -- 42.9
Rehabilitation counselors 19,000 NA* , NA*
Social workers 385,000 475000". 24.2
Speech patholdgists and
audiologists 32,000 60,000 87.5

*NA -
1
data not available

\1

CIHP therefore urges the Subcommittee to recgnsider this pattern of allocation, and
suggests the following legislative action:

a

\\._:..//;
,
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of section 798 should be retained in the Subcammittee'
e tive IM1111"11:121:761r4g"7:14

es enimramt . projects wai
focus on allied health role-deIineaticns and related iplulart
curriculum modules; on new health-service needs without creating
new specialities; on the deve t of mechanisms for intenliscijilixuir/
arti 1 tian; on the use of allied healthpractiticners-in containing.
health care costs; an the allied-health related needs' of unserved and
diseaunderserved areas; and an curriculum offerings in health promotion,

se pr
geriatrics, mad health planning.- The authorization

levels fbr existing section 796 shcold-be 30 million for fiscal 1981,
i32 million for fiscal 1911-4 S321 million for fiscal 1983, and ;36 million

-Existing section 797 authorizes $S.S million for the current fiscal yealfor institutes.
generally designed to accommodate the "advancer learainwreds of allied health prac-
titicners who, principally as -a result of the rapid exp-oicti of the allied health
fields and increases in the nimbers.and varieties.of allied health opportunities, and
initiatives, find themselves, in new educational, Supervisory, or admon,astratiVe settings.
CIEP urgei that this emphasis be continued and, therefore, reconeends'that the final
Subcommittee prophsal:

include existing section 797 through fiscal year 1984 at annual'Iuthori-
. zation levels which are equal to that of the current fiscal year.

A significant aspect of the' Congress'' rationale for initiat. in 1966, federal
suppol programs in allied health education was its belief the allied health
professions could help the health care delivery systems need ease services,. f

to tnserved and underserved areas of the country. Allied health has sindk proven
its'effectiveness in these area -- allied health services are diverse; so re the
critical health care needs in unserved rural and urban areas. Yet the allied health
professions haVe been virtually ignored-by National Health Services Corps planners.

In 1979, for example, only 28 of 2,379 NEISC scholarships went to allied health
students (all 28 were awarded to oaster's.level students in public health nutrition
programs). It is difficult to believe that podiatry services, for example, are any
more crucial to the health tare needs of underserved populations than the services'
of audiologists or physical therapists pr rehabilitation elors (1p6 podiatry
studeets benefited from NNSC assistance in 1979). uently, CIHP-Tirges the
Subcnomittee to:

include students in the allied health professions among the'healthyro-

.

fessions students qualified for NHSC education assistance and service.

Moreover, we hope.the Subccandttee's report will recognize that:

Clinical training( health policy and health care economics; continuing
education, educational costs, curriculum develmEmsito and-the role of
women in health care education and service are all appropriate areas
for special federal finding emphasis. Allied health training pro am_s

,.should be specified as appropriate recipients of such special Ong.

ect--
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With regard to.the above docuoented4vidence of national shortages in the-oanpower
forces of the allied health professions, CIHP specifically urges the Subc000jttee
to report an anehdoent to existing section 796 to: _

.-
.

enable the. of Health Manpower .to povide special incentive slApport
to allied heal tion programs which train students; in disciplines
`identified as "s gnificant national Sborrage' areas notably audiology,

thoIogy respiratcatherpay, dietetics, dietetic technology,.
ysi therapy occupati 1 therapy, radiation therapy, arkLZental

assisting. Q : .

CIHP sincerely appreciates this opportunity to present its concerns for the record
of these hearings. We are/iSo pleased to offer you or your Subcommittee staff the
assistance of our personnel Should any additional inforoation-or assistance be =
requjred. ,

Sincerely,_

OittA9A.,\.oduks
R. Charles Harker
Legislative Chair, CIHP
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Americay Osteopathic Associatiok'

Th 1l orablo Henry Waxman
Chai man,. Subcommittee on Health
House Committee on Interstate and

Foreign Commerce
tU.S'. Capitol
Washington, D.C. 20515

Apri101, 1980

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Amefican'OSteonathie AsSociation'supports the focus
and.mdjor provisions of H.R. 6802, the Health Profession;
Edubation:AssiStance and.Nurse. Training Amendments of 1980.
(The programs proposed in the legislation will serve t9
assure that national health care goals are met; while acknowl--.,
edging the budgetary constraints that inflation necessitates.

Tho A0A.has concurred in testimony presented before
yobr'Subcommittee-by the American Association of Colleges of
.osteopathic Medicine. We would now lia% to take .this'opportunity
to comment on some specific provisions of H.R. 6802 which are
of particular concern tothe osteopathic profeseion.

'We support your proposals to extend National., Health Service
Corps programs And to encourage utilizatiqn Of priyaiej.ractice
pry. backs options for WISP scholarships. Students of osteopathic'- atbdicino' : 4 "significant use of the NIISe programs; helping
ta4meo.t.sthon medj:,cally,bnderservedlpopulatibns;

than A0% 0 oT
ieu£

physpiains
elci titawe'

T apPlauds your commitment, outlined ie'Part
of TO16 11 ofgl.A. 6802,:to continue health, professions studodt

loarlAvosisstanee. Although we:are in favor of. the program,
Outlined in Soction 2.051O), f0:!,provide deferrals on interest :

paymOnts'of Fe'derailyi-insured st0b4t loAns,,7the three/ear
deferrals provided.Tor in this.'s.U0Obtion-would not cover some
osteopathic students; because of tTiOPV,s,;ecioiremeot,that,
students participate in a one-year iti toiiOVIintorpship,prior to any.:
residency training. Accordingly,'we recodmend that the
allowable period for deferrals of interest payments be exiended.
to four years.

re
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The Institutional Support Grants provided for in Part C
of Title II:are strongly supported by the AOA. These."ctire9
eupport,grants will help 'insure 'that. health profeesions.schools
will cont,inue to be Able to develop and implement responses
to national health priorities, The importance of retaining
cdre InSAltutional support cannot be overstated', and we greatly
appreciate your acknOwle'dgment of this need. '"

,. . A
Part D of.Title II reauthorizes the Spbcial Project Grants

currently provided for in Sections 7e0,,7§4 and 7,$6 of P:L. 94:484.
The.AbA supported institqion .6f. these programs originally, and

.80,.however, poses'

is pleased note your dedication fo theirconqinuation. The
otiginal la ago of'Section 7
for the osteopathic profession, as it is predicated on the
structd of the. allopathic postdoctoral training'ModeP.
Specifially, Section 780 mandates. that gr nt eligible entities

44must h e "control" over a three Year app o ed or provisionally
approv d residency training progran. in lam ly practice. Virtually
elrost opathic residency training programs are conducted in

,4satellite; community'teE4hing hospitals which at affiliated .

with,. rather than control/444 by, schools of oste ethic.
mediCine. We belleYe the intent of SeCtion 780 -(b)(i)(9) of
P.L. 94-484 was to -assure that students trained in programs

.

receiving federal funds Would-have residency training slots
available to them.' Amending Section 2.1S,of H.R. 6802 to altel.,
the language of Section 780 of P.L. 94-484 to require that

....grant eligible entities maintain "affiliation agreements ":
with hoapitals operating family practice residency training
programs 'Will serve to promote continuity in training; while
insuring that osteopathic institutions will be eligible for
family practice funding. .1

°.
.
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.,.. 'Section 230 (f) of Part E, Title Ipamencla P.1. 94-484 to
authorire grants.t6 health irofessiOnslechools toes ablish
administrative units in preventive .medicine 'and toe prove,
prodoctoral and postdoctoral instruction in'keven e,
community, or occupational medicine. Agaih, .due.t6 the ' -6
uniqueness of the osteopathic postdoctoral Araini model,
teaching hospitals must be included among the gran eligible .;
entities if improvements in osteopathiC postdoctor 1 traihini
programs.are to be accomplished. Further, .thisse ion"
amends P.L. 94-484. to prOvi e grants .to'schools 'of -4.

medicine,and public health't "plan .and' new esidency,
training programs, and to deve op'and expan accredit° re'sltency
training programs'in4reventiir medicine." The Adk. requests that you
amend this 'section to include chools of osteopathic medicine. and . .- .

osteopathic,,teaching hospitals.among the entities eligible for thre
gdnts: .

.

.

The AOA supports the provisions outlined in TitlesIII, . Ill

and V of H.R. 680 The changes_ in reimbursement policy proposed.

4iihiSectiodl

S01 SO2 will 4rovide further inducement /or
hospitals to inc' r'Y their-numbert;pf primary:calidency
positions, therebyiateting national goal.
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The ADA appreciates the,opportimity tocomment on the
/foregoing specific problems of H.R. 6802. We stand ready . .

to work with you, nd yourataff and to provide any additional
information you may require. Thank you again.for your continiltdcg,

. support of health professions education generally, and your
'sensitivity to the needs and contri.butiona of the osteopathic
p"rofession;

JPP/tgr

[Whereupon, the subcommittee was adjourned at.11:40 a.m.]
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